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foreword
The international U&U seminar invites PhD work which addresses the discipline of urban-
ism, and encourages contributions that highlight its trans-disciplinary nature. Urbanism 
is grounded in various practices, discourses and realities with respect to the city. The 
seminar will focus on multiple approaches – from historic enquiry to project-led analysis 
– and cover a wide range of spaces and scales – from territories to neighborhoods, 
from landscapes to cityscapes. The seminar seeks contributions that address innovative 
practices or research and [re]define urbanism as a trans-disciplinary field.

The increasing importance of territorial urbanization processes has added new ana-
lytical techniques to the vocabulary of urbanism, including a [re]new[ed] focus on 
landscape. Likewise, infrastructure has reappeared as a primary dimension of urban-
ism, due to the increasing importance of networks in structuring the territory. Nodes 
in the network are strategic locations for urban projects. Both dimensions, landscape 
and infrastructure, continue to gain importance. World-wide, recent socio-economic 
and ecological transformations bring sustainability and environmental concerns to the 
fore. Such issues as the management of natural resources and water, new patterns and 
modes of mobility all necessitate the trans-disciplinary repositioning of urbanism.

Furthermore, urbanism requires a [re]positioning vis-à-vis its historical Western biases. 
Urbanism is more and more informed by anthropological or sociological approaches 
in general and by postcolonial theory in particular. As many parts of the world are 
presently embroiled in the process of urbanization and modernization, the discipline 
needs to think through alternative modes of urbanization and non-western paths of 
modernization.

This plurality of the process of modernization is not limited to the non-western context. 
New narratives make visible ‘other modern traditions’ within which infrastructure, hous-
ing, real estate development, business location, agriculture, governance, material cul-
ture, technology, rather than architecture or urbanism per se, are the leading agents 
in the urbanization process. Models and concepts used in these disciplines convey al-
ternative views on urbanity, urban form or regional development that further [re]define 
urbanisms trans-disciplinary character.

The importance of landscape and infrastructure and the impact of ‘other’ traditions 
and contexts on urbanism and urbanization are but a few examples of how urban-
ism as a discipline continuously acts as a receptor of new practices and discourses, 
adapting to ever-changing urban realities. This edition of the U&U seminar aims to draw 
the contours of this trans-disciplinary repositioning of urbanism, transcending accepted 
definitions.

editors
Bruno De Meulder, Michael Ryckewaert, Kelly Shannon
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River-urban confi gurations 

Exploring the potential structuring role of river systems in the 
diffuse urbanization of Flanders

Christian Nolf
ASRO, OSA, KULeuven

christian.nolf@asro.kuleuven.be

Problem statement
This research focuses on a morphological analysis of the river-urban confi gurations in Flanders, 
on an interpretation of their genesis and on a prospective investigation of their evolution at the 
dawn of a new generation of water management policy.

Two dynamic systems
To address the river-urban question in this research, we state that both the water and territorial 
system can be interpreted as dynamic, evolving in parallel with more or less interaction.

On the one hand, we have a very specifi c Flemish urban landscape, characterized by dispersal 
and isotropy. A detailed look back in history shows that this urban scatter results from a long 
standing process, whereby an initial fi ne rural pattern served as a basis for successive -often 
unachieved- waves of urbanization answering to ever shifting points of attraction (such as 
economical poles, transport networks…). Added to this, an absence of coordinated or effective 
regulation of the spatial organization generated a plot-by-plot appropriation of land, resulting in 
a fi ne-grained and often contrasting urban fabric (DE MEULDER 1999, RYCKEWAERT 2002, 
DE BOEK 2002).

On the other hand, we have a dense network of rivers, covering almost homogeneously 
Flanders’s planar territory. While rivers and valleys represent one of the few permanent features 
of the landscape, they have nevertheless been heavily manipulated through centuries. Being 
the theatre of local appropriations, diversions, interconnections and adjoined by canals, the river 
system in Flanders can also be considered as a highly evolving body, undergoing permanent 
mutations at the service of diverging interests (e.g. defence, transport, agriculture, industry, 
wastewater management etc) (VERHALLEN, 2007).

While in some cases the hydrological and urban realms have been complementary and mutually 
determining (e.g. in old bridge-towns, port-cities, or rural structures established on drainage 
systems), the more recent developments show a total disconnection between the urban and 
water logics.

Transformations to come
The river-urban question can today be considered a hot topic because of important 
transformations about to happen along water systems. As a consequence of growing public 
and political interest for water-related issues (fl ood, pollution, ecology, transport, recreation, 
partly stimulated by the perspectives of climate change) combined to the emergence of a new 
soft engineering and cross-sector approach, water management practices in Europe have been 
fundamentally rethought. Set up in 2003 as a response to the European Water Framework 
Directive1, the new Flemish water policy (Integraal Waterbeleid) consists of a range of new 
regulations and of plans established for each river basin, coordinating actions and fi xing water-
quantity and quality objectives.

The new water policy will have a strong impact on the morphology of rivers and on their role on 
the territory, due, fi rstly, to the eminently spatial character of the measures it suggests. Under 
the motto “more space for the river”, it aims to restore the self-regulating capacity of the water 
cycle by reintegrating its natural space. This restitution process can be seen as a reaction to the 
attitude that prevailed during the past decades, which by interventions like piping, channelling, 
straightening, covering and diking, confi ned the water cycle into a fully controlled circuit. Facing 
today the perspective of hydrological extremes due to climate change2, but also accused of 

1 The European Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) adopted in 2000 requires from all member states an integrative manage-
ment plan of their water systems by 2015. Most remarkable about the directive is its integrative ambition. By simultaneously ad-
dressing issues like drinking water production, groundwater refi ll, river management, fl ood prevention, waste water treatment, water 
and recreation etc, it explicitly recognizes the interdependence of all water questions and positions them as chain components in 
the water cycle. Moreover, by taking the river basins as the management unit instead of administrative boundaries, the new water 
policy reemphasizes the physical features of the territory.
2  “The climate change impacts (in Flanders) generally tend towards wetter winter and drier summers: runoff peaks show high 
uncertainty depending on the scenario but could increase up to +35%, and low fl ows should decrease severely in all cases” (EL 
FAROUK BOUKHRIS, 2008)
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reducing the ecological role of water, the engineered water circuit is urged to be re-opened and 
re-naturalized. These intentions are translated into a set of spatial transformations that concern 
the rivers (e.g. re-connect old meanders), the valleys (e.g. dike removal, de-poldering, new or 
restored fl ooding areas), and can lead in some cases to the creation of extra parallel channel 
to permanently or occasionally (“green river”) absorb excessive fl ows.

The new water policy will also affect the river system due to its decentralized and source-
oriented approach3. By encouraging the natural infi ltration, the self-cleaning and the storage 
capacity of the river system upstream, it will give creeks and small rivers a preeminent role in 
the control of the watershed.

The structuring potential of rivers

If it appears clearly that rivers will be given more space, the way it will affect the surrounding 
territory is still vague. In the river management plan, the spatial question remains limited to 
quantitative aspects, doesn’t call to be designed and rarely integrates other programs, except 
some developments of natural reserves and wetlands. More specifi cally, the urban areas are 
addressed in strictly negative terms: measures to protect the urbanized zones from fl ooding, 
and reversely legal instruments to mitigate their impact on the water cycle and to block new 
developments on potentially fl oodable and permeable zones. The non-consideration of territorial 
and urban issues in the new water management plan doesn’t only ignore the constitutive role of 
water in the shaping of the territory and in the way it was urbanized, it also eludes the potential 
structuring role of river systems. 

An opportunity lie here to be taken: by redefi ning borders, creating new centralities (like e.g. 
retention basins), reactivating old structures, breaking up or emphasizing physical continuities 
etc, the spatial implications of the new water policy could play a signifi cant role in the re-
qualifi cation of the dispersed urban fabric. We can refer here to the emerging practice of 
landscape urbanism that re-emphasizes the importance of particular sites and of the ecological/
artifi cial processes they encompass as potential receptors, organizing the city and enhancing 
the urban experience (see as reference: WALDHEIM 2006).

Hypothesis

A design-based approach to the spatial implications on rivers of the new water policy gives an 
opportunity to re-structure and guide urbanization processes. 

Objective: 

The objective of the research is to develop a method combining engineering and design tools to 
enable a constructive interplay between water management and territorial structuring.

Approach and methodology:

The research could be characterized by a threefold approach: inductive, descriptive and 
projective.

Inductive

By being inductive, the research takes the option of proceeding from particular facts to general 
conclusions, to give a selection of representative case studies the instigating role in the 
formulation of problems.

Such a case-based approach appears as most suitable for the very specifi c Flemish context, 
where the richness and diversity of river-urban confi gurations deserves a fi ne-grained analysis. 
Moreover, it relies upon the conviction that the most useful and innovative contribution to 
the current debate around water - which is often marked by ‘global’ preoccupations and the 
application of generic solutions - is by the introduction of a deeply grounded insight of a water 
problematic. In the same way, it might usefully counterbalance the rather centralistic and top-
down character of the water management plan as it is currently developed in Flanders.

The case studies consist of three samples of the diffusely urbanized Flemish territory, illustrating 
each a confrontation with specifi c river issues, and where a water-driven regional development 
project is currently undertaken. Selected as three ‘moments’ between the source and the mouth 
of a same watercourse, each case refl ects a different scale and a different attitude towards 
water, and at the same time highlights the interdependence between all parts of the river. 

A fi rst -upstream- case is located on the south-west slope of the sandy Kempens plateau, north 
of Hasselt. The region is traversed by a number of parallel creek valleys, punctuated by an 
impressive quantity of ponds, relics of ancestral peat exploitations that were later transformed 
into a cascading system of pools for fi sh-farming. If the valleys used to play a clear structuring 

3 This decentralized philosophy is clearly expressed in the 3-step strategy of the Flemish fl ood prevention plan, which 
encourages by order of priority to 1. retain, 2. contain and then only 3. evacuate surface water.
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role in the rural and very limited pattern of settlements until the late 19th century, they have 
since then been blurred by more recent waves of urbanization, driven by other logics (such as 
the coal-mining economy, the transversal Albert canal, the new highways) (CHARLIER 2000). 
The creeks and ponds are nevertheless currently at the centre of a vast regional plan, aiming to 
develop their potential for ecology and recreation, but also as a carrier of regional identity4. 

This case calls into question the rejuvenation of old water structures, their confrontation with 
structural changes (altered hydrographical structure due to post-mining subsidence), with 
large-scale infrastructures (Albert Canal and highways), and their relationship to later forms of 
urbanization.

A second -intermediate- case will zoom on a segment (to be defi ned) along the marshy valley 
of the Demer River between Diest and Werchter. The way this valley is urbanized expresses 
an ambivalent relationship to the river, showing appropriations for defensive, transport and 
agriculture purposes, but at the same time feared due to frequent fl ood risks. The Demer valley 
is by the way a pioneering experiment (initiated in 1995, now in its implementation phase) of 
integrated river management in Flanders, combining a soft engineering approach to fl ood and 
groundwater issues with objectives for the development of nature, recreation and agriculture.

A third -downstream- case will focus on the mouth of the considered watercourse into the 
Schelde estuary, around the city of Ruppelmonde. Under the cumulated infl uence of river and 
sea tide fl ows, this place is at the heart of a very ambitious fl ood protection program (Sigma plan 
1977, revised in 2005) which entails the raising of existing protections, but also de-poldering 
and creation of new fl oodable and retention areas. This case study will address the questions 
of the spatial integration of large-scale river infrastructural projects and of the reconversion of 
a river-based economy.

4  The project “Kansen voor de Wijers” is coordinated by the Flemish Land Agency (VLM) in association with the Low 
Kempen Regional Landscape Agency (RLLK).

[fi g. 1] River-urban 
confi gurations: three case 
studies as three ‘moments’ 
between the source and the 
mouth of a same watercourse. 

Descriptive

In order to address questions such as: what has been the role of the river in giving form to 
the territory?, how did processes of rationalization of the river serve as a support for human 
activity and human settlements? or how is the river interacting with the recent urbanization 
processes?... the research will concentrate on an analytical description of the territory, on a 
decoding of the traces of successive spatial mechanisms at work in the transformation of the 
water and territorial system (see as reference BUSQUETS 2005). 

Using as principal modes of investigation cartography and mapping, the description of a water-
related landscape is challenging. Since it demands a different way of seeing and a different 
mode of representation, the analysis will emphasize the importance of the cross-sectional 
perception (see as reference MATHUR  2009), but also take into account the specifi c timeframe 
of the river. In that regard, the integration of computer-based hydrological modelling will help to 
represent and understand the infl uence of seasonal and eventually tidal rhythms.

Projective

Above all, the inductive and descriptive approach described above will be conducted in a design-
oriented perspective. The notion of design doesn’t refer here to the elaboration of defi nitive 
solutions, but rather to “designerly ways of knowing”  (CROSS 2006), to urban design as an 
exploratory tool to assess the inclination of a place to accept more water, to accommodate its 
presence in a reinvented and sustainable manner.
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A projective approach seems particularly appropriate in addressing the inherent complexity of 
river-related issues and the bunch of stakeholders they entail. Design can translate the multiple 
dimensions of water (technical, ecological, economical, cultural) into a workable synthesis, 
and at the same time be a tool for negotiation by helping formulating problems and proposing 
alternatives.

More concretely, it means that each of the three case studies will be developed through the 
following procedure:

- Problem formulation of a river-urban issue (based on mapping, documentation, problem 
analysis, spatial diagnostic of the water issue with the help of models)

- Integrated project defi nition 

- Design of an integrated landscape development concept in an iterative process between 
urban design operations and hydrological scenarios

- Amending the integrated landscape development concept in an iterative negotiation round 
with stakeholder

- Evaluation of the potential structuring role of the river in the diffuse urban pattern

Parallel to the case-based study, a state of the art based on literature and fi eldwork will make 
a critical evaluation of international precedents in comparable contexts and with similar water-
issues. 
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The morphology of networks
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A conceptual  map as a lens to read the territory

An insight of the networks  which leads process of urbanization is critical to understand urban 
transformations and to give them a direction. With this purpose it is necessary to create a fi lter 
as a lens trough which we can focus the different kinds of network existing in the city. Starting 
from the scientifi c contribution of some scholars and from some empirical considerations, I have 
tried to deconstruct  the concept of network in order to identify its different confi gurations and to 
analyze the relations between them [fi g.1].

In this way I have found out some important qualitative differences through which we can 
discern network of different kinds, such as variances of scale, differences depending on the 
point of observation,  different confi gurations of space and organization.

The Three levels of network

Paul Drewe, dealing with the topic of network in his essay of  2005, starts considering  «the 
three interacting levels of network operators» pointed out by Dupuy in 19911. The three levels 
are physical networks, functional networks of common interest users; household networks.  The 
fi rst level is represented by physical networks, generally they correspond to infrastructure, that 
is to say, the works built in order to support economical and political frameworks.  In the specifi c  
fi eld of urbanism we have to consider the material works which enable a policy frameworks to 
hold relationships: that is to say  the complex of lines and nodes which form the reticular system 

1  Gabriel DUPUY, L’urbanisme des réseaux, théories et méthodes, (Paris: Armand Colin, 1991)

[fi g.1] Network’s morphology 
conceptual map
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of connections, exchanges, and distributions of services (for example water  and energy supply 
or the waste disposal). Generally they are divided in different sectors, such as water, energy, 
transport and communications, and they allow the access to the corresponding services.  In 
the past the politics of development  relating  this kind of networks had often been a public 
enterprise, due to the conviction (not always well-grounded) that it is possible to orientate the 
long-term transformations on a territory through its system of infrastructure. 

On the second level we fi nd the functional networks of common interest users: productions 
networks, distribution and consumption networks, and social contacts. The relationships 
included in this level  are allowed by the physical networks built on the territory, for this reason 
they are strictly connected.

On the third level, in which the household networks are located, every subject makes a selection 
of physical networks and of the services to which they give access. In this way it is possible to 
identify, for each user (being a company or a fi rm) a specifi c dimension of the networks  it refers 
to. For each subject we can build its own virtual city starting from the home or the company’s 
location. According to Drewe, «the resulting networks of both household and companies 
represent “virtual cities”. Virtual means functionally but not formally  in its kind. The virtual cities 
on level three tend to clash with municipal boundaries and with how planning actors usually 
view a desirable spatial (zonal) structure»2.

Impersonal observation, individual perception

We can identify the principles of differentiation of these three main levels of networks: the fi rst 
family is formed by networks which are visible and recognizable on the territory; the second 
includes the social-economic relations which allow physical networks to take place; the third 
is a subset of the two mentioned before obtained by selecting only the connections and the 
physical networks which refer to a specifi c  subject. In the fi rst two families the networks are 
recognizable through an impersonal observation of the territory and of its connections. In the 
last family, the network is observed from the inside with a subjective point of view, by choosing a 
subject of any kind from the inside of a socio-economical network as a point of observation and 
restraining the dimension of the network to the connections which the subject refers to.

The morphology of social interaction networks

To deal with the morphology of social-interaction networks in its last interpretations we have to 
understand the evolution of graphical representation applied to social relations. The graph is a 
conceptual model,  able to simplify the reality through a scheme formed by two elements: nodes 
and edges. Since its origin the graph has assumed a regular structure of nodes and connections 
in which every node was linked  to the others  through the same number of connections. The 
regular graph, however, was not able to express  the real society ‘s framework, in which the 
nodes in fact did not appear to have always the same number of connections. To explain the 
irregular distribution of connections it was necessary to presuppose that the number of edges 
is randomly distributed between different nodes. According to the theory of casual graphs, by 
creating casual interpersonal relationships we can obtain a highly democratic society in which 
each subject holds an average number of relations , the network ensued is extremely uniform. 
The appropriate graph to describe casual networks is the Poisson’s distribution, expressed by 
a bell curve in which to the most of nodes corresponds  an average number of edges. Today, 
thanks to Laszlo Barabási‘s contribution, we know that this theory is not really valid: his studies 
showed that the social-relation network is more complex. The ties existing inside of a social 
network follow a different mathematical statement of random distribution: the power law3. The 
main characteristic of a power law is the presence of many small events coexisting with few 
big events. This means that many nodes with few edges coexist with few nodes from which 
many ties ensue. To identify  networks which follow a power law in edges distributions, Barabási 
created the word “scale-free networks” to underline the permanence of relations between the 
number of nodes and their connections with the scale variances of the network. Barabási 
also found out two frameworks which are part of social networks and which depend on the 
confi guration of the connections between the nodes:  they are called clusters and hubs. The 
Clusters are structures formed by groups of nodes highly inter-connected one with each other 
(every node is linked to all the other nodes inside the cluster), but connected to the outside by 
only a few ties. They can be referred  to a part of the household networks mentioned before. 
The Hubs are nodes with a very high number of edges, more than every other node inside 

2 Paul DREWE, “The Network City: A New Old Way of Thinking Cities in the ICP Age” in Louis ALBRECHTS and Sey-
mour J. MANDELBAUM (ed.), The Network Society. A New Context for Planning (London: Routledge, 2005), 112
3 Albert László BARABÁSI, Link: The New Science of Networks (Cambridge, MA: Perseus)
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the network. These nodes are very important inside the network for their capacity of inter-
connection. The few ties which connect the smaller nodes between them are not able to assure 
the complete inter-connection of the network, while this function is guaranteed by the sporadic 
presence of hubs that prevent the network’s fragmentations. The structure of social networks 
is, therefore, highly un-homogeneous: in a mass of nodes weakly connected one to each other 
we can fi nd cluster of nodes strongly connected by few nodes able to create links with the other 
nodes of the network.

The framework’s shape: the form of physical networks

Physical networks  are the material support for the relationships I tried to describe before. 
We can hypothetically identify three families of physical frameworks: the ones which can be 
described through a graph of nodes and edges, that we could call linear; frameworks which 
can be represented as an area, that we will call mesh frameworks; and a third kind, diffi cult 
to associate with a precise shape because of their heterogeneous material, that we could call 
hybrid framework. We can easily consider transport infrastructures as an example of  linear 
framework because of their clear hierarchy: for example the railway lines which connect urban 
centers provided with a railway station or the highways which cross the territory exchanging 
traffi c fl ows only in specifi c points (the junction).The infrastructures which are destined to 
energy distribution, have to be considered as linear structure as well. They follow a tree-
shaped scheme: from the power station which produces energy, the electricity runs through 
lines of tension always getting lower passing through different kind of nodes (power plant of 
transformation, transformer cabins) until arriving to the user. The networks of waste water 
collection are planned whit a similar structure but they work the opposite way: water fl ows are 
collected from users in pipes getting bigger till the fi nal node: the purifi er.

Some frameworks are better described by a representation made of areas or surfaces. We can 
describe the framework’s characteristics by recognizing areas with homogeneous features, 
physically contiguous. For example the architecture of telecom mobile network has a cell  honey-
comb structure. The territory is  divided in cells ,in the centre of them there is a station provided 
of an antenna which works as a point of exchange between mobile phone and the main station 
of transmission. The cells dimension depends on  possible obstacles (for example buildings 
or mountains) that can reduce the signal, and on the number of potential users, because 
every cell is able to attend a limited number of users. A territory with a complex morphology or 
with a high density of built surface will need cells of small dimension with a high frequency of 
antennas. Big size cells correspond to a territory with low density and few potential users. Also 
the secondary roads network can be represented by this kind of model. Recent researches by 
Bernardo Secchi and Paola Viganò  have underlined the isotropic character of some territories. 
In these territories the mobility network  is confi gured as a thick weft and the traffi c fl ows that 
pass through it can be compared to fl uid’s behavior inside a sponge. Consequently, the level 
of accessibility of these territories is better expressed through the complex of characters of a 
part of the weft, such as the number of nodes existing in a unity of the surface, the distance 
between them, the number of possible alternative paths between two points randomly chosen 
which correspond to different levels of permeability and porosity. Besides the analysis of nodes 
and edges, the characteristics of this framework can be suitably described by recognizing the 
network as the whole of areas in which homogeneous qualities still exist: areas with high or low 
density of fl ows and wefts, areas of high or low intensity of exchanges. This description which 
would not be possible by only considering the features of the singles roads, edges or nodes.

Some frameworks cannot be referred to a simple shape able to resume all their characteristics 
in a synthetic way. They are composed by parts of different nature (linear or mesh) mixed in 
an inseparable way to constitute an hybrid entity. We can reconstruct the complexity and the 
internal structure on which the functioning of hybrid  frameworks is based. We can fi nd on 
territory at least two kinds of networks which correspond to hybrid support: proximity networks 
and ecological networks. Some urban spaces are more able than others to accommodate  
common practice and social relations; these spaces, considered as a whole, can be called 
proximity networks. These kinds of networks are made of an ensemble of connected spaces in 
which everyday life take place. The parks where we run, the squares where we rest, the places 
where we play sport, the streets, the paths become a complex network of spaces of multiform 
nature. In a similar way , even if more simple, an ecological network is geometrically formed 
by ganglion cells constituted by natural and seminatural matrix of  the ambient, and territorial 
bands of connections (similar to corridors). It is a territorial interconnected network, generally on 
a big scale, composed by parts of different nature. Inside an ecological network the parts which 
can be expressed by areas (ganglion cells) are as important as the corridors which connect 
them for the functioning of the network.
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We can fi nd interferences between some of this networks (for example the territorial continuity of 
ecological networks clashing with the transport networks built by man), while others are absolutely 
interdependent(as long networks and sponge wefts), and it is not possible to understand a 
territory without considering these models together. Some others are complementary one to 
each other: for example, to understand the level of accessibility of informations in a territory, it is 
necessary to study both the telecom mobile cell networks and the tree-shaped networks of fi xed 
telecom and optic fi ber. I think this analysis of network structures is able to allow the reading of 
some peculiar characteristics of the territory which combined together can lead the localizzative 
choices of the population and to economical activities.



This paper is part of a doctorate on the theme of “The common place of contemporariness: 
proposals based on the reinvention of the infrastructure”, which defi nes specifi c themes of the 
contemporary territory’s reality capable of shaping Architecture positively.

Through deconstruction of the spatial structures of the infrastructure, located on an urban route 
located in Santa Maria da Feira, between the Portuguese cities of Porto and Aveiro, I intend to 
identify and characterise the themes that shape its spatiality.

The route chosen dispenses with the linear space of the main crossings, the spatial characteristics 
and densities of which are becoming more and more homogenous, and concentrates on the 
more “interior” spaces of a territory where the urban structure, like the themes that shape it, 
arises in a manner that has little hierarchical organisation. The route does not have an identity 
or perceptible spatial autonomy; the objective is to decode some of the spatialities where the 
day-to-day life of the inhabitants takes place.

The images presented, beyond being a mild caricature of a reality, translate the confl ict between 
the generic logic which each new action routinely transports and the possible answers to each 
one of these circumstances. They arise from mapping the opportunities that will shape a project 
that is not intended to be a model capable of systematically responding to industrial estates, to 
large, medium and small businesses, to habitation, to forestry and agriculture, but is rather a 
methodological strategy that explores circumstance and which contributes to the reinvention of 
places that spring up erratically.

The sets of images are opportunities for transformation; for each one of these the design is an 
essential tool for the deconstruction of the commonplace and the identifi cation of answers that 
deal with the organisational nature of the social/economic structure, the expressiveness and 
materiality of the place, a daily routine fi lled with unforeseen circumstances, the rationality and 
determination of the infrastructure and with the challenge of infrastructural autonomy. Decoding 
and triage of some of the themes of these places will reveal their disconcerting simplicity and 
make it easier to imagine their transformation. Such transformations rely just as often on a 
design that establishes solutions as they rely on a clever design to deal with indetermination.

Infrastructure in ruins

Rethinking Borders
Infrastructure’s canonical and circumstantial space.

Ivo Oliveira
Escola de Arquitectura da Universidade do Minho

ivooliveira@arquitectura.uminho.pt
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Indetermination

Three pictures of common places, identifi ed on the route, in which we cannot see a single sign 
of erudite design or of greater rationality. There are spaces with extremely simplifi ed surface 
treatment which, due to its low cost and easy application, seems to respond to the main themes 
that shape a vast territory. The ground is a continuous and homogenous surface which includes 
the road, parking spaces, the pavement, the verge and solid waste and is capable of responding 
to the variations in intensity of use of each one of these throughout the day or days.

The remaining infrastructural networks accompany this surface and guarantee its fl exibility 
without, however, contributing to improvements in the environmental quality of the spaces they 
pass through.

There is often disparity in dimension, which contradicts economic effectiveness. In this territory, 
the road may, in a short space of time, be reduced to half or be trebled; it may intercept 
other roads in strangely dimensioned spaces, the reason for the existence of which can only 
be discovered following archaeological work on the infrastructure. What is here now is the 
result of the confrontation between the different measures used in the past and the generic 
models of the present. It is believed that the information arising from the decoding of these 
places may contribute positively to the defi nition of transformation proposals aimed at precise 
circumstances.

The pictures presented reveal heavily built-up spaces which bear witness to the transformation 
which has taken place over the last two decades. Although some of the hierarchical organisation 
strategies of the road structure conceived by the municipality are well known, it was the 
various European fi nancing schemes that allowed indiscriminate action in the building up 
of a complex infrastructural network and allowed generalised territorial occupation in a non-
hierarchical manner. The infrastructure became the main support for the development of a 
“dependent urbanisation where parcelling follows the cadastre and where, when necessary, 
small development operations are carried out” (FREGOLENT, 2005:139)1.

The municipality now had an extensive territory, with infrastructures, at its disposal, where 
hierarchical organisation strategies were attenuated by the abundance of urbanised land, giving 
rise to a territory with structure and spatialities far removed from the reference models. On any 
part of this route, we are or may be startled by the introduction of an element with an important 
territorial role. In such places, the short-term may bring with it a factory with 2000 employees, 
a TGV line, a new telecommunications provider occupying the road, a new collective transport 
line, a new development and many commercial spaces. The porous nature of the decision 
mechanisms and the existing infrastructural network mean that this kind of transformation 
can occur anywhere. Such transformations affect the day-to-day life of the inhabitants and 
are redesigned, with particular intensity, at the mercy of vicissitudes and of opportunities. The 
spatialities proposed for these circumstances remain bound to fantasy, of an urban or rural 
routine, far removed from this reality.

Hypothesis for the design of the indeterminate space

Imagining the future of these places might well include anticipating actions capable of reinventing 
day-to-day movements and habits and the introduction of positive discrimination measures. 
However, because often that which exists is discarded, people head for pastures new or opt for 
restriction without even testing an optimised system for managing these confl icts, I sought to 
refl ect on the viability of project solutions which may extend and improve the existing themes 

1  DOMINGUES, Álvaro (2008) Urbanização Extensiva (in press) p14.

Fig.2. Treatment of the 
surface of the main spaces 

on the route.
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under different circumstances that arise. The existing themes are not discarded; spatialities are 
sought that will reinvent the answers, without discarding systems that are safe, fair and of high 
environmental quality.

The architectural proposal may extend places in time, reveal meanings, shape decisions 
normally made on a different scale, reinventing traditional limits.

For places with such an organisational use matrix, the transformation proposals suggest a 
rigid profi le which usually restricts and organises uses. Could a profi le, the intricacies of which 
are based on past circumstances, give way to a profi le responding to present-day measures? 
Next to the factory, 50 parking spaces; near the school, a bus stop, with its own lane; near a 
more consolidated front, the pavement; the remaining spaces should “announce” the space 
for the infrequent pedestrian; near the abandoned factory, the road area could make way for 
vegetation (which revises the scale of the place). The design of each one of these spaces may 
not arise from the imposition of a physical barrier or of permanent elements and may be done 
through lighting, materiality (colour, texture and refl ection), vegetation, water collection systems 
or virtual networks. Preserving the coherency of solutions may cause some infrastructural 
networks to disappear or to metamorphose: A telecommunications network may be placed 
underground; a water supply network may use a wastewater network; an electricity network 
may transmit data; lighting may be focused on the road, on pedestrians or on buildings; a line 
of trees may become a small grove of trees.

The capacity to overturn and reinvent these systems may contribute towards going from an 
authoritarian system to a suggestive system where all infrastructural systems make their 
contribution towards the affi rmation of an identity.

Intrusion

  

The pictures show how the built-up area is “hanging on” to the infrastructure, according to the 
guidelines of the Municipal Master Plan; it is clear that this should arise from the project to 
reconvert into a “street layout”, i.e.: alteration of the profi le; distancing; parking; the introduction 
of lighting appliances; waste collection systems; pedestrian protection systems. Over the last 20 
years, the road, and particularly its profi le, gradually translated these guidelines and embraced 
the natural reconfi guration of the systems and their dimensioning. The reading of “passage to 
street layout” is done in fragments, revealing the intrusive nature of the infrastructure. Despite 
all new construction modelling the street layout, it seems evident that defi nitive reconversion 
will not take place. Once more, expectations, outlined on a large scale and deposited in the 
construction of hierarchies or identities, seem to have been in vain.

The old road verge, a versatile space that once accommodated pedestrian traffi c, parking, 
buses and vendors, having passed through the fi lter of the canonical city, is giving way to a rigid 
space which contrasts with the indetermination that also existed in these places. In an abstract 
context, the reference dimensions for each one of these elements are defi ned; when confronted 
with the reality and complexity of the situations, a process is begun that removes their meaning, 
giving rise to a forced simulation of other realities. In the generic model, the pavement should 
be three metres from the centre of the road and should have a minimum width of two metres; 
there should be trees at regular intervals, contributing to the environmental quality of places. In 
reality, the road has an excessively variable profi le. There are successive junctions, crossroads 
and accesses to private property, numerous commercial spaces with private parking in front 
and traffi c management solutions which originated on routes with other characteristics.

Progressive passage to street 
layout.
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Confronting the generic model with reality may lead to “ridicularisation and the removal of 
meaning from each one of the elements. On the plans, a pavement may be reduced to a 
guide and alternate between 0 and 15cm in cutaway, between the verge and the pavement, 
sometimes dipping to allow for existing accesses and interventions, sometimes rising to a 
height that will grant it autonomy.

     

  

Hypotheses for a less intrusive space.

Although the starting point for the street layout projects includes the defi nition of standard 
dimensioning for the road+pavement system, it is also true that confrontation with reality should 
allow for the introduction of solutions that guarantee the preservation of the system itself. Once 
again, we can imagine solutions that alter uses or attenuate some of the themes that are 
determining factors for the application of the model. However, it seems that design solutions 
which aim at preserving the majority of the themes have not been the subject of much study.

Just as we can identify moments when the pavement has been widened, to measurements that 
may even exceed those of the road itself, in order to provide leisure areas, improve a certain 
built-up area, support a commercial activity or even to allow parking, it is also necessary to 
optimise solutions for inverse spaces where the passageway is minimal. Solutions may propose 
the abandonment of access to motor-traffi c, which can sometimes be authoritarian. However, 
it is in challenging the limits of each one of the elements that clues for their preservation can 
be identifi ed. It is under the most minimal of circumstances that systems can be developed to 
permit the simulation of continuities between public and private space, fi g.1, or ones that seek 
to overlap uses by questioning the limits of a project, by seeking to attenuate, by transforming 
impossibilities into mere problems.

The perplexities of pavement 
design.

Hypotheses of conciliation 
between the different elements
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Simulation

  

The pictures present new project opportunities proposed by the State or by private enterprise, 
characterised by association with the planned pretexts of erudite design intervention, based on 
generic models of the rural reality or of the canonical city, and tend to incorporate routine design 
practices, typifi ed and simplifi ed, which arise from a bureaucratic system where the decision-
maker has little ability to control the system. The spatialities that these urban operations 
comprise, when linked to the rest of the territory, governed by the generic law associated with 
development operations or the general law for Urban Construction, reveal a wide variety of 
idiosyncrasies. In Portugal, urbanisation instruments are generic and have ignored, and even 
contributed to, the construction of a territory of extensive and disconnected occupation.
In new developments and street layouts, where adequate urban solutions could be implemented, 
the intrusive nature of the infrastructures is particularly obvious when it comes to linking them 
to existing structures, to the topographic reality and to cadastres of complex geometry. There is 
a recurrence of violent topographic links, interstices and unviable compromises, disconnected 
public space proposals and landscape solutions that are poorly dimensioned and onerous in 
terms of materiality. However, these urban groups are most marked by the construction of 
spatialities that simulate a closed system of balanced dimensioning, a simulation that is done at 
the cost of a major separation from the context, whether this is spatial, social or economic.

The active role that the municipality would be expected to take in the negotiation and design 
of spaces that it will itself be managing is replaced by a generic standard/system which has no 
links to the specifi cities of the environment. However, it seems that the discovery of a territorial 
identity and the clarifi cation of the themes shaping it would be the best contribution towards 
developing new spatialities that are specifi c to these places.

Spatialities of new developments.
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Conclusion 

By mapping the opportunities, it is my intention, above all, to establish the idea that research 
can bring to light viable strategies capable of going against the ongoing tendency of starting 
from scratch or of transferring the problem. It is common to opt early on to abandon a space, to 
impose rules, restrictions and specialisation of uses without having confi rmed and exhausted 
all hypotheses for conciliation.

The organisational nature of the spatialities of these territories and their separation from previous 
models are the basis on which reinvention must take place. I defend a suggestive practice, 
accommodating solutions based on the case value and scale of the context and which, over a 
long period of time, seeks to give meaning to these places. “Can there be confi dence in the forms 
constructed to provide the «consistency» which is deemed to be lacking in these territories? 
Can traditional project instruments, design in particular, be useful in fi nding innovative solutions? 
Can the architect’s capacity for synthesis still generate precalculations for the landscape which 
are not authoritarian and which resist the amplifi cation of the scale of action? Are there valid 
architectural devices for neutralising the negative determining factors of these territories? Or 
could it be that, after all, everything is fi ne and there’s no problem at all?”2

2  OLIVEIRA Ivo and TAVARES, André (2008) “Missão impossível no meio do difuso” in Arquitectura em Lugares Co-
muns, Porto, Dafne Editora, p29.
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Openfi elds
Territories and intensive agriculture

Henrion Stanisla
IUAV
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The objects of my paper are the large and fl at territories used for agriculture, and called 
« granary » for their important production of cereals.

These territories are not often the object of urbanism, but they remain under the sharp eyes of 
geographers for their physical and social evolutions, under the wise analysis of agronomists 
because of their nutritive quality, under the attention of politicians for land, a strategic situation, 
and also an international vocation, and under the follow-up of meteorologists. We have to record 
that the main function of openfi elds is to feed humanity. Bruno Parmentier2 notices that any 
solution to feed humanity without using cereals has be found when the increasing population, 
the new nutritive behaviours, as more weekly meat-based alimentation make also increase the 
needs for crops. That increase means also more productivity and more lands for agriculture. 
We also must add increasing needs for biofuels. Urbanism has to take such territories in 
observation, because of their threatened by a growing urbanization, and the second reason is 
they are sources of energy, and food for the cities. 

The aim of my text will be to look why urbanism has to take into account such territories. 
What urbanism can bring to them ? But also what interesting refl ections on them are useful for 
urbanism ? The study of openfi elds is also the occasion to discuss the legitimacy of urbanism to 
intervene on these territories among others disciplines. I will observe and study these openfi elds 
by having in mind the wors of Paul Vidal de la Blache : “a land is a tank where sleep energies 
whose nature lay down germs, but the use depends on human beings”3, and asking myself the 
possible function of urbanism to transform these energies.

In a fi rst part, the function and identity of openfi elds at a worldwide scale among connected 
territories has to be examinated, before to deal in a second part with the particular rapport 
between agricultural territories and cities. To develop my research, I choose three territories 
to observe evolutions and characteristics of open-fi eld and I have associated to each one a 
person :

- la Beauce, cereal fl at open country, about 50 km in west of Paris, at the Great Paris urbanization 
border, and the creator of modern french geography, Paul Vidal de la Blache,

- la Castilla la Mancha, cereal fl at open country, about 50 km in south-east of Madrid, composed 
of openfi elds as in Beauce, and the fabulous character, Don Quichotte,

- New Mexico and the creator of the american revue, Landscape, John Brinckerhoff Jackson, 
for  his ways to observe landscape.

Openfi elds as a plot in a global world ?

The fi rst relevant particularity of openfi elds is a paradoxical feature : they are totally planed for 
human and few of them are living there. The main aspect of their landscape looks “natural”, 
because their principal components are plants, soil and sky. In spite of this natural aspect, 
openfi elds are very modern territories. Their productivity is 2 000 more than for a plot of land 
which is cultivated by a person without machines and fertilizer. The climatic conditions, humidity 
rate, presence of nitrates are followed, estimated and anticipated4. They are under scientists’ 
interests : the agronomists helped by meteorologists, hydrologists, and geologists, and their 
mechanical and chemical properties are improved by others scientists as chemists. At this point 
an important question is raised concerning nature controlled by humans. In fact openfi elds are 
a good example how human beings manage to change properties of natural conditions in order 
to make them more profi table for them. This question concerns also the nature and evolution 
of landscapes. [fi g.1]

2  Bruno PARMENTIER, Nourrir l’humanité, les grands problèmes de l’agriculture mondiale au XXIème siècle (Paris : 
éditions la découverte, 2009)
3  Paul VIDAL DE LA BLACHE, Tableau de la géographie de la France (Paris : La Table Ronde, 1994) – le texte original 
: « Une contrée est un réservoir où dorment des énergies dont la nature a déposé le germe, mais dont l’emploi dépend 
de l’homme ».
4  Marcel MAZOYER, and Laurence ROUDART, Histoire des agricultures du monde : Du néolithique à la crise contem-
poraine (Paris : éditions du Seuil, 2002)
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[fi g. 1] from Pierre le Lorrain 
- three kinds of landscape : wild, 

agricultural lands, garden.

The second particularity is the size. We can compare them to territories as harbours5, airports, 
or mining exploitations. Openfi elds are a part of this specialization of territory by a system of 
mono-functional areas. This specialization is done on growing scale, and has consequences on 
organization between each areas. The vocation of openfi elds is food, when other territories are 
dedicated to the political or economical power, or totally dedicated to leisure. For example, Dubai 
is planed for a leisure as well as Abu Dhabi for culture with the creation of museums’ cluster. Also 
for the energy, a project of solar plants to produce energy in the middle of Sahara desert6 to supply 
the european needs becomes to the same scale. The last evolutions of agriculture show that 
openfi elds are in the same dynamic : the growing size of plots, the drop in the number of farmers7 
and the greater distances made by cultivated crops.

More particularly the current global crisis question this development. But the critics of a territorial 
specialization is older, the problematic of mono-functional zones8 as private housing estate zones, 
business parks, shopping malls, which implies needs of infrastructures using huger areas for 
passenger terminals, and highways interchanges. This specialization needs to be confronted to 
proposals for local solutions and local exchanges and development of multi-functional territories. 
Also the research lead by Latouche about the “décroissance” has to be looked in this objective. 
Behind this second particularity, the supplying of cities and its organization are under question. 
That question of organization between territories is part of urbanism. It has to look for developing 
local exchanges, and bring closer urban societies to the resources. For that reason, a refl ection 
by urbanism about openfi elds is justifi ed. 

A third particularity concerns the identity of openfi elds. In Beauce and la Mancha, images of 
memory are developed, researchs on traditional landscape are launched, and use of elements for 
identity becomes common [fi g.2]. Beauce has any political existence, and the term “pays” is always 
used with the following literary meaning : “land”. We have in Spain also the use of « comarca ». 
That observation is made nowadays, one century after Paul Vidal de la Blache taking the example 
of Beauce to defi ne “pays” : human beings who have seized the differences and contrasts on 
each part of the territory, transformed them in different practical realities, as different ways to feed 
oneself, to accommodate oneself, and earn their life. “All these ways take place for human beings 
in a name : the name of “pays” which often without being an offi cial acceptation, will be maintained, 
will change through generations of peasants, geologists on their own way.”9 On these territories 
we observe strong intentions to make alive some marks of a old “pays” and roots. We have the 
same tendency in Beauce and Mancha to rebuild and restore windmills to fi ll the landscape and 
create tourist images. With the windmills, tourist roads are created : “la route du blé”, “la route des 
moulins” in Beauce, or “la Rota del Quichote” in la Mancha which belongs to the european cultural 
roads and lay down on 2000 km built specially. A fi rst look gives the impression that they are not 
often used and they make discover modern landscapes more than historical.

5  Il y au sujet de l’échelle un recueil de textes sous le titre de Echelles & Dimensions sous la direction de Claude PREL-
ORENZO et Dominique ROUILLARD, dont un texte sur l’exemple du port. 
6  Pierre LE HIR, and Marie VERGES, “Quand l’Europe se chauffera au soleil du Sahara” in Le Monde du 14 juillet 2009.
7  Marcel MAZOYER, and Laurence ROUDART, op. cit..
8   David MANGIN, La Ville franchisée – Formes et structures de la ville contemporaine (Paris : éditions de la Villette, 2004)
9  Paul VIDAL DE LA BLACHE, op. cit.. Le texte original : « Tout cela s’exprimera pour lui dans un nom : celui d’un 
« pays » qui souvent, sans être consacrée par une acception offi cielle, se maintiendra, se transformera à travers les 
générations pas les paysans, géologues à leur manière. »
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[fi g. 2] windmills as landmarks of 
Beauce

The contrast between looking for identity and modern openfi elds is strong and we can observe 
them in landscape. Furthermore the energy production takes an important place in Beauce 
which is the fi rst territory in France for wind power by producing almost 400 MW, and in la 
Mancha where the the hugest solar park in the world10 has be projected in Puertollano.

The studies on landscape done by John Brinckerhoff Jackson can help me to observe these 
landscapes with a strong contradiction between an idealistic landscape built on historical 
resources and a modern landscape. He proposes to make clearly the difference between 
a political landscape made for the development of human society inspired by classical 
architecture and a vernacular landscape made by human beings inspired in their everyday 
life by medieval architecture. In openfi elds, vernacular elements seem to be inexistent. The 
defi nition proposed by John Brinckerhoff Jackson for vernacular landscape : “a vernacular 
landscape is an impressive display of devotion to common customs and of an inexhaustible 
ingenuity in fi nding short-term solutions.”11 actualizes the defi nition of “pays” proposed by Paul 
Vidal de la Blache. The opening of JB Jackson to others disciplines will help urbanism eyes to 
look on other disciplines studies as geographical ones.

Urban and agricultural functions
We saw the problematics of openfi elds and its place in a global organization. It is important to 
develop the part which directly interested urbanism, the constant interaction between urbanity 
and open country. We have defi ned two types of interaction : the growing of urban areas reduces 
agricultural lands, and urban peoples are the main benefi ciaries of agricultural productions. 
Pierre Donadieu brings precious proposals for that refl ection. His works on urban agriculture, 
on new urbanized countrysides, and on the utopia of urban countryside will lead my research 
on the possible synergies between city and agricultural territories12. 

A territorial observation of Beauce and la Mancha brings to mind three ways to understand 
the dependance of urban territories to the agricultural territories. In fact Beauce as la Mancha 
seems to lose its agricultural mono-function for others urban needs : energy, transport and in a 
less proportion tourism.

Openfi elds are producing crops which are used for biofuels. A big tension has been created 
on agricultural by growing needs in biofuels. The question of energy is also the solar pannels, 
and windmills. Actually Beauce and la Mancha are pioneers in green energies, because of 
geographical characteristics : fl at and open countries don’t stop the wind and limit clouds 
forming. The implanting of windmills is easier in places with light population because of strong 
regulations. Solar panels needs huge surface to be implanted, and so buildings and hills are 
few in openfi elds. Economical reasons seem to explain also partly the choice of green energy 
on these territories : farms without rescuers give more possibility for energy companies to 
implant their solar or wind fi eld. The rental of a plot of land to implant a windmill or a solar panel 
is a constant income for the owner in comparison with agricultural incomes which depends 
on international market, and climate [fi g.3]. The political choice and in particularity the actual 
choice to help the development of green energy by fi nancial grants has good consequences 
on investment balance for energy companies. It will be clearly interesting to look at the political 
choices made on this subject, notice the consequences on landscape, and try to write the 
scenario of the next transformations.

10  Aurora G. MATEACHE, Aurora G, “El parque solar mas grande del mundo esta en la Mancha” in El Mundo n° 453.
11 John Brinckerhoff JACKSON, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape (New Haven & London : Yale University Press, 
1984)
12  Pierre DONADIEU, Campagnes urbaines (Paris : Actes Sud, 1998)
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Secondly, the problematics of transportation infrastructures between cities has to be studied. In 
fact territories with openfi elds are impacted by urban sprawls and exchanges between two cities. 
Beauce is between Paris and atlantic coast where an important part of economical development 
is concentrated, and la Mancha is between Madrid and Valencia. The openfi eld landscapes are 
marked by these roads, speed railways, because of their fl atness and openness. More over, these 
two geographical characteristics are also interesting for airport constructions. We can notice at that 
point a paradoxical point between the time of these speed substructures which linked urban centers 
without giving the possibility to stop in these territories, and the time taken by crops to grow. 

At last the problematic of tourism seems more limited. But that important to notice that territories 
try to develop a tourism dynamic and try to understand why. For that, important refl ections are 
made to the value of historical and cultural interests, and fi nally to build tourism infrastructures. 
We  again make the link with the word “pays” as seen before. But even if the impact on tourism is 
little, giving an identity to a land is benefi cial for all kind of products. These efforts are interesting 
because they address the qualities of these territories, their identity, and have an approach of the 
value of traditional landscape compare to the modern landscapes.

What we notice at a fi rst glance needs to be detailed by pointing out their evolution and their 
identity. At that point I propose that identity of these territories which is interpreted by historical, and 
cultural facts could also integrate elements of their modern existence and take into account some 
of their landscape characteristics linked to economical uses : energy, transport and tourism.

About the link between the city and agricultural territories, looking on projects proposed by 
architects and urban planners can bring us some solutions or tools. Two main kinds of solution 
could be identifi ed : projects which make the choice to separate the two functions, and more 
particularly to consider that agricultural function can’t be a part of the city. And the projects make 
the proposal to integrate agricultural function in the city or at least in the urban density. The fi rst 
kind of projects is close to the three relevant particularities made fi rstly. The second kind require a 
longer attention now. The refl ection about the integration of agricultural function to urban density 
could help the refl ection about confl icting uses on openfi elds, and prepare the future of these 
territories. The solutions for an agriculture integrated to the city are already numerous : community 
gardens, market gardening in urban density, and also the conservation of agricultural activities in 
spite of the urban sprawl but seems not adapted to feed humanity13. Also the question has been 
a core-point for many theoretical thoughts. The proposals are often linked to regulate the climate 
of architectural volumes and organize them by taking into account an agricultural function. In a 
theoretical point of view we fi nd some proposals among mega-structuralists14 studied by Dominique 
Rouillard. And it is also one of the three characteristics which have motivated the invention of 
skyscraper in Manhattan, the reproduction of the world and explained by Rem Koolhas15.

Paying attention to this theoretical projects, the question of autonomy, and particularly the 
autonomy of territories has to be seen.

To conclude on openfi elds, we notice that their modernity and vitality for cities justify urbanisme 
take them into account. Their modernity points out also the question of landscape quality, especially 
when people want to give a rebirth to traditional or historical elements. The openfi elds belong to a 
specialization and organization of mono-functional territories. In front of this dynamic, urbanism has 
to search for solutions of functional variety, even more when one of this function is vital for society.

Looking on openfi elds allows to share thoughts on territories with numerous specialists coming 
from various disciplinary fi elds. The links between city and countryside where most part of 
agricultural production is done has to be build by these various disciplinary fi elds and among 
them, urbanism could be the leader. Building these links question the barriers existing for a long 
time in our traditional representations between the city and the countryside, where we notice a 
huge urbanization, and growing needs for energy in the city.

13  Bruno PARMENTIER, op. cit..
14  Dominique ROUILLARD, Superarchitecture – le futur de l’architecture 1950-1970, (Paris : éditions la Villette).
15 Ren KOOLHAS, Delirious New York – a retroactive manifesto for Manhattan, (Monacelli, 1997).

[fi g. 3] a modern landscape
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Problem statement

Hanoi [meaning “inside the water (river bend)”], the millennium-old capital city of Vietnam, is 
structured by an interconnected network of natural and man-made lakes, rivers and a low-
lying periphery. Its larger territory has always been tied to the regime of the mighty Red River 
[1,149 kilometers long, of which 510 kilometers fl ows in Viet namese territory]. There are 
115 kilometers of the river in Hanoi where the level of water fl uctuates from +1.5meters to 
+14.13meters; in Hanoi the river is 1.2 to 6.7kilometer wide. The nearly 7 million-inhabitant city 
is located in the Red River Delta and its relative degree of safety is based upon an ancient, 
dense network of dykes and engineered water management systems built for both irrigation 
and fl ood control. Age-old traditions of cut-and-fi ll and dyke-building have been developed in 
parallel with densifi cation of both the city and its dense rural hinterland. 

The sheer quantity of dykes is impressive - the system within the Red River Delta is about 2,400 
kilometers, including 1,580 kilometer along the Red River, and 750 kilometers along the Thai 
Binh River. They are in a large part the consequence of the fact that historically, settlements 
in Vietnam were concentrated agglomerations within productive paddy fi elds. The power of 
successive reigning dynasties was fuelled by the nation’s small-scale agrarian economy in which 
each household was a production unit. In feudal Vietnam, Mandarins [functionaries appointed 
by the Emperor] were responsible for coordinating agricultural communities and imposing royal 
codes upon the peasantry. They had the power to levy taxes and men for public works and 
for the army. Dyke-building [including regular maintenance] was an important infrastructural 
contribution of the feudal era1.

In the case of Hanoi [previously known as Thang Long], the fi st dyke was constructed at 
Co Xa [from today’s Nghi Tam, Yen Phu (in Tay Ho District) to Luong Yen (in Hai Ba Trung 
District)]2under the Ly Dynasty in 1108 . During the Tran Dynasty [1225-1400], many low 
soil-dykes were constructed to protect the paddy from water surges while allowing controlled 
monsoon waters to fl ow freely and deposit nutrient alluvial. Under the early Le Dynasty [1428-
1527] broader dykes were constructed and the control of the dynamics of the Red River was 
tightened; when fl oods came, they were more devastating, as the constricted channel increased 
the water fl ow. Under the Tay Son era [1771-1802], the network of dykes and irrigational canals 
to protect agriculture against natural disasters was signifi cantly developed3. During the time 
of Tu Duc [1847-1883] and the French colonial era, the pressure of fl oods on Hanoi’s dyke 
system was considerably decreased after connection of the Red River to the up-stream Duong 
River. Dykes became the object of increased attention in the French colonial era after many 
catastrophic fl oods, drought and constant food shortages and recurrent famine4. Between 1906 
and 1938, the French built several modern hydraulic systems to improve the control of drainage 
and irrigation5. Yet, despite their efforts, a devastating fl ood occurred in 1945, submerging the 
most populous provinces of the Red River Delta. From the end of 1945 to early 1946, the over 
1200 kilometers of river dykes were repaired, involving 11 million workdays and the moving of 
2 million cubic meters of earth6. Such investments have remained unmatched; however from 
1993 to 2001 a large project to maintain dykes system along the Red River was completed with 
fi nancial support from Asian Development Bank [ADB]7.

1  Duc Nhuan NGUYEN, ‘Do the Urban and Regional Management Policies of Socialist Vietnam Refl ect the Pattern of 
Ancient Mandarin Bureaucracy?’ International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 8(1), 1984: 75-6. 
2  Ba Thao LE, Vietnam-the country and its geographical regions (Hanoi: The Gioi publishers, 1997), 299.
3  Khac Vien NGUYEN, Vietnam-a long history, seventh revised and expanded edition (Hanoi: The Gioi Publishers, 2007), 
89.
4  Ibid., 157.
5  Ibid., 270.
6  Ibid., 220-1.
7  Asian Development Bank, “Irrigation and Flood Protection Rehabilitation Project (Loan 1259-VIE[SF]) in Vietnam”, 
Project Performance Audit Report, September 2005, <http://www.adb.org/ Documents/ Evaluation/Management-
Response/ PPAR/MR-PPAR-L1259-VIE-SF.pdf> [accessed 19 August 2009].
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Today, with the liberalization of the economy and the subsequent massive rural-to-urban 
migration, Hanoi is rapidly urbanizing. Fragmented development is proving to be a challenge 
that is increasingly diffi cult to keep in-check. Land-fi lling is substantially changing the overall 
permeability of the territory and asserting new pressures on the existing dyke system. Meanwhile, 
the Red River continues to wield its might and has effectively become the backside of the city. 
At the same time, there has been an explosion of unauthorized settlement in areas outside the 
dyke, in unsafe/ fl ood areas which are also those most vulnerable to the impeding impacts due 
to climate change. Such settlements, once built by the poorest sector in society, are now part of 
the speculative/ corruption game of the rising entrepreneurial class. The estimated number of 
inhabitants living outside dykes system in Hanoi is about 41,176 inhabitants8. The area’s dense 
settlement has led to the transformation of permeable fl ood planes to hard surface, severely 
compromising the natural discharge for water and thereby increasing fl ood levels.

Compounding the already challenging situation is the fact that Vietnam is predicted as one of 
the most vulnerable countries in Asia with relation to climate change. Affects are expected to 
be the most severe in the Red River and Mekong River deltas. For Hanoi, there are predicted 
heavier rains. Furthermore, during the time of fl oods, the dyke system keeps water that carries 
much sediment inside. The sediment can not enter the delta; it drifts to the mouth of the rivers 
and settles down in estuaries caused water can not fl ow to the sea. Water is locked inside dyke 
system which, in turn, causes further rising of rivers’ water levels. Besides, the predicted sea 
level rise will inevitably reduce rivers’ capacity for water discharge. As well, the rise of water 
levels increases the risk of dyke failures. During heavy rains, the water that accumulates in the 
large territory’s low-lands can not naturally drain to the river due to the higher elevation of the 
river bed. Compounding this is the fact that the city’s pump stations are beyond their capacity 
and Hanoi’s underground sewage is rendered in-operational when rainfall is higher than100mm/
hour. Due to climate change, there are increasing instances of rains heavier than 100mm/hour. 
The severity and frequency of fl oods has been increasing [as witnessed in November 2008, 
with Hanoi’s most extreme inner-city fl oods to date. The death toll reached a devastating 94 
and damages were estimated at VND 7.3 trillion (USD 430 million), destroyed 210,000ha of 
vegetables, 30,000ha of rice, 10,000ha of orchards, 40,000ha of fi sh ponds and nearly 200,000 
livestock animals]9.

In ancient times, the foundations and earth used for fi lling lowlands and creating dykes were 
neither carefully selected nor treated, and thus there are frequent problems of sand boiling, 
seepage and slides in dykes10. In some places, due to unauthorized earth excavations for 
aquaculture, the stability of dyke system is compromised. Changes of water fl ow inside dyke 
system during rain season and sand excavation increases bank erosion and threatens the 
dykes. River banks that are protected by revetments and levees are costly and sometimes 
diffi cult to meet engineering standards. As well, most sluices for water level control of the rivers 
are damaged or can not operate during fl oods [due to technical problems]. Although there 
is a committee for dyke protection and fl ood prevention, resources and equipments for dyke 
monitoring and repairing are inadequate. 

The dyke system is used as a main element for fl ood control in terms of technique. In the 
feudal era, transport in Hanoi was mainly based on the river and water system. Due to Hanoi’s 
development, there has been a dramatic shift from a water-based to road-based system of both 
urbanism and transportation. The role of the Red River in Hanoi is facing new challenges and 
its future relationship to the city fabric remains unclear. 

Hanoi’s spatial logic is derived from combining its dense urbanization and immense agricultural 
production on its peripheral low-lands[fi g.1]. The Red River is the lifeline in the system. It is also 
the source of destruction. 

8  Red River Project Group, Lập Quy hoạch cơ bản phát triển khu vực sộng Hồng - đoạn qua Hà nội, Báo cáo chính” (Basic 
development Planning, Red River area – section fl ows through Hanoi, main Report), (Hanoi, November 2007), 8-57.
9  Development Workshop France, “Viet Nam 2008: a year of unpredictable economic volatility”, December 30, 2008, 
<http:/www.dwf.org/blog/lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=213> [accessed 19 April 2009].
10  Ebel WICKRAMANAYAKE, “Flood disaster management in Viet Nam”, Development Programme, Hanoi 22-24 June, 
1992, <http://desastres.usac.edu.gt/documentos/pdf/eng/doc5839/doc5839.pdf[accessed 07 August 2009].
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Today, the entire urban water system with the old water management is under extreme pressure 
due to rapid urbanization and the predictions of climate change. Amongst the greatest challenges 
is urban fl ooding. There is an urgent need for investigation into possible interplays of urbanism, 
infrastructure and landscape of the city’s dyke system and for the development of new typologies 
of water management which can respond to the new challenges in a new complex dynamic 
infrastructural system of not Hanoi but also in the whole of the North of Vietnam.

The doctoral research “Water Urbanism in Hanoi, Vietnam: An Investigation into possible 
interplays of infrastructure, urbanism and landscape of the city’s dyke system” is in the fi rst 
year. The intended structure of the investigation is as follows:

Hypothesis:
Hanoi’s dyke system can become a more exploited element linking the contemporary logics of 
water management, infrastructure, urbanism and landscape. Historically, dykes were primarily 
developed in congruence with demands of agricultural production. Today, as urbanization 
surges forward and the predicted effects of climate change are becoming more evident, the 
dyke system is being fundamentally rethought in terms of greater defensive capacity. As 
well, as Vietnam moves from a water-base to road-based urbanity, dykes can be rethought 
as infrastructure. Dykes can become new hybrid structures that work across the disciplines 
and scales. New techniques can be developed hand-in-hand with spatial confi gurations that 
address new urbanization and infrastructural demands.

Objectives:
- To understand the role and interpret evolution of Hanoi’s dyke system in relation to urbanization 
and water regimes; 
- To study and learn from relevant case studies (domestic, Southeast Asian and other international 
contexts) for dealing with water management in terms of urban design and planning for urban 
fl ooding;
- To develop a hybrid dyke system for Hanoi’s urbanization [and the regions continued 
agricultural production] in relation to the logics of infrastructure and urban development [to be 
tested on selected sites].

[fi g.1] Hanoi’s development on 
the low lain, strong relation to 
the dense water network and 
prevented by old dyke system.
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Research questions:
- What lessons are to be learnt from historical water management and fl ood control in Hanoi 
that can be reinterpreted for today’s reality? 

- How can the city’s dyke system balance and benefi t development between rural and urban 
areas?

- How can the city’s dyke system be re-thought as a useful element for urban design in the 
integration of infrastructure, urbanism and landscape, effectively coupling water management 
and urbanization strategies?

- What are the tools that can be developed which address the concerns of urbanists, hydraulic 
engineers and landscape architects which can deal with the synchronous development of 
Hanoi’s dynamic water system and urbanization process?

Methodology:
- Literature review and archival research of Hanoi’s evolution in relation to water management.

- Interpretative mapping/creation of cartographies of the historical relation of water management 
and urbanization in different important times of development stages.

- Fieldwork and creation of mappings/cartographies of present-day realities – discovering of 
opportunities and problems of water management for new challenges of development and 
climate change; 

- Critical investigation of lessons to be learned from selected relevant domestic and international 
case studies.

- Development of landscape urbanism scenarios of hybrid dykes and create an interplay of 
infrastructure, landscape and urbanism.
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Abstract

This paper explores the ideas of the Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA) on the 
“regional city” in the context of contemporary thinking on regionalization. There is a notable tension 
between today’s focus on economic prosperity as the main engine and purpose of regionalization 
and RPAA`s revulsion of metropolitanism and their more cultural and political stride for more social 
and healthy living areas. The paper argues for an exploration of contemporary ideas in the light of 
RPAA`s fi ndings on regionalization which seem to provide a broader social, ecological and economical 
context for sustainable regional planning.

In 1923 the RPAA was informally initiated by Clarence Stein and his friends, fellow designers and 
social criticizers, to conceptualize a new form of city they labeled “regional city”. The industrial city, in 
their opinion, failed because of high land costs resulting in slums, overcrowding and the collapse of 
the transportation systems. The RPAA`s ideas were inspired by anarchistic thinking of that time and 
the revulsion to metropolitan planning strategies. Central planning, conducted by the metropolitan 
elite, resulted in a city adapted to capitalistic exploitation of the indigenous resources: Material, 
Energy, and Psychologic resources. In order to save the indigenous characteristics of the region 
from metropolitan monotony and inhuman exploitation, the RPAA adapted Ebenezer Howard` s idea 
of Garden Cities to New York in the 1920`s. 

Since then, many European cities have transformed towards new urban formations at regional or 
metropolitan scales. The issue of regionalization is even adopted in the offi cial policy of the European 
Union as an important objective to strengthen economic, social and territorial cohesion among 
regions and member states.

Even though the RPAA original concept of dispersed settlements throughout the region has been 
widely adopted in the last century, the motives for spatially fragmented urbanization have changed. 
The shift in scale from city to region has been mainly driven by forces of globalization and centralization 
of economic activity on regional or metropolitan level. It seems that the main focus in contemporary 
practice is how to attract business to the region making it the exact opposite on the motives of 
Regional Planning Association of America.

The way the contemporary European continent is becoming urbanized results in new spatial 
constellations reaching far beyond the usual enlargement of the old compact city. A substantially 
different polycentric urban constellation is recognizable on the regional scale in which new 
complementary links are being developed between cities, giving them a new coherence at a 
regional level1. The more abstract labeling of the regional scale is the ‘meso scale’. It fi ts in 
between the well defi ned and known mega and local scales of the nation-state and the city 
whose territories, authorities and rights have been specifi cally defi ned through the centuries2. 
According to Sassen, the concept of a region as a functional object of networked cities has been 
determined even before the nation-state and as such could have acquired the signifi cance of a 
defi ned object. Contrary to that, contemporary urbanization on the regional or the meso-scale 
seems to be a process of territory defi ning with vague and fl exible borders, not always following 
the borders of the traditional regions.  Besides that, the etymological origins of ‘region’ stem 
from the Latin word for “to rule” (regere) and the defi nition has close relation with borders and 
direction. The new spatial constellation does not follow this literal meaning. Its borders are 
not clearly defi ned and are highly fl exible. Beside that, there is no offi cial government on this 
scale.  

The challenge of the studies on the meso-scale seems to be the lack of a precise defi nition.  
The different names given by various scholars as the knowledge region, economic region, 
city network, and other reveal different perspectives beside the lack of a clear and universal 
defi nition. The question is up to which level the precise defi nition is desirable and not restraining. 
This vague but provable links between the cities and actors perhaps should be regarded with a 
certain amount of fuzzy logic to keep the concept fl exible and open for various directions.

1  Frank ECKARDT; Dieter HASSENPFLUG (ed.), The City and the Region, European City in Transition (Peter Long 
Publishing, 2006)
2  Saskia SASSEN, Territory, Authority, Rights, From Medieval to Global Assemblages (Princeton University Press, 2008)
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These political, social, cultural and economic developments resulting into spatial development 
on the meso-scale create strong pressure on the relation between cities and their hinterlands. 
In 1992 Corboz labeled the new urban territory the “territorial city”. Guided by his observations 
of the old compact city cracking up and urbanizing its hinterland, he concluded that completely 
new urbanized spatial networks are becoming our reality. He also concluded that cities and their 
peripheries should be regarded as one, regarding planning, design and development3. Stefan 
Boeri described, seventeen years later, the same European spatial network of cities as an 
archipelago of urbanized territories. He distinguished three different perspectives to understand 
urbanization processes; a bird (mega scale), a helicopter view (meso scale), and a frog (local 
scale) view. From the helicopter view the archipelago of the urbanized territories becomes 
visible.4

Spatial development, functional markets, politics and cultural dynamics transcending the 
city scale and forming new constellations on higher scale is often ascribed to globalization 
and denationalization of the nation-state. Global economy entering through the global cities 
forces the nation state to a new organizing logic and decentralization. The latest fi nancial crisis 
and the comeback of the nation-state as, so far, the only actor possessing the instruments 
to take measures and try and give it a contra spin-off, indicates that the nation-state cannot 
be dismissed.  Sassen also advocates in her latest book “Territory, Authority, Rights” that it 
is not necessary for one system to disappear in order to make another possible. Contrary to 
that, it is impossible for a system to appear without conditions created and implemented by its 
predecessor(s). So through history the city was at fi rst a central place for the economy, followed 
by a node on the regional scale, ending as a subservient to a territorial state power. All of these 
systems, from city till nation-state and relative lately the system of globalization exist next to 
- and integrated into each other. The systems of nation-state, city and globalization provide 
conditions for new organizing logics and territories among which are the urban constellations 
on the meso scale. Sassen explains the transformation of the systems using three elements 
(territory, authority, and rights) which indicate the existence of a defi ned organizing logic. In the 
case of a transition to the meso scale of the organization of society there is a territorial setting 
visible where spatial development is transcending the city level and its administrative borders5. 
This mismatch in development and administrative borders is often bridged by a more informal 
organization of the stakeholders into governance. 

The appearance of urban constellations and governance on the meso scale is often prescribed 
to global economy. Globalizing forces are enforcing the economy to decentralize on the 
global scale while the decentralized forces are centralizing on the meso scale forming more 
or less specialized territorialities6. The regional city has been proposed as the building block 
of globalization based on the argument that global economy operates most effectively on 
the meso-scale. Despite of the boom in the ICT-sector and advanced telecommunication the 
prediction that one could do his job from the top of the mountain did not come true. Proximity 
and personal contacts still matter enormously. The meso-scale seems to be small enough to 
maintain the personal contact and on the other hand big enough to offer a variety in pools of 
labor market, ideas and services which are needed to handle the complexity of the system. 

3 André CORBOZ, De stedebouw van de 20ste eeuw: een profi el, Archis, 1992
4  Stefano BOERI, “Europe is increansingly moving towards a polyarchic society” in Archilab 
Europe – Strategic Architecture 8th International Meeting of Architecture in Orleans (HYX Publisher, 2008)
5  Peter CALTHORPE;  William FULTON, The regional city, Planning for the end of sprawl (Island Press, 2001)
6  Saskia SASSEN, “Why cities matter” in Changes of Paradigms in the basic understanding of architectural research, 
Anne Katrine Gelting, Ebbe Harder (ed.) (Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, 2008)

fi g. 1: Core-periphery Europe

fi g. 2: Network of European 
urban territories
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The wish to take advantage of the global dynamics and gain wealth defi nes many initiatives 
on the meso-scale, which are undertaken to provide a better competition on the global scale. 
Developments on the meso-scale seem to be aimed in order to  attract business and creating 
conditions for the globalization to take place or enforce it at certain locations. Even the goals of the 
European Union are to increase its growth potential and its productivity placing the main emphasis 
on economy followed by social and territorial cohesion. The European Union has encountered 
a policy which is aiming to conceive the goals by strengthening the European regions7. The 
regionalization of the European territory is aimed at strengthening and reducing the differences 
in the level of development among regions and the member states. The goal is the shift from the 
image of core-periphery Europe (fi g.1) to a strong network of urban territories on the meso-scale 
(Fig.2)

Contrary to the business oriented policies the original ideals on regionalism were aimed at making 
the society more social and healthy. The reason for regional thinking around the end of the 19th 
and beginning of the 20th century was the fact that the high industrialized city failed regarding the 
poor with its housing standards, human exploitation, hygiene, etc.8

In the 1930`s the Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA) from New York was an 
example of an informal group of intellectuals contributing to the thought on regionalism inspired 
by Ebenezer Howard and anarchism9. The strength of the RPAA does not lie in accomplished 
projects but in their philosophy, ideas, articles, books and the organizing logic of the association. 
What can we learn from this historical example? 

The association set up by the New York architect Clarence Stein in 1923 was active in 
conceptualizing the regional idea in general and of New York, writing about it, designing the 
prototype communities and developing them until 1933. The diverse talents, specializations, wide 
range of involvement in projects and orientations of the association`s core members  explain the 
high creativity, quality, and ability to concretize the concepts10. The creative force of the city and 
regional planning is much owned to the leadership of Clarence Stein and his organizational and 
political skills. In the article Collaborative Genius, Kermit Parsons analyzed the collaboration of 
the group relating the core members to their functions in the RPAA giving us a section of well and 
at the same time fl exible organized governance. Clarence Stein was the manager and organizer 
of the agenda who was active in civic clubs and had great interest for reform politics and housing 
reform. Charles Whitakker, the catalyst, brought the group together long before the RPAA was 
established. Benton McKaye was the conservationist whose mission was to bring the civilization 
back to the nature.  Lewis Mumford, the writer and excellent theoretician, communicated the ideas 
of the RPAA to a wide range of public through his articles and books. He also introduced Patrick 
Geddes’ Garden City idea and Geddes himself to the group. Alexander Bing is not only known as 
a developer and builder but was also chosen as the president of the RPAA in 1923. His knowledge 
of real estate fi nance provided the resources and ideas for building the projects. Henry Wright, 
an architect, fulfi lled the function of an analyst with a high analytical approach of – and ability to 
simplify complex (design) problems. Above all, the members are regarded as close friends whose 
common believe in a better society, trust into each other and support were the main engines of 
the association. Through their infl uence as well-acknowledged critics, writers, and architects, 
they were able to mobilize various stakeholders from municipalities to banks and accomplish 
an effective type of governance. RPAA used the scale of the region as an umbrella to motivate 
different stakeholders to accomplish the projects like housing project Radburn in New York. 

It should be noted that one of the reasons for the shift in the scale from city to region, for them, 
was a way to protect the indigenous environment from and deal with the metropolitanism, the dark 
side of the globalization11. Even though the globalization did not have the name and the measures 
it has today or will have in the future, they recognized the dangers and the possibilities of the new 
system which will achieve its highest point many years later.  The split into the dark and shiny 
side of the internationalization, respectively the metropolitanism and cosmopolitanism, has lost its 
dualism in regional thinking. Nowadays it is just called globalization and seems to have a strong 
association with economy. Even though the RPAA advocated new settlements in the periphery 
their ideals were not anti metropolitan but their goal was a balanced region in terms of population, 
resources, and institutions. The combination of the preservation of the integrity of indigenous 
small villages and the reconstruction of the metropolitan centers shows the fi rst theory regarding 
the region as a whole entity. As such the RPAA`s goal was not to provide a new container as the 
Garden city idea but use it as an orientation to a new urban structure providing desired social and 
community relationship on biological human scale12.

7  www.eurostad.com
8  Lewis MUMFORD, The City in History, Its Origins, Its Transformations, and Its Prospects  (Martin Secker and Warburg Limited, 
1961)
9  Peter HALL, Urban & Regional Planning (Penguin Books 1975)
10  Kermit Carlyle PARSONS, “Collaborative genius: The regional planning association of America” in Journal of the American 
Planning Association 4 (1994): 462–82
11  Benton McKAYE, The New Exploration, A Philosophy of Regional Planning (The University of Illinois Press, 1990)
12  Roy LUBOVE, Commnity planning in the 1920`s: The Contribution of the Regional Planning Association of America (University 
of Pittsburg University Press, 1963)
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The ideas of the members of RPAA like Mumford, Stein and McKaye about the regional city, as 
they called the product of their ideas, were strongly based on the new technology for transport 
and telecommunication. Moving out of the city and accomplishing living areas in the periphery 
for the mass would not have been possible without the new technologies for rapid transport as 
the car and highways. The new technology offered possibilities to provide better living conditions 
for the poor. Even though the core members were strongly inspired by the anarchistic movement 
and concerned with inequalities between the poor and the elite, they did not advocate new 
spatial constellation as an opponent to the society directed by the liberal market and the elite. 
RPAA used the conditions created by the market, collaborating with the banks and government, 
to realize its concept of the regional city and better community planning. This can be regarded 
as one of the reasons for their success coming back to Sassen`s argument of new systems 
emerging from the existing ones. In this light the RPAA can be seen as an engine advocating 
conditions in existing system and using the system’s own elements for the creation of a new 
organizing logic of the society. The other reason for their success could be the organizing 
logic of their own association, the Regional Planning Association of America. High fl exibility 
and friendship beside professionalism provided a strong basis for collaboration inside and 
outside the RPAA. Its strength lay according to Mumford “in the looseness and fl exibility of our 
relationships, in our respect for each other’s individuality, with all our differences overcome and 
bonded together with our friendship, and our very close association, for long periods almost 
daily”. The fl exibility also proved to be effective in the way the RPAA invited various individuals 
prominent in urban affairs to its meetings to provide the members with suggestions and critics. 
Their signifi cant sharp break with traditional housing and planning thought in the United States 
at the time made them the outsiders in regional thinking and the later wide acceptance of their 
ideas which have been applied in different cities, even in Europe, proves Sassen`s observation 
that history is made by the excluded.
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Introduction 
“Why should the study of the banal itself be banal?  Are not the surreal, the extraordinary, the 
surprising, even the magical, also part of the real?  Why wouldn’t the concept of everydayness reveal 
the extraordinary in the ordinary?”1  

“I suppose ‘suburb’ is a kind of generic that covers a good deal of ground.  In my case, some of the 
images are close to the city.  Some are a bit farther out…  You could probably say I’m trying to locate 
them myself.   It’s where a lot of people live—somewhere between the city and somewhere else.  I 
guess it’s the suburbs.  I’m not sure I know exactly what the suburbs are.”2 

Cars, streets, yards, lawns, family, patios, porches, garages, pedestrians, and parking lots; 
these are some of the subjects that comprise the oeuvre of Photorealist painter Robert Bechtle.  
A lifelong resident of the San Francisco Bay Area, Bechtle has devoted over four decades to 
rendering the quotidian subjects of life in Northern California.  Initially known for his recurring 
depictions of parked cars, over the years Bechtle’s work has provided an extended study of the 
interface of private and public spaces in the everyday.  In these images the look of suburb and city 
commingle—the scenes are frequently domestic and most often depopulated, but as Bechtle’s 
ruminations above suggest, they do not denote strict allegiance to “suburban” locales.  Rather, in 
his works the small town of Alameda blends with the medium size cities of Berkeley and Oakland, 
and all three share many traits with the metropolis of San Francisco across the bay.  

As a Photorealist painter—very simply defi ned as an artist who paints directly from photographic 
sources, most often by projecting a slide image onto the canvas—Bechtle’s work inherently 
takes up the question of spatial perception.  Taking a photograph and then making a painting 
of it, translating the 3-D to the 2-D twice over, at least tacitly acknowledges the mechanical 
fi ltration of much of our daily visual data.  Though Bechtle is professedly disinterested in camera 
effects such as depth of focus and lens distortion, he has admitted, “… of course the use of 
photographs starts to affect the way you think and see too.  It can’t really be just a tool.”3  This 
allowance of the camera’s infl uence is not necessarily an endorsement of a postmodernist view 
of ubiquitous sensory mediation, but rather a recognition of the complicated ways we come to 
know the spaces portrayed in the artist’s paintings and, thus metonymically, those of our own 
daily life.

My aim in taking on Bechtle’s work is not simply to provide the standard biography of a relatively 
undervalued contemporary artist.  Rather, I would like to use his work as a lens to examine how 
this hybrid mode of depiction not only communicates the texture of specifi c spaces, but also 
subtly illuminates the larger fabric of metropolitan locales, revealing much about perception in 
the modern urban world.  Accordingly, my resources will not be purely art historical, but rather 
draw from the richly multi-disciplinary work that has come to constitute urban studies over the 
past several decades.  My argument will center on the notion that the painter’s realism, as a 
culturally constructed product, in many ways functions as an epistemological interrogation of the 
surrounding environment.  Bechtle’s work trenchantly raises questions that have preoccupied 
much of recent urbanist discourse, especially those related to cognitive mapping and sprawl.  
Furthermore, contending with such larger, socially infl ected issues will provide the opportunity 
to reconsider the political valency of Photorealist painting, a potential still often summarily 
dismissed. As Udo Kultermann, one of the few critics to advocate for a political reading of this 
work, wrote in 1972, “The concerned artist, who reveals new patterns of behavior, teaches us to 
recognize reality, and even sharpens our perception of objects.  It is not so much participation in 
political actions and protests, but rather his approach to the subject of inquiry that is important, 
since he seeks to establish the conditions for recognizing the general meaning of reality.”4

1  Henri Lefebvre, “The Everyday and Everydayness” in Steven Harris and Deborah Burke (ed.), Architecture of the 
Everyday (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1997), 32-37.  
2  Robert Bechtle, interview Michael Auping, 30 Years: Interviews and Outtakes (Fort Worth, Texas: Modern Art Museum 
of Fort Worth, 2007), 31.   
3  Bechtle, interview Brian O’Doherty, “The Photo-Realists: 12 Interviews” in Art In America, 60 no. 6 (November-Decem-
ber 1972): 73-89.
4  Udo Kultermann, New Realism (Greenwich, Conn., New York Graphic Society, 1972), 22. 
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Critical Objectives and Methodology
The history of Photorealist painting’s critical reception, though it has warmed a bit in recent years, 
is mostly one of staunch, even vitriolic derision.  A loose movement that coalesced toward the tail 
end of Pop art’s reign, Photorealism was often described by reviewers as either a slick capitulation 
toward capitalist values (both in its depicted commercial subjects and quick art market ascent) or 
a mimetic production so banal that it lacked any kind of critical potential. Beginning in the late 70s 
and early 80s, postmodernist aesthetic theory found a prime subject in Photorealism’s mediated 
surfaces.  Though this simulacral reading complicated earlier derogatory assessments, it too 
tended to simplify the painters’ aims and achievements for the purpose of a more generalized 
cultural critique.5 

The purpose of this dissertation is not necessarily to champion a Photorealist revival, but 
rather to expand and deepen the views offered by past criticism.  Initially seen in relation to the 
contemporaneous “Studio Realists” whose ranks included Philip Pearlstein, Alfred Leslie, and 
Alex Katz, the Photorealist brand of “New Realism” was ill defi ned as a movement, encompassing 
a variety of artistic perspectives and no one geographical center, linked only by the use of 
photographic source material and a seemingly universal commitment to an attitude of “neutrality.”6  
Accordingly, I would like to focus on a more specifi c subset of work, rather than attempting to 
synthesize an incredibly diverse and now historically long-standing mode of production.  The core 
of my research concentrates on Bechtle’s California-centered production, nuanced by the work of 
fellow Photorealists and Bay Area inhabitants, Ralph Goings and Richard McLean.7  By looking 
to the cultural climate and local geography that form a core part of these artists’ works, I hope to 
more thoroughly integrate the work of Photorealism with the locales of its depicted subjects and 
the sites of its production.  

As noted, many writers have claimed Photorealism is in fact too literal for its study to yield new 
critical insights.  On the contrary, I will argue that Photorealism’s apparent facticity disguises 
many nuances related to both the structure of urban and suburban spaces and the complex 
process of their perception.  For instance, the problem of city “imageability” is one that lies at the 
core of Bechtle’s work.  For seminal urbanists like Jane Jacobs and Kevin Lynch, San Francisco, 
as a geographically bounded and hilly but evenly gridded city, provides a notably picturesque 
experience for its inhabitants.8  This view is confi rmed by the voluminous tradition of artists who 
have made San Francisco panoramas, ranging from Eadweard Muybridge’s nineteenth century 
photographs to Wayne Thiebaud’s steeply inclined cityscapes begun in the early 1970s.  Yet 
Bechtle, for all his numerous images of the city, rarely offers such an encompassing view.  Instead 
the perspective is closely tethered to the surface of the street; though San Francisco’s undulating 
topography is often prominently on display, the encompassing vista is rarely offered.  There are 
numerous reasons why Bechtle might reject such a view - too “tourist” oriented, or perhaps too 
fraught with the weight of artistic forbearers - but regardless of his motivations, what results is 
an image of the city that distinctly resonates with daily lived experiences.  Though they depart 
from Lynch’s original focus on city legibility, one might interpret these images as modern day 
visualizations of cognitive maps.9  Recurring houses, streets, and intersections do not form a 
standard artist’s series, but rather relate more directly the daily accretion of imagery we experience 
as inhabitants of these spaces.  [fi gs. 1, 2]

5  See, for instance, Frederic Jameson’s seminal writing, “Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism,” where he re-
fl ects that “the realism of the photorealist painting is now the simulacrum” in New Left Review, 46 (July-August 1984): 53-92.
6  “Neutrality” is a term used by many of the Photorealists to describe their work.  See for instance the Art in America interviews 
referenced above.   Audrey Flack and the sculptor Duane Hanson (whose “hyperrealist” works, along with those of John DeAndrea, 
were often grouped with Photorealist painting) are two notable exceptions to this espoused neutrality.  
7  Goings moved to upstate New York in the early 1970s, but returned to Northern California later in his career.  It is his earliest 
pieces made in California, often of pick up trucks and fast food locales, that I am most interested in.  
8  Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1960), 10; and Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great Ameri-
can Cities (New York: Random House, 1961), 381.  
9  As subsequent urban theorists have noted, Lynch’s original publication failed to take into account the impact of class, age, gen-
der, and ethnicity on such interpretive geographies; see, for example, Dolores Hayden, The Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as 
Public History (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995), 27-29.  My aim in citing Lynch is not to argue for a Jameson-like use of cognitive 
mapping as a potential global antidote to the cognitive dissonance engendered by postmodern environmental pastiche, but rather, 
simply to inject the art historical discourse with a sense of the everyday politics of represented space.    

[fi g. 1] Robert Bechtle. Potrero 
Garage – Arkansas Street, 1995.  

Oil on canvas.
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The question of the “real” is one that still hovers over the entire production of Photorealism; despite 
the efforts of postmodern critics such as Hal Foster to unpack the real with the assistance of 
Lacanian psychoanalytic theory and the like, realism remains a treacherously murky territory.  Prior 
to postmodernism’s heyday, there were other attempts to resolve the movement’s allegiance to 
the genre of realism.  These often came in the form of comparisons to the established canon, 
i.e. the nineteenth-century French school or the American greats Eakins, Homer, and Hopper.  
While many Photorealists profess an admiration for such precedents, the comparison is generally 
stretched by differing techniques, subjects, and, perhaps most signifi cantly, cultural context.  One 
intriguing alternative to this standard art historical lineage lies in an avenue much explored during 
the 1970s, but mostly neglected in the years since.  This more contemporary approach lies in 
Photorealism’s connection with the French nouveau roman movement, most precisely articulated 
in the fi ctional works and essays on writing by Alain Robbe-Grillet.  Most critics of the 1970s 
pointed to Robbe-Grillet’s intense penchant for the visual, often citing a passage from his novel 
Le Voyeur in which the protagonist vividly recalls making a detailed drawing of a seagull as a 
young boy.  Ignoring the disparity between a recollection of life drawing and the Photorealists’ 
practice of projecting photographic imagery, most critical analysis of the parallels between this 
writing and painting seems to miss an essential element of Robbe-Grillet’s imagistic construction.  
Obsessively repeating descriptions of objects, scenes, and places, the narrative voice nevertheless 
refuses certainty of events and surroundings, despite its profusion of chronological detail and 
visual minutia.  Indeed, much like Bechtle’s paintings which offer us the particular but rarely the 
whole, Robbe-Grillet seems intensely devoted to the epistemological stakes of memory and 
visual perception—exploring a kind of cognitive fog reiterated by his numerous references to the 
construction of visual illusions in perspective, trompe l’oeil, and photographic imagery.  My intent 
in delving into the nouveau roman connection is not to imply a case of direct infl uence (although 
Goings found Le Voyeur very resonant with his own work), but to broaden the cultural context of 
Western realist explorations circa the mid twentieth century.10  Likewise, in my opinion literature 
offers another unexplored connection in the rich tradition of American “suburban writing” from the 
likes of John Cheever, Richard Yates, D.J. Waldie, and John Updike.  Though family imagery forms 
a smaller component of Bechtle’s oeuvre, his poignant works from the 1970s often reveal a sense 
of domestic and cultural malaise also palpably present in American literature of the time [fi g. 3]. 

Moving beyond the wider cultural context, my research will also include more fi nite studies of 
local geography.  There are several components to this “mapping” project, including charting 
the artist’s own geographical movements in order to trace the many ways he has represented 
a singular city, intersection, street, or even house.  Bechtle, along with both his Californian 
colleagues Goings and McLean, is fond of working in multiple mediums, making the appellation 
“Photorealist painter” something of a misnomer.  For Bechtle, this often means reworking identical 
compositions in different mediums, the resultant distinctions in palette and technique conjuring a 

10  Linda Chase, “Existential Vs. Humanist Realism” in Gregory Battcock (ed.), Super Realism: A Critical Anthology (New 
York: E.P. Dutton, 1975), 81-95.  

[fi g. 2] Robert Bechtle. Potrero 
Intersection – 20th and Arkansas, 
1990.  Oil on canvas.

[fi g. 3] Robert Bechtle. Fosters 
Freeze, Alameda, 1970.  Oil on 
canvas.
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kind of mutating visual imaginary based on the concrete details of a singular snapshot.  Varying 
in color, tone, texture, saturation, and depth, these images convey different sorts of information 
about their depicted locale, alluding to the variety of ways one might experience a place - a 
process often infl ected by memory or photographic imagery. (fi gs. 4, 5, 6) 

    

In addition to an investigation of mapping at the local level, issues of regional and national 
geography are vital to understanding Photorealism’s impact.  Focusing on production dedicated 
to everyday life on the West Coast raises many core urbanist debates, in particular the state’s 
close identifi cation with car culture and the postwar rise of prefab/tract housing - both of which 
fi gure prominently in Bechtle’s work.  Including Goings and McLean, who generally focus on 
more rural settings, expands the study to a more complete image of Northern California life.  Yet 
it is not merely the depicted subjects that are at issue with this kind of “regional” painting, it is 
also a question of critical reception.  My research will also explore how a close association with 
Northern California (i.e. not the art world centers of New York or Los Angeles) has affected the 
interpretation of the three Photorealists’ work, both in the local and national press.  

Critical reception also raises the question of the movement’s perceived ties to American national 
identity.  Despite the fact that variants of Photorealism were concurrently explored in Europe by 
Gerhard Richter, Franz Gertsch and others, the movement has often been identifi ed as especially 
“American.”  The trend began in the early 1970s which such shows as “Documenta V” and “Les 
Hyperrealistes Americains;” recent exhibitions like the Danish Aarhus Kunstmuseum’s  “This 
Is America: Amerikanske Fotorealister,” have continued to reinforce the notion of a particularly 
American brand of image making.  One might simply point the plethora of American pop culture 
subjects that appear in Photorealist works as cause for such national branding, though I would 
like to push beyond such surface readings to address the interplay between local, regional, and 
national labels and the impact of such interpretive geography. 

Conclusion

This project, then, is not only one of art historical reclamation, but also an effort to understand 
the practice and perception of urban visual production in the late twentieth century - a chance to 
broaden the dialogue between place, artist, and viewer.  Perhaps no artist can offer the viewer 
a more thorough study of the particularities and generalities of living in Northern California in 
the late twentieth century, reminding one of how pavement looks under the midday sun, the 
gestures we make as we pose for family photographs, or how the styled curves of the parked 
cars that line our streets have become the sculptural engines of our mobility.  This poetics of the 
everyday has served Bechtle immensely well, and his oeuvre is deserving of a critical attention 
that will parallel his own intense investigation of metropolitan relations at both the micro- and 
macrocosmic levels. 

(fi g. 4) Potrero Stroller, Crossing 
Arkansas Street, 1988.  Oil on 

canvas.

left(fi g. 5) Robert Bechtle. Potrero 
Stroller, Crossing Arkansas 

Street, 1989.  Charcoal.

right(fi g. 6) Robert Bechtle.  
Potrero Stroller, Crossing 

Arkansas Street, 1989.  
Watercolor.
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Introduction 
In a urban planning perspective, use of videomaking and moving images presents many folds 
and approaches: some mainly referring to documentaries inside which urban planners explain 
their ideas on the city and territories. Instrumental to the diffusion of the urban planning project 
and from inside discipline itself, contribuition of literature from this point of view is mainly focused 
on an historical account about produced documentaries, about their authors, and their images 
of the city (Ciacci 1997;  Gold & Ward 1996). 

In the urban planning aspects closer to social sciences instead, videomaking is used to record 
interviews and particiation processes, or to communicate researches, making evident immaterial 
processes (Sandercock, 2007), while in urban studies fi eld, mainly focused on cultural studies, 
the attention went on movies that have the city and its territories as a scene and that infl uence 
the imaginary (Clarke, 1997).

All the modalities and methodologies until now mentioned are based on videomaking as a tool 
for design communication and participation research and survey. 

The nature of this research is double-fold: on one hand looking is meant as the action of 
deciphring and decoding realities, recognizing urban phenomena and spatialities; on the 
other hand looking is intended as “visual capture” and the way it represents urban space and 
territories.

This contribuition will put forward a parallel discussion concerning the interpretative act of 
looking to the city and a possible way and tool to do it. 

Like in a “doctorate in the arts, its singularity lies in its research object and methodology, as well 
as in its two-fold layout, which consists of an artistic and creative component, on the one hand, 
and a refl ective textual component, on the other. [...] This research does not coincide with art 
practice as such because of the dialogical experimental refl ective component.”1 

on LOOKING  
Looking to the city contains several, important characters: observational, interdisciplinar, of 
circumstancial evidence. “The kind of observation we are talking about is strictly related to 
experience, to direct participation of observer to what are the real life happenings observed, to 
interaction on the fi led. It is not a scientifi c observation, based on datas collection, on a certain 
tension to objectivity, on representation of reality through simplifi ed models, on specialistic/
technical language, but it is an ethnografi cal observation.” (Sergio  Porta, 2002) 

Not representing reality through simplifi ed models but with etnografi cal observation aims to try 
to understand the “otherness” of certain urban phenomena. Therefore what this fi rst section 
aims to deal with is the contrapposition of observation and vision.

Video, as an all-comprehensive media, can give such a synthetic representation, as it has been 
happening in ethnographical enquiries of space (Whyte 1980) and urban art’s practices (Shaw 
e Weibel 2003) .   

On one side video enquiry satisfy the quest in urbanism for a skilled vision (Grasseni 2007) that 
“on the fi eld” directly recognizes, receives and captures inputs, happenings, uses, spaces. On 
the other it holds the time and timing components, giving back the perception of space and the 
way we experience the environment surrounding us.

Talking about skilled vision means to consider the visual language codes and elements applied 
to observation: the long take, the high-angle shot, the long shot. They are its alphabet and allow 
to go beyond narrative fi lmic use of the instrument, in order to give back the “real time”, the 
actual time of objects and events, in a sort of “aim to reality” that is inside practices of urban 
research since the ‘60ies. (Winston, 1995 cited in Henley, 2003)

On cinema as the expression of the link between city space and its inhabitants’ feelings, and of 
practice as space producer, Giuliana Bruno  suggests a jump in the view on -and through- the 

1   http://associatie.kuleuven.be/ivok/guidelinesandprocedures_doctorate.pdf
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city with a play on words between sight- and site-seeing that “involves, fi rst of all, locating a 
geography of movement for cinema within the aptic map designed by the modern age”. 

Moreover her arguments “converge with recent work in cinema studies that focuses on early 
cinema and gives attention to fi lm space. Looking at the emergence of cinema in terms of a 
cultural space enables us to articulate the link between cinema and the culture of modernity. 
Film came to place itself within the perceptual fi eld that has been described by art historian 
Jonathan Crary as the “techniques of the observer”.

If we look at it as “a product of representational architectonics” Bruno underlines how “the motion 
picture developed from what cultural historian Wolfgang Schivelbusch has called “panoramic 
vision”, and especially from the architectural confi gurations of modern life and their circulation.” 
(Bruno 2002) .

Precisely those “observer tecniques” and “panoramic vision” make observational videomaking 
to be the link among various discipline and fi nd in the portrayed subject - city as built and social 
space- a common point. In this kind of view, it is possible to recognize two precise aspects: 
on one hand looking is of pure observation, placing itself in a precise point and observing 
happenings and places, on the other hand  it is looking given by a point-of-view shot, that shows 
what a character (the subject-the researcher) is looking at (represented through the camera), 
the space as it is perceived and experienced (then produced). 

Within urbanism, those two modalities can be associated the experiences of two researchers, 
pioneers in the conscious use of these views and videomaking tool, instrumental to their 
research: Kevin Lynch  and J.H. Whyte. 

“While the machine metaphor largely corresponded to a notion that the city and culture were 
discrete entities, the prevalent attitude in architecture, planning, the social sciences, and 
history since the 1960s regarded the city and culture as inextricably intertwined and mutually 
infl uencial. [...] they grew to favor complex solutions through a wide array of methods borrowed 
from other fi elds. In brief, exclusivity was largely replaced by inclusivity, quantitative methods 
by qualitative ones. (Ellin 1999) 

In the urban space survey and its perception, videomaking was used to make evident subjective 
spatial practices and give back its perception and characteristics in a sort of simulation of 
meaning and experience, to go beyond what it can be seen and heard. 

“Moving elements in a city, and in particular the people and their activities, are as important as 
the stationary physical parts. We are not simply observers of this spectacle, but are ourselves 
a part of it, on the stage with the other participants. Most often, our perception of the city is not 
sustained, but rather partial, fragmentary, mixed with other concerns. Nearly every sense is in 
operation, and the image is the composite of them all.” (Lynch 1960)

Whyle Whyte, a sociologist working with urban public spaces, questions the functioning of 
already existing ones and successfully working, he uses observation as the key action to 
understand the failure of the new ones, assuming that structural interviews and quantitative 
approaches would not help in this comprehension process. In order to do that he starts a proper 
etnographic investigation, on the fi eld, that lead him to observe through videocamera people 
behaviours “inhabiting” the most used public spaces. 

This observational videomaking is like a token that records people behaviours, but inconsciously 
done -about which they wouldn’t be able to report or describe or motivate if interviewed: the 
object of the study is the use of urban spaces. 

“Our small unconscious gestures reveal our character more than any formal attitude, carefully 
prepared”. (Ginzburg 1986, pag.161)  

The outcome of those observations is put together in 1975 in a documentary titled The social 
life of small urban spaces -as the publication (Whyte 1980), that will infl uence in a very direct 
and effective way the guidelines for public spaces design. (Later this urban survey group would 
constitute the PPS-Project for Public Spaces). 

on INTO = on + through
The period in which Whyte and Lynch were working and researching was a moment of rupture. 
As Nan Ellin pointed out, in the ‘60ies many engaged on reconceiving the city and the culture 
(Ellin 1999, pag.277)  since it became clear that city was too complex to be represented from one 
point of view, from a unique perspective, social scientists, planners and humanists “jettisoned 
“pure” objective studies for subjective ones, explanation in favor of interpretation, the scholar 
as expert in favor of the scholars as mere explorer and perpetal student, and strictly controlled 
variables in favor of transactive methods and multidisciplinarity. [...] Without certainties and 
positive means for discovering them, human subjectivity regains a place in both the study of 
culture and the design task. Rather than derive knowledge exclusively or at all from “scientifi c” 
means, it would be accessed through transactive and qualitative means.”
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To communicate some evidences within urban realities -  as people from different cultures and 
habits use public spaces, or how their community of practices is articolated- a sociologist and 
urban planner analysing urban space, used video tools to make a visual, ethnografi c enquiry. A 
doubly interdisciplinar test, as it was put forward by a sociologist within urban planning fi eld and 
with an anthropological approach in which visual language and tools are central.

“The challenge posed to the scientifi c pursuit has rendered the method and theory implied by 
“ethnography” increasingly relevant to a variety of scholarly and professional undertakings. 
Traditionally a tool of cultural anthropologists, ethnography entails the close study of a 
group of people particularly through immersion, involving prolonged participant-observation, 
language acquisition, and unstructured interviewing, in order to understand the “native’s point 
of view”.(Ellin 1999, pag.279) 

George Marcus interprets this “move toward the ethnographic in American academic political 
economy (as) related to a widely perceveid decline of the post-WWII international order in 
which America has held a hegemonic position and to an undermining of the American form 
of the welfare state itself”. According to Marcus, this transition (as seen from the American 
perspective) has been “refl ected intellectually in a widespread retreat fro theoretically centralized 
and organized fi elds of knowledge” and has incited “ a spirit of experimentation that aims to 
explore ways to evoke and represent diversity in social life to convey the richness of experience, 
to probe the meaning of details of everyday life, to remember symbols and associations long 
forgotten”.  (Marcus 1986 cited in Ellin) . Urban designers have sought to apply ethnography 
in their work. 

The researches of the 60ies just mentioned above brought to a revisiting of disciplinar 
paradygms, especially in the Anglo-American tradition: local project of territory, umanization of 
intervention on it, against abstraction and standardization, against anti-storicism, control and 
surveillance in the city production process.

But what happened after this period? Last two decades witnessed a shift in those multidisciplinar 
practices: it is possible to fi nd a fi l rouge connecting the experiences carried out in the 60ies within 
the Anglo-American tradition and what happened in Europe since the 90ies till nowadays. 

During the 60ies and 70ies the guidelines to urban design practices and tools addressed the 
physical space: attention is focused on the streets, sidewalks and plazas, rather than on paths, 
edges and landmarks. 

While their successors aim to the interdisciplinar reading of urban phenomena as a social 
construction. The researches produced in the last 20 years in Europe by a series of 
multidisciplinary groups and atelier on the city and its territories (LAA in Paris, Iain Sinclair in 
London, Multiplicity in Milan) share the same attitude towards “blurring of genres” (Clifford Geertz 
1980)  but with a different approach to multidisciplinarity concept: it is not disciplines outside 
urbanism to get inside the research process, lending some concepts and methodologies, but 
the aim is to erase all the disciplinar boundaries through hybrid research practices, taking in 
account the uniqueness and relevancy of the object of analysis: the city.   

“The inquiry began not with imagining the city as a metaphorical object but with imagining 
urbanites: residents, homeless people, planners, municipal bureaucrats, and architects 
experiencing the city through the social relations, political economic, and planning processes 
outlined in the previous section”. (Low 1996)  

It is the case of the Laboratoire d’ Architecture/Anthropologie belonging/inside ENSA Paris-La 
Villette (National/Public Advanced School of Architecture), in which one of the research axes 
becomes the methodology itself, scientifi c object in an interdisciplinary perspective (De Biase 
& Rossi 2003) 

“Starting from the research hypotesis that the city is an interdisciplinary object in its essence, 
impossible to approach with an unique point of view (looking- approach) the method to build 
up a dialog and a interdisciplinary work becomes scientifi c object in itself (...) starting a job of 
sistematic refl ection on methodologies and research devices used by equìpe members in their 
enquiries.” 22

Considerable to our discourse are some enquiry applications such as the video titled Installazione 
Alpi, notes for a fi lm in progress by Piero Zanini (LAA researcher) and the photographer Armin 
Linke, a visual research project on Swiss Alps33, installation composed by three screens looking 
to, observing and telling the public the space of a peculiar landscape, its timing. 

This interdisciplinarity of the methodology opens up to researches and enquiries that holds a 
sameness of object and tool, that may belong either to urbanism, social sciences, landscape 
architecture. 

2  http://www.laa.archi.fr/spip.php?article39

3  Linke, Armin e Zanini, Piero, Installazione Alpi, note per un fi lm in progress, presentato alla 9^ Biennale di Architettura 
di Venezia, 2004
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It brings to our attention some examples of urban spatial enquiry produced by video-makers/
artists. Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster gives back visual maps of Copacabana, Rio De Janeiro, 
a carthography of the tropical city and its interstices of spaces and practices with panoramas 
from above and very far, in a long take that was following the movements of the inhabitants and 
small island of people in the river of the crowd. (Shaw & Weibel 2003)  

While the visual anthropologist, photographer and videomaker, Valerie Jouve with her Le Grand 
Litoral tells us about a big infrastructural bundle separating a linear park from the coast functions, 
and how do people inhabit it.  With the fi xed camera we look at an old man with his walking 
stick and a shopping bag going through the express way, slowly stepping over its guardrails 
and continuing his strolling longitudinally along the path inside the linear park. Following him we 
encounter many other people criss-crossing each other, without building a unique story, but an 
infi nite and intertwined longitudinal movement. 

Since the year 2000, the chair of Landscape Architecture at ETH in Zurich Christophe Girot 
has done research into the medium of video “to lend new impulses to contemporary landscape 
design.

The video studies are devoted to heterogeneous and ambivalent sites on the outskirts of the 
city, ordinarily considered unattractive. On closer inspection or (in our case) “closer fi lming,” 
surprising qualities come to light that conventional static analysis and instruments of design 
are not likely to track down. Allowing for an unjaundiced view and providing alternative images 
of these neglected places is one of the main objectives of working with video in this context. 
[...] The video camera becomes a sketching tool to document a site. The interpretation and 
evaluation of video images will show a participant’s attitude to a given landscape”4.

Where the attention is focused on space and its users there is a continuous, mutual exchange 
between artistic approach and scientifi c one (Andrew Stones  2009) : the survey is made ina 
similar fashion, based on the ethnographical approach, and observation of the other. Therefore, 
are “observation” and “other” the keywords and starting point for any research on the city and 
its territories?

on CITY 

In-between spaces and timings

Describing in order to subsequently interpreting and getting known: this is the operative side 
of description that makes it an imaginaries’ producer, and thanks to which the visions and 
suggestions provided are able to work where bonds and guidelines fail. 

Direct experience of urban space and inhabitants is an essental element to a not fi ctional 
description: once explored it will be possible to come back to action, being more aware and 
effective.

To redefi ne concepts that have been applied to understand and interpret contemporary 
dynamics of cities and terriories, starting from descriptive categories of the space production 
and practices, video-making  becomes a mean to make explicit a knowledge process.

This part of the research aims to recognise a series of descriptive categories and concepts, 
abstract interpretations of change phenomena and space that are slipping out to the normal 
theory and practice of the discipline. Categories such as proximity, in-between, timing (as 
changing), duration (as functioning and use), density, transition are charged of new meaning 
able to recognize and “explain”. 

The fi rst test will be applied to “in-between” concept (Silvermann, 1994):  

The term between is the translation of the greek word metaxù, composed by metá 
(in the middle, between) and sún (with, together) : it refers to the space that is in 
the middle, and put into relation. It is a word that contains two logically antithetical 
aspects: as pointed out by Patrizia Pinotti (1997), on one side it indicates a state 
of separation, on the other a movement of approximation and it can underline both 
the existing distance and their proximity between those two terms. It can suggest a 
demarcation line, a transiting place, or even a meeting point. (Perniola, 2007)

Proposing in-between as an interpretative category for urban phenomena means that the 
attention will be on spaces and practices that connect besides separating, that contains the 
concept of distance as well as proximity.

The character of interstitiality is able to mediate and interface the differences existing at the 
many levels of urban condition (Arendt 2006, p. 39), both social (ethnic and social enclaves) 
and spatial (fragments). Like a fringe, a grey space suspended between a social group and 
another, among different norms/rules, between diverse kind of spaces: the in-between space 
can be the place for opportunities and future proposals. (Sennett, n.d.) (Richard Sennett  S.d.)

4  http://www.girot.arch.ethz.ch/output-events-general/blicklandschaften.htm
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An urban designer that actually defi nes the in-between space is Jan Gehl (Jan Gehl 1987) 
(1987) even though he refers to the condition and functioning of recognizable public spaces, 
while the idea of in-between spaces at the base of this research hypothesis refers to another 
kind of in-between spaces. 

As Paola Viganò explains in her introduction to the fourth workbook of Venice PhD in Urbanism, 
one of the “direction for tackling the subject of vivre ensemble is constituted by the topological 
analysis of the space, distinguishing the devices of position and relation that contribute to its 
articulation: recognising edges, borders, margins; thresholds and accesses; the centre and the 
periphery; directions and trajectories... [...] that on their own create a space that Aldo Van Eyck 
or Herman Hertzberger would probably have defi ned as the “in-between”, underlining the need 
for the project to invent and involve the same: defi ning the conditions and the opportunities of 
an in-between space is a project in itself. (Viganò & Pellegrini 2006, pag.13) 

Therefore those spaces are the outcome of several actions on the city in a certain amount of 
time, sometimes happening in different phases, they are residualities, left-overs of different 
processes, disconnected among each other. As a case study the research will recognize them 
within urban situation of expansion in Rome. [fi g. 5] (in collaboration with Mara Cossu, PhD 
candidate at DipSU)  

On the other hand in-between condition in the city can refer the temporal aspects of urban 
development: it is an entity in itself and regards the interval existing between a precedent state 
and a post-one, after a rupture or a change. Instead of looking to the precipitato of different 
timings on the territory, the point of view could be a temporal one: such a choice would allow to 
describe as in-between the temporality of transition from a state of fact to a new future one. As 
a case study the research would map and record the in-between time of the post-earthquake 
reconstruction in L’Aquila. [fi g. 6a-b]

On those territories in transformation, using videomaking with an observational approach will 
try to make in-betweeness explicit.

Appendix_ Images

  

[fi g. 1] W. H. Whyte

right[fi g. 2a] Valerie Jouve
left[fi g. 2b] Valerie Jouve
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Introduction
This paper attempts to analyze the role of Brussels’ urbanism institutes in the construction of 
the disciplinary fi eld of urbanism in Belgium between 1930 and 19801 [fi g 1]. It is argued that 
these three educational institutions played a central role in defi ning the epistemological and 
sociological fi eld of urbanism in Belgium.

A methodological source – the sociology of education and discipline of Pierre Bourdieu – is 
discussed in order to unfold this hypothesis. Beginning with an outline of the framework of 
fi eld theory in relation to the question of the discipline of urbanism, Bourdieu’s analysis of 
the educational institutions’ role in the construction and the reproduction of the disciplinary 
fi eld is examined. Then, the methodological question of articulating an analysis of educational 
institution discourse and practice with a more general sociology of the fi eld of urbanism is 
explored.

The question of discipline
In this paper, disciplinary construction is approached as an epistemological and sociological 
process involving different steps of legitimation: the construction of a systematic body of 
knowledge, the defi nition of academic titles, and the offi cial acknowledgement of the profession. 
Urbanism is seen as a complex fi eld involving the action of multiple agents: individual actors, 
intellectual circles, academic, professional and public institutions, etc. In short, three types of 
disciplinary components defi ne the fi eld of urbanism: (theoretical and practical) knowledge, 
body of experts, and educational institutions. Although the aim is to focus on the question 
of educational institutions, it is assumed that these disciplinary components are deeply 
interconnected into a structured fi eld. The fi rst survey of the fi eld of urbanism [fi g 2 & 3] confi rms 
that the protagonists are networking these disciplinary components during both the interwar 
and postwar period2.

Field theory and cultural capital
To look at urbanism as a disciplinary fi eld places this research in the framework of Bourdieu’s 
sociology3. According to his theory, the fi eld is conceptualized as an autonomous structure 
of interrelated agents competing for power. What is at stake in the fi eld is the defi nition of 
specifi c rules: the determination of evaluation and the criteria governing legitimation. The 
power of agents – the ability to impose criteria and values – is proportional to their cultural 
capital. Bourdieu specifi es three different types of cultural capital: institutionalized (diploma, 
title), objective (artistic and scientifi c production such as writings and projects) and incorporated 
(cultural habitus and social networks)4. 

The disciplinary fi eld is organized according to the degree and type of cultural capital: agents 
are vertically divided between dominant or dominated and horizontally between institutional, 
producer and social. This research aims to investigate the specifi c hypothesis: that until the 
1980s, the fi eld was institutionally dominated by engineers (and later lawyers) entitled to access 
important ranks within the public administration, while architects generally remained compelled 
to a liberal practice.

1  The educational institutions are: Urbanism institute of Free University of Brussels (founded in 1936), Urbanism institute of La 
Cambre (founded in 1942), and the Superior and International Urbanism Institute founded by Saint-Luc school in 1947. The two 
institutions related directly to architecture schools disappeared in the seventies, suggesting a time span of around forty year is 
appropriate for this research. An overview of the protagonists of the three educational institutions and their published works is il-
lustrated in fi gure 1. 
2  In this early stage, the fi eld of research is mapped into two different modes of representation:, and; the interwar and postwar 
network of agents (public institutions, intellectual circles, review) as they interrelate to the educational institutions. This mode of rep-
resentation consists of an idealized synchronic vision and should be multiplied into a more precise time framework as the research 
proceeds. Although these illustrations have to be reevaluated in the process of research, they allow for the envisioning of the fi eld 
of research as a whole. This mapping is based on information gathered through secondary sources relating to the fi eld of urbanism 
and a series of interviews conducted with former professors and students of these three educational institutions. 
3  Although fi eld theory pervades Bourdieu sociology, it has never been discussed systematically in his work. Therefore on the re-
search relies on a variety of sources including the study of fi eld theory by John LEVI MARTIN, “What is Field Theory?” in American 
Journal of Sociology 109 (2003): 1-49     
4  Pierre BOURDIEU, «Les trois états du capital culturel » in Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales, 30-1 (1979): p. 3-6.
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In the following section, the specifi city of the intellectual and academic fi eld according to 
Bourdieu is discussed before focusing on the role he assigned to educational institutions.

The specifi city of the intellectual and academic fi eld
Bourdieu has unveiled an important specifi city of the academic and intellectual fi eld: there exists 
a homology between the space of prise de position (stance-taking) – conceived as the space of 
posture, expressed content and personal style – and the space of position occupied by authors 
in the fi eld of intellectual production5. It is necessary to examine this correspondence between 
the political and ideological prise de position of agent and the specifi city of their work (content, 
topics, style, form) with their (institutional) distribution within the disciplinary fi eld. For example, 
it is important to investigate the assumption that the prise de position of agents possessing 
institutionalized cultural capital, such as the institute of ULB (or the urbanism institute of La 
Cambre during World War II), tend to be closer to the dominant ideology of the state. While 
on the opposite side6, agents lacking institutional recognition, such as the urbanism institute 
of Saint-Luc during the 1950s and the 1960s or the urbanism institute of La Cambre during 
the 1970s, tend to take a posture of resistance against the dominant ideology of the state and 
modernism as identifi ed by such keywords as progressism, planology, and modern urbanism.

The assumption that there exists an homology between the epistemological space of discourse 
and the sociological space of agents will allow for an interpretation of the analysis of content 
and discourse (theory, work, curriculum, etc) in relation to the sociological analysis of the fi eld of 
urbanism. This allows for the presentation of the emergence of the fi eld of urbanism as a holistic 
process involving sociological, ideological and political stakes. In the following paragraphs, the 
specifi c role of institutional educations in the disciplinary fi eld is outlined.

The role of educational institutions
According to Bourdieu, educational institutions play a central role in structuring and reproducing the 
fi eld7. They are responsible for producing the systematic body of knowledge and for controlling the 
academic diploma. By focusing on the history of the fi rst educational institutions, an investigation 
of the validity of applying such assertions to the fi eld of urbanism will be done. Specifi cally, 
this research plans to analyze the role of Brussels’ urbanism institutes in the construction and 
reproduction of the fi eld of urbanism in Belgium. This means that the agencies constructed by 
actors networking between different types of institutions (educational, professional, publishing, 
etc.) must be analyzed [fi g 2 & 3]. In order to expose these agencies, the analysis of educational 
institutions8 must be interrelated with a broader study of the fi eld of urbanism9.

In his later studies, Bourdieu has specifi ed the role of educational institutions in the context 
of the French state10. According to his arguments, the grandes écoles are sustaining a true 
nobility of state: they control access to important position of power in public (and government) 
administration through academic and professional title11. These grandes écoles have contributed 
to the establishment of a meritocratic system of state nobility embodied by specifi c cultural 
values that replace, since the 19th century, the consanguine principle of aristocracy nobility.

Central to Bourdieu’s notion of state nobility is the principle of civil or public service (service 
public) that is born from the notion of ‘in service of the king’ (service au roi) and sustained by 
aristocracy12. This public service is embodied in the ideal fi gure of the civil servant dedicated 
to the public good (bien public). This research suggests that the emergence of the discipline 
of urbanism relies greatly on this notion of service public. It is presupposed that educational 
institutions were part of a project to construct urbanism’s own state nobility and esprit de corps. 
Therefore, it will be necessary to analyze how the urbanist was perceived, in initial urbanistic 
writings and educational curriculum, as a multidisciplinary elite dedicated to the public good and 
the universal values of the state13.

5  Pierre BOURDIEU Homo Academicus (Paris : Editions de Minuit, 1984). This book focuses on the intellectual sphere of 
social science around 1968. Bourdieu has later generalized these interpretations concerning the academic and intellectual 
fi eld in many of his subsequent books.
6  This hypothesis was suggested through an interview of former students of the Urbanism institute of ULB
7  This argument was fi rst advanced in Pierre BOURDIEU & Jean-Claude PASSERON, La reproduction (Paris: Editions 
de Minuit, 1970).  
8  At this point we have begun to make a general overview of the three school archives that concern us. The archives of the 
ULB and Saint Luc urbanism institutes are complete and centralized in each of these institutions while research concerning 
the former urbanism institute of La Cambre will require research in the archives of La Cambre-architecture, La Cambre 
Arts-Visuel and the Verwilghen archive in KU Leuven. We are also planning to investigate the archives of infl uential foreign 
educational institution such as the Urbanism Institute of Paris.
9  In order to proceed with this broader study of the fi eld of urbanism we will fi rst rely on secondary sources and later on 
investigate specifi c primary sources such as original publications and specifi c archives. 
10  Pierre BOURDIEU, La noblesse d’état : grandes écoles et esprit de corps, (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1989)
11  Loc.cit., p535 
12  Ibid, p543
13  Frederica Zampa has entered into this question in her PhD dissertation by focusing on the contribution of Raphaeël 
Verwilghen: Frederica ZAMPA La continuité d’une illusion. L’urbanisme de Raphaël Verwilghen entre valeurs éthiques et 
pratiques professionnelles, thèses non publiée (Leuven: Unpublished PhD thesis, KULeuven-ASRO, 1999). We plan to 
broaden the investigation with a systematic analysis of publications and school curriculums focusing on urbanism.  
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In this context, it is suggested that the multidisciplinary curriculum of the urbanist (engineering, 
geography, sociology...) contains political, social and professional goals that are at stake in the 
defi nition of the fi eld of urbanism14. On a sociological and professional level, the fi eld of urbanism 
is characterized by an alliance and struggle between different established disciplines (engineers, 
architects, geographers, historians, sociologist, etc) claiming new professional qualifi cations15. 

On a political level, a challenge is mounted against Choay’s assertion that urbanism has lost 
its political goal in the second half of the XXth century16. Conversely, it is deemed necessary 
to demonstrate that urbanism, until the 1970s, is deeply embedded with the emerging notion 
of the welfare state that is a means to overcome the contradiction of XIXth century liberalism 
by envisioning technico-organizational systems that allow for the regulation of society on a 
large scale17. In this regard, the emergence of keywords such as planning in different fi elds of 
knowledge related to urbanism is certainly an important aspect18. 

Together, all of these hypotheses encourage engagement in a research project that intends to 
go beyond the analysis of scientifi c validity, in the tradition of Choay19, to unveil political, social 
and professional aspirations present in educational discourse and practice. Therefore, in the 
concluding section, an attempt will be made to unfold a fi rst methodological approach in the 
analysis of discourse and practice of institutions.

Discourse and practice of institutions
For Peter Wagner, modern institutions are mainly defi ned by implicit practice while most studies 
tend to focus on the question of explicit discourse20. A social analysis of modernity must therefore 
confront the explicit discourse of institutions in relation to their implicit defi nition of practice21. 
Wagner’s concern with practice is closely related to Bourdieu notion of incorporated capital and 
habitus22. They are the result of a learning process that allows agents to act intuitively according 
to a specifi c scheme of action in the fi eld.

According to Bourdieu, educational institutions are the main agent of transmission of this practical 
sense. To give an example, it is often assumed that the main goal of a designer’s education 
is to internalize the formal rules of composition. In other words, the educational process of a 
designer involves inculcating disciplinary codes (ideological and aesthetic values, etc) specifi c 
to the fi eld. In this research it is suggested that the discipline of urbanism relies on such specifi c 
codes and values present both in discourse and practice of agents and institutions. As well, 
the main goal of urbanism educational institutions is specifi cally to propogate this disciplinary 
culture. At the same time, the disciplinary culture of urbanism relies paradoxically on notions of 
multidisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity. 

In order to reveal this disciplinary culture we must analyze the specifi city of the multidisciplinary 
curriculum of urbanism educational institutions. The research must precisely analyze both the 
explicit discourse of institutions and the practice and schemes of action implicitly taught. In this 
regard, one important point of interest is the attempt to defi ne urbanism as a science of action 
implicit to the synthetic pedagogy of atelier’s design and practice. Indeed, it is believed that the 
practice and design studio in urbanism contains a certain level of transdisciplinarity by defi ning 
design and action beyond the synthesis of multidisciplinary analysis.

Contemporary discussions of transdisciplinarity tend to interpret this concept as a cultural and 
ethical attitude more than a scientifi c notion23. For this research, it is argued that transdisciplinarity 
has been implicit since the founding of urbanism as a practice or a science of action. An 
objective of the research is to recount the epistemological and sociological construction of 
urbanism as a transdisciplinary science of action. At the same time, this transdisciplinary aspect 
(epistemological and social), present since the origins of urbanism, might be, in part, responsible 
for its lack of defi nition (autonomy) as a disciplinary fi eld. 

14  Sociology of education describes these goals as hidden curriculum. See Jean-Claude FORQUIN, Sociologie du 
Curriculum, (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2008), p87-92
15  Related to, for example, qualifi cations for undertaking projects on a larger scale. Berdoulay and Soubeyran have 
analyzed the disciplinary struggle specifi c to the emergence of urbanism in France in the 1920s: Vincent BERDOUAY 
& Olivier SOUBEYRAN L’écologie urbaine et l’urbanisme, aux fondements des enjeux actuels, (Paris: Editions La 
découverte, 2002)
16  Ibid, p30
17  The emergence of these technico-organizational systems in the second phase of modernity is discussed in Peter 
WAGNER Liberté et discipline, les deux crises de la modernité (Paris : Editions métailié, 1996). The emergence of social 
housing in Belgium as such technico-organizational system has been investigated by Marcel SMET, L’avènement de la 
cité-jardin en Belgique, histoire de l’habitat social en Belgique de 1830 à 1930, (Bruxelles-Liège: éd. Pierre Mardaga, 
1977)
18  Michael Ryckewaert has analyzed the policy of space and industrial planning in postwar Belgium in his PhD thesis: 
Michael RYCKEWAERT Working in the functional city: planning the economic backbone of the Belgian welfare state 1945-
1973, (Leuven: Unpublished PhD thesis, KULeuven-ASRO, 2007)
19  Françoise CHOAY explicitly discusses this methodological framework in the introductory chapter of La règle et le 
modèle: sur la théorie de l’architecture et de l’urbanisme (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1980)
20  For example, discourse on democratic (“freedom”) or scientifi c justifi cation (“autonomous discipline”). In the fi eld of urbanism, 
Choay epitomizes this research focus on discourse
21  Ibid, p47.
22  The notion of habitus was unfolded by Bourdieu fi rst in Le sens pratique (Paris, Editions de Minuit: 1980)
23  Alain LETOURNEAU A. «La transdisciplinarité considérée en général et en sciences de l’environnement» in Vertigo 
- La revue en scinces de l’environnement, 18 n°2 (2008)
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Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was to unfold a fi rst hypothesis in the context of the methodological 
framework that lay behind Bourdieu’s fi eld theory. Future research will investigate more specifi c 
hypothesis, concerning the fi eld of urbanism in Belgium and the role of its fi rst educational 
institutions, by focusing on: relations and frontiers with others fi elds, disciplines and institutions; 
heteronomy of the fi eld of urbanism; multidisciplinary curriculum; etc.

In the course of the research, the plan of investigation will evolve according to the study 
of primary sources, as well as the exploration of methodological sources. This inquiry into 
fi eld theory should, therefore, be understood as a fi rst stage in the process of constructing a 
sociological and epistemological approach to the history of the urbanism discipline in Belgium.

 

Fig. 1 Overview of the 
protagonists of Brussels’ 

urbanism institutes and their 
published works

Fig. 2 Network of agents 
(individual, public institutions, 
intellectual circles, bodies of 

experts, review) interacting with 
Brussels’ urbanism educational 

institutions during the 1920s 
and the 1930s. Line represents 

offi cial link and dotted line 
temporal or informal link.

Fig. 3 Network of agents 
(individual, public institutions, 
intellectual circles, bodies of 

experts, review) interacting with 
Brussels’ urbanism educational 

institutions during the 1950s 
and the 1960s. Line represents 

offi cial link and dotted line 
temporal or informal link.
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Beginning
Placemaking begins with stories, declares de Certeau in The Practice of Everyday Life.1 The 
stories we tell each other, and ourselves, authorise our behaviour in space. Stories create 
a fi eld for action. It is only later that these places are ratifi ed by legal constructions, such as 
bylaws and buildings.2 This model is the reverse of a familiar myth of placemaking, in which 
the architect is a benign god-creator; instead, here the everyday inhabitants of a city have the 
infl uence to make places. Architects and urbanists desiring a deeper understanding of the city 
as a complex lived site may benefi t from taking de Certeau’s model seriously for a moment.

Consider my home town. I come from Perth, on the West coast of Australia. It is described as  
one of the most isolated states capital in the world. Perth is a growing city of 1.65 million people. 
Debate about urban development is popular, but takes a particular mode. Unexpectedly—when 
the lack of common language between academics, designers, and the general population is 
a recognised issue3—these three groups all discuss Perth’s development with reference to 
internationally visible, global cities.

Statements which hint at the population’s comparative understanding of Perth—such  as a 
desire for more ‘Barcelona’ to our foreshore,4 a rejection of ‘Dubai-like’ extravagance to the 
sky line on the front page of the local newspaper, or a call for an emulation of Copenhagen’s 
pedestrian-orientated transformation5—point to Perth as a city of travellers, at least mentally. 

1  Michel DE CERTEAU, “Spatial Practices” in The Practice of Everyday Life, trans: Steven  Rendall (London: University 
of California Press, 1988 (1984)), 115-130
2  ibid, 125
3  As RAIA President Alec Tzannes put it: “our inability often to speak the right language to clients and the broader community” Alec 
TZANNES “Speaking the Same Language” RAIA electronic newsletter, 1 June 2007(received from Nicholas Roberts <nicholas.
roberts@raia.com.au>)
4  FORM, “What Makes a City?” 2008 <http://www.form.net.au/place-activation/research-projects/what-makes-a-city> [accessed 
19 September 2008]
5  Jan GEHL, in Perth beyond 2000 : a challenge for a city, City Challenge Conference (Perth: Challenge Bank, 1992), 29-32

(author’s own images)
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In this context perhaps a deeper understanding of Perth can be found in the mode of Calvino’s 
Marco Polo in Invisible Cities; “the more one was lost in unfamiliar quarters of distant cities, the 
more one understood the other cities he had crossed to arrive there… and he came to know the 
port from which he had set sail…”6

In this context, encouraged by de Certeau’s catalogue of pedestrian appropriations of city space,7 
and growing up with a city of people looking elsewhere for their future, I now aim to explore 
what I have termed ‘conversant fragments’. My primary ambition in doing this is to contribute to 
Perth’s urban discourse in a meaningful and accessible manner. In this short paper I will outline 
what I mean by conversant fragments, and briefl y describe the participatory methodology I 
have started using. I will outline how postcards will be used as a guiding framework and close 
with a glimpse at the trajectory of this project. 

Conversant Fragments
Conversant fragment is a term I have developed for a distant place, which is partially recalled 
or imagined by an individual as part of the construction of their current spatial experience. The 
term is derived from de Certeau’s discussion of habitability, where he muses on the role of 
travel in creating stories that allow lived space.

“What does travel ultimately produce if it is not, by a sort of reversal, “an exploration of 
the deserted places of my memory,” the return to nearby exoticism by way of a detour 
through distant places… What this walking exile produces is precisely the body of 
legends that is currently lacking in one’s own vicinity; it is a fi ction, which moreover 
has the double characteristic, like dreams or pedestrian rhetoric, of being the effect of 
displacements and condensations.” 8

The words conversant fragment are selected to evoke partial, specifi c knowledge or familiarity 
with places, such as may be gained through travel or the media. Imaginatively referring to 
conversant fragments is part of an individual’s creative inhabitation of space. 

This concern with conversant fragments reveals a spatial bias in my thinking. This project 
is an exploration of one aspect of the complexity of everyday space, through an observed 
participation in the practices of travel and return. Conversant fragments are pieces of places. 
They are stories of memories, or memories of stories, that enable us to inhabit familiar places 
in unexpected ways. Conversant fragments are a moment of somewhere else, brought back 
like a postcard. 

This is a narrative understanding of space. It is grounded in individual experience rather than in 
so-called objective records of cities, such as maps and plans. From this grounded position the 
way we perceive, imagine, and enact a city can be hugely infl uential in its growth. Conversant 
fragments seem highly relevant when considering Perth’s future. How can I start to record a 
deeper experience of home, from a growing understanding of being away? 

Walking, Writing, Travelling
Urban literacy is an emergent mode of writing which highlights individual lived experience in 
the city.9 Personal stories of walking and engaging with the urban environment, through the 
narration of journeys, has a signifi cant history in both art and literature.10 Both urban literacy 
as a writing form and the narrative journey path as a practice have the potential for meaningful 
engagement with the complexity of lived space. I see autoethnography as providing an 
appropriate methodological guide to navigate these two sympathetic practices.

Autoethnography is a narrative form of critical theory. In her 2004 book The Ethnographic I: A 
methodological novel about Autoethnography Ellis explains, “The goal is to practice an artful, 
poetic and empathetic social science in which readers can keep in their minds and feel in 
their bodies the complexities of concrete moments of lived experience”.11 In autoethnography 
this concern with conveying “concrete moments” leads the researcher to use their own lived 
experience as a primary data source. In addition to a literature review (which guided my 
research objectives, and site selection) and discourse analysis, my research design involves 
my participation in Clifford’s twinned practices of travelling and dwelling, abroad and at home in 
Perth.12 This provides the opportunity to closely observe my own constructive use of conversant 
fragments grounded in lived experience. 

6  Italo CALVINO, Invisible Cities, trans: William Weaver (New York: Harvest/Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978 c1974), 24
7  Refer again to Michel DE CERTEAU, “Spatial Practices” in The Practice of Everyday Life, trans: Steven  Rendall 
(London: University of California Press, 1988 (1984)), 115-130
8  Michel DE CERTEAU, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans: Steven  Rendall, (London: University of California Press, 
1988 (1984)), 107
9  For an suggestion of urban literacy’s potential in urbanism and architectural site analysis see Klaske HAVIK, “Lived 
Experience, Places Read: Toward an Urban Literacy” in OASE, Special issue. Architecture & literature. no.70 (2006): 37-49
10  For a overview of walking as place making see Francesco CARERI, Walkscapes : Walking as an aesthetic practice, 
(trans: Steve Piccolo, Paul Hammond, Land&ScapeSerise (Barcelona: Editorial Gustavo Gilli 2007(2002)
11  Caroline ELLIS, The Ethnographic I: A methodological novel about Autoethnography (USA: AltaMira, 2004): 30
12  See James CLIFFORD, Routes Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth Century (London: Harvard University Press, 
1997): 36
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Clifford eloquently considers the relationships between travelling and anthropology.13 His basic 
defi nition of anthropologists as “typically, people who leave and write”14 applies equally to the 
travel writer, and often to the independent traveller and tourist. Aligning travel to walking as an 
aesthetic and critical practice, takes typical travel practices (such as keeping a journal, buying, 
writing, and sending postcards, taking photographs, walking, and the knowing performances of 
tourist space) and endows them with documentary and analytical weight. My selected research 
tactics are derived from these existing travel practices.15 Through these familiar acts of personal 
meaning-making and recordkeeping, I am able to participate in and observe and consider my 
own, and others’, transient spatial inhabitations without interrupting the process.

A second but entwined phase to this methodology is narrative analysis. Material collected and 
produced on a journey is related again to the topical issues of Perth’s development. Secondary 
and primary sources are coded thematically. I fi nd creative writing techniques, including 
storyboarding, helpful in organising images and notes about settings, characters, themes (or 
theories), associated places, and memories. This data can then be edited and arranged to 
make narrative sense and reveal connections across sources and contexts. 16 

In connecting and narrating I have begun to take advantage of the strict physical and conventional 
limits of postcard writing. Through this I focus each narrative pair of conversant fragments on 
one city, one journey path, located in and related to one issue of Perth’s urban development. 

Postcards
A postcard, the familiar small cardboard rectangle with a glossy photograph on one side and 
space for a brief message and address on the other is precious as a memento of a distant 
place. Postcards, photos, travel diaries and souvenirs are the material traces of what for de 
Certeau is an everyday process of bringing together disparate places to augment and inform 
one another.17 From this I take the postcard as a typology for partial relationships between 
places.18 This project adopts the postcard as an allegorical key by which to examine conversant 
fragments.

I add the postcard to de Certeau’s incomplete list of narrative markers, which in their delineation 
of a journey, defi ne the differences between spaces while uniting them. For de Certeau, the 
travel story:

“... privileges a “logic of ambiguity” through its accounts of interaction. It “turns” the frontier 
into a crossing, and the river into a bridge. It recounts inversions and displacements: the 
door that closes is precisely what may be opened; the river is what makes passage 
possible; the tree is what marks the stages of advance; the picket fence is an ensemble 
of interstices through which one’s glances pass.”19 

In what seems to be a paradox, a walking story, a journey, makes boundaries which are 
simultaneously bridges. That is, because one place is identifi ed as not another it is possible 
to travel from one to the other. For de Certeau, the journey path is a line of contact or confl ict, 
which is always two places at once. The boundary is a bridge in disguise.20

The manner of Perth’s urban discourse suggests that in our everyday inhabitation of the city 
pieces of other cities abut the familiar urban fabric. What deep mapping could be undertaken 
of Perth’s inhabitants diving in and out of those distant conversant fragments? What is the 
potential of this kind of thinking about our experience of space? How can I frame my own 
experience to propel the discussion of Perth’s urban development?

As bridge and boundary between away and home the postcard is ideal as a structuring 
element to my investigation. Postcards act as a pivot point between the linked experiences of 
travel and return. When writing a postcard, one brings the destination and addressee nearer; 
likewise, receiving a postcard is to have the feeling of possessing a moment of a distant place 
and experience. The postcard, as a message sent to someone somewhere, from someone 
somewhere else, also structures my research approach. That is, this project takes into account 
the twinned spatial practices of going and returning. This movement between space is evident 
in Clifford’s accounts of individuals as both travellers and dwellers within social settings. The 

13  See “Spatial Practices: Fieldwork, Travel and the Disciplining of Anthropology” in CLIFFORD
14  ibid, 65
15  See also Andrew WOOD, “‘What Happens [in Vegas]’: Performing the Post-Tourist Flaneur in ‘New York’ and ‘Paris’” in 
Text and Performance Quarterly 25 (4) (2005): 315-333
16  For a discussion of the role of narrative in urban contexts see Ruth FINNEGAN, Tales of the city: a study of narrative 
and urban life (UK: Cambridge University Press, 1998)
17  Michel DE CERTEAU, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans: Steven  Rendall, (London: University of California Press, 
1988 (1984)): 107 and note44
18  With a nod to Jacques DERRIDA, The Post Card : From Socrates to Freud and Beyond
trans: Alan Bass (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press,. 1987(1980)) 
19  Michel DE CERTEAU, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans: Steven  Rendall, (London: University of California Press, 
1988 (1984)): 128
20  For the entire discussion on boundaries and bridges see ibid:126-129
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movement in and out of a place is essential to de Certeau’s account of pedestrian tactics for 
the appropriation of habitable space within the city. The postcard can be seen to sit in the 
liminal space described by these practices. The postcard is then a map, which leads us on an 
unfamiliar journey in a familiar place.21 The methodology I have endeavoured to describe is an 
experiment designed to capture and record this experience. 

Destination
How can the story from abroad inform the occupation of home? How does each conversant 
fragment underlay and infl uence the everyday inhabitation? We have an outline of a practice, 
but what does this mean specifi cally in the context of Perth? I can’t answer these questions yet. 
I’m still travelling, photographing, and scribbling notes, but I’m beginning to wonder about what 
might happen when my postcards get home. 

    * * *

Someone had left the postcard on the kitchen table, glossy view-face showing. Mat almost 
didn’t see it from where he stood, hovering next to the kitchen bench, eating Vegemite on 
toast, drinking sweet tea with milk. But there it was a shining image of somewhere, quite clearly 
somewhere else. Propped against the fruit bowl (which was full of the debris of communal 
living; letters for past housemates and junkmail unopened, a packet of lollies nobody really 
liked, three pens that didn’t work, and one dubious looking orange with a smiley face drawn on it 
with a permanent black pen), it seemed the postcard had been arranged there for him to notice 
it as he walked in. Surely he would have, had he been more awake. 

He picked it up and looked at it a moment, a dramatic sunset view across water, a mountain, 
gulls, people strolling on a wooden jetty. He turned it over and read quickly. 

Dear Mat, Good weather so wandered the old city all day. Then as the light started 
to change, joined the crowd heading down la Rambla. Walked out to the island-thing 
in the middle of the harbour on a big wooden jetty, and saw the sun go down behind 
the mountain. Pretty special. Reminded me of days we would fl ee the offi ce, lunch 
in hand, in a straight line - down the stairs, across Hay St, the Terrace and through 
the gardens all the way to the river, to sit with our legs over the edge of the concrete 
bank and backs to everything. I hear the foreshore development is on hold again. I 
miss you. x r

Mat put the cardboard rectangle in the pocket of his pleated black pants. Quickly he walked 
around the house piling in other things after it: keys, wallet, phone. He brushed his teeth and 
headed out the door. Smiling, he drove to the train station. 

Sitting on the train, Mat took the postcard out of his pocket and looked at it more closely. He tried 
to make out the detail of the buildings on the shore. He looked at the people, the composition 
of their forms in the photo. He decided that it was a snapshot photograph of real people, rather 
than posed. He looked at the colour of the sunset sky and suspected a level of post production. 
He read the back again looking at the print which started carefully, small and neat, only to end 
in that long hurried squashed sentence. Mat looked up, and out the window of the train. 

The train ran down the middle of the freeway. There was barely a bank to the river on the left, 
and on the right apartments trimmed the sprawl suburbs behind. There were some sails out 
on the blue water, and morning traffi c on the roads. Kings Park rose dark and green as they 
approached the Narrows Bridge. The train crossed the bridge smoothly and Mat glanced up at 
the War Memorial peaking the hill of the Park, and around to the river which spread out now on 
the right in front of the CBD. 

From here Perth looks like a city, he thought for the thousandth time. That thin line of tall 
buildings in a West-to-East row. A carefully manicured skyline. The lawn of the Esplanade 
presented an irrigated green no-mans-land between the city and the river. The river and its 
jellyfi sh lapped up against the artifi cial bank, a neat, concrete-retained edge to keep all that 
fertilised and watered grass in place.  The sail of the Bell Tower lifted at the end of Barrack 
Street, monumentally trying and failing to be both building and boat, to unite the city and the 
river with its symbolic form and location. 

The train dived into the ground. Mat put the postcard back in his pocket and got off at Murray 
Street. He rode the escalators up to street level with the last of the morning suits and headed 
for the offi ce. The city bustled at this time of morning, shops just opening and desks fi lling. Work 
on construction sites continued above him as he walked, and the city grew. 

21  Debord refers to such a “game” as a “mediocre beginning” for recreation of the city. Guy DEBORD, “Introduction to a 
Critique of Urban Geography” in Ken KNABB (Ed), Situationist International Anthology, (Berkely: Bureau of Public Secrets, 
1981): 7
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Introduction

The notion of exclusion embraces multiple social and economic ills revolving around participation 
in society.  These have conventionally been associated with specifi c population groups which 
have been defi ned as the ‘most vulnerable to’ or the ‘most affl icted by’ exclusion.  However, 
scholarly refl ections on socio-economic exclusion from a spatial perspective have challenged 
the view that exclusion can be neatly categorised and limited to an affl iction of clearly defi ned 
and recognisable population groups.1  

The mechanism of exclusion is complex and prevailing understandings, defi nitions and premises 
are for the most part fashioned in North America and Western Europe.  What does social 
exclusion mean in conditions where the majority of the population is classifi ed as living below 
the poverty line; where the redistributive power and function of the state does not conform to 
familiar easily recognised welfare programs such as unemployment compensation?2  It is clear 
that the ‘dynamics of incorporation’ are not the same and a Eurocentric understanding of ‘social 
exclusion’ does not necessarily fi nd application outside the ‘Western’ world.  How then can the 
dynamics of exclusion within the ‘spatial decision making process’ involved in producing urban 
space be investigated in this context?

Exclusion and City Formation

The city building process is understood to encompass the various ways of conceptualising urban 
space practiced by formal space making agents (planners, urban designers, architects) but also 
involving the actions of other agents who compose the eventual cast of urban stakeholders.  
Building of the city as social construct is intertwined with mechanisms of exclusion or ‘spatial 
purifi cation’ (Sibley 1995:77).3  This paper addresses methodological approaches suitable for 
deconstructing the link between the making of urban space and the different dimensions of 
exclusion-integration.  The method sought must be appropriate to elaborate the exclusions 
and inclusions implicit in and attendant to the city building process as revealed by interrogating 
the use of urban plans, strategies and projects as ‘tools’ for spatial organisation that frame the 
socio-spatial interventions that ‘create’ urban space/form.

The urban project is instrumental as an entry point in working through the different scale 
levels involved in city building.  As an intervention with a defi nite starting point, framed within a 
particular ideology, and assembling a wide range of stakeholders, an urban project presents the 
perfect ‘object’ of analysis. The relationship is framed thus: what are the dynamics of exclusion-
inclusion at each stage of formulating, planning, designing, constructing, and operating an 
urban spatial project?  Here, an urban project is defi ned as a feasible and visible intervention in 
the city, whose performance has the effect of altering the use value of its location in space.

1  Several recent studies of the impact of spatial parameters on exclusion fi nd that population groups conventionally held 
to be the most vulnerable to social exclusion (the elderly, women, single parent families, low-income earners) suffer no 
signifi cant disadvantage in activity spaces (Schönfelder and Axhausen 2003), access to urban opportunities (Scott and 
Horner 2004) and in integration of location (Vaughan 2005) compared to other population groups.  That the access condi-
tion for people thought to be excluded does not vary much from that of people thought not to be excluded could indicate 
among other things, a need to rethink our understanding of exclusion particularly as it relates to space.
2  Further Gore 1994 has suggested that the dominant analytical concepts that have been used to understand what is 
happening in Sub-Saharan Africa are diametrically opposed to the notion of exclusion.
3  In ‘Practices of Space’, Michel de Certeau proposes that: the city established by utopian and urbanistic discourse is 
defi ned by ... the creation of a clean space (rational organisation should eliminate all physical, mental and political pollu-
tion) ... In this site organised by ‘speculative’ and classifying operations, management combines with elimination: on the 
one hand we have the differentiation and redistribution of the parts and the function of the city through inversions, move-
ments, accumulations etc., and on the other hand we have the rejection of whatever is not treatable and thus constitutes 
the ‘garbage’ of a functionalist administration (abnormality, deviance, sickness, death etc.).
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Nairobi East: A Contextual Frame

Nairobi began as a railway encampment when the Mombasa-Kisumu railway arrived at what 
was a physically and ecologically ideal site in June 1899.  Government administration arrived 
two months later, immediately triggering a contestation for space with the railway administration 
(Morgan 1967:100).  Having superior resources, the railway administration took charge of spatial 
decision making, drawing up the fi rst ‘Plan for a Railway Town’.  This plan instituted a spatial 
separation along the multiple lines of function, race and social and economic status (Emig & 
Ismail 1980:9).  The presence of indigenous Kenyans in the town was deemed undesirable and 
attempts to accommodate them within urban life were only half-hearted and bent on restrictive 
regulation of their consumption and utilisation of urban space.  However, out of economic 
necessity, by 1939, some offi cial housing areas for Africans had evolved to the east and south 
east of the CBD (King’oriah 1980:204-214).  

After the war, there was a change in government policy towards housing for Africans in the 
city and in the 1948 Master Plan4, ‘offi cial housing zones’ were created east of the CBD as 
a ‘natural extension of the existing offi cial housing areas’ to accommodate housing schemes 
built by the municipality, government or Railway Company for their workers: Africans.  These 
were distinguished from the ‘residential zones’ west and north of the CBD, which coincided with 
existing ‘areas of economic residential development’ occupied by Europeans and Asians (White 
et al. 1948:64-65).  Thus from 1945 – 1953, more than 12.000 subsidised housing units were 
built in ‘Eastlands’: Starehe, Ziwani, Kaloleni, Bondeni, Bahati, Gorofani, Makongeni, Shauri 
Moyo by both the municipal authorities and the Railway company (Burton 2002:147). 

4  The 1948 Master Plan for a Colonial Capital was the fi rst real plan to formulate a framework for the city’s development. 
The plan followed out of the post war social and economic upheavals in Britain and Kenya that saw an infl ux of local and 
European economic migrants to Nairobi.  Economic policy towards the colonies had changed: industrialisation was now 
encouraged and there was great interest in investing to generate capital.  This required a settled indigenous labour force 
which was encouraged by providing housing for Africans within Nairobi. A South African team of architect, planner and 
engineer was invited to develop a plan that would secure Nairobi’s new role as a ‘Colonial Capital’. Aiming not to disturb 
existing land values, a functionalist zoning principal was applied in structuring the physical, economic and social develop-
ment while preserving the existing urban structure (Nevanlinna 1986:157-161).

Fig 2. Nairobi’s Eastlands in the 
immediate post-1948 Master 

Plan

Fig 1. 1948 Master plan for 
Nairobi. IMAGE: White et.al 1948
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In 1962, an expansion of the city boundary embraced all peri-urban land, thereby annexing 
many previously marginal squatter settlements inhabited by indigenous Kenyans (King’oriah 
1980:306-307)5.  The 25 year tenure of the 1948 master plan expired in 1973 at which point 
the MGS6 was published. The city development envisioned within the MGS did not succeed 
in overruling the entrenched E-W logic: large scale publicly fi nanced urban development 
projects have been implemented almost exclusively in Nairobi’s ‘Eastlands’.  Consequently, 
the city building project in Nairobi manifests an East-West dichotomy: the north and west was 
abandoned to consumptive, small scale, market driven, private sector interventions built on 
individual lots, while the east has a predominance of subsidised, large scale Government led 
(and publicly fi nanced) projects.

5  Previously, Africans were restricted to their locations especially during the state of emergency (1952-1960). When the 
emergency was lifted and as a precursor to self rule in 1963, Nairobi ostensibly became inclusive: indigenous Kenyans, 
whose presence in the city had previously been strictly regulated, were now granted legal access to the city.  The resulting 
in migration from the rural areas together with the idea to grant Nairobi national status as a federal region and national 
capital made the boundary change necessary. 
6  The Metropolitan Growth Strategy was based on the Nairobi Urban Study Group’s population projections of 3.000.000 
inhabitants in the metropolis by the year 2000. This most recent attempt (until July 2009) to establish a comprehensive 
spatial framework to guide Nairobi‘s urbanisation was keen on a realistic housing program supported by infrastructure 
investments that was cognisant of the socio-economic realities of each income group.  In the strategy, recommendations 
for low and middle income housing in the eastern sector were linked to existing industrial areas which were also to be 
expanded.

Fig 3. Nairobi’s 1962 Boundary. 
IMAGE: Survey of Kenya

Fig 4a. Metropolitran Growth 
Strategy. IMAGE: NUSG 1973

Fig 4b. Nairobi’s Eastlands after 
the 1973 MGS. IMAGE: PGCHS 
1988 p8
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Exclusion and Nairobi’s Eastern Extension: Analytical and Methodological 
Refl ections

Nairobi east of the CBD presents an interesting catalogue of housing experiments linked to 
global city building paradigms. From the late 30s to date, its evolution of city formation has come 
full ideological circle: large city segments have been added to the urban fabric as subsidised 
council/company housing tied to public sector employment; owner occupier mortgage housing; 
site and services and squatter upgrading/regularisation schemes; self help through cooperative 
housing and projects that have incorporated elements of more than one ideology.  The period 
of the study (1962 – 1988) begins after the race based segregation policy of the colonial 
government was abolished and coincides with the start of the nation state building project in 
Kenya.  It captures a signifi cant period of city building in Nairobi through large scale projects 
framed within a rational-comprehensive planning ideology and is thus fertile ground for a critical 
look at urban exclusion during city formation at multiple scales.7 

It is thought that a useful way to enter into the problem of exclusion is the tripartite formulation 
of modes of economic integration proposed by Karl Polanyi (1944): reciprocity, redistribution 
and market exchange8.  

Mortgage Housing – Buruburu 1970s, Umoja 1987

Mortgage housing was anchored in a neo-liberal ideology of symbiosis between the state and 
the multinational corporation (Anyamba 2004:7).  Implemented as a joint venture between the 
Nairobi City Council, the Kenya government and the Commonwealth Development Corporation, 
mortgage housing targeted middle income groups with steady employment with careful 
selection of recipients to minimise defaulters.  The focus was on private home ownership on 
individual lots; it later adopted redistributive and reciprocal elements: condominium ownership, 
cost recovery public fi nancing.

Site and Services – Kariobangi 1964, Dandora 1981, Kayole 1986

The site and service paradigm appears to be an attempt to co-opt the urban poor as co-builders 
of the ideal rationalist modern city. The key projects in Nairobi East appeared within the brief 
period in the 1970s when the World Bank’s urban lending program focused on specifi c urban 
projects.  The last of these projects ended in 1986 and has largely been overrun by speculative 
market driven developments (Loeckx and Githua). These projects and their subsequent 
evolution make for an interesting interplay of market and redistributive forces.  Being linked 
to the global urban development agenda of the World Bank allows for explicating this glocal 
dynamic.

Co-operative Housing

The urban poor often rely on social networks to improve their human settlements. In Nairobi 
East, social networks for improving have often taken the form of housing cooperatives.  This third 
mode of forming dwelling environment presents itself more as a coping strategy, a resistance 
against marginalisation.

Polanyi’s framework reveals the ‘development and transformation mode’9 of Nairobi’s Eastlands.  
Questions about fi nancial fl ows, participation and legal regulatory framework are applied to 
each case as an urban project.  These are summarised in the following table:

7  Planning/urbanism will not be limited to formal discourse. In recognition of contextual dynamics, the defi nition of is 
broadened to include multiple ways of conceptualising urban form that include practices not only of formal practitioners but 
also actions of other urban stakeholders including eventual users of space (Ryckewaert 2007:7).
8  The market mechanism demands that individuals develop a ‘social utility’ in the form of commodities or labour time that 
can be exchanged ‘on the market’ for goods or services that the individual cannot produce himself.  The market produces 
winners and losers and hence inequalities; the state tries to ameliorate these through redistributive programs: which reallo-
cate a common stock of resources in a manner that tries to ensure universal access to basic resources. Reciprocity works 
through mutual exchange within a social network  

9  The ‘development and transformation mode’ is one of four factors put forward as a system of factors that are linked to the 
evolution of a concentration of disadvantage in an environment.  It refers to historical and contemporary legal, social and 
economic changes such as change of use, demographic transformations and de-development (De Meulder and Heynen 
2006:159-160).
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PROJECT 
FORMULATION

PROJECT 
IMPLEMENTATION

PROJECT 
OPERATION

FINANCIAL 
FLOWS:

- Source and amount 
of Direct and Indirect 
investment;

- Public-Private share of 
investment;

- Global/local source of 
fi nance

- Cost-benefi t analysis: 
who pays & who 
receives; employment

- Change in value 
of proximate urban 
locations;

- Types of income 
generated (earned/ 
investment income);

- Amount  of income 
generated, and 

- Distribution of income 
generated;

PARTICIPATION:

- Stake-holders’ 
characteristics;

- Decision making 
rationale/ideology

- Decision making power 
structure;

- Social impact on 
resident community- 
e.g. displacement 
and relocation, skills 
transfer;

- Value to community-
Build/destroy?

- Profi le of space users/
consumers;

- 

LEGAL 
ASPECTS:

- Regulatory frameworks 
of planning and Land 
control (land tenure, lot 
sizes-amalgamation/
subdivision, and size of 
permitted development);

- Building code: building 
heights, built area, 
materials, typology;

- Professional code: 
obligatory involvement 
of consultants

- Restructuring of 
space/typologies: user 
transformations;

- Access to space 
produced; 

- Occupation rights/
transfer of these;

Alongside the socio-economic ones, an urban morphological analysis is used to reveal the impact 
spatial factors through time and at multiple scales: location and integration in the urban frame; 
structural morphological features of the landscape such as topography, soils and watercourses; 
structural urban development features such as infrastructure lines and jurisdictional boundaries; 
and urban and architectural typology: size, orientation, articulation/confi guration (De Meulder 
and Heynen 2006:159-160).
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The reading of current urban transformations of the city of Skopje gives us the possibility to deal 
with some issues related to the return of the concept of balkanisation within our disciplinary 
debate. The term balkanisation is intended as a process that generates new forms of territorial 
fragmentation, in which particular systems of relations between different urban parts are 
defi ned, and where the public space tends to be more and more evanescent. Because of its 
complex history and its constant state of transition1, Skopje conserves well legible an articulated 
stratigraphy of signs left by transformations and by innumerable projects, never totally realized, 
that, in different times and under different political regimes, have been developed to defi ne a 
strong image of the city. Today Skopje is a city of fragments [fi g.1], produced by the articulations 
and successions of visions for the city and their feedbacks whit the urban reality2. 

Moreover, observing Skopje allows to refl ect on the validity of some neologisms introduced, with 
great success, to describe the phase of post-socialist transition of Balkan countries3 of the last 
twenty years. Turbo Urbanism, Turbo Architecture, Mushroom Architecture are all terms that 
allude to describe a new condition, to a tension toward the future and a cut with the past, but 
these concepts are often used to describe contexts characterized by a very complicated recent 
history and where it’s impossible to cut some relationships with their past. These concepts 
have been certainly useful to build a strong image of the Balkan cities in the Western context, 
nonetheless they often hide some inertia, present some generalizations in the treatment of 
extremely complex issues as the ones that characterize these countries in transformation after 
the war.

1  The concept of transition is the focus of the work of Jovan Ivanovski, who uses it to describe the phase that post-socialist 
countries are going  through from the fall of the Berlin Wall until today. Ivanovski intends transition as constant condition, 
a fi nal state, not just a phase of  passage from a state to another. Jovan IVANOVSKI, Decoding Post-Socialist Transition 
or the Case of Skopje –Housing in the Arena of Private Interest – Emergence of New Urban Prototypes, (Dessau, Master 
Thesis, Anhalt University of Applied Sciences, Dessau Institute of Architecture / Master of Architecture, 2008).
2  Ilija ACESKI, Skopje Between Vision and Reality (Skopje, MK: Filozofski Fakultet, 1996), 280-300.
3  In this research with the term Balkan countries  we refer to the new independent republics generated by the dismemberment 
of Yugoslavia: Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia Herzegovina, Serbia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Macedonia, Albania.

[fi g. 1] Skopje as a city of 
fragments. Image taken from 
A.A., City of possible worlds 
(World = City = Worlds), 10. 
International Architecture 
Exhibition, La Biennale di 
Venezia, 2006.
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Writings, erasures and transformations

After the collapse of the socialist regimes and the subsequent separation of the Republic of 
Macedonia4 from Yugoslavia, which occurred in 1991 in the absence of confl ict and without 
redefi nition of territorial  boundaries, Skopje passed through a phase of great transformation, 
the administrative centre of the older Socialist Republic of Macedonia, defi ned as an area partly 
independent of Yugoslavia, became the capital city of a country with a democratic political 
system that is still in phase of defi nition5.

Over the last twenty years, Macedonia has been facing a long and accelerated process to 
modernization trying to reach the conditions of stability and the development necessary to enter 
the European Union. Skopje has been the subject of the development policies of the country, 
according to a strategy of centralization of capital. The city is constantly hit by migration from 
rural areas and from foreign countries and for this condition it is continually subject to processes 
of expansion and redefi nition of urban space. Today about 40% of the Macedonian population 
lives in Skopje, and at the same time there is an increasing trend on the part of the population 
living outside the city, to invest in buying houses in the capital city6.

Skopje, as the entire Balkan context, has always been marked by forms of co-existence of 
different ethnic populations.  Today the prevailing percentage is still the Macedonian, but 
Albanians and Roma are increasing and certain minorities, like Turkish, Serbian, Bosnian and 
Aromenian, are consolidating7.

The urban space, in turn, is characterized by a strong ethnic and social connotation. It is 
composed of fragments that are periodically inhabited and abandoned. Some of these become  
subject of projects of urban regeneration and preservation, some others remain on the sidelines 
of the policies of the city becoming residual spaces.

The new centre, the old city, socialist quarters, the suburbs of individual buildings, the run-down 
suburbs and a high number of informal settlements are clearly recognizable for their inner 
homogeneity [fi g.2]. 

4  The Republic of Macedonia, after the long and unresolved dispute about  its name, has been recognised by the United 
Nations Organisation, and after this by the other international organisation, as FYROM, Former Yugoslavia Republic of 
Macedonia.
5  About the articulated history of the Balkans countries see: Christofer CVIIC, Rifare i Balcani (Bologna, IT: Il Mulino, 
1993); Paul GARDE, I Balcani, (Milano, IT: Il Saggiatore, 1996); Rada IVEKOVIC, Autopsia dei Balcani. Saggio di psico-
politica (Milano, IT: Cortina editore, 1999); Georges PRÉVÉLAKIS,  I Balcani (Bologna, IT: Il Mulino, 1997); Francesco 
PRIVITERA, L’Europa orientale e la rinascita dei nazionalismi (Milano, IT: Guerini e Associati, 1994).
6  These information were taken from an interview to Vlatko T. Korobar, Dean of the Faculty of Architecture of the University 
“St. Cyril and Methodius” in Skopje, held in Skopje in August 2009.
7  Some information about the population of the South-east Europe countries are in F.E. Ian HAMILTON, Kaliopa 
DIMITROVSKA ANDREWS, Nataša PICHLER_MILANOVJI (edited by), Transformation of cities in central and Eastern 
Europe: Towards globalization, (Tokyo, New York, Paris: United Nation University Press, 2005). All the statistic data are 
published un the website of the Statistic Offi ce of Republic of Macedonia <http://www.stat.gov.mk/english/soopstenija_eng.
asp?name=03.01>.

[fi g. 2] Map of investigated 
fragments. Image elaborated 

from A.A., City of possible 
worlds (World = City = Worlds), 

10. International Architecture 
Exhibition, La Biennale di 

Venezia, 2006.
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The fragmentation of urban space is not a new phenomenon, but it is a peculiarity of this city 
that is widening more and more for signifi cant changes in the social structure of the population 
after independence. The population is increasingly polarized and it is increasingly evident how 
the urban space is able to respond to the division between “citizens of fi rst and last row”8.

One of the most signifi cant rewriting  processes of the urban space was the one that took place 
after the earthquake in 1963, which destroyed 80% of the city9. The plan that was developed in 
196510 intended to emphasize the division between the right and the left parts of the city divided 
by the Vardar river. The idea of “social justice” was intended as the guideline of the Plan, to 
be realized  through a project that put the focus on the public property and thus ensuring a fair 

8  About the topic of  the polarisation of the society in the present phase of globalisation, see the work of Zygmunt Bauman. 
In particular:  Zygmunt BAUMAN, La società dell�incertezza (Bologna, IT: Il Mulino, 1999); Zygmunt BAUMAN, Dentro 
la globalizzazione. Le conseguenze sulle persone (Bari-Roma, IT: Editori Laterza, 2001); Zygmunt BAUMAN, Fiducia e 
paura nella città (Milano, IT: Bruno Mondadori, 2005); Zygmunt BAUMAN, Individualmente insieme (Reggio Emilia, IT: 
Diabiasis,2008).
9  Jakim T. PETROVSKI, Damaging Effects of July 26, 1963 Skopje Earthquake, (Skopje, MK: Institute of Earthquake 
Engineering and Engineering Seismology, University “ Cyril and Methodius”); Zoran V. MILUTINOVIC, Urbanistic aspect of 
post earthquake reconstruction and renewal – experiences of Skopje following the earthquake of 26 July  1963, (Skopje, 
MK: Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology, University “ Cyril and Methodius”, presented at the 
International Earthquake Symposium Kocaeli 2007).
10  For a deep analysis of the facts immediately occurred after the earthquake see: Ines TOLIC, Skopje 1963 - 1966: 
politica, città e memoria in (ri)costruzione (Venezia, Phd in History of architecture and of the city, science of arts and of 
conservation, University Ca’ Foscari, University IUAV of Venice, Fondazione Scuola Studi Avanzati in Venezia, 2008).

[fi g. 2a] 1. The new city centre.

[fi g. 2b] 2. The old city.

[fi g. 2c] 3. Residential suburb.

[fi g. 2d] 4. The “City Wall”.

[fi g. 2e] 5. Socialist quarter.
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distribution of standard rights throughout the territory. After the earthquake, the city experienced 
a phase of rapid development: the “right” part of the river was transformed into a modern 
city while the “left” part was still characterized by an Ottoman sense of space and place of 
concentration of the Muslim and Roma community. 

Many projects for several areas of the city, not considered as a priority, weren’t realized due 
to economic problems. The result today is the spread, within the urban space, of hybrid areas 
where nothing has happened and nothing can happen because they’re still waiting for a 
defi nition of new forms of transformations.

Balkanisation and fragmentation

Within the debate on the contemporary city, in order to describe the processes that are 
investing the Balkan cities (started with the fall of the Berlin Wall), the term balkanisation11 was 
reintroduced. This concept refers not only to political and economic phenomena, but it refers to 
a process of territory construction, which invests the private sphere as the public one, and the 
system of practices that take place in it.

“If globalization is the increasing interconnectedness of peoples and places through converging 
processes of economic, political, and cultural change, Balkanisation has come to be a 
counteraction to the integrating and homogenizing effects of globalization from the bottom-
up. That effectively means the abolition of the local in exchange for the balkanized, which 
truly shifts the meaning of the originally negative and hostile term of Balkanisation as well as 
advances the reach of the term local”12.

The main spatial effect attributable to a process of balkanisation, particularly when it is in  
presence of globalizing forces, is the fragmentation of the territory to various scales, from the 
one  of the state to the one of the city, until the scale of the house. “The more the city is 
transformed into a global reality, the more the various lines fragment its surface”13.

The territorial fragmentation, which scares Europe, in Balkan countries is viewed in a different 
way: as a result of normal processes of transformation14.The phenomenon of balkanisation 
produce differences that become strategic potentials in the construction of the city. The 
balkanisation is the explosion of architectural additions characterized by a sort of eclecticism, 
whose stylistic references are often midway between the local and the global15. It is in this way 
that the negative common sense of the word is rejected, by linking it to the positive attitude 
processes triggered from below, by the local scale16. It seems to represent the condition of a 
society that is getting individualized17.

The Balkan countries, after the crisis of the Nineties, have become a lively part of Europe. 
They have experienced a strong acceleration, so much that some cities have been defi ned 
fast, compared to those slow in Western Europe. Parallel cities, parallel economies and forms 
of governments are here able to grow and develop without competing with each other. The 
size of the city doubles. The suburbs expand with informal settlements and new cities are 
created above the existing ones. Marjetica Potrc recognizes them as a symbol of territorial 
fragmentation, where the reduction of scale up to the local produces growth.

11  The term balkanisation was introduced around the Twenties of the Twentieth Century to indicate “the economic and 
political sparse of a country” and to describe the ethnic and political fragmentation which followed the collapse of the Otto-
man Empire, particularly in the Balkans. It was later linked to a condition of a serious and almost fatal instability of a political 
system, as in the recent past in the Balkan region. It represented the division of a state in  a lot of small nations and  its 
fall into disorder. This term has been used to describe processes that took place in other contexts far from the Balkans, 
such as in Africa in the Fifties and Sixties, following the dissolution of the British and French colonial empires. In the early 
Nineties the disintegration of Yugoslavia and the collapse of the Soviet Union led to a state of emergency in many states, 
unstable and ethnically mixed, bringing this concept to the debate once more. Today it has become synonymous with 
chaotic, violent, according to the manner of government restraints typical of the ancient Balkan states.
12  From: Srdjan JOVANOVIC WEISS, Balkanisation / Preliminary overview of the term’s original and contemporary mean-
ings,, March 2006, cited in Marc NEELEN, Ana DZOKIC, Balkanisation - beyond the subject: Lost Highway Expedition 
<http://europelostandfound.net>
13  A.A., City of possible worlds (World = City = Worlds) (Venezia, IT: 10. mostra Internazionale di Architettura, Biennale 
di Venezia, 2006) 3.
14  Marjetica POTRC, Fragmented worlds (Barcellona, SP: Actar, 2006).
15  Srdjan JOVANOVIC WEISS, “Balkanization is Architecture” in Urban DRIFT, Francesca FERGUSON (ed), Talknig Cit-
ies – The Micropolitics of Urban Space (Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkaeuser – Publishers for Architecture, 2006) 124-127.
16  Neelen and Dzokic, member of the School of Missing Studies and of the Central Foundation for Future Cities, through 
a search that investigated the outcomes of the processes of globalization in contexts marked by processes of balkanisa-
tion, sustained the idea that this can be considered a positive attribute. “Balkanisation – beyond the subject: Lost Highway 
Expedition”, published in Taking the matter in the common hands: on contemporary art and collaborative practice, IASPIC 
<http://www.schoolofmissingstudies.net/>.
17  Marjetica POTRC, Fragmented worlds (Barcellona, SP: Actar, Barcellona, 2006); Srdjan JOVANOVIC WEISS, “Where 
subversion is normal” in Yale Architectural Magazine, 39 (2006): 48-57 ; Srdjan JOVANOVIC WEISS, Almost Architecture, 
(Stuttgart, DE: Merz&Solitude, 2006).
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Skopje, and more generally the Balkan cities, with their different forms of territorial fragmentation 
are the mirror of the dissolution of the welfare state, of the failure of modernist architecture, of 
the socialist project for the city. Jovanovic Weiss interprets the balkanisation as a positive urban 
strategy full of democratic potentials, as a process/tool to build cities that are able to catalyze 
differences. “The balkanisation is a source of differences: the differences are the source of 
the fragmented city “18. The balkanisation fragments the city, it makes its territorial boundaries 
opaque, it defi nes urban islands that grow and develop in parallel. 

Turbo Urbanism?

To describe some effects of a balkanisation process in a urban context concepts that are gaining 
more and more success were introduced, one of the most recurrent being Turbo Architecture19. 
This word stems from the defi nition of a musical genre born in the Nineties in Serbia, the 
turbo-folk20. Just like in the realm of music, and more generally for the turbo-culture21, these 
concepts keep together different levels: a high acceleration towards the future and towards the 
increasingly rapid process of globalization with a deep-rooted link with tradition and the local 
culture. Turbo Architecture is the architecture, typical of post-socialist period, in which a form 
of representation of the national collective identity is  researched22. A typological and stylistic  
mix that marked the rapid urban development, of public and private array, within a period of 
precarious economic conditions and the deregulation of the processes of construction of the 
city. The fi gures of the architect and of the urban planner in this process become secondary and 
international infl uences often related to the system of communication media emerge clearly as 
the new elements able to orient design and construction practices. 

This is a culture of city construction heavily infl uenced by the media system, particularly by 
television. The styles of the buildings seen on television are reproduced on the facade of the 
buildings and this becomes a symbolic way to show modernity. At the same time here are 
denied the style of modernist architecture of the socialist Yugoslavia, because this is an era 
whose legacy is  refused. This is an eclectic style often referred to as a “tradition”, but lacking 
references to a precise regional architecture, and can be intended as an “invented tradition”, in 
the sense that Hobsbawn gives to this phrase. 

In this way these countries express their peculiar desire to become part of Europe. The diffusion 
of the same stylistic elements throughout the city doesn’t lead to diversity, but to a uniform image 
of the city, these elements are expression of a dissociation from traditional rural architecture 
and at the same time they show the growth23.

Field of individual answers

Skopje, like a “particular case of the possible”24, may be considered a fertile fi eld of investigation 
to understand processes that are actually ongoing in Western Europe: to observe places 
where, due to unstable conditions of political and administrative systems, some phenomena 
occur with greater strength, enables us to study both some dynamics and some aspects of the 
transformation of cities and territories that in other contexts are less obvious and explicit.

The phenomenon of informal construction of the city and the dissemination of architectural 
eclecticism can be intended as the result of a weak system of control of the transformations  
coinciding with a phase of high population growth, given by immigration from the countryside 
and the return of refugees to their homeland, as happened in the last twenty years in Skopje, 
and as well as an insuffi cient housing offer, if compared to the demand. The “informalisation” 
of urban space is nothing more than a result of a transition phase, not yet concluded, to a 
neoliberal capitalism25.

18  Srdjan JOVANOVIC WEISS, “Balkanization is Architecture” in Urban DRIFT, Francesca FERGUSON (ed), Talknig Cit-
ies – The Micropolitics of Urban Space (Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkaeuser – Publishers for Architecture, 2006) 124-127.
19  Turbo Architecture is a the term coined by Srdjan Jovanović Weiss, introduced to describe, with a positive value, some 
territorial aftermath of balkanisation, like the improvisation and adaptation capacity of the architecture in this phase of big 
transformations and urban growth after the war of the nineties.
20  The Turbo-Folk, introduced in the late Eighties by the Serbian musician Rambo Amadeus, is a kind of music born from 
the convergence of different styles and infl uences. The combination of these two contradictory terms allows to allude with 
“turbo” to an image of a modern industrial progress and with “folk” to the popular sphere, a symbol of tradition and rural 
conservatism.
21  Turbo-Culture refers to exaggeration, excess, disorder data from an amalgam of infl uences from the local and global. 
The symbolic means of this randomness is the informal nature of this type of cultural expression. The informality is the form 
of expression of the city, the result of neoliberal capitalism.
22  Srdjan JOVANOVIC WEISS, Almost Architecture, (Stuttgart, DE: Merz&Solitude, 2006).
23  Vöckler Kai, Pristina is everywhere. Turbo Urbanism: the aftemath of a crisis, (Amsterdam, NL: Archis, 2008) 51.
24  Pierre Bourdieu, Ragioni pratiche, (Bologna, IT: Il Mulino, 2009) (ed.or. Parigi, 1994) 26.
25  Kai VÖKLER, “’Turbo urbanism’ in South Eastern Europe” in S AM, 6 (2008): 64-66.
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When we talk about “cultural pluralism” and social disintegration at the global scale, it is 
customary to put the emphasis on similarities rather than differences that emerge from the forms 
of construction of the territory, arguing that ethnic divisions are more evidentat the scale of the 
city26. The case of Skopje shows that it is not possible to consider this statement universally 
valid, because even when informal practices of city construction, and their relative strategies of 
distinction, are more evident, these often lead to similar spatial solutions.

26  Ilija ACESKI, Skopje Between Vision and Reality (Skopje, MK: Filozofski Fakultet, 1996), 280-300.
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Introduction
Throughout history, built spaces have been as much sites of contestation as of negotiation and 
mediation (De Meulder and Shannon, 2007). Public spaces of Dhaka are no exception and 
represent sites of power, identity and belief backed by a prolonged struggle and the negotiated 
juxtaposition of public and sacred spaces. Contestation over public spaces is increasing due to its 
high population density1, rural to urban migration, inadequate infrastructure and services, downturn 
or stagnant economies, pressure on land, security concerns and poor urban management. With 
the complexity of dynamism and uncertainty generated by rapid urbanization and globalization 
process, its public spaces face challenges and gradually losing their signifi cance. Consequently, 
quantity and quality of these spaces are declining. This situation became the crisis of immense 
proportion and seriously threatens urban life and environment of Dhaka. 

At present, its public spaces are facing confl icting and contradictory situation on account of 
poor Government policies. Over the last 30 years, Government Authorities of Bangladesh have 
completely demolished number of public spaces in Dhaka city (Rashid, 2003) and different 
open public places are continually fi lled to make room for buildings. It escalated the problems 
of city people, confronting continuous loss of breathing spaces2. Secondly, the large public 
spaces of Dhaka remains a contested terrain as most often turned into “enclosed spaces” 
(Khondker, 2009) when Government attempt to control religious, socio-cultural and political 
demonstrations. Resultantly, large crowded public places of the city were transformed into 
spaces where any appearance, behavior and presence had to follow a pattern, consisting of 
bans and permissions. Such confl icting simultaneities in urban spaces were able to change 
the functions intensively; even identity of a place and space for a certain time, creating more 
complex contradictions within the society.

In conventional Bangladeshi society, the presence of women in public spaces is not warmly 
welcomed (Feldman, 2001), causing gender discrimination and forcing them to live controlled 
lives3. In Bengali society, private space vs public space, domestic labor vs. paid employment, 
and reproduction vs. production, urban analysis always focus exclusively on the latter part of 
such dichotomies, the one associated with men and masculinity (Guhathakurta, 2003). This 
is an emphasis on valuation of male’s activities and experiences of urban development and a 
corresponding devaluation of women, thereby reproducing gender hierarchies in the society. 

Hypothesis: 
The core hypothesis of the research is that public space plays a central role in the formulation 
of the city identity and the quality of public space strongly impacts urban life in the city. This 
research identifi es public space as a domain that provides physical, social and metaphorical 
space for public debate endowed with platforms for cultural activities. The research argues 
that these socio-cultural-politically charged public spaces are essential for every day civic life 
and the maintenance of a participatory democracy. However, these spaces are conventionally 
gender specifi cally constructed with explicit of women in the public spaces.

In the context of cultural-political background of Dhaka, public spaces with its spatial reality, 
features taking place in it and the processes generated between them, take on diverse forms. 
These spaces are continuously reconceived, redefi ned and reworked by the citizens and 
Government. Public spaces serve as platform for key political issues, historical land marks, 
sports activities and seasonal and occasional cultural events. The study argues that public 

1  One of the most populous cities of the world, Dhaka estimated 12 million people huddle in a space of 845 square kilo-
meter. One-third of Bangladesh’s urban population lives in Dhaka (World Bank, 2007)
2  KDA Structure Plan 1999 recommends, at least, 1 acre of parks and open spaces per 1000 individuals for Bangladeshi 
cities (KDA Structure Plan, 1999: 8). Under these conditions, Dhaka is in dire need of approx 6 sq. miles (i.e. 3,900 acres2, 
11% land within its total 54.5 sq. miles area) for recreational purposes.
3  Women are psychologically offended for use of public spaces, as it’s mostly dominated by male and always binding 
for women to visit or participate in activities in public places with male relatives or a group of female friends (Field Work, 
2008-09).
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space of Dhaka establish an inseparable history of the Bengali nation and its political struggle 
by playing pivotal role in nationalist movement and democratization. The struggle illustrates 
the importance of the symbolic spaces for the formation and maintenance of national identity, 
later joined by the cultural facet. As a center of political power, confrontation of state with their 
opponents, class-age and gender based social differences, inclusion and exclusion along with 
the cultural artifacts, public spaces of Dhaka are spatially contested and renegotiated.

Research Objectives:

1. To build up empirical knowledge of how the public spaces of Dhaka with their internal socio-
political-cultural characteristics react to the dynamics of transformations of the environment 
due to rapid urbanization and globalization processes. 

2. To understand why and how gender signifi cance results in spatial exclusion in the public 
spaces of old and new Dhaka; taking into consideration the traditional Bengali society.

3. To link the recent advances of knowledge on the spatial dynamics of transformation 
concerning socio-political-cultural aspects of public spaces, with the perspective of 
architecture, urbanism and social science theories.   

4. To establish a plausible theory and contextual approach for development of public space in 
Dhaka, with possible applications in similar contexts elsewhere.

Project Description: 

Methodology, Methods of Data-collection, Processing and Activities
Urban public spaces are expressions of human endeavors; artifacts of the social world are 
accommodated, communicated and interpreted in the confi nes of this designed environment 
(Low, 2000). Yet, as an object of study they have been relatively neglected globally4 (Lennard 
and Lennard 1984). For last 30 years, a numbers of approaches were produced for interpretation 
of environment through critique of social science practice and the application of contextual 
theories of public space (Low, 2006, 2000, Duncan 1990, Rapoport 1982, Richardson 1980). 
The literature review5 is being carried out to develop a comprehensive background of the 
knowledge in recent theoretical advances, and to develop a conceptual framework for analyzing 
public space.  

One basic theoretical model where Jams Duncan (1993), Amos Rapoport (1982) and Miles 
Richardson (1982, 1980) give suggestions to interpret public space by the human ability to 
interplay-i) The past and present existence of a place, ii) Social behavior accommodated 
by the place and iii) The symbolic and communicative aspects of the place. Richardson’s 
phenomenological model “being in the plaza” suggests the transformation of belief into image, 
whereby appropriate behavior can explain the meaning of public space as a place of culture 
(1980). Rapoport’s contribution was that the meaning of the built environment can best be 
studied by models and methods with an emphasis on analogy or metaphor and nonverbal 
behavior (1982). Jams Duncan (1993) is more explicit about the relationship of control and 
design of space to defi ne the social identity. 

The research framework is related to this basic theoretical model to conceptualize how the built 
environment communicates meaning through experience and symbol and offer methodological 
tools for its analysis. Reading the landscape as a text, decoding the built environment through 
analogy and metaphor, and phenomenological experience of places will make requisite tools to 
understand specifi c meaning and built environment of selected public spaces.

A Second theoretical relevant issue can be found in Setha Low’s work “On the Plaza” (2000). 
She argues that the anthropological theory of spatialzing culture6 and human experience must 
integrate the perspectives of social production and social construction of space7; contextualizing 
the forces that produce it and showing people as social agents constructing their own realities 

4  In the context of Dhaka, although urban issues (i.e. urbanization, population dynamics etc.) have been a key research 
focus for last two decades, but concerns of public space and its development has hardly been realized. Few works are 
found on aspects of open space, but with little analysis and question about the existing discourses, theories and its con-
textual development. Rashid (2003) worked on open space system of Dhaka, with possibility of its interventions of spatial 
links in-between them. While, different types of open spaces, its quality and use by urbanity in the city, can be found from 
Nilufar (1999) work. Dhaka Structure Plan (DMDP, Vol-I, 1995: 84-86) formulates policy to increase city’s public space by 
means of exploiting the resource of vacant or under utilized Government land (Policy SE/10). In Policy SE/11, it concerns 
with the need for a long term planning to secure large urban sites of Dhaka. Although, DMDP has vision for development 
of open spaces but these policies are not suffi cient at the present complex urban scenario.
5  The literature review is based on a critical review of contemporary relevant literature on the body of knowledge that the 
research is premised upon. 
6  Spatialize culture means physical conceptual locations of social relations and social practice in space.
7  The social production of space includes social, economic, ideological and technological factors produced in the physi-
cal creation of the material layout. The defi nition of social production in materialistic approach is found useful for under-
standing the historical emergence and political-economic formation of urban space. The actual transformation of space is 
literarily conceived as social construction of space defi ned through people’s exchanges, memories, images and daily use 
of the material layout.
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and symbolic meanings (Low, 2000). The complex and contradictory nature of space is as 
described by Henry Lefebvre that the space is not only supported by social relations but it is 
also producing and produced by social relation (Lefebvre, 2003). These two perspectives are 
relevant in the context of how public space in Bengali society becomes meaningful reality to 
its users and inhabitants. Both the processes are social and contested over for economic and 
ideological reasons. Understanding of these processes would help to see how local confl icts 
over space can be used to uncover and illuminate cultural issues.

Public spaces of Dhaka are actively used for civic expression, such as resistance-opposition and 
government efforts to contain social control. It is critical to understand the resistance-opposition 
events and to document how these occur in the physical layout of public space. This ethnographic 
inquiry will assist to remain focused on the contested meaning of public spaces of Dhaka. It will 
further elaborate differences in a confl ict of cultural values and vision of appropriate behavior 
and societal order. In the spatial layout, nostalgia is an important indicator to stimulate local 
struggles for political and social control or resistance of public space. In general the theoretical 
framework will help me to trace the historical and contemporary confl icts in the layout, uses, 
representations, practices, meaning and signifi cances of the public spaces of Dhaka.

Case Studies:  
To supplement the literature review, the study is based on empirical research techniques 
to generate both qualitative and quantitative data. The research presents case studies that 
provide background for understanding the historical contingencies, spatial confi gurations, 
political-cultural forces involved in its production, its social-use and associated affective and 
symbolic meanings of the public spaces of Dhaka8. The chosen case studies are situated in-
between the historic (indigenous) and colonial part of the city [fi g:1]. Their open space and 
surrounding institutional setting allows mass gatherings and massive fl ow of people for socio-

political-cultural activities and act for Bengali nationalism and identity.

The fi rst case is Ramna Park which was a part of Mugal’s pleasure garden named Bagh-
e-Badshahi. During colonial period (the British administrative and political authority of urban 
power, )Bagh-e-Badshahi was reorganized in 1882 by laying a Race course fi eld to create a 
recreational space for the British and the local elites (Mamoon, 2007). Race course, a popular 
idea in England, was seen as both cultural familiar landscape and a way of situating in-between 
indigenous and colonial area.  After the partition of Indian subcontinent in 1947, Ramna emerged 
as a prime site for political gathering and demonstration. Public oath of Independence movement 
of Bangladesh was taken here on March 07, 1971, followed by a subsequent surrender of 
Pakistani military forces on December 16, 1971 forming a new independent country. Since 
independence, Ramna has been divided and reconstructed. The part, which was famous for 
political activities/gatherings has been converted to children’s park during dictatorial military 
regime in the country. These confl icted reconstructions were so controversial that it provoked 
a lot of criticisms in the society. The remaining parts of Ramna were developed as recreational 
park named Suhrawardy Uddan and Ramna Park.

At present, Ramna Park is used as a vibrant center of traditional Bengali culture and hold 
national cultural programme like Bangla New Year celebration, spring festivals etc. The 

8  To categorize the public space in terms of their generative processes, historical, socio-political-cultural and state under-
standings refer to social production of space, its use and affective meaning for social construction of space (Richardson, 
1982). 

[fi g. 1] The study site in its 
contextual setting. (Source, 
Google Image 2009)
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government controls this space from time to time by increasing police-security in order to 
remove undesirables9 and by planning-planting dense short spiked bushes to discourage  
public gatherings (Field work, 2008-09). Thus repetitive retreatment of Ramna Park reveals 
an interesting case to study how the space is being contested over the nature of its social and 
spatial representation in the urban center. 

The second case study is Central Shahid Minar (the Martyr’s Monument plaza) located around 
a kilometer in south-west of Ramna Park. The plaza is symbolically linked to the long struggle of 
the Bengali language movement. A small monument was erected on the spot of medical hostel 
compound on February 21, 1952, where the Bengali protesters (demanding for the equal status 
of mother language Bangla) were killed. This monument was demolished several times before 
country’s independence. However, the movement gained momentum, and later transformed 
to independence struggle, whereby Shahid Minar and surrounded cityscape of Dhaka fi ercely 
played the central role (Khondker, 2009). It is after 1971 that the planning, design and building of 
the plaza began. Initial suggested design of the plaza was changed and expanded. At present, 
the plaza is a pre-eminent symbolic space of Dhaka to show demonstration, condemnation and 
cultural assertion round the year.

Comparing the two public spaces, both the places provide contrasts in style of design, spatial 
confi guration, surrounding morphology, activities and the kinds of inhabitants and visitors. The 
surrounding urban space produced by the socio-political and economic forces and professional 
imagining has been rapidly appropriated by groups of users (Low, 2000). From the fi eld work, 
open space and magnifi cent steps of Shahid Minar - a landscape of power, are used by the 
political speakers, street performers and teenagers for gathering and sitting. In addition, many 
vendors with temporary establishments sell cheap foods to the visitors. Women and families 
with children, enjoy plaza during the afternoon, while in the late evening the plaza becomes 
socially sparked serving a mannish meeting place (Field Work 2008-09). On the other hand, 
Ramna is fl ushed with people for walking, jogging etc. in the morning, while it is mainly occupied 
by homeless-street adults for rest of the day, who are involved in adultery and minor crimes 
invoking social barrier for use of space by the common urban citizen.

These two urban public spaces were socially produced- planned, designed, built, and maintained- 
in different historical and socio-political contexts, and both were constrained by limits imposed 
by the available resources as well as by the governments’ political objectives. The environment 
thus produced are observably different; as Ramna park is a furnished and enclosed space 
while the Shahid Minar plaza is an open designed space. Even the experience of being in the 
public space is distinct and voiced in different ways in the two spaces. In the context of social 
construction, these public spaces were contested in its patterns of use and attributed symbolic 
meanings; therefore, it is important to understand the relationship between the circumstances 
that socially produced the space and those factors which infl uenced the evolution of its current 
physical form and design. 

Data processing and Activities: 
A dataset of each public space will be designed based on visual observations, semi structured 
interviews, audio recordings and mental mapping recorded during various periods of the year. 
This will help to establish a trend analysis of temporal variation in socio-cultural activities and 
political demonstrations and observing seasonal ecology of exposure of female towards male 
attitudes. Field activities for selected case studies for the period of July 2008 to September 2008 
and April 2009 to May 2009 have been conducted and being processed. Field visits required to 
record variation during festive occasions will be made during  upcoming eves of enhanced use of 
space; such as the Eid festivals, Martyred day (Feb 21), Independence day (Mar 26), Bangla new 
year (April 14), Victory day (Dec 16) and Gregorian Calendar new year. Being a female Bengali 
researcher, a tremendous opportunity lies for widened exposure and enhanced interaction with 
female community participating in socio-political, cultural and economical activities in the public 
space, all such interaction is being collected as audio and visual recordings. 

Historical Morphological Analysis:
Historical and archival research will provide documentation of the history of the selected cases to 
perform historical morphological analysis of urban fabric and spatial layout of the space. Since, 
both the spaces represent spatially contested terrain, therefore, this analysis will illustrate how 
cultural and political meaning of the past used to be represented in the built environment and 
how it differs from the present demonstrations.

9  Government concerns about the increase in crime and vagrancy in the park- which is partially associated with ongoing 
economic crisis resulting in rise of informal economy (vegetable-fruit sellers, ambulatory vendors, etc), homeless adults-
street children, prostitutes and their associated activities. 
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Observation:  
The standard techniques of ethnography: participant observation and group discussion are being 
employed through development of a fi eldwork diary for recording day-to-day observations. The 
strategy of participant-observation sketches meaning and memory by literally and fi guratively of 
everyday life in the public space. The observations will employ following three parallel phases: 

• Each public space is being surveyed in segmented portions and a log book of events taking 
place in the segment is being maintained for the routine daily life and festive occasions. 
This time/space sampling provides a system for observing the space at a specifi c time of 
day of the week and the weekend days. This method will be deployed to create a series 
of behavioral maps to formulate spatial analysis of visible and invisible activities counting 
people by sex and age in a specifi c segment.

• After the 1st fi eld survey of time/place sampling, a map of activities and locations will be 
noted for a second set of observations with main emphasis on documenting the activities 
and the people engaged in them.

• In 3rd phase of participant-observation, it’s expected to observe the everyday routine of 
people of the plaza life by engaging participants from both the sexes.

This ethnographic enquiry will highlight socio-political forces; spatial practices, symbolic meaning 
and involvement of the government to attain social control; all these would provide insight in to 
the confl icts that arise by use of these urban public spaces by people from various walks of life. 
Further, these processes elucidate how the forces and limits of the social production of space 
and social construction of space are engaged and contested in public space.

Interview and documentation: 
A series of question sets with specifi c emphasis on gender aspects of these spaces, will be 
prepared to conduct semi structured interviews from public space users (both women and 
men). The question sets will mainly compose of themes of identity, mobility, use of space by 
women and their accessibility, participation in activities, safety, leisure and the relation between 
home and public space. These themes will be based on attitude and participatory appraisal 
done during the observation period. Similarly, the views of the stake holders, policy makers, 
architects-planning practitioners in both public and private sectors will be collected through 
discussions/interviews. These discussions/interviews will provide a framework in which these 
specifi c urban spaces are socially produced, both materially and metaphorically and socially 
constructed, through experience and social interactions.

Comparative analytical framework: 
In each case, the empirical collected data will be compared independently, categorized with 
its observed phenomena, tested, double checked and compared with selected cases to fi nd 
similarities and differences to facilitate valid generalization.

Conclusion:
The historical emergence, socio-political and economic development, social use and meaning 
of life in the selected public space of Dhaka, has been employed as means to empirically 
derive the implications of the broader perspectives of social production and construction of 
space. By analyzing the selected public spaces this research will examine different activities 
in the space (accessibility, free movement, safety, social-spatial boundaries of culture-religion); 
determine the fundamental principles of urban spatial patterns and the collective socio-political-
cultural effects on its spatial fabric; and thus will yield a context specifi c analysis model. The 
morphological interpretation along with the understanding of its transformation and the practices 
(uses and experiments) within public space will generate a positive critique to steer public 
space development in the city and possibly in similar contexts.  

Applying the analytic tools to the ethnographic material on selected public space of Dhaka, 
the study will demonstrate the relationship between the circumstances of the production of 
public spaces and people’s experience. Despite high degree of confl ict and contestation found 
in the selected public spaces, these public spaces act as containers; thus permit resistance, 
counter resistance and changes that occur in the space. In addition, the negotiation of the form 
and meaning of spatial representations is illuminating as a public debates on larger confl icts 
stemming from the growing impact of globalization and the struggle by both individual and the 
government to maintain distinct cultural identity.

The research will therefore help to unravel the dynamics of public space and will provide 
suggestions on the way forward. It will further produce a referential frame work that can be 

used for contemporary public space design and planning in the future. 
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Introduction

Delta regions worldwide are in the focal point of large scale regional urbanization. 80 per cent of 
the urban world population – a number that is continuously rising – is already living in delta areas. 
Consequently, these urban questions have become truly global ones by the fact that these areas 
are extre mely vulnerable to the effects of climate change: rising sea level, fl ooding, increasing risk 
of peak-discharges of rivers and other results of these changes such as extreme draughts in its 
hinterlands, land subsidence and an excess of population.

By having an overview in the global context of this topic, a country comes to attention which is 
already strongly affected by these ongoing transformations: Bangladesh, an extreme example with 
its highly urbanized delta area where much of the land is close to sea level. The overpopulated 
delta region of the rivers Brahmaputra, Meghna and Ganges forms the largest river delta in the 
world. Due to the geographical location, the country frequently suffers from devastating natural 
hazards of which fl oods, cyclones with accompanying storm surges, tornadoes, river-bank erosion, 
droughts and earthquakes are the most disastrous to mention. Bangladesh with its fragile state 
of economy depends predominantly on agriculture that is completely committed to the seasonal 
weather systems.1 Additional threats like salt water intrusion, arsenic contamination of ground 
water and massive land loss in short time periods affect a country that is inhabited by more 
than 162 millions of Bangladeshi with an average density of 1.100 people living on one square 
kilometre of land – making this country the most densely populated state in the world that will be 
mainly affected by global climate change. In reiterating periods of the monsoon almost one third 
of Bangladesh is fl ooded annually.

Object of Research

The Country
Bangladesh is nestled in the crook of the Bay of Bengal, sharing borders with India and Myanmar. It 
is a country of about 144,000 square kilometres, including rivers and inland water bodies occupying 
6.7% of the country’s landmass. Except for the hill tract regions, the country is largely fl at and 
dominated by the braided strands of the three mighty Himalayan rivers. Bangladesh is deltaic in 
origin with a fl at terrain and low relief – nearly 50% of the country lies below the mean sea level 
(MSL). There are predominantly three types of landscapes in this country: fl oodplains spread over 
80% of the land area, terraces covering 8% and hills dispersed over 12% of the remaining land 
area. The country is divided into six administrative divisions, namely Dhaka, Chittagong, Khulna, 
Rajshahi, Barisal and Sylhet. The divisions are further subdivided into 64 districts constituting 
460 thanas (administrative divisions) and 85,650 villages. Bangladesh is primarily an agro-based 
economy with the primary sector accounting for 33% of the gross domestic product (GDP) and 
employing 65% of the labour force. People’s lives and livelihoods are thus intricately linked with 
nature and its bounties and they harness biodiversity products such as agriculture and fi shery.

The Climate and Ecosystem
The climate of Bangladesh is subtropical and tropical with temperatures ranging from an average 
of 21°C in winter and 35°C in summer. There are six main identifi able seasons, namely Grishma 
(summer), Barsha (rainy/monsoon season), Sharat (autumn), Hemanta (dry season), Sheit 
(winter) and Bashanta (spring). The tropical climate has made the country luxuriant in vegetation 
and it takes pride in hosting the Sundarbans, the largest littoral mangrove forest in the world. 
Tropical evergreen forests of the Chittagong Hill Tracts and sal (deciduous forests) also harbour 
rich pools of genetic reserves. The unique wetland ecosystem (namely haor, baor, beel and jheel) 
is also endemic to Bangladesh with a total area of about 8 million hectares.

1 Comprehensive Disaster Management Programme (CDMP), “About the MoFDM”,
< http://www.cdmp.org.bd > [accessed July 9, 2009]
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The Population

The total population of Bangladesh is more than 162 millions (in 2009) with a growth rate of 2,0%. 
The sheer size of the booming population and resulting consequent demand for goods and services 
has subjected the country’s natural resources to overexploitation. Recurrent natural disasters such 
as fl oods, erosion and surges have increased the vulnerabilities of the poor and rural people, further 
exacerbating the poverty situation. Therefore the country is doubly burdened with the perils of nature 
and persistent poverty, malnutrition and illiteracy.2 Inhabitants living in affected annually fl ooded delta 
areas have learned to deal with this situation but the effects of global warming unexpectedly mix it all 
up: heavy rainfalls increase during the monsoon-period, besides that glaciers in the Himalayas are 
melting and its water is trying to fi nd its way down to the sea emptying out onto the Bay of Bengal. 
The latest report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) from February 2007 
indicates that by a rise of sea level of 50 centimetres at least 5.5 millions of Bangladeshi will face 
homelessness. Nearly 11% of the country’s entire landmass will be lost in this process.3 Research 
results presented this year at the Climate Change Congress in Copenhagen claim that these numbers 
are already outdated and were largely underestimated.4

Research Objective and Methodology

By starting with an extensive fi eld research in a representative number of locations in the delta 
area and by getting to know ongoing procedural acts of analysis and research studies the task 
and aim of this project will be the prevention of massive migration of environmental and climatic 
refugees. Therefore the fi rst step will be to visit various institutions like the Bangladesh Meteorological 
Department (BMD), the Institute of Water Modelling (IWM), the Bangladesh Water Development 
Board (BWDB), the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), OXFAM in Bangladesh, 
the Bangladesh Unnayan Parishad (BUP), the Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies (BCAS), 
the Centre for Environmental and Geographic Information Services (CEGIS), the Comprehensive 
Disaster Management Programme (CDMP) and various institutions at BRAC and Stamford University 
in the capital Dhaka. Invitations were already received from most of these institutions and these 
opportunities will be used to learn more about the current situation and the institutions specifi c 
approaches to this topic.

Bangladesh Meteorological Department

The BMD is the authorised government organisation for all meteorological activities in the country. 
It maintains a network of surface and upper air observatories, radar and satellite stations, agro-
meteorological observatories, geomagnetic and seismological observatories and a meteorological 
telecommunication system. The department has its headquarters in Dhaka with two regional centres: 
the Storm Warning Centre (SWC) in Dhaka and the Meteorological & Geo-Physical Centre (M&GC) 
in Chittagong. Its main service objectives are on one hand to observe different meteorological 
parameters both of the surface and higher atmospheric levels all over Bangladesh around the clock 
and on the other hand to extract, maintain quality control, process, archive and publish climatic data 
for use of various interested agencies at home and abroad.5

Institute of Water Modelling

The IWM provides services in the fi eld of water modelling, computational hydraulics and allied 
sciences for improved integrated water resources management. The applications of IWM’s modelling 
tools cover a wide range of water related areas such as: fl ood control, fl ood forecasting, irrigation 
and drainage, river morphology, salinity and sediment transport, coastal hydraulics, port, coast and 
estuary management, environmental impact assessment, bridge hydraulics and related infrastructure 
development.6

Bangladesh Water Development Board

The BWDB started its operation in 1959 as the water wing of the erstwhile East Pakistan Water 
and Power Development Authority. As the principal agency of the government for managing water 
resources of the country, it received the responsibility of accomplishing the tasks of executing fl ood 
control, drainage and irrigation projects to boost up productivity in agriculture and fi shery. The 
major functions of the BWDB are besides structural functions (construction of dams, barrages, 
reservoirs, embankments, fl ood control) and non-structural functions (fl ood and drought forecasting, 
hydrological survey and investigation) the protection of river banks, town protection projects and land 
reclamation.7

2  International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), “Bangladesh Overview”, < http://iucnbd.org > [accessed July 7, 2009)
3  Anita und Marian BLASBERG, “Vor der großen Flut”, Die Zeit, May 17, 2007, < http://www.zeit.de/2007/21/Bangladesch 
> [accessed March 12, 2009]
4 Climate Congress – University of Copenhagen < http://www.climatecongress.ku.dk > [accessed March 12, 2009]
5 Bangladesh Meteorological Department < http://www.bmd.gov.bd > [accessed July 11, 2009]
6  Institute of Water Modelling < http://www.iwmbd.org > [accessed July 11, 2009]
7 Bangladesh Water Development Board < http://www.bwdb.bd > [accessed July 11, 2009]
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International Union for Conservation of Nature
The mission of the Ecosystem and Landscape Management unit of the IUCN is to view the natural 
resources of the country at the ecosystem level especially with respect to its degradation, if any, and 
to envisage conservation through the protected area system. In doing so, this unit intends to assess 
the trend, examine the sustainability and sensitize the controlling authorities towards sustainable 
management of the resources, create awareness among the adjoining community, employ the 
brushed-up indigenous knowledge and inculcate the participatory management approach for the 
conservation and sustainable development of the country’s natural resources at large.8

OXFAM International
Following the disastrous 2004 fl oods, which affected 600,000 people and forced thousands 
from over 100 villages to be displaced, OXFAM has helped people prepare for the yearly fl oods 
in Bangladesh. Ten thousand hectares of crops and 700 million tons of fi sh stock were lost in 
2004, making adaptation strategies crucial here. OXFAM support the set up and running of 
disaster preparedness committees which help people before, during, and after a fl ood.9

Bangladesh Unnayan Parishad
The BUP is a non-profi t organization devoted to the promotion of basic as well as action research 
on socioeconomic development and environment. In the fi eld of independent development 
research and dialogue activities, the BUP has played the pioneering role in this country. It has 
conducted many seminal research works on key national development issues and played a 
key role in popularizing roundtable discussions and dialogues on important issues of policy 
relevance. It also pioneered public opinion research in Bangladesh, initiating the activity in 
1994. It is now well-established as a leading think-tank of Bangladesh. The BUP’s research 
areas include a wide range of issues related to sustainable development, covering social, 
economic, environmental and cultural aspects of development efforts. It has also earned wide 
recognition for its planning forum which organizes policy debates on not only national issues 
but also regional and international issues. The mission of BUP is to foster a people-centred 
culture of development.10

Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies
The BCAS is an independent, non-profi t, non-governmental, policy, research and implementation 
institute working on sustainable development at local, national, regional and global levels. BCAS 
addresses sustainable development through four interactive themes: environment-development 
integration, good governance and people’s participation, poverty alleviation and sustainable 
livelihoods, as well as economic growth and public-private partnership. It was established in 
1986, and over the years has grown to become a leading institute in the non-governmental 
sector in Bangladesh and South Asia. BCAS envisions to promote people-centred sustainable 
development by applying and advancing scientifi c, technical and local knowledge through 
research, by developing models, policy advocacy and project implementation.11

Centre for Environmental and Geographic Information Services
CEGIS’ mission as a scientifi cally independent centre of excellence is to support the management 
of natural resources for sustainable socio-economic development using integrated environmental 
analysis, geographic information systems, remote sensing and information technology. CEGIS 
has a strong systematic research and development (R&D) programme. The R&D activities aim 
to develop new analytical tools, investigate new approaches and methodologies to address 
existing problems and research the application of new satellite images. The positive outcomes 
of the research are later implemented in different projects.12

Comprehensive Disaster Management Programme
The CDMP was approved by the Bangladesh Government in 2003 as a key strategy to advance 
whole-of-government and agency risk reduction efforts in the country. CDMP is a strategic 
institutional and programmatic approach that is designed to optimise the reduction of long-term 
risk and to strengthen the operational capacities for responding to emergencies and disaster 
situations including actions to improve recovery from these events.13

BRAC University – Department of Architecture
At BRAC University researchers are also dealing with disaster management in postgraduate 
programs at their Department of Architecture and are working on ecological landscape issues 
in fl ood-prone rural areas.14

8  International Union for Conservation of Nature < http://www.iucnbd.org > [accessed July 19, 2009]
9  Oxfam International, “Bangladesh: Preparing for Flood Disaster”
< http://www.oxfam.org/en/campaigns/climatechange/bangladesh-preparing-fl ood-disaster > [accessed July 19, 2009]
10  Bangladesh Unnayan Parishad < http://www.bup-bd.org > [accessed July 19, 2009]
11  Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies < http://www.bcas.net > [accessed July 19, 2009]
12 Centre for Environmental and Geographic Information Services < http://www.cegisbd.com > [accessed July 24, 2009]
13  Comprehensive Disaster Management Programme < http://www.cdmp.org.bd > [accessed July 24, 2009]
14  BRAC University < http://www.bracuniversity.ac.bd > [accessed July 30, 2009]
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As a result of deep analysis and research at all this institutions and their various approaches for 
a prospective development in the urbanized delta area in Bangladesh new strategies shall be 
carefully developed to achieve signifi cant long-term benefi ts for the population in the threatened 
regions. Therefore a fundamental objective of this research is the development of tools that 
will help prepare Bangladesh anticipating a rise of sea and fl ood levels by having a look on 
how inhabitants are already dealing with the present situation of permanent fl ooding – the 
deduction from the existing: Learning from Bangladesh! By taking existing elements that can 
be assimilated to a potential procedure – not by operating in the Noah’s Ark principle but by an 
implementation of processes that will help develop various forms of annexation and empower 
inhabitants to help themselves.

This case study then can be taken as a prototype for an implementation of prospective strategic 
developments in other delta areas of the world facing similar problems and threats – strategies 
that will propose an enthusiastic vision of how inhabitants of these delta areas could live in new 
sustainable urban landscapes that will be linked to the open water.

Copyright: Martin Zettel
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Introduction
The Squatted New Town is an intensifi cation of a part of the research ‘The New Town’, initiated 
by Crimson Architectural Historians. ‘The New Town’ focuses on a generation of specifi c new 
towns: the modernistic satellite cities and urban extensions erected all over the world in the 
post-war period as the idealistic and pragmatic answer to population growth, war damage and 
housing shortages following World War II. A family of new towns can be traced that are all 
connected to a worldwide network. This network is based upon the observation that urban 
planning was considered to be a powerful instrument in cold war politics and that the export of 
architecture and planning functioned as a means of cultural, in stead of political colonization. 

At the moment the new towns of this generation are worldwide considered worn out and old-
fashioned. They are being blamed for the existence of social problems and cultural diffi culties. 
The restructuring that follows on this conclusion often results in demolishing important parts 
and rebuilding them again. But is this the answer to these problems or can we learn form 
the modernistic cultural heritage and the way we have lived in them for decennia? What has 
become of the new towns of the fi fties and sixties? 

Through 20 case studies Crimson traces the elements that defi ne the way in which the ‘old’ 
modernistic new towns have adapted themselves to the local culture. Past, present and future 
of the new towns will be analyzed. Aim is to fi nd the confrontation between the concept, the 
intentions, the design of the new towns and the built reality and use in the past decades up to 
the present situation. In The Squatted New Town two of the 20 case studies that are defi ned 
in ‘The New Town’ will be surveyed more thorough on the theme of the planned city versus the 
unplanned city, That means the manifold relations, ambiguities and contradictions between 
the work of planners, architects and other professionals on the one hand, and the informal, 
unplanned additions and alterations, especially by local inhabitants and other non-professionals 
on the other hand. Also their position in the international network of modernistic planning will 
be analyzed. The two new towns are located in Latin America, in Venezuela: 23 de Enero in 
Caracas and Ciudad Guayana. 

23 de Enero, Caracas

Ciudad Guayana
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Defi nitions: Planned - Unplanned
It is necessary to defi ne precisely the main terms used in this research, because as well the term 
‘the new town’ that stands for planned, as the term ‘informality’ that is used for the unplanned, 
can be interpreted in many different ways. It is also not defi ned yet if informality is the right term 
to use for the process of the spontaneous urban dynamics.

Planned
The planned cities in this research are a specifi c group of new towns: the modernistic new 
towns of the fi fties and sixties defi ned by the basic elements of the 1946 English New Towns 
Act and the concept of Garden City Model of Ebenezer Howard (1902). Through a worldwide 
inventory, done within the framework of ‘The New Town’ research, thousands of new towns of this 
generation were traced by Crimson and INTI. One way or the other, they always are connected 
with the principles of the CIAM, in most cases through the architect or urban planner. The object 
of the inventory was to expose the family ties among towns built in different political, cultural 
and economical circumstances. A family tree of new towns will be developed, which sometimes 
at fi rst glance have nothing in common but still have the same genetics. Some of the elements 
that defi ne these new towns are a hierarchical spatial structure with neighborhood units, a 
parkway infrastructure, centrally placed facilities, public space areas, idealistic modernistic 
architecture, all realized by an effi cient state building machinery.

Unplanned
For many years study has been done on the unplanned factor in the fi eld of architecture and 
urban planning. Much has been written about the way cities could adapt themselves to all sorts 
of infl uences. At the moment informality seems to be a trend subject: in many articles and 
publications the benefi ts of the informal city are praised and informality is being analyzed to 
identify the qualities and the opportunities. Confronting pictures of the illegal parts of the cities 
in contrast to the modern planned parts make informality almost beautiful. At the same time 
statistics show that the barrios/slums/favelas aren’t exactly an oasis to live in, because they have 
for example a higher grade of criminality and social turmoil. But as Victor Acosta, an architect 
from Ciudad Guayana, states ‘informality is the rule in Venezuela and Latin America’. He says 
that ‘everything you plan is diffi cult to realize because the complex culture of the individual and 
the collective is too strong to order spatial planning. The fl uctuation of the economy and the 
velocity of the growing population is against the public policies tempo, and this confl ict can be 
read in the urban landscape of Caracas and Ciudad Guayana.’ 1

In the case studies the intersection of urban informality with the planned city will be analyzed. In 
advance it must be clarifi ed if urban informality is the right term to use, because different terms 
are being used for the unplanned parts of a city, like illegal, informal, self-organized, bottom-up, 
complexity, not regulated, spontaneous.

Surveying the modernistic new towns in their present situation, the term (urban) informality 
seems overall the right name for indicating not only the unplanned parts of the urban structure 
but also the social and economical context in which ‘the unplanned’ takes place. This all must 
be researched.

Problem Statement
The original plan and the intentions of the planner of the post-war modernistic new towns are 
being compared with the present situation as the outcome of decades of everyday use. What 
can we learn from the way in which the modernistic new towns have been adapted to the local 
culture and daily use of the inhabitants/workers/other users? Is it possible to anticipate in the 
planning or restructuring of new towns to the local culture, the social, economical and political 
circumstances? 

The aim is to get more insight in the circumstances that determine the situation in which ‘the 
planned’ and ‘unplanned’ are confronted with each other, despite the good intentions of the 
designer. Although a city always is a combination of formal planning and informality, from a 
planner’s point of view, the modernistic new towns are a success when they are executed 
according to the original plan. But the neutrality of the modernistic way of planning can also 
function as a container, in which fl exibility is allowed and local infl uences fi nd their way. The 
actual population and program can be more diverse than the intended program. The results of 
the analysis the infl uences that changed the original plan into the present situation could be 
used in present and future plans for the new towns.

In contemporary research on the modernistic new towns there is a lack when it comes 
to comparing the intentions of the original plan with the present situation after decades of 
inhabitation. Placed within the context of the knowledge that through exporting urban planning 
(from Western Europe, North-America and the Sovjet Union) during the Cold War, a family 
of new towns developed throughout the world, again a network of knowledge can be built 
worldwide. A new network that is at the same time a platform for exchanging expertise and 
experiences dealing with the problems and solutions of the restructuring of the new towns. This 
1  Interview with Victor Acosta, that took place in May 2009 in Ciudad Guayana
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is not only a virtual idea but will be realized. One of the goals of the International New Town 
Institute (INTI) in Almere, the Netherlands is to create this platform on an international scale. 

This research analysis two case studies that represent specifi c combinations of ‘the planned 
versus unplanned’ theme and will provide insight in the way these urban developments have 
adapted themselves to the present situation. Placed in the international context of the INTI and 
of the Crimson project ‘The New Town’, the resulting expertise and knowledge will be exchanged 
with comparable new towns. The results can be used as ammunition for the urban planners and 
architects, working at the renewal of existing new towns or designing future new towns because 
at both levels (architecture and urban planning) ‘the planned versus unplanned’ is reality. 

Case studies
23 de Enero, Caracas

23 de Enero is a new town from the fi fties in which the unplanned city literally took over, but 
still the planned new town is very present in its existence. This ‘revolutionary’ new town has a 
turbulent history and in the present situation bottom-up projects are initiated trying to solve the 
problems in this socially, politically and economically self-organized town.
Designed by Carlos Raul Villanueva, 23 de Enero was built in three phases in the period 1955-
1957. In total the urbanisation project was estimated for 55.000 inhabitants in 8206 dwellings. 
The plan has a very rigid modernistic design based on Le Corbusier’s Unité Habitation and CIAM 
related concepts, with hierarchical placed superblocks, lower apartmentblocks, clearly defi ned 
infrastructure and facilities. The plan is divided in different sectors with their own facilities. It was 
executed in three years during the dictatorship of General Marcos Perez Jimenez who came to 
power in 1952 on December 2, allegedly by fraud. 

After the realisation of 23 de Enero at the beginning of 1958, a general uprising against the 
dictatorship had started and Perez fl ed the country on January 23. From that day on, the 
housing project 2 de Dicembre, named after the day the dictator came to power, was squatted 
by the poor and by farmers that came to the city for a better future. The name of the housing 
project changed in 23 de Enero and this meant the start of a roaring revolutionary history. 
There isn’t a riot or protest that doesn’t meet with response in this neighbourhood. Only a 
small part of the intended inhabitants got a chance to reside in their apartments. Today 76.000 
people live in the apartment blocks, but the informal housing in between the blocks brings the 
population into the hundreds of thousands, close to 100.000. 23 de Enero has its own social 
structures with a hierarchy that is evident, but not known by people from outside. In the different 
sectors the inhabitants have organised their own services. The streets are being cleaned and 
the maintenance of the buildings is in full progress. 

To restructure or at least improve the living conditions of this neighbourhood, nowadays 
different architects and organisations are proposing solutions. The Urban Think Tank, the offi ce 
of architects Alfredo Brillembourg and Hubert Klumpner, is working in an ‘acupunctural’ way on 
the barrios of Caracas, including 23 de Enero. With bottom-up organised projects, developed in 
cooperation with the essential stakeholders like the inhabitants and community organisations, 
the UTT marks the possibilities and chances of the barrios. Also the architect Jorge Rigamonti, 
who died recently, made a proposal for improving the neighbourhood by simple additions to the 
urban structure. For example the ‘market stairs’, which improve the infrastructural connections 
between the different sectors, which are presently still dangerous to walk. These projects all 
have an interdisciplinairy character because the social, economical and political context is 
crucial for the urban dynamics.

Given the present situation it is necessary to analyze the possibilities that derive from the 
conquest of the new town by the informal city. Because of the political situation at the moment 
of the squatting of the new town in 1958, 23 de Enero seems like a unique case. However, 
analyzing the present situation as a result of the squatting of a modernistic new town provides 
lessons for future restructuring, and gives ammunition for developing ‘new’ new towns, in which 
fl exibility is already ‘planned’ in the physical appearance or the process of planning. 
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Ciudad Guayana

Ciudad Guayana is one of the largest examples of a centralized planned city in Latin America. 
Together with the Joint Centre of Urban Studies of Harvard University and MIT, the Venezuelan 
government initiated the development of the masterplan for the city. Already in the beginning 
the problems of self-organization were being recognized and a sites-and-services strategy 
was provided. This resulted in a much lower percentage of illegal housing compared to other 
Venezuelan cities.

Ciudad Guayana was planned in the sixties to attract people from the rapidly urbanizing area 
in the north of Venezuela. At the same time the town would accommodate the workers who 
came to the region of Guayana because of the major resource development that already took 
place since some years. Venezuela’s economy had been growing since the late fi fties because 
of the growth of the oil industry. This new oil-fed economy also resulted in the knowledge that 
Venezuela could grow independently on oil exports but the risk was that only the northern part 
of the country, the urbanized part, would develop. So other parts of the country were researched 
on potentials and as a result Ciudad Guayana was to be part of a strategy to encourage urban 
development in the south and relieve growth pressure in the north. 

In 1960 the government of Romulo Betancourt, which followed years of dictatorship, created the 
Corporacion Venezolana de Guayana (CVG), a public corporation with the power to plan, build 
and manage a major urban center, as one of the tasks in the total responsibility of planning, 
promotion and co-ordination of the development of the Guayana region. In 1961 a three-year 
contract, which was later extended until 1966, was made by the CVG with the Joint Center to 
work together with Venezuelan planners on a physical masterplan for the new city. 

In the fi rst plan a central development would connect San Felix (a small settlement in the east) 
and Puerto Ordaz ( a mining camp of the fi fties in the west). In the central area residential and 
commercial functions were planned. The west side of the Caroni River, were the heavy industry 
was located, would be connected with the east side, where at that moment the majority of the 
people lived. In the middle, near the crossing of the rivers, Alta Vista was planned to be the city 
center.

Since then the plan was revised several times, in 1969, 1979 and 1985: adjustments to the future 
urban dynamics as they were expected to be at that moment. At this moment a collaboration 
of the national government, CVG and the local government operate on the new masterplan 
Plan de Desarrollo Urban Local (PDUL) 2006-2026. In 2008 Ciudad Guayana counted almost 
900.000 inhabitants.

The present situation shows that the original plan didn’t succeed in being executed as intended. 
This is due to the planning process that allowed for consecutive revisions on the masterplan, 
but it is also clear that the dynamics of the city differs from the planning prespective as proposed 
by the Joint Center. Many reasons for this can be observed. One of them is the fact that the 
inhabitants want to have their own piece of land with their own rancho (=house). So the informal 
or spontaneous city has grown enormous the last decades. Another cause is the lack of identity. 
Although the planners name the new town Ciudad Guayana with Alta Vista as the city center, 
the inhabitants still talk about San Felix and Puerto Ordaz, 70% lives in San Felix and works 
in Puerto Ordaz. Alta Vista is only perceived as one on of the commercial centers and has 
become an icon of the formal city. It is clear that the new town had its own urban dynamics that 
were diffi cult to predict and resulted in many revisions of the original plan. The comments of the 
present architectural and urban designers working on the city are that the PDUL and all the past 
plans are only zoning plans. They proclaim that a lack of more detailed planning is the reason 
for the spontaneous, unplanned growth of the city. It is however questionable if more detailed 
planning is really going to change the claiming and invading of the land by the inhabitants. The 
inhabitants want to build their own rancho on their own piece of land, and this mentality will not 
change. Landownership is an important issue in these developments. Future plans for the city 
have to take this into account.
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Introduction
The past few decades of the Twentieth Century have seen an increasing inability by architecture 
and urbanism to conceptualize the fast-growing process of urban transformation and to infl uence  
collective scenarios through innovative planning or theoretical tools. 

At the same time, the growth in communication strategies, the rise of new media, economic 
globalization, the demise of large-scale industrial complexes and the growth in technological 
innovation have given rise to accelerated change – in the traditional experience of space and 
time – which has led the contemporary city to turn into a melting pot and a site of fragmentation 
and simultaneous events, where the logic of a media-based society tends to annihilate 
differences replacing  traditional concepts of place and identity with new sites for consumption, 
leisure and tertiary activities to reveal an ever-growing trend toward indeterminacy. 

Since the 1990s, a new urban competitiveness has developed on a global scale: in a period 
of de-industrialization, economic restructuring and globalization, mega-events and other urban 
spectacles – such as international expos, mega sport, political and cultural events - have become 
a key strategy  through which many cities reignite urban regeneration and modernization 
processes and specifi c projects whose task it is to reposition the city on the global stage1.

The aim of this paper is to explore the renewed role taken on by mega-events not only within 
the contemporary city but also within a redefi nition process of urbanism itself. It also aims to 
explore the possibility of redefi ning the concept of great-event/hallmark-event itself. 

Mega-events in specialist literature
The last few decades of the twentieth century have seen a rise in research in economic and 
sociological fi elds which have promoted the analysis of mega-events considered as an engine 
of urban and regional development.

The literature in this fi eld is now consolidated and it has created a rhetorical frame of reference 
within which mega-events are mainly seen for their characteristics of uniqueness and 
exceptionality.

Narrow taxonomies are therefore recurrent within this interpretative frame work which, referring 
to precise typologies of events – such as the Olympic Games (mainly the summer games) and 
Expos2 – has metabolized some now current defi nitions.

Mega-events are said to be short-term high profi le events – like the Olympic Games and World 
Fairs – characterized by a very strong impact on tourism and urban economy and on the 
sociological structure of cities – for instance, they are often related to processes of gentrifi cation 
and transformation at a local level3.

Maurice Roche asserts that “the concept of “mega-events refers to specially constructed and 
staged international cultural and sport events such as the Olympic Games and World Fairs”4. 
They are ephemeral collective cultural actions which have long-lived pre- and post-event social 
dimensions5.

They are perceived as having “extra-ordinary” status6 because of their important role within the 
process of capital accumulation and commodifi cation of entertainment7. 

1  David HARVEY, The Urban Experience (Oxford: Backwell, 1989); Michael HALL, Hallmark Toruist Events: IMpacts, Management 
and Planning, (London: Bellhaven, 1992); Robert CASHMAN and Anthony HUGHES (Eds.), Staging the Olympics: the Event and 
its Impacts, (Sidney: University of New South Wales Press, 1999), pp.18-32
2  Maurice ROCHE, “Mega-events and Modernity Revisited: Globalization and the Case of the Olympics”, in John HORNE and 
Wolfram MANZENREITER (Eds.), Sports Mega-events: Social Scientifi c Analyses of Global Phenomenon (London: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2006)
3  Michael HALL, Hallmark tourist events (London: Belhaven Press, 1992); David GETZ, Events management and event tourism 
(Elmsford, NY: Cognizant, 1997)
4  Maurice ROCHE, “Mega-events, Time and Modernity. On Time Structures in Global Society” in Time & Society, vol. 12 (2003): 99-126
5  J.R.B. RITCHIE, “Assessing the Impacts of Hallmark Events: Conceptual and Research Issues” in Journal of Travel Research, vol. 
23 (1984): 2-11; Michael HALL, “Mega-events and their legacies”, in Peter MURPHY, Quality Management in Urban Tourism (New 
York: John Wiley, 1997)
6  Maurice ROCHE, Mega-events and Modernity: Olympics and Expos in the Growth of Global Culture (London: Rout-
ledge, 2000)
7  David WHITSON and Donald MACINTOSH, “The Global Circus: International Sport, Tourism and the Marketing of Cities”, in 
Journal of Sport and Social Issues, vol. 23 (1996): 278-95
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Moreover, they can be analyzed as tools of government policy or urban image construction by 
virtue of their considerable high profi le in the media.

Harry Hiller8 stresses that what has received much less attention is how mega-events are 
related to urban processes and to the transformation of urban public space9. 

The extensive urban waterfront development in Barcelona for the 1992 Olympics is a particularly 
outstanding case in point10.

Such interpretations appear therefore to elude a systemic vision, preferring instead a reading of 
hallmark events seen as a unicum – episodic and exceptional events.

Such a reading prevents a comprehensive and correct understanding of the collateral effects 
on the territory – material as well as immaterial – of such events in the context of urban and 
territorial dynamics11.

In particular, starting from the 1990s mega-events have shown another side, too: as a result 
of the changes occurring in the global economy, we have seen on one hand a rise in new 
typologies of spectacular events and on the other hand, a certain reoccurrence / frequency of 
these events.

In other words great events have turned into a recurrent governance practice and urban design 
which are anything but exceptional.

The rise of a growing heterogeneity within the classifi cation of such events – Festivals, European 
Capitals of Culture, great sport events, America’s Cup, great political and religious events and 
so on – have brought new interpretative diffi culties. 

In the face of such diversifi cation we also see the appearance of new actors, new urban realities, 
new design strategies and new policies.

The great differences in the scale of economic and infrastructural investments as well as in 
design scale implies, moreover, a further diffi culty in making profi table comparisons in order to 
grasp the possible effects of great events.

This new typology of mega-events – arising since the 1990s – seems to be more and more 
connoted by a systematic nature which has precise references in urban history.

Moreover, they are events which outline specifi c geographic trends in territorial 
competitiveness12.

An even summary glance at the specialist literature shows that this is a relatively recent 
development, over the past fi fteen years, mainly dealing with economic, social and geographical 
aspects. 

However, the history of great events is all but recent having its roots in the European tradition 
of the Great nineteenth century Exhibitions. It seems to be closely linked to modernization and 
development processes investing the contemporary city.

A long-term approach, able to consider great events in their connotation as a process, allows us 
to recognize a certain reoccurrence of such events within urbanistic culture. 

It also makes it possible to acknowledge a specifi c vocation for certain urban contexts 
(Barcelona, Turin and Paris).

The new role and the new characteristics of mega-events: the Italian case-
study
In the light of the above interpretative frame work and of the frequent banalization of the 
defi nition of what may or may not be defi ned as mega-event, a few questions rise to the fore.

Is it plausible to offer such a rigid taxonomy – often not without contradictions – and periodization 
as seen in the literature? 

Are hallmark-events such exceptional and innovative events or are they part of a long-term 
strategy and consolidated design culture?

What is the link between great events and new forms of leisure and territorial consumption?

How far have the new leisure industry and cultural tourism infl uenced great events 
themselves?

What can then be defi ned as a great event and what are its distinctive characteristics?

How far can the short-term and the ephemeral character be considered structural elements of 
a great event? Are these actually occasions for innovative design processes or are they simply 
the catalyst for processes and strategies already in progress?

It is evident that mega-events are a key instrument within urban re-generation and renewal 
processes which already started in the 1980s. Within this scenario of growing competitiveness 

8  Harry HILLER, “Mega-Events, Urban Boosterism and Growth Strategies: an Analysis of the Objectives and Legitimations of the 
Cape Town 2004 Olympic Bid” in International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, Vol. 24 (2000): 439-58
9  Harry HILLER, “Mega-Events, Urban Boosterism and Growth Strategies: an Analysis of the Objectives and Legitimations of the 
Cape Town 2004 Olympic Bid” in International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, Vol. 24 (2000): 439-58
10  DE MORAGAS Spa and M. BOTELLA (eds.), The Keys to Success: the Social, Sporting, Economic and Communications 
Impacts of Barcelona 1992 (Barcelona: Centre d’Estudis Olympics I de l’Esport, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, 1994)
11  Alessandro DE MAGISTRIS, Ires scenari 2008/12. Il ruolo dei grandi eventi nello sviluppo urbano e regionale. Una lettura storica 
(Torino: IRES, 2008)
12  Alessandro DE MAGISTRIS, Ibidem., 2008
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between cities, mega-events have emerged as increasingly strategic tools of urban policy, 
city marketing and urban renewal and regeneration processes by making it possible for the 
contemporary city to reposition itself on the global stage.
Between the 1980s and 1990s, a new phase in urban development arises and consolidates 
itself on a global level resulting in the decline of traditional industrial development which sees 
the move from a production-based economy to a consumption-based-economy.
In parallel to this, the world sees a rise in the growth of tertiary processes, the higher impact of 
the media, the success of new forms of tourism ever more linked to cultural consumption and 
new globalization processes.
Within this new globalized scenario, cities have confi rmed their role as indisputable protagonists 
of contemporary architectural and urbanistic discourse13 recupturing centre stage in the Twenty-
fi rst Century.
Cities also seem more interested in the construction of a renewed brand image capable of 
gaining competitiveness at both a local and a global level. As such, the city increasingly refuses 
the idea of linear time, being subject only to the rules of the market and of communication 
strategies rather than to the idea of time as a sequential order of events14.
In this way, urban re-generation and urban renewal processes gain new centrality within a 
competitive framework.
Mega events may refl ect the changing modes of urban growth, of leisure organization and 
new approaches to town planning as instruments of transformation concerning not just urban 
practices but also urban actors and spaces, thereby representing the way in which economic 
restructuring and political recombination processes infl uence the urban space15. 
Mega events are no longer pieces of a puzzle but have themselves turned into strategic 
objectives: by virtue of their process-based logic they introduce a different conceptualization of 
temporal and spatial successions, extending the scale of planning development and requiring a 
redefi nition of traditional paradigms of the discipline through the constant interpolation of different 
fi elds of knowledge, in particular in economics and the humanities as well as urbanism.
New urban facilities end up constructing what are implicitly new visions and strategies for the 
cities16.
Mega-events can also be related to the development of cultural tourism and to the transformation 
of leisure and tourism into a mass-phenomenon17. 
As a result, hallmark events can be read as important catalysts of the modernization process 
led by cities during these years. 
They can also be linked to the attempt made by cities of turning their production-based economies 
into consumption-based and culture-based economies. This is why mega-events have become 
“umbrella projects”, wholesale projects linking isolated pieces within a single framework.
Since the late 1980s, we have seen an important diversifi cation process of what may be called 
mega-events turning into an ever more articulated series of spectacular events.
New kids on the block are represented by small and medium-sized cities touched by industrial 
decommissioning processes which had traditionally been excluded from consolidated 
international tourism circuits. (Bilbao, Lille, Glasgow, Genoa)
Among recent mega-events, apart from the proliferation of cultural festivals, the title of “European 
Capital of Culture” is noteworthy, which, starting as a low-key summer festival has been turned 
into a year-long focus for artistic and economic development18.
Cultural tourism is also responsible for the growing visibility taken on by the buildings 
themeselves: museums, auditoria and exhibition spaces generally, which from being mere 
containers of events have become into “the” event, as proved by the growing notoriety of 
international architectural competitions which have become important showcases vetrine for 
their cities and the almost exclusive call on so-called archistars.
Large-scale infrastructural projects and complex urban facilities have also been turned into 
strategic events with the aim of relaunching cities on the global stage.
In this way, cities become containers of non-stop events and as a result,mega-events lose their 
exceptional character becoming simply one more instance of consolidated urban policies and 
event-led economic strategies. 
Italy could be chosen as a vantage point from which to observe such changes. 
As a case-study Italy provides useful examples to compare with similar European experiences 
which have recently invested Europes main cities, since Italy too seems to have embraced the 
logic of mega-events as engine both of urban and of economic development.

13  Giampaolo NUVOLATI, “La geografi a dello sviluppo urbano in Europa. Origini storiche e scenari futuri”, in Guido MARTINOTTI 
(Ed.), La dimensione metropolitana (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1999)
14  Bernardo SECCHI, Prima lezione di urbanistica (Roma-Bari: Laterza, 2001): p. 79
15  Carlo OLMO, “I dilemmi della rigenerazione”, in AA.VV., + Città: città delle immagini, città in rete: urban re generation (Firenze: 
Alinea, 2004)
16  Bernardo SECCHI, La città del Ventesimo secolo (Roma-Bari: Laterza, 2005)
17  Alain CORBIN (Ed.), L’invenzione del tempo libero 1850-1960 (Roma-Bari: Laterza, 1996)
18  Greg RICHARDS, “Production and Consumption of European Cultural Tourism” in Annals of Tourism Research, vol. 23 
(1996): 261-283; Greg RICHARDS, “The European Cultural Capital Event: Strategic Weapon in the Cultural Arms Race?”, in The 
International Journal of Cultural Policy, vol. 6 (2000): 159-181
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Over the past ten years, Italy has seen a growing interest in great events probably also because 
Italian cities – Turin, Genoa, Milan and Rome - have often risen to the challenge of international 
competition and have taken advantage of such events as catalysts for modernization and 
transformation processes.
The awarding of the Winter Olympic Games 2006 to Turin and the successful bidding by 
Milan for Expo 2015 has resulted in new debate in the fi eld and more research as well as ex-
post reconsiderations of similar events internationally in order to identify winning models for 
development and strategic policies.
Barcelona is a particularly well-studied case and, as a text-book case, it has become “the” 
model to which to refer when good practices are required19.
The constant interest generated by the Barcelona Olympics seems to consolidate the 
widespread opinion – well-documented in scientifi c literature – which sees the Olympic Games 
as the greatest opportunity in terms of investments, communication and public works20.
The case of Turin is comparable to that of Catalonia’s capital especially for its knack of using 
mega-events as an engine for previously started policies and urban projects.
In particular, in more recent years, Turin has shown a constant ability to capture mega-events 
to use them as an apportunity to regenerate some areas of the city which have been disfi gured 
by the industrial decommissioning and to consolidate a vocation for culture and toruism which 
had previously been overshadowed by its role as capital of the automotive industry21.
Starting with the centenery celebrations of italian unity in 196122 until its successful bid for 
the 2006 Winter Olympics23, a certain continuity may be seen in Turin’s approach to mega-
events. In particular, the last decade has seen Turin gaining the limelights of international stage 
thanks to a number of spectacular events, such as the exhibition of the Turin Shroud, the MiTo 
International Music Festival and the consolidation of an inner city  museum system.
Such events have not only enhanced the post-industrial city’s vocation for tourism but also 
created new competitive stage sets as well as new infrastructural networks in the north-west 
area of Italy24, in particular the Milan-Turin-Genoa triangle.
Another instance is Genoa25 which, starting with the Columbus Celebrations in 1992 to Genoa 
European Capital of Culture in 2004, has shown its ability to follow in a European tradition of 
water-front regeneration, such as in Cardiff, Valencia and Glasgow, or of tipically Mediterranean 
cities such as Seville (1992), Barcelona (1992-2004) and Lisbon (1998). Like Genoa, other 
medium and small-sized cities  – such as Trent, Modena, Ferrara – have adopted a Festival 
strategy in order to rebrand themeselves competitively on the national stage.
As fi nal instances, Rome and Naples are particularly productive case-studies to observe new 
trends in mega-events evolution.
Rome has been particularly adept at confi rming its traditional vocation for cultural tourism: new 
facilities such as Ara Pacis Museum, Parco della Musica and Maxxi Museum of Contemporary 
Art have attracted the attention of the media. 
Although not particularly innovative, this strategy follows in the steps of Centre Pompidou and 
Guggenheim Bilbao.
Naples has similarly started complex projects which have turned crucial facilities – such as the 
underground line and  Afragola high-speed station – into a strategic media-event.
Although such strustures are not, strictly speaking, mega-events the strategies used to promote 
them are typical of mega-events promotion and even more so if one considers the strategic 
objectives they constitute for the city: urban riqualifi cation, tourism consolidation, economic 
diversifi cation and competitive rebranding on the international stage.

Such a diversifi ed scenario demonstrates how useful it is to reconsider great events in order to call 
into question the very defi nition of event as such and to highlight the rise of new taxonomies better 
able to explain the changes taking place within the culture of urbanism and town planning practices.
19  Peter BUCHANAN, “Regenerating Barcelona” in Architectural Review, (june 1984): 32-46; Oriol BOHIGAS, Ricostruire Barcellona 
(Milano: Etas, 1992); Rassegna, vol. 37 (1989): monograph “Barcelona”; Paolo PERULLI, Pianifi cazione strategica e giochi olimpici 
a Barcellona (Milano: Associazione degli Interessi Metropolitani, 1992); Javier F. MONCLUS, “The Barcelona Model: an Original 
Formula? From “Reconstruction” to Strategic Urban Projcts (1979-2004)” in Planning Perspectives, vol. 18 (2003): 399-422; Tim 
MARSHALL (Ed.), Transforming Barcelona (London: Routledge, 2004); Area, n. 90 (2007): monograph “Critical Barcelona”
20  Michael HALL, “The Defi nition and Analysis of Hallmark Tourism Events” in Geojournal, vol. 19 (1989); Brian CHALKLEY and 
Stephen ESSEX, “Urban Development through Hosting International Events: a History of Olympic Games” in Planning Perspec-
tives, vol. 14 (1999); Harry HILLER, “Mega-events, Urban Boosterism and Growth Strategies: an Analysis of the Objectives and 
Legitimations of the Cape Town 2004 Olympic Bid” in International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, vol. 24 (2000); Maurice 
ROCHE, Mega Events and Modernity (London: Routledge, 2000); Luigi BOBBIO and Chito GUALA (Eds.), Olimpiadi e grandi eventi 
(Roma: Carocci, 2002); John R. GOLD and Margaret M. GOLD (Eds.), Olympic Cities. City Agendas, Planning and the World’s 
Games, 1896-2012 (London: Routledge, 2007)
21  Arnaldo BAGNASCO, Torino. Un profi lo sociologico (Torino: Einaudi, 1986); Arnaldo BAGNASCO, “Torino fuori dagli scogli” in 
Atti e Rassegna Tecnica della Società degli Ingegneri e Architetti in Torino, n. 1-2 (2001): 15-18
22  Sergio PACE, Cristiana CHIORINO, Michela ROSSO, Italia 61. The Nation on Show (Torino: Allemandi, 2006)
23  Luigi BOBBIO, Chito GUALA, Olimpiadi e grandi eventi. Verso Torino 2006 (Rom: Carocci, 2002); Pier Luigi BASSIGNANA 
(Ed.), Il sogno dell’Olimpiade (Torino: Torino Incontra, 2006); Pier Luigi BASSIGNANA, Torino effi mera. Due secoli di grandi eventi 
(Torino, 2006); Piervincenzo BONDONIO, Egidio DANSERO, Alfredo MELA (Eds.), Olimpiadi. Oltre il 2006 (Roma: Carocci, 2006); 
Chito GUALA, Mega Eventi. Modelli e storie di rigenerazione urbana (Roma: Carocci, 2007); Cristina BIANCHETTI, Urbanistica e 
sfera pubblica (Roma: Donzelli, 2008),  110-140
24  Atti e Rassegna Tecnica della Società degli Ingegneri e Architetti in Torino, n. 1-2 (2001)
25  L. BISIO, Luigi BOBBIO, “Gestione dei grandi Eventi e strategie di riqualifi cazione urbana a Genova”, in P. N. IMBESI (Ed.), 
Governare i grandi eventi (Roma: Gangemi, 2004); Chito GUALA, “Genova 2004. Bilancio di un anno”, in Il Giornale dell’architettura 
(dicembre 2004); Chito GUALA, Mega Eventi. Modelli e storie di rigenerazione urbana (Roma: Carocci, 2007)
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Abstract
Up to the mid XXth century the city of Lisbon grew obeying to traditional urban drawing 
principles. It grew through the fundamentals of the Projected/Planned city, but in both cases it 
was the public space that defi ned the structure of the urban lattice. At that time the grandiosity 
and symbolism of public spaces created attraction points that generated dynamics that made 
the city prosper. Today this logic is different. 

The subway development revolutionizes the way cities grow. The opening of a new subway 
station potentiates a chain of opportunities in different sectors. The urban economy of that 
place can progress and also can progress the public space and the architecture around a new 
station. 

Cities drawn in a pure grid system are easy to navigate since they provide multiple routes 
between any pair of locations and therefore minimize the number of navigation instructions. 
Although this morphology minimizes descriptions, it doesn’t differentiate the main urban spaces. 
Alternatively if cities are purely hierarchical systems, they will clearly have a main central place 
from which others grow and span. This creates a highly segregated system that will have 
though social consequences. Cities are neither trees, nor perfect lattices, but a combination of 
structures that emerge from the social and constructive processes. The interplay of the topology 
of the communication networks (roads, subway, tram, etc...) and the morphology of the urban 
space create the dynamics necessary to have some local hierarchy and structure and still keep 
some relation to distant parts of the city. 

Through the historic analysis of the subway network evolution, the impact of subway expansion in 
the city growth is put in evidence. A mathematical graph theory analysis of the historic networks, 
provided measurements of the relative importance of different subway stations according to 
different network concepts like closeness, betweenness, average path lengths, etc…

This work qualifi es the impact of subway planning in the growth of the city. It shows how a 
change in the topology of the underlying network affects the dynamics of the urban fabric and 
shows how different approaches to subway expansion and consolidation will result in changes 
in the centrality of certain areas of the city.

Introduction
Is it possible that we are seeing the death of the city? Or is it a renewal of its structure? How will 
transportation, mainly the subway, constrain and change the growth and design of the city?

Through the continuous impact of globalization and information technologies, no place in earth 
is safe and all kinds of business can be relocated. Will this lead to the cities death as it been 
announced by Gates and others? Most certainly it wont (Hall, 1999, p. 961).

J. Borja and M. Castells also defend that globalization, with global information and generalized 
urban diffusion, don’t imply the disappearing of the city as a specifi c relation between territory 
and society, allowing even a dynamical and creative relation between the local and the 
global (Borja, 1997, pp. 12-13).

Is in this modern city that mobility and fast transportation gained a greater then everything 
else relevance. We can say that the evolution of transportation means is responsible, in part, 
for the diffusion of information and news. The subway network allowed the shortening of the 
geographical, economical and consequently the socials distances.

It is known that this evolution infl uenced the development of the urban form. The appearance 
of the railway, while reducing the time to travel between places, facilitated the dispersion and 
growth of the metropolitan areas. 

We can say that the city image is then associated with the notion of path and time and 
simultaneously to others places in the territory. The way one perceives the notion of territory 
changes constantly due to the change in the notion of speed, not only through new and faster 
transportation means, but also due to new technologies, bypassing the geographical boundaries 
for this notion of territory. 
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Fast transportation (be it train or subway) allowed the suppression of the importance of distances, 
valorising instead the importance of time instead of space, subverting in a certain way the 
natural rules of territorial organization. It’s effects on the territory are perverse, reinforcing its 
heterogeneity, making it non-continuous, polarizing it and potentiating hierarchies changing the 
territory image and its underlying social structures.

Subway networks are, in part, responsible for the urban design of the underlying structures 
and are a refl ex of the plans of those cities. In the case of Lisbon, the subway followed the city 
growth and enriched the areas served by it. The opening of a new station was a driving force of 
the economical and social development of that area. 

Analysing Lisbon’s subway network, and its evolution through time, we can observe small 
changes in the economical and social dynamics of the areas near each station. The subway 
acts as an attractor and potentiates different city uses, with respect to the station localization. 
We then observe areas that are more prone to commerce, offi ce buildings, residential, etc…  
The subway infrastructure conditions and promotes at the same time the development of the 
urban fabric.

This attractiveness (relative to the city functions) of the subway, will constantly change the way 
the city works as a social structure and the city architectonic/urban image.

Although affected by the subway, architecture and urbanism – as agents of spaces 
transformation – are the instruments capable of planning (and re-planning) the subway areas 
through interventions at different scales (SAMPAYO, 2003):

In the design of the new city;
In the design of the periphery city; 
In the design of the city in the urban voids;
In the design of the city in consolidated urban fabric.

In the design of the city in consolidated urban fabric (process of city regeneration) through the 
implementation of the subway network, one saw several improvements in Lisbon at the level 
of the public space (facades renovation, for example). The subway positively contributes to the 
society, to the public space and to the city in a general perspective, through the increase in 
mobility and urban regeneration, as it is the case of “Baixa”(Downtown) in Lisbon.

The Lisbon Subway

The story of the Lisbon subway goes back to 1885. By that date, in the reign of D. Luís, the 
engineers Costa Lima and Benjamim Cabral suggested the construction of a subway for the 
city of Lisbon. The subject was being discussed through out Europe. London was the fi rst to 
inaugurate its subway in 1863, New York in 1968, in 1896 it was Budapest turn and in 1897 
Glasgow inaugurated its subway. The city of Paris started the construction of its subway in the 
year 1898. (ROLLO, Novembro/Dezembro 2005).

The old railway system, with its stations, is responsible for the creation of urban centralities, but 
also for the fractioning of the territory, in the sense of generator of barriers and wals. The subway 
changes this, eliminating those fractures. With the ability to elevate the tracks or hide them under 
the earth, the subway solves the fractures and crossings that the traditional railway implied.

In 1888 the military Engineer Henrique de Lima e Cunha, presented a project to the Portuguese 
Civil Engineering Association called “Sketch of a plan for a Lisbon Subway”1 (CUNHA, Julho e 
Agosto de 1888). This project didn’t have any continuity as there where many other proposal, 
more or less ambitious, some even naïf, or without viability that never left the drawing boards, 
because in practice the country didn’t had the fi nancial conditions for the concretization of such 
project (ROLLO, Novembro/Dezembro 2005).

1  Translated: “Esboço de traçado de um Caminho de Ferro Metropolitano em Lisboa” in the original.

[fi g. 1] – Several subway 
networks at scale.
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Only in 1949 was constituted a company that would build and explore, in exclusive terms, a 
transportation system based in the subsoil of the city of Lisbon (ROLLO, Novembro/Dezembro 
2005). Ten years later in 1959, the fi rst phase of the Lisbon subway was fi nally ready and the 
subway opened its doors with 11 stations and 6,5km length.

The initial stations (Restauradores, Avenida, Rotunda, Parque, S. Sebastião, Palhavã, Sete Rios, 
Picoas , Saldanha, C. Pequeno and Entre Campos) had a fundamental role in the development 
of the city, although with the subsequent subway expansions their roles changed.

One can say that the subway expansion in Lisbon is somehow short of others subway systems 
of the main capitals of Europe. The expansion was slow and only had great improvements 
when big international events occurred in Lisbon. From the different phases, one can state 
those relatives to the years of 1959, 1998 and 2004, which are respectively the start of the 
infrastructure, the world exhibition of Lisbon in 1998 and the soccer championship in 2004 
(UEFA Euro2004).

In 1998, the subway had 27,7 Km and 40 stations. Its connection with the 1998 exhibition was 
very determinant in the urban success of that area. It allowed the urban integration of all the 
Expo area. The urban success of the post exhibition of 98 when compared with the previous 
world exibition in Sevilha 92, can be attributed in part to the existence of the subway and the 
interface at Gare do Oriente (train, subway, bus, taxi).

In 2004, with the soccer championship, Lisbon had two soccer stadiums in the outskirts of the 
city. The subway expansion at this time expanded those lines that would benefi t the areas near 
these two stadiums (Luz and Alvalade). The stations of Alfornelos, Amadora Este, Ameixoeira, 
Lumiar, Odivelas, Quinta das Conchas and Senhor Roubado where built. These stations where 
localized in the periphery of the historical city, many of which resulted from the unordered urban 
sprawl. With these stations the land value increased and new business opportunities arose. 

One can’t say that the small expansion of the Lisbon subway is due to the morphology and 
history of the city, as the example of Oporto subway in the north seems to contradict this, 
showing great advances in a short time. The present Lisbon subway might be justifi ed by political 
and economical reasons. For the future the Lisbon subway faces two challenges. One is the 
increase in the network density; the other is to gain a regional dimension (Pereira, 2001).

Graph Theory Fundamentals
One can study the city at different levels and using different tools. Graph theory, had it’s fi rst 
application in the solving of a urban problem: the problem of the Königsberg bridges was solved 
by Euler in 1735 (Euler, 1741). During the 1980-1990s, Space Syntax has taken a new revitalized 
approach of graph theory to measuring city features (Hillier & Hanson, 1989). One aspect of this 
theory of particular interest is that of defi ning the volumes of space seen from a point in the city, 
called Iosvist (Benedikt, 1979). More recently Agent-Based simulation has gained particular 
interest, as some non-linear features are not possible to account with traditional reductionist 
approaches (Batty, 2007). The non-linearity of social aspects of life systems is also manifested 
in the cities and the mathematical analysis of urban spatial networks as been given a particular 
attention with the work on random walks by Blanchard and Volchenkov (Ph Blanchard & D. 
Volchenkov, 2008; Philippe Blanchard & Dimitri Volchenkov, 2008).

In particular the subway system by its nature, seems particularly appropriate to be studied under 
the graph theory framework. The network of lines can be mapped to a topological space where 
one can abstract the relations between stations without taking in consideration the effective 
geographical distribution of such stations. In this topological space one can determine certain 
properties that are independent of the semantic content and still hold important information 
about the underlying reality they map (Rodrigues, 2009). 

[fi g. 2] – Lisbon Mayor visitng the 
subway tunnels in 1958 (Serôdio, 
1958)
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The Graph Analysis
For this work we draw the networks of the several stages of the Lisbon subway expansion and 
measured (for each of the resulting networks) some properties of interest in terms o networks. 
Interested mainly in the notion of centrality and the role of each subway station in the global 
dynamics of the network, we analyzed the network for Closeness and Betweenness. 

Closeness 
Closeness is a centrality measure of the vertices of a graph that gives an insight on the distance 
a node is from the rest of the network. It is defi ned in terms of the geodesic distance – the 
number of hops it is necessary to take in order to go from one vertex to another through the 
shortest path – summed over all the nodes of the network.

[fi g. 3] – Lisbon Subway Network 
in 2007.

Table 1 – Closeness Top 3 
Stations

C i =
1

GP (i, j)
j=1; j≠ i

n
∑

N −1

     (1)

In the previous equation GP(i,j) is the geodesic distance and N is the total number of nodes of 
the network (number of subway stations). 

Betweenness
The betweenness centrality measure (Anthonisse, 1971; Freeman, 1977) accounts for the 
role of a certain node in the fl ux of information through the network. In the subway case the 
betweenness centrality measure gives the importance of a subway station in terms of the fl ow 
of passengers that have to go through it in order to connect two other stations. Mathematically 
it is given in terms of the fraction of geodesic paths that go through a particular vertex:

Bi =
GP (i)∑
GPN∑

      (2)

Results

We calculated the values of Closeness and Betweenness for all stations in the network at 
different dates: 59/12/01; 63/01/01; 66/09/01; 72/06/01; 88/10/01; 93/04/01; 97/10/01; 98/11/01; 
02/11/01; 04/05/01; 07/12/01 and 09/12/012.  From the results we present the top 3 stations at 
4 particular times: 1959, 1998, 2004 and 2009. This is shown in [fi g. 4] for Closeness and [fi g. 
5] for Betweenness and in Table 1 and Table 2. From the results it is observed that there’s a 
change in the most central stations of the network with the subway expansion. 

1959 1998 2004 2009

Rotunda
Picoas
Parque

Rotunda
Avenida
Restauradores

Rotunda
Picoas
Saldanha

Saldanha
Alameda
S. Sebastião

2  The network is presently undergoing the fi nal states to connect the stations of Alameda and Saldanha and S. Sebastião, with the 
opening of this line scheduled to the end of August 2009. This date was chosen to refl ect this change.



1959 1998 2004 2009

Rotunda
Picoas
Parque

Rotunda
Parque
Alameda

Rotunda
Parque
Campo Grande

Saldanha
Alameda
S. Sebastião

Conclusions
In the present work we showed the evolution of two centrality measures (Closeness and 
Betweeness) in the expansion of the Lisbon subway network. We shown that in both cases 
changes in the network topology affect the importance of different areas of the city in terms of 
centrality. 

Table 2 – Betweenness Top 3 
Stations

[fi g. 4] – Closeness evolution of 
the Top 3 stations at different 
phases of the subway expansion 
(1959, 1998, 2004 and 2009*). 
* - Projected plan for the end of 
year

[fi g. 5] - Betweenness evolution 
of the Top 3 stations at different 
phases of the subway expansion 
(1959, 1998, 2004 and 2009*). 
* - Projected plan for the end of 
year
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It was shown that in 1998 and 2004, with the world exhibition (Expo 98) and euro soccer 
championship (Euro 2004), when the network suffered great expansions in terms of new 
stations being added to the network, the most central areas, both in terms of Closeness and 
Betweenness, basically remained the same. This is due to the fact that this expansion didn’t 
increase the density of the network expanding it to connect to remote areas of the city and 
neighbourhood populations. On the other hand, in 2009, the change in the network is simply a 
change in the confi guration, increasing the density of the network. This makes a big impact in 
the centrality of the different stations as can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2. Saldanha, Alameda 
and S. Sebastião are now the most central stations of the network, be it in terms of proximity to 
all other stations (Closeness), be it terms of the traffi c that goes through them (Betweenness). 
These 3 stations correspond to an younger layer of the city while the pre-2009 top 3 stations 
correspond to a inner and older layer of the city fabric. This shows a shift in centrality and 
importance of the city areas. The downtown “Baixa” isn’t now the most important and central part 
of the city. Gradually it is losing it’s place in favour of a new centrality in “Avenidas Novas”.

The observed results allow us to identify the two different approaches to the subway expansion 
proposed by Pereira (2001): The expansion to the periphery (1998 and 2004) of the city and 
the densifi cation of the exiting network (2009). With the periphery expansion reaching it’s limits, 
the subway network development is entering the consolidation phase. This phase will have a 
predominant role in the change of the urban fabric as it will be the most responsible in changing 
the centrality of the city, as shown in the paper.
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Summary
The discipline of urbanism has its own notions: terms to designate concrete phenomena, such as 
parts of the city and its design. These terms are based on conventions that normally will stay the 
same for a long time. However, according to changes in the real world, words can also change 
in form or meaning and new words can emerge. This paper will present four possibilities for this 
principle, which will be illustrated by four notions belonging to the discipline of urbanism in the 
Dutch-speaking regions: stad ‘city’, gracht ‘canal’, boulevard ‘boulevard’ and woonerf ‘residential 
area’. In line with this, the paper will state that at the beginning of the twenty-fi rst century quite a 
few existing urban notions are under debate and some new ones need to be clarifi ed, and it will 
present three reasons why the urbanistic vocabulary needs to be analyzed more thoroughly.
Keywords: urbanistic notions, (framework of) terms, terminology, town planning, urbanism, city words, 
urban classifi cations, urban history, etymology, Dutch language, linguistics

Introduction
Like any other fi eld of study the discipline of urbanism has its own terms, which are used by 
professionals and laymen to designate the concrete phenomena in the world around them, in 
the case of urbanism the parts of the city and the urban landscape, and their design.

Such a terminology or framework of terms is based on conventions that will persist for a long 
period of time. Nevertheless the concrete phenomena can change or new phenomena can 
appear, which raises the question how the language (user) will cope with the new situation.

We will present four possible answers to this question and we will illustrate the principle of new 
phenomena and new terms for the discipline of urbanism in the Dutch-speaking regions on the 
basis of four examples. These examples will clarify the relation between urban form and urban 
language, and will therefore emphasize the signifi cance and relevance of a profound research 
on urbanistic notions.1

Notions: the relationship between phenomena and words
According to the Oxford English Dictionary a notion is “a general concept, category, or designation, 
esp. one under which something is comprehended or classed; a classifi catory term”.2 Thus a notion 
covers both the phenomenon and the term or word. When we zoom in on this, we can distinguish 
three aspects: concept (the phenomenon), form (of the word, the phonetic or written reproduction) 
and meaning (of the word, referring to the phenomenon).3 According to among others the German 
linguist Jost Trier these three aspects are in a direct relation to each other.4 Therefore we must 
assume that according to changes in the real world, the words referring to it will also change5 and 
new terms can emerge, ultimately leading to a new comprehensive notion, a new convention.6

For this process of new phenomena leading to new words there are four principal possibilities, 
occurring in different circumstances:
1. A new phenomenon will be designated with a new loan word. This often happens when the 
phenomenon is imported from a foreign country and the foreign word for it is coming along, because 
the borrowing language does not have a word for it yet. This is called a necessary loan word. 
Sometimes the foreign word will be adjusted to the logic of the receiving language, which is called 
corruption, or literally (part-for-part) translated, which is called a loan translation or calque.
2. A new phenomenon will be designated with an already existing (loan or indigenous) word, which 
gets a new, borrowed meaning. This can also happen in situations where a new phenomenon is 
imported from abroad. This is called a loan meaning.
3. A new phenomenon will be designated with an already existing (loan or indigenous) word, which 
gets a new, specifi ed or extended (but not borrowed) meaning. This is called meaning specifi cation 
or extension and it can for example happen with a new application of an existing technology. Often 

1  The paper is based on the preliminary results of my PhD research The language of the city (started in 2008). It is an 
interdisciplinary research, in which I am combining my expertise as an urban designer on the one hand and as an etymolo-
gist on the other hand. The research methods are urbanistic and cultural-historical as well as etymological.
2  Simpson, Weiner 1989-2009.
3  Cf. the triangular model of the Hungarian linguist Stephen Ullman, which consists of object, signifi ant (form) and signifi é 
(content), using two terms of the French linguist Ferdinand de Saussure. See: De Cort 1985, 8.
4  Trier 1931.
5  Apart from this, words can of course also change in form or meaning by mere linguistic processes, but in this paper we 
will not go into this kind of change.
6  Cf. the phase of crisis which is followed by a scientifi c revolution and a new paradigm (paradigm shift), as has been 
formulated by the American scientifi c philosopher Thomas Kuhn (Kuhn 1962).
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the old meaning of the word will subside.
4. A new phenomenon will be designated with a neologism: a derivative, a compound or a word 
invention. This can happen in various situations. Often the new word has a descriptive nature.

Conventions and changes: four examples
To illustrate these possibilities for phenomena and words for the discipline of urbanism, we will 
present four examples of moments in time, on which changes in the urban territory on social, 
political, technical or planning levels have led to the introduction of new important city words.

To start with, we will focus on the sudden rise of the word stad, the present common Dutch word 
for ‘city’, as an example of a loan meaning (possibility 2).

In the Old Dutch language phase (before 1200) this indigenous (Indo-European and Germanic) 
word already existed in two forms, stat and stede, both meaning ‘place’.7

When the fi rst post-Roman urban conurbations appeared, they were called burg in Old Dutch, 
a word that is probably connected with the verb bergen ‘to rescue’ and the noun berg ‘refuge 
mound’.8 The still common word burger ‘citizen’ is a compound from this word burg,9 and the 
same goes for the compound burgemeester ‘mayor, burgomaster’.

During the twelfth century cities around Europe underwent large territorial expansions, with 
important legal consequences for the inhabitants of the former outskirts or surrounding villages.10 
In other words: the phenomenon of the city changed radically, on both a scale and a legal level. 
In the northwest parts of the continent this process started around the city of Cologne, Germany. 
It is in this area that the fi rst written attestations of the Middle High German stat meaning ‘city’ 
appear, as an extension from the original meaning ‘place’.11 From here this meaning very 
probably spread to the Dutch-speaking regions around 1200. The fi rst attestation of the Middle 
Dutch word stat with the loan meaning ‘city’ dates from 1240 in the Glossarium Bernense.12

The introduction of the new loan meaning had clear linguistic consequences: the meaning of 
the word burg narrowed to ‘castle’,13 and the word stat lost its meaning ‘place’,14 except in the 
compound stadhouder ‘viceregent’, literally ‘place holder’. Already in the fourteenth century the 
meaning ‘city’ was exclusively reserved for the word stat/stad.

The second case we will discuss is the meaning development of the word gracht to a specifi c 
kind of urban space around a ‘canal’, as an example of meaning specifi cation (possibility 3).

In the Old Dutch language phase the word gracht read graft, which can be recognized as a 
derivative from the verb graven, ‘to dig’, with the suffi x -t(e).15 The original meaning of the word 
graft was ‘grave, pit’ and ‘dug watercourse, ditch’ in an agrarian context (this last meaning also 
belongs to the word sloot).16 According to an exclusively Dutch phonetic law the combination -ft 
could develop into -cht.17

In Middle Dutch the word gracht slowly lost its meaning ‘grave’ and the meaning ‘ditch’ was 
extended to ‘moat, watercourse around a castle or city’. The fi rst attestation of this meaning 
dates from 1280.18 This extension was caused by a change in reality: since the eleventh century 
defending castles or cities by walls only was no longer suffi cient.19

Another change in the application of the gracht caused a last change in the meaning of the 
word, in the Early New Dutch language phase (1500-1750). During the sixteenth century Dutch 
cities made their fi rst extensions plans outside the singel- or stadsgracht, the ‘city canal/moat’, 
for example the city of Alkmaar in 1575 and the city of Amsterdam in 1585.20 Because of this, the 
former outer canal became part of the urban territory and changed accordingly: the watercourse 
was provided with wood-faced (and from the seventeenth century on, stone) quays on both 
sides, with grachtenpanden, ‘canal houses’, alongside. During the following centuries the word 
gracht referred more and more exclusively to this typical urban profi le, which became the most 
important type of public space in the extension plans of the seventeenth century, of which the 
Amsterdam grachtengordel, the ‘girdle of canals’ built between 1613 and 1664, is the most 
famous example.21

7  The form stat stems from Proto-Germanic *stađiz ‘place’. The form stede is either the generalized second case of stat, 
or the regular form according to phonetic laws corresponding to West Germanic *stadi ‘place’. Both forms go back to the 
Proto-Germanic stem *stae- ‘to stand’. See: Philippa, Debrabandere a.o. 2003-2009.
8  See: Philippa, Debrabandere a.o. 2003-2009.
9  The other part of the compound is the Proto-Germanic *warja- ‘defender’ (cf. the verb weren ‘to defend’), of which the 
w- soon subsided, under the infl uence of the Proto-Germanic suffi x *-ari- (modern Dutch -er).
10  Based on the extensive monography on the notion stad ‘city’ by the Belgian linguist Jozef Van Loon. See: Van Loon 
2000, 187-189. See also: Rutte, Van Engen 2005.
11  The choice for the word stat has not been a coincidence, because a lot of compounds on -stat already had a legal 
connotation. See: Van Loon 2000, 189-190.
12  A Latin-Dutch dictionary which is preserved in Bern, Switzerland.
13  Since the fourteenth century the word is written like burcht, with a so-called paragogic -t. See: Philippa, Debrabandere 
a.o. 2003-2009.
14  The less common side form stede kept the meaning ‘place’.
15  The word graft stems from Proto-Germanic *grab-ti- ‘dug hole, grave’, going back to the Proto-Germanic stem *graban- 
‘to dig’. See: Philippa, Debrabandere a.o. 2003-2009.
16  The indigenous woord sloot ‘ditch’ has an unclear origin. See: De Vries 1971.
17  Cf. the Dutch words achter and lucht with their English and German equivalents after and Luft. This change started in 
Flemish and West-Brabant dialects. See: Philippa, Debrabandere a.o. 2003-2009 on achter.
18  Pijnenburg, Van Dalen-Oskam a.o. 2001.
19  Bosma, Mekking a.o. 2007, 96.
20  Van der Cammen, De Klerk 2003, 18-19; Bosma, Mekking a.o. 2007, 285.
21  Bosma, Mekking a.o. 2007, 285-286; Van der Cammen, De Klerk 2003, 27-32.
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Since the nineteenth century the other meanings of the word gracht have disappeared. For 
the meaning ‘moat’ the descriptive compounds slotgracht and vestinggracht have become 
customary. The meaning ‘ditch’ is still represented by the word sloot. For long, dug watercourses 
outside the city limits the word kanaal is used.22

The third example of a change in urban form leading to a new urbanistic term is the introduction 
of the French loan word boulevard, as an example of a necessary loan word (possibility 1).

The boulevard as we know it reached the Netherlands and other countries in the nineteenth 
century, but in France it has a much longer history, that surprisingly goes back to a Dutch 
word.23 As a result of the Italian Renaissance the defense systems of cities developed into 
mathematically designed fortifi cations with pentagonal bastions in the sixteenth century. The 
Late Middle Dutch word for this fortifi cation type is bolwerk,24 a compound that spread to other 
countries with the designs of famous Dutch engineers: for example bulwark in Middle English 
and bollewerc in Middle French. This last word was eventually corrupted into a form bollevart 
and, because of association with the noun boule ‘ball’, into boulevart or boulevard.25

At the end of the seventeenth century a political decision had far-reaching consequences for the 
development of this word. In 1670 Sun King Louis XIV ordered to change the Parisian walls and 
bastions into promenades with rows of trees. Because of the positions of this new promenades 
on the original bulwarks, the word boulevard came into use for them. At the beginning of the 
nineteenth century the boulevards were levelled and connected to other roads. A few decades 
later baron Georges-Eugène Haussmann elaborated the boulevard, by order of emperor 
Napoleon III: between 1850 and 1870 the irregular street pattern of Paris was transformed and 
extended with a network of different boulevards: linear, wide streets with lanes for carriages, 
wide pavements and various rows of trees.26

The Haussmannian boulevard spread to the rest of the western world in a few years time, and 
the French word came along, as a necessary loan word for this new type of public space. The 
Dutch language adopted the word very quickly, with a fi rst attestation in a dictionary in 1847.27 
In spite of this, Dutch cities were not provided with continuous networks of boulevards, because 
large-scale alienations were considered too expensive. An exception is the city of Nijmegen, 
where the fortifi cations were transformed into boulevards in 1879.28

The Nijmegen case also proves the unruliness of language, because its boulevards are called 
singel, ‘(surrounding) city canal or boulevard’. To complicate matters furthermore, the Dutch 
word boulevard has experienced a meaning extension to ‘sea-front promenade’ during the 
twentieth century.29 However, the meaning ‘wide, green street’ is still the most prominent one.

Finally we will concentrate on the typical Dutch residential area that is called woonerf, as an 
example of a neologism, in this case a compound (possibility 4).

During the twentieth century European cities underwent severe changes, under the infl uence of 
the Modern Movement. This resulted in high-rise districts and the strict separation of functions 
in the urban domain. In the 1960’s a counter reaction arose, especially against the car based 
districts in which the street had lost its social function as a meeting place and playground. In 
1965 the Dutch urbanist Niek de Boer developed a new type of residential area for the Emmen 
suburb Emmerhout: the streets ended in parking places, which continued spatially in paths for 
pedestrians only, with houses alongside.30

Later this prototype has been elaborated in such a way that pedestrians and cars were integrated 
and used the same urban space, which was made possible by all kind of restrictions to slow 
down traffi c, like fl ower boxes and railway sleepers. This version of the residential area was 
applied to various new and existing streets and was called woonerf.

This neologism was coined in 1972. It is a compound from woon-, the stem of the verb wonen 
‘to live’,31 and the noun erf ‘yard, premises’.32 Because the urban design was very successful, 
the characteristics were copied abroad and the word woonerf was even borrowed in English 
on a small scale.33

At the end of the 1980’s the popularity of both the phenomenon and the word declined. The 
fragmented space of the woonerf turned out to be both dangerous and too expensive in 
maintenance. Since the 1990’s residential areas were turned into 30-kilometer-zones, consisting 
of normal streets with speed ramps to control the speed of cars.
22  Like English canal the Dutch word kanaal is borrowed from French canal ‘watercourse’.
23  Hoekstra 2009, 156-157. 
24  The word bolwerk is composed of bol ‘ball’, but also ‘tree-trunk, wooden pole’, and werk ‘work’. See: Hoekstra 2009, 
102; Philippa, Debrabandere a.o. 2003-2009.
25  Rey 1998.
26  Meyer, De Josselin de Jong, Hoekstra 2006, 110-111.
27  Philippa, Debrabandere a.o. 2003-2009.
28  Meyer, De Josselin de Jong, Hoekstra 2006, 112-113.
29  This meaning does not exist in Belgium, where this type of promenade is usually called dijk ‘bank, dike’.
30  De Boer, Lambert 1987.
31  The verb wonen stems from the West Germanic stem *wunae- ‘to live’, which is connected to Old Norse una ‘to be 
satisfi ed’. See: Hoekstra 2009, 16.
32  The word erf ‘yard, premises’ goes back to the Proto-Germanic stem *arbja- ‘heritage’: the family grounds were an 
inheritance pur sang. See: Hoekstra 2009, 63; Philippa, Debrabandere a.o. 2003-2009..
33  Simpson, Weiner 1989-2009.
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Urbanistic vocabulary in the perspective of the twenty-fi rst century
The four examples above have shown how historical changes in the urban form have led to 
changes in the urban terminology, with new conventions (new notions) as a result. We have 
also seen that time can go by, until consensus on a new notion is reached, especially after 
radical changes in the urban realm.

To conclude this paper we would like to state that at the beginning of the twenty-fi rst century the 
consensus for the urbanistic vocabulary is far from complete.34 The city fi nds itself at a critical 
moment in time again. Hence we will present three reasons why the language of the city should 
be analyzed right now.

In the fi rst place the city has changed even more fundamentally during the last two decades 
than it has in the rest of the twentieth century. Urban shrinkage and the disappearance of the 
dichotomy between city and countryside have changed their relation. New areas, like low-
density suburbs and vast business zones, have appeared, which require new words as well. 
There is no consensus yet on terms as edge city35 or Zwischenstadt,36 ‘in-between city’.37

Secondly, the discipline of urbanism itself has been changing as well, during the last two 
decades. With the democratization of the building process the number of participants in the 
urban debate has increased. In the discourse between professionals, policymakers and laymen 
it is very important that everyone uses the same terms in the same way.

Finally, due to globalization, the discipline of urbanism has become more and more internationally 
orientated, and so has the education in urbanism. Because of this, it is very important that 
agreement is reached on the exact defi nition of the basic Dutch notions, in order to be able to 
translate them and to compare them with similar terms in other languages.

For these reasons it seems wise to open new perspectives on the basic notions of urbanism. 
The discipline of urbanism needs answers to questions like: what is the present practical 
applicability of existing notions for changed urban phenomena, what is their meaning for 
different user groups, and which new notions fi t the new urban phenomena best?
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Replicant urbanism:  
The Architecture of Hadid’s Central Building at BMW Leipzig
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With Blade Runner’s replicants, circulating capital achieves its highest form and real subsumption 
attains its ultimate stage of development: the replicants become the privileged objects of society’s 
intelligence.1

The term ‘replicant’, drawn from the 1982 fi lm Blade Runner directed by Ridley Scott, is used 
here to conceptualise the ‘urbanism’ produced within the Central Building designed by Zaha 
Hadid for BMW’s plant at Leipzig in 2005. It is used not to suggest that this urbanism is somehow 
‘fake’ or ‘inauthentic’ - as is the critique typically leveled at ‘new urbanism’, for example - but that 
it is, like the humanoid replicants of the fi lm, a creation of corporate capital designed to function 
in its service as an improved version of the original from which it is derived.2 

Introduction
Employing the abstract formal manoeuvres developed earlier in Hadid’s practice, combined 
with the strategies for mobilising collaborative and knowledge-based work practices gleaned 
from the Patrik Schumacher’s Corporate Fields project at the Architectural Association, Zaha 
Hadid Architect’s Central Building for BMW Leipzig is perhaps the most advanced example 
of contemporary architecture’s engagement with post-Fordist organisational models of labour. 
The architect’s broader concerns with ‘articulating complexity’ are recruited to the specifi c 
problematics of contemporary industrial manufacture and its drive to productively combine new 
forms of immaterial production with more traditional methods of labour organisation.3 In pursuit 
of this post-Fordist model of labour practice the project’s clients and architects appropriated 
the integrative and organisational capacities of the city as their operational paradigm, Hadid 
explaining that her response to the programme’s complexity was to ‘urbanize the site’, and 
Schumacher’s to reproduce the ‘complexity and the unpredictability of city life’ within its 
architectural envelope. 

BMW’s factory assumes an urban form and a civic agenda not by virtue of its scale (the 
architecture of Albert Kahn for Henry Ford already achieves urban proportions in the 1920s, at 
his River Rouge plant in Michigan), but in its capacity to integrate and coordinate commodity 
production, inter-subjective relations, demographic management and cinematic spectacle 
within its organisational realm. Addressed here is the context of the production process, with its 
integration of immaterial, affective and material labour, and its requisite forms of subjectivity, for 
which this ‘replicant’ urbanisation is produced in Hadid’s architecture.

Community of fate
BMW selected a location 9 kilometers north of Leipzig, in the former East Germany, as the site 
of its new car factory in 2001, with several factors being key to its choice of location. These 
included: qualifying for an EU subsidy of  $454 million towards a total construction cost of 
$1.6 billion;4 a regional tradition of car manufacturing; proximity to other car manufacturers - 
Volkswagen, Opel, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche - and the corresponding skills and knowledge 
base within the area; transport and infrastructural conditions; the stability of the terrain, and, 
critically, the availability of a ‘fl exible’ workforce.5

At the time Leipzig was chosen by BMW for its new site the unemployment rate for the region 
stood at 21% - double that of Western Germany.6 From the position of strength in which this 

1 Eric ALLIEZ and Michel FEHER, ‘Notes on the Sophisticated City’, translated by David BERISS and Astrid 
HUSTVEDT, in Sanford KWINTER and Michel FEHER (eds.), Zone 1/2, (New York: Urzone Inc. 1986), 41
2 Ridley SCOTT, Dir. Blade Runner (1982). In the fi lms opening sequences replicants are introduced, in the form 
an entry from 2012 edition of Webster’s Dictionary, as follows:
Early in the 21st Century, THE TYRELL CORPORATION advanced Robot evolution into the NEXUS phase - a being 
virtually identical to a human - known as a replicant. The NEXUS 6 Replicants were superior in strength and agility, 
and at least equal in intelligence, to the genetic engineers who created them. Replicants were used Off-world as 
slave labor, in the hazardous exploration and colonisation of other planets.
3 Zaha HADID in Todd GANNON,(ed.), Zaha Hadid: BMW Central Building, Leipzig, Germany (New York: 
Princeton Architectural Press, 2006), 19
4 Gail EDMONDSON, ‘BMW Keeps the Home Fires Burning’, Businessweek, May 30, 2005, <http://www.
businessweek.com/magazine/content/05_22/b3935087_mz054.htm> [accessed 27 July, 2009]
5 Ludger PRIES, ‘Cost competition or innovation competition? Lessons from the case of the BMW plant location in 
Leipzig’ in Transfer 1/06, (Spring 2006) :11-29.
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placed BMW its management negotiated with works councils and metal workers’ union IG 
Metall, as the conditions of its investment in Leipzig, to set wages at 20% below those of its 
other plants in Germany,7 and to implement a labour regime based upon variable shift patterns, 
productivity bonuses and the extensive use of a temporary workforce.8 This ‘formula for work’, 
as it was called, was designed by BMW’s management to enable the immediate modulation 
of labour time and productivity in relation to market fl uctuations. As Ludger Pries writes, in his 
study ‘Cost competition or innovation competition? Lessons from the case of the BMW plant 
location in Leipzig’:

From the very beginning, and as a crucial part of the Leipzig offer, the weekly factory running time 
was designed with a wide range of working hours (from 60 to 140 hours). The possibility of a working 
scheme with two and three shifts was agreed upon, and even the two-shift scheme allowed for a 
wide range of working hours (from a model with 8 shifts of 8 hours,or 64 hours weekly; up to a model 
with 11 shifts of 9 hours, or 135 to 144 hours weekly). Based on different systems of short, medium, 
and long working time accounts, this system allows the fl exible adaptation of the working and factory 
running rhythms to the market conditions (with up to 30 Saturday shifts per year without additional 
payments).9

Furthermore, this ‘community of fate’, as it has been described,10 was founded for BMW with 
the cooperation of local government, employment agencies, and the University of Halle in 
establishing a training and recruitment programme, ‘Poleposition’, for the new factory overseen 
by PUUL GmbH, (an enterprise set up for this purpose by BMW itself). Through the agency of 
Poleposition BMW were able to manage effectively the demographics of its prospective workforce 
and thus avoid the imbalances of gender and age found to be problematic at its other plants, such 
as Regensburg, where the greater part of the workforce was maturing at the same age.11

Nervous system
The conditions of labour fl exibility and demographic management that BMW were able to 
secure in Leipzig should not be understood as the result of mere opportunism, however, but 
rather as consistent with the company’s broader movement towards new models of production 
and workplace organisation.

From the 1970s, when it fi rst introduced performance-related pay, BMW has been moving from 
US and European Fordist models of production toward the ‘Toyota system’ of ‘lean production’ and 
‘just in time’ manufacture.12 The adaptation of the workforce to the forms of fl exibility demanded 
by this system is already evident, before its introduction of the shift patterns operating at Leipzig, 
in the company’s practice of moving workers between plants according to changing demand 
for various car models.13 Alongside its adoption of methods adapted from Toyotaism, BMW has 
focused too upon strategies of product innovation and continuous improvement, and the creation 
of the methods of production and labour organisation through which these might be realised. 
Hence they have adopted practices more prevalent within the ‘knowledge economy’ of immaterial 
production, such as the leveling of workplace hierarchies and collaborative team work, in order to 
generate the forms of communication from which ideas and innovation might be realised. 

This emphasis upon communication has, in turn, led BMW to innovations in plant layout and 
circulatory patterns. Preceding the Leipzig plant, for example, the BMW Spartanburg site in 
South Carolina, on whose layout the former is based, placed executive management within the 
same building and fl oor level as production so as to encourage communication between blue 
and white-collar workers.14 At the Leipzig plant itself the production line circuits between the 

6  EDMONDSON, op. cit. (2005).
7  David GOW ‘From Trabant to BMW: the east rises again’ in The Guardian, 17 May, (2005):14
8  PRIES, op. cit. (2006).
‘Some innovative elements of the Leipzig labour regulation regime are related to the payment system. New output-
oriented salary schemes were introduced in certain areas, with a basic salary and bonus payments of up to 21% 
of the basic salary if production targets are reached. There are also individual bonuses according to performance 
and goal attainment (with 3% of the basic salary as a general target step, and 6% and 9% as additional steps). The 
annual bonus payment is oriented around plant seniority – from 25% (less than a year working at BMW) up to 100% 
(three or more years of BMW service),with the start of production in 2005 as the starting date.’
9  Ibid.
10  n.a. in Die Zeit, 13 November, (2003), cited in Vedrana MILJAK and Martin HEIDENREICH, ‘The Leipzig Economic 
Region’, June 2004, <http://www.cetro.uni-oldenburg.de/de/41241.html> [accessed 27 July, 2009]
‘Flexibility is the key-word in the search for the secret of east German success. Never mind the fact that workers in the east 
work 100 hours more per year than their western counterparts: They are also prepared to accept inconvenient working hours. 
In this way BMW negotiated a „BMW-formula for work“ with the IG-Metall for its Leipzig plant. Their aim was fl exible working-
hours to increase the usage of the factory and thereby higher productivity. There are fl exible weekly working-hours, which 
can vary between 38 and 44 hours depending on the number of orders, week-ends included.... In the east employees and 
employers are forming a kind of “community of fate”. 
11 n.a. ‘BMW-Leipzig, Germany: Increasing the labour market participation of underrepresented groups – women’, 
Eurofound, the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, <http://www.eurofound.
europa.eu/areas/qualityofwork/betterjobs/cases/de02bmw.htm> [accessed 27 July, 2009]
12  EDMONDSON, op. cit. (2006) 
13  Ibid.
14   Phil PATTON, ‘Drive-Thru Offi ce’ in Metropolis, July 2005, <http://www.metropolismag.com/story/20050613/
drive-thru-offi ce> [accessed 29 July, 2009]
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three main production areas - assembly, body in white, and the paint shop - so that these are 
clustered around an inner core forming the site of the central building which is conceived as its 
‘communication hub’ or ‘central nervous system’.  Through this central building the circuits of 
production are joined to those of communication [fi g.1].

[fi g.1] Aerial perspective showing 
clustering of production facilities 
around Central Building, BMW 
Leipzig

Where the Fordist factory, paradigmatically exemplifi ed at Ford’s River Rouge Plant “was 
constructed according to a single idea of simplifi cation of the fl ow of materials”,15 with raw 
materials entering at its starting point and the commodity appearing at its end, the fl ows that 
constitute the post-Fordist production process at BMW Leipzig are structured around more 
complex, networked and recursive patterns which are not simply material, but composed too of 
ideational, affective and communicational components.
In the competition brief through which architects were invited to submit their designs, the routing 
of the production line through the central building, accommodating the main entrance lobby, the 
offi ce areas and the refectory, is described as rendering the ‘quality of the product transparent 
in the centre of work activities’.16 The production line serves thus both its functional duties and, 
symbolically, as the thread which unites the plant’s workforce within a coherent network. To 
this form of symbolic mediation is added the direction that the Central Building must serve as 
‘a “marketplace” for information’ which will, through the design of its architecture, ‘signifi cantly 
improve communication’.17 To be strategically located within this centre of communication too is 
the ‘audit bureau’ where all employees will contribute their knowledge and experience to issues 
of ‘quality’, as cars are selectively removed from the production line for collective inspection 
and assessment.

In this model of labour organisation all employees must play their part in the communicative 
process through which knowledge is produced. This, in turn, requires that they perceive 
themselves to be part of a collective enterprise, that visible signs of hierarchical structures 
are absent, and that communication fl ows between employees uninhibited by issues of rank 
or authority. Hence where the project’s planner and supervisor, Peter Claussen, complains of 
other plants that shop-fl oor workers “didn’t feel they could speak up”,18 at Leipzig they were to 
be encouraged, through the design of the working environment, to do so. 

The task assigned to architecture here is then to articulate the material fl ows of industrial 
production with the circulatory patterns of the workforce; to design a spatial environment through 
which the perceptual, affective, and communicational capacities of employees are collectively 
engaged with the technical supervision and development of the production process and its 
product. In this respect the practices of immaterial labour and the Marxian theory of general 
intellect are highly pertinent to the analysis of the architecture of the Central Building and merit, 
at this point, further elaboration.

General Intellect, Metropolisisation and the Production of Space
Marx’s account of general intellect is to be found in the so-called ‘Fragment on Machines’ 
(Notebooks VI and VII) of his Grundrisse. Here he outlines the possibilities for the supersession 
of capitalism through the contradictions produced in its increasing development of mechanised 
labour. With the coming of the ‘automatic system of machinery’, of the ‘automaton consisting 
of numerous mechanical and intellectual organs’, he writes, ‘the workers themselves are cast 
merely as its conscious linkages.’19 On the one hand this development absorbs the worker’s 
direct labour and skills within the ‘self-moving’ apparatus of the automated machine so that 
knowledge is concentrated in fi xed capital. Marx describes this process as the ‘appropriation of 
living labour by objectifi ed labour’ and, in Capital, as the movement from ‘formal subsumption’, 

15  Federico BUCCI, Albert Kahn: Architect of Ford (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002), 52
16   n.a. Realisierungswettbewerb BMW Werk Leipzig - Zentralgebäude, translated for the author(2001): 3 
17   Ibid., 3
18  PATTON, op. cit. (2005)
19  Karl MARX, Grundrisse: Introduction to the Critique of Political Economy, translated by Martin 
NICOLAUS (London: Penguin, 1973), 692
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where a preexistent form of labour is ‘subsumed to capital (in its own process) and the 
capitalist intervenes in its process as its director, manager’,20 to ‘real subsumption’ where, with 
the introduction of large-scale mechanised industry, the forms and processes of labour are 
produced directly by and for capital itself. On the other hand the ‘conscious linkages’, to which 
workers are now reduced in the production process, are joined together in a new social relation, 
produced by capital, so as to ‘supervise’ its machinery. In this process capital invests in the 
value of the social subject’s knowledge as a collective capacity, rather than in its individuated 
physical labour power:

He [the worker]steps to the side of the production process instead of being its chief actor. In this 
transformation, it is neither the direct human labour he himself performs, nor the time during which he 
works, but rather the appropriation of his own general productive power, his understanding of nature 
and his mastery over it by virtue of his presence as a social body - it is, in a word, the development of 
the social individual which appears as the great foundation-stone of production and of wealth.21

Whilst this social relation is produced within and for capital, it nonetheless has the potential 
to operate independently, as a form of ‘general intellect’, through which its knowledge can be 
further developed as a potential weapon against capital itself. This is particularly the case, 
notes Marx, given the tendency of mechanisation, in taking over from human labour power, to 
increase the time of ‘non-labour’ available to the subject in which to develop this knowledge. 
Hence the contradiction which Marx identifi es at the heart of capitalism’s developmental logic:

Capital is the moving contradiction...it calls to life all the powers of science and of nature, as of social 
combination and of social intercourse, in order to make the creation of wealth independent (relatively) 
of the labour time employed on it. On the other side, it wants to use labour time as the measuring rod 
for the giant social forces thereby created, and to confi ne them within the limits required to maintain 
the already created value as value. Forces of production and social relations - two different sides of 
the development of the social individual - appear to capital as mere means, and are merely means 
for it to produce on its limited foundation. In fact, however, they are the material conditions to blow 
this foundation sky-high.22

The analysis of the relations between capital, knowledge and social forms contained in the 
‘Fragment on Machines’ has been central to the current of Italian Marxism that spans from 
Operaism and Autonomia in the 1960s and 70s, to the contemporary post-autonomist thought 
of fi gures such as Toni Negri, Paolo Virno and Maurizio Lazzarato. Engaging this passage’s 
conceptual apparatus in the analysis, fi rstly, of class composition and labour organisation in 
post-war Italy, and latterly to more globalised and post-Fordist perspectives, the account of 
general intellect in whose contradictions Marx placed such signifi cance has been critically 
elaborated within this current. The general perspective that has emerged from its analyses, 
though not without signifi cant differences in infl ection, is that capitalism has thus far escaped 
the (for it) catastrophic implications of its contradictory development through the practice of 
reappropriation: by drawing upon those elements of general intellect which evolve outside of its 
immediate sphere, that is, as a reservoir of ideas and practices for its own further development. 
The reinscription of the critique of hierarchy produced around the events and legacy of May 
68 within new managerial practices serves as one example of this tendency. Capitalism’s 
engagement with the processes of general intellect is most marked, however, in the context 
of the development of the new economies - media, marketing, travel, public relations, etc. 
- which are founded upon the monetisation of communication, affect and perception; the so-
called ‘cognitive capitalism’ which is the product of immaterial labour. 

At the same time, however, the ‘Fragment on Machines’ also suggests to the thinkers of this 
Marxian current certain radical implications apparently unrecognised by Marx himself, namely 
that it is now ‘living labour’ which is the subject and the motive force of development, and not 
capital itself, which is capable only of appropriating the former’s knowledge, practice and social 
forms of being for its own purposes. As Virno argues in his essay ‘Virtuosity and Revolution: 
The Political Theory of Exodus’:

Marx conceives general intellect as “a scientifi c capacity” objectifi ed within the system of machines, 
and thus as fi xed capital. He thereby reduces the external or public quality of intellect to the 
technological application of natural sciences to the process of production. The crucial step consist 
rather in highlighting to the full the way in which general intellect...comes to represent itself fi nally 
as a direct attribute of living labor, as a repertoire of diffuse intelligentsia, as a “score” that creates a 
common bond among the members of the multitude.23

It is within this ‘multitude’, with its collective and non-hierarchical practices of communication and 
knowledge production, that Hardt and Negri locate the radical potential of an ‘emerging political 

20 KARL Marx, Capital, Volume I. translated by Ben FOWKES (London: Penguin,1976), 1019
21  MARX, op. cit. (1973), 705
22 Ibid., p.706.
23  Paolo VIRNO, ‘Virtuosity and Revolution: The Political Theory of Exodus’ in HARDT and VIRNO Hardt (eds.), 
Radical Thought in Italy: A Potential Politics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 93
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subject’. Whilst Hardt and Negri, amongst others within this current, have tended to locate the 
fi gure of the multitude within post-Fordist modes of immaterial labour which supersede those 
of the factory and the production line, general intellect has also been understood to operate in 
conjunction with these modes of material labour by some, including Virno and Lazzarato. As 
Lazzarato observes:

The opposition between manual labour and intellectual labour, or between material labour and 
immaterial labour, risks failing to grasp the new nature of the productive activity which integrates and 
transforms this separation.24

In this reading, general intellect is not positioned as necessarily exterior to the factory, and is in 
fact employed within it as a means of refashioning the relation of the worker to the production 
process, so that, as Lazzarato continues, ‘today it is “the soul of the worker which must 
come down into the factory”. It’s his personality, his subjectivity which must be organised and 
commanded.’25 Understood in this capacity, the operation of general intellect becomes a useful 
model through which to grasp the organisational paradigm employed by BMW at their Leipzig 
plant, with its concern to mobilise the perceptual, affective, and communicational capacities of 
its workforce as a supervisory and creative adjunct to its production process. 

Whilst the relation of general intellect to modes of production and labour has been subject to 
considerable analysis and argument, however,  its implications for what Lefebvre termed the 
‘production of space’ - the construction of spaces through which the social relations of production 
are reproduced, through means of historically determinant political, philosophical and aesthetic 
categories in urban planning and architectural design - has been generally neglected. In this 
regard, some recent remarks by Negri, though not in themselves directly answering to this 
neglect, suggest a basis from which an analysis of the production of a space of general intellect 
might be projected, and do so in a fashion particularly relevant to the architectural design of the 
Hadid’s Central Building at BMW Leipzig. 

In the ‘Multitude and Metropolis’ seminars that ran between 2005 and 2006 at the International 
College of Philosophy in Paris, Negri located the site of general intellect within a specifi cally 
metropolitan space:

Exploitation is no longer a matter of capturing two additional hours of labor from the individual worker, 
but instead the power to capture the communication taking place in the great spaces of the city, 
and the larger the space the larger the accumulation will be. The city is thus defi ned by a continual 
metropolisization. This is one of the ways in which capital [asserts] its power today, faced with the 
impossibility of maintaining it with respect to specifi c factories and determinate relationships.26

Here Negri posited the space of the metropolis as one which produces, or at least accommodates, 
the social relations in which the multitude is able to thrive. ‘The pleasure of being in the city’ he 
elaborates, ‘the pleasure of living there, its wealth, is this; a wealth of language, of expression, 
of affective relationships and networks.’27 Negri’s contention here is that capital appropriates 
this wealth by relocating its processes of accumulation, from the factory to the metropolis, 
in accordance with its shift from a material to an immaterial mode of production. Leaving to 
one side the problems alluded to above in Negri’s suggestion of the absolute supersession 
of material production by immaterial production, this contention is signifi cant in positing a 
necessary relationship between the space of the metropolis and the social forms in which 
general intellect is manifested.

Moishe Postone, in his Time, Labour and Social Domination: A reinterpretation of Marx’s 
critical theory, returns to the thesis originally presented by Marx in the Grundrisse that it is 
capital, in its development of automated means of production, that moves the worker ‘to the 
side of the production process’ and thus forges a new ‘social body’ composed of conscious 
linkages between workers who are now cast in a supervisory role. Here he argues, against 
what he terms ‘traditional Marxism’, for a ‘critique of labour in capitalism’, as opposed to a 
‘critique of capitalism through labour’.28 Whereas in traditional Marxism, that is, the proletariat 
is charged with the historic mission of overcoming capitalism, Postone argues, following Marx, 
that the proletariat has itself been constituted, through and for capital’s production process, 
as an historically specifi c class,29 and thus the relations through which it is maintained must 
themselves be overcome. ‘Overcoming capitalism’, he writes ‘also involves overcoming the 

24  Maurizio LAZZARATO, ‘Immaterial Labor’, <www.generation-online.org/c/fcimmateriallabour3.htm> [accessed 
13 August, 2009]
25  Ibid.
26  Antonio NEGRI, translated from the “Multitude and Metropolis” seminar at the Paris International College of 
Philosophy, 2005-06, <http://www.parisgabriel.blogspot.com/> [accessed July 8, 2009]
27  Ibid.
28  Moishe POSTONE, Time, Labor and Social Domination: A reinterpretation of Marx’s critical theory (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press,1993), 16
29  Ibid., 4
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concrete labor done by the proletariat’.30 Postone’s account of the relations between capital, 
labour and social being not only parts company, in this sense, with traditional Marxism, but 
also presents an alternative reading to the ‘Fragment on Machines’ from that offered by the 
post-autonomist current of Negri, Virno, Lazzarato, et al. Whereas the latter fi gures ‘correct’ 
Marx by positioning ‘living labour’ and the forms of social being it produces as preexistent to 
their appropriation by capital, Postone insists, with Marx, that it is the process of capitalism’s 
development and its organisation of labour which produces forms of social being. ‘Marx’s 
critical theory’, he writes, ‘tries to show that labor in capitalism plays a historically unique role 
in mediating social relations, and to elucidate the consequences of that form of mediation.’31 
It follows that for Postone it is capital which is primarily agentic in the production of forms of 
subjectivity adequate to its production process. In other words capital is the subject, though a 
unique and ‘remarkable’ one, and not the proletariat, nor indeed, it might be extrapolated form 
this thesis, the multitude:

...there is no linear continuum between the demands and conceptions of the working class historically 
constituting and asserting itself, and the needs, demands, and conceptions that point beyond 
capitalism. The latter - which might include a need for self-fulfi lling activity, for example - would 
not be limited to the sphere of consumption and to issues of distributive justice, but would call into 
question the nature of work and the structure of objective constraints that characterize capitalism. 
This suggests that a critical theory of capitalism and its possible overcoming must entail a theory of 
the social constitution of such needs and forms of consciousness - one able to address qualitative 
historical transformations in subjectivity and to understand social movements in these terms.32

On this basis Postone challenges any straightforward privileging of collective over individual 
forms of social being. Since both the direct labour of the atomised individual and the ‘conscious 
linkages’ of general intellect are ‘historical transformations’ produced by capital, as subject, 
the movement from the one to the other cannot represent a process of linear ‘progression’ in 
which the fi nal stage would be to liberate collectivity from its exploitation by capital. ‘Just as 
Marx did not criticize capitalism from the standpoint of industrial production’, he writes, ‘he 
did not positively evaluate the collectivity, in which all persons are parts, as the standpoint 
from which to criticize the individual.’33 Hence gestures towards the progressive character of 
collectivity contained within ‘urbanised’ architectural strategies are similarly undermined. Rather 
these are to be understood, from this perspective, as spatial productions serving an historically 
specifi c mode of production in which cognitive, communicational and affective capacities are 
valorised.

A number of perspectives relevant to the analysis of Hadid’s Central Building at BMW Leipzig 
emerge from these accounts of general intellect. Firstly, that as automated means of industrial 
production are developed direct labour moves ‘to the side’ of the production process, and the 
‘conscious linkages’ between workers are then cultivated in order to fulfi ll a supervisory role. 
Secondly, as underlined in Postone’s account of Marx, that it is capital, and not living labour, 
which produces forms of social being through its organisation of labour. Thirdly, as Virno and 
Lazzarato argue is now the case, the contemporary factory is reorganised to incorporate 
elements of immaterial labour within industrial production. Fourthly, and according to Negri, 
that the forms of social being in which general intellect prevails are served by metropolitan and 
urban spatial conditions. Finally, from Postone, that it is around the production of subjectivity 
that critique must be focused. 

Complexity articulated and the design of the Central Building

The design of the Central Building operates across two interrelated registers: the organisational 
and the affective. In the fi rst of these registers the programme stipulated by BMW - that the Central 
Building operate as ‘a “marketplace” for information’ and ‘signifi cantly improve communication’ 
- is served through a strategic coordination of the fl ows of the factory’s machinery, product and 
workforce. In the second register the qualities of these organisational fl ows are made visible to 
the workforce, its visitors, and, in mediated form, to a wider public, as a form of reklamearchitektur 
(advertising architecture, to recall Tafuri’s account of Mendelsohn’s department stores), in the 
formal and material qualities immanent to the architecture.

Whereas the innovative layout of the plant at BMW - with the three main production 
buildings linked in a clustered formation - signals, as at the Spartanburg site, a shift toward 
an organisational model in which patterns of circulation prevail over linear and unidirectional 
processes, the individual buildings which accommodate the different stages of production do so 
in a fashion which remains essentially Fordist in design. It is to the Central Building, then, that 
the task of articulating modes of immaterial production within material production, and of fi nding 
new architectural means to do so, is principally devolved.

30  Ibid., 28
31  Ibid., 16
32  Ibid., 37
33  Ibid., 32
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[fi g. 2] Vector diagram, BMW 
Leipzig Central Building, Zaha 
Hadid Architects, 2005 

[fi g. 3] Plan, BMW Leipzig 
Central Building, Zaha Hadid 
Architects, 2005

[fi g. 4] Aerial perspective, BMW 
Leipzig Central Building, Zaha 
Hadid Architects, 2005 

Ford’s architect, Albert Kahn, standardised the design of industrial constructions in the modernist 
period according to the formula of a “one-story structure of incombustible materials, with 
enormous uninterrupted fl oor spaces under one roof, with a minimum number of columns”.34 
This formula was ultimately derived, as Federico Bucci clarifi es in his study of Kahn, from 
the functional requirements of servicing the production line: ‘the form of the building was 
determined by its fl oor plan; and in turn, the fl oor plan was determined by the manufacturing 
fl ow.’35 Where multiple, and more complex determinants now arise within the organisational 
models of immaterial production, however, correspondingly more complex means of servicing 
these are required.  

Hadid’s response to such demands, where the architecture of the Central Building was required 
to productively articulate the plant’s multiple fl ows and circuits, was to explore their dynamics 
through a series of vector diagrams [fi g.2,3,4]. This technique, which Hadid herself describes 
as a process in which she is attempting to ‘turn space into linear lines’, is, she acknowledges, a 
generic tool employed in a number of her projects including, for example, the MAXXI Museum 
in Rome.36 In the case of the Central building, however, this diagrammatic method serves the 
specifi c task of channelling the movements of the plant’s workforce according to the programme 
of communication advanced by its managers. The circulatory pattern is so organised as to direct 
all of the plant’s employees to regularly pass the ‘audit area’ described above, for instance, 
where faults in production are exhibited through representative examples from the production 
line [fi g. 5]. Hence the attention of the plant’s workers is, through the ‘vectorisation’ of the plant’s 
diagram, unavoidably confronted with factors to which must they must attend in addition to 
their individual roles within the production process. They are encouraged through such means, 
recalling Claussen’s comments regarding workers’ participation, to ‘speak up’ and assume 
collective responsibility for standards of production.

34  BUCCI, op. cit. (2002), 106
35  Ibid., 76
36  OBRIST, op. cit. (2007), 84
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The vectors of the circulatory pattern also channel the workforce into a form of apparent 
collectivity by having all employees enter its diagram at the same point, and by having this 
entrance open out immediately on to a large open area designated a ‘market place’ which 
includes a cafeteria [fi g. 6]. As with the audit area, though less directly instrumental to specifi c 
tasks within the production process, this ‘market place’ is designed to promote communication 
between workers as they pass one another in this area or congregate in its cafeteria. Whatever 
the realities of how this space is used by employees, and without discounting the potentials for 
subversion that may exist here, the intentions of the plant’s management are not, of course, 
to promote communication as an open-ended social practice, but to guide the workforce 
towards forms of socialisation through which a collective discourse relevant and useful to the 
business of the plant is illicited. Ideally, at least, and according to the tour guides who explain 
the function of the ‘market place’ to visitors, it is used by workers to exchange their knowledge 
and experience of work so that this will, in turn, be fed back into working practices and their 
‘continual improvement’.

Here, then, we fi nd exemplifi ed the incorporation of new modes of  immaterial labour within the 
traditional spheres of material labour referred to above by Virno and Lazzarato. It is signifi cant, 
in terms of spatial production, however, that this act of incorporation cannot be realised 
within the conventional architectural forms of the factory, but is instead achieved through 
the introduction of a mediatory space through which complex circulatory programmes are 
mobilised. Through these programmes - exhaustively diagrammed and ‘vectorised’ by Hadid to 
achieve the outcomes envisioned by the plant’s managers - the movements and occupational 
patterns of the workforce are made to produce and disseminate, as instances of immaterial 
labour, knowledge and discourse derived from the experience of their material labour. This 
collectively produced knowledge then feeds back into the production process as a means to its 
further advancement. From the managerial perspective, then, it is not the workforce itself, not 
their collective formation as such, but the knowledge produced through this formation which is 
primarily valorised in this circulatory pattern.

Recalling, in this context, Hadid’s ambition to ‘urbanize the site’ of BMW Leipzig, and 
Schumacher’s claims to be reproducing there the ‘complexity and the unpredictability of 
city life’ through its circulatory diagram, Negri’s account of the instrumentalisation of the 
relationship between the metropolis and general intellect within contemporary processes of 
capital accumulation would appear here to be confi rmed. Yet, given that this relationship is 
here reproduced as an artifi ce constructed within the factory, it considerably complicates and 
problematises Negri’s initial thesis on metropolisisation and the ‘impossibility’, for power, of 
exercising control within this realm of production. 

In the example of BMW Leipzig, at least, capital does not appropriate for itself the cognitive 
values of general intellect to be found in the metropolis, but produces its own version of this 
space so as to illicit and channel general intellect within its own production process. If it is 
thus able to produce a space which is, in turn, productive of the social relations it means to 
instrumentalise, then this further suggests that it is capital, and not living labour, that is the 

[fi g. 5] Audit area, BMW Leipzig 
Central Building, Zaha Hadid 

Architects, 2005

[fi g. 6] ‘Market place’ and 
cafeteria, BMW Leipzig Central 

Building, Zaha Hadid Architects, 
2005
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primary agentic force here. It might be said, in terms of spatial production, then, that Negri 
recognises a process of formal subsumption, within the practice of appropriation he terms 
‘metropolisization’, whereas what contemporary architecture such as Hadid’s achieves is a real 
subsumption of metropolitan spatial forms to capital.

The architectural means of this real subsumption are not restricted to the diagrammatic 
organisation of circulatory patterns alone, however, and also employed here is the manipulation 
of the architectural section. Rather than stack the building’s programmes one atop the other 
within discrete fl oors assigned to specifi c functions, the fl oor-plates are modulated by inclines, 
openings and cantilevers [fi g.7]. This sectional modulation is designed to provide the spatial 
articulation of ‘openness’, complexity and ‘social layering’ sought by Hadid in line with her 
conception of the project as according to her urbanisitic spatial model:

The idea is that you have a wide range of activities happening together in one space. There’s a mix 
of blue- and white-collar areas, which prevents an exclusive domain from being established. Another 
interesting element is the transformation of a production fi eld into an urban fi eld.37

To these urban elements of the project are added the mobilisation of landscape as a further 
spatial trope through which the organisational and affective capacities of the project are 
pursued. Landscape and topography are, as much as the urban, recurrent models of spatial 
organisation within Hadid’s oeuvre and as she remarks of the Central Building in particular, 
‘the interior structure has a landscape quality to it’.38 Such ‘landscape qualities’ are particularly 
evident in the terraced ‘cascades’ (as Hadid describes these) which accommodate the plant’s 
planning and administrative offi ces [fi gs. 8,9]. Whilst in their open, undivided, layout these 

37  OBRIST, op. cit. (2007), 64-5

38  Ibid., 65

[fi g. 7] Sections, BMW Leipzig 
Central Building, Zaha Hadid 
Architects, 2005

[fi g. 8] Open offi ces, BMW 
Leipzig Central Building, Zaha 
Hadid Architects, 2005

[fi g. 8] Open offi ces, BMW 
Leipzig Central Building, Zaha 
Hadid Architects, 2005
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offi ces evidently recall an earlier form of ‘offi ce landscape’ � that of the Bürolandschaft model 
developed in West Germany in the 1950s by the Quickborner team of management consultants 
- the extent of their ‘landscaping’ is taken beyond the reorganisation of conventional offi ce 
fl oor space that concerned the original model. Through the topographically modeled inclination 
of their terraces the offi ces are joined, physically and visually, to the broader ‘landscape’ of 
the Central Building and its ‘open’ conditions achieved through the open trusses providing its 
structural support [fi g. 10].

This ‘opening’ of the workspace through the manipulation of the section is, in its appropriation of 
urban and landscape morphologies, intended to serve a managerial agenda of de-hierarchising 
the workplace. In the section of BMW’s 2004 annual report addressing the progress of the 
Central Building the company announce:

On the one hand, this building is to serve as the main entrance for employees and visitors. On 
the other, it is to be the site of all the plant’s planning and administrative employees’ workplaces. 
Their desks are situated in a single, albeit intricately terraced area which extends over several open 
levels (the so-called “cascades”). There are no hierarchies or managers’ offi ces in this open space, 
just 740 identical workplaces for everyone from the trainee to the plant director. Here everyone is 
immediately accessible to everyone else. “Structure creates behaviour” is the motto, and the open 
structure of the central building creates greater motivation, more intensive communication and thus 
higher productivity.39

If, however, the open conditions of Hadid’s urbanised and landscaped architecture work to 
produce an environment in which conventional workplace hierarchies and boundaries have been 
relinquished, it does not follow that power and control have also absented themselves from this 
scene. Rather they operate through mechanisms which are now immanent to the production 
of space as opposed to being relayed through a disciplinary chain of command. As Boltanski 
and Chiapello have commented, in their critical analysis of such developments, the solution 
to controlling the workforce to which contemporary management is now drawn ‘is for people 
to control themselves, which involves transferring constraints from external organizational 
mechanisms to people’s internal dispositions’.40 In the particular case of the Central Building it 
is the spatial production of visibility and accessibility through which this power to produce self-
control is directly mobilised. Through the recognition that their activity is transparent to their co-
workers, that is, the requisite dispositions of each worker towards communication, availability 
and productivity are effectively internalised.

The mode of spatial production through which these dispositions are illicited is, in its appropriation 
of urban morphologies and internalised landscapes, fundamentally distinct to that of the modernist 
period. Whereas the architectural production of large-scale, continuous interior volumes was 
a prerequisite for the Fordist mode of industrial production, their ‘openness’ was largely one of 
undifferentiated ‘abstract space’ - a purely quantitative and homogenous dimension, to follow 
Lefebvre’s use of this categorisation, according with capitalism’s purely quantitative mode of 
production. Control was exercised over this space through surveillance - the panoptical means 
which Foucault identifi es with disciplinary society41 - through the measurement of outputs and 
the observation of labour by foremen and supervisors. The mechanisms of control operating 
within BMW in Leipzig, in contrast to this, are achieved through the production of differentiated 
adjacencies and proximities and modeled on the complexities of urban space. Hence whilst 
the interior of the building is, in one sense ‘open’, it is not so in the same fashion as that of the 
homogenous and ‘abstract’ space of the modernist factory or offi ce space. As Hadid remarks of 
the project’s ‘openness’: ‘[a]lthough the structure is open, it’s the layering that makes it complex. 
Our idea was to achieve openness, layering and complexity simultaneously’.42 Concurring with 
Hadid’s emphasis on achieving complexity within the Central Building, Schumacher elaborates 
on this point:

39  n.a. ‘BMW Annual Report 2004’, <http://www.bmwgroup.com/e/0_0_www_bmwgroup_com/investor_relations/fi -
nanzberichte/geschaeftsberichte/2004/pdfs/werden_werkes.pdf> [accessed August 24, 2009]
40  Luc BOLTANSKI and Eve CHIAPELLO, The New Spirit of Capitalism, translated by Gregory ELLIOT (London 
and New York: Verso, 2007), 80
41  Michel FOUCAULT, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, translated by Alan Sheridan (London: Pen-
guin, 1977)
42  OBRIST, op. cit. (2007), 64
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This conjunction of complexity and urban simulation, and its capacity to operate as a means 
of post-disciplinary control, suggests a realisation of  what Eric Alliez and Michel Feher have 
described as the ‘sophisticated city’ where, they write, ‘power becomes truly immanent to its 
object’ (with the ‘object’ here being the postindustrial city).43 In their reading of the fi lm Blade 
Runner, they deduce in its representations of a futuristic urbanism the movement from the 
surveillance-based mechanisms of disciplinary society to those of ‘sophistication’ - by which term 
they understand the combination of ‘complexity, artifi ciality and the production of simulacra’ - 
and the role of the city as the medium through which new means of control are exercised.44 ‘“Big 
Brother”’, they write, ‘is less interested in spying on the community, an endangered species, 
than in “producing” one, in the cinematographic sense of the term.’45

BMW Leipzig can be understood as a realisation of this ‘sophisticated city’ in its capacity to 
produce a disposition towards community, which is, in turn, productive of ‘self-control’ through 
the means of an architecture given in the form of an urban simulation. Furthermore, the 
‘cinematographic’ dimension of production referred to by Alliez and Feher is echoed in the 
account of the Central Building’s architecture by Lars Teichmann, its project architect: ‘The 
Central Building was designed to be predominantly functional, but it complies equally with 
representational requirements, presenting the brand in an almost cinematic way’.46 Hence, the 
powers of this spatial production are not, then, confi ned to its physical capacity to organise, 
distribute and channel the movements of the workforce into desired forms of affective behaviour, 
but extend too to the properties of affect which are immanent to the architecture and design of 
the Central Building. 

As is argued by Alliez and Feher, in their account of the ‘sophisticated city’, ‘surveillance is 
replaced by simulation or, more precisely, projection replaces recording.’47 From this perspective 
the production line which is routed through the Central Building, for instance, serves as a 
‘projection’ of urban conditions into its envelope [fi gs. 11,12]. Whereas the cars which are 
conveyed along this line act as the material signifi er of a more or less explicit message - that 
‘quality is the achievement of all employees’48 - their elevated movement, recalling that of an 

43  ALLIEZ and FEHER, op. cit. (1986), 41
44  Ibid., 54
45  Ibid., 48

46  Lars TEICHMANN in GANNON, op. cit. (2006), 11
47  ALLIEZ and FEHER, op. cit. (1986), 48
48  n.a. ‘BMW Annual Report 2004’, op. cit.

[fi g. 11] Reception area showing 
elevated production line, BMW 
Leipzig Central Building, Zaha 
Hadid Architects, 2005

[fi g. 10] Interior elevations, 
BMW Leipzig Central 
Building, Zaha Hadid 
Architects, 2005
The byline for BMW could 
be “articulated complexity.” 
In the building, we attempt 
to deploy architectural 
language and formal 
discipline to organize a series 
of connections and to orient 
various fl ows—of people, 
of space, of automobiles—
within a very large, deep 
space. The ambition was 
not to invent complexity, but 
rather to make apparent and 
clarify the complexities that 
were already inherent in the 
project…1

1  Patrik SCHUMACHER in GAN-
NON, op. cit. (2006), 19
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overhead urban rail line, together with the lighting effects which emphasise their path through 
the building, operate in an affective register suggestive of metropolitan sensory experience. 

In addition to these urban simulations, the more abstract qualities of the plant’s organisational 
circuits are also rendered as visual and tactile elements of the architecture so as to suggest 
the smooth and controlled fashion in which complexity is articulated [fi g. 13]. As Schumacher 
elaborates in this context:

We employed only homogenous, continuous materials such as concrete and welded steel; we strove 
to eliminate as many columns as possible; and we minimized the number of corners…The eye is 
drawn along continuous concrete walls; seamless, welded steel handrails; even the conveyor belts 
overhead. These lines fl ow in parallel, they bifurcate, they travel up and down through the section, 
but always tangentially [...] Here, the eye never comes to rest. As one moves around a corner, new 
vistas open up in all directions. In the best instances, it almost gives one a sense of fl ying.49

As Schumacher also underlines, the design of the Central Building is directed, in the fi rst 
instance, by an experiential agenda which, at times, is allowed to override strictly functional 
considerations:

All of the structure was oriented to trace the lines of movement through the building, to emphasize 
these linear trajectories. [...] You will notice many instances where the steel roof beams are curved to 
follow the fl ows. These are not the most effi cient ways to span these distances, but as the structure is 
such a major component of the visual fi eld, we felt it necessary that it work beyond its role as support 
to become an orienting device within the space.50 

The aesthetics of controlled convergence, bifurcation and continuous mobility referred to here 
are particularly evident too in the exterior cladding of the Central Building [fi gs.14,15]. Here 
the vector diagrams used to plan the building’s circulation patterns [fi g. 2], with their parallel 
trajectories and radial curves, appear to re-emerge, translated into an abstract form of ornament, 
through which organisational paradigms are made available to the senses as aesthetic qualities. 

49  GANNON, op. cit. (2006), 20
50  Ibid., 92

[fi g. 12] Section showing 
exposed production line, BMW 
Leipzig Central Building, Zaha 

Hadid Architects, 2005

[fi g. 13] Roof framing, BMW 
Leipzig Central Building, Zaha 

Hadid Architects, 2005
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Together with the shaping of structural elements to follow circulatory paths, and the continuities 
emphasised by the building materials, these vectorised forms work to reinforce, affectively, the 
diagram by which the workforce is physically mobilised and distributed.

Conclusion

In the sense that architectural form is employed in the Central Building to give qualitative 
expression to organisational paradigms currently valorised within capitalism, it represents 
a contemporary example of the reklamearchitektur identifi ed by Tafuri in his accounts of 
the work of Erich Mendelsohn and Norman Bel Geddes. This dimension of architecture as 
publicity is underscored too by the fact that the plant is open to public tours, and that the 
Central Building has been extensively featured in advertisements for BMW. It is also the 
case, however, that such publicity represents only an ideal experience of the conditions 
of experience within contemporary capitalism. From the perspective of labour, in contrast, 
conditions at BMW Leipzig are likely to be experienced as precarious, particularly for its large 
numbers of temporarily contracted workers. Through the contractual arrangements imposed 
upon the workforce by BMW’s management, the hours of work, and therefore wage levels, are 
rendered immediately contingent upon the fl uctuations of both the immediate sales market 
and global economic conditions, (as is evident from the extensive lay offs resulting from the 
global recession beginning in 2008).51 Hence the formal ‘articulation of complexity’ of Hadid’s 
architecture ultimately expresses the capacity of corporations such as BMW to manage 
productively, and effi ciently, the complexity of the economy, whilst the means through which 
they do so only renders the subjects of its replicant urbanism more vulnerable to variations 
actually experienced not as smooth transitions, but as abrupt, unpredictable and turbulent. 
Furthermore, given the tensions that can be expected to result form these experiences, the 
relinquishing of hierarchies and the encouragement of cooperative forms of labour might serve 
not only to achieve ‘higher productivity’, but also (though not always successfully), to remove 

51  In November 2008 500 temporary workers were dismissed from employment at the Leipzig plant. Source: Ludwig 
NIETHAMMER, ‘Germany: Temporary workers are fi rst victims of recession’, World Socialist Web Site,12 January 
2009, <http://www.wsws.org/articles/2009/jan2009/germ-j12.shtml> [accessed 28 August 2009]

[fi g. 14] Section showing 
cladding detail, BMW Leipzig 
Central Building, Zaha Hadid 
Architects, 2005

[fi g. 15] Exterior cladding, BMW 
Leipzig Central Building, Zaha 
Hadid Architects, 2005
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the possibility for antagonisms to develop between workers and management52. Hence, in 
conclusion, in both its physical   distribution of the plant’s employees, and in its management 
of affect, Hadid’s architecture is designed to shape forms of subjectivity according to the 
contemporary demands of the production process, and to serve contemporary mechanisms 
of control through its simulation of urban complexity.

52  In March  2006, around 1,000 workers staged a short strike at BMW Leipzig as part of wider series of protest 
actions against wage levels organised by IG Metall, the metal worker’s union, across Germany at the time. Source: 
n.a. ‘Workers Struggles: Europe, Middle East & Africa’, World Socialist Web Site, 31 March 2006, < http://www.wsws.
org/articles/2006/mar2006/wkrs-m31.shtml > [accessed 28 August 2009]
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Abstract
During an intense period of industrialization and urbanization in Canada at the turn of the century, the 
Rocky Mountains were developed as an iconic region of wilderness tourism for the nation. Crucial 
to this landscape image was the Canadian Pacifi c Railway (CPR), which opened rail access to the 
region and built a chain of high-profi le hotels through it. By tracing how the CPR developed and 
promoted the Rocky Mountains, this paper illuminates the active construction of a national landscape 
to be primarily experienced from the railway and through railway-built infrastructures. 

Introduction
Wilderness occupies a central place in the Canadian imagination, as demonstrated by the 
ongoing importance of such natural places and symbols as the maple leaf, canoe, and high 
arctic. One manifestation of this sensibility is a widespread pride in national parks, and a romantic 
attachment to the environments they contain, including the Rocky Mountains. However, the 
history of these parks reveals complex relationships between wilderness, development and 
nationalism. Crucial to the foundation of what are now seen as public, natural preserves were 
the construction efforts of the most prominent private company of the time, the Canadian Pacifi c 
Railway (CPR) Company. This paper traces the involvement of the CPR in Rocky Mountain 
tourism from 1885, when the railway fi rst opened access to the area, to 1928, when the Banff 
Springs Hotel was rebuilt in what was by then seen as a national architectural style appropriate 
to a wilderness setting. 

As environmental historians have pointed out, ‘wilderness’ is never a single, physical state of 
pristine land. Rather, like the term ‘nature’, ‘wilderness’ is a constructed ideal, arising in parallel 
to civilization and frequently laden with compensatory cultural values.1  

In nineteenth century America, the formerly terrifying idea of ‘wasteland’ was transformed to 
a positive concept of ‘wilderness’, informed by the dual concepts of the aesthetic sublime and 
the heroic frontier.2 The creation of a related, but distinct Canadian ideal of wilderness can be 
traced to a period of intense physical expansion, economic growth, and cultural development 
within the country. Dubbed by historians as “the great transformation,” the decades from the 
late 1880s to 1920s mark Canada’s state-led transition from a colony to an independent nation 
with an industrialized economy and a network of national cultural institutions.3 While earlier art 
and literature was characterized by harsh themes of survival, the end of this period was marked 
by the emergence of the unpopulated forest-and-lake landscapes of the Group of Seven, 
celebrated as the core of a new ‘national’ art school. The Group’s impressionist-infl uenced 
canvases refl ected the prevalence of a new “wilderness ethos,” presenting, in Peter White’s 
analysis, a nature that may have been wild, but was ultimately non-threatening, accessible, and 
suitable to recreation and economic development.4

This new image of Canadian wilderness was closely related to issues of national identity.  
As Benedict Anderson notes, many nation-states sought a distinct identity at the turn of the 
century, a particular challenge for twentieth century Dominions such as Canada who could 
not construct their identity in opposition to an ex-colonial authority.5 Engaging what Ian McKay 
calls an ‘anti-modern modernism’ that emphasized authenticity and history, Canada expressed 
nationalism through the intertwined recuperation of ‘folk’ histories, the claiming of European 
and First Nations cultures as national heritage, and the advancement of an ideal of untouched 
wilderness landscapes. In the latter strategy, wilderness areas became valued as forming a 
common, authentic ground for the nation.6 

One of the earliest locales where wilderness and nationalist ideals coincided was the Canadian 
Rocky Mountains. A small section of the Rockies was designated as the country’s fi rst national 
park reservation in 1885, and was subsequently reshaped and ultimately enlarged over the 

1  See Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968). 
2  William Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness, or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature,” in Uncommon Ground : Rethink-
ing the Human Place in Nature, ed. William Cronon (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1996).
3  From a scant six museums in 1867, the nation came to offer a hundred and fi fty museums by the eve of the Second 
World War. The geological survey founded in 1841 became increasingly involved in collecting cultural artifacts, establishing 
an anthropology division and maintaining a national museum by 1911, and becoming incorporated in 1927 as the National 
Museum of Canada. The National Art Gallery of Canada was incorporated in 1913. Cf. Robert Craig Brown and Ramsay 
Cook, Canada, 1896-1921; a Nation Transformed (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1974), 2.
4  John O’Brian and Peter White, Beyond Wilderness : The Group of Seven, Canadian Identity and Contemporary Art 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2007).
5  Benedict R. Anderson, “Staging Antimodernism in the Age of High Capitalist Nationalism,” in Antimodernism and Artistic 
Experience: Policing the Boundaries of Modernity, ed. Lynda Jessup (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), 97-98.
6  See Ian McKay, The Quest of the Folk: Antimodernism and Cultural Selection in Twentieth-Century Nova Scotia 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1994).
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decades to assume its current contours. The Canadian Pacifi c Railway (CPR) was a key 
instigator throughout this development - not only providing initial access to the area, but also 
identifying it as a natural preserve, building its most iconic hotels, and popularizing it as a tourist 
destination. 

This paper examines the CPR’s involvement in developing the Canadian Rockies as a railway 
destination from 1885 to 1928, and the region’s concurrent emergence as a central locus for a 
national wilderness ideal. The paper focuses on the physical ways in which the landscape was 
framed and shaped by CPR constructions and publicity. This included scenic considerations 
in the planning of the railway itself, along with the construction of a network of hotels in the 
Rockies. The design of these destinations will be considered in relation to established and 
evolving aesthetic conventions of scenic rail and alpine tourism. The paper contends that 
the CPR drew on European ideas of scenic travel, American nature ideas, and international 
architectural styles to promote the Canadian Rockies as an international tourist destination, 
which in time was appropriated as a symbol for a new, national wilderness ideal.

Landscapes in Motion

When the nation’s fi rst transcontinental railway traversed the Rockies in 1885, CPR vice-
president and general manager William Cornelius Van Horne recognized the tourist potential of 
the region. “Since we can’t export the scenery,” he reportedly declared, “we shall have to import 
the tourists.”7 Van Horne took control of the advertising campaign from the moment that daily 
transcontinental passenger service was launched, on June 28, 1886. Billboards decorated with 
streamers in Montreal, Toronto, and Ottawa gave the new service exotic fl air domestically, while 
abroad, the Rockies quickly became iconic for the railway as a whole.8 The Illustrated London 
News cover story on the newly opened railway featured its Western landscapes exclusively, 
showing trains approaching the entrance pass to the Rocky Mountains, atop a wooden trestle 
bridge over a roiling Surprise Creek in the Selkirks, and high above a stream in the shadow of 
Mount Stephen [Fig. 1].9 In publicity during the subsequent decade, this alpine region would 
become the fl agship destination of the C.P.R., replacing such previously promoted urban 
destinations in Eastern Canada as Montreal and Quebec City.

By the 1880s, alliances between railways and tourism had been well established in both 
Europe and America. Since 1851, Thomas Cook collaborated with continental railways to 
offer excursions to locations including world exhibitions, seaside resorts, and eventually the 
Swiss Alps and Italy.10 Competing American railways issued guidebooks promoting the scenic 
attractions along their lines, particularly following the completion of the fi rst transcontinental 
lines in 1883.11

Cook’s early tour posters focused primarily on destinations rather than the railway journey 
itself, which in mid-century was regarded by many European travelers as a source of potential 
discomfort and disorientation relative to earlier stagecoach travel.12 In contrast to European 
lines, American rail carriages and sleeper cars were built for long-distance, multi-day travel 
and noted for their greater comfort and safety. Schivelbusch has remarked that because of 
advances in rail technology and the relatively low cost of land, American rail lines tended to 

8  Marc H. Choko and David L. Jones, Canadian Pacifi c Posters, 1883-1963 (Montreal, Quebec: Meridian Press, 1988), 23. 
9  “The Canadian Pacifi c Railway,” The Illustrated London News LXXXIX, no. 2466 (1886).. The original photos from which 
the illustrations were derived were commissioned by the CPR and taken by the Notman fi rm. Cf. E. J. Hart, Trains, Peaks 
& Tourists: The Golden Age of Canadian Travel (Banff: EJH Literary Enterprises Ltd., 2000), 38-46.
10  Tours to Switzerland and Mont Blanc, launched in 1863, targeted a new professional class that aspired to emulate the 
upper class grand to-ur; these were the fi rst of Cook’s campaigns to focus on alpine landscapes. Cf. Edmund Swinglehurst, 
The Romantic Journey; the Story of Thomas Cook and Victorian Travel, 1st U.S. ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1974), 35.
11  Marguerite S. Shaffer, See America First : Tourism and National Identity, 1880-1940 (Washington ; London: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 2001), 21. 
12  Seaside tours, for instance, were scheduled to leave at midnight in order to maximize the daylight hours spent at the 
shore. For information on perceptions of rail travel in Europe versus America, see Wolfgang Schivelbusch, The Railway 
Journey : The Industrialization of Time and Space in the 19th Century (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 
1986).

[Fig. 1] Cover illustration of “The 
Canadian Pacifi c Railway.” The 

Illustrated London News LXXXIX, 
no. 2466 (1886).
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follow the contours of the landscape more closely than straight-line European railways. Perhaps 
in part because of this closer physical relationship to the terrain, North American rail companies 
more readily promoted rail journeys in themselves as desirable and enjoyable ways of viewing 
the landscape.

Upon the completion of their transcontinental line, the CPR publicized the sights that could 
be seen on a rail journey across Canada, but also celebrated the experience of viewing the 
landscape while in motion. The idea of movement through landscapes can be traced back 
to 18th century British ideas of the picturesque, in which sensationalist notions such as the 
emotional effect of a succession of views assumed importance. While originally applied to travel 
using more traditional means – one seminal text of the picturesque describes travel by boat 
along the river Wye – the picturesque was quickly appropriated as a means for describing and 
valuing rail travel. 

Descriptions of scenery in motion occur in the CPR’s annotated timetables that followed soon 
after the completion of the transcontinental link. These narrative descriptions included accounts 
of the history, industry, and natural resource development of Eastern Canadian destinations. 
However, moving west where settlement was sparse, natural landscapes received more 
attention. The Rocky Mountains were a highlight of the journey, and described as perceived 
from the moving train. “Very striking and magnifi cent grows the prospect as we penetrate into 
the mountain at last, each curve of the line bringing fresh vistas of endless peaks rolling away 
before and around us,” the brochure read, quoting Lady Agnes Macdonald, the wife of the 
Prime Minister, who journeyed across the continent in July 1886. “Every turn becomes a fresh 
mystery, for some huge mountain seems to stand right across our way, barring it for miles, with 
a stern face frowning down upon us; and yet a few minutes later we fi nd the giant has been 
encircled and conquered, and soon lies far away in another direction.” The mountain landscape 
as described by Lady MacDonald was not a static image, but a picturesque progression seen 
from the train. Within the text, the motion of the train transforms the mountains from elements 
evoking the terrifying sublime, to entities that have been ‘encircled and conquered,’ and made 
into part of a succession of non-threatening picturesque views.

The contrast between the rough, mountainous landscape and a civilizing railway also emerged in 
James Carmichael’s travel notes from a transcontinental trip in 1888. “There they were, the most 
gigantic and roughest mountain I ever looked at, and so close to you that you felt instinctively 
as if you were within walls,” he wrote. The mountains fell defi nitively into the category of the 
harsh sublime rather than the gentle picturesque: “no sloping sides or graceful peaks – nothing 
but chaos piled up on chaos, till lost in the early morning clouds […] I never saw or hoped to 
see anything so awfully grand.” Impressed by the audaciousness of the railway to traverse this 
kind of terrain, Carmichael imagined “a deadly feud” between the landscape and the railroad. 
“How dare you come near me, what right have you here […] haunting my course with your 
cruel shadow, and at times even running by my side and driving me into narrow bounds,” he 
imagines the “wild” Kicking Horse river protesting to the railroad, “I hate you.”13 Like in Lady 
MacDonald’s text, Carmichael’s CPR-sanctioned report described the landscape in motion, 
where the technologically advanced railway could be best seen conquering its impressively 
brutal surroundings.

Technical devices associated with the train construction further facilitated passengers’ experience 
of the landscape in motion. Over fi ve miles of costly extra track in the Selkirk mountains were 
constructed to allow summer views of landscape features such as the Illecillewaet Glacier, 
although trains were obliged to run inside parallel wooden snow sheds during the winter for 
avalanche protection.14 The timing of trains was also adjusted to allow for sightseeing: by 1915, 
passenger department bulletins noted the best routes for viewing the Rockies by train during 
daylight hours; trains even stopped briefl y at a view of the Twin Falls of the Yoho Valley, British 
Columbia.

For panoramic views, travelers could obtain passes to ride on the engine in the front of early 
trains, which meant sitting on an iron seat outside, feet dangling over the cow-catcher. Lady 
Macdonald rode the “‘catcher” nearly 600 miles from Lake Louise to Vancouver, despite her 
husband’s dismissal of the feat as “rather ridiculous.”15 A small, open-air platform at the back of 
the train provided similar, if less adventurous opportunities for open-air viewing.16 

Landscape views were also prioritized in the train cars themselves. The fi rst-class sleeping 
cars, custom-designed by Van Horne to avoid the expense of leasing Pullman cars, were 
equipped as “luxuriously furnished drawing-room[s], well ventilated and lighted, with large 
plate glass windows giving a wide fi eld of vision.”17 Other cars were designated and designed 
specifi cally as viewing pavilions. By 1890, three mountain observation cars were added to 
the service, essentially ordinary day coaches with the area between the belt rail and roof left 
open. New enclosed observation cars introduced in 1902 resembled large cabooses, with a 
raised glass cupola at each end and a glassed-in central section. At the same time, the railway 
also introduced the so-called ‘Motor Car’ to carry sightseers between Banff and Laggan (Lake 
Louise) stations [Fig. 2]. This rail-mounted vehicle featured leather seats for 14-20 people, 
with large plate-glass windows at both ends to offer unobstructed views, and a moveable roof. 
An electro-gasoline engine supplied power.18 Open observation cars continued to be popular 

13  James Carmichael, A Holiday Trip, Montreal to Victoria and Return, Via the Canadian Pacifi c Railway. Midsummer, 
1888, A Railfare Reprint (Montreal: Railfare Enterprises, 1971), 19-20.
14  Hart, Trains, Peaks & Tourists: The Golden Age of Canadian Travel, 12.
15  Bart Robinson, Banff Springs: The Story of a Hotel (Banff, Alta.: Summerthought, 1973), 24.
16  Hart, Trains, Peaks & Tourists: The Golden Age of Canadian Travel, 70.
17  Carmichael, A Holiday Trip, Montreal to Victoria and Return, Via the Canadian Pacifi c Railway. Midsummer, 1888, 4.
18  Hart, Trains, Peaks & Tourists: The Golden Age of Canadian Travel, 99.
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means to view the scenery: compartment observation cars, notes a 1911 brochure, “are always 
attached to the rear end of the train so as to allow an unbroken view of the scenery.”19

 

Rocky Mountains Park, 1887

Beyond encouraging active viewing on train journeys, the Canadian Pacifi c Railway established 
a network of accommodations that facilitated tourism through the Rockies. [Fig. 3] The fi rst 
completed CPR hospitality structures were modest in scale. Since early steam locomotives 
were unable to haul heavy dining cars over the steep mountain tracks, three temporary dining 
stations, consisting of cars removed to side rails, provided meals along the line. In November 
1885, plans were made for permanent dining stations at Mount Stephen House in Field, Glacier 
House near Rogers Pass, and Fraser Canyon at North Bend, all in British Columbia. Designed 
by English emigré architect Thomas Charles Sorby, based in Montreal, each of the stations 
featured a three-storey core, with a two-story wing to one side, and a one-story dining hall to the 
other. Verandahs, upstairs dormers, and wood trim offered a simple, yet picturesque design that 
recalled British arts and crafts detailing. Modest quarters attached to these stations included 
staff lodgings and fi ve to six guest rooms for temporary lodging. 

19  CPR Bulletin #29, July 20, 1911

[Fig. 2] Gas-powered “Motor 
Car” which carried sightseers 

between Banff and Lake Louise. 
Photo from Glenbow Archives, 

ca. 1909.

[Fig. 3] Montage depicting early 
CPR hotels; this appeared as the 

frontispiece in several railway-
published brochures on tourism 

in the Rockies, ca.1890.
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While these dining stations are often portrayed as the beginnings of the CPR hotel network,20 
more ambitious plans were underway years earlier for more elaborate facilities in the Rockies. 
The American-born Van Horne was aware of the involvement of railway companies such as 
the Northern Pacifi c, Santa Fe, and Great Northern in the national parks movement in the 
United States. Focused advocacy had allowed them to gain effective monopolies over tourist 
development in scenic regions including Glacier National Park, the Grand Canyon, and 
Yellowstone.21 Accordingly, Van Horne set his sights as early as 1883 on a park reserve that 
would provide similar development opportunities for the CPR. That winter, Van Horne was 
impressed with a view of Lac des Arcs on the Bow River near Calgary after a fresh snow fall, and 
asked William Pearce, a surveyor with the Canadian government, to arrange for reservation of 
the park. Van Horne suggested that title of the land could rest with the CPR or with himself, to 
stop “despoliation by the advances of civilization in the guise of miners or lumbermen.” The CPR 
would then “build a fi ne house on the island in the lake.”22 

When Van Horne saw the Lac des Arcs the following spring, he changed his mind. The lake level 
was very low, and a dust storm obscured visibility.23  An alternative location for his envisaged 
resort arose in March 1885, when the general superintendent for the Rocky Mountain region 
reported a recently discovered hot springs “in the vicinity of Banff within a short distance of 
where the station is located.”24 Van Horne again contacted Pearce, who sympathized with Van 
Horne’s objectives for development of the railway company and drew up the order in council 
that established a 26-mile land reserve around the hot springs on November 25, 1885, trumping 
previous land claims to the Springs.25 Under the Rocky Mountain Park Act, enacted on June 23, 
1887, this was expanded to a 260 square mile reserve named Rocky Mountains Park. Following 
the pattern of Banff, two additional park reservations were created on the CPR route through the 
Rockies in 1886. 20 square miles were reserved in Rogers Pass, including Mount Sir Donald 
and the Great Glacier, near which the CPR had established Glacier House, and Yoho Park was 
designated around the CPR’s Mount Stephen House. In 1892, a reservation was created around 
the area of Lake Louise, where a chalet had been erected two years previously. 

As Leslie Bella details, although the CPR did not hold title to the park in Banff, the solvency of the 
company was essential to the Macdonald government; as a result the CPR and its friends and 
dependencies were given preference for doing business in the early park.26  Construction on the 
Banff Springs Hotel began in 1886, at which time the CPR also attempted to construct a spur line 
from the existing station to the hotel. They were checked by a petition from residents, merchants, 
and businessmen of Banff, who alleged that the proposed line would result in “the furtherance 
and absolute control of all travel to the sole benefi t of the said corporation.” They further noted, 
“the Canadian Pacifi c Railway Company intends issuing reduced tickets from all parts of the 
Dominion to the Park accompanied with attached coupon including compulsory board at their 
hotel.” Allowing them to do so, the petitioners complained, would be to the “great detriment of 
and exclusion of other hotel keepers desirous of starting to build.”27 Although the spur line was 
not constructed, the CPR still enjoyed advantages denied to others. Principal among these, 
the CPR was granted a 999-year lease for land near the Banff station, while other homes and 
businesses in Banff had only 42-year leases.28

Early Hotel Models: Swiss Chalet, Scottish Castle, French Chateau
In developing Banff as a high-end resort, Van Horne modeled the location on an established 
tradition of health resorts and luxury retreats in Europe and America. The oldest and most 
fashionable nineteenth century resorts were spas such as Baden-Baden in Germany, Evian-
les-Bains in France, Saratoga Springs in New York, White Sulphur Springs in West Virginia, 
French Lick in Indiana, and Hot Springs in Arkansas. At these retreats, visitors socialized with 
their high-class peers in grand hotels, drank and bathed in mineral waters, and enjoyed golf, 
tennis, horseback riding, and polo.29 American steamship and railway companies also developed 
resorts, notable among which were the Atlantic and Saint Lawrence Railway’s Alpine House on 
the eastern side of Mount Washington and the Southern Pacifi c Railroad’s Hotel Del Monte on 
the Monterey Peninsula. The latter, known as ‘The Queen of American Watering Places,’ was 
an eclectic and lavish Victorian-styled hotel, whose lavish ornamentation and facilities aimed to 
attract a national and international clientele.30  

20  See, for instance,Harold D. Kalman, The Railway Hotels and the Development of the Château Style in Canada, Stud-
ies in Architectural History ; No. 1 (Victoria, B.C.: University of Victoria Maltwood Museum, 1968).
21  Cf. Shaffer, See America First : Tourism and National Identity, 1880-1940, 40-92. Also Christine Macy and Sarah Bonnemai-
son, Architecture and Nature : Creating the American Landscape (London ; New York: Routledge, 2003), chapter 2.
22  Leslie Bella, Parks for Profi t (Montreal: Harvest House, 1987), 11.
23  Christine Barnes, Great Lodges of the Canadian Rockies (Bend, Oregon: W.W. West, Inc., 1999), 19. 
24  Letter from General Superintendent to Van Horne, March 19, 1885, CPR Archives R61.A.8966
25  Bella, Parks for Profi t.
26  Ibid.
27  Petition dated 21 December, 1887; forwarded by Dept. of the Interior to Van Horne. CP Archives, Price correspondence 
/ Hotel fi le.
28  Bella, Parks for Profi t, 14. This concession was permitted within the Rocky Mountains Park Act. While otherwise 
modeled on the Yellowstone Park Act from the United States, the Canadian version did not specify limits on lease terms 
as its American counterpart did. Another crucial point of divergence, whose implications will be discussed later, was the 
Canadian legislation’s allowance for “the working of mines and the development of mining interests within the limits of the 
park” with proper licensing, although these uses were not to “in any way impair the usefulness of the park for the purposes 
of public enjoyment and recreation.” In contrast, the American legislation stipulated “the preservation, from injury or spolia-
tion, of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or wonder within said park, and their retention in their natural condi-
tion.” See Government of Canada, “An Act Respecting the Rocky Mountain Park of Canada,”  (Ottawa: Brown Chamberlin, 
1887). and 42nd Congress of the United States of America, “An Act to Set Apart a Certain Tract of Land Lying near the 
Head-Waters of the Yellowstone River as a Public Park,”  (1872).
29  John A. Jakle, The Tourist: Travel in Twentieth-Century North America (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1985), 53.
30  Shaffer, See America First : Tourism and National Identity, 1880-1940, 42. 
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The CPR similarly targeted an elite audience that had the means to expend lavishly on 
vacationing.31 Designed by New York architect Bruce Price, father of etiquette-maven Emily 
Post, the Banff Springs hotel immediately entered the ranks of high-end resort hotels [Fig. 
4]. The wood frame structure, which Van Horne pronounced “the fi nest hotel on the North 
American Continent” featured over 100 bedrooms, parlors, dining rooms, smoking rooms, 
a ballroom, a reading room, and for gentlemen, a billiard room and bar. At the heart of the 
hotel was an octagonal rotunda that served as a lobby and gathering space, with overhanging 
galleries in red pine. The summer after its opening, pools with a detached bathhouse and 
separate ‘compartments’ for ladies and for gentlemen were unveiled.32 For locals, its scale 
qualifi ed the building as a ‘mammouth affair.’33 Through its design, the hotel acted as more 
than a lure to get tourists on the CPR’s transcontinental rail services, but as a place to stay for 
extended vacations.34

Views onto the river valley were paramount for the structure. Van Horne’s biographer Walter 
Vaughan explains that Van Horne traveled to Banff in the summer of 1887 to fi nd that the hotel 
had been turned 180 degrees from its intended orientation. The result was that the view of 
the Bow and Spray rivers was given to kitchen staff, while paying guests looked onto the pine 
trees on Sulphur Mountain. To rectify the situation, Van Horne sketched a rotunda pavilion to 
be constructed behind the kitchen, resurrecting the coveted view through a semi-enclosed 
structure.35  

To early visitors, the architecture of the Banff Springs Hotel evoked European comparisons, 
although its stylistic origins were elusive. James Carmichael wrote of the Banff Springs as 
simply “a palatial hotel” following his visit in 1888.36  Other early visitors described it as “in the 
Schloss style of the Rhenish provinces” or “half way between a Tudor Hall and a Swiss Chalet… 
a Tudor Chalet in wood.37 A CPR brochure describes an expanded hotel of slightly later date in 
terms of the Scottish Baronial, likening the hotel and its surroundings to Scottish landscapes. 
“The baronial style of Banff Springs Hotel was no accident of design. It was chosen after much 
thought and research,” the text reads, making references to the “uplands of Scotland”, “heath-
covered moors,” highland burns,” and “northern Scotland’s stags.”38

Examining the varied roof line and cedar accents of the hotel, historian Christine Barnes reads 
echoes of the Shingle style of architecture popular in the country surrounding Price’s New 
York home,39 while historian Bart Robinson argued that the hotel made references to French 
Loire chateaux.40 Contemporary architectural historian Harold Kalman observed that “the steep 
hipped roods, pointed fi nialed dormers, corner turrets, and oriels seem to have been freely 
derived from a medieval castle,” although in light of Van Horne’s Scottish origins, ultimately 
concluded that the building was likely intended as a Scottish castle in the baronial style.41 

31  Jakle, The Tourist: Travel in Twentieth-Century North America, 53-83.
32  Barnes, Great Lodges of the Canadian Rockies, 22-23.
33  “The Great Hotel: A Few Facts About the Mammouth Building Being Erected at Banff,” Winnipeg Sun 1887.
34  E. J. Hart, “See This World before the Next: Tourism and the Cpr,” in The Cpr West : The Iron Road and the Making of 
a Nation, ed. Hugh Aylmer Dempsey (Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, 1984), 163-65.
35  Walter Vaughan, Sir William Van Horne, The Makers of Canada Series (London: Oxford University Press, 1927), 151.. 
Blueprints for the later rebuilding of the hotel, after a fi re, clearly indicate the orientation by phrases like “This way faces 
Bow River Valley and Mount Rundle”, “This way faces the Bow River and the Fairholm Range” and “This way faces Sulphur 
Mountain” – presumably to avoid repeating the error of mis-orientation. Cf. Glenbow Hotel Department fonds, M5788-22.
36  Carmichael, A Holiday Trip, Montreal to Victoria and Return, Via the Canadian Pacifi c Railway. Midsummer, 1888, 16.
37  Dominion Illustrated, July 21, 1888, p. 38; Dominion Illustrated, Sept. 19, 1891, p.276.
38  Canadian Pacifi c Railway Company, Banff Springs Hotel in the Heart of the Canadian Rockies (n.d.).
39  Barnes, Great Lodges of the Canadian Rockies, 22.
40  Robinson, Banff Springs: The Story of a Hotel, 12-13.
41  Kalman, The Railway Hotels and the Development of the Château Style in Canada, 10.

[Fig. 4] Banff Springs Hotel, 
ca. 1889. Photo from Glenbow 

Archives.
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Reference to an 1886 sketch that is evidently the basis for the structure further complicates its 
interpretation [Fig. 5].42 In comparison to the built hotel, the sketch depicts a more horizontally 
elongated building with a pyramidal center, a feature that would be reintroduced in a later 
rebuilding. Finer surface detailing, including window corbels, a regularized rhythm of smaller 
dormers, and a more slender arched window for the central volume, suggest links to Price’s 
later castle-like, turreted hotel designs for the Château Frontenac in Quebec City and Place 
Viger in Montreal. 

Ultimately, importance at the time lay perhaps less in the hotel’s precise stylistic references than 
its provisions for luxurious accommodation and general evocation of rustic, romantic European 
origin.

Fifty Switzerlands in One
If the stylistic identity of the original Banff Springs Hotel remained somewhat elusive, the 
modeling of the larger territory had an explicit model: CPR promotional campaigns repeatedly 
invoked the ‘Canadian Alps’ and promoted the mountains as ‘50 Switzerlands Rolled into 
One.’43 In The New Highway to the East, the Illicillewaet glacier was measured against the 
glaciers of the Alps, the greatest of which, the brochure concluded, “would be insignifi cant” by 
comparison. Similarly, Mount Sir Donald in the Selkirks was “an acute pyramid of naked rock 
shooting up nearly eight thousand feet above us, a dozen Matterhorns in one.”44 The theme 
was repeated in later publicity, including a letter-card booklet from 1904 that showed seven 
photographs from “The Switzerland of America.” The phrase had entered popular parlance as 
early as 1912, when a guidebook issued by the local trade board appeared entitled Banff the 
Beautiful: 50 Switzerlands in One.45 Researchers in the history of photography have suggested 
that CPR-commissioned photographs of this area adopted aesthetic conventions familiar from 
picturesque representations of the Alps and the Lake District in the United Kingdom.46 Reinforcing 
the identifi cation of the Canadian Rockies as a North American Switzerland, Thomas Sorby’s 
designs for the fi rst permanent dining stations took on a recognizable Swiss chalet appearance.  
Observers consistently referred to the clapboard-sided structures as “of the Swiss chalet type”47 
or “Swiss-like.”48 

In addition to attracting European tourists familiar with the Alps, this promotional campaign 
would have also have placed the Canadian Rockies in competition with the American Rockies, 
which as early as 1869 had been dubbed “The Switzerland of America.”49 In both instances, 
the reference conveyed a sense of both familiarity and adventure to potential tourists. Like 
its American railway counterparts the CPR referenced a known landscape, aiding in a larger 
process of reimagining the West, “transforming it into a tourist wonderland, rivaling, if not 
surpassing the most famous destinations in Europe.”50 

42  Samuel Huiet Graybill Jr., “Bruce Price, American Architect, 1845-1903” (Yale University, 1957), 171.
43  The latter phrase was coined by English journalist Edward Whymper, who fi rst visited Canada in 1900 at the invitation 
of the Company. cf. Hart, Trains, Peaks & Tourists: The Golden Age of Canadian Travel, 84-85.; Cliff White and E. J. Hart, 
The Lens of Time: A Repeat Photography of Landscape Change in the Canadian Rockies (Calgary: University of Calgary 
Press, 2007), chapter 5.  
44  Canadian Pacifi c Railway Company, The Canadian Pacifi c: The New Highway to the East, across the Mountains, 
Prairies & Rivers of Canada (1887), 39.
45  The phrase “Banff the Beautiful” was also taken from CPR literature; it fi rst appears as a subtitle on a CPR brochure 
from 1900.
46  Bell argues that photographs of features such as Mt. Stephen, Banff, Lake Louise, and the Victorian Glacier became 
key picturesque experiences along the line of the railway. In Jakle’s analysis, this type of image provided the visitor with “a 
guide through which the area might be anticipated, then ‘experienced’ and later remembered. Photographs also indicated 
what visitors should ‘see and the best vantage points from which to do that seeing.” Michael Bell, Painters in a New Land: 
From Annapolis Royal to the Klondike (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1973). Jakle, The Tourist: Travel in Twentieth-
Century North America, 60.
47  Hart, Trains, Peaks & Tourists: The Golden Age of Canadian Travel, 17.
48  Carmichael, A Holiday Trip, Montreal to Victoria and Return, Via the Canadian Pacifi c Railway. Midsummer, 1888, 22.
49  The title of a 1869 book by Samuel Bowles.
50  Shaffer, See America First : Tourism and National Identity, 1880-1940, 21.

[Fig. 5] Sketch for Hotel, Bruce 
Price, 1886. Cornell University 
Archives.
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Parallels to the Swiss Alps appealed particularly to climbers and adventurers from the U.S. and 
Europe seeking to climb the virgin peaks of the Rockies. By mid-century, a popular enthusiasm 
for mountaineering had begun to inspire amateur climbers in Britain, with the fi rst meeting of 
the London Alpine Club on December 22, 1857 gathering together enthusiasts who undertook 
climbing expeditions in the Alps.51 

While the fi rst alpine ‘tourists’ appeared in Canada before the completion of the rail line, 
the mountains’ appeal to climbers rose with the CPR’s construction of rail access and 
accommodation. Glacier House emerged as an alpine centre for the region, located at the 
foot of lllecillewaet Glacier in the Selkirk Mountains. Two additions to the house – in 1892 and 
1904 – doubled the size to accommodate the popularity of the location to a range of visitors, 
including glacier sightseers (“it is not the largest in the mountains, but it is the most accessible, 
and in every way representative of these most interesting natural phenomena”),52 casual hikers 
(“Mt. Abbott is a day’s climb, but it is an easy one, and should be undertaken by all, for from 
it a splendid view is obtained”),53 and more serious alpinists (“glaciers, crevasses, avalanches 
and falling rocks are only to be overcome by the most experienced”).54 Mt. Stephen House was 
likewise expanded to meet increased demand by mountaineers, accommodating visitors eager 
to explore the mountains by foot or on horseback. 

Simple accommodations were constructed further away from rail lines to meet the basic needs 
of adventure-seekers. In 1890, the CPR opened a 35 x 50’ frame chalet at Lake Louise, which 
was replaced by a shingled structure in 1893. Guests arrived at Laggan station by train and 
rode by wagon or walked three-and-a-half miles to reach the chalet.55 In 1902, the railway built 
a Swiss-styled ‘backcountry’ chalet, nestled beside Emerald Lake, seven miles from Field, B.C. 
Even further afi eld, CPR guides constructed a hut for climbers to shelter overnight on Rogers 
Pass in 1904.

Beginning in 1899, the company catered to alpinists by offering the services of qualifi ed Swiss 
mountain guides. At fi rst, these men were stationed at the three hotels at Glacier, Field, and 
Lake Louise for the summer, returning to their homes in Switzerland each winter. In 1909 the 
CPR decided to provide the guides with permanent homes in the Rockies. In keeping with 
the Canadian Alps-theme of the region, the company commissioned Calgary-based architects 
Wilson & Rees to design a hillside group of Swiss-style houses, with views onto the Selkirk 
mountains. Plans for the six houses depict three-story, semi-timbered constructions, fi nished in 
‘scrambled’ cement with a swirled texture on the top fl oor, rough-fi nished cement with pebbles 
on the second fl oor, and smooth cement on the ground fl oor. Gingerbread-cut wood trim and 
brackets, scroll-like panel decorations, and fl oral façade motifs make obvious references to 
traditional Swiss alpine buildings. Less conventional elements make the parallel even more 
explicit: the design for Chalet No. 6 included a metal fi nial in the shape of a mountain goat head, 
while Chalet No. 5 included a weathervane topped by a prancing goat.56

Constructing Nature

Beyond architectural development, the goal of presenting the Rocky Mountains to tourists was 
facilitated by a series of interventions reshaping the fl ora, fauna, and native presence in the 
park. From 1885 to 1911, the CPR and government embarked on what geographer Matthew 
Wrangler describes as “an aggressive campaign of subduing and improving the natural world” 
within the Banff region. This involved building infrastructure such as roads and pipelines for 
sulphuric water, controlling the natural fl ora and fauna of the region, and regulating the Native 
presence and their traditional subsistence hunting practices in the region.57

Landscape interventions in the Banff area refl ected park superintendent George Steward’s 
ongoing efforts to “make a park” that met popular expectations of appearing as a civilized, 
cultivated garden in the wilderness. In an attempt to increase the variety of foliage, Steward 
imported over forty thousand trees from the North-Western United States in 1888 for starting a 
tree nursery, on the recommendation of the Government Experimental Farm in Ottawa. When 
these exotic trees failed to survive, the Superintendent transplanted native trees on Banff 
Avenue and along the Bow River.58 

The fauna was also shaped by human intervention: park policy was to eliminate animals such as 
wolves, coyotes, and hawks that preyed on valuable game birds, while suggestions were made 
for importing quail and pheasants to diversify the park’s offerings to sportsmen. While the hunting 
of big game was prohibited within the park in 1890, another thirteen years passed before a staff 
game warden was hired to enforce these regulations. Meanwhile, park superintendent Douglas 
constructed an animal paddock where game could be observed by visitors and protected from 
hunters. The fi rst specimens were a small herd of elk, followed by two buffalo cows, with later 
additions of mountain lions, red foxes, mountain sheep, deer, and moose. In 1907, a zoo was 

51  Robertson, David.  “Mid-Victorians amid the Alps.” in U.C. Knoepfl macher and G.B. Tennyson, (eds.), Nature and the 
Victorian Imagination.  (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977), 114.
52  Canadian Pacifi c Railway Company, Challenge of the Mountains (1904), 64.
53  Ibid., 65.
54  ———, Resorts in the Canadian Rockies (1906), 16.
55  In 1910, a narrow gauge rail line improved access to the chalet, which had been expanded with a shingled, arts & crafts 
style wing and seven-story Tudor revival structure. In the summer 1911 season, the chalet housed 12,459 guests. Barnes, 
Great Lodges of the Canadian Rockies, 39-49.
56  Glenbow Hotel Dept. fonds, M 7588
57  First Nations will be discussed in a later chapter, within the context of Native festivals and installations that assigned 
them a circumscribed role in the parks and hotels.
58  Sid Marty, A Grand and Fabulous Notion: The First Century of Canada’s Parks (Toronto: NC Press, 1984), 72.
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opened in Banff to accommodate some animals from the paddock. As Sid Marty explains, these 
institutions were pivotal in changing government attitudes on wildlife preservation, by showing 
live animals to be a source of interest to tourists, and thus a valuable asset meriting protection. 
In this context, it is notable how the paddock animals were selected according to a defi nition of 
‘wildlife’ focused on game animals. Some of these animals, such as the moose, were imported 
from other habitats to meet visitor’s expectations of a complete inventory. 59

Another man-made attraction for tourists was the coal-mining town of Bankhead, established 
in 1904. As Dean McCannell explains, industrial workplaces emerged as tourist attractions in 
the late nineteenth century; apparently, no confl ict was seen with the national park setting.60 
A 1906 CPR brochure entitled Resorts in the Canadian Rockies includes Bankhead in a list 
of attractions around Banff. “The acquisition and development of this property by the C.P.R. 
Company marks a new era, not only in the history of the Rocky Mountain Park, but in the 
industrial life of the district of Alberta,” the text notes. “The new village of Bankhead, instead of 
being a detriment to the beauty of the park, on the contrary, adds another to the many attractions 
of the neighborhood,” it continues. “Nestling under the shade of the Cascade Mountain, with 
its beautiful homes and its industrial life, it has already become a popular stopping place for 
tourists.”61

As the presence of Bankhead demonstrates, national park designation was not designed to 
prevent the exploitation of natural resources. On the contrary, the conception of the Canadian 
wilderness as set out in the Rocky Mountains Park Act encompassed the possibility of industrial 
development. The same letter that informed Van Horne of the Banff hot springs discovery also 
noted the discovery of coal in the area, in the form of a mine “traced on the side of the mountains 
for over sixty (60) miles.”62 In addition to Bankhead, the railway established copper and coal 
mines, along with their supporting towns, at a half-dozen locations along the line on either side 
of Banff, some of which would fall into expanded park boundaries. Coal mining continued in 
Jasper National Park until after the First World War, and in Banff until after the Second. Access 
to other mineral resources was permitted in all the national parks, while timber was culled for 
use by the mines and railroads, for house construction, fi rewood, and fence posts.63

The CPR Hotel System and the Emergence of a National Style

By 1913, the CPR was well on its way to establishing a national hotel network bookended by 
the Empress Hotel at Victoria, British Columbia, on the Pacifi c Coast and the Algonquin Hotel at 
St. Andrews by the Sea, New Brunswick, on the Atlantic. [Fig. 6] The greatest concentration of 
hotels remained the Rocky Mountains, where half of the sixteen CPR hotels were located.

By the turn of the century, several of the larger, urban hotels, including the CPR’s Chateau 
Frontenac in Quebec City, designed by Bruce Price and the Hotel Vancouver, designed by 
Francis Rattenbury, chose a Chateau style of architecture, derived from the Scottish Baronial 
and affected by a growing appreciation for French Second Empire design. Distinguishing 
features included hipped roofs, dormer windows, and the use of towers and turrets. Price 
described the choice of this style for the Chateau Frontenac as contextual: “the early French 
chateau adapted to modern requirements, a style certainly in keeping with the traditions of the 
old French city, and admirably suited to the situation where the angles are marked with circular 
towers and turrets.”64 In Rhodri Liscombe’s analysis, the Chateau style was also chosen “on 
account of its association with luxury hotel architecture on both sides of the Atlantic, and with 
the current taste of American high society.”65 

Around 1908, when the prestige of the Chateau style had diminished elsewhere, Liscombe 
observes that the Chateau style became ‘Canadianized’ – that is, identifi ed and appropriated 
as a ‘national’ style.  At this time, the CPR completed an extension to the Chateau Frontenac 
and the rival transcontinental Grand Trunk Pacifi c (GTP) railway company adopted the style 
for its Chateau Laurier in Ottawa, and for hotels in Winnipeg and Edmonton. Further west, 

59  Ibid., 80-85.
60  Dean MacCannell, The Tourist: A New Theory of the Leisure Class (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999).
61  Canadian Pacifi c Railway Company, Resorts in the Canadian Rockies, 5-6.
62  Letter from General Superintendent to Van Horne, March 19, 1885, CPR Archives R61.A.8966
63  Bella, Parks for Profi t, 25.; Jakle, The Tourist: Travel in Twentieth-Century North America, 82.
64  Barr Ferree, “A Talk with Bruce Price,” Great American Architects Series, Architectural Record, no. 5 (1899): 82.
65  Rhodri Windsor Liscombe, “Nationalism or Cultural Imperialism? The Chateau Style in Canada,” Architectural History 
36 (1993): 131. 

[Fig. 6] Canadian Pacifi c Railway 
Company. Canadian Pacifi c 
Railway Hotel System, 1913. 
Canadian Centre for Architecture.
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Rattenbury conceived a series of resort hotels for the GTP in Chateau-style, although their 
construction was suspended by the advent of WWI.  Signaling a general adoption of Chateau-
style architecture as a trademark for the railway, the CPR passenger bulletin announced on 
December 26, 1910, that the Lake Louise Chalet would henceforth be known as ‘Chateau Lake 
Louise’.66 In 1912, CPR architect Walter S. Painter planned a rebuilding of the Banff Springs 
hotel in the Chateau style, which was completed after the war in 1928 [Fig. 7]. By 1927, the 
Chateau style had become conventionalized as a national style, deployed for federal legislative 
buildings. That year, the federal Minister of Public Words, the Hon. John C. Elliott, declared the 
Chateau style to be “the type of architecture most suitable to our Northern climate.”67 

The appropriation of Chateau architecture as a national style refl ects both the widespread 
infl uence of the railway, and the nascent nation’s increasing appetite for wilderness settings. 
Images of the hotels appeared prominently in CPR brochures, posters, and other promotional 
material, in the process becoming closely associated with expansive Canadian landscape 
settings. Chateau-styled architecture evoked a pre-modern wilderness in juxtaposition with the 
creature comforts of civilization – a key dichotomy recurring in early accounts of settlers, as 
well as appearing in Canada’s fi rst representations of itself at international exhibitions.68 Also of 
importance was the chateau-style’s association with the railway itself, which by that time was 
positioning itself as a chief proponent of Canadian nationalism – a notion encapsulated by its 
1919 motto, “Ask the Canadian Pacifi c about Canada.”

Conclusion: The Canadian Pacifi c Rockies

While popularly perceived as a pristine natural preserve, the Rocky Mountains were in fact 
deliberately structured to meet cultural expectations of how a scenic wilderness should appear. 
The Canadian Pacifi c Railway played a critical role in building the transportation infrastructure 
and hotels that allowed tourists to tour the Rockies, while both these built projects and their 
accompanying publicity constructed iconic images of the Western wilderness for national and 
international audiences. 

International ideas were instrumental in the design and presentation of this alpine landscape. 
The railway was structured to encourage viewing the landscape in motion, an idea derived from 
European ideas of the picturesque and modeled from American precedents of luxurious scenic 
tourism by rail. Parallels to the Swiss Alps in CPR literature and buildings drew European and 
American tourists to the Canadian mountains. The idea of creating a national park at Banff was 
modeled on similar movements in the United States, and the architecture of its hotels based on 
European and American precedents.

However, by the 1920s, the infrastructures of rail, park, and hotels were being appropriated 
as particularly Canadian institutions. Historian Andy den Otter has considered the mythic 
dimensions of the railway, suggesting that the popular rhetoric surrounding the evolution of 
the CPR exaggerated the nationalistic intentions of a private corporation and its technology.69 
In a similar way, the architecture and park created by the railway have assumed national 
signifi cance that perhaps goes beyond both their initial conceits. As the railway assumed the 
mythical status of a nation-building institution, the Western landscapes that it had aggressively 

66  CPR Bulletin 22, Dec. 26, 1910.
67  Liscombe, “Nationalism or Cultural Imperialism? The Chateau Style in Canada,” 127, 40.
68  Susanne Moodie’s Roughing it in the Bush is an iconic text in this regard; often considered the classic account of 
homesteading in Canada, it asserts the power of Victorian civilization again wilderness, as Moodie cultivates domestic 
niceties in the midst of calamity. Roughing It was published for the fi rst time within Canada in 1913 (Toronto, Bell & 
Cockburn); the two previous editions were published in London and New York, respectively. See Elsa Lam, “Wilderness 
Nation: The Myth of Nature in Canadian Architecture, 1830-1930,” Journal of the Society for the Study of Architecture in 
Canada 33, no. 2 (2008).
69   Andy Arthur den Otter, The Philosophy of Railways: The Transcontinental Railway Idea in British North America 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997).

[Fig. 7] Cover of brochure 
showing Banff Springs Hotel 

poster, ca. 1928. H.R. Perrigard. 
CP Archives BR110.
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promoted – and by then audaciously dubbed “the Canadian Pacifi c Rockies” – similarly gained 
in national stature. In line with an emerging national ideal of wilderness, the “wild” Rockies 
were suffi ciently tamed by the civilizing infl uence of the railway for recreation uses, comfortable 
leisure, and economic development. 

Although wilderness landscapes are central to the way that Canada is thought about, the concept 
of wilderness is itself a slippery one, embedded with cultural values. By recognizing the Rockies 
as a constructed landscape, one becomes aware of the choices made in its creation, and the 
values underlying those decisions. If the idea of wilderness continues to remain foundational to 
Canadian nationalism – a collective choice – then a collective responsibility must be undertaken 
for how the nation’s vast “wilderness” landscapes have been, and continue to be shaped by 
cultural choices. 
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Prologue
This paper is part of the PhD-research Infrastructure as Mode of Urban Design. The relation 
between the conception of infrastructure networks and the spatial development of Belgium 
since early 19th century. The research aims to complement the prevailing historiography of 
urbanisation by an analysis starting from the design of infrastructure networks. Approaching 
technological systems as culturally defi ned objects1, the postulated oppositions between both 
infrastructure and urbanism - or technology and culture - and city and country are challenged.

Although historical examples demonstrate that in practice infrastructure and urbanism are closely 
intertwined, in current research and design they belong to separate canons. Infrastructure is 
part of the domain of the engineer; qualities such as effi ciency, feasibility, and safety mostly 
underlie the design concepts. Urbanism on the other hand is situated on the transition between 
architecture, and the political and social sciences. The concepts that drive this discipline 
are supposed to articulate spatial refl ections of social priorities. Accordingly, the design of 
infrastructure is object directed: it starts from a “neutral” or “natural” technical plan and tries to 
elaborate it as well as possible in a specifi c context. Conversely, the focus of urbanism within 
this disciplinary division is inclusive: it strives for cohesion between several components.

In accordance with this categorisation, the history of urbanisation of Belgium is grafted onto the 
“cultural” side of this nature-culture opposition, more specifi cally onto the cultural side of the 
dichotomy country-city. Following the prevailing European historiography, the city occupies centre 
stage in the history of urbanisation of Belgium. Overall spatial concepts on city development and 
city renovation, which interpret territorial changes by the concentric growth of primary centres, 
drive the common reading of the spatial structure of the territory. This approach, however, 
does no justice to the diffuse spatial condition of Belgium. Already in the pre-modern era, an 
urban intermediate form emerged that is beyond the scope of the conventional ‘modern’ city-
countryside classifi cation. Unlike most European regions, the Flemish and Walloon countryside 
were early on in history embedded in dense economic networks.

To bridge this lacuna in historiography - or to “retie the Gordian knot by crisscrossing (…) 
the divide that separates exact knowledge and the exercise of power - let us say nature and 
culture” 2  as Bruno Latour puts it so nicely - we approach urbanisation from a cross-disciplinary 
perspective on infrastructure networks. As infrastructure is probably one of the only spatial 
components in Belgium that is planned, constructed and managed by the government, the 
design concepts of these technological systems are mostly based on the pursuit of socio-
economic effi ciency on the scale of the Nation. Thus, since these territorial ambitions are most 
apparent in the conception of infrastructure, the motives underlying the design can reveal the 
outlines of the inclusive planning of which it is part.

In this paper the conception of the Belgian railway network is studied.

We have perceived, gentlemen, that if the Belgian revolution wants to distinguish itself in the 
eyes of Europe, it must not limit itself to the elaboration of a political and moral act; that to justify 
its origin, its is not suffi cient that it has given the country the most liberal constitution, but that its 
oeuvre has to be completed with a material act of the same scope. This act, gentlemen, will be 
the construction of a railway, this project will be to the material interests of the nation, what our 

constitution is to its moral interests. (Prime Minister Charles Rogier, 1834)

Introduction
In the turbulent days after the Belgian Revolution (1830) one of the main concerns of the 
government was the insecure commercial position of the new nation within Europe. Due to the 
confl ict with the neighbouring country and latest foreign oppressor the Netherlands, the economic 
hinge of Belgium – the harbour of Antwerp – reached at an impasse: both the access to the 
sea via the Scheldt and the connection with Germany were in a state of suspension. Although 
mediation of England and France improved the condition for traffi c on the Scheldt, the sudden 
1  Bruno LATOUR, Aramis or the Love of Technology (Cambridge, Massachusetts, London: Harvard University Press, 
1996), VIII
2  Bruno LATOUR, We have never been modern (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993), 3
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subtraction of international waterways to the Rhine jeopardised the export trade of the emerging 
industrial centres in Belgium and the long tradition of transit trade. The revolution-generation 
soon understood the crucial position of the harbour of Antwerp in regard to the economic 
development, and consequently, to the viability of the new nation Belgium: the independence 
of the country was closely intertwined to the solution of its impending isolation. So, the stake of 
the infrastructure project that had to bypass the hostile territory of the Netherlands, and make 
a connection between the Scheldt and the Rhine across homeland, was sky-high. The threat 
of loosing the recent acquired sovereignty contrasted with a chance on a successful economic 
development promised by the infrastructure. After a four-year design process in which a vast 
range of alternatives for the connection were considered – going from a canal to a railway, and 
from private to public initiative – the government enacted the fi rst railway law on 1st of May 
1834: “In the Kingdom a railway system has to be established, having as central point Malines, 
and proceeding to the east to the border with Prussia via Louvain, Liège and Verviers; to the 
north to Antwerp3; to the west to Ostend via Termonde, Ghent and Bruges; and to the south to 
Brussels and the frontiers with France via Hainaut”4. In 1837 the enacted network from 1833 
was extended with three branch lines to the remaining regions of Belgium. [Fig.1]

The two railway laws equipped Belgium with a railway cross in the centre of nation. Traversing 
all principal industrial places and covering the four wind directions, the infrastructure project both 
intimately linked the different Belgian regions to each other and formed the pre-eminently place 
of international exchange as it connected the four most powerful European nations France, 
Germany, the Netherlands and England. The fi rst local lines of private investors in England 
(26 miles), the United States (22 miles) and France (10 miles) did not stand comparison with 
the overall plan the Belgian “engineers of the state”5 embarked upon: it equipped one of the 
smallest European countries6 with a 345 miles7-network of public railways. Thus, in Belgium 
the technological innovation was not introduced during an experimental phase with modest 
local lines. Conversely to the bottom-up approach elsewhere, the new transport mode was 
conceived as a top-down, territory-covering instrument that had to support the construction 
and development of the new nation. In a speech during the parliamentary debates on the 
railway system in 1834 the Prime Minister Charles Rogier even argued that the planned railway 
network was as important as the Belgian constitution: “We have perceived, gentlemen, that if 
the Belgian revolution wants to distinguish itself in the eyes of Europe, it must not limit itself 

3  Conversely to the reference to the international context - to France and Prussia - when discussing the railway lines to 
the south and the east, the Netherlands were not mentioned in the description of the line to the north. Four years after the 
battle for independence, the Netherlands were still considered as the enemy.
4  “Art.1er. Il sera établi dans le royaume un système de chemins de fer ayant pour point central Malines, et se dirigeant à 
l’est vers la frontière de Prusse par Louvain, Liége et Verviers; au nord par Anvers; à l’ouest sur Ostende par Termonde, 
Gand et Bruges, et au midi sur Bruxelles et vers les frontières de France par le Hainaut.
Art.2. L’exécution sera faite à charge du trésor public et par les soins du gouvernement” Moniteur belge (4 May 1834)
5  The railway engineers Pierre Simons and Gustave De Ridder explicitly referred to themselves as “ingénieurs des 
Ponts et Chaussées” and “ingénieur que l’Etat choisit” to underline their commitment to the public interest.
6  For example, France is 18 times the size of Belgium
7  The sum of the two formative railway laws of 1834 and 1837, both realised in 1843

[Fig.1]
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to the elaboration of a political and moral act; that to justify its origin, its is not suffi cient that it 
has given the country the most liberal constitution, but that its oeuvre has to be completed with 
a material act of the same scope. This act, gentlemen, will be the construction of a railway, 
this project will be to the material interests of the nation, what our constitution is to its moral 
interests”8.

The design process that resulted in the fi rst railway law - and the fi rst lines on the Continent 
- covers a period of four years. It started off in 1830 with a direct line connecting Scheldt and 
Rhine and ended in 1834 with the enactment of a railway cross in the centre of the nation, a 
territorial frame of infrastructure that assembled all important industrial or cultural centres. Within 
the copious production of plans during this period we focus on the moment of transformation, 
on a study dated March 1833 in which the design shift took place between a single introvert 
international connection and an open territorial system determined by collection: Mémoire à 
l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer, a établir entre Anvers, Bruxelles, Liège et Verviers, 
destiné à former la 1er section de la nouvelle route d’Anvers à Cologne, rédigé en exécution 
des ordres de M. le Ministre de l’Intérieur. [Fig.2] The authors of the 1833-study were the two 
young engineers Pierre Simons (1797-1843) and Gustave De Ridder (1795-1862) to whom the 
railway project had been assigned from 1831 onwards. In the introduction of their 1833-study 
the engineers revealed that they used the political vacuum9 of 1832 – due to a discussion in 
parliament about state intervention – to launch with “new ardour” their “fundamental idea”.10 
Conversely to the previous ad hoc plans ordered by politics in which they had to incorporate 
their general concepts subversively, they were now free to design an extensive railway system, 
“complete in every respect”’11. 

In the following, we will trace the implicit spatial project that underlies their so-called “complete” 
project of 1833 by combining a discourse analysis with a graphic interpretation of the main 
design chapters.

8  “On a senti, messieurs, que si la révolution belge voulait se recommander aux yeux de l’Europe, elle ne devait pas se 
borner à opérer un grand fait politique et moral; qu’il ne suffi sait pas pour justifi er son origine qu’elle a eut donné au pays 
la constitution la plus libérale, mais que son œuvre devait être complétée par un fait matériel de la même portée. Ce fait, 
messieurs, ce sera la construction d’une route en fer; cette entreprise sera aux intérêts matériels du pays, ce qu’est notre 
constitution à ses intérêts moraux” Charles ROGIER in Moniteur belge, 72 (13 March 1834)
9  In 1832 a discussion about the invitation for tenders, based on the fi rst plan of Simons and De Ridder, took place in the 
Chamber. Complex questions arose about public works and the responsibility of the State. The historian Auguste de Lave-
leye states that two distinct groups stood out, for and against state intervention : “[L]es uns prétendaient que l’exécution fût 
confi é à l’industrie privée, les autres voulaient au contraire que la construction de la route ferrée appartînt à l’Etat” (Auguste 
DE LAVELEYE, Histoire des vingt-cinq premières années des chemins de fer belges (Brussels, 1862), 12). The invitation 
for tenders was withdrawn and the complex dossier frozen.
10  “ce retrait de la mise en adjudication sur un simple avant-projet partiel, fut pour nous l’occasion de reprendre avec une 
nouvelle ardeur, l’étude complète … notre conviction primitive” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet 
d’un chemin à ornières de fer, a établir entre Anvers, Bruxelles, Liège et Verviers, destiné à former la 1er section de la 
nouvelle route d’Anvers à Cologne, rédigé en exécution des ordres de M. le Ministre de l’Intérieur (Brussels : De Vroom, 
March 1833), 8-9
11  “nous soumettons aujourd’hui avec confi ance le projet qui nous a été demandé, et que nous croyons complet sous 
tous les rapports” ibid., 9

[Fig.2]
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Starting with a clean slate?
Standing by their principles to compose a comprehensive railway system, their fi rst design 
action consisted of a retroactive “impartial assessment” between railway and waterway12 [Fig.3]. 
Pierre Simons [Image in Fig.3] and Gustave De Ridder began their line of reasoning with the 
comparison of a canal and a railway designed sous le rapport de l’art13 – that is the most direct 
connection on a fl at surface. According to the engineers, the outcome of the established rules 
was a canal similar to the “Canal du Nord”14 design of the French Engineering Corps [no.1 in 
Fig.3] – which was planned under Napoleon – and a railway going straight to the Rhine, across 
the fl at Campine region [no.2 in Fig.3]. After a brief cost-benefi t analysis they selected the 
railway as the most profi table, both fi nancially and time economically. The engineers argued 
that the train was able to take you from Antwerp to Cologne in less than 24 hours, whereas 

travelling by boat could last up to 11 days.15 

So, the fi rst selection seemed to be made: the “Canal du Nord” design was crossed out for the 
benefi t of the railway. But, Simons and De Ridder nuanced, the direct railway line had to be 
reconsidered since it crossed hostile soil and the industrial areas Liège, Eschweiler and Düren 
were in desperate need of new communication.16 Here, a fi rst transformation of the pure technical 
is implemented: the connection sous le rapport de l’art was unsatisfactory as it did not relate to 
“locations full of coal exploitations, mines, industries and all kind of manufactures”17. Instead of 
settling for a railway connecting Antwerp, the above-mentioned industrial areas and Cologne, 
they again elaborated a canal alternative. Although they presented this second comparison as 
objective, the proposed canal fully corresponded with the plan of their predecessor engineer 
Teichman from 1831 [no.3 in Fig.3], and the railway line was identical to their fi rst plan of the 
connection from 183218 [no.4 in Fig.3]. To make the selection, the engineers extensively listed 
the benefi ts of their favourite mode – going from cost and speed to expropriation and the 
possibility to construct branches. So, by underpinning their choice thoroughly, the deletion of 
the canal alternative meant implicitly labelling the popular plan of Teichman as irrelevant as 

12  The chapter “Du choix des divers projets de communications entre le port d’Anvers, la Meuse et le Rhin, par canaux 
ou par chemins de fer” in ibid., 25-29
13  “According to the rules” ibid., 25
14  The construction of the canal started in 1808, but was stopped abruptly in 1811 due to a fi nancial defi cit and political 
shifts. Conversely to the Netherlands, Belgium was not able to integrate the completed part in the national waterway net-
work. Thus, Antwerp remained inadequately connected to Germany. (CELIS, DECLERCQ, SLEGERS, THYS, Engeland 
achterna’, in ‘Mechelen, Leuven, Tienen … Retour. Een treinreis door het verleden (Leuven, 1987), 12)
15  SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer, 25-26
16  Ibid., 26
17  “En Belgique le pays de Liége, dans la Prusse rhénane les districts d’Eschweiler et de Düren, ont besoin de commu-
nications perfectionnées pour l’écoulement de leurs produits: nous avons donc cherché les moyens de mettre la nouvelle 
voie en relation avec ces localités riches en exploitations de houilles, de mines, d’usines et de manufactures de toute 
espèce” ibid., 26
18  SIMONS and DE RIDDER, “Carte générale. Route en fer “ In Clauses et conditions auxquelles sera concédée l’en-
treprise du chemin de fer d’Anvers à Liège, formant la première section de la route d’Anvers à Cologne (Ministère de 
l’intérieur. Ponts et Chaussées : Brussels, 1832)

[Fig.3]
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well as smothering the arguments of the canal lobby19 that also took advantage of the political 
vacuum to get its way. Thus, the remaining option was identical to their design of 1832: a direct 
railway line circumventing hostile soil with branches to the most important industrial centre 
Liège and cultural centre Brussels. This plan had in fact more or less the same structure as 
the textbook case Manchester-Liverpool: a direct connection between two important cities with 
secondary collecting branches to adjacent centres. But, for the engineers, their fi rst plan – 
corresponding to the best practice – was only a “simple and partial preliminary design”20; a “fi rst 
prove”21 of the technical and fi nancial feasibility of a railway in Belgium. According to them, the 
new infrastructure had to be more ambitious and designed as an overall, more central system 
that would uplift the whole nation.

Instead of giving priority to the “simple”22 international connection of previous plans, the new and 
“complete” design had to emphasise on the national development potential of the railway. For, 
they explained to their mentor, the prominent engineer Jean-Baptiste Vifquain23, who preferred 
the plan of 1832, “[t]he projected connection is of national interest, not only because it is able to 
make the transit trade of Belgium with Germany bloom, but principally because it provides […] 
an easy opening towards the sea and the harbour of Antwerp for our most industrial provinces, 
the most mineral-rich”24. To achieve these aims the engineers did not start from parameters 
that merely determined the cost of the line, but incorporated a spatial-economic criterion. Next 
to effi ciency factors such as length and relief, the evaluation between industrial and virgin 
grounds was essential to the design from the beginning. Because vast parts of the nation would 
be traversed, it was according to them of the utmost importance to assess which direction 
would have the most advantages for the whole territory. Thus, the benefi ts coupled to place, or 
better the potential of local economies to grow, were given priority to “engineering parameters”. 
National development seemed to take priority over international transit trade. Already clear in 
their choice of Liège and Brussels in the design of 1832, the evaluation between “poor areas” 
and “regions in which the population, agriculture and industry were already developed”25 was 
not mind-bending for them. They had a distinct preference for rich areas, even if this entailed 
a more expensive project. After all, it would take ages and enormous amounts of money to 
develop the uncultivated areas26. Disbelieving in colonisation, they were imbued with the 
idea that the improvement of infrastructure in already dynamic areas would easily uplift those 
regions and thereby stimulate the entire nation: “[b]efore thinking of creating a new country 
and a new population, it is essential to commence with capacitating the already populated and 
industrial places in order to withstand foreign competition ; it’s by fi rst protecting and increasingly 
ameliorating its principal commercial centres that England succeeded in opening the whole 
world to the products of its industry”27, they clarifi ed to Vifquain who wanted to build up the lean 
Campine region. It is clear that Simons and De Ridder primarily wanted to facilitate the national 
dynamic; to enhance the existing development, rather than create a new one.  

19  Lots of articles were published in which prominent engineers openly expressed their preference for a canal between 
Scheldt, Meuse and Rhine. For example, engineer De Puydt published an article in the newspaper Le Libéral (16 July) 
that caused a heated polemic with Simons and De Ridder, also ‘anciens capitaine ingénieur’ Dubois claimed in Le Franc-
parleur (5 July) that canals were cheaper than railways. Most advocates of the canal alternative quoted the brochure of the 
well-known English railway engineers Tredgold, Palmer, Stephenson, Brunton, Chapmann and Sylvester. The brochure 
stated that in a French context - the country to which Belgium related the most at that time - a canal was the best and 
cheapest alternative. After the publication of the plan in March 1833, Simons and De Ridder openly criticised the brochure 
in a discussion with their mentor engineer Jean-Baptiste Vifquain.
20  “un simple avant-projet partiel” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer, 8
21  “une première preuve de la possibilité d’établir un chemin de fer entre Anvers et la Meuse” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, 
Mémoire de M. l’inspecteur Vifquain. Réplique des ingénieurs (Brussels, September 1833), 6
22  “simples relations d’Anvers et de Cologne” ibid., 31
23  Besides a mentor, engineer Jean-Baptiste Vifquain was also the father-in-law of both Pierre Simons and Gustave De 
Ridder, as the engineers married his daughters. Adolphe Quetelet – the famous statistician – elaborates on the family 
ties in his homage to Pierre Simons: Adolphe QUETELET, «Notice sur Pierre Simons, Correspondant de l’Académie, Né 
à Bruxelles, le 20 janvier 1797; mort sur mer, le 14 mai 1843», in Publication faite à l’occasion de l’hommage national 
décerné à la mémoire de Pierre Simons (Brussel, 1860)
24  “La communication projetée est d’un intérêt national, non-seulement parce qu’elle peut rendre fl orissant le commerce 
de transit de la Belgique avec l’Allemagne, mais principalement parce qu’elle procure, enfi n, un débouché facile vers la 
mer et vers le port d’Anvers, à celles de nos provinces le plus industrieuses, les plus riches en produits minéraux, et les 
seules de la Belgique privées jusqu’aujourd’hui des communications économiques qui ont rendu si prospères le Brabant, 
le Hainaut et les Flandres. Un commerce de transit avec l’étranger ne saurait être la cause unique de la nationalité d’une 
route”  SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire de M. l’inspecteur Vifquain. Réplique des ingénieurs, 1
25  “Le choix du tracé dépend aussi de la valeur du terrain qu’on traverse: dans une localité donnée, une communication 
nouvelle doit être assise de préférence sur les propriétés de moindre valeur; mais lorsqu’ils s’agit de communiquer d’une 
frontière à l’autre d’un Etat , de traverser une grande étendue de territoire; il importe de bien peser à l’avance, par quelle 
direction la généralité retirera la plus grande somme d’avantages, soit en ouvrant la communication à travers un pays 
encore inculte et pauvre, soit en l’établissant par des contrées dont la population, l’agriculture et l’industrie font déjà des 
progrès” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer , 29
26  Ibid., 29-30
27  “Avant de penser à créer un pays nouveau et une population nouvelle, il faut commencer par mettre les localités déjà 
populeuse et industrieuses, à même de soutenir la concurrence de l’étranger: c’est en protégeant d’abord, et en améliorant 
de plus en plus ses principaux foyers commerciaux, que l’Angleterre a su donner aux produits de son industrie, le monde 
entier pour marché” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire de M. l’inspecteur Vifquain. Réplique des ingénieurs, 54. For a 
similar discussion, see SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer, 30
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 “The universe of precision”
Simons and De Ridder were well aware that the link between infrastructure and progress required 
an enlargement of the responsibility of the engineer “the State selects to direct the realisation of 
a public work”28; it demanded a cautious and critical approach of both the technical innovation 
and the territory on which the railway would intervene. For them, engineering could no longer be 
determined by tradition or the reproduction of best practices; instead it had to be an application 
of more abstract theories and exact methods derived from science and mathematics. In his 
work about the transformation of the discipline of engineering Antoine Picon suitably notes that 
from the early part of the 19th century onward, “[t]he accuracy of their [the engineers of the 
Ponts et Chaussées] calculations would become synonymous with progress. From the world of 
gesture and approximation to the universe of precision”29. Linking exact knowledge, technology 
and progress or even (an industrial) society, Simons and De Ridder applied the relatively young 
discipline statistics, or “the science of the state”30 as Foucault called it, to design the backbone 
of the Belgian state. 

By means of mathematical tables of all import and export fl ows between Belgian cities and 
industrial cores, or “centres of movement”31, Simons and De Ridder scrutinised the territory to 
investigate the development potential of the railway. Next to goods, they also investigated fl ows 
of people or passengers travel, with the intention to “stimulate the already animated relations 
from city to city, by offering a fast and cheap track to passenger traffi c”32. 

The notion that the new infrastructure could organise and enhance development, or the 
possibility to regulate fl ows, dominated the discourse of the engineers. This new rationality that 
linked technology, “the science of the state” statistics and national development resulted in a 
fundamental transformation of their perception of space. For the engineers space was no longer 
limited and neutral, but a vast and contrasted medium. The statistical approach converted the 
territory to a quantifi able space in which cities such as Antwerp and Brussels were no longer the 
obvious focal points surrounded by a neutral countryside, but dense spots in a complex network 
of merchandise fl ows between a spectrum of “centres of movement”. This perception can partly 
be explained by the use of more abstract instruments or a transformation of the discipline, but 

the focus on industry and dynamic demands more clarifi cation. 

British imperialism and saint-simonianism
In the discussion with engineer Vifquain about their design of 1833, Simons and De Ridder 
explicitly referred to the British East India Company33. Inspired by their trips to England34 to 
study waterways and railways, they specifi cally admired the combination of protectionism with a 
vast overseas trade market determined by merchandise fl ows35. In the absence of colonies, they 
clarifi ed to Vifquain, the emphasis of the plan lay on the protection of the national commercial 
nodes by linking them to each other, also according to merchandise fl ows.

A second, and perhaps more apparent, politico-economic infl uence is saint-simonianism, a 
French (utopian) movement based on the doctrine of Claude-Henri de Rouvroy de Saint-Simon36. 
Besides an excellent translator of the dynamic that characterises the 1830s37 – the period after 
the revolutions –, saint-simonianism turned out to be very rewarding to interpret the Belgian 
railway project. The link between science, technology and society and between fl ows, territory 
and railways in the design of Simons and De Ridder resembles a lot to the ideas and practice 
of saint-simonian engineers.  Discussing the saint-simonian vision on territory, Antoine Picon 
emphasises on the engineer Michel Chevalier and on the study Vues politiques et pratiques sur 
les travaux publics de France written by engineers Lamé, Clapeyron and the brothers Flachat. 
These engineers had an Other or broader modernity in mind than for example Baudelaire38; a 
modernity in which the leading role of the metropolis was taken over by a space defi ned by fl ux 
28  “L’Ingénieur que l’Etat choisit pour diriger l’exécution d’un ouvrage d’utilité publique” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mé-
moire de M. l’inspecteur Vifquain. Réplique des ingénieurs, 76
29  Antoine PICON, French Architects and Engineers in the Age of Enlightenment (Cambridge, 1992), 10
30  Michel FOUCAULT, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1977-1978 (Basingstoke: Pal-
grave Macmillan, 2007), 101
31  “centres de mouvement” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer, 32-33
32  “De traverser le pays dont l’industrie déjà existante languit en attendant des moyens de transport perfectionnés qui 
seuls puissent l’empêcher de succomber contre la concurrence étrangère ; de fournir à la population beaucoup plus nom-
breuse dans la zône traversée par la nouvelle direction, l’approvisionnement économique du combustible, de la houille, 
ce premier élément de l’industrie ; de stimuler les relations déjà si animées de ville à ville, en offrant à la circulation des 
voyageurs une voie rapide et peu coûteuse” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire de M. l’inspecteur Vifquain. Réplique 
des ingénieurs, 7-8
33  Ibid., 54
34  SIMONS and DE RIDDER, “Route en fer de la mer au Rhin. Réponse aux articles insérés dans Le Libéral et Le Courier 
belge des 16 et 17 juillet” in Moniteur belge (19 July 1833) ; Adolphe QUETELET, «Notice sur Pierre Simons, Correspon-
dant de l’Académie, Né à Bruxelles, le 20 janvier 1797; mort sur mer, le 14 mai 1843» in Publication faite à l’occasion de 
l’hommage national décerné à la mémoire de Pierre Simons
35  SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer, 30
36  PICON, Les saint-simoniens. Raison, imaginaire et utopie (Paris: Belin, 2002), 37
37   Ibid., 19
38  PICON, Les saint-simoniens, 9
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and exchange, largely supported by railways. The strong relation between transport, industry 
and progress – economic as well as social – is the central point in their work. Michel Chevalier 
even replaced the established économie politique (political economy) by politique industrielle 
(industrial politics) in the title of his fi rst successful book Religion saint-simonienne. Politique 
industrielle. Système de la Méditterranée (1832), and expanded the meaning of industry to a 
network of production centres and transport infrastructure39 in which the railway was the “most 
perfect symbol of universal association”40. These ambitious ideas that assign universal cultural 
and political unity to the railway system did not yet take shape in the 1833-design of Simons 
and De Ridder, but are very prominent in their chronicle of 1839 in which they published their 
miscellaneous writings in one volume. The fi rst images of the Belgian railway network made by 
the historian Alphonse Wauters in his Atlas pittoresque des chemins de fer de Belgique (1840) 
express aptly this view. [Fig.4] As a matter of fact, the Atlas opens with a quote about cultural 
exchange by Michel Chevalier (1839): “Of all transport means, the one of people is the most 
precious, the one that must be facilitated fi rst and foremost. The transport of merchandise 
creates wealth. The one of people brings forth nothing less than civilisation”41.

Apart from the nearly literal analogy between the work of Michel Chevalier and the book of 
1839 of Simons and De Ridder, the Belgian engineers explicitly referred in the discussion with 
Vifquain (September 1833) to the second prominent saint-simonian work on infrastructure to 
explain their design choices of March 1833: Vues politiques et pratiques sur les travaux publics 
de France (1832). Less high-fl own than the style of Chevalier, but a true summary of the “applied 
saint-simonianism”42, Vues set up the same logic between territory, centres of production and 
infrastructure. Similar to the system of Simons and De Ridder, Lamé, Clapeyron and Flachat 
conceived the railway system as a spatial translation of the most important fl ows of France43; 
both fl ows of goods and passenger travel supported their saint-simonian idea of cultural unity 
and economical progress. The saint-simonian engineers treated the territory as if it were a 
machine they could regulate, or a factory they could organise to produce wealth, and that by its 
vastness and network character could create unity with respect for local differences. 

A territorial frame
Based on the mathematical study of the territory, the next step determined the resultant of the 
fi eld of force constituted by fl ows, or sought for the ideal collector. Like Lamé, Clapeyron and 
Flachat, Simons and De Ridder drew-up a connection between the most productive places 
of the territory. By means of the statistical data concerning goods, people and industry they 

39  “L’industrie, abstraction faite des industriels, se compose de centres de production unis entre eux par un lien relati-
vement matériel, c’est-à-dire par des voies de transport” Michel CHEVALIER, Religion saint-simonienne. Politique indus-
trielle et système de la Méditterranée (Paris, 1832), 131
40  “Dans l’ordre matériel le chemin de fer est le symbole le plus parfait de l’association universelle. Les chemins de fer 
changeront les conditions de l’existence humaine” ibid., 132
41  “De tous les transports, celui des hommes est le plus précieux, celui qu’il faut faciliter avant tout. Le transport de les 
marchandises crée la richesse. Celui des hommes n’enfante ni plus ni moins que la civilisation” Alphonse Wauters, Atlas 
pittoresque des chemins de fer de la Belgique (Brussels, 1840), 1
42  “saint-simonisme pratique” PICON, Les saint-simoniens, 226
43  E. CLAPEYRON, G. LAMÉ, E. FLACHAT, S. FLACHAT, Vues politiques et pratiques sur les travaux publics de France 
(Paris: Everat, 1832), 36-37

[Fig.4] the perception of space
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calculated the importance or the “the relative value of industrial centres”44 between Antwerp, 
Liège and Cologne. As a relic of the early proposals from 1832, Liège is - without preceding 
calculation - as important as the points of departure Antwerp and Cologne. Subsequently to the 
assignment of the “relative value”, they qualifi ed which intermediate centres deserved the most 
to attract the railway. In other words, the value gave to a centre magnetic force which had the 
capacity to manipulate the iron line Antwerp-Liège-Cologne. 

Pursuing this logic, the resulting “central” line should have been formed by the sequence 
Antwerp, Lierre (relative value: 15), Malines (30), Brussels (65), Louvain (30), Tirlemont (15), 
Namur (30), Liège (90), Verviers (30), Eupen (30, Aix-la-Chappelle (30), Eschweiler and 
Stolberg (30), Düren (15) and Cologne45. [no.3 in Fig.5] However, the selection of the engineers 
was more moderate and is - just as the demarcation of the research area - determined by length 
and relief, or traditional engineering parameters to restrict the cost and the detour to Cologne: 
Antwerp, Malines, Louvain, Tirlemont, Waremme (5), Liège, Verviers, Eupen, Eschweiler 
and Stolberg, Düren, Cologne with branches to Brussels and Aix-la-Chapelle46. [no.2 Fig.5] 
The collecting branches correspond to the logic of the 1832-design and the ‘best practice’ 
Manchester-Liverpool . [no.1 Fig.5]

Although this selection transformed the direct line with branches to Brussels and Liège of 1832 
to a longer collecting line more central in Belgium, it fell short of the ambition to design an 
overall system that linked all important centres of movement. In the following chapter, however, 
other strategies come to the fore, which implicitly compensate the restriction of the collecting 
logic by the length of the international connection. For example, apart from factors determining 
the “relative value” and the length, also geographical location seemed to weigh on the selection 
of centres. They particularly emphasised the position of the railway in regard to waterways and 
regions. For instance, they highlighted the grafting in the territory by waterways and roads in 
the account of the choice of Louvain, which was connected to Namur and Luxemburg; Lierre 
to the Campine region; Malines to Flandres; Brussels to Borinage and Charleroi; Liège to 
Luxemburg and Holland; Waremme to Haspengouwen, and Tienen to Limbourg47. [no.2 Fig.5] 
Thus, with these multimodal junctions avant-la-lettre the engineers had a much larger reach 
in mind, beyond the selected centres. As a centripetal force the railway had to collect and 
enhance the dynamic of the whole territory. To Vifquain they explained the centripetal effect 
for passenger travel: “[i]t is unquestionably that it [the railway] will receive a lot of intermediary 
travellers: Because it inevitably will have all those of Verviers, Spa, and Herve; of Waremme, 
Huy, Hannut and Namur; of Tirlemont, Hoegarde and Jodoigne, etc”48.  Consisting of waterways, 
railways, road infrastructure and centres of movement, Simons and De Ridder designed a 
system “complete in every respect”49; a territorial frame of which the railway was the backbone. 
The infrastructure project was conceived as a compelling component of an all-encompassing 
territorial organisation that had to enhance national progress. As mentioned earlier, the authors 
of Vues also aspired “the establishment of a system of canalisation and railways, that is to say 
the principal industrial lines,”50 which could only “produce all their desired effects if the system is 
complete, or at least very extensive”51. However, the complementarities of railway and canal in 
the study of the engineers were less elaborated than in the scheme of their French colleagues. 

A second strategy which corrected the infl uence of the international connection, or tried to 
“complete” the system, becomes very prominent when the engineers extended the “trunk line 
of the route” with “branches that will make the movements to be even more animated”52. [no.2 
in Fig.5] The fi rst category of these branches consisted of short supplementary lines that on 
the one hand connected the stations of Malines and Liège to their harbour, or railway with 
waterway, and on the other hand connected the trunk line with Lierre, or with the Campine 
region. The branches of the second category connected more remote places to the central 
line. Against a marginal cost these places with a high relative value, or with an ‘inter-modal’ 
potential, could support the backbone. Perpendicular to the trunk line they drew connections 
to Ghent, which was linked to the provinces East-and West-Flanders; to Diest, which was a 
node of the province Limburg; and to Namur, which was well connected with Charleroi and the 
regions the Borinage and the Ardennes.

44  “la valeur relative des centres d’industries” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à 
ornières de fer, 32
45  Ibid., 32-33
46  Ibid., 33-36
47  Ibid., 33-40
48  “[I]l est incontestable qu’elle recevra un plus grand nombre de voyageurs intermédiaires: Car elle aura nécessairement 
tous ceux de Verviers, Spa, et Herve ; de Waremme, Huy, Hannut et Namur ; de Tirlemont, Hoegarde et Jodoigne, etc” 
SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire de M. l’inspecteur Vifquain. Réplique des ingénieurs, 11
49  “complet sous tous les rapports” SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer, 9
50  “l’établissement du système de canalisation et de routes en fer, c’est-à-dire des voies industrielles principales”  
CLAPEYRON, LAMÉ, E FLACHAT, S. FLACHAT, Vues politiques et pratiques sur les travaux publics de France, 240
51  “produire tout leur effet utile lorsque le système en est complet, ou du moins très étendue” ibid, 69
52   “Après avoir indiqué la direction du tronc principal de la route, il nous reste à en décrire les branhes qui rendront 
le mouvement commercial encore plus animé”  SIMONS and DE RIDDER, Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à 
ornières de fer, 39
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Combining these strategies, the railway appears as a hybrid fi gure responding to a fanciful 
collecting line which called in at every important centre, as well as to a direct connecting line 
between two focal points with collecting branches to adjacent centres, similar to the 1832-design 
and the structure of the best practice Manchester – Liverpool. [Fig.5] The transformation of the 
discipline of engineering, the shift from traditional political economy to “industrial politics”, as 
well as the dialectic between the technological and spatial motives were translated – literally and 
fi guratively – in the railway design. The application of the new theoretical instrument statistics, 
traditional engineering parameters and best practices, as well as the politico-economical utopia 
saint-simonianism, the international economical position of Belgium, and nation-building, were 
all blended into one system that aspired to assemble the territory and defi ne the new nation.

Conclusion
Instead of decreasing to a conventional compromise, the controversial 1833-design of the 
young engineers gained belief after the introduction in the public domain, and evolved to a 
more extreme elaboration of the “socio-technical” concepts. The railways laws of 1834 and 
1837 not only broadened the logic of “centres of movement” to the entire national territory, but 
also incorporated the saint-simonian idea of “universal association” into the railway network, as 
it connected important European nations. [Fig.1] 

[Fig.5]

[Fig.1]
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The bills and the parliamentary debates on the infrastructure project were interspersed with 
unionist and saint-simonian references. For example the bill for the fi rst railway law, proposing 
a central railway cross, ended with the ambition to bring together the populations of the different 
provinces as well as with the wish to enhance the relations between the populations of different 
countries, in order to infl uence the maintenance of peace in Europe53. The fi rst law of 1834 
reinforced the complete system of Simons and De Ridder to a large-scale territorial network by 
extending the Ghent-branch to Ostend, through industrious region Flandres, and the Brussels-
branch to the French border, through the coalmine rich region Hainaut. The law of 1837 added 
a line to the rich regions Courtrai and the Borinage and confi rmed the branches to the regions 
Namur and Limbourg incorporated in the 1833-plan.

The comprehensive and politico-economical design of Simons and De Ridder clearly gained 
support in the atmosphere of the 1830s in Belgium, which was characterised by patriotism, 
nation-building, industrialisation and a great belief in the innovation of the railway. However, 
the success of the plan can not only be attributed to the qualities of its design and the spirit 
of the times, but is to a great extent indebted to the political support of the Prime Minister 
Charles Rogier. Was it not for the back-up of this highly respected fi gure, the plan of the young 
engineers would not have survived the disapproval of the old guard. Due to the support of 
Rogier, prominent engineers such as Vifquain and De Puydt were obliged to engage in a public 
debate with Simons and De Ridder, in which they had to convince rationally the members of 
parliament that the 1833-plan was inappropriate. Although, early in the parliamentary debates 
a clear line took shape between two equally strong antipodal camps pro and contra the 
superposition of a railway network, the bill – the reinforcement of the 1833-design – remained 
entirely intact and was enacted on the 1st of May 1834. After more or less two weeks intensive 
sessions 56 Representatives voted for the system and 28 against it. A month later, the vote in 
the Senate decreased the opponents to 8 against 32; one could almost speak of unanimity. The 
comprehensive 1833-plan in combination with the support of Rogier – going from the publication 
and dissemination of the design of Simons and De Ridder to all city councils and Chambers of 
Commerce, the transformation of the young engineers to public fi gures by assigning them to 
experts during the parliamentary debates , the numerous publications of French saint-simonian 
articles in the offi cial Moniteur belge, the persuasion of King Leopold I to support the railway 
system and the drawn-out speeches of Rogier before Parliament – were undoubtedly fruitful. 
In no time, Belgium, as the fi rst country in the world, was provided with a planned and public 
railway network; a territorial frame facilitating national development and international exchange. 
Based on the combination of infrastructure – railway and waterway –, statistics, industrial and 
cultural development, the Belgian railway network converged to the realisation of the saint-
simonian utopia.

53  “le pays favorisé par le rapprochement plus fréquent des populations de ses différentes provinces, acquerra un 
degré de force et d’union qui assurera à jamais son indépendance” and “il serait digne de la nation belge de donner la 
première l’exemple d’une enterprise que tous nos voisins imiteront bientôt, et qui, en favorisant les relations et le contact 
des peuples est peut-être destinée à excercer la plus heureuse infl uence sur le maintien de la paix en Europe” “Cham-
bre des représentants. Rapport de la section centrale sur le projet de loi relative à la route en fer”, in Moniteur belge (27 
November 1833)
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The trans-disciplinary nature of Urbanism focuses a peculiar aspect in the Italian debate on 
the theme of the street and infrastructure of mobility in the middle of the XX century. During 
those years in Italy something quite specifi c happens referring to other cases in Europe or in 
America. There is a such strong separation of disciplines  or better a clear need but a de facto 
never reached integration of different components: technological, landscape and economical  
of the infrastructural project. Nowadays we can still see the effects in the contemporary 
planning and debate.

This aspect seems to be interesting because it has been considered a characteristic feature 
of the Italian Urbanism discipline dealing with those years but maybe the real reasons aren’t 
deeply investigated yet.

The transport issue in the urban planning and in the urban project is often considered like 
something which needs a technical answer and which can be solved only by specialist fi gures 
as transports engineers, as public administrators of local areas and overall by the pieces of 
information given by a tool, that is the traffi c or the transport plan, that normally has different 
and separated contents than the urbanism one.

This separation between transports and urbanism is also clear in the discipline training and in the 
professional practise  but it is not accepted by the cultural debate which always pays attention 
to a interdisciplinary way of thinking . It is possible recognizing a common ground among the 
magazines, the projects and the cultural debate which tends to link the relationship between 
the different aspects of the problem and tries to introduce a new culture for the project. The 
transport issue in urban areas becomes a central focus in the urbanism debate especially after 
the deep urban transformation led after the Second World War, the big growth of metropolitan 
areas and the strong impact of private car use. After a sort of fi rst part of enthusiasm for the 
development and renovation of the cities, linked to the building of urban highways and big 
infrastructures, there is a form of uncertainty and the public opinion starts thinking about the 
devastating effects of traffi c and congestion, especially on the historical tissue of the European 
cities. In Italy in particular after the war the enthusiasm for the urban renovation and the 
rebuilding of part of bombed cities overlapped with an idea of new development and so with the 
idea of progress and the chance to come out from the misfortunes of war. Then this becomes 
the physical celebration given by the fast increases of the Italian economy. During those years, 
large interest is paid to new residential types, to headquarters and administration centres and 
to the building of new urban highways which can guarantee a suffi cient accessibility to new 
places for working and shopping, always reached by private cars1. 

The 1963 is a capital year in the transport planning because it was fi rst published the Buchanan 
Report2. For fi rst time, the Report showed the price to pay in terms of physical modifi cation 
of the city in order to lead the free circulation of cars. The Report becomes the key text to 
investigate the relationship between the theme of transports and the urban planning during 
that specifi c period. The Urbanistica review pays attention to the integration between the 
transport system and urban tissue of the built city, but through its articles it never comes out 
the specifi c need to defi ne the planning of new part of the city in a deep relationship with the 
transport theme.

1  Carlo AYMONINO- Pierluigi GIORDANI, La teoria e la pratica, gli esempi italiani e stranieri, il sistema direzionale della 
città di Bologna (Bari,  De Donato, 1967).
2  Colin BUCHANAN & Partners, Traffi c in towns (London, Her Majesty Stationery offi ce, 1963).
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It is particular diffi cult to understand why in Italy, during those years, architects, urban planners 
and traffi c engineers never fi nd a common ground for a integrated work in the street planning 
but it is evident that the Report revitalizes the international debate. In Italy this debate lasts for 
less than a decade because then, during the years of the energetic crisis, there is an absolute 
silence. Those years coincide with the most interesting research in the United States and in 
Europe on the relationships between transports and land use, the years of big investments for 
cities renovation starting exactly by the urban mobility systems, the technological research, 
energetic save and environment issues. At one point, after a renovated confi dence in what 
they really could do, it seems like architects and urban planners,  decide not to take part and 
to give the role for decisions and for solving traffi c and infrastructural issues to engineers. 

It is almost obvious making a question about why a such occasion for disciplinary integration 
is missed. That could be interesting is trying to create some dubitative statements which could 
lead to understand some aspect linked to the urban planning history in Italy which could be 
helpful to justify some lacks and delays in the infrastructural for mobility fi eld that Italy lives 
still today. The paper discusses the causes of this fact and tries to bring back some key issues 
which fi nd their basis directly on the development of the urban planning discipline of those 
years.

Recondite diffi culty in recognizing Urbanism like basic discipline in the streets 
planning.

The theme of the Street like an element which generates urbanity is always an fundamental 
point among the events which infl uenced the international history of Urbanism in both 
experience: new and ancient foundation. Studying the role of infrastructure for mobility in the 
process of dynamic transformation of the territory, of developing and of spreading of the city 
is a recent approach. According to disciplinary debate the theme of the street like an urban 
element which defi nes and infl uences the draw of territory of the city and which imposes in a 
very strict way to face in infrastructural terms the reason of a Plan is a very recent aspect. The 
theme of the street inevitably infl uences the analytical studies of the Seventies3  and it should 
be underlined that the most important infrastructural projects in Italy, according to an urban or 
territorial scale, have been promoted by transport policies and economical choices. This kind 
of attitude gives the chance to go far away from the urban planning programs to take place 
and maybe the most interesting aspect is that those programs never appeared like something 
related to the historical confi guration of cities and Italian territories. It is possible to affi rm that 
a sort of overlapping of the infrastructural network on the historical and territorial network takes 
place, where, in this process, the strongest rule is connecting as fast as it possible the highest 
number of “points” in the space. This situation defi nes a strong role also on the basis of political 
features of the management of the Italian territory which, through the time it has a decisional 
and economical power  which always overtakes the reasons for a specifi c territory and the 
needs of regions and provinces. In this peculiar aspect there is a clear incoherence between the 
local and general system dynamics. The grave problem dealing with infrastructures for mobility 
in Italy is made up by several aspects: the weight of the previous demand of infrastructure that 
is too diffi cult to satisfy, the high need of resources, the complexity of administration process, 
the diffi culty in fi nding agreements between State and private and an endless emergency 
rhetorical attitude which in a very diffi cult way can lead to defi nitive solutions. If the origins and 
the features of the main projects ended since the end of the Second World War in Italy are 
observed, it is possible to say that inside the urbanism discipline it is diffi cult fi nding a tradition 
of studies with analytical approach according to an integrated perspective to environment, 
settlements and infrastructural issues. The historical analysis of the last fi fty years shows 
a strong separation between the town and the infrastructural planning. On the Urbanistica  
review during the ‘50s and ‘60s, the theme of infrastructure related to the territory they cross 
over is never faced in a very explicit way excepting for one article about the ways to use to 
getting better the urban circulation4  and another one about the ways how can be shown all 
the traffi c problems in the existing city in terms of rationalisation, improvement of the existing 
network, exclusion of traffi c from historical centres, but also urban planning policies, zooning 
choices, political, management and economical polices5.

At  the beginning of the ‘70s the international participations on the Urbanistica review 
demonstrate to the Italian urban planners the terms of the cultural debate in the fi eld of 
urbanism connect to the infrastructural theme and they show the growth of a very innovative 
transport culture that was almost unknown in Italy. Almost after the publishing of the book 

3  Gianfranco CANIGGIA, Gian Luigi MAFFEI, Lettura dell’edilizia di base (Marsilio editore, 1976)
4  Ricardo HUMBERT, “Come ridurre e migliorare la circolazione urbana” in Urbanistica , 21 (1957): 105-108
5  Pietro GALANTE, “Il traffi co nei centri storici: problemi e costi” in Urbanistica, 39 (1963): 145-150.
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by Tunnrad- Pushkarev6, Magnani7 documents the landscape culture taking as example the 
American Parkways. Maybe, for the fi rst time, the attention is focused on the specifi c need 
of an integration between the new highways and the landscape and, inviting to overtake a 
too technological way of interpreting the theme, it is declared how the street shouldn’t only 
provide to link for a rapid connection but also it has to guarantee the basic requirement of 
indispensable and pleasure interest. In these terms inside a street different elements take 
part: political, geological, economical and fi nancial, architectural and urban planning, touristic 
and landscape. The effective street should be the collection of all these elements and in the 
meanwhile it should be a living element belonging to the landscape which has to carry on living 
according to integration to the changes of landscape. 

The only monographic numbers of Urbanistica   dedicated to the transports directed by 
Ceccarelli, Gabrielli e Rozzi is the number  61 in 1973. This becomes a sort of dossier book 
dealing with the urban traffi c issue denouncing the backward of the country and the inadequate 
attitude of the Italian urbanism to solve the problem which increases year by year, over all the 
one connected to urban public transportation which earns dramatic feature in the same year 
due to the energetic crisis.

The “ambiguous” nature of the Buchanan Report in defi ning two category of planning 
actions: “rooms”, dealing with an environmentalist culture and “corridors” dealing with 
a traffi c plan and methods culture. If by one hand the traffi c issue is introduced like a 
design and infrastructure project problem, to the other hand the issue is introduced 
like an analytical approach project.

The Buchanan Report’s echo is wide and the main issue that this work introduces is the 
compatibility of traffi c with nowadays cities and the big issue dealing with historical centres. 
In Italy the debate about the traffi c fi nds a large space on the pages of the Urbanistica 
review paying attention on the diffi cult problem dealing with the theme of integration between 
transport system and urban tissue belonging to the built city, not enough comparing itself with 
the theme of the building of new part of the city related to transport or mobility. Two years 
later Traffi c in Towns is published, one article brings back the contents of the Report and 
reopen a shy debate on the Buchanan’s themes among the urban planners but the careful 
criticism shows a sceptical behaviour instead of accepting the suggestion that it could taken 
from the experiences in the Irish and English towns8. Basically the Buchanan Report tries to 
defi ne the fi rst principles of town planning addressed specifi cally to residential areas. The 
main principle is the popular metaphor function of the hospital where the corridors is used as 
primary distributor for the traffi c. This doesn’t mean that any kind of movement inside these 
areas but the traffi c can be controlled strictly in order to avoid every kind of suffering of the 
environment. The most important thing is preventing the access of other kind of traffi c into 
the different areas, only in this way an absolute distinction of the traffi c can be guarantee. 
There is no other principle, excepting this one, to face the car traffi c in an existing city, in both 
condition: the building of a new part of the city  on a free ground, or a restoration of a part 
of an existing city. There can be positive environment, the urban room, for example, where 
people can live, work, moving on foot in absolute freedom  and far away from dangers  due to 
a complementary infrastructural network and the urban corridor to do a primary distribution of 
the traffi c to the areas. These last two are not complementary , free from traffi c but the project 
should assure also the feature, the character  and the volume of traffi c should be proportional 
to the environment condition wanted. This idea leads to a cellular urban structure made up 
by environmental areas arranged  in one big network of distributor ways. This is an easy idea 
but, without it, the whole problem of urban traffi c is vague, confused and overall without wide 
perspectives9.  With the fast increase of vehicles the concept earns a new urgency and it 
demands a specifi c analysis on the methodological principles for a practical application.

In the fi fth chapter of the capital book10 which led the Buchanan principles defi nitively to Italy, 
the authors lay out some conclusions according a deep critical reading of the Buchanan’s book 
and they recognize a new approach in facing issues dealing with traffi c, extremely careful 
for the Italian research of solution and these can be summarised into three fundamental 
aspects:

6  Christopher TUNNARD, Boris PUSHKAREV Man made America: chaos or control? (London, Yale University Press, 
1963)
7  Enzo MAGNANI, “Autostrade e paesaggio” in Urbanistica, 40 (1964): 135-139.
8  Ezio BONFANTI, Luigi MAZZA “Il traffi co nelle città. Discussioni sul Rapporto Buchanan” in Urbanistica, 44 (1965): 5-13.
9  This is not a completely new idea because Sir Alker Tripp introduces a similar concept twenty years before through 
the Town Planning and Road traffi c in 1942. In this case the precints and the neighbourhoods of the London County Plan 
refl ects the same solution principle.
10  Paolo CECCARELLI, Bruno GABRIELLI, Renato ROZZI, Traffi co urbano: che fare? (Padova, Marsilio editore, 1968).
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1. The study is based on the attempt to distinguish the basic value of the traffi c 
problem inside the urban context and produces an increase in researching from 
the inner side to the outside. The attention is focused fi rst to the environment, 
in order to defi ne the areas where the daily life and other activities take place. 
Through a in to out process, the cellular structure of the whole city takes 
slowly form and, while this is happening, due to a complementary process the 
street network structure emerges. This can be identifi ed like the right order 
, in this way the vehicles  and the places connected to their movements are 
comprehended in a correct way, a service function of different buildings and 
of different activities that are kept inside.

2. The way how this approach is introduced opens the possibility of objective 
valuations  and near to an exact result in terms of quantity especially in a 
disciplinary fi eld where a depends on the intuition.

3. The traffi c is considered like part belonging to a general issue for the 
town planning. The importance of this way of thinking about restoring and 
developing urban areas can’t be ignored by the administration and all the 
operators called to an interdisciplinary cooperation.

It is evident that these principles are a form of new refl ection on the Italian transport landscape 
and the authors think in a very precise way about the effects of the Buchanan Report on the 
theories and studies dealing with the relationship between the traffi c and the structure of the 
city but another time the lack of a step higher dealing with the project is evident. The authors 
make a summary and they take out in a critical way the Buchanan’s concepts, they trace out 
almost some useful guide lines for planning but they don’t report to any project that could been 
doing or that were already done or better they don’t advance any precise consideration on the 
Italian territory. The book collects and illustrates to the Italian debate the results of the United 
States and European experience but among this collections of quotations of different articles 
and writings of Italian and foreign studious, the authors seem not to show suggestions, tools, 
models, experience, “recipes” for architects and urban planners. Anyway the book gives a rich 
and articulated panorama about the complexity, interrelations, territorial effects of the problems 
dealing with this fi eld, but maybe this produces only the effect to increase the awareness of 
the complexity and the diffi culty to manage the infrastructural planning issue by architect and 
urban planners, just like a precise need to send away these problems to specialist professional 
fi gures: creators of transport models, traffi c engineers and politicians.

The Italian tendency of those years to look at as the best manual for the street 
planning the American Highway Capacity Manual 11(1965) which provides planning 
solutions referred only to the American context and this shows objective diffi culty to 
fi nd out a setback in the Italian fi eld.

The mobility problem for architects and urban planners during the middle of the XX century 
coincides especially with the congestion issue where almost the only way to move inside 
the idea for the contemporary city was by a private car. This kind of idea probably takes 
origins from a deep connection with the Le Corbusier’s theories explained with the “7 voies” 
and with the functionalist principle of circulating inside the contemporary city elicited by the 
Charte d’Athènes in 1933. For this reason the planning research on this theme and the most 
representative experiences address overall into a double path of research: by one hand the 
highway system interpreted like circulatory system of the urban organism, in other terms the 
development of the city based on one specifi c function: circulating and by the other hand 
the experiences of limitation and selection of the traffi c, in other terms the researches about 
environmental areas and the attempt to organize en to conciliate the space for man with that 
one for cars. 

Also on the law and project ground the central government never works on creating new specifi c 
technical laws which could be detailed and articulated, neither it creates some manuals or a 
specifi c list of laws for the infrastructural planning, it never promotes the innovation and the 
experiments for new materials or new approaches for planning through national experimental 
projects supported by local realities and government research centres like normally happens 
in other countries. 

The role of the manuals for projects de facto is independent from the representative 
experiences of some valuation projects  (progetti pilota), ideas catalogue, guide lines for 

11  A.A.V.V. Highway capacity manual, (Washington D.C., HRB, 1965).
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planning, all considered as references and addresses for planning. It is necessary waiting 
some decades to rediscover and to give the right value to all these tools for the infrastructural 
planning, especially fi nding back these experiences in some big urban plans. Different types of 
streets sections, abacuses of different type of streets and their position inside the city and their 
specifi c morphological features according to the different urban areas become in a second 
moment some Plan tools12.

In this fi eld it easy to understand that the trend is observing the deep roots of the urbanism 
discipline which loses its original character of unity, Der Stadtbau , to become progressively 
a technique for the solution of urban issue: a technique which that earns importance on art 
and shape13. At this moment, maybe the infrastructural project starts a process of progressive 
fragmentation like possible solution to the themes connected to address to technical and 
specialized professional fi gures and anymore to architect and urban planner. This is shown by 
the weight that the transport theme and street build have in infrastructural planning manuals. 
Streets interpreted like urban structure element by Piccinato L. (1947), or like infrastructures for 
circulation by Dodi (1972) o simply like a problem of respect areas parking and fl uidity of traffi c 
by Colombo, Pagano and Rossetto (1969). Many manuals appear after the Second World 
War, like the one by Rigotti (1947), which suggests a functionalist approach of decomposition 
and systematic treatment of the different urban functions giving to transports a circulatory and 
distribution role with a strict but still specifi c dissertation of the problem. Something different 
happens abroad where the manuals dedicated to the street, infrastructure and urban planning 
belong to a deeply different cultural tradition. Only starting by the end of ‘70s, with the crisis 
of the functional approach in the urban planning, it starts a renovated attention for the quality 
of the physical environment, for the value of the shape and for the role of open and collective 
spaces in the city building a stronger interest for infrastructures for mobility and the role of 
the street system can have in the urban system as well. This is widely documented in a very 
representative way on the pages of some reviews starting by Urbanistica 78/1985 dedicated 
to the theme of the relationship between city-rail and Casabella 553-554/1989 dedicated to the 
theme of the Streets and Paesaggio Urbano 2/1990 dedicated to the theme of the city related 
to mobility.

Year by year, through wider and more different paths of research, a new planning sensibility 
increases, now it is rich and multiform and it pays a priority attention to the concept of complexity 
of the street project. This way of planning relates the work with what there is around and with 
the place where it is set: territory, landscape, city and the system of open spaces, the types 
and the shapes of buildings until the urban and street design.

The absence of new city foundation experience In Italy during those years where the 
theme of the speed control and the separation of fl ows could be the guidelines for 
the planning.

In Italy the ‘60s are years characterised by a debate connected to a sort of paradigm about 
the city-region, about the crisis of some ways of administration of the Italian territory, about the 
huge theme of suburbs, about the failure of development of growth of self suffi cient districts 
and about the special need of a revision of the urban planning and the urban increase. In these 
years the theme of the suburb and in this terms also the different way of growth and building 
the city records a form of crisis. The choice of creating new settlements in very far areas from 
the centres and not linked each other lets to activate a process that is still visible nowadays. It 
is diffi cult understanding why in Italy it is not possible creating a system of urban development 
according the urban model used in England with the experience of the New Towns or in France 
with the Villes Nouvelles .  It is strange because all those are experience where the theme of 
separation of fl ows drives the project according to a modern view of the city while in Italy the 
theme of connections and the merging of daily life with the massive use of the car seems to 
have few or any importance. The suspect is that period got a large infl uence also in terms of 
relationships with the theme of transport and mobility is given to the Progetto 80. In the middle 
of ‘60s a very interesting and ambitious project is created by the Ministry of economical preview. 
The Progetto 80. Rapporto preliminare al programma economico 1971-1975 consists in a plan 
to reach social and economical targets through specifi c interventions on the whole national 
territory. The most interesting element beside the analysis of the relationship between city and 
territory it is the global frame in showing the Italian territory. The territory shows a general lack 
of equilibrium between cities and their infrastructural connections. In this occasion the concept 
of metropolitan system, that tries to overtake the traditional one of metropolitan area. The 

12  A clear t example could be the guide-project on the street system of Pistoia, followed by Giancarlo De Carlo in:
Giancarlo DE CARLO, “Pistoia PRG” in Urbanistica 95 (1989).
13  Giorgio PICCINATO, La costruzione dell’urbanistica in Germania 1871-1914 (Roma, Offi cina, 1974).
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Progetto 80 deals with a metropolitan system made up by several cities to be linked in order 
to spread the demographic and employment weights. Inside the Progetto80 there is a modern 
idea for the Italian city, maybe not too suitable for the time yet. During the ‘60s the dynamic 
of territorial phenomena is quite fast especially it is elicited by the experience of the Piano 
Intercomunale Milanese (1963) which contributed to develop the concrete idea of metropolitan 
area. The Progetto 80 experience is also the attempt to take out and  to translate with new 
forms in one image the Italian territory which should be the ground for driven metropolitan 
processes. In this specifi c case, and basically in the infrastructural fi eld, this can be considered 
the need to demonstrate the possibility of refl ecting an ability into a form, taking the results 
and, only in the end, trying to start the planning process not only through architectural and 
urbanism practises but also through a wider social process. For this reason the lacking of this 
project could be a real missed occasion for a new infrastructural planning too.
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Infrastructure design and urbanism: in common research and design practice they belong to 
different disciplinary domains.1 While the fi rst one is claimed by the engineer, occupied by 
criteria such as optimal technical performance, safety or feasibility, the discipline of urbanism 
is often situated on the transition between architecture, social and policy science. Both are the 
subject and object of different departments and designers. Also their historiography shows little 
common ground. Because of this interdisciplinary gap, the conception of infrastructure and its 
attendant urbanisation patterns remain treated as a black box.2 Today this strong disintegration 
is getting largely out of date. Symptoms as traffi c congestions or environmental confl icts 
point out that the remodelling of the transport network together with a reorganisation of the 
sprawled territory seems unavoidable and demands for an integrated approach. Moreover, 
as infrastructural projects are considered to become one of the last instruments by which the 
government is still able to intervene in this urbanised landscape on a large scale, a better 
understanding of the structuring potential of transport networks is urgent. 3 

Secondly, researchers who do operate on this disciplinary threshold, often focus on the structuring 
impact of one transport network. Recent years numerous publications attempted to complete 
the scattered and defi cient history of transport infrastructure. However, “just as urban historians 
often focused on one city, historians of urban technology often focused on one technology”.4 
Often similar studies are limited by the description of merely the growth of one transport 
network, its technological evolution or detail mile stone events during its implementation.5 
This methodology is problematic since it cuts up history in different technological periods, with 
merely fragmented sketches of the correlating urbanization processes as a result. Moreover, in 
this way the effects of overlap and interchange with other networks on the urbanisation process 
are systematically ignored.  

The Belgian territory consists out of a strongly urbanised landscape, composed out of scattered 
patches of urban, industrial or recreational program and agricultural relicts.6 This low density 
reality is counterparted by a seemingly equally spread and intensively knitted network of transport 
infrastructure. The correlation between the development of this dense transport infrastructure 
network and the urbanisation process, remains an underexposed item in the history of planning 
and urbanism. However, proof can be found that throughout history, several infrastructural 
projects were initiated in order to densify and/or to restructure the existing morphology of the 
region, city or town. The research attempts to demonstrate how trajectories of trains, trams, 
canals and highways, were not only determined by technical parameters, but that their defi nite 
vector was also shaped by their (implicit) urbanisation motives to colonize a region or to steer 
the development of the city. 

Secondly, the research aims to demonstrate that this interwovenness of infrastructure design 
and urbanism is not limited to the conception of the trajectory, but that during the implementation 
faze, when the project shifts from ‘fl ux’ to ‘fi rmitas’, the infrastructural project hybridizes 
into a frame for new typologies of urbanisation, in close interaction with older and/or other 
infrastructural networks. 

1  DUPUY, G.; L’urbanisme des réseaux : théories et méthodes, Colin, Paris, 1991, p.11
2  GRAHAM, S., MARVIN, S.; Splintering urbanism : networked infrastructures, technological mobilities and the urban 
condition, Routledge, London, 2003, p. 180
3  SMETS, M.; The contemporary landscape of Europe’s infrastructures, 2001, in: Lotus international, vol.110, p.121
4  KONVITZ, J.,e.a.; Technology and the city, in: Technology and culture, 31:2, 1990, p.288
5  E.g. local railways international: McKAY, J. ; Tramways and trolleys. The rise of Urban Mass Transport in Europe, Princ-
eton University Press, Princeton, 1976
E.g. local railways national: KEUTGENS, E. ; Instappen a.u.b.! Honderd jaar buurtspoorwegen in België. Jubileumboek 
t.g.v. het honderdjarig bestaan van de NMVB in 1985, NMVB, Brussel, 1985
6  DE MEULDER, B., e.a. ; Patching up the Belgian landscape, in: Oase, 52, December, 1999, p.111
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Presenting the case of the Belgian Campine region, the paper will illustrate how, since early 
19th century, successive layers of transport infrastructure were traced through the region in 
order to colonize the territory, making the landscape shift from a desolate plain into a clustering 
of heavily industrialized areas. The analysis will also demonstrate how the induced patches of 
urbanization are not only determined by the newly implemented transport line, but that they 
are systematically framed by a hybrid constellation of multiple infrastructural lines, belonging to 
different, often initially competing modal networks. More specifi cally, the paper will respectively 
focus on the Campine region since the independence of Belgium (1830) but before World War 
One and before the booming exploitation of the Campine coal mines, the construction of the 
large-scale Albert canal (1939) and introduction of the highway system. The paper analyzes 
within this period the three most structuring infrastructure projects, i.e. the canalization of the 
Campine since 1840’s, and then illustrates how the successive layers of the train network 
(1879) and the local rail lines (1905) stage the existing canal network in a new role within the 
urbanization process of the landscape. 

In order to escape the methodological trap of technological determinism in general and political 
myths in particular,7 and as a way to properly illustrate this disciplinary inclusiveness and 
infrastructural interwovenness, literary study is complemented with cartographical interpretation 
and differentiated mapping techniques. 

Canalizing and colonizing the Campine [1838-1914]

A wide- and fi ne-branched network
The Campine region (De Kempen in Dutch, or La Campine in French), is situated in the north-
east of Belgium, and it stretches for about a hundred kilometres from the east of the Antwerp 
urban region to halfway the Limburg province. Parallel to the Dutch border in the north it 
encompasses a strip of approximately 50 kilometres wide. It lends its name from the Latin 
campus or Campina, the latter indicating a region of fi elds. Its sandy heathlands are part of the 
North European plain. Its landscape was described in the early nineteenth century as mainly 
consisting of “sterile wastes even as the sands of the sea-shore”.  Therefore, except for the city 
of Turnhout, its scanty population was at that time diffused over several villages and hamlets, 
separated by heathland, meres and bogs. 

       
7  OFFNER, Jean-Marc ; Les effets structurants du transport : mythe politique, mystifi cation scientifi que, in : L’espace 
géographique, Paris, 1993, 22(3), pp.233-242

The Campine region: situated 
geographically and within 

the history of infrastructure 
development in Belgium

The sandy heathlands of the 
Campine and early attempts of 

reclamation in Genk
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Already long before the emergence of the Belgium state, successive plans traced canals 
through the Campine region.8 Each of those projects considered the canal network as a mere 
transportation instrument. In this way the canalisation of the two Nete rivers was already on the 
agenda in the fi fteenth century and in later stages Antwerp was planned to be connected with 
secondary cities in the north-eastern part of Belgium such as Herentals. Napoleon Bonaparte’s 
attempts to make a Canal du Nord, which would connect the two main valleys of this region -that 
of the Scheldt and the Meuse- stranded after 1808.9 Also later pleas, in favour of connecting the 
harbour of Antwerp with the Rhine region, ran out by the implementation of a faster and less 
expensive rail way connection in 1834. 10   

It lasts for the canalisation project to gain credibility and feasibility until the transport quality of the 
network is combined with an agricultural motive, or a regional development agenda in general. 
At that time, the Flanders region was confronted with a persistent exponential growth of the 
population and an agricultural recession in the rest of Flanders.11  Therefore the undeveloped 
moorlands of the Campine became an interesting challenge. Cultivating the scarcely inhabited 
region would not only provide labour to the unemployed farmers in the Flanders during their 
agricultural crisis.  It was an opportunity to boost the local population rate, by which it would 
exceed largely the natural demographical growth, and therefore stimulate a signifi cant raise of 
tax income for the State. 12 Attempts of reclamation were already initiated by the government 
in the late eighteenth century, for example by issuing a decree which pressured the villages 
to sell and cultivate their communal grounds. Although the soil constellation was not infertile 
-the ground substances resemble that of the other agricultural developed Flemish territory- the 
reclamation of the land progressed not appreciably.13  

Those previous attempts had failed because of their defi ciency of “voies de communication” or 
transport infrastructure. 14  That was the main conclusion of engineer Ulrich Nicolas Kümmer’s 
report in 1845, appointed by the Ministry of Public Works as responsible for the reclamation 
project. 15   It is in the combination with the motives to develop the complete Campine, that a 
canalisation project in this region gains again credibility and its route is moulded. In this concept 
the transport function meets the development agenda: the canal was no longer perceived as 
a mere transportation line for people or goods between the both ends of the line, but as a 
large scale, extensive water basin, enabling fertile calcareous water from the Meuse to fl ow 
all over the adjacent parcels.  Earlier local, small scale farming experiments had taught that 
bringing in water, would lead to the cultivation of grass. Grass would able the cultivator to raise 
cattle, that would in its turn produce fertilizer. This mould was necessary to turn the ground into 
farmable land. In other words, the reclamation project could exist merely by the grace of the 
canal infrastructure.

8  E.g.: The concession request of Charles V in 1517,  the project of count Georges Hans, for the export of iron, wood and 
salt in 1581,  project Francesquithe in 1613, “fossa Eugenia” by ir. marquis San Angelo in 1626, … See: HARSIN, Paul ;  
Les projets de jonction de l’Escaut, de la Meuse et du Rhin du XVIe au XIXe siècle, in : Annales de la Société scientifi que 
de Bruxelles, t. 51, 1931
9  s.n. ; Onderricht omtrent het Noorder-kanaal, ondernomen tot vereeniging van de rivieren Den Rhyn, De Maas en 
Schelde, Uitg. Vieweg, Nijmegen, 1807
10  VAN DER HERTEN, Bart ; België onder stoom: transport en communicatie tijdens de 19de eeuw, Universitaire pers 
Leuven, Leuven, 2004, p.254-257
11  DIGAND, Frédéric ; Du défrichement des bruyères et des moyens de coloniser à l’intérieur 100 000 habitants des 
Flandres, De Backer, Antwerpen, 1849, p. 4
12  BONJEAN, M.-B. ; Essai sur la question de défrichement des landes et bruyères et sur diverses améliorations, Oudart, 
Liège, 1845
13  DE BEUKELAER, F.X. ; Défrichement des bruyères Campinoises, Antwerpen, 1899, p. 16
14  KUMMER, U. ; Les défrichements des bruyères de la Campine, Mémoire sur l’intervention projetée du gouvernement, 
Bruxelles,1845, p.2
15  Kümmer was head of the fi rst decentralised department of the Public Works Ministry: “the Service des défrichements 
de la Campine”, or translated: “Service of reclamation of the Campine region”.  
For a more elaborate biography on ir. Kümmer: INDEKEU, B. ; Aan de vergetelheid ontrukt: Ulrich Nicolas Kümmer (1792-
1862), in: Tijdschrift Monumenten en Landschappen, mei-juni 2004, p. 4-30. 

White: Canal du Nord (1808); 
grey: design by ir.Techmann & 
Massui (1835); red: design by ir. 
Kümmer, Head of Service des 
défrichements de la Campine, 
background: colony of Wortel
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Based on his former experience in canal infrastructure, and after examining the former plans 
of engineers Teichmann and Masui, Kümmer developed a proper canalisation scheme.16   The 
governmental ambition to develop the whole Campine into ‘a real province’, is refl ected in the 
elaboration of the infrastructural plans. The mapping clarifi es how the single line trajectories 
of the former plans which cut straight across the region, shift into a more equally dispersed 
scheme of multiple canals which reach into the farthest corners of the desolate region.17  With the 
branches moulded around the Campine ‘Highlands’, the canal network consists out of long water 
surfaces, and initially without too many locks. The fact that this agricultural function prevailed 
over its transportation mode is refl ected in original sections of the designed canals: the profi le 
was deep enough to run water through them, but was inadequate for ships, even for those with 
a shallow draught.18  Later insight would acknowledge that the canals could also be used to 
import additional fertilizer from the city of Antwerp during the initial phase, but also to export the 
production that would exceed the local needs of its future inhabitants. Sold at the market, the 
profi ts would certainly attract new volunteers to the isolated region, Kümmer would argue later. 

Secondly, the local embedding of the canal network is guaranteed by the development of  
secondary, small scale branches, clustered into patches of watering fi elds.  By tapping into the 
main canals, a fi ne mesh of irrigation channels was drawn into the adjacent fi elds. The canals 
functioned thus as basins and the secondary network was designed to conduct the water, 
enriched with ooze and lime, deep into the moorlands. In this way, more than 25000 hectares of 
watering fi elds were lined up along the main canals in Kümmer’s original drawings. 

Immediately after the voting of the project in 1843, the realisation of canal network was started 
in three fazes. The central branch of approximately sixty kilometres was already realized 3 
years later.

16  KUMMER, U. ; Polders du bas-Escaut en Belgique, in : Annales des travaux publics, Bruxelles, 1844 and KUMMER, 
U. ;  Essai sur les travaux de fascinages et la construction des digues, ou Description du réendiguement des polders du 
Bas Escaut belge, précédé d’une notice historique sur ces polders, Bruxelles, 1849
17  Ministère des travaux publics. Administrations des ponts et chaussées et des chemins de fer ; Album du développement 
progressif du réseau des routes, des voies navigables et des chemins de fer de 1830 à 1880, Lith. De Verver-De Weuwe, 
Bruxelles, 1881
18  VAN DER HERTEN, Bart ; België onder stoom: transport en communicatie tijdens de 19de eeuw, Universitaire pers 
Leuven, Leuven, 2004, p.255

Ir. Kümmer’s design for a wide- 
and fi ne-branched canal network, 

moulded around the Campine 
‘Highlands’, and adapted 
to irrigate and reclaim the 

heathlands (bruyeres)

2500 hectares of fi ne-meshed 
irrigation fi elds, tapping into 
the wide-spread main canal 

network, transform the landscape 
defi nitively with rational parcelling 

and large-scale foresting
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The colony as a proven urbanisation model
The fi ne-meshed canal structure of the reclamation project is simultaneously completed with 
a well-tried housing development model. Kümmer’s report sketches the discussion on the 
application of the colony as the appropriate accommodation model. Amidst the agricultural plots, 
delimited by the irrigation channels, the imported Flemish farmers would be accommodated in 
clusters of farms and some communal facilities. This type had already proven its effi ciency in 
early eighteenth century Europe, but in a rather different context. Colonies were founded to 
provide accommodation for those who did not fi t in the industrialised world. Precursors in this 
typology can be recognised in Count Rumford’s Militärgarten or the Armen Erziehungsrepublik 
of Baron Von Fellenberg, where orphans, vagabonds or professional bums were involved in 
military duty or agricultural labour.19  Already in 1810, the castle of Hoogstraten, near Antwerp, 
was used in this sense as a beggar resort. 

In these surroundings, the appeal of military engineer Johannes van den Bosch was granted 
by the king in 1817 to deal with a persistent poverty problem in the Netherlands. Therefore he 
establishes an association, which erects, among other colonies, those of Wortel and Merksplas.20  
In the ‘free’ colony of Wortel, the needing families are provided with a dwelling, furniture, clothes, 
farm land and some animals. From then on, they are ought to be self-supporting and to donate 
a small part of their income to the association, in order to redeem their loan. On the other hand, 
in Merksplas, men and women were forced to work in workshops and recreate on the central 
situated inner court.

After the revolution and declaration of independence, the ‘Dutch’ projects, situated now on 
Belgian territory, fell in disgrace. The application of the colony model in the reclamation project 
was therefore not left undiscussed. In 1846, the responsible minister de Theux expresses 
himself rather negatively on their implementation. In his opinion, it was indeed the responsibility 
of the State to develop community facilities such as churches or schools. But thanks to the 
reclamation project, dispersed residential nuclei would emerge spontaneously, without any 
government support necessary. One year later, his successor, minister Rogier considered 
the colonies as an inexpensive and effi cient link in the process of transferring the abundant 
population from East- and West-Flanders to the uninhabited region. He pleads the foundation 
of three outposts, distributed along the canal structure, each consisting out of thirty farms, a 
chapel and a school.

In 1849 Kümmer concludes that the colony model needed to complement the infrastructure works 
was no almshouse, but would be conceived as one exemplary undertaking, used to seduce 
the private initiative.21  In this State project, the imported farmers would learn the techniques 
necessary to cultivate the savage land. Publicity about the success of this single farm would 
attract private initiative, and inspired candidate colonists would continue the reclamation on a 
larger scale by their own means.

Framed between canal and road: the agricultural colony of Lommel
In the elaboration of the masterplan of the exemplary colony, the schism between infrastructural 
conception and urban design completely fades. Once the development of the outpost was ratifi ed 
in 1849, a site on state property was selected near the junction of the main Campine canal 
and the traveller’s road, connecting the Belgian city Hasselt with the Dutch ‘s Hertogenbosch. 
The settlement was therefore also situated close to a dockyard along the main canal and in 
the proximity of an 18th century toll house on the paved road. The pamphlet used to attract 
voluntary workers to the colony of Lommel is representative for the hybrid conceptualisation of 
the masterplan of the site, moulded by canal and road. With arrows indicating the direction of 
the drainage, the advertisement looks more like an engineering schematic than a refl ection of 
a promising domestic future. 22   

19  VAN DEUN, Piet ; Kolonies van Weldadigheid: in beeld/buiten beeld, tentoonstelling in het Stedelijk museum van 
Lommel, Lommel, 2007
20 WESTENDORP BOERMA, J.; Johannes Van den Bosch als sociaal hervormer: de maatschappij van weldadigheid, 
Ipenbuur en Van Seldam, Amsterdam, 1927
21  KÜMMER, U.; Création de prairies irrigables et établissement d’une colonie agricole dans la Campine, Rapport adressé 
à M. le Ministre de l’Intérieur sur les résultats obtenus pendant l’année 1850 inclusivement à la suite de l’intervention de 
l’état, Devroye, Brussels, 1850, p.110
22  cfr. KNAEPEN R. ; Kaarten keuren vanuit een Kempisch perspectief, in: Limburg, jg. 69, 1990

The colony model, here in 
Wortel, later reinterpreted within 
the reclamation project
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Two times ten single family farms are positioned on a patch that is limited on one side by the 
irrigation channels linked to the canal and on the other side by a central feeder road, connecting 
the houses to the road, mentioned above. This double comb structure of infrastructure defi nes 
the masterplan in a way that the order of dimensions of the farm allotment does not differ from 
that of the other cultivatable parcels spread along the canal infrastructure.  Clustered at the end 
of the central path, -today still named as ‘Colony Street’ - and near the crossing with the main 
road, the communal facilities are located. As Kümmer’s report subscribes, the topographical 
maps of that time indicate the existence of a church, a presbytery and a school. 23   Every 
smallholding has fi ve hectares to its disposition: one hectare of grassland, one hectare of grain 
and three hectares of moorland that had to be cultivated.  The interweaving of dwelling and 
farming continues on the level of the architectural composition of the farmhouse: half of the built 
space is claimed by sheds and stables, leaving over one sleeping room, one common room 
and basic sanitary. 24  

A limited successful project but with a permanent footprint  
Cartographical analysis clarifi es how drastically the infrastructural project dictates a new 
topography on its surroundings. The development of the canals and the colony wipes out 
completely, for example, the network of small-scale, mainly north-south orientated, trails.  They 
were formed by chariots, which tried to avoid to get stuck in former swampy pathways, and 
therefore traced repeatedly new routes through the moorlands. Also the sudden application of 
large scale foresting is remarkably present in the comparison with anterior maps. The reclamation 
law of 1847, that obliged the local authorities to sell their communal grounds to candidate-
buyers, prescribed that the sold communal grounds either had to be cultivated –with crops or 
plants- or could be planted with conifers. As the demand for wood in the mines was big, and their 
maintenance was far less intensive, pine forests were a popular enforcement of the law by the 
new private owners. Also the axis of the main canal was visually reinforced with an alignment of 
trees. To this day, together with the canals, they still visually dominate the Campine landscape. 

On several maps, dating from just before the implementation of the watering fi elds in Lommel, 
only a couple of small housing collectives, adjacing the main road, are noticeable. They 
functioned as toll houses. In order to be self-supporting their inhabitants started reclamation 
of some parcels already in 1800.  Further alongside the canal infrastructure, regional maps, 
registered halfway the nineteenth century, not only reveal the other watering fi elds of Kümmer’s 
reclamation project. This period gave also rise to other new agricultural settlements, such as 
that of Rauw, characterised by an orthogonal street lay out. 25  

23  Carte Topographique de la Belgique, 1866-1880
24  ROGIER, C. ; Défrichement des terrains incultes. Exécution de la loi du 25 mars 1847, Bruxelles, Impr. Devroye, 1850, 
plan D’
25  ANTROP, Marc, e.a. ; België in kaart: de evolutie van het landschap in drie eeuwen cartografi e, Lannoo, Tielt, 2006, 
p.28

The colony of Lommel, framed 
by a double comb fi gure of canal 

(blue) and road infrastructure 
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The reclamation project, with its 
canal and road infrastructure and 

development scheme, locally 
wipes out several of the previous 

fi ne scale landscape layers
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The project aroused lively professional interest, also from abroad. Several French engineers 
dedicated substantial studies on their Campine discovery and refl ected in which way the 
irrigation system could be applied in comparable regions back home. 26  The plans featured 
also at the international agricultural exposition of Paris in 1878.27  Nevertheless, the large scale 
infrastructural project can hardly be called a success. From the promised 25 000 hectares in 
1846, engineer Kümmer sees his ambitions reduced to 2257 effectively developed hectares. 
The allotments in the fi rst developed watering fi eld were immediately sold out.  But the next 
sales could only tempt a couple of wealthy investors, such as bankers or the mayor of Antwerp 
at that time.28 The failure knows many causes. First of all, the colony of Lommel did not succeed 
to be exemplary. Haunted by cattle diseases and bad harvests, the colonists were forced to 
work elsewhere and soon lost their motivation. Secondly, some source books mention the 
insuffi cient fl ow of water, provided by the canals and irrigation channels. As the development 
of the watering fi elds increased, more water was attracted from the canals, in such a way that 
even the shipping traffi c was hypothecated. Comparison of successive sections of the canal 
shows how their profi les were systematically widened. Even after a large scale investment 
by the government in broadening the canals and the building of water locks, the situation 
remained critical. Farmers were compelled to recuperate and recycle the water, what therefore 
lost after a while its fertile qualities. Lastly, even the largest net profi ts, made by Kümmer’s 
most faithful disciples such as the agricultural engineer Keelhoff, were still relatively low and 
the private investors found better opportunities elsewhere in the fl ourishing industry [cf. infra]. 
Nevertheless, the enthusiasm of the state impulse is continued by the small-scale cultivator. 
29  By the end of the century, the anonymous local farmer will be responsible for more than two 
thirds of the total reclamation of the moorlands.  

The Second Life of Infrastructure: the requickening of the Campine canal_[1879-
1914]
The next layer of the research analyses how the urbanisation of this region is landscaped by the 
activities of new heavy industry and its correlating workmen settlements, induced by the synergy 
between a reinterpreted Campine canal network and a newly implemented rail road network. 

Tracking the Industry: the Iron Rhine
Also the fi nal outlay of the Iron Rhine, can be conceived as a complex interplay of different 
powers, ranging from political, socio-economic motifs, to transport network logics, molded 
by the local physical conditions.  Determining the defi nite vector of the trajectory of the Iron 
Rhine took almost forty years. In the previous part was already mentioned that the decision 
making of the trajectory of the Campine canal was in competition with the tracing of a railroad 
connection between Antwerp and the Rhineland. The young Belgian State was immediately 
after obtaining its independency, in search for a commercial bypass on its proper territory, 
suspicious of The Netherlands to close the Scheldt river out of revenge.  The fi rst design for 
Belgium’s fi rst railroad, and therefore also the fi rst railway of the European mainland, was traced 
by the appointed engineers Simons en De Ridder through the Campine region.30 It provided a 
link between the German industry and the North Sea, through the Antwerp harbor. In the early 
1830’s, this relatively fl at, scarcely inhabited region would grant the train an easy and cheap 
passage, spared from ingenious and expensive earth and artworks, but this trajectory would 
also limit the number of expropriations. However, a more southern ‘detour’ was voted in 1843 in 
favor of the fl ourishing industry around Liege, and the transport economic benefi ts by collecting 
more densely populated places along its trajectory.

However, different parties persisted in pleading for a parallel, more northern railway connection, 
this time through the Campine region.31 On the one hand, the Antwerp commercial scene was a 
zealous advocate of a shorter and faster rail connection to the Rheinland (hence its name Iron 
Rhine). Not only would this second railway line boost the traffi c capacity, it would also make 
an end to the monopoly of the single concessionary of the fi rst rail connection, determining 
all transport charges without any competition. On the other hand, numerous German design 
proposals for a new rail connection attest to the incessant diligence of the industry from the 
Ruhr Area to expand the number of links with the North Sea.32 Thirdly, also regional propaganda 
committees emerged, proclaiming the prosperity, which they believed a new train line would 

26  MANGON, H.; Études sur les irrigations de la Campine et les travaux analogues de la Sologne et d’autres parties de 
la France, L. Mathias, Paris, 1850
27  DURAND-CLAYE, Alfred ; Exposition universelle internationale de 1878 à Paris, Rapports du jury international, Volume 
VI, Classe 51. Rapport sur le matériel et les procédés des industries agricoles et forestières, Paris, Imprimerie nationale, 
1880, p.108-115  
28  To make sure that the fi rst sale did not fail, Kümmer and his engineering colleagues, such as Keelhoff, had bought 
themselves large plots in the fi rst auction, hoping for positive publicity to stimulate private interest at the following auctions.
29  DE MOOR, Chirstina, VANHAUTE Eric; Wetgeverslogica en boerenverstand : heideontginningen in de 18de en de 19de 
eeuw, in: INDEKEU, Bruno; Lommel-Barrier en –kolonie in de vorige eeuw, Museum Kempenland, Lommel, 1997, p. 15
30  SIMONS, P.,DE RIDDER, G. ; Mémoire à l’appui du projet d’un chemin à ornières de fer à établir entre Anvers, Bruxelles, 
Liège et Verviers, destiné à former la 1re section de la nouvelle route d’Anvers à Cologne, De Vroom, Bruxelles, 1833
31  BROOS, M. ; De spoorweg Antwerpen-Mönchengladbach, in: Op de rails, 2-3, 1998, pp.49-55, 92-98
32  e.g.: HENZ, L. ; Denkschrift zur Begründung des Projectes der Erbauung einer Eisenbahn zwischen Cöln und Eupen 
als deutsche Hälfte der Bahn von Cöln nach Antwerpen, Elberfeld : Lucas, 1835
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bring to the desolate region. They submitted alternative design proposals collecting the 
isolated communities, and connecting them to the national rail network.33 Also the offi cer of the 
department of Public Works at that time, Vifquain, believed in a benefi cial effect for the Campine 
region by combining the existing canal network with its iron counterpart: “Après l’établissement 
des voies navigables, c’est aux chemins de fer qu’il faudra adresser pour complémenter le 
système général des communications de la Campine. Relier cette contrée au grand railway 
national, en meme temps qu’à toutes les navigations du pays, ce serait lui donner, pour ainsi 
dire, tout ce qu’elle peut raisonnablement demander”.34  

Despite of these numerous applications it lasted until 1879 to operate this east-west rail connection 
through the Campine. For more than 30 years, the Netherlands refused any passage on their 
territory, in fear of putting its own harbors of Rotterdam and Vlissingen in disadvantage by favoring 
Antwerp with a new traffi c line to Germany. But also the Belgian government itself lingered several 
years over its approval. Ignorant about the effects of a second parallel line on the profi tability of 
the fi rst one, the government precluded all competition by refusing all private proposals.35 

A turn in this reluctant attitude was internationally initiated in 1867 by The French-German rivalry 
over Luxemburg, which brought the Netherlands and Belgium for strategic reasons closer together. 
But also nationally, the Antwerp harbor interests gained general public support, making further 
delay of the approbation of the line by the Belgian government no longer possible. However, 
within the Campine region itself, there was no consensus yet about the trajectory. A more southern 
trajectory could collect a more densely populated area and link the important military base at 
Leopoldsburg to the train network. The local competitors of a more northern alternative pointed 
out that their trajectory was shorter and less curvy. Although the provincial government decided in 
favor of the southern line, the Belgian government traced in 1879 the line defi nitely along the north 
-thus through the less populated area- mainly because of a deal with the Dutch government: in 
exchange for connecting the Dutch village of Weert, the Belgium railway companies could co-use 
a part of an existing Dutch railway line and station, in order to reach Germany.36 

In the beginning, the new line only hosted three passenger trains a day, mainly used by central 
European emigrants on their route to America. But the Iron Rhine was used intensively by 
freight trains. Because of its success, the concessionary –Le Grand Central Belge- decided in 
1893 to double the tracks.

Framed by track and canal
In reality this 80 kilometres long iron vector would hybridize into an infrastructural frame, in 
interaction and entanglement with the present parallel Campine canal, conditioning and 
confi guring that fi ve kilometres wide desolate strip of heathlands between them, into a 
developable patch, ideal for a new kind of large scale industry. Although, during the fi rst years 
of its implementation, the Iron Rhine had a rather centrifugal effect on its fl anking villages. 
Campine workers fl ed their home villages, trying their luck in the Antwerp, Walloon or German 
industrial areas.37 However, soon the implementation of this railway line in combination with 
the canal network would set the conditions for the development of the Campine as one of 
Belgium’s main industrial regions. After all, the excavation of the Campine canals had not only 
introduced water into the region, it had also unlocked the sandy grounds of the Campine. Already 
before the development of the railway line, small private sand extracting companies can be 
traced along the canals.38 But from the late 1880’s on, the landscape is radically transformed, 

33  e.g.1: POUSSET, J. ; Réseau de chemins de fer provinciaux limbourgeois, Carmanne, 1864
e.g.2: s.n., De Kempische spoorweg Antwerpen-Brecht-Hoogstraeten-Weelde, Gedeelte der kaart voor de studie van 
eenen Yzerenweg door de Kempen, s.d.
e.g.3: GODDYN, RICHE et Cie.; Chemin de fer direct D’Anvers à Cologne, Demande en concession, 1854
34  VIFQUAIN, J.B. ; Des voies navigables en Belgique : considérations historiques suivies de propositions diverses, ayant 
pour objet l’amélioration et l’extension de la navigation, Bruxelles, Devroye, 1842
35  WITLOX, F. ; De Yzeren Rijn: over buurlandse gevoeligheden en wederzijds wantrouwen, in: Het tijdschrift van het 
Gemeentekrediet, 2000, 211, p. 55-71 
36  VAN DER EYKEN, M., DE BOT, H., e.a. ; 125jaar Spoorwegen in Noord-limburg, Schans, Neerpelt, 1991, pp.36-37
37  LEYSEN, V., INDEKEU, B. ; Van Teutendorp tot Bruisende stad, Lommel in de voorbije twee eeuwen (1800-2000), 
Museum Kempenland v.z.w., Lommel, 2001, pp.124
38  GEERTS, F., e.a.; Door het zand getekend. Bijdragen over landschap en verleden van de Kempense grensgemeente, 
Museum Kempenland v.z.w., Lommel, 1989, pp.432
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this time by large scale sand extracting and consuming factories such as chemical works, 
metallurgic plants, glass-works and even explosives producers. Or as Alexander Delmer, the 
General secretary of the Ministry of Public Works, would state later: ”Ces voies navigables ont 
amené l’industrie en Campine avant même la découverte du basin houiller. Partout où ces 
voies navigables croisent une ligne ferrée, une ou plusieurs usines ont été édifi ées.”39  On the 
one hand, did the advantages of this infrastructural interwovenness set the perfect conditions 
for new specifi c development, and  prepared the adjacent grounds for new typologies. The 
overlapping canal and train network provided the region with a modernised accessibility to 
the Antwerp harbour and German industries, suitable for the in- and export of materials and 
products of the companies. 

By disposing of both transport modes, traffi c was guaranteed all time, even during frost, fl ooding 
or strikes. Secondly, the freight transport of both infrastructures was complementary. Transport 
by boat was considerably cheaper for primary materials and products, but it network was 
insuffi cient to reach consumers which were not situated along the canal or which needed only 
small quantities. Also valuable or perishable goods, which had to reach fast their destination, 
were better off with its faster iron counterpart. Moreover, the meshes of the rail network were 
more equally and fi nely developed over the Belgian territory. 

On the other hand, the existing regional conditions attracted specifi c large scale factories. 
The cheap land prices and the vast uninhabited surfaces, made the site fi t for the location of 
contaminating and hazardous industries. But also the presence of cheap worker force and the 
absence of labor movements contributed to the attractiveness of this region for that kind of 
industrial plants.40

Mapping reveals how both the rail as the canal network hybridized during the urbanization 
process. Bottom up, the industry adjusted locally both of the (inter)national communication 
lines.  On the one hand the train network anchored itself into the region using multiple secondary 
lines. These iron tentacles reached towards the canal and its elongated factories. Some of 
those private industrial branches, such as those at Lommel and Overpelt, stretched over more 
than fi ve kilometers, where they fan out along the canal and in the different directions of the 
production units and the sandpits. Secondly, together with the development of the factories, 
also new passenger stops were added to the national train line, often named after the village 
together with the suffi x ‘-workplace’. These stops, within walking distance of the factory, allowed 
the workers to travel by train.

On the other hand, also the canal infrastructure was adapted during the development process. 
Cartographical comparison learns that its banks were revet with (dis)charging quays, including 
new dock cranes. But the water surface was also broadened, fi rst locally by the factories 
themselves, by digging new basins along the canal, enabling the longboats to moor. Late, from 
1905 on, the canal was systematically broadend and deepend, ready to host the large barges 
coming from Germany. 

39  DELMER, A.; Rôle des voies de navigation intérieure dans l’ensemble du réseau des voies de communication d’un 
pays, in: XVIe Congrès International de Navigation, Bruxelles, 1935, p.19
40  OLYSLAGER, P. ; De localiseering der Belgische Nijverheid, Standaard, Antwerpen, 1947, pp.241

Large scale, often hazardous 
industries occupy the desolate 
Campine landscape, attracted by 
the infrastructural confi guration 
and the regional specifi c 
conditions.

German design of the later 
Compagnie des métaux et 
produits chimiques D’Overpelt-
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Zooming in on the correlating developments, it becomes clear that the canal and rail infrastructure 
not merely framed the sand extracting and related factories. Factories such as Société Anonyme 
des Mines et Fonderies de Zinc de la Veille Montagne or La Compagnie des Métaux d’Overpelt-
Lommel et Corphalie developed almost simultaneously housing facilities for its workers. Next 
to the tracks and/or the canal, a grid of streets lined up the new dwellings. Amidst the desolate 
Campine landscape, these planned patches of housing were built in the close vicinity of the 
factory, but oriented in a way that, most of the time they were spared of the exhaust fumes 
and were provided with ample sunlight. In comparison with their urban counterparts at that 
time, these labourers’ dwellings in Overpelt, Lommel and Balen were considerably larger and 
equipped with better sanitary fi ttings. Distanced at more than twelve meters from each other, 
their front gardens provided the street with a green outlook. Directors and engineers, often 
German or Walloon emigrants, were allocated in different types of villas, either within the same 
scheme or situated a bit further along a local road. Another formal similarity which can be 
detected in comparison with the English garden city model at that time, was the incorporation 
of other facilities within the lay-out of these autarkic Campine communities. The program for 
example of Lommel-workplace included around 1910, besides 52 labourers’ cottages and 17 
mansions for the executives, also functions such as a church, a school, a hospital, a community 
centre, a children’s playground and even a casino.   

The overall resulting scheme is that of the two parallel infrastructure lines of canal and rail, with 
perpendicular between them, the private industrial tracks and the southern canal branches to 
Kwaadmechelen and Beverlo.  The dual patches of factories and the correlating residential areas 
cluster around their junctions. This fi gure is complemented with the secondary road network, 
by extending existing roads towards the plants, the dwelling grids and the complementary train 
stops. Some of these large scale metallurgic and chemical plants still exist today. However 
besides the infrastructure lines, it is the sequence of voids along these lines which left this 
industry behind that dominate the contemporary Campine landscape. The large scale sandpits, 
which after the extraction were left behind, fi lled up over time with water and some of them are 
nowadays intensively used for water recreation. 

The canal branch and the tramway: local tracks towards a national industry_
[1894-1914]
The third part of the paper focuses on the northern part of Campine canal network, the canal 
Schoten-Turnhout-Dessel. It illustrates how also this more local branch of the canal network 
resuscitates, in synergy with the implementation of the new tramway-technology. In a hybrid 
enlacement, they catalyze together the development of the local clay-industry, another decisive 
step in the further industrialization and urbanization of the Campine landscape.  

A new transport mode, but no network
After a long policymaking process, the Belgian legal framework was apt to implement the new 
transport mode of local railways or tramways, also outside the cities. In 1885, this lighter form 
of railways was considered as a rather cheap solution to connect the villages, the agricultural 
developments and the local industrial resources, which lacked until then a proper train 
connection, with the larger cities, their markets and the national harbors.41 These local railways 
would therefore not form a new autarkic public transport network, but – as rivers have streams, 
and main roads branch into local roads – they would function as secondary feeder lines of the 
national train network. 42 Thanks to the lighter equipment, the local railways could be deployed 
in less accessible territory and operate fl exibly in time. 43  That way, the farmer not only could 
present its products faster and cheaper on the early market, he also would be able to expand 
his outlet and to seize new fi elds. But also the workman would benefi t from this new technology. 
He would get faster to the factory, in fact, he even would be less tempted to move house from 
the village to the ‘pernicious’ city. 

41  GRAUX, C. ; Verslag Kamer zitting 12 mei 1882, Constitution d’une Société nationale pour la Construction et 
l’exploitation de chemins de fer vicinaux, Minister van Financiën, Exposé des motifs
42  DE BURLET, C. ; ‘Les chemins de fer vicinaux en Belgique’, extrait de la revue économique internationale, 1907
43  PAULY, J. ; Etude sur les chemins de fer vicinaux. Leur coordination aux grands réseaux, Comité central industriel de 
Belgique, Bruxelles, 1936 

The overall resulting scheme is 
that of two parallel infrastructure 

lines -canal and rail-, with in 
between their perpendicular 
branches. The dual patches 

of factories and the correlating 
residential areas cluster around 

their junctions, provided with 
their proper train stops. 
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The development of the local railways in this region was incrementally realized by different 
groups, such as its proper steam tram company (the Kempische Stoomtram Maatschappij)44. 
Long straggling lines crossed each other frequently and tended to link at focal points such as 
the towns of Westerlo and Oostmalle or in cities such as Turnhout or Herentals.45 In these cities, 
most of the local lines started or encountered along their trajectory in close proximity of a train 
station. At these junctions, new emplacements were developed46. Multiple tracks of train and 
tram interlaced into transshipment points where their cargo could be exchanged. 

However, although the local railways were conceived as feeder lines, their development did not 
only boost train traffi c towards the cities and harbors.

Also the digging out of this branch of the Campine canals had exposed locally the subsoil, 
which consisted in this northern part of the region of a rich clay stratum. Soon a couple of 
small brickyards arose, dispersed along this branch, extracting the clay manually and merely 
supplying the local needs. But from the second half of the 19th century on, the demand for bricks 
and tiles increased gradually, since the construction tradition on the countryside shifted from 
loam to brick houses.47 

In 1894, four years after its establishment, the North Portland Cement factory situated along 
the canal branch, was granted a private local railway connection, which ran for 4 kilometers 
along the canal. In 1900 another local railway line, from Turnhout to Merksplas, benefi ted for a 
couple of kilometers from the present canal embankment, by aligning its trajectory parallel to the 
waterway. However, in 1905, the National Local Railway Company48 designed an ‘extension’ of 
these private lines along the canal. The northern part of the canal branch was now completely 
doubled by a parallel track, incorporating the former parts. This way, this line was no longer 
merely a private annex of a public line, such as in the rest of the country, serving a single factory 
or a construction site, but it transformed into a proper connection of 20 kilometers long. Secondly, 
in contrast with the other local railway lines, its trajectory did not converge towards the existing 
towns or cities, but it became a tranversal link between the existing local railway lines. 

However, improving travelling time, by reducing the mazes within the train network, was not of 
its main concerns. On the contrary, the design report explicitly appoints this improved trans-
regional passenger connection merely as positive supplementary effect. 49 

The true motives of the design become clear when analyzing the positioning of its stops. First 
of all, the line had to meet as much as possible the demands of the freight transport of the 
existing brickyards. But the design projected also future development of factories along the canal, 
extrapolating the number of the pending applications. As the majority of the companies at that time 
was situated on the northern side of the canal, an earlier southern alternative for the trajectory 
was rejected. By including fl oating bridges and cable ferries, the design would also guarantee the 
factories on the southern embankment the displacement of their goods. In the future, it would also 

44  NEYENS, J. ; De buurtspoorwegen in de provincie Antwerpen, 1885-1968, Van In, Lier, 1969 
NEYENS, J. ; De buurtspoorwegen in de provincie Limburg, 1885-1968, Van In, Lier, 1972
45  DAVIES, W.J.K.: 100 Years of the Belgian Vicinal SNCV/NMVB 1885-1985: A Century of Secondary Rail Transport in 
Belgium, Light Rail Transit Association, London, 1985
46  KEUTGENS, E. ; Instappen a.u.b.! Honderd jaar buurtspoorwegen in België. Jubileumboek t.g.v. het honderdjarig 
bestaan van de NMVB in 1985, NMVB, Brussel, 1985
47  HENRIQUET,  M. ; La Campine industrielle, L’Echo de la Bourse, Bruxelles, s.d.
48  Translated, Société nationale des chemins de fer vicinaux / Nationale Maatschappij der Buurtspoorwegen 
49  Société nationale des chemins de fer vicinaux; Mémoire descriptif, Chemin de fer vicinal de Turnhout-Merxplas-Hoog-
straeten-frontière. Extension le long du canal entre Saint-Léonard et Rijckevorsel et entre les usines North et le pont n°4, 
1905 

The steam tram stopping at the 
brickkilns in Beerse, along the 
canal Schoten-turnhout-Dessel 
which is at that moment -as the 
picture in the right corner below 
shows- being enlarged, enabling 
the Rhine barges to moor

The local railway along the 
canal branch Schoten-Turnhout-
Dessel, as a transversal link 
by-pass, reducing the mazes of 
the train network
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be the northern bank which would develop the densest. Secondly, also in this case, the (local) 
railroad would guarantee sales even when the waterway was interrupted or frozen. Finally, the 
new tracks would facilitate the journey of the 1700 workers at that time to the companies. Most of 
them lived in the few villages nearby, but the earlier mentioned North cement factory developed 
its own parish, with workman dwellings, amidst the heathland, nearby the plants.50

But also in this case the canal itself was adapted during the development process. In the 
same year of the design of the new local railway line, the canal branch was broadened and 
deepened. This way larger Rhine barges could moor close to the brickkilns and drying-hangars, 
all aligned immediately next to the towpath. Comprehensively, the local canal branch Dessel-
Turnhout-Schoten and the local railway entangled into one production line, along which over 
time numerous small-scale cement factories and brickyards jostled one another for some space 
along the lines. Or in the words of Alexander Delmer: ”On peut citer les cimenteries […] et les 
briqueteries de la Campine le long du canal de Turnhout à Anvers. Cette disposition des usines 
marque bien le caractère complémentaire des deux moyens de transport : bateau et wagon.» 
These infrastructures formed the life lines of factories which, in comparison with the former layer 
of industry along the Iron Rhine and the other Campine canal, are rather small scale. But in 
the multitude of their development, they formed together an industry which was responsible for 
about a quarter of the total Belgian output of bricks, as well as a considerable number of tiles. 

But the infrastructural embedding into the region reached further than the brickkilns and sheds. 
The local railway displayed a larger capillarity, developing temporary side-tracks. The factories 
traced private lines perpendicular to the main line, running into the clay pits. In other words, the 
initially local industrial embranchment developed in its turn secondary embranchments. These 
‘raccordements’ not only eased the transport from the pits to the ovens, but it also enabled 
the companies to drive the ‘excavateurs’, or mechanical trench diggers, to the clay layers and 
consequently expanded their workable territory.  In contrast to other regions, the extracting of 
the Campine clay is rather space devouring, due to its relatively thin layers. Therefore, it are 
not the contemporary up-scaled brick plants, nor the string of ruins of brickyard along the canal 
which are today the most structuring witnesses of this era, but it is yet again the sequence 
of large scale voids which the landscape inherited from this industry. Over time, also these 
abandoned clay pits fi lled up with water, but many of them developed into ecological oasises, 
displaying a natural richness which exceeds that of the original landscape.51   

Conclusion 

The Campine case supports the hypothesis that at the basis of large scale infrastructural projects 
an implicit development motive can be revealed, and therefore the urbanization of the region 
fi nds its origin in different planned forms of spatial policy. Since the independency of Belgium, 
this desolate region has consequently been the object of successive attempts of deliberate 
urbanization, with the different infrastructural projects literally and fi guratively as trailblazers.   

These identifi ed spatial patterns do not correspond with the often sanctifying model of radio-
concentric growth. The infrastructural perspective makes it clear that the urbanization of 
the Campine region cannot simply or at least not merely be declared by the gradual spatial 
dispersing of the inherited pattern of cities and villages.  

The mapping clarifi es that in the evolution from fl ux to frame, infrastructure design experiences 
oscillating relationships, often shifting from a competitive attitude during the planning period, 
towards synergetic effects during implementation. During this step, the infrastructure project 
evolves from an abstract vector, a resultant of different prevalent powers, into a hybridized 
concrete spatial structure, anchoring in its surroundings and other networks by developing 
tentacles and provoking mutual adaptation. It are these entanglements that frame sites for future 
development, forming diverse sequences of buildings and voids, of industries and cultivated 
nature, of villages and grids of dwellings. The following layers correlating to the large scale Albert 
canal and the implementation of the highway system will render its complexity and complement 
the pallet of intra-infrastructural relationships, varying from substitution, over neglect to fusion. 
Although the different infrastructure technologies are implemented successively, their spatial 
counterparts form simultaneous, parallel realities, structures which all superimpose towards 
one urbanized landscape. 

50  MONKHOUSE, F.J. ; the Belgian Kempenland, Liverpool, University Press, 1949
51  Dienst Natuurlijke rijkdommen, Defi nitief vastgesteld Bijzonder Oppervlaktedelfstoffenplan, 2006
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IV National steel plant in Taranto: a project for the transformation.
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Introduction
Industrialism is “an economic and social system based on the development of large-scale 
industries and marked by the production of large quantities of [...] manufactured goods and 
the concentration of employment in urban factories”1. But it is also possible to use the word to 
express an hypothesis, an interpretation of society in which industry is responsible for a broad 
transformation process, very often conceived as a modernization one2.

It would be a very interesting one a history of ideas3 able to reconstruct evolutions in the 
industrialism concept: a not so very discussed concept in literature. Its essentiality in the 
broader frame of the history of industrial society is generally recognized, but, somehow, the 
concept is considered as made of the same matter that society is made of and its specifi c forms 
and mutations, or generative capacities, are often omitted to be studied4. On the contrary, it is 
a very peculiar industrialism the one leading the policies’ orientations and the choices of civil 
society in Europe during the period preparing the boom years.

Industrial reconstruction in Europe in the second post-war time is integrated with a more 
articulated set of welfare policies, which describe industry as an extraordinary condenser, a 
possibilities generator, a necessary tool. Industrialist hypothesis, arisen with the depressed 
areas question and developed in the course of the long debate about (un)equal development, is 
largely dominating in the defi nition of conditions, devices and even meanings for development 
aims, so much that it is possible to speak about a monopoly.

How do planners relate with this industrialism? Which forms, conditions and contents this 
vision proposes to their work? This research investigates the hypothesis to defi ne a territorial 
industrialism, a conscious and voluntary project for the transformation, in which industry is 
assumed as a central issue and used as a primary mean.

Case-study
Development and industrialization policies for the south of Italy, in the experience  of Cassa del 
Mezzogiorno5, take their place within this context and match the contemporaneous debate on 
the regional planning and regional sciences emergence; with respect to those, they represent 
a experimentation and inquiry fi eld.

1  The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, (Houghton Miffl in Company, 2006; Fourth Edition).
2  Giuseppe BERTA, L’Italia delle fabbriche. Ascesa e tramonto dell’industrialismo del novecento (Bologna: Il Mulino 2003).
3  On models and traditions of history of ideas in the historic research fi eld, a brief reference in Giuseppe GALASSO, “Il 
Novecento di George L.Mosse e le sue origini”, in Nuova Storia Contemporanea, 1 (2000), 50-51.
4  Except when we consider specifi c researches on founding fi gures; a very fascinating dissertation on Saint-Simon’s 
industrialism is for example in Pierre MUSSO, La Religion du monde industriel. Analyse de la pensée de Saint-Simon 
(Edition de l’Aube, 2006).
5  Cassa del Mezzogiorno is the name of the public special fund set up in 1950 to promote and fi nance interventions for the eco-
nomic growth in the south of Italy; this institution had its own administrative structure, but activities and initiatives were coordinated 
with the supervision of a governmental inter-department commission. Changed in its contents and purposes, the institutions disap-
peared in 1993, when the decree for its fi nancing was not renewed anymore. Inquiries and studies on Cassa del Mezzogiorno are 
very numerous; a relevant balance of that experience is in Gabriele PESCATORE, La “Cassa per il Mezzogiorno”. Un’esperienza 
italiana per lo sviluppo (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2008). Pescatore was the corporation’s President between 1955 and 1976, during the 
so-called second phase of Cassa’s activity, oriented toward the industrialization of the south.

[fi g. 1] Tekne. Plan for the 
Industrial Development Area in 
Taranto, 1961
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The proposed case-study is the program for the IV national steel plant, promoted by the public 
Institute for Industrial Reconstruction (IRI), in the city of Taranto. This is the last Italian full 
production cycle steel plant to be realized, by the public company Italsider, and the only one 
still in use, owned today by private capital. Its localization is the result of a choice with very 
deep political implications, which bases its arguments on very widespread economic theories. 
The construction of the industrial plant is accompanied by the activation of a special industrial 
development area and by the elaboration of a plan with very important origins, involving some 
of the chief protagonists of the early following disciplinary debate on economic program and 
territorial planning, as the planner Giovanni Astengo and the economist Giorgio Fuà.

This research analyzes this plan and tries to place it into the frame of the elaboration of a 
specifi c disciplinary culture and technical knowledge, made up of experiences, references, 
programmatic aims and results, within the attempt to give an institutional frame to regional 
planning. The present document investigates the general context of the industrialization process 
which the Taranto’s story is part of. 

Post-war reconstruction. A new regionalism 
Starting from 1957, in Italy a massive project of industrialization takes place; its history, as part 
of the special program for the social-economic development of the south, is interwoven in a 
complex affair, referring to the long parable of meridionalismo, a cultural and political movement 
that runs throughout the history of the country’s life since its unifi cation onwards. A history, that 
of the industrialization of the south, very well known and much commented upon, immediately 
loaded by intense political meanings and, from time to time, politically celebrated or disqualifi ed. 
A history that naturally relates to specifi c areas and locations, which often become its emblems 
and symbols. This strong symbolic mediation, which interprets the link between policies and 
material processes of space transformation or which, on the other hand, expresses this spatial 
processing as the representation or the result of social changes, tends, in some ways, to bring 
the territorial investigation or to the level of political speech or to that of sociological discourse. 
The specifi c analysis of physical assets, much more rare, tend to refer to singular cases and 
to highlight partial and specifi c aspects, as the parameters of ‘growth’, for example, when the 
interpretations are positive or, if the interpretations are critical, the aspects of segregation, the 
emergence of social confl ict and, with increasing frequency since the mid-sixties, the cultural 
and environmental issues, both dominated by the idea of compromised and sacrifi ced original 
values. The environmentalist reading become dominant in recent times. And this inevitably 
implies, and fi nally, a negative opinion.

[fi g. 2] main interventions 
incourse of realization, 

programmed or in research for 
the southern Italy in 1965; in 

Urbanistica, n.45 

A more recent historical literature tries in some ways to divest the treatment of the emergency 
of a judgment and to reconstruct more rigorously the vicissitudes and their contexts, particularly 
political and cultural. “New” readings are those who, for example, try to investigate, from a 
“peripheral” point of view, the land on which, locally, in the southern regions, these policies are 
expressed: the expectations that animate them, the ways in which they are locally implemented 
and the role that in this process is played by the various components of the Southern civil 
society, such as its technical-intellectual élites6. Nevertheless, contemporary historiography is 
still somewhat lacking on what refers to the structures of space, considering its modifi cations 
more as a result mechanically derived, in as an implicit element, than as a relevant matter of the 
decision in itself. This reproduces a traditional shortage on the urban and territorial aspects of 
Italian development 7 in the post-Second World War, that, already felt, for example, at the end of 
the seventies, by historians as Alberto Mioni, continues to lack of comprehensive reading.

6  See for example: Luigi MASELLA, Tra corporativismi e modernizzazione. Le classi dirigenti pugliesi nella crisi dello stato 
liberale (Lecce: Milella, 1983).
7  Alberto MIONI (eds), Letture su: Aspetti urbanistici e territoriali dello sviluppo italiano 1945-1975, (Venezia: IUAV, De-
partment of Economic and Social Analyse of Territory, 1977).
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Yet the powerful process of transformation that invests South, formally launched with the 
reconstruction, and, between 1946 and 1957, detailed in a legal-technical program (agricultural 
restructuring, fi rst, and industrial promotion, since 1957 and on), not only affects, such as history 
seems to say, forms of the southern economy and its social structures; it does not act solely on 
the variables that affect the employment distribution, the structure of ownership, the educational 
training of population. It is, fi rst of all, a process of territorial transformation. Relying on a survey 
operation of southern territories and on the construction of scenarios for their change, began 
after the Second World War and lasted more than fi ftheen years, it explicitly speaks about those 
who calls spatial conditions for development, coming to be coincident, for many reasons, with a 
program of territorial infrastructuring and maintenance. As we will try to demonstrate, it is also 
(perhaps especially) a process of renewal of southern urban system.

Perspectives of reading: fi ve key-issues 
The following pages try to carry out the interpretative hypothesis of the industrialization of the 
southern Italy as the result of a territorial project. Five main characters or issues about this 
project, by explaining its nature, intentions and context, articulate the hypothesis.

the project of industrialization of the south as a project of industrialist territorial reorganization 

It is an “industrialist” project because it assigns to industry the task of making possible a general 
transition of Italian society and its space toward modernity; it is an industrialist project in two 
ways, changing the territory at the same time through the industrialization and with the purpose 
of industrialization; large infrastructure projects (ports, highways, railways) arise with respect 
to it as evidences or as the main specifi cation moments of this general reorganization of the 
territory.

the project of industrialization of the south as a complex project, which reveals a vision of 
development multiple and rooted in the analysis of existing spatial structures 

In the construction of this complexity, it feeds on the increasingly sophisticated contribution of 
expert knowledge, in a very fertile time for deconstruction and reconstruction of approaches and 
theories and intense exchange. Pushed by the speed of the economic development process, 
in fact, various disciplines deal with  space, giving each other contributions and each other 
exceeding, in a way that favours  the formation of a gradually more complex and dynamic 
description of spatial interactions: if, during ‘20s, economy is mainly oriented to the construction 
of spatial models of economic development cycles, geography matches economy very soon in 
response to the emergence of the shortcomings of abstract modelling and urgency to identify 
and describe the determinant components of actual physical space in the economic process.

the industrialization of the south recovers some of the tools developed in the previous forty 
years, affi rming their topicality and recognizing their effectiveness: is this suffi cient to affi rm a 
continuity of purposes?

It refers, above all, to territorial and urban policies in the Fascist epoch and its continuity/
infl uence in/on the process established after the Second World War.

the project for the industrialization of the south strengthens its realization in relation to the 
emergence of certain cultural positions

In particular, the relevance of some themes also in the christian social doctrine and in the 
catholic intellectual milieu (that forms much of the new leadership of the country) gives  to the 
project a solid ideological and rhetoric base, that conveys and facilitate its implementation. 

What’s the urbanism’s role (or which one does it try to play) to the formulation and execution 
of this project?

[fi g. 3-4] Tekne, Regional 
Development Plan for Calabria 
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First key-issue: industrialization of the south is a theme of a more general plan of 
territorial reorganization ..

.. which is mainly guided by purposes of population redistribution, as, generally, seeking a more 
balanced ratio of dense areas and less dense ones (compared to the national territory, but also 
locally in each region), as well as, more specifi cally, with the intention to control concentration 
in northern big industrial cities. This second aspect, considered as more theoretical than 
contingent at the end of the war, becomes, in the late 50’s, the main argument supporting the 
direct process of industrialization of the South, both for the inability to further pursue a migration 
policy and for the onset of a new issue of diseconomies of urban growth8.

The objective of population redistribution, as in the English experience (which also is frequently 
mentioned, especially in urbanism’s  fi eld, as in G. Samonà’s seminal book9), is mainly pursued 
through the policies of economic activity regulation: land reform and industrial location are the 
main instruments used; “decentralization” and “dispersion” act as the main concepts leading 
this operation, that is essentially a correction of the spontaneous mechanisms of accumulation. 
These two words start to appear together, but they have different stories and different 
genealogies, being the fi rst, in particular, a specifi c legacy of the fascist policies.

... which is not just all about the South (as the “southerns” strive to demonstrate, when 
attempting to revive the southern problem as an integral part of a broader national issue) 
and, in some way, inspires complementary policies in both the southern and northern regions; 
furthermore, this plan uses quite similar legal instruments: for example, all the laws on areas for 
reclamation, Land Reform and mountain districts are replicated in the south and north; indeed, 
some critics complain that the reclamation methods used in the Mezzogiorno are too similar to 
those previously experienced in the north, inheriting the legal frame of those regulations, while 
a substantial difference should have been provided in technical requirements (reclamation in 
“pianura padana” is eminently an hydraulic problem, diametrically opposite to the one in the 
south of the irrigation spreading).

What Pasquale Saraceno sets as an emerging  “Northern question” (the already mentioned 
problem of urbanization and congestion of the main industrial centres) has redistributive 
consequences even on smaller towns in the northern provinces. The law, for example, setting 
up corporations for industrial development zones, depending on funds from the Cassa per il 
mezzogiorno, corresponds to the similar measure, approved in the same parliamentary session, 
with validity in the rest of national territory, which defi nes a set of “extraordinary works of public 
interest in the economically depressed localities” (due to state funding) and, in particular, in 
those localities establishing facilities for small industry when located in towns with fewer than 
10,000 inhabitants: a clear signal that the redistribution effects of public intervention must relate, 
in general, to the weak areas of the country, of which South is a special case, because of its 
entity and unity; this is also a sign of complementarity between industrial concentration in the 
south and dispersion in the north. 

... which coincides with a research about conditions for development, in particular for the 
emergence, in the economy fi eld, of new theories investigating the role of “external economies”. 
The increased complexity of economic analysis, which in recent years tends to exceed, in an 
intense effort of theoretical development and empirical observation, the homogeneity of classical 
spatial models of localization, based solely on the calculation of the economic weight of the 
distance factor, leads economists to work closely with other fi gures of ‘observers’ and ‘analysts’ 
of spatial phenomena (and urban ones), such as geographers and urban planners. The intensity 
and fertility of trades between these disciplinary fi elds is undoubtedly an element of novelty and 
is a major critical issue; the question is not so much that of ‘interdisciplinary’ approaches, as 
well, in an opposite sense, that of the presence of a common territorial matrix of research and 
description protocols, which allows a signifi cant commonality of both objects of investigation 
and languages. This consideration leads to reconsider the question of the relationship between 
spatial and economic planning, as it was raised during the long and intense debate of the’50s, 
which paves the way for the planning attempts in the following decade.

A very infl uent factor in this research on the conditions for development, is the stimulus by 
international organizations in the reconstruction years, through which some paradigmatic 
experience are conveyed, primarily in regional planning; especially that of the U.S. Tennessee 
Valley builds an almost ‘mythology’ (actually consolidated already at the end of the war; a 
‘mythology’ that often contains some ingenuities and some mystifi cations: more in-depth 
research should be carried out on the actual state of knowledge of this experience, especially 
compared to the ‘success’ of the story ).

8  see P. Saraceno on increase of no longer sustainable public spending in achieving the necessary services to the 
effi ciency of large cities: housing, transport etc.; intervention at the IX congress of the National Institute of Urban Planning, 
Milan, November 1962. In Urbanistica, n.38 (1963).
9  Giuseppe SAMONA’, L’urbanistica e l’avvenire della città (Bari: Laterza 1959)
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... which ties the themes of the so-called “nuovo meridionalismo” (new southern political science 
tradition, in opposition to the  historical one, arisen after the national unifi cation process) to the 
urbanism’s attempts to set the operational base (and build the technical-cultural know-how) 
for regional planning. It is essential, for understanding this conjunction,  the arguments’ shift, 
in the speech about the southern problem, on a new ‘technical-scientifi c’ base, pragmatically 
overcoming the need to politically justify its petitions. This is clearly explained by the role of 
structures such as Svimez. The urgency, especially claimed by Svimez, for an effort of knowing 
and mapping the actual status of the southern territories, together with the acknowledged 
centrality of the role of the “plan”, not only instrumental to territorial transformation in the 
“regulative” sense, but in the sense of its usefulness for the construction of an idea of territory 
(the “perspective plan”), makes the Svimez’s contribution an important element of the Italian 
disciplinary culture in urbanism.

We must also stress that interventions for the south, particularly after the establishment of the 
“Cassa per il Mezzogiorno”, seem to constitute for the planners a favoured fi eld of experimentation 
and production (extra-ordinary in relation to availability and concentration of resources and 
opportunities for practical implementation). In the specifi c case of the industrial development 
zones (L.29 July 1957, n.634), the same regulatory constraint to manage the operations through 
the establishment of a planning-tool (the creation of administrative corporations, and therefore 
the possibility to grant the incentives for industrial location earmarked by law, is submitted 
to the approval of a plan for the consortium area, equivalent to a spatial coordination plan) 
guarantees the occurrence of a substantial number of professional opportunities. Attitudes 
which these events are addressed with are not always consistent; optimistically innovative and 
proactively complex, in some cases, more strictly sectorial or simply oriented toward traditional 
zoning and infrastructure’s technical design, in other cases, all these plans, however, share the 
same material terms: the inability to assume a bonding value without the incorporation of their 
prescriptions by the municipal plans and, in fact, the limitation of the executive agencies’ scope 
only to the expropriation and equipment of land for production facilities. This is why the original 
interest (in some cases the enthusiasm) of the planners for these events (many prominent 
fi gures are involved - and get so - in the drafting of the fi rst and most important projects, 
such as Astengo in Taranto; meanwhile, similar experiences in foreign countries are observed 
with great attention) gives the way very soon to the fi rst critics (Paolo Radogna publishes a 
fi rst statement in “Urbanistica” in 1965, claiming the importance to use these occasions to 
give rise to true regional development plans and stressing the urgent need to overcome some 
diffi culties, mainly administrative), until it comes to close to the matter at all. This remains than, 
in subsequent years, a story poorly investigated in the urbanism fi eld, for reasons which it may 
be worthwhile to return on.

A collateral consequence to this exceptional increase in demand for expert knowledge is the 
establishment of private consulting companies entrusted of almost all of these projects; Tekne 
in Milan, Generalpiani in Rome etc., all private companies born in these years, look for the 
contribution of a number of professionals often formed around a very clearly recognizable 
nucleus: the National Institute of Urban Planning, the Astengo’s magazine  and Olivetti’s 
managerial direction in Ivrea10.

...which gradually assumes a clear urban matrix and in particular relates to the idea of a polycentric 
city. This element, initially marginal in the policies for the South, compared to the prevailing 
guidelines of land ownership reform and ruralisation, gradually becomes more central at the 
emergence of the fi rst outlines of that policy for promotion of industrial concentration, a purpose 
in relation to which the city is described as an agglomeration factor and as an ‘infrastructure’11. 

The spatial reference frames are no longer at this time the traditional urban ones of the city as a 
physical and administrative unit, but imply a different conception, systemic and at the territorial 
scale, with the emergence of fi gures that in later years will assume a more signifi cant weight: 
the “urban districts”, the “city-region”, the “metropolitan systems”. Also the plan for Taranto 
implements this shift in scale; indeed, the report of the plan explicitly refers to the debate on 
the new urban dimension; Astengo takes his position in a dispute with terminology, when he 
says to prefer the concept of “ urbanized territory” (in the Astengo’s description about  the new 
settlement arrangements which will be determined by the plan there is no idea of subversion 
of the traditional relationship between city and territory, but on the contrary there is an intention 
of innovative, rational use of the existing systems, in a sort of ‘conservative’ evolution, of 
modernization without fractures and urban growth without super-urbanization).

10  For instance, Tekne entrusts R.Guiducci and P.Radogna, previously working in Olivetti’s management..
11  See Alberto LACAVA,  Problemi territoriali dello sviluppo industriale (Milano: Etas-kompass 1968) and Franco 
ARCHIBUGI (eds), La città-regione in Italia. Premesse culturali e ipotesi programmatiche (Torino: Boringhieri 1966).
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Second  key-issue: industrial development zones and industrialization cores: an 
attempt toward modulation: ...

…the model of industrialization and industry was, at least in intent, not at all unique (not just the 
basic industry, not only large concentrations, not only locations in major metropolitan areas), 
but rather it sought to determine the conditions for its own differentiation, and even postulated 
the need and opportunities for an organic integration with processing interventions in agriculture 
and with other issues of spatial development;

...this voluntary modulation results in fact from a multiple vision of development, which, if also 
admits the essentiality of industry in the process of economic development, for instance to 
absorption of labor or income generation, and implicitly recognizes its historical inescapability, 
from the point of view of its contribution to the construction of a new cultural climate and the 
spread of new lifestyles (that means, in other words, its role in building a new society), also 
does not fail to stress the urgent need for a detailed and at the same time overall reading, 
which assigns to each territory its economy (a reading able, indeed, to measure and investigate 
the various possibilities of development of each area); at the same time, this reading have 
to result in a plan in which “interactions”  become virtuous and differences no longer give 
rise to imbalance, becoming matters of “organization”. This willingness to think the process 
of industrialization of the south as part of a comprehensive set of policies for the promotion 
and development of resources is testimony to the proposal of Svimez for the identifi cation of 
different areas for interventions in the southern regions: “development areas”, “areas for further 
development”, “areas of accommodation”. 

  

[fi g. 5-6] Svimez: on the left, map 
of Industrial Development Areas 
and Cores at 1967; on the right, 

proposal for a comprehensive 
development plan for the south 

and specifi cation of areas for 
interventions.

It should be recalled that the stage of actual industrialization, inaugurated in 1957 by Law 
n.634, is preceded by a long research period, which, in particular, seeks to produce a series of 
regional plans (for Calabria, Campania, Sardinia; few years later there will be plans for Molise 
and Puglia); in the current state of this research, these plans have not been traced, while they 
are frequently mentioned in the Svimez documents in and in the pages of Urbanistica. Why 
were they so poorly analysed and is it virtually untraceable a literature on them? The hypothesis 
interesting to me is that these plans may have been the real construction ground of large arrays 
of spatial reference, for a set of plans, with a more sectoral approach, that in subsequent years 
will be produced as a means of operating intervention policies.

...this variety of models (including spatial models; generally speaking we could say “dimensional” 
models) also corresponds to the effort to grasp the complexity of the interactions in the process 
of industrial promotion, including local and spontaneous phenomena and induced phenomena. 
The theory of engine industry,  otherwise from what the later readings will say (often very 
ideologically), is not the dominant theory in these years, but instead is combined with other 
assumptions, in a structured defi nition of possible instruments. We must stress that this theory 
is based on the hypothesis of reversing a natural process of concentration and specialization, 
producing the reverse process of “diffusion” (for instance the document of the Plan for the 
industrial development area of Taranto explains how the mechanism of the steel production 
matrix  will be “inverted”, with the aim of determining the possible characterizations of the 
industries that can be settled as a result of the offer; matrix was normally used to determine the 
location opportunities). The research of local conditions for ‘establishment’ and dissemination 
of industrial activities not only falls within the scope of the question of external economies, 
but also requires the verifi cation of a local minimum industrial milieu.  Neither cathedrals nor 
deserts, then, but a set of initiatives as various as possible, to which offer territories the more 
possible dynamic. The assessment of generation capacity of induced activities here certainly 
has some mistakes, perhaps on the basis of misinformation whose is not possible to ascertain 
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the ingenuity, however, in many areas that will apply to become industrial development 
zones, the decade between 1960 (indicative date of activation of several large facilities and 
activation of most of the consortia) and 1970 (which anticipates the crisis culminating in’73) is 
an extraordinarily vibrant and intense transformation moment. 

...the theory of development poles is frequently mentioned in literature as the main theoretical 
frame of reference for the policies of industrialization of the south; it should be investigated more 
deeply in his real relationship with them, both for a simple matter of birthright and chronological 
correspondence (the fi rst proposes by Saraceno precede the Perroux’s theory by almost one 
decade12..), to check its actual spread and, fi nally, to illustrate how this famous model itself is 
neither necessarily based on the role of big enterprise nor intended to affi rm the transformational 
potential in blank contexts, in terms of industrial initiatives, as its popularization will tend to say.

Third key-issue: construction of normative instruments;  a hypothesis of continuity, by 
special laws for industrial zones to industrial development areas:

Massimo Annesi’s studies on legislative aspects of the industrialization of the south13, in research 
conducted for the Svimez, take as point of departure the Fascist experience of industrial zones 
and show its effectiveness in some “virtuous” cases, such as that of Marghera; especially, 
Annesi stresses the articulation of the instruments, showing how the combination of fi nancial 
incentive measures, for taxes and credits, and “territorial” incentive measures (supply of land, or 
areas already equipped with a suitable package of infrastructure, etc..) is the only prerequisite 
to address a possible effective action. The role of the state industry  is sparsely highlighted  by 
Annesi, in order to bring up these policies as based on principles not necessarily confl icting with 
the liberal ones and, above all, as independent from the specifi c political conditions in which 
they are determined; this is also why he can compare them with similar experiences (in fact 
are) conducted in countries with a clear and strong democratic and liberal traditions, such as 
Great Britain. Actually, if the measures of economic policy in most European countries and the 
United States are all linked, between the wars, by the assumptions of a possible ‘correction’ of 
theories of liberalism and by the abandonment of laisser faire policies, regardless the type of 
government policy, the fact remains that it is to totalitarian governments that can be recognized 
a ‘driving’ role in experimenting measures to address the economic sphere, and it is still true 
that, in these countries (Italy, Germany, Soviet Union), these policies are implemented in 
conditions quite peculiar: protectionism, preparing for a war economy, closer ties between the 
state and big business (when private capital is admitted), even the nationalization of industry 
itself. Would that be an argument to refute the hypothesis of a substantial continuity between 
before and after  war?

More recent studies14 will help in later years to affi rm the substantial continuity of the Cassa’s 
experience of industrialization with the special Laws for industrial areas, from 1904 to 1940. In 
particular, it is important to emphasize two aspects: the permanence both of the declaration 
of public utility and the status of emergency or extraordinary interventions. The two terms 
“extraordinary” and “emergency” are not equivalent, the fi rst being almost always referred in 
a technical sense to the special nature of the fi nancing and of the administrative system, the 
second tending to be the justifi cation for the public utilities. During Giolitti’s government and 
fascist period, they were emergency interventions the ones in Naples, Reggio and Messina, 
Massa and Carrara, in Palermo: all areas or urban areas suffering from a crisis of some essential 
economic structures. In post-war time similar situations are present in Taranto or Brindisi, and 
are similarly characterized by the escalation of social confl ict and the fl ake of consensus.

The question that arises as a problem is anyway if this continuity, observable in terms of 
technical and legal instruments, is also recognizable in the intentions that guide the use of such 
instruments: is there, in addition to an administrative continuity, a policy continuity? 

Fascist industrial policy  falls into a kind of basic problem, which breaks up during the war, with 
the rapid growth of production: it is the problem of the stabilization of the rural population in 
excess in the countryside. The laws for the planning of industry settlement are based on a precise 
conceptualization of decentralization, which was the basis for an underground clash between 
industrialists  and politicians, among economists, even among urban planners. Opponents of 
this theory especially reproach to it the challenge of being opposite to natural processes of 
growth and accumulation, which would lead to focus efforts where the strongest economies 
already are15. Indeed, in spite of the regime’s declarations and of the following dominating 
readings, telling the story of a disurbanist tendency in the fascist period, actually this program 
12  François PERROUX, L’économie du XXème siècle (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France 1964)
13  Massimo ANNESI, “Aspetti legislativi dell’industrializzazione del Mezzogiorno: porti franchi e zone industriali”, in  Massimo ANNESI, 
Salvatore CAFIERO and others (eds), Il Mezzogiorno nelle ricerche della Svimez (Roma: Giuffrè 1968)
14  Alberto PREDIERI, “L’organizzazione corporative dello Stato e la Toscana”, in La Toscana nel regime fascista 1922-1939 (Firen-
ze: 1974); these researches are now taken over by Rolf PETRI, La frontiera industriale. Territorio, grande industria e leggi speciali 
prima della Cassa per il Mezzogiorno (Milano: Franco Angeli 1990).
15  An interesting position is expressed in Francesco MAURO, Teratismi dell’industria. Anomalie e squilibri. Errori che insegnano 
(Milano: Hoepli 1947).
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of discouraging urbanization and concentration processes was not really successful16. The 
acceleration of those processes due to the war not only exposes the impossibility to implement 
what is happening in other countries, namely a urban decentralization driven by industrial 
location, but also leaves to the post-war time the solution of the urban problem. 

One of the main novelty of the Republican legislation is the role it assigns to the plan, made 
essential to the establishment of industrial development zones and to the activation of specifi c 
management entities; a bond that, if on one side expresses the will to integrate the interventions 
in the industry to a more general aim of territorial promotion, on the other side performs the limit 
of its intention to the simple need to plan and execute the necessary equipments. 

In general any potential vocation for territoriality is left bare of valid enforceable instruments 
because of the failure to effectively delegate the execution of works to a competent authority: 
corporations can only purchase and equip the soils of industrial agglomerations, while the 
implementation of infrastructures remains to the normal administrative bodies (municipalities, 
provinces and government departments) and the land uses in not expropriated areas merely 
remain a character to address implementation in municipal plans. With the document setting out 
the “rules and guidelines for the preparation of spatial planning of industrial development areas 
and cores of industrialization” any ambition to give these plans in practice the value that the law 
formally attaches to them is clearly mortifi ed. Many plans for the industrial development areas, 
like those for Brindisi, will be limited to indicate the location and extent of agglomeration, together 
with the main infrastructures, without making any assumptions on urban development linked to 
demographic increases or without assessing any need for other equipments in urban structure17.

Fourth key-issue: political debate and cultural areas of elaboration of some items: the 
social doctrine of the church and the role of catholic intellectuals 
Main historiography is more inclined to support a secular matrix of the so-called “nuovo  
meridionalismo”; for example, it sees certain topics of discussion within the legacy of 
movements such as Giustizia e Libertà. But the Catholicism of some key-fi gures, such as 
Saraceno18 or Vanoni, the relevance of certain fi gures of european catholic intellectuals from 
the more progressive catholic circles, as Perroux, even Olivetti’s familiarity with the philosophy 
of personalism and the frequent links of this with the inspirations of Movimento di Comunità, 
seems to be arguments for a more detailed evaluation of the role and relevance of some roots. 
This observation, still just a suspicion for a research, meets other similar considerations carried 
out by other researchers19: 

One reason is perhaps in the role that the plan assumes the consortium will have to play in 
implementation. A role that is based on knowledge by the drafters of the experiences that 
constitute the prototype of the Italian corporations, namely the experience of industrial parks. 
A very known experience, that really is the reference universally adopted, as for example in  
Lacava’s text for Svimez, which hosts a contribution on the American parks20. This experience is 
certainly recognizable in the administrative and managerial structure that the Italian ministerial 
instruction gives to the industrial development areas corporations, especially in the fi rst matrix 
of British corporations of the ‘40s, in the fate of the decree on industrial decentralization. The 
American experience of the ‘50s is a little different, primarily because private (but also the 
British were), then for their size and because they are more similar to industrial allotments for 
small-medium enterprises. In Italy, in the constitution of the consortium, model of industrial 
parks is hybridized  with model of regional development agencies.

The lack of enforcement tools will cause that the area toward Massafra will go ahead without 
any plan, linearly along the Appia tracement and ‘eating’ the areas towards the coast, so that 
the following Barbin Vinciguerra’s plan will fi nd no obstacles in expanding the zone to include 
the triangle between the Appia road , the Tara river and the sea. Another crucial issue is the 
ability to exert infl uence on the localization of housing, with the failure of the project for the new 
neighbourhood at the Northern side of Mar Piccolo. The active role played by Finsider, with the 
construction of houses for employees, remains totally isolated and the area, far from becoming 
the nucleus of a new part of the city, becomes yet another marginal zone.

16  Alberto MIONI (ed.), Urbanistica fascista. Ricerche e saggi sulle città e il territorio e sulle politiche urbane in Italia fra le due 
guerre (Milano: Franco Angeli 1980).
17  Legislation for the industrialization of the south after the Second World War is based on a fairly limited number of measures 
and on some documents prepared by the inter-department Commission of Ministers for the south. The fi rst of these documents, 
in particular laying down the “conditions and minimum requirements for establishing “industrial development zones” in the South”, 
proposes a question: is there a plan behind the defi nition of these standards, guiding the distribution of industrial areas and cores 
according to a preordained purpose, or the new map of the industrial backbone of the south is a map which is built in fi eri, depending 
on the answers that territories give to specifi c performance petitions?
18  See his articles in the catholic review Vita e Pensiero, edited by the catholic University in Milan, where Saraceno was teaching 
together with many others.
19  Michael RYCKAEWART, Working in the functional city. Planning the economic backbone of the Belgian welfare state 1945-1973 
(Leuven: Katholieke Universiteit 2007; PhD) and Emanuel GIANNOTTI, currently underway research on development policies in 
Latin American countries (Venezia: IUAV).
20  Alberto LACAVA, quoted.
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Introduction
In a paper to the Society of the Geographical Journal in 1934, Baron John Cadman, chairman 
of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company and the Iraq Petroleum Company (IPC), addressed the 
infl uence of the petroleum question on the geography of the Middle East, and particularly of 
the infrastructure that had to be provided for the exploitation of oil; light railways, telephone and 
telegraph lines, pumping stations and pipes for water supply, “all became essential” 1. Cadman’s 
speech was contemporary to the completion of two pipelines from the oil fi elds of Kirkuk to the 
Mediterranean terminal ports of Tripoli (Lebanon) and Haifa (Palestine). So important were 
these pipes to the land of the Tigris and the Euphrates, that the pipelines were referred to 
as the country’s “Third River.” Three decades later, in the context of newly independent Arab 
states and a Marshall plan reconstruction for Europe, the Trans-Arabian Pipeline (TAPLINE), 
a subsidiary of four American oil companies, would carry part of its sister company’s crude 
from the Aramco wells in Saudi Arabia across Jordan and Syria to a Lebanese port on the 
Mediterranean (fi g. 1). As the pipeline was built to avoid the double voyage by tanker around 
the Arabian Peninsula and the Suez Canal Toll, it was referred to in Company publications as 
the ‘short-cut in steel’ and was celebrated as an ‘energy highway’ and a ‘modern trade route of 
steel’ (fi g. 2). The line operated between 1950 and the mid seventies, when it was eventually 
abandoned due to technological competition with larger tankers, rising demands for transit 
fees, political regional disturbances, and the nationalization of Aramco. 

From the inland fi elds of Iraq and Saudi Arabia to the Mediterranean, the pipelines of IPC and 
Tapline have consecrated the ideology of circulation into the modern landscape of the region. 
Throughout the course of the twentieth century, the growth of oil into a global commodity has 
brought the regions of extraction and circulation of oil into hotspots of international relations. 

1 Cadman, John 1934, “Middle East Geography in Relation to Petroleum,” The Geographical Journal, 84(3) pp: 201-212.

[fi g. 1] TAPLINE map

[fi g. 2] modern trade route of 
steel
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The contemporary history of the Middle East is replete with such accounts. After the First War, 
British and French delimitated their respective spheres of infl uence over the provinces of the 
Ottoman Empire, and decided accordingly that the two branches of the IPC would each end 
in a mandatory zone, Tripoli for the French and Haifa for the British. Since the discovery of oil 
fi elds in Saudi Arabia in 1938, and more signifi cantly with the rise of ‘the postwar petroleum 
order’, the Middle East has become central as well on the agenda of American foreign policy 
and international trade. Though oil Technopolitics has marked the space of the Middle East, 
from the extraction fi elds, through transportation routes, and into new cities and refi nery-ports, 
the geographies that the pipelines produced remain unaddressed. In my doctoral research 
at the Graduate School of Design at Harvard University, I have been pursing research on 
the geographies of the TAPLINE. This paper will present some of the fi ndings to elaborate a 
conceptual framework of the pipeline as a large scale technological system for the transport 
of oil: its economy of scale, fi xity in space, tendency for monopoly, and through all those how 
its territoriality. As metaphors of ‘the third river’, ‘energy highway,’ and ‘modern trade route of 
steel’ suggest, the pipeline embodies materialize a will to dominate the earth, its resources, 
distances, and channels, and presents telling stories of the interaction between technology, 
politics, and the environment.

Carbon-Urbanization
Although technologies using fossil fuels have shaped the urban environment and global 
landscape over the last two centuries, the connections between the transport of energy and 
the production of the environment remain largely unaddressed, partially some would argue as 
the infrastructure is largely opaque, locked underground, or crossing “far and empty” terrains 
away from the bias of some urban studies. However, and echoing Lefebvre’s that to speak of 
the Urban is to look beyond the city2,  to speak of “carbon-urbanism” is a to follow the industry 
along its ‘carbon arteries’ to the ends of the earth. As an infrastructure that carries a natural 
resource to our urban environment, the pipeline highlights thus the role of large technological 
systems in the transformation of nature into the city and the repercussions of technological 
choices on the organization of spatial and political relations across scales. The continuity in 
space of the conduit that links crude geographies to the refi ned world highlights how local and 
global processes shape each other, how the Metropolis and the Empty Quarter are intimately 
connected by the Urban Condition. 

The Urbanization of Flows

The commodity relation veils the multiple socio-ecological processes of domination/subordination 
and exploitation/repression that feed the urbanization process and turns the city into a metabolic 
socio-environmental process that stretches from the immediate city environment to the remotest 
corners of the globe.3 

The paper draws on the works of Cronon, Smith, Harvey, Gandy, and Swyngedouw in tracing 
the role of technology, nature, and capital in the production of the urban, from the exploitation 
of nature through the extraction of resources to the exchange of commodities through transport 
infrastructures. In The Country and the City, Raymond Williams points out that the transformation 
of nature and the social relations inscribed therein are inextricably connected to the process 
of urbanization. Indeed, the urbanization process is predicated upon a particular set of socio-
spatial relations that produce “an ecological transformation, which requires the reproduction of 
these relations in order to sustain it,”4  and one that pushes the ecological frontier outward as the 
city expanded. Particularly with respect to high-energy urbanism, the city’s development rests 
on its capacity to appropriate and control energy fl ows while divesting itself of the environmental 
degradation that the global expansion of the extractive frontier. 

The paper adopts and builds on an understanding of urbanization as a “socio-ecological 
metabolism,” whereby social process, material metabolism, and spatial form interweave 
to form landscapes through complex networks of circulatory systems. As Swyngedouw and 
Kaika elaborate, the ‘modern’ transformation of the city, highly dependent on the mastery of 
circulating fl ows, was linked with the representation of cities as consisting of and functioning 
through complex networks of circulatory systems.5  Histories of infrastructures have developed 
understandings of how circulatory and societal changes intertwine, and highlighted the 
importance of the operational, economic, and social role of technology networks —water canals, 
railroads, streetcars, gas pipes, dams, electric cables— at the scale of the urban. However, 
confi ned to the boundaries of the city, such research has favored the compartimentalization of 

2  Lefebvre, Henri 2003, The Urban Revolution; translated by Robert Bononno, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press.
3 Heynen, Nik, Kaika, Maria and Swyngedouw, Erik (eds.) 2006, In the Nature of Cities: urban political ecology and the 
politics of urban metabolism, London; New York: Routledge, p:25.
4 Harvey, David 1996:94.
5 Swyngedouw, Erik 2006, “Circulations and metabolisms: (Hybrid) Natures and (Cyborg) cities”, Science as Culture, vol. 
15:2, pp: 105–121; - Swyngedouw, Erik and Kaika, Maria 2000, “Fetishizing the Modern City,” International Journal of 
Urban and Regional Research, 24(2), pp: 120-138.
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spatial scales and somehow contributed to severing the processes of the social transformation 
of nature from the processes of urbanization. 6

Other accounts, such as Cronon’s story of Chicago from the vantage point of circulating fl ows, 
demonstrate the extent to which urbanization extends beyond the city’s political border and 
indeed beyond national borders.  The focus on the constitution of power relations, rather than 
on urban boundaries, cultivates contextualized understandings of urbanization across scales, 
as its networks “are by nature neither local nor global, but are more or less long and more or less 
connected.”  On the global level, linkages amongst different pipelines across the world highlight 
the transnational technological regime of the oil industry and its developmental approach of 
global ‘frontier’ resource regions through infrastructural interventions such as service roads, 
telecommunication links, water provision, company towns, and airstrip fi elds. 

Petroleum as a spatial project 
The commodfi cation of fossil fuels into the primary mode of energy resource has shaped nature 
in depth and on the surface drilling into sections of the earth, inhabiting its surface to explore well, 
weld pipes and house workers, surfi ng its oceans, and overfl ying its fi elds on initial exploratory 
trips and subsequent security missions. From the well to the pump, petroleum deploys a global 
network in space. It utilizes space as resource, a site of production, a transportation channel, 
and an environment for consumption inscribing in the process its technological order as a mode 
of organization of social, economic, and political relations. The geographic distances between oil 
wells, refi neries, and markets has necessitated that crude oil be moved across the world. While 
coal was previously mostly consumed nearby the regions of production, the liquid high-calorifi c 
fuel could be shipped in large volumes and at low cost across the world via the specialized 
channels of transport. Prior to the First World War and the industrial diversifi cation of petro-
products, most oil produced was refi ned in the producing countries, in Texas, Venezuela, the 
Caribbean, or Romania. The decision of the British and German Navy to adopt petroleum for 
their ships and the large diversifi cation of petro-production would bring the vertically integrated 
oil industry to the ends of the earth and redraw the geography of refi neries into consuming 
countries to manage the security of supply and the economics of transport and distribution. 
Such reconfi gurations would signifi cantly highlight the importance, security, and cost of crude 
oil transportation.

Although the literature on oil abounds, and its signifi cance on our contemporary urbanization 
is much celebrated and condemned, little has theorized the relations among the production of 
oil as a mode of energy and its production of geographies across scales. A notable exception 
is Santiago’s, the Ecology of Oil, that calls for an environmental history approach, locating 
“human actions not only within their social, political and economic spheres, but also within a 
network of ecological relationships… examining the local effects of oil extraction in their social 
and environmental dimensions.”  However, the materiality of oil, when discussed, is mostly 
pronounced its sites of visibility, at the extraction and carbon emitting sites. The transport 
system, which connects sites of production and consumption, remains either unaddressed or 
buried in encyclopedic environmental impact assessment reports.  The transport infrastructure 
is out of sight, yet through it, the industry has resolved the internal contradictions of space and 
allowed the rise of oil as a global mode of energy. 

The pipeline
To move oil from distant fi elds, the global industry has built big inch cross-border pipelines to 
securely haul large volumes of crude across long distances, reduce transportation costs, and 
monopolize resource fl ows in a particular region. While represented as a “short-cut” in steel 
that merely overlays the land to vanish into the horizon (fi g.3), the pipeline deploys a large-
scale operation to inscribe its technological and geopolitical order in space. Seldom crossing 
un-developed ‘resource frontiers’, the pipeline operation requires provisions of labor force, 
materials, and machines to map, build, service, inhabit, and secure the line (fi g. 4). The spatial 
fi xity of such capital-intensive infrastructures calls upon and seeks a regional political fi xity 
that promotes developmental plans, peaceful stability, and economic cooperation amongst the 
countries it crosses. In the process, the pipeline constructs a physical and imaginary regional 
space. Through its planning, routing, construction, and subsequent operation, the TAPLINE 
has inscribed, not without confl ict, a new territory through which international oil companies, 
foreign policies, transit and petro-states, provincial leaders, and local populations negotiated 
their stakes and interests, from local water demands, to state cartographic representations, and 
‘explosive messages’ addressed to American foreign policy towards the region. The TAPLINE 
case study illustrates thus that while infrastructure is territorial, it does not simply exist in a 
given territory; rather, as it (re)organizes fl ows in space, it negotiates and constructs its territory, 
materially and discursively, amongst the different involved actors

6 Nik Heynen, Maria Kaika, and Erik Swyngedouw, eds.2006, In the Nature of Cities.
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A large technological system
The history of technology, especially since the infl uential book of Tom Hughes, Networks 
of Power,  has acknowledged that large technical systems constituted a technological front 
development and had huge societal implications in the 19th and 20th centuries. The romantic 
image of a free-fl oating pipe or a line on a regional map is anchored in the materiality of the large 
scale pipe-line operation. A cross-border pipe-line does not overlay its territory as minimally as 
a bold line on a map. Effectively, a pipeline is built a few times. It is built in exploration trips and 
mappings of alternate routes (fi g. 5,6), international relations and foreign diplomacy, fi nance, 
conventions, procurements of rights-of way, settling of transit fees, and engineering drawings. 
Only after these stages is it built in physical reality. 

[fi g. 3] The long steel short-cut

[fi g. 4] Large Technological 
System

[fi g. 5] Alternate Routes

[fi g. 6] Exploratory Trips 
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Then, the erection of such a large engineering project involves resolving labor availability, 
training, and expertise, capital and technological conditions: deciding on the movement of 
local populations, on procurement of pipes and machinery to unserviced lands; on whom to 
employ to construct and operate it, and how to secure it (fi g. 7). Throughout, it is built in public 
relations, in glossy brochures, colorful photos of communities and landscapes, and promises 
about positive impacts on people along the route.“The Pipeline operation” deploys thus a set of 
discursive and material technologies to make possible the transport of oil from initial mapping 
to subsequent operations.

Space as a Resource and a Barrier
Foregrounding the importance of the geography, Harvey advances how capitalism mitigates 
accumulation problems by the global search for new resources and markets and the annihilation 
of spatial barriers to such profi t realization through the development of communications and 
transport technologies for the movement of capital. The quest for fuel energy has thus expanded 
the extractive frontier to the ends of the earth (fi g. 8). As Smith elaborates, “[c]apital stalks the 
earth in search of natural resources...No part of the earth’s surface, the atmosphere, the oceans, 
the geological substratum or the biological superstratum are immune from transformation by 
capital.”  However, surplus value can only be realized once commodities get to market in an 
effi cient and timely fashion. Crude oil is not worth much at the well-head, it needs to be moved, 
refi ned, and delivered to the point of distribution; crude becomes a resource through transport. 
Geography then comes to matter greatly, or more accurately the overcoming of its distances. 
Distance in this respect is not measured in absolute terms, but rather as, “friction of distance”, it 
is economically quantifi ed as the combined effect of the time and cost imposed by transportation 
costs.  The steadily declining friction of distance, synonymous with the reduction in the turnover 
time of capital, has been the signifi cant economic incentive for the development of larger, faster 
and more effi cient transport and communication technologies.  Geographically, such time-space 
compression involves the multitude of ways that make distances feel smaller while accelerating 
velocities, and expanding fl ows of people, goods, and information across space.  

      

[fi g. 7] Construction

[fi g. 8] To the ends of the earth  

[fi g. 9] Tanker/Pipeline Routes
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Economies of Scale
In the triadic relations of production, trade, and consumption, the systems and practices of 
transport seek to overcome the ‘friction of distance’  through channeling the movement 
of resources, commodities, information, and people. Vast bulk and weight coupled with the 
increasing distance between extraction and processing centers made of transportation 
investments a very large part of total costs and therefore a prime opportunity for technological 
innovations to reduce these costs. The raison d’être of the pipelines is to increase the rate of profi t 
by insuring a continuous fl ow within the conduit, reducing transport cost, and increasing volume 
of production. Economies of scale, reductions in unit cost as the size of a facility increases, are 
the premier feature of pipeline economics. As the “steel” capital cost of the pipeline is a function 
of its surface area and its throughput is a function of the capacity, a doubling of the pipeline 
diameter would result in a quadrupling of the amount of oil that it will deliver in a given period. 
Actually the increase is greater than fourfold because as pipe diameter increases “there is less 
friction incurred per barrel of oil carried in a large-diameter pipe than in a small diameter pipe.”  
Other pipeline inputs, such as rights of way, installation, wages, and maintenance costs, also 
increase considerably more slowly than pipe capacity. Such exponential relationship means 
that the larger the diameter of the pipe, the lower the ton-kilometer cost of energy.  

The development in size of pipelines, from 2inch diameter to 46inch diameter is a good 
indicator of the industry’s drive for overproduction. In other words, the industry produces oil 
in large quantities to reap a return on investment in the enormous quantities of capital fi xed in 
its production, and builds ever-larger pipelines for a projected increase in world consumption.  
As described by Bunker and Ciccantell, there is a dialectical interaction between efforts to 
reduce unit costs by scaling up production, and the necessity this creates for scaling up 
transportation to handle increased product volumes. This interaction has produced some of the 
iconic infrastructures that characterize the oil industry, including the Very Large Crude Carrier 
(VLCC), high capacity production rigs (e.g. BP’s Thunderhorse in the Gulf of Mexico which can 
produce 250,000 barrels per day), and massive refi neries, as well as the ‘great game’ to locate 
and control access to multi-billion barrel ‘elephant’ deposits.  

Large capital fi xed in space
Good roads, canals, and navigable rivers, by diminishing the expense of carriage, put the 
remote parts of the country more nearby upon a level with those in the neighborhood of the 
town. They are upon that account the greatest of all improvements.

Smith, An inquiry into the Nature and causes of the wealth of nations, v.1:165. 

The more production comes to rest on exchange value, hence on exchange, the more important 
to the physical conditions of exchange –the means of communication and transport- become 
for the costs of circulation…while capital must on one side strive to tear down every spatial 
barrier… and conquer the whole earth for its market, it strives on the other side to annihilate 
this space with time, i.e. to reduce to a minimum the time spent in motion from one place to 
another. The more developed the capital, therefore, the more extensive the market over which 
it circulates, the more does it strive simultaneously for an ever greater extension of the market 
and for the greater annihilation of space by time.  

Marx, Grundrisse

The largest single item in international trade movement both in value and weight, oil requires a 
large-scale transport infrastructure of tanker trucks, railroads, barges- trunk pipelines. Among 
these different options, pipelines are the only means of transport of a liquid not involving the 
return of the empty container. Indeed “the essential difference between pipe-lines and all other 
means of transport is that by the later the oil can be carried from one place to the other in spite 
of its being a liquid, in the pipe-line because it is one.”  Similarly to other infrastructures of 
transport, such as highways, railways, and water canals, “carbon arteries” fi x capital in space 
to move crude oil from “resource-frontiers” to energy-intensive urban environments inscribing 
the circulatory imperative of urbanization on a global scale. As the large-initial investment 
dominates the total cost structure, the economic feasibility of pipeline transportation depends 
on a continuous fl ow of oil and one to the maximum capacity of the pipe.

A Monopolistic history
In the early days, moving the crude in wooden barrels on primitive roads was an adventure with 
teamsters becoming the tyrants of transport and charging as much as three or four dollars a barrel 
for a fi ve or ten mile haul. While continuously expanding the mass of available resources, and 
hence perpetually increasing the capacity of the transport infrastructure, oil companies sought 
to main monopoly over their wells and markets, seldom through the control of the transportation 
channel connecting them. Railroads had initially served as the main arteries for transporting 
crude over long distances, soon to be replaced by pipelines as a more effi cient means for 
transporting large volumes along a defi ned route. The large oil companies became the new 
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tyrants. In such a confi guration, the pipeline constructs the hegemony of large industrial groups 
by being a large capital investment that restricts access to the line to the oil produced by a sister-
company concession. First, the high-capital expenditure character of the oil industry in general, 
and of the private transport of oil in the pipeline, limits the entry into production of competing 
capitalists by raising the minimum capital requirements for profi table production. Second, oil 
carried by the most-economic-route pipe is restricted to that of its sister oil concession, rendering 
both the production and distribution ends of the sister-operation more competitive.

It is worth noting that Rockefeller’s Standard Oil, which came to dominate the U.S. oil 
industry in the 19th century, began as a pipeline company and gradually gained control of 
the oilfi elds upstream and the refi neries downstream. The Standard Oil Company in its time 
was said to “hold the entire old industry of the country by the throat” (fi g. 10) barring smaller 
well owners and independent refi ners from the market by controlling and owning most of the 
long-distance transport facilities, fi rst the rail and then the crude oil trunk lines.  Standard’s 
large production allowed it to transport its oil at a cheaper price while reaping profi ts of the 
higher costs charged to competitors. Standard would force the railroad, that carried both the 
competitor’s and Standard’s crude, to transport Standard’s oil for ten cents per barrel while 
charging the competitor thirty-fi ve cents, with the extra twenty-fi ve cents then paid to Standard. 
The mechanism by which Standard forced such rebate was a threat to build a pipeline parallel 
to the railroad. Progressively, Standard owned most of the pipeline facilities, especially the 
crude oil trunk lines, forcing independent oil producers and refi ners to use its transport lines. 
With little direct access to independent producers at the distant points of production, smaller 
independent refi neries could thus either ship their oil in the Standard pipeline (if permitted) or 
use much more costly overland transportation. Standard as well charged exorbitant rates on 
any oil carried for others and used the resulting pipeline profi ts to subsidize its own refi neries, 
which in turn could undersell the independents.

Under such conditions, the infrastructure of transport reinforces the economies of scale; it serves 
the interests of the larger companies, allows them to be more competitive, and further drives 
smaller independents out of business. The Standard Oil Company’s monopoly over the market 
was eventually dissolved with the antitrust laws in 1911 to open the market for its competitors 
(Gulf, Sun, Texaco, Phillips, etc).  While the U.S. national trunk lines are since regulated by the 
federal government; international transport facilities are owned and operated by international 
oil companies and continue to be an important arm of their control over foreign concessions. 
Through such basic cartel agreements of control world producing areas, refi neries, distribution 
markets, patents and technological know-hows, and not least foreign pipelines and world 
tanker transportation facilities, seven major oil companies came to control much of the world 
production of oil for most of the twentieth century. 

Geopolitical Regionalism
Historically, international competition aimed at the control or occupation of critical geographic 
features such as rivers, harbors, islands, resource sites, straits, and vital “energy corridors.” 
The choice of routing for pipelines, for example, is an example of this political process. As 
pipelines are extremely capital-intensive and present a high degree of infl exibility the planning 
phase is important, for once a pipeline is built, its route cannot be changed. Furthermore, and 
not totally true to the assertion that “in the language of geometry, the relatively straight line 
followed by Tapline is the shortest distance between two major petroleum points,”  the routing of 
a pipeline accounts as well for complex strategic, political, international, and social implications 
of projected routes. 

Transport infrastructures have a signifi cant legacy as the tools of international private companies 
and foreign governments acting upon their interests and competing to monopolize access, 
divide up resources, and favor international trade. In India for example, British Railroads grew 
since 1853 to become the largest railroad system in the colonial world, primarily to facilitate 
cotton and jute exports to the textile mills at home, but also to facilitate the movement of troops 
and their control the native population.  The United Fruit Company has had a similar territorial 
impact with its railroads in Latin America. In the postcolonial context transnational infrastructures 
raise issues of sovereignty between the state, global capital, international organizations, and 
local populations in a struggle over the routing, operation, and revenues of these lines. 

[fi g. 10] Standard Oil  
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Territorial control is especially important to corporations in the extractive industries where oil 
concessions and conventions aim to control the largest volume of cheaply extractable resources 
and the means to deliver them to markets. As much of the pipeline’s capital is initial sunk cost, 
the initial territorial fi xity of the conduit calls upon a political stability across the countries it 
crosses over the economic life of the infrastructure. To sustain the fl ow, and in spite of (or 
because of) repetitive episodes of exploitation and war, the discourse on infrastructure has 
coupled the economics of circulation with regional utopian imaginations of peace, cooperation, 
and development. In 1833, the Saint-Simonian and future French minister Michel Chevalier 
had singled out railways as the ultimate tool to tie peoples and countries into interdependency, 
cooperation, and peace: “Railways have more relation to the religious spirit than we think 
… Never has there existed an instrument of such power to link together scattered peoples.”  
Chevalier’s writings mark the full articulation of what has been called “the ideology of circulation,” 
according to which “networks” discursively articulate mutual cooperation and understanding in 
the service of joint prosperity and peace. Transnational infrastructures reinforce thus a particular 
regional geography to legitimatize and perpetuate their operation. As Dirlik elaborates, “there is 
no Pacifi c region that is an “objective” given, but only a competing set of ideational constructs 
that project upon a certain location on the globe the imperatives of interest, power, or vision of 
these historically produced relationships”. 

Cross-border pipelines in particular have signifi cantly impacted the geopolitical imaginaries of 
regions in an attempt to reconcile capitalism’s desire for annihilating spatial barriers with the 
boundaries of independent nation-states. With respect to the region under study, and in the 
discourse of international relations, the strategic military and economic interests of the United 
States, its allies, and its ruling elites, led to the emergence and codifi cation of the Middle East as 
within “area studies” in the social sciences in the 1950s and 1960s.  Geographical knowledge 
and the ordering of space were absolutely central to such formations and reassert the spatial 
practices as constituting the problematic of ‘geo-power.’  (fi g. 11)

At the regional scale, the Tapline operated in the context of newly independent Arab states, 
a Marshall plan reconstruction of Europe, and a growing dominance of the US in the Middle 
Eastern oil economy. With respect to transit countries, the Tapline Company not only negotiated 
the states’ fees, shares of crude oil, and possible contribution towards their national employment, 
trade, and development, but also supported a coup in Syria to obtain the ratifi cation of the 
agreement and reinforced American regional alliances by choosing Lebanon as the terminal, 
headquarter, and the home country for the professional class of the company.   Thus, and while 
the literature on transnational infrastructures mostly focuses on their integrative aspect as in 
the example of Europe, the story of the Tapline brings forth power contestations in and through 
the infrastructure’s physical space. 

Geographical materialities
While regions are signifi cantly shaped by ideas or discourses, transnational spaces are not 
simply “imagined communities,” they materialize and produce geographies across scales. 

Through historical and engineering linkages to other pipelines, such as the IPC, Canol 
Project, Big Inch, and the Trans-Alaskan, the TAPLINE highlights the material approach to the 
development of global ‘resource frontiers’ through infrastructural interventions. In Saudi Arabia, 
and as TAPLINE and Aramco interests were closely intertwined, the pipeline company drilled 52 
groundwater wells, provided free medical services in its clinics along the right-of-way, planned 
the towns adjacent to the pumping stations of Turaif, Rafha, Ar’ar and Qaisumah, built their 
public facilities and schools, supported a home ownership plan for its employees (fi g.). Through 
these infrastructural and urban developments, the Tapline inscribed, not without confl ict, a new 
political ecology along its line.

[fi g. 11] Geo-power, Saudi 
Aramco.  
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Infrastructure’s mode is Territoriality
The study of the region’s infrastructural fi eld highlights the negotiated and contested character 
of infrastructure, as sites where actors’ interests compete or collaborate to materialize their 
territorial visions. Changes in mobility and communication infrastructure and patterns, 
therefore, are necessary elements in the struggle for maintaining, changing or consolidating 
social power.  

The Oil industry, as extractive industries in general, is strongly territorial. Territoriality broadly 
conceived is the spatiality of power over geography. It is a rendering of space as a political 
category: owned, distributed, mapped, calculated, bordered, and controlled,”  and as such is 
reasserted with every claim over space. 

Dialectically, the management of socio–ecological relations has historically been mediated and 
enabled through the production and consolidation of political space. The development of the 
oil industry throughout the twentieth century has been centered on unrestricted access to large 
swaths of land in Third World countries, and complete monopoly of transnational oil companies 
over the production in exchange for a royalty paid to the state.  The term “concession” for 
example refers to the territorial units allocated to actors for the extraction of wealth in the form of 
raw materials. Concession agreements are different from the earlier colonial company charters 
in several important respects. First, they are granted by some local political authority. Second, 
political authority is not to be exercised by the company in the name of the home government. 
In some instances, the company is simply required to reimburse the local political authority 
for the cost of the public services required by the enterprise, including the maintenance of law 
and order in remote areas. Thus, the company itself does not always undertake the functions 
of rule-making, rule-enforcement, and rule-adjudication. Third, now generally aware that their 
activities cut across lines of territorial authority, companies tend to assume developmental roles 
in their isolated-frontier regions of operation, areas with a sparse population, an exceedingly 
diffi cult terrain, and self-suffi cient social-political units. Typical of this era were the Lever 
Concession in the Congo, the oil concessions in the Arab Middle East, and the United Fruit 
Company’s agreements with various Central American governments. Within the boundaries 
of the concession, the company tended to become all-powerful and all-providing. It became 
involved in housing, health and sanitation, fi nance, education, distribution of food and essential 
consumer goods, transport, and police.

TAPLINE played a developmental role in the Northern Province of Saudi Arabia similar to that 
of Aramco, its sister company, in the Eastern province. The Pipeline Company contributed to 
stabilizing the northern frontiers of the Kingdom and support the settlement within its political 
boundaries of tribes that had seasonally migrated in search of water across the arid region and 
into Iraq. Water troughs were a micro-political cosmos of the political process: international 
Tapline offi cers made available the ‘hidden natural resource’, local emirs regulated access, and 
different tribes, no longer confi ned to their territorial boundaries and water wells negotiated, 
sometime violently, access to water (fi g. 12). 

At another scale, the pumping stations reproduced a model of American mining towns with 
discriminatory employment, housing, and entertainment opportunities between the local labor 
community and the managerial and professional class of American and Levantine expatriates. In 

[fi g. 12] Water Troughs  
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the negotiations between the Saudi Government and TAPLINE in the early 1960s, the asphalting 
of the Tapline Road was symbolic of larger claims of the Kingdom’s developmental demands 
and transit fees. Having long resisted, the Company eventually conceded to a linguistically 
similar and technologically cheaper “black-toping” of the Road. These different examples help 
illustrate how, transportation technologies, as they seek to clear spatial barriers, negotiate their 
geographies whether by in consensus or confrontation with rationales of other players with 
territorial claims and interests. 

Contemporary conceptualizations of territoriality have been trapped however within two 
representations of the relation of power and space; on the one hand, the association of political 
geography with the nation-state as a fi xed container of politics within international boundaries,  
on the other the prophesized erosion in some accounts of globalization of state power and of 
power over space more generally. 

Space of Flows?
Seeking to capture the extraordinary fl uidity of the global political economy over the last few 
decades, Castells have coined, and others have adopted, the ’space of fl ows.’   The term 
rightly acknowledges the intensifi ed fl ows of people, goods, money, information, images and 
technology, yet, in some accounts of globalization, “space of fl ows” is used interchangeably with 
“shrinking world,” “death of distance,” or the “end of geography.”  Such conceptualizations often 
echo capital’s phantasmagoric constructions of its world, as a friction-free entity, unhindered 
by the barriers of space or distance –beyond geography.  Spaces of transportation in such 
visions are represented as voids, non-spaces, or outside society. However, objects do not 
circulate freely. Behind the cultural obsessions with speed, movement, and fl ows lies a system 
of production rooted in the geographies. The circulatory process is a specifi c necessity of the 
mode of production and needs to be conceptualized in relation to the material infrastructures, 
governmental strategies, regulatory mechanisms, and frictions within which things move.  
Rather than the “end of geography,” and as Harvey asserts, “spatial organization is necessary 
to overcome space.” 

What the “space of fl ows” overlooks as well is the geographical contradiction of globalization 
between integration and fragmentation, between opening up borders for international trade 
and creating zones of exceptions and differentiated sovereignties unevenly integrated into the 
structures of state power. If the sovereignty of the state and its relation to its population fi nds 
its spatial form in territory, the deployment of private territorialities requires the interference of 
the state to legitimatize its operations in relation to the land and populations. In the “Second 
Contradiction of Capitalism,” Marx identifi es production conditions which capital cannot 
produce for itself, and whereby the state mediates, and hence politicizes, confl icts around 
these conditions in an effort at maintaining capitalist accumulation. However, to say that global 
capitalism and the state need and reinforce each other on some fronts does not imply that they 
are in consensus over all operations or to ignore disaccords between visions of the state and 
visions of the oil company. 

Spatial fl uidity is thus only ever achieved via a deepening spatial fi xity which at crucial moments 
reasserts itself, often violently.  Redrawing fl ows, infrastructure networks re-produce territorial 
confi gurations and harness social processes in a new geography of places and relations. As 
such a cross-border infrastructure neither simply exists in a given territory nor does it erode 
the signifi cance of territoriality. Rather, its deployment organizes space, exercises power 
over a geography, and materializes a territory through which different actors subsequently 
negotiate their stakes and interests. In this respect, territoriality is “a dynamic and constitutive 
dimension and stake of struggle, one that is being reconfi gured rather than eroded” by global 
infrastructures.  The pipeline, like the ship at sea, is creating a particular set of relations, one 
that is dependent on its location amidst confl icting processes and actors, and one that may in 
turn have an effect on future spatial negotiations. 

Conclusion
Urbanization can be viewed as a process of contiguous de-territorialization and re-territorialization 
through metabolic circulatory fl ows, organized through social and physical conduits or networks 
of ‘metabolic vehicles. 

The historical case study of the TAPLINE contributes to research on transportation space in a 
world in which fl ows of information, capital, labor, resources, and commodities are taking place 
in larger quantities and at greater speeds. It argues that the development of transnational fl ows 
and global (private) infrastructures has neither annihilated nor depoliticized the territory but 
rather that the infrastructure of oil has operated through the territorial. As a set of material and 
discursive interventions across scales and rules, the pipeline has brought about a territory’ with 
its ‘qualities’ and ‘frictions’ into being, and thus opened a space – simultaneously epistemological 
and geographical – that could be incorporated into forms of political rationalities. Thus, and 
while the literature on transnational infrastructures mostly focuses on their integrative aspect, 
the story of the TAPLINE highlights that uneven socio-ecological conditions are produced 
through the organization of nature’s metabolism across scales. 
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A new Heading for a new World State
Following Paul Valéry, Jacques Derrida claims in The Other Heading that the question of 
the capital, of the heading or of hegemonic centrality – even in these times of supra-, trans-, 
sub- or multi-national organizations – is unavoidable.1 Paul Valéry – the French writer and 
leading member of the Committee on Arts and Letters of the League of Nations – examined 
the traditional image of Europe as the capital point of the planetary space of nation-states and 
of human progress. Derrida in his turn, playing on the nuance between the French word ‘la 
capitale’ (or the capital city of a country), and ‘le capital’ (or capital in a monetary sense), asks 
whether one can still project a center of economic and political accumulation. Derrida concludes 
that although no one would accept today a capital of centralizing authority or an absolute center 
of memory and decision, the ineluctable question of the capital does not disappear and instead 
a struggle over the hegemonic centre continues. 

The question of the capital received its modern sense as the heading of the nation at the Peace 
of Westphalia (1648). After the Thirty Years’ War a system of sovereign nation-states was set 
up in Europe that remained unquestioned until the First World War. The nation-state became 
the dominant central political unit in political theory and its stability and unity the corresponding 
philosophical ideal for organizing society. As Thomas Hobbes described in the Leviathan 
(1651) the modern state requires the concentration of a monsterous force at the center which 
he calls the Leviathan. The centripetal force of the sovereign constrains and overwhelms the 
independent social atoms fl oating around the core of authority. In the same way as the central 
force of the sun gives stability to the planetary system, the ‘Sun king’ Louis XIV (1638-1715) 
governs France from the Palace of Versailles in Paris. Paralleling the cosmological image of 
Descartes and Newton, Hobbes provided an image of a stable hierachical social system with 
the unquestionable position of the sovereign at the head of the social structure. 

The belief in the stability of the political and diplomatic order of nation-states respecting each 
others sovereignity was discredited by the First World War. The image of nation states resembling 
planets of a solar system proved to be wrong as their ‘orbits’ seemed to be crossing after all.  
Sovereign states became aware that they did not have complete control within their borders and 
that a new institutional system for governing international relations was necessary. Although the 
period between 1870 and 1914 had seen the rise of intergovernmental organizations devoted 
to the establishement of technical or administrative conventions such as The Universal Postal 
Union (1874) or the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (1875), it lasted till after 
World War I untill a supra-national governmental institution was created. In 1919 the League 
of Nations was founded as a moral authority positioned above those of any single national 
authority. It would be the new heading, coordinating communication and understanding and end 
the incomprehension between states that had resulted in the First World War. 

In the prelude and aftermath of the First World War, the realisation of new political heading or 
hegemonic center was accompanied by the utopia of the world capital city. In the same way 
as the sovereign autonomy of nations-states would naturally be substituted by a movement of 
unifi cation leading to the emergence of a world state, a world capital city would supersede the 
national capitals as the ultimate centre of the social order. Paradoxically, the schemes for such 
a world capital city seemed to emerge from an internationalist rather than from a national logic. 
These schemes for world capital cities did not only build a city around a world government but 
around a center that included all forms of international cooperation. Besides intergovernmental 
organizations, the period from 1880 till 1910 had known a boom of international organizations 
set up by private persons or associations. These organizations had set a tradition of installing 
their headquarters in medium-sized cities in small nations. Cities as Brussels, Geneva, Bern 
or The Hague claimed to be the center of international organizations. Although international 
organizations would not priviledge any nation, either as non-governmental or as inter-
governmental organizations, they could not escape to function through national boundaries. 
Therefore, although the utopia of a world capital city aimed to be a ‘neutral’ international heading 
of the world, it proved nonetheless to be bound by the dominant logic of nationhood. 

The most well-known advocate of the utopia of a world capital city was Paul Otlet (1868-
1944). Paul Otlet was a Belgian intellectual who played a central role in the rationalization of 

1  Jacques Derrida and Michael B. Naas, The Other Heading, Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press (1992 
[1991])
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information and documentation management in the fi rst decades of the twentieth century. In the 
period from 1910 till 1941 he devoted a substantial part of his energy to the promotion of the 
idea of the Cité Mondiale [World City]. He envisaged the Cité Mondiale as a total centralization 
of all international power and knowledge in one city.2  The Cité Mondiale would house among 
others the League of Nations, the International Labour Organization, the World Bank, and a 
centre for the Olympic Games. Paul Otlet designed the structure of an international centre as 
the blueprint for a new world civilization. In order to promote his idea of the Cité Mondiale, Otlet 
collaborated on different occasions with a whole series of architects: Hans Christian Andersen 
and Ernest Hébrard, Octave van Rysselberghe, Louis Van der Swaelmen, Le Corbusier, Victor 
Bourgeois, Maurice Heymans and Stanislas Jassinski. 

This paper will discuss the numerous architectural plans and visualizations that resulted 
from the successive collaborations between Otlet and these architects. Departing from these 
drawings, this paper will show how the idea of the world capital city was entagled within the 
capital paradox of universality: to install a particular and privileged point that produces the only 
true world order. The assignation of the universal as a cultural identity or the inscription of the 
universal as a singularity, blesses the world capital city as the hegemonic centre. Paradoxically, 
the establishment of a universal center of power, by accumulating force, knowledge, and capital 
hopes to dominate and end the struggle between nations, regions or particular cultural entities 
on which it is founded. 

The World Capital City of Eijkman and De Bazel
Around the turn of the twentieth century, a new type of city was discussed that escaped from 
the traditional national framework: the international city. Small nations as the Netherlands, 
Belgium and Switzerland presented their main cities, mainly its capital, as the most suitable 
centre of internationalism. As headquarters for international institutions these cities started 
to compete in the beginning of the twentieth century: Geneva was well known for the Red 
Cross organisation which the city hosted since 1864; Brussels hosted a large quantity of new 
international organizations and The Hague hosted the peace conferences of 1899 and 1907. 
As Madeleine Herren has shown small nations seized the emerging international forms of 
cooperation and exchange of information in order to increase their infl uence internationally.3 
Comparable to the contest for hosting the world fairs, Geneva, Brussels and The Hague 
angled for the responsibility to be the capital of the world. In relation to the policy of hospitality 
for international organizations by The Hague, Geneva and Brussels, plans appeared which 
projected these three main cities as the world capital city. These plans served as a promotional 
image or as a billboard for a politics of internationalism aiming at restoring a hierarchy upon the 
decentralisation and functional division of the international activities. 

The projection of a world capital city was initially discussed in The Hague. Thriving on the 
humanitarian wave, on its reputation as a jurdicial centre and on the memory of Grotius – the 
father of international law – The Hague manifested itself as the capital of international law. Its 
prestige was mainly based on the hosting of the peace conference of 1899, for which the Russian 
Tsar Nicholas II had invited all major governements by letter. The conference of 1899 concluded 
to found the Permanent Court of Arbitration and this conclusion was steadily turned into reality. 

The scheme for a world capital city in The Hague was launched in relation to the competition 
for a new Peace Palace and to the second peace conference of 1907. At that time, the Dutch 
physician Pieter Hendrick Eijkman suggested that The Hague shouldn’t be only the seat for 
the Permanent Court of Arbitration but for all international organisations. The Voorbereidend 
Bureau voor de Stichting voor Internationalisme [The preliminary bureau of the Foundation 
of Internationalism] lead by Eijkman and assisted by the theosophist Paul Horrix projected 
The Hague as the ‘Capitale du Monde’ [World Capital City].4 A city of pavilions, much like 
a world fair, would integrate the actions of all different sorts of internationalism (political, 
diplomatic, scientifi c, economic and artistic organizations) in one super agent. On the basis of 
reorganization of knowledge and intellectual work, humanity would regain its structured unity. 
Eijkman and Horrix launched their campaign mainly through the publication of the Revue voor 
Internationalisme, published in four languages. In the same way as the Court of Arbitration 
received its permanent seat in The Hague, Eijkman wrote in the Review of Reviews (August 
1905) how all international conferences should unfold their functioning in a durable manner. 
Conferences which pass by quickly should be reorganized and have a fi xed centre which would 
allow them to work permanently and to attain the status of international academies. Furthermore, 
he argued that these permanent offi ces should be placed next to one another because all 
fi elds of knowledge are interrelated and mutually complementary. Referring to William Thomas 
Stead (1849-1912) – journalist and editor of the Review of Reviews (1890) and of the Courrier 
de la Conférence de la Paix (1907) – Eijkman argued that all the grey brain substance of the 

2  Concise bibliography on Otlet’s World City : 
- Giuliano Gresleri en Dario Matteoni, La Citta’ Mondiale. Andersen, Hébrard, Otlet, Le Corbusier (Venice, 1982).
- Catherine Courtiau, ‘L’Epopé‚ de la Cité Mondiale de Paul Otlet’, Lectures, 41 (1988) 13-17.
- Boyd Rayward, The Universe of Information: The Work of Paul Otlet for Documentation and International organisation 
(Moscow, 1975).
3  Madeleine Herren, Hintertüren zur Macht : Internationalismus und modernisierungsorientierte Aussenpolitik in Belgien, 
der Schweiz und den USA 1865-1914, München: Oldenbourg (2000)
4  Pieter Hendrik Eijkman, L’Internationalisme et la capitale du monde, centre intellectuel mondial (Projet), La Haye: 
Fondajo por Internacieco (1906)
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international organisms should be concentrated in a single place. As is the case for ministries 
of a government, the Peace Palace should be complemented by other institutes that were now 
dispersed, such as the Museum of Peace in Zurich, the Institute of Oceanography in Paris, 
or the Institute of Agriculture in Rome. The bureau of Eijkman acted vehemently to convince 
new international organizations to found their offi ce in The Hague. It succeeded in bringing 
the permanent offi ce of the international congresses on medicine to The Hague in 1909 and 
the Fédération Internationale Pharmaceutique [International Federation of Pharmaceutics] in 
1910.5 Furthermore, in 1910 the Dutch capital hosted the permanent bureau of the International 
Institute of Statistics.

 6

Eijkman found a large piece of land owned by the Dutch government – large enough to situate 
his vision of a world capital city – around the Musschenberg (Sperlingberg). Contrary to the 
site of Zorgvliet Park where the Peace Palace would be constructed, the Musschenberg was 
situated on a considerable distance from the existing centre to provide place for expansion, 
yet not to far (on fi fteen minutes walking distance) from the existing center.7 The hill of the 
Musschenberg would give the monumental city a natural and rhetoric pedestal, perfect to install 
not only a ‘panorama’ of the surrounding nature but also a panorma on the world. Eijkman 
asked the Dutch architect and theosophist Karel Petrus Cornelis De Bazel to consider his plans 
from an urban point of view and to design a Master Plan for the future world capital city. De 
Bazel refl ected on the integration of this district of international organizations in the existing 
city; an urbanistic issue which is similar to the integration of a world fair in its surroundings. 
The utopian plan of De Bazel was similar to the radio-concentric shape of Filarete’s Sforzinda, 
which subdivided the plurality of groups according to their scientifi c disciplines. (In each section 
the disciplines were represented by an international academy.8 In each academy, an elite of 
experts, bureaucrats and scientists would travel from far away to discuss their studies and their 
results. At the heart of the plan lay a circular place or park of 140.000 m². From this monumental 
place the brotherhood of Humanity would radiate towards the rest of the world. The Latin cross 
– according to the Bazel the peace sign obtained after numerous battles – provided the main 
structure on top of the radio-concentric structure. The main arm at the top led to the international 
academy for pedagogy, hygiene and economy; the arm at the bottom of the cross led to the 
Peace Palace; the left arm to academy of antropology and the right arm to the academy of 
arts. Finally, a boulevard would link this international district to the old city with a bridge over 
the canal. De Bazel’s plan was integrated in the development plan for The Hague (1908) made 
by the Dutch architect Berlage. However, despite Eijkman’s many campaigns even during 
the Second Peace Conference in The Hague (1907), the Peace Palace was already under 
construction and no petitions of architects could change its course. In 1912 Eijkman closed his 
Offi ce disappointed and without any tangible results.

At the time when these plans for a world capital city in The Hague were announced, the 
internationalist scene in Brussels was acting along similar lines. Paul Otlet, Henri La Fontaine and 
Cyrille Van Overbergh were setting up a new organization that could provide common services 
to about thirty international organisations which had their seat in Brussels. This organization 
which became known as the Union of International Associations (UIA) in 1910 battled like 
the Dutch initiative against the actual dissemination of the forces of internationalism. When 
Eijkman announced his campaing to convince other international and diplomatic institutions to 
become part of the “centre mondial intellectuel” [intellectual world centre], Otlet declaimed that 
Brussels was much more suitable.9 According to Otlet, The Hague was only suited as a quiet 
milieu for long juridical debates far removed from the great centres, whereas social, scientifi c 
and economic institutions need an active milieu as was present in Brussels. Furthermore, The 

5  Anne Rasmussen, L’Internationale scientifi que 1890-1914, Place: Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales de 
Paris (1995), 359-360.
6  Eugenia Fiorin, Paolo Cimarosti, Hendrik Petrus Berlage and Karin Van Ingen Schenau, Hendrik Petrus Berlage : 
tekeningen, Venezia: Biennale di Venezia (1986), 148.
7  K.P.C. De Bazel, ‘Stiftung für Internationalismus’ in: Der Städtebau, nr.III (1906) p.36-39
8  (Zie ook M. Bock “K.P.C. De Bazel”, Architectura 1813-1918, catalogue d’exposition, Amsterdam, 1975, Amsterdam, 
1975, p. 71-92)
9  Paul Otlet, Note sur le project «La Haye Capitale du Monde», MDN Cité Mondiale 5 (Notes Numerotés 1907-1931) 
Note (1927.01.11)

[Fig. 1] Berlage’s development 
plan for The Hague (1908) 
integrating the plan for a world 
capital city by De Bazel.6
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Hague had no university, no important scientifi c societies and no international express lines. 
Ironically, Otlet even critiqued the ambition of Eykman to speak of a ‘capital’:

‘What is certainly needed are active centers of internationalism, in direct 
connection with the other and cooperating accurately. The idea of a “Capital” 
evokes the association with a hegemony and is intolerable. The world can not 
want another sort of imperialism that is added to all the others which have had 
their time. Even a superfi cial examination of the facts permits to observe that 
there exist today several very active centers of internationalism.’10 

Otlet defended a polycentric model consisting of The Hague as the juridical centre, Geneva as 
the political centre, and Brussels as the centre for scientifi c, technical and social institutions.11 
Otlet spoke about ‘la Cité Mondiale’ of which the word ‘cité’ in French may refer to ‘city’ but as 
well to ‘district’. Although this modest interpretation of Otlet’s ‘Cité Mondiale’ as a district of 
international non-governmental and intergovernmental organizations attached to an existing city 
is the most realistic, Otlet was not averse from theoretical speculations about a single world 
capital. Switching easily between utopian realism and internationalist utopianism, it is not suprising 
that Otlet contradicted his argument of a polycentric model against Eijkman by campaigning 
himself around around 1937 for a world capital city in The Hague (Sorgvliet). However, around 
1910 Paul Otlet was still occupied campaigning for the construction of a center of international 
organizations in Brussels. He situated the project for an international city on different locations in 
Brussels; subsequently on the Mont des Arts, the grounds of the World Fair of 1910, the Parc du 
Cinquantenaire, the Parc in Woluwe and next to the Congo Museum in Tervuren.

A World Centre for Humanity
In 1911 Otlet turned his attention to a much bigger and more utopian project when he found 
his ideas echoed in the design of the sculptor Hendrik Christian Andersen (1872-1940) and the 
French architect Ernest Hébrard (1875-1933) for a World Centre of Communication. The project 
of Andersen and Hébrard is the most well-known and complete expression of an architectural 
and urban design for a world capital city. With its large boulevards and monumental plazas, the 
plan is an expression of the French principles of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and of its American 
urbanistic version known as the City Beautiful movement.

Andersen was born in Bergen (Norway) and grew up in Newport (U.S.). He studied sculpture 
at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, and settled in Rome in 1897. Andersen enjoyed fi nancial 
independence thanks to his sister-in-law Olivia Cushing – wife of his brother Andreas and 
daughter of a rich American entrepreneur – who supported Andersen’s work with the inheritance 
from her father. The project of a World Center of Communication emerged out of the sculpture 
project Fountain of Life on which Andersen was working since 1905. The fountain consisted of 
a grouping of allegoric fi gures around a central basin symbolizing the high values and the cycle 
of life. While Andersen was busy fi nding the right articulations of the human bodies to express 
humanist ideals ‘necessary to the advancement of universal progress’, he asked the architect 
Ernest Hébrard to advise him on the architectural aspects. 

12

Ernest Hébrard had arrived in the Villa Medici in Rome in December 1904, after he had won the 
Grand Prix de Rome at the Ecole des Beaux-arts in Paris with a design for a national factory for 
carpets and tapestry. At the Villa Medici, Hébrard resided with Léon Jaussely, Henri Prost, Jean 
Hulot and Paul Bigot; a generation which would lay the foundations of French modern urbanism. 
Beyond the walls of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, this young generation of French urbanists had 
fallen under the spell of comprehensive urban planning and the invention of ideal cities. The 
City Beautiful movement in the U.S. had shown how the Beaux-Arts style could be transposed 
on an urban scale, as for example in Daniel Hudson Burnham and Edward Herbert Bennett’s 
Plan of Chicago (1909) or in the Senate Park Commission’s plan for Washington (1902). Now, 

10  ‘Ce qui certes lui est nécessaire ce sont des centres actifs d’internationalisme, mis étroitement en connexion les uns 
avec les autres et coopérant assidûment. L’idée d’une « Capitale évoque celle corrélative d’une hegémonie et celle-ci est 
intolérable. Le monde ne peut vouloir d’une sorte d’impérialisme de plan ajouté à tous les autres qui ont fait leur temps. 
Un examen même superfi ciel des faits permet de constater qu’il existe actuellement plusiers centres d’internationalisme 
très actifs.’ Ibid.Note 
11  Geneva only became an international political centre in 1919 when the League of Nations was founded. Before World 
War I, Otlet defi ned the Swiss cities as the centres for transport and communication, and also mentioned Washington as 
the international centre of America. 
12  Hendrik Christian Andersen and Ernest M. Hébrard, Création d’un Centre Mondial de Communication, Paris: Philippe 
Renouard (1913), 5. 

[Fig. 2] H.C. Andersen, Fountain 
of Life (1905) 12
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French examples of Beaux-Arts urbanism continued the trans-atlantic dialogue. Several of 
these young French urbanists won international urban planning competitions: Jaussely won the 
fi rst prize of the competititon for the planning of Barcelona (1905), Prost of the competition for 
Antwerp (1910) and Agache the third prize of the competition for Canberra (1913). 

Within this context, it is not surprising that when Andersen demanded Hébrard to design a 
square for his Fountain of Life, the plan developed by 1909 into that of an ideal city. Soon the 
Fountain of Life gave birth to a water garden running along the monumental axis of a complete 
metropolis: the World Centre of Communication. The high ideals, such as ‘Love, Equality, 
Peace’ symbolized by the Fountain were transferred on the city, as these words fi gured on 
the caption of the 1918 publication. Andersen’s city was meant as a total fi gurative allegory 
of Humanity. In the bird’s eye view the two statues – the man and the woman who link hands 
and hold a torch – are treated equally as the city of institutions on the background. Humanity 
is reunited in this institutional world centre through communication and mutual understanding. 
The instutional centre of the world will ensure that all human beings understand each other. 
Andersen presents his World Centre as a symbolic work of art symbolizing Humanity and its 
aspiration to establish a world democracy. 

   

For the invention of a world capital city, Hébrard copied the monumentality of the national capitals 
of his time. Since the nineteenth century, capitals were being redesigned as the political center 
of the sovereign state. The renewal of Paris as the mirror of the empire under Napoleon III, the 
transformation of Brussels under Leopold II, the construction of Regent Street in London under 
George IV, demonstrated the national power through monumental architecture and urbanism. 
Capitals received a new appearance as the institutional centers of the nation-state and as the 
embodiment of national power. They expressed the new social order defi ned by the modern 
nation-state and its control of society through an administrative supervision of information. The 
World Centre of Hébrard transposed the architectural and urbanist evocation of the nation to an 
international level. The entire Beaux-arts typology and vocabulary were pulled out and set at 
Andersen’s institutional programme symbolizing Humanity.  

When Otlet met Hébrard and Andersen, he was impressed by their plans as it translated 
the ideology of the internationalist milieu: to found a new world order on the basis of a new 
universal understanding. Otlet connected their plans immediately to his search for a permanent 
residence for his institutions. He tried to convince them of his specifi c program, especially the 
Union of International Associations, as well as of the location of Tervuren a suburb of Brussels. 
In the publication of Andersen’s World City, one of the various locations for the city was indeed 
situated in Tervuren, following the proposal of Otlet. Otlet advocated their plans with all the 
possible means he could: he presented the plans to the committee of the Union of International 
Associations, who included the World City in their program, as well as on the fi rst congress of 
the International Union of Local Authorities. However, any further attempts to establish a World 
City were disrupted by World War I.

The Mundaneum
In response to the aggressions of World War I, the nation-states became receptive for the 
idea of a League of Nations. Many intellectuals and politicians had drafted statutes for the 
foundation of a League of Nations and also American president Woodrow Wilson had proposed 
to found a League of Nations as early as 1916. As the ‘heading’ of the world he took the lead 
in creating the League of Nations in 1919 on the peace conference of Versailles. It confi rmed 
the wish of nation-states for international collaboration and their attempt to advance unifi cation 
and peace. The creation of this supra-national political institution demanded for a location for its 
headquarters which was quickly determined by President Wilson. Belgium or Brussels reminded 
too much of the war, in The Hague there was not enough space next to the Peace Palace, and 
fi nally it was concluded that Geneva in neutral Switzerland would host its headquarters. The 

[Fig. 3 and 4] H.C. Andersen and 
E. Hébrard, A World Centre of 
Communication (1913)
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League of Nations would be housed temporarily till 1937 in the ‘Hotel National’ (also known as 
the ‘Palais Wilson’ due to the Nobel Prize won by President Wilson in 1924). 

Otlet was disappointed that the League chose Geneva and not Brussels as its seat. Otlet had 
published intensively on a future creation of a League of Nations during the war, and he had 
linked the creation of such a League as a possible means to build the programme of complete 
World Capital City in Brussels.  Although it seemed that the choice for Geneva was fi nal, Otlet 
wouldn’t give up easily about the League’s decision, calling upon a clause in the Treaty of 
Versailles which mentioned that the League could change its location if it desired so. Otlet 
argued that the League owed to Brussels their seat as a compensation for the war crimes, and 
he tried to motivate the Belgian government to undertake further actions because the seat of 
the League would protect Belgium as a moral symbol from future invasions. Otlet campaigned 
until 1924 to defend Brussels as the seat of international organisations.13 

Just after the War, Otlet had asked the Belgian urbanist Louis van der Swaelmen to adapt the 
plans of Andersen and Hébrard to the setting of Tervuren, near Brussels. The design of Van der 
Swaelmen keeps Hébrard’s structure of the ‘Rue des Nations’ and the ‘Place des Nations’. The 
national pavilions are positioned as isolated pavilions on an extendible grid of square plots. On 
the octagonal square, Van der Swaelmen imagined Berlage’s ‘Pantheon of Humankind’ (1915), 
a memorial conceived as the symbol of worldwide peace.14 Van der Swaelmen described the 
city as an intellectual city containing the League of Nations. The plans of Van der Swaelmen 
were exhibited in 1919 at the Exhibion on Reconstruction in Brussels, organized by the Union 
Internationale des Villes.15 At that time, the plans of Van der Swaelmen resembled Howard’s 
proposal to turn Belgium into a commemorative garden city with the help of all major nations 
and the Friedenstadt [Peace City] (1918) by Hans Kampffmeyer, a protagonist of the German 
Garden City Movement. 

16

Probably because Van der Swaelmen’s adaptation of Andersen’s plans were too extensive, 
Otlet and with him the Belgian delegation used another more realistic design as a vehicle for 
the promotion of Brussels. Around 1920 Oscar Francotte designed a palace for the League 
of Nations, situated in the Parc of Woluwe, near Brussels. Within the palace of the League of 
Nations, the project integrated the program of the Union of International Associations as the 
intellectual complement of the League. Parallel to the Belgian campaign to bring the League of 
Nations to Brussels instead of to Geneva, Otlet launched a campaign to reaffi rm Brussels as 
the intellectual and cultural world city. Again, Otlet found an architect to deliver the necessary 
designs for its propaganda. This time Oscar Van de Voorde – the head architect of the World’s 
Fair in Ghent in 1913 – made a design for a palace of the Union of International Associations, 
which got the support of the Belgian Prime Minister Léon Delacroix. 

17

13  Paul Otlet, ‘Une capitale internationale’ in: Le Mouvement Communal, nr.maart (1919) p.18-21 en appendix p. 101-105
14  K. Bosma, ‘Mensheid. H.P. Berlage’s Pantheon der Menschheid’, in: M. de Keizer red., Utopie. Utopisch denken, doen 
en bouwen in de twintigste eeuw (Zutphen 2002) 73-77.
15  Louis Van der Swaelmen, ‘Les Sections étrangères d’Urbanisme comparé’ in: La Cité, Vol.I, nr.7 (1919) p.69-81
16  Herman Stynen, Stedebouw en Gemeenschap : Louis Van der Swaelmen (1883-1929), Bezieler van de Moderne 
Beweging in België, Bruxelles: Mardaga (1979), p. 78.
17  Archives Mundaneum (MDN), Funds Affi ches (AFF), scan nr. MUND-00006462_2008_0001_ST

[Fig. 5] Louis Van der Swaelmen, 
International City in Tervueren 

(1919)16

[Fig. 6] Oscar Van De Voorde, Le 
Palais Mondial (1919)17
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In the mean time Henri La Fontaine was trying to convince the League of Nations to set up 
an International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation, a precursor of what we know today as 
UNESCO. Of course, Otlet and La Fontaine hoped that the League would acknowledge their 
institutes in Brussels as the headquarters of such an Institute of Intellectual Cooperation. 
However, because of the political instability in Belgium, Otlet and La Fontaine couldn’t count 
on the political support of the Belgian government which they had known before, and what 
was worse, France had recently started to compete with Brussels in this fi eld. The French 
government proposed to establish the headquarters of the International Institute of Intellectual 
Cooperation in Paris and especially convincing, to fi nance the entire undertaking. In this way 
the French bought the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation from the League, and Paris became 
the intellectual and cultural world city instead of Brussels. The fact that the headquarters of 
UNESCO are still in Paris, is a consequence of this decision. Consequently, the Union of 
International Associations in Brussels became moribund from 1924 onwards. The Belgian 
government suspended its support, and even threatened to remove the collections of Otlet 
and La Fontaine from their temporary location in the World Palace in Brussels. Because what 
Otlet had strived for was being realised in part in Geneva and in Paris, more and more, Otlet’s 
program turned into a critique of the institutions in Geneva and in Paris. Otlet’s institutions 
became more and more imaginary, turned into a utopia or a sort of non-place, searching for a 
location without ever fi nding one. 

Characteristic of this utopian turn in his thinking, from 1924 onwards Otlet published diagrams 
and schemes – from Otlet’s point of view – of an ideal institution which he called the Mundaneum. 
The Mundaneum posed the following question: ‘To consider the world as a whole, to envision it 
at the same time in its completeness and in the interdependence of its parts, what should be the 
institution, the proper scientifi c instrument which meets the needs and possibilities of our time?’18 
The answer to the question of ‘how to consider the world as a whole’, was the Mundaneum, 
a huge machine which would construct a global perspective by organizing, processing and 
representing universal knowledge. On the basis of the universality of knowledge, the institution 
would catalyze world peace and the advent of a universal civilisation. In his utopia all the world 
leaders and intelligentsia would lend their support to realize this ‘world brain’. In 1927 Otlet 
elaborated this utopian programme in an organizational scheme, balancing between a diagram 
and an architectural plan of a building. Otlet situated the Mundaneum – as he would call it – at 
the Belgian seaside, between Wenduine and De Haan.19 The diagram consisted of a museum 
on universal history, an offi ce of bibliography and documentation, an International University, 
a theatre, an arena for the Olympic Games, monuments to honour the great men and ideas, 
pavilions of great cities, a business centre, international highschools, a garden city with public 
services, hotels, clubs, villas and a fi eld for aviation. 

 20

Le Corbusier’s Spirit of Order
A year later, Otlet found the monstre sacré of modern architecture, Le Corbusier, prepared to 
translate his diagram into architecture. Otlet and Le Corbusier met around September 1927 in 
the context of the contested competition for a palace for the League of Nations. Le Corbusier had 
participated in the competition and was among the nine winners. Otlet had heard that in the jury 
there were at a certain moment four of the nine members of the jury in favour of Le Corbusier’s 
project. As a gesture towards Le Corbusier, Otlet contacted his old acquaintance Victor Horta, 

18  Paul Otlet, Monde: essai d’universalisme: connaissance du monde, sentiment du monde, action organisée et plan du 
monde (Brussels, 1935) 447.
19  ‘La Cité Mondiale est établie au Littoral Belge, à front de la mer du Nord, le long de la Plage et des dunes, entre Os-
tende et Blankenberghe ou plus exactement entre Wenduyne et Le Cocq’
Paul Otlet, Déscription de la Cité Mondiale - Mundaneum. D’après le plan Paul Otlet 1927.09.15, MDN CM 5 Notes Nu-
merotés 1907-1931 Note 5589 (1927.09.16)
20  MDN, Funds Cité Mondiale (CM), box 15, scan nr. MUND-xxxxxx76_2008_0001_MA

[Fig 7] P. Otlet, drawing of the 
Cité Mondiale at the seaside 
between Wenduine and De Haan 
(1927)20
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president of the jury, in order to support Le Corbusier’s project in the race for the fi nal winner. 
Otlet declared to Horta that ‘the radicalism of Le Corbusier would be a solution’ because 

‘we, the pioneers of the League of Nations have a very great conception of it. It 
must be something very new, very powerful and very seductive. “A page in history 
which one turns” […] we need a symbol of this conception, of this feeling, of the 
major interest. To see it housed in a palace of the old formula, is immediately and 
in a fi rst impression, to classify it as old stuff.’21

Le Corbusier replied that his support in this affair was precious and that he appreciated very much 
his ‘magnifi cent and moving idea’ of the Mundaneum and that he had taken notice of his plans 
to transfer his institutions of the Palais Mondial from Brussels to Geneva.22 Ultimately, the jury 
appointed by the League chose to elaborate the design, not of Le Corbusier, but of Henri-Paul 
Nénot and Julien Flegenheimer in collaboration with three other fi rst prize winners Carlo Broggi, 
Camille Lefèvre and Giuseppe Vago. The jury agreed that a historicizing and not a modern 
form could help the League of Nations in its search for confi rmation. As such, a chance to write 
architectural history was missed and instead an outstripped Classism descended in Geneva. 

For Otlet, the results of the competition confi rmed that the headquarters would permanently 
stay in Geneva. And so he concluded, if the League wouldn’t move to Brussels, then he and 
his institutions would try to move to Geneva. He asked Le Corbusier, who was disappointed 
with the results of the competition to design an international centre for intellectual, scientifi c and 
cultural cooperation, next to the future Palace of Nations. For Otlet, the plans of Le Corbusier 
were the means to make his critique of the League of Nations and of the Centre of Intellectual 
Cooperation in Paris clearly visible in a series of images. Otlet demanded Le Corbusier to design 
the Mundaneum, consisting of a museum, a library, offi ces for international organizations, a 
university, a park with sport accommodation, a residential area, a station and an airport as was 
the case in Andersen’s project. 

Otlet demanded an architectural style that symbolized order or that expressed the idea 
of organisation as this was the spirit of the Mundaneum itself. Otlet illustrated his wish by 
accompanying the diagram with a drawing showing a grid fi lled in with ‘plan formes’. The primary 
geometrical forms, amalgamations of these elements and three-dimensional transpositions, 
suggested that each architectural composition corresponds to a particular function. For 
example, a pile of horizontal fl oors pinned on a vertical shaft – analogous to an index card 
system – corresponded to a possible order of the library. Clearly Le Corbusier was on the same 
wavelength as Otlet, as he had published a bord of geometrical fi gures in the introduction of 
Urbanisme and the series of elementary shapes in the essay Sur la plastique in the fi rst issue of 
L’Esprit Nouveau. For Le Corbusier, as he wrote in Urbanisme, geometrical order was the basis 
of architecture: ‘Man, product of the universe, integrates, from his point of view, the universe 
[…]. This knowledge does not put him in contradiction with the universe, but in accordance 
with it […]. The spirit which animates nature is a spirit of order; we learn to know it.’23 If the 
Mudaneum was an architectural demonstration of the human capacity to classify and order 
the universe of things, it is not surprising that Le Corbusier wrote in a letter to Otlet, that his 
Mundaneum project could be considered as a ‘manifest of modern architecture’, architecture as 
the pure representation of the order of nature.24 

   25

21  ‘Nous, les pionniers de la Société des Nations, nous en avions une conception très large. Ce devait être quelque chose 
de très neuf, de très puissant, de très seduisant. “Une page de l’Histoir qu’on retourne”. […] il nous faut un symbole de 
cette conception, de ce stentiment, de cet interêt majeur. La voir logée dans un Palais selon l’ancienne formule, c’est du 
coup, et de prime impression, la classer elle-même parmi le vieux materiel.’
Paul Otlet, Letter to Horta (1927.08.26)
22 MDN, CM 8, farde correspondence Horta
 1927.10.07 brief Le Corbusier naar Otlet
23  ‘L’homme, produit de l’univers, intègre, à son point de vue, l’univers […]. Cette connaissance ne le met pas en contra-
diction avec l’univers, elle le met en accord […]. L’esprit qui anime la nature est un esprit d’ordre ; nous apprenons à le 
savoir.’
Corbusier Le, Urbanisme, Paris: Flammarion (1994 [1925]), p. 19
24   Le Corbusier, letter to Otlet (1928.07.07) MDN, CM 8, Farde Le Corbusier
25  Archives Fondation Le Corbusier (FLC)

[Fig. 8 and 9] Le Corbusier, 
Mundaneum (1928) and Cité 

Mondiale (1929)25
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Indeed, the scene of modernist architects was not insensitive to the Mundaneum project. In 
September 1929 the Czech critic Karel Teige accused Le Corbusier’s design of the Mundaneum 
in the architectural magazine Stavba for being academic.26 Especially, he accused the World 
Museum in the shape of a pyramid as being not functional and of being a mere expression or 
representation of its ideological program. For Teige ‘the shape of the pyramid has no functional 
justifi cation’, or he stated: ‘the Mundaneum is composition; the expression of ideological and 
metaphysical imagination.’ The highly ideological program of the Mundaneum challenged the 
functionalist doctrine of architectural modernism with the question of representation. In an essay 
In defense of Architecture, Le Corbusier defended his architecture by a counter-attack on the 
German ‘Sachlickheit’ to which Teige was subscribing. The point of departure for Le Corbusier’s 
defense was the statement made by Hannes Meyer that ‘all things in this world are a product 
of the formula: function times economics’.  Quickly, the Mundaneum polemic became a debate 
between the ‘German’ side of the CIAM group, consisting of people like Teige himself, Hannes 
Meyer and Mark Stam, and the ‘French’ wing, consisting of Le Corbusier and Sigried Giedion. It 
opposed the German ‘sachlichkeit’ or functional directness of expression to the French refusal 
of ‘sachlichkeit’ as the sole foundation of modern architecture. For Le Corbusier the use of a 
spiral pyramid in the Mundaneum was functional as it allowed the museum to tell ‘the continuity 
of events in history’. Despite Le Corbusier’s argument, it was clear that Le Corbusier chose 
a pyramid for its mythical evocation of civilisation as its interior was a void containing only a 
Sacrarium devoted to the human genius.

Not only was the Mundaneum project contested in architectural circles but as well in the 
diplomatic fi eld. This was especially the case of the extension of the Mundaneum project: the Cité 
Mondiale. Immediately after the Mundaneum project was published, Otlet asked Le Corbusier 
to extend the program into that of a complete World City, which included the headquarters of 
the League of Nations and the International Labour Organisation, an international airport, a 
garden city, a world bank and a hotel area. Otlet and Le Corbusier exhibited their plans and 
a giant diorama of the Cité Mondiale in the Villa Bartholoni in Geneva, which received the 
attention of the Swiss press. In February 1929 the plans of the Cité Mondiale were printed 
in Brussels and circulated in the diplomatic circle of Geneva with great rumour. The tricky 
business touched upon by the design of the World City was Otlet’s explicit requirement for 
an exterritorial ground situated between France and Switzerland. Although French diplomats 
supported the idea, Switzerland blocked all attemps to change the legal status of the grounds 
reserved for international institutions in Geneva.27 

A permanent World Fair in Tervuren

Concluding that League of Nations was not receptive for a scientifi c-intellectual complement, 
Otlet returned his programme to Brussels. Critisizing the work of the Institut International de 
Coopération Intellectuelle in Paris, Otlet claimed that there was still an urgent need to make a 
center for the ‘400 international associations, 200 international trusts of fi nancial character and 
the fi ve great universal religions’. As the complement of the international institutions installed in 
The Hague and in Geneva, a centre was needed for the organisms of private international life.’28 
Otlet resituated the utopia of the Cité Mondiale in the next world fair that would take place in 
Brussels in 1935 and not, as originally planned, in 1930 to celebrate the centenary of Belgium. 
Although the world fair would take place on the grounds of the Heizel in Brussel, Otlet projected 
the Cité Mondiale on the site of Tervuren, which Otlet had favoured since the beginning because 
he situated his project in the line of the international politics of the late Leopold II. 

In this context, Otlet demanded Victor Bourgeois in 1931 to draw a new plan for the Cité Mondiale 
in Tervuren. Bourgeois is probably the most important pioneer in the modernist movement in 
Belgium.29 He founded the journal 7 Arts together with his brother Pierre Bougeois and with 
Pierre-Louis Flouquet. At the age of twenty-fi ve he constructed the ‘tuinwijk’ [garden city] Cité 
Moderne in Sint-Agatha-Berchem which made him instantly renowned in the international circle 
of modernist architects. In 1927 he started teaching at the Institut Supérieur des Arts Décoratifs 
(ISAD) in Brussels, also known as the ‘Belgian Bauhaus’. Together with Huib Hoste and Otlet, 
he was present at the fi rst CIAM conference, and played a major role in the organisation of 
the third CIAM conference in Brussels. At the third CIAM conference in Brussels, Bourgeois 
supported Otlet in his endeavours to organize a workshop about the Cité Mondiale. However, 
Le Corbusier, who preferred to let the Mundaneum polemic rest for a while, did not take notice 
of this demand and the workshop was not held.30 

26  Karel Teige, ‘Mundaneum’ in: Stavba, Vol.7, nr.10 (1929)
See also: George Baird, Karel Teige’s Mundaneum, in: K. Michael Hays (ed.) Oppositions reader : selected readings from 
a journal for ideas and criticism in architecture 1973-1984, New York (N.Y.): Princeton architectural press (1974) p.XV, 
701 ill.
27  UAI, nota n 5991, 1930.01.15, p. 9
28  Paul Otlet, ‘La Cité Mondiale. Demande présentée au gouvernement et au parlement de Belgique au sujet de la Cité 
Mondiale’ in: Publication de l’UAI, nr.138 (1931.05.08) 
29  Iwan Strauven, Maurice Culot and Philippe De Gobert, De Gebroeders Bourgeois: Architectuur en Plastique Pure, 
Brussel: AAM (2005)
30  Paul Otlet, Letter to Le Corbusier. doc n°116 5 (1930.11.24)
MDN, UAI AM/2006/014
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In October and November 1931, Bourgeois drew his fi rst plans for the Cité Mondiale which 
were reminiscent of his earlier garden cities. Perpendicular on the Avenue des Colonies, along 
an avenue of nations, he made a plan for an world city. The centre piece of the plans was an 
U-shaped ‘Mondaneum’ which was changed in the fi nal version of the plans into an oval shaped 
building referring to Le Play’s exposition palace of 1867. In this way, Bourgeois combined two 
traditions of the world fair: the older fashion of enclosing the world in one large building and the 
tradition since the world fair of Vienna in 1873 which presented the world in urban setting of 
many diverse pavilions.31 Besides the structure of the mall, Bourgeois reintroduced a Beaux-
Arts cross in his plans in the disposition of the buildings of the university-library, the congress 
centre, and the center of social, economic and intellectual organisations. 

32

The plans of the Cité Mondiale by Bourgeois gave expression to the Cité Mondiale as a World 
fair. Like the world fairs the Cité Mondiale had the ambition to make a showcase in one point 
of the globe of the state-of-the-art in science, art and industry. Various results of the previous 
world fairs were all absorbed in the utopia of the Cité Mondiale such as the organization of 
a super congress or a ‘Parliament of religions’ at the 1893 World Columbian Exposition in 
Chicago or the Congress of science and art on the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition in Saint 
Louis which represented the entire civilisation in such a way that if the entire human oeuvre 
would disappear through a catastrophe, its records would deliver all the necessary standards to 
rebuild the entire civilisation.33 The Cité Mondiale would give a panorama of human knowledge. 
The only but essential difference with the programme of the world fair was that the Cité Mondiale 
would take shape as a permanent world fair. The temporary exhibitions at the world fair would 
be turned into museums, while congresses would be turned into academies and universities. 
By making one point of the globe the permanent centre of knowledge, Otlet’s conception 
of the Cité Mondiale was not just a panorama but as well a panopticon. Not only would the 
Cité Mondiale give a spectacular all-encompassing overview, but it would as well provide the 
basis to control and discipline society. As Lieven De Cauter has shown, the panorama and the 
panopticon were both invented at the same time. The panorama was patented by the English 
painter Robert Barker (1739-1806) as new form of entertainment in 1787 while in the same year 
Bentam published the book The Panopticon or the Inspection House.34 By ordering all things 
in one panoramic horizon, the Cité Mondiale would provide a panoptical gaze: the power over 
knowledge to control the world. The Cité Mondiale as a perspectival optical device made the 
world look as one ordered space but at the same time decided that only those who conformed 
to this rational grid of knowledge had access to this central point of view. 

31  Lieven de Cauter, Over wereldtentoonstellingen. Opkomst en verval van de panoramische blik, in: M.  Nauwelaerts 
and J.-L.   Grootaers (eds.), De panoramische droom : Antwerpen en de wereldtentoonstellingen : 1885, 1894, 1930.
Tentoonstellingscatalogus Antwerpen ‘93, Antwerpen (1993) p.37-49
32  Victor Bourgeois, La Cité Mondiale à Tervueren (n.d. [1931])
MDN, AFF, scan nr. MUND-00011150_2008_0001_MA
33  R. Rydell, All the World’s a Fair, Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press (1984), 154. 
34  Lieven de Cauter, Archeologie van de kick: verhalen over moderniteit en ervaring, Amsterdam: De Balie (1995)

[Fig. 10] V. Bourgeois, La Cité 
Mondiale à Tervueren (n.d. 

[1931]).
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A memorial for the Modern Cosmopolis
During the 1930s the ideology of universality received a serious blow due to the political and 
economic crisis.  The supra-national model of the League of Nations lost its credibility as it 
was unable to prevent the military build-up by Germany, Italy and Japan. When Hitler broke 
the Treaty of Versailles by the occupation of Sudetenland and the annexation of Austria, the 
League remained silent. Although disarmament was one of the most important tasks of the 
League, it was unable to prevent a re-arming even of its own members. The League of Nations 
had proven to be nothing but a reconfi rmation of the sovereignity of the nation-states within a 
voluntary association which lacked the external autority to contstrain co-equal nation-states. 
Instead of weakening the power of the nation-states, it had only served to guarantee the stability 
of the nation-state system after World War I. 

Paradoxically, the sphere of science and culture responded on this crisis by a reconfi rmation 
of the ideal of universality. According to the modernist avant-garde the threat of disorder 
demanded a more radical implementation of order. The fi eld of natural science moved again 
toward a more abstract and logical approach, the fi eld of philosophy of science with the logical 
positivists sought for a unifi ed science based on a universal language and method; the rise of 
the Internationalist Style in architecture and the urbanist doctrine of CIAM sought for universal 
principles that could applied regardless of the cultural geography, while the International Institute 
of Intellectual Cooperation did not give up their mission to prevent war through developing a 
better comprehension and communication between an elitist milieu of intellectuals. 

Otlet experienced the political and economical crisis as well as the social disbelief in a universal 
culture when the Belgian government closed down his institutions in Brussels in 1934. Similar 
to the modernist avant-garde, Otlet did not fi nd another way than to radicalize his worldview. In 
1935 he wrote down his metaphysics in the book Monde and started collaborating with another 
architect for a spatial translation of the ideal world order described in Monde. This time it was 
over to the Belgian architect Maurice Charles Heymans to solve the puzzle. Heymans would 
become known after World War II as the head of the urbanist department in Congo. At the time 
when he started collaborating with Otlet, he had only recently graduated from the ISAD and had 
worked at the offi ce of Victor Bourgeois. 

 35 36

During the years from 1934 till 1938, Heymans provided Otlet with numerous drawings, sketches 
and highly elaborated plans of the Mundaneum. In 1935 Heymans elaborated two complete 
hyperbuildings which transformed Otlet’s metaphysical categories in a sort of modernist theatre 
of memory. The fi rst design of March 1935 consisted of a central museum that exposed the 
World of things according to the four components of the modernist constitution as interpreted by 
Otlet: Nature, Humanity, Society and Devinity. In two complementary sections of the museum 
the World was considered from the dimensions of Space and Time, as such including Einstein’s 
reversal of Newtonian physics. A library and a museum were positioned before the museum as 
two sphinxes guarding the world order exhibited in the museum. In a second project, Heymans 
extended the programme of metaphysical categories that Otlet had described in Monde under 
the section of the ‘object’ with those of the ‘subject’. The subjective view – the ‘moi’ [the ‘I’], the 
human creations and expression – became part of the exposed world order. 

The design of Heymans is the purest expression of Otlet’s conception of the Mundaneum. The 
Mundaneum has lost all contingency with the reality outside and had come home in the exterritorial 
non-place of utopia. Continuing the tradition of utopias of Tommaso Campanella’s Civitas Solis 
(1602), the design of Heymans makes clear that the Cité Mondiale should be read as a utopian 
embodiment and extension of the modern Cosmopolis. From 1932 onwards Otlet increasingly 
used the notion of ‘cosmopolis’ instead of Cité Mondiale, to point at the metaphysical dimension 
of his project. The notion of Cosmopolis or ‘city of the world’ has its origin in the classical Greek 
tradition and stands for an ethical conception of a harmonious world order. 

35  MDN, AFF, farde Heymans
36  MDN, AFF, scan nr. MUND-00011146_2008_0001_ST

[Fig. 11 and 12] M.C. Heymans, 
Mundaneum (1935.03.15)35 and 
Mundaneum (1935.10.15)36
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37

The image of Cosmopolis harmonized two distinct kinds of order.38 The fi rst kind of order was the 
order of nature, signifi ed by the word cosmos. To say that the universe was a cosmos supposed 
the recognition that events and changes in nature happen in a natural order. The second kind 
of order was the polis or the order of society. A community formed a polis only when it was 
organized as a coherent political unit. The concept of Cosmopolis fused the order of nature and 
the order of the human society in a higher harmonious world order. An essential key for linking 
cosmos and polis was the idea of rationality. The order of the universe was rational and made 
it possible to achieve a similar rational order in society. Cosmopolis was thus not conceived of 
as a gigantic polis – the world as one city – but rather as a moral and socio-political order of the 
polis that was enriched by the divine natural order learned though the precious gift of reason. 

In a similar vain Otlet’s Cosmopolis wanted to establish a harmony between the order of 
knowledge and the order of society. The Cité Mondiale promoted a universal civilisation based 
on universal knowledge. A city of knowledge (he argued) could be constructed if society agreed 
on a common world view. This scientifi c world view could then be used to construct a stable 
social world order. The several designs of the Cité Mondiale used architecture and urban 
composition as an propaganda-instrument skirting the pragmatics of politics. By converting a 
vision of a world society into an architectural drawing, architecture is used as a construction 
to make an invisible metaphysical order visible. The architectural plan imagines how the 
ideological program projected into the three-dimensional space – the diagram translated into 
an institutional ensemble – will change the management of the world. The ‘other heading’, the 
(re-)constitution of the modern Cosmopolis, was transferred to an ‘elsewhere’: the place of 
discourse, discussion and controversy.  

 

37  MDN, AFF, scan nr. MUND-00011766_2008_0001_MA
38  Stephen Edelston Toulmin, Cosmopolis : the hidden agenda of modernity, New York: Free Press (1990), 67.

[Fig. 12] Paul Otlet, La Cité 
Mondiale Cosmopolis (n.d.)
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Revisiting the modern project for Brussels
an observatory for metropolisation
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The present paper will focus on the transformations of Brussels’ urban form that were linked 
with the different stages of its metropolisation. Metropolisation is the time when the scale of a 
city is changing via a double process of territorial development and rearrangement of its centre 
in relationship with that development. Brussels went through three such moments: the 19th-
century, the modern and the post-modern cities1.

The main idea is that those metropolisation moments were, at least partly, supported by a 
collective vision, a conscious project for a new spatial confi guration of the city. There is a 
moment in Brussels’ history when the link between a refl exion on the urban form, and the 
actual transformation in the city’s structure and scale, is particularly obvious and exacerbated; 
but, strangely enough, that moment is very little-known. That is the post-war period, when the 
principles of modernist town planning were widely applied.

The Brussels background does not make it easy to insist on the interest raised by that period. The 
wide-ranging demolitions making way for new infrastructures, and the thorough transformation 
of the built-in areas, that occurred during the 30-year post-war period, made a lasting imprint on 
the collective conscience. It resulted in a thorough rejection of modern architecture, as well as 
in a protest movement infl uencing the current generation of practitioners and public decision-
makers. This movement rallies around the idea, thus Leon Krier, that modernity is really an 
exception and a break in the history of the city and of architecture2, and longs for a return to the 
traditional European city, that is an alleged historical continuity of the urban form [fi g 1].

1  Grossly following Evert Lagrou’s classifi cation : the royal metropolis conceived in the 19th century and implemented up 
to the 2nd world war, the modern metropolis, the post-modern metropolis.
2  « Généalogie de la maison : modernisme = refus passager des archétypes », in Léon KRIER, Architecture, choix ou 
fatalité (Paris : ed. Norma, 1996) 78

[fi g. 1] Sketch by Léon Krier 
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The present article aims to support the idea that there really was a modern, conscious, positive 
and collective project for transforming Brussels, a project typical of a specifi c moment in the 
metropolisation process. The assumption is then that an in-depth analysis of that explicit but 
under-studied moment will contribute to understanding the other moments in metropolisation 
– including the one we currently go through – and point to a continuity, and not a break, in the 
city’s general development.

Negating a project.
A major piece of work by Thierry Demey is a good representative of the current historiography 
on the modern era. His “chronicle of a capital under construction” is quite aptly titled3. A master 
work in archive compiling, this 2-volume book is a compendium of descriptive monographs on 
the main operations that changed the face of the city, from the vaulting of the Senne river up to 
the settlement of the European institutions in the Quartier Leopold. Its tone is technical, and its 
content is largely based on the social-political debate4 while skipping any analysis on the urban 
form of projects. Such a vision is characteristic of the post-modernist literature, as it centres the 
debate about the city exclusively in the political arena confronting inhabitants and technocratic-
fi nancial power centres – a confrontation largely led by ARAU5. This movement would promote 
its ideas with an impressive cultural production: debates, symposia, demonstrations, urban 
schools, publications, counter-projects for rebuilding the traditional city. Those communications 
countered any attempt to transform the city with a retrospective insight on the urban and 
aesthetic qualities of the historical city. That vision was relayed to the general public by La 
Ville et l’Habitant, the organ of Inter-Environnement6, the federative umbrella of neighbourhood 
committees set up by inhabitants to preserve their living environment. This atmosphere of social 
protest against city transformation paved the way for the discourse of Archives d’Architecture 
Moderne, an organisation close to ARAU, whose main line of thought is that the post-war 
realisations betray and alienate the founding principles of modernism7. This hiatus between 
the foundations of modernism and the actual post-war creations was associated with a trend to 
focalise most theoretical thinking for thirty years on the pre-war period8, thereby removing from 
the general public’s view a fundamental part of the evolution of modern thinking. Meanwhile, 
in the post-war period, dissent grew up from the very inside of the modernist movement, to 
replace functional segregation as the organising principle of the city with a materialisation of 
social relationships.9. So, the available recent literature froze the perception of modernism in a 
rigorous application of the Athens Charter principles and a blind demolition of the historical city.

The modern era is summarised in Brussels by an accumulation of building sites managed 
by diverse authorities with diverse ambitions. This complexity defi es any understanding, 
even though Jacques Aron tried to explain in his “Turning point in Brussels urbanism”. His 
book, written in 1978 in the midst of the dissenting movement, makes a critical and synthetic 
acknowledgment of the city’s fabrication process since the post-war period, but is strongly 
infl uenced by the Marxist viewpoint when reducing this fabrication to a blind profi t-searching 
machinery10. Contrary to his contemporaries, he acknowledges the importance of the debate 
on form and takes note of the interest from group Alpha members to the urban landscape 
improvement when elaborating the draft for the area plan11, which was a usual target for criticism 
at the time. He notes the same interest in one of the rare writings on Brussels’ morphology: 
Pierres et rues12 (« Stones and streets »).

3  Thierry DEMEY, Chronique d’une capitale en chantier, volume 1 (Bruxelles : Ed. Paul Legrain/CFC, 
1990) volume 2, (Bruxelles : Paul Legrain/CFC, 1992)
4  Main sources for the texts are minutes from local council deliberations and excerpts from press articles.
5  Atelier de Recherche et d’Action Urbaine (Workshop for Urban Research and Action), founded in 1969 by 
several leftist-minded intellectuals, including René Schoonbroodt, its president for almost 30 years.
6  Published from December 1978 to 1998
7  Those founding principles are part of the value system of A.A.M. members, most of whom got their teachings at La Cam-
bre from the fi rst leaders of the modern movement in Belgium, such as Louis-Herman De Koninck or Victor Bourgeois.
8  For example, AAM propose re-reading the minutes of Brussels local council deliberations from 1849 
to 1949 when looking into urban aesthetics (studying the design used for the railings around the Royal 
Palace); the fi nancial impact of the diminishing population inside the Pentagon as well as general mobility 
when debating whether to keep the St-Nicolas church nearby the Bourse in the face of growing traffi c. In 
Annick BRAUMAN, Maurice CULOT, Marie DEMANET, Michel LOUIS, Anne VAN LOO, 100 ans de débat 
sur la ville 1840-1940, la formation de la ville moderne à travers les comptes rendus du Conseil Communal 
de Bruxelles (Bruxelles : Secrétariat d’Etat à la Région Bruxelloise/AAM, 1984).
9  This dissent was publicised by the works of Team X, who got famous when the Smithsons starting questioning the Ath-
ens Charter. See : Erik MUNFORD, The CIAM discourse on urbanism, 1928-1960 (Cambridge, London : the MIT press, 
2000) 225-236; in Brussels, those questions were mainly expressed by Lucien Kroll’s Mémé [fi g], or the Cité de l’Amitié 
by group Ausia.
10  Jacques ARON, Le tournant de l’urbanisme bruxellois, 1958-1978 (Bruxelles : Fond. Joseph Jacquemotte, 1978) 114
11  In his analysis, Jacques Aron sticks to the marxist viewpoint and often limits the project to profi t-searching intentions.
12  Evert LAGROU, La politique d’urbanisation dans le pentagone bruxellois depuis la fi n de la guerre in collectif, Pierres et 
rues, Bruxelles : croissance urbaine 1780-1980, the offi cial catalogue of an exhibition organised by the Société Générale 
de Banque, the « Sint-Lukasarchief » and G. Abeels, (Bruxelles : 1982); even though the intent is to point to the obvious 
failure of modern thinking when trying to renew the city, this book is to the day an excellent source of descriptive data on 
the plans laid out after the war.
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Outline of the modern project for Brussels.

One period.
It is possible to reach a different understanding of the transformations in post-war Brussels by 
transcending the social-political and chronological viewpoints. By means of an in-depth spatial 
analysis of the operations and a reclassifi cation of data, we get the idea that behind the multiple 
plans and building sites lies a collective and prospective vision, a modern project for the city. 
That project got implemented in the urban form more particularly in a quite defi nite period, 
whose limits will herein be set at 1958 and 1979, i.e. years that may be considered as turning 
points relative to the city.

It might look all too obvious to have the emergence of the modern project for Brussels coincide 
with the year 1958. Brussels is the venue of the world exhibition, and this symbolically fl ags 
down the capital’s irruption on the international stage and the adaptation of its large avenues 
to car traffi c. This is also the year when Group Alpha published the regional study on Brussels 
ordered by the young national urbanism administration. Finally, this is also the year when the 
Cité Modèle was built under Renaat Braem’s coordination. The milestone looks obvious, but 
deserves a deeper examination, as 1958 also sees the conclusion of a long baton-passing 
process involving architecture and urban form.

In Brussels, the theoretical modernist discourse was allowed to develop via the big national 
and sectorial policies implemented by the Western nations as of the end of the 1st world war, 
especially in the areas of housing and transportation infrastructure. The setup of SNHBM13 
is the opportunity for town planners such as Vander Swaelmen or Verwilghen to lay down a 
general refl exion on the way the agglomeration develops according to a pattern of satellite 
garden-cities14. Victor Bourgeois, who was quite involved in CIAMs, draws from his work for 
OREC to refi ne his refl exion on large-city planning15. Finally, the North-South railway junction 
shakes up the city centre structure in order to put the capital in the centre of a nation-sized 
metropolitan railway network [fi g2]. However, the realisations set in motion by those policies do 
not yet bear witness to a completely new paradigm. This is clearly illustrated by the building of 
a new urban landscape alongside the railway trough.

In the inter-war years, both the State and the Brussels administrations turn their attention to the 
issue of the urban fabric: the razed area is parcelled out according to classic alignment plans. 
And the duty to build most edifi ces is entrusted to an ageing generation of architects, close 
to power centres. Grouped around Victor Horta, those architects try the synthesis between 
the classicism as defended by the Brussels Academy of Fine Arts from where they come, the 
historical heritage and the emerging modernity, to elaborate a new national style combining 
monumentality and decorative sculpture. In the 1950s, their production16 dresses up the city 
with its kingly attributes according to the logic of the closed islet delimitating the street’s public 
space, just like the impressive National Bank by Marcel Van Goethem. Just before his death, 
he will also be put in charge of the general plan for the Expo’5817 [fi g3]. This will be designed 
as an urban continuity where the individual building – a parcel in the islet – will be diluted in the 
general picture of a clear and organised city. This vision will be fought by the young modernist 
architects called upon to actually build the exhibition’s pavilions, and who refuse to submit 
the functional and aesthetic orientation of their project to the constraints of urban alignment. 
Similarly in the city centre, alongside the North-South junction, appear a series of buildings that 
upset the classical urban order: the RTT building by Stynen, the Westbury tower by Goffaux and 

13  Société Nationale des Habitations Bon Marché (National Company for Cheap Housing), a national body supervising 
the building of social lodgings by public and local housing companies.
14  See : H. STYNEN, Louis Van der Swaelmen, animateur du mouvement moderne en Belgique (Liège, Bruxelles : ed. 
Pierre Mardaga, coll. Urbanisme, 1979)
15  Iwan STRAUVEN, De gebroeders Bourgeois, architectuur en plastique pure  (Brussel: A.A.M.)
16  The Palace for Fine Arts, the Royal Library and the Palace of Congress by Houyoux and Ghobert, the central station 
by Horta and Maxime Brunfaut, large edifi ces such as the Ravenstein gallery, the FEB, Belgolaise and Shell headquarters 
by the Dumont brothers.
17  s.n., Heysel New Look in Objectif 58, n°4 (1955).

[fi g2] Poster for the North-South 
railway junction trough Brussels
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the Sabena air terminal by M. Brunfaut18 [fi g4]. In 1958, the principles for sound urbanism were 
banishing court-centred buildings, for the benefi t of hygiene and light19, while the parcel scale 
is clashing with the islet scale. The latter is identifi ed with the building, the mass fades behind 
the object20. The islet does no longer set the pace of urban form; this role is now transferred on 
to the open space: thus Gaston Brunfaut in 1960, writing on the surroundings of Ste-Gudule 
cathedral, the independence in aspect [of the buildings] and some distance (...) allow going 
from one to the other without shock. Their link is space21.

The predominance of open space in organising urban development also emerges in 1958 
planning when development plans are approved for Jette and Ganshoren. Both are articulated 
around a wide linear green space crossing the commune’s territory, and they conform to the 
ideas behind the plan Anderlecht green commune22 [fi g], which was fi nalised around the same 
time, and where neighbourhood gardens surrounded by lodgings of different types wedge into 
the 19th-century urban structure to link it with the large Pede green area. Those little-known plans 
contributed to a remarkable environmental quality in the Western part of the agglomeration.

While the modern project for transforming Brussels really emerges in 1958, it defi nitively ends 
in 1979 when the area plan (plan de secteur – gewestplan) is adopted. In 1968 already, protests 
against the devastation of the historical centre build up against attempts to destroy the North 
and the Marolles districts in favour of motorway links. The area plan then becomes the focal 
point of the urban development debate. Established in 1969, ARAU publishes its Urban Chart23 
in 1970, in which they plead for respecting the urban fabric and condemn spatial discontinuity 
(meaning discontinuity of built-in areas). The charter will heavily infl uence the elaboration of the 
area plan. Its fi nal version consigns the pre-existing city to a norm for the future24 and actually 
kills any attempt to question the traditional urban form.
18  The very same who, 6 years earlier, upon Victor Horta’s death, was fi nalising the central station in the neighbouring 
islet according to classical urban principles.
19  Gaston A.L. BRUNFAUT, Vérités premières pour une capitale, in Rythme n°30 (1960). Rythme is published by SCAB, 
whose members in the 1960s will defend the modernist thinking for the city. Thereby, the journal will repeatedly be very 
critical towards the devastation of the historical city.
20  On morphological transition, read Patrick BURNIAT, Des années de transition and L’année 58 in L-J BAUCHER, L. 
JANSSENS et G-E. VRANCKX (dir.), 50 ans Architecture Bruxelles, exhibition catalogue – (Bruxelles : C.E.R.A., 1989).
21  Gaston A.-L. BRUNFAUT, Vérités premières pour une capitale, in Rythme n°30 (1960).
22  G. MESSIN, J.F. JANSSENS, Stedenbouw in actie, Groen Anderlecht, brochure published by the Anderlecht commune 
in 1963.
23  René SCHOONBROODT, ARAU, vouloir et dire la ville  (Bruxelles : éd. A.A.M., 2007), 111
24  Evert LAGROU, Welke Stedenbouw voor Brussel, hoofdstad van Europa ? (Brussel : vzw Sint-Lukaswerkgemeen-
schap/Kluwer, 1989), 18

[fi g3] Master plan for the Brussels 
Universal and International 

Exhibition 1958 – arch. Marcel 
Van Goethem

[fi g4] Aerial vue of the Central 
Station district around 1980: (1) 
Central Station, (2) Ravenstein 
gallery, (3) Belgian Federation 

of Industries, (4) Centre for 
Fine Arts, (5) National Library, 
(6) Sabena Terminal, (7) RTT 

building, (8) Hotel Westbury
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A common project

In the 58-79 period, everything seems to negate the existence of a collective vision for a 
project for Brussels: the big area planning policies are sectorial and independent, the deciding 
authorities are dispersed - both in level (State or communes) and in geography, the private 
sector enjoys huge freedom of initiative for urban renovation operations, and so does the citizen 
when fabricating his individual lodging. 

However, the bulk of projects and policies implemented in Brussels fall under a common logic 
– but no single actor seems to hold the key to that logic. Pushed by the State and relayed by the 
communes, that logic combines the huge project of converting the capital into an international 
tertiary-sector hub with the will to tackle the issue of national mobility and solve the housing 
problem.

For an international metropolis.

As soon as the 2nd world war is over, the Belgian authorities begin with the economic conversion 
of the country and open wide the gates to foreign capital. Right in the centre: Brussels. While 
the city showed up to then a fairly industrial profi le, it makes way for the tertiary sector and 
changes into a national and international administrative centre.25. The statement comes out of 
Bruxelles 5526 and clearly defi nes the ambitious goal. Hosting Expo ’58 is part of the scheme. 
Both the diplomatic and showcase dimensions of the exhibition are obvious. Brussels is a 
modern metropolis, on track to the future and open to the world. The Belgian government will 
take the opportunity to distribute to its fi ve European partners a brochure in praise of Brussels 
as a European capital27. This lavish document, entitled Bruxelles E, and described as just a 
technical document, takes over part of the regional study by group Alpha28. Illustrations depict 
a city with all the advantages of a metropolis without the disadvantages (congestion in Paris, 
geographical isolation in Milan or Turin)29. A map even shows the preferential settlement 
areas for high-level civil servants [fi g5], in the posh, green and airy eastern periphery, thereby 
foreshadowing the housing evolution of the agglomeration.

25  Bruxelles 55 n°2 (1955)
26  The magazine was created to promote Brussels in international circles,a nd its full name is Bruxelles 55, “une revue 
belge consacrée à tout ce qui fait la grandeur et la beauté de la capitale et du pays” (a Belgian magazine devoted to all 
that is great and beautiful in the capital and the country).
27  Sarah CLAEYS, L’implantation des institutions européenes à Bruxelles, thesis, ULB 1997 (dir. Ch. Vandermotten ; ass. 
Cl. Billen, J-L Genard), 24
28  S.N. [Gouvernement belge], Bruxelles E[urope], March 1958
29  Ibidem

[fi g5] Bruxelles E – notifi cation 
of the residential areas for 
international civil servants
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The event is considered as the trigger for transforming Brussels, particularly for converting 
its wide tree-lined avenues into urban motorways. Again, the international prestige is the 
justifi cation. For the Ministry of Public Works, the capital being central both to a country and 
a continent, should hold its rank as the West’s crossroads30 [fi g 6]. The motto was no over-
statement, as the ongoing projects aimed at ultimately placing the capital at the crossroads 
of trans-European links between Lisbon and Berlin, or London and Istanbul. The adaptations 
to Brussels avenues are but the local ramifi cations of a Brussels-centred national motorway 
network [fi g 7]. This national network itself is largely integrated into a European-wide pattern, 
the E network, in whose implementation Belgium played a major role, via its director of the 
Roads Administration, Henri Hondermarcq31.

Concentration at national level: the Central Business District
Hondermarcq will apply to the road management policy of the Roads Administration the 
traffi c engineering technique he directly imported from the US; being supported by its own 
budget, it will get more and more autonomous. As of 1964, a new road plan is elaborated for 
Brussels, according to linear projections on the increase in the number of vehicles, and based 
on the preliminary work for the Brussels area plan, implemented in 1971 [fi g 9]. Contrary to 
Hondermarcq’s plan [fi g 8] – who just wanted to adapt existing axes – the new plan provides 
for the creation of 25 km of completely new roads across the existing city area. This second 
generation is therefore much more violent. The same logic applies to the national level: the 
1528 km of motorways planned in 1959 top up at 2400 km 10 years later.32.

30  Ministère des Travaux Publics et de la Reconstruction, Fonds des Routes, Bruxelles, Carrefour de l’Occident (1956)
31  The E network was born in the Geneva declaration on great international roads, Ministère des Travaux Publics, An-
nales des travaux publics de Belgique, 1837-1987  (Fascicule 2/3 avril-juin 1987), 65
32  Guy BAETEN, André SPITHOVEN, Louis ALBRECHTS, Mobiliteit, landschap van macht en onmacht (Leuven/Amers-
foort : ed. Acco, 2000) p. 50

[fi g 6] "Brussels, West's 
crossroads". Cover of a 

brochure published in 1956 
by the Ministry of Public 

Works about the adaptation of 
Brussels' avenues

[fi g 7] National plan for the 
motorway network and network 

of international roads of Belgium
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That overbid has its objective: to serve and innervate the Central Business District33 [fi g 10]. 
This zone, right at the heart of the road and railroad networks, concentrates the administrative, 
cultural and commercial activity, and provides half the Brussels job supply. One active Belgian 
citizen out of 12 is working there34. Therefore the importance of developing transportation 
infrastructures on the whole country. This concentration process is regularly criticized by modern 
urban planners, who point to the contradiction between jobs concentration and automobile traffi c, 
especially at the time of deciding to build the State Administrative City inside the pentagon, or at 
the time of establishing the seat of the European Commission with its 5000 civil servants35.

A home in air and light.
The transportation management provides for a concentration of jobs in the capital without 
having to keep the population there. This is not new. Already in the 19th century, the national 
tramway network provided for the same availability of manpower. Investments in transportation 
infrastructure are coupled with another structural policy: aiding the acquisition of a family 
lodging, i.e. the famous De Taye law in 1948. That law awards a bonus to any candidate builder 

33  ARON, p. 56
34  Figure of 1970. In Sarah CLAEYS, L’implantation des institutions européenes à Bruxelles, thesis, ULB 1997 (dir. Ch. 
Vandermotten ; ass. Cl. Billen, J-L Genard)
35  For example, Alpha’s regional plan directed large administrative complexes towards autonomous campuses in the city 
periphery, in order to guarantee its balanced development. 

[fi g 8] Hondermarcq's road plan, 
1956

[fi g 9] Road plan for Brussels, 
1971

[fi g 10] The Brussels Central 
Business District (source J. Aron, 
1978)
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of a family house in the commune of his choice.36. In conjunction with actions by the «Fonds 
du Logement pour Familles Nombreuses» and the «Société Nationale des Petites Propriétés 
Terriennes» whose mission is to allocate 6- to 10-are parcels to the rural population, and allow 
small-scale produce gardening, this legislative disposition made the Belgian model of suburban 
housing widely popular and had a marked impact on the development of rural communes over 
the whole country [fi g 11]. Two additional policies bear witness to this heavy trend towards 
settling the population outside the city. The 1953 law designed to fi ght slums – also enacted 
by minister De Taye – subsidises communes demolishing lodgings that the Ministry of Public 
Health declares unhealthy. And a 1949 law stimulates the construction of social housing by 
setting up a fund targeted at housing companies to fi nance the development of surroundings 
for the new operations. For cost reasons, most of those will be set up on peripheral virgin land, 
far from the city centre.

However, the anti-slum policy will trigger several major housing operations within or next to the 
Pentagon. They will import the (collective) housing pattern into the very heart of the historical 
city and allow maintaining its population. The individual housing policy is therefore not exactly 
a constant feature over the whole country.
An infrastructure for a dense metropolis.
The conjugated action of tertiary concentration downtown and housing promotion in periphery 
resulted in blowing up the dimensions of the Brussels agglomeration. It soon proved intolerable 
to have the individual car bear the bulk of accessibility to the centre, and the surface public 
transport network – decrepit and stuck in traffi c – is no longer adapted to the rising fl ow of 
users. It was then only logical to decide on the construction of a Brussels underground network 
– building started in 1965 with the aim of serving the Central Business District37: the major lines 
bring workers from peripheral areas and criss-cross the CBD area [fi g 12].

36  411 000 awards between 1948 and 1973. Katrien THEUNIS, De De Taeyewet, in A+, 202 (2006) :100
37  A study to prioritize the areas to service pointed to the building of sections under the North/South axis (the downtown 
boulevards), and the upper part of the inner belt. The State’s decision to settle the European Communities around the 
Schuman roundabout gave priority to the rue de la Loi axis. In Maurice WOITCHIK, Du transsibérien au Métro bruxellois 
(Bruxelles : Mémogrames, 2008), p. 132

[fi g 11] Collage #1 : parallel 
evolution of the population's 

density on the Belgian territory 
and the construction of the 

motorway network (sources: 
NSI-INS – mapping densities 

IGEAT-ULB)

[fi g 12] Original project for the 
Brussels metro (source: réseau/

net 2000, booklet published by 
the Ministry of Communications 

for the promotion of public 
transport, 1977)
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The commissioning of the fi rst section in 1972, along the CBD’s main penetration axis, boosts 
a decreasing public transport usage38. More fundamentally, the metro development triggers 
a paradoxical double dynamics, similar to that identifi ed by André Lortie for Montreal39: while 
the road network triggers extensive urbanisation, the metro network causes a consolidation 
of the urban agglomeration. Such a consolidation keeps the interest for a dense downtown 
population. This interest can be found in the spectacular expansion of developer-builder 
companies such as Etrimmo and Amelynckx, who generalised an uninspired collective 
housing slab model. Whichever way we may look at them now, those buildings offered a large 
number of middle-class families the possibility to live in a new lodging, in a green area, close 
to their work location, and for a price equivalent to that of a De Taye house40 [fi g 13].

Aborted attempts to set up a regional framework for the modern project to transform the city.
The double dynamics of expansion and consolidation actually determined the approximate 
size of the Brussels agglomeration, regardless of the community clashes surrounding the 
delimitation of the Brussels sector at the time of implementing the national urban planning 
regulations – i.e. applying the 1962 organic law on national development. The State had been 
trying for several years to fi nd out how to control city development. Indeed, when created in 
1945, the A.U.A.T. (Administration de l’Urbanisme et de l’Aménagement du Territoire) is only 
empowered to supervise the General Development Plans elaborated by the communes. In 
Brussels, only two communes have set up such plans: Ganshoren and neighbouring Jette (no 
regulating plan existed anywhere else). Therefore, A.U.A.T. commissioned three studies for 
regional development plans regarding three fast-developing urban regions: Liège, Courtrai and 
Brussels. The Brussels plan was entrusted to group Alpha, and was used as a documentation 
source for the Bruxelles E brochure. The plan – which did not go through - proposed to surround 
the existing agglomeration with a green belt and pursue its development via satellite centres41. 
The inside of the agglomeration was subdivided into neighbourhood units.

For the fi rst time, the 1962 law would regulate the development of the national territory, 
subdivided in sectors, whose delimitation would be based on technical criteria. The Brussels 
sector was limited to the 19 communes currently making up the Brussels Capital Region, 
thereby cutting it off from its direct periphery (the Halle-Vilvoorde sector). Group Alpha is again 
in charge of elaborating the draft project, and persists in their options for the previous plan. In 
order to adapt the city to modern life and mobility, the drafters propose subdividing the city in 
fi ve sectors of 200 to 300,000 inhabitants each, further made up of neighbourhood units [fi g 
14]. The draft will be killed in view of the amount of demolition entailed by the renovation, as 

38  ARON, p. 58
39  André LORTIE, Montréal 1960, les singularités d’un archétype métropolitain, in under direction of André LORTIE, Les 
années 60. Montréal voit grand (Montréal, Vancouver, Toronto : C.C.A.) pp. 75-115
40  Quand le bâtiment va... et quand il ne va pas... interview of Renaat Blijweert, CEO of Amelynckx s.a., in Bâtiment, 
100 : pp 59-66 (1975)
41  There are 13 of them, evenly spread according to geographical and linguistic criteria. In Groupe Alpha, Un centre 
satellite in Cahier d’Urbanisme, ed. Art & Technique, special issue (1958).

[fi g 13] Collage #2: the 
consolidated urban 
agglomeration. NGI-IGN 
Brussels 1/50.000 ed. 1974 
– actual metro network – actual 
parks of the Brussels Region 
– Amelynckx's buildings in 
Brussels 1975
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well as the construction of new road axes, and its elaboration will fi nally be entrusted to the 
administration. The area plan will only be implemented in 1979 with an embryonic regulation 
aimed at repair the destructions caused by urban motorways and offi ce buildings that had been 
authorised without any general policy being implemented42. Ironically, the area plan, that should 
have channelled and organized Brussels’ transformation, becomes the tool for restoring the 
city, precisely because of that plan’s absence.

Implementation by the communes.
Group Alpha’s ideas will however be applied at the commune level, the most famous example 
being the Tekhné plan for the Pentagon (1961) [fi g]. This plan is all the more interesting as its 
implementation calls upon the diverse sectorial policies of the State.

Being directly impacted by the concentration of tertiary-sector activities within the CBD area, 
the Brussels City administration reacts. For the commune’s authorities, the aim is to prevent 
any restraint to the economic development of the Pentagon, essentially a hub for exchanges, 
commerce, business and culture43, as well as put a stop to – or possibly reverse – the constant 
decrease in its territory’s population44. Just like the area plan, the solution here implies the 
urgent implementation of an urban renovation programme in the Pentagon in order to increase 
its population45, and, simultaneously, the revaluation and development of the peripheral areas: 
Laeken, Haren and Neder-Over-Heembeek. In both cases, it means completely recasting the 
built-in area.

Long-term coordination is ensured via a series of master plans, whose elaboration and follow-
up is entrusted to an ad hoc organ: the B.A.C. (Bureau for Action and Coordination)46. That 
department is a public-private cooperation of sorts between a design offi ce and civil servants 
working part-time outside their normal responsibilities. The B.A.C. is managed by the College 
of Aldermen and comprises the mayor, the city’s secretary (required for releasing credits) and 
the aldermen whose competences are required for executing the plans. The partner design 
offi ce is group Tekhné, who defi nes itself as an Offi ce for the Coordination and Assistance to 
Development and Equipment Planning. Headed by Ernest Scaillon, the team comprises former 
staff members of O.C.A.47. Founded on technician traditions and truthful to the concepts of pre-
war CIAMs with their accent on functional hierarchisation, Tekhné defends a radical adaptation 
of urban morphology to the automobile and the increase in built-in areas, while dramatically 
increasing green space area.

The rationale is chilly. In a well thought-out modern city, a man occupies 25 to 27 sq.m. and unbuilt 
areas cover 65% of the territory, while in Brussels, decrepit housing means a consumption of 35 
to 37 sq.m. per person and only 30% is unbuilt. Adapting housing to the modern norms would 
reduce the inhabited area by a third – thus increasing the unbuilt area by the same amount 
without changing the city templates. And Scaillon to conclude: to revive our old city centres, we 
just need to demolish one third of them !

Revive. Without change, the city’s activity would asphyxiate with an unmanageable automobile 
traffi c. But so would its inhabitants, too. The discourse on urban renovation is based upon the 

42  That is the background – lacking any global vision - for the operations in the North area or the establishment of Euro-
pean Institutions. Those operations have been purposefully excluded from this part of the text.
43  Interview with Lucien Cooremans, the Brussels mayor, in Présence de Bruxelles, special issue on Brussels urban 
renovation (January 1962).
44  In 1900, the Pentagon’s population amounted to 154,972 inhabitants, while on December 31, 1962, the fi gure was down 
to 64,533 – less than half. In Pierre DE SAULNIER, Brussel in zijn vernieuwingstijd, in Wonen, n°24 (December 1963), p3
45  We’re faced with an acute need to build a new city: turn reconstruction in the direction of general interest (…), keep 
city centres alive to protect their souls, that is the problem of urban renovation. (…) We had to act fast upon those needs, 
otherwise the centres were meant to die of asphyxia because of their inaccessibility. P.J. DE RONS, La rénovation de 
Bruxelles, in Habiter, n°36 (December 1966).
46  Présence de Bruxelles, special issue on Brussels urban renovation (January 1962).
47  The Offi ce for African Cities was a quasi-governmental organ whose Belgian staff members mostly came from La Cam-
bre. O.C.A. had access to extensive means: conception, realisation and commercialisation of complete cities. In under direc-
tion of Anne Van Loo, Dictionnaire de l’architecture en Belgique de 1830 à nos jours (Antwerp: Fonds Mercator, 2003) 438

[fi g 14] Groupe Alpha – Area 
plan for the Brussels sector 

– draft project, 1964 (Source 
"Pierres et Rues")
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removal of slums crowded with the poorer inhabitants48. The plan subdivides the Pentagon 
into neighbourhood units of 2000 to 7000 inhabitants, bordered by express ways and crossed 
by a continuous green area comprising new equipments and housing [fi g 15]. Road building 
is supported by the national subsidies from Public Works, while demolitions in the green zone 
– matching the most decrepit areas – can be fi nanced by the 1953 anti-slum law, provided the 

Ministry of Public Health acknowledges its obsolescence. 

Finally, the construction of new social housing is fi nanced by the National Housing Institute 
while the 1949 Brunfaut fund takes care of the surroundings development. We can then 
understand the competences listed for the aldermen co-managing the B.A.C.: Public Works, 
Finance, Public Hygiene and Roads. The interest of the Tekhné plan lies in its single-document 
synthesis between the national infrastructure and housing policies, the ambitions of a capital 
city, and the modern-day theories on urban renewal.

In search of balance
The renovation plans for the modern project may have been devastating, but they denote an 
absolute search for balance. Absolute as in being radical, and in their deep belief in the realistic 
character of the programme49. Balance, in striving to synthesize unfettered development of 
automobile traffi c and quality of life in the city.

The modern project for Brussels deeply modifi ed the size of the city and adapted its structure 
to that new scale. On the other hand it defi nitely modifi ed the city’s perception and ambition 
by its inhabitants and daily users, who experience this re-identifi cation process of their city 
with perplexity at fi rst, then with worry and fi nally with hostility. All along the modern period, 
Brussels metropolised according to a complex equation between expansion, densifi cation and 

re-identifi cation.

Elements of the modern project.
The above analysis gives an outline of the modern project. The factual observation of that 
project, of its spatial and governance characteristics, will herein be the source of teachings in 
understanding the metropolisation process linked to it.

Methodologically speaking, that observation will proceed by collage: linking plans of diverse 
scales and from diverse authorities, searching for links between general policies and specifi c 
realisations. Collage will build a sorely missing regional study framework. Indeed, up to now, 
the literature on the modern period has been limited to just the two large-scale documents 
available: the regional plan and the draft area plan from group Alpha. Those two documents 
have never been directly implemented. Therefore, with no available account of actual policies, 
the analysis is inevitably distorted.

At this point in research, observation gives way to four hypotheses when reading the 

48  Présence de Bruxelles, special issue on Brussels urban renovation (January 1962).
49  First doubts as to the feasibility of housing renewal programmes appear inside A.U.A.T. as early as 1965 when reading 
draft projects for other sectors in the country. For instance, the studies for Liège, Namur or Verviers propose a 30 to 40% 
renewal of their housing, which means that the annual pace of housing production should treble. In Michel DE BEULE, la 
planifi cation bruxelloise au XIXeme et XXeme siècle, research synthesis (May 2004). 

[fi g 15] Tekhné – plan for the 
Pentagon. Above: traffi c and 
parking (1961); bellow: green 
areas and facilities (1961) ; right: 
synthetic plan (1964).
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metropolisation process introduced by the modern project. The fi rst hypothesis is that the 
change in city scale required a re-defi nition of its relationship with the territory, which occurred 
by way of working on the open space. The second one implies that the implementation of new 
transportation infrastructures was not just a technical question, but also one of urban aesthetics, 
based on a process of mobility staging. The third one shows that such a new approach to 
mobility was accompanied with a will to articulate and reconcile two dimensions: metropolis and 
neighbourhood’s social community. Finally, the fourth hypothesis is that the materialisation of 
the project’s international and metropolitan ambition is the result of converging local energies 
following a particular governance model.

Defi ning a new territorial dimension: towards landscape readability.

Just out of the 2nd world war, the form of the Brussels agglomeration defi es any understanding. 
The extraordinary expansion of urbanisation blew up the city representation at the geographical 
level. The Alpha regional plan precisely uses the same scale [fi g 16]. Its interest lies in the way 
it tries to defi ne a new clear form for the city, using open space, and at two levels. From a macro 
viewpoint, it proposes to create a green belt in order to delimit the Brussels agglomeration once 
an for all, similarly to Abercrombie’s Greater London Plan in 1944. The idea is not new for 
Brussels. R. Verwilghen also used open space to delimit the general form of its star-shaped 
development pattern (1924) [fi g 17]. From a micro viewpoint, and also similarly to Abercrombie, 
it gives a formal organisation to a city subdivided in neighbourhood units, each one bordered by 
a continuous open space. In the fi rst years of the modern period, it is strongly believed that the 
open space is quite capable to make the city form completely understandable, as witnessed by 
a plan for Charleroi made up around the 2nd world war. The Alpha plan defi nes a relationship with 
the territory that transcends the city / countryside duality typical of the 19th century50 and proposes 
an interaction between both instead. As wide a relationship as the double phenomenon of 
expansion / concentration that will characterize the development of the Brussels metropolis51.

50  In his plan for the expansion and embellishment of the Brussels agglomeration, Victor Besme hoped to keep a compact 
city inside its big peripheral boulevards. In Marcel Smets, De ontwikkeling van de tijnwijkgedachte in België, een overzicht 
van de belgische volkswoningbouw / 1830-1930, (Bruxelles-Liège : éd. Pierre Mardaga, 1977), 40
51  That characteristic was not embedded in the inter-war urban vision, as shown in Verwilghen’s pattern. Organisation 
of the city just on the basis of collective transportation was limited to the level of the agglomeration, a fi nite and delimited 
whole.

[fi g 16] Regional plan by Groupe 
Alpha (1958)

[fi g 17] R. Verwilghen, 
theoretical star-shaped 

development pattern (1924)
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Managing the relationship between city and countryside by handling the open space is also 
underpinning the land policy of the Anderlecht commune52 as well as the general plans for 
Jette (1954) and Ganshoren (1958). Because of the latter commune’s proximity to Brussels city 
proper, the accent is put on the need to develop a housing area offering a transition between 
urban density and open space53. The result is the creation of a continuous green area extending 
beyond the industrial zone north of the commune’s territory, towards the green areas of Zellik 
and Jette, and bordered with public equipment, social housing towers and residential areas. 
Jette had followed the same logic four years earlier, by leaving open to subsequent urbanisation 
some spaces next to green areas. Urbanisation arrives in 1963 with the Heymbosch operation, 
completed by building society Etrimmo alongside the avenue de l’Exposition, and that provides 
the green area with a dense but open built-in front. Green spaces are central to Anderlecht’s 
policy of renovation and expansion. As of 1935, the commune’s authorities lead a proactive 
urban policy via an autonomous land society, and start in the 1950s to link the Pede green area 
with the old areas closer to downtown Brussels, by means of linear parks, acting as backbones 
for the new developments [fi g]. Those parks, or neighbourhood gardens54 [fi g 18], make up the 
new social life hubs of the commune, and host schools, shops, playgrounds,… sheltered from 
the automobile traffi c. Taken together, the plans for Anderlecht, Ganshoren and Jette lay out an 
original and purposeful border to the agglomeration55. Instead of a dilution of the city into the 
countryside, those plans draw up the design of an obvious but porous border to the urban area, 
and still fi ll in today their mission towards quality of life in the western part of Brussels [fi g 19].

52  G. MESSIN, Anderlecht, Commune d’avant-garde in Cahiers de l’Urbanisme Communal  (Bruxelles ; Art et Technique, 
1956)
53  Administration communale de Ganshoren, Algemeen Plan van Aanleg, beschrijvende nota (1958) p.2
54  G. MESSIN, J.F. JANSSENS, Stedenbouw in actie, Groen Anderlecht, (commune d’Anderlecht : 1963)
55  Research still to be done on the territories of Molenbeek, Berchem-Ste-Agathe, Laeken and Neder-Over-Heembeek.

[fi g 18] Anderlecht, 
"Scherdermael" Neighbourhood 
unit, originally published in 1956

[fi g 19] Collage # 3 : the 
green porosity of the Western 
borderline. Left: MGI-IGM 
Brussels 1/50.000 ed. 1953 
(survey 1952) ; Anderlecht's 
plan for linear parks (yellow), 
Ganshoren's general plan (red) 
; Jette's general plan (orange). 
Right: NGI-IGN Brussels 
1/50.000 ed. 1974 ; actual metro 
network ; actual parks of the 
Brussels' Region.
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In Anderlecht, just like the Alpha regional plan had proposed, the green area goes its way up 
to the centre, which itself gets embedded in this new relationship with the land. The green area 
in the Tekhné plan (1961) imports the open space lifestyle into the Pentagon. But in the 1960s, 
the situation is different. The development of the road network has switched from an adaptation 
of existing roads to an adaptation of the city itself. The city representation by open spaces is 
gradually handed over to motorways. Tekhné’s plan for Neder-Over-Heembeek (1962) [fi g 20] 
is a perfect illustration for this change in paradigm: the agglomeration’s form is now determined 
by the road infrastructure. The green continuities, maintained as a privileged and protected area 
of sociability, become an underlying layer. They draw up a territorial grid of sorts, to link together 
the neighbourhood units now delimitated by the main ways. The open space continues however 
to vouchsafe some porosity in the city, and confi rms its role in the metropolis: guaranteeing a 
direct social relationship with the land thanks to the continuity in green spaces and the presence 
of the equipments.

Staging mobility : a new urban landscape.

The conception process of a city’s monumental expression is upset by the fi gurative strength 
of a motorway network in the modernist imagery. One cannot reconcile the preservation of the 
structures of an existing city with the intention of the modern project to manage the increase 
in automobile traffi c without questioning it. Stepping into the recommendations of the famous 
Traffi c in Town report56, the various modern plans propose a massive renewal of the built-in area 
alongside urban motorways; those are ultimately viewed as an opportunity to renovate areas 
considered as degraded or that are badly laid out, therefore obstacles to urban development57. 
For instance, the project to build the Maelbeek motorway58 is explicitly twinned with the template 
for a new open built-in area [fi g 21], but only one building was completed, at the crossroads 
with avenue de la Couronne. Motorway crossroads are strategic places for expressing the 
quintessential modern architecture object: the tower building.

56  BUCHANAN, etc, Traffi c in Towns, a strudy of the long term problems of traffi c in urban areas (London : Her Majesty’s 
Stationery Offi ce, 1963)
57  ARON, p. 85
58  The construction of the Maelbeek motorway was justifi ed by the need for a new circular distribution way inside the 
CDB, between the little and the big belts. Like the project for the North area, this particularly devastating and spectacular 
programme will strongly mobilise and amplify the protest movement against the Brussels modern project.

[fi g 20] Tekhné – Master plan for 
Neder-Over-Heembeek – 1962. 

Collage #4 : background NGI-
IGN Brussels 1/50.000 ed. 1974
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Whatever the reason for their construction may be, towers pop up at existing or future network 
crossroads. Being a prestigious roadway of a capital city, avenue Louise is coveted by numerous 
real estate projects. In 1967, Brussels city authorities adopt a specifi c area plan to limit the 
number of towers along the avenue. There will be four, two of them precisely at critical traffi c 
locations that had been identifi ed a few years before in a study on mobility [fi g 22]. The fourth 
one – the current ITT tower – is established precisely where the automobile fl ow leaves the 
avenue Louise axis to join the boulevards making up the outer belt. While building towers 
frees up ground for road exchanges, it also follows an aesthetical logic, one that is linked to an 
original experience of mobility, and according to a new monumentality, no longer frontal as in 
the 19th century, but tangent and kinetic.

[fi g 21] The Maelbeek motorway 
crossing the Namur Motorway 
wichis situated above the 
railway to Luxembourg. In red, 
new buildings along narrow 
and to be transformed rue gray 
(source: Ministry of Brussels' 
Capital Region)

[fi g 22] Above : City of Brussels 
– specifi c area plan for the 
Avenue Louise.
Below : critical traffi c locations 
(1965) (source: Study on 
mobility, STIB-MIVB 1965)
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Modern architecture is actually staging mobility, sort of attributing symbolic thickness to the 
road network, by replacing the landmarks of traditional travel paths that can no longer be used 
to move about the agglomeration. Indeed, creating a road network may break down the logic of 
structuring urban axes, as exemplifi ed in group Alpha’s draft area plan, interrupting automobile 
traffi c on the Pentagon’s central boulevards in order to promote commercial activities on place 
de la Bourse, the epicentre of mobility in the 19th-century city [fi g 23].

[fi g 23] Collage #5 : NGI-IGN 
Brussels 1/50.000 ed. 1974 ; 
motorway studies from 1964 

till 1980 (source Ministry of the 
Brussels Capital Region) ; major 
offi ce buildings and skyscrapers 

in Brussels.

[fi g 25] The Tekhné's motorway 
plan for the Pentagon. Modern 
architecture as solution for the 

crossroads's problem.
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Modern architecture plays multiple parts in that scenography. First, the realisations linked to the 
existing or future road network formalise the metropolis’ consolidated part. Then, it completely 
merges with the mobility programme, fuses with infrastructure. Sometimes down to the last 
detail, for instance with the place De Brouckère towers, embedding public lighting in their 
bases. The ground fl oor of one tower is laid out in function of the curving ways of public buses, 
while the basement of the other – the Brussels city administrative centre – is the access point 
for two metro stations and a series of public parking lots. Place De Brouckère is the archetype 
of a mobility location and is situated precisely at the crossroads of the central boulevards 
(North-South) and the little belt imagined by Tekhné to protect the historical Grand-Place area. 
Hated for standing next to the Monnaie theatre, the administrative centre [fi g 26] is the symbol 
of that total fusion between architecture and metropolitan mobility. Paraphrasing Françoise 
Fromonot about the Paris Halles59, it brings the city centre to the level of its periphery, by 
including supermarkets and other local commercial activities that have no place any more in 
historical areas. Actually, the castigated size of the building is a symptom of the size of the new 
metropolis, and of its eminently technocratic and mechanical character.

Articulation between the metropolitan and local scales.
Be it the green template or, in a second stage, the road network, both systems are part of 
the quest for an organisation of the agglomeration, based on the will to articulate the large 
metropolitan structure – the territorial scale – with the neighbourhood’s daily life – the local 
scale. The 19th-century city thinkers were already possessed with that concern, and proposed 
to organise the urban land according to a fl uid grid of perspective axes crossing morphologically 
and sociologically homogeneous neighbourhoods60. 

The 20th-century solution will seem to be the concept of neighbourhood units.

This concept will not be fully realised in Brussels. Possibly too fi nite a concept for application 
in urban renovation, too complete to have its social equipment fully affordable, probably too 
confi dent in the modernist vision of society, where the subject – the citizen – is considered 
less as an individual than a collective concept61. However, it will fundamentally infl uence the 
various operations to transform or expand the city, on two levels. First, on the social level, with 
the logic for general programming of equipments, particularly in the fast-developing peripheral 
neighbourhoods. Then, on the spatial level, where the concept of neighbourhood unit will 
generate a way to conceive the urban form, its density and homogeneity.

Beyond its green space projects, the Anderlecht commune is completely re-organising its 
neighbourhoods. Parks are called neighbourhood gardens and are meant to become the heart 
of the neighbourhood’s social life. That social dimension is fundamental. As early as 1946, 
Gaston Bardet made the concept of neighbourhood unit popular in Belgium and saw it as a way 
to reconstitute a social form similar to that of a village or parish. Ernest Scaillon is also referring 
to the rural borough and its living community when he’s fi guring between 2000 and 8000 the 
ideal population for a neighbourhood unit in his renovation plans for the Pentagon62 or extension 
plans for Neder-Over-Heembeek. He thinks that the neighbourhood unit is psychologically 
required to retrieve the cohesion of the neighbourhoods of old.

In addition to the city’s social organisation, the motorway grid provides for a physical delimitation 

59  Françoise FROMONOT, La campagne des Halles (Paris : ed. La Fabrique, 2005), 25-26
60  Marcel Smets, Charles Buls, les principes de l’art urbain (Liège : Mardage, coll. Architecture + Recherches, 1995)
61  Scott LASH, Another Modernity, A Different Rationality (Malden, MA : Blackwell publishers, 1999), 21
62  Ernest SCAILLON, La rénovation urbaine et l’unité de voisinage in Rythme, 37 (May 1963)

[fi g 26] Section of the de 
Brouckère complex. From left to 
right: Parking 58, Phillips tower; 
municipal administrative centre, 
Parking Ecuyer.
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of neighbourhoods. The urban form of neighbourhood units is entirely cast around a protection 
of the living areas from the tribulations of automobile traffi c. This is a real switch of paradigms. 
The 19th-century city would regulate the transition from the public way to the private area, 
preserved inside the closed islet. With the neighbourhood unit, this transition is managed for the 
whole neighbourhood, thanks to a precise thinking on the scale of built-in areas. In Anderlecht’s 
Scherdermael neighbourhood, high social housing buildings line the outside roadways; while 
a more family-oriented style is privileged in the centre, around the neighbourhood garden. The 
Tekhné plan for the Pentagon follows the same logic, but on a functional level : a concentration 
of mixed housing, shopping and offi ce buildings, as well as large collective parking lots, lines 
the unit borders, while the project only provides for housing and equipment at the centre. This 
is where the Brussels city will concentrate its operations of social housing construction via the 
Foyer bruxellois [fi g 27].

Such gradation is the basis for the articulation between the metropolitan and local scales in 
the modern project. The intention is to reach a homogeneous atmosphere for the inhabited 
areas. Oddly enough, the impact on urban form will extend to the notion of heritage, when 
dealing with the Grand-Place historical neighbourhood. The Tekhné plan provides for a small 
belt in the middle of the Pentagon, in order to free up the Ilot sacré from traffi c. Set up in 
1957, the Ilot sacré commission63 advocates a total preservation of a small perimeter around 
the Grand-Place. Preservation also means the possible reconstruction of missing elements to 
obtain a homogeneous atmosphere. Surrounded by the small belt, Ilot sacré would then be a 

63  Jan Aspers, Jos Vandenbreeden, Linda Van Santvoort, Aperçu chronologique des réalisations urbaines les plus impor-
tantes à Bruxelles et dans son agglomération, 1780-1982 in Pierres et rues  p. 88

[fi g 27] Social housing 
operations of the Foyer 

Bruxellois linked with the Tekhné 
plan.
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neighbourhood unit with a tourist and cultural purpose, whose physical homogeneity would be 
ensured by a policy to limit new buildings alongside the small belt. This is what determined the 
height of the Philips tower and the Brussels city administrative centre at place de Brouckère 
[fi g28], or that of the Westbury tower64.

A local governance system for an international face.
The modern project for Brussels was only made possible by being in harmony with a relevant 
governance type, playing on the collusion between national and communal interests, and 
based on local networks and private capitals. Indeed it appears that the international ambition 
was suffi cient by itself to set up and justify a radical transformation of the built-in areas; with 
the notable exception of a few private operations65, this transformation is the work of local 
technicians, either architects or urban planners. This is odd when compared with other large 
cities such as Montreal, whose fi rst major operation is founded on the legitimacy supported by 
the international reputation or a foreign design offi ce, i.e. Ieoh Ming Pei66. In no case did the 
international ambition in Brussels turn to the intention to create a collection of urban objects to 
be produced by the national and/or world architectural elite.

This is symptomatic of the way the architecture missions were assigned and, by extension, of the 
reason why realisations were often criticised for their mediocrity. The Belgian particracy weighs down 
on the selection of architects for public missions, ultimately assigned to politically and linguistically 
balanced teams. As is the case for the State administrative city or the Brussels city administrative 
centre, teams comprise people who had practically nothing to do with each other67. And the private 
sector would work with its own networks, which allowed young architects such as Robert Goffaux to 
make a lightning career by reproducing the conventional forms of the big international towers. One 
is struck with the comments of the time, which determined the quality of realisations only on grounds 
of the technical feats they advertised: one would be the world’s fi rst ever to make use of a specifi c 
curtain wall technique68, another would break a (transitory) height record.

In fact, the real estate market is quite dynamic in the 1960s69. The lack of regulation at regional 
level leaves a free hand to politicians and builders in fi nding opportunities to set up projects in 
a total collusion between designer, builder and politician. The best example is probably t=he 
threesome comprised of Jacques Cuisinier, the usual architect for Ado Blaton, a builder who 
will build the Charlemagne building for the European Commission next to rond-point Schuman, 
with the agreement and on behalf of the State. The weight of this triangular setup is all the 
more important that the 1962 law gives the private sector ample room in the urban policy, in 
particular thanks to article 25, where private interest could become public usefulness70. Only 
under those circumstances could the infrastructure construction programme be merged with 
the urban landscape renewal, a fusion paroxystically expressed in the realisation of the North 
area under the collusion of builder Charlie De Pauw, politician Paul Vanden Boeynants and the 
architects of group Structure71.

64  Its builders having trespassed the maximum height allowed, a controversy fl ared up as early as 1962, to be closed in 
2003 with the demolition of the building. This fi rst demolition of a tower will be experienced in Brussels by the protest move-
ment as a major victory and defi nitive proof of the common sense in their discourse. The event also triggered a refl exion 
on the heritage interest of modernist constructions, brought to the media’s attention by association Disturb. See Benoît 
MORITZ, Iwan STRAUVEN, Postwar modernity and the City : Confrontational Testimony of a Changing Political Debate 
in Theodore H.M. PRUDON, Hélène LIPSTADT, editors, DO.CO.MO.MO, Conference Proceedings, VIIIth International 
Conference, September 26-October 2, 2004,(New York, Columbia University 2008) 359-364
65  Including – not the least – the construction of bank Lambert’s headquarters by S.O.M., an American agency.
66  André Lortie shows in his article how strategic it was for William Zeckendorf, the builder of place Ville Marie, to select 
an international offi ce in order to persuade the political personnel and the general public. André LORTIE, Montréal 1960, 
les singularités d’un archétype métropolitain, in under direction of André LORTIE, Les années 60, Montréal voit grand 
(Montreal, Vancouver, Toronto : C.C.A., Douglas & Mcintyre, 2004), 95-97 
67  Francis STRAUVEN, Robert Schuiten. Architecte et peintre (Bruxelles : AAM, 2002), 61
68  That is the case for the Philips building, place de Brouckère. Le complexe Philips à Bruxelles, in Architecture, n°92 
(1969) 600-611. 
69  According to Time, the biggest construction boom in any continental capital is going on [in Brussels]. Along the bou-
levards, 20- to 38-storeys high rises – a phenomenon in Europe - propose offi ce space at interesting prices. Quoted by 
Pierre LACONTE in Revue Nouvelle (March 1968).
70  According to article 25, when one or more expropriated landowners, own within the expropriation perimeter more than 
half the surface area, they can ask to be substituted to public authorities for the execution of a defi nitive destination plan, 
and request the help of public authorities to obtain the expropriation of the parcels they miss.
71  Goup Structure, labeled with the same political colour as Vanden Boeynants, will regularly work with De Pauw, notably 
for the Philips building on place De Brouckère.

[fi g28] Visual saveguardind of 
the Grand Place: height limitation 
for the Phillips Tower (Source: 
Architecture n°92 : nov-dec 1962)
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The hypothesis is then that the modern project for Brussels was realised under some sort of 
community of interest between the various actors in urban production. The system will hold as 
long as it’s not made overtly public. Jacques Aron makes a striking comparison between the 
start of the protest against the modern project, and the number of newspaper articles dealing 
with Brussels’ transformation. On the other hand, the modern project took hold with a political 
class that was very much devoted to the prerogatives of the Nation State and the beacon role 
held by the capital. That vision will be undermined by the gradual weakening of the national 
power level vs. international decision levels, with the additional impact for Belgium of very 
strong regionalist trends. Modernity as it was projected could not be accepted under other 
forms of social rationality.

Metropolisation, towards an active principle.
Hans Blumenfeld defi ned the metropolisation process as the result of the interaction between 
two major forces: the centripetal one tends to concentrate the economic activities and the 
populations inside the urban region, and the centrifugal one – exurbanisation – deconcentrates 
the populations from the inside of that same region. The hypotheses generated by revisiting the 
modern project for Brussels lead to a more active defi nition of the phenomenon: metropolisation 
as a moment of proactive re-defi nition of the project for the city – for the expansion of its 
periphery as well as for its centre, that needs to be re-adapted to the new territorial scale – or, 
thus André Lortie, a moment of re-identifi cation of its own physical manifestation.

Looking backwards on those three dimensions of the modern project leads to formulate a 
new hypothesis: defi ning the new territory, staging mobility, and translating the ambition into 
the governance mode, can be the elements of an accurate reading grid for identifying and 
analysing other phases of metropolisation in Brussels. Thesis follows the hypothesis, and while 
the analysis of the modern project can be the reference to analysing other moments of the city’s 
metropolisation, the latter – being a process of re-defi nition, renewal and re-identifi cation of our 
living spaces – cannot break away from the history of urban evolution, but must be inscribed in 
its continuity. And the in-depth knowledge of that heritage gets its full meaning in apprehending 
the study of today’s city and formulating tomorrow’s challenges.
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Exploring and expanding the urbanist potential of Atlas’ format
An introduction into ‘cartographic referencing’.

Bieke Cattoor
OSA - K.U.Leuven
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Expanding the instrumentality of cartographic Atlas’ format. 
‘implicit Urbanisms, exploratory Cartographies’.
During the last decades, we witness a renewed interest for the exploration of ‘site’ as an urbanist 
intervention. Particularly when urbanism operates on the larger urban and territorial scale level, 
the attention for this exploratory dimension of urbanism is increasing: eg. descriptive urbanism1, 
eclectic atlasses�, contemporary landscape mappings3, etc. As a manifestation of this tendency, 
urbanist’s drawings tend to shift from ‘plan of the project’ to ‘map of the site’.
Elaborating on this revival of the ‘map of the site’, we want to interrogate the potential of a 
cartograpy of site to inform and shape territorial urbanisms. Given the complexity of large 
scale territories, informing and shaping territorial urbanisms evidendently involves a whole set 
of maps. Consequently also the format for composing and assembling these maps -eg. the 
format of an atlas- becomes an issue. More specifically, we want to research and expand the 
instrumentality of the cartographic Atlas’ format for the exploration and the (re)ordering of the 
larger urban region. As map and territory are considered to be in continuous interaction, the 
mutual relation between the format of the Atlas and the spatiality of the territory is of significant 
urbanist potential. 
The research project ‘implicit Urbanisms, exploratory Cartographies’� experiments with a 
‘cartography of site’ as a format for making intelligible the spatial dimension of complex territorial 
systems & processes that –more or less incrementally- shape the larger territory. The research 
will be conducted by the designerly elaboration of two cartographic explorations in Atlas’ format. 
These cartographic explorations drive on the intensive interaction of artistic production on the 
one side and on critical reflection, studying relevant and instructive practices in the cartographic 
field, on the other side.

The quest for Atlas’ format as the ‘how ?’ and ‘what ?’ of the cartographic 
exploration.
The case of ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’�.
The first cartographic exploration aimed to disclose the spatial dynamics of infrastructure 
networks (road and railroad) as they develop historically over time into complex interrelated 
systems. Continuing and adding up on the Altas Southern West Flanders series�, edited by 
Bruno De Meulder, the research area is located around Courtray, stretching along the river Lys 
all the way to Ghent. 
The cartographic exploration was initiated intuitively, without a solid methodological base and 
with little clues on the how’s and what’s of a satisfactory outcome. 
The exploration culminated in the atlas ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’, a balanced assembly of 11 
complex maps. With this set of 11 complex maps, the region’s different historical infrastructural 
networks are consecutively decomposed and recomposed into a number of contemporary, 
hybrid infrastructural patterns. Those 11 maps, instance of the Atlas ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’, 
highlight the interdependence of the infrastructure networks and the system value of their 
combination.

1 term launched in: Bernardo SECC�I, �Urbanistica descriptiva�� in Casabella, �� (199�): ��-�3  term launched in: Bernardo SECC�I, �Urbanistica descriptiva�� in Casabella, �� (199�): ��-�3
� elaborated in: Stefano BOE�I, �Eclectic atlases. Four possible ways of seeing the city�� in Daidalos, �9-��� (199�): 1���-113  elaborated in: Stefano BOE�I, �Eclectic atlases. Four possible ways of seeing the city�� in Daidalos, �9-��� (199�): 1���-113Stefano BOE�I, �Eclectic atlases. Four possible ways of seeing the city�� in Daidalos, �9-��� (199�): 1���-113
3 eg. �ames CO��E� and Alex MACLEA�,  eg. �ames CO��E� and Alex MACLEA�, Taking Measures Across the American Landscape (�ew �aven, CT & Lon-
don: Yale University Press, 199�); Anuradha MAT�U� and Dilip DA CU��A, Mississippi Floods. -Designing a Shifting 
Landscape (�ew �aven, CT & London: Yale University Press, �����1); Anuradha MAT�U� and Dilip DA CU��A, Deccan 
Traverses. -The Making of Bangalores Terrain (�ew Delhi: �upa & Co, ������) etc.
� translation of: Bieke CATTOO�,  translation of: Bieke CATTOO�, impliciete Stedenbouw - exploratieve Cartografie.-een onderzoek naar ruimtelijke figu-
ren voor de (her-)ordening van de territoriumstad, research fellowship of the FWO, ������ - .., promoted by prof. dr. Bruno 
De Meulder.
� Bieke CATTOO�,  Bieke CATTOO�, Figuren / Infrastructuren. -Cartografisch onderzoek naar weg en spoor in zuidelijk West-Vlaanderen 
(K.U.Leuven: unpublished postgraduate thesis, ������)
� a continuing atlas series, departing from: Bruno DE MEULDE� and Michiel DE�AE�E  a continuing atlas series, departing from: Bruno DE MEULDE� and Michiel DE�AE�E, Atlas Zuidelijk West-Vlaanderen. 
-fascikel 1 (Kortrijk: Anno ‘���, ������)
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Evidently, these 11 maps are not independent, but interrelate in a set. By Atlas format, they were 
arranged. Grouping the maps in three subsets of � / 3 / � maps, allowed for the ordering of the 
mentioned hybrid infrastructural patterns (outcome of the designerly research) by morphological 
genre. A cross-reading of these three sets reveals interactions and ambiguities between these 
patterns and genres, opening up for a nuanced and enriching interpretation of the figures 
infrastructures are defining in complex and densely occupied territitories, such as Flanders.

A complex research object, an underdefined research question, a multitude of possible 
research outcomes and an undetermined research methodology provided little solid ground 
for the setup and methodology of the project. Instead, research strategy shifted continuously 
during the research process, accomodating the experiences gained trough the artistic practice 
(the drawing and arranging of the maps) or responding to historical and theoretical insights 
acquired along the theoretical research track. Only post factum the quest for an Atlas’ format 
could be discerned as a methodological continuity in the course of shifting research strategies. 
Through an iterative process, explorative maps were drawn and arranged in an Atlas’ format, 
redrawn and rearranged, untill the composition of the maps and their arrangement within the 
Atlas reached a more or less stable state. 

Working on the format of the Atlas instigated the research on a double level. The act of 
redesigning and physically adaptating (redrawing) Atlas’ format to newly uncovered archival 
and contemporary study-material, served as a design-vehicle that pushed the cartographic 
exploration forward. At the same time working on Atlas’ format stimulated synthesis of research 
results, in a way that is similar to the reformulation of the table of contents in a conventional 
written research project. In the end, the ‘fitness’ of the Atlas’ format became the measure 
evaluating when the cartographic project reached a certain degree of completion.

‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’: on the grounding of its Atlas’ format. 
An introduction into ‘cartographic referencing’.
And thus we can see the cartographic exploration as a -more or less abrupt- succession of 
drawing-phases, each phase being characterized by its specific Atlas’ format. The evolution from 
one phase to another, from one Atlas’ format to the other, was brought about by new insights, 
generated through artistic practice (in this case through the drawing and ordering of the maps), 
through the gradual uncovering of archival material (for the most part historical cartography) 
and through the absorbation of concepts gathered through the study of relevant recent mapping 
practice. This absorbation of cartographic concepts and practices is a manifestation of what 
we, more generally will call ‘cartographic referencing’. It is a mode of accumulating, in a 
(carto)graphic way, the cartographic knowledge of the larger cartographic community within a 
new cartographic research project. This cartographic knowledge can be of collective, archival, 
academic or other nature. The absorbation of this existing cartographic knowledge can acquire 
many different modalities.

A walk through the successive phases in the Atlas’ format of ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’, will 
exemplify some of these possible modalities of cartographic referencing. Diagrammatic 
illustrations of three distinct phases in the Atlas’ format of ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ (setup, 
drawing of the first map, final layout) will  be juxtaposed to the cartographic practice and 
concepts they refer to. Each of these three distinct phases in the Atlas’ format of ‘Figuren / 
Infrastructuren’ will reveal a different mode of (carto-) graphic referencing. 

Transpositioning a cartographic decompositioning strategy:
‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ VS ‘Mississippi Floods’
The first explicitation of cartographic referencing deals with the initial setup of ‘Figuren / 
Infrastructuren’. Early diagrammatic sketches (referentie copyright) of this cartographic 
research are juxtaposed to the table of contents of ‘Mississippi Floods: Designing a shifting 
landscape’� by Mathur and da Cunha. This juxtaposition will expose how, in an initial phase, the 
transposition of a cartographic decompositioning strategy directed the Atlas’ format towards the 
research objective.

Triangulation
Throughout ‘Mississippi Floods’, Anuradha Mathur and Dilip da Cunha portray the constructive 
powers of a living �iver Delta. They do so, by breaking the dichotomy between the Lower 
Mississippi’s natural, cultural and engineered landscapes, through a cartography that is directed 
towards assembling this multitude of landscapes, rather than classifying them. To succeed in this 
assemblage, Mathur and da Cunha developed a cartographic decompositioning strategy that 
carefully steers the way the landscapes of the Mississippi are envisioned through the maps. 

� Anuradha MAT�U� and Dilip DA CU��A,  Anuradha MAT�U� and Dilip DA CU��A, Mississippi Floods. -Designing a Shifting Landscape Landscape (�ew �a-
ven, CT & London: Yale University Press, �����1)
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At first sight counter productive, the maps observe the territory, in the tradition of the engineer 
as staged by the Basin Model (��th chapter), through the lens of different hydrological design 
variables. The maps concentrate on meanders, flows, banks and beds. Neatly sectioned 
into four chapters (called ‘sites’),  these hydrological design variables are coupled to specific 
sites along the Mississippi �iver. The sites relate to the hydrological design variables through 
the specific historical engineering interventions they were subjected to (the shortcutting of 
meanders, the controlling of flows, the canalisation and dredging of the Mississippi). Through 
maps and text, these sites are somehow treated as emblematic/problematic examples of 1���� 
years of belief in scientific river control. 
To summarize, the maps in ‘Mississippi Floods’ are constructed by triangulation of 3 variables 
(site, hydrological design variable and historic engineering intervention), de- and recompose the 
Mississippi �iver in space, time and engineering attitude. In fact, this strategy of cartographic 
triangulation functions as a channel that facilitates the splitting of a targeted selection of data 
from an overload of information, without being all to reductive. Mississippi Flood’s table of 
contents [fig. 1] more or less mirrors the Atlas’ cartographic de- and recompositioning strategy.

Subversion
By subsequently exploring and enlarging the margins of their three preset variables, Mathur 
and da Cunha succeed in stretching up the maps’ scope, from the suggested narrow view on 
the engineered Mississippi river to a caleidoscopic panorama of the living Mississippi delta. 
Their rigourous cartographic scheme, at first sight approaching the river by the logics of the 
hydrologic engineer, in the end turns out to be the perfect vehicle for the subversion of this 
biased view on the constructive powers of the river. The contrast generated by the Atlas’ strict 
cartographic scheme and Mathur and da Cunha’s delicate maps, opens up for a sensitive, 
multifacettet interpretation of the Mississippi �iver landscapes.

Transpositioning
The transpositioning of Mathur and da Cunha’s decompositioning strategies onto the 
cartographic exploration of road and railway infrastructure, helped us to induce some of the 
above mentioned qualities -be it in different forms- into the research project on the infrastructure 
networks in the Courtray-Ghent region. 
Figure � shows an excerpt of the notebook used during this setup phase of ‘Figuren / 
Infrastructuren’. The excerpt testifies of a first attempt at coupling sites + elementary spatial 
variables of the infrastructure network (trajectory, profile and junction) + transformational 
mechanisms within that network. It will be clear that this is a strategy analoguous to the 
triangulation that frames the research behind the Mississippi Flood maps: coupling sites + 
hydrological design variables + engineering interventions.
The transpositioning of Mathur and da Cunha’s cartographic scheme not only had an effect 
on the overall direction of ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’, steering the maps towards the research 
objective (to disclose the spatial dynamics of infrastructure networks as they develop historically 
over time into complex interrelated systems). Moreover, what only became clear while drawing 
the maps, the scheme triggered its own subversion (which in return lead to the recognition 
of this effect in Mathur and da Cunha’s book). And so, the transpositioning of Mathur and da 
Cunha’s scheme proved to be of value as a rigid set of drawing rules influencing the surface 
of the Altas and directing it towards the research objective. On the other side, the scheme 
triggered the questioning of the order it himself imposed.

[fig 1] Mississippi Flood’s table 
of contents more or less mirrors 
the Atlas’ cartographic de- and 
recompositioning strategy.
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The following paragraphs unravel these reverse effects further into detail.
 

Triangulation
Breaking down the network into its elementary variables (trajectory, profile, junction) and buildingreaking down the network into its elementary variables (trajectory, profile, junction) and building 
up the maps accordingly, emphasises the spatial variations within the complex infrastructural 
system as a whole, rather than dissecting this complex system into the conventional (and outworn) 
components (be it hierarchically ordered, by category or type).  Subsequently, the coupling of 
these elementary variables to transformational mechanisms within the infrastructural networks, 
automatically guaranteed the incorporation of time and the emphasis on the dynamics of the 
networks, into the maps (eg. SITE 1: bundle of parallell infrastructures Courtray / Ghent + junctions 
+ reaction of an infrastructure line when bypassed by a new and more performant one). 
Subversion
Pushing this cartographic scheme to the edge, encouraged an ambiguous view on the real siteencouraged an ambiguous view on the real site 
patterns of infrastructural development. In analogy with texts or music where main naratives and 
melodies serve as base tissue that allow the interweaving of additional subverting or otherwise 
ammending or sophisticating narrative lines. In a certain way, the triangulations discussed 
above deliver a tissue that through iterative wharp and woof operations can be enriched and 
sophisticated to a level that allows a more complete understanding of the territory. (eg. ‘�ingen 
rond Kortrijk’, ��3 steenweg wordt lijnstukken, �3� vs �3��)

Stylistic resemblance as a means of visual historical referencing.
‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ VS ‘Atlas pittoresque des chemins de fer de la 
Belgique’ 
The second explicitation of cartographic referencing pictures the first series of completed maps 
of the cartographic project ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’. These maps will be juxtaposed to a map 
excerpt of the Atlas pittoresque des chemins de fer de la Belgique�. 
Site 1 of ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ encompasses the bundle of parallell infrastructures between 
Courtrai and Ghent. This bundle, with the river Lys at its origin, thickens with the conception of each 
new infrastructure network: heirwegen (countryroad), national roads, railroads and highways. The 
bundle is treated in site 1 as a built chronology of Belgian infrastructural history. The maps in site 
1 focus on the transformation of the old infrastructure lines when doubled by a new one. 
Atlas pittoresque des chemins de fer de la Belgique was uncovered in an archival map collection 
when carrying out historical research for the drawing of the site 1 - maps. The map excerpt [fig. 
3] shows half of the railway line between Ghent and Courtrai, that railroad is the subject of the 
third map in site 1 of the Atlas ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’. 

� Alphonse WAUTE�S,  Alphonse WAUTE�S, Atlas pittoresque des chemins de fer de la Belgique: composé de 15 cartes ornées de vues con-
tenant une notice historique et statistique sur les chemins de fer, ainsi que la description de tous les lieux qu’ils traversent 
sous le rapport de la géographie physique et politique, de l’histoire, de la statistique, du commerce, de l’industrie, etc. 
(Brussel: Etablissement géographique de Ph. Vandermaelen, 1����).

[fig.2] excerpt of the notebook 
used during the setup phase of 

‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’
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The Atlas pittoresque des chemins de fer de la Belgique, a work by Alphonse Wauters and 
published by the Etablissement géographique de Ph. Vandermaelen in 1840 (first edition), 
claims by its elongated title to provide ‘une notice historique et statistique sur les chemins de 
fer, ainsi que la description de tous les lieux qu’ils traversent sous le rapport de la géographie 
physique et politique, de l’histoire, de la statistique, du commerce, de l’industrie’9. 
Zenital and lateral views
The maps of this atlas frame the newly constructed Belgian railway network, on multiple scale 
levels and from multiple viewpoints. Each page of the Atlas pittoresque, treats a separate 
railway line. The pages are composed in an uniform manner, combining zenital and lateral 
views on the railway landscape. The zenital views (strip-shaped maps) put the emphasis on 
newly emerging spatial structures, brought about by construction of the railway lines. The strip-
shaped maps cut the railroads and their surroundings from background considered irrelevant. 
They depict, among other things, the superposition of the railway-line upon the fine grained 
fabric of the countryside and the relation of the railroad to closeby national roads, rivers and 
villages. The lateral views (the portraits of monuments and landscapes surrounding the maps) 
put the emphasis on the picturesque connection of railway-lines and surrounding landscapes. 
These portraits picture the views on city and countryside, at a time when they are changing 
from close-up (the view from the country roads and national roads) to panorama (the view from 
the railroad). 
Overview and detail
The single-railroad-maps and the surrounding landscape portraits, are constructed with 
a degree of detail that is at first sight in conflict with the scale they are drawn in. However, 
this combination of overview and detail, highlightens the cross-scale nature of the interplays 
between infrastructure and landscape.
Stylistic resemblance
The Atlas pittoresque des chemins de fer is just one example out of a variety of Atlases and 
maps that were uncovered treating landscapes of infrastructural transformation in a more or 
less similar way1��. Some stylistic characteristics of these Atlasses and Maps were absorbed in 
the site -1- maps of ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ [fig.4], accomplishing a twofold way of historical 
referencing. 
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Site 1 of ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ , like the Atlas pittoresque, experiments with a strip-like 
cartography, the shape of these strips being structurally analoguous to the shape of the bundle 
of parallell infrastructures (subject of site 1).
In addition the four maps in site 1 try out variations on the combined use of overview and detail 
in a single map, as observed in the Atlas pittoresque.Each one of these four maps complements 
a strip-like, almost diagrammatic cartography with historical map insets on a detailed scale 
level. They explore the present-day relevance of mapping the interplays between infrastructure 
and landscape across conventional scales, an idea already envisioned in 1���� by the Atlas 
pittoresque.

9 cfr. supra  cfr. supra
1�� eg. detailing the newly constructed national road from Courtray to Ghent: Anonymous,  eg. detailing the newly constructed national road from Courtray to Ghent: Anonymous, Caerte figurative van nieuwen 
steenwegh gaend naer Ghent (1�1�) Stadsarchief Kortrijk: Kaarten en plans, � 1�3; Ignace Baptiste MALFESO�, Plan en 
de vervolg van den Calsijde weg leydende van de Prochie van St Denijs tot de Stadt Cortrijck (1���) Stadsarchief Gent: 
fonds 9�, �9.

[fig. 3] Altas pittoresque des 
chemins de fer de la Belgique: 
‘section de Deynze a Courtray’

[fig. 4] bracketing the Site-1 maps 
of ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’
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Transferring the concept of topology from Map to Atlas.
‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ VS ‘Map of the London Undergroud’ by Harry Beck.
The third and last explicitation of cartographic referencing covers the final layout of the Atlas 
‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’. A diagrammatic scheme of the homeomorphisms between the final 
Atlas’ format of ‘figuren/infrastructuren’ and the area of investigation, will be juxtaposed to two 
London Underground maps: the 1932 map by Fred Stingemore [fig. 5]11 and the famous 1933 
redesign by Harry Beck [fig. 6]1�. 

The 1932 Stingemore map [fig.5], already a more abstracted version of the previous edition, 
is a topographic representation of the London Underground, locating the subway lines at 
geographically ‘correct’ positions. As a consequence, topographical characteristics as the actual 
location of the network and topographical relations such as absolute distance, are maintained 
in the map. Visual testifiers of the map’s topographic quality  are the irregular tube lines, the 
uneven positioning of the subway stations and the recognisable shape of the Thames river, 
which is the only ground level element depicted in the map providing the Underground �etwork 
of topographical anchorage.

Beck’s topological representation
Beck’s renewed map of the London Underground [fig.6] depicts the same features as the 
Stingemore map, namely the river Thames and the tube lines with their stations, and adapts 
Stingemore’s abstracted colour scheme. When redrawing the map, �arry Beck, an electrical 
draughtsman, made use of his knowledge of the layout of electrical circuit diagrams: the 
revolutionary change induced by Beck, was the shift towards a topological representation 
of the Underground network. The challenge for Beck is the clear -almost diagrammatical- 
understanding of the subway as a system of interrelated lines and stops. Shifting the map’s 
emphasis from topographical correctness to structural (relational) clarity, the map showed the 
complex tangle of the underground lines as a comprehensible, well ordered network.

11 Fred STI�GEMO�E,  Fred STI�GEMO�E, Underground Railways of London (London: The David Allen Printing Co, 193�, �th edition)
1� �arry BECK,  �arry BECK, Map of London’s Underground Railways (London: Waterlow & Sons, Dunstable & Watford, 1933)

[fig. 6] Harry Beck’s topological 
representation of London’s 

Underground Railways

[fig. 5] Fred Stingemore’s 
topographical representation of 

the Underground Railways of 
London

Stingemore’s topographical 
representation
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Transferring the concept of topology from map to atlas
The concept of topological equivalence (homeomorphism) Beck applied for the construction 
of his Underground Map, was transferred to the structure of the entire Atlas’ format of ‘Figuren 
/ Infrastructuren’ [fig.7]. As a consequence, the Atlas ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ reveals the 
dynamic structural relations between the infrastructures depicted in its maps, avoiding theavoiding thevoiding the 
usual break up in maps according to scale (national, regional, local), or context (rural or urban), 
or other. 

S I T E I

S I T E  III

S I T E  II

By selecting sites according to predominant transformational mechanisms (decompositioningpredominant transformational mechanisms (decompositioningtransformational mechanisms (decompositioning 
in the setup phase) and afterwards relinking these sites topologically, the Atlas obtained 
grammatical quality. ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’ reveals a site-related infrastructural grammar, 
covering on the one hand different dynamics of change within the infrastructure network, and 
showing on the other hand their interrelated, structuring capacities.

[fig 7.] ‘Figuren / Infrastructuren’: 
homeomorphisms between 
territory and Atlas format
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Introduction
This paper describes the challenges for urbanism of a contemporary hybrid spatial situation 
that I will call here the ‘rurban’ reality. The dispersed spatial condition mixing rural, urban and 
natural structures and tissue has lately drawn attention and created an interesting debate about 
the need and the methods to redevelop it among many planners, urban developers, landscape 
architects, and other related disciplines (Foot 2000, Sieverts 2003, Hoggart 2005, Gallent 2006, 
Lacour and Puissant 2007, Waldheim 2006). This diffused rurban condition and its challenges 
gain momentum at fringe-areas of a metropolis with its mix of urbanised centres and open 
green areas in different shapes and sizes. The plurality of this metropolitan rurbanity generates 
a need for the ‘integration’ of functions, activities, actors that all claim the same piece of land 
and therefore are forced to cooperate (cf. Amin 2004, van den Brink et al. 2006). These areas 
hence make up interesting laboratories for contemporary innovative forms of urbanism. The 
empirical focus of this paper will for that reason be on the rurban metropolitan landscapes.

The emerging rurbanity implies among others a gradual integration of rural areas in 
environments structured by cities, resulting according to Briquel and Colicard (2005:19) in new 
modes of development. Traditional models as the compact city and the concentric development 
are not able to respond adequate to this fragmented condition with its highly dynamic nature 
(Frey 1999, Jenks and Burgess 2000, Sieverts 2003). A need for new development models, 
concepts, styles and paradigms arises consequently in its wake (Vigano 2001, Loris 2004). 
Urbanism as a discipline is furthermore challenged to adapt to the multitude of views, space 
uses, and spatial entities, and to incorporate other disciplines, which is increasingly considered 
a necessary precondition to redevelop these areas for modern needs (Gallent 2006). The rurban 
reality therefore challenges contemporary urbanism to go beyond its classical boundaries and 
methods, to incorporate other disciplines, to play out its integrating role. Additionally, rurbanity 
also challenges policy-making concerning these areas, requesting an ‘integrated’ rather than a 
sectoral approach and a regional perspective and scale for their redevelopment. Since spatial 
development is infl uenced to a great extent by policy decisions, I will also focus in this paper on 
some implications of rurbanity for policy and vice versa. 

The contemporary way of development within urbanism is without a doubt project-based, 
encompassing actions and interventions that have an important impact on a larger city area 
(Masboungi 2002, Busquets and Correa 2006, Loeckx and De Meulder 2007, Salet and Gualini 
2007, De Meulder 2009). Up till now, a lot of experience has been built with (the fairly recent1 
focus on) spatial projects in urbanised environments. When shifting focus to more peripheral, 
rurban areas, however one enters more virgin territory. The methods of the urban projects 
can most of the time not (directly) be used or are not adapted to the specifi city of problem 
issues in the rurban environment. Also, spatial projects, and especially the ones in the diffuse 
rurban tissue, are increasingly being conducted on a landscape scale. Whereas this scale-level 
probably is a suitable level to look at and deal with the problem-issues of the rurban area today 
(see for instance Selman 2006, Leinfelder 2007), it also means a (re)new(ed) perspective for 
urbanism and therefore an additional challenge. Furthermore, it becomes increasingly clear 
that these spatial projects in rurban areas on a landscape scale require a multidisciplinary 
approach (Lootsma 2000, Krieger and Saunders 2009), again shifting the position of urbanism. 
Just as in the nineties was experimented with urban design in the frame of the urban projects, I 
want to focus attention to the ‘formal and aesthetic abilities’ (cf. Busquets in De Meulder 2009) 
of design as a medium to formulate new answers to formerly unknown development issues (cf. 
De Meulder 2009), this time for the area at the edge of the city. Designing for the rurban reality 
however also means obtaining a wider scope that goes beyond that of ‘urban design’, also 
taking the landscape-perspective into account.

First this rurban condition with its challenges will be elaborated a little further. Then I will use 
the case of Brussels, Belgium to give an overview of some challenges encountered in the 

1  The project-mode in urbanism originated around the 1980s as an answer to the fading blueprint and bureaucratic mas-
terplanning (De Meulder 2009).
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rurban areas of a metropolis such as the mismatch between spatial and institutional boundaries 
and the problems that this brings along for the socio-spatial development of the metropolis. 
Furthermore, I will elaborate on the possible roles of urbanism and more specifi cally of design 
to ‘coordinate the actions of interest groups and promote integrated thinking in the rural-urban 
fringe’ (Gallent 2006:384). And the role of design to respond to challenges such as incorporating 
the landscape-scale and testing and adjusting old models such as the lobe city for contemporary 
challenges. 

A spatial condition of rurbanity: challenging urbanism
Many defi nitions that try to grasp the diffuse and specifi c character of the contemporary spatial 
condition have been formulated up till now. Similar concepts appeared in different context 
such as the Zwischenstadt of Sieverts, the urban-rural fringe used among others by Gallent2, 
the hinterland of Hoggart or the città diffusa of Indovina, during the last centuries. Although 
these concepts arose in specifi c geographical, economical and institutional contexts, they 
bear similar characteristics among which a fragmented appearance, a mixture of dissimilar 
urban and rural functions and land uses, and a blur of territorial, psychological and contextual 
limits. For instance according to Hoggart (2005:1) the city’s hinterland contains both urban and 
rural land uses and pressures, creating a hybrid landscape or urban pressure and ‘mutated’ 
countryside. Gallent et al. (2006) ascribe it special characteristics that differentiates this ‘fringe-
area’ from urban or rural areas, considering it to be home to particular land uses and activities. 
Other authors however consider this ‘in-between’ area as merely waiting to be fully urbanised. 
Both opinions probable contain elements of truth and therefore don’t necessarily have to be 
contradictory. For some rurban parts it might certainly be true that they are just in an in-between 
stage awaiting urbanisation, while others maintain their specifi c character and land uses and 
functions that does not fi t in with urban nor rural areas. This specifi city of the rurbanity places 
urbanism and planning for considerable challenges. Or as Ascher puts it, ‘This new, diffuse 
urban space, in perpetual expansion, fragmented and heterogeneous, often constitutes a 
challenge for architects, urbanists, and politicians, for it does not match the traditional forms 
of appropriation, between social life and territorial rights’ (Ascher in Fort et al. 2000:414). That 
planning and urbanism can contribute to the management of these rurban areas has been 
widely acknowledge in the recent literature (Gallent 2006), but in order to respond, fi rst the 
particular issues to tackle have to be made clear.

A fi rst issue concerns the many spatial claims that are placed on the same piece of land in a 
rurban environment, making the organisation and management of it to a rather diffi cult task. 
The juxtaposition of claims in combination with the unconventional mix of different elements, 
structures and actors in the rurban area leads to calls for (different forms of) integration such as 
institutional, spatial, or functional integration (see Vanempten 2007, 2010). For instance Gallent 
(2006) speaks of integrating the urban and rural areas, functions, and uses, and predicts that 
(at least some) rurban areas (or fringes as he calls it) will be ‘guided by a form of planning and 
governance that promises to be far more ‘negotiated’ and integrated’ (2006:390). Following 
Gallent urbanism and spatial planning have a clear role to play in managing rurbanity since 
they are frameworks for bringing interests together, for facilitating change and for managing 
complexity (2006:389) and for coordinating the actions of interest groups and promoting 
integrated thinking in the rural-urban fringe (2006:384). Urbanisms’ role is more specifi cally not 
that of regulator but of negotiator, facilitator and coordinator. 

Furthermore, these rurban areas are not only chaotically organised ‘wasted lands’ waiting 
to be completely urbanised as some see them. In terms of ecological balance, they actually 
are valuable areas for ecological as well as social issues. Several studies show for instance 
that the largest degrees of biodiversity can be found in peripheral/boundary areas. The logic 
behind this phenomenon builds upon the variation in habitats: the more variation, the higher 
the biodiversity. When conducting projects in these areas, this ecological aspect is something 
to take into consideration. Additionally, the rurban edges of cities are increasingly looked at to 
improve the liveability of the city because they still contain large open spaces that for instance 
can be transformed to peripheral parks providing both social (such as recreation) and ecological 
opportunities. Understanding grows that the use of these rurban areas with their open spaces 
is crucial for the development and quality of life of the urban region, for the development of a 
sense of place and identity, and for the environmental benefi ts as water retention, pollution 
abatement and keeping the temperature under control (cf. van den Brink et al. 2006, Woolley 
2003). Czerniak et al. (2007:11-12) for example remark that these open spaces are some 
kind of ‘bargaining chips to compensate for expansive building, but they can also assume 
designed dimensions of enormous social and ecological value’. Task for urbanism here is not 
only to guide the development of these open spaces in a qualitative manner and combining the 
different social, economic and ecologic needs, but also to safeguard or restore the coherence 
and identity of the landscape. 

2  According to Whitehand (1988) the origin of the concept lays with geographer Herbert Louis (1936).
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As a result of the confrontation with a ‘rurban’ condition, one of the intriguing elements that 
appears in urbanism today is the attention for and recourse to the larger landscape scale (cf. 
Busquets and Correa 2006, Waldheim 2006). As for the reason for this recourse, Waldheim 
remarks that landscape is a medium capable of responding to temporal change, transformation, 
adaptation and succession (2006:39). Vanautgaerden et al. (2006) add to this, arguing that 
urbanists discovered in landscape a means far more fl exible to deal with the transforming 
conditions of the rurban condition. 

This more landscape-based approach has some implications though. Landscape scale 
planning must involve according to Selman different stakeholders in choices and stewardship 
for a number of reasons such as incalculating a sense of community ownership of plans and 
proposals, healing broken links between place and identity, understanding public attitudes to 
landscape change, etc. (Selman 2006). These different perspectives, visions and interests don’t 
simplify the spatial development. Linked with that is the multidisciplinarity issue, the need to work 
with multidisciplinary teams when operating in rurban space. The usage of a multidisciplinary 
approach is considered necessary by many (Czerniak et al. 2007, Lootsma 2000, Corner 2003) 
among others because of the necessity to master a  broad fi eld of knowledge. It requires a shift 
in perspective from the urbanism point of view, taking up a coordination role for instance.

Applying traditional planning models and concepts to the redevelopment of the rurban area 
would furthermore be a denial of current processes. The validity of the traditional urban versus 
rural approach is being questioned widely and the need to re-conceptualize the rural-urban 
relation is strongly called upon. For instance van den Brink et al. argue that ‘the traditional rural-
urban opposition is traded for “metropolitan landscape”, a new image refl ecting the integration of 
built-up and non-built-up distinctively urban and rural land uses.’ (van den Brink et al. 2006:147). 
Consequently also the classical model of the compact city is subject of much debate. Questions 
about the overall sustainability of it arise (Frey 1999, Jenks and Burgess 2000, Williams et al. 
2000), arguing that it might be a suitable concept from an ecologic viewpoint, but not so much 
from a social one. And even the ecologic benefi t is being questioned is some cases, since 
studies showed that fringe areas have higher degrees of biodiversity. Therefore these authors 
decline the model, arguing that developments at the fringe are often untypical and cannot 
be comprehended in a concentric development model that does not fi t the socio-economic 
nor spatial or ecologic situation of the dispersed rurban landscape. Increasingly, theoretical 
concepts such as ‘re-urbanity’ (Lacour and Puissant 2007), ecological models among which 
the lobe city-model (Rombaut et al. 2008) and also the earlier mentioned landscape scale are 
put forward for answering some of the issues (Selman and Knight 2005, Antrop 2005). These 
concepts, models and scale level are believed to respond better to the structuring and functioning 
of rurbanity. Also here can lay a task for urbanism. It can encompass thinking of, testing and/or 
adapting new and existing models and concepts, for as Lynch (1984:288) argues that models of 
some kind must be used when managing complex, real problems under pressure of time.  

Although not directly being a problem of urbanism, this rurban phenomenon also causes policy 
problems everywhere (Vandermotten 2008). Indirectly, the sector-based policy structure does 
infl uence the (re)development of rurban areas, causing diffi culties such as problems to reach 
a common vision, long administrative procedures, implementation problems etc. Calls for an 
appropriate administrative level for the (re)development of the rurban area are made by different 
authors (van den Brink et al. 2006, Paris 2002), mainly suggesting a regional level.

I will illustrate now the complex situation of a rurban fringe and some of the challenges that 
urbanism encounters here by means of the case of Brussels. This capital-city of Belgium is 
surrounded by a vast metropolitan region were many forms of land uses and several spatial and 
institutional structures mingle and in some cases confl ict with each other. 

Metropolitan Brussels: dealing with a rurban and institutionally dualised fringe
On the 161 km² of the Brussels Capital Region (BCR) numerous institutions, an agglomeration, 19 
municipalities, headquarters of the European Union, as well as the Federal, Flemish and Walloon 
governments, and two (offi cial) languages and their communities battle for space and attention. 
‘Brussels’ even encompasses a lot more than what is situated within the limited and superfi cial 
administrative boundaries of the BCR – its governmental entity (De Meulder 1996). From a wider 
spatial perspective, Brussels is a strategic spatial and economic location located in the hart of 
Europe, on a crossing of highways, linking different spatial networks such as the Randstad, Ruhr-
area and Paris/London, or the Flemish Diamond and the Walloon triangle, and North and South 
in Belgium. The BCR is just as any vibrant metropolis surrounded by dispersed tissue. Large 
parts of it operates functionally independent (such as Vilvoorde-Zaventem) but link on morphologic 
level with the BCR tissue. Therefore, from a spatial point of view, ‘Brussels’ rather points at an 
urban region, the physical agglomeration with a series of suburbs and urbanized municipalities 
(Kesteloot and Saey 2002). For that reason, I speak of, and research, the ‘Brussels metropolitan 
area’. I will now continue determining some of the challenges for the spatial development of this 
urban region.
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Geographical versus administrative Brussels: spatial and institutional fragmented 
landscapes

[fi g. 1] The Brussels metropolitan 
area, showing the mismatch 
between political, economic 

and geographical limits 
(Source: author, based on www.
skyscrapercity.com/showthread.

php?t=306195 last visited 
10/08/2009)

Claiming that Brussels’ institutional landscape is complicated certainly is an understatement. 
The complexity of it has already been described by many authors (Van Wynsberghe et al. 2009, 
Oosterlynck and Swyngedouw 2007). I will briefl y review it here, since the institutional situation 
of Brussels brings along different obstacles for its spatial and socio-economic development. 
The complexity of the Brussels governance system is the result of several constitutional 
reforms in Belgium. More specifi cally, a fi rst reform took place in the 1970s founding three 
regions (Flanders, the Walloon area and BCR). A second followed in 1988-89, giving actual 
authorization to the BCR. The reform of the institutional organisation of Brussels, being situated 
on the complicated boundary between French and Flemish communities, resulted in a typical 
Belgian compromise. Hooghe (1993) for instance describes how Brussels became trapped 
within a group-based logic (consociationalism) while in the rest of Belgium territorial policy and 
federalism prevailed. Consequently, the creation of Brussels’ institutions was based on language 
differences. These however do not correspond with socio-economic aspects, nor with the spatial 
reality of the Brussels metropolitan area (Hooghe 1993, Oosterlynck and Swyngedouw 2007, 
Vanderstraeten et al. 2009, Delwit and Deschouwer 2009). [fi g. 1] The result of this mismatch 
is a scattering of competences over different regions. What concerns spatial development and 
planning issues, this situation hampers the establishment of good metropolitan governance 
needed to maintain a large, vibrant and multicultural city. Today, the only results are diffi cult 
planning and implementation processes. For instance, despite of the geographical, social and 
economic importance of linkage between urban city-tissue and the surroundings, cooperation 
with the hinterland turns out to be rather diffi cult because it is Flemish territory. Bral (2009) 
caricaturise the situation between the Flemish and Brussels region for instance as a ‘quarrelling 
couple’ [fi g 2]. To make matters even more complex, also parts of the Walloon area can be 
included in Brussels metropolitan area. It is in this situation that urbanism needs to operate and 
contribute to a coherent spatial development.

[fi g.2] According to BRAL (2009) 
spatial planning for the fringe 
area of Brussels increasingly 

works out according to this 
pattern of a ‘quarrelling couple’.  

(Copyright rubira – fl ickr.com; 
highlights from author)

Furthermore, not only tensions exist between the different regions when dealing with cross-
border spatial matters, but also internally within the BCR there are struggles between the 
different policy levels. That is, between the regional and the municipal level and between the 
municipalities. A provincial level does not exist in the BCR. In the BCR, the municipal level 
has the authority to regulate most spatial development issues. Authorization is spread over 19 
municipalities and the region that only has planning authorization for matters at regional scale. 
As a result, the regional level has limited control over spatial issues and land uses, and has to 
depend constantly on other actors such as the municipalities, the railway, private parties, etc 
(Marchand 2009). Since the different political actors don’t play an integrating role in Brussels 
(Marchand 2009), every municipality sets up plans and projects for its own territory resulting in 
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little cross-border cooperation. Marchand therefore plead for an integrator at the regional level. 
Also others (Van Wynsberghe et al. 2009) raise the necessity of a better dialogue between 
Brussels and Flanders, and between administrations in the BCR, for instance by making use 
of a platform for discussion on themes such as spatial development. Some authors (Corijn 
2007) remark in this perspective that Brussels is a city and not a state, a confusion that is easily 
made with the BCR having the same authorizations as the larger Flemish and Walloon regions. 
Contrary to these other regions though, the BCR only masters a city and even not entirely from 
geographic and economic viewpoint. 

 

       

[fi g. 3-6] The Brussels edge, 
showing Sint-Agatha-Berchem, 
Meise and Zaventem (Copyright 
Michiel Hendryckx)

Besides institutional obstacles, the fragmented spatial situation in the fringe-area adds to the 
challenge. Brussels today is not only an urban capital with a great deal of built-up surface, it also 
contains many green and even rural places, especially in the fringe area. However, whereas 
in the 19th century the boundary between the Brussels city area and the surrounding rural 
areas was still clearly visible, during the 20th century it was blurred severely. Today an intense 
functional and spatial interaction between the urban core of Brussels and its surroundings 
exists, making this zone ‘rurban’ territory in every meaning of the word. It is a edge-region in 
a spatial sense (urban, rural, natural elements; peripheral tissue meets city tissue; etc), but 
also in a socio-cultural sense (different language groups meet, mixture of different cultures). It 
contains both urban and rural tissue, as well as areas with valuable nature that are part of the 
Natura-network, or industrial zones, bundles of infrastructure, housing, rural activity, etc. Some 
pictures of the magnifi cent photo-reportage ‘Over de rand’ (freely translated: about the fringe) 
of Michiel Hendryckx [fi g. 3-6] illustrate this intriguing spatial mixture. All taken in this Brussels 
fringe-area, with a maximum of 10km distance from the city centre, these photographs show life 
and spatiality in the parallel worlds of urban and rural that mingle in this edge-zone. 

Spatial and social polarisation
Another issue that calls upon urbanism for contributing to its improvement is the diffi cult social 
situation of Brussels. To begin with, Brussels suffers from an unclear identity: for instance 
is it a capital, a European head quarter, … (Lagrou 2000). As a consequence of the many 
roles of Brussels, it has to deal with a lot of infrastructure, important traffi c streams and lots 
of commuters, placing great stress on the spatial as well as the social environment. Spatial 
polarisation reinforces and is reinforced by the social polarisation of the ‘divided city’ (cf. 
Kesteloot and Saey 2002). Brussels suffers from social dualisation and exclusion, a lack of 
suffi cient numbers of inhabitants that can reinvest in the city, that pay taxes and that settle long-
term (Marchand 2009). The need to create perspectives for the current and future population 
is therefore largely called upon as well within the academic community as among politicians. 
One of the challenges that are proclaimed is keeping and enhancing the appeal of Brussels 
and creating a pleasant environment to live in. Urbanism as a discipline that redevelops space 
is looked upon to create coherent environments and to enhance liveability of the urban tissue. 
In that perspective, Kesteloot and Saey (2002) call upon all members of the metropolitan 
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community to share a strong urban project in order to break the gloomy scenario of social 
instability and the distorted distribution of population and fi nancial means. The institutional 
fragmented situation furthermore adds to the diffi cult situation. According to Vandermotten and 
Corijn (2008), the BCR does not have the necessary socio-cultural driving force to develop an 
urban project since these forces are managed by the communities, again making intra-regional 
cooperation necessary for Brussels spatial development. 

Brussels’ past and current spatial form and its implications 

[fi g. 7] Morphologic structure: 
pentagon, fi rst and second 

crown.  (Copyright XX)

Brussels historically expanded radio-concentric, forming an inner circle – the so-called ‘fi rst 
crown’, a 19th century belt and an outer circle referred to as the ‘second crown’ that corresponds 
with the extension of the tissue towards the ring road in the 20th century. [fi g. 7] 
Although this structure can still be recognized today the remaining morphologic structure 
however, is not even nearly concentric anymore. Waves of industrialisation, suburbanisation, 
and urban fl ight resulted among others in vast amounts of ribbon development, blurring the 
spatial edge and thus the cities form. When transcending the institutional boundaries of BCR, 
the Brussels spatial structure rather forms a balanced triptych composed of the Zonienwoud 
in the southeast, the Pajottenland in the southwest and the chain of parks in the north 
(Vanderstraeten et al. 2009). Formal plans such as the Regional Development Plan (RDP) 
that followed out of the federalisation in 1989 are nevertheless still based upon a concentric 
model. For instance, the efforts and actions concerning the greening of the city vary according 
to the place in the model. In the centre the efforts focus on re-greening, in the second ring the 
aim is to preserve residential en scenic characteristics (Kempeneers 2001). Between the two 
rings radial green is developed, creating a ‘cobweb’. The plan does not look further than the 
two rings. The RDP as planning-instrument formed a frame for physical planning rather than 
being the strategic plan it was presented to be (Kesteloot and Saey 2002). The update of the 
RDP in 2002 did not change much about that. Also, the RDP does not respond very accurate 
to the changed relations between urban and rural (De Meulder 1996). Project that try to bring 
green into the urban structre such as the ‘green walk’ are not fi rmly embedded in a larger vision. 
Spatial planning in the BCR furthermore concerns mainly the city centre within the pentagon 
and some parts of the 19th century crown, and far less in the second, 20th century crown. 
(Kuhk et al. 2004:10-11)  The area surrounding the limits of the plan (which correspond with 
the administrative border of BCR), the typical peripheral tissue that can be expected in this 
kind of metropolitan region, is not being taken into account. One of the obstacles is that this 
peripheral tissue is Flemish and falls under the control of Flemish jurisdiction. Leloutre however 
argues that Brussels should have the guts to speak up for its visions and perspectives on the 
area surrounding the BCR, since it is part of the same spatial dynamic as was proved recently 
by studies of the University of Leuven (KUL and UCL) (Leloutre 2008). In order to really study 
(the rurban areas of) metropolitan Brussels from a spatial point of view, both the BCR and the 
Flemish region and even parts of the Walloon area have therefore to be taken into account. 
Processes of planning today however focus on the one or the other. The emptiness of the 
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outside area on the plans were this periphery should be situated, and vice versa were the 
BCR should be on Flemish plans, is noteworthy. An ‘integrated’ spatial vision for the whole of 
Brussels metropolitan area, respecting the morphologic structure of this landscape, not limited 
to the institutional boundaries and taking into account cross-border developments remains 
absent despite its pertinence (among others Oosterlynck and Swyngedouw 2007, BRAL vzw 
2009, Theunis 2008). As a result of the manifest lack of structural dialogue between the different 
regions, three independent planning systems apply to the Brussels area [see table 1]. 

BCR
Two-tier system

Flanders
Three-tier system

Walloon area
Two-tier system

Federal No competence for  spatial planning matters anymore since the constitutional 
reforms of 1960s and 1980s

Regional Regional Development Plan
Regional land use plan
Plans do not contain 
visions for the surrounding, 
peripheral tissue.

Spatial Structure 
Plan Flanders (RSV), 
containing vision on 
the ‘Flemish border 
surrounding Brussels’, 
further elaborated in the 
demarcations of urban 
tissue and of agriculture/
forest/nature.

Schéma de 
Développement de 
l’Espace Régional 
(SDER)

Provincial no provincial level Provincial Spatial 
Structure Plan of 
Vlaams-Brabant

-

Municipal 
(permit granting)

Municipal Development 
Plans and land us plans

Municipal Spatial 
Structure Plans

Schéma de Structure 
Communal, 
Plan Communal 
d’Aménagement

[table 1] Spatial planning 
competences concerning 
Brussels metropolitan area 
(Based on Albrechts 2001, 
Albrechts and Meuris 2000)

[fi g. 8] The desired spatial 
structure for the Flemish part of 
the Brussels edge as determined 
in the demarcation process of 
the urban area. Notice the white 
spot on the map were the BCR is 
situated.  (Omgeving et al. 2008)

New perspectives and opportunities for Brussels’ spatial development
A lot has been written about the institutional complexity and the way it affects the spatial 
functioning of the BCR and the development of the larger Brussels area. Additionally, also the 
problematic of rurbanity has been discussed extensively. What concerns the development of the 
Brussels metropolitan region, both are encountered. How can urbanism supply some solutions 
and contribute to a vibrant and innovative urban project for the whole of Brussels metropolitan 
area? Based on the previously defi ned issues, main questions for Brussels spatial development 
and key challenges for urbanism in this perspective currently are: how to (re)connect the city 
with its surroundings (natural and rurban regions), and how to defi ne its relation with the larger 
region. Questions that follow these are: how to construct an overall vision, integrating the 
different visions on Brussels and the actors that represent these visions, which models are 
useful to apply to Brussels’ spatial form and socio-spatial condition and can be addressed for 
its development, what can be contribute by using a project-modus? 

First of all, I will take a look at some useful opportunities that have already appeared in practice. 
It leads to two main focal points for urbanism, namely the development of a cross-border green 
network, linked with a triptych lobe model rather than a concentric model, and contributing to 
the creation of coherence in zones were different land uses mingle. 
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A fi rst opportunity towards an integrated vision on Brussels development comes from the 
planning process on Flemish side. Here, a number of plans especially for the ‘Flemish edge 
surrounding Brussels’ have been made. The Flemish Spatial Structure Plan (RSV) determined 
an area-specifi c development perspective for the Flemish part of the Brussels edge. It is 
detailed further in the demarcation procedures for the urban area (Vlaams stedelijk gebied rond 
Bussel or VSGB) and for the open space that are conducted within the frame of this RSV. They 
have recently been fi nished. At the beginning of the consultations for the VSGB awareness 
grew that a one-sided planning of an urban edge, consisting of a fragmented amalgam of 
strongly urbanised areas would lead to an irrelevant plan (Mertens and Van der lecq 2008:31). 
As a result, a fi rst impulse for the elaboration of an integrated spatial vision has been given. 
It concerns the open space network, which should connect with the green-blue network of 
the BCR (as defi ned by the RDP). As Loris (2004:89) argued, a spatial policy that takes the 
Brussels reality into account and that steers socio-economic dynamics actively is based on 
the natural structures. Also Aerts remarks that a large territorial green structure is important 
for Brussels, and that the BCR should dare to discuss on that (Aerts 2009). Therefore, putting 
the vision to connect both networks now into practice certainly deserves further institutional, 
societal and scientifi c attention. In and around Brussels valuable biologic and geomorphologic 
areas are situated (see for instance EU Habitat directive 1992). The rurban fringe forms a 
transition from the fully urbanised centre with some park-areas or other smaller green spots 
to some large open space areas such as the Brabant plateau or the valley of the Dijle in the 
southeast. Furthermore, the Brussels area has a specifi c topographic structure. Ranging from 
10m in the valley of river Senne to 140m above sea-level in Zonienwoud and Brabant plateau, 
Brussels contains a considerable difference in height, creating a ‘divided city ‘ (Kesteloot and 
Saey 2002) with an upper and lower part. When paying attention to the development of a green 
network, crossing the different boundaries, one should also take into account this topography 
and the fact that current urban networks are not tuned to the physical structure of the valleys of 
the Senne, and the channel Brussels-Charleroi (Vanderstraeten et al. 2009).

In addition, in the demarcation of the rural, natural and forest areas in the Brussels edge (on 
Flemish territory), large green and agricultural areas have been reconfi rmed. Also several 
possibilities to link with the green space in the BCR are present. Examples are the valley of the 
Pede, Laarbos, the Zonienwoud, the forest complex of Beersel, etc. Other areas encompass 
mixed areas were urbanisation advances and housing, business and green mingle. Also in 
these areas urbanism can play a role in guiding further development, bringing coherence and 
solutions for the plurality of land uses.

More opportunities furthermore can be found in the project-modus. The Flemish as well as the 
Brussels region have many (spatial) projects, projects that often transcend different borders 
(for example the ‘Neo’-project for the plateau of the Heysel or the redevelopment of the area 
surrounding the channel Brussels-Charleroi, which is a cooperation between the BCR and the 
federal government). It has to be said though that, apart from some exceptions, there is little to 
none consultation between the different administrative responsible regarding spatial matters. 
Cross-border projects between BCR and Flanders for instance, regardless which spatial scale 
level, immediately become regional matters. Furthermore, despite some initiatives are taken to 
link the different plans, visions and efforts, no formal organisation operates at the level of the 
Brussels’ metropolis, implying that these cross-border spatial planning projects remain very 
diffi cult and time-consuming. Kuhk et al. (2004:59) plea in this perspective for an integrative 
planning policy and warn for the risk of a project-based approach without embedding in a 
coordinating vision on the urban development of Brussels. Although I agree to a certain extent 
with this argument, we need to ask ourselves what is realistic to do from the point of view of 
urbanism and whether a fi rst step could be to establish cross-border cooperation within the 
frame of projects on regional scale. Because of the fear to loose autonomy (both in Brussels, 
Flanders and the Walloon area) a ‘project per project’ approach seems to be the only/most 
appropriate solution for now. These projects can serve to set out a framework, giving incentives 
as change can also be brought about by merely giving direction (Hough 1990).

As it seems easier to accept the ‘fragmentary’ condition rather than overall comprehensive 
views (Busquets and Correa 2006), planning at metropolitan scale could gain from using a 
project-modus. ‘It is time for urbanism to recover its “project” value in order to justify its widely 
spread and accepted social role. It can no longer take refuge in the content of laws that stipulate 
necessary but insuffi cient conditions; we have to understand it in our dynamic territorial and 
urban context, in a context in which decisions are increasingly based on the contributions of 
multiple actors rather than obeying the traditional sequence.’ (Busquets and Correa 2006:15)

It seems therefore viable to take a look at the possibilities of a project-approach, and especially 
to the roles of design as one of the possible mediums to formulate ‘new answers to formerly 
unknown development issues’. These roles can among others encompass the (re)develop of 
concepts and models for the spatial development of the larger Brussels area, or exercising its 
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integrating capacities in bringing together visions, actors, functions and land uses. For instance 
in the areas were green tissue mingles with advancing urbanisation design can be an integrating 
medium (see Vanempten 2010). Following Corner (2006:16) who states that ‘only through the 
imaginative reordering of the design disciplines and their objects of study might we have some 
potential traction on the formation of the contemporary city’, design probably also will have to 
adjust to the changed contemporary situation and one of the elements is certainly embracing a 
landscape approach and scale.

Which role for design and landscape in the Brussels metropolitan reality?
‘Design is the playful creation and strict evaluation of the possible forms of something, including 
how it is to be made’ (Lynch 1984:290). This ‘something’ can for instance be the Brussels 
metropolitan area and places within that area. Design can be a suitable medium to explore the 
challenges, to make a contribution to establish a viable contemporary landscape, and to formulate 
new answers to formerly unknown development issues (Hough 1990, De Meulder 2009). Using 
design offers a chance to work with the existing edges, boundaries and constraints rather than 
ignoring them. Current planning processes however make little use of the explorative, problem-
solving possibilities and formal, aesthetic abilities of design (cf. Busquets in De Meulder 2009). 
Despite the RDP should be a strategic plan and tries to transcend sectoral policy by postulating 
space as medium of planning, it does not even mention design (De Meulder 1996). Kuhk on 
the other hand recognises that ‘the perspective of an “integrated urban design” seems to offer 
a number of options for the complex problems of the BCR’ (Kuhk et al. 2004:27). Therefore in 
this part I will take a brief look at which role design can play in the development of contemporary 
metropolitan landscapes and making them more sustainable as well as liveable. And secondly 
I will discuss briefl y how the emerging signifi cance of landscape is important for the design of 
rurban metropolitan areas.

The fi rst is the role of design in readjusting current visions to the actual spatial form of Brussels. 
‘Today, new economic processes and forms of urbanisation are appearing and calling for the 
defi nition of other concepts and the discussion of new strategies of intervention.’ (Busquets 
and Correa 2006:9). As mentioned before, the spatial form of Brussels differs greatly from its 
socio-economic and political-institutional form. These last however infl uence to a great deal 
the development of the spatial structure of Brussels-metropolis. For a long time, the compact 
city was actively promoted in all policy decisions. Within the structure plan of Flanders for 
instance, this model was questioned to a certain extent. It is in line with the questions that are 
placed with the model of the compact city (cf. Frey 1999, Jenks 1996). Since Lynch (1984:288) 
argues that ‘models of some kind must be used: one cannot manage complex, real problems, 
under the pressure of time, without employing prototypes already in the head’, one of the tasks 
for urbanism in Brussels could be to explore suitable models adapted to the contemporary 
spatial situation. When taking the incentives of the topography, the morphologic structure 
and the ideas to develop a green network, what models can be more suitable for Brussels? 
First of all, Frey (1999) points out that for any given city the appropriate urban form should 
be determined as much by its specifi c structure, form, topography, and socio-economic and 
historical conditions. Another important conclusion, which certainly applies for Brussels, is that 
the city region should be taken into account since cities are eco-systems in symbiosis with 
the countryside. Additionally, an open space strategy must be part of any design framework 
for a sustainable city. When looking at Brussels morphology, the spatial structure rather forms 
a triptych lobe structure than a concentric one (Vanderstraeten et al. 2009). Could a model 
such as the lobe city that was successively applied in Copenhagen or Amsterdam supply a 
solution for the rurban reality and can it be applied to Brussels? The model of the lobe city, 
developed in the beginning of the 20th century, unites nature with city development. It grows in a 
radial manner in stead of concentric and is believed to organise the use of the available space 
better and to have higher ecological value (Rombaut et al. 2008, Tjallingii 1995). Pleads to see 
Brussels as ecosystem (BRAL vzw et al. 2008) and as a lobe city (Vanderstraeten et al. 2009) 
have been made. Whereas the lobe city model is a shape-relate model (cfr. Maruani and Amit-
Cohen 2007), there are other models that might be more suitable for the Brussels’ context, or 
that might have less disadvantages. Maruani and Amit-Cohen (2007) defi ned for instance nine 
different open space planning models such as the park system model, the landscape-related 
models, ecological determinism, comprehensive planning model (garden city), etc. It could be 
considered a task for urbanism, and especially for design, to research which models are suitable 
for instance by means of research by design. With the discussion on the preferred model for a 
city in western civilisation today, also other than ecological or institutional arguments should be 
taken into account. Some of these are for instance the construction of social infrastructure, the 
cooperation and interplay with surrounding rural or natural areas, social equity, lifestyle, etc.

As previously indicated, in the metropolitan landscape with its increasingly intensive land use 
and activities, the role of green structures and nature areas has increased to a great length. 
Besides providing places for recreation, augmenting the liveability of the city’s urban tissue, these 
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structures also enhance and secure the biodiversity. New landscapes that fi t the multifunctional 
use of space in a more sustainable manner have to be designed (Antrop 2005). As a result 
other approaches to design these metropolitan landscapes come into sight that pay specifi c 
attention to these ecological and socio-aesthetical needs. The recent turn to more landscape-
oriented approaches for instance and the appearance of a new discourse on ‘landscape 
urbanism’ illustrate this (cf. Waldheim 2006). Also initiatives such as the development of design 
guidelines for ecosystem networks (Opdam and Steingröver 2008) or a conceptual framework 
for sustainable landscape planning (Botequilha Leitao and Ahern 2002) are contributing to 
handling the new challenges of the metropolitan landscape. 

One of the consequences of the broadened approach to design, and of working within the plurality 
of the rurban landscape, is multidisciplinarity. Krieger and Saunders (2009:x) indicate that the 
increased attention for urban design has obliged the fi eld to widen its scope towards aspects of 
other disciplines such as the social and natural sciences, which were earlier considered to be 
the responsibility of others. Or when redeveloping parts of the metropolitan landscape, because 
of the many different structures, elements and aspects, usually work is done by multidisciplinary 
teams including architects, urbanists, engineers, landscape architects, etc.

Conclusion
‘Today’s city is a complex metropolitan organism still in the process of formation, and guiding its 
development is the principal challenge for urban designers.’ Barnett in (Krieger and Saunders 
2009:108)

The goal of this paper was positioning urbanism in today’s spatial and institutional complex 
rurban landscapes. I defi ned fi rst of all some of the challenges that urbanism encounters from 
the rurban reality of the contemporary dispersed and fragmented landscape. Since this rurbanity 
gains momentum in the peripheral tissues of metropolitan areas with their patchwork of open 
spaces, urban land uses, natural areas, industries, infrastructures and other mishmash, the 
empirical focus was on these metropolitan fringes. I used Brussels with its specifi c institutional 
and spatial situation as a case to investigate which challenges urbanism encompasses in a 
concrete rurban reality. Three main ‘problem issues’ that have an infl uence on conducting 
urbanism in the wider Brussels metropolitan area were defi ned. They encompass spatial, social 
and institutional obstacles. The case-analysis furthermore showed that opportunities or starting 
points for tailoring urbanism to this complex situation can be found in the development of an 
appropriate spatial form with attention for the development of a green cross-regional network.  
And furthermore in the usage of a project-based approach, in which design comes to the fore 
as a medium for integration, for enhancing liveability, creating ecological viability, providing 
recreational opportunities, and so on.  

Whereas a lot has been written on the condition of rurbanity (or similar spatial realities), 
describing its spatial manifestation and consequences, only a limited amount of research 
seems to really focus on the concrete visioning and development of rurban landscapes. A 
pertinent question however, coming from Gallent (2006:384), is ‘do we know what we want to 
do with the fringe?’ Further investigation concentrates therefore on exploring possible options 
and modes of redevelopment for rurban tissue (such as the construction of metropolitan parks 
and green networks serving the city) based on innovative practices from across Europe. Also 
the relevancy of further defi ning a more appropriate urban form for Brussels’ tissue (by means 
of research by design) will be looked into, as well as the role of design as a possible medium 
for the integration of land uses and actors in the rurban reality.

To conclude, it has to be remarked though that Gallents’ question not only needs to be, and not 
only can be, answered from a planning perspective. It are not only the planning and urbanism 
disciplines that work with the rurban area. Important player certainly is the government, and 
choices concerning the further social, spatial, and economic development have to be made 
mainly by them. As a guideline, Gallent (2006) indicates that planning can play a role in 
these areas when development occurs or is desirable, to ensure that the public interests are 
safeguarded. 
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introduction

Do have rural voids, regions occupied with human settlement within cultural landscape and a 
grave de-population situation, the possibility to reveal proper dynamic and generate out of their 
spatial capability a dynamic turn? The examined region of Galicia/Spain, as example for similar 
zones in Europe, is attributed ugly but rich. The need of an urgent review of the dualism of city 
and country within the Galician sprawl is obvious, as do the presented concepts as criteria for 
the urbanistic design process.

The defi nition of capacity as a reference to the conceptual coverage of the potentials of an 
area allows the discussion of the performative contradiction in the design practice. The scale of 
the observation facilitates the understanding of the territory as a major infl uence of the design 
process. In contrary to the unrefl ected repetition of a identical vernacular image of architecture, 
which is accepted in society as a act of interference in the periurban area, resumes of approaches 
tested in design studio classes will provide intervention in diverse granularity. Within the results 
can be found design attitudes and be traced in their stringency. The discussion of a semantic 
or aesthetic distorsion in the appearance of the interventions can enrich the discussion with 

arguments of new positions.

capacity

capacity in architecture and urban planning as a concept of spatial potential is in addition to 
context of connectivity to concrete spaces in the cultural practice and concept as a strategic 
method of spatial action one of the three basic properties of space, which are investigated within 
the framework of the research projects of urban land scape at TUM1. Capacity as architectural 
defi nition is described beside the scenic capacity as the terminology taken from theater as a 
semantic or functional capacity.2 

Besides the qualitative assignment of the concept of capacity in terms of physical capacity is 
the quantitative description of the inclusion of features or capabilities, the essential criterion of 
spatial capacity. The functional capacity thus describes the space as a quantitative containers, 
for example, the number of people in a theater or to seat in a living room or to gather in a public 
place. On the other hand the qualitative capacity of an area is the potential of its acquisition by 
its users, for example, the scenical transformation of a theater for a special performance, the 
use of the dining room as working room or the spontaneous occupation of a public square for 
an open-air cinema, a concert, a demonstration, etc.

Each space can be inhabited by a performative process of unplanned uses and user groups 
temporarily or permanently. But without a prior spatial characterization it cannot offer this 
variation in use. This semantic capacity, which does not mean a maximum of formal fl exibility 
but a cautious dominant spatial structure, charged by the emergence and coming of exact this 
character, can be described as the potential capacity. Especially the historic charge and the 
readability of the patina as reminder of different but not obvious tracks of use, often traces the 
observable layers in different depth.3 

Concluding this, „semantical capacity is therefor described as the potential of architecture which 
is participating basically as essential criterion to give every day life use of space signifi cation 
both in contrast and in changing capabilties over time.“4

1  Jörg SCHRÖDER and Florian PLAJER, „hinterland“, http://www.urbanlandscape.ar.tum.de/07_themaX.html [accessed 
29 july 2009].
2  Alban JANSON and Sophie WOLFRUM, „Kapazität: Spielraum und Prägnanz”, 2006. http://www.janson-wolfrum.
de/kapazitaet.htm [accessed 10.08.2008].
3  as explained in Florian PLAJER, „land scape memory“. in EURAU 08. Pasaje Cultural. 4° congreso europeo de Inves-
tigación Arquitectura y Urbana (Madrid: UPM, 2008), add-on DVD.
4  Alban JANSON and Sophie WOLFRUM, „Kapazität: Spielraum und Prägnanz”, 2006. http://www.janson-wolfrum.
de/kapazitaet.htm [accessed 10.08.2008].
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Semantically empty systems, characterized by the randomness of their spatial structure, 
produce, depending on the degree of noise, just an aesthetic distorsion.5

performative antilogy

performative acts

Dramatics scholar Fischer-Lichte describes those processes of transformation as performative 
processes, which are “principaly not completely predictable, manageable and available. They 
open up margins and tolerance, always unplanned and non-predictable situations immersed in 
them, which is substantially infl uencing the process of transformation. Intention and contingency, 
planning and emergence are inextricably linked.”6 

Performatively acquireble spaces constitute therefor a basic measure of a spatial planning, 
shapeable yet, but already in his capacity defi ned container available for occupation, in which 
limited activity can take place. The architectural framework features a suffi ciently formulated 
conciseness and gives scope for appropriation.

performative urbanism

The performative appropriation of space by individuals done with activity in space is not only 
a theoretical discussion, but also a practical design method. After consideration of cultural 
studies, walkscapes, lived and experienced space, the space seems to be not only a shell, but 
a container of any kind of cultural activities and interventions of varying time period, which result 
is manifested in surface and built area7.

performative antilogy

Performative contradiction arises when the in territorial structures existing capacity is modifi ed 
with a to its own logic strange change and procedural changes are feigned in the illusion that 
they are only self-valid. As it seemes to be a procedural change understanding the territory as 
a process, in truth it is only the reproduced picture of procedural changes, and so legitimacy 
is cut.

The notion of a ,architectural disc record‘, selected in reference to the homonymous notion in 
behavioral psychology, means the unrefl ective repetition of a stereotypical image or concept 
without argumentative imperative and apparently repeated only in need to consolidate the 
same unrefl ected images8. The constant repetition only of the image of a regional architecture 
of vernacular typology without design logic, produces a social consensus to the need for any 
intervention design to follow this image for a correct intervention. It generates a territorial 
distorsion in the perception of a region by residents and visitors alike.

But authenticity as a sign of modernity9 is found as achievement or at least as promise behind 
many interventions. To maintain a traditional image, the overall picture of the architecture 
as a result of constraints and necessities is incurred and infl uenced architecture and urban 
confi guration without taking into account the changing reality and without developing a proper 
design logic inscribed in the project. Partly because of the defi cit in the absence of dualisitic 
perception of town and country, partly due to a lack of innovation, celebrating the slate and 
thatch in the case study of Galica, the application of the material as an ornament outperforming 
contemporary materials. The claim of authenticity as an aesthetic criterion for quality in 
architecture is generally not questiones in the case study areas in Galicia. This behavior in 
decisions is found almost in every region of Europe.

With one example taken from my research focus, the image pair “Dos Pallozas” [fi g. 1], I would 
like to represent argumentative dissonance.

5  The concept of „distorsion” or „noise“ is inspired by the known acoustic concept of “pink noise” or 1/f-noise, in which 
man hears all of the audible sound frequency spectrum as a roughly equal sound, so no weighting of individual frequen-
cies is perceivable, and thus the arbitrariness of an undirected uniformity is made audible.
6  Erika FISCHER-LICHTE, „Was sind ,Kulturen des Performativen‘?“ 09 august 2008 http://www.sfb-performativ.de/sei-
ten/frame_gesa.html [accessed 31 july 2009].
7  read more about ,performative urbanism‘ in Sophie WOLFRUM, „Situational urbanism | performative urbanism“, in Winfried 
NERDINGER and Sophie WOLFRUM with Susanne SCHAUBECK (ed.), Multiple City (Berlin: Jovis, 2008), p. 152 ff.
8  Extensive explained in the authors´ PhD-thesis.
9  Theodor W. ADORNO, Ästhetische Theorie (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1970).
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[fi g. 1] Dos Pallozas: Illustration of 
performative antilogy in galician 
context.

Two images communicae the status of a traditional round house in the scattering settlement area 
of the Ancares, a high mountainous region in the border area of the northern Spanish provinces 
of Galicia and New Castile, which slowly experience the transition from an agrarian community 
to a tourism service trimmed Open-Air museum where the traditional ways of life will be shown. 
One of the pictures postulates its legitimacy as the ,original‘ design, the perfection of its exterior 
status as a shell without content. At the same time it struggles in a performative antilogy by the 
loud exclamation “I am authentic!”. As it is the act of claiming for themselves the authenticity, 
at the same time exactly this authencity is denied. In the analysis of the neighboring buildings, 
for example, this authenticity inevitably will be exposed as false. The exposed building has no 
users and therefore has no use apart from its self-preservation. It exists and is maintained solely 
by reason of maintaining the image of itself, as reminiscence to a past of archaic and historically 
protected values10. However, it is not the usual defi nition of a memorial site, it suggests much 
more vivacity and traces of use, where they are only warranted by amateur actors in seasonal 
holidays corresponding to a local museum with sentimental conotations.

In contrast, the second image shows how the user keeps forming the building in the logic of 
the building, and uses the cheap, easily accessible and thus most effective material for roofi ng. 
The corrugated iron is in this sense today’s thatch of the prelimary past. Despite the apparent 
contradiction, the lifeless image of the blank prehistoric monument seems to be the ,right‘ 
intervention to conserve the stock. Which of the two solutions may claim for itself the concept of 
authenticity as an aesthetic notion can only be answered aiming to argue with a  reproducible 
image of reality and not with reality itself. Is the concept of authenticity valid as a parameter 
for taking decision in issues of perception and intervention in the built environment towards a 
detection capacity of structures that already exist? Or does the receptive authenticity not heavily 
outweigh of the viewer, regardless of veracity and potential? Do we have to understand the built 
environment as contemplative Arcadia, as subproduct of landscape? Under the disappearance 
of the programmatic and functional aspect, which architecture and urbanism must operate, the 
question arises about the aesthetic shape of this new settlement landscape, with a view to the 
past often hankered after and the aesthetic condition despite authenticity in appearance will only 
be accepted as an interim solution. Aesthetics can no longer be a criterion in these precints, 
opines André Corboz11, but maybe authenticity as an expression of the spatial capacity boosts 
a differed attitude to new aesthetics, already implied in the adaptation to the demonstrated.

Aesthetics as legitimation
“A harmony-based aesthetic, as it was decisive for dealing with urban intervention and for 
which the absolute space was the ideal model, makes it impossible to grasp the nature of the 
periphery.”12

10  The targeted settlements and individual dwellings are cataloged as BIC (Bien de Interés Cultural, cultural monument) 
in the Spanish monument directory and may only be modifi ed subject to conditions and preserved. For example, the use 
of newer materials for residential buildings are automatically excluded, even if this makes the buidling to a ruin because 
of economic infeasibility.
11  André CORBOZ, „Die Kunst, Stadt und Land zum Sprechen zu bringen“. (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2001), S. 130.
12  André CORBOZ, „Die Kunst, Stadt und Land zum Sprechen zu bringen“. (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2001), S. 32.
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This is particularly problematic as it happens by - wrongly - as benefi t accepted interventions 
of tourism in rural areas, as it initiates a lengthy conversion process. Other approaches are 
needed; approaches that only reproduce the image for the temporary visitor are popular all over 
Europe, but applied in reality they fully work neither here nor there. The attempt of an “aesthetic 
mapping”13, investigated here in the context of the Zwischenstadt, is undertaken but has not yet 
fi nally found his authorization.

Together, these architectural ,images without depth‘ celebrate their failure at the moment of 
entry into the reality of everyday life. The aesthetic distorsion of semantically empty pods 
emerges to a nervous buzz, which is unable to produce the vibration of a coherent appearance 
of architecture and its urban confi guration with corresponding materiality and genius loci.

The discussed cultural landscape requires for its continued credibility and viability an update of 
the occupancy of its ,production areas‘, which always conditioned the settlement landscape.

Besides the often no longer identifi able spatial quality of a specifi c settlement, this is certainly 
the greatest potential which features the rural area to test the concept of spatial capacity. 
The assignment of ,production area‘ is more diverse than exclusively in a agricultural or 
contemplative range. Nevertheless, a transfer of urban and spontaneous bindings for ,rural 
voids‘ is still pending.

attempt of perception
In practice, this is not to be grasped with established methods. Therefore, as part of the 
workshop ,landpioniere’14 with students from different universities, different attempts were 
realized to precisely extend and sharpen perception of those phenomenas. Viewing boxes 
similar to a ,camera magica’ were adjusted onto an abstract model of the design sites to check 
draft position and spatial relationships. In the parallel discussion especially the perception 
analysis ,carretera’ [fi g. 2] shows prospects how spatial relationships not found in regular maps 
can be documented, revealed by movement in space and a non-static perception. They show 
in a territorial scale parameter for the further design project.

Territorial understanding of urban design

Territorial capacity
“The territory is on the agenda: It is the scene of the nations´ big problems that have been so 
far associated generally with the cities - or capitals - whereupon these had been withdrawn their 
benefi ts from the solution of these problems.“15

What is the capacity of a territory? Usually territory consists from an excess of spatial structures 
evolved over long periods of time in direct dependencies of each other, which must be decoded 
whilst reading. A delayering allows to analyze undisturbed individual components. However, 
the overlay generates a semantic charge, based on the mutual infl uence of complex structures 
and presence of individual developments through various periods. In most cases this is highly 
cautious and aware to detect, so that an over-molding seems to be easy. This semantic 
overcrowded system generates territorial distorsion.

As a territory, the Siedlungslandschaft may be understood as another stage of the European 
cultural landscape16.

Production as a link of land and buildings and as an argument for the territorial transformation 
processes appears to be a less innovative utopia, “completely unvisionary and pragmatic“17. 

13  Susanne HAUSER and Christa KAMLEITHNER, Ästhetik der Agglomeration (Wuppertal: Verlag Müller + Bussmann, 
2006), p. 12.
14  ,landpioniere‘ was a student workshop within the design course ,hinterland 2007-8‘ at TU München, realized by 
Matthias Reichenbach-Klinke, Jörg Schröder, Florian Otto and Florian Plajer.
15  André CORBOZ, „Die Kunst, Stadt und Land zum Sprechen zu bringen“. (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2001), S. 143.
16  Florian PLAJER, „Siedlungslandschaften“ in Wolfgang ANDEXLINGER (ed.), DoKoNaRa 2008 (Innsbruck: University 
of Innsbruck Press, 2009).
17  Sophie WOLFRUM, „Region as city | network city“, in Winfried NERDINGER and Sophie WOLFRUM with Susanne 
SCHAUBECK (ed.), Multiple City (Berlin: Jovis, 2008), p. 53.

[fi g. 2] Perception analysis of part 
of the cultural and settlement 
landscape O Caurel / Galicia, 

here the perception perspective 
,carretera‘. Result of the 

workshop ,landpioniere’ 2007.
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Already in the 1930ies with ,Broadacre City‘ by Frank Lloyd Wright the potential of periurban 
settlement is lost due to the disadvantage because of the lack of public space and the need 
for individual mobility. The consumption of landscape, clearly visible at least since the postwar 
settlement of the continents, creates while observing the model of the Wright´s rural sprawl still 
the “shock of recognition”18, the agglomeration or Zwischenstadt of today seems predefi ned, 
but the exhaust of possibilities not yet achieved. The capacity of the territory is his processuality 
by his inner logic; the delayered view and added superposition of its dominants (borders, 
compounds, coating, production, materiality ...) can be understood as its potentials.

The design interaction by introducing a further evolved and woven over time structure into 
the complex, intensifi es the semantic charge and enriched the territorial coherence of the 
settlement structure.

The design project serves as a agent to explore the architectural and urban opportunities. Here 
are presented two illustrative examples from recent design projects and research at our chair. The 
investigations in rural Galicia / Spain converged to territorial capacity in a design and analytical 
approach19. Perception maps made through movement in space illustrate large-scale correlations. 
Forming part of the design studio ,hinterland‘ the projects developed the logic of local specifi cation in 
their design setting, here shwon the example of the village Eiriz. Cubature, materiality complement 
the building stock, functional processes reinterpret specifi c typology [fi g. 3].

In a wider range of territorial aspect, the Southern Fjords (Rías Baixas) of the Galician west coast 
were analysed. A dense network of various layers of roads, parceling, housing, productive land 
and water land use is found superpositioned on a dense network of a polycentric settlement 
structure in addition to the following described diffuse city. In the design studio ,costa construida‘ 
different design strategies were tested, how an urban setting will fi nd its precise architecture 
and position in the net-like meshwork20. Three tasks were put: developing a sustainable model 
of a primary touristic urbanisation placed in existing residential structure and rearrangement of 
found hamlets, a scenario for the transport and fi shing port, and fi nally a new model for urban 
agriculture. This form of consumer-oriented production of food for own use can be found there 
today, especially in dense urban situations. It appears as snapshot in the process between 
agraic land use and urban settlement. The equivalent use of the sea and the land surface as a 
production base enlarges the usable space to multiple expansion. The occupation of the territory 
reached there in a maximum fragmentation a maximized diversity and effectiveness in exhausting 
the capacity of the territory. Exemplary are presented here some analysis sheets of the three 
investigated areas which show the justifi cation of fundamental design decisions [fi g. 4 -6].

18  Robert BRUEGMANN, „Broadacre city and sprawls“, in Winfried NERDINGER and Sophie WOLFRUM with Susanne 
SCHAUBECK (ed.), Multiple City (Berlin: Jovis, 2008), p. 55.
19  http://www.land.ar.tum.de/08_hinterlandX.html [accessed 30 july 2009].
20  Manuel GALLEGO JORRETO (ed.), costa construida (München: TUM, 2009).

[fi g. 3] Excerpt from an analysis 
of the village Eiriz, O Caurel in 
Galicia. 

[fi g. 4] Analytic sheet of urban 
farming layers. Design course 
Costa Construida, student 
Andrada Bauer.
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[fi g. 5] Analytic sheet of complex 
delayered port situation. Design 

course Costa Construida, student 
Iris Sacher.

[fi g. 6] Analytic sheet of 
settlement structure as base 

for new housing development. 
Design course Costa Construida, 

student Sonja Keller.

Rural sprawl
„And, by the way, it´s ugly.“21

In Galicia, northern Spain, as well as in the north of Portugal was developed a kind of ,natural‘ 
sprawl as territorial occupation in the past centuries. No political leader has organized land or 
carried out large-scale orders since the peasant revolution in the 16th Century. This favored since 
then the more progressive reduction by inherited plots and the high esteem of the inhabitants 
of their own land22. The geographically limited Atlantic Ridge is an early form of urban sprawl 
or total occupation of the territory. Consistently self-suffi cient agrarian units working with small 
production areas on land and at sea manage today large areas of land and thus shape the 
image of the landscape. The previous great fl exibility, improved utilization and care of their own 
piece of land is seen today as a disadvantage in a region in which the level of regional planning 
as an established discipline and development foundation does not exist. Once the supplying 
cell inhabitants´ is weakened, attractiveness of existing structures in a changing society is 
drawn towards zero. Large scale emigration of the mobile leave an aging society which has not 
found yet its reorientation23. A high degree of specialization for the use of production space in 
the rural sprawl seems to be but a limited way out, especially to mention winery, shellfi sh and 
fi sh, dairy and livestock production. The supposed curative tourism as a bringer of attractor 
functions primarily serves as a coastal tourism in the summer months since the end of the 19th 
Century, but it may not appeal to all urban areas to strengthen them.

In addition there is the exceptional settlement situation in Galicia compared to Spain. Over half 
of all Spanish settlement units are found in Galicia, but just 10% of the area of Spain belongs 
to the northern province. Not quite half of these settlement units are considered abandoned or 
designated ,empty‘ settlement units with zero population, 1261 units can be found in Galicia 
whereas in Spain only slightly the doble is found, 281524.

But what can happen with empty falling space, and what functional or semantic capacities 
does it possess? Is this the failure of the grown rurale sprawl? The spectrum ranges from 
spontaneous recovery or institutionalized repopultaion. So far attempts needed institutionally 
founded a generous funding and a sustained political will (see examples in Asturias and 
Calabria). Spontaneous appropriations, particular cases exist, contained and needed no cross-
dimensional concept, but are only occasionally found.

The taboo of a depopulation scenario and functional dearth may follow other answers. 
Rethinking that fallow is part of the cycle of cultural landscapes, there is more potential than 
its equivalent in a national park. New assignments of landscapes imply a continuation of the 
production of new, modifi ed architectural and sociological space and carries the possibility of a 
new understanding of the territory.

21  Robert BRUEGMANN, Sprawl. A compact History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006).
22  José FARIÑA TOJO, Los Asentamientos rurales en Galicia (Madrid: ETSA Madrid, 1980), p. 25-27.
23  Juan Luis DALDA, Manuel GARCÍA DOCAMPO and Javier GONZÁLZE HARGUINDEY, Cidade Difusa en Galicia 
(Santiago de Compostela: Xunta de Galicia. Dirección Xeral de Urbanismo, 2006). p. 30 and 72.
24  Instituto Nacional de Estadisticas INE (2008): Agglomeraciones. Registro general de la ciudandía en España. 
Nomenclátor 2007. http://www.ine.es [accessed 10 august 2008].
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[fi g. 7] Siedlungslandschaft and 
rural sprawl in Galicia along 
alongside the atlantic axis, aprox. 
from A Coruña (north) to Porto 
(south).25

25  Image modifi ed. Taken from 
Juan Luis DALDA, Manuel GARCÍA 
DOCAMPO and Javier GONZÁLZE 
HARGUINDEY, Cidade Difusa en 
Galicia (Santiago de Compostela: 
Xunta de Galicia. Dirección Xeral de 
Urbanismo, 2006).

Lecture of Siedlungslandschaft
The term of the Siedlungslandschaft (settlement landscape) is mostly used in the cultural 
sudies, geography, planning or history and archeology, and describes the spatial simultaneous 
occupation of landscapes with buildings and infrastructure in a continuous but fl uctuating dense 
regularity26. Denecke, however, points out that urban areas are subordinate and as insignifi cant 
excluded, adopting a predominantly agrarian landscape. Angelus Eisinger used lately the term 
in a modifi ed way as StadtLandSwitzerland and then discussed a possible settlement landscape 
consideration of Switzerland27.

I will not carry out the theoretical discourse of landscape architecture, landscape perception, its 
self-image and its role, as it summarizes, for example, Martin Prominski28.

26  Dietrich DENECKE „Kulturlandschaft, Siedlungsgeographie, Kulturgeographie.“ in Klaus FEHN und Anngret SIMMS 
(eds.), Wege der historischen Geographie und Kulturlandsforschung (Stuttgart: Frank Steiner Verlag, 2005), p. 16.
27  Angelus EISINGER, StadtLand Schweiz (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2003), p. 6-18.
28  Martin PROMINSKI (2004): Landschaft entwerfen. Zur Theorie aktueller Landschaftsarchitektur (Berlin: Dietrich 
Reimer Verlag, 2004), P. 51-81.
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The dualism between city and country no longer grasps. The description of an urbanized area 
will move with blurring in the focus of the terms. Rural voids arise, spontaneously occupation as 
in the urban wastelands arise but only with diffi culty of the lack of surrounding density. Anarchic, 
self-controlling actions of individuals or groups take over in the rural area of the continous 
knitting of structures. The aesthetic is changing, always in search of the supposed optimum 
image, but surface of the settlement, as determined by grain size buildings, infrastructure and 
production space, remains largely in its basic structure. The potential of a area and the existing 
settlement landscape remains disabled, gaps in the network of infrstructure will be fi lled without 
major criteria.

In the case of Galicia exists a comprehensive analysis of the settlement structure qualities 
outside the major centers such as Santiago, Lugo, Coruña in form of the dissertation of José 
Fariña Tojo. On this basis, documented with knowledge and development in the late 1970s, 
research is still done. He identifi es the parish ,parroquia‘, usual administrative unit in Spain 
between county and municipality, as the core cell and the place of social activities and identity of 
residents29. Thus implies its territorial claims in the intertwining of the village and the surrounding 
production areas, away from any idea of the dual system and the primary management areas. 
The spread of settlement in the area, mostly without a condensed core, is readable, the future 
of primary agricultural use remains in his thesis unspoken. Nevertheless his exemplary spatial 
analysis and sound data processing keeps current, even without a prospect or conclusion by 
interpreting the possible potential of rural areas.

Ethnographic, historical and cultural-historical developments describes french humanist and 
geographer Abel Bouhier about the same time30. His resume still serves as a standard work of 
cultural and settlement history of Galicia.

Ugliness
Interestingly, the ,Territorium Galiciae‘ is judged by the local critical expert audience almost 
exclusively negative. The conference about uglyness ,Foro de Feismo‘ in autumn 2004 for the 
fi rst time enables the penetration of the popular discussion of the clustered Galician territory as 
anesthetic state institutionally driven into a discussion. In the people’s opinion, this judgemental 
notion of ugliness is established next to the romantically contemplative landscape and the 
European city as a core defi nition of the new landscapes in Galicia in contrast to the countryside 
- cityside dualism. The conference, repeated in 2007, defi ned ugliness as the totality of the 
works or human intervention that degrade the environment in any aspect31. To reapproach 
to the necessary theoratical discussion one has to reopen a neutral point of view, as Manolo 
Gallego critically notes: “Regard the architecture generally as beautiful or ugly, has no meaning. 
If we want to describe the buildings in rural Galicia exactly, the concept of ,ugliness‘ misleads 
absolutely.“32

29  José FARIÑA TOJO, Los Asentamientos rurales en Galicia (Madrid: ETSA Madrid, 1980), p. 33.
30  Abel BOUHIER, Galicia. Ensaio xeográfi co de análise e interpretación cun vello complexo agrario (Santiago de 
Compostela: Xunta de Galicia. Consellería de Agricultura, Ganadería e Montes, 2001²).
31  Xan CREUS, “Feismo. ¿Qué es feismo?“, 2006, http://www.feismo.tk [accessed 10 august 2008].
32  Manuel GALLEGO, „Feismo“ in Alberte PÉREZ RODRIGUEZ (ed.), Feismo? destruír un país. Foro de Feísmo, 
(Ourense: Xunta de Galicia, 2006), p. 107.

[fi g. 8] representation of the 
settlement to be found species 
in the Galician town landscape, 

without the induction of the 
immediate territorial claim, and 

topography of the respective 
branches parceling (schedule 
developed after Fariña Tojo).
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The previously employed methods of analysis are rather artistic or literary works to describe, 
for example, the photographic description of the Galician coastline33, the idea of a fi ctional, yet 
real because imaginable Galician village of Pablo Gallego34 or the sadness of the remnants of 
the agrarian society that cannot afford maintaining their surrounding cultural landscape35. They 
all decry the current state of an originally authentical shaped, now itself surviving settlement 
landscape, whose future seems uncontrolled.

Investigative approaches Dalda with its technical description of maps and statistics to the 
Atlantic settlement axis between A Coruña and Porto, the so-called diffuse city36. Clearly it 
shows demographic tendencies, topographic and structural residential use etc., but does not 
enter too deep into the interpreation of its data to refl ect it. 

Recently, the study ,Die Schweiz‘ triggered a discussion with urban potential in rural areas37 
which is now examined in local implementation studies38. Comparable stimuli in the Spanish 
context still have not found editing interest.

Design logic
The search for the logic of the desing project can be found repeatedly in the description and 
referencing anonymous architecture. After Rudofsky in New York and Feduchi in Spain in the 
1960, many found verve for farms and fi shing villages in theoretical discussion39. This complex 
build from a variety of factors represents the decisive arguments for a coherent project, with the 
vital factors are the territory as a production space, the physical logic of the place and function 
of the architectural setting. 

33  Luciano ALFAYA and Patricia MUÑÍZ NUÑEZ (ed.), Bordes de Galicia (A Coruña: COAG, 2006).
34  Pablo GALLEGO PICARD and Xurxo SOUTO, A Aldea Terremoto. (Santiago de Compostela: COAG, 1997).
35  Bert TEUNISSEN, Domestic Landscapes. A Portrait of europeans at home (New York: aperture foundation, 2006).
36  Juan Luis DALDA, Manuel GARCÍA DOCAMPO and Javier GONZÁLZE HARGUINDEY, Cidade Difusa en Galicia 
(Santiago de Compostela: Xunta de Galicia. Dirección Xeral de Urbanismo, 2006).
37  Roger DIENER, Jacques HERZOG, Marcel MEILI, Pierre DE MEURON and Christian SCHMID, Die Schweiz. Ein 
städtebauliches Portrait (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2006).
38  Matthias GUNZ and Christian MUELLER INDERBITZIN, Thurgau.
Projekte für die Stillen Zonen. Kulturlandschaftspark Seerücken. Parkway Thurtal - Bodensee (Zürich: Niggli, 2008).
39  Christian NORBERG-SCHULZ, Logik der Baukunst (Gütersloh, Berlin, München: Bertelsmann, 1968), p. 130.

[Fig. 9] Fotoart project “The 
earthquaked pueblo”, exposed at 
Foro de Feismo 2004 by Pablo 
Gallego Picard and Xurxo Souto.
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„We should recognize the character of a village not only in certain forms of buildings, not only 
as conglomeration of old farm houses which lack in many cases their farming inhabitants, but 
as theoretical model of a settlement concept, which offers highest standard of living with very 
low effort of energy and resources.“
austrian architect Roland Rainer (1910-2004)

Annotations
Translation
All translations from german, spanisch and galician into the english language are done by the author.
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The New Role of Agriculture within Urbanlandscapes
Since the postwar struggle to feed Europe’s populations, agriculture played a well hidden role 
within the urban expansion that now occupies almost all of the continent. Agricultural land and 
farms provoked - if any - discussions1 about immissions, accessibility for leisure uses, reservoirs 
for future settlement areas, distances to maintain predefi ned images of cities, suburban villages 
and touristic areas. Issues of ecology like balances, compensations and green and air corridors 
intensifi ed the marginality of agriculture, framed by economic and social changes within the 
agriculture sector generally. At the same time the expanding cities included farmland without a 
clear vision of its role. 

The increasing importance of food production is suggesting an evaluation of the role of 
agriculture2 and food supply within sustainable city planning. Interplaying factors within this 
argumentation are: In terms of food, regional production has become an essential topic in 
discussions dealing with the goals of sustainability and energy saving and an evaluation of 
mobility impacts. Following global demands for agricultural land caused by growing populations 
and shortage of resources and energy, in response to climate change an increasing demand 
for agricultural land can be foreseen to strongly climate benefi t areas like central Europe. Here 
soil amelioration may becomes signifi cant. Inner city areas tend to be some relevant degrees 
warmer and hence attractive cultivation areas, in turn alleviating and balancing the inner 
city climate. Third driving force are the cultural and market forces of healthy and economical 
lifestyles, not only regarding biological products but also demands for low cost individual and 
family self-suffi ciency.

As parts of a coherent vision of future agriculture in this area can be identifi ed urban farming, 
direct marketing, education and awareness-building of resource economy and healthiness and 
a renewed form of regional markets. Approaches in recent research target at specifi c aspects 
of urban agriculture3, not bridging urban-rural gaps within perception of space and planning 
approaches. This research shows that aimed at an overall food strategy4 new connections 
between different contexts like periurban, regional and intraurban areas approaches are to be 
combined and articulated in space. On a territorial level this approach refers to a conception 
of urbanlandscape5 (Stadtlandschaft), transcending traditional legal and imaginative borders 
between urban and rural worlds. In the Munich Metropolitan Area - 

an economically and spatially expanding region6 - some of the most innovative and successful 
initiatives in agriculture emerged in the last years. As one of the climate-favoured areas in 
central Europe Munich probably will undergo increasing demands of food production. Objective 
of this approach is to identify spatial aspects and advantages of a vision of a metropolitan food 
system, related to the metropolitan area of Munich. 

A Metropolitan food strategy for the Munich Region
Intra- and periurban agriculture was an intensive and highly productive activity before mass-
transportation of food appeared with 19th century’s industrialisation. Still remaining traces can 
be observed for example around Nürnberg, Frankfurt/Main or in the Agro Romano. Munich 

1  As evolved for periurban areas in Frank LOHRBERG, Stadtnahe Landwirtschaft in der Stadt- und Freiraumplanung 
(Stuttgart, 2001)
2  In this paper the term “agriculture” will be used as combination of acitvities in crop- and greenland, forests and gardens 
with a multifuntional focus, opposed to more monofunctional trends of “farming”. Cf. Alois HEISSENHUBER, “Künftige 
Agrarpolitik als Teil der Gesellschaftspolitik” in Agrarische Rundschau 6/2008, 8-10
3  Cf. the recent exhibition: The BUILDING CENTRE, “London Yields: Urban Agriculture. 9 April - 30 May 2009”  http://
www.buildingcentre.co.uk/LondonYieldsUrbanAgriculture.pdf (11 August 2009) and André VILJOEN (Ed.), Continuous 
Productive Urban Landscapes: Designing Urban Agriculture for Sustainable Cities (Architectural Press: Oxford, 2005)
4  Referring to LONDON DEVELOPMENT AGENCY “Healthy and Sustainable Food for London. The Mayor’s Food 
Strategy, May 2006” http://www.lda.gov.uk/upload/pdf/LDA_Food_strategy.pdf (11 August 2009)
5  Sophie WOLFRUM, Winfried NERDINGER, Multiple City (Jovis: Berlin 2008)
6  This paper has a different focus compared to approaches in other contexts, as were discussed from Gerd AUFMKOLK, 
Von der Landschaft und der Stadt (Deutsche Akademie für Städtebau und Landesplanung, Jahrestagung 2004) 
http://www.dasl.de/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/07%20Aufmkolk.pdf (11 August 2009) and from Undine GISEKE, 
„Produktive Freiräume“ in Hille VON SEGGERN, Julia WERNER, Lucia GROSSE-BÄCHLE (Hrsg): Creating Knowledge. 
Innovationsstrategien im Entwerfen urbaner Landschaften (Jovis: Berlin, 2008) 266-275
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as “late” metropolis didn’t evolve a large scale system of urban agriculture. Prealpine soil 
and climate conditions and the vicinity to Alpine transit routes with connection to Italy’s fruits 
and vegetable plantations were additional factors to disencourage more intense agricultural 
activities. A now evolving discussion about self-suffi ciency in food supply - connected further 
to a reevaluation of interior markets - as part of a sustainable urban development has to notice 
that in most food groups German agriculture is more than self-suffi ent, in many groups like 
for example milk it is exporting. Crucial fi elds for achieving autarchy would be only fruits (22% 
self-suffi ciency) and vegetables (40% self-suffi ciency)7. A more sustainable food supply thus 
has to be based on a relocation of food production within a regional focus. For that the term 
“Nahversorgung” - local supply - used in urban planning to indicate district markets and shops 
and the term “Nahverkehr” - local transport -, used by freight transport for distances of 100 
- 150 km, with vehicles returning every day, would have to be merged into a new signifi cance 
for everyday life.

To give an example of the impact of land-use for food supply and working with a dimension of 
land-use per person and year of 0,2 ha, as shown in [annex1]: The development area of Freiham 
in Munich with 190 ha built-up ground and 20000 persons would need 4080 ha8 of crop- and 
greenland (for a production of in Middle Europe possible products, without rice, coffee, etc.), 
corresponding to the middle ring road area of Munich [fi g.1]. In this regard self-suffi cency will 
be clearly a regional matter and can not be supplied within one city’s terrritory. More biological 
production would need further land, on the other hand possible changes especially in the 
amounts of meat can infl uence the demand of ground per person - ca. 780 m2 of the 2040 m2 
per person are required for meat production, compared to 711 m2 for milk and milk products and 
504 m2 for crops, fruits and vegetables. 

According to the recent London food strategy9 that is based on communicative and economical 
issues following main areas of achivements for a metropolitan food system can be identifi ed:
a. health aspects,
b. environmental qualities within food production, transport and preparation,
c. food economy, including restaurants and industries,
e. food culture,
d. food security and quality, not only in terms of transparency but also in the risk of transportation.

An evaluation of existing initiatives is organised in scales of territorial impact and possible 
connections to other measures. In and around Munich a food strategy can build on a lot of 
successful initiatives, like the existing 12 municipal farms with 1800 ha, the Krautgarten programme 
(farmers preparing allotment-gardens for the summer season) now in 12 sites, the series of 42 
weekly farmer’s markets throughout the city, the Viktualienmarkt as global icon and the green 
belt introduced by a cooperation of the city of Munich and the surrounding municipalities. Only 
within the city borders 4900 ha of agricultural or forest land and 100 farms inside town (with their 
land partially outside city borders) are to be taken into account. Successful examples within the 
region show multifunctional forms of agriculture, as direct marketing, self-harvesting, art projects, 
new products for a population with new personal backgrounds as immigrants and thematic 
restaurants. Marketing initiatives as Unser Land, Hermannsdorfer, Öko-Kiste, found their way into 
everyday life of a growing amout of Munich’s population and are developing new models of land-
use and agricultural architecture on a regional level. Regarding lifestyles and cultural background 
an affection to pleasure and good life in Munich would have to be assertained. Only the ritual 
of bringing your own homemade food to the Biergarten seems to suggest a rediscovery also of 
harvesting as an everyday urban activity. The proposal to draw a „food map“ of existing initiatives 
inside a future network is shown in [fi g.2], that has to be evaluated and tied up.

7  Landesanstalt für Entwicklung der Landwirtschaft und der Ländlichen Räume (LEL), Bayerische Landesanstalt für 
Landwirtschaft (LfL), Agrarmärkte 2008 (Bayerisches Staatsministerium für Ernährung, Landwirtschaft und Forsten: 
München 2009)
8  Based on [annex1] with 0,2 ha / person / year of land-use for food. Not including energy, water or other externalised 
issues, in difference to “footprint”-approaches like B. EWING, S. GOLDFINGER, M. WACKERNAGEL, M. STECHBART, 
S. M. RIZK, A. REED AND J. KITZES, The Ecological Footprint Atlas (Global Footprint Network: Oakland, 2008), which 
is suggesting 1,3 ha/person/year of crop- and greenland per person in Germany.
9  London Development Agency “Healthy and Sustainable Food for London. The Mayor’s Food Strategy, May 2006” 
http://www.lda.gov.uk/upload/pdf/LDA_Food_strategy.pdf (11 August 2009)

[fi g. 1] Land use per year for 
food supply of 20000 inhabitants 

in Freiham (built up area on 
the left) corresponding to the 
area included by the middle 

ring roadf in Munich. Based on 
GoogleEarth.
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Further an evaluation of economic and spatial layout of the actual state of agriculture and 
agricultural land within the Munich region would have to identify potential confl icts of land-use 
and capacities of existing structures and connections.

 

[fi g. 2] Connecting existing 
initiatives in urban food supply 
and proposing additional 
measures

For a spatial approach three scales are to be regarded: 1. infraurban, 2. periurban, and 3. regional 
levels. For this three levels case studies will be proposed in the following, combining qualitative 
evaluation of existing structures and the appliance and discussion of design propositions and 
approaches. In a next step integrative and connecting parts, based on capacities and context of 
the Munich region, are to be identifi ed, also regarding political, iuridical and planning borders that 
are to be crossed. 

Recreation, education and production as objectives within the City of Munich

Impact fi elds
In the city of Munich an agricultural approach to urban development would have to be based on 
a densifi cation approach, according to the city’s strategic aim of “compact - urban - green”. For 
this some specifi c conditions of the city’s territory are to be taken into account. Munich as growing 
economy and without a lot of postindustrial sites lacks vacant areas. A  slow-going residential 
and business construction industry sometimes leaves vacant lots or waste lands open for years. 
And there are to be observed under-used green spaces, interspaces and underdefi ned areas. 
Quantifi cation is missing, but the challange for urban agriculture can be defi ned as intensifying 
use and strenghtening density, exploring possible usuable spaces like roofs, facades, gaps, 
and niches and upgrading house gardens, balconies and community gardens. For promoting 
and facilitating private cultivations in unused house and kitchen gardens and on rooftops as 
main aspects are to be regarded: access, security, statics, water management. An Urban Green 
Horizon at the level +17, a level that otherways provides traumatic expericences for high rise 
projects, with urban agriculture projects possibly becomes an advantage for city development. 
Facilitating temporary use of vacant lots needs clear limitations and perspectives. Stressing 
advantages for air quality, climate mitigation, energy balances, public heatlh and waste 
management urban agriculture can be introduced as part of urban life quality. 

Multifunctionality
An urban development approach has to regard urban agriculture not as tool for self-suffi ciency 
of food. In Munich it should be focussed more on the experience of natural resources, skills 
and knowledge of their sustainable use. Following the defi nition of urban agriculture developed 
by research considering Latin American and African examples it can be characterized as 
combination of recreation, education and production10. 

Really exploiting advantages of urban agriculture, recreation would embrace not only leisure 
and sport aspects of private gardening, but also a new multifunctionality of collective and public 
green areas.

Education would be not only about school programs, but also about creating a regional food 
culture, linked with restaurants, food industries and private food preparation, providing renewed 

10  following examples from Latin America and Africa. Luc MOUGEOT (Ed.), Agropolis: The Social, Political and Environ-
mental Dimensions of Urban Agriculture (International Development Research Center. Earthscan: London, 2005) 10-12
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skills to process foodstuff by oneself. References for school programs can be found for example 
in the school Montessori Neu Balan in Munich. Local food, roof-top gardening and visits at 
regional farms are integrated into teaching and preparing school lunches.

For the productive aspects Urban Agriculture can provide an amount of self supply especially 
for social groups with less incomes and generally commercial income generation for more 
people than up until now. 

Urban Agriculture can be part of new life-time concepts and be an activity for jobless or seniors. 
Urges to interchange home produced foodstuff, good practices and knowledge transfer create 
new forms of social integration, that would be visible in public space. However this social 
activites are not about images or lifestyles, but to perceive the movements of gardening and 
harvesting, being part of everyday life, as a motor for the production of space.

Spatial Performances and public space
The various activities of an urban food system will generate various interactions, encouraging 
pioneer and minimally invasive interventions. For this - up to now informal - spatial activities tools 
for realisation and participation within planning processes are to be developed. Fragmentation, 
the ability to respond quickly, infi ltration and conversion are displayed as real assets of urban 
agriculture. The now separate worlds of food production, processing and marketing on one 
side11 and everyday as well as festive food preparation are brought together again. Networks 
and spaces of this urban food systems in the last years created awareness about the materia, 
missing a clear statement about a possible occupation of public space.

Case study for the development area Freiham in Munich
Freiham is a development area in the west of Munich, that within the next 30 years will be 
fi lled with housing for about 20000 people on 190 ha and commercial and industrial lots. As 
city extension right at the city’s political border and at the same time at a border of rural and 
built-up land, it seems to fi t as case study for new approaches to rural-urban transformation 
processes. Additionally the period of 30 years puts the not yet built fallow lands inside Freiham 
development into consideration. As can be seen in [fi g.4], Freiham in extension will be 
comparible to Messestadt Riem, the almost fi nished development project in the east of Munich. 
Clearly visible are the brown and unsused parts between the already built-up quarters. In line 
with the general approach of this research, a temporary agricultural use - including a new form 
of urban farm - of the Freiham area, until completion of all buildings, can become an exemplary 
case of the integration of agriculture within urban development. 

A new rural-urban processuality and branding
An impression of the transformation of rural land into urban land will be achieved by allocating 
a consistent temporary agricultural use to future building sites. In this means the usual step of 
opening-up of building sites is extended into a more complex and integrating urbanistic tool. 
The agricultural use draws visitors and users and adds to the quality of life and recreational 
value for the already built housing estates. A remarkable branding of Freiham will be formed, up 
until now an almost bland open fl atland at the highway circular. Now concieved as Sustainable 
City regarding energetic issues, as geothermal energy and energysaving and -gaining houses, 
a further impressive layer of sustainable city development will be added with the agricultural 
branding. The process of urbanisation then includes structures, perceptions and functions of 
agricultural as well as urban procedures.

Future settlers will be attracted to use the place before residential construction - as allotment 
gardener, self-harvesters, school-children, buyers of local produced food, coming to Freiham 
for leisure uses. Constructions fi rms can attract future customers with pre-building activities.

11  Matthias REICHENBACH-KLINKE, Joerg SCHROEDER, Kerstin WEIGERT, Josef ROTT, Viktualien neu gedacht - 
Dokumentation Studienprojekt (Lehrstuhl für Planen und Bauen im ländlichen Raum: München, 2002)

[fi g. 3] Montage of the 
development area of Messestadt 

Riem (2004, mirrored and 
rotated) into the site of 

Freiham (2004), showing the 
unused areas throughout 

building processes. Based on 
GoogleEarth.
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The system of rural-urban processuality can be defi ned from a starting point: fi eld archeological 
surveys, and from the fi nal point: residential use. In between different agricultural uses - crop 
rotation, grassland, pasture, allotment gardens, fruit and vegetables for self-harvesting - form 
a clear curve of intensities, effectively introducing agricultural production deeply into balconies, 
house gardens, communal gardens and parks, establishing networks of local food supply and 
making the ideas of urban agriculture persistent. Additionally a farm as a temporary structure 
predetermines public space, establishing movements of people before the fi st houses are built. 
[fi g.4] is showing the central location of the farm and the access routes.

Flow systems of food and renewable energies
In the intervening period before construction, the empty building sites in Freiham will be used 
intensively for urban agriculture. A temporary farm in a completely new layout will reconfi gure 
correlations between food production, processing and marketing. Exemplary installations such 
as small-scale culinary, terrace, and roof agriculture provide incitement for urban expansion. 
The farm encourages the establishment of communal gardens and is a node for communication 
and integration; it moreover creates circulation systems of renewable energies and materials. 
For that lifestock breeding is a necessary part, especially for biological agriculture, and it is 
complementary in all three objective fi elds of urban agriculture: Recreation, education and 
production. Although aiming at a commercial self-suffi cency, the farm as multifunctional system 
is based on direct marketing, educational and leisure activities. School and training programs 
in harvesting and processing and a restaurant are part of the concept.

[fi g. 4] Proposal of an 
experimental agricultural park 
in Freiham, with temporary farm 
and preconfi guration of future 
public spaces, according to 
existing rural patterns. Based on 
GoogleEarth.

Experimental agricultural park
The temporary farm - concieved as exponent of the series of municipal farms - catalytically 
opens up multifunctional uses for city grounds. The layout and procedures of agriculture in 
Freiham can be used as experimental project to establish values of Agriculture as open and 
balancing spaces. Ecological aspects12 are the cleaning of chemically polluted land (of the 
former farming uses) and reintroduction of biodiversity (broad range of products) and wild 
animals (hedgerows). The value of a structured agricultural territory can also be evaluated 
for accessibility and leisure activities. Agricultural use can facilitate maintenance of further 
parklands. In this aspect an experimental agricultural park at Freiham can be part of Munich‘s 
science cluster, combined with Wissenschaftszentrum Weihenstephan, and can provide 
knowledge transfer and communication of research projects. 

The farm Freiham - inside the Munich green belt - can evaluate the territorial impact and 
spatial use of European research like agroforest13, micro-input14 and landmanagement15 
projects.

12  cf. Jürgen HESS, Thorsten HASSE et.al., Die Integration von Naturschutzzielen in den Ökologischen Landbau am 
Beispiel der Hessischen Staatsdomäne Frankenhausen, http://www.uni-kassel.de/hrz/db4/extern/frankenhausen/?start 
(11 August 2009)
13  e.g. Antonio RIGUEIRO-RODRÍGUEZ, Jim MCADAM, María Rosa MOSQUERA-LOSADA (Eds.), Agroforestry in 
Europe: Current Status and Future Prospects (Springer: Vienna 2009)
14  Improving quality and safety and reduction of costs in the European organic and low input supply chains (QLIF)
15  Peri-urban land use relationships – Strategies and sustainability assessment tools for urban-rural linkages (Plurel)

[fi g. 5] Comparison of 100 and 
150 miles radius around Munich. 
Based on GoogleEarth.
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Aspects of a regional foodshed
Discussions about foodsheds and food miles - as promoted with 150 miles or otherways - 
underestimate complex product life cycles. More than transport energy or CO2-footprint a 
coherent food strategy would include urban and regional development issues and also the 
expericence provided by local food and its seasons. The spatial impact of a metropolitan food 
strategy can be divided into two areas of research: a more architectural and urban planning 
focus and a regional and rural development focus.

Implications of Kulturlandschaft
Defi ning “Kulturlandschaft” in this context as combination16 of land-use, buildings and mobility 
infrastructures, existing rural patterns are under pressure not only regarding the use of land 
for urban expansions or infrastructures, but also from legal frameworks like „Außenbereich“ 
(priviledged area for agriculture). A reuse of old, but accessible building for other uses than 
agriculture or multifunctional and small-structured approaches in this framework is diffi cult, 
industrial farming seems clearly preferred. „Kulturlandschaft“ can only as comprehensive maxim 
fulfi ll multidimensional demands, and recent approaches try to introduce this legal pattern into 
communal planning frameworks17. At the same time traditional borders between urban and 
rural conception of territory seem to give way to more inclusive concepts - at the same time 
rural and urban18. Linkages between production, processing and marketing can be structured 
in a way to fulfi ll demands of consumers and of experience, small-scale structured agricultural 
territories can attract investments and attention.19 Even the occupation of fallow lands for new 
agricultural uses can be observed, and not only in regions like Tuscany20. But the change from 
perceptions and planning systems that regard agriculture as almost disappearing to faciltating 
its integration into more complex spatial stategies is an open research and instrumental 
question. The reintroduction of vernacular intelligence21 in land-use and climate-adapted 
building seems complicated. Urbanistic settings and architectural prototypes for new sorts of 
agricultural buildings need to be developed22 for the Munich context. Architectural explorations23 
of symbolic buildings and all-day infrastructures of agriculture are to be referred to production, 
processing, markting and consumption - and to networks of Regional Agriculture, providing fl ow 
systems of food and renewable energies.

Future agricultures
In accordance with the responsibility of cities to provide energy, a food sustentation strategy 
offers not only security in a global context, it will also lead to a reevaluation of regional and local 
economies. The sphere of activity for agriculture and food strategy is spread not only right into the 
city but also throughout the whole metropolitan region. A regional food system starts to become 
an attainable attractivity and feasibility. Alliances between municipalities for food security are 
required, new rural-urban alliances24 as has been done for water provision. The implementation 
of Munich’s watershed in the Mangfall area included the assembling of ecological agriculture 
in this area. A new form of regional agriculture can provide spatial orientation within areas of 
urban sprawl. It can also help favorably in the enhancement of small-scale and mixed-use rural 
structures and with the acceptance of new forms of agricultural land-use.

Strategies and tools for rural-urban reconfi guration
New aspects of agriculture as part of urban and rural design - like multidimensionality, integrative 
effects, preconfi guration of public spaces, ecological and leisure values, processuality and circular 
fl ows of materials and energy - can react to demands of concieving agriculture as part of everyday 
life and reintroduce rural knowledge into the cities - but also into the hinterland. A redefi nition of 
agriculture and agricultural land within metropolitan development and for the metropolitan citizens 
suggests integrative development approaches, involving actors as well as public awareness and 
architectural skills.

16  Matthias REICHENBACH-KLINKE, Joerg SCHROEDER, Casanovalta Transformation (Lehrstuhl für Planen und 
Bauen im ländlichen Raum: München, 2005)
17  Matthias REICHENBACH-KLINKE, “Das Experiment von Fraunberg” in Deutsche Bauzeitung 5/2007 http://www.
nextroom.at/article.php?article_id=26752 (11 August 2009)
18  Pierre DONADIEU, Campagnes urbaines (Actes Sud: Arles, 1996) 162
19  Case Study of Jetzendorf Manor, Master design course project by Melanie Hammer, tutor Joerg Schroeder (Lehrstuhl 
für Planen und Bauen im ländlichen Raum: München, 2008)
20  Matthias REICHENBACH-KLINKE, Joerg SCHROEDER, Casanovalta Transformation (Lehrstuhl für Planen und 
Bauen im ländlichen Raum: München, 2005)
21  for example Heinz ELLENBERG, Bauernhaus und Landschaft in ökologischer und soziologischer Sicht (Ulmer: 
Stuttgart 1990)
22  examples in Matthias REICHENBACH-KLINKE, Marina HÄMMERLE, Alpine Siedlungsmodelle (Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
der Alpenländer: Bozen, 2007)
23  Joerg SCHROEDER, Tobias BALDAUF, “Landschaftsurbanismus” in Matthias REICHENBACH- KLINKE (Ed.), 
Kulturelle Verantwortung für Europa - Herbsttagung der Bayerischen Akademie Ländlicher Raum in Zusammenarbeit mit 
der Bayerischen Architektenkammer 2004 (Bayerische Akademie Ländlicher Raum: München 2005)
24  Holger MAGEL, “Neue Partnerschaft zwischen Stadt und Land?” in Holger MAGEL, Von Konkurrenz und Konfrontation 
zu Kommunikation und Kooperation – Ländliche Räume neu entdeckt? (Lehrstuhl für Bodenordnung und Landentwicklung: 
München, 2007) 5-7
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Territorial image - landscape image
Within discussions about images of landscapes25, agriculture can transcend limits of 
reference to lost worlds. Vernacular land-use26 can become related agricultural land as „public 
infrastructures of nature“27 and conceptions of agricultural territories as ecological valuable 
and of public interest.

Urbanistic tools and strategies
Spatial and architectural questions connected to a reconfi guration of rural-urban relations 
can be concieved as questioning the dynamics of urban and rural forms, that for a long time 
seemed to be fi xed and targeted. Detailled and cautious reevaluation of the capacity and 
contextuality both of existing layers and of evolving ones need not only tools of perception 
and spatial operation, but an actualised conception of territory as used space itself. Capacities 
of existing structures and large scale spatial connections are to be combined with the 
adaptive and strong small scale patterns of urban farming. Working with the dichotomia and 
sometimes hidden conditions of the formerly separated worlds of urban and rural areas, the 
substantial imaginative powers of Metro Food will transform agriculture into a driving force for 
a renewal of urbanistic approaches.
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Annex 1 - Agricultural land required per person/year for food supply 

Crop and greenland for selected foodstuff with supposed regional production of all animal feed and 
all vegetables and fresh fruit. Based on land required for harvest data for 1994/9528, lowered 10% 
for increased productivity since then29. Harvest data30 for vegetables 295 kg/ha 2007 in Germany, 
assumption for biologial land use 150%. Harvest data of fresh fruit31 averaged (stone and pomaceous fruit 
and berries) and projected for Bavaria, assumption for biologial land use 150%. Food consuption 200732. 
Consumption of milk and mild products for 1994/9533 (extensively stable).

28  Markus SEEMÜLLER, Der Einfl uß unterschiedlicher Landbewirtschaftungssysteme auf die Ernährungssituation in 
Deutschland in Abhängigkeit des Konsumverhaltens der Verbraucher (Technische Universität München, Diplomarbeit 
1999) 
29  Stefan RAUH, Alois HEISSENHUBER, Nahrung vs. Energie - Analyse der Konkurrenzbeziehungen (Lehrstuhl für 
Wirtschaftslehre des Landbaus: München, 2008)
30  Landesanstalt für Entwicklung der Landwirtschaft und der Ländlichen Räume (LEL), Bayerische Landesanstalt für 
Landwirtschaft (LfL), Agrarmärkte 2008 (Bayerisches Staatsministerium für Ernährung, Landwirtschaft und Forsten: Mün-
chen 2009)
31  as 30

32  as 30

33  as 28 
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Introduction
The string of wooded areas, wetlands and open spaces that comprise Parc Roi Baudouin are 
a tremendous physical asset to the Brussels-Capital Region, but are not being used to their 
maximum ecological, spatial and social potential.  Re-presenting the park within the historic and 
contemporary socio-political, spatial and ecological dimensions and challenges of the site can 
help reveal opportunities for such spaces to be better integrated within the urban region, and with 
the capacity to adapt to and meet some of the increasingly diverse needs and demands of the 
city, its users, and its inhabitants. 

Rising urban immigration rates are correlated with increased cultural diversity in cities around 
the globe; with this, new or unintended uses and confl icts over the city’s public spaces and parks 
emerge (Sandercock 1998; Low, Scheld and Taplin 2005). Understanding the various ways that 
different social groups value public space is a crucial, yet often absent, step in contemporary 
urban planning, design and development processes. Appropriate methods and techniques for 
gathering, synthesizing, and graphically representing complex socio-spatial relationships within 
the practice of urbanism remain underdeveloped (Allen 2000; Corner 1999; Sandercock 1998).  
While both ethnographic and mapping methods are commonly used in the discipline today, the 
ways in which they inform, infl uence and integrate with one another is less established. 

This paper focuses on the trans-disciplinary processes of data collection, interpretation and 
(graphic) representation related to the analysis and potential of large public spaces in socially 
diverse urban regions. These themes are explored in the context of the complicated, yet arguably 
archetypal, Brussels-Capital Region, and more specifi cally, through the critical analysis of the 
formation and transformation of Parc Roi Baudouin, a 100-hectare public park located in the 
northwest commune of Jette. As a park created decades ago, and having evolved from the 
landscape as shaped by natural and human events over centuries, it has yet to be properly 
analyzed, interpreted or defi ned within the contemporary spatial logics and social realities of 
the region.

Brussels: City and Park(s)
The Brussels-Capital Region is the economic driver of Belgium, providing 17 percent of the total 
jobs for the country and 15 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP). Yet despite the economic 
strength of the region, approximately 40 percent of all families live in deprived neighborhoods 
(Deklerck, Joachim, Tattara, and Patteeuw 2007). The region is one of contrast and of difference. 
Nearly 30 percent of inhabitants are foreign nationals and less than 50 percent were born in 
the Brussels region (Deboosere, Eggerickx, Van Hecke, and Wayens 2009). In general, the 
communes immediately west of the former walled city (the pentagon) and the Brussels-Charleroi 
canal are the most marginalized, reporting the lowest levels of overall health, education, and 
income, the highest levels of unemployment and population growth (due, in part, to higher fertility 
rate among immigrant populations), as well as the highest percentage of children and youth 
based on the total population (Cortie and Kesteloot 1998; Deboosere et al. 2009). 

[fi g. 1] The Brussels region is 
defi ned through a series of rivers 
and valleys. Many of its major 
parks descend directly from this 
hydrological system and the 
tributaries and sub-tributaries 
of the Senne River (Parc Roi 
Baudouin is highlighted in the 
northwest corner of the region). 
Although little water remains 
today due to a succession of 
urbanization periods (shown here 
in intervals from 1150 to 2007), 
many of the parks still offer a 
place for the buried streams to 
rise to the surface.
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What Brussels is experiencing is a global phenomenon. In the United States, for example, the 
10 largest cities have experienced dramatic demographic shifts in the past three to four decades 
- from 70 percent white population in the 1970s to less than 40 percent in the 1990s; over 30 
percent of residents in major U.S. cities are not native English speakers (Sandercock 1998). 
In her book Towards Cosmopolis, Sandercock builds a critique of modern planning theories 
and practices by focusing specifi cally on its inability to tackle the issues of cities and regions in 
the 21st century — urban challenges that are ‘multi-ethnic, multiracial, multiple’ (sketching the 
successes and failures of New York, London, Paris, Istanbul, Frankfurt and Jerusalem in the 
process); it is precisely this high level of diversity that is the defi ning characteristic of new global 
cities. Often these social differences are made visible in ‘struggles over space’ (1998, 3) and 
bare some relation to the physical landscape and patterns of urbanization.

[fi g. 2] This plan of Brussels 
(1700), prepared for Louis 
XIV, clearly demonstrates 

– and exaggerates – the main 
characteristics of the landscape 

of the Brussels region: rivers 
and valleys, marshland and 
agricultural fi elds, the same 

defi ning physical characteristics 
of Parc Roi Baudouin (source: 

Danckaert 1989).

Rivers and Valleys
The Brussels region is defi ned by rivers and valleys and intersected by canal and railway 
infrastructures. There were a number of key points in the city’s history where this landscape 
and infrastructure intersected, resulting in major transformations of the urban form of Brussels, 
including King Leopold II’s plan for the city (1863-1866); the demolition of the city walls and 
construction of the ring road (also subsequent construction of tunnels and metro under the ring 
in the early 20th century); the covering of the Senne river (1867 to 1871); massive infrastructure 
development on the Heysel Plateau in preparation for the 1958 World Exposition; and the 

gradual expansion of the European Union administrative bodies’ physical presence. 
[fi g. 3] Victor Besme’s 1866 plan 
for the region (base) represents 

a number of key transformations 
of the city carried out during 
the reign of King Leopold II, 
as well as others that were 
never realized, however, is 

noteworthy for its emphasis 
of a ’green’ network of parks 

east of the Senne River. While 
the landscape and river valley 

has always proved to be a 
strong divide, the addition of 

large-scale road, rail and heavy 
industrial infrastructure has made 

it more pronounced. Today, 
the predominantly immigrant 

neighborhoods immediately west 
of the canal and north of the 

pentagon – are the cities most 
marginalized neighborhoods.

While the new leafy suburbs in the south and the east proved popular with a burgeoning middle-
class and the wealthy elite, it was in the communes west of the city, ‘situated on the low-lying 
land often fl ooded by the Senne tributaries’, that, ‘as the town pushed out, old farms and fi elds 
became a mixture of residential and industrial building, and this side of the city became a 
predominantly working class district’  (Barnes and Weightman 1976, 175). Whereas the eastern 
suburbs expanded as primarily residential quarters, the identity that emerged for the western 
communes — already the main area for dairy and grain production for the region — was less 
precise. The awkward juxtaposition of industry, agriculture and housing resulted in the formation 
of many unplanned and somewhat illegible open spaces.

Particularly along the northwest Flemish Brabant and Brussels-Capital Region boundary, 
urbanization has resulted in a patchwork of ‘peripheral landscapes, urban fragments, urban 
grids, strips and linear cities with neo-rural fi elds in-between’ (Deklerck et al. 2007, 65). 
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Consequently, the parks and squares in the centre, and the large parks in the south and east 
of the region (e.g. Bois de la Cambre and Parc de la Woluwe) have strong identities rooted in 
the historical evolution of the city, whereas the large parks in the western periphery are more 
diffi cult to defi ne. Parc Roi Baudouin, for example, covers an area nearly identical in size to 
Bois de la Cambre and, despite the commune of Jette’s explicit intention in 1977 to establish 
a large park which could measure up with both Bois de la Cambre in the south and Parc de la 
Woluwe in the east (Institut bruxellois pour la gestion de l’environnement 2007), its logic within 
both the commune and region remains unclear more than two decades after its completion. 

[fi g. 4] Parc Roi Baudouin is 
a diverse collection of spaces 
separated by road- and railways. 
The activity evident in the open 
fi elds found of phase one (top 
left) are in sharp contrast to 
the often-deserted woods of 
Dieleghem and Laerbeek (top 
right); the marshes are cut by a 
rail line (bottom right), separating 
them from the rest of the park; 
phase three best imitates the 
Brabant countryside of the past, 
as part of it is still maintained as 
a farm (bottom left).

Large parks as laboratory: Landscape, infrastructure and public space
Parc Roi Baudouin is one of the largest parks in the Brussels Region. Due in part to its size 
and diversity of spaces, the park has the capacity to operate as many things for many people. 
In theory, large parks can facilitate the mixing of inhabitants and juxtapose cultural differences 
(such as food, dress, traditions, values and social behavior), both of which have been shown 
to reduce confl icts and segregation, and increase tolerance in culturally diverse cities (Francis 
2002; Johnston and Shimade 2004; Mingoine and Oberti 2003; Nesdale and Todd 2000). It 
is even argued that they are a form of ‘common cultural capital’ (Tate 2006, 27) that builds 
community, citizenship and belonging in big, culturally and socially diverse cities — a quality 
(or at least an argument) that is making them increasingly valued in Europe and North America 
(Corner 2007).  This capacity for “coexistence”, however, is paradoxically both a strength and 
weakness for public spaces of this magnitude. Conversely, large parks provide ideal conditions 
for segregation and territorialization due to this sheer size alone, and the fact that they often 
border on multiple neighborhoods, which may be home to very different socioeconomic 
classes.

Large parks are some of the last places that remain fully public — ‘free and accessible at 
all times by everyone’ (Beardsley 2007, 199; Dübendorfer, Hansmann, and Seeland 2009). 
And while the value of large urban parks is being rediscovered across North America and 
Europe, questions still remain as to what these spaces offer, for whom, and their meaning 
— as a ‘common capital‘ — in the collective consciousness of the region’s inhabitants. While 
the potential of large urban parks is not necessarily in question, the diffi cultly and necessity in 
measuring and representing their potential within a larger vision of the city or region is indeed 
recognized (Beardsley 2007; Corner 2007; Cranz 1982; Czerniak 2007; Low et al. 2005; Meyer 

2007; Tate 2006). 

Social (fi eld)Work: Ethnography for the non-ethnographer
If the visualizations of multinational capitalism present an array of oppositions juxtaposing 
homelessness and luxury spaces, soup kitchens and haute cuisine, smells of decay and 
obsession with perfume - a montage of images that confuses us and makes us question 
still further our place in the city - then today’s memory crisis seems to rest on our need in 
interweave disjunctive and noncommensurable images to establish connections across 
the city and reappropriate its utopian promise. (Boyer 1994, 29)
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Urbanism, as both a science — concerned with the analysis and understanding of urban 
dynamics — and the spatial act (and arguably art) of intervening in the city, is continuously 
challenged by the inherent diffi cultly in predicting the reactions and behaviors of those who 
occupy, transverse and perceive urban space. In this way, any multi-method research approach 
used must include tools or techniques to gather and integrate culturally or socially specifi c data 
into both descriptive analysis and projective design processes. Ethnography, a broad fi eld that 
draws on many disciplines, has been particularly popular for use in research concerned with 
‘users’ in everything from urban design to market testing. 

In the most general terms, ethnography is a branch of anthropology that provides scientifi c 
descriptions of human societies and incorporates historical, social, and political knowledge in an 
effort to ‘understand contemporary social-cultural patterns and cultural groups’ (Low et al. 178). 
Although the objective of urbanists is not to defi ne and describe a culture, research approaches 
and data-gathering techniques used in ethnographic fi eldwork can aid in the understanding and 
design of urban space. In addition to providing insight into the relations between culture and 
urban space, Low et al. (2005) suggest that ethnographic techniques are especially valuable 
in urban studies, as they are fl exible and able to adapt to various scenarios and changing 
conditions, such as those found in dynamic metropolitan regions:

Observational methodologies in which overt behavior is observed by the researcher are 
the mainstay of qualitative research and include simple observation of activities and 
behavior mapping, as well as elaborate systems of time lapse photography of public 
spaces, ethno-archaeological techniques, and non-verbal communication strategies for 
understanding the built environment (177).

When used in parallel, ethnographic and observational approaches can collect, synthesize 
and conceptualize data that is relevant to spatial challenges (Low et al. 2005, 180). Data-
gathering techniques, such as historical and archival research, expert interviews, on-site 
interviews, behavior mapping, physical trace mapping and forms of participant observation, 
are complimentary, resulting in both narrative descriptions and spatial mapping of the study 
site. While many traditional ethnographic approaches require signifi cant time commitments, 
there have been attempts to combine methods in a manner that produces reliable and valid 
results within a much shorter time frame. Developed to gather social data related to health 
levels in developing countries, rapid assessment procedures have also been applied to rural 
and agricultural development scenarios, where there exits a shortage of properly trained 
researchers and large, sparsely populated territory to cover (Beebe 1995; Harris, Norge and 
Fawcett 1997). 

Ethnographic assessment procedures and results, as complied by Low, Scheld and Taplin in 
their analysis of large parks in the United States, suggests that ethnographic assessment, even 
when used in a rapid manner, can enable a more comprehensive view of urban parks (2002). 
Low, Scheld and Taplin’s research focused specifi cally on the cultural perceptions held by 
cultural groups identifi ed as having a direct link to the study park and less about the park itself. 
As a result, less time was spent analyzing spatial qualities and relationships, but they suggest 
that a study more concerned with the image or identity of the park should place more emphasis 
on techniques such as behavior mapping, participant observation and expert interviews as a 
way to better explore just how that park is accessed, used, understood and valued. 

Parc Roi Baudouin Revisited
While approximately 53 percent of the Brussels region’s surface – or 8,563 hectares – is unbuilt 
and covered with vegetation (although it is also unevenly distributed) (De Corte, Deprez, 
Thielemans and Vanderstraeten 2009; IBGE 2008), more than 65 percent of residents have no 
access to a private garden (IBGE 2008). Those without access to private gardens are highly 
concentrated in the centre and immediately west of the Brussels-Charleroi canal, and in close 
proximity to one of the largest parks in the region: Parc Roi Baudouin.

Strung along the Molenbeek River Valley, Parc Roi Baudouin was specifi cally created to 
reconnect and preserve some of these last remaining fragments of the Brabant landscape, rich 
in historical, ecological and cultural value, that existed within the administrative and physical 
(the ring road(R0)) boundaries of the Brussels-Capital Region. The area that the park would 
connect included the forests or wooded areas (Bois du Laerbeek, Bois de Dieleghem, Poelbos) 
and wetlands (marshes of Jette and Ganshoren). Parc Roi Baudouin was constructed in three 
phases, each with distinct spatial qualities and programs: phase one (12 ha) was constructed 
in 1981; phase two (4 ha) in 1983, and; phase three (19 ha) in 1989. 
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[fi g. 5] Parc Roi Baudouin in the 
commune of Jette and along 
the northwest periphery of the 
Brussels-Capital region.

Park formation in, with and over the landscape
The history of the wooded areas of Laerbeek, Dieleghem and Poelbos (and much of the history 
of the commune of Jette) is rooted in the former Abbey of Dieleghem, founded in the 11th 
century. By the 13th century the abbey controlled nearly half of the commune of Jette. In order to 
expand the abbey, a (sand)stone quarry was opened in the 14th century, resulting in the clearing 
of a large parcel of land. While it was successful for nearly 3 centuries, it was fi nally abandoned 
in the 17th century due to recurrent fl ooding. In an effort to make up for the income lost from the 
quarry, the mined area was planted with beech, oak and poplar trees in hopes of harvesting the 
timber. The forest, which began as a 5 hectare wooded area, covered more than 100 hectares 
of the Molenbeek Valley leading into the French Revolution (1789–1799); in 1796, the abbey 
was nearly completely destroyed. After the fall of the abbey, numerous timber-cuts reduced the 
size of the forest by nearly two-thirds. 

[fi g. 6] (right) Brussels and 
surroundings (Jacob van 
Deventer, ±1550); this 
geographically accurate map 
clearly marks the line between 
the upper and lower town, as well 
as the limited access points into 
the walled city and the approach 
roads. The road leading from 
the porte de fl andre to the 
Dieleghem abbey provided a 
direct connection for the abbey 
to supply grain, timber and stone 
to help sustain the growth of the 
city; (left, from top) the location 
of the abbey in 1782; 1842 
(plan parcellaire de la commune 
de Jette St. Pierre), and; 
1993(Archèologique de la Region 
de Bruxelles) (source: Danckaert 
1989).
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The marshes of Jette and Ganshoren are the only signifi cant wetlands that remain in the 
Molenbeek Valley, separated from each other by a raised rail line. Until the 19th century, the 
communes of Jette and Ganshoren were almost exclusively agricultural fi elds used to provide 
the inhabitants of Brussels with vegetables and hops. Urbanization through the second half of 
the 19th century and the 20th century resulted in the fi lling in of much of the remaining wetlands 
around the agricultural fi elds. 

[fi g. 7] Although not formally a 
park until the mid 1980s, the 

contemporary form of Parc Roi 
Baudouin has been evident for 
centuries (left, date unknown; 

right, 1777). The woods of 
Laerbeek are especially 

pronounced at it spreads north 
from the river valley. Today, a 

walk through Laerbeek shows 
plenty of its past, including 

ravines, hills and a pond formed 
from the long abandoned stone 

quarries. (City of Brussels 
Archives; Danckaert 1989).

The view from inside the park: in the commune, without the city
The large area of Parc Roi Boudouin requires the urban researcher to cover signifi cant of 
ground (in this case, by both foot and by bike) during on-site fi eldwork. Therefore, the park and 
surroundings were divided into zones and specifi c visits focused on certain zones. Boundaries 
were far from rigid, and a number of site visits were open to more general exploration and 
observation. Rather than categorizing the park by its development phasing, the park was read 
and interpreted according to its defi ning qualities of the space. 

The topography of the park can be separated into the lower valley where the three development 
phases of the park stretch from east to west, and the upper ridge of the valley where the 
forests are located. As one moves toward both the Dieleghem and Laerbeek, one senses the 
traces of the Molenbeek and its tributaries (ever so often seeing evidence of it rising to the 
surface, although its water is often stagnant and covered in a think skin of fl uorescent green 
algae); elsewhere one climbs the valley slopes and the even steeper slopes of the former stone 
quarries, now home to small ponds and overgrown ground cover. 

Accessing the park. Travelling from outside the Brussels region, the park is easily accessible 
by train, transferring at the Brussels North station, and taking a short (±6 minute) ride on a local 
line to the station of Jette. From within the region and commune, tramlines and buses meet 
near the station, making the park most accessible from its southeast edge for visitors using 
public transit. Entrances near the Chalet du Laerbeek and the eastern most edge of phase one 
have access for cars and limited parking. The latter entrance appears to be the main entrance 
based on frequency of use, despite its ‘back entrance’ aesthetics (see fi g. 5). With access and 
parking for cars, and proximity to the train station, it is also identifi ed as the primary entrance 
by IBGE; park planners also confi rm that the improvement of this entrance is a priority for the 
future of the park (Costa 2009; Merlin 2009). 

The more formal landscaped area is accessible at both ends, joining the recreational areas of 
phase one to the countryside, fi elds and forests or phase three; this connection is facilitated 
by a more formal landscape park, with stone walks, artifi cial water bodies and well-manicured, 
ornamental greenery. But the connections between the vibrant easterly open spaces and the 
rustic fi elds and wooded areas in the west are far from smooth. Reaching the limits of each 
phase is overtly apparent, and there is the feeling that each new area is separate from the last. 
According to park planners and analysis published by IGBE (2007), this incoherence between 
areas of the park is one of the biggest design challenges in relation to the success of the park. It 
is made more diffi cult due to the intrusion of a wide boulevard and rail lines in the west, as well 
as the stark landscape differences between the predominant character of each defi ned area 
and the wooded areas to the north, and marshes to the south. 
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Visitors and uses. The easterly-most open fi elds are easily identifi able as the most recreational 
part of the park. Its proximity between the train station, public library, hospital, metro station, 
and schools ensures that it remains active even when much of the remainder of the park 
is deserted or inaccessible due to fl ooding in the spring months or snow cover. If nothing 
else, it is a point where paths cross, as people cut through the park to quickly reach their 
destinations. Standing in the large open fi eld, the sound of the wind in the trees seems to 
drown out most of the city, however, when the leaves fall from the trees, the parks feels much 
more exposed to the city, with the constant hum of passing traffi c on the ring road, emergency 
sirens, and church bells increasingly audible. 

Upon arriving, one is quickly passed by joggers, parents and children walking and riding 
bikes, although the numbers are signifi cantly less in the wet and cold spring and fall months. 
Given the climate of Belgium, the season and weather can greatly affect the (frequency of) 
use of the park. With the number of schools and childcare centers in the immediate vicinity, 
it is no surprise to see groups of children, usually quite young (±3-5 years of age) being led 
through the park by their teachers or caregivers. Such groups, though, seem to generally stay 
close to their schools as they are rarely seen in the more secluded wooded areas and usually 
stay on the designated paths and in the open fi eld areas. One school and one kindergarten 
are accessible directly from the park, although each are surrounded by low, but visually 
unobtrusive, fences. The forested areas seem to be more popular with weekend youth groups 
that cater to older children (±8-12 year of age).

There seems to be some interest in the park as nature – with some showing interest in the 
limited wildlife (almost exclusively birds) – but the predominant activity is relaxation, including 
short strolls, sitting and watching or reading, or making use of the playgrounds located at the 
entrances of phase one and two. It seems clear that the vast majority of visitors stay within 
the most open areas, or simply pass though on their way to somewhere else. Phase one, in 
particular, is used as a shortcut in the neighborhood, and there are a noticeable number of 
people walking through with their purchases from nearby shops and the daily market in Jette. 
When walking about, nearly the entire park is visible from any of the benches that line the 
paths. In the spring and summer months, the backs of some houses are visible through the 
trees, but one still has a feeling of being away from the city. 

Symbols and signs. Early in the morning the park is especially quiet. According to park 
planners (Costa 2009; Merlin 2009; IBGE 2007), there are very few problems in the park, 
with the exception of vandalism (the biggest maintenance issue in every park in the BCR). 
Despite this, the park is well maintained and there is little evidence of vandalism (broken 
benches, graffi ti, etc.). There is actually little evidence of any other activity occurring outside 
of what is observed during daylight hours. Evidence of the previous night’s activities (done 
through trace searches completed in the early morning hours)  – such as bottles, litter, articles 
of clothing, needles, etc. – is non-existent. Only around a few of the benches close to some of 
the more secluded entrance points on the north side of the woods of Dieleghem does one see 
evidence that includes empty beer cans, used condoms, and drug paraphernalia, but these 
sights are rare and are to be expected in spaces offering a high level of anonymity.

[fi g. 8] A large bulletin board 
at the main entrance of phase 
one is used for commune 
announcements – with all posters 
almost exclusively referring to 
local events – suggesting again 
that the park operates only on 
a commune scale only despite 
is vast size, accessibility and 
variety of spaces.

The lack of evidence of vandalism; the apparent rarity of other issues sometimes common 
in large parks such as prostitution, assaults and other violence; the setting up of shelters by 
homeless people or groups; and drinking and drug use by youth is seemingly absent, yet one 
is made quite aware of the heavy security presence in the park. According to IBGE (2007; 
Merlin 2009), there are approximately eight full-time security personnel patrolling the park in 
cars, by foot and by bike. As well, on a number of visits, a police car was seen driving through 
the park along the footpaths. It is not known whether problems in the past have resulted in 
heavy security patrols or if this has been a standard practice since the park opened.   
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[fi g. 9] Taking the river and valley 
structure of the region, as well 
as the strong connecting lines 
of Leopold II’s urban structure 

(located mostly east of the 
canal), the position and scale of 

Parc Roi Baudouin appears to fi t 
within this logic of this plan. The 
dense urban fabric southeast of 
the park, and rural character of 

the territory beyond the ring road 
(top left) provide a gradient of 

form that is seemingly refl ected 
in the landscape of the park 

(from recreational to open fi elds 
and farms) and its intensity of 

use (sources: Open Street Map 
2009; Deklerck et al. 2007; 

UrbIS 2007; City of Brussels 
Archives).

[fi g. 10] Looking closer at the 
park itself, this gradient of 

landscape is clearly not as 
smooth as it fi rst appears. 

Remnants of the stone quarry 
in the woods of Laerbeek 
(northwest) reshaping an 

otherwise consistent hillside; 
fl at or gently sloping fi elds 

intersected by a network of 
fences an paths that still closely 

refl ect the plot sizes and 
confi gurations of the past; and 
the heavy intrusion of rail and 

road infrastructure through and 
around the park continuously 

interrupt and interfere with the 
fl ow of the landscape. Any 

gradient of landscape quality is 
lost and the park is restarted as 
the visitor traverses the territory. 

Yet, the historical evolution of the 
territory and of the park suggests 

that the landscape was never 
a cohesive entity, but a series 
of additions, subtractions and 
intersections that have never 

formed a whole.

Regional (large) park or local playground(s)?
It is clear that the park predominately attracts users from the local neighborhoods, and has 
relatively little drawing power for a park of this size. As well, despite being within quick public 
transit access of some of the most densely populated communes, residents seem to choose to 
make the longer journey to the open and formal park of Laeken (which lies approximately 1 km 
from the eastern most entrance of Parc Roi Baudouin) or to the large Bois de la Cambre in the 
south. Laeken, in particular, is popular with Turkish and Moroccan families; both groups seem 
to be underrepresented in Parc Roi Baudouin. 

Although not evident in Parc Roi Baudouin – due perhaps to the fact that there is more 
homogeneity of users – park planners (Costa 2009; Merlin 2009) identify the divergent needs of 
users as the most pressing management issue in the BCR. Beginning in early spring 2009, the 
IBGE has begun to develop a masterplan for the park and adjacent woods and marshes. To be 
completed sometime in 2010, the plan will bring together a large number of smaller interventions 
to be completed over the next 5 to 10 years. The ultimate objective of the masterplan is twofold: 
to provide spaces for divergent uses, and; build an image of the park as one cohesive unit. 

IBGE has taken a strong sectoral approach to analysis, design and management issues; the 
masterplan seems to suggest more of the same. This sectoral approach to uniting a park 
seems counter-intuitive both in relation to the physical structure and to the broader goal of 
encouraging “social mixing”. In the past, present and future plans for the park, there is evidence 
of fragmentation of the park everywhere: fences, walls, gates, roads, and train tracks. Future 
plans call for designated spaces for numerous social groups and activities and offers space 
for separation and reducing confl ict between users. Since historical research and analysis and 
on-site observations clearly demonstrate the multi-dimensional quality of the area, is a unifi ed 
identity for the park possible or even desirable?

Mapping: Communicating Behavior, Difference and Potential
If thought of as three separate, but not necessarily linear phases of analysis — collection, 
interpretation, and representation — techniques and methods borrowed from the fi eld of 
anthropology can assist the urbanist well in the fi rst task: collection of information and local 
knowledge. Yet, these methods seem to be especially inappropriate in their use of traditional 
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methods of interpretation — generally through processes of coding — and representation — 
traditionally expressed through descriptive narrative. 

The application of borrowed ethnographic and observational techniques in the practice of urbanism 
demand alternative forms of interpretation and representation that move beyond conventional 
anthropological forms of expression. While social phenomena and cultural descriptions recorded 
through fi eldwork are usually conveyed through text and simple descriptive diagrams or charts, 
there are well known historical examples where social disparities and circumstances have been 
specialized through a process of mapping. Charles Booth’s London poverty map and physician 
John Snow’s cholera outbreak map are two well-known examples (fi g. 10). In these historic 
cases, the map is used as a tool to synthesize information, communicate fi ndings, and visualize 
some of social-geographic relationships that defi ne the city.

As an exercise in storytelling, mapping can help to “redescribe the world in terms of relations 
of power and of cultural practices, preferences, and priorities” (Harley 2002, 35).  Whereas 
in the past, the geographical map concerned itself more with reproduction of space, place 
and environment (Herbert and Matthews 2008), mapping today is often utilized in terms of 
networks, fl ows of information and power, and dynamic systems and processes. Today, the 
ease of access to aerial photography, vast quantities of information, and customizable digital 
databases has spawned a cartographic revival that begins to transcend traditional mapping 
techniques. Given the digital information onslaught, driven by new technologies that provide 
endless streams of data, mapping is increasingly used as a multidisciplinary tool to manage, 
organize and visualize and communicate complex situations (Abrams and Hall 2008; Clark 
2008; Corner 1999).

Any exercise in mapping directly engages the map-maker in the processes of section and 
interpretation of information (from that which has been gathered) and representation and visual 
communication of ideas. One of the challenges of mapping in the practice of urbanism lies in the 
map-makers ability to refl ect, in a general sense, diversity — or multiple contexts, experiences 
and events simultaneously — that have been traditionally separated from the spaces in which 
they occur (Abrams and Hall 2008). This challenge, however, also illustrates some of the 
potential that lies within the medium of the map itself. By using a method (mapping) that, at 
least in some capacity (i.e. analysis), is already familiar to urbanists, opportunities for further 
experimentation into the integration of new sources of knowledge are created. By bringing 
spatial familiarity and a fl exible framework, the map demonstrates its potential as a medium to 
identify and construct new relationships in the territory while improving communication between 
urbanists, publics, and other stakeholders.

[fi g. 11] Charles Booth’s poverty 
maps of London (1898) and 
physician John Snow’s 1854 
mapping of an 1854 cholera 
outbreak in Soho demonstrate 
ways in which social phenomena 
can by spatially projected. 

With any good story, how it is told is just as important as what is said. Careful attention must 
be paid to the elements (such as setting, characters, plot, back-stories, etc.) as well as the way 
these elements are organized in relation to one another. In traditional cartography, map-makers 
refer to of a body of theoretical and practical knowledge when constructing maps, which, in turn, 
results in distinct visual representations of territory. When working outside of the boundaries of 
cartography, but still very much in the realm of map-making, the elements to be included, as 
well as the manner in which they are structured, is less defi ned. 

Still, there have been some extraordinary efforts to build a framework for interpretative map-
making, specifi cally coming from the fi elds of urbanism, landscape urbanism, and cultural 
geography. Turning once again to Corner, who lays out a framework for mapping in his 1999 
essay ‘The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention’, it becomes increasing 
clear the ways in which cross-disciplinary interpretative mapping exercises can be subject to 
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scientifi c rigor and methodical processes, while simultaneously pushing the boundaries of design 
in cartographic representation. A fi rst step in defi ning such a process includes looking past the 
physical elements that usually provide the focus for maps or site plans, to the relationships 
between objects, users and the space itself. It can also be thought of in this way: whereas the 
production of a plan can show what will be done and what will be placed where, the process 
of mapping can illustrate what can happen when object, user and a multitude of other factors 
interact; if a (master)plan produces an alternative, a map exhibits potential.

Interpretative Field Mapping: Brussels and the reinterpretation of Parc Roi 
Baudouin
The social disparities evident in Brussels are not unique. The rich city/poor city dichotomy 
is as accurate a representation of today’s metropolitan regions as is centre/periphery, urban/ 
suburban, nature/city dualities. Such clear-cut binary descriptions of the city are neither 
applicable to Brussels, nor to the majority of urban regions around the globe. As cities continue 
to be transformed in respect to human composition (and with urban populations in these cities 
projected to rise), there is an increasing need to not only create strong physical elements that 
facilitate social interconnectivity and accommodate different ‘publics’ (Beardsley 2007), but also 
interpretive representations that simultaneously convey multiple readings and opportunities of 
the city or part or city. 

While in the past much emphasis in social policy was placed on the notion of multiculturalism 
and, more recently, cultural integration, neither seems to address the need to come to terms 
with difference in our cities. In an increasing connected world, where information and news 
travel fast – whether it be a “scientifi c breakthrough” or tragic event – there is an emerging 
sense of intertwined destiny and, at least in some aspects, a shared (global) culture. In the 
Brussels-Capital Region social difference and sharp divides in cultural attitudes can often be 
drawn as strong lines on a map  – from Moroccan and Turkish residents in the north and 
western communes to the European quarter in the east or Flemish towns lining the periphery – 
but it is in the large social spaces, such as large parks, where overlap of geography, culture and 
difference coincide. Revisiting the evolution of such spaces in the context of the contemporary 
city may suggest its potential role in the face of increasing social diversity and confl ict in the 
region.

Much like the city itself, the strength of Parc Roi Baudouin lies, arguably, in the contrasts 
within its composition. The challenge lies in locating a common identity to hold it together. The 
continued chopping-up of the park in the effort to keep it together seems to be a futile attempt 
at making cohesive a non-cohesive place. A strong identity exists within individual pieces of the 
park, forest, and marsh, and perhaps this is the obstacle to its unifi cation. Even throughout its 
evolution, the landscape shows signs of existing or impending fragmentation, as even under 
control of the abbey, the Molenbeek Valley served confl icting functions of stone quarry, wood 
lot, and agricultural fi elds. While it may be argued that the valley itself is literally and fi guratively 
its common ground, processes of both urbanization and ecological conservation have resulted 
in physical fragmentation between parts (rail, road, fences, etc.), as well as social fragmentation 
between users, activities and neighborhoods. This exercise in reinterpretation helps to illustrate 
the fact that the main issues of physical incoherence and diverging uses, as identifi ed by IBGE 
and park offi cials, run much deeper than they may fi rst appear.

Multi-method ethnographic ‘toolbox’ or ethnographic shift for existing methods?
When used in parallel with interpretative mapping techniques, ethnographic assessment 
procedures can help to identify new qualities, meaning and relationships that can be used to 
aid in developing alternate representations of existing problematics and potential related to the 
city. Still, there is a need for further development of techniques and tools that allow this type of 
culturally or socially inclusive research and design to be carried out by urbanists, architects and 
planners without time commitments and specialized skills required by traditional ethnographic 
fi eld studies. 

Currently, much of the research regarding the use of ethnographic fi eldwork in urbanism is heavily 
weighted towards traditional anthropological methods (such as interviews and focus groups) 
requiring at least some specialized skills and training. Whereas rapid ethnographic assessment 
methods can form a sort of ‘toolbox’ specifi cally designed for data collection, any methods 
adapted by urbanists need to be better suited towards integration within a comprehensive 
graphic language. With this is mind, rather than building a new toolbox to assess social diversity 
within public spaces, urbanists may have more to gain from an ethnographic shift in existing 
approaches and techniques, offering a more fl exible and effi cient framework for which research 
and design of the city can unfold. 

Rather than integrating them as stand alone techniques, it may be more advantageous to instead 
integrate them directly with existing tools and techniques. In this respect, an ethnographic 
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shift in the process of mapping territory — not as another layer as is common practice in GIS 
mapping (e.g. mapping social indicators based on census tracts and statistical subdivisions), 
but as fi eldwork that informs and infl uences the reading of the territory itself — may offer new 
perspectives and terms to identity and imagine both challenges and potential in the city. This 
may involve the use of more exploratory qualitative research strategies that, while including 
methods of observation and ethnographic study (behavior mapping, archival research, expert 
interviews, extensive fi eldnotes), are extended to also include more dynamic and sensory-
oriented research exercises — such as visual sampling (digital video; time-lapse photography) 
and audio sampling (fi eld recordings).

Interpretive mapping with a critical eye 
Mapping offers a framework for an interpretive narrative of the city to evolve. It also presents even 
more possibilities for the future, as more interpretations of social phenomena within the city are 
produced.  As interpretative mapping relies, in part, on the body of existing and expressive work 
(from historical maps to contemporary public art exhibitions) the opportunities to incorporate 
multiple perspectives are continuously increasing. With so much cultural interpretation, as well 
as more quantitative research and databases being produced (and made public), the strength 
of the map as a tool of synthesis and representation only seems to be increasing, as the range 
of material that can be incorporated increases at an exponential rate.

In the practice of urbanism, mapping brings spatial familiarity as the discipline attempts to 
adjust, adapt, and redefi ne itself in the midst of a renewed interest and exploitation of the image 
and (re)imagining of the city. When used within a framework of ethnographic fi eldwork to gather 
information, interpretive mapping can offer urbanists a critical lens in which to work and can 
inform and infl uence each step in research and design processes. In the end, mapping has 
the visual potential in an increasing visual world to improve communication and develop new 
perspectives on old problems while identifying those that are hidden below the surface. 
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Introduction

Urban landscapes are shaped through the complex interplay of socio-economic and ecological 
process, and it is necessary to be familiar with this fabric of relationships when enhancing urban 
landscapes if one is to impinge on existing processes and use them productively in design.

The complexity of today’s urban landscapes requires instruments that facilitate reading and 
revealing these relationships, and illustrate their spatial impacts. The increase in the number 
of atlases and other cartographic representations of the various interrelationships in urban 
landscapes leads one to infer that maps are eminently suitable for this purpose.

This paper seeks to explore the potential of design-oriented cartography as a navigation 
instrument for large-scale landscape design.

The fi rst section enquires to what extent large-scale landscape design is appropriate for 
addressing issues of regional development and stresses the necessity of devising suitable 
design strategies for this area of work.

The second section sets out the means by which cartography becomes an interesting tool for 
large-scale landscape design: how can the complex interdependencies and processes that 
form today’s large-scale urban landscapes be read, interpreted and depicted with the aid of 
design-oriented cartography?

The third section pursues the question of how design-oriented cartography can be applied 
in the design process to productively develop these interrelationships and enhance urban 
landscapes.

Large-scale Landscape Design

Designing Regions

First hypothesis (Region and Design): Design is an appropriate way of developing and working 
on long-term regional strategies.

The urban space is increasingly being used, and also perceived, on a day-to-day basis at the 
broader, regional scale. Spatial constructs such as ‘Netzstadt’ or ‘Urban System’ not only refer to 
spatially perceptible links but also describe an equally signifi cant system of multiple economic, 
cultural and political relationships.1 This urban fabric can only be intellectually grasped through 
its relationships.2

Complexly interwoven socio-economic and ecological factors produce a web of relationships 
that cannot be confi ned within any spatial border. Concentrations of economic power and 
decision-making structures accumulate within a global network,3 creating polarisation between 
conglomerations and peripheries, between shrinking and growing regions. Competition is 
escalating between European regions and cities to reposition themselves as locations within 
the global network.

Globalisation stimulates regionalisation: regions restructure themselves to remain competitive, 
and cooperation networks between a region’s institutions and enterprises are woven.4 Efforts 
to create coherent, effective regions and cooperations, and city networking initiatives, are 
responses to fi ercer competition in the face of which single cities can only assert themselves 
with diffi culty. In the light of increasing competition between regions and exacerbated disparities 
the questions arise: What is the specifi c quality of a region; what are its inimitable features, 
where does its potential lie and, above all, how can all this be communicated and developed?

1   Oswald, F. et al 2003 
2  urban fabric referring to Lefebvre in Schmid, C. 2005,  p.165; relationaler Raumbegriff bei Löw, M. 2001
3  Sassen 2000, pp. 43ff
4  Castells, M. 2001, pp. 436ff
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These issues are aggravated when, against a background of limited resources and scarce 
funds, the equality of living situations in all regions is more often than not planning pie-in-the-
sky. For example, it is increasingly diffi cult to sustain and maintain infrastructure services on the 
growing peripheries. Hitherto, regional planning has happened in a context of economic growth, 
above all through the distribution of surpluses and control of economic development. Pressures 
of competition and the antithetic constitutions of regions demand that one addresses the varying 
economic, social and cultural foundations of each region on its own merits if one is to develop it 
sustainably out of its ‘Eigenlogik’.5 What, then, will the specifi c qualities of a region as a habitat 
and economic unit look like in future? What are the specifi c resources, spatial use patterns and 
development strands of a region? How does one trace and defi ne its intrinsic logic?

Design is a mode of action through which the specifi c spatial qualities of a region can be 
descried, shaped and developed, and developmental aims communicated. Design as a mode 
of action integrates intuitive and analytical elements and is thus qualifi ed to deal with the 
complexity, unpredictability, uniqueness and value confl icts that arise in addressing issues of 
long-term regional strategy.6 Designing is, however, not an established activity at the regional 
planning level, where an objectifying, rational-analytical view of space prevails founded on 
forecasts and projections with which one attempts to control the imponderable. Work in regional 
planning is concerned more with quantitative than with qualitative perceptions of space.

The necessity and relevance of a stronger qualitative and designerly consideration of regional 
interrelationships, and the search for new approaches on a regional scale, are exemplifi ed 
by such undertakings as the “Grand Pari(s)” ideas competition seeking future models for the 
greater Paris area, the ideas competition, ‘Ein Bild für die Region Bern’ in which participating 
teams had to address the questions: “What is special about our region? How can it develop? 
What will it look like thirty years from now?” 7 or the ‘Industrielle Folgelandschaft’ competition as 
part of EuRegionalen 2008, from which ‘Grünmetropole’ from the team formed by Henry Bava 
emerged as winner8.

Thomas Sieverts describes a concept of designing in which the design process is simultaneously 
a discovery method, a means of comprehending and a shaping instrument. It can lead to a 
new knowledge that was “hidden within and beyond the complexity of the fragmented urban 
landscape and only reveals itself through multilayered designing.” It can be a means towards 
understanding, in which commonly held visions and practical objectives for enhancing urban 
landscapes emerge, and it is a shaping instrument with which the relationships of the elements 
to each in the fragmented urban landscape can be improved.9

The View from the Landscape over the Urban Fabric

Second hypothesis (The View of the Landscape): Issues of long-term regional strategy must 
alwayss also be discussed as issues of large-scale landscape design and the shaping of urban 
landscapes.

Considering urban space on a regional scale directs one’s focus, again, much more strongly 
towards the interdependencies between the natural spatial conditions of a region and its urban 
development. It becomes plain that, in these broader relationships, ecological processes 
are part of urban spatial development. Universal historical examples of urbanisation through 
landscape development are the development of Veneto by draining the Po River plain or land 
reclamation and settlement in the Dutch polders. If one wishes to enhance urban landscapes 
permanently, ecological processes and the prevailing natural conditions must be included 
in regional development; the natural conditions and the urban development of a landscape 
must be considered as an integrated whole. This understanding – of the connections between 
landscape development and urbanisation processes – is currently demanding renewed attention 
and has been taken up by the Landscape Urbanism School.10

The very term ‘urban landscapes’ implies an integrative perspective through which town and 
city centres, estates of detached houses, farmland, industrial and commercial areas and urban 
open space are all seen in an interdependency context. Adjacency of the most diverse spatial 
units is read as a landscape whenever they can be seen as related and as parts of a system. 
This ‘placing within a relationship’ happens both at the perceptive/experiential and structural 
levels. What belongs together functionally and constitutes a system? Which dynamic processes 
shape the spatial relationships? Such an understanding of landscape springs from a relational 
concept of space. Specifi able space comes into being only through human synthesising, 
bringing discrete locations into a nexus of spatial relationships.11

5  Bekering, H. & M. Löw (eds.) 2008: Die Eigenlogik der Städte.
6  Prominski, M. 2004, p. 148
7  Marti, R. 2006, S. 46
8  Bormann, O., et al. S. 105
9   Sieverts, T. 2008, p. 262
10   Waldheim, C. (ed.) 2006
11    Löw, M. et al. 2007, p. 68
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This integrative mode of perception is not, however, solely directed to creating a new reading 
of any heterogeneous fabric as landscape; rather, through this integrative view, the interfaces 
between the spatial units and diverse use demands are pulled into focus. To enhance urban 
landscapes, these interfaces must be brought into a productive relationship and shaped. How, 
for instance, in the case of decentralising waste water purifi cation in shrinking cities, can the 
costs of transport and fl ushing out the plants be reduced and the areas be redesigned as public 
open space? How can fl ood retention areas also be assigned new productive functions and be 
perceived as designed landscape? What role can farming assume in the visual structuring of 
urban landscapes?

Large-scale landscape design concerns itself with such questions: on the one hand questions of 
the need to adapt and transform systems of urban landscapes in the light of climate change or 
demographic shift; on the other, of how partly autonomous systems can be overlaid, and open 
themselves more fully than the minimal functional links.12 How, for example, can monofunctional 
infrastructures also assume social and ecological functions, and how can the design quality of 
the urban landscape be enhanced thereby?13

Strategies for Large-Scale Landscape Design

Third hypothesis (Strategies for Large-scale Landscape Design): Large-scale landscape design 
requires conversance with complex, non-linear systems. Appropriate design strategies for this 
must be developed.

Conventional planning tools come up against their limitations when dealing with the complexities 
of large-scale landscape design: unpredictability, processuality, and relationality.14 

There is so far no tried and tested approach to meeting these challenges, implicit though 
they are in this new area of action. Michael Koch speaks of an “absence of models”. This 
means that there can be no typological designing from pre-formulated patterns; one is dealing 
rather in terms of strategic and situational designing. The authors of Zwischenstadt entwerfen 
demonstrate, in the light of all this, an approach in which the context is fi rst observed and an 
attempt is made to discover qualities that one can in turn evaluate and enhance.15

André Corboz describes a shift in regional planning thinking away from tabula rasa formulae 
that see the space as an abstract fi eld of activity towards a conception of space as a long-
term accumulation of successive layers. In this ‘palimpsest’, the various territorial processes 
of the past, the geological traces and traces of former uses can all be read – and before one 
intervenes in this stratifi cation one should know it well.16

In this connexion Thomas Sieverts emphasises that the ‘new view’ of ‘Zwischenstadt’ can 
initially be described as a method of “non-designing” and/or a “mild form of urban design”. 
New ways of seeing existing spaces are opened through interpretation. The crucial aspect is 
to comprehend a situation, “… for without this comprehension, whatever one does will always 
be merely imposed.”17

Hille von Seggern describes how the process of fi nding ideas in designing is structured by a 
process of understanding; understanding is, as a transformatory experience, directly linked with 
designing.18 “As something is understood the next step happens simultaneously: the idea. The 
new is there.“19

The uncovering of existing logics of landscapes as a base to reformulate reality is described by 
Kelly Shannon as “descriptive landscape urbanism”.20

These roughly sketched attitudes proceed from a precise reading and understanding of the 
context; an apprehension of design based on this seeks the potential of what is already there. 
Such an apprehension demands design strategies that are both context-dependent and 
process-oriented.

Designing large-scale landscapes means dealing with complex systems. Observing the 
interplay of effects and shaping processes is the prerequisite for addressing them purposefully 
and working with them. Existing structures can be incorporated, set in new nexuses, developed 

12  Sieverts, T. 2008, p. 258
13   Mossop, E. 2006
14  Prominski, M. 2004, p. 147
15  Michael Koch in discussion of the messages, implications and insights of the lecture series Zwischenstadt entwerfen 
Bormann, O. et al. 2005, p. 185
16   Corboz, A. 2001, p. 163ff.
17   Thomas Sieverts in discussion of the messages, implications and insights of the lecture series Zwischenstadt entwerfen 
Bormann, O. et al. 2005, p. 181
18  Seggern, H.v. 2008, p. 230
19  ibid., p. 228
20  “A descriptive landscape urbanism could evolve from the careful reading of layered contested territories and designerly 
investigation of potentials.” (Shannon, K. 2007, p. 17)
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further and networked. This means seeking the possibilities in what exists, enhancing and 
concentrating them (dependent on the context).

Designing large-scale landscapes extends over long timescales and includes contributions 
from the most diverse actors and stakeholders. This makes it necessary to think in terms 
of developmental processes and to devise urban strategies that can respond to changes, 
incorporate processes and use them productively for the shaping of urban landscapes (process-
oriented, open and adaptable).

Applying design-oriented cartography should be regarded against a background of how it 
can be used as a context-dependent and process-oriented strategy for designing large-scale 
landscapes.

Mapping Urban Landscapes

The proliferation of regional portraits with cartographic representations and atlases that describe 
the structures and interrelationships of urban landscapes indicates that cartography has been 
discovered for large-scale landscape designing. What makes the use of maps so interesting to 
designers of large-scale landscapes?

Orientation Tools – Reading and Understanding Urban Landscapes 

The complexity of today’s urban landscapes demands practical means of refl ecting on them 
and distilling them to their essences if one is to keep a hold on the design challenges they 
present; enhancing urban landscapes begins with making over-complex structures legible.21

Spatial data are presented in abstract form by maps; maps serve to locate and navigate and 
are familiar from everyday use. Mobility and spatial relationships are represented on maps and 
thus help spatial orientation. 

Above and beyond this spatial orientation, maps are also used to gain orientation within a 
complex problematic state (e.g., the Atlas of Globalization22). Karl Schlögel typifi es times 
of transformation as the age of maps. When the old certainties are dissolving the need for 
orientation aids is especially pressing.23 Maps and atlases have become a metaphor of a mode 
or representation to which is particularly ascribed the ability to attain clarity.24 Diffi culties in 
orientation also prevail in understanding the realities of today’s urban landscapes. This would 
imply at least an increase in cartographic working methods in urban design and landscape 
architecture.25 Here, too, cartography is seen as a suitable way of tracing the logic of the urban 
landscape and understanding its complex developmental interrelationships. “The use of maps 
in urban design is becoming ever more important and indicates above all that we want to 
understand what is actually happening.”26

Why do maps provide appropriate orientation aid in the comprehension process of complex 
interrelationships in urban landscapes? The main service of a map is to depict simultaneity in 
space.27 Maps are representations of coexistence, and can thus draw what is physically separate 
into a spatial system of relatedness.28  Against the background of a relational understanding 
of space this makes them an important means of expression. Topological relationships and 
structures can be expressed better through images than through text, as relationships can be 
apprehended simultaneously. These relationships can also be between non-spatial, i.e., social 
or political structures. Although topological relationships can also be presented in diagrams, 
maps are capable of establishing the relationship to space.29  With maps, a complex fabric 
of relationships in the urban landscape can be depicted; they thus facilitate reading and 
understanding the nexuses of urban landscapes.

Against the background of a context-dependent understanding of design, comprehending and 
describing urban landscapes and their shaping processes is a crucial prerequisite for addressing 
their existing structures and current processes, developing them further, transforming them and 
designing with them. In this process of understanding, maps can offer a helpful orientation 
tool.

21   Sieverts 2008, p. 260
22  The Atlas of Globalisation published by Le Monde diplomatique seeks to analyse the totality of global relationships, 
their conditions, consequences and protagonists for a wider readership. (AnArchitektur 2004, Nr, 13, p. 3)
23  Schlögel, K. 2007, p. 81ff
24  ibid., p. 89
25    Examples: Die Schweiz - ein städtebauliches Porträt, ETH Zürich (Diener, R. et al. 2005); Wasseratlas, Studio Urbane 
Landschaften (IBA Hamburg 2008); Wevelgem Atlas (OSA+ 2002)
26  Primas, U., p.66
27  Schlögel, K. 2007, p. 97
28  Löw, M. 2007, p. 68
29  Günzel, S. 2008, p. 230
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Construction Tools – Interpreting and Constructing Urban Landscapes

Maps can do more than depict the interrelationships of urban landscapes; through the ways 
and means by which these relationships are depicted they can infl uence the way such space is 
conceived. In this, maps are never a neutral presentation of a given reality but rather present a 
particular concept of space and thus also construct it.30

This phenomenon is refl ected, for example, in the role of cartographic images to construct 
regional identities. One such example is the cartographic compilation of the Swiss Cantons in 
the Dufour Atlas exhibited at the 1883 Schweizerische Landesausstellung and regarded as a 
milestone in the creation of a Swiss national identity. Dufour had begun his cartographic work 
in 1832, sixteen years before the foundation of the Swiss federal state. Primarily, the maps 
were both a cartographic stocktaking of Switzerland and a ‘draft’ of a united Switzerland in the 
way they correlated the hitherto various graphic representations, emphasised similarities, and 
smoothed out differences.31

As spaces can be constructed using maps, and mental images of space can be infl uenced by 
them, they are also suitable for presenting ideologies. Maps are always an instrument of power 
and a political tool with which the prerogative of interpretation is associated, having always 
been used to pursue geopolitical interests, as an instrument of colonialism and propaganda 
medium.32

The power of maps derives to a large extent from the way they operate with ostensible neutrality 
but, consciously or unconsciously, contain signs of the hierarchisation of space. No map is 
ever neutral, even though conventions of representation simulate a general objectivity. In his 
Das Dekonstruieren der Karte Harley seeks to dismantle the assumed connection between 
reality and representation.33 He posits that technological development and improved surveying 
techniques nourish the belief that one can approach an ever-more-precise representation of 
reality. Scientifi c laws are used to try to establish a standard that would enable cartographers to 
“erect a wall around their citadel of the ‘true’ map”,34 looking down in disdain on all other maps 
that do not accord with standards of ‘objectivity’ and ‘exactitude’ – such as those of earlier or 
non-western cultures.35 

Maps are, however, always constructs rather than objective depictions of space, even when 
scientifi c and technological advances in mapping would appear to facilitate ever-more-
precise depictions of reality. They always have ‘authors’ whose worldviews are refl ected in 
their creations. Subjectivity and authorship are constituent elements of mapmaking; in artistic 
contexts above all, there has been a whole series of exhibitions critically addressing such 
claims to objectivity.36 

Appreciations and perceptions of space and its development can be altered by maps, new 
notions about a space constructed and presented. In a negative sense, maps can manipulate; 
in a positive sense they can allow realms of possibility to be imagined and constructed.

And it is precisely this point that makes maps interesting as a design instrument; through them, 
the complex interrelationships and nexuses of an urban landscape can not only be described 
and visualised, but the way in which something is depicted and the status quo can also be 
worked upon, and a new reading of an urban landscape can emerge. A specifi c notion of 
landscape is constructed.

How does mapping become designing?

- The map as constituent of the design
Using and working with maps is part of everyday planning praxis. In the conventional sense, 
maps are used in design as analytical tools, to extrapolate and justify particular decisions. In 
this they are the result of spatial analysis, regarded as a stage of work preceding design, and 
frequently serve merely to confi rm existing knowledge. Analytic maps convey an ostensible 
objectivity and neutrality, seen (and produced) as they are in the tradition of scientifi c cartography 
with its determined standards, techniques and conventions.

30  Löw, M. 2007, p. 68
31  Primas, U. 2008, p. 60
32  Harley, J.B. 1992
33  Harley, J.B. 1989
34  Harley describes the creation of the myth of the ideological centrality of Europe by means of scientifi c standards in 
mapmaking such as the Mercator projection. (Harley, J.B. 1989, p. 9)
35  ibid., p. 8
36  Art exhibitions addressing the claims to objectivity made by maps have been, for example, Mapping (1994 MoMA) 
curator Robert Storr, Mapping a City: Hamburg-Kartierung (2003, Kunstverein Hamburg) curators Yilmaz Dziewior & Till 
Krause
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Design-oriented cartography is not concerned with depicting an apparently objective reality, as 
a complex regional spatial nexus cannot be objectively and comprehensively described. The 
deliberate, selective choice of issues to be portrayed and brought together by a map is already 
creating a setting for the process of argumentation and/or decision-making in the design 
process. Observing the spatial interrelationships thereby integrates analytical and intuitive 
approaches; the map thus becomes part of the design rather than the analytical instrument that 
precedes it.

- Revealing previously unseen relationships: reading and comprehending, producing new 
landscape knowledge
With the help of maps, the existing interrelationships and structures of an urban landscape can 
be apprehended and visualised. Seeing the map as a design instrument goes beyond depicting 
the spatial givens; it is not about presenting existing knowledge exceptionally vividly, but rather 
about generating new knowledge by revealing hitherto unseen nexuses.37

From a landscape-oriented view of urban development, it is initially of interest to observe 
and comprehend the reciprocities between the natural spatial conditions of a landscape and 
its urban development: what infl uence is exerted by the geological, orographic and climatic 
conditions on the emergence of urban landscapes? Which forms of utilisation produce which 
urban landscapes and how, conversely, are they infl uenced by natural conditions?

The genesis of urban landscapes can be rendered legible and comprehensible by maps; some 
references should be made here:

A coryphaeus of research into natural regional conditions and urban structural development 
through cartographic depiction is Ian L. McHarg, whose maps investigate, for example, the 
underlying geological conditions of Washington.38

In cartographic representations of the American landscape, James Corner among others works 
out the multifarious relationships – between forms and techniques of exploitation and natural 
regional features – that produce specifi c landscapes.39 

In ‘Drosscape’, Alan Berger uses cartographic depictions to visualise how ‘waste landscape’ is 
produced through processes of suburbanisation and deindustrialisation.

The interplay of topography, human infl uence and water on the Elbinsel in Hamburg is 
investigated through the ‘Wasseratlas’ produced by Studio Urbane Landschaften, Hannover.40

The way that an urban landscape only emerges through everyday networks and relationships 
appears as a recurring theme in the cartographic representations by Chora. One of the ‘Comrhá 
Maps’ of a region in Ireland depicts the institutions of community life.41

These examples can stand for an approach to the phenotypes of urban landscapes that, by 
revealing existing nexuses, can elucidate how these landscapes have taken shape; coherences 
and relationships concealed in the status quo can be unveiled and visualised.

Such maps contain both analytical information and simultaneously permit interpretative 
readings. Deciphering particular spatial and processual nexuses from conventional maps 
can be an inducement to see new landscapes;42 new ideas emerge through making hitherto 
unseen nexuses visible. Thus mapmaking becomes a creative and idea-generating act within 
the design process.

- New takes on the status quo; generating narrative images of urban landscapes 
With design-oriented cartography, the existing landscape is interpreted and placed in new, 
unusual nexuses. Maps thereby always stand for the specifi c view of their authors over the urban 
landscape and are thus also a constituent element of the designs. Design-oriented cartography 
is not attempting an objective and comprehensive as possible reproduction of reality. Rather, it 
seeks to use maps to open up new, unusual ways of seeing an urban landscape – cartographic 
translations emerge of a particular reading of space. Clarifying various (subjective) views of the 
space permits and unveils new approaches to apprehending urban landscape, and through 
this, new areas of possibility become imaginable.
Example from Switzerland – the ‘städtebauliches Portrait’43:

37  “Macht Karten, keine Kopien” (Deleuze, G. and F. Guattari 1992), “By showing the world in new ways, unexpected 
solutions and effects may emerge” (Corner, J. 1999, p. 217)
38   McHarg, I. L.  1992 (1969) p.175
39   Corner, J. & A. S. MacLean 1996, 185 pp.
40  IBA Hamburg (ed.) 2008
41   Bunschoten, R. & G. Doherty 2004, S. 77
42  Corner, J. 1999, p. 249
43  Die Schweiz - ein städtebauliches Portrait: eine urbanistische Untersuchung der Schweiz vom ETH Studio Basel 
(Diener, R. et al. 2005)
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The creation of an ‘urban development portrait’ of Switzerland generated a completely new 
apprehension of the country as an urban space with multiple forms of urbanity. Picking up on 
existing trends and current transformatory processes, a vision was developed of Switzerland’s 
future settlement topography comprising fi ve types: metropolitan regions, town & city networks, 
quiet zones, Alpine fallow land, Alpine resorts.44 
Example: ‘Raumvision Südregion Luxemburg’ 45:

In the ‘spatial vision for southern Luxemburg’ the existing structures of the urban landscape 
were translated into a metaphorical image of a sea with its bays, steep coasts, harbours and 
offshore islands. The special features of the region – the steep run-out of the Dogger, the 
settlement structures that nestle against it and the gently rolling hills through which the rivers 
Alzette and Korn run were thereby accentuated and clarifi ed. Working from this cartographic 
picture, differentiated townscape characters and their development potential were described 
[fi g.2]. 

The narrative images of a landscape thus created are open to interpretation and further 
consideration; maps thus become design instruments with which spatial potential, connecting 
factors and images of future development are conceivable. A design-oriented cartography 
already contains the search for feasible images of the future.

- Simultaneously retrospective and predictive:
A design-oriented cartography can be retrospective (how and why something has developed) 
and predictive (what future development possibilities emerge from this) at one and the 
same time, combining the ‘re/source material’ of a region with its feasible future images; it is 
stocktaking and design in one.

Design-oriented cartography can be comprehended as a strategy to address the complex 
spatial, social and economic processes within an urban landscape. Through it, these process 
nexuses can be described, interpreted and visualised, and thereby the special qualities and 
particularities of a region identifi ed and clarifi ed, opening issues and points of entry for future 
development. This kind of cartography demands designerly involvement with the starting 
conditions of an urban landscape.

44  Diener, R. et al. 2005, p. 18
45  Spatial vision designed by Stein+Schultz, Frankfurt am Main, in collaboration with Studio Urbane Landschaften, 
Hannover

[fi g. 1] The ‘spatial vision for 
southern Luxemburg’ is using 
the metaphorical image of the 
sea to describing the landscape 
potentials of the region 
(Stein+Schultz mit Studio Urbane 
Landschaften)
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Navigating in urban landscapes

A design-oriented cartography helps in reading and seeing what is actually there in a new 
way and recognise the potential and development possibilities for its future. Nevertheless, this 
method should not be confi ned to mere semantic reshuffl ing; the questions of emancipation 
and enabling must be posed.46

How to defi ne the step from reading, describing and interpreting an urban landscape to project-
related action? How can one retain the capacity to act within the complexities of today’s urban 
landscapes? What roles can maps play as navigating instruments in this process comprising 
seeing, comprehending and acting?

The design process as navigation
‘Navigating in urban landscapes’ in the sense meant here is not to be understood as a method 
of spatial orientation within and moving through urban landscapes but rather as a strategy 
that enables one to remain competent and proactive within the complex task fi eld of urban 
landscapes, and to enhance them through design.

The designing process is comparable to the navigation process on a sea journey – getting one’s 
bearings in order to reach a destination, that is to say, fi xing one’s location and, taking account of 
the prevailing conditions, setting a course through the straits.47 With each navigation process, a 
new view of the space opens up, new paths and connections are revealed and the visualisation 
of the space expanded, as the initial prevailing conditions such as wind, current, time of day 
always vary. Navigating is a context-related action directed into the future but working with the 
experiences and narratives of the past. The navigating process must be open and adaptable if 
it is to respond to unforeseeable events without being thrown off course.

The navigating process comprises several components: entering and immersing oneself in 
unfamiliar terrain, initial orientation and collecting impressions, deepening one’s knowledge 
and drawing comparisons through further information, narratives and data, recognising 
and comprehending nexuses, interpreting them and drawing conclusions, fi xing one’s own 
standpoint and acting accordingly, making observations, re-plotting one’s course and modifying 
it to current conditions.

The following will outline some aspects of how maps, as part of this navigating process, can 
be used both at an individual and a collective level as a navigating instrument for large-scale 
landscape design.

Uses of maps in the individual navigating process

- Maps as idea generators:
Maps can be used at the beginning of the design process to ‘appropriate’ unknown terrain; 
one’s own view of the space can be refl ected in the map. The modus operandi of cartography 
takes precedence here. The prerequisite of a designer’s involvement with the starting conditions 
is positive, open-minded interest while observing, surveying and collecting observations, and 
consideration of the landscape must always emerge from a combination of the bird’s eye and 
ground level views. The view from above makes it easier to collate interconnections and decipher 
structures, but tempts one to think solely in terms of systemic and structural nexuses and to 
comprehend landscape as object. The ground-level view, becoming part of the landscape, is a 
crucial part of mapmaking. The researcher and explorer of urban landscapes is already part of 
the urban landscape as a proactive subject, and does not look upon his/her area of research 
from the outside.48  

As an induction for students into large-scale design assignments, Studio urbane Landschaften49 
often stages a mapmaking exercise comprising a combination of bird’s eye and ground-level 
perspectives. An initial approach is ‘from a distance’ with the help of a topographical map or 
aerial photograph. In the fi rst approach to the project area specifi c conspicuous structures from 
the map are divined, worked out and interpreted, the fi rst theses, questions and conjectures 
about the project area are formulated and are then verifi ed and deepened ‘close up’. New 
maps – discovery maps – emerge, enriched by experiences, explorations and discoveries from 
the ground-level view. Even at this early stage of the work, relevant themes and ideas for the 
area can be developed. Maps become, in this context, an access strategy for the design.50 

46   Thomas Sieverts in discussion of the messages, implications and insights of the lecture series Zwischenstadt 
entwerfen, Bormann, O. et al. 2005, p. 181
47   Latin navigare: to steer a ship
48  Crouch, D. u. C. Malm 2003, p. 255
49   Studio urbane Landschaften is an interdisciplinary network for teaching, research and praxis at the Leibniz Universität 
Hannover Institute for Open Space Development
50  Werner, J. 2008, pp. 306 ff
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The subsequent deeper research phase delves into the discovered themes more substantially. 
Interconnections, relationships and processes that play a role against the background of 
the chosen theme are visualised using cartographic techniques. Through this investigatory 
mapping there emerge, in uncovering hitherto unnoticed connections, new design enquiries of 
the space.

- Maps as seismographs for new tasks:
For large-scale landscape design, identifying the specifi c, practical task or problem is the heart 
of the matter. Formulating the tasks and programme becomes part of the design brief.51 Maps 
can, in this, serve as seismographs to determine a fi rm starting point for the design task out of a 
diffuse problem, a ‘subterranean rumbling’. Inasmuch as they help to read and comprehend urban 
landscapes and their geneses, starting points for future action can be worked out from them.

- Maps as aids to vision:
With maps, new ways of seeing urban landscapes can be generated that open doors to the 
complex problems posed by such landscapes, but also reveal their possibilities. Particular 
items of information are thus highlighted and accentuated to unlock the inimitable character 
of a particular urban landscape. Maps become translated images of a subjective landscape 
reading. “In this way it can be possible to gain, out of the indistinct, ‘untidy’ incomprehensibility 
of fragmented urban landscapes, pictures that simplify and make workable this disconcerting 
over-complexity.”52 Maps can become aids to vision in that they shed light on selected themes 
of a region and thereby set up a fi eld of focus within the multifarious complexity of urban 
landscapes. With maps, the over-complexity of today’s urban landscapes can be distilled 
through refl ection. This includes, for example, recognising and delineating specifi c structures 
out of the initially unmanageable complexity of a region, structures that symbolise the unique 
quality of the region and should be enhanced, as happened in the spatial vision for southern 
Luxemburg.53 This focussing is, of course, once again the construction of a specifi c and highly 
subjective conception of an urban landscape, but it is only with this ‘distillation’ that it becomes 
possible to recognise starting points for subsequent action.

Uses of maps in the collective navigating process

- Maps as a means of mediation and communication
The designer working within large-scale projects just one part of a complex project development 
constellation in which many stakeholders and protagonists are involved and make their 
contributions. A large-scale design brief also alters designers’ self-image; they increasingly 
assume responsibilities as “mediator, journalist and social worker – nowadays even undercover 
agent”.54 Designers must see themselves as curators of ever-changing processes.55 

Urban landscapes can be read and interpreted in infi nitely various ways. In the spirit of design-
oriented cartography, diverse (subjective) views of a space can be formulated, becoming part 
of the discourse on spatial development. Harley sees maps as “cultural texts” to be read and 
interpreted.56 Each map has its own triangulation method and, properly read, can be both a key 
to understanding the world as depicted and inform about the point of view held by the person(s) 
who produced this representation of the world.57 

The subjective view of the urban landscape leads to various approaches and issues in dealing 
with it – importantly, for there cannot be a single, objectively correct development possibility 
for any region. These subjective views of space can, if embedded in a discourse on spatial 
development, in their turn lead to completely new insights and allow new possibilities in spatial 
development to become imaginable. Maps can, within this discourse, serve as mediation and 
communication tools.
Example: ‘Raumvision’ 

The ‘spatial vision’ was developed at the outset of the regional planning process for the southern 
region of Luxemburg to create a picture that transcended community borders and identifi ed 
the qualities of the various parts of the region, aiming to initiate a shared discussion of these 
qualities without immediately getting bogged down in the usual defensive struggles and rivalries 
between local authorities; this discussion process was less about future land-use designation 
than about exchanges concerning regional particularities and potential. In future, however, the 
‘Raumvision’ should also help to assess projects’ incorporation in the region as a whole.
Example: ‘Promotor’

51  Sieverts, T. 2008, p. 258
52  ibid.
53  ibid.
54   Bormann, O., et al. 2005, p. 88
55  Bunschoten, Raul Vortrag ‘Coreography an Co-Evolution’ on 7 November 2007 in the ‘Kartografi en urbaner 
Landschaften’ lecture series at Studio Urbane Landschaften
56  Harley, J. B. 1989 p. 11
57  Schlögel, K. 2007, p. 91
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On the borders of the Czech Republic, Poland and Germany, the three cities of Hradek, Bogatynia  
and Zittau formulated the wish to work together more closely in a cross-border association and 
consult on and coordinate their spatial development. A European competition called for visions 
of this ‘Dreistadt’ (triple city) as a common economic area and habitat. The winning submission 
was centred on a new infrastructure for Dreistadt, the ‘Promotor’, opening up its hitherto unused 
resources by facilitating access to information and knowledge.58 Cartographic representations 
provided informationen about currently unused or derelict areas in Dreistadt and linked them 
to proactive Dreistadt residents and their ideas. Development ideas for these spaces, possible 
project partners and funding, but also memories and stories associated with the spaces could 
be sought out and also entered on the maps; exchanges and networking above all, rather than 
just information retrieval, are prioritised. Over the years, with the help of interactive maps that 
can be constantly amended, a complex representation of the unused ‘Dreistadträume’ and their 
signifi cance within the region has been built up [fi g.2]. The maps that are created using the 
‘Promotor’ can become the basis of discussions on the future development of the spaces and 
their possibilities.

Maps can make a contribution to negotiating urban landscapes and conducting debate on 
spatial development.59 

When, in the development and shaping of urban landscapes, everything is part of an ongoing 
process, how can it be communicated that one is oneself part of this process and only produces 
the urban landscape as a proactive subject of it?

Maps can function as a communication and mediation tool for this navigating process, while 
themselves remaining unfi nished, constantly amended within the process.

Recapitulation

Large-scale landscape design as an area of action to enhance urban landscapes needs context-
dependent and process-oriented design strategies. That is to say, instruments and methods are 
required that facilitate addressing the existing logics of urban landscapes and their shaping 
processes, and that help to divine starting points for sustainable urban development.

With the aid of maps, complex spatial nexuses and relationship structures in an urban 
landscape can not only be described, presented and conveyed, but also interpreted further and 
shaped. Design-oriented cartography links the given conditions of an urban landscape with its 
possible future images. Considering and presenting spatial nexuses through design-oriented 
cartography intertwines analytical and intuitive approaches; the map thus becomes part of the 
design and does not prefi x it as an objectifi able analytic stage.

Design-oriented cartography can, in the constantly shifting fabric of relationships in urban 
landscapes, become a navigation instrument, enabling one to act within complex design 
briefs. Faced with the near-indecipherable complexity of urban landscapes that the large-

58  Competition entry: ’Promotor’ by Station C23 for Europan 8 in the ’Kleinen Dreieck’, Europan 2006, pp. 54-55
59   “The map becomes a means of negotiating and building the future.” (Bunschoten, R. & G. Doherty 2004, p. 78)

[fi g. 2] The result of using the 
information and communication 

tool “Promotor” is the ability 
to create maps indicating “hot 

spots” and visualizing the 
networks of the region (Station 

C23)
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scale landscape designer addresses, navigating resembles a tentative process, ‘feeling one’s 
way’, that can take many courses. Each act is provisional and the course must be corrected 
whenever new insights arise.60 During this navigation process, maps facilitate self-location 
within a complex task fi eld. This ‘positioning’ must be repeated and continued in response to the 
local context and the emergence of new imponderables. As maps represent various views of 
space they can contribute to and stimulate a process involving many stakeholders to negotiate 
on the possible future appearances and forms of urban landscapes.
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Abstract

In this paper I locate my PhD thesis, an analysis of the discourse on the so called Zwischenstadt, 
i. e. urban landscapes, in the trans-disciplinary fi eld of urbanism. In the fi rst section I present 
the subject and the aim of the thesis, which consists of an analysis of the wilderness metaphor 
for the Zwischenstadt. After this, I sketch two major results: a systematic delineation of 
(metaphorical) readings of the urban landscapes as ‘city’, ‘cultural landscape’ and ‘wilderness’ 
as well as fi ndings of the actual analysis of current planners’ and architects’ statements on 
the Zwischenstadt. A presentation of the methods used and developed (discourse analysis, 
ideal types and worldviews as instruments to systematize different meanings of readings of 
the Zwischenstadt) leads over to the conclusion. There I discuss how approaches inspired by 
cultural sciences contribute to refl ecting and improving the practice of urbanism.

Introduction
“Urbanism is grounded in various practices, discourses and realities with respect to the city.” 
This statement in the call for papers to this PhD seminar adequately describes the trans-
disciplinary nature of urbanism as well as the origins of this trans-disciplinarity: The object of 
urbanism, the city, or more generally spoken: urban environments, is a complex issue. To grasp 
it in all its dimensions, a multitude of disciplines and approaches has to work together.

In this paper, I will locate my PhD thesis1 in the trans-disciplinary fi eld of urbanism. Its subject 
area, the Zwischenstadt, i. e. urban landscapes, already marks the need to transcend narrow 
urbanistic approaches. The design and planning of urban landscapes requires that knowledge 
from different disciplines is brought together: urban design, landscape architecture, regional 
and city planning, architecture, ecology, nature conservation, traffi c planning, etc. Designed 
as a discourse analysis, my thesis accounts for the importance of another group of disciplines 
relevant to successful urban design: the humanities, especially the cultural studies.

In the fi rst section, I will introduce the subject, aims and fi rst results of my thesis paying special 
attention to the approach developed and the methods adopted in my work. I will conclude 
by identifying the transdisciplinary approach of my thesis and by analyzing its contribution to 
research and practice in the fi eld of urbanism. The focus of this contribution does not lie on 
results of my dissertation, but rather on the discussion of its methods and its overall approach.

Zwischenstadt: City, Cultural Landscape or Wilderness?

Approach of the thesis
The subject of my thesis is the discourse of landscape architects, urban designers, planners and 
architects on the so-called Zwischenstadt2. This term was coined by German urban designer 
Thomas Sieverts to designate the phenomenon of fragmented urban landscapes.3 Other 
concepts which refer to similar forms of urban reality are e. g. “sprawl”, “suburbia”, “Métapolis”4, 
“Netzstadt”5, or “Tussenland”6. The variety of names mirrors the wide and confusing range of 
evaluations of the Zwischenstadt.

Literally translated, ‘Zwischenstadt’ means ‘in-between city’. The preposition ‘zwischen’ 
respectively ‘between’ does not only refer to the city’s location in the region, but also and 
primarily to the economic, social and cultural features of these areas: “They take up large areas, 
and they have both urban and rural characteristics. The Zwischenstadt stands between the 
individual, special place as a geographical and historical event and ubiquitous developments of 

1  The working title of the thesis is: “Zwischenstadt: City, Cultural Landscape or Wilderness? An Analysis of Different Read-
ings”. Supervisors: Prof. Dr. Ludwig Trepl (Technische Universität München), Prof. Thomas Sieverts (Bonn).
2  Throughout the paper, I will stick to this German term as my thesis deals with the German language discourse.
3  Thomas SIEVERTS, Zwischenstadt: Zwischen Ort und Welt, Raum und Zeit, Stadt und Land (Basel - Boston – Berlin: 
Birkhäuser, 1997/2001); English translation: Thomas SIEVERTS, Cities Without Cities. An interpretation of the Zwischen-
stadt (London - New York: Spon Press, 2003).
4  Francois ASCHER, Métapolis ou l’avenir des villes (Paris: Éditions Odile Jacob, 1995).
5  Franz OSWALD, Peter BACCINI and Mark MICHAELI, Netzstadt - Einführung in das Stadtentwerfen (Basel - Boston 
– Berlin: Birkhäuser, 2003).
6  Rainer JOHANN, „Innovationsland: Tussenland“ in Sophie WOLFRUM and Winfried NERDINGER (ed.), Multiple City. 
Stadtkonzepte 1908 | 2008 (Berlin: jovis, 2008), 38-42.
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the global division of labour: between the space as an immediate living area and the abstract 
traversing of distance which is only measured in the consumption of time; between the mythical 
Old City which is still very effective, and the Old Cultural Landscape which remains anchored 
deep in our dreams.”7

The aim of my PhD work is to fi nd a new order for the discourse on the Zwischenstadt. What do 
I mean by “new order”? This expression takes into account the already existing suggestions of 
how to systematize the discourse.8 I do not simply add another suggestion of how to order the 
debate; I rather build on the existing ones by deepening and combining them.

At fi rst glance one can distinguish three basic attitudes within the broad range of positions 
towards the Zwischenstadt:9

(1) The fi rst position vehemently rejects urban sprawl. Its representatives, whom I name the 
opponents of the Zwischenstadt, advocate the ideal of the compact European City.

Representative theorists in Germany are for example Mönninger and Hoffmann-Axthelm; the 
design philosophy of Krier and Kohl is typical for this attitude. In the US one has to think e. g. 
of Kunstler, Hayden as well as Duany, Plater-Zyberck and Speck.10

(2) A second attitude has come to terms with and at least accepts the Zwischenstadt, arguing 
that it is a reality -whether you like it or not. Its representatives agree on the Zwischenstadt on 
the condition that it is qualifi ed by certain conditions - therefore I call them the qualifi ers of the 
Zwischenstadt. These conditions seem to include the improvement of the physical, aesthetic, 
social and economic situation in the urban landscapes in order to create an urban everyday 
living space.

One of the most prominent representatives of this attitude in Germany is Thomas Sieverts. He 
has led the so-called Ladenburger Kolleg, a research project that has aimed at improving the 
quality of life in the Zwischenstadt. Research that has emerged in this context, for example 
by Boczek, Bölling, Bormann et al. and Körner, is also typical for the position of qualifi cation. 
In an international context, Ingersoll and Waldheim could be mentioned exemplarily.11

(3) A third position is unreserved advocacy of urban sprawl. I have called the representatives 
of this attitude the enthusiasts of the Zwischenstadt. They euphorically embrace the 
indeterminacy and openness which they ascribe to the urban landscapes.

This strategy is basically a Dutch invention of the 1980s. It is represented by theorists such 
as Lootsma, and offi ces like OMA and MVRDV. The mastermind and main protagonist of this 
position is Koolhaas, other representatives are for example Lerup and Vöckler.12

A second aspect I have focused on, apart from the three basic attitudes, is the way urban sprawl 
is conceived. Among other, less often mentioned interpretations (such as sprawl as ‘garden’ or 
‘paradise’13), the readings of the Zwischenstadt as ‘city’, ‘cultural landscape’ and ‘wilderness’ 
seem to be of major importance. They are used frequently, and they are used by representatives 
of all basic attitudes—opponents, qualifi ers and enthusiasts. This is conspicuous. It would have 

7  SIEVERTS, Cities Without Cities, p. 2.
8  A fi rst group of suggestions systematizes the discourse according to the criterion of the general attitude planners and architects 
have towards the Zwischenstadt [cf. Gabriele SCHULTHEISS, “Alles Landschaft? Zur Konjunktur eines Begriffes in der Urbanistik“ 
in Ulrich EISEL and Stefan KÖRNER (ed.), Landschaft in einer Kultur der Nachhaltigkeit. Landschaftsgestaltung im Spannungsfeld 
zwischen Ästhetik und Nutzen (Kassel, 2007), 86-104; Oliver BORMANN, Michael KOCH, Astrid SCHMEING, Martin SCHRÖDER 
and Alex WALL, Zwischen Stadt Entwerfen (Wuppertal: Verlag Müller + Busmann, 2005]. A second system to order the discourse 
pays attention to different interpretations and metaphors of sprawl (see for example SIEVERTS, Cities Without Cities, p. 44]. A third 
pattern of classifi cation is based on the political and ideological background of the positions [Susanne HAUSER and Christa KAM-
LEITHNER, Ästhetik der Agglomeration (Wuppertal: Verlag Müller + Busmann, 2006); BORMANN et al., Zwischen Stadt Entwerfen, 
pp. 100, 134].
9  Although my focus is on the German language debate, it is necessary nonetheless to take account of some of the positions 
taken by planners in other countries, given that the debate on city and wilderness is conducted internationally.—See for a similar 
systematization SCHULTHEISS, Alles Landschaft; cf. Vera VICENZOTTI and Ludwig TREPL, “City as Wilderness: The Wilderness 
Metaphor from Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl to Contemporary Urban Designers” in Landscape Research, 34/4 (2009): 379-396.
10  Dieter HOFFMANN-AXTHELM, Die dritte Stadt. Bausteine eines neuen Gründungsvertrages (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 
1993); Dieter HOFFMANN-AXTHELM, Anleitung zum Stadtumbau (Frankfurt am Main - New York: Campus, 1996); James Ho-
ward KUNSTLER, The Geography of Nowhere. The Rise and Decline of America‘s Man-Made Landscape (New-York - London 
- Toronto - Sydney - Tokyo - Singapore: Simon & Schuster, 1994); Michael MÖNNINGER, “Stadtfl ucht macht frei. Wie Architekten 
und Raumplaner sich vom städtischen Zivilisationsmodell verabschieden“ in Merkur 54/1 (2000), 36-44; Andres DUANY, Elizabeth 
PLATER-ZYBERK and Jeff SPECK, Suburban Nation: The Rise of Sprawl and the Decline of the American Nation (New York: North 
Point Press, 2000); Dolores HAYDEN, A Field Guide to Sprawl (New York – London: W.W. Norton & Company, 2004).
11  SIEVERTS, Cities Without Cities; Lars BÖLLING and Wolfgang CHRIST, Bilder einer Zwischenstadt. Ikonographie und Sze-
nographie eines Urbanisierungsprozesses (Wuppertal: Verlag Müller + Busmann, 2005); BORMANN et al., Zwischen Stadt Ent-
werfen; Stefan KÖRNER, Natur in der urbanisierten Landschaft. Ökologie, Schutz und Gestaltung (Wuppertal: Verlag Müller + 
Busmann, 2005); Richard INGERSOLL, Sprawltown. Looking for the City on its Edges (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
2006); Charles WALDHEIM (ed.), The Landscape Urbanism Reader (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2006); Barbara 
BOCZEK, Transformationen urbaner Landschaften. Ansätze zur Gestaltung in der Rhein-Main-Region (Wuppertal: Verlag Müller + 
Busmann, 2007).
12  Rem KOOLHAAS and Bruche MAU, Small, Medium, Large, Extra-Large (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 1995); Kai VÖCKLER, „ 
Psychoscape“ in Walter PRIGGE, Peripherie ist überall (Frankfurt am Main - New York: Campus, 1998), 277-287; Bart LOOTSMA, 
“Synthetic Regionalism. The Dutch Landscape Toward a Second Modernity” in James CORNER (ed.), Recovering Landscape 
(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), 250-274; Lars LERUP, After the City (Cambridge, MA - London, England: The MIT 
Press, 2000); Rem KOOLHAAS, Stefano BOERI, Sanford KWINTER, Nadia TAZI and Hans Ulrich OBRIST, Mutations (Barcelona 
– Bordeaux: Actar, 2001).
13  See for example Donald APPLEYARD and Kevin LYNCH, Temporary Paradise? A Look at the Special Landscape of the San 
Diego Region, 1974 < http://www.c3sandiego.org/Temporary_Paradise.pdf > [accessed 12 August 2009].
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been plausible to expect that certain interpretations occur preferably or exclusively within certain 
basic attitudes. However, although each basic attitude has a specifi c way of conceptualizing 
and evaluating the Zwischenstadt, the same (metaphorical) readings are used to illustrate 
the respective point of view. This is due to the fact that one concept can have multiple, even 
contradictory meanings. Thus I propose the following thesis:

Due to their multiple meanings and evaluations, the three concepts (‘wilderness’, ‘cultural 
landscape’ and ‘city’) can be used by the opponents, the qualifi ers and the enthusiasts to 
express different attitudes towards the Zwischenstadt.

My approach to order the discourse on sprawl is to combine the analysis of the basic attitudes 
with the analysis of the different (metaphorical) readings of the Zwischenstadt. Thus a fi rst 
systematization of the discourse consists of identifying nine discourse positions [fi g. 1].

I focus on the metaphorical reading of the urban landscape as a form of ‘wilderness’.14 In their 
different statements, planners and architects either designate the Zwischenstadt literally as ‘wild 
nature’, or else they mention such features of urban sprawl that could at least be interpreted as 
aspects of ‘wilderness’.15

The most prominent meaning implied by the wilderness metaphor is that the Zwischenstadt is 
uncontrolled and uncontrollable. “As a whole, the diffuse city gives an ‘unplanned’ impression, but 
it has arisen out of innumerable individual, and - considered on their own - rational decisions”.16 
Another analogy between ‘wilderness’ and the Zwischenstadt lies in the idea of freedom. Also, 
just as the natural wilderness, the Zwischenstadt seemingly plays the role of the ‘other’ for (urban) 
civilization. Vöckler states e. g. that the urban periphery, if it is characterized at all, is described 
“as excrescence, rank growth, or wilderness. Despite its evident artifi ciality, its largely man-made 
materiality, the metaphors of naturalness applied to the periphery suggest strangeness and the 
impossibility to rule and control it.”17 Thomas Sieverts identifi es a mode of reading the periphery 
as “wilderness“,18 and Boris Sieverts titles an essay “City as Wilderness”.19

When an opponent designates the Zwischenstadt as ‘wilderness’, one can assume he or she is 
recurring to other meanings of ‘wilderness’ than an enthusiast using the same concept. However, 
the meanings of the concepts of ‘wilderness’, ‘cultural landscape’ and ‘city’ are not arbitrary; they 
rather follow certain cultural patterns. These patterns are fundamentally distinct interpretations 
of the world, i. e. different worldviews (Weltanschauung). Each worldview formulates specifi c 
concepts of ‘wilderness’, ‘cultural landscape’ and ‘city’. Thus I propose a second thesis:

The ambivalence of the interpretations of the Zwischenstadt (‘wilderness’, ‘cultural landscape’ 
and ‘city’) is due to the fact that the concepts have different meanings in different worldviews.

In order to systematically identify the different meanings and evaluations of the concepts, it is 
necessary to ideal typically (re-) construct them from the perspective of different worldviews. For 
heuristic reasons, I have chosen the perspectives of a liberal, a conservative, a democratic and a 
romantic worldview.20 I identify which meanings the concepts of ‘wilderness’, ‘cultural landscape’ and 
‘city’ can assume within the framework of each worldview.

14  I have already mentioned that I analyze the German language discourse on the Zwischenstadt. This is sensible with regard to a 
needful limitation of the research subject, and it is absolutely necessary regarding the different meanings the concepts of ‘(cultural) 
landscape’ and ‘wilderness’ have in different cultural areas [cf. Dóra DREXLER, “Kulturelle Differenzen der Landschaftswahrneh-
mung in England, Frankreich, Deutschland und Ungarn” in Thomas KIRCHHOFF and Ludwig TREPL (ed.), Vieldeutige Natur. 
Landschaft, Wildnis und Ökosystem als kulturgeschichtliche Phänomene (Bielefeld: transcript, 2009), 119-135; Denis COSGROVE, 
„Modernity, Community and the Landscape Idea“ in Journal of Material Culture, 11, 1/2 (2006): 49-66; Kenneth Robert OLWIG, 
Landscape, Nature, and the Body Politics. From Britain’s Renaissance to America’s New World (Madison, Wis.: The University of 
Wisconsin Press, 2002)].
15  See for a more detailed illustration of analogies between ‘wilderness’ and the Zwischenstadt VICENZOTTI & TREPL, City as 
Wilderness, pp. 387-389.
16  SIEVERTS, Cities Without Cities, p. 3.
17  VÖCKLER, Psychoscape, p. 277.—Apart from the quotes from Thomas Sieverts’ book, all other citations of German texts are 
my translations.
18  SIEVERTS, Cities Without Cities, p. 44.
19  Boris SIEVERTS, „Stadt als Wildnis“ in Dieter GENSKE and Susanne HAUSER (ed.), Die Brache als Chance. Ein transdiszi-
plinärer Dialog über verbrauchte Flächen (Berlin - Heidelberg - New York - Hongkong - London - Mailand - Paris – Tokio: Springer), 
205-231.
20  I cannot go into detail here why I have selected these perspectives, I would just like to make one remark: The choice results 
from a thesis proposed for heuristic and methodical reasons about modernity: All modern worldviews take a stand on the idea of 
‘progress’. As two extreme positions one can distinguish a progressive, i. e. liberal attitude, and one that is critical towards progress, 
i. e. a conservative position. Furthermore there are also “third ways”. I reconstruct two versions of a third way: a democratic and a 
romantic worldview.

[fi g. 1] The nine discourse 
position result from the 
combination of the basic 
attitudes towards the 
Zwischenstadt with its different 
(metaphorical) readings.
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First results
(1) One research result is the differentiated delineation of different meanings of the concepts 
‘wilderness’, ‘cultural landscape’ and ‘city’. This delineation constitutes the instrument of analyzing the 
discourse on the Zwischenstadt, but it could also be used for analyzing other debates in landscape 
and urban planning.

The table below [fi g. 2] gives an overview of the meanings I have identifi ed. Using the three criteria 
of freedom, order and reason, I have formed 36 ideal typical meanings of the concepts ‘wilderness’, 
‘cultural landscape’ and ‘city’ from the perspectives of the four worldviews, that is the liberal, the 
conservative, the democratic and the romantic worldview.21

Without going into detail explaining all identifi ed meanings, I would like to call attention to two aspects: 
First, we can see that within different worldviews, ‘wilderness’ has different, even contradictory 
meanings. In the conservative worldview for example, ‘wilderness’ can assume the meaning of 
bondage (meaning 10), whereas in the romantic perspective, ‘wild nature’ is regarded as the sphere 
of freedom (meaning 28). Second, ‘wilderness’ can for example be interpreted as disorder, but 
disorder itself can be evaluated differently: It is either, as within the democratic worldview, condemned 
as an expression of individualization and excrescent interest orientation (meaning 20), or, as from 
the romantic perspective, it is supported as liberating relief from a rigid and hostile order of worth 
(meaning 29).

(2) In the analysis of current planners’ and architects’ statements about the Zwischenstadt 
I have focused on the basic attitude of the qualifi ers. Thus I have only examined statements by 
representatives of the attitude of qualifi cation, asking which of the 36 identifi ed meanings is implied 
in them. Among other conclusions, it is noticeable that the attitude of the qualifi ers is heterogeneous 
with regard to the worldviews, i. e. all worldviews occur in statements of the qualifi ers, even and quite 
prominent the romantic tradition. This is striking, because one might have regarded the romantic 
worldview as obsolete.

21  Although the focus of my dissertation lies on the analysis of the metaphor ‘wilderness’ for the Zwischenstadt, I have also ana-
lyzed meanings of two other readings, ‘cultural landscape’ and ‘city’—for two reasons: fi rst, the meanings of ‘wilderness’ can be best 
elucidated against the background of the other two concepts, and second one single statement very often contains meanings of 
more than just one concept, so that for its analysis one has to consider all three concepts.

[fi g. 2] Delineation of the 
different meanings of the 

(metaphorical) readings of the 
Zwischenstadt.
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However, the strategy of the qualifi ers to approach the Zwischenstadt with a “new view”22 is a reminder 
of the tradition of romanticizing the world: The unbiased and open-minded view aims at discovering 
hidden qualities of the world and our urban landscapes. One has to search for the extraordinary 
in everyday life, for the bewildering in banalities and for the weird in the well-known. For both, the 
qualifi ers as well as the romanticists, the “new view” tends to a “qualitative raising to a higher power 
(qualitative Potenzierung)” (Novalis) of (the urban) reality.23 In this spirit, Boris Sieverts states for 
example: “The wild peripheries of the big cites are […] one of the last big adventures, they are the 
unexplored, from the sublime to the unimposing, they are full of surprises and secrets”.24

A closer look at the methods
The thesis is designed to be a discourse analysis. Thus, my subject is not the physical object of the 
Zwischenstadt consisting of streets, houses, fi elds, woods, rivers, farmlands, clarifi cation and power 
plants, shopping malls, parking lots etc. Rather, I deal with (design) ideas, concepts and statements 
of planners and architects. I am interested in the origin of these ideas and how they have infl uenced 
each other because ultimately these ideas have an impact on the design and planning practice. The 
conception of discourse is largely derived from the work of French philosopher Michel Foucault.25 
Livingstone, referring to Foucault, “explains discourses as broad systems of thought, which inform 
how we conceive of the world and gain practical expression in regulative institutions; they are 
vehicles of social power and serve as strategies of moral manipulation.”26 Gregory defi nes discourse 
as a “specifi c series of representations, practices and performances through which meanings are 
produced, connected and legitimized.”27

My approach of ordering the discourse on the Zwischenstadt comprises the analysis of the logic 
of construction of different concepts and positions. I will not address the issues of power and 
institutionalized practices, which means that I will not look for sociological or psychological 
explanations. They are very important and crucial aspects of discourse, but analyzing them would 
mean to go beyond the scope of the thesis. Instead, I analyze the history of ideas of current concepts 
and examine the relation between them, paying special attention to possibilities of combination, to 
contradictions and relations of exclusion. I have decided to focus on the concepts’ logic of construction 
(which seems to concur more or less with Popper’s “world 3”) because of its relevance for democratic 
and transparent planning processes: Often, confl icts in planning processes are not only confl icts of 
interests, they are also an expression of differing ideas of ‘city’, of the relationship between man and 
nature, of ‘landscape’ etc., i. e. these confl icts ultimately derive from or are at least nourished by a 
clash of divergent worldviews.
That is why my thesis includes the aspect of worldviews in its discourse analysis. I will sketch in 
this section how I have distinguished the different meanings of the concepts ‘wilderness’, ‘cultural 
landscape’ and ‘city’ with the aid of worldviews. I have set up what could be called the “grammar” of 
each worldview: I have elaborated the founding structure, the specifi c order of worth by using the above 
introduced concepts of ‘freedom’, ‘order’ and ‘reason’ as criteria for the illustration of the worldviews. I 
have done that with the aid of secondary but also primary literature about classical liberal, conservative, 
democratic and romantic (political) philosophies identifying “grammarians”, that is protagonists or 
representative thinkers for each worldview. “The grammarians come from political philosophy where 
the founding principles […] are articulated in a systematic way.”28 I have depicted the worldviews by 
illustrating the different concepts of ‘wilderness’, ‘cultural landscape’ and ‘city’. For that purpose I had 
to interpret the grammarians’ theories asking which role ‘wilderness’ (respectively the natural condition 
of mankind), ‘cultural landscape’ (or a feudal country live) and ‘city’ (respectively civilization, the society 
under a social contract, life in a modern metropolis) play in them. In doing so, it has been possible to 
distinguish and defi ne the different meanings of the three concepts in a systematic way.
Until now, I have spoken almost parenthetically about the ideal typical (re-) construction of positions 
and worldviews. However, the method of the ideal types is crucial for my approach: I form ideal 
types (1) of the (metaphorical) readings of the Zwischenstadt (the concepts of ‘wilderness’, ‘cultural 
landscape’ and ‘city’) and (2) of the three basic attitudes towards urban sprawl (the positions of the 
opponents, the qualifi ers and the enthusiasts).

22  The importance of the ‘new view’ for the attitude of the qualifi ers is expressed by the fact that Bormann et al. title a chapter, in which 
they explain preconditions of their attitude, “Der Neue Blick” (“the new view”) (BORMANN et al., Zwischen Stadt Entwerfen, p. 47).
23  “The world must be romanticized. In this way one rediscovers the original meaning, romanticizing is nothing but a qualitative 
raising to a higher power [Potenzierung]. […] Insofar as I give the commonplace a higher meaning, the ordinary a mysterious 
countenance, the known the dignity of the unknown, the fi nite an appearance of infi nity, I romanticize it.” (NOVALIS, as cited in 
Jane KELLER, “Novalis’ Other Way Out” in Nikolas KOMPRIDIS (ed.), Philosophical Romanticism (London – New York: Routledge, 
2006), 196-213, p. 202.)
24  Boris SIEVERTS, “Wahrnehmung und Erfahrung des Ungestalteten. Vom Reichtum des Informellen“ in deutsche bauzeitung, 
137/7 (2003): 54-57, p. 55.
25  Michel FOUCAULT, Archaeology of knowledge (London - New York: Routledge, 1969/2007); Michel FOUCAULT, “The Order of Dis-
course” in Robert YOUNG (ed.), Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1972/1981), 48-78.
26  Michael JONES, “The Concept of Cultural Landscape: Discourse and Narratives” in Hannes PALANG and Gary FRY (ed.), 
Landscape Interfaces. Cultural Heritage in Changing Landscapes (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2003), 21-51, p. 25.
27  Derek GREGORY, 2000, as cited in ibid.
28  Niels ALBERTSEN, “From Calvin to Spinoza. The New Spirit of Capitalism” in Distinktion, 11 (2005), 67-81, p. 72, referring to 
BOLTANSKI and THÉVENOT—As the grammarian of liberalism I have referred to Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), for the reconstruc-
tion of conservatism, I have looked at the theories of Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803), Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl (1823-1897) and 
Oswald Spengler (1880-1936). I have used Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) as the grammarian for the democratic worldview 
and several German artists and intellectuals as grammarians of romanticism (e. g. Carl Gustav Carus, 1789-1869; Caspar David 
Friedrich, 1744-1840; Novalis, 1772-1801; August Wilhelm von Schlegel, 1767-1845; Friedrich von Schlegel, 1772-1829; Johann 
Ludwig Tieck, 1773-1853).
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The method of ideal types has been developed by Max Weber. In his study ‘Objectivity’ in Social 
Science and Social Policy (originally published in 1904), he describes the nature of the ideal type and 
how it is gained: “An ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more points of view 
and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and occasionally absent 
concrete individual phenomena, which are arranged according to those one-sidedly emphasized 
viewpoints into a unifi ed analytical construct (Gedankenbild). In its conceptual purity, this mental 
construct (Gedankenbild) cannot be found empirically anywhere in reality. It is a utopia.”29

Ideal types are a conceptual instrument to order discourse. They must not be misunderstood as 
pigeonholing (as types are no classes). They rather describe poles that real positions can never 
reach, only approach more or less. The real theories, statements and concepts fl oat like point clouds 
around the center of the ideal types; some of them approximate it pretty much, others remain far 
away from it. Ideal types contribute to discourse analysis by spanning a spectrum of well defi ned 
potential positions. Thus the concepts architects and planners use in reality, their concrete attitudes, 
are never identical with the ideal types, they rather combine elements from different ideal types. 
With their aid one can identify in what respect the real positions differ from each other because it 
is possible to clearly defi ne the combination of elements from different ideal types integrated within 
the real statements. Thus it is not a criterion for the quality of an ideal type whether it can be found 
in reality or not. A well formed ideal type rather has to be fruitful, i. e. it must help to explain and 
understand the concepts and attitudes found in reality.

Conclusion: Transcending the discipline

The discipline of urbanism can be transcended into two directions: One can go beyond what could be 
called the classical body of knowledge in urbanism integrating knowledge of (1) either other applied 
or application oriented sciences (e. g. traffi c and landscape planning, nature conservation etc.) or 
(2) of the humanities (e. g. cultural sciences). However, as implied in the term ‘trans-disciplinarity’, in 
contrast to ‘inter-’ or ‘multi-disciplinarity’, in the discipline of urbanism both ways interact: Trends in 
the design practice are topics of theoretical refl ection of, in and for urban design, and theory (in the 
sense of meta-theory) can infl uence the practice of planning and designing urban landscapes.

My PhD work is designed to analyze the practice of urbanism from the perspective of the cultural 
sciences. Its methods clearly belong to the methodical repertoire of the cultural studies, just as most 
of its aims are typical for research in the fi eld of cultural sciences. However, if it were a classical study 
in this fi eld, the discourse on the Zwischenstadt would simply be regarded as one exemplary setting 
where controversies typical for modernity are being fought out. But for me, the debate about how 
to deal with the urban landscapes is more than just an example - it is the really relevant issue.30 My 
thesis should help open-minded planners and architects to come up with innovative design strategies 
enhancing the quality of life in urban landscapes.

I cannot go here into further detail about the interplay of theoretical refl ection and design practice. I 
would just like to hint at Eisel, who is asking that design proposals should be discussed and analyzed 
as a “principle of stimulation and as a means of vitalization”31. “Design proposals can help to refl ect 
conceptionally; especially the person they come from can learn to understand them as a reference 
to himself [or herself], to his [or her] lifestyle and ethical principles. That does not improve his [or 
her] talent, but his [or her] conceptional certainty and vibrancy, i. e. his [or her] clarity.”32 About an 
analysis with that direction of impact, i. e. with the aim of “using the political and epistemological 
qualities of design”33, Eisel states: “One would have to attempt to intellectually catch up with the 
completed process of aesthetical objectivation. Not in order to fi nd rules of design, this is barking up 
the wrong tree, […] but in order to track down what is the ideological basis of the design example.”34 
To do this, one does not need to possess design skills. “What the design expresses is deciphered 
‘hermeneutically’, and the hermeneutics will be as good as the interpreter is as a humanist, not as a 
designer, i. e. how big and professional his [or her] knowledge based on cultural theory is.”35

This rationale reveals how I hope that my work might infl uence the design practice. I try to bring 
together design attitudes from the discourse on the Zwischenstadt with theories from cultural and 
political sciences dealing with different worldviews; i. e. I try to analyze the ideological content of 
these attitudes and to fi nd a new order for the discourse on urban landscapes. Thus, the discourse 
analysis is not an end in itself - it can hopefully contribute to animate the design practice and to 
improve the quality of life in our urban landscapes.

29  Max WEBER, “‘Objectivity’ in Social Science and Social Policy” in Edward A. SHILS and Henry A. FINCH (ed.), The Methodology 
of the Social Sciences. Max Weber (New York: The Free Press, 1904/1949), 50-112, p. 90, italics in original.
30  That does not mean that studies in the fi eld of urbanism are not interesting for research in the cultural sciences. However, the 
scientifi c interests of both fi elds, urbanism on the one hand and humanities such as cultural studies on the other hand, are categori-
cally different: The former ultimately strives after improving our (build) environment whereas the latter aims at understanding cultural 
phenomena. Of course, in order to design livable environments one needs to understand the respective culture, but for urbanism 
this knowledge is never an end in itself, it is always just a means to achieve its real goal.
31  Ulrich EISEL, „Unbestimmte Stimmungen und bestimmte Unstimmigkeiten. Über die guten Gründe der deutschen Land-
schaftsarchitektur für die Abwendung von der Wissenschaft und die schlechten Gründe für ihre intellektuelle Abstinenz - mit Folge-
rungen für die Ausbildung in diesem Fach“ in Stefan BERNARD and Philipp SATTLER, Vor der Tür. Aktuelle Landschaftsarchitektur 
aus Berlin (München: Callwey, 1997), 17-33, p. 25.
32  Ibid., p. 26.
33  Ibid.
34  Ibid., p. 25.
35  Ibid., p. 26.
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Privation and Privatization
GULF, the big sign, in the gulf of time… a not unusual yet somehow startling sight in all the pure 
hotdog roadstand and motel whiteness in a nameless district of U.S.A. where red traffi c lights 
always seem to give a sense of raid and green traffi c lights a sense of distance, snow, sand…

- Jack Kerouac1 

The corporation has a sharp legal image. Its purpose is to do business as would an individual.
- John Kenneth Galbraith2 

I want to be the Henry Ford of bookmaking
- Ed Ruscha3

In two landmark exhibitions on Robert Frank, From New York to Nova Scotia and Looking In: 
Robert Frank’s The Americans, curators Anne Wilkes Tucker and Sara Greenough, respectively, 
reproduced a road map of the continental United States alongside their historical interpretations 
of Frank’s book The Americans (1958/59).4 In both cases the maps outline Frank’s routes of 
travel in 1955-56 across the American landscape, and are read beside certain facts about Frank’s 
road trip. For one, that Frank had “purchased a 1950 Ford Business Coupe” for the journey.5 
Second, that the two year journey across the lower forty-eight States resulted in “10,000 miles” 
covered by “767 rolls of fi lm.”6 Finally, both scholars evoke a sense of wanderlust, for Tucker 
Frank’s trip was “a combination of planning and chance,” and for Greenough it was a journey 
“with no set itinerary.”7

The Americans resulted from a Guggenheim Fellowship awarded in 1955 and renewed in 1956. 
In his fellowship application, Frank stated that he wanted to “photograph freely throughout the 
United States.”8 The fi rst U.S. edition was published in 1959, following a 1958 French edition 
published by Robert Delpire, entitled Les Américains.9 In both editions, The Americans was 
published in a horizontal format, measuring seven-and-a-half by eight-and-a-half inches, and 
contained eighty-three black and white images printed as rotogravures in France by Draeger 
Frères. In the 1959 edition, each image is reproduced on the recto page, against a verso page 
that is completely white save for a brief caption, just as Frank had originally intended.10 In this 
format, in Frank’s words, The Americans presents itself as “a broad voluminous picture record 
of things American.” 11 

1  Jack Kerouac, “On the Road to Florida,” photographs by Robert Frank, Evergreen Review no. 74 (January 1970); as 
published in Robert Frank: New York to Nova Scotia, ed. Anne Wilkes TUCKER (Boston: Little Brown and Company, 
1986), 40. Article was originally written in 1956.
2  John Kenneth Galbraith, The New Industrial State (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007) 89. First published in 
1967.
3  Douglas M. Davis, “From Common Scenes, Mr. Ruscha Evokes Art,” National Observer, July 28, 1969: 17.  
4  From New York to Nova Scotia originated at the Houston Museum of Fine Art in 1986, Looking In originated at the 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, in 2009. Robert Frank: New York to Nova Scotia, 95. Sara Greenough, Looking 
In: Robert Frank’s The Americans (expanded edition) (Washington: National Gallery of Art/ Steidl, 2009). The map is also 
reproduced under “Journey” at http://www.nga.gov/exhibitions/2009/frank/index.shtm. Accessed January 5, 2009.
5  Robert Frank: New York to Nova Scotia, 94.
6  Greenough, Looking In: Robert Frank’s The Americans (expanded edition). Also reproduced under “Journey” at http://
www.nga.gov/exhibitions/2009/frank/index.shtm. Accessed January 5, 2009.
7  Robert Frank: New York to Nova Scotia, 94. Greenough, Looking In: Robert Frank’s The Americans (expanded edition). 
Also reproduced under “Journey” at http://www.nga.gov/exhibitions/2009/frank/index.shtm. Accessed January 5, 2009
8  Robert Frank, “Fellowship Application Form,” as published in Robert Frank: New York to Nova Scotia, ed. Anne Wilkes 
Tucker (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1996) 20. Original document, reproduced in facsimile in source, stamped 
October 21, 1954.
9  This edition is undoubtedly the most well known of the two, having been reprinted six times as of 2008 (though each time 
by a different publisher). 1968, New York: “An Aperture Book” Museum of Modern Art, printed at Rapaport Printing Corp.; 
1969, New York: An Aperture Book, Grossman Publishers; 1969 MoMA paperback edition; 1978 Millerton, New York: An 
Aperture Monograph; 1986, New York: Pantheon Books; 1993, Zurich: Scalo; 2008 Goettingen: Stiedl Verlag. 
10  Robert Frank to Barney Rosset, April 22, 1959, Folder “Robert Frank, 1958-1960,” Grove Press, Editorial Files, Box 
No. 96A, Grove Press Records, Syracuse University Library. 
11  Robert Frank, “Fellowship Application Form,” as published in Robert Frank: New York to Nova Scotia, ed. Anne Wilkes 
Tucker (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1996) 20. Original document, reproduced in facsimile in source, stamped 
October 21, 1954.
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Due to its multifarious images and formally disconnected content, critics have long used the 
road as a metaphor for interpreting Frank’s book. Like Greenough and Tucker, in 1957 Gotthard 
Schuh and Walker Evans suggested the road as The Americans’ narrative bind. Despite Frank 
picturing only a single fi lling station (“Santa Fe, New Mexico”), Schuh anchored his reading of 
the book in this sign of automobility and those Americans “bored with the luxury of their super 
automobiles.”12 Accompanying a premier of the work in U.S. Camera Annual 58, Evans made 
similar remarks. Drawn to the image “U.S. 285, New Mexico,” the only image in The Americans 
that makes the road its explicit subject, Evans wrote, “the whole page is haunted with American 
scale and space, which the mind fi lls quite automatically.”13

Only recently has that sense for scale and space been critically addressed. Blake Stimson 
explained that The Americans visually articulated America’s “background hum.”14 Stimson 
equated this “hum” to “the ‘ride bye’ that strings one photograph with another in a metonymical 
sequence,” suggesting the book’s images might be read in a linear manner, much like following 
a roadway.15 Read sequentially, however, The Americans jumps from place to place across 
the surface of the continental United States, juxtaposing distant sites. Therefore, rather than 
geography it is in the book’s open space where Stimson connects the humming momentum of 
the American road to the forward momentum of Frank’s book. Eighty-three photographs face 
eighty-three white pages. As Stimson puts it, we might equate this “blankness of space” to “a 
gap or void or blank in or on which narration or fi guration can occur.”16 That is, Frank’s opening 
of space between each image allows the reader to progress forward, making point-to-point 
connections, as if on an open road.  

Despite several authors positing the road as means to understanding The Americans, the narrow 
and infl exible nature of a road is a myopic analogy for the content of Frank’s book. Rather 
than present us with a road’s common space, The Americans repeatedly pictures other iconic 
aspects of the vernacular American landscape – jukeboxes, roadside eateries, the automobile, 
death, religion, the entertainment industry, political fi gures, and the American fl ag. Vying for 
relevance, these symbols propose not national identity, but friction and difference between 
various groups, classes, and subcultures. Instead of a roadway’s connective tissue, Frank’s 
image of America pictures interpersonal estrangement. Reconsidering the book’s blank spaces, 
we can see them as respite from Frank’s images. Rather than places of narrative connection, 
they are spaces of private withdrawal. The reader is implicated in Frank’s vision of post-war 
America, and its failure to produce communal identity for the sake of privatized space. 

Stimson has likewise claimed that The Americans is about performing “Americanism” only to 
fi nd “its failure everywhere.”17 For Stimson, that Americanism is a “desire for self-invention.”18 
As we will see, The Americans fi nds the nation failing to congeal all citizens under a single 
iconic framework. Yet, the desire for self-invention, a hallmark of American liberty, has not 
failed. Instead it is apparent in the book’s picturing of social differences that have resulted from 
the individualizing effects of American capitalism. The book itself, which frames and promotes 
Frank’s personal aesthetic, is further proof of this. Frank’s individual vision, the privation between 
images, and the alienation apparent in the images, each indicate an American landscape 
dominated by privatization, epitomizing what David Harvey has called a period of “embedded 
liberalism.”19 The hum Frank pictures is not that of the American road’s potential as a national 
yoke or a narrative line, but a politic anticipating neo-liberalism, where the individual identity is 
given weight over the collective good.  

The persistence of American liberalism, and its consequential turn toward privatization in the 
mid-1950s, is apparent in the temperament of Americans Frank pictures. Aptly titled, nearly 
three-quarters of The Americans pictures people in some capacity. Whether crowded in or 
surrounded by vacant space, in many cases a person’s identity is obscured. Heads are cut off 
by the negative’s frame, faces are lost in a lack of focus, shadow, or distance, and, as is so often 
the case, gazes are diverted off camera. Occasionally, a face looks at Frank, and by extension 

12  Gotthard Schuh, “Robert Frank,” Camera vol. 36, no. 8 (August 1957): 339-356; as published in Robert Frank: from 
New York to Nova Scotia, 32.
13  Walker Evans, “Robert Frank,” U.S. Camera Annual 1958 (New York: U.S. Camera Publishing Corp., 1957) 90. 
14  Blake Stimson, The Pivot of the World: Photography and Its Nation (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2006) 117.
15  Ibid., 118
16  Stimson, 114
17  Stimson, 131-132
18  Stimson, 131
19  David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) 11. As Harvey admits, the term 
is not unique to his study. However, Harvey sees this embedded liberalism as a predecessor to the neo-liberal policies 
of the 1970s and 1980s. The 1950s predicated neo-liberalism, in Harvey’s view, as the period’s economic and social 
policy promoted “liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized 
by strong private property rights, free markets, and free trade.” What made embedded liberalism distinct from this defi ni-
tion of neo-liberalism was “a ‘class compromise’ between capital and labour” that “set standards for the social wage by 
constructing a variety of welfare systems (health care, education, and the like).”  The balance between public program and 
private enterprise, though, led to broad stagfl ation in advanced capitalist countries throughout the 1960s, and especially 
the 1970s. Government policy solution was to further privatize formerly public programs. Harvey does not see this as a 
positive turn, stating that neoliberalist policy has led to “the restoration of class power.” Harvey, 2, 10-11, 31. 
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the reader, but they great us with trepidation.20 In crowded situations, Frank does not fi nd even 
this level of interaction.21 Frank intersperses images of individuals, arrested either alone or en 
masse, with relatively empty spaces – highways lacking traffi c, vacant pool halls and restaurants, 
starkly populated offi ces, parks, and streets – thus distancing Americans from one another. 

Frank avoids community. The scenes in “St. Petersburg, Florida” and “Drug Store, Detroit,” for 
instance, are awash with faces, yet none of the individuals’ meet another’s eyes. The same can 
be said for all but four images in the book – “En route from New York to Washington, Club Car,” 
“Convention Hall, Chicago,” “Courthouse Square, Elizabethville, North Carolina,” and “Public 
Park, Ann Arbor Michigan.” Even in these rare cases of individual interaction, at least one fi gure 
has their face turned away from the camera, thus alienating the reader. Most strikingly these 
people are not identifi ed by name, the captions identify them only by place. These Americans are 
an anonymous population, distinguished by geographic location and outward appearance alone. 

For many of the earliest critics of The Americans, the book amounted to an indictment of America. 
Critics saw Frank as selective and evoking what Jack Kerouac called, in his introduction to the 
1959 edition, a “sad poem.”22 Of course, Frank was highly selective. As Greenough’s research 
has shown, Frank ended his road trip across the United States with some 20,000 negatives. 
They were then pared down to 1,000 images, and those further still to a ninety-image maquette.23 
Greenough notes that this maquette, made in June of 1957, is “nearly identical” in sequence to 
the fi nal printed editions of The Americans.24 Images were placed on the recto page, facing a 
blank verso page. As Frank has admitted, and other commentators have noted, the sequence 
found in The Americans’ maquette was formed around four images of the American fl ag.25 
This appears to have remained in the print edition of the book, where four images containing 
the American fl ag are found scattered throughout – the fi rst image “Hoboken, New Jersey,” 
then “Jay, New York,” followed by “Detroit, Michigan,” and “Chicago.” However, this last “fl ag” 
contains stars and stripes but might more accurately be called a decorative festoon. Such 
decorations appear in numerous images in The Americans, thus complicating how any reader 
might deconstruct the book with the American fl ag as a touchstone. Given the bodies swirling 
in images around these fl ags, signs of death, graveyards and crosses, jukeboxes and diners, 
and the ubiquitous automobile, one gathers that the fl ag is only one of myriad icons competing 
to defi ne Frank’s American landscape.

Ruled by such myriad iconography, this supports Patricia Caulfi eld’s immediate impression 
in 1960 that, although The Americans is ruled by a seemingly simple sequence, it forgoes an 
“obvious layout.” 26 With his ample use of white space around individual images, The Americans 
broke from the graphic interface common for its day. For many, the white space, and the almost 
purely visual sequence of The Americans, has been seen simply as “radical.”27 As Ute Eskildsen 
has written, “Photo books focusing on a single subject that followed neither a casual nor a 
forma-linear narrative structure and thus emphasized the tableau character of the single image, 
did not conform to the standards of photo-book production in the late 1950s.”28 The radicality 
of Frank’s book was its break from the multi-authored, montage style layouts employed in 
catalogs such as The Family of Man (1955) or photo-essays for Life magazine by the likes of 
W. Eugene Smith.

If we recall Frank’s ambition, in his Guggenheim Fellowship application, to create a “small 
catalog… of things that are there, anywhere and everywhere – easily found, not easily 
selected and interpreted,” we might understand Frank’s picturing of myriad icons, and the 
book’s failure to coalesce around a single narrative thread, as evidence of the book’s complex 
social determinations. 29 There is neither a map nor a guide to lead us through Frank’s work. 
Frank felt confi dent in his visual agenda, and did not need to assume typical photojournalistic 
tendencies of photo-text relation or sequential narration of live action. Rather than providing 
a straightforward narrative structure, Frank provides subtle (and not so subtle) contrasts both 
within and across images in order to visually editorialize American society. 

20  “Savannah, Georgia,” “Candy store – New York City,” “New York City,” “Trolley – New Orleans,” “Jehovah’s Witness 
– Los Angeles,” “Newburgh, New York,” “Coffee shop, railway station – Indianapolis,” “City Hall – Reno, Nevada,” and “U.S. 
90, en route to Del Rio, Texas”
21  “City fathers – Hoboken, New Jersey,” or “Canal Street, New Orleans” for example.
22  The Americans, photographs by Robert Frank, introduction by Jack Kerouac (New York: Grove Press, 1959) iii.
23  Greenough, “Fragments,” 112-113.
24  Greenough, 113. The maquette is currently in the collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston.
25  Both Greenough and Tucker note that there are four American Flags. Greenough, 113. Anne Tucker, “It’s the 
Misinformation that’s Important,” Robert Frank: From New York to Nova Scotia, 95. Frank has noted, however, “I put them 
together in three sections. I started each section with an American fl ag, and each section began with no people and then 
came to the people.” “Walker Evans on Robert Frank, Robert Frank on Walker Evans,” Still 3 (1971): 3.
26  Patricia Caulfi eld, “New Photo Books: The Americans,” Modern Photography Vol. 24, no. 6 (June, 1960): 32. 
27  Cook in Exposure: 33. Greenough, 113. John Szarkowski, Mirrors and Windows: American Photography Since 1960 
(New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1978) 19. 
28  Ute Eskildsen, “HOLD STILL_keep going: image in image, images to images, in Robert Frank: HOLD STILL_keep 
going, ed. Ute Eskildsen (Zurich: Scalo, 2001) 141.
29  Robert Frank, “Fellowship Application Form,” Robert Frank: New York to Nova Scotia, 20. 
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Earlier reviews, as Eskildsen’s quote suggests, reacted coldly to Frank’s book due to its 
seeming incoherence in the context of then-typical photojournalistic syntax. The 1959 edition 
of The Americans was the most reviewed of the two fi rst editions. Indicating public sentiment, 
reviewers were not impressed by Frank’s images, a fact confi rmed by the book’s slow sales and 
subsequent remaindering.30 The most heated criticism of Frank’s book came from the pages of 
Popular Photography, who devoted two pages of short, sharp criticisms from a selection of their 
editors. Bruce Downes wrote, “ugliness can be shocking… This is Robert Frank’s America. God 
help him. For him there is, there can be, no other. The book seems to me a mean use to put 
a camera to.”31 Furthermore, he was criticized for a seemingly impatient aesthetic. As another 
editor wrote, “the prints are fl awed by meaningless blur, grain, muddy exposure, drunken 
horizons, and general sloppiness.”32

While reviewers focused on the disappointments in Frank’s aesthetic, and his selective sequence 
of images, they refused to see honesty in the landscape Frank pictured. Frank’s America was 
indicative of a dynamically changing landscape. Despite a post-war economic boom, the 
economic policies that lead to such affl uence, and the geography in which it developed, amplifi ed 
America’s social differences. As John Kenneth Galbraith put forth in his work The Affl uent 
Society, the affl uence of post-war America had a consequence in the increasing inequality 
of wealth.33 For Galbraith’s notable respondent, Michael Harrington, economic disparity had 
become increasingly invisible, a fact epitomized by the professionalized class’ move to the 
suburbs. Harrington wrote, “the very development of the American city has removed poverty 
from the living, emotional experiences of millions upon millions of middle-class Americans.”34

Frank’s book attended to such social divisions. The book’s cover, “Trolley – New Orleans,” 
anticipates the book’s theme of social disparity. Here different sexes, races, and ages, are 
found disengaged from one another, each distinctly framed by the trolley’s window as it 
passes Frank’s camera.35 Another, “Charleston, South Carolina,” is a stark contrast of color: 
a black woman holds a white baby, neither seemingly aware of Frank’s stare. The image “San 
Francisco” is awash in fear and hesitancy as an African-American couple turns behind their 
back to catch Frank’s gaze. Rather than a welcoming encounter in a public park, it is a scene 
of disillusionment with one’s neighbor. In such racial difference, one must recall Frank’s images 
were taken at the time of the Montgomery bus boycotts. Frank’s extensive formal deployment of 
blank pages testifi es to such racial disparity as white space dominates his image of America. 

Racial difference is not the only social disparity pictured. Turning the page of The Americans’ 
“Charity ball – New York City” to “Cafeteria – San Francisco,” we witness one such divide. The 
former pictures an elegantly dressed couple caressing behind the edge of a dining table, as 
the woman’s sequined dress shimmers in low light. The latter, taken from a nearly identical 
perspective, pictures a solitary man, his hair shimmering with pomade, dining from a cafeteria 
lunch tray. Disparity of social entertainment is found between the images “Bar – Las Vegas, 
Nevada,” picturing a lone man contemplating a jukebox, and the conversing, well-dressed 
couple in the following “Hotel lobby – Miami Beach.” Miami reprises one other time, this time 
signaling class difference within a single image. Centered on the forlorn glance of a female 
elevator operator, the young woman is framed on the left by a woman in a shawl exiting the 
elevator and, to the right, by the menacing silhouette of a bespectacled, round-headed man. 

As is apparent in each of these images, Frank pictured the embedded social and economic lines 
of 1950s America. In Frank’s eyes, the result of post-war affl uence was not the dissolution of 
economic difference, but recalling Harrington, its invisibility.36 As both Harrington and Galbraith 
asserted, the affl uent society of the 1950s arose from decreasing public funds for the benefi t 
of private endeavor. Galbraith wrote, “the line which divides our area of wealth from our area 
of poverty is roughly that which divides privately produced and marketed goods and services 
from publicly rendered services.”37 In that vain Frank pictures not an American community 

30  The original edition was 2600, 1100 sold, and the rest were remaindered. Stuart Alexander, Robert Frank: A Bibliogra-
phy, Filmography, and Exhibition Chronology, 1946-1985 (Tuscon: Center for Creative Photography, 1986) 19. 
31  “An Off-Beat View of the U.S.A.,” Popular Photography, vol. 46, no. 5 (May 1960): 104.
32  Ibid, 105.
33  John Kenneth Galbraith, The Affl uent Society (Boston: Houghton Miffl in Company, 1958).
34  Harrington, 4. 
35  In consulting the Grove Press Archive, it is clear that there were at least 3 other cover designs, each of which did not 
have an image. Furthermore, it is unclear from the fi le who decided to include the image, but it was likely not Frank. In 
letter from Frank to Barney Rosset dated April 22, 1959, Frank relays his disappointment about the French edition’s cover, 
which had a drawing by Saul Steinberg, and his hopes for the American edition, “As I have told you, I think the Steinberg 
drawing is not a good cover. Should you consider a change, I would ask de Kooning or Kline to do it for me.” Frank clearly 
wanted to spirit of the work to be evoked through more abstract means than his own imagery. Furthermore, several letters 
from Robert Delpire to Barney Rosset were encouraging the American publisher to use the original, French dust jackets 
with the Steinberg drawing. It seems Rosset made the rather bold decision to chose one of Frank’s many images in order 
to create a compelling cover relating to the book’s divisive themes. Robert Frank to Barney Rosset, 22 April 1959. Grove 
Press Archive, Syracuse University Library. 
36  “The millions who are poor in the United States tend to become increasingly invisible. Here is a great mass of people, 
yet it takes an effort of the intellect and will even to see them.” Harrington, 2.
37  Galbraith, The Affl uent Society, 221.
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but an America of many diverse communities. Subculture abounds. Cowboys appear in two 
different occasions, as do motorcycle enthusiasts.38 The image “Movie premiere – Hollywood” 
focuses in on spectators gleefully watching celebrities parade a red carpet, while the fi gure in 
the foreground (the one on parade) is left out of focus. Like with celebrity culture, the Americans 
appear fascinated with pop music, gathered around jukeboxes in several scenes.39 Frank’s 
occasional picture of a political convention or rally,40 and the occasional fl ag, appear then not 
as national, communal symbols, but as other choices in an individual’s sense of self-identity. 
Either within an urban crowd and ignorant of fellow pedestrians (as in “Canal Street – New 
Orleans”) or isolated in the sublime religiousity of the rural South (“Beaufort, South Carolina”), 
Frank pictures an America where liberty is confl ated with dissimilarity.

New documents  
Paris-based publisher Robert Delpire released Les Américains, the original edition of The 
Americans, in 1958. Frank had always intended the product of his Guggenheim-funded 
“picture record” of the United States to be a publication, and not an exhibition. Frank noted 
in his Guggenheim application that he had in mind both a “book and magazine publication. 
Two European editors who know my work have agreed that they will publish an American 
project of mine: 1) M. Delpire of ‘NEUF,’ Paris, for book form. 2) Mr. Kubler of ‘DU’ for an 
entire issue of his magazine.”41 The latter association would result in a small portfolio of images 
published in the Zürich-based journal Camera in 1957, while the former would result in 1958’s 
Les Américains.42

 The 1958 edition contained the same sequence of eighty-three images used in all subsequent 
editions of Frank’s book. The 1958 and 1959 editions even used the same rotogravure prints 
made at Draeger Frères. Other than the images, however, the books’ contents were decisively 
different. Les Américains did not contain an introduction by Jack Kerouac. Rather, it collected 
extensive texts on the United States from a variety of authors. These included literary fi gures 
from Oscar Wilde to John Steinbeck, a selection of choice quotes from former U.S. Presidents, 
sociological tracts from Alexis de Tocqueville, and statistical information culled from American 
newspapers. Written in French, the text covered the verso page, illustrating Frank’s images with 
a sociological undercurrent that appears distant from Frank’s original intentions to create both 
a document and an aesthetic statement.43 

The text never addresses the photographs directly, yet the photographs appear as illustrations 
to the various textual “chapters,” such as “Un Idéalisme Incorrigible,” “L’Uniformité,” “Les Noirs,” 
“Hollywood,” or “Violences.” A sea of commentators mute Frank’s vision. Minor White, writing 
one of only two reviews of Les Américains, noted a discrepancy here, wondering, “why only 
the photographs of a single solitary American photographer?”44 After praising the truthfulness 
of Frank’s pictures (“he never lies”), White concludes, “the trap of the social documentarian is 
always the misuse of his well-intentioned pictures.”45

Reviewers largely ignored Frank’s 1958 edition only to appraise 1959’s The Americans as an 
indictment of the country. However, the change between the two reveals a turn to a purely 
aesthetic presentation of photography. As Jno Cook wrote of the change, “That apparent 
retraction – the change in format – changed the tone of the book. It removed much of the 
bitter polemicism. The Americans could now be seen in other ways.”46 The removal of the 
extensive sociological texts may have not dissuaded critics from reading The Americans as 
a biting comment on the United States, but it certainly brought to the fore Frank’s voice as an 
author above all others. The captions changed as well, refl ecting this focus on Frank. In Les 
Américains the captions were tucked in close to the gutter, dominated by the multi-authored 
text it shared a page with. The captions in The Americans became subtly diaristic. What was 
“U.S. 1, South Carolina” in Les Américains became “Restaurant – U.S. 1 leaving Columbia, 
South Carolina” in The Americans. With The Americans, images and their captions take new 
directions, pointing to Frank’s subjectivity.47   

38  “Rodeo – Detroit,” “Rodeo – New York City,” “Newburgh, New York,” and “Indianapolis” 
39  “Candy store – New York City” “Café – Beaufort, South Carolina” “Bar – Las Vegas, Nevada” “Bar – New York City”
40  “City fathers – Hoboken, New Jersey,” “Political rally – Chicago,” and “Convention hall – Chicago”
41  Robert Frank, “Fellowship Application Form,” Robert Frank: New York to Nova Scotia, 20.
42  Schuh, “Robert Frank,” Camera. The article contained seventeen black and white images alongside Schuh’s text. Du 
was also published in Zurich, but images from The Americans did not appear there. See also Alexander Stuart, Robert 
Frank” Bibliography…, 17, entry 246, which describes the contents of Schuh’s article.  
43  Frank wrote, “This project is essentially the visual study of a civilization and will include caption notes; but it is only 
partly documentary in nature: one of its aims is more artistic than the word documentary implies.” “Fellowship Application 
Form,” Robert Frank: From New York to Nova Scotia, 20.
44  Minor White, Aperture vol. 7, no 3 (1959): 127. Other review – Manuel Gasser, “Kritisches zu zwölf neuen Photo-
büchern: Reportagen,” Du, vol. 19, no. 3 (March 1959): 80, 82.
45  White, 127.
46  Jno Cook, “Robert Frank’s America,” Afterimage, vol. 9, no. 8 (March 1982): 11.
47  A couple other examples of this indexical mark in The Americans: “U.S. 91, Idaho” becomes “U.S. 91, leaving Blackfoot, 
Idaho” and “U.S. 66, Arizona” becomes “Car accident – U.S. 66, between Winslow and Flagstaff, Arizona.”
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The formal changes from Les Américans to The Americans signaled a crucial break in the history 
of photography, one articulated by John Szarkowski. In the essay for his 1978 exhibition and 
catalog Mirrors and Windows, Szarkowski positioned Frank’s work as indicative of photography’s 
shift away from popular forms, particularly photojournalism, and toward an aesthetic refi nement 
of the medium. Frank’s control of the 1959 edition of The Americans epitomized the photographer 
becoming an artist rather than a social documentarian. For Szarkowski, the break was as much 
a curatorial changing of the guard at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), as it was a stylistic 
change. Szarkowksi, who became the curator of photography at MoMA in 1962, wished to 
distinguish his tenure from his predecessor’s. Edward Steichen had created what was MoMA’s 
most popular photography exhibition, and what remains to be the world’s best selling catalog of 
a photography exhibition, The Family of Man (1955). 

Photojournalism defi ned The Family of Man. As historian Eric Sandeen has shown, Steichen 
and his collaborator Wayne Millar culled images from the archives of Life magazine in 1953 
to, in Millar’s words, “learn whether or not a Family of Man show was possible.”48 A year 
earlier Steichen had summoned the help of his friend Robert Frank to fi nd similarly “universal” 
photographs in Europe.49 Before The Family of Man would open, Steichen and Millar sifted 
through over six million photographic images.50 Five hundred and three images would end up in 
the fi nal exhibition, taken by two hundred and seventy three photographers. Despite the breadth 
and depth of these images, the exhibition relatively ignored the individual photographers’ 
names. The Family of Man was less the product of aesthetic concerns, than of an attempt to 
universalize a Western image of family, an attempt that has been soundly dismissed.51

Though Frank was an admitted friend of Steichen,52 The Americans was a damning assertion 
against The Family of Man’s universal claims. As Blake Stimson, and others have claimed, 
The Family of Man ignored social and economic divisions to unify global culture under one 
characteristic of 1950s society – impending nuclear threat.53 While The Americans attended 
to social division, a major difference between The Family of Man and The Americans was 
the changing cultural role of photography in the late 1950s. 54 While The Americans did not 
condemn photojournalism, it asserted the photographer as author, as the one to control the 
photograph’s meaning. 

Wilson Hicks, an editor at Life, defi ned photojournalism as the “unity of effect” produced by 
the “particular coming together of the verbal and visual mediums of communication.”55 
Photojournalism, at the time, was seen as a unifi cation of words and pictures, “turning the implicit 
into the explicit” thus communicating the “intended central point or idea… into the reader’s mind.”56 
In this editorializing process the “author” of the photograph as such was combined with other 
voices. The photojournalist, Hicks stated, was not “one individual, but three: the photographer, 
the writer, and the editor.”57 In this vain, Frank’s Les Américains, like The Family of Man, can be 
seen as typical of the era of photojournalism. In both there is intention toward a unifying effect of 
both text and image that, in the process, disregards the photographer’s unique voice.

Szarkowski saw The Family of Man as the last great project of photojournalism, after which 
he witnessed “photography’s failure to explain large public issues.”58 While Szarkowski found 
photo-weeklies such as Life, Look, or Collier’s as being “a potential vehicle for their [the 
photographers’] serious work,” he saw “the decline of picture magazines” during the same 
period as indicative of a need to readdress photography’s cultural role.59 For Szarkowski, that 
meant no longer attending to the needs of photo-weeklies’ editorial staff, or photojournalism’s 
impersonal use of photographic imagery, but giving the photographer space for aesthetic 
expression. After the decline of photojournalism, Szarkowski wrote, “the photographer had 

48  As quoted in Eric Sandeen, Picturing an Exhibition: The Family of Man and 1950s America (Albuquerque: University 
of New Mexico Press, 1995) 41.
49  Ibid.
50  Ibid.
51  There are numerous sources for further reading on this matter. The most infl uential of them being: Roland Barthes, 
“The Great Family of Man,” trans Annette Lavars, Mythologies (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972): 100-102. First French 
edition, 1957 by Editions du Seuil, Paris. See also: Christopher Phillips, “The Judgment Seat of Photography,” October vol. 
22 (Autumn, 1982): 27-63. Allan Sekula, “The Traffi c in Photographs,” Art Journal, vol. 41, no. 1 (Spring, 1981): 15-25. 
52  Steichen wrote recommendation letter for Frank’s Guggenheim, and the two collaborated for Steichen’s 1953 exhibition 
“Postwar European Photography.” 
53  See chapter one of Stimson, The Pivot of the World, entitled “Photographic Being and The Family of Man,” pp 59-103. 
See also: Sandeen, Picturing an Exhibition. Also Lili Corbus Bezner, Photography and Politics in America: From the New 
Deal into the Cold War (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999).
54  According to Tod Papageorge Frank’s book was produced “at a time when the dominant public sense of photography’s 
possibilities was identifi ed with photojournalism and with the cherubic buoyancy of Steichen’s ‘Family of Man’ exhibition.” 
Papageorge, 2.  
55  Wilson Hicks, Words and Pictures (New York: Arno Press, 1973) 5, 3. Originally published in 1952 by Harper and 
Brothers, New York.
56  Ibid., 19. 
57  Ibid., 7.
58  Szarkowski, Mirrors and Windows, 17, 13.
59  Ibid., 11-12, 14.
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come to focus his attention not simply on the form that his work would take in the magazine, but 
on the residual possibilities of book publications or exhibition, where he would be able to control 
more fully the meaning of his work.”60 Szarkowksi saw the photographer’s role bending toward 
aesthetic autonomy and individual authorship

The blurry and grainy aesthetic that so riled critics of The Americans was tied to the technology 
of photojournalism, but not limited by its editorial constraints. Frank’s photographs were made 
with a hand-held 35mm camera in a style known at the time as “available light” photography.61 
Frank was by no means the fi rst photographer to employ a 35mm camera.62 The camera Frank 
used was a relatively recent technology in the mid-1950s. Though prototype 35mm cameras 
had been created and patented in the fi rst two decades of the twentieth century, the Leica, fi rst 
put on sale in 1925, was the perfection of this technology. 

In his Guggenheim fellowship application, Frank had explicitly written of his intention to use the 
“miniature camera.”63 As Hicks said, “the machine’s presence could affect the photographer’s 
consciousness to so slight a degree that the making of an exposure was virtually an automatic 
refl ex.”64 The small camera tied the photographer’s eye to photographic technology in a manner 
previously underestimated. Frank’s use of the photojournalist’s preferred technology, though, 
was what allowed him to produce what Szarkowski saw as photography’s unique aesthetic 
possibilities. 

Szarkowski’s earliest engagement with Frank’s work was through his 1964 exhibition (and 
subsequent 1966 catalog) The Photographer’s Eye. It was here that Szarkowski formulated 
a uniquely modernist, formal language for thinking about photography. Szarkowski’s problem 
was clear, “how could this mechanical and mindless process be made to produce pictures 
meaningful in human terms – pictures with clarity and coherence and a point of view?”65 To 
answer this question Szarkowski devised a “vocabulary” for photography around fi ve aspects 
unique to the medium – The Thing Itself, The Detail, The Frame, Time, and Vantage Point.66 By 
laying out this vocabulary, Szarkowski was able to “consider the history of the medium in terms 
of photographers’ progressive awareness of characteristics and problems that have seemed 
inherent in the medium.”67 It was an undeniably modernist statement, an attempt to reshape the 
history of photography in terms of aesthetic formalism that recalled Clement Greenberg’s 1954 
pronouncement to formulate a “new ‘language’” for modern painting.68 Szarkowski’s catalog for 
The Photographer’s Eye reproduced dozens of photographs under the heading of each term in 
this photographic “vocabulary.” Robert Frank’s images, all of which had also been reproduced 
in The Americans, were regularly endorsed under these headings. Frank’s images appeared 
fi ve times in The Photographer’s Eye, under the headings “The Thing Itself,” “The Frame,” and 
“Vantage Point.” Frank’s images were reproduced more than any other young photographer at 
the time.69 

While the changes from the Les Américains to The Americans have often been understated in 
discussions of Frank’s book, it is the most solid evidence of a distinct change in the culture of 
photography from documentary photojournalism to one of aesthetic expression. Curator Sara 
Greenough, a regular writer on Frank’s work, has treated the change only parenthetically.70 
With the text deleted, the photographs come to the fore. Printed as photogravures, the original 
editions are fi nely toned reproductions, and the absence of text gives each an ample frame 
of white space not unlike the presentation of a photograph on a museum’s white wall.71 This 
refi ned presence of the photographic image transposed to the gallery wall, allowed Szarkowski 
to formulate a study of photography based in form rather than social function. If The Americans 
can be seen, as Szarkowski had proposed, as an end to photojournalism’s documentary mode, 
its new cultural role in the museum was seemingly indifferent to social concerns. 

In his 1961 review of The Americans for the journal Dissent, Donald Gutierrez summated Frank’s 
book by writing, “Americans, like any other people engulfed in a corrupt social order, go on 

60  Ibid., 12.
61  “Available Light” noted in Julia Scully and Andy Grundberg, “Currents: American Photography Today,” Modern 
Photography vol. 42, no. 10 (October, 1978), 95. 
62  Sara Greenough writes that the images from The Americans were made “using his Leica cameras, often with a wide-
angle lens.” Sara Greenough, “Framents that Make a Whole Meaning in Photographic Sequences,” Robert Frank, eds. 
Sara Greenough and Philip Brookman (Washington: National Gallery of Art, 1994) 110. 
63  Robert Frank: From New York to Nova Scotia, 20. 
64  Hicks, 30. 
65  John Szarkowski, The Photographer’s Eye, (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1966) unpaginated (7) 
66  Ibid., (8).
67  Ibid., (7). 
68  Clement Greenberg, “Abstract Representational and so forth” (1954), Art and Culture (Boston: Beacon Press, 1961) 
136. 
69  Only Jacques-Henri Lartigue, Edward Weston, Matthew Brady, and anonymous images by “Photographer Unknown” 
are reproduced more than Frank.
70  While describing a maquette for the Grove Press edition, Greenough notes in parantheses, “In the French edition 
Delpire added texts criticizing the United States to the left-hand pages.” Greenough, “Fragments,” 113.
71  Eric Sandeen wrote that Frank’s layout “replicated the traditional, sequential display of photographs in museums.” 
Sandeen, 163. 
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living, if only by inertia. The mark of a good civilization, however, is that through its institutions it 
transforms this instinctual will to exist into an elaborate sense of beauty and meaning. Frank’s 
America does not reach this mark.”72 Gutierrez, though, does not state which institutions cause 
such transformative actions, or if Frank addresses them explicitly. It seems, though, in asserting 
his autonomy with the 1959 edition of The Americans, Frank’s institution and his intentions 
were clear. The aesthetic framing of the photographs, the emphasis on the individual author, 
highlighting the camera’s aesthetic potential, all show The Americans as pointing to the museum 
as a transformative social institution. 

Gutierrez would go on to say that Frank’s America was a “place of impetus without direction, of 
activity without adequate psychic meaning, of loneliness and lethargy rather than privacy and 
a liberated personal life.”73 As Christopher Phillips noted, the outcome of Szarkowski’s reign at 
MoMA was “the emergence of an aestheticized authorial ‘voice’ proper to photography.”74 The 
exaltation of Frank as an author of fi ne art, as a photographer with his own distinct “vantage 
point,” showed that privacy and liberated personal life was the museum’s primary product.

Filling stations
Recalling his time as a young artist and student in Los Angeles, Ed Ruscha remembers 
being impressed by Robert Frank’s The Americans (1959), “When I grew up in Oklahoma, 
photographers were nerds. They were either nerds, or pornographers, or both. Then I saw 
Robert Frank’s The Americans.”75 In a separate interview Ruscha stated, “I knew that it was 
a landmark statement. He captured America so beautifully, at a particular historical time,” 
continuing, “He had a shocking style that made me want to be a photographer.”76 Ruscha 
grasped onto that “style” with his fi rst photography book, Twentysix Gasoline Stations (1962), 
which emerged from a simple, if even juvenile idea – to photograph twenty-six fi lling stations. 
Ruscha’s premier work in photography is a book that reads like a list; each photograph is 
accompanied by a single caption, noting the fi lling station’s name, and the location where each 
was found. The photographs themselves are uniform, isometric views of the gasoline stations, 
shot from across a street. Produced as a small, pamphlet-sized paperback, Ruscha’s book was 
a subtle statement from an artist just then being recognized (though for his paintings). 

What did not occur to critics at the time, and has since been considered by curator Sylvia 
Wolf, was an apparent direct relation between Ruscha’s book and Frank’s earlier “landmark 
statement,” The Americans. As Wolf points out, there is a clear formal relation between the 
two.77 Frank’s book (the 1959 edition specifi cally) features Frank’s photographs on the recto 
page. Whether vertical or horizontal, each photograph is surrounded by ample white space. 
The verso page, facing each photograph, is completely white, save for a short caption noting 
the place in which the photograph was taken. Ruscha, though, ventures off Frank’s path. Three 
images are printed across both the verso and recto page,78 two sets of images are printed 
facing one another,79 and one peculiar page holds two images, one atop the other.80 

Like Wolf, author Margit Rowell suggests Ruscha fi rst came into contact with Frank’s work, 
along with Eugene Atget’s and Walker Evans’, while attending Chouinard Art Institute (now 
known as the California Institute of the Arts, or CalArts).81 While recent statements by Ruscha 
appear to substantiate these links,82 course material in the CalArts archive does not provide 
further evidence as to Ruscha’s education in the history of photography. While attending 
Chouinard between 1956 and 1960, Ruscha was primarily enrolled in the school’s Advertising 
Design program, the only department regularly offering photography courses. Ruscha was 
taught photography by Alex Hovsepian,83 whose fi le reveals a number of commercially oriented 

72  Donald Gutierrez, “The Unhappy Many,” Dissent, vol. VII (Autumn, 1961): 516.
73  Ibid.
74  Phillips, 58.
75  Walter Hopps, “A Conversation Between Walter Hopps and Edward Ruscha, Who Have Known Each Other Since the 
Early 1960s, Took Place on September 26, 1992,” Leave any Information at the Signal” writings, interviews, bits, pages, 
ed. Alexandra Schwartz (Cambridge: The MIT Press) 317. Originally published in Edward Ruscha: Romance with Liquids 
(New York: Gagosian Gallery / Rizzoli, 1993). Sylvia Wolf noted in conversation with Ruscha, “You were in a coffee shop 
and the book struck you instantly.” Sylvia Wolf, Ed Ruscha and Photography (New York: Whitney Museum of American 
Art, 2004) 272.
76  Wolf, 20, 21. Ruscha also noted, “I couldn’t say that my gas stations had much infl uence from Robert Frank, but he 
infl uenced me through the back door.” Wolf, 272. Ruscha has published a chronology of his life and work on a website. A 
description from Ruscha of Twentysix Gasoline Stations notes, “Signifi cant for its detached and documentary style as a 
catalog of raw visual data it looks back to the photography of Walker Evans and Robert Frank, and forward to the work of 
Bernd and Hilla Becher.” See http://www.edruscha.com/site/chronology.cfm Accessed January 12, 2009.
77  Wolf, 21, 122. 
78  “Union, Needles, California,” “Flying A, Kingman, Arizona,” and “Knox Less, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma”
79  “Mobil, Williams, Arizona” and “Standard, Williams Arizona,” also “Enco, Conway, Texas” and “Mobil, Shamrock, Tex-
as”
80  “Conoco, Sayre, Oklahoma” and “Apco, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma”
81  Margit Rowell, Ed Ruscha, photographer (Göttingen: Steidl, 2006) 12.
82  See Wolf, 20-21, 258.
83  Wolf, 258. 
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courses such as “Photographic Techniques in Advertising.”84 Although by the mid-1960s 
Hovsepian would offer a course in “Creative Photography,” there is little to indicate that Ruscha, 
during the late 1950s, saw photography as an aesthetic rather than commercial outlet.85 In 
Ruscha’s fi rst public interview, in 1965 with John Coplans for Artforum, the topic of conversation 
was not the young artist’s painting, but “his perplexing publications.”86 Ruscha’s preference 
for a photography that was commercial was clear. He stated, “the photographs I use are not 
‘arty’ in any sense of the word. I think photography is dead as a fi ne art; its only place is in the 
commercial world, for technical or information purposes.”87

Twentysix Gasoline Stations is a simply formatted book. The letterpressed cover features red 
text in three horizontal bands showing a total of three words – Twentysix Gasoline Stations. 
The book’s spine is printed in the same red font. Nowhere on the cover, spine or back cover, do 
we fi nd Ruscha’s name. Upon opening the book, a meager selection of front matter shows the 
title, Ruscha’s name, and 1962 on the recto page, while the verso page states the copyright as 
“A National Excelsior Publication,” a pseudonym Ruscha used for the production of this book, 
and “The Cunningham Press, Alhambra, California,” where it was printed. As noted above, 
there are breaks from the standard formatting of images recto, captions verso, adopted from 
Frank. Ruscha’s photographs are occasionally printed across from one another or, in one odd 
instance, atop one another. This last pairing shows two of fi ve images printed from 35mm 
negatives, all of which appear in the latter half of the book as if to depict a change in speed from 
the square, medium-format images that precede them.

Ruscha would format many of his books in the same manner – images printed on the recto 
(occasionally verso), and often with abundant white space.88 Nearly half of Ruscha’s books 
worked from Frank’s casual merging of car and camera.89 It was something Kerouac became 
quite conscious of. Admiring Frank, Kerouac wrote, “It’s pretty amazing to see a guy, while 
steering at the wheel, suddenly raise his little 300-dollar German camera with one hand and 
snap something that’s on the move in front of him, and through an unwashed windshield at 
that.”90 Ruscha’s numerous books, focused on the landscape in and around Los Angeles, 
made this merging of car and camera a formulaic method for capturing a dry and sprawling 
landscape. 

Ruscha’s turn toward documenting an American landscape through the automobile indicates 
the centralized role it had in post-war American life. Unlike Frank’s The Americans, which 
pictures only one fi lling station, Ruscha makes the gas tank the American landscape’s leitmotif. 
A partial cause for the increased visibility of the fi lling station was the Federal-Aid Highway 
Act of 1956. Also entitled the National Interstate and Defense Highways Act of 1956, the aim 
of President Eisenhower’s grand plan would connect all states through an expansive, toll-free 
system of highways. Not only did Eisenhower see the construction of this system essential to 
post-war America’s commerce, but garnered support on claims of civil defense.91 If a foreign 
power should attack the contiguous United States, its citizens would have an expansive system 
of escape routes, and the army open routes to nuclear deployment. Of course, this same 
defensive system of highways would become preferred routes for those citizens commuting 
from America’s suburban towns to its urban centers. 

84  Chouinard Art Institute Catalog for 1959-1960 (Los Angeles: Chouinard Art Institute, 1959) California Institute of the 
Arts Collection, Chouinard Art Institute Course Catalogs, Series 2, Box 12, fi le 1.
85  Chouinard Art Institute Catalog for 1961-1963 (Los Angeles: Chouinard Art Institute, 1963) California Institute of the 
Arts Collection, Chouinard Art Institute Course Catalogs, Series 2, Box 12, fi le 2.
86  John Coplans, “Concerning Various Small Fires: Edward Ruscha discuses his perplexing publications,” Artforum vol. 
5 (February, 1965): 24. 
87  Ibid.
88  In numerous books Ruscha adds a gratuitous number of blank white pages to the sequence. Various Small Fires (1964) 
ends with fi ve spreads of white, as does Royal Road Test (1967). Nine Swimming Pools (1968), A Few Palm Trees (1971) 
and Colored People (1972), take this to absurd levels – twenty, sixteen, and seventeen white spreads, respectively. There 
are some exceptions to Ruscha’s pamphlet-sized format. Evey Building of the Sunset Strip (1966) folds out to measure 
nearly twenty-seven feet, Dutch Details (1971) is horizontally formatted, with each page containing an extra, length-wise 
fold-out, and Thirtyfour Parking Lots (1967), which is the same format as all others, yet larger in its overall size.
89  Of Ruscha’s seventeen artist’s books, Twentysix Gasoline Stations (1962), Some Los Angeles Apartments (1965), 
Every Building on the Sunset Strip (1966), Royal Road Test (1967), Real Estate Opportunities (1970), A Few Palm Trees 
(1971), Colored People (1972), and Then & Now: Hollywood Boulevard, 1973-2004 (2005), all merge camera and car 
technology in their production.   
90  Kerouac, “On the Road to Florida”: 38. 
91  The language of the Act makes this explicit. “Because of its primary importance to the national defense, the name 
of such system [the Interstate System] is hereby changed to the ‘National System of Interstate and Defense Highways’.” 
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, HR 10660, 84th Cong., 2nd sess., Congressional Record 627, no. 462 (June 29, 1956): 
H 10660-5. “A modern, effi cient highway system is essential to meet the needs of our growing population, our expanding 
economy, and our national security.” President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Proclomation, “Annual Message to the Congress 
on the State of the Union” (January 6, 1955).  Message to Congress, February 22, 1955. “In case of an atomic attack on 
our key cities, the road net must permit quick evacuation of target areas, mobilization of defense forces and maintenance 
of ever essential economic function. But the present system in critical areas would be the breeder of a deadly congestion 
within hours of attack.” President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Proclomation, “Message to Congress” (February 22, 1955). 
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In her 1961 book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs confronted a 
concern that post-war American urban communities were dissipating due to expansive 
suburbanization. The automobile’s central role in post-war America was certainly a leading 
factor of this fl ight from the city. Jacobs wrote that expressways “eviscerate great cities. This is 
not the rebuilding of cities. This is the sacking of cities.”92 A sacking she saw as leading to “the 
endless new developments spreading beyond the cities… reducing city and countryside alike 
to a monotonous, unnourishing gruel.”93 Ruscha, making his book at the same time as Jacobs’ 
writing, pictures the monotony of the American landscape by focusing our attention to only a 
particular object. This object’s lack of architectural originality, yet very necessary part of the 
economy, is felt in Ruscha’s mechanistic documentation of stations whose primary presence is 
through signage not structure.

Ruscha’s Twentysix Gasoline Stations makes explicit what was implied in The Americans. The 
centrality of the road in American culture becomes visible, as does the associated economics of 
travel, a uniquely American individualism, and the privatized self as exemplifi ed by the photography 
book. Ruscha latches onto the road noise that haunts The Americans, and turns Frank’s landmark 
book into a formulaic process through which the American landscape of the 1950s and 1960s 
could be understood. Like The Americans, Twentysix Gasoline Stations moves us horizontally 
(though here only across the southwestern United States). That movement is as straightforward as 
the book’s title. Pictured are twenty-six gasoline stations, each image printed from a photograph 
Ruscha took somewhere between Los Angeles and Oklahoma City. With the captions as an 
indication, a line emerges between these two cities, and appears to follow Route 66. 

Ruscha’s structuring the book along a single line revives the issue of a photography book’s 
mapmaking potential. While one might defi ne a map by its ability to render a whole by 
only illustrating parts (such as a road map’s illustration of only certain roads within a whole 
geographical area), Frank’s book performed a different image of the American landscape. 
Frank put forth photography’s ability to create a palimpsest of images, and a rearrangement 
of geographical locations, that disavows a map’s iconographic singularity. Ruscha, though, 
attempts to rejoin the roadmap and the photography book, thus conjoining Route 66’s linear 
path and the book’s potential narrative sequence. 

Like Frank’s book, the horizontality apparent in Ruscha’s book presses the reader through the 
book, inviting narrative connotations. As Dave Hickey pointed out, “the book was arranged… so 
that our progress through its pages, left to right, was roughly analogous to our progress across 
a map from west to east, while the narrative obviously recounted a journey from Los Angeles 
to Oklahoma City and back. Thirteen tanks of gas one way and thirteen the other!”94 Eleanor 
Antin noted how Ruscha’s expansive use of white space (not unlike Frank’s) allows the reader 
to make such subjective assessments, “his structure is deliberately sparse and casual and fi lled 
with holes, and it is here that actual experience resides. Suggestions are offered by the material 
he does give and spaces are left for us to enter.”95 Thus other readers, such as Sylvia Wolf, 
state that “the sequence of photographs does not follow a trajectory describing a trip from point 
A to point B. Ruscha felt no allegiance to linear narrative.”96 

Ruscha uses the single motif of the fi lling station, and the accompanying captions, to move 
the reader forward through the book. Whether this accounts for either a narrative structure, 
or a linear movement “roughly” equal to Route 66 may be debatable. What is not debatable 
here is that Ruscha’s reduction of the landscape to only a series of particular elements enacts 
an iconographic mapmaking Frank’s The Americans did not. The part Ruscha chooses to 
represent the whole – fi lling stations as an image of Route 66 – is not the only element being 
mapped here. As Hickey suggests, the other fi gure being mapped is Ruscha himself, the absent 
presence tracking fi lling stations as they are past.97 Ruscha adopted Frank’s unadorned manner 
of presentation, and reduced it to a diaristic map; part travelogue, part mechanical necessity.

Beyond the formal relations of the two books, though, a certain estrangement emerges in 
their consecutive presentations of the American landscape. Frank’s penchant for crowds of 
alienated citizens disappears in Ruscha’s utterly uninhabited landscape. The citizens are no 
longer present, only the signs of their economy – one revolving around automobility. The sense 
of isolation and individualism was reaffi rmed in literature of the time. In his 1961 travelogue, 
Travels with Charley: In Search of America, John Steinbeck recounted his (and his dog’s) errant 

92  Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Vintage Books, 1961) 4. 
93  Ibid., 6-7.
94  Dave Hickey, “Ed Ruscha: Twentysix Gasoline Stations,” Artforum 35, no. 5 (January 1997): 61. 
In a chronology from Ruscha’s fi rst retrospective we fi nd the following note, “Road imagery comes out of numerous car 
trips on U.S. Route 66, often with Joe Goode, to Oklahoma City.” Edward Ruscha, The Works of Edward Ruscha (New 
York: Hudson Hills Press in association with the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 1982) 160.
95  Eleanor Antin, “Reading Ruscha,” Art in America 61, no. 6 (November-December 1973): 66-67.
96  Wolf, 115.
97  Wolf 115 – contact sheets; Ruscha only photographed each station once. “Ruscha exercised a single-mindedness of 
purpose and utilized the camera as a recording device rather than an expressive tool. 
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travel around the United States by way of its expansive highway system. In comparison to Jack 
Kerouac’s On the Road, released four years prior, the road Steinbeck travels was a sparsely 
populated landscape, leading Steinbeck to confront the issue of the then new interstate highway 
system. For instance, the “wide gash of a super-highway” known as Interstate 90, about which 
Steinbeck wrote, “When we get these thruways across the whole country, as we will and must, 
it will be possible to drive from New York to California without seeing a single thing.”98 Rather 
than community, Steinbeck found the nation to be an experience of isolation.

Tonally, Ruscha’s American landscape is equally as vacuous as the images’ subject matter. 
Frank’s sense for tonal contrast, and the emotive grain of the 35mm negative, has given way, in 
Ruscha, to bleached horizons, cloudless skies, and stale grays. The fi ne printing of rotogravure 
has given way to the effi ciency of halftone offset printing. Social constructs photographically 
comparing racial profi les, class types, and subculture, have given way to the diaristic image 
of a young man traveling back and forth between his adopted home and his hometown. The 
great, unconsidered common element between the two books lies in their respective religious 
iconography. While Frank pictures the Christian cross as the dominant religious symbol in the 
American landscape (appearing four times, and three of these grouped together), Ruscha takes 
us through America’s mid-century sacrifi cial stations.99 

Acknowledging the puritanical formal arrangement of the images, in conjunction with the 
subtle Christian overtones of the imagery, the American landscape that emerges between The 
Americans and Twentysix Gasoline Stations is no longer one of alienation. Rather the privation of 
individuals apparent in Frank’s imagery has transfi gured into individual economic sacrifi ce. This 
march toward pure individualism, expressed best by the vision of a single body, and the private, 
automotive ties to the landscape, indicates the undercurrent liberalism of mid-century America. 

Business cards
If The Americans was Frank’s aesthetic statement, Ruscha’s Twentysix Gasoline Stations was 
an act of savvy self-promotion, making explicit the commercial possibilities inherent in Frank’s 
book. Ruscha was attracted to the authorial signature his book promoted. The fi rst four hundred 
copies of Twentysix Gasoline Stations were presented in a slipcase, each signed and numbered 
by Ruscha. At some point, though, he realized he could disregard his hand; “All my books are 
identical. They have none of the nuances of the hand-made and crafted limited edition book. 
It is almost worth the money to have the thrill of 400 exactly identical books stacked in front of 
you.”100 Ruscha realized, that the book and its distribution system created a “vast material,”101 
and that could serve as his signature.

Ruscha’s book was released in January of 1963 a few months prior to his fi rst solo exhibition at 
Los Angeles’ Ferus Gallery.102 Another ten years would pass before Ruscha would exhibit at Leo 
Castelli Gallery.103 Of course neither of these exhibitions would show Ruscha’s photography, 
focusing instead on the paintings and prints the artist became well known for. However, when 
one looks to the early press on Ruscha, it is clear that his “perplexing publications” received a 
phenomenal amount of attention.104 

The fi rst press on Ruscha, aside from reviews of group exhibitions he participated in, was a 
book review, penned by Philip Leider that appeared in Artforum, September 1963. Leider’s 
comments about Twentysix Gasoline Stations saw the book as “not quite a joke,” but something 
in the vein of Duchamp’s urinal. However, unlike his predecessor’s readymades, Leider noted, 
“for Ruscha and the movement he represents, the issue is still in doubt.” Leider here suggests 
a recurring theme for Pop art – its problematic position between consumer culture and Dadaist 
aesthetics. More strikingly, though, Leider saw the book as very much an exhibition. He felt 
the obligation to record the book’s existence in the same way “as other pages record and 
document the ephemeral existence of exhibitions which are mounted, shown, and then broken 
up forever.”105 Not content to understand the book simply as a means of display, Leider wanted 
that display to be contextualixed within a discourse of art.

98  John Steinbeck, Travels with Charley (New York: Penguin Books, 1981): 89-90. First edition 1962, Viking Press, New 
York. 
99  Dave Hickey: “Of course! Lapsed-Catholic Ruscha! Standard Stations of the cross. Fourteen stations, minus the cru-
cifi xion. Thirteen stations from Los Angeles to the Calvary of Ed’s hometown in Oklahoma – then thirteen stations back to 
Los Angeles, refusing that sacrifi ce. Perfect.” Dave Hickey, “Ed Ruscha: Twentysix Gasoline Stations,” Artforum 35, no. 5 
(January 1997): 61. 
100  John Coplans, “Concerning Various Small Fires: Edward Ruscha Discusses His Perplexing Publications,” Artforum 
vol. 5 (February, 1965): 25.
101  Eleanor Antin, “Reading Ruscha,” Art in America 61, no. 6 (November-December 1973): 66.
102  The exhibition opened May 20th. Ruscha’s chronology notes the book was released in January of 1963, while the 
review in Artforum notes April of 1963, and the title page shows 1962, while later editions all list the fi rst edition as 1963. 
As the title page lists the date explicitly as 1962, I have chosen to use that date throughout my text as the original date of 
the publication. 
103  Opened February of 1963.
104  The fi rst was a book review; others are mentioned below. Philip Leider, “Books,” Artforum, vol. II, no. 2 (August, 
1963): 57.
105  Ibid., 57. 
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While Artforum reviewed Ruscha’s Ferus exhibition in December of 1964, his interview with 
Coplans appeared in the magazine’s February 1965 issue. Prior to even these treatments, 
though following Leider’s review, Ruscha ran an advertisement for Twentysix Gasoline Stations 
in Artforum’s March, 1964 issue. It was an odd promotion, which claimed the book had been 
“Rejected… by the Library of Congress,” and solicited purchases directly from the artist’s 
publishing house National Excelsior Publications, and the New York bookstore Wittenborn and 
Company.106 In December of 1964, Ruscha’s second exhibition at Ferus featured two paintings 
that evolved from his “Standard, Amarillo, Texas” photograph – Standard Station, Amarillo, 
Texas and Standard Station, 10c Western Being Torn in Half. Considering these two moments, 
one might consider Twentysix Gasoline Stations as Ruscha’s preparatory material, in terms of 
both aesthetic imagery and artistic ambition. 

To see Ruscha’s Twentysix Gasoline Stations as an act of self-promotion, as making claims for 
the author more than anything else, is to read the book against its common interpretation. Most 
often readings of the book have seen it as a readymade. This is an interpretation prompted 
in Coplans’ interview, and furthered in texts by Benjamin Buchloh and Sylvia Wolf. Wolf sees 
Ruscha’s book as a direct reaction to Szarkowski-era fi ne art photography, writing, “Ruscha’s 
move away from original vision and authorship of his photographs was the antithesis of what 
was going on the in world of fi ne art photography.”107 What was going on was John Szarkowski, 
and exhibitions such as New Documents (1967) that, Wolf states, followed Frank’s 1959 The 
Americans “toward a documentary photography that embraced a distinctly personal vision.”108

Buchloh summated Ruscha’s apparent disregard for traditional aesthetics as well. Buchloh 
wrote that Ruscha’s was “an aesthetic of ‘indifference’” that would become the cornerstone 
of conceptual art.109 In choosing a vernacular subject, using photography systematically, and 
developing “a new form of distribution” Ruscha used photography in “an appropriate printing 
medium” and “outside all conventions of art photography.”110 Ruscha’s book’s direct relation to 
The Americans, on formal grounds, already brings into question Ruscha’s apparent disregard 
of “art photography,” which itself was heavily invested in “an appropriate printing medium.” 
Furthermore, Ruscha’s near obsession with his name, and use of the book as a means of self-
promotion, only further brings into question the book’s status as “readymade.” 

Wolf and Buchloh are correct on two fronts however. For one, Ruscha does not create a 
subjective response to the landscape. As Wolf wrote, “Ruscha exercised a single-mindedness 
of purpose and used the camera as a recording device rather than an expressive tool.”111 
Secondly, the method of recording was key, a “random sampling and aleatory choice from 
an infi nity of possible objects” as Buchloh noted.112 In creating a random sampling, in simply 
recording, Ruscha wed the camera to the landscape, the single eye to a rhythm of a place 
defi ned not by subjective relations but mechanical needs. The twenty-six fi lling stations mark 
empty and full gas tanks as Ruscha moved across the southwest United States. His book wed 
his own personal aspirations as a fi ne artist, with each passing corporate insignia’s private 
claims to the roadside. 

Frank’s career became equally invested in his book’s claims for both himself and the 
landscape. Despite a turn to fi lm following The Americans, the book has become a hallmark 
of the photographer’s work. Published by well-known publishers, and released in numerous 
subsequent editions, the book became Frank’s calling card, an item denoting his signature 
voice. Ruscha, on the other hand, created his book independently, outside of existing systems 
of production and distribution. Twentysix Gasoline Stations became his business card, showing 
his company affi liation (National Excelsior Publications) and the vernacular imagery and bold 
typography his artwork dealt in.   

By reading Frank with Ruscha, we see that they both confronted and depicted an American 
landscape that could only be understood by capital means, by asserting privatized rights of 
ownership. For Frank, this meant the defi nition of a unique aesthetic voice tied to myriad 
iconography that American individuals looked to for the country’s identifying traits. For Ruscha, 
this meant reducing his book to those corporate entities whose success prospered from the 
American road, and whose presence defi ned the individual driver’s relationship to the surrounding 
landscape. Across these two books, the American landscape becomes increasingly bound to 
private endeavor. The photobooks themselves are a result of this change. While a non-profi t and 
non-governmental institution sponsored Frank, Ruscha resorted to strict individual oversight, 
self-publishing his book. The photographer’s cultural role changed with the social landscape. 
As public service became private endeavor, so the photographer’s role in American culture 
changed from aestheticized documentation to entrepreneurial self-promotion.

106  Advertisement, Artforum, vol. II, no. 9 (March, 1964): 55.
107  Wolf, 153.
108  Ibid.
109  Benjamin Buchloh, “Conceptual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetic of Administration to the Critique of Institutions,” 
October 55 (Winter, 1990): 121.
110  Ibid., 119, 122.
111  Wolf, 115. 
112  Buchloh, 121.
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Introduction 

On images used as means of scientifi c research
I started my paper with a frame of a fi lm, not just because I like that fi lm, which is true, but 
because here images are intended as meaning bearer1, belonging to a context which has to 
be consistently chosen. Given some images, – here literature pieces are intended as images 
– to extract a new meaning, then to put it into a context and to make that context consistent 
with the argument is the act of criticizing.2 That is why I will use reference to cinema and 
literature as material on a same level as critical architectural writings and technical reports, 
each time referred to a specifi c context.  So a project can be seen also as image, whether 
realized or not, it has its own consistence. In order to develop my text, I will refer to images 
taken in this wider sense. I think this approach will be helpful in order to make a different use 
of morphological studies to which I will refer, having these studies approached the relation 
between different scales in a very effective way. In particular, these studies are relevant to my 
research because thy pointed out the question of devices, calling the “attrezzature”. I will follow 
the concrete development of the concept of corridor, through different meanings this word has 
into the families of discourses of planners and architects.

The quest for rationality as a survival question in built environment
To point out the question, I would start comparing two almost contemporary images: a literary 
piece written by Louis Ferdinand Céline and a technical–propaganda text written by Le Corbusier. 
Both of them have been written or refer to a period between fi rst and second world war.

In 1932 Louis Ferdinad Céline, after having written as doctorate thesis in medicine the biography 
of Semmelweiss, – a hygiene specialist who had discovered that the death of bearing women 
was due to the fact that, still in early 20th century, doctors in hospitals passed directly from 
the dissection room to the puerperae’s room and made them bore children without cleaning 
their own hands,3 – described his own “Bildung” between the two world wars in “Voyage au 

1  Kosuth, Joseph, Art after philosophy and after, Mit Press, 1991. 
2  Walter Benjamin, Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit, in: Zeitschrift für Sozialforschung, 
1936, tr. It. L’arte nell’era della sua riproducibilità tecnica, Einaudi, Torino, 2000.
3  Labreure, David, Louis Ferdinand Céline:une pensée medicale, Université Paris 1 panthéon sorbonne - DEA Histoire 
et philosophie des sciences; web: http://www.memoireonline.com/06/07/482/louis-ferdinand-celine-une-pensee-medicale.
html

fi g. 1 Playtime, Jacque Tati 
(1957). After this fi lm Jacques 
Tati, which is actor, director, 
screenwriter and scenery 
maker of his own fi lms, will 
incur in a great debt, and 
will stop making fi lm for fi ve 
years, due to the enormous 
fi nancial effort to construct his 
scenography like it was a real 
functioning city, Tativille. Is it 
a metaphor for modernity? 
After this fi lm, starting from 
last image, he made “Traffi c”, 
a quiet description of a big car 
accident being the main scene. 
As Rem Koolhaas once put it, 
the bigger a technology power 
is, the bigger can be the failure it 
provocates.1

1  Koolhaas, Rem, Delirious New 
York, New York, The Monacelli Press, 
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bout de la nuit”, partly an autobiographical romance. It is partly autobiographical because the 
narrator is a kind of reduced self, a kind of ground-zero self, reduced to a solipsistic monologue 
– confession about his voyage to himself. Names also are partly imaginary.

Rancy as a fi gure of thought
Rancy does not correspond to any banlieu’s real name; the word Rancy shares the same root as 
the world “rankness”, related to the latin verb “rancire”, to rotten, also the same root of “rancore”, 
a kind of long durée hate4; the consequence of rottening process is stinking: this word puts in 
relation a psychological pattern with a physical environment and his hygienic conditions. Between 
the pages of this book we fi nd several descriptions of ordinary people in ordinary places, daily 
struggling for their basic needs to live, and some very accurate descriptions of very specifi c 
situations and conditions in which they, and the narrative voice between them, are acting.

Here men are described as insects, reduced to their basic relation with their environment, they 
are defi ned at once physically and socially. In this vivid description we fi nd some important topics 
for the architects during thirties: starting from the incredible conditions of mobility into which these 
people were forced to live in and pollution that made them sick and exhausted5, ending with 
the single house into the pavillionaire banlieue, which is described as lacking any privacy, any 
hygiene and comfort condition for their inhabitants, and being unbearable from an economic point 
of view6. In this description any biological and organic reference has not a positive meaning7.

La Ville Radieuse against la Rue Couloir
It seems to me that this image of Paris life in middle thirties belongs to a wider discourse: the 
question about rationality and technology as means both to build better conditions of life for 
masses and to manage their environment; the question about their potentiality, which refers to 
utopianism and projects, and their reality, which refers to descriptions such as this one. Now 
compare the description above with Ville Radieuse by Le Corbusier8: in case of military aircraft 
attacks an extreme rationalization is seen as need for city survival: paradox of lightness, which 
protects more than heaviness of walls. Le Corbusier presented it to a National Committee as 
alternative to a tunnel refuges net, plan G. E. C. U. S., soon before World War II. L. C. defi ned 
Plan G. E. C. U. S  as ineffective for being a huge underground corridor net. Le Corbusier 
dreams about air, not hierarchical nets of tunnels.

When9 Le Corbusier describes his Ville Radieuse he describes a model for a real city and 
4 
5  «En banlieue, c’est surtout par les tramways que la vie vous arrive le matin. Il en passait des pleins paquets avec des 
pleines bordées d’ahuris brinquebalant, dès le petit jour, dans le boulevard Minotaure, qui descendaient vers le boulot.
[…]
Les jeunes semblaient même comme contents de s’y rendre au boulot. Ils accéléraient le trafi c, se cramponnaient aux 
marchepieds, ce mignons, en rigolant. Faut voir ça. Mais quand on connaît depuis vingt ans la cabine téléphonique du 
bistrot, par exemple, si sale qu’on la prend toujours pour les chiottes, l’envie vous passe de plaisanter avec les choses 
sérieuses et avec Rancy en particulier. On se rend alors compte où qu’on vous a mis. Les maisons vous possèdent, toutes 
pisseuses qu’elles sont, plates façades, leur cœur est au propriétaire.
[…]
La lumière du ciel à Rancy, c’est la même qu’à Detroit, du jus de fumée qui trempe la plaine depuis Levallois. Un rebut de 
bâtisses tenues par des gadoues noires au sol. Les cheminées, des petites et des hautes, ça fait pareil de loin qu’au bord 
de la mer les gros piquets dans la vase. Là-dedans, c’est nous. 
6  Entre la rue Ventru et la Place Lénine c’est plus guère que des immeubles locatifs. Les entrepreneurs ont pris les Ga-
rennes, comme on les appelait. Il en restait tout juste encore un petit peu vers le bout, quelques terrains vagues, après le 
dernier bec de gaz. 
[…]
En entrant, ça sentait chez le Henrouille, en plus de la fumée, les cabinets et le ragoût. Leur pavillon venait de fi nir d’être 
payé. Ça leur représentait cinquante bonnes années d’économie. Dès qu’on entrait chez eux et qu’on les voyait on se 
demandait ce qu’ils avaient tous les deux. Eh bien, ce qu’ils avaient les Henrouille de pas naturel, c’est de ne jamais avoir 
dépensé pendant cinquante ans un seul sou à eux sans l’avoir regretté. C’est avec leur chair et leur esprit qu’ils avaient 
acquis leur maison, tel l’escargot.
7 Céline, Louis Ferdinand, Voyage au bout de la nuit, Paris:1932; reprint: Gallimard. 1999, pp.88 -102
8 «Toutes les villes du monde actuel sont construites sur le principe de “murs portants”  et des “rues – corridors”, les 
immeubles étant alignés au long des chaussées et celles-ci formant d’étroites rigoles. A l’intérieur des îlots, déterminés 
par le croisement de trois ou de quatre routes, le blocs bâtis sont percés de cours qui sont en réalité des puits profonds. 
Envisageons une attaque aérienne dans ces conditions:
[…]
les gaz nocifs se tassent dans les rigoles des rues et dans les puits des cours: on ne peut les en chaser; ils atteignent au 
résultat parfait : l’empoisonnement des populations.
 LE CORBUSIER, Sur le 4 Routes, Galllimard: Paris, 1970. First issue: 1939.
9 1° Un homme debout sur un plancher isolé du sol. 
2° Il est devant une fênetre dont la forme et la surface peuvent évoluer jusq’au “pan de verre” c’est-à-dire occuper une 
face entiére de la piéce (façade indipendente) : cette fenêtre ou ce pan de verre seront orientés conformement au soleil 
utile (région tempéré ou région tropicale etc.) 
3° Devant lui, est aménagée une vaste réserve d’espace.
4° A ses pieds sont des frondaisons d’arbres et pelouses.
5° Sur sa tête est un plafond imperméabilisé.
6° La porte du logis ouvre sur une rue. C’est n’est pas une rue de cité-jardin, c’est une “rue  intérieure”. Cette rue ne peut 
pas être sur le sol; elle peut être en l’air. Ce logis peut se trouver à cinq metre au-dessus du sol, à dix mètres, à quarante 
mètres.
7° Tout ces logis se disposent les uns à côté des autres, au long de la rue intérieure.
8° Tout ces logis se disposent les uns au-dessus des autres dans l’espace libre et qui ne coûte rien, en hauteur, vers le 
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Le Corbusier really want to build it: it is not Utopian, it is a real project he thinks Authority will 
construct.

Main difference between these approaches being the positive attitude by Le Corbusier about 
technology possibility to solve problems, – Le Corbusier shares this attitude with Charles Fourier 
thinking –,  and hopeless approach about technology showed by Céline, relevant similitude 
between these two different approaches are that each of the authors prefers city to land; each 
of them is interested in healthy environment and fi nds the hygienic problem as a crucial one. 
This question, in this double value of project and realistic investigation, was the question pointed 
out during C. I. A. M. debates in 1929 and 193010.

What is interesting here is that starting from this moment on, the problem of city form and the 
problem of the individual dwelling are related with the environmental question and this is an 

evidence for technicians, an evidence intended as banal one. Is that so banal? 

Architecture as Device

Leo n Battista Alberti’s De Re Aedifi catoria
I would like to point out some relevant continuity between different form of rationalism by 
referring to Leon Battista Alberti’s idea of relations between buildings and environment.

In “De re aedifi catoria”11 Leon Battista Alberti starts defi ning what is a proper place where to start 
building a city, – main characteristics of place are: it has to be favourable and provide clean air, 
water and light, so that minimum modifi cation of site should be required to start building –, then 
he explains how to chose the proper type of building according to situation and political issues: 
a gentleman’s house in a city has to be sober, to privilege comfort and peace in body as in mind, 
and his house has to be very close and opened to other houses; a house for a Tyrant has to 

ciel.
10  Aymonino, Carlo, L’abitazione razionale, Venezia: Marsilio, 1971.
11  Alberti, Leon Battista, L’architecture et art de bien bastir, du seigneur Léon Baptiste Albert,... divisée en dix livres / 
traduicts du latin en françois par deffunct Jean Martin...  - J. Kerver (Paris) – 1553; http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt-
6k85631r.r=.langFR

fi g. 

fi g. 3 the aerial view and the 
inner corridor that substitutes the 
road-corridor: in this case the 
infrastructure is separated by 
the support of land, analytically.

fi g. 4 Guernica: caos and suffer 
of any living being caused 
by mass destruction; Le 
Corbusier presenting his project 
referred to Guernica bombing, 
demonstrating that “rue 
interieure” being detached from 
soil, it could be safer than “rue 
couloir”; Le Corbusier perceived 
this as a lack of technical 
device appropriated to the new 
means wars were actually made 
by. City form has to perform 
as protection device being 
without any corridor structure 
or pattern and has to permit 
movement in any direction at 
ground level; an aesthetic of 
light, air, openness together 
with a rhetoric of technique as 
salvation instrument for masses. 
“La laideur est un problème 
technique”, says Le Corbusier in 
his essay on four roads. 
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be very far from the city, to have a unique entrance in a gallery with a guard controlling it; why? 
A Tyrant has to defend himself, and defend himself fi rst of all from his own family. His private 
rooms are far from any accesses, another guard stand in front of his room and another one in 
front of his wife’s room, also during the night, a secret alley separating their two rooms. On the 
contrary a row of urban stacked houses constitutes a corridor where doors and windows open; 
a house has to have one side on the street, the opposite on a court to permit air circulation. 
Alberti’s defi nitions of tyrant’s house space: has to be placed into an easy to defend, isolated 
plan. He also compares a city to a house, were stanzas are connected through corridors. In this 
vision a city is a limited space, with in-points and out-points. Another relevant question: open 
spaces into cities are considered as continuous ones, within an inner relation with buildings, as 
complementary spaces where careful attention has to be provided: they are interior spaces.

Leon Battista Alberti’s rationalism fi xes the problem clearly: city has to protect citizen; citizens 
aren’t equal; buildings refl ect this inequity both in distribution than in situation (in city, or outside 
a city); fi rst issue for a built environment: to guarantee healthy life for inhabitants.

His tractatus has a real pedagogic aim, like architecture does. Architecture is an embodied set of rules 
for a good life. Human environment is a rational construction, in each of his parts a rationalization 
device. The city is both the agency12 and a device among others that makes it possible.

Built environment as settled embodied rules.
Foucault analyzed the history of this role of built environment13, showing how education passed 
directly on the body through buildings14: he saw disciplinary buildings as embodied control 
agencies, as political settled rules, as devices. So, what happens and how happens that this 
devices reach bodies from such a reduced distance? Maybe widening of inhabited space and 
shrinking of natural ones are related, also if in Europe we perceive this process in a kind of 
reverse image: wilderness and terrains vagues inside shrinking cities.

My working hypothesis: devices have been extending their domain insofar that is almost impossible 
a clear distinction to be made between bodies and devices, natural and artifi cial domain. That could 
be the reason why ecological representation of territories are becoming relevant for architects and 
urbanists. How did this happen? I think a crucial moment has been the linguistic reduction of the 
problem made by architects and planners during thirties: they put the problem in term of density, 
centering the question on dwelling conditions and facilities for masses.

Rationalization Devices
As We ber15 noted, a city is made possible by a wider family of rationalization technologies, 
not only physical, affecting built and physical environment as the social and economic one. 
12  Lash, John, Sociology of Postmodernity, London: Routledge 1984;
13 
14 
15  Weber, Max, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft , 1922; tr. It. La città, Firenze: Donzelli, 2003.

fi g. 8,  Leon Battista Alberti, De 
Re Aedifi catoria, french edition, 

Paris 1553 (from: http://bnf/
gallica.fr)
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Agriculture, from this point of view, can be seen as a rationalization device of nature, a condition 
from and by which a civilization could spread off and fi nally constituting herself in form of city. 
A whole territory could be seen as a support which modifi cation is a function and a condition 
for the existence of a city.16 Among rationalization devices, and in order to make evident the 
relation between different disciplines to which urbanism refers to. I chose to analyze the corridor, 
both as object than as fi gure (as analogy and as metaphor). I would like to start from a basic 
defi nition, the one of the actually most common manual for architectural practitioners: Neufert’s 
manual for architects.17

Public and Private Corridors
Neufert relates the space of corridor to the inner division of the house: the hall being dedicated to 
establish open relationships between public spaces of the single family house, while the corridor 
is dedicated to separate any point on his border, and to connect specifi c points, generally, the 
end and the start point. Blind doors, if necessary, are placed on the frontier. The main difference 
between the two spaces is visual: while the hall connects through opening and lightning, corridor 
has a tunnel-like effect; hall is for the day and light, corridor is for the night and shadow.

Corridor in public spaces, instead, is related to disciplinary buildings: collective buildings as 
hotels, welfare space devices in general, from schools to prisons and hospitals.

What is to note here: for each one of these objects there are a set of behaviour rules to strictly 
follow in order to be safe inside. We could call them: private places in public domain: places where 
the individual is reduced to his own basic space needs in order to let the place proper and clean as 
fast as possible. No obstacle, no harshness or roughness, silence: smooth surfaces, eventually 
somebody cleaning at specifi ed hours, most of times these spaces have standard dimensions 
based on the routine objects that have to by-pass it. These basic rules are the ones on which we 
relay on emergence situations: just think about the amount of space dedicated to safe paths in 
aircrafts, where each millimeter is calculated in order to obtain maximum space within minimal 
extension. This object refers to a concept which is not new among architects and planners.

Among others, the idea of hierarchical, linear net connections,  – such as: railroad tracks, 
roads, urban districts; corridors in phalanstères, or in single family houses, – has been having 
a big role through centuries in shrinking the wolrd by widening linking systems, also providing 
a diagram for space control . 

The shrinken world
Disci plinary knowledge separated and organized objects, spaces and bodies through a long 
term process, maybe started with roman colonizations18: world started to shrink with roman’s 
empire infrastructure. It seems to me that this long term process found it’s clearer expression 
in C. I. A. M. congress of 1929 and 1930, specially for the strict relationship between individual 
dwelling needs, form of the city and social structure embodied by such a form.

Comparing objects in different scales, It seems to me that functionalism is not just implicated 
with large housing projects, but it also contributed to built the myth of the private house with 
garden, through the Zoning device. These two form of city share the same functionalist rationality, 
providing two different models of living  – or not  – together which technical expression is the 
question of density19.

Human circulation system as metaphor and corridor as object
All those experiments put real life into a zero degree as main problem to solve for architecture, 
in such a way never reached before. Concretely, studying minimal movements in order to 
guarantee a bed for each person within historical concrete conditions of their times; minimum 
here standing for maximum, given some restricted conditions.

The search for Existenz Minimum together with Zoning tried to redefi ne a new form of city, 
different from the old one into form, but strictly continuous in real meanings it had to vehiculate. 
It seems to me that all these structures share, also if not in a linear and similar way, the spatial 
idea that canalizations and tubes will solve it all.20 Finally, “plan libre” is a plan by which tubes 
have been detached, in order to provide them more space without interfere with other activities 
seen as biological needs.

Looking at those schemes we can distinguish a fi rst operation made by Le Corbusier:

rotating and elevating the corridor in order to obtain “la rue interieur” which is the element that 
found major oppositions, being fi nally abandoned, substituted by the concept of the “Immeuble 
Villa”: stacking voids and masses strategically disposed along opened and public paths. 

Nevertheless, the concept of “rue interieure” played an architectural role: it has been used to 
build several housing complexes all through fi fties, sixties and seventies. 

16  on territory as support cfr: Viganò, Paola, Finibusterrae, territories of a new modernity, Napoli: Electa, 2002.
17  Neufert, Ernst and Peter, Architect’s Data, Third Edition, London:  Blackwell Science, 2001
18  Cacciari, Massimo, La città, Pazzini, 2005
19  Philippe Panerai, Jean Castex , Jean-Charles Depaule, Formes urbaines, de l’îlot à la barre, Marseille: 2001, Editions 
Parénthèses.
20   Secchi, Bernardo, Prima Lezione di Urbanistica, Roma-Bari, Laterza 2001.
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The “rue interieure” has been used many times, the most dramatic difference between intentions 
and results having been Pruitt Igoe building’s complex:

This homogeneity found a total refuse into sixties, when the concept of complexity introduced 
new input. Koyanniskatsi, the viedeo with Philip Glass music, makes us see Pruitt Igoe demolition 
as a mystic moment of revelation. Something similar to the fi lm about September 11 made by 
Sean Penn, in which the fall of Twin Towers means a ray of light onto a poor man fl ower atop 
his window on a lower fl oor. The two buildings where made by the same architect.

After these episodes, criticism about zoning and hierarchical structures where made through 
opposing the concept of single line organization to more complex structure. 

During sixties, after the big development which followed second world war, restricted conditions 
–given by war – started to appear arbitrary restricted ones. That is the meaning of this kind of 
representations: think to Corridors representations in Gordon Matta Clarke urban sculptures 
and Bruce Naumann’s performances

It seems to me that this value of strictly horizontal surface, among planners, has widened till 
the point that nowadays it comprehends specifi c territorial resources: water, air, biodiversity. It 
shows a certain continuity with Leon Battista Alberti’s statements about the right site where to 
build a city.

The problem of coexistence becoming crucial, new models of cities and new grids of enquiry 
started to gain relevance. The relationship between background and fi gure was being inverted. 
Traffi c problems showed that nor modernist housing or garden cities were perfect models. 
Analogies between cities divided into districts and hospital circulation scheme posed by 
Buchanan21 in 1964 showed that in order to reduce accidents a strictly ruled division of fl ows 
was crucial. A big effort is still being made by planners to fi nd new form ruling different fl ows 
and defi ning city’s boundaries by enriching built environment; this time velocity was no more 
the point, but fl ow’s separation among an homogeneous inhabited territory and into a scattered 
surface where built space seemed to embrace some “picturesque” rest of agricultural land and 
natural fragmentary remains. Here there is a vision clearly different from the biological metaphor 
of thirties about circulation: while in thirties heart and veins were the paradigmatic images for any 
circulation devices22, city still being represented through human body metaphor, during sixties 
these devices seems to have assumed a so widely set of function and a so consistent symbolic 
role23 that also the land they went through changed his meaning. While into the “rue corridor” 
space meaning is given by rooms on the corridor, in the “plan libre” of “non–stop city” in sixties, it 
looks like meaning is given by the road and the big fl ows of economy they bring on a territory, – 
this side effect being more important than main function that parts of cities were provided with by 
zoning, – to the point that one of the greater result some big circulation devices gain is congestion, 
and it is among the wanted side – effect: think to big shopping malls into main road crossroads. 
Human body metaphor seemed no more consistent with this new object architects were facing 
and with their support. It also seemed that no more restriction was there to technology, tubes 
didn’t have to solve no more problems, themselves as tubes constituting a new one. It seems 
to me that we can see some important visionary projects, –culminating into distopias, – made 
during late sixties, as a scenario responding to this question: What if technological devices have 
no more restriction, no more friction to mitigate? What if no-body is there to offer any resistance 
to technological devices? This question made evident that technological problems and political 
one were deeply related, much more than avant garde movements of late twentieth’s century 
had thought, or better said: related in a much more complex way.

They also pointed out the environmental question as a relevant one, landscape being the 
subject of new representations, a kind of new romantic was reaching again actuality, but in a 
kind of really ironical way, so it was for the hygienic theme and the problem of building relation 
with nature. Here another continuity emerges: post-modernist distopias are really continuous 
with thirties utopias.24

Horizontal surface as value
Horizontal surface becomes more and more a value, both in aesthetical and economical sense, 
insofar technologies of production reach more power: if Le Corbusier’s aim was to make a clear 
distinction between fl ows and surfaces, it was because of that: he was among those who vividly 
perceived it.

Another relevant question emerged till now: speaking of corridors means to speak about inner 
space. The fact that we use the world corridor referring to territorial units, as we do for ecological 
corridors and transport ones, means that we are referring to the whole territory as an inner 
inhabited space, and that we consider inhabitants not only human beings. 

If everything is solid melts into air, corridors aren’t melting, but widening.

Corridor as metaphor and human body as receptor of technology control
It seems to me that this being the moment while corridor in itself become a metaphor, the object 

21  Buchanan, Colin, Traffi c in Tows, London : Penguin books, 1964 
22  Sert, J. L., Can Our Cities Survive?, Cambridge (Mass.) : Harvard University Press ; London : Oxford University Press, 
c1942
23 
24  Jameson, Frederic, Archaelogies of the Future, New York, London: Verso, 2007.
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totally loosing, once again, any care different from the strictly functional one, as was when the 
rue corridor start to be thought as it is. 

So, what happens to the representation of the body, how it is related to a territory, if this basic 
object become such a strong imagery metaphor and such a poor object? I still make reference 
to a technical text: here human body is seen as a receptor of multiple threats any barriers aren’t 
able to stop: environmental pollution being main issue. Like if those fl ows fi nd no more relating 
nor separating device able to protect inhabitants.

The emergence of corridor as metaphor and not as object or analogy shows what I would 
suggest to call a change of rationality25 in urbanism.

Corridor as fi gure and corridor as metaphor
As said above, a new form of city, new balances between technical and residential devices is 
raising: corridor is used as fi gure in ecology to signify a continuity device, while it is used by 
transport engineer and by politics as metaphor to describe huge territorial continuities made 
possible by air, water, land transport infrastructures, all them accompanied by great political 
and economical investments. 

Ecological Corridor
Remaining to European situation, we see a big effort in rethinking infrastructures – think to 
corridors – more as greenways, including the concept of ecological corridor, than as tubes. 

Landscape design concept for corridor

According to ladscape ecologists, which studies object’s refers to relationships between 
populations and their habitat, an ecological corridor is a continuing transforming path used 
by species to move into a matrix. What is more interesting for ecologists is not the corridor in 
itself, but the way it interacts with the matrix : a corridor can easily develop relevant changes 
into patches pattern that can easily bring to inversion between patches and matrix previous 
confi guration. They also refer to percolation strategies of species rather than simple displacing. 
In order to control this complex issue, the use of G. I. S. representations is crucial. 

While modernist elementarism tended to defi ne urban materials as radically separated from their 
support, which is slightly different from considering a territory a tabula rasa in itself, the rise of 
landscape considered in ecological terms does not distinguish natural from human intervention, 
but tries to focus on how changes affects the living in a region of space.: a different concept of 
continuity is contained here:

continuity in time and space does not stand on a physical structure posed one time, but on 
changing conditions to which the living does not stop to adapt. There are’nt doors, walls, but 
structures through which fl ora and fauna percolates. To describe that a simple fi xed drawing is 
no more suffi cient: a model is required, which can simulate behaviour of some tester living in 
some conditions. 

A space is not only defi ned geographically by sings as rivers, roads, but through population’s 
movement along those signs. 

Transport corridor
Representation being relevant to the political issues, maps of European Corridors show also a 
paradox: great linking infrastructure, not far from what happens to population in the ecological 
model, also provide new different levels of confl icts: while regional scale become relevant, also 
local issues, very very closely related to micro-level planning, rise to an unattended relevance.

Conclusions 
Different scales and uses of the world corridor represent different rationalities prevailing into 
spatial organization: the object being referred to a strict colonization device for bodies and 
spaces, a kind of generic government device, the metaphor being used as a critic both to 
cluster-based structures and rationalists patterns. Nevertheless, some continuities emerge as 
relevant ones if we deeply refl ect about some specifi c rationalization devices, trying not to 
separate architecture from wider scale objects and territories. 

Here, trying to follow the different meanings and uses of the concept of corridor among architects 
and planners, we found some of these continuities. I think that as provisional conclusion we can 
observe two main tendencies. 

Meaning continuities
Any act of organization showing priorities and measuring values, organize space through 
corridors means to separate spaces that are continuous and to link others which are not so. 
A consequence of that is: this technical act always brings political values which are object of 
continuous negotiation process. Occidental rationality seems to evolve into a wider concept, 
including – insofar technologies reach power – many aspect of life, and so the urbanization 
follows. Corridor being a device that links inner spaces,  to speak in terms of corridors about 
territorial structures both ecological and transport ones, means to think land surface as a total 
inner inhabited space. This has relevant consequences for architects and planners.

25  John Dryzek, Ecological Rationality, tr. It: La razionalità ecologica : la società di fronte alle crisi ambientali, Ancona : Otium, 
1989.
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Value continuities
If forces unleashed by industrial development during XIX century made relevant the question of 
transport and put in a big crisis territorial equilibrium between cities and land in a not reversible way, 
planners reacted enhancing the value of strictly horizontal surface.26 Nowadays it seems to me that 
this surface has widened till the point that it comprehends site specifi c territorial resources: water, 
air, biodiversity. It shows a certain continuity with Leon Battista Alberti’s statements about the right 
site were to build a city. Ecological rationality is not dissimilar form Aristotelian rationality that made 
occidental urbanization could colonize the planet.27 Defi nitively, rationality is a value in itself.

Possible further direction of research
Having started from the turning point in which disciplinary knowledge reach his peak in adhering 
both to individual and social masses body and when, almost in the debate of architects, this 
is part of the architectural device process of production, whether utopian or constructed, puts 
me in a position from which I can refi ne and defi nitely chose the character of my research: for 
an historical one I should go further with the genealogical issue and try to fi nd the thin red line 
which ties Leon Battista Alberti’s defi nition of road into a city like a corridor linking stanzas and 
the concept of urban corridor, fi nally being dissolved, as I tried to show here, thanks to the 
analytical process of rationalism in thirties, into a metaphor and being nested into the problem 
of fl ows and networking system. I have a second option: to use the concepts I studied here 
and apply them to a longitudinal case study, Paris, for instance, and fi nish my thesis with a 
description trough time and space, which could lead to a project of ecological corridor which, 
passing through different parts of real city and forcing me to study their evolution, could be at 
once a genealogy and a synthesis of concept in the direction of blurring nature and artifi ce.
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With the advent of automobile, Americans have invented a new lifestyle, centred on the road, 
at the beginning of the twentieth century; they have invented at the same time a new kind of 
town, based on car infrastructure. Vernacular, urban developments generated by the growing 
motorization of America are disqualifi ed by architectural critics. Accused in the early fi fties of 
being “Outrage”1 to the American landscape, these towns following the road fringes are being 
denied any urban status. However, those that the current language specifi es as “Roadtown” 
possess their own logic that allows them to ensure all cities functions. This unique phenomenon, 
characterized by the emergence of new commercial forms along the road and by the subsequent 
residential and industrial densifi cation of the road network, effectively challenges the image of 
the classical town and its behaviour. The car infrastructure becomes the hearth of the town, 
instead of the traditional town place. This break with the traditional urban schemes induces 
the architects to deny the Roadtown, assimilating the phenomenon to a real architectural rout. 
Truly, it eludes the architects. It is neither planned, neither designed by them. The Roadtown 
is singularized as a critical situation, as proven by the virulence of remarks against it2. This 
already shows that it is a threat to the architectural discipline. But is it a simple failure or a sign 
of a necessary reassessment of the discipline and a redefi nition of the architect profession?

To Experiment
One had to wait for the fi fties and sixties before seeing anything close to real tries in the 
understanding and analysis of the subject, in the hope to reconquer this a-architectural fi eld3. 
Three studies4 published in the sixties are particularly pertinent: Christopher Tunnard and Boris 
Pushkarev, Man Made America, 1963 ; Kevin Lynch, David Appleyard and John Randolph Myer, 
The View from the Road, 1964 ; Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour, Learning 
from Las Vegas, study in Las Vegas in 1968, published in 1977. They observe that the phenomenon 
evades known templates. They realize soon that traditional tools for analysing architecture and 
urbanism are equally obsolete. They will then take the road of experimentation. 

1  Architectural Review n°702, (June 1955). The journal started the polemics as soon as 1950. Cf. Architectural Review 
n°648, (December 1950) 
2  Cf. Lewis MUMFORD, « The Highway and the City », Architectural Review n°213, (April 1958) or Peter BLAKE, God’s 
Own Junkyard: The Planned Deterioration of America’s Landscape, (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1964)
3  The privative “a” expressing the absence even the negation of the architecture
4  Christopher TUNNARD & Boris PUSHKAREV, Man Made America, (Yale University Press, New Haven, 1963) ; Kevin 
LYNCH, David APPLEYARD & John Randolph MYER, The View from the Road, (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1964) ; Robert 
VENTURI, Denise SCOTT BROWN & Steven IZENOUR, Learning from Las Vegas, (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1977)

[Fig1] Baker city, California
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Making up
Automobile experience induces a double change in perception to which the roadside town 
adapts itself. The landscape is now moving and gets a new dimension. The sight of the driver 
has nothing to do with the one of the pedestrian. His approach to space is pushed further away 
and the produced feelings are on par with the motor acceleration. Be it to point the phenomenon, 
to opposite to traditional urban archetypes5 or to architectural counter-proposals6, photography 
appears as a favourite representation mean. Roadsides are essentially illustrated this way, 
underlining the strong visual aspect of the Roadtown. The cinematographic dimension of the 
road experience cannot be rendered with a ground plan. Its restitution at the 1/1000e scale for 
instance gives a vision in complete opposition with the volumes and perspectives seen by the 
driver. Traditional tools are defi cient. They are “static when Las Vegas is dynamic, restrained 
when it is open, bi-dimensional when it is tri-dimensional”7. Neither architecture neither 
urbanism are able to provide the appropriate methodology. Researches will fi rst go towards 
this way. The legitimacy of the subject studied is tied to the truth of the analytic restitution. In 
order to represent this reality new modes of representation have to be found. “It is a technical 
workshop that we have created. We elaborate new tools: analytic tools for gathering together 
spaces and new forms and graphical tools enabling their representation”8. Since architectural 
analysis used up to now is not able to reproduce the subject being studied, its fi eld should open 
up to other disciplines whom expertise become necessary. This is why sociology, psychology, 
linguistics, graphic design, literature and cinema are added to the researchers corpus and 
are thus exploited. Works of Kevin Lynch and Robert Venturi are making extensive use of all 
these disciplines. In consequence, Las Vegas team regroups three professors assistant, nine 
students in architecture, two students in planning and two others in graphical design. 

Cinema techniques allow developing a sequential recording mode of the driver’s experience. 
“The fi rst principle was to develop processes of recording, analysis and communication of visual 
sequences” said Kevin Lynch who dedicated to it a large chapter in The View from the Road. 
With the help of a tape recorder, a photo camera, a movie camera and a notepad, researchers 
make an inventory of all the information they receive. Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and 
Steven Izenour are using this work when they edit their comparative charts of casino photos. 
The snapshots are then associated to graphs series, more precisely instant sketches and 
sections and perspectives built from the recordings. The literary approach, systematized by the 
note-taking, reproduces impressions forming the sensitive panorama of the road trip. Because, 
if the road is their laboratory, researchers are indeed their own guinea-pigs9. Linguistics enters 
the picture to interpret the meaning of signs, both signifi ed and signifi er. Robert Venturi makes 
a larger use of it by looking at the Strip as a communication system. The rendering study aims 
to measure the quality of the perception and the amount of visual information received. This 
examination makes it possible in the end to explicit the cognitive movement in play on the road, 
and the psychological processes behind. Mental representation that one makes of the space in 
which he lives is labelled as a cognitive map. From a scientifi c standpoint, it is being composed 
of different elements coming from psychology, linguistics, anthropology and sociology. 

Researches are operational ones, focusing on the attributes of the roadscape with the help of 
means elaborated specifi cally for its analysis. In that, these studies are experimental works and 
their different modes of operation are all experiences. Christopher Tunnard for instance makes 
of each photo a study case on which are based counter-proposals. Kevin Lynch and Robert 
Venturi choose a specifi c and delimited ground, which they study up to exhaustion. In order 
to reproduce the Roadtown environment and express the conclusion of their analysis, they 
are composing series of images. These cartographies are visible systematically as sequential 
scrolling, i.e. a succession of pictures refl ecting as many moments of a road travel. 

Architecture in motion
Enabling a visual restitution of the driver’s perception, the unwinding of sequences acts as a 
support for the realization of what is seen. It allows freeze frame while keeping in mind the idea 
of progress by inserting fi xed frames in a continuous sequence. If the three books refl exion is 
based in great part on the movement of landscape and thus, the pictures, the original work on 
the sequences is the one of Gordon Cullen. In 1949, he publishes in Architectural Review a 
series of sketches depicting the angle of view of a moving observer10. The sequence of pictures 
is set out as a plan on which each framing is jotted down during the ride. On a vertical plan 

5  Walter Gropius uses a Roadtown photo against church plans in order to illustrate his theory of unity in diversity.Walter 
GROPIUS, Apollon in democracy, conference, 1956, (published by  Florian Kupferberg Verlag, Mayence, 1967)
6  Cf. Christopher TUNNARD & Boris PUSHKAREV, Man Made America, (Yale University Press, New Haven, 1963)
7  Robert VENTURI, Denise SCOTT BROWN, Steven IZENOUR, Learning from Las Vegas, (MIT Press, Cambridge, 
1977)
8  Ibid
9  Kevin LYNCH, « Commentary on the Mystic Route » and « Topo, Use-activity, Marks etc. Sense of arrival », Minutes of 
recording, in  « Highway General statement », Box 3, Kevin Lynch Papers, MIT archives
10  Gordon CULLEN, « Townscape casebook », Architectural Review n°636, (1949)
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sketches are following one another, refl ecting the progressive approach toward a monument. 
The cinematographic dimension of the process is underlined by the title of the page: “Eye 
as movie-camera”. A few years later, he also did a series of sketches depicting views from 
the driver’s seat, but his writings are limited to roadsigns and driving security11. The three 
studies which interest us let a large room to picture, in the form of sequences, reports or photo 
montages. By the way, they are all three published in large frame. 

The View from the Road is probably the book which expresses the most the use of the 
sequence process. In order to change the way we look at the road, one has to recreate the 
view from the road. One part of the book is thus dedicated to the set up of the method, based 
on the conclusions of Philip Thiel12, a scientist colleague at the MIT. His system allows noting 
architectural sequences of a random space. Sketches, notes, photos, audio and video tapes are 
all information from which researchers build a sequential cartography. This cartography implies 
to tie the driver with the space he got through, be it far or near, instantaneous or anticipated. 
The photos are set up vertically like a roll fi lm whose reading way is indicated by an arrow. It 
is associated to the mention “Read Up”, urging to browse the shoots from the bottom up. He 
multiplies these series all along the book like as many evidences of the driver’s perception. 
He compares one of the sequences to another shooting from a periscope put in height. He 
shows also how much the viewpoint of the driver is clearly essential and cannot be looked upon 
properly by aerial perspective or mass plan. The sequence through the windshield shows the 
fundamental value of experience when seeing the shape of the city. Taken as matter of thought, 
many photos are analysed in order to extract visual guidelines and to draw out their schematics. 
Moreover, all the footprints include a label similar in size. Each one represents a snapshot of 
a travel along the road and the shuffl ing of the pages, not unlike a fl ip-book, reproduces as a 
sequence shot the landscape projection behind the windshield. It is the series of sketches also 
presented at the end of the book which illustrates a project, alternative to the offi cial one for the 
peripheral way around Boston, proposed by Kevin Lynch. With this process his road project is 
present all along his refl exion, “a road built for a vision in motion”. 

The Las Vegas team refers to a similar process published in 1963 by the photographer Edward 
Ruscha. A montage showing a panoramic view of the Strip is composed in his style, in reference 
to the one he made for the Sunset Strip in Los Angeles13. The linear set up of the photos 
published in sixteen rows gives itself as a panorama, the spectacle given by the two sides 
of the Strip which, shown as a whole, are a measure of the impression of the town on the 
driver. Many series are organizing themselves like sequences pictures, among which one of the 
most important is a travelling of the north of the Strip, between Tropicana Avenue and Sahara 
Avenue, divided in ninety three shots. The publication in colours is relevant in the analysis 
processes for two reasons. Colours allow to easily ranking in the same shot the communication 
means in action on the Strip night and day. Used to fi ll in spaces of the plan, they also remind 
billboards and are in the direct line of the “Pop” expression. 

Through these multiples pictures, the aim is to reproduce an image of the city. The layout of the 
views and the graphical composition of the whole are producing a visual cartography of Las 
Vegas which highlights the importance of signs for the communication. The town as it is perceived 
by the driver is described with means neglected in the discipline of urban and architectural 
representation before. Christopher Tunnard and Boris Pushkarev are following the same steps for 
their work. They use less picture series, even if they gather sometimes collections of views. They 
are more often making use of a sequential scrolling in order to launch their ideal road project. 
The pavement ribbon induces a landscape scenario where free perspectives, natural relief and 
monuments alternate following a specifi c rhythm. They are engaging in a dramaturgy process by 
composing landscape like a theatre stage where surprises and discoveries happen. One of the 
book’s chapter, dedicated to the road aesthetics, has a title named “Focus, Interest and Drama”, 
three reading keys of a road side urbanization as they are envisioning it. The road becomes the 
support of a natural and cultural exhibition trail where take place mountains and Henri Moore 
monumental statues. Similar to a movie that public can review again and again, the driver is 
invited to cruise in order to benefi t from the spectacle as often as he desires. Their road project is 
claiming then a cinematographic dimension, in where the driver is both player and spectator. 

By focusing on the driver sensations to a large urban scale, studies are breaking with the 
traditional analysis tools used before and are unveiling an operational experimentation protocol 
on the roadscape subject. By opening the architectural discipline to other fi elds of knowledge, 
researchers are giving it the capacities to understand the environment and, moreover, to change 
it. The reason being that these new tools are bringing new perspectives to the architectural 
project. From the way to analyse and debrief the phenomenon many lessons may be learnt for 
architecture. 

11  Gordon CULLEN, « Switch on », Architectural Review n°722, (1957)
12  Philip THIEL, « A Sequence-Experience Notation for Architectural and Urban Space », Town Planning Review, (April 
1961), vol 32, n°1
13  Robert VENTURI, Denise SCOTT BROWN, Steven IZENOUR, Learning from Las Vegas, (MIT Press, Cambridge, 
1977), Illustration n°33
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To Learn
The new tools should allow to measuring the visual impact produced by speed which covers the 
driver’s perception, the landscape evolution, depending on time and position of the driver at time 
T, the fl ux movements and their consequences on the road and its surroundings, the quality of 
perceived volumes and their rhythms, the sign quantity, their succession and organisation. The 
driver’s point of view comes fi rst now. Ordinary perceptions from pedestrian are bumped into by 
automobile speed. The experience coming from it is exceptional. Kevin Lynch said that these 
intense kinestesic sensations are similar to fair attractions ones. The driver’s perception is 
defi ning research leads, theoretical or related to project. The windshield divides the landscape 
and defi nes a stage where elements are seen and events lived. Together, they determine the 
link between the subject and the urban space. The geographical marks are becoming less 
frequent, the speed also contracts distances and changes the scale of the town. Time, sign 
dimension, acceleration of perceptions are factors that all contribute to the roadside urban 
development and defi ne its limits. This urban perspective is directly derived from the visual fi eld 
defi ned by automobile speed. 

Drive in City
The perception of his environment by a driver depends in scientifi c terms his on ocular and 
cerebral performances and it is generally expressed as visual fi elds. This is why the recourse of 
sequence shot is often used to reproduce the landscape impression on the driver. The vignettes 
– sketches or photos – show on one hand how the perceived landscape is truncated by the 
frame of the windshield and on the other hand that the pavement ribbon is a convergence 
line, projecting the sight forward. Despite the qualities of the sequential unwinding, the fi xity of 
pictures amputates one part of the experience. That is why Christopher Tunnard or Kevin Lynch 
for instance are using perception schematics. In The View from the Road a series of sketches 
show the open fi eld of the road panorama14. The journey on Boston periphery is reproduced as 
sequences and associated to orientation maps. The global view allows to have an idea of the 
covered stretch and to associate to it the multiple views seen by the driver. The double process 
mimics the concept developed by Kevin Lynch about the image that an inhabitant has of the city, 
building up a general order from marks which sighting governs its orientation and recognition 
abilities. The mental representation of the urban entity includes many elements, organized from 
the general to the particular. As for Christopher Tunnard, he proposes a landscape project built 
from scientifi c visual and perceptive principles applied to an observer moving at 60mph. 

The driver perception is looked upon as soon as 1937 in a study from J.R. Hamilton and L.L. 
Thurstone15. They are detailing fi ve propositions applicable to road design, directly derived 
from general principle of vision. Researchers are extracting rules correlated to the increasing of 
speed. As speed is increasing, the driver is focusing more and his fi eld of view is limited to the 
road itself. The more he anticipates the trajectory, the farther he looks while his peripheral vision 
diminishes. Closer details are then not recognized anymore, they even disappear from the visual 
fi eld. Moreover, the time between the moments an object is glimpsed and made out is smaller 
and smaller and reduces reaction time. These visual phenomenons which directly infl uence the 
driver’s perception are described as schematics [Fig 2] in which are defi ned width and length 
of the visual fi eld against speed. Thus, at 25mph the eye encompasses 100° of the horizon, at 
45mph it is only 65° and at 60mph it is a mere 40°. At the same time, the driver is focusing on 
a point 1200 feet in front of him at 45mph. At 65mph, this point is at 2000 feet. In summary, the 
more important the speed is, the smaller the visual fi eld is and the farther the eye is looking. 
The reduction of the visual fi eld is aptly named “tunnel vision”, meaning the view of the driver is 
retracting and objects in periphery and those close by are forced out of the visual fi eld. 

The speed constrains both urbanism and architecture. Commercial buildings have to be 

14  Kevin LYNCH, David APPLEYARD & John Randolph MYER, The View from the Road, (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1964), 
Illustration n°19
15  J.R.HAMILTON et Louis L.THURSTONE,  « Human Limitations in Automobile Driving », (1937)

[Fig 2] Relationship between 
focusing distance, angle 
of vision, and distance of 

foreground detail at speeds of 40 
mph, 50 mph and 60 mph. 

Christopher TUNNARD & Boris 
PUSHKAREV, Man Made 

America, Yale University Press, 
New Haven, 1963
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constructed near the road in order to be seen and to be accessible. The use of car is opening 
new ways of consuming. The town centers are not able to solve the traffi c issue generated by 
the multiplication of running cars. Space is lacking to enlarge ways and create wide parking 
areas. Outside of town, these spaces are available and those situated along the road are 
becoming strategic. These lots have no use for residential development because of the noisy 
traffi c. On the other hand, their commercial potential is straightforward. Since customers are fi rst 
and foremost drivers, the target is to answer their needs, namely doing shopping while moving 
around easily and quickly. Moreover, to the classical supply needs – food, basic consumables 
etc. – other, car related, are added – maintenance and gas. Garage and service station have 
a necessary place on the roadside. They are prospering and are often the starting point of a 
diversifi ed commercial development. This way, automobile leads to the spread of businesses, 
re-creating a “linear center”16, as said by Reyner Banham. For the city-dweller propelled on the 
road, the urban horizon is stretching in the distance while the city limits are thinning. By tensing 
the closer to the road, the Roadtown is growing following a wire logic. The town is on the road. 
Roadtown has an isotropic nature, in other words she can develop freely along any direction, 
provided that there is a road infrastructure. One understands why Lewis Mumford describes it 
as an “anti-city” in an article of 196217. The concentric town is completely outdated in favour of 
an urban sprawl on the network. The road has become a true living place fi t for shopping, eating, 
sleeping and even entertaining. In order to answer the best to all these needs, architectures are 
adapting. New formal archetypes are appearing like the motel or the drive-in – whom principle 
is declined for cinema, catering or food stores. They are determined by the traffi c, including 
access and parking space. The drive-in is the formal answer to these needs of space. 

Having appeared in the thirties in Los Angeles County18, it is composed as follow: a L-shaped 
building at the back of the lot, the free space at the front is directly connected to the road and 
includes parking space. Thus the building, reversed on the lot, is visible from far by the driver, 
one of the part being perpendicular to the road. It is easily accessible. The parking lot is the 
closest to the shop windows. In order to ensure economic success, the circulation area is as 
important as shopping area and together they defi ne the commercial area. A signifi cant work 
is achieved, by private contractors and architects alike, to optimize circulation. The fl uxes are 
organizing the space as much as they are outlining the architectures. 

Architecture and sign
The movement is engraving its mark on the roadside landscape. Objects which are close 
by are constantly moving for the driver. During the travel, some are appearing while other 
are vanishing. Those far away are prevailing longer than the closest ones. What he sees is 
partial and changing, and depends on sensorial capacity. But the view is limited in the space 
because of the curvature of the eye retina. For an individual with perfect eyesight, in optimal 
visibility conditions – pure atmosphere and moderate lighting – an object of 3.5 inches can be 
distinguished from 1000 feet. It is not possible on a physiological point of view to discriminate 
more precisely than that. From many in situ experiments, the minimum size for discrimination is 
closer to 18 inches. Moreover, the optimal angle of view of the eye is only of 2.5 degree. Outside 
this narrow cone, the peripheral vision of the retina is hazy. But man succeeds in achieving a 
good general view and by moving the eyes on precise points he gets more precise information. 
Nevertheless, the time to shift his look impacts his representation since he is moving. One 
second is necessary to change one’s angle of view and to focus on another point. At 60 mph, 
the observer has already covered 100 feet. His panorama had been clearly modifi ed. In order to 
recognize an object far away, concentration is required and the visual fi eld becomes narrower 
in consequence. Objects which are drawing the driver’s eye should be on their vision line and 
be large enough to be recognized. Given that a driver moving at 60mph gets 15 seconds to 
identify a single object far away before passing it– and in fact since he shifts his look on many 

16  Reyner BANHAM, Los Angeles, The Architecture of Four Ecologies, (Allen Lane The Penguin Press, London, 1971)
17  Lewis MUMFORD, « Megalopolis as anti-city », Architectural Review, (December 1962)
18  Richard LONGSTRETH, The drive-in, the supermarket and the transformation of commercial space in Los Angeles, 
1914-1941, (MIT Press, Cambridge, 2000)

[Fig 2] Relationship between 
focusing distance, angle 
of vision, and distance of 
foreground detail at speeds of 40 
mph, 50 mph and 60 mph. 
Christopher TUNNARD & Boris 
PUSHKAREV, Man Made 
America, Yale University Press, 
New Haven, 1963
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targets, the identifi cation time is indeed reduced – this object should have a sign value straight 
away. Details are meaningless and road side objects are basically large and simple. Their 
quick identifi cation by the driver ensures that he will be able to respond to it, by stopping in a 
commercial space for instance. Because the higher the speed is, the less time the driver gets 
to recognize it and the smaller the decision time is. 

For a retailer, making sign to the driver is thus fundamental. Architecture would have to take 
into account this data. The observation made by architectural critics in the fi fties shows that 
signs have been replacing architecture on the road sides. These signs are billboards and brand 
names. Peter Blake writes: “When people talk about the fl ood of ugliness engulfi ng America, 
they fi rst think of billboards – and, more specifi cally, of the billboards that line our highways and 
dot our landscape”19. Taking the opposite view, Robert Venturi is looking at the reasons instead 
of consequences of this case. He solves the contradiction often found between billboards and 
landscape, beyond the urban scope, by explaining the communication in action on the Las 
Vegas Strip. The architectural iconography here encompasses the advertisement symbolism 
in all its forms. The town, from the shopping street to the residential area, is now made of 
communication items, that is, built with symbols instead of shapes. Billboards and signs have 
the distinct advantage to deliver a clear and direct message. From a cognitive point of view, 
their impact on the driver is optimal. Two main architectural styles are following this logic: on one 
hand the “duck”, a building which is a symbol, on the other hand the “decorated box”, a neutral 
and banal warehouse on which symbols are applied. But the architecture has not disappeared 
at the profi t of the sign. The history of Las Vegas, as told by Alan Hess20, shows that casino 
builders play with signs as architectural elements (for example for covering a building, outlining 
a front) and that they also modify architectonic items – by extrapolation, extrusion, shift etc. 
– in order to be signs (for example: the porte cochere). However, in the frame of cognitive 
cartography established by Kevin Lynch, we can realize that these signs are the value of the 
vital environment of the commercial axis. From now on architecture includes necessarily this 
signal dimension, without which it does not exist, it is neither visible neither expressive. The 
study done by Robert Venturi describes, with his own words, the victory of symbols-in-the-
space over the shapes-in-the-space. 

To acknowledge the importance of signs on the road leads to examine roadside architecture with 
its banal and vulgar billboards, and to recognize them as clues of phenomenon both architectural 
and urban, named Roadtown. The research of Robert Venturi reveals the whole sign system as a 
communication system essential to the urban dimension. Through his demonstration, he implicitly 
introduces the idea of performance in architecture. Because the sign equates architecture, in 
the case of the “duck” or the “decorated box”. In both cases the sign is sending an immediate 
message, instantly recognizable by the moving driver. The time assigned to the identifi cation 
of landscape elements and the limits of visual perception are constraining architecture toward 
direct communication to the detriment of more complex expression. The Roadtown, composed 
of signs, turns out to be effi cient in terms of space and orientation. To be a sign architecture 
should ascend to a symbolic dimension, at the scale of the road itself. 

Nevertheless sign is not completely replacing architecture. If it cannot exist without the signs, 
it is not said that it should completely disappear in profi t of the billboards. The same way, 
constraints linked to the traffi c are leading to a reorganisation of the built space. The Roadtown 
characterizes itself by a loose framework, a constriction of activities close to the road, a linear 
centre. But it is not the end of the urban dimension. The car changes in a new way the spatial 
extension of the city. If architecture seems not to be enough, it is because we look at only 
one expression of architecture. The many experiments at work on the Roadtown and the new 
archetypes which are appearing on it show us that architecture still exists. The fact that it is not 
theorized doesn’t mean it is not. De facto this roadside town exists and works; moreover it is 
the most effi cient. 

19  Peter BLAKE, God’s Own Junkyard: The Planned Deterioration of America’s Landscape, (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
New York, 1964)
20  Alan HESS, Viva Las Vegas, After Hours Architectures, (Chronicle Books, San Francisco, 1993)

[Fig 4] Donut Hole, Los Angeles 
County
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To Perform
The Roadtown is effi cient because it succeed in reconcile the different aspects of urban life 
when impacted by the car. It answers to drivers’ desires, these mobile citizens which generate 
the roadscape. At the time where Roadtown takes precedence on landscape, architecture 
seemed to have vanished. The architects are absent from this evolution which is essentially 
vernacular. Presents for the criticism, they seem to be unable to play a part in the movement. 
Voluntarily, they are ruling themselves out to face it. Yet the pragmatism which is prevalent 
ensures the success of the roadside town. Buildings are a direct consequence. They are in the 
back row. The context, that is the location with its qualities and its potential for development, is 
prevailing. Besides, Roadtown tentative analyses are done in situ and not a priori.

No plan 
In the heart of the place, the observer understands how much economy crosses architecture. 
Builders try to maximize their profi ts while minimizing their costs. In order to achieve this, they 
promote the sign against the building. In the end, architecture budget is often cut the shortest 
possible. Moreover, the advertising impact is changing the architectural horizon and the town 
perspective. Billboards are frequently changed, at the whim of fashions and sales. Architecture 
is not anymore thought to be “for eternity”21, but in ephemeral. This fl eetingly is reinforced by the 
use of light as a sign. When neon are lighting in the evening, a landscape of luminous outline 
appears, essentially made of messages. The town by night is seen completely differently than 
the town by day. Architecture disappears in the dark. The third dimension vanishes in favour 
of two-dimensional spatial perception. This nocturnal levelling is linked to how the town is 
built on the road. Automobile fl ux is the main factor. It affects the environment in more ways 
than one. The movement of the car impacts the building shape, its situation on the lot and 
determines its size. The fl ux, introduced as a fundamental data in the project, covers access 
and parking issues. Ways and park space represents two third of lots of drive-in markets in the 
thirties. This ratio will grow in favour of circulation. The circulation commodities appear as a 
commercial argument. On these large plane surfaces, buildings are shrinking. Architecture is 
further lessened by the prominence commercial signs, alone able to catch the eye of the driver. 
Message takes precedence upon form. 

While speed contracts space, considered following a time measure22 and not geographical 
distance anymore, urbanism on the road network is characterized by its low density. The roadside 
town is stretching along. Shops are using large lots because the use of the car is requiring 
circulation space. This dispersion is somehow relative. Flux constraints regulate their spacing 
along the road. The trip time is a measure of proximity. The mobility of the citizen modifi es 
his perception of his environment. Buildings are seen fl eetingly. Their being depends on their 
persistence on the driver’s retina. On the moving and ever-changing horizon of the Roadtown, 
the road infrastructure appears like the only tangible element, both perennial and decisive. Its 
surface is the basis of the urban plan. It is holding the automobile fl ux. As a circulation space, 
it is characterized by movement. And this experience defi nes the architectural environment. 
The pedestrian is feeling the town, by foot, as he sees fi t. The train traveler is moving through 
space in an accelerated fashion, but constrained by the way and the predetermined stops. The 
car allows mixing up speed sensations and freedom of movement. The road becomes a space 
for new experiences. To the car use matches sensations defi ned scientifi cally, but in the end 
it is mainly personal sensations. The capacities, motivations and frame of mind of everyone 
are modifying sensibly the experience even when the surrounding environment is the same. 
Depending on visual acuity, the perception of moving objects is different. The moment of the 
day and the weather, on which depends lighting conditions, have also a consequence on signs 
discrimination. Moreover, if the driver has a special aim, like refi ll the tank of his car, he will 
focus more on service station signs. And, his frame of mind, be it stressed out or relaxed, or if 
he drives on an unknown road, will modify his perception. The driver’s experience is not only 
individual, but unique, each one feeling a different moment depending on the conditions. The 
experience is understood more as a philosophical stance, that is the knowledge drug out from 
the grasping of reality through the senses.

The road is the place of an intense experience of which the car is the catalyst. The frame of the 
windshield cuts the screen on which it takes place. The driver takes care of the implementation. 
The performance is there as an event. Everyone becomes the actor of his own scenario. What 
is seen is less important that what is felt. Architecture is then closer to the system than to the 
drawing. The Drive-In Cinema archetype is a literal example. It is a blank screen, a projection 
booth and a large circulation space. Its design is directly derived from the concept, in this 
case to see fi lms from the car. The solution found here solves the problem with a maximum of 
savings and a minimum of building. Because what is to be seen is not built but is more a scenic 

21  As Louis I. Kahn preaches
22  Cf. Dominique ROUILLARD, “La ville à dix minutes”, Le Temps des Infrastructures, (L’Harmattan, Paris, 2007)
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system. Although the architectural object has almost disappeared, the place exists. The same 
way, the Roadtown lasting character does not imply that the town has vanished. 

The Roadtown has indeed broken up a certain kind of architecture, but it opens up new horizons 
to the discipline, especially on the urban side. It reveals the obsolescence of the practice 
restricted to the object. From then on, which project, which process shall we envision? 

Non Plan

During the sixties, refl ections from Melvin Weber and Cedric Price are turning around the 
redefi nition of the architect’s role. They share a large urban vision, attached to economic and 
social logics, beyond the architectural object. In their respective works, the town essence is not 
tied to the location, but to the interaction, only social and, de facto, urban vehicle. 

The thoughts of Melvin Weber23 are focusing on the development of transport and communication 
technologies. According to him, their non spatial role frees from past constraints of distance, 
topography, and localisation. No metropolis is avoiding the process of suburbisation and 
relocation. The autonomous city makes no sense anymore. Each entity is a part of a global 
urban system, characterized by the end of urban boundaries and the urban sprawl. In 1954, 
he takes part to the preliminary planning studies regarding the Bay Area Rapid Transit System 
– BART – in San Francisco. The aim is to structure the territory with the rail by generating 
activities poles far from the centre. The project is a failure because no transport system can 
replace the car and especially its capability to offer door to door transport. This planning attempt 
still shows the major role of transport infrastructures. Towns are seen fi rst as communication 
nodes. Melvin Webber perceives the urban space as an ever changing reality. This aspect of 
uncertainty being out of control, the communication ways only can structure the territory. The 
work concerns mainly on transport infrastructures. Liking the role of the planner to the one 
of the teacher, he thinks that urbanization planning should be guided by the idea of selective 
development, by the elaboration of tactical programs. The project consists in thinking a general 
strategy. The Melvin Weber undertaking can be summarized by words of Eisenhower that he 
likes to quote: “Plans are nothing, planning is everything”. He affi rms the superiority of a global 
strategy upon a collection of architectural objects. 

Cedric Price catches up with this refl exion but he will then go beyond all idea of planning. 
In the middle of the sixties, in the UK, he stands up for the aesthetics and development of 
a Roadtown like in the USA. He proposes a project of Non Plan24 which can be seen as an 
economic development strategy where architecture is not a presupposition but a consequence. 
Roughly at the same time, Melvin Weber said: “It is the interaction, not the location, which is 
the essence of the city and of the city life”25. the automobile fl ux, the economic logic and the 
social evolution are the specifi cations for the architect. Cedric Price does not try to modify the 
Roadtown nor to project on it a specifi c architecture. Robert Venturi states that the Roadtown is 
“almost good”, insisting on the “almost”26. The Non Plan project gets rid of this nuance. The Non 
Plan acknowledges the Roadtown effi ciency but also its aesthetics and urban expressions. In 
addition, this is a British project which opposes the landscape theories, heir to the picturesque, 
sustained by the architectural and politic authorities. It is published in 1969 in New Society 
under the title: “Non Plan: an experiment to freedom”. Planning is rejected because planners 
have no idea of needs and desires of the majority. They produce a static and outdated planning, 
based on a questionable value system. The idea of the Non Plan is to put users in the centre 
of the process. It does not consist in applying a priori methods but, instead, to fi nd inspiration 
in existing logics in order to promote their natural development. Economic liberalism is also 
an architectural liberalism. The questioning relative to the consequences of a non-planning 
tries to fi nd answers in an experiment in one London suburb. Three test areas are chosen as 
“launching ramp” for the Non Plan. In these free and open areas, development would be free 
and spontaneous. Users would benefi t from a total freedom to mould the landscape. Photo 
reports in these experiment locations illustrate the already tangible active potential. These 
are night shots showing the signs of the Roadtown, the luminous signs of service stations, 
supermarkets and roadside diners.

23  Melvin WEBBER, “The Urban Place and the Non place urban Realm”, Explorations into Urban Structure, (University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1964)
24  Reyner Banham, Paul Barker, Peter Hall et Cedric Price, “Non-Plan : an experiment in freedom”, New Society, 13, 
n°338, (20 mars 1969)
25  Melvin Weber, Archigram 7, 1966 
26  John W.COOK & Heinrich KLOTZ, Conversations with Architects, (Praeger Publishers, New York, 1973)
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The project proposes nothing more than an attitude: an assumed American laisser-faire. By 
counting on disinclination, his project reverses the homogenization of the planning in order to 
promote an authentic and heterogeneous landscape. Understanding the undeniable vitality of 
the Roadtown, his undertaking contents itself with preserving the permissive and providential 
freedom. Architecture is not preventive – by the planning – nor curative – by a substitution 
project or an improvement – but liberating. Its ending, which seems to be achieved, encourages 
to re-plan itself. 

The Roadscape is the new architectural horizon, at the level of the territory. The road infrastructure 
is defi ning its horizon line. The network draws the framework. The uses induced by the car 
structure the landscape. The context, be it geographical, economic or cultural, is intrinsically 
delimited by the traffi c. If the refl exion on the fl ux has taken part in the design of buildings, it 
has above all generated a spatial partition. Flat surfaces prevail in the environment, making 
the architecture irrelevant. Because the task is not to transform the fl ux in form. The fl ux is by 
defi nition fi ckle and shifting. On the other hand, its dynamic can direct architectural practice 
in favour of a process instead of a project. The refl exion on traffi c extends the architecture 
toward urbanism and sounds the death knell of the aesthetics object. The latest is not effi cient 
anymore, except as an advertising tool, in the manner of Las Vegas casinos. 

The perspective of architecture is of the roadscape and not of the landscape anymore. This 
distinction is important. John Brinckerhoff Jackson27 places the defi nition of “landscape” three 
centuries before in these words: it is “a part of land that you can perceive in one glance”. In 
the English language, this makes reference not to the vision of scenery, but to the picture that 
an artist composes with his own interpretation. This pictorial conception narrows the fi eld of 
investigation by disregarding society aims. He proposes to give a new defi nition of landscape 
including the visual experience but also the whole cognitive, sociological, economic and cultural 
patterns which converge to mould space. The Roadscape supposes then the renunciation of 
a pictorial, even picturesque vision of the environment, in the favour of a dynamic vision, fi xed 
in everyday nature. The experience of the motorized subject supersedes the architectural 
object. In consequence the architectural practice can not limit itself to the drawing of buildings. 
The fl ux, introduced as a entry-level data, modifi es the project meaning. Since 1957, Alison 
and Peter Smithson28 will substitute the measure with it as a decisive factor for planning. The 
movement takes precedence upon the immobility. It is neither here nor there to transform only 
a building, but instead the environment. Even when it is to draw a building, the resources 
are characterized by fl eetingly, like neon lights for instance. Even if the tools are different, 
this process of reality modifi cation brings us back to the heart of the architectural practice. 
The Roadtown is a fi eld where architecture has to fi nd a new effi ciency. It is a questioning 
of the discipline on a performance level. Architecture tends to cover urbanism and planning. 
The architect is invited to take an active role, by producing dynamic plans, able to reveal 
location potentialities. This location is fi rst and foremost the road. The speed revitalize each 
time our perception of the environment and renew the town. It is contributing to a “sensations 
urbanism”29. With that in mind, architecture should produce an effect instead of a form. It is fi rst 

27  John Brinckerhoff JACKSON, Discovering the vernacular landscape, (Yale University Press, New Haven, 1984)
28  Alison et Peter SMITHSON, « Cluster City », (1957)
29  Alain GUIHEUX, Architecture Action, (Sens&Tonka, Paris, 2002)

[Fig 5] Cedric PRICE, Photo 
in London Suburbs, 1969, in 
Reyner Banham, Paul Barker, 
Peter Hall and Cedric Price, 
“Non-Plan: An experiment in 
freedom”, New Society, 13, 
n°338, (march 20th, 1969)
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a process. Supporter of an “Architecture-Action”, Alain Guiheux30 proposes an architecture able 
to produce transformations beyond the edifi ed building. This “active architecture, working as 
a trigger or a transformer”, he experiments it through the “long walls” project in Athens31. The 
urban development project consists in giving the location back to the citizens and the nature. 
Some self starter events are imagined in the long term. As time goes by, new spontaneous uses 
are appearing, giving the location a purpose. The process, open to the unexpected, is explicitly 
a non-edifi cation project. The designed object is replaced by visible, sensitive and perceptive 
situations. “For Architecture-Action, the plan is the one of the strategist, economic or military 
plan, it is a publicist plan. Active plan, it speaks of position. The same way, we use the word 
project in the active sense of development project”.

The architect, in turn, has to take position. The relevance of his practice is sized up to his impact 
in real conditions. The Roadtown urges the profession to go beyond the outrage and start 
working. This attitude change corresponds to a frame of mind. It means giving up the application 
of models at the profi t of a refl ection open to other knowledge fi elds. The city form seems to 
disappear letting the background take precedence, not only as a geographical position, but as 
the situation of the circulating subject. The project and the object architecture leaves room to 
the process and subject one. The architecture is then a performance strategy producing not a 
project but a projection with operational potential, proposing, in fi ne, the possibility of a city.

30  Ibid
31  GUIHEUX-ROUILLARD, «Burnst City», (Quaderns n°224, 2000)
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Great Britain’s declaration of war in September 1939 rallied the nation, but did not eliminate the 
issues that Britain faced throughout the interwar period, in particular, the effects of urbanisation 
on the land and people.  Humphrey Jennings, a poet, painter and documentary fi lmmaker, 
was one of several artists whose work refl ected the impact of modernity on contemporary life.  
Though his fi lm Listen to Britain (1942) was produced by the GPO Film Unit as a piece of 
wartime propaganda, its juxtaposition of sounds and images presents a fragmented, diffuse 
view of everyday life in which people and machines are constantly clashing.  Contemporary 
reviewers were critical of the fi lm’s ‘indirect and oblique’1 style.  Audiences, however, responded 
more positively because, as I shall argue, they recognised in the fi lm not just familiar scenes of 
their lives at war, but also an acknowledgment of the issues regarding urban sprawl faced by 
Britons in the country and the city.

This paper explores the ways in which the fi lm Listen to Britain uses the sounds of Britain at 
war to highlight the broader issues of urbanisation faced by interwar and post-war Britons.  The 
fi lm presents clips of the British people in urban, rural, and industrial landscapes without any 
narratorial comment.  It is a 19-minute montage of sounds and images recorded throughout 
Britain.  The layering of sounds from one landscape over images from another foregrounds 
the shared experience of the war on the home front, yet also reveals the disruptions these 
populations faced during the war and the interwar period.  Though the fi lm credits Humphrey 
Jennings and Stewart McAllister as co-directors and co-editors, Listen to Britain presents many 
of the themes that run throughout much of Jennings’s work, themes raised in the opening scene 
of the fi lm [fi gs. 1 – 4]:

Britain in summer. The waving tops of the trees and corn. The sound of larks 
from above the corn drowned by the roar of two Spitfi res. Land army girls at work 
and Observer Corps men on duty. The sound of the squadrons fl ying overhead 
is interrupted by the busy clatter of a tractor drawing a reaper. A rich harvest 
landscape.2

1  Edgar ANSTEY quoted in Elizabeth SUSSEX, The Rise and Fall of British Documentary, (London: University of Cali-
fornia Press, 1975), p. 145.
2  Listen to Britain post-production script reprinted in Kevin JACKSON (ed.), The Humphrey Jennings Film Reader, 
(Manchester: Carcanet, 1993), p. 33.

[fi g. 1]

[fi g. 2]
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Images of the rural landscape and rural labour juxtaposed with the sounds and machines of 
modernity feature in many of Jennings’s fi lms as well as his poems, paintings and collages.  
These images signal the themes he continually returns to in his work: the interplay between 
technology and tradition, between the country and the city and between industrialisation and 
identity.  In this paper I explore some of these themes by looking at the use of sound not only 
in this particular fi lm, but also throughout the interwar and wartime period.   In the 1920s and 
1930s a strand running throughout discussions and representations of life in Great Britain used 
sound to highlight the disruptions and intrusions of modern life and, in particular, of urban 
sprawl. Sound suggests the blurred (and, perhaps, arbitrarily defi ned) boundaries between 
these interconnected landscapes and signals the transgression of those boundaries.  Listen to 
Britain draws on these sounds and images to create a soundscape of the cities, suburbs and 
countryside of contemporary Britain.  

In contrast, interwar representations of Britain used silence, particularly the silence of the English 
countryside, to suggest stability and tranquillity. With the declaration of war, propaganda images 
drew on this link between silence, individuality and British national identity.  Silence became 
political and patriotic, as, through various forms of propaganda, Britons were ordered to ‘Keep 
Quiet and Carry On’.  The propaganda fi lm Listen to Britain does not keep quiet, however.  It 
uses sound to present the disruptions caused by the war and by the shifts in population and 
the movement of machinery seen in the interwar period.  But it also uses sound to highlight the 
connections, communities and means of communication that can result from these disruptions.  

Sound and silence in the space between (1917-1939)
Many interwar writers and artists used sound to convey what they saw as the deleterious 
effects of urbanisation on the land and people of Britain.  Sound, in these representations, 
signals an intrusion of space, a disruption of lifestyle and an upsetting of tradition brought 
about by the growth of cities and the spread of factories.  In his essay on the interplay between 
noise, bodies and machines Jon Agar describes noise as ‘sound out of place’3, a re-phrasing 
of Mary Douglas’s conception of dirt as matter out of place.  To Agar noise is ‘sound that has 
transgressed the boundary around what is orderly’4, and he argues that noise is ‘a symbol of 
bodies and machines out of place’5. Juan Suarez, in his study of noise, modernism and the 
everyday, also explores this relationship between noise and disorder and argues that, in certain 
modernist texts, noise:

[. . .] is always there, often in images of dissolution, of disorder, of an abyss that 
yawns behind identity and culture [. . .]6

3  Jon AGAR, ‘Bodies, Machines and Noise’ in Bodies/Machines, Iwan Rhys MORUS (ed.), (Oxford: Berg, 2002), p. 199.
4  AGAR, p. 199.
5  AGAR, p. 211.
6  Juan SUAREZ, Pop Modernism, (Urbana, IL:  University of Illinois Press, 2007), p.11.

[fi g. 4]

[fi g. 3]
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I think that in certain representations of interwar Britain, we see that noise—sounds—signal not 
necessarily disorder, but a re-ordering, a reaction to, and a way of representing, the invasion 
of private and public space.  In these representations the sounds of music, machines and the 
masses suggest shifts in power, in populations and the shifts in national and regional identity 
brought about by urbanisation.  

These representations continue the connection E. M. Forster makes in his 1910 novel Howards 
End, in which motor cars are presented as the ‘clang of our civilisation’7. This connection 
includes the ‘wild grumbling’8 of a crowded tram in D. H. Lawrence’s 1922 novel Aaron’s Rod, 
the ‘roaring hum’9 of planes and trains in Elizabeth Bowen’s 1932 novel To the North and the 
‘noisy roads’ lined by ‘ill-shaped brick horrors’10 in John Betjeman’s 1937 BBC wireless series, 
Town Tours.  Of course it was not only the sounds of machines, but also the sound of the 
masses that represented threats to the status quo.  The novelist Mary Butts addresses her 
Warning to Hikers (1932) to the town-dwellers she refers to as barbarians, those who ‘[w]ith the 
ever-increasing aid of mechanical transport’11 were discovering the countryside that previously 
only existed to them in literature and on fi lm.  And sounds of  holidaying Londoners disrupt the 
pastoral quiet of the landed gentry in Anthony Powell’s 1933 novel From a View to a Death 
in which the ‘discordant chantings’ of ramblers echo across the hillside and ‘[a]ll at once the 
afternoon was made hideous by an increasing volume of inharmonious sound’12.  

Many essays and articles addressed the issues of urbanisation that these representations 
gesture to, issues regarding the invasion of the countryside by people and machines.  The 1937 
book Britain and the Beast edited by the architect Clough Williams-Ellis brought together 26 
of these articles by a range of fi gures that included economist John Maynard Keynes, novelist 
E. M. Forster and town planner Patrick Abercrombie.  These contributors describe different 
aspects of urbanisation and, in many of the essays, specifi c sounds are used to raise public 
awareness of what one essayist refers to as a ‘new kind of invasion started from London’13.  In 
his essay ‘Havoc’ E. M. Forster picks up on this idea of urbanisation as invasion:

[. . .] there is machine-gun practice behind Heytesbury, and the fl ags lolling their 
tongues of blood up the lanes to Imber-in-the-Down.  In Dorsetshire, Bere Heath 
(Hardy’s Egdon) has been attacked by the Tank Corps, which is also responsible 
for the ruining of the land near Lulworth Cove.  The Air Force has perched upon 
Abbotsbury, immemorial breeding ground of swans, and the Air Ministry has 
announced that the swans shall not mind the noise of the explosives.14

Forster describes a military occupation of rural land and the distress caused by the sounds of 
military machinery in an essay that explores the confl icts between the defence of the nation and 
the defence of a national symbol such as the English countryside.  For the English countryside, 
specifi cally the countryside of Southern England, was promoted during the interwar period as not 
only a physical place for town dwellers and others to explore, but also a metaphorical space that 
represented stability and tranquillity in the context of domestic and international upheaval.  As 
the caption to one of the images included in Britain and the Beast declares, the country garden 
was ‘a last refuge of quiet’15.  And for many of the contributors the rural landscape and the sense 
of peace it provided could only be maintained through a planning process that confronted the 
disruptions to rural as well as urban communities caused by the interwar ‘urban exodus’16. 

In his essay ‘Country Planning’ the town planner Patrick Abercrombie acknowledges that ‘the 
distinction between town and country’ must be ‘intentionally emphasized for the purpose of this 
brief study.’17  In other words, many of the arguments presented in Britain and the Beast rely 
on a rigid boundary between country and city, a boundary that is perhaps more metaphorical 
than physical, but a boundary that can be articulated through images and sounds of invasion.  
In his 1933 book Town and Country Planning (and, indeed, in his Greater London Plan 1944) 
Abercrombie speaks of patterns of urban and rural settlement in terms of centripetal and 
centrifugal forces, and many representations throughout the interwar period used sounds and 
noises to draw attention to the perceived clashes and confl icts that can occur at the intersection 
of town and country. 

7  E. M. FORSTER, Howards End, (London: Penguin, 1989), p. 208.
8  D. H. LAWRENCE, Aaron’s Rod, (London: William Heinemann, 1954), p. 11.
9  Elizabeth BOWEN, To the North, (London: Victor Gollancz, 1932), p. 173.
10  John BETJEMAN, ‘Town Tours’ broadcast over the BBC West Country programme, 24 June 1937, transcript reprinted 
in John BETJEMAN, Trains and Buttered Toast:  Selected Radio Talks, Stephen GAMES (ed.), (London: John Murray, 
2006), p. 82.
11  Mary BUTTS, Warning to Hikers, (London: Wishart and Co., 1932), p. 5.
12  Anthony POWELL, From a View to a Death, (London: Fontana, 1968), p. 101.
13  Sheila KAYE-SMITH, ‘Laughter in the South-East’ in Britain and the Beast, Clough WILLIAMS-ELLIS (ed.), (London: 
J. M. Dent and Sons, 1937), p. 32.
14  E. M. FORSTER, ‘Havoc’ in WILLIAMS-ELLIS (ed.), p. 45.
15  WILLIAMS-ELLIS (ed.), pp. 180-81.
16  Harold Hannyngton CHILD, ‘Britain and the Beast: Fields for Work and Play’, Times Literary Supplement, 1845, 
(June 11, 1937), 1-2, 1.
17  Patrick ABERCROMBIE, ‘Country Planning’ in WILLIAMS-ELLIS (ed.), p. 140.
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Urban Noise
Sounds and noises were used to communicate the disruptions to living in the city, suburb and 
countryside. In the pamphlet England, Ugliness and Noise (1930) sounds of sprawl emphasise the 
negative effects of urbanisation and foreground the need for quiet spaces in these fast, crowded, 
noisy times, quiet spaces linked to the countryside.  A blurb written by G. K. Chesterton in support 
of the pamphlet is featured on the front cover:

A luminous exposure of the vulgarisation of the country [. . .] addressed to men in 
a strange material phase in which they are able to fl y, able to broadcast, able to 
electrify the world:  but apparently quite unable to think.  One moral is that they 
might be allowed a few quiet places to think in.18

The spread of the city, then, was linked to the spread of the vulgar, and many of these vulgarities 
were discussed in terms of sounds.  The pamphlet outlines the ‘fresh nuisances’19 that disturb town 
and country living including the wireless loudspeaker, motorists, motorbikes, pneumatic drills and 
‘the torturing noise which is made by the incessant roaring and booming of aeroplanes’.20

One approach to stop the spread of the deleterious effects of urbanisation was to stop many of 
the effects before they spread. One such attempt was promoted by the Anti-Noise League.  The 
formation of the Anti-Noise League was announced in a letter to The Times on 30 September 
1933. In the letter, written by Thomas Jeeves Horder (Lord Horder of Ashford and a contributor to 
Britain and the Beast), the league pledges to:

[. . .] induce the authorities to regulate by law certain forms of noise which are 
manifestly injurious to the comfort, health, and repose of the community at large, 
as well as being damaging to effi ciency and to the amenities of numerous urban 
localities.21

To promote their cause, to educate the public and to solicit supporters the Anti-Noise League 
began publication of Quiet, ‘a quarterly journal devoted to the suppression of needless noise’.  
The journal offered articles on the negative effects of noise, information and advice on how to 
reduce unnecessary sounds and a forum for members to express their frustrations in facing the 
needless noises in their particular communities.  Articles were written by health professionals, 
editorial staff as well as writers such as H. G. Wells and Rebecca West.  The novelist Rose 
Macaulay was solicited to include a piece but only submitted a letter to the editors claiming, ‘I can 
think of nothing to say about noise except that I do not like it.’22

Noise is consistently depicted as an unnecessary invasion of personal and communal space, 
and the articles and advertisements suggest ways for readers to insulate and, perhaps, isolate 
themselves from the ‘increasingly crowded conditions of modern life’.23  Sounds, noises are used 
to convey some of the negative aspects of urban living, aspects that spread with the spread of 
cities: the sounds of transport, commerce and construction.  

In addition to the sounds of machines, the sound of the human voice was also included as an 
offensive source of unnecessary noise.  Complaints were raised about unnecessary yelling in 
streets, and one letter writer applauded the gradual disappearance of the ‘ugliest forms of the 
Cockney accent’24 through national education.  Articles foreground the particular contributions 
made by the wireless and the cinema in the transmission of the sounds of speech and singing.  
According to one article:

The wail of the saxophone and the crooner in a jazz band should be very 
unnecessary, but unfortunately, to an initiated few, they are a source of extreme 
enjoyment, not even bettered by the noise of a ‘sports’ car, a fi lthy noise if there 
ever was one: like a precocious child.25

An article titled ‘Cinema Cacophony’ reprinted from Film Weekly railed against the ‘violence, 
virulence and volume’ of fi lm soundtracks and, in a reversal of the idea of cinema as escapist 
entertainment, presented the otherwise noxious sounds of everyday city life as an escape from 
the horrors of the cinema: 

We shall walk out of the cinema into the street, glad to soothe our tortured ears with 
the comparative peace of omnibus engines and pneumatic drills.26

The article ‘The Sound Film’ by Andrew Buchanan is a bit more nuanced and explores the 
relationship between sound and image in the documentary fi lm. In particular, he uses sound 
to discuss documentary fi lm’s intervention in and contribution to social issues such as noise 

18  G. K. CHESTERTON quoted on cover of Ainslie DARBY and C. C. HAMILTON, England, Ugliness and Noise, (London: 
P. S. King and Son, 1930).
19  DARBY and HAMILTON, p. 9.
20  Excerpt from a letter to The Times printed in DARBY and HAMILTON, p. 40.
21  Letter to the Editor, The Times, 46563, (September 30, 1933), p. 11.  In 1938 the name of the organisation was changed 
to the Noise Abatement League.  
22  Rose MACAULAY, Letter to the Editor, Quiet, 1-4 (1937): 31.
23  James PURVES-STEWART,‘Some Medical Aspects of Noise’, Quiet, 1-1 (1936): 6-7, 6.
24  R. Amy PENNETHORNE, Letter to the Editor, Quiet, 2- 8, (1938): 36.
25  Richard LYGON, ‘Modern Attitude to Unnecessary Noise’, Quiet, 2-2 (1936): 18.
26  ‘Cinema Cacophony’ reprinted in Quiet, 2-7, (1938):  26. The author of the Film Weekly article is not credited.
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abatement. Buchanan was himself a fi lm-maker who produced the Cinemagazine series for 
the Ideal fi lm production company and who worked on the production of fi lms for the Ministry of 
Information during World War Two.  He was also the author of several books on fi lm including 
the 1936 book The Art of Film Production, which features an appreciation by the founding father 
of the British Documentary Film Movement, John Grierson.  Buchanan in some ways offers a 
counterpoint to ‘Cinema Cacophony’ and argues for the use of music to help in telling a story or 
setting a tone rather than include the sounds of life in an industrialised society:

Documentary fi lm-makers sometimes reproduce the actual noises made by 
sawmills, drills and machine-shops, and the results are diabolical, though very true 
to life.  I would prefer to watch an industrial process accompanied by illustrative 
music, rather than hear the dreadful din which really should surround it.  I know 
that orchestras are not to be found playing in a factory of noiseless machinery, but 
when I go to a cinema, I do not expect to experience factory conditions.27

The fi lm Listen to Britain, as I discuss below, shows that with the onslaught of war, singing in 
factories became a common occurrence, so the sounds of music were indeed a part of factory 
conditions. But in this article Buchanan suggests that documentary fi lm, while revealing, should 
maintain some distance from the experience it communicates. Listen to Britain, however, 
weaves together sounds from the town and country to communicate the experiences particular 
to those areas. As one of Jennings’s colleagues at the GPO Film Unit describes the opening 
scene:

[. . .] the cornfi eld waving and the sound of the Spitfi re going over, more evocative 
of 1940, 1941, than reams of dialogue.  Humphrey got it in three shots.  That’s a 
special talent that can create for all time an evocation of that kind.28

And, I would argue, it is a talent that he evokes not only Britain at war, but also Britain and 
urbanisation.  Through juxtaposition of sounds and images the fi lm raises several of the issues 
addressed by contributors to the journal Quiet and other interwar commentators.

The Anti-Noise League aligned themselves with other like-minded groups and, through Quiet, 
promoted the causes of the Council for the Preservation of Rural England (co-founded by 
Patrick Abercrombie in 1926), the Smoke Abatement League and other ‘colleagues on this 
increasingly “popular front” against the stupidities that invade our amenities’29, amenities such 
as the countryside.  On their cover of Quiet the Anti-Noise League used images of a silent, 
unspoiled countryside and thus implicitly indicated their support of the checked spread of the 
city and city sounds.

The countryside was already fi lled with these and other noises as a result of urban sprawl 
and the spread of the wireless and the cinema.   A 1938 fi lm produced by the Council for the 
Preservation of Rural England urges viewers to defend the countryside in a battle against the 
sounds and crowded spaces of modern life.  Still, an image of a stable, peaceful countryside 
endured throughout the interwar period in representations that linked the rural landscape with 
‘quiet beauty’30 and the ‘home of abiding peace’.31 

Keep Quiet and Carry On
Of course, the countryside was not the home of abiding peace as World War Two affected all of 
Britain’s landscapes.  Appeals to and for silence were spread beyond the countryside through 
propaganda fi lms, programmes and posters.  During wartime, telling people what to do, where 
to go and how to act became a matter of national security.   Posters and fi lms were particularly 
popular, and many drew on images of national identity and the threat of invasion seen in interwar 
depictions of the country and city. In particular, images of the English countryside were used to 
illustrate the homeland under threat of invasion [fi g. 5].

27  Andrew BUCHANAN, ‘The Sound Film’, Quiet, 2-10, (1939): 24-25, 25.
28  Pat JACKSON quoted in SUSSEX, p. 144.
29  ‘Editorial Notes’, Quiet, 1-2 (1936): 4-6, 6.
30  J. B. PRIESTLEY (ed.), Beauty of Britain, (London:  B. T. Batsford, 1935), p. 71.
31  PRIESTLEY (ed.), p. 68.

[fi g. 5:] Still from A Canterbury 
Tale (1944), directed by Michael 
Powell and Emeric Pressburger
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Posters also were used to spread messages of recruitment, national security and public morale.  
Many posters linked silence to national security.  The messages of these posters encouraged 
Britons to ‘Keep it under your hat!’, to ‘Be Like Dad and Keep Mum’, and they  reminded citizens 
that ‘Careless Talk Cost Lives’ and ‘Tittle Tattle Lost the Battle’.
In urging citizens to do their part for the war effort, these posters formed a sort of team spirit, 
as it were, among Britons facing the war on the home front.  Yet, in their demands to curtail 
conversation and to question members of the community they also create a sense of isolation 
for the individual who must watch his every word.  As a form of propaganda itself the fi lm Listen 
to Britain, then, goes somewhat against the grain by foregrounding noises and communities. 

Symphony of sound
Listen to Britain projects the British war on the home front through what Sergei Eisenstein 
describes as vertical montage of sound and image.  In other words, in each sequence sounds 
and images interact and then these sequences are edited together ‘weaving all these diverse 
themes and motifs into a single, cumulative movement’32.  The diversity of themes and motifs in 
Listen to Britain are drawn from the scenes and sounds of contemporary Britain:  the wireless, 
factories, tanks, planes, sing-songs and dances.  Through montage the fi lm continually shifts 
the perspective and the expectations of the viewer.   The layering of sounds from one setting 
over images from another links the different landscapes of Britain by showing that no location 
escapes the effects of war.
For example, in one shot we see two soldiers at night on watch for enemy planes fl ying in over 
the English Channel [fi g. 6].  

The sounds of a dance from the next scene are played over this image of the soldiers and thus 
create the sense that the dance can be overheard by them.  This juxtaposition suggests the 
sacrifi ces made by certain members of a community; these men are on duty while their friends 
and neighbours are at play.  But the fi lm’s juxtaposition of sound and image also suggests that 
the dance, which we see in the next sequence, is being held near the men on watch for enemy 
planes.  In other words, the linking of the dance and the soldiers foregrounds the vulnerability 
of the dancers.  If enemy planes are spotted, their ‘target for tonight’33 might be the crowd we 
see twirling on the screen.    
Or, it might be the fi lm’s contemporary audience.  Listen to Britain does not shy away from the 
threat of war faced by those on screen and by those attending its wartime screenings.  The 
number of sights and sounds allows the contemporary audience to see a bit of themselves 
somewhere on the screen and to see themselves in relation to the rest of the nation.  This mirror 
effect is emphasised by the fi lm’s frequent images of audiences.  For each performance the fi lm 
presents, the camera also pans the audience of that performance [fi gs. 7-9] to highlight different 
reactions:  different reactions to the performance, to the war and to the fi lm itself.  The sounds 
and images of audiences within the fi lm suggest the collective experience of the war and the 
individual responses to it, both on screen and off. 

32 Sergei EISENSTEIN, ‘Vertical Montage’ in Eisenstein Volume 2: Towards a Theory of Montage, Michael GLENNY and 
Richard TAYLOR (eds.), Michael GLENNY (trans.), (London: BFI, 1991), p. 331.
33 The title of a 1941 fi lm produced by the Crown Film Unit and directed by Harry Watt.

[fi g. 6]

[fi g. 7]
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Invasion
The sequences in Listen to Britain present sounds that were peculiar to the war:  the free 
concerts, BBC programmes, jets, tanks, etc.  But they also draw on themes seen in interwar 
representations of British life.  In one sequence [fi g. 10] a squadron of tanks rumbles through 
a picturesque village.  The lead tank fi lls the road and then the tanks and the sound of the 
squadron fi lls the entire village.  The camera cuts to a small girl watching them roll by.  In the 
next shots we see some of the village buildings:  a Tudor house [fi g. 11] and an inn advertising 
‘Guests Teas’ [fi g. 12]. 

  

This scene of tanks rumbling through a village presents the countryside as a representation 
of stability from the threat of war:  it is a fl ag-waving moment as the small girl cheers on the 
departing soldiers.  But the sequence also suggests the idea of invasion.  First, it suggests 
an invasion by Germany, as the sounds of the tanks indicate an occupation of the village.  

[fi g. 8]

[fi g. 9]

[fi g. 10]

[fi g. 11] left

[fi g. 12] right
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And secondly, the scene suggests the interwar and post-war invasion of the countryside from 
tourism, industry and the spread of the suburbs.  The image of tanks and, in particular, the 
sound of tanks disturbing a quiet village calls to mind E. M. Forster’s suggestion of the siege 
of the countryside presented in Britain and the Beast.  The Tudor façade represents history 
and tradition in the face of change.  It solidly stares down the passing machines just as the 
young girl does not look away. Buildings and people both face the roll of progress head on.  But 
this particular building also suggests the ‘repellent, jerry-built, sham-Tudor houses’34 that John 
Betjeman and others railed against in the interwar period.  The shot of the ‘Guests Teas’ sign 
draws attention to the growing tourist industry that met the needs of an infl ux of motorists and 
ramblers and that provided new economic opportunities for depressed agricultural areas.  This 
fi lm sequence, then, draws on the links between the countryside and British national identity, 
and it shows the possible disruptions to national and regional identity, particularly through the 
juxtaposition of sounds and images of the country and the city.

These disruptions, however, do not result in disorder; rather, the sounds and noises in Listen 
to Britain reveal the re-ordering of labour and leisure as a result of the war on the home front.  
Like the propaganda posters that dictated an offi cial response to the war, many of the sounds 
used in the fi lm are sounds that tell people where and when to go:  the whistles of trains and 
factories, the music of an orchestra that announces it is time to dance, and the excerpts from 
BBC wireless broadcasts, including the programmes ‘Music While You Work’ and ‘Morning 
Workout’.  These sounds draw people together, yet they also gesture to the movement in 
populations brought about by interwar urbanisation, the ‘redistributed population and work’35 
that were addressed in post-war plans for renewal including Patrick Abercrombie’s Greater 
London Plan 1944.  Through sound the fi lm highlights the divisions that constitute the different 
regions and activities in the war on the home front.  Sounds are used to draw attention to what 
divides people and what draws them together; thus the use of sound communicates geographic 
distinctions by linking particular activities to particular areas of the nation.  In this way the fi lm 
helps to map out what Abercrombie, in his Greater London Plan 1944 referred to as:

[. . .] the one and indivisible Metropolis, whose boundaries are invisible to the 
naked eye, unrealised by the normal citizen [. . .]36

Listen to Britain draws on sounds and images that suggest a sharp difference between country 
and city, but also uses them to acknowledge the indeterminate and, perhaps, unrealistic boundary 
that exists between them; a boundary that would be debated in plans for post-war renewal.

Conclusion

For us the experience of viewing Listen to Britain is much different than for its contemporary 
audience.  The sounds and images create a distance between our lives and the events on 
screen and, perhaps, make it easier to see the connections between the fi lm and other contexts.  
Listen to Britain is more than an archive of sounds and images, however.  By emphasising the 
audiences on screen, the reactions to those sounds and images, the fi lm shows us how these 
events were experienced.  

We also must keep in mind that this is a propaganda fi lm; we do not hear all of the sounds of 
war.  But I think the sounds we do hear:  the whistles, sirens, disembodied voices, riderless 
horses suggest the jarring and jerking experiences of contemporary life.

Terence Davies counts Listen to Britain as one of the major infl uences on his own 2008 fi lm Of 
Time and the City.  Davies describes Listen to Britain as ‘a great poem’ that captures ‘what it 
was like to be British at a time when we thought this country was going to be invaded’37.  Listen 
to Britain uses sound to show how people coped with daily life in the face of such a threat.  And 
it uses sound to highlight the invasions that did occur on a daily level:  invasions of personal 
space and community life.  The ‘indirect and oblique’ invasions of modernity as well as the 
invasions of place and personal space brought about by interwar and post-war urbanisation.

34  John GLOAG, ‘The Suburban Scene’ in WILLIAMS-ELLIS (ed.), p. 199.
35  Patrick ABERCROMBIE, Greater London Plan 1944, (London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Offi ce, 1945), p. v.
36  ABERCROMBIE, Greater London Plan 1944, p. 1.
37  Terence DAVIES quoted in Wally HAMMOND, ‘Terence Davies: interview’, Time Out London online, <http://www.
timeout.com/fi lm/features/show-feature/5872/terence-davies-interview.html> [accessed 3 August 2009].
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‘The point, it seems to me, is that architecture begins at the end of the eighteenth century to 
become involved in problems of population, health and the urban question... It becomes a 
question of using the disposition of space for economico-political ends’1

Introduction
In the introduction of Cold War Hothouses, Beatriz Colomina lists a number of ‘by-products’ of 
Cold War America; ‘Tailfi ns, Saran Wrap, ball point pens, Slinky toys, Tupperware, highways, 
aluminium, Hula Hoops, food blenders, plastics, Barbie dolls, dishwashers, credit cards, 
offi ce systems, picture windows, bikinis, fast food, TV dinners, drive-in cinemas, play rooms, 
window air conditioners, satellites, missiles, bomb-shelters, tranquilizers...’ 2 and labels them 
as remnants of a period that allow us to see the period in all its complexity. She continues to 
articulate how ‘communism fought with washing machines and food mixers’3, an assertion that 
– humorous as it may sound – is actually not very farfetched. When in 1959, Richard Nixon 
and Nikita Khrushchev met at the opening of the American National Exhibition in Moscow, 
Nixon boasted ‘all American’ achievements such as dishwashers, lawnmowers, supermarkets, 
Cadillac convertibles, etc. to promote the Western capitalistic economic model while Khrushchev 
emphasized the Soviets’ (communist) focus on “things that matter” rather than on luxury. This 
‘kitchen debate’4 has gone down in history as one of the most iconic encounters of the Cold 
War; a confl ict during which the primary participants’ military forces never (offi cially) clashed 
directly, but used – besides ‘common’ military means such as: military coalitions, espionage 
and propaganda also – ‘unusual’ (domestic) armaments to gain support for their beliefs. 

On the backdrop of this international anxiety, Belgium experienced some national tensions as 
well that were – to a certain extent – fuelled by the Cold War race as they were closely related 
to the new lifestyle that arose. Garnished with dishwashers, lawn mowers and deux-chevauxs, 
the economical boom of the sixties provided every family with a car and the desire for a modern, 
comfortable and well-equipped house. With the increased mobility and the creation of a very dense 
highway system, housing estates spread rapidly at an increasing distance from existing urban 
cores. The ‘nebular city’ was born.5 Consequent migratory movements led to high population 
densities where there previously were none and broke up existing ‘community ties’, reinforcing 
the ‘capsularization’ of society that technological developments had initiated. As community 
life degraded and social legislation6 increased, the government felt it was its task to intervene 
in citizens’ free time to accommodate the ‘leisure society’7 that had come about. A set of new 
typologies was created where people could spend their (increased) ‘time off’; cultural centres, 
swimming pools, sports centres and vacation- and recreational domains were constructed all 
over the Flemish territory at an impressive pace in the decades following the Second World 
War. Just like Colomina’s Barbie dolls and bomb shelters, these edifi ces explicate more than 
‘merely’ the governmental ideology to supply Belgian citizens with good leisure infrastructure; 
they refl ect the tribulations of a country in (not only physical but also organizational) transition 
and are able to – by unravelling the development of this infrastructure – unveil hidden scuffl es 
and reveal disguised aspirations. This paper will recount the development of diverse types of 
leisure infrastructure in three cities in Flanders: Genk in Limburg, Waregem in West-Flanders 
and Dilbeek in Flemish-Brabant and attempt to elucidate how these facilities were used to not 
only boost, structure or avert urbanization but also to attain ‘economic-political’ goals. [fi g. 1]

1  Michel FOUCAULT, “The Eye of Power” in Colin GORDON (ed.), Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other 
Writings by Michel Foucault, 1972-1977 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980): 148.
2  Beatriz COLOMINA, “Cold War Hothouses” in Beatriz COLOMINA, Annmarie BRENNAN, Jeannie KIM (eds.), Cold War 
Hothouses: Inventing Postwar Culture, from Cockpit to Playboy (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2004): 10.
3  Beatriz COLOMINA, “Cold War Hothouses” in Beatriz COLOMINA, Annmarie BRENNAN, Jeannie KIM (eds.), Cold War 
Hothouses: Inventing Postwar Culture, from Cockpit to Playboy (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2004): 17.
4  Susan E. REID, “Our kitchen is just as good: Soviet Responses to the American National Exhibition in Moscow, 1959” in 
David CROWLEY, Jane PAVITT (eds.), Cold War Modern: design 1945-1970 (London: V&A Publishing, 2008): 154-161.
5  Bruno DE MEULDER, Jan SCHREURS, Annabel COCK, Bruno NOTEBOOM, “Patching up the Belgian Landscape” in 
Oase, 52 (1999): 78-113.
6  During the fi fties the social legislation gradually increased, endowing Belgian citizens with more free time. For instance: 
as from 1951 employees could annually enjoy a paid vacation period and in 1955 the fi ve day workweek was agreed on. 
Source: Karina VAN HERCK, Tom AVERMAETE (eds.), Wonen in Welvaart. Woningbouw en Wooncultuur in Vlaanderen 
1948-1973 (Rotterdam: 010, 2006).
7  Joffre DUMAZEDIER, Vers une Civilisation du Loisir (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1962).
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The Wannabes – Waregem and Genk
When in 1966 Frans Van Mechelen8 articulated – stimulated by Renaat Van Elslande, who was  
Minister of Culture at the time and who formulated the idea of a cultural centre – a proposal 
for the planned development and geographical dispersion of cultural centres in Flanders9, 
this document showed a clear inclination to prioritize small to medium-size villages over large 
towns for the construction of this new cultural infrastructure: ‘If the government is to make 
serious funds available to orchestras, theatre companies or ballet companies, its duty is 
not done once a few large or medium-sized cities have heard the news. Without going as 
far as to say that a little place like Zoetenaaie must have its own theatre and concert hall, it 
cannot be denied that an inhabitant of our smallest Flemish municipality has just as much 
entitlement to the legacy of culture as a citizen of the Capital.’10  A couple of years later, in 
1970, a similar initiative (also commissioned by the Ministry of Culture) was set-up to make a 
large-scale planning for the sports-infrastructure of Flanders. This document also testifi ed to a 
strong predilection for decentralisation: ‘A bundled de-concentration was selected as the best 
planning approach, for reasons of profi tability of investment. The emphasis thus landed on 
non-developed areas (...). This implied that instead of centres like Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent, 
Bruges or Hasselt, municipalities like Herentals, Waregem, Aarschot and Aalst became the 
priority areas for intervention.’11 This tendency was of course gracefully accepted by numerous 
small municipalities, such as Genk and Waregem to name only two, who saw this as a unique 
opportunity to construct their very own municipal leisure infrastructure and accordingly, climb 
up the ‘urban’ hierarchical ladder. 

Genk and Hasselt:  Growth of a twin-city
At the turn of the 20th century, after the discovery of charcoal in the region12, Genk – a modest, 
rural settlement in the eastern province of Limburg – started urbanising at an impressive 
pace. Three mining sites opened in the municipality; Waterschei  in 1909, Winterslag in 1912 
and Zwartberg in 191313 and in the following decades – mainly due to the infl ux of foreign 
labourers from Poland, Italy, Ukraine and Turkey – the population increased dramatically; from 
approximately 3500 inhabitants in 1910 up to 47500 in 196014. Genk’s fragmented settlement 
pattern which had historically been built up out of a number of dispersed hamlets15 was now 
further articulated, with the three mining sites functioning as (new) nuclei of growth. In the early 
1900s, the mining patrons constructed not only extensive housing estates for their workers, but 
also equipped these sites with a multitude of public functions, such as kindergartens, schools, 

8  Frans Van Mechelen (1923 – 2000) was a Belgian politician and a member of the Christian-Democratic party. After 
working as a professor at the Catholic University of Leuven, he started his political career. From 1968 to 1972 he was 
Belgian Minister of Culture.
9  This proposal was based on the research that Frans Van Mechelen had previously executed together with the Research 
Group for ‘Cultural Stimulation’ (‘Studiegroep voor Kultuurbevordering’), investigating culture and culture-policy in Flanders in 
1963. Source: Jef DE ROECK, “Culturele Centra in Vlaanderen. Inventaris en evaluatie” in Ons Erfdeel, 1 (1981): 27-38.
10  Original quote: ‘Als de overheid ernstige fi nanciële middelen ter beschikking wil stellen van orkesten, toneelgezelschappen 
of balletgroepen dan is haar taak niet af wanneer enkele grote of middelgrote steden dit gezien en gehoord hebben. Zonder 
te beweren dat Zoetenaaie zijn schouwburg en concertzaal moet hebben toch is het onbetwistbaar dat de inwoner uit deze 
kleinste der onzer gemeenten evenveel recht heeft op de cultuurgoederen als de inwoner uit de hoofdstad.’ Source: Renaat 
VAN ELSLANDE, speech held at the colloquium about cultural centers, published by the University of Leuven: Institute for 
economical, social and political research, Studiegroep voor Cultuurbevordering (Brussels: Acco, 1964): 113-114. 
11  Original quote: ‘Omwille van de rentabiliteit van de investeringen werd als planvorm geopteerd voor gebundelde de-
concentratie, nl. Een klemtoon op niet-uitgeruste gebieden, waarbinnen echter de uitrusting in aansluiting op de bestaande 
centra wordt voorgesteld. Dit impliceerde dus concreet dat in plaats van centra als Brussel, Antwerpen,  Gent, Brugge of 
Hasselt, gemeenten als Herentals, Waregem, Aarschot en Aalst als prioritaire zones voor interventie naar voren kwamen.’  
Source: R.U.C.A., Planning van de Sportinfrastructuur in het Vlaamse land (Antwerpen: R.U.C.A., 1970): 37-39.
12  André Dumont (1847 – 1920) was a professor at the Catholic University of Leuven and fi rst discovered charcoal in the 
province of Limburg in 1901 in As, a municipality close to Genk. 
13  The dates refer to the year when the exploitation of the mine started. Source: Tine DE RIJCK, Christian KESTELOOT, 
Myriam JANSEN-VERBEKE, Sporen van een Mijnverleden, Sociaal Geografi sche Studies in de Limburgse Mijnstreek 
(Heverlee: Instituut voor Sociale en Economische Geografi e, 1998): 8.
14  Tine DE RIJCK, Christian KESTELOOT, Myriam JANSEN-VERBEKE, Sporen van een Mijnverleden, Sociaal 
Geografi sche Studies in de Limburgse Mijnstreek (Heverlee: Instituut voor Sociale en Economische Geografi e, 1998): 46.  
15  The seven hamlets of Genk: Winterslag, Waterschei, Gelieren, Terboekt, Sledderlo, Camerlo and Langerlo.

[fi g. 1] Map representing 
Flanders, the northern region 

of Belgium, with the three case 
study cities indicated in grey: 

(from East to West) Genk in the 
province of Limburg, Dilbeek in 

the province of Flemish-Brabant 
and Waregem in the province of 

West-Flanders.
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hospitals and casinos16 where the kompels’17 social life primarily took place. The development 
of such an elaborate infrastructure didn’t prove to be too diffi cult for these mining benefactors, 
given the contemporary political vacuum, in which neither the municipalities nor the province 
had the ability (nor the means) to accommodate the massive amount of workers that were 
attracted for mining labour. Nevertheless, after the end of the Second World War, things slowly 
started changing. Not only did the mining industry experience economical diffi culties (that 
abstained them from investing in housing or other elaborate building programs), but also the 
‘general’ mentality changed. People increasingly believed it was the task of the government to 
provide workers with housing and social facilities, not that of the mining industry itself.18 In the 
1960s, Genk consequently started the development of a veritable ‘city’ centre with buildings 
that – seemingly inspired by the principles of Le Corbusier’s Ville Contemporaine – were all 
autonomously inserted in an open plain. In this period Genk, encouraged by the Ministry of 
Culture’s predilection for smaller towns and villages, also applied to construct a cultural centre. 
Nevertheless, at this point, Genk was (of course) no longer a small entity; on the contrary: it 
had grown into a large municipality, whose population largely surpassed that of Hasselt, the 
provincial capital of Limburg19. The ambition to construct a cultural centre can thus be seen as 
a means for Genk to challenge Hasselt’s provincial status, an endeavor that was also detected 
by Frans Van Mechelen, who at the 1964 colloquium regarding cultural centers in Brussels 
stated: ‘(…) It is safe to say that if both Genk and Hasselt, two municipalities that in Limburg 
try to outshine each other, aspire to construct a space for stage performances, it could be a bit 
too much.’20

A decade earlier, in 1954, Hasselt already adopted the idea to construct a city theater: ‘Hasselt 
gets a city theater and a modern swimming pool’21 and coined it ‘cultural centre’ long before 
Renaat Van Elslande started promoting the term: ‘Erection of a cultural centre for the city and 
the whole province’22. Even though it took several years before the cultural centre was a fact 
(and quite a few changes were made to the plans over time), the aim of the cultural centre never 
changed; it was to become a ‘provincial, interprovincial and – once all the planned highways in 
Limburg will be constructed – international meeting point (…) for the whole community, who after 
the social and economical awakening predominantly strives for a humane, cultural edifi cation.’23 
The cultural centre was in fact a prestige project. It had to bring Hasselt back to the forefront 
of the provincial scene, a position it had lost since the mining towns proliferated themselves in 
Midden-Limburg. However, things rapidly changed after 1955, when Philips (a Dutch electronics 
company) decided to open one of its largest factories (outside the Netherlands) in Hasselt. 
After the coal crises subsequently erupted in 1958 (only three years later), announcing the 
demise of the mines, Hasselt rather ‘easily’ managed to regain standing on a provincial level, 
not solely in the economical division but also in the cultural fi eld thanks to the construction of 
its large cultural centre, from which it derived stature24. [fi g.2] But the cultural centre had to do 
(even) more than ‘merely’ bring ‘provincial’ stature back to the city; constructed just outside the 
historical belt, this infrastructure played an important role in the extension/ urbanization plans 
for the south-eastern part of the city, where – next to the cultural centre – also a sports centre, 
a retirement home, a conservatory and an art academy were to be constructed.

Stripped of the option to erect a cultural centre, Genk in 1963 decided to construct a large 
sports centre, which was construed as ‘a large park, wherein various fi elds for sports as well 
as a number of playgrounds and facilities to take a stroll or have a picnic would create a sense 
of harmony and provide an interesting variation.’25 This sports complex was to be built on the 

16  The term ‘casino’ (in this context) doens’t refer to a gambling hall, but is in fact an early term for a ‘cultural center’; it 
refers to the typology of a ‘casino-kursaal’ that were built in the more prestigious cities close to the sea. Source:  Patrik 
JASPERS, De Invloed van de Steenkoolmijnen op de Materiële Cultuur in Limburg (Leuven, 2001): 269.
17  A ‘kompel’ is a Dutch term for a miner.
18  Patrik JASPERS, De Invloed van de Steenkoolmijnen op de Materiële Cultuur in Limburg (Leuven, 2001): 40.
19  In 1960, the N.I.S. (Directorate-general Statistics of Belgium) counted 36618 inhabitants in Hasselt and 47516 in Genk.
20  Original quote: ‘Als men daarnaast ziet dat in Genk en in Hasselt, in beide gemeente, die elkaar in Limburg misschien 
wat naar de loef steken, dat beide plannen hebben om een ruimte te voorzien voor opera-voorstellingen, dan zou men 
wel kunnen zeggen dat hier een beetje van het goede teveel komt.’ Source: Renaat VAN ELSLANDE, speech held at 
the colloquium about cultural centers, published by the University of Leuven: Institute for economical, social and political 
research, Studiegroep voor Cultuurbevordering (Brussels: Acco, 1964): 20.
21  X, “Hasselt krijgt Stadstheater en moderne Zwemkom”, Het Belang van Limburg, 22 February 1954, 1.  
22  X, “Oprichting van een Cultureel Centrum voor de Stad en gans de Provincie”, Het Volk, 21 July 1958, 8.
23  Original quote: ‘Het moderne complex zou een ‘provinciaal, interprovinciaal en – eens alle geplande autowegen 
in Limburg zullen liggen – internationaal een ontmoetingspunt (...) worden voor een ganse gemeenschap, die na haar  
social en economische ontbolstering vooral streeft naar een menselijke kulturele verheffi ng.’ In: X, “Kultureel Centrum 
Hasselt geeft Limburg nieuwe dimensie”, Het Belang van Limburg, 29 Oktober 1972. Source: Sofi e DE CAIGNY, Annelies 
NEVEJANS, Line MERTENS, Bregje PROVO, Isia Isgour 1913-1967 (Antwerpen: VaI-CVAa, 2008), 135.
24  X, “In tochtige zalen rijpte het bouwbesluit. Hasselt bouwt zijn kultureel centrum”, De Standaard, 1 April 1968.
25  Original quote: ‘Daarom zou dit centrum kunnen worden opgevat als een ruim park, waarin de velden voor de 
verschilldende sportbeoefeningen, de speeltuinen, de wandel-en picnicgelegenheden samen een harmonie en interessante 
afwisseling vormen. In: ‘Nota over het sport- en ontspanningscentrum te Genk.’ Source: X, Nota over het Sport- en 
Ontspanningscentrum te Genk (city archives Genk, box 861.6_sportcentrum 2 part1).  

[fi g. 2] Drawing of the Eastern 
façade of the cultural centre of 
Hasselt, designed by architect 
Isia Isgour in collaboration with 
architects Etienne Vreven and L. 
Peeters. (Source: city archives 
Hasselt, box 803: CC Oprichting, 
E20)
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municipal grounds north of the (new) city center development, right in the middle of the three 
mining sites with their adjacent cités jardins.26 Contrary to Hasselt, who used its cultural centre 
to expand the city’s ‘urban region’, Genk employed the sports centre to ‘patch up’ its diffused 
settlement pattern and engender an ‘internal urbanization’. [fi g.3]

In 1964, the municipality of Genk, seeking to secure subsidies for the construction of their 
sports centre, wrote a letter to the minister of Public Health and Family27 stating: ‘Before 1961-
1962, the population components were mainly based on the coal industry (…) employing 
approximately 15000 workers. But meanwhile other industries have come to Genk, for instance 
Ford Werke AG from Cologne, to name only the most prominent one (…). This industrial entity 
currently provides work for 4500 people, but will soon grow to employ 12000 units. (…) Also 
very important is the natural increase in population which varies between 20 and 25 ‰ and the 
immigration due to the establishment of new industries (…).’28 Although this letter ostensibly 
seemed to stress the importance of the sports centre for the expanding population of the 
municipality itself, the continuation of the letter fl ippantly tipped off the regional ambitions 
Genk nurtured for its sports centre (and its ‘budding’ city): ‘The population of the neighboring 
municipalities, 14 altogether, totaled 107775 inhabitants at the end of 1962. Without taking 
into account the population of Hasselt, this adds up to 69927 or, with the local population 
included 120000 inhabitants.’29 The ambiguous stance that Genk in this letter took towards 
Hasselt is probably attributable to the fact that Hasselt had already opened its indoor swimming 
pool in 1963; it was therefore reasonable to assume that these people wouldn’t utilize the 
swimming pool, destined to become one of the main attractions of the sports centre of Genk. 
Nevertheless, the municipality expected its sports centre (including the swimming pool) to have 
more to offer than Hasselt, which is probably the reason why in the end the population of Hasselt 
was again added to the equation. Also the plans that were drafted for the sports centre pointed 
to the municipality’s regional ambitions.  First of all the implantation-plan [fi g. 4]; this sketch 
clearly shows how Genk cleverly combined the establishment of its sports centre with the new 
infrastructural developments that were underway. In the south-west, a direct connection was 
established to the planned ringlaan around the city, ensuring a fast connection to the soon-to-
be-realized E39 highway30, traversing the municipality in the north. This highway, a European 
road interlinking Leuven (in Belgium) and Aachen (in Germany) was soon to become the main 
gate to the ‘city’ of Genk. 

26  X, Letter from the municipal board of Genk to the minister of Public Health and Family in 1964 (city archives Genk, 
box 861.6_sportcentrum 2 part1).
27  Up until 1974 the Ministry of Public Health and Family (Volkgezondheid en Gezin) was responsible for providing subsi-
dies for the construction of sports infrastructure. Afterwards this authority shifted to the Ministry of Culture. In 1964, Joseph 
Custers of the Christian Democratic Party was minister of Public Health and Family. 
28  Original quote: ‘Vóór 1961-1962 waren de bevolkingscomponenten uitsluitend gebaseerd op de kolenindustrie (…), 
met een tewerkstelling van circa 15000 man. Intussen zijn verscheidene industrieën gevestigd in het Genkse en om 
slechts de voornaamste te noemen: Ford-Werke A.G. uit Keulen. Deze zal in eerste faze een tewerkstelling brengen van 
4500 eenheden om later te groeien in tweede faze tot 12000 eenheden. (…)Van groot belang is ook het geboorteoverschot 
dat schommelt tussen de 20 à 25‰ en de inwijking ingevolge de verstiging van nieuwe nijverheden en het aantrekken van 
vreemde werkkrachten in de kolenmijnen.’ Source: X, Letter from the municipal board of Genk to the minister of Public 
Health and Family in 1964 (city archives Genk, box 861.6_sportcentrum 2 part1).
29  Original quote: ‘De bevolking van de aangrenzende gemeenten, 14 in aantal, bedraagt 107775 inwoners einde 1962. 
Zonder de bevolking van de stad Hasselt te tellen, bedraagt dit aantal 69927 of vermeerderd met de plaatselijke bevolking 
meer als 120000 inwoners.’ Source: X, Letter from the municipal board of Genk to the minister of Public Health and Family 
in 1964 (city archives Genk, box 861.6_sportcentrum 2 part1).
30  This is the E314 today. See [fi g. 1].

[fi g. 3] (left) Two sketches of 
Hasselt, showing the structure of 

the city before the construction 
of the cultural centre and the 
urban expansion plans (and 

new ring road) to the South-East 
after erection of the cultural 
centre. (right) Two sketches 
of Genk, showing the layout 

of the municipality before the 
construction of the swimming 
pool and the desired ‘internal 

urbanization’ to be induced 
through after.

[fi g. 4] Plan of the Sports centre 
of Genk. (Source: City archives 

of Genk, box 861.6_sportcentrum 
(2))
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For the construction of the swimming pool, which was the fi rst building to be erected on site, the 
municipality hired Isia Isgour, a well-known architect from the region. Between 1948 and 1956, 
Isgour regularly obtained commissions from the mining industry and thus gradually acquired 
the trust of (local) politicians, who began hiring him for public building commissions. Isgour not 
only built the sports centre of Sint-Lambrechts-Woluwe (1959-1964), but, more importantly, he 
also designed the cultural centre (1956-1972) as well as the swimming pool (1957-1963) of 
Hasselt and was therefore – without a doubt – the man Genk needed. Although Genk touted the 
swimming pool a necessity for the local schools and its large population, the municipality was 
determined to construct a fi fty meter pool that complied with Olympic standards and would thus 
be able to accommodate major (international) aquatic events. Such a basin of course required 
a large column-free span; a task for which Isgour contacted André Paduart, a renowned Belgian 
engineer31. Together, they developed a thin concrete shell roof structure, built up out of fi ve 
hyperbolic parabolics that with a maximum thickness of only seven centimeters could span a 
length of almost 74 meters and a width of 36 meters.32 [fi g.5]

Even though Genk never got its fi fty meter pool with Olympic dimensions33 and despite the 
fact that the surroundings of the swimming pool were never converted into the major sports 
centre which the municipality had originally planned, the ‘new monumentality’34 that this building 
radiated endowed not only its architect(s) and engineers with fame (and fortune?), but also 
aided Genk in conquering a prominent place on Limburg’s mental map. [fi g. 6]

When in a 1962 publication about Industrialisation and Culture in Limburg, Dr. Neesen expressed 
his concern about the rapid urbanisation that the province had experienced (and still was 
experiencing) since the start of the 20th century, he called for the development of a harmonious 
‘net’ of hierarchical cores, able to offer a balanced, yet diverse gamma of facilities, such as: 
fi nancial and commercial services, medical care, education and cultural opportunities. Neesen 
stated that such a system required a large central core to function and believed that the ‘twin-city 
Hasselt-Genk’ possessed the necessary characteristics to form such a nucleus: ‘fi rst we have 
to think about a large central core that can comply with all the needs of a modern, progressive 
society and which generates a bond within the district and radiates a strong power of appeal. 
The requirements to develop such a core seem to be present in (...) the twin-city Hasselt-Genk.’35 
With this assertion, Neesen was in fact spot on. When the heydays of the mining industry slowly 

31  André Paduart (1914-1985) developed – in collaboration with architect Jean Van Doosselaere – the arrow of civil 
engineering of the 1958 World Fair in Brussels.
32  André PADUART, Jacques SCHIFFMANN, “Couverture du Complexe Sportif de Genk (Belgique)” in La Technique des 
Travaux, 365 (1977): 86-94. 
33  Genk was denied permission to construct a fi fty meter pool, the municipality decided to construct two separate basins 
under its gigantic roof structure: a large 33 meter one and a smaller, 16 meter one, separated by a one meter walkway. 
During a recent renovation (in 2008), this walkway, separating the 2 basins was removed, which endowing the municipality 
with its (long-awaited) fi fty meter pool. 
34  In “The Need for a New Monumentality”, an essay written by Sigfried Giedeon for New Architecture and City Planning, 
a book edited by Paul Zucker in 1944, Giedeon argued that while modern architecture had earlier been obliged to 
concentrate on more immediate and mundane problems of housing and urbanism, its new task in the postwar period was 
be the reorganization of community life through the planning and design of civic centers, monumental ensembles and 
public spectacles. The swimming pool of Genk, meeting all of Giedeon’s “Nine points on Monumentality”, can therefore 
be seen as the perfect example of a ‘New Monumentality’. In: Joan OCKMAN, Edward EIGEN, Architecture Culture, A 
Documentary Anthology (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, 1993): 27-30.
35  Original quote: ‘Allereerst moet (...) gedacht worden aan een grote centrale kern, die aan alle behoeften van een 
moderne en progressieve samenleving vermag tegemoet komen, een voldoende binding binnen het gewest kan tot stand 
brengen en naar buiten een sterke uitstraling verzekeren. De voorwaarden om zulke pool te scheppen zijn klaarblijkelijk 
aanwezig in (...) “de dubbelstad Hasselt-Genk”’ Source: Victor NEESEN, “Culturele Aspecten van de Industrialisering in 
Limburg” in X (ed.), Industrialisatie en Cultuur in Limburg (Limburg: Davidsfonds, 1962): 19. 

[fi g. 5] Sketch showing the 
construction of the concrete 
shell roof structure of the 
swimming pool in Genk. (Source: 
André PADUART, Jacques 
SCHIFFMANN, “Couverture 
du Complexe Sportif de Genk 
(Belgique)” in La Technique des 
Travaux, 365 (1977): 86-94.)

[fi g. 6] Scale model of the 
swimming pool of Genk. (source: 
CVAa, Antwerp)
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faded away, Genk soon proceeded with the erection of a diverse set of urban functions, of 
which its sports centre was only one fraction. In just a few decades, Genk, a previously small, 
dispersed settlement of little signifi cance – incited by the rivalry with Hasselt – grubbed its way 
to the forefront on the provincial scene and managed to challenge the position of its provincial 
capital. The competition between these two urban entities in fact led to the development of the 
twin-city. Although they didn’t completely merge into each other, one could say that Hasselt 
and Genk complement one another on diverse levels and together form the pounding heart of 
Limburg.

Waregem: ‘there’s a new city in town’
The expansion of Waregem’s, (new) leisure infrastructure started shortly after the end of the 
Second World War, when the municipality fostered the idea to construct a sport centre on the 
swampy grounds, located south of its central market. This development framed perfectly into 
the (gradually) changing societal context, wherein the government felt it had to accommodate 
citizens’ increased free time with functions that could stimulate ‘body’ as well as ‘mind’. After the 
municipality successfully obtained subsidies from the Ministry of Public Health and Family36, a 
sizeable sports centre, equipped with a large stadium and pond was constructed. According to 
newspapers, this impressive infrastructure was designed to introduce Waregem – an up to that 
point small municipality whose economy mainly depended on the fl ax-industry – into the 21st 
century: ‘Yesterday’s people aren’t as demanding as us. And tomorrow’s people will demand 
even more from life, village, and living environment, as well as for their physical and mental 
recreation. Up until now Waregem has been a dream for the liberal human of the fi rst half of 
the 20th century. In 2000 Waregem should be a paradise for the social human of the future’37. 
Nevertheless, the tactic location of the new development as well as its outsized dimensions 
clearly pointed to the regional ambitions that the municipality harbored. The sport centre – a 
symptom of the ‘new Waregem’ – was primarily oriented towards the new ring-road development, 
establishing a fast connection to the planned Lille-Oberhausen  freeway38  (today’s ‘E17’) and 
opening the municipality up to its hinterland. Furthermore, the size of this sport centre was 
clearly out of proportion to serve merely Waregem’s inhabitants. The explanation that was 
given to justify these massive dimensions unmistakably elucidates Waregem’s aspirations to 
have an impact beyond its municipal boundaries: ‘The municipality of Waregem, together with 
the neighboring municipalities, forms an agglomeration of 62000 souls, which is destined to 
become a metropolis of trade, industry, culture and sports. To fulfi ll all these needs and to be 
able to provide every sports fan, every employee and every student with the essential grounds 
for healthy relaxation after labor or study, the erection of a sport centre is imperative’39. [fi g. 7]

A couple of years later, by the beginning of the 1960s – as mass production and mass consumption 
along with other vices of the capitalistic economical model found their way into Belgium – urban 
centers were increasingly plagued with car congestion which enforced an instant (often brutal) 
scale-enlargement. Waregem, that was faced similar diffi culties, didn’t dilly-dally but took matters 
into its own hands. Incited by the construction of the E3 freeway40 which not only made the 

36  The Order of Regent, which passed in 1949, stated that the Ministry of Public Health and Family could provide subsidies 
for the building and renovation of sports and recreational infrastructure. After 1974, this responsibility was passed on the 
Ministry of Culture.
37  Original quote: ‘De mensen van gisteren waren niet zo veeleisend als wij. En de mensen van morgen zullen van het 
leven, van hun dorp, van hun woongelegenheid en voor hun ontspanning, zo geestelijk als lichamelijke, nog meer eisen 
dan wij. Tot heden was Waregem de drooom van de liberale mens van de eerste helft van de twintigste eeuw. In 2000 moet 
het een paradijs zijn van de sociale mens van de toekomst.’ Source: X, “Waregem in de toekomst – zijn stedenbouwkundige 
aanleg”, Het Wekelijks Nieuws, 26 februari 1955 - Source: Katrijn PERSOONS, Het Pand, Kritische Post-realisatie Analyse 
van een Modelingreep in een Middelgrote Belgische Gemeente (unpublished master thesis, K.U.Leuven, 2003):  21.
38  The trajectory of this freeway was not fi xed at the time the general development plan for Waregem was made. 
39  Original quote: ‘De gemeente Waregem met omliggende randgemeenten, vormt een agglomeratie van circa 62 000 
zielen, welke geroepen is tot een metropolium van handel, nijverheid, cultuur en sport. Om aan al deze noden te voldoen, 
om aan elke liefhebber van om ’t even welke sport de mogelijkheid tot beoefening te verlenen, om aan werknemers en 
studenten de elementaire terreinen te verschaffen tot befoeftige en gezonde ontspanning na arbeid en studie, dringt zich 
de oprichting van een sportcentrum op.’ Source: Eugene DE WITTE, Waregem in de toekomst – zijn stedenbouwkundige 
aanleg. Algemeen Plan van Aanleg: Memorie van Toelichting, 1951, (city archives Waregem) - Source: Katrijn PERSOONS, 
Het Pand, Kritische Post-realisatie Analyse van een Modelingreep in een Middelgrote Belgische Gemeente (unpublished 
master thesis, K.U.Leuven, 2003): 14.
40  This was a part of the planned Lille-Oberhausen freeway which (in Belgium) connects Antwerp to Ghent to Kortrijk and 
between Ghent and Kortrijk passes by Waregem.

[fi g. 7] Plan of Waregem around 
the mid 1950s, showing the 

development of a large sports 
centre South of the central 

market square. (Source: city 
archives Waregem, box: TGH_

2004_17_3_P)
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municipality hyper-accessible, but also converted it into an important constituent of the ‘axis 
of economical expansion’, Waregem assumed the plan to rethink its municipal structure: ‘We 
are presently entering the era of the E3 and this is a historical moment for Waregem. The E3 
will become Waregem’s golden vein and it is our duty to employ this opportunity’41. Diligently 
elaborating on the expansion scheme it had initiated a decade earlier, Waregem in 1962 asked 
Eugene Vanassche, a young architect from the environs of Bruges, to develop a new ‘structure 
plan’ for the municipality. This ‘structure plan’ was destined to renew the road infrastructure 
and by doing so, enabling the growth of the municipality’s commercial heart along the lines of 
contemporary (‘modern’) practices of urbanism. A ‘green boulevard’ was developed encircling 
the existing centre and interconnecting the different radial roads running out of it. This new road 
infrastructure – by connecting the municipal streets to the new freeway and providing all centrally 
located functions with easy, ‘indispensable’ (car) accessibility – formed an essential precondition 
for the success of the market project Vanassche developed a couple of years later. [fi g. 8]

By the mid sixties Vanassche – inspired by international examples of commercial urbanism 
such as the Binnenhof in Amstelveen, the Rijnbaan in Utrecht, the Leyweg in Den Haag and 
the Lijnbaan in Rotterdam42 – designed a ‘modern’ commercial ‘avenue’, puncturing through 
the southern market-wall and establishing a link between the ‘old’ market square and the newly 
built sport facilities. A vertical division was built into the design, reserving the ground fl oor for 
motorized traffi c (and parking) and elevating ‘soft’ modes of transport up to the bel étage. The 
new development not only encompassed commercial functions, but also included a number 
of public facilities such as: a sports hall, a swimming pool, the municipal hall and a library. It 
was only after the Royal Order of 13 May 196543 announced the subsidizing of a new typology: 
cultural centers that Waregem decided to integrate a cultural centre in this multifaceted complex. 
The municipality rather easily managed to obtain funding, given the contemporary climate in the 
Ministry of Culture, which tended to favor small to medium sized towns over large cities. Motivated 
by ideas of democratization and emancipation, the government believed that the construction 
of (‘necessary’) cultural infrastructure could stimulate ‘popular education’ in rural areas, which 
were ‘marked’ by a moderately developed socio-cultural infrastructure and a meager cultural 
life44. This belief also came to the fore in the study that was commissioned by Waregem and 
executed by the research group for ‘cultural improvement’, under the auspice of Frans Van 
Mechelen, investigating the advisability of the construction of a cultural centre in Waregem in 
1968: ‘Waregem doesn’t possess the necessary infrastructure. The cultural deprivation (of the 
municipality) is consequently mainly due to the local material circumstances’45. Next to the funding 
from the Ministry of Culture (amounting to 60% of the total building cost), Waregem also cleverly 
applied for provincial funding (amounting to 20% of the total building cost) for the construction 
of its cultural centre. Although Kortrijk had hoped to use these funds for the renovation of its 
theatre house, Waregem – who fi led the application in earlier – beat Kortrijk to the punch and 
managed to obtain the available provincial subsidies. In doing so, the municipality not only got 
a (fi nancial) jump-start for the development of the market project, but also conveniently infl icted 
a setback for  Kortrijk’s ‘cultural scene’ while simultaneously proliferating its own. The cultural 
centre was subsequently designed on the hinge between the new commercial development and 
the adjacent green park, containing the sport centre and was eloquently named the Schakel 
(which translates as: ‘the link’), referring to its intermediate position46.

41  Original quote: ‘We betreden thans het tijdperk van de E3 en dit is een historisch moment voor Waregem. De E3 
wordt een gouden ader voor Waregem en het is onze plicht die aan te pakken’. In: A. Vanhauwere, ‘Gemeenteraadszitting 
met verstrekkende gevolgen voor de toekomst – 263 miljoen, basis voor verdere expansie – Het E3-tijdperk ingetreden 
– Een onteigeningsprocedure voor de markt wordt een mogelijkheid’, Het Wekelijks nieuws, 11 April 1969. - Source: 
X, Stedenbouwkundige Aanleg. Algemeen Plan van Aanleg: Memorie van Toelichting, 1951. (city archives Waregem) 
- Source: Katrijn PERSOONS, Het Pand, Kritische Post-realisatie Analyse van een Modelingreep in een Middelgrote 
Belgische Gemeente (unpublished master thesis, K.U.Leuven, 2003): 34. 
42  Eugene Vanassche visited these developments while designing the new market project for Waregem. – Source: 
Interview with Eugene VANASSCHE, 21 April 2009.
43  The Royal Order of 13 Mei 1965 made an amendment to the 1949 Order of Regent and enabled the Ministry of Culture 
to provide subsidies for the construction (and renovation) of the new typology of cultural centers. 
44  BUROP, Vrijetijdsbesteding in Vlaanderen (Antwerpen: s.m. Ontwikkeling, 1964): 125-126. 
45  Original quote: ‘De nodige accommodatie bestaat niet, of bestaat in onvoldoende mate, in the Waregemse. 
Hoofdoorzaak van dit kultureel achterblijven blijkt dus grotendeels aan plaatselijke materiële omstandigheden te wijten te 
zijn.’ Source: SOCIOLOGISCH ONDERZOEKSINSTITUUT, Studiegroep voor Kultuurbevordering, Het Kultureel Centrum 
te Waregem (Leuven, 1968): 121.
46  A long standing dilemma in the construction of the cultural centres was the location of the cultural centre. Van Elslande 

[fi g. 8](left) Sketch showing 
the location of the sports 
centre in comparison to the 
existing market square and the 
consequent shift southward. 
(right) Sketch showing the 
development of the ring road 
around Waregem and the 
construction of the E3 (today’s 
E17) highway, passing Waregem 
in-between Kortrijk and Gent.
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Construction works on the Schakel already began in May 1970, before the southern wall of the 
market place had been torn down and even before funding for further realization of the project 
was assured, making this cultural centre the fi rst edifi ce to be constructed on site. Although 
starting construction works without having guaranteed funds to complete them could be seen 
as a very risky undertaking, it could from another standpoint also be regarded as an intelligent 
strategic move of Waregem, who actually used its cultural centre as leverage to ‘get things 
going’. Similar to the military strategy where a ‘bruggehoofd’ is placed at a strategic location, 
consolidating its position and from here on undertaking further strategic actions, the Schakel 
was placed at the outmost point of the planned development, awaiting the elevated esplanade 
and other functions to connect and establish the link with the existing centre. [fi g. 9 + fi g. 10]

But the cultural centre played a key role for the development of Waregem in other ways as 
well; an additional (important) factor was the status that this cultural infrastructure acquired. 
In 1966, when Frans Van Mechelen (as mentioned earlier) outlined a proposal for the planned 
development and geographical dispersion of the cultural centers in Flanders, he stipulated that 
of a total of 406 cultural centers to be built, 280 were to become ‘municipal cultural centers’, 
120 ‘urban cultural centers’, 5 of them (one in each province) would be endowed with a regional 
status and fi nally one large, ‘synchronizing’ centre was to be constructed in Brussels.47 The 
favoring of villages and small towns over medium to large cities not only entailed a leveling 
out of the hierarchy between cities, but also caused Van Mechelen to believe that the fi ve 
regional cultural centers didn’t necessarily have to be constructed in the provincial capitals 
but that they might as well be located in smaller municipalities. This conviction elevated not 
only a small town like Neerpelt (in the province of Limburg) to a regional status, but also 
bestowed the relatively small municipality of Waregem the same honor (in West-Flanders).48  
The Schakel thus not only helped Waregem outshine Kortrijk as a centre for cultural activity, 
but also aided the municipality in challenging the position of Bruges as (cultural) provincial 
capital of West-Flanders. As construction works on the cultural centre continued, ‘The Weekly 
News’ of Waregem (not surprisingly) proudly announced: ‘Waregem has increasingly obtained 
a dominating role in the southern corner of West-Flanders; on all accounts. Waregem has 
succeeded – industrially, culturally as well as in the domain of sports – to broaden its appeal far 
beyond the boundaries of its limited regional frame.’49   

The governmental ‘campaign’ that was held to develop leisure infrastructure in the decades 
following the Second World War has in Waregem enabled the construction of an exceptional 
piece of city-centre (re)development that can – to say the least – be called ‘unusual’ in the 
Flemish context. The construction of the E3 highway, which made Waregem the focal point 
of a high-speed connection between two major (historical) cities: Ghent in East-Flanders and 

when formulating his plan to construct a network of cultural centres all over Flanders never specifi ed if these centres were to 
be ‘built into’ the municipality or town, or if the accent had to shift towards the green areas where infrastructures for sport expe-
rience and cultural experience could overlap. Also in later ministerial colloquia and offi cial papers an answer never emerged. 
Source: Paul VERMEULEN, “Cultural Centres, A journey through the nebular city” in Archis, 10 (2000): 12-22.
47  Jef DE ROECKX, “Culturele Centra in Vlaanderen. Inventaris en evaluatie” in Ons Erfdeel, 1 (1981): 27-38.
48  Paul VERMEULEN, “Cultural Centres, A journey through the nebular city” in Archis, 10 (2000): 12-22.
49  Original quote: ‘In steeds toenemende mate is Waregem een dominerende rol gaan spelen, een glansrol in de 
zuidhoek van West-Vlaanderen. En dit op alle gebied. Zowel op industrieel, cultureel als sportief vlak, is Waregem erin 
geslaagd een aantrekkingskracht te gaan uitoefenen die thans reeds het beperkte regionale kader ver te buiten gaat.’ In: 
X, “Zijn Waregems toekomstplannen in gevaar?”, Het Wekelijks Nieuws, 9 Februari 1968. - Source: Katrijn PERSOONS, 
Het Pand, Kritische Post-realisatie Analyse van een Modelingreep in een Middelgrote Belgische Gemeente (unpublished 
master thesis, K.U.Leuven, 2003): 40.

[fi g. 9] Scale model of the Market 
Project establishing the link 

between the existing market 
square of Waregem and the sport 

centre south of it. The building 
on the bottom of the photograph 

is the newly designed cultural 
centre. (Source: Private archives 

Eugene Vanassche)

[fi g. 10] Design sketch showing 
the cultural centre (on the right 
side) and its connection to the 

elevated esplanade. (Source: city 
archives Waregem, box: 861.5_
aanleg markt & cc_ voorontwerp 

& ontwerp)
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Kortrijk in West-Flanders50 incited the municipality to take action and make itself known as 
something more than a small town that people drive by on their way. The municipality felt 
inclined to mark a clear ‘dot’ on the map, to affi rm its identity and (above all) to assert its 
‘independence’ on a regional level and found that the construction of diverse types of ‘leisure 
infrastructure’ was an appropriate ‘tool’ to help do so. Although the site was never planned as 
a whole, but developed incrementally over time, it is safe to assume that Waregem (in every 
action that it undertook) pursued a clear goal. By integrating en vogue leisure infrastructure 
in its plans, Waregem cleverly managed to obtain funding for its urban (re)development and 
assert itself as a town of regional importance, with a zone of infl uence that reaches far beyond 
its municipal boundaries, into East-Flanders; making this ‘new town’ competitive with major 
players like Kortrijk and Ghent.

‘Dilbeek, waar Vlamingen thuis zijn’51

A completely different approach from that of Genk and Waregem was taken in the periphery of 
Brussels, where (instead of personal ambitions) the political state of affairs outlined the main 
storyline of the development of leisure infrastructure in the post-war decades. 

The end of the Second World War left a deeply segregated society in Belgium, in which the 
existing disparities between Flemish and French speaking Belgians were severely sharpened. 
The referendum that was held in 1950 to determine if King Leopold III – who in 1940, after 
the invasion of the German army, capitulated and who was consequently deported to Austria 
– should return to the country, showed a clear division between the Flemish (generally catholic) 
and French (generally socialist or communist) speaking provinces. While the Flemish community 
was (largely) in favor of the King’s return, most French people voted against.52 In the following 
decades, ‘hostilities’ steadily continued and vigorously fl ared up again by the beginning of 
the 1960s, when the language border (determining which municipalities would be(come) part 
of Wallonia and which ones would be(come) part of Flanders) was to be agreed on. Even 
though the boundary was settled on by the end of 1962 – after innumerous political brawls 
– the linguistic differences (and its territorial demarcation) continued to cause a lot of unease, 
especially in the region around Brussels where the situation remained precarious53. Throughout 
the 1960s many people working in the capital sought a nice home on the outskirts from where 
they could easily commute. The rising popularity of the car led to migratory movements that 
resulted in an increase of French speaking immigrant in the (predominantly) Flemish border 
of the capital city. In the analysis of the socio-cultural behavior- and integration pattern of the 
population living in the Western border of Brussels, executed by the research group for cultural 
stimulation in 1969, Frans Van Mechelen stated: ‘(…) the existence of the Belgian nation will 
depend on the ability of both cultural communities to equally co-exist in the capital region. (…) 
The infl uence of Brussels occurs “in one way” not only within the city’s boundaries but also in its 
broader periphery: the immigration of French minorities signifi es, by a lack of integration policy 
and due to a socio-psychological idea of superiority, a real and continuous allegation of the 
Flemish character of the municipalities in this periphery.’54  It was in this climate that Dilbeek, 
a municipality in the western periphery of Brussels decided to construct a cultural centre. This 
decision (of course) had a lot to do with the municipality’s position vis-à-vis the capital: as ‘last 
monolingual Flemish municipality before the Brussels agglomeration along the Western border, 
it performs a special function for the Flemish culture in this area. This special situation, along 
with (…) the sphere of infl uence of Dilbeek and numerous other problems that determine the 
social life here, require the construction of a socio-cultural infrastructure.’55 

50  These cities are in fact ‘bridge-fi gures’ in the valley of the river Leie that owe their (historic) development to the strate-
gic locations they occupy with regards to the waterway. Source: Bruno DE MEULDER, Oswald DEVISCH, Atlas Zuidelijk 
West-Vlaanderen. Fascikel 3: Wevelgem (Kortrijk: Anno ’02, 2002): 22.
51  Dutch slogan (translation: ‘Dilbeek, home of the Flemish’) which was developed in 1978 as a result of protest following 
the Egmontpact, a pact which permitted French speaking Belgians to register in Flemish municipalities around Brussels 
and ultimately giving them the power to claim the acknowledgement of certain ‘French’ rights in this municipality. 
52  Marc PLATEL, Communautaire Geschiedenis van België van 1830 tot Vandaag (Leuven: Davidsfonds, 2004): 54-55.
53  On October 21st, 1961 and October 14th, 1962 two famous ‘Marches on Brussels’ were organized that lured thousands 
of Flemish people to the capital under the banner: ‘Stop the Brussels’ oil stain’; an allusion to the fact that the de facto 
French speaking capital (which was/ is offi cially bilingual) was expanding after every ‘language count’ by annexing Flem-
ish municipalities. These ‘language counts’ were held in all municipalities every 10 years and determined that if a minority 
group at a certain point obtained a majority – for instance if more French speaking inhabitants were registered in a Flemish 
municipality than Flemish speaking inhabitants – the municipality could ‘shift’ language ‘regime’. Source: Marc PLATEL, 
Communautaire Geschiedenis van België van 1830 tot Vandaag (Leuven: Davidsfonds, 2004): 58-64.
54  Original quote: ‘(...) het voortbestaan van de Belgische natie zal afhankelijk gesteld worden van het feit of in dit hoofd-
stedelijk gebied deze beide gemeenschappen, nl. De Nederlandstalige en de Franstalige, op evenwaardige wijze aan 
bod komen en op een evenwaardige wijze gepromoveerd worden. (...) Immers, niet alleen binnen haar grenzen, maar 
evenzeer in haar ruimere periferie geschiedt de beïnvloeding vanuit Brussel vrijwel in één richting en betekent de inwijking 
van Franstalige minderheden, door een gebrek aan integratiebeleid, door integendeel een sociaal-psychologisch meer-
derheidsbesef, een reële en voortdurende aantijging van het Nederlandstalig karakter van de gemeenten gelegen in de 
periferie.’ In: SOCIOLOGISCH ONDERZOEKSINSTITUUT, Studiegroep voor Kultuurbevordering, Westrand Brussel, een 
sociologisch onderzoek naar het sociaal-kultureel gedrags-en integratiepatroon van de bevolking wonende in de Westrand 
van Brussel (Leuven, 1971): 5-7.
55  Original quote: ‘Als laatste eentalige Vlaamse gemeente, vóór de Brusselse agglomeratie langs de Westrand, vervult 
Dilbeek een bijzondere functie t.o.v. de Nederlandse Kultuur in dit gebied. Deze speciale situatie samen met de (...) in-
vloedssfeer van Dilbeek en tal van andere problemen die er het sociale leven determineren vergen de uitbouw van een 
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In 1968 Alfons Hoppenbrouwers, a catholic priest-architect who maintained good relations 
with the ministerial cabinet of Frans Van Mechelen (who was minister of culture at that time), 
made a design. Hoppenbrouwers inserted the cultural centre in the edge of the Wolfsputten 
valley, north of the centre of the municipality. Remarkable in his initial design drawings and 
models is the emphasis that was placed on the correlation between the cultural centre and its 
surroundings. Hoppenbrouwers didn’t merely design the building, but developed this cultural 
centre as the ‘opening pavilion’ of a large green park where he envisaged various facilities, such 
as a sports centre, a kindergarten, an elementary school, playgrounds, open air theaters, etc. 
to be constructed in the following years. This park was to initiate the establishment of a green 
corridor that – buffed with facilities – would connect Dilbeek to Groot-Bijgaarden (the adjacent 
municipality north of Dilbeek) and framed into the ‘green belt’ policy that Jos De Saeger, the 
minister of Public Works, had introduced one year earlier. The aim of De Saeger’s plan was 
to preserve an ‘open space’ ring – parallel to the ring road (R0) which was also constructed 
in this period – around the capital that would be able to halt suburbanization. In this area no 
more space was to be broached for housing construction and restrictions were imposed on the 
maximum building height. However, besides the urbanistic goals, Frans Van Mechelen also 
linked an ideological functioning to this green belt. He pictured this natural ribbon to function as 
a cultural defense line that would string together (Flemish) cultural centers in the periphery of 
Brussels and thus halt the frenchifi cation of the Flemish hinterland. Van Mechelen eloquently 
named this system the ‘belt of emerald’ (gordel van smaragd)56, of which the cultural centre in 
Dilbeek was to become the fi rst bead. [fi g.11]    

Hoppenbrouwers envisioned the cultural centre of Dilbeek to grow into the urban tissue of the 
municipality. Based on the topography of the valley edge, he designed a boomerang-shaped 
building organized around a stretched corridor which traverses the cultural centre from north 
to south and labeled it ‘street’. Similar to Alison and Peter Smithson’s idea of a ‘building-as-
street’57, Hoppenbrouwers hoped this large, longitudinal gesture would create a new type 
of (covered) ‘streetscape’ for the community to meet: ‘I cherish the hope that this building 
won’t turn into a functional culture bin but that it will become a meeting point where children, 
hippies, seniors, intellectuals, housewives, in short everybody feels at home: a fair full of life 
and quiet spots, where people can come to in a unconstrained manner, a true living room for 
the community.’58 A lot of emphasis was placed on the movement people make throughout the 
building; Hoppenbrouwers not only focused on developing abundant sight lines and optimizing 
auditory interaction, but also made sure that people’s trajectories throughout the cultural centre 

would easily cross one another. [fi g. 12]

socio-kulturele infrastructuur.’ In: WERKGROEP WESTRAN BRUSSEL, Preadviesbundel Ontmoetingscentrum Dilbeek 
(Brussel, 1967): 3.
56  Frans Van Mechelen borrowed this expression from Multatuli, who in his 1860s novel Max Havelaar referred to the 
archipelago of the Dutch East Indies (today’s Indonesia) as a “Belt of Emeralds”.
57  Dominique ROUILLARD, Superarchitecture. Le Futur de l’Architecture 1950-1970 (Paris: Éditions de la Vilette, 2004): 25-43.
58 Original quote: ‘Ik koester de hoop dat dit gebouw niet tot een kultuurbak zou verworden maar dat het een ontmoetingsplaats 
zou zijn waar kinderen, hippies, bejaarden, intellektuelen en huismoeders, kortom iedereen zich thuis voelt: een braderie 
met leven en rustige plekken, waar men ongedwongen iets of niets komt doen, een ware leefruimte voor een gemeenschap.’ 
In: Wilfried VAN DER POTEN, “Westrand ons Ontmoetingscentrum” in de Autotoerist, 24 (1975): 1046.  

[fi g. 11] (left) Sketch of 
Brussels with Dilbeek and 

Groot-Bijgaarden adjacent. 
The northern part of the ring 

road around the capital was at 
this point already constructed. 
Construction on the southern 

part was still to start; hence 
the dashed line. Parallel to this 

major road infrastructure, a large 
green area was to be developed, 

halting suburbanization and 
‘buffering’ the frenchifi cation 

of the Flemish hinterland. 
(right) Scale model of the open 
green park interlinking Dilbeek 

and Groot-Bijgaarden. This 
photo was taken from Groot-

Bijgaarden (North – bottom of 
photo) looking towards Dilbeek 

(South – top of photo). The 
dashed line on the bottom of the 
photo demarcates the municipal 

border and on the top this photo, 
the cultural centre is shown, with 

a large sports centre behind 
it. (Source: personal archives 

architect Rudi Somers)

[fi g. 12] (left) Plan of Dilbeek 
showing the location of the 

cultural centre. (Source: personal 
archives architect Rudi Somers). 

(right): plan of the cultural 
centre, showing the clear north-
south orientation of the central 

street and the curved shape 
which embraces the valley on 

the backside. (Source: Sint-
Lukasarchief, Brussel)
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What is however peculiar about the enclosed ‘street’ that Hoppenbrouwers created, is its 
location within the cultural center. Contradictory to what one might expect, this corridor did not 
seek interaction with the urban(-ized) tissue in front, but was inserted along the back façade, 
where an impressive stretch of windows form a kind of fenêtre-en-longeur and open the 
building up to the valley behind it. The form of the cultural centre also reinforces this suggestion; 
its curved shape seems to embrace the valley while turning its back on the urban scenery. 
[fi g. 13] According to oral sources, Hoppenbrouwers himself made a rather bold statement 
regarding this arrangement: ‘The cultural centre of Dilbeek embraces the Pajottenland (Flemish 
hinterland) whilst turning its back to the French capital’59. This notion seemed to comply with 
the hopes that the former mayor of Dilbeek, Philip Vergels (and without doubt a large number 
of Flemish residents of the western periphery of Brussels with him) nurtured concerning this 
cultural centre. He believed that one of the goals of this construction was to create a Flemish 
bastion60 able to mitigate (or counter) the French infl uence in the region, a ‘requirement’ that 
the Westrand61 with its brutalist architectural characteristics certainly lived up to. Even though 
the green lung behind the building was never buffed with the desired functions, the area did 
remain open and formed a green corridor linking Dilbeek and Groot-Bijgaarden. Also the ‘belt of 
emeralds’ – of which the Westrand was the fi rst manifestation – that Van Mechelen had pictured 
gradually obtained more beads and grew into a bona fi de Flemish defense line. Paul Vermeulen 
justly writes: ‘The threat of ‘frenchifi cation’ appears to have stimulated the development of 
a planning momentum that was lacking elsewhere. (…) By the late seventies (…)”a circle 
of Flemish cultural bastions” had been erected around Brussels.62 The capital city was itself 
automatically associated with the repugnant encroachment of French language culture, and 
Dutch language culture identifi ed itself equally with the periphery. The right-minded Fleming did 
not live in the city, but beleaguered it with culture from the outlying fi elds.’63  

If Genk and Waregem illustrate how the ‘implementation’ of leisure infrastructure was often 
at odds with political ideas and national planning, then the establishment of a belt of Flemish 
‘bastions’ around Brussels reveals how in certain cases it was not. This ‘emerald circle’, which 
initially consisted mainly of cultural centers was – as soon as ‘sport’ became a responsibility 
of the Ministry of Culture64 – complemented with an elaborate sport infrastructure constructed 
to diminish the infl uence of French language culture in the Flemish periphery of Brussels: ‘The 
presence of a well-developed sports infrastructure is one of the elements able to reduce the 
magnetism of the capital on the Flemish agglomeration. The sports plan which is currently 
presented is therefore in essence a “Flemish” plan’.65 As a result, not only cultural centers but 
also swimming pools and sports halls cropped up around the capital city in a dense manner. 
Although Dilbeek (again) obtained a lead role in the development of this sports infrastructure 
– which seemingly infers to similar ambitions as those harbored by Genk and Waregem, who 
employed this leisure infrastructure to promote themselves as an entity of regional importance 
– the development of leisure infrastructure in this municipality also recounts a story of a 
completely different nature. It not only refl ects the local context in Dilbeek, but also mirrors 
socio-political struggles taking place on the national level.

59  Interview with Marine PLAS (executive secretary of the cultural centre Westrand since 1977), 8 January 2009.
60  In an interview Philip Vergels, the mayor of Dilbeek stated: ‘One of the goals of this centre is unmistakably the creation 
of a Flemish fortress.’ In: X, “Even Praten met... Philip Vergels” in Westrandkrant, 9 (1971): 4-7.
61  This is the name that was given to the cultural centre of Dilbeek, which translates as ‘Westedge’.
62  Jef DE ROECKX, “Culturele Centra in Vlaanderen. Inventaris en evaluatie” in Ons Erfdeel, 1 (1981): 27-38. 
63  Paul VERMEULEN, “Cultural Centres, A journey through the nebular city” in Archis, 10 (2000): 12-22.
64  See footnote nr. 43.
65  Original quote: ‘De aanwezigheid van een goed uitgebouwde sportinfrastructuur is een van de elementen die ertoe 
bijdragen dan de aanzuigkracht van de Brusselse agglomeratie op Vlaamse randgebieden wordt afgeremd. Het sportplan 
dat hier wordt voorgesteld is dus in wezen een “Vlaams” plan.’ In: X, “Planning van de sportinfrastructuur in de federaties 
rond Brussel” in Sport, Tijdschrift van de Lichamelijke Opvoeding, de Sport en het Openluchtleven, 2 (1972): 95-102.

[fi g. 13] Scale model of the 
cultural centre of Dilbeek, photo 
taken from across the valley (in 
the North) looking at the back 
façade of the building. (Source: 
personal archives architect Rudi 
Somers)
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Conclusion

When mapping out the new public and collective spaces that were built in Flanders in the 
decades following the Second World War, a peculiar fi gure arises that depicts a relative degree 
of dispersion while simultaneously portraying some strong samples of concentration. [fi g. 14] 

 

This ambiguous form is a direct result of the national policy that was implemented to erect new 
leisure infrastructure. Despite all the decentralisation studies, government planning went no 
further than defi ning the budgets for subsidies to be applied for. The government did not build 
anything itself but subsidized whoever was prepared to take fate in own hands and grapple with 
the arbitrariness of offi cial planning66. Although many cultural centres, swimming pools, sports 
centres, etc. were – ostensibly following the government’s wish – indeed constructed in smaller 
towns or villages, this phenomenon was often mainly caused by opportunistic tendencies of the 
municipalities themselves rather than as a consequence of effective governmental planning. 
An ambitious municipality with good political connections could collect a 60% starting subsidy 
to build its cultural centre, sports centre, swimming pool or sports hall, subject only to the 
condition that it proved the ‘demand’. This led to an ‘offensive’ of small towns against ‘belted 
cities’. For instance Genk and Waregem, two villages that before the 20th century weren’t of 
much importance, evolved – aided by the construction of their very own leisure infrastructure 
– into true urban agglomerations, which in 2000 (both) obtained the label ‘city’. The construction 
of highway infrastructure without a doubt played an important role in the proliferation of these 
towns. Not only did the development of the E3 (today’s E17) in Waregem and the E39 (today’s 
E314) in Genk open these villages up to their hinterland, but it also placed them in direct 
connection with larger cities, such as Kortrijk, Ghent and Hasselt, that they now had to ‘compete’ 
with or distinguish themselves from. Both the sports centre of Genk and the cultural centre (or 
‘market project’) of Waregem orient themselves towards the (planned) ring road development, 
endowing them with good connectivity to the newly developed highway infrastructure. This 
locational advantage, together with their oversized dimensions, clearly points to the buildings’ 
(and consequently the towns’) supra-municipal ambitions. Nevertheless, the positioning of 
these edifi ces also comprised more local goals, such as: providing a focal point for further 
urban development or instigating urban expansion plans. 

Another (obvious) phenomenon is the ribbon of (Flemish) leisure infrastructure that was created 
around Brussels; or what can be seen as the ‘defence’ of small towns against a major belted 
city. Although one could easily assume that this initiative was (just like in Waregem and Genk) 
a grassroots phenomenon triggered by the desire of Flemish municipalities in the border of the 
French-speaking capital to assert their individuality, it is more likely one of the few examples 
where the government (the Ministry of Dutch Culture), prompted by the threat of ‘frenchifi cation’, 
made stern planning efforts. Nevertheless, be it out of an offensive or a defensive motivation, 
fact remains that the infrastructure which the government envisaged to promote noble goals 
such as: democratization and pluralism, was soon reduced to a utensil of (political) opportunism. 
The rivalry between Genk and Hasselt to be the fi rst one to erect a cultural centre can in this 
context easily be compared to the space race, where both America and the USSR strived to 
be the fi rst one to land on the moon. The construction of a belt of emerald around Brussels 
on the other hand might be considered the embodiment of the ‘iron curtain’ between Flanders 
and Wallonia, demarcating the fi ne line between Flemish and French language culture. The 
Cold War that was going on different scales at a national level, employed similar armaments 
to the ones used in the international confl ict: Tailfi ns, Saran Wrap, ball point pens, Slinky toys, 
Tupperware, highways, aluminium, Hula Hoops, ... cultural centres, swimming pools and sports 
halls. ‘What started out as a national dream ended up in pure ‘localism’ (in a local nightmare?). 
The national minister of culture didn’t get (...) practical tool(s), but a rather expensive collection 
of buildings (...) spread over the territory in an inconsistent manner.’67 

66  Paul VERMEULEN, “Cultural Centres, A journey through the nebular city” in Archis, 10 (2000): 12-22.
67  Original quote: ‘Wat begon als een nationale droom einidigde (...) in ‘lokalisme’ (in een lokale nachtmerrie...?). De na-
tionale cultuurminister kreeg er géén handzaam werkinstrument bij, maar een nogal dure verzameling van gebouwen (...) 
die onsamenhangend over Vlaanderenland lagen verspreid.’ In: Rudi LAERMANS, “Culturele Centra in een Centrumloze 
Cultuur” in Miek DE KEPPER (ed.), Culturele Centra, op zoek naar een Profi el (Brussel: FEVECC, 1993): 27.

[fi g. 14] Map showing all the 
cultural centres (red squares), 

swimming pools (green circles) 
and sports halls (yellow 

triangles) which were subsidized 
by the government and built by 

municipalities between 1958 and 
1985. 
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Introduction
This article relates the recent rise of weblogs and examines their relationship to processes 
of urban transformation.  Specifi cally, it looks at the history of Curbed.com, a weblog created 
in the Lower East Side neighborhood of Manhattan that presents a layman’s perspective on 
real estate development and neighborhood change.  Curbed began in 2001 as the personal 
blog of a local resident documenting the gentrifi cation taking hold on the blocks surrounding 
his walk-up tenement apartment.  It has since become more established, expanding to cover 
development in other New York neighborhoods and spawning franchises in San Francisco 
and Los Angeles.  This inquiry seeks to examine what infl uence, if any, Curbed.com has had 
upon the neighborhood transition it has closely charted.  This question is one aspect of larger 
questions about the relationship between virtual space and urban space; about the impact of 
growing use of the internet on the city.  Has Curbed been a neutral observer of neighborhood 
change as it professes?  By raising awareness of the processes underlying urban transition, 
has it created openings for community action to buffer gentrifi cation?   Or is the opposite true 
– have it and other neighborhood blogs contributed to the new desirability and market value 
of the Lower East Side?  I would argue that while Curbed has signifi cantly enhanced local 
residents’ ability to understand the changes taking place around them, it has simultaneously 
helped accelerate gentrifi cation by repositioning a site of local culture within a global market.

Curbed.com serves an important function in making visible the frequently invisible processes of 
real estate – providing opportunities for information pooling, discussion, debate, even offering 
potential for political activism.  Yet due to evolutions in cultural and market operations, it is 
likely speeding the pace of urban transition.  For example, post-Fordist differentiation and niche 
marketing mean that blogs help translate the specifi c local history of this neighborhood and 
its bohemian subcultures for a particular sector of global consumers.  This in turn opens the 
neighborhood to broader consumption.  In addition, the evolution of urban centers as producers 
of “content” in the new economy means that weblogs become another source of such content for 
cultural consumption.  Finally, while Curbed and other internet blogs contribute to the increasing 
speed and intensity of information exchange, a digital divide remains between the new economy 
workers moving into the Lower East Side (and reading Curbed), and the production and low-
end service workers largely being displaced by gentrifi cation.  This latter group is less likely to 
use information available on the internet to promote its own stake in the neighborhood.

Curbed has contributed to repositioning the Lower East Side in several ways.  First, it has 
increased the rate at which development information about the neighborhood becomes 
available and by foregrounding the area’s investment momentum, has unwittingly engaged in 
a kind of ironic boosterism.  In addition, its tales of the ‘hood enhance social networks among 
a new local demographic of young culture industry workers at the same time that these stories 
are compelling content for a global urban niche market.  “Insider” niches taking shape in non-
traditional media are highly targeted by a range of commercial interests in today’s increasingly 
differentiated marketplace.  As a result, local physical geographies change as capital responds 
to global cultural niches forming in virtual space.  This phenomenon can be read, for example, in 
the rapid transformation of the Lower East side from a residential area into a consumption zone 
of nightlife, entertainment and retail.  Finally, Curbed and other blogs have reinforced existing 
neighborhood social divisions by creating a virtual space of dialogue that technologically and 
culturally excludes the Lower East Side’s remaining immigrant communities.  

Blogs are playing a new role in making legible the logics of capital accumulation, but knowledge 
is not always equal to power.  On the Lower East Side, information most benefi ts those with 
capital to invest on the basis of this knowledge – real estate interests and retailers.  Rather 
than facilitating any subversion of existing logics of economics and power through new forms of 
participatory dialogue, neighborhood blogs appear to sustain these logics at the same time that 
they make them more apparent.  And in addition, the local histories mediated and constructed 
by blogs are presented on the internet in a format that can be appropriated to promote goods 
and services – in a way that non-virtual dialogue cannot be. 
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Bloggers and the neighborhood’s new population of young information economy workers 
also see themselves differently than did an earlier generation of artists who “frontiered” the 
Lower East Side’s rough tenement blocks in the 1970s and ‘80s and ushered in a fi rst wave 
of gentrifi cation.  Unlike artists who felt part of a counterculture, most bloggers do not make 
a claim to operate outside of middle class conventions and commercialism.  In the present 
moment of the Lower East Side, boundaries between cultural innovation and commerce are 
blurred.  Although bloggers are not primarily motivated by economic goals, economic value 
creation is seamlessly folded into their experimentation with creating new forms of culture, 
information, and technology. 

A number of authors have addressed the impact of new telecommunications technologies upon 
urban development trends.  Early on, both Saskia Sassen’s 1991 book, The Global City, and 
Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin’s Telecommunications and the City, from 1996 rejected 
previous theorizing that such technologies erode the demand to locate in urban centers and 
make spatial proximity irrelevant by engendering a diffuse network of economic activities 
facilitated through telecommuting, teleconferencing, and other mediated exchange.  Both 
Sassen and Graham and Marvin’s work stresses instead that telecommunications have the 
opposite spatial effect, actually increasing the centrality of high tech infrastructure networks and 
of the homes and workplaces of new economy workers.  Growing demand for these homes and 
workplaces is focused particularly on a few select urban “control centers” in the global economy 
– such as New York City.1

More recent writings on the social impact of internet technologies echo the importance of urban 
centrality and theorize additional social effects, for example a growing pluralism of expression 
and democratization of information access.  In fact, Curbed.com itself proposes that its central 
mission is to democratize knowledge about real estate operations in New York City – posting 
reader tips about new and rumored developments and sponsoring an online dialogue.  This 
information has long been obscured by the dominance of a highly competitive real estate 
industry, by hidden transactions in the speculation process, and by New York City’s lack of 
a centralized real estate listings system.  Curbed has charted the recent gentrifi cation of the 
Lower East Side from a shifting perspective, often critical and ironic, at other times sympathetic, 
and generally claiming to be an objective observer of inevitable urban evolution.

Greater transparency in the real estate market has been the key contribution of a host of real 
estate dot coms, including Zillow, Trulia, PropSmart, LiveDeal, Point2 and Oodle.  These are in 
addition to real estate information and listings available on Google, Yahoo, and Craigslist.  All of 
these sites give consumers direct access to sales and listing information once widely dispersed 
and controlled by brokers and agents.  To some extent, these sites have the effect on real 
estate that internet travel sites have had on the travel industry.  

Yet the Lower East Side weblogs are distinct from real estate websites.  The content on their 
pages is not data and listings information but rather stories of place.  The dialogue that they 
generate in virtual space enhances a neighborhood “scene” that is simultaneously forming in 
physical space:  Bloggers may interact on line but will also meet for a drink at a local bar.  Their 
weblogs make this local scene accessible to a global audience interested in the culture of hip 
young urbanites.  As a result, blogs bring exposure which not only “sells” the neighborhood’s 
terrain but also transforms the neighborhood into a brand image that can be adopted to sell 
clothing, music, new restaurants, bars, hotels and entertainment. 

Curbed.com
Curbed evolved from the personal blog of its publisher, Lockhart Steele, a New England prep 
school and Ivy League grad who moved to New York after college in 1996 to work in publishing 
and undertake a failed dot com venture.  Steele, a freelance writer, became part of a burgeoning 
culture of weblogs, of which not a small number focused on daily life in New York.

Steele graduated from Brown University after attending St. Paul’s, the high school of John 
Kerry, and jokes that in Manchester, Massachusetts where he was raised, “people care more 
about where you go to prep school than where you go to college.” 2  While in college, he began 
a few book projects with friends:  a fan book on the rock band Phish and a series called the 
Book of Ages, refl ections upon turning 30 and 40.  Afterwards, he was hired as an editor at 
Wide Band, a consumer electronics trade magazine in New York.  The magazine failed, but 
he succeeded in convincing its publishing executive to help fi nance a dot com project he was 
developing with another friend, a database of popular web sites.  When the dot com boom went 
bust and his site never launched, the same executive rehired him to manage a new magazine, 
Hamptons Cottages and Gardens.3        

1  Sassen, Saskia.  The Global City: New York, London, Tokyo.  (Princeton:  Princeton University Press.  Second Edition, 1991)
2  LoHo Realty’s Grand Street News, “The WASP that Crossed Delancey.”  January 2005
3  The Villager, “Blogger’s ‘addiction’ hooks many.”  May 26-June 1, 2004.
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In 2001, Steele rented a walk-up apartment in a tenement on Rivington Street and began a 
blog for his friends to read.  This blog – titled Lockhart Steele.com Web Presence Lower East 
Side – began as a site for personal musings but soon turned its lens on the neighborhood.  
Initially its pages were fi lled with trials and tribulations of the Boston Red Sox and travels 
with a friend through the Himalayas, but quickly its subject became the changing physical and 
cultural landscape of the Lower East Side.  Discussions touched upon real estate, retail and 
restaurants, and neighborhood life in general.  LockhartSteele.com charted new condo and 
hotel development projects and solved local real estate mysteries of changing ownership and 
sales of vacant lots.  Other topics were growing numbers of new restaurants and bars, the 
decline of the area’s Jewish and ethnic businesses and of its local theaters and music venues.  
Discussions of neighborhood street life included documenting graffi ti art.  Steele also followed 
struggles inherent in neighborhood change such as the “noise wars” between existing residents 
and new nightlife as well as more recent arrivals’ fi ght with Fresh Direct to add the area to 
its grocery delivery zone.  In addition to the departure of neighborhood institutions, Steele 
chronicled the new presence of celebrities such as Moby, a techno music star and activist who 
opened a local vegan café and adopted the neighborhood’s working class imagery as part of 
his public persona.  The site was a dialogue – internet readers continually e-mailed in new 
information and Steele’s blog entries linked to an array of other weblogs and news articles.

An event that heavily infl uenced the blog’s shift to real estate and gentrifi cation was when a 
high-rise boutique hotel broke ground for construction directly across the street from Steele’s 
tenement apartment in 2002.  Over the next several years, Steele uncovered stories behind the 
project’s fi ts, starts, name changes and controversies over shady real estate transactions and 
the use of non-union labor –  and posted them on his blog: 

Tuesday, December 31, 2002

W Hotel… Construction continues on the 18-story behemoth across the street 
from my apartment on Rivington…At least I can see where I live from anywhere 
below 14th now…  
Strangest Daily Experience, Rivington Street Edition
So here’s the deal with the new Lower East Side W Hotel, told to me by an 
insider. Apparently, Starwood (the parent company) doesn’t actually own the 
structure that’s going up in the heart of the LES. The plan is that, once this 
massive structure is complete, the developer (one “Downtown LLC” by name) 
will go “bankrupt” and Starwood will “just happen” to purchase the property. As 
a result, the place is being built with non-union labor. Sub-result: Every morning 
this year, I’ve stepped outside to fi nd (a) a group of striking laborers; and (b) 
their 25 foot infl atable rat looming over me…

Tuesday May 27, 2003
LA Goes LES | 04:27 PM | 10 TB 
LA Times reporter Geraldine Baum fi lls the West Coast crowd in on the Surface 
[formerly W] Hotel and its developer, Paul Stallings. Looks like everyone’s 
keeping it real: 

During a tour of the $250-a-night rooms at the Surface, a woman in a housedress 
emerged from her apartment in an adjacent tenement and began hanging her 
laundry on the fi re escape. “That’s what we want people to experience,” said Amador 
Pons, the 28-year-old hotel architect, fi rst pointing to the woman sunning her laundry 
and then sweeping his hand across a cityscape of tenement rooftops and East River 
bridges. 

· $250 a Night at the Corner of Posh and Gritty [latimes.com] 
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Next, confl icts arose in the shift of the Lower East side from a residential area to a new nightlife 
district.  Tired of the noise and late night activity accompanying the new density of bars and 
entertainment venues, some neighborhood residents sought to block granting of additional 
liquor licenses.  Schiller’s Liquor Bar, a fashionable new restaurant by the owner of tony SoHo 
eatery, Balthazar, had a run-in with the area’s community board over its license and, as the 
saga played out, it was documented by Lockhart Steele on his blog:  

Monday, October 27, 2003
Schillers: Battle Lines Being Drawn | 09:59 AM | 13 TB 
When we brunched there Saturday morn, we never imagined that Schiller’s 
could be a Liquor Bar no more. Yet that’s the rub from Community Board 3, 
which has requested that Keith McNally’s boisterous boîte lose its full liquor 
license. Reputed crimes against the neighborhood, according to an article in 
today’s Times, include:

· Illegally close proximity to high school across street;

· Large neon LIQUOR BAR sign is “annoying”;

· Employees from Schiller’s use hose to wash bar mats and trash cans on the 
sidewalk in front of the restaurant at 4am, creating “a din”;

· “General resentment” that new bars and restaurants in neighborhood are turning 
a “residential area” into an “entertainment bazaar.” 

Hrhm... tough to argue with those. (Clearly, some people just don’t get it.) 

Tuesday, October 28, 2003
Schillers: Day 2 | 11:22 AM | 12 TB 
As of 8:42am this morning, the doors of Schiller’s are still open, 
the neon is lit, schoolkids from across the street are inside sipping 
pernod, and breakfast is being served. God save the Queen! 
· Ian: “I for one will be wearing a Save the Martini t-shirt until this is resolved.” 
[ebway.org]
· Liz: “The hipsters annoy me, too—tearing through town with their infernal 
electroclash music, and leaving in their wake a devastating trail of legwarmers, 
ironic t-shirts and upper-middle-class guilt. But I have to side with LES blogger 
Lockhart Steele on this one.” [The Kicker]

Steele had an ambivalent relationship to the gentrifi cation he was witnessing on the Lower East 
Side, but generally professed to be observing an inevitable process of change:   

December 31, 2002
LES Throwbacks Not To Lose
1. The Matzo Factory… Walk past and check out the matzo coming off the 
conveyor belt, and the old Jewish men packaging it up. Better than fresh donuts 
at Krispy Kreme (Rivington @ Suffolk/Clinton)
2. Economy Candy… A bona fi de tourist attraction, this old school candy store 
sells in bulk. A must-see. (Rivington @ Ludlow/Essex)
3. The Kosher Wine Mural on the wall above Essex and Rivington…. Lord, don’t 
let them replace it with a Miss Sixty billboard

Five Signs of Creeping LES Gentrifi cation
1. Jennifer Convertibles opens LES store (Delancey @ Allen)
2. Age-old kosher deli landmark Ratners closes to expand increasingly cheesy 
cocktail haven Lansky Lounge (Delancey @ Norfolk)
3. Moby opens overpriced teashop Teany (Rivington @ Orchard/Ludlow)
4. Apt. buildings for I-Bankers sprout (“Gotham Court” on Essex, that big-ass 
place on Bowery @ Spring)
5. This weblog
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By 2004, LockhartSteele.com attracted about 2,000 hits per day on the web.4  This startling 
popularity and his own interest in the commercial potential of blogs led Steele to launch Curbed.
com in May 2004.  After one short-lived attempt with a restaurant and nightlife blog called 
“Below 14th,” Steele and a high school friend with a Harvard MBA came up with a business plan 
for a blog whose subject was real estate and neighborhood change.  The day of the Curbed 
launch, LockhartSteele.com carried the following text to explain the undertaking:

Curbed is based on the idea that all conversation in New York eventually comes 
back to real estate, apartments, and the neighborhoods we inhabit…I think real 
estate in New York is interesting not because of the dollars and cents involved 
(although, yes, that can be interesting too) but rather because of what it means 
for the city, and…what it means for the neighborhoods we call home. 
I last got away for more than a month in the summer of 2001. It was right after I 
moved into my current apartment, on a relatively quiet block with an old Mexican 
food place and a hardware store that inexplicably closes on Sundays across 
the street. Since then, this block -- this tiny, one block block -- has had a bar 
named after a French poet move in downstairs; an art gallery open a few doors 
down that a major newspaper immediately declared profoundly important; a hip 
clothing boutique for women take over an old garment store; a giant Mondrian-
clad monolith rise from nothing to tower over the street; and, perhaps most 
fi tting of all, a candy store that has been there forever become enshrined as an 
unparalleled tourist destination.    

- LockhartSteele.com, May 24, 2004 

While documenting these changes in his neighborhood, Steele had also been charting new 
developments in the world of weblogs.  A relatively new medium, the terms “weblog” and “blog” 
were coined by 1999 to refer to online diaries fi rst in use in 1994.  Also in 1999, Blogger 
offered the fi rst widely used, free blog-creation service.  2002 marked the launch of the fi rst blog 
advertising broker, Blogads.  The same year, Nick Denton, an acquaintance of Steele’s who 
would later become his employer, launched the fi rst in what would become an “empire” of blogs 
based on technology, New York gossip, and other niche topics.  By 2005, yearly blog ad sales 
were estimated at $100 million.5  In November, 2002, Lockhart Steele posted excerpts from an 
interview with Nick Denton concerning a new gossip blog project:  

Wednesday, November 20, 2002 
Thin Media | 01:09 PM | 12 TB 
Nick Denton says he’s working on something cool: 

…Real estate ads will be a prime revenue source. “The advertisers target 
old money in the New York Observer. We’ll serve the advertisers targeting 
the young money,” he said. “We’re getting the formula refi ned for thin 
media.” If he could identify the right niches and locales, Nick said, “I’d love 
to launch one of these a month.”6 

I love it. Perhaps a relationship with my employer  [Hamptons Cottages and 
Gardens] is in the cards -- we do high camp real estate gossip better than 
anyone. 

Clearly, with the surprising popularity of his personal blog – and his somewhat random yet 
serendipitous employment at a lifestyle and real estate magazine – Steele soon realized he 
had hit upon just such a “niche and locale” – the Lower East Side and other volatile New York 
neighborhoods.  

Curbed was launched and expanded to cover New York City, neighborhood by neighborhood, 
and by 2005 had 200,000 unique visitors (a million page views) per month and major advertisers 
including the New York Times.7  Lockhart Steele’s coverage of the Lower East Side remained 
very similar to that of his personal blog – with the same small details of place-specifi c cultural 
observation but with more investigation of real estate activities and their ramifi cations for the 
neighborhood.  Some of the real estate stories followed by Curbed included a local realtor’s 
attempt to promote the neighborhood as “LoHo,” for Lower Houston Street.  Another notes 
Seward Park residents’ creation of a “fl ipping tax” to discourage profi teering after this moderate-
income housing cooperative, developed by a local garment workers’ union in the 1950s, was 
recently privatized.  One piece gives a sense of the sheer scale of investment taking place 
within the modest urban fabric of the Lower East Side:  It documents the sale of a Rivington 
Street walk-up tenement for $8.5 million, “a gross multiple of nearly 13 times the rent roll.”8  Still 
others provide information about demographic shifts in the neighborhood which might not be 
visually evident.  For example:

4  Ibid.  
5  New York Magazine, “The Early Years: A Timeline of How Blogging All Began.”  February 20, 2006. 
6  Blogads, “Mondo Gizmodo.”  November 18, 2002.
7  Inman Stories.  New York Blogger, documentary short fi lm and interview with Lockhart Steele, 2005.
& BusinessWeek online.  Online Extra:  New York’s Real Estate Know-It-All.  May 2, 2005.
8  Curbed.com.  “Freeman’s Alley:  From Darkness Into Light.”  March 1, 2006
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LES: Undergarments Out, Condos Up?
Tuesday, November 1, 2005, by Joe

According to blogger Joe Schumacher, Lismore Hosiery, on Ludlow and Grand 
Streets, is either the scariest or creepiest storefront on the Lower East Side. 
But put aside your nightmares of spare mannequin limbs for a second, and 
understand that it can now be known for a second reason: the site of another 
new LES condo development.
At least that’s according to Lower [East] Society, who drop us a line: “This evening, 
I noticed the owner of Lismore Hosiery Co. (corner of Ludlow and Grand) was 
cleaning out the store. Asked what was happening, he said the shop was sold 
and a new condominium will take its place.” So who’s got the scoop?

This reliance on a stream of input and information from readers made the site a virtual space 
of continuous interchange which Lockhart Steele promoted on his own site and in news articles 
as representing the democratization of the real estate industry in New York.

New York City is the self-described real estate capital of the world, but even to 
those spending the $1 million it takes to buy an “average” apartment in Manhattan 
– or those dropping $2 million to, you know, get that second bedroom – the rules 
of the game can be obscure, and good information hard to come by… Curbed 
aims to map the city as it changes in hopes of understanding the neighborhoods 
we inhabit a little better. To do it right, we need you. Drop a line: property tales, 
story tips, feedback and the like are most welcome…

- Curbed.com Mission Statement, May 24, 2004
Whether it’s matching buyers and sellers, or providing detailed property statistics 
that used to be hidden from consumers, the Internet is fl attening the [real estate] 
game – and making it more democratic….And Lockhart believes we are only 
at the beginning of this phenomenon – catalyzing millions of users to share 
information about their local community with each other.

 -  Urban Probe Magazine, July 11, 2006.9  
Weblogs and Democracy
Curbed.com’s claim to be a democratizing medium that can level the playing fi eld of urban 
transformation is related to larger optimism about the potential of the internet as a medium 
for democracy and pluralism.  According to Ted Friedman, “Blogs embody the hopes of so 
many cybertopians that computers might democratize the distribution of information…. that 
the blogosphere might become the public sphere – not just an adjunct or echo chamber [to 
the mass media], but a forum where a large portion of Americans get their news and share 
their views.”10  This optimism reached a peak in 2002 and 2003 in the American political arena, 
fi rst when Senate Republican leader Trent Lott was forced to resign after making remarks 
interpreted to disdain the civil rights movement.  Though his remarks were initially ignored in 
the mainstream press, a storm of discussion on blog sites – accompanied by research into 
Lott’s history of segregationist political stances – fi nally brought the discussion into the mass 
media.  In 2003, the success of the Howard Dean presidential campaign both in fundraising and 
in spreading its message through a decentralized network of independent bloggers was key to 
sparking the perception of the internet as a bottom-up democracy, a virtual public sphere that 
could reject traditional media.11  This is almost a vision of a neo-Habermasian public sphere, 
where an engaged, sustained dialogue on public issues could take place in virtual space rather 
than in the bourgeois coffee house.       

However, some theorists believe that the “democracy” of the internet is more descriptive of 
the structural quality of the medium than it is of an inherent political quality.  This is a structure 
that from a political perspective has a number of Achilles heels:  it is a structure that can 
be commodifi ed, a structure that is subject to the inequality of “power law” distributions of 
information, and a structure whose community is differentiated but also socially exclusive.  

9  Urban Probe Magazine.  “Curbed:  A Neighborhood Narrative – Lockhart Steele Keeps Real Estate Real.”  July 11, 2006.
10  Friedman, Ted.  Electric Dreams:  Computers in American Culture.  (New York:  New York University Press, 2005).
11  Ibid.
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The bewildering variety and dynamism of cultural expression on the Internet 
has often been understood as an effect of a new mode of communication 
(distributed and many-to-many rather than centralized and few-to-many…[There 
is a] coexistence, within the debate about the digital economy, of discourses 
which see it as an oppositional movement and others which see it as a functional 
development to new mechanisms of extraction of value.”12

Manuel Castells believes the internet to be primarily a space of commodifi cation.  It and other 
developments in telecommunications and information processing comprise the “space of fl ows” 
through which the global economy will “penetrate all countries, all territories, all cultures, all 
communication fl ows, and all fi nancial networks, relentlessly scanning the planet for new 
opportunities for profi t-making.”13  However, he also believes that the cultural values of the 
new network society operating in this space of fl ows are no longer simply that of pure capital 
accumulation.  “The new culture of the global network society is a culture of communication 
for the sake of communication.  It is an open-ended network of cultural meanings that can not 
only coexist, but also interact and modify each other on the basis of this exchange.”  Castells 
feels this culture can be characterized by what has been called the “hacker ethic” which has 
two primary cultural values:  innovation and sharing. “It is a culture of innovation for the sake of 
innovation.  The passion to create replaces capital accumulation as a means of salvation…The 
free sharing of knowledge and discovery is the essential mechanism by which innovation takes 
place in the information age.” 14  Castells’ characterization seems an accurate description of 
the culture in which Lockhart Steele and other bloggers currently operate, where lines between 
profi t-making and democracy become blurred in their own discussions and in the mission 
statements of their websites.  

Saskia Sassen also points out that the idea of the internet as an equalizing medium is fallible, 
particularly in the realm of web logs: 

[T]here is no necessary correspondence between openness and distributed 
outcomes, and equality…This fact does come through…in the winner-takes-all 
patterns evident today in web log accessing…[C]ivil society organizations also 
develop power law distributions as they scale up.  It is not only in fi nance that 
the mix of openness and choice produces something akin to a winner-takes-all 
pattern.15

As both the number of blog sites and those visiting them have grown, a few sites that appeared 
early and receive links from other web sites tend to hold exponentially greater visibility and 
dominance over others as prominent voices on the internet.  This power law distribution may 
in part explain Curbed’s success, given that Lockhart Steele’s blog was one of the fi rst sites 
to become popular on the Lower East Side.  Not all internet voices feel he accurately speaks 
for the neighborhood, and he has received criticism from other local bloggers who feel he has 
contributed to gentrifi cation.  

Lockhart Steele has indeed been a frequent target of mine when discussing 
Lower East Side development. His name alone is offensive to the immigrants 
who suffered through this neighborhood’s harshest times. My problem with 
Steele comes from his sense of entitlement. Here’s a privileged kid, the product 
of Northeast boarding schools and an Ivy League education, who arrives to NYC 
and moves to an “edgy” part of town that he insists on turning into Lower East 
Hampton. How he became an authority on the area is a mystery to me.16

Lastly, Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin expand upon Castells’ description of the way in 
which the internet operates to include some voices in dialogue but excludes others:  

[Information] processes are directly supporting the emergence of an internationally 
integrated and increasingly urbanized, and yet highly fragmented, network society 
that straddles the planet.  New, highly polarized urban landscapes are emerging 
where ‘premium’ infrastructure networks…selectively connect together the most 
favoured users and places, both within and between cities…At the same time,…
infrastructures often effectively bypass less favoured and…what Castells calls 
‘redundant’ users.17

This produces highly layered environments such as the Lower East Side, where a less affl uent 
ethnic population co-habits a neighborhood with an incoming demographic of young, blog-
savvy new economy workers – the “most favoured” users described above by Graham and 

12  Terranova, Tiziana.  Network Culture:  Politics for the Information Age.  (London:  Pluto Press, 2004).
13  Castells, Manuel.  “Hauling in the future,”  In The Guardian, December 13, 1997. p.21  (as noted in Graham, Splintering 
Urbanism p.15). 
14  Castells, Manuel.  The Network Society:  A Cross-cultural Perspective.  (Cheltenham:  Edward Elgar, 2004), p.40.  Note 
that Castells adds a second value, sharing, to Pekka Himanen’s discussion of innovation as a primary value of the “hacker 
ethic” in the new network society.
15  Sassen, Saskia.  Foreword to Dean, Jodi (ed.).  Reformatting Politics:  Information Technology and Global Civil Society.  
(New York:  Routledge, 2006).
16  Krucoff, Andrew.  Theotherpage.com.  April 20, 2004.
17  Graham, Stephen and Simon Marvin.  Splintering Urbanism: networked infrastructures, technological mobilities and the 
urban condition.  (London:  Routledge, 2001).
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Marvin.  The latter group participates in a dialogue about neighborhood transformation in which 
much of the community, especially those being displaced, are for the most part not engaged.  
Lockhart Steele remarks as much on his blog: 

Wednesday, December 31, 2003
Dark Side of LES Gentrifi cation [continued]
1. Dwindling local theater scene… 
2. Misrahi Realty’s plan to deep-six Ludlow Street stalwarts Barramundi and 
Collective Unconscious. Bastards.
3. The dawning realization that there are few residents left around here who don’t 
blog.

On the one hand, the Lower East Side is a “most favoured” place in the network society.  It has a 
high rate of internet use and one of the highest documented concentrations of bloggers in New 
York City.  (This fact made it the location of a key New York organizing event for the Howard 
Dean campaign).18 On the other hand, the Lower East Side also contains a declining population 
disenfranchised by the new economy and by a growing “digital divide.” 

Blogs and Urban Change
I would argue that Curbed.com – while it successfully makes visible the often invisible workings 
of real estate and opens access to knowledge about development processes and urban change 
– in the end helps reposition working class neighborhoods in the global marketplace. It does 
this through several operations:  the intensifi cation of high-speed information exchange;  the 
production of content for niches of an increasingly differentiated market; and a de facto exclusion 
of the Lower East Side’s remaining local ethnic community.

Information Exchange 
Blogs have proven highly effective vehicles for the global economy in what Castells terms the 
space of fl ows due to their fl exibility and effi ciency for communication.  Unlike conventional 
journalism, blogs can immediately incorporate new information and instantly communicate it 
to a global audience.  Without professional obligations to fact check or seek permission, new 
information can be made public as soon as it is available.  There are no set publishing deadlines 
to stagger or delay the appearance of new information.  In fact, bloggers are driven by the 
ranking hierarchies of search engines such as Google – which prioritize sites that are regularly 
updated.  Bloggers must continuously publish new information throughout each day to retain 
their visibility.19  As a result, they often have the most current information or discussion about 
a given subject.  Blogs prioritize speed over accuracy, as they are not held to the standards of 
traditional journalism that require time to check facts.  Even if their information is not completely 
accurate, they have the fl exibility to update and correct as they go – and this process often 
becomes part of the discussion.  For example, Lockhart Steele.com reported in 2003 that a 
vacant lot on Stanton Street had just been sold at auction by the city for $2.2 million (dramatically 
higher than the initial set bid price of $242,000).  A reader wrote in to say that the accompanying 
photo Steele had posted was actually of another vacant lot on Stanton – and broadened the 
discussion of sites in fl ux in the neighborhood.20  

This currency of information, as well as the informal, insider tone of blogs, is appealing to both 
readers and advertisers.  Provocative blogs such as Lockhart Steele’s may be listed as links 
on a host of other blog sites.  It may draw readers interested in checking out the neighborhood 
or investing on the Lower East Side, and real estate advertisers with new properties to sell.  
According to Castells, internet related industries as a whole have grown exponentially, even with 
the dot com bust of 2001, and internet businesses such as Curbed.com which generate revenue 
from advertising rather than direct revenue have been a signifi cant part of this growth.21     

The speed of information dissemination afforded by blogs about new investments and 
cultural trends, and the growth of internet-based business generally, also correlate to real 
estate value creation and hypergentrifi cation – the increasing speed with which working class 
neighborhoods have recently appeared to gentrify.  While demographic transitions in other New 
York neighborhoods, including SoHo and the East Village occurred over decades, the Lower 
East Side has undergone dramatic social and physical shifts in the last fi ve years.  Although 
these shifts began in the late 1970s and are a result of many factors – including a city-wide 
shortage of middle class housing, an infl ux of institutional capital following decades of small-
scale speculation, and a decrease in drug-related crime – the pace of neighborhood change has 
steadily increased and signifi cant changes have occurred within shorter and shorter periods.  

18  LockhartSteele.com.  Wednesday, December 31, 2003.
19  New York Magazine, “Blogs to Riches:  The Haves and Have-Nots of the Blogging Boom.”  February 20, 2006
20  LockhartSteele.com. Wednesday, July 23, 2003.
21  Castells, Manuel.  The Rise of the Network Society:  Second Edition.  (Oxford:  Blackwell, 2000), p. 151.  In 1999, this 
sub-sector showed an increase of 52% in revenue and 25% in employment.    
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A steady fi fty year decline in property values on the Lower East Side came to an end in the 
late 1970s, after a period of severe disinvestment.  The cycle was fi rst triggered by the federal 
Immigration Act of 1924, which brought the fl ow of European immigration and new demand for 
the area’s tenement housing to an abrupt halt.  Between 1979 and 1982, however, median sales 
prices per unit in the East Village and Lower East Side tripled, rising from approximately $3,500 
to $10,000.  This upward trend continued to accelerate.  Properties selling for tens of thousands 
in the 1970s sold for hundreds of thousands in the 1980s.  By the late 1990s, building sales 
were commonly above a million dollars.  In most recent years, residential rents on the Lower 
East Side have frequently exceeded those of the Upper East Side, while commercial rents are 
higher than those on Park Avenue.    Symptomatic of this condition of “hypergentrifi cation” are 
urban shifts such as the rapid rise and decline (due to displacement) of the area’s cluster of a 
dozen independent theaters within the space of seven years, from 1995 to 2002.22    

Writers including Anthony Townsend and Steven Berlin Johnson link the increasing 
availability of digital information about neighborhoods to urban trends such as the 
emergence of new retail clusters and patterns of gentrifi cation:

Studies estimate that some 80 percent of the information on the web has a 
spatial component – increasingly, that geographic metadata can be recorded, 
indexed, searched by a widening array of tools and browsers, both mobile and 
fi xed...[A]ccumulations of searchable, digital location-based annotation will help 
amplify the existing character and value of urban places.23

Content
It is not simply the speed with which information is exchanged, but also the content that is 
produced by blogs such as Curbed.com that contributes to value creation.  As cities like 
New York have become the global centers of ‘production’ of services and information in the 
new economy – as theorized by Sassen, Castells and others – certain neighborhoods within 
these cities have become associated with such production.  Interestingly, the value of content 
production in virtual space often correlates to new geographies of value in physical space.  This 
is true on the Lower East Side.  

Castells addresses the special tensions within gentrifying working-class districts:
[T]raditional working-class neighborhoods, increasingly populated by service 
workers, constitute a distinctive space, a space that, because it is the most 
vulnerable, becomes the battleground between the redevelopment efforts of 
business and the upper middle class, and the invasion attempts of countercultures…
trying to reappropriate the use value of the city.  Thus, they often become defensive 
spaces for workers who only have their home to fi ght for.24  

But what Castells does not address is the way in which the invasion of countercultures creates 
value as such neighborhoods become associated with content production in the digital economy.  
This initial value creation then opens such areas for redevelopment by business and the upper 
middle class.  

On the Lower East Side, there is a particular correlation between the production of internet 
content and the growing value of the neighborhood.  According to nycbloggers.com, no less 
than 178 blogs exist in the area – clustered near the 2nd Avenue and the Delancey Street 
subway stations. (In Manhattan, only the East Village has a higher concentration).25  Most are 
of a similar genre, relating the daily lives and refl ections of young urbanites as well as local 
culture and entertainment options.  The emergence of the Lower East Side as an epicenter 
of internet content production seems to coincide with its emergence as one of the most active 
sites of gentrifi cation in the city.  One explanation for this phenomenon includes the fact that for 
some time, this was one of the few Manhattan neighborhoods in which young twenty-something 
workers in media and culture related industries could afford to reside.  Another is that, as the 
neighborhood became a center for artists, theater, restaurants and nightlife in the 1990s, these 
uses and life in the neighborhood itself became signifi cant generators of cultural narratives and 
content.  Indeed, the online community evident on sites such as Curbed is an extension and 
enhancement of a local “scene” – social networks forming in physical space.  Lower East Side 
bloggers meet up in the neighborhood in addition to corresponding online.  Yet the internet 
content they generate enhances not only local social networks but also neighborhood economic 
value.  Its format reaches a global audience and can accommodate advertisers.  This content 
has been translated by real estate developers, retailers and other entrepreneurs marketing a 
hip downtown lifestyle to more affl uent consumers.      

22  The Village Voice, “Exit Stage Lower East Side:  The Closing of Surf Reality and the Theatorium Signals the End of a 
Theatrical Era.”  March 5-11, 2003.
23  Townsend, Anthony.  “Digitally Mediated Urban Space:  New Lessons for Design.”  In Praxis, Issue 6, 2004.  Townsend 
also refers to Steven Berlin Johnson’s paper, “Wireless Communications and the Future of Cities,” Taub Urban Research 
Center, NYU, April 2, 2003.  [http://www.urban.nyu.edu/events/wireless].  See also Johnson, Steven.  Emergence.  (New 
York:  Scribner, 2001).
24  Castells.  Rise of the Network Society, p. 432.
25  Nycbloggers.com
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Tiziana Terranova, a scholar of internet culture and politics, would likely hold a nuanced view 
of the relationships between the personal stories and local narratives of place found in Curbed 
and other Lower East Side blogs and their creation of value in the digital economy as well as 
in local real estate: 

[The] ‘digital economy’ [is] a specifi c mechanism of internal ‘capture’ of larger 
pools of social and cultural knowledge…It is about specifi c forms of production 
(web design, multimedia production, digital services and so on), but it is also 
about forms of labour we do not immediately recognize as such:  chat, real-life 
stories, mailing lists, amateur newsletters and so on.  These…are not produced 
by capitalism in any direct, cause-and-effect fashion, that is, they have not 
developed simply as an answer to the economic needs of capital.  However, they 
have developed in relation to the expansion of the cultural industries and they 
are part of a process of economic experimentation with the creation of monetary 
value out of knowledge/culture/affect.26

Although LockhartSteele.com was not produced by a profi t impulse, the blog is a product of 
a contemporary milieu of New York media workers experimenting with relationships between 
information, culture, and economics.  This is a context where creativity and artistic innovation 
within new forms of communication are diffi cult to distinguish from innovation in value creation.  
Blogs do generate profi t potential as they become new hosts for advertising, but these 
profi ts are not so immediate as to become a blogger’s sole motivation.  For several years 
after launching Curbed.com, Lockhart Steele was unable to quit his day job as a managing 
editor and humorously remarked that he soon expected to pull in “fi ve fi gures.”27  And although 
Curbed’s primary advertisers are large real estate developers – and through its observations he 
has become fully versed in the New York real estate market – Steele himself has never owned 
property.  He continues to rent his walk-up tenement apartment on Rivington Street.     

Market Differentiation

Another aspect of the translation of stories of place into content and value is the opening 
of specifi c local cultures to a global market.  As Appadurai and others have noted, in post-
Fordist reality, consumption has become increasingly differentiated and production grown 
fl exible enough to respond to increasingly defi ned market niches.  Micro-niches are attractive 
to advertisers and business due to their ability to reach an extremely targeted audience with 
precision.  The result is marketing effi ciency and large profi t potential.  The Lower East Side and 
its particular urban subculture is perceived by the market to be one such micro-niche.

Furthermore, blogs and other websites provide a means to open the neighborhood’s local micro-
cultures to a global market of consumers, businesses, and real estate developers.  Lockart 
Steele himself has perceived his blogging to be, in a sense, a documenting of details of place 
to be read by outsiders:  

A close friend observed to me after I’d been doing this site for some time, ‘What 
you’re really doing is micro-travel writing.’ …I think that Chatwin’s Notebooks 
happen to remind me of weblog posts…28  

Latham and Sassen describe a rescaling that occurs online between global and local realities:  
“What has tended to operate or be nested at local scales can now move to global scales, and 
global relations and domains can now, in turn, more easily become directly articulated with thick 
local settings.”29 

In addition, the intimacy of blogs and niche websites facilitates sequences of “viral marketing,” or 
marketing that occurs when one individual forwards a link or web content to a friend.  Contained 
in this gesture is an implicit recommendation and a sense of having “insider” information - 
extremely compelling and effective for marketing goods and services.  

One illustration of both the local-global rescaling and “viral marketing” present on the Lower 
East Side is the culture of the neighborhood’s hidden bars, referred to by Lockhart Steele on 
his blog.  One such club, Happy Ending, is located in a defunct Chinese massage parlor but 
still maintains the signage and façade of the former establishment with no indication of its 
current use.  Its name is a euphemism for the “total release” massage previously offered on the 
premises.  Inside the door, a video monitor plays a surveillance tape found in the space when 
the bar took over.  The tape reveals the comings and goings of former Johns, and bar patrons 
proceed downstairs to listen to djs in the old steam and massage rooms.  Invisible to passersby 
or uninitiated local residents, the bar is nonetheless highly visible to a global network of trend 
setters.  It has an elaborate website and is recommended on a growing number of internet 
culture sites and weblogs.  This is its description on “superfuture.com,” a site describing itself 
as “urban cartography for global shopping experts” with listings for New York, Tokyo, Sydney, 
and Shanghai:

26  Terranova, 2004.  p. 79
27  BusinessWeek online.  “Online Extra:  New York’s Real Estate Know-It-All.”  May 2, 2005.
28  LockhartSteele.com.  May 24, 2004.
29  Saskia Sassen and Robert Latham, eds.  “Introduction” to Digital Formations:  IT and New Architectures in the Global 
Realm.  (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 2005).
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converted massage parlour and hot lower east night spot [09.2004].  best on 
tuesdays and fridays.  [hard line hipsters].  total wild shenanigans down here.  gets 
shut down by the cops at least once a month which is always a good sign.30          

In turn, the bar owner relies on content – the fact that his bar has a “good story” – and the 
cachet of insider word of mouth for its continued popularity in a highly competitive market.31

Similarly, real estate advertisers are eager to place ads on Curbed despite its often ironic, 
critical tone towards new development projects on the Lower East Side because of a similar 
quality of insiderness.  As Lockhart Steele’s irony is a defi ning characteristic of the local hipster 
subculture, advertisers may feel they are reaching the target audience of “young money,” per 
Nick Denton, or a distinct market niche attracted to the grittiness of a working class precinct in 
transition.

Finally, individual blogs themselves create niche markets in virtual space – in the “knowledge 
communities” that form around the discussion and exchange of a circumscribed set of ideas 
and interests.32  

The Digital Divide
Despite Curbed.com’s claims that it “democratizes” information about real estate investment 
and urban development, not everyone appears engaged in this democracy.  For instance, 
the blog rarely chronicles any interaction with the area’s non-profi t development corporations, 
a number of which have secured local city-owned sites and developed affordable housing.  
Rarely included as well is any discussion of life in the Lower East Side’s community gardens, 
over which longtime residents battled with the city to maintain as open spaces.  Reading the 
Curbed and LockhartSteele.com blogs, one does not get a sense that members of the area’s 
Puerto Rican or Asian communities are e-mailing in tips or initiating online discussions about 
neighborhood change.  Although this discussion is certainly taking place in the community, it 
does not seem to be happening on the internet.  

Websites have been created by the neighborhood’s most active community organizations – 
many of which were established in the 1970s – but not blogs.  These websites are updated 
infrequently and for the most part act as bulletin boards advertising more traditional forums for 
dialogue:  monthly meetings and neighborhood programs and events.  Recently, community 
organizers protesting a proposed 24-story hotel development on Orchard Street posted fl yers 
throughout the neighborhood and held forums rather than posting to blogs or sending out e-
mail.33  Expressions of community identity are abundant in physical space, if not virtual.  For 
example, a host of murals in the neighborhood celebrate Puerto Rican cultural heritage.  Only 
since late 2006 have a few blogs appeared which rally efforts to stem displacement of the 
Lower East Side’s ethnic communities and local arts scene by a wave of new development.34  
By this time, however, much displacement had already taken place.        

Clearly, those most engaged online are the group of young workers already engaged directly or 
by association in the information economy.  Curbed democratizes information about real estate 
for them:  young creative professionals who will eventually hope to buy a home and have a 
vested interest in tracking the shifting development landscape in New York.

Saskia Sassen, Manuel Castells and others describe the growing importance of urban centers 
and urban neighborhoods in the new economy, but also the increasing polarization between 
affl uent groups engaged in this economy and less affl uent groups increasingly disenfranchised 
by it.35  This social polarization exists (fl eetingly) as an intimate spatial condition on the Lower 
East Side.

Keith Hampton and Barry Wellman have also observed the polarizing effects on community of 
“wiring” some residents but not others.  In Netville, a new suburb of Toronto where three out of 
fi ve homes were connected by the developer to a local high speed network, they discovered 
that access to the network had the effect of strengthening a range of social and political ties 
between wired residents.  In fact, the network even became a tool to organize collective action 
against the developer for non-delivery of services.   However, those residents without access 
formed fewer relationships within the community and were much less aware of issues of local 
concern.36  Although a less controlled environment, the Lower East Side is experiencing social 
dynamics analogous to those in Netville.           

30  superfuture.com
31  Interview with Happy Ending bar owner, Oliver Pihlar.  April 26, 2005.
32  Bach, Jonathan and David Stark.  “Recombinant Technology and New Geographies of Association” in Saskia Sassen 
and Robert Latham, eds.  Digital Formations:  IT and New Architectures in the Global Realm.  (Princeton:  Princeton 
University Press, 2005).
33  The Villager, “New group’s going L.O.C.O on the Lower East Side.”  April 27, 2005
34  For example, see www.takeittothebridge.com and http://savethelowereastside.blogspot.com.
35  Sassen, The Global City, 1991.  Castells, The Rise of the Network Society:  Second Edition, 2000.  
36  Hampton, Keith and Barry Wellman.  “Neighboring in Netville:  How the Internet Supports Community and Social 
Capital in a Wired Suburb.”  In City and Community 2, 3 (Fall 2003).
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Conclusion:  Curbed, Gentrifi cation, and Urban Redevelopment
Through its format of participatory dialogue, Curbed.com certainly succeeds in making visible 
what are frequently the invisible logics of power and capital in the gentrifi cation and urban 
redevelopment processes – although this new visibility may be more empowering to a “knowledge 
community” of blog-savvy internet users and real estate interests than to some local residents.  
Here, it would seem, knowledge is power but only for those with fi nancial or technological 
capacity to act upon it.  Many of the hidden operations in urban revaluation discussed on the 
pages of Curbed.com have been studied in the literature on gentrifi cation.  Some of these 
include disinvestment, property fl ipping and other short term speculative maneuvers, and the 
“selling” of cultural images to promote real estate.  

Neil Smith, for example has addressed disinvestment and the abandonment of property in his 
research on the “rent gap.”  His work in the 1990s carefully charts patterns of private sector 
disinvestment and reinvestment in the East Village, demonstrating a link between the two – one 
traces the path of the other – and positing that dramatic devaluation and abandonment are pre-
conditions or strategies for urban redevelopment.37  Christopher Mele, writing in the late 1990s, 
closely examines the nature and behaviors of private real estate investors and their impacts 
on the built landscape.  He compares the subtle, longer term effects of independent property 
“fl ippers” – where value shifts occur through hidden fi nancial transactions, often without visible 
evidence such as tenant changes or building upgrades – to the more dramatic urban changes 
and revenues required by larger developers with institutional backing.38  Mele also studies the 
role that neighborhood images and public discourses have played in promoting disinvestment 
or redevelopment in the East Village throughout the twentieth century. He has examined how 
the Lower East Side’s ethnic history as well as its bohemian subcultures have been employed 
to sell art, entertainment, and real estate.39 

Sharon Zukin, meanwhile, takes a decidedly political view, framing the gentrifi cation of former 
manufacturing districts such as SoHo and Tribeca within a larger contest between broad social 
groups for urban space and for control over the city’s political economic future.  She theorizes 
the emergence of an “artistic mode of production (AMP),” which has arisen as a subtle, 
culture-based mode of urban redevelopment in the face of resistance to more shocking urban 
renewal practices of demolition and displacement supported by the state and real estate sector 
– especially the programs of 1950s and 60s.  In the AMP scenario, city rezoning policies and 
private real estate investments support bohemians’ removal of terrain once dedicated to the 
activities and working-class populations of the production economy, as well as the subsequent 
reformulation of this terrain as a zone for higher value residences and culture of the new service 
economy.40  

Christopher Mele would concur with this vision of culture-based strategies of urban 
redevelopment:

As the culture industry reaches deep into the urban milieus of street corners, 
alleyways, basement bars and clubs to appropriate content to merchandise 
to consumers across the globe, it presents new opportunities for the urban 
redevelopment of neighborhoods where such forms originate.41

Curbed.com, in its detailed documentation of these street corners, alleyways, and bars, is one 
outlet in the space of fl ows through which the culture and real estate industries have extended 
their reach.  In the latest phase of the Lower East Side’s transformation, larger developers and 
commercial retailers targeting urban niche markets have adapted and reconfi gured the lifestyle 
of neighborhood bohemians and local entrepreneurs.  American Apparel, Moby, and Nike 
are just a few of the entertainment and retail entities who have adopted the neighborhood’s 
working class ethnic and bohemian history as part of their brand imagery.  Meanwhile, invisible 
processes of capital accumulation that have been occurring beneath the surface in several 
generations of real estate speculation and investment are suddenly strikingly apparent in the 
neighborhood’s built landscape – in the form of new luxury condominiums, boutique hotels, and 
sleek high end restaurants.  Successive speculation builds real estate value with small profi t 
margins, often without disrupting a building’s physical condition or tenancy, until values reach a 
threshold where further profi t gain can only be made through major construction or renovation.  
This threshold has recently become visible on the Lower East Side.  It has been encouraged by 
recent public actions, for example, the sale of remaining public urban renewal sites to private 
developers for the construction of condominums and an upscale Whole Foods grocery.42      

37  Smith, Neil.  The New Urban Frontier: Gentrifi cation and the Revanchist City.  (New York:  Routledge, 1996)
38  Mele, Christopher.  “The Process of Gentrifi cation in Alphabet City,” in Janet Abu-Lughod, ed.  From Urban Village to 
East Village:  The Battle for New York’s Lower East Side.  (London:  Blackwell, 1994).
39  Mele, Christopher.  Selling the Lower East Side:  Culture, Real Estate, and Resistance in New York City.  (Minneapolis:  
University of Minnesota Press, 2000).
40  Zukin, Sharon.  Loft Living: Culture and Capital in Urban Change.  (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982).
41  Mele, 2000.  p.293.
42  Downtown Express, “Whole Foods, YMCA, and a mix of housing coming to E. Houston.”  December 10-16, 2004.
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Unexpectedly, urban renewal visions proposed in the 1950s and ‘60s of the area as a residential 
district for the professional class are, to some extent, now being realized.  But instead of having 
been achieved with top-down methods of clearance and displacement that were successfully 
defeated by the community in the 1960s, this renewal has been a subtle process internal to the 
neighborhood.  Local artists, entrepreneurs, small speculators, and internet documentarians 
such as Lockhart Steele and other bloggers have gradually generated value and an opening for 
outside investors.  This opening has been widened by successive pro-growth city administrations 
and sustained economic expansion in service and culture industries.  Although bloggers may 
not have begun producing internet content with express motives of profi t or real estate value 
creation, they have been part of what Tiziana Terranova describes as a process inherent in the 
expansion of cultural industries “of economic experimentation with the creation of monetary 
value out of knowledge/culture/affect.”43 
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Introduction
The place of children in the urban domain has been a contested subject since the mid-nineteenth 
century. The city’s streets are thought to be too dangerous, tempting bad behavior or simply 
unsuited to accommodate children’s play (Bouw & Karsten, 2004; Ward, 1979). Children and their 
place in the city has therefore been the subject of many urban plans, policies, and interventions. 
Children’s play is on the one hand protected and confi ned in child-only domains, yet on the other 
hand the incorporation of these spaces in the public domain is stimulated (Holloway & Valentine, 
2000; De Coninck-Smith & Gutmann, 2007). Also, freedom of expression in play is considered as 
an important part of a child’s upbringing, but at the same time viewed as a tool to instill “correct” 
values, norms and morals in children (Dasberg, 1975). 

Children’s play in the public domain of the city is subjected to a dynamic process of push and 
pull, in- and exclusionary practices, policies and strategies. Because of these practices of in- and 
exclusion, the social reproduction of children’s play spaces are to a large extent determined by 
“other urbanisms” or “second order” spaces (Rémy & Voyé, 1981: 59). Sociologist Rémy explains 
that the relationship between primary and second order is defi ned by the conceptualization of order 
and disorder, public and private, center and periphery. Furthermore, “secondarity” is not merely 
defi ned as places occupied by groups in the margins, but also as a quality of certain spaces in the 
city, which hold ambigious urban forms (Rémy & Voye, 1981:59). These spaces are generally not 
the result of government-led planning practices, but are reproduced by informal processes, such 
as social policies, civil initiatives and local community networks (De Meulder & Heynen, 2006). 

In this paper, an attempt is made to explore these abstract theories through studying the day-to-
day workings of “secondarity” and the informal processes that defi ne it on the micro-level; how are 
these spaces (re)produced, by whom, and how do they function in daily life? Through a detailed 
case study about the socio-spatial history of the Rotterdam playground Afrikaanderplein (i.e. 
Afrikaander square), we hope to study these informal planning practices and restore processes of 
in- and exclusion to the limelight. The fi rst mention of a playground on the Afrikaanderplein dates 
back to 1914, making it one of the oldest playground locations in the city. Nowadays, a playground 
is still situated here, but despite this continuity the playground work in the Afrikaanderwijk (i.e. 
Afrikaander neighborhood) has witnessed policy changes, urban renewal and relocations. The 
focus on both social and spatial characteristics allows for a more inclusive, dialectic approach in 
the study of reproduction processes:

“The social production of space includes all those factors – social, economical, 
ideological, and technological – that result, or seek to result, in the physical creation 
of the material setting. The materialist emphasis of the term social production is useful 
in defi ning the historical emergence and political/economic formation of urban space. 
[….] The social construction of space is the actual transformation of space – through 
people’s social exchanges, memories, images, and daily use of the material setting 
– into scenes and actions that convey meaning. Both processes are social in that 
both the production and the construction of space are contested and fought over for 
economic and ideological reasons,  and understanding them can help us see how 
local confl icts over space can be used to uncover and illuminate larger cultural issues” 
(Low, 2000: 127-128).

In order to analyze the social and spatial characteristics of the Afrikaanderplein playground, a 
combination of historical and ethnographic research methods was used.  The data collection is 
as of yet not completely fi nished and therefore this paper serves as a fi rst, preliminary analysis 
of the gathered material. Archival sources were collected from the Rotterdam Municipal Archives 
and the small archive of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein2. Also, a number of interviews 
were conducted with the neighborhood’s inhabitants3. In this paper, the changes in the social and 
spatial reproduction of the Afrikaanderplein playground in the postwar period are not studied as a 
standalone process, but are linked to the changing dynamics of neighborhood Afrikaanderwijk. In 

1  Words spoken by Mr. Van Noort during the festive opening of playground Afrikaanderplein in 1948. “Opening speech”, 1948, 
Unorganized archives of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
2  The playground clubhouse was burned to the ground in 1974, causing a lot of historical material to be lost in the fi re. The remaining 
archive is unorganized and is stored in boxes in a shed on the playground’s premises. It contains a selection of meeting minutes, 
photographs, policy documents, membership lists, correspondence and newspaper clippings, dating from 1948 until the present.
3  The collection of material through interviews is not fi nished and will be continued as of september 2009.This fi rst draft article is 
based upon 18 street interviews with local residents, all mothers with young children, interviews with the secretary and one of the 
caretakers of the Afrikaanderplein playground, and 2 interviews with older Afrikaanderwijk residents. They were asked questions 
about the playground and children’s play in the neighborhood, both in the present-day and in the Afrikaanderijk of their youth.
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the next paragraph, a brief history of the Rotterdam playground movement and the Afrikaanderwijk 
is discussed to contextualize the case study.

Setting the stage: the Rotterdam playground movement 
In a paper that preceded this case study, the social and spatial history of the Rotterdam playground 
movement was reconstructed for the period from 1880 until 1945. The fi rst Dutch playground was 
built in Amsterdam, but the notion quickly gained popularity and playgrounds soon were built in all 
Dutch cities4. These early playgrounds were created and managed by charitable organizations, 
made up of wealthy citizens with a concern for social issues (Adriaanse et al., 2000). This changed 
during the 1920s and 1930s, when the playground associations became more popular: these 
playgrounds were run by volunteers from the neighborhood, such as local school teachers, union 
members or the children’s parents themselves. In contrast to the welfare-based playgrounds, the 
associations were not freely accessible: families had to pay an annual membership fee or buy 
individual tickets at each visit. 

Although children’s claim to a space of their own in the public domain became stronger in the 
prewar period, the social and spatial characteristics of the Rotterdam playgrounds bore testimony 
to their secondary nature; the early playgrounds were only built on vacant, (semi)marginal and 
“leftover” spaces and had a very temporary, dynamic character. In the late 1940s, a gradual 
shift can be seen towards a more neighborhood-oriented approach. More and more playgrounds 
were located in the centre of neighborhoods and expanded their activities to community center 
work. The phrase “club work” was used to refer to the activities during the winter months, when 
the playground was closed. An association’s club house would offer a large array of recreational 
activities, such as handicraft (for girls) and carpentry (for boys), sports and gymnastics, dance 
lessons, choir, theatre and marching bands5. During the 1950s and 1960s, the club work was at 
the height of its popularity and playgrounds also started to cater to adults through dance evenings, 
card games and lectures6. 

After the Second World War, the Rotterdam playground movement grew exponentially and 
during the 1950s culminated to a network of more than 150 playgrounds. For the sake of in-
depth analysis, this paper focuses only on one of these postwar playgrounds located in the 
Afrikaanderwijk in Rotterdam South. This neighborhood is an interesting place to study secondary 
spaces and activities, since the area’s changing social and spatial dynamics have resulted in a 
vast array of invasive urban renewal programs and social policies. Also, the Afrikaanderwijk has 
been the natural habitat of planners, sociologists and social workers since the 1960s, who all tried 
to boost the area’s image, social capital and living conditions (Bet et al., 2006; Crimson, 2007). 
The study of the postwar playground provides in this sense an interesting view on the connections 
between an informal initiative and large, top-down interventions.

The Afrikaanderwijk was originally built in the 19th century to house the large stream of migrants, 
who came from rural areas to Rottterdam South in search of work on the city’s docks7 (Van 
Ravensteyn, 1936). The bonds between the new inhabitants quickly developed into a strong 
sense of community. According to stories of (former) residents it was not a wealthy neighborhood, 
but a place where everybody knew your name, socialized and helped their neighbors:

“People here didn’t like civil servants or social workers. They liked handling their own 
problems amongst themselves. Besides, the city council never acted upon problems 
anyway. Despite - or maybe because of the high poverty – there was a strong 
community feeling. Of course there were some rotten apples in the bunch, but they 
were well-known in the neighborhood as well” (Den Burger, 1998: 3).

At the heart of this densely populated neighborhood was the large Afrikaanderplein8, where in 1914 
the fi rst neighborhood playground was constructed by the Rotterdamse Bond voor Lichamelijke 
Opvoeding (i.e. the Rotterdam Society for Physical Education)9.  Little is known about this 
playground but it seems that it was very short-lived as the square was completely reorganized 
during the First World War. To cope with the wartime food shortages, the Afrikaanderplein was 
turned into a large potato fi eld for the neighborhood’s inhabitants. The playground did not return 
to the square after the war ended.

4  Most playgrounds were (and are) members of both national institution NUSO  (Nederlandse Unie voor Speeltuin Organisatie, i.e. 
Dutch Association for Playground Organisations)and regional organisations (such as the Rotterdam RSC, Rotterdamse Speeltuin 
Centrale, i.e. Rotterdam Playground Central) for playground work. The NUSO organized yearly conferences, offered courses and 
exams for playground volunteers and kept its members up to date of new developments. Regional organisations were mainly a 
bridge between the city council and the individual playgrounds.
5  The Rotterdam magazine “Binding”, a publication of BSW (Buurt- en Speeltuinwerk, i.e. Neighborhood and Playground Work) 
for all neighborhood committee volunteers, gives an insightful look in the development of club work from the 1970s onwards. 
Small associations were only able to provide a few winter courses and sometimes collaborated with other community facilities, but 
playgrounds with large member bases often had impressive entertainment schedules. Binding: leidersblad van de Rotterdamse 
Stichting tot Coördinatie van het Buurt- en Speeltuinwerk (1958-1980, inv.nr. P1471). Municipal Archives Rotterdam.
6  “Binding” magazine (see note 5) frequently announced lectures for parents, which mainly focused on child rearing issues. Right after 
the Second World War, these mainly discussed how to deal with its aftermath, namely children turned “wild” because of a fi ve year 
war-period which condoned lying and cheating “for the good cause”. In the 1950s, the question of suitable reading literature for children 
was high on the agenda, followed by discussions about the evils and merit of television and movies. In the 1970s, these lectures largely 
disappear from the magazine. Binding: leidersblad van de Rotterdamse Stichting tot Coördinatie van het Buurt- en Speeltuinwerk 
(1958-1980, inv.nr. P1471). Municipal Archives Rotterdam.
7  Since the arrival of the 19th century rural migrants, Rotterdam South has been labelled as “the farmers side” of the city and was 
generally looked down upon by inhabitants of the northern neighborhoods (Bet et al., 2006).
8  The Afrikaanderplein is 5 acres of open space, in a neighborhood of only 45 acres in total (Bet et al., 2006: 90)
9  Annual reports of the Rotterdam Society for Physical Education (1915, inv.nr J580). Municipal Archives Rotterdam.
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Despite the square’s badly suited “koolas” soil, made out of charcoal, children played soccer 
on its open spaces (part of the “koolas fi eld” can be seen in the forefront of [fi g.1]. There was a 
soccer fi eld located on the Afrikaanderplein, but this was only accessible for the students of the 
HBS (highschool) to which the fi elds belonged (Wolters, 1998).  During the Second World War, 
German soldiers built a bunker and dug trenches on the square, destroying it once again.

The “glory days” of Playground Afrikaanderplein (1948-1963)
As a close knit working class district, the Afrikaanderwijk was a neighborhood with an active 
community life, in which a variety of facilities for men, women and children was provided. Despite 
the relatively small scale of the Afrikaanderwijk, most streets had their own recreational committee. 
The Ontspanningsvereniging Herman Costerstraat (i.e. Relaxation Association Herman Coster 
Street) tried to expand its work by forming a subcommittee which planned to build a new 
playground on the Afrikaanderplein. Through an alliance with the Rotterdam Playground Central 
(RSC) and annual fees from members, the committee received ample funding, but its board 
was unsuccessful in negotiations with the city council and “unable to navigate the bureaucratical 
mill”10. The playground committee was to be disbanded while remaining funds were to be used 
for a street party. The RSC was not happy with these developments and urged inhabitants to 
participate in trying to establish a playground in Afrikaanderwijk11. 

In 1948, a group of local schoolteachers and parents, formed the second board of Speeltuinvereniging 
Afrikaanderplein (Playground Association Afrikaanderplein). After a minor argument, the available 
funding was handed over to the new committee which started negotiations with the city council 
immediately. Again, it proved diffi cult to convince the mayor and aldermen to release a part of the 
Afrikaander square: “we were continually in discussion with municipal authorities, but they have 
not reached a defi nitive decision yet. Now, the negotiations have progressed in so far that we can 
assume with great certainty that the future playground will be located where the bunker used to 
be”12. Despite these ongoing discussions, Playground Association Afrikaanderplein did not receive 
a space on the square until 1952. In the meantime, the association had two small existing sand 
playgrounds from the Society for Physical Education on loan and managed to receive permission 
to construct a temporary sandbox on the square. Volunteers from the association built the sandbox 
themselves, using donated timber, sand and nails13. A classroom in a local school was rented to 
start up club work14 during winter months and also served as a conference room for meetings.

In 1951, the association was fi nally granted a space on the Afrikaanderplein. All play equipment 
was ordered from a local carpentry fi rm, but the association’s volunteers were responsible for all 
remaining work during their free hours after work and during weekends15. Both large and small 
Rotterdam businesses supported the playground with either free materials or transportation. On 
the 8th of June 1952, Playground Afrikaanderplein was festively opened. 

10  Account of members meeting 19th September of 1948. In: meeting minutes 1948-1957 of playground association Afrikaanderplein. 
Unorganized archives of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
11  Annual report 1948-1949. In: meeting minutes 1948-1957 of playground association Afrikaanderplein. Unorganized archives of 
Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
12  Annual report 1948-1949. In: meeting minutes 1948-1957 of playground association Afrikaanderplein. Unorganized archives of 
Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
13  The story goes that while the volunteers were working on the sandbox, a social worker was sent by the municipality. She offered 
the men to provide a box of nails, free of charge. The volunteers laughed at her and joked that they did not need nails because 
they intended glue the beams together. The social worker left angrily. Eventually, the Holland-America Line donated the wooden 
beams and a local carpentry fi rm provided the nails. Gerard DEN BURGER (secretary of the association), 50th Anniversary Booklet, 
(unpublished, 1998).
14  In the early years of the ASV, the club work consisted of “monthly handicrafts, rythmic dancing, folk dancing, fret working 
and carpentry evenings.” Account of members meeting 26th of September 1949. In: meeting minutes 1948-1957 of playground 
association Afrikaanderplein. Unorganized archives of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
15  Such as constructing a fence, porters lodge and foundations for the play equipment.

[fi g. 1] The Afrikaanderplein 
in 1930 (copyright Fotoarchief 
Uitgeverij Voet)

[Fig. 2] Playground 
Afrikaanderplein in 1952, De 
Does, 2000: 41)
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This fi rst playground was a large area on the eastern part of the square, fenced-off by a low 
demarcation [fi g 2]. The play equipment mainly consisted of wooden slides, swings, rocking 
horses and jungle gyms. Next to the playground, the association had its own soccer fi eld for 
sports activities. A group of 16 to 20 volunteers alternately supervised the children’s play during 
opening hours and taught the winter club courses. Whenever maintenance was needed on play 
equipment, the volunteers were aided by local teachers and skilled parents such as carpenters 
and painters. The association also hired an elderly gentleman as a porter; he checked children’s 
memberships, cleaned and maintained the general order. The porter was affectionately called 
“grandpa” by the children and despite the fact that payment of the membership fee was needed 
to gain access to the playground, the porter would sometimes look the other way:

“He was very strict, and did not tolerate any nonsense in the playground. The fence 
around the old playground was very low. You could step over it if you wanted to, but 
I don’t think it even crossed our minds to do so. [….] Yet, he was very nice and knew 
every child and family in the neighborhood. At my house, we did not have the money 
[to pay the membership fee] but he let me play on the playground anyway.”16 

Whenever older Afrikaanderwijk residents talk about the playground of their youth in the 1950s 
and 1960s, an image appears of a thriving community center in a close-knit neighborhood. The 
playground was visited daily, both after and during school hours17. The visiting fi gures for the 
1950s show that approximately 30,000 children played in the playground annually18. This is not 
surprising, because the Afrikaanderwijk was a very densely constructed neighborhood which 
had no other open recreational spaces besides the large Afrikaanderplein. Due to the cramped 
housing and large families, children’s play in this period took place outdoors on the city streets 
(Karsten, 2002). After the Second World War, car ownership in the Netherlands was on the rise, 
which caused busier street traffi c. A playground offered a fun and safe addition to street play. 
Located in the heart of the neighborhood, the playground was not only a space for children, but 
also served as a meeting place for their parents:

“All children in our street used to play together, both on the streets and in the 
playground. Parents often sat on the sidewalk during the evening, keeping an eye 
out. We loved going to the playground as well, playing all together on the slides 
and swings. People would hang over the fence, talking to neighbors.”19

Especially through club work, the playground association also catered to the recreation of seniors 
(bingo and card games), teenagers (dance classes) and adults (volunteering, theatre, debates on 
child rearing for mothers and handicraft).

Despite its increasing social function in the neighborhood, the association still struggled to fi nd 
a space for their club work activities. The board kept an eye out for a suitable location and was 
fi nally successful in 1955 when part of the former soup kitchen on the Afrikaanderplein became 
vacant. This wooden building also housed a family and the local police station. The city council, 
who owned the property, was willing to rent the space to the playground association, provided that 
they shared it with a charitable Roman Catholic organization called “Sint Franciscus Liefdewerk”20. 
In the segregated Holland of the 1950s, different ideologies generally kept to themselves 
and provided schools, unions, media and recreation for their own members (Lijphart, 1968). 
The friendly collaboration between a “neutral” playground association and a Catholic welfare 
organization blurred these carefully drawn lines, and made the local newspaper headlines21. The 
monks left for another location in 1963, after which the attic was converted to show movies on 
Saturday afternoons. Since the playground association is not able to pay the full rent, the other 
vacant rooms were rented out to Rotterdam South newspaper “Het Vrije Volk”. 

The early years of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein saw its establishment as a community 
centre. In the memories of older Afrikaanderwijk inhabitants, the playground of the 1950s has 
established itself as an iconic image, representative of “their neighborhood” in its glory days. The 
association thrived on the existing social bonds in the area, making use of volunteers, the area’s 
commerce and local knowledge. However, the association had a very slow start due to problems 
in their search for a permanent playground and club house location. These issues would continue 
in the years to come.

Keeping up with a changing neighborhood (1963-1981)
In 1962, the association received word from the city council that the Afrikaanderplein was going 
to be completely redesigned the next year. As a result, the playground was forced to relocate to 
another part of the square. The association objected to the move but was told that “protesting 
would not help one bit, because the council decision had already been made without consulting 
us”22. The playground was dismantled and closed from October 1963 until June 1964, which 

16  Interview MR, 22th of June 2009 at playground Afrikaanderplein.
17  The playground had an agreement with primary schools close to the square, stating that the school classes were allowed to use 
the playground during breaks. This arrangement continues to this day. Interview GB 23th of June 2009.
18  The highest amount of visitors was reached in 1956, with exactly 36,000 children visiting the playground. Gerard DEN BURGER 
(secretary of the association), 50th Anniversary Booklet, (unpublished, 1998).
19  Interview EJ, 22th of June 2009 at playground Afrikaanderplein.
20  “St. Francis’ Labour of Love” was run by Franciscan monks and occupied itself with youth welfare and aid to the poor. Newspaper 
article: 24th of November 1955, “Nieuw clubgebouw voor speeltuin Afrikaanderplein: lang gekoesterde wens in vervulling” (unknown 
newspaper). Unorganized archives of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
21  Newspaper article: (undated, 1955)“Clubgebouw op Afrikaanderplein geopend: neutrale en katholieke vereniging in een huis” 
(unknown newspaper). Unorganized archives of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
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formed a problem for the collection of the contribution. The city council decided to compensate the 
playground by funding the building of a new porters’ lodge. Once opened, the new Afrikaanderplein 
playground functioned along the same lines as its predecessor; old play equipment was replaced 
every few years, club work activities were expanded and more schools started utilizing the 
playground during school breaks (Den Burger, 1995).  

The 1960s and 1970s witnessed an increase in regulations aimed at playgrounds; the association’s 
meeting minutes now include discussions on insurance policies for the club house, the purchasing 
of “safer” play equipment and decrees about fi re safety from the Rotterdam fi re department23. The 
Rotterdam municipality extended a subsidy to the playgrounds, which was distributed by regional 
institution RSC24 and after 1974 by the BSW25. However, because of the expanding network of 
regulations, safety measures and taxes aimed at recreational facilities, the municipal funding 
never covered all costs. Most Dutch playgrounds therefore struggled fi nancially from the 1970s 
onwards. The period also witnessed an increasing professionalisation and bureaucratization of 
the playground work (Adriaanse et al., 2000). In the Rotterdam magazine “Binding”, aimed at 
people volunteering in playground and neighborhood associations, articles written by pedagogues, 
children’s librarian’s and teachers appeared about “working with children”26. In 1974, the BSW27 
was instated to help neighborhood organizations with   applying for subsidy, training their 
volunteers and navigating Rotterdam bureaucracy.

In this period, the dynamics of the Afrikaanderwijk started to change. Because of the dated quality 
of the housing in the neighborhood, the fi rst rounds of urban renewal began with renovations 
and, as we have seen, a renewal of the Afrikaanderplein.28 Older residents started to move 
away to other Rotterdam neighborhoods or suburbs, and their houses were often converted by 
Dutch speculators to shabby pension houses for Turkish guest workers. Tensions rose between 
the migrants and the Dutch inhabitants, culminating in the Netherlands’ only race riots in 1972 
(Wolters, 1998). Because of the neighborhoods’ new social dynamics, with a growing population 
of migrant families and the relocation of many Dutch inhabitants, the previously strong social 
cohesion in the neighborhood began to show cracks.

For the Afrikaanderplein association, these developments meant a decreasing number of 
volunteers29 and board members. The playground’s archives show that the association even 
managed without an active board for a few years in the 1970s. The period also witnessed 
incidents of vandalism; the fence and play equipment were repeatedly damaged causing a new, 
higher fence to be installed.30 Arson proved to be the biggest problem: after a few minor fi res, the 
club house was burned to the ground in 1976. After the initial shock had passed, board members 
started searching for a new clubhouse location but were unsuccessful to fi nd anything in the 
Afrikaanderwijk. They decided that the building of a new playground would be the only way to 
continue the playground work.

“In the meantime, we were given the third fl oor of the old monastery on the square 
as a temporary club house. This really was an emergency solution and not ideal 
because of the six fl ights of stairs that had to be climbed. Especially older members 
struggled with those and all senior activities were cancelled. And you had to go all the 
way downstairs for every delivery. [….] We had countless meetings with architects, 
the city council and Bouw- en Woningtoezicht about a loan, building permits and 
planning permission. It didn’t go smoothly, because there was a general unwillingness 
and resistance to help us. We applied for a loan in ’76 and only got it in ’79! If it wasn’t 
for the help of BSW consultants, I don’t think we would have managed it. 31”

The new clubhouse, funded by a loan, municipal subsidy and donations, was fi nally fi nished in1980. 
To keep the bulding costs low, the volunteers worked on the interior of the building, such as the 
electrics, plumbing, inner walls and furnishings. In the same year, new plans of the city council to 
relocate the playground due to another renewal of the Afrikaandersquare reached the playground 
association. This time, a protest letter to the city council had the desired effect, and the playground 
was allowed to stay on its location during the building work. Despite the lack of volunteers and a 
decline in interest for club work activities, the large amount of sold playground tickets suggests 

22  Interview GB, 22th of June 2009 at playground Afrikaanderplein.
23 Meeting minutes summary/ annual reports? (undated, 1970s). Unorganized archives of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
24  RSC: Rotterdam Playground Central (see note 4).
25  BSW: Buurt- en Speeltuinwerk. In 1974, the Rotterdam Playground Central (RSC) merged with the RCB (Rotterdamse 
Coördinatie Buurtwerk, i.e. Rotterdam Coordination of Neighborhood Work) into the BSW.
26  Binding: leidersblad van de Rotterdamse Stichting tot Coördinatie van het Buurt- en Speeltuinwerk (1958-1980, inv.nr. P1471). 
Municipal Archives Rotterdam.
27  See note 25.
28  During the 1970s, the social housing corporation started buying houses in the Afrikaanderwijk  on a large scale, after which most 
houses were renovated. The parties involved (city council, social housing corporation, local committees, project team urban renewal) 
had diffi culties reaching decisions, and opted for “safer” routes of renovations instead of renewal. An exception to this careful policy 
was the demolishment of the “Leeuwenhoek” area. See: “Dienstenstructuur Ruimtelijke Ordening en Stadsvernieuwing Rotterdam, 
De Afrikaanderwijk en Stadsvernieuwing, In: Stadsvernieuwing en Rotterdam (Rotterdam: Gemeente Rotterdam, 1986) Municipal 
Archives Rotterdam. 
29  Most Dutch organizations relying on volunteerwork saw their number of active members drop from the 1970s onwards; a partial 
result of the fact that more women started professional careers in this period (Adriaanse et al, 2000)
30  A representative of the playground association said in 1981: “Rowdy teenagers, 15 and 16 years old, just walk through the too 
low fence. Just destroying it! The volunteers working in the club house run out to stop them, but when they’re back is turned the 
teenagers return. The police can not be everywhere at once. It’s a daily problem and an outrage!” Newspaper article 27th of May 
1981, “Trieste Balans op het Afrikaanderplein” (Het Vrije Volk).Unorganized archives of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
31  Interview GB, 22th of June 2009 at playground Afrikaanderplein.
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that the playground remained popular with neighborhood children. As we shall see in the next 
paragraph, the children of migrant families would become the main audience of the playground.

An island in multicultural Afrikaanderwijk (1982-2009)
The 1980s and 1990s were decades in which the social and spatial transformation of the 
neighborhood took place on a larger scale; urban renewal projects replaced the dense 19th 
century housing with opened up building blocks (Crimson, 2007). Drawn to the Afrikaanderwijk 
by low renting costs, the migrant population continued to grow. In the present-day, 85% of the 
neighborhood’s inhabitants were of migrant descent. Poverty and unemployment levels for the 
Afrikaanderwijk are well above the Rotterdam average. Countless social projects, researches 
and task forces with varying degrees of success have tried to boost the social cohesion, negative 
image (criminality and unsafety) and general quality of life of the neighborhood (Bet et al, 2006: 
24-28, Dekker & Senstius, 2001).

For the playground association, this meant a new audience. During interviews, young Turkish and 
Maroccan women spoke fondly of their time growing up in the Afrikaanderwijk in the 1980s: 

“We all played games together on the streets. There were so many children in 
Afrikaanderwijk in that time, the families were larger then. Parents didn’t have to worry 
about their children’s safety, because there was always an older brother or sister 
around to watch the younger ones. Nowadays, you can’t let your little one play on the 
streets, too dangerous. [….] The playground was a special outing for us, something 
for the weekend or market days. Normally we’d play on the streets or in the inner 
garden32. I do the same thing with my daughter now: we plan to go to the playground 
with a group of my girlfriends. We talk and the children play.”33

These and similar stories correspond with the playground’s decline of subscribing members 
whereas large amounts of day tickets were sold (Den Burger, 1995: 22-25). However, a 1990 
interview with the association’s chairman Frans Kriesch related a less rosy picture: the playground 
still suffered from problems with vandalism, pollution and its volunteers now also had to deal with 
physical and verbal violence34. A special set of behavioral guidelines for visiting children and 
parents was implemented in the same year. Besides talking about the playground’s problems35, 
Kriesch spares a positive comment for the “old Afrikaanderwijkers, who remain highly independent 
but help [the playground] out whenever we need it”36. Nowadays, the playground continues as a 
white island in a multicultural neighborhood. 

“There’s one thing I really worry about, and that’s the lack of new volunteers. Most 
people who do it now are a bit older, like me, and won’t do it for much longer. A lot of 
them don’t even live in the Afrikaanderwijk anymore, I don’t either, but still help out. 
The allochtonen don’t have volunteering in their culture, they don’t understand it and 
so they don’t join. Of course, lots of organizations have trouble fi nding volunteers 
nowadays; people are too busy with themselves.”37

A small group of older Dutch inhabitants still use the playground as a social meeting place; every 
morning they catch up on local news and have a cup of coffee at the club house. These people 
have all known each other and worked together on the playground for decades and as a result have 
a very closed-off appearance to an outsider. The links with local commerce are also fragmenting; 
Dutch businesses have largely been replaced by migrant shops, coffee houses and restaurants. 
These new businesses often have a short life-span and according to the playground’s secretary 
and caretaker, are not as inclined to give donations for renovations or help out at festivities.

The last decade, the Afrikaanderplein playground has maybe moved away from its traditional 
community centre routs, but still caters to playing neighborhood children: approximately 16,000 
tickets are sold annually38 and a large part of these is a result of an increase in schoolclass visits, 
preschools and day-care centres (“Buitenschoolse Opvang Afrikaanderwijk, BOA). Even primary 
schools from adjoining neighborhoods pay regular visits to the Afrikaanderplein playground. 
Also, the playground association has gained a stronger position with regard to the city council, 
is supported by local organizations39 and more able to navigate the subsidy landscape40. For 
example, when a major renovation of play equipment took place in 1981, they managed to receive 
a donation of 30,000 gulders from the city council.

32  Most newly developed building blocks in this period have inner gardens with a small play space for children. During the evening, 
these gardens are closed and only accessible for the block’s residents.
33  Street interview with Y. at playground Joubertstraat, 17th of June 2009.
34  Verslag van een gesprek met dhr. Frans Kriesch, voorzitter van de speeltuinvereniging Afrikaanderplein” 2nd of October 1990. 
Unorganized archives of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein
35  A number of “iconic” playground activities were also dropped because of a failing connection between the neighborhood and the 
association. The annual chinese lantern parade through the Afrikaanderwijk has been cancelled as of 2006; eggs were thrown at 
the crowd and passing cars refused to stop for parade.
36  Ibidem.
37  Interview with EJ, 23rd of June at playground Afrikaanderplein
38  Interview with GB, 22nd of June at playground Afrikaanderplein.
39  Such as the previously mentioned BSW, but also the Dienst Recreatie Rotterdam (i.e. Department of Recreation Rotterdam) 
and district Feyenoord.
40  “We have a long list of organizations and companies we can apply to when we need funding for a party or renovations. We 
write separate letters to each donor, it’s a lot of work. I do sometimes feel the fun is sucked out of the playground work, because of 
all those endless meetings, administration and funding requests. Not to mention all the safety measures nowadays! We of course 
heartily support all safety measures, but since the “Warenwet op speeltoestellen” (i.e. Law on play equipment ) from 1997 it has 
become more diffi cult. It keeps us away from the real work on the playground, but sadly it’s necessary” Interview with EJ, 23rd of 
June at playground Afrikaanderplein
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Despite a better ability in tackling bureaucracy, the association was still the subject of another 
undesired relocation. In 1997, the association was informed yet again about an upcoming 
transformation of the Afrikaandersquare. As a result, not only would the playground have to be 
relocated, but the association would lose its soccer fi eld [fi g. 3]. 

Reports in the association’s archives show that the board was seriously displeased and arranged 
meetings with councilmen to discuss the matter. “In June, we received word that our efforts had 
not been futile. The old plans had been found wanting, and they were working on a new design”41. 
Over the next eight years, the playground association attended approximately twenty meetings 
annually in which the Afrikaanderplein renewal plans, budgets and the fate of the playground 
were discussed; “we doubt that our views on the matter are heard, but by participating we at 
least know which plans are discussed”42. Eventually, the playground did lose its soccer fi eld and 
received an overall smaller space on the new Afrikaandersquare, which was opened in 2006. 
Secretary Den Burger said about the most recent relocation:

“We were very sad to see the soccer fi eld go. They [district Feyenoord] put so much 
money towards projects stimulating sports and then they demolish the Afrikaanderwijk’s 
only soccer fi eld. It’s unbelievable. Our playground space is much smaller now too, it’s a 
shame. A good thing that came out of it was the new club house. We had some say in the 
drawings and such. The high fence is also useful, it saves us a lot of vandalism costs.”43

After more than sixty years, Playground Association Afrikaanderplein has witnessed many 
changes of policy, neighborhood dynamics, user groups, activities and locations, but is still a 
favorite spot for the Afrikaanderwijk’s children. The present-day playground may no longer be a 
facility of the neighborhood, or an image of “community spirit”, but it is still very much a facility for 
the neighborhood.

[Preliminary] Conclusions
The historical outline presented in this case study shows the development of the Afrikaanderplein 
Playground Association from a small-scale playground, to a fully integrated neighborhood facility 
that thrived on and facilitated existing community networks. The playground provided recreation 
and an opportunity to socialize with neighbors for children, adults and seniors alike. Since the 
1970s, the playground association has struggled with the changing dynamics of the Afrikaanderwijk 
and largely lost its community centre qualities. Nowadays, children mainly visit the playground as 
a “special outing” or as part of extra curricular activities. The current playground is managed by a 
devoted group of Dutch (former) Afrikaanderwijkers, yet caters to a multicultural neighborhood. 

The case study of the Afrikaanderwijk playground shows that despite its status of a fully integrated 
public facility, the association is and was still largely dependent on “secondary”, informal practices, 
which fall outside the realm of traditional planning processes (De Meulder & Heynen, 2006). In 
the case of the Afrikaanderplein playground, the skillful use of the neighborhood’s social networks 
was important: local commerce, skilled volunteers, teachers and local schools, charitable 
organizations both within and outside Afrikaanderwijk, individual donators and benefactors, the 
RSC and BSW all have collaborated over the years in the development of the playground. These 
informal networks were the main engine behind its continued existence and its capacity to deal 
with change and disorder.

This history of playground Afrikaanderplein also illustrates how “secondarity” is dependent on 
a socio-spatial fl exibility, porosity and vacancies in order to function (Rémy & Voyé, 1981). The 
“glory days” of the Afrikaanderplein playground in the 1950s, were produced by appropriating 
ambiguous, unregulated urban spaces through the use of local knowledge, unwritten neighborhood 
rules and informal networks. For example, the 1950s club house in the former soup kitchen with 
its variety of organizations: it was formally acquired through a rental contract with the municipality, 

41  Meeting minutes of the board of Playground Association Afrikaanderplein, 1997-2006, Unorganized archives of Playground 
Association Afrikaanderplein
42  Ibidem.
43  Interview GB, 22th of June 2009 at playground Afrikaanderwijk
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but the vacancy was discovered through word of mouth. Also, the club house could only function 
because of the good collaboration and tolerance between its diverse occupants. Over the years, 
the playground has had a mixed relationship with “primary” structures. The association was (and 
is) dependent on the municipality for funding, formal recognition and the allocation of suitable 
spaces. On the other hand, rounds of renewal plans of the Rotterdam city council in Afrikaanderwijk 
neighborhood have uprooted the playground twice. The playground was generally regarded as 
a residual cause of these plans, as a space that simply had to be addressed in transforming the 
square and in which the association itself had very little infl uence.

In more recent years, the fl exibility of both the playground association itself and the Afrikaanderwijk 
has decreased. The overregulation of the neighborhood into a “social laboratory” for innovative 
policies and a “test garden of urban renewal (Bet, et al., 2006), increasing restrictions of 
playground work by complex bureaucratic practices and (national) regulations on security and 
safety issues, and the isolation of the playground association from a changing neighborhood 
have all contributed to a more regulated, ordered functioning of the playground. For instance, the 
fences used to demarcate the playground have developed from a very low wire fence in 1948 to 
a 2,5 meter high, iron-barred demarcation in 2006. In earlier decades, the strong social cohesion 
and practices of social control among Afrikaanderwijkers ensured that vandalism was scarce. 
In other words, the neighborhood collectively kept order on the playground premises, making a 
fence almost obsolete. In the present-day playground, the area’s social cohesion is very low and 
ties between the playground and the community are weakened. On the one hand, the high fence 
allows the playground to continue its work and keep vandalism and other irregularities outside 
but at the same time, the restriction posed by the fence enhances the playground’s isolation from 
the neighborhood even more. Besides the raising of playground fences, the increasing number of 
rules, household regulations and sign posts are another example of decreasing informal networks. 
Anno 2009, Playground Association Afrikaanderwijk is still “a labor of love and community spirit” 
for a small group of dedicated seniors, but is in desperate need of a community to go with it.
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Abstract
Since the origins of modern urban planning, certain social groups have been systematically 
marginalized in the design of European cities. Strong liaisons between this discipline and 
economical and political ruling powers led to different forms of control or exclusion being 
imposed on powerless Others. As a consequence, a complex panel of urban tensions and 
confl icts emerged between these groups and the ruling powers, being these tensions refl ected 
in transformations in the urban fabric. However, by questioning limits and selectively modifying 
the urban fabric, some of these groups have found their place and their identity in the new 
urban space.

The case study of women is paradigmatic. In spite of being traditionally considered one of 
these “other” social groups, women have defi ned their place in modern urban life. Since the 
late nineteenth century, women have forged patterns of freedom within the pre-established and 
hostile physical framework of European cities. The formation of secondary grids or alternative 
maps that linked their spaces of socialization and an appropriation of existing formal structures 
enabled them to integrate within the modern city. Conversely, what differentiates these forms 
of integration from those of other neglected collectives is the spatial defi nition of their places of 
socialization. Women, who traditionally had been confi ned to the domestic space, broke public/
private boundaries by extending their interior space towards the modern city.

This paper studies the beginnings of modern urban planning in Paris in relation to the spatial 
conditions and atmospheres generated in places that women claimed as their own. It is in 
these places where pre-established private/public boundaries began to be questioned. This 
paper will review theories and interpretations from other disciplines, since planning and urban 
design have not fully developed the tools to study these “other social groups”. Sociology, 
geography, anthropology, history, and philosophy, will enrich theories of urban design in order to 
understand and frame the implications for minority populations, such as women, in the design 
of our cities.

Understanding Gendered Boundaries of Modern Urban Planning. 
An interdisciplinary approach
Throughout the history of European cities women have been systematically prevented from 
experiencing public urban spaces. For a long time, the foundation and growth of cities were 
structured by primitive social organizations in families and by groups of families that placed 
women as guardians of domestic spaces.1 As a consequence of this rigid patriarchal order, 
societies perceived any presence of women outside domestic private spaces as a symptom of 
disorder in the city, or as what Elisabeth Wilson calls ‘the Sphinx in the city’.2 

Furthermore, in opposition to any the expectation on the new industrial society, modern urban 
planning maintained this patriarchal pattern. Despite persistent questionings of established 
orders by a growing working class, fears of a social revolution led to a return to deep traditional 
values. Ruling classes understood that uncontrolled human densifi cation of major industrial 
European cities during the nineteenth century demanded a parallel development of norms 

1  This settlement pattern by clusters of families has usually created a spatial structure controlled by neighbours’ sight. As 
Michelle Perrot comments in her study about pre-industrial Parisian private life at the beginning of the nineteenth century: 
`The neighbourhood open to the wider city and to many forms of private behaviour, formed a more complex society than 
the household. Space was less important than people, neighbour whom a person rarely chose freely and whose affec-
tion he needed to win even as he defended himself against them. Neighbours established a code of proper behaviour at 
home as well as in the street, a norm that one had to respect in order to win acceptance, since people tended naturally to 
exclude those who were different form themselves in nationality, race and place of origin.  As Louis Chevalier indicated in 
his study of industrial society, “Paris was a congeries of villages.” […] What will the neighbours say? was a common refrain. 
The disproval, tolerance, or indulgence of one´s neighbours determined the law by which one lived.´ Michelle PERROT, 
A history of Private Life, Vol IV: From the fi res of Revolution to the Great War (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Belknap 
Press, 1990), 231. 
2  “We must cease to perceive the city as a dangerous and disorderly zone from which women- and others- must be largely 
excluded for their own protection. It is the male-female dichotomy that has so damagingly translated itself into a conception 
of city culture as pertaining to men. Consequently, women have become an irruption in the city, a symptom of disorder, and 
a problem: the Sphinx in the city.  Elisabeth WILSON, Sphinx in the city: urban life, the control of disorder, and women, 
(London: Virago Press, 1991), 9.
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and rules to be imposed on this recently emergent society.3 Related to this normalization of 
society was the emergence of urban planning. Planners strengthened the physical boundaries 
between the public and private of newly built urban fabric whereas social reformers determined 
through norms who would inhabit those new spatial confi gurations. According to this modern 
socio-spatial confi guration, women, along other politically powerless social groups, were again 
excluded from public urban life, and relegated to the safety of private domestic spaces. 4  Hence, 
with the appearance of modern urban planning, the built environment became a complex milieu 
divided by boundaries related to gender.

Evidencing gendered boundaries in early modern urban space
Since modern urban interventions divided confi gurations by gender, studies of the female 
experience in modern public/private spaces have focused on revealing these boundaries. 
Boundaries dividing genders were not only spatially designed by architects and urban planners 
who determined limits between private and public spatial qualities, but also they were defi ned 
in practical terms by social norms that indicated the place to be occupied according to gender: 
male/public/city and female/private/home. Therefore, analyses of these boundaries become a 
deconstruction of their structure to fi nd their initial socio-spatial nature, being their investigation 
sources not only spatial representations but also spatial practices of society. However a diffi cult 
question that these analyses raise is what methodology should be followed to study a hidden 
urban experience, and how to interpret a spatial construction that was framed by architectural 
qualities but instigated by social issues.

New research support towards an interdisciplinary methodology
Following this question, certain investigations of gender, architecture and urban space fl ourished 
in the 1990s through the work of a heterogeneous group of scholars.5 Their results, in the form 
of texts compilations such as Sexuality and Space (1992) or The Sex of Architecture (1996), 
revealed how any research methodology in a gender critique of space needed to be based on an 
interdisciplinary approach. Although these scholars partly coincided in an interest of disciplinary 
studies interchange, there were two different ways to understand it. On the one hand, Beatriz 
Colomina´s edited volume Sexuality and Space opened traditional research methodologies in 
architecture by introducing a range of interpretations coming from fi elds such as visual arts, 
media and cultural studies. The objective of this compilation was to understand through these 
other disciplines the close relationship between sexual identities and space which had been 
hidden within everyday practices. As Colomina points out,

“How is the question of space already inscribed in the question of sexuality? This formulation 
required that we abandon the traditional though of architecture as object, a bounded entity 
addressed by an independent subject and experienced by a body. Instead, architecture must be 
thought of as a system of representation in the same way that we think drawings, photographs, 
models, fi lm, or television, not only because architecture is made available to us through these 
media but because the built object is itself a system of representation. Likewise, the body has to 
be understood as a political construct, a product of such systems of representation rather than 
the means by which we encounter them.”6

On the other hand, Diana Agrest et al.’s edited volume The Sex of Architecture departed 
from architecture and urban planning scholarship to reinterpret gender realities through the 
deconstruction of built space and architectural practice by importing mechanisms from other 
disciplines. As the editors´ introduction remarks,

“Almost all of the essays in this book indentify, explicitly or implicitly, the female as “other”, and it 
is from this marginalized position that women writing on architecture today are exploring history, 
the uses of public spaces, consumerism, and the role of domesticity in search of “ways into” 
architecture, often through alternative forms of practice and education.”7

As described by their authors, both methods seemed relatively close in their intentions and 
understanding of how spatial confi gurations are gender-charged, and thus, divided. In fact, 
these compilations have become the guide for any research on gender studies in architecture. 

3  See Jacques DONZELOT, The Polizing of Families, Welfare versus the State (London: Hutchinson of London, 1979). 
4  Both Ildefonso Cerdá´s Plan for Barcelona (1855) and Napoleon III and George-Eugéne Haussmann´s Plan for Paris 
(1851) are clear examples. The planning of both industrial cities combined not only a health restructure of a medieval 
urban fabric but also a social reform of their population. Their implications in gender affairs have been analyzed by diverse 
authors, such as: Barbara HOOPER, “The Poem of Male desires: Female Bodies, Modernity and “Paris, capital of the 
Nineteenth Century”´ in Leonie SANDERCOCK (ed.): Making the Invisible Visible, Berkeley (University of California Press, 
1998) and Pilar CANO ROJAS: “La casa: Formadora de sexos y géneros en la Barcelona de fi nales del XIX y principios 
del XX”, in Mercedes ARRIAGA FLÓREZ (ed.), Mujeres, Espacio y Poder (Sevilla: ArCiBel Editores, 2006).
5  Main publications about gender studies and architecture edited in the 90´s were: Beatriz COLOMINA (ed.), Sexuality and 
Space (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1992), Debra L COLEMAN, Ann DANZE, & Carol Jane HENDERSON 
(eds.), Feminism and Architecture, (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1996), Diana AGREST, Patricia CONWAY 
and Leslie KANES WEISMAN (eds.), The sex of Architecture, (Nueva York: Harry N. Abrhams, 1996) and Duncan MC-
CORQUODALE, Katerina RÜEDI and Sarah WIGGLESWORTH(eds.),  Desiring Practices (London: Black Dog Publishing 
Limited, 1996). 
6  Beatriz COLOMINA (ed.), Opus cit., iv.
7  Diana AGREST, Patricia CONWAY and Leslie Kanes WEISMAN (eds.), Opus cit., 11.
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However, in some of these contributions, an excessive interest in interdisciplinary themes and 
feminist claims has produced a distancing from the built work and the production of architecture. 
As a result, most of this work is a subsidiary production of alien disciplines, such as sociology, 
cultural or media studies, leaving behind the inescapable spatial component, and thus failing to 
support any argument about urban gender boundaries.

In order to surpass some of the limitations of these two approaches and test their achievements, 
this paper will refi ne interdisciplinary methodology in architectural and urban studies as related 
to gender, using Paris between 1850 and 1890 --a historical moment of urban change for the 
city in relation to questions of divisions by gender. 8 The paper, neither pondering the social over 
the spatial nor the spatial over social, will interpret both spatial forms resulting of social norms 
and political decisions to order society, and emergent housing typologies that modify women´s 
everyday lives in the public arena. Furthermore, plates in fashion magazines, studies by social 
reformers, manners books and paintings by female artists will be reviewed along with more 
specifi c architectural representations such as plans, sections and elevations, complementing 
the interdisciplinary approach of previous scholars. 9 Interpretations of this material will be 
framed in an understanding of the relationships between the female inhabitant, her experience 
and corporality, and the built environment, formed by the intricate relationship between specifi c 
spatial and material qualities and socio-cultural gendered norms and practices. 10 

Multidisciplinary evidences of gender boundaries in modern Haussmann´s Paris 
As pointed out, socio-spatial regulations of major European industrial cities were the origin of 
modern planning boundaries by gender. An illustrative case study of this argument is Paris 
at the end of the nineteenth century. Massive immigration, the cholera epidemics of 1832 
and 1849, 11 large extensions of slums in some suburban areas close to the octroi limits, and 
urban fabric density in city centre, which blocked crossing in both North-South and East-West 
directions, were some of the reasons that posed a change towards order and control of the city. 

12 Consequently, successive city planners, or Prefects of the Seine, such as Count Rambuteau 
(1833-1848), Berger (1848-1853) and G.E. Haussmann (1853-1870), began to divide the city 
along various physical boundaries. 13 Apparently based on scientifi c and technical reasons, 
these boundaries determined who would inhabit what space, through the imposition of political 
decisions and social norms. 14 As Barbara Hooper explains in “The Poem of Male Desires”,

“Historically, in times of crisis and insecurity, when there is fear of social disintegration and 
regression, the accompanying desire to take control frequently becomes a hegemonic push for 
strict borders around those identities and social relations most fundamental to its constitution, that 
is, those borders around the “primordial” of sex, race, class and territory. It is not surprising, then, 
that these fears of contamination and disorder are expressed as the need to exert control over 
those bodies produced as particularly dangerous to the dominant body of the male bourgeois: 
women, prostitutes, criminals, slum dwellers, the insane, the sick, the hereditarily degenerate, 
homosexuals, the “dark races”, beggars and street sellers, the dangerous classes.”15

According to this procedure, those that the ruling powers viewed as prospective causes of 
social disorder were excluded from public urban life. The working class was moved to the 
outlying banlieues in the gentrifi cation of arrondissements I and II, while women, from both elite 
and working classes, returned to the safety of domestic spaces.16

8  Paris suffered the major urban transformation by Napoleon III and Haussmann´s plan between 1850 and 1870. Differ-
ent urban historical researches coincide in thinking that consequences of fi rst urban works of this plan extended till the 
end of the nineteenth century. After the Empire, in the Third Republic, public urban works in the city of Paris continued the 
previously traced plan.
9  Methodologies used by architectural historian Beatriz Colomina, modern painting critic Griselda Pollock and literature 
critics in Susan Merril Squier edited book. See Beatriz COLOMINA, Privacy and Publicity: Modern architecture as mass 
media (Cambridge MA; London: MIT Press, 1994), Griselda POLLOCK, Vision and Difference (London: Routledge, 1988), 
Susan MERRILL SQUIER (ed.), Women Writers and the City: Essays in Feminist Literary Criticism (Knoxville: The Uni-
versity of Tennessee, 1984).
10  Interpretations about these primary resources, framed in a refl ection about socio-spatial reciprocity, will be partly 
interpreted following Elisabeth Grosz discussion about the reciprocal relationship that bodies establish with city space in 
modern culture. According to Grosz, “The body and its environment, rather, produce each other as forms of the hyperrreal, 
as modes of simulation which have overtaken and transformed whatever reality each may have had into the image of the 
other: the city is made and made over into the simulacrum of the body, and the body, in its turn, is transformed, “citifi ed”, 
“urbanized as a distinctively metropolitan body”. Thus, the female body is “physically, socially, sexually and discursively 
produced”, but reciprocally, “bodies reinscribe and project themselves onto their sociocultural environment”. Elisabeth 
GROSZ, “Bodies-Cities” in Beatriz COLOMINA, Sexuality and Space, Opus cit., 242.
11  Cholera epidemics developed this thought centred in social discrimination. Barbara HOOPER, Opus cit., 227.
12  See Louis CHEVALIER: La Formation de la Population Parisienne au XIXeme siècle (Paris, 1950) and Jeanne 
GAILLARD, Paris: La Ville, 1852-1870 (Paris, 1958).
13  Anthony SUTCLIFFE, Paris: An Architectural History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 83.
14  Political decisions of both the monarch Louis Philippe (1930-1848) and Napoleon III (1848-1870) and the social norms 
related to them the fi gure of Frederic Le Play as its prime exponent.
15  Barbara HOOPER, Opus cit., 235.
16  Around mid-nineteenth century the only manufacturing production mechanized in France was the spinning, and thus 
the norm was a small scale industry for textile manufacturing production.   Mechanization in this production sector was very 
important for female work, since spinning used to be a “women´s job”. Increase in use of Spinning Jennies forced women 
to work in suburban industrial spinning factories of major cities, such as Paris. However knitting machine -the tricotose- 
invention returned women to homes, from where they knitted for the manufacturing industry.  Susan K. FOLEY: Women in 
France since 1789: the meanings of difference (New York: Palgrave Macmillian, 2004), 61. 
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Moreover, the beginning of modern urban planning coincided with a return to traditional social 
values. After a socially turbulent period which culminated in the great Revolution of 1848, the 
state relied on ultra-conservative conceptions of social order to restore control over society.17 
These powers believed in the need to safely confi ne women in domestic spaces for their own 
protection, becoming their segregated and restricted places of action. An analysis of fi rst female 
Impressionist painters work, such as Berthe Morisot, Mary Cassatt, Marie Bracquemond or 
Susana Gonzalès, gives a clear evidence of this socio-spatial segregation. First, the settings 
they usually selected for their paintings were those acceptable places for bourgeois women, 
either private spaces of their homes where they developed their daily domestic activities, or a 
few public spaces where, always accompanied, they enact the rituals of an educated society. 18 
As the art critic Griselda Pollock points out,

“A range of places and subjects was closed to them while open to their male colleagues who 
could move freely with men and women in the socially fl uid public world of the streets, popular 
entertainment, and commercial and casual sexual exchange”. 19

Further analyses of these paintings reveal a recurrent use of the same composition:  a specifi c 
component, a rail or a balcony that separates two spatial conditions, a domestic interior, where 
women stand and the city, appearing behind bars. This pictorial composition represents the 
spatial divisions related to gender identities of nineteenth-century bourgeois Parisians. [fi g.1]

    

Social Reform: family as centre of social order.
A key fi gure in this social reform was Frédéric Le Play, State counsellor under Napoleon III. In 
this position, Le Play organized the 1855 and 1867 Universal Exhibitions in Paris, through which 
taste and conduct of the whole society were to be reformed. According to Walter Benjamin,

“They [World exhibitions] are a school in which the masses, forcibly excluded from consumption, 
are imbued with the exchange value of commodities to the point of identifying with them.”20

Le Play, as a social reformer related to the Imperial State, contemplated creating a political 
alternative not only to liberal individualism, but also to the revolutionary change and reactionary 
vocation of pre-industrial society. Therefore, Le Play focused his investigations in sociological 
observations of unstructured lives of European workers to use them as a report of social 
instability.21 As opposed to these “low morality” ways of life, Le Play supported the ties that 
traditional structured families provided, since he hoped to revitalize civil society through 
recovering hierarchical structures of the patriarchal steam family. 22  As he indicated in Ouvriers 
européens (1855),  

17  David HARVEY, Paris, Capital of Modernity (New York and London: Routledge, 2006), p.59.
18  Interior such as rooms, balconies and small private gardens were painted in the majority of female impressionist works, 
such as The Cradle by B. Morisot (1872) or The Tea (1880) by M. Cassatt. Moreover, they particularly chose public space 
settings to show leisure time scenes. Accompanied visits to theatres, dances, parks, lakes, recreation areas are usually the 
subject of painters such as Une loge aux Italiens (1874) by S. Gonzalès, Summer´s day (1879) by B. Morisot. 
19  Griselda POLLOCK: Opus cit., 62.
20  Walter BENJAMIN: The arcades project, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 18.
21  Paul RABINOW: French Modern: Norms and Forms of the Social Environment (Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1989), 58-67.
22  Le Play named stem families to those patriarchal families in which parents’ property is inherited by an only heir. Frédé-
ric LE PLAY, Ouvriers européens (Tours: A. Mame et fi ls, 1877-79).

[fi g. 1] Clear examples of 
spatially divided compositions 

are “Sister at a Window” (1869) 
by Berthe Morisot, in which 

painter´s sister seated in a room 
of a Haussmann´s block home 

looks indirectly with disdain city 
life, and “Susan on the Balcony 

holding a Dog” (1882) by M. 
Cassatt, in which the same 

composition is repeated but 
female longing to freely enjoy 

city life is better expressed.
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“Private life stamps public life with its character. The family is the foundation of the State.” 23

Le Play shared imperial conservative analysis with Napoleon III and Haussmann that indicated 
the lack of hierarchical relations of authority as the cause of modern social crisis. Therefore, 
social relations such as authority and cooperation should be immediately recovered in the 
family and the workplace for social stability. Since Le Play strongly believed that paternalism 
and patronage offered the best structures to create social relationships, the father should be the 
breadwinner, while woman, healthy and modest, was the “providence of homes” who kept the 
moral values as the main agent of social progress. As Le Play says,

“The status acquired by women in the family and society is more infl uential than any other 
cause related to morality or the progress of a nation.” 24

In addition to these ideas of social reform, declining birth rates in bourgeois families alarmed 
moral reformers. They attributed selfi shness to women, a characteristic of precedent aristocratic 
females who rejected their “natural” social role as mothers. Motherhood lay at the heart of 
Rousseau’s ideal, infl uential of post-revolutionary bourgeois elites, which defended mother role 
as the main basis for a stable society and civic virtue. Furthermore, this demographical situation 
demonstrated an alleged incompatibility between procreation and public life, and provided 
a justifi cation to separate spheres of existence by gender identities. 25 Thus, women of the 
bourgeoisie, relegated to the private sphere, became household managers who established 
everyday spatial and temporal order within their homes. [fi g. 2] Guidebooks and manuals, such 
as the Manuel de la maîtresse de maison de Madame Celnart (1821) or the Manuel complet 
de la maîtresse de maison ou la parfaite ménagérè by Madame Gacon-Dufour (1826), helped 
them in their domestic tasks. These volumes described the rituals and behaviour that women 
should adopt in their private lives.26 

Spatial order: women in private spaces
Ideas about the role of women at home were related to conservative doctrines of the Restoration 
that envisaged the family as a basic element of social morality. These values coincided with 
social reform ideals that both Napoleon III and Haussmann would later share. In the same way 
that Le Play believed in the need of techniques to produce disciplined families,27 both ruler and 
planner conceived the re-structuring plan of Paris and the model apartment building as elements 
of this reform. Therefore, Second Empire ideology, which was simultaneously an expression 
of capitalist rationality and a structured and controlled response to the perception of disorder 
and lawlessness passions in the streets, is associated with the emergence of urban planning. 
Through different plans the city was physically divided at the same time that the each spatial 
sector, public or private, was identifi ed with a different gender. As a consequence, Second 
Empire bourgeois women were not only imprisoned in the interior of their domestic spaces, but 
also constrained in their daily movements. As French historian Jules Michelet observed,

“[Second Empire women were] A restrained woman, restrained in a corset, in a house, a woman 
under order.”28

After Napoleon Louis Bonaparte’s coup d´état in 1851, Emperor Napoleon III became the new 
referential fi gure for the Restoration society, and his wife, Eugénie de Montijo (1853), the fashion 

23  Frédéric LE PLAY, La réforme sociale en France: déduite de l’observation comparée des peuples européens, (Paris: H. 
Plon, 1864).
24  Frédéric LE PLAY: La réforme sociale en France, Opus cit., 181.
25  See Susan K. FOLEY: Opus cit., 45-49.
26  See Michelle PERROT: Opus cit., 268.
27  “No matter where we look in Europe today, the heads of most families lack of foresight. Sometimes only an insignifi cant 
minority have developed this quality. Consequently each social system must provide special mechanisms to make up for 
this moral defi ciency. These mechanisms are usually found in the relationship with link workers to masters, communities 
and voluntary associations.” Frédéric LE PLAY, Ouvriers européens, Opus cit., 53. 
28  Jules MICHELET, La femme (Paris, 1860).

[fi g. 2] Edgar Degas´s painting 
“Portrait of Bellelli´s Family” 
(1858-67) clearly depicts 
women´s traditional role in the 
family. As mother and wife, she 
ordered everyday life in domestic 
space and managed her 
children´s education, but always 
under her husband´s control and 
supervision.  
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icon and manners example to be followed by French women. De Montijo reimposed again the use 
of corset and crinoline, the rigid steel structure that shaped a bulky skirt that had been obsolete 
since the French Revolution --when women had been liberated of any restriction or concealment 
on their body. However traditional perspectives and Catholic principles of the Second Empire 
favoured a hidden female body contained and hindered from freely exploring the city space. 29 A 
constraint on movement was added to their seclusion in the domestic private space, as clothing 
created a new mobile barrier outside built boundaries of Haussmann plan. [fi g. 3]. 

La Maison à Loyer: the place for women
Interest in the interior layout of homes increased among mid-nineteenth-century architects, 
being their interior spatial arrangements the result of an agreement between manners, customs 
and arrangement of its component parts. With the development of the bourgeoisie and the rapid 
expansion and urban renewal of Paris, several design guides were published. L’architecture 
privée au sous Napoleon III siecle XIXme, written by Cesar Daly, is the most outstanding 
example, and the fi rst assessment of Haussmann´s pro-hygienic ideas and the social reform 
supported by Napoleon III.30

Cesar Daly’s guide classifi ed designs of apartments-or maisons à loyer- plans into three 
categories according to their size and number of elements. All examples highlighted the 
distinction between public and private spaces. The public spaces, conceived for pleasure, 
luxury and social relations, were detached by simple architectural devices from the private 
spaces, devoted to home duties and to affections of the family. In addition, the entrance hall 
or foyer was fi rstly added to the maisons à loyer as a public space. This was a small reception 
area for visitors that would grow in importance until the end of the century, becoming the main 
distribution for the whole apartment. [fi g. 4]

29  “In the second period of  Napoleon III reign the dreaded crinoline appears, to the astonishment of all French women 
who feel the ridicule of this fashion lack of credibility”[...]” It seems women are pleased to look as a caricature.” Octave 
UZANNE, The Frenchwoman of the century: Fashions - manners – usages (London, 1886).
30  The Revue generale de l’architecture et des travaux publics (RGA) was a magazine published between 1840 and 
1888 that addressed a wider range of types and scales of architecture, with a special attention to residential architecture.  
Edited by Cesar Daly, this magazine would infl uence not only architectural production in France, but also later designs in 
United States and the rest of Europe. Residential architecture had a special attention in its different issues, since the rapid 
expansion and urban renewal of Paris. Monique ELEB VIDAL and Anne DEBARRE-BLANCHARD, Architectures de la vie 
prive�e. Maisons et mentalite�s, XVIe-XIXe sie�cles (Bruxelles: Aux Archives d’Architecture Moderne, 2001). 

[fi g. 3] This portrait of Eugénie 
de Montijo painted by Franz 

Xaver Winterhalter (1854) shows 
dress codes of the crinoline 

and corset under the Second 
Empire. This new fi gure made 

walks through city streets by 
women almost impossible.  

[fi g. 4] First category apartment 
plan of a maison à loyer 

designed by the architect Paul 
Frédéric Levicomte at 128, 

Avenue des Champs Élysées.
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In contrast, class divisions between the domestic servants and the family were devised not 
only in Haussmann´s block plans by designing two separate staircases, but also in apartment 
circulations, where secondary corridors or differentiated rooms separated their everyday 
life. Thus, only wife broke class divisions inside homes since they had to manage the maids’ 
housework. Moreover, autonomy of all bedrooms is defi ned in these apartment plans by using 
the fi rst closets as a device to give more privacy from the corridors. As Robin Evans and Henry 
Urbach explored in housing plans designed at the beginning of the nineteenth century, corridors 
and closets appeared as a consequence of the puritan reform of the society, which minimized 
physical contact among family members. [fi g. 5].31

Furthermore, all types of apartment shared a dining room that formed the core around which 
all rooms are distributed. Lunch and dinner time were considered as the most important daily 
events under the Second Empire, when the whole family gathered in the dining room. After 
having their meal the husband would remain seated in this room while the rest of the family 
resumed their tasks. As the contemporary writer Emile Cardon stated,

“When the dinner ends and table cloth was removed, an oil lamp is lit, the wife takes up her 
embroidery while the husband begins to read the newspaper or a book and children play around 
with toys.”32

As a consequence of the central position of the dining room, the husband could control the 
movements of his wife and children. Despite being in their own places women were not able to 
maintain a free conduct inside their homes. In addition, dining rooms, where women performed 
their daily tasks and socialized with other women over tea, usually faced backyards, where 
passers-by could not see them. [fi g. 6]

Salons, instead of dining rooms, faced to the exterior of Haussmann’s blocks.33 Parisian 
architects during the nineteenth century conceived the apartment building as an almost 
abstractly transparent skin whose facade was less as a boundary and more a framework 
for different views from the inside. Exterior and interior formed a cohesive unit in which the 
facade acquired legibility and legitimacy when translating the internal structure of the house, 
without exposing the inner life of the family, hence the use of thick rails, blinds and curtains. 34 
Therefore women contemplated public everyday life through these fi lters while keeping their 
social “dignity”. [fi g. 8] 

31  See Robin EVANS, “Figures, Doors, and Passages”, in Translations from Drawing to Buildings and Other Essays 
(London: Architectural Association Publications, 1997) and Henry URBACH, “Closets, clothes and disclosure” in Jane 
RENDELL, Barbara PENNER & Iain BORDEN: Gender, Space and Architecture. An Interdisciplinary introduction, (Lon-
don: Routledge, 2000).   
32  Emile CARDON, “L´art au foyer domestique” in Michelle PERROT, Opus cit., 367.
33  Salons were the symbol of urbanity and sociability. Michelle PERROT, Opus cit., 343.
34  This idea follows the concept of phenomenal transparency enunciated by Colin Rowe in his analysis of modern move-
ment production in relation to avant-garde paintings of Ferdinand Léger. Colin ROWE and R. SLUTZKY, Tranparency, 
(Boston: Birkhäuser Verlag, 1997), 21-56.

[fi g. 6] Third category 
apartments´ size forced to keep 
eighteenth century custom by 
designing bedrooms that serve 
as reception rooms. However 
the dining room remained as a 
hidden place while keeping its 
central role in Second Empire 
family.

[fi g. 5] Despite of the decrease 
in size of this second 
category apartment plan of a 
Haussmann´s block in the new 
Boulevard Sebastopol, all of 
these elements were used by 
the architect Adolphe Rivière 
to repeat a similar spatial 
confi guration. 



                

Based on this evidence, it can be stated that Haussmann´s plan led to the immediate 
segregation and distance of individuals by gender in the city of Paris. This distance, however, 
not only provided different spatial qualities to men and women, but also gave men control over 
women. Therefore, a relationship between traditional patriarchal thinking and the emergence 
of modern urban planning was established, pervading most of the interventions of modern and 
postmodern movements. Through the design of physical and social boundaries women have 
barred from participation in the public urban living, and since then, they have had to retake their 
place in the city by silenced activities.35

35  See Nuria ALVAREZ LOMBARDERO, “Refl ecting on The Window Shopping
Gender And Urban Space in Haussmann’s Paris And Edwardian London“, AA Phd Dialogues 09: Ideology in Transparency 
(Architectural Association, 8th May 2009). 

[fi g. 8] These two painting 
demonstrate male and female 

differences in experiencing 
public everyday life. The painter 

Gustave Caillebotte chose for 
the painting “Interior” (1880) 

the Parisian apartment Salon 
as the private space in which to 

set a typical bourgeois scene: 
the wife looks the street life 

through the window hidden by 
the rail and curtains. Meanwhile 

in a later painting, “Young 
Man at the Window” (1875), a 
Parisian gentleman observes 

the Haussmann Boulevard city 
life with the windows wide open. 
He did not need to hide himself 
behind a screen, since he had 

right to experience the city as he 
wished.
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Underground Barcelona
The relevance of underground space in a contemporary city

Rosina Vinyes i Ballbé
Univeristat Politècnica de Catalunya

rosina.vinyes@gmail.com

Introduction
The use of underground space has been undoubtedly linked to the development of cities. Today 
the pressures to preserve the traditional European city have determined a conservative approach 
to the urban development. New constructions in the city are perceived as damaging towards the 
community and towards the built environment, and to be accepted it requires an extra effort. 
Because of this, for the fi rst time, it is preferred to leave urban space as empty as possible, 
claiming the absence of any building as a positive aspect. This rejection entails that some needs 
and services of urban environments have to be treated differently. For this reason subsoil adopts 
a prevalent role in hiding some of these needs. The abundant use of urban subsoil is also 
motivated by the proximity and alliance with ground level and the street as highly valued urban 
space. Consequently the current investigation studies the subject of the urban subsoil and its 
role in the contemporary cities, specifi cally through the case study of Barcelona.

There are several reasons to investigate and discover the “hidden face” of Barcelona. Firstly, 
the fact that it is such an under investigated subject makes it an essential topic of research. 
Secondly, the urban subsoil is important because without it contemporary cities could not 
function. Finally, even at fi rst glance, you can perceive in the underground  a current chaos, a 
poor cartography and a vague legislation. Whereas, day after day subsoil is used for more and 
more uses, causing a need to do research in order to fi nd out the possibilities to house more 
uses and suitable conditions.

As a result of this deep and extended use of the subsoil, it becomes a motivation to study 
the existence of an unknown underground urban morphology. There is a different way to see 
and represent the other unknown side of the city. This could induce to think about the shape 
and use of the city observed, studying the growth in deepness and its relationship with urban 
morphology over ground.

The interest of this research is also justifi ed by the economic costs and the problematic 
consequences of a poor management of the street’s subsoil. The infrastructures have occupied 
the street’s subsoil without any thought about their future and about the future of other networks. 
Consequently, the infrastructures networks today do not have enough space to be correctly and 
logically installed. This disorganized and massive occupation of the street’s underground also 
causes that breakdowns of some networks have a high chance of damaging other ones.  

Finally, but not less relevant, there are environmental dangers to be considered. The massive 
and messy occupation of the subsoil together with the fake belief that subsoil can hide 
everything causes an important environmental consequence. When there is no space reserved 
for soil transpiration, the water cycle is accelerated causing what is known as the cold drop 
phenomenon. This is another reinforcing reason of the importance of considering the subsoil’s 
planning with the same rigor and intensity as the over ground.

It is essential to think about the subsoil now because the current problems can still be fi xed. A 
rigorous research can serve as a tool to improve the management and the growth of our cities, 
and become a determinant factor in improving people’s quality of life.

Methodology

Objectives and inicial hipotesis
The main objectives of this research can be resumed in two parts. The fi rst thing is to advance 
in the knowledge of city’s morphology through the study of the subsoil shape’s development. 
In order to accomplish this objective, this research tries to understand the subsoil occupation 
in Barcelona. This study give rise to a new vision of Barcelona that understands this subsoil 
occupation as a sincere manifestation of technical capacity without caring about aesthetical 
matters conditioning the over ground. The second part of this research studies the different 
logics of subterranean Barcelona and how this occupation intervenes and sets standards and 
strategies for the good governance. In order to achieve good urban practice it is necessary 
to anticipate all urban problems. This requires fi rst in-depth studies that document precisely 
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every case. Barcelona’s subsoil has never really been thought from a global perspective along 
its expansion. This fact caused the current situation, where most of the subsoil is messy and  
congested so further studies are needed.

The current investigation tries to prove four hypotheses scientifi cally. These hypotheses arise 
from the intention of advancing in the knowledge of an urban product in which unidentifi ed 
aspects have been developed. These products cause urban actions to become more active in 
contemporary cities. It individualizes each one of this aspects in relation with its incidence in 
contemporary urban terms.

- To defi ne the function and urban physical space of the Barcelona underground: 
There are some uses in the city that are susceptible to be buried underground and 
some that are not. The study of the reality is helpful to know which uses can be 
burried and what determines this condition.

- The morphological study of the subsoil unveils similarities among different urban 
fabrics does not necessarily exist over ground. The urban fabric which is in a process 
of regeneration generally transforms its underground’s morphology. These are the 
cases which the study and regulation of the subsoil become more important. The 
urban morphology of the subsoil is a product of the technical expertise as well as 
o geology of the place. This fact makes the resulting shape considerably different 
from the surface.

- To describe the complexity of the urban underground taking into consideration the 
infrastructural network under the streets and the private subsoil, allows having a 
new perspective and image of the city. Most drawings of the subsoil focus only 
on one aspect – i.e. the subway network or the electrical network-. To map as a 
unitary scheme the subsoil allows to understand how the Barcelona underground 
is structured.

- It is necessary to plan the subsoil for the future. The development of underground 
knowledge helps to plan the city with more complexity and effectively solve the 
problems and needs of the contemporary city. It is important to develop strategies 
for the good governance and planning of Barcelona’s subsoil. Subsoil is a scarce 
commodity that has to be used rationally. Urban planning has been covering 
more and more elements without preserving space for the future. Urban planning 
regulation must be adapted to a sustainable use of the underground spaces.

Study system developed
It consists in two parts, the theoretical research and the case study research.
Regarding the theoretical part, the system study is based on the reading of bibliography  to 
elaborate a thoughtful selection of the urban and theorical precedents. Then the literature 
review was defi ned so that the study case had a background knowledge.

There are three distinguished parts concerning to the case study. First, the recollection of 
graphic documents from the different municipal archives and from the diferent infrastructures 
companies. Thereafter, the transcription of all the information into one single drawing. These 
documents have been drawn in three different scales. They picture different parts of the city 
to detect differents problems and logics. It is worth to mention that it has been diffi cult to 
gather all this information due to the many agents implicated. Indeed to draw a document of 
such a magnitud, it is necessary to accept an essencial limitation: the resignation to totality. 
However the graphic documents show rigorously all data. Following these drawings there is 
an effort to interpret the result. Secondly, there is an study about law regulations involved and 
a classifi cation of the different reasons that cause subsoil occupation. Laws and articles from 
different autors that made research about the subject have been considered. Finally, there is a 
group of thoughs that underlines the relevant elements unveiled in the current investigation.

Working plan and used documentation
This paper is based on a research that has been developed from september 2007 until today. 
There have been three stages in the research:

- Elaboration of the literature review and thought about the current reasons to use the 
subsoil.

- Elaboration drawings of Barcelona in three scales: of urban fabric in seven different 
sectors of 20 hectares at 1/2.000, urban structure in four sectors of 125 hectares at 
1/5.000, and fi nally whole city at 1/30.000.

- Gather all the information in order to derive some conclusions to motivate further 
resarch in this urban subject.

The documentation used is summerized in:
- Bibliography classifi cated in general theory, urban underground planning theory, 

examples from other territories and specifi c bibliography from Barcelona.
- Digital bibliography such as websites and videos.
- Archives from building licenses, archives from the historical images, and graphic 

documentation from the different companies.
- Interviews with people from academical and professional fi eld.
- Visits to relevant subsoil places.
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Literature Review
For this research the literature review studies different theoretical precedents that contribute to 
the knowledge in this subject and  explores signifi cant urban precedents. The selection has no 
pretension to be exhaustive, but its main objective is to look into the key fi gures, plus some other 
authors that have studied this subject. Also this review takes into account different historical 
periods of use of the subsoil and studies it through some international case examples.

Theoretical precedents
There are three key fi gures that deserve special attention:

Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519) Studio sulla città ideale1: the interest of Leonardo consist not 
just in his aesthetic theory and his original studies on how the cities functioned with multiple 
and complex uses and relationships, but also and above all in his studies on the city as an 
organized life entity. The precedents in urban theory before Leonardo stayed far from any 
consideration of the urban praxis, however Leonardo’s studies press into directly resolving 
urban problems from an innovative point of view. After Leonardo’s Codice di Windsor scheme, 
in which the city is imagined in two levels [fi g.1], one underneath with the underground galleries 
and another over the streets formed by an orthogonal grid network; he develops a new scheme 
of the city that will become revolutionary. He contemplates the city as underground streets with 
zenithal natural light and an over ground centered on a more noble human urban living space. It 
is a pioneering study in which for the fi rst time in History the city is thought in three dimensions, 
not just in section, and there is a holistic idea of the city. He pre-established, 400 years before 
the Modern Movement would conceive it, an idea of a city with specialized streets and traffi c 
segregation. His vision on the use of the subsoil is considered pionnering for these reasons.

Eugène Hénard (1849-1923)2: He studies the infl uence that modern science and industry has in 
a utopian vision of a city in his writting Les Villes de l’avenir. He confi rms a situation of disorder 
and lack of methodology of the services underneath the streets in his research of essential 
city elements such as the shape of streets and houses. He challenges the old traditional idea 
that the street starts at ground level. Henard declares that the street and the pavement have 
to be design artifi cially with levels to allow for underground infrastructures. The utopian section 
drawings of the Rue Future divide the streets in two levels: the upper one, open to the air and 
for the use of small vehicles and pedestrians, and a lower level, underneath ground level and 
for the use of all kind of ducts, waste management transportation infrastructures, transport 
galleries for merchandise and raw materials such as coal. This idea had been called la rue à 
étages multiples –the multilevel street–. This visionary and utopian concept had an important 
infl uence in the thinking and planning of future cities. For this reason Eugene Henard is also 
considered a pioneering fi gure in the study of the urban subsoil. 

Édouard Utudjian (1905-1975)3: It is considered the inventor of underground urban planning. He 
is an architect that in 1933 founded GECUS (Group d’Études et de Coordination de l’Urbanisme 
Souterrain). This group was formed by young people with the objective of building underground 
cinemas. He was the general secretary of CIPTUS (Comité Permanent International des 
Techniques et de l’Urbanisme Souterrains) that was composed by 38 countries. He promoted 
the magazine Le Monde Souterrain 1936 that later became Les traveaux souterrains, and 
he published a huge encyclopedia about underground urban planning. He collaborated with 
engineers and architects in order to deal with unresolved technical problems of the city. He was 
infl uenced by the movies Temps Modernes by Welles and Metropolis by Fritz Lang. Though he 
made many studies, he hardly ever built any underground spaces. But other architects picked 
his beacon and 30 years later succeeded in building some of his projects. 

During his career, he confi gures three main topics of research and conceptual frameworks 
applied to real situation:

- The chaotic subsoil makes him propose a major control, management, and 
rationalization of the infrastructures.

- The saturation of the over ground incites him to propose implementing some of its 
uses underground. 

- The risk of foreing agresssions, creates a need to construct underground refuges 
and underground industries that were strategically important for the city.

It is worth mentioning that these problematic issues of that time are concepts that are still used 
today, 70 years later, and still defi ne much of the underground studies and projects.
Other authors have also studied and contributed to the growing knowledge in the subject. 
Also there are several international associations that through active seminars, publications, 
conferences and congresses share experiences and elaborate common strategies of action in 
the subsoil.

1  Mario MORONI,  Atlante di storia dell’urbanistica (dalla prehistoria all’inizio del secolo XX) 1963 (Milano, Editore Ulrico Hoepli).
2  Eugène HÉNARD, Études sur les transformations de Paris et autres écrits sur l’urbanisme, 1903-1904 ( Paris, L’Equerre, 1982, 
capítol Autres écrits d’urbanisme: Les villes de l’Avenir).
3  Édouard UTUDJIAN, avec la collaboration de Daniel BERNET,Architecture et urbanisme souterrains, 1966 (Paris, Robert Laf-
font). / Édouard UTUDJIAN, L’urbanisme souterrain, 1972 (Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, Que sais-je?).
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In France, there are excellent professionals such as André Guillerme, Sabine Barles4 and Sarah 
Jardel5, Utudjian’s disciples. They gather under a research team called the Laboratoire Théorie 
des Mutations Urbaines of the Architecture, Urbanisme, et Sociétés. Pierre Duffaut is the 
president of the association Espace Souterrain that was later called AFTES. This association 
gathers a multidisciplinary team of academics, urban planners, civil engineers, geographers, 
geologists, lawyers, sociologist, etc, that promote the underground use and consideration 
among professionals and government offi cials.

In USA, Raymond Sterling and John Carmody6 are linked in an interdisciplinary program 
called “Underground Space Center Research Program” from the Minneapolis and Minnesota 
University. They had produced many articles and books on the subject.

The Canadians Jacques Besner7 and Michel Boisvert have also been involved with the 
underground urban topic. Besner ir an architect and urban planner that works in the planning 
sector of the city of Montreal and for 20 years he has collaborated actively in developing the 
Ville Interieur. He created l’Association des centres de recherche sur l’aménagement urbain du 
sous-sol. Boisvert is an economist and teacher at the Institut d’Urbanisme of Montreal and is 
responsible for l’Observatoir de la Ville Interieur de Montreal (OVI). He is mainly interested in 
the commercial development of the underground spaces of Montreal.

José Antonio Juncà Ubierna8, Spanish Phd Civil Engineer, wrote his thesis on the History 
and Aesthetics of Tunnels in 1988. Since then he has been involved in the research of the 
subsoil from an academic perspective and from a professional application. He works now as a 
consultant in accessibility linked to underground spaces.

Urban precedents
The urban precendents of the subsoil’s use in antique cities dealt with building infrastructures 
related to hygienic needs of the population, ducts that transported water, troglodytic houses, 
and storage.

Kahun’s city in Egipt (2.500 BC) was traced in a regular plan of 280x360m and was perfectly 
oriented north, south, east and west. Each street had a water pipe of 65cm-wide, placed not 
too deep under the surface from which rain water and toilet waste circulated. It is one of the fi rst 
examples of urban water pipe.

When there are no natural materials to build over ground, the alternative is to live underground 
allowing at the same time for protection against attacks, and better climatic conditions. The 
basic structure in this cases is an 8m underground patio with dwellings organized around. 
Matmata and Derinkuri both in Turkey are case examples of these complex constructions; 
where they reach almost 12 levels deep underground.

The fi rst use of big scale system of sewage was in Greece, in Corinth and Athens. In Athens 
a network of pipes gathered the water from the slope of the hill next to the city. The primary 
network was situated in what was called “big watering”, which is a rectangular section of 1m x 
1m; over it is placed the pavement of the streets.

The Romans developed a sophisticated and technical savvy culture with water, which is in 
many ways not very different from the one we have today. Aquae, the roman word for water 
ducts,   took water from the river to water underground deposit called castellum aquae. These 
deposits where celebrated on the surface with decorative monuments called nimfeus. From 
the deposit, a secondary sewage system network distributed water under the streets directly 
to houses. The resulting dirty water from the domestic and public use obliged Romans to plan 
solutions to get rid of this water and dump it into the river. In conclusion Romans developed 
what was later famously called by modern hygienist, the continuous cycle of water in the city.

In Middle Age roman techniques were lost and cities lost inhabitants that moved to rural 
environments. These two factors caused little advances in underground knowledge. However 
most built structures are still kept today and are part of current city legacies. To consider them 
is important as it becomes elements in the study and potential use of the subsoil.

There are many underground corridors from Middle Age. Most of the medieval fortresses had 
underground secret paths that linked different rooms and provided an exit to escape siege 
situations. Underneath some churches there were extensive underground networks that linked 
with the outside.

It is important also to describe another infrastructural element from this period called qanat. 
This is typical structure of arid zones that takes advantage from underground water under 

4  Sabine BARLES, et André GUILLERME, L’urbanisme souterrain, 1995 (Paris. Presses Universitaires de France. Que sais-je?)
5  Sabine BARLES, et Sarah JARDEL, L’urbanisme souterrain, 2005, (Étude comparé exploratoire, Paris, Laboratoire Théorie des 
Mutations Urbaines, CNRS et Univerité de Paris 8).
6  John CARMODY, i Raymond STERLING, Underground space design, 1993 (New York, Van Nostrand Rheinhold).
7  Jacques BESNER, Genèse de la ville intérieure de Montréal , 1997, in 7th conference ACUUS
8   José Antonio JUNCÀ UBIERNA, El Túnel. Historia y mito, 1990 (Coleccióm Ciencias , Humanidades e Ingeniería Nº34 Colegio 
de Ingenieros de Caminos, Canales y Puertos, Centro de Estudios y Experimentación de Obras Públicas – Cedex. Madrid).
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the hills to irrigate the plain. A main shaft is built from the top of the hill until the aquifer, and 
then a nearly horizontal tunnel is built from the bottom of the hill to the aquifer. The zone with 
more concentration of qanats is Iran, were it is estimated that there are 40.000 approx. The 
distribution of water is an important social topic in Muslim culture, and this is why a lot of 
medieval Muslim cities are supplied with this system.

Finally, in many medieval towns, there are several spaces built underground for storage or 
refuge from attacks. La Guardia in La Rioja, Northern Spain, there is one of these examples. If 
the surface city is conformed by a general structure that emanates from a clear aggregation of 
plots along the street, the underground fl oor can occupy the land more freely, not always limiting 
itself to plots, and occupying public space such as streets. So even thoguh the underground 
follows certain similarities and physical correspondence with the over ground, the morphology 
is notoriously different.

In the modern City, time and technical effi ciency become essential factors. The subsoil as the 
representation of many of these factors becomes central issue to the debate of the modern 
city. There is a collection of projects that are relevant because they represent an advance in 
knowledge of the use of the subsoil, an advance in the technical aspects of the structures, or 
even a different way of looking into the urban space.

One of the most important cases is the London sewage system. In 1840 the hygienist engineer 
Charles Chadwick proposed the use of a continuous cycle of water, which could provide a new 
network and water sewage system for the city. In order to justify this system and challenge 
the traditional septic tank system, he theorized that smell is the cause of many infections. 
He proposed to use the dirty water that came of this water cycle to irrigate and fertilize the 
agricultural land, allowing recovering part of the money invested. Chadwick’s proposition was 
hardly discussed and taken into account outside anglo-saxon world. In 1848 the Public Health 
Act Law was approved declaring illegal the use of septic tanks and obliging the connection all 
the house sewage to the general network system. These hygienists inaugurated in the middle 
of industrial revolution the debate about hygiene. It is in this context that the rationalization of 
the subsoil starts playing an important role.

The continuous water cycle was successful in the reducing mortality in London but had serious 
setbacks in its application due to prejudices of people and diffi culty in building such networks. 
One prototype case is the city Paris. As a complement of Haussman reform for the medieval 
city, Belgrand, engineer and director of water and sewage system of Paris, was in charge of 
the works of the water and sewage systems networks of the city. The huge section design of 
the galleries of this network system is that Belgrand conceived it not just for water, but also to 
provide the city with gas, underground transport such as small wagons, and the positioning and 
transport three times a week of the mobile septic tanks. A new philosophy of sewage was born 
with the example of Paris, popularly was known as tout à l’égout, which to modern technical 
language could be translated as multiservice galleries.

Also during these period many large tunnels appear, especially in relation with rail infrastructures, 
fi rst one is the Mont-Denis Tunnel perforated in 1857. Meanwhile, regarding to metropolitan 
underground trains the fi rst cities to built subways systems were Berlin, Brussels, Budapest, 
London, Madrid, Moscow and New York. Today more than 160 cities have a subway system. The 
fi rst urban vehicular tunnel was in London, under the Tamesis, built in 1942 by Marc Brunel.

Following this historical precedents the literature review is completed with a general explanation 
of three contemporary cities that exemplifi es paradigmatically a specifi c way to use subsoil: 
Montreal, Beijing and Tokyo.

La Ville Interieur9 is an underground pedestrian network in the Montreal’s city center  of about 
30 kilometers. It receives 500.000 visitors every day and is linked to 60 different Real State 
developments. The relation between work center and transport mode has been and is still a 
sine qua non condition for the viability of this pedestrian underground spaces. The genesis is 
founded in the beginning of past century, when the transcontinental train arrived to the city center 
opening a wound in the urban fabric. This generated spatial interruptions and divisions within 
the neighborhoods resulting in a urban nightmare situation that La Ville Interieur profi ted from 
and used it as its base. The precedent thinkers and urban planners, and the fact that all the land 
was owned by only one organization –the train’s company– facilitated the construction of Place 
Ville Marie in 1962, a project by Ponte and Pei. This project included a commercial underground 
mall that linked the Central Station with the central offi ces of the train company and with a hotel. 
From the 60’s until now, La Ville Interieur has been signifi cantly extended. This urban developing 
strategy has been possible thanks to business support that fi nance and managed these spaces, 
a good urban planning, and in general thanks to a unique and exemplar cooperation between 
interdisciplinary agents with a common objective of creating a holistic model that includes the 
City Council, the Subway, and Real State. Thanks to its central location and its relationship with 
ground level and the buildings it becomes a unique vital urban space in Montreal. Montreal then 

9  http:// www.ovi.umontreal.ca
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is a paradigm of the cooperation between public-private working together to achieve a same 
objective of profi ting from the existing infrastructures to improve the city and build underground 
commercial spaces. These also were benefi cial as it created climatically controlled public spaces 
ideal for the extreme winter temperatures that Montreal have. In conclusion Montreal represents 
a successful example of underground construction development.

In Beijing, there is a complex underground network as a consequence of the Cold War and the 
sino-soviet confl ict in 1969. Mao Zedong ordered the construction of an underground refuge 
to protect population from a possible nuclear attack. Overall the tunnels conform a network 
of 30km long and are placed around 8m and 18 m under the surface, covering a total area of 
85 km². In case of attack it had the capacity to house 40% of the city’s population. Although 
this underground and impressive network has never been used for its original intentions, it 
is still maintained today. In city center, some parts are used as commercial zones, business 
centers or even theaters. It is a study case hardly known but with a lot of potential to be used. 
Most cities in the world although not as extensively as Beijing have similar spaces. Beijing is 
worth mentioning due to its colossal dimension but further research is needed in spite of the 
impediments from the government.

The use of Tokyo’s subsoil starts in the 1920’s with the construction by private investors of 
the fi rst underground rail line. Some years after, the fi rst underground space is built in order 
to increase the number of people in the rail network. It consisted of a commercial gallery, a 
passage and a hall space built for use of the public and the private company that runs the 
subway. The subway network grows considerably during the next decades and reaches a total of 
1167km. Many other commercial galleries developed in parallel to the extension of the network. 
This phenomenon is not only particular of Tokyo but from many other Japanese cites. On top 
of the main uses of subway transport and commercial galleries, these underground spaces 
incorporate other infrastructures, technical services and some other more specifi c facilities 
such as highways, car parks, technical galleries, or underground rivers. The reason to create 
such complex underground spaces is to alleviate extreme congestion in certain areas of the city 
and at the same time make more effi cient and less disruptive the metropolitan infrastructures of 
Tokyo. These two functions are also segrated in two levels, the metropolitan infrastructure lying 
deeper under the ground. This design is infl uenced by the theories Hénard, were fl uxes are 
segregated in levels. There is also an economical reason to make these underground spaces 
suitable for pedestrian but not cars. Cars need more specifi c and expensive networks. Also 
making these spaces pedestrian makes it possible for private business to fi nance the project. 

The urban condition of underground Barcelona
Barcelona is a city where the different periods of History are easy to read through the urban 
shape. Furthermore, in spite of being a small city, there are urban phenomenons and products 
equiparable at other European cities. Wheras it has been defi ned as compact and dense city, 
common characteristic in most of the mediterranean cities, the limitation of space and the 
advanced of tecnique increase the use of subsoil, and now it has a relevant role in the urban 
planning development. Aside from these reasons and Barcelona was considered a study case 
appropiated because it is the city where lives and works the person who carry out this research.

Barcelona is drawn here at three scales that allow having diferents readings and understanding 
the whole and its parts of this occupation. First, the city scale drawn at 1/30.000 gives a view of 
the complicated juxtaposition of network and elements. This approach indicates that there are 
lots of different logics involved; but does not permit to know other characteristics – i.e. depth and 
width-. So it is necessary to follow the graphic study in more accurate scales. In consequence, four 
sectors of 125 hectares at 1/5.000 scale allows analizing and understanding some of the confl icts 
between underground structure networks and underground elements. The vision is enriched by 
this scale change at the same time that shows the necessity to change again of scale to have 
more detailed drawings. Finally, the underground urban fabric drawings study seven sectors of 20 
hectares at 1 / 2.000 unveiling the autonomous and powerful urban underground shape.

The juxtaposition of different underground city logics
After drawing each network separately at 1:30.000, three graphic documents according to its 
occupation typology have been made.

Gravitation Networks Functional Networks Elements

W
h

at - Liquids
- Solids
- Gases
- People

- Storage
- Leisure spaces
- Living spaces

H
o

w The strength of gravity 
and topography

The importance of effi ciency Location

R
es

u
lt Juxtaposition of different logics. This does not permit an easy lecture about how the city works 

and in consequence  a detailed study about each one is necessary.
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The fi rst drawing [fi g. 1] compiles information about underground networks related with gravity 
and topography. Among them, there are sewage systems, water systems, underground fl oods 
and water mines. There are several considerations derived from this drawing. First, the primary 
network of sewage system is really linked with fl oods. It take advantage of the natural processes 
in dumping water, where the vertical line leads the logic. Instead, regarding water systems, 
the logic is very different. It uses the gravity to place the different deposits in high points; and 
from there, the four main ducts traverse horizontally all the city following the contour line. This 
ensures the water pressure using pump systems as little as possible. In conclusion, even if the 
different networks have the gravity in commom, the resulting drawings and the logic that stays 
behind them are considerably different.

The second drawing [fi g.2] compiles information about the functional network. Its geometry is 
defi ned mainly for the function that they have to accomplish. Subway, train, gas, underground 
road network, electricity and phreatic stratum water network have been considered. The main 
goal of each of these elements is to be as effi cient as possible in transporting energy or people 
from a point to another. Therefore, in the case of energetic networks, there is a notorious 
juxtaposition of logics, without any element to share. Whereas, the logic applied in the road 
tunnels is to overcome a natural barrier or to improve the relationship between people and cars 
where the traffi c is too dense. In conclusion, this drawing reinforces the juxtaposition logics 
involved in underground at scale city.

[fi g. 1] Gravitation networks: 
sewage systems, water systems, 
underground fl oods and water 
mines.

[fi g. 2] Functional networks: 
Subway, train, gas, underground 
road network, electricity and 
phreatic stratum water network.

[fi g. 3] Elements: Subway and 
train stations, public par cars, 
deposits, librarys, convention 
centers, commercial galleries, 
sport facilitie....
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Finally, last graphic document [fi g 3] gathers the elements that are not a network. The city is not 
represented completely in the private land because it is too diffi cult to get all the information with 
enough rigor or precision. The elements instead that are under the public land such as refuges, 
public park car, rain water retaining deposit, metro and train stations, are drawn in the whole 
the city. There are two kinds of spaces, the ones for storage such as cars or deposits, and the 
living spaces such as libraries, convention centers, commercial galleries, sport facilities and 
metro and train stations. Except for the rain water retaining deposits that follow a gravitational 
logic, the other elements follow essentially the location logic. As a consequence the subsoil 
occupation is higher in more central and dense zones where there is a more and deeper use 
of underground elements. Stations, in order to have enough space, are located in matching 
subway line points and in public spaces of a certain dimension. Finally, the important number of 
refuges of Spanish Civil War is due to the necessity to be protected when bombed and because 
the radar was yet not invented, to get people fast and early –just two minutes after the alert– to 
a refuge. 

Four underground urban structure confl icts

The selection of four sectors of 125 hectares drawn at 1/5.000 scale comes from two main 
conditions:

- being considerably different in the over ground and as a consequence belonging 
to different urban structures.

- being a different example of subsoil’s problematic.

    

   

   

[fi g. 4] Over ground and 
underground sector 1

[fi g. 5] Over ground and 
underground sector 2

[fi g. 6] Over ground and 
underground sector 3
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Interpreting the resulting drawings, some questions come up regarding the urban shape. The 
shape of the fi rst underground network for transporting people is characterized as infrastructural 
fi laments with the most current ones being wider. This characteristic makes it easy to know 
about the moment of the construction of each line. Furthermore, the occupation of the elements 
that interconnect different lines also have increased considerably its size. Sants Station –sector 
1–, is an example of growth underground in deepness and wideness but also in conserving 
its over ground appearance and composition. The result is that nowadays the underground’s 
drawing of Sants Station is more important than drawing the appearance over ground.

The hierarchy of roads in the over ground relates to and structures the underground train 
network and the subway network. The main roads that are wider allows for better conditions to 
install bigger infrastructural networks underneath.  The sewage systems and the water systems 
tend to need more space. If we look at different sectors of the underground network it can be 
easy to discern the structure over the ground. In contrast, the other service networks are more 
isotropic, which means it does not have an apparent hierarchy in this graphic scale.

Regarding the interconnected transport station spaces it is easy to perceive a lack of urban 
planning. In spite of being places where a lot of people accumulate every day, the lack of quality 
space is considerable. It is important to stress that other cities have taken advantage of this 
opportunity to improve its interchange transport elements by means of private-public cooperation 
and commercial use. Sants Station, Plaça Espanya, and Plaça de les Glories –sector 1 and 4- 
are existent examples of this situation where Barcelona has been able to improve. 

The newer the underground element is the deeper and bigger becomes. In urban regeneration 
sectors as Poblenou –sector 3-, the current praxis is to share with private interests the 
construction of these underground spaces in order to reduce the fi nancial burden. In the Forum 
–sector 4– most of the underground is occupied by big elements of variable shape and depth. 
Forum intervention has no precedents in Barcelona. It is a unique system that hides a big 
number of infrastructures allowing the resulting new space created over ground to become a 
place for big events that were unthinkable before. It is easy to notice a tendency of contemporary 
underground actions to connect different elements making the ground level subsequently more 
malleable. 

The contemporary subsoil is perforated and interconnected following the primary needs of its 
uses. The logic is explained by the needs and the technical capabilities, fact that causes some 
problems of relation with the surface public space that tend to have a completely different logic. 

Another relevant factor of study at this scale is the different motivations that have lead to take 
a decision to put under the surface some parts of the city. In this case, after having studied the 
precedents, the resultant classifi cation summarizes in the table below the reasons and factors 
of study.

Primary reasons Technical possibility Fuctional motivation
Compositional 
reasons

Logic strength Effi ciency as a strategy
Secondary exploitation 
of reason and function

Worries for the 
appearance

- Gravity
- Temperature and 

hygiene
- Exploitation of 

subsoil’s material
- Protection and 

necessity of refuge

- Circulation to 
overcome a natural 
barrier

- To improve the 
effi ciency by reducing 
urban Time

- To free public space 
- Proximity to ground 

level
- The Real State
- Vague legislation

- Urban patrimony 
preservation

- Design freedom
- Aesthetical questions

What When How many How

Cause Time Quantity Manner

[fi g. 7] Over ground and 
underground sector 4
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After drawing and comparing the four sectors with these four categories of fi lter, it is easy to 
perceive that there is in all sectors a homogeny in their logic. The service network is buried for 
two reasons: ones for compositional reasons such as electricity, telecommunication and gas; 
the other one is for primary reasons of sewage system and water system –gravity logic, size, 
hygiene and temperature–. Whereas, the main motivation in all the sectors that references to 
transport is that it reduces the urban time and increases the effi ciency of the travel routes. In 
conclusion, the technical possibility is what makes it settle underground. However, historically 
streets were occupied in surface by transport networks causing an unbearable congestion of the 
public space. In thus moment in history then the compositional reasons also explain the burial 
of these elements. Finally, for the elements that are not networks, there is a functional reason 
to put them underground although sometimes in special cases the compositional reasons play 
a more decisive role. It is worth mentioning that today in building design the compositional 
reasons are becoming more and more important causing that the subsoil is used more than 
ever.

Seven underground urban fabric

The conditions to choose the following seven sectors of 20 hectares are:

- to be considerably different in over ground, 
- to be a pattern not having anecdotic urban elements.

The private plots in the seven drawings are made by consulting archives of each buildings 
license. This allows to appreciate the exact shape in relation to the over ground, with the plot 
and with the infrastructures under the street.

   

   

   

[fi g. 8] Over ground and 
underground sector 1

[fi g. 9] Over ground and 
underground sector 2

[fi g. 10] Over ground and 
underground sector 3
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The consideration consequences of this study are:
- The occupation-intensity of subsoil is one of the aspects to consider. Some 

unexpected relationships have been discovered after comparing the seven 
drawings. There is nearly the same occupation in such different areas as 
22@ urban regeneration area –sector 6-  and the city center -sector 4-,  with 
preciseness 41% and 46%-, or in Bonanova –sector 1- and Eixample –sector 2- 
that have practically the same ocuppation 31% and 32%. Probably in the future, 
this really different aereas in surface have to share some aspects in the subsoil’s 
regulation.

[fi g. 11] Over ground and 
underground sector 4

[fi g. 12] Over ground and 
underground sector 5

[fi g. 13] Over ground and 
underground sector 6

[fi g. 14] Over ground and 
underground sector 7
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- Deepness does not usually exceed 2 levels, except in exceptional cases. The 
general deepness is just one level in the urban fabric more consolidated and 
with less celerity in replacing buildings.  In conclusion, in the case of deepness 
it is necessary to study the possibilities in order to not have confl icts with other 
elements like underground rivers or geologic stratus.

- The quantity of units of each drawing gathers urban fabric really different in over 
ground. This analysis parameter permits to understand the diversity of each 
urban fabric in underground terms and its capacity to house more uses. In the 1, 
2 and 4 sector there is around 150 units, in the sector 6, 5 and 3 there’s around 
80 and fi nally in sector 7 there is just 4 units.

- The urban morphology, as expected, is different in each one of the drawings. 
However there are some aspects to consider in order to advance in the knowledge 
of subsoil at this scale as the fact to share the dividing wall, the street limit or the 
percentage occupation of the plot.

- The dimension is linked to time and location. As more contemporary the 
construction is, and if there is enough space in the location, bigger is the element. 
It is important to study which is the idoneous size in each zone taking into account 
the whole city to avoid any mortgage of the future of the city.

- The occupational uses of the seven sectors of study are diverse. The more 
common is the car park, which is really important and regulated. But now, new 
uses have been installed due to high prize of the soil, the vague legislation and 
the impact that they would have if they are built in over ground.

- The antiaerian refuges of Spanish Civil War are impressing for the elevate 
number – about 1.400- and for the quality of space of some of them. In spite of 
its enormous potential to be reused or become part of the historical discourse 
of the city, there is hardly any investment on it. They were built for the residents 
associations and the shape is really different in each case. There are some 
excellent drawings –about 500- in the archive. They have to be catalogued and 
considered before other works in underground destroy them. And probably some 
of them must to be conserved for its quality.

- In relation to networks, there are different ideas for the transport ones and for 
the energy ones. On one hand, the transport networks do not change the shape 
and width according to the different drawings, the only change is the quantity. 
In central zones there are more transport networks. On the other hand, the 
energetic networks are more presents in current urban fabric occupying more 
and more underneath the street. This means that the energy networks have the 
tendency to be increased with the consequent problems of saturation. The order 
underneath the street has to be reconsidered to avoid unnecessary works and 
to allow easy inspections. Future regulations are necessary to think about how 
private services have to occupy the underground of the public space.

Conclusions

It is necessary to continue with underground studies since there are critical aspects that must be 
considered on time and rigorously. A close look to these aspects would lead to the consequent 
management of the city, which should be planned predicting the future but always based on the 
present. Thus, this construction of the city should take into account the underground and give 
him his deserved value.  

Finally, eleven considerations that are the result of the present study and explain the importance 
of the underground in the contemporary city: 

1. The irreversible nature of the underground’s ocupation: in the underground, 
in contrast to the surface, most wrong decisions stay hidden and unsolved 
forever; this should be seriously considered in order to value the importance of 
urban planning and to understand and govern the contemporary city with all its 
complexity. 

2. The Planning negligence and the importance of charting the underground: 
Regardless the growing shortage of available underground (so necessary to 
govern the city), nowadays the Urban Planning keeps obviating the underground 
and its importance. This omission is mainly derived from the traditional two-
dimensional conception of urban planning, when the underground was then not 
so saturated. In order to make an enclosing planning to regulate all these products 
from the contemporary cities, a state of the art charting is needed; only then, a 
well grounded vision of our reality will be possible. Moreover, this outrageous 
necessity of charting the reality should not be a problem in our computers’ age. 
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3. The existence of an urban intensity in the underground that stands by itself: 
the underground’s urban intensity has been historically tightened to the surface; 
nowadays, however, both are separated and the underground follows logics that 
surpass what happens in the surface. There is a need of the contemporary city to 
locate huge servant pieces that would represent a problem to the landscape and 
urban patrimony in the city centre because of their size; the underground offers 
a solution by locating these pieces in uptown areas without causing a traumatic 
growth of the city or the urban landscape. This means that the underground 
centrality areas are not the same as the over ground ones and there is an 
underground urban intensity that stands by itself.

4. The memory of the city read from the underground: just like the archaeological 
remains of old civilizations were buried, the elements of our most recent history 
are, less known, lay in the underground waiting to be considered; moreover, 
they offer the possibility of an already constructed space in the underground that 
could solve the lack of space for certain uses in a city collapsed in its surface.

5. The public space at the merci of the underground: most of the uses that are 
buried under public spaces have negative consequences on the public space 
design, mostly because of not thinking globally. The projects have to be thought 
in three dimensions to be truly successful for the city.

6.  Subsoil’s occupation at city scale can be resumed as a juxtaposition of different 
logics: gravidity networks, functional networks and elements. 

7.  The resons that lead to the buring can be resume in: Primary reasons, 
Possibilities of the technique, Functional motivations, and Aesthetic questions.  

8.  Morphological autonomy and independence between underground and 
surface: the constituent traits of the underground forms. The morphology of 
the underground is characterized by a power and autonomy with respect to the 
surface; this is due to the fact that this occupation is a sincere manifestation 
of pure necessity and technical capabilities without considering the aesthetics, 
that are so infl uencing on the surface.  Therefore, it reveals a very different 
interpretation of what can be seen at the surface, and its graphical representation 
brings to light a specifi c morphology of the city’s growth in the third dimension. 

9. The services, the order’s paradigm through the galleries: to think of services 
as space consumers is a modern conception of those, since for not too long they 
were placed in public spaces without considering the whole. For this reason now 
there are many problems to serve the city; it is often needed to make unthinkable 
detours to fi nd the necessary space. The advantages of the galleries are the 
rationalization of the underground’s order, the minimization of the interventions 
in the public way, and the avoiding of breakdowns, which enlarged the lifetime 
of all the services. On the other hand, the inconveniencies are that they have a 
lack of fl exibility (their rigidity makes necessary the foreseen of spaces in the 
underground to locate the services), they need a periodic maintenance (especially 
at singular spots like turns and derivations), and a controlling body is needed to 
maintain the space in acceptable conditions. 

10.  The increase of potential uses to be buried: if a century ago the idea of using 
the underground for sanitation and transportation was innovating, the image of 
the city’s guts is now totally outdated. Nowadays the underground ensures also 
“noble” functions (i.e. theatres, museums, libraries, etc.) fi lling the city with nets 
and elements. Many cities have used interventions in the subway net for other 
uses: these are, no doubt, opportunities to be seized. However, other cities like 
Barcelona are loosing their opportunities to make multifunctional operations in the 
underground; in fact, the Barcelona metro corridors are in crises since, although 
one million people uses them daily,  they have a considerable lack of space 
quality and economic investment. The inherent proximity of the underground to 
the surface makes it potentially attractive to the public and gives him certain 
illumination and ventilation possibilities; that, together with the technique’s 
evolution, has cause a remarkable increase of the uses with a potential to 
be buried. Also, other interventions based on the addition of new uses in the 
underground are given by the prestige of the urban absence that gives a new 
role to the urban underground. In other words, there is a fear to the built in the 
European contemporary city, and a necessity to preserve the urban patrimony to 
not change signifi cantly the image of the city (which we are used to and proud 
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of). Thus, many of the equipments that are needed to serve the citizens are 
partially or completely buried. These cases are, for instances, sports facilities, 
libraries, civic centres, etc.    

11.  The case of Barcelona, lacking study: the urban underground of Barcelona is 
the urban phenomenon less investigated along the history of the city. However, as 
justifi ed in the previous sections, it has a high potential that should be considered 
in the urban debate of the city. It is necessary to continue in the study of the 
underground since there are aspects that, when considered on time and with the 
necessary rigour, will help in planning the city consequently. The city should be 
planned predicting the future but always based on the present. This construction 
of the city should take into account the underground and give him his deserved 
value. Therefore, the present investigation is the fi rst step to the study of the 
Barcelona urban underground, keeping in mind a further development in an 
upcoming Doctoral Thesis. 
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Introduction

The capital of Cyprus like the island itself has been divided since 1974.  Dissent and 
intercommunal violence between the two main ethnic groups, the Turkish Cypriots in the north 
and the Greek Cypriots in the South, began in the 1950s, and by 1974 they were divided by the 
United Nations Buffer Zone, which runs through the heart of the city.  This line of division neatly 
bisects the perfect geometry of the city’s 16th century Venetian Walls, and the historic center 
that they defi ne.  Many refugees had to leave their homes and move either north or south of 
the new border.  From 1974 until the checkpoints fi rst opened in 2003, people were unable to 
cross over to the other side; their old ways of life and the neighbourhoods that housed them 
suddenly inaccessible.  Their home city of Nicosia now transformed into the Turkish Cypriot 
Lefko�a or Greek Cypriot Lefkosia.  This inability to access their ancestral lands has resulted in 
the intensifi cation of many aspects of memory related to this land including yearning, nostalgia, 
remembrance, and imagination.  Over the last several decades this disconnection has resulted 
in the development of memories of the united city that once was, and imagined constructions of 
the lost part of the city, on the other side of a border that was inviolable.  The fact that Nicosia 
is now the capital city of two newly born nations, which use the space of the city to assert their 
nationhood through symbols and representations, results in a condition where the new offi cial 
histories, legends, and myths of the nation fi nd expression in the urban fabric.   

Cypriots have memories of many aspects of the confl ict - of people, of objects, of identities - 
but memories about place are especially potent.  Places and cities offer a stable and concrete 
armature upon which memories are emplaced. In the case of Nicosia, the imaginings of the city, 
of the unbroken Venetian Walls  and the Buffer Zone, offer an image of unity and division that 
passes easily into the imagination.  Places in their materiality can represent that which has been 
lost; a former homeland, a peaceful past, a way of life that is gone forever.  The link between 
memory and place is a strong one, and this link is ever more fortifi ed in the context of divided 
cities.  The divided city presents a physical border, a border thicker than an imaginary line in 
space, where the two sides are able to confront one another with their own representations and 
assert their national imaginings through symbols in the landscape. 

While the Cyprus Problem is a complex one, involving the Cypriots as well as international 
actors such as Greece, Turkey, and the United Nations, many aspects of this confl ict have 
become encapsulated into a very small space - the three-mile circumference of Nicosia’s 
walled city.  Historically the Ottoman Turks and Greeks shared this space, living in separate 
neighborhoods yet coming together at the seam line of the city - a space of cooperation, which 
ironically enough has now been incorporated into the Buffer Zone, becoming a line of division.  
As Nicosia is the capital city of two peoples, divided through its historic center by a swath of 
inaccessible land, the use of space in this fractured heart has incredible resonance and is 
politically and symbolically loaded. 

This is a thick space, continuously etched by larger movements and phenomena which are 
manifested most visibly within the confi nes of the enduring Venetian Walls.  The city center, 
especially near the fault line that is now the Buffer Zone, was a highly contested space during 
the confl ict between the Greek and Turkish Cypriots.  But now, there are few Cypriots found in 
residence in the old city.  Rather, this contested space is composed of immigrants from Turkey 
in the north, and in the south by economic migrants from many  countries.1  The walled city is 
the space where rusty age-old hostilities between Greece and Turkey are still played out.  It is 
the site of tensions between Turkish Cypriots and “settlers” from Turkey.  And it hosts an ever-
changing population of UN soldiers,who can be seen playing football in the fi eld in the Buffer 
Zone.  

It becomes clear, then, why the Nicosia Master Plan (NMP) Team has chosen to focus its efforts 
mainly on projects in the old city and the areas just adjacent its walls.  Projects that attempt to 
rework this symbolically loaded space massage and manipulate the urban fabric while at the 
same time affecting its symbolism and location in memory. This paper will examine how this is 
1  Demetriou, 2008
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occurring under The Nicosia Master Plan, comparing projects in the Turkish Cypriot north and 
the Greek Cypriot south in order to both highlight the incredible work that the NMP has been 
able to accomplish in the context of a divided city, as well as to point out some of the limitations 
of a planning approach within this context.  The paper will then conclude with a comparison 
of this planned vision for the city with the more gradual and incremental changes that are 
occurring at the Ledra Palace Checkpoint, another symbolically important space, located just 
outside the city walls and in Buffer Zone.[fi g.1]   

[fi g. 1] Map of Nicosia’s walled 
city showing the location of the 

Lokmaci Crossing on Ledra 
Street.

The Nicosia Master Plan (NMP)
Talk of bicommunalism is rare when speaking about divided cities.  It is a word that rarely, if ever, 
comes up in the context of Jerusalem or Beirut.2  Nicosia is unique in that it hosts a bicommunal 
movement with roots that reach back to 1979, only fi ve years after the offi cial partition of the city.  
The former mayors of both sides of the city, Llelos Demetriades and Mustafa Akinci, building 
off of the success of a joint effort to coordinate the city’s sewer line, set to work on creating an 
overall master plan for the city.3  For the purposes of this project, they were referred to as the 
representatives of the Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot communities.  This was done to avoid 
the more formal negotiation structures that the two presidents, Denkta� and Klerides, had to 
deal with.  Along with this came a move away from the central United Nations structure towards 
working with the UNDP, United Nations Development Program, which focuses on technical 
rather than political issues.  Funding was creatively funneled to the north as grants from the 
World Bank since the TRNC, as an unrecognized state, was not eligible for funding.  In 1981 
a bicommunal team of architects, engineers, social scientists, and technical staff was set up 
under a UNDP provided project manager and foreign consultants, setting the foundations for 
the NMP.  The fi rst phase of the project (1981-84) was one of conducting detailed surveys of the 
city and the preparation of a diagnostic report.  In the second phase of the project (1984-86) the 
focus shifted to the creation of a working plan for the old city and the central business district, 
near the city walls on both sides of the city.   

In the third phase of the NMP, beginning in 1986, the main focus of the project has been on 
areas within the walled city;

2  See Calame & Charlesworth (2009) for a thorough overview and comparison of planning issues in divided cities.
3  The efforts to create a joint sewerage system for both halves of the city was initiated and led by the former mayors 
after a joint visit to Berlin awakened to the harsh reality of what a divided city could be.  They later set to work to avoid 
such a potential future for Nicosia - pursuing instead a bicommunal vision of cooperation.  The development of the joint 
sewer system and the foundation of the Nicosia Master Plan has been well researched, see Akinci (2004), Demetriades 
(1998), Papadakis (1998), Abu-Orf (2005), and Uluçay (n.d.).
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For many years, this historic area has been subject to physical decay and socio-economic 
decline.  Such conditions resulted in a loss of population and employment and a deterioration 
of its architectural and environmental quality.  The conservation policy defi ned by the Nicosia 
Master Plan has aimed to arrest these trends and re-establish a new role for this area…Therefore, 
the major objective has been to develop, conserve, and revitalize the historic center, so as to 
promote the sustainable improvement of the environment and re-establish its importance and 
specifi c socio-economic and cultural role in contemporary Nicosia.4   

The NMP’s efforts towards these goals can most clearly be seen in the role that they played 
in the opening of the Lokmaci Checkpoint on Ledra Street in the center of the old city.  Before 
the division of the city Ledra Street was the main commercial artery, linking the city from north 
to south, and crossing over the old bed of the Pedieos River, which, now known as Hermes 
Street, lies mainly in the Buffer Zone.  While the political division of the city was instituted in 
recent years, the city has historically be segregated ever since the arrival of the Ottoman rulers 
in the late 16th century.  At that time the new arrivals from Turkey settled in the north and the 
Greek population remained concentrated in the south.  These two communities were divided 
by the riverbed of the Pedieos, which had fl owed through the center of the city until diverted by 
the Venetians.  Under the Ottomans this riverbed was open until covered over by the British for 
hygienic reasons.  These riverbed streets formed the backbone of the east-west route through 
the city, and it is along these streets that Cypriots from both sides of the city historically came 
together -  streets that contained a mixture of Greek, Turkish, and Armenian businesses.  These 
streets of cooperation are now subsumed by the Buffer Zone, acting as lines of division.5

While the borders opened in 2003, it was not until 2008, with the opening of the Lokmaci 
Crossing at Ledra Street, that it was possible to cross these streets again.  The contentious 
process of opening up this crossing point, through a series of negotiations between the two 
sides, lasted for fi ve years.  The Nicosia Master Plan Team played an important role in this 
process, often acting as the de facto  negotiators between the administrations and militaries 
of the two sides.6  This location seems to have made sense as the connection point because 
it links the main commercial centers of the old city together.  It was also chosen because of 
its symbolic value - the symbol of multiculturalism, the symbol of diversity.  The opening of 
this crossing point seems to have managed to “shrink” the de facto  Buffer Zone in this area.  
Prior to the opening, the area about a block south of the current crossing point was the limit of 
activity on Ledra Street.  In the North, Büyük Han, located several blocks to the north and to 
the east of the crossing point, was the limit of activity.  So this opening in the border was able 
to provide a linkage between what was already there in the North and what was already there 
in the South.  It has had a huge impact on Cypriot’s impressions of the walled city, and many 
are coming more often to Ledra street to shop, eat, or linger.7  While this project has been 
dramatically successful, with the NMP playing a major role in confl ict resolution, and with the 
accommodation of a lived reconciliation for the city’s residents, other projects instituted in this 
phase have had mixed results.

NMP Project Effectiveness in the North and the South

During this third phase, several “integrated priority investment projects” were implemented, 
including the areas of Chrysalliniotissa in the walled city in the south, and Arab Ahmet in the 
walled city in the north.8  In addition to these major priority investment projects, the NMP has 
also instituted several smaller projects that focus on the rehabilitation of individual buildings and 
their establishment as cultural centers.9

In both of these neighborhoods buildings were rehabilitated, new community facilities were 
provided, and efforts were made to attract residents who were previous owners or were 

4   Aristotelous-Cleridou, n.d.
5  An interesting footnote to the history of the development of the Buffer Zone is that while it remains a space of division 
above ground, the outline of the bed of the Pedieos is being used today for underground sewer pipes as part of the his-
toric cooperative efforts between the two municipalities for a joint sewer system that led to the beginnings of the Nicosia 
Master Plan.
6  See Demetriou (2007) for a complete discussion of this process.
7  While the opening of the Lokmaci crossing at Ledra Street has made an impact on Cypriot’s use of the old city, it must 
be noted that while 57% of Greek Cypriots said that they visit the old city more frequently since the opening, only 34% 
of Turkish Cypriots reported the same. (Jacobson et al., 2009 p.17.)  There is much more ambiguity on the part of the 
Turkish Cypriots who feel that the old city is being “colonized” by “settlers” from Turkey.  See Bryant & Hatay (2008) for a 
discussion of Turkish Cypriots reluctance to live in the old city while at the same time nurturing a deep nostalgia for it.
8  These neighborhoods were chosen because of their proximity to the buffer zone and because of the presence of 
buildings of high architectural quality which were crumbling and had been occupied by low-income groups and refugees.  
In the case of Chrysalliniotissa, 75% of the residents were migrants and 31% were over 60 years of age.  In Arab Ahmet, 
only about 20% of the buildings were owner-occupied, with 57% of the residents of the neighborhood living there without 
paying rent. (UNDP-UNCHS [Habitat], 1985)
9  An example of some of these projects in the north would include  the Arab Ahmet Culture and Art Centre, the Bedestan 
(future conference centre), Chapter House (meeting hall), Eaved House (cultural activity centre), and the Haydarpa�a 
Gallery among others. Some such cultural centres in the south include: Casteliotissa  (exhibition/events centre), Chry-
salliniotissa Crafts Centre, Famagusta Gate (cultural centre), Municipal Modern Art Cenre, and the Social and Cultural 
Centre.
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somehow connected to the neighborhood.  The old Armenian homes of Arab Ahmet have been 
beautifully restored, there is a lovely cultural center there, as well as a new restaurant and some 
café-bars. [fi g.2]   However, it has not been successful in attracting Turkish Cypriot residents.  
Rather, most of the people living there now are recent migrants from eastern Turkey.  Perhaps 
it has been diffi cult to draw residents “back” to this neighborhood since it had been occupied by 
a tight Armenian community up until 1963.  

The less than successful outcome of this project may have a lot to do, fi rst, with the overall 
structural problem of the TRNC not being recognized as a legal state, and secondly, the 
lack of political will of the authorities in the north to really improve the walled city.  Laws for 
the renovation of listed buildings or laws regulating the maximum number of occupants in a 
building would help to prohibit the large number of pansiyons, or boarding houses for male 
workers, catering to migrants in the walled city.  This legislation, however, is not passed 
because politicians, concerned about reelection, are afraid of alienating potential voters.  Yet 
another structural problem is the role of the mayor of Lefko�a.  Whenever the mayor of the city 
changes, the priorities for the city change with him.  This is diffi cult for the NMP team, since 
they may start working in a certain direction, yet in the end it cannot be implemented.  There 
is no overall structural plan for Lefko�a that does not change with the coming of a new mayor, 
as there is really no clear long-term vision for the city.  For example, the previous mayor had 
scattered different municipal functions in the walled city, so the Water Board and the Sewer 
Board were located in Arab Ahmet.  But the subsequent mayor had decided that he wanted 
all the municipal offi ces consolidated in one central location, so a new building was built in the 
central business district, and these offi ces were again moved, this time out of Arab Ahmet and 
into the centralized municipality building.  The NMP is less than satisfi ed by what they have 
been able to achieve at Arab Ahmet, and there is a lot of frustration among those in the north 
with this situation.  Many feel that until the Cyprus Problem is solved there is only so much that 
will be able to manage to accomplish.  

The Nicosia Master Plan team in the south have been able to be more effective in their work with 
the project in Chrysalliniotissa, which has been quite successful.  Many Greek Cypriot families 
have ended up moving back into the neighborhood, and it has become quite fashionable to live 
there.  In fact, there is even a waiting list for available homes in the neighborhood.  What this 
means for the city is that in Chrysalliniotissa there are mainly Greek Cypriots residents, which is 
quite a departure from the rest of the walled city in the south whose population is 55% migrant.  
While this project has been very successful, it is not something that the NMP can manage to 
repeat - at this point it is impossible to do another Chrysalliniotissa.  When they started in the 
1990s, the old city was abandoned, and it was easy to expropriate property, although this was a 
time consuming process with many hours spent on dealing with legal issues.  This is no longer 
possible to achieve as property values in the old city have taken off, and large companies have 
purchased many properties.  

 

[fi g. 2] A street in the Arab 
Ahmet neighborhood.  

Homes renovated by the 
NMP can be seen in the 
foreground  and a metal 

military gate that marks the 
beginning of the Buffer Zone 

can be seen in the back.
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NMP Funding Issues

While much of the original funding for the Nicosia Master Plan was provided by the UNDP, 
they are now slowly pulling out of Cyprus.  Four years ago they cut their funding by 50% 
as EU structural funds began coming in, and just in 2008 they cut those funds again by an 
additional 60%.  This has had ramifi cations for the Nicosia Master Plan.  Only the south is 
eligible for EU structural funds, and in the north they are increasingly getting more money 
from the Turkish government.  Because of the new funding, the NMP in the south is no longer 
working on any large, all-inclusive projects such as Chrysalliniotissa.  Instead, after the entry of 
the ROC into the EU in 2004, they have been following EU protocol and are now doing mainly 
general environment improvement projects – facade improvements, street improvements, and 
the improvement of traffi c patterns.  This has a lot to do with the fact that the EU does not 
want to intervene between owners and tenants, they want the owners themselves to decide 
how these buildings will be put to use.  The Master Plan team is now trying to change the 
city by getting the private sector more involved by improving the general environment, and 
creating more attractive investment opportunities.  They are also encouraging this by giving 
fi nancial incentives for people to improve their own properties, as well as offering incentives for 
businesses to open up in the old city.  

In the north, more funding for projects is coming from the Turkish government.  Yardım Heyeti, or 
the Assistance Committee, an organization based in Turkey, organizes these projects in Cyprus.  
One controversial project completed recently in Lefko�a is that of the Ankara Ça�layan Park 
which lies in the moat of the Venetian Walls.  Funded by the Ankara Municipality which spent 
1.6 million YTL on the project, this park sparked a huge controversy in the city when it opened 
in March of 2008.  Originally known just as Ça�layan Park this site holds an important place 
in the memory of Turkish Cypriots.  During the enclave period in Lefko�a in 1963-74, when the 
residents were all but trapped in the city, the park became the central focus of social life.  The 
park, the adjacent kebab house, the Ça�layan Restaurant, and several cinemas just across the 
street were the main gathering places for those in the city.  

…both men and women would make their way to Ça�layan, where the summer [open-air] 
cinemas were.  In the cinemas, Sunday was the last day not to miss the new Turkish fi lms that 
would begin their showings on Wednesdays.  In the summer months, there would be a festive 
air in Ça�layan.  The People’s Garden next to the People’s Cinema, a little further on to the 
Ça�layan Bar; or a little further than the Crystal Cinema and beside it the Lights Garden were 
all full to overfl owing…10 

However, subsequent to 1974, as Cypriots began to move out of the city to nearby suburbs, 
the park was largely forgotten about and fell into disuse.  Yet, as David Lowenthal has so 
succinctly illustrated, the value of forgotten heritage is suddenly amplifi ed when that inheritance 
is threatened or taken over by someone else.  Thus, the renaming of the park to Ankara 
Ça�layan Park brought this space back into the imagination of the Cypriots.  Not only was 
the park renamed, but “Ankara” was  stamped all over the park in the form of the Ankara 
Büyük�ehir Belediyesi municipal logo appearing on the many small seating structures in the 
park. [fi g.4] The opening ceremony in March 2008 was an opportunity for political posturing, 
and many politicians from Turkey – including the mayor of Ankara who is a troublesome political 
fi gure in Turkey – were there.  Also at the opening were many protestors, including a group 
from the Baraka Kültür Derne�i, or Baraka Cultural Centre, who carried signs stating “No to 
Assimilation.”  This group claimed that the renaming of the park was the continuation of “the 
elimination of the Turkish Cypriot history and identity…Since the 1950s, an assimilation and 

10  Emino�lu, 2007 quoted in Bryant & Hatay, 2008.

[fi g. 3] Signs such as 
this one can be seen all 
over the neighborhood of 
Chrysaliniotissa indicating 
the work of the NMP in 
this “integrated priority 
investment project.”
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subjection policy has been implemented and the Turkish Cypriot existence on the island is in 
jeopardy.”11 The experience of Ça�layan Park raises the important question of what will be 
the case as the Turkish Cypriots rely more and more on money from Yardım Heyeti for urban 
and architectural projects?  Will “Ankara” come to be stamped on other parks and squares 
and schools and mosques and buildings in Lefko�a?  How will the NMP’s work in the south 
be effected by an increased reliance on the EU for funding, as along with this funding come 
requirements for compliance with various EU regulations?  

The above discussion of the neighborhoods of Arab Ahmet and Chrysalliniotissa, as well as the 
complicated nature of the funding structure of the NMP, should begin to illustrate some of the 
limitations of a planning approach in a divided city.  While the NMP started off as an informal 
means of cooperation between the two sides, creating a structure that sought to circumvent 
ineffective offi cial negotiations, over the last thirty years the NMP team has become a major 
planning authority in the old city; pursuing a unifi ed vision for the city using a master planning 
approach. This notion of one unifi ed vision that drives all urban space projects in the old city, 
stands in contrast to the more incremental developments that have taken place at the Ledra 
Palace Checkpoint.  While contradictions can be troubling, they also have the potential to open 
up space for the rethinking of dominant frameworks for understanding relations on the island.  
If these contradictions are suppressed or camoufl aged, this potential is compromised.  It is the 
nature of a unifi ed vision such as the NMP, although admittedly one that embraces the built 
heritage of both sides, to suppress such contradiction.  But this is not to say that multiple visions 
and multiple narratives are not possible.  I would argue that cities have room for, and naturally 
accommodate multiple narratives, which are an intrinsic component of the anatomy of cities.   

Maurice Bloch’s ethnographic work reveals the presence of two different types of narratives 
in society - the offi cial and the informal.  The offi cial narrative is constructed through a 
process in which the repetition of a narrative “very poor on information but very strong on the 
reestablishment of order,” is formalized.  The informal narrative, while drawing on the formal, 
includes other memories.  He demonstrated that these two different types of narrative can 
and do exist simultaneously.  The fact that there is a widely accepted offi cial narrative does 
not preclude the existence of informal narratives as well; the two are not contradictory.12  I 
would make the case that these two different types of narrative exist in the city as well; the 
simultaneous presence of formal interventions like the NMP, alongside modes of informal urban 
practices and the accumulation of the authentic and the non-purposeful.  The most potent 
example of such a place in Nicosia is to be found at the Ledra Palace Checkpoint.

The Ledra Palace Checkpoint

The Ledra Palace Checkpoint  lies in the Buffer Zone, just adjacent and to the west of the city 
walls; linked to yet still distinct from both.This is one of the few areas where it is possible to enter 
the Buffer Zone, as it is a checkpoint, open since 2003, where people are able to move between 
the sides of the city following  passport control.  Where The NMP team have a clear vision of 
how they would like the city to be reformulated, the area near the Ledra Palace Checkpoint, 
represents a multi-directional accumulation of meaning and symbolism over time. It is a space 
that is heavily loaded with symbols of the confl ict as well as indications of how that confl ict has 
been experienced and managed by the city’s residents.  These symbols are visually located in 
this space, dense with meaning, in stratums of memory that run geometrically from the Venetian 
Walls, through the moat - which now lies in the Buffer Zone and hosts a football fi eld accessible 
to UN soldiers - to the adjacent Ledra Palace Hotel, now the main UN barracks.

The Ledra Palace Hotel, a site signifi cant in Cypriot experience both before and after the 
confl ict, opened in 1949, and for twenty-fi ve years was an important center of social life on the 
11  http://www.abhaber.com/english/haber.php?id=3814
12  Bloch, 1998.  Bloch also posits that semantic memory, or historical memory about facts one has learnt from others, 
and autobiographical memory are not so different, and neither are history and memory.  See also Aleida Assman’s (2008) 
discussion of “semantic” and “episodic” memory.

[fi g. 4] Ça�layan Park in the 
north.  The recent renovation 

funded by the Ankara 
Municipality in Turkey left its 
mark on this Turkish Cypriot 

public space.
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island, as well as a hub for international reporters.13 In July of 1974 EOKA-B gunmen, along 
with members of the Cyprus National Guard, occupied the Ledra Palace as part of a coup 
to overthrow then president Archbishop Makarios.  Turkish troops, who arrived on the island 
several days later, were preparing to attack the occupied hotel when the UN offi cials stationed 
in Nicosia got word of this.  They then evacuated the hotel, and it has served as a UN barracks 
ever since.  Prior to the opening of the borders in 2003, the Ledra Palace Hotel was the only 
place where people from the two sides of the city could meet within the context of total division 
between north and south.14  Bicommunal events, involving Cypriots from both sides of the 
divide, were hosted here.  It was the Ledra Palace Hotel that was the site of the early meetings 
of the NMP, as it was only here that planners from both sides of the city were able to meet.  For 
others, not among those in the small minority in the bicommunal movement, the hotel became 
a symbol of division, the exact place on the island where one world came to an end - the other  
unknowable.

Across the street from the hotel, along the main road leading to the checkpoint, sit a number 
of former residential villas, three of which are empty and one that has been converted to a 
high-end restaurant.  It is important to note that the opening of this restaurant has made quite 
an impact on the nature of the entire Ledra Palace Checkpoint area.  In 2007, four years after 
the checkpoint opened, there still was little if no activity here at night.  Chateau Status, while 
it was created by private capital for purely commercial purposes, has served to enliven this 
space, and to rewrite the area near the Buffer Zone as a space that is inhabitable.  While many 
people are going there simply because it is fashionable or trendy, the fact that they are going 
there is important and makes an impact on the image of the Buffer Zone.  One other empty 
building in this strip is the future bicommunal space, the Home for Cooperation, to be occupied 
by The Association for Historical Dialogue and Research.  This bicommunal group of Greek 
Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot educators, has managed to receive planning permission from the 
two Nicosia municipalities and from the UN, as well as European Union funding, to rehabilitate 
one of the decaying buildings.  Their goal is to set up a space to “create the opportunity for inter-
communal activities by securing a physical space for cooperation.”  The “street” that separates 
these buildings from the hotel serves as the checkpoint whereby one can cross into the ROC 
or the TRNC, and it is littered with many nationalistic symbols and slogans as well as a small 
Nicosia Master Plan information booth.[fi g.5]

These symbols have accumulated over the years and are in various states of abatement.  It 
is clear that nobody really knows what to do with them, and that nobody wants to deal with 
them, therefore the task is just left to time.  Indicative of this phenomenon are the posters 
that had been applied to the two concrete barriers that mark the entry into the Ledra Palace 

13  Heartbreak Hotel, Anon. 1988
14  See Demetriou, 2007 for a discussion of the symbolism of the hotel as a symbol of utopia for the bicommunal move-
ment.

[fi g. 5] Plan of the Ledra 
Palace Checkpoint.
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Hotel zone which illustrate the death of two Greek Cypriots at the hands of the Turkish Cypriot 
police.   These posters, designed to shock passerbys with the juxtapostion of the brutal images 
of the police beating their victim, alongside a photograph from his wedding, have lost their 
impact as time and weather have eroded the poster board material, causing it to crack, chip 
and fade.  Upon passing the police booth into the ROC one is confronted with the municipal 
building for Kyrenia, a town now located in the TRNC.  Greek Cypriots, formerly from Kyrenia, 
hold elections and vote for a mayor and a municipal council who are housed in this building, 
along with pamphlets and posters that call out the “so-called” nature of the illegal state to the 
north.  Quite unlike the NMP’s unifi ed vision for an integrated city, this complex conglomeration 
that is the Ledra Palace site is an authentic expression of the many contradictions in Cypriot 
society; attesting to the fact that there are nationalists and there are bicommunalists within 
these fractured communities located in a divided city.15

There is an intense visual connection that occurs between these spaces, some of them remnants 
of different times in Nicosia’s history located in one place, which is highlighted and emphasized 
by the walls and the open fi eld in the Buffer Zone.  This is a place that brings the pasts and 
the future visually and tangibly into one location.  Here, the line of division is almost palpable. 
[fi g.6]  One can feel that there is “third space” that exists on the island, one that is removed from 
attempts at creating a sense of normalcy in the city - as epitomized by the NMP.   

Michael Herzfeld’s ethnography A Place in History: Social and Monumental Time in a Cretan 
Town, explores a similar tension.  He is concerned with the interplay between the “formal models 
of offi cial culture and the informal practices of social life.”  He addresses the location of the 
living town of Rethemnos within the context of a nation-state with a “monumental conception 
of history,” and the struggle for identity that then ensues between this monumentality - the 
transformation of the town into “heritage” - and the continuity of the life of its residents.  His 
work explores the manner in which the towns’ citizens react to and resist the interference of 
a state that turns their homes into “monuments.”  Situated in a town of Venetian Walls and 
Ottoman and Hellenic heritage, Herzfeld’s study of this interaction between the monumental 
and the social is instructive.  While there is not a direct correlation, his discussion of the 
monumental could be related to the unifi ed vision of the NMP, and his discussion of the social 
to the accumulations of the Ledra Palace Checkpoint.  Herzfeld proposes that the Rethemniots 
are caught in “the battle over the future of the past,” which is informed by the interplay of 
what he calls monumental time and social time.  “Monumental time is calibrated in well-defi ned 
periods.  The bureaucratic measure of history.”  By resisting the monumentalization of their 
homes, the “traditional neighborhoods” and “archeological monuments” as defi ned by the state, 
Rethemniots are engaging in a struggle to keep their town from being subsumed into history.  It 
is useful to view this struggle within the context of the relationship between history and memory, 
an area of much recent scholarly interest.  

This is a slippery terrain to explore, especially because it has been so hard to defi ne what 
exactly is meant by history and by memory.  There is signifi cant debate about the nature of their 
interdependence, and scholars still have not been able to fi nd the right metaphor for how this 
relationship works.  Herzfeld begins to point this out in very concrete ways in his discussion of time 
- and its relation to the most concrete of all, built space.  “Between social and monumental time 
lies a discursive chasm, separating the popular from offi cial understandings of history.  Social 
time is the grist of everyday experience.  It is above all the kind of time in which events cannot be 
predicted but in which every effort can be made to infl uence them.  It is the time that gives events 
their reality, because it encounters each as one of a kind.  Monumental time, by contrast, is 
reductive and generic.”16 This tension, then, between what we could call history and memory, or 

15  It should be clarifi ed this heterogeneous expression occurs on the Greek Cypriot side of the checkpoint,.  In contrast, 
it is a quite normal neighborhood greets one upon passing through the TRNC passport control booth.   This border is 
treated as a “natural” boundary to the Turkish Cypriot homeland.
16  Herzfeld, 1991 p.10.

[fi g. 6] View of the Ledra 
Palace area, looking south 

into the football fi eld.  To the 
left, beyond the Venetian 

walls, lies the TRNC.  To the 
right is the ROC, and the 

United Nations Buffer Zone 
is woven inbetween.
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monumental time and social time, or offi cial memory and popular memory, is conspicuous when 
we look at the NMP in relation to the Ledra Palace site.  This raises some interesting questions 
about the role of the NMP in cooperating with or challenging offi cial memory.  What is the role of 
the NMP in the construction of offi cial memory?  How is their unifi ed vision and masterplan for 
the city involved in rewriting this offi cial history, and how does it affect urban memory?  What is 
the relationship in Nicosia between offi cial history and people’s personal memories - and how do 
these fi nd expression in urban space?  What power do these personal manifestations of memory 
have to compete with the total monumentalization of the city?

Conclusion

This paper has outlined some urban initiatives, formal and informal, at work within both the 
walled city and the Buffer Zone.  These initiatives bear consideration when thinking about how 
changes to the urban fabric affect the symbolism of the city and important locations of urban 
memory.  This paper has attempted to argue that the Nicosia Master Plan has already made 
a signifi cant impact on the walled city, engaging in projects that have made the city a place 
that is once again thought of as being inhabitable.  The incremental accumulations that have 
occurred at the Ledra Palace Checkpoint have also served to change perceptions of the Buffer 
Zone as it’s edges are fi lled in and occupied. By comparing these approaches and these new 
dispositions of space we begin to see the interplay between history and memory, or what I 
have also called in this paper monumental time and social time, or offi cial memory and popular 
memory.

When the Nicosia Master Plan initiative fi rst began, the NMP team worked very much outside 
of formal structures.  Beginning in 1979, only fi ve years after the offi cial partition of the city, they 
circumvented the offi cial histories, at that time very heavily imposed and solidly entrenched on 
both sides of the divide, and managed to work outside of these constrictions.  They have been 
very successful in bringing about the further reintegration of the city, and due to this success, 
they have become well established as major players in planning decisions in the city(s), receiving 
funding from the UNDP and now structural funds from the EU.  This is a signifi cant development 
and it bears questioning the extent to which the Nicosia Master Plan and its projects are being 
incorporated into offi cial memory.  What capacity do they have, considering the limitations of a 
planning approach, to engage with popular memory, the manifestations of which we see at the 
Ledra Palace Checkpoint?   What is the relationship between the NMP and offi cial memory(s), 
and does their unifi ed planning approach impinge on personal manifestations of memory?  Are 
there lessons to be learnt from Ledra Palace; approaches that can perhaps be incorporated into 
the work of the NMP so that is does not become subsumed into offi cial memory?
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Rotterdam as “the Makeable City”
Writing about Rotterdam is hardly possible without understanding its long-lasting fascination 
for the idea of “the makeable city”1. This manifests itself in the local government’s strong belief 
in the capacity to steer and control urban development, meaning the development of the 
physical and social fabric of the city. The ambitious harbour construction at the end of the 19th 
century; the radical Basic Plan for the reconstruction of the bombed city centre after WOII; the 
extensive municipal (house) “buying actions”2 as part of the urban renewal of the seventies; the 
more recent, emblematic regeneration project “Kop van Zuid”: they all testify to Rotterdam’s 
continuous efforts to reinvent itself time after time.

This can-do mentality became part and parcel of Rotterdam’s identity. Part of this image has to do 
with a widespread recognition for the city’s apparently unfl agging survival instinct. In some way 
or the other, Rotterdam has been able to reform itself over and over again when confronted with 
– often disruptive – outside forces (e.g. industrialisation, war, protests of residents). The other 
part has been nurtured by a historiography which presents Rotterdam’s urban development in 
an almost heroic way by stressing the personal achievements of involved “city architects”, such 
as G.J. De Jongh, W.G. Witteveen or Riek Bakker3. However, whereas there seems to be a 
consensus on Rotterdam’s ambitiousness, opinions differ greatly as to the success of all these 
restructuration processes. A commonly expressed sentiment is that Rotterdam turned out to be 
a city without history, without a “soul”, and without a “real” city centre.

This paper aims to highlight the multiple faces of “the makeable city” and thus aspires to adopt 
a more inclusive approach towards Rotterdam’s urban(isation) history. Besides large-scale, top-
down social and fysical interventions, this paper will take into account those dimensions of the 
(re)production of the city that fall outside of the established practices of government-led spatial 
planning. More in particular, we conceptualise urban (re)development as a process that interacts 
with, and is shaped by a broad range of policy domains (at various scale levels), such as housing, 
labour and migration. Furthermore, we include other modes of space-production outside the state, 
e.g. market-driven real estate developments, the formation of transnational and local networks, 
the creation of parochial spaces, etc. Finally, also the use, experience and appropriation of space 
will be taken into account, hereby acknowledging space as a social construct, imbued with power 
relations, symbols, and meanings. This implies that citizens will be valorised as social actors, 
relentlessly transforming space through their social exchanges, memories, images, and daily 
use.4 

The case of the Spanish migrants offers an excellent venue to investigate the multiple faces 
of “the makeable city”. Interestingly, this group of immigrants arrived in the city during a 
quite intense period in Rotterdam’s urban development history: at the turn-about from urban 
reconstruction to urban renewal. Furthermore, their status of “guestworker” makes them a group 
whose place in the city was ambiguous. They were not perceived as marginal in the sense that 
their presence was fully accepted and desired; at the same time their place in the city has 
always been qualifi ed and the object of “special measures”. As a result, they were subject to a 
complex dialectic of in- and exclusion. And lastly, the Spaniards, being part of the fi rst post-war 
immigration wave in the Netherlands, followed a remarkable integration trajectory. They arrived 
in the Netherlands at the tail end of migration policies, preceding future integration policies. As 
a result, their stay in the Netherlands was largely defi ned in economical terms.5 The anticipated 
temporariness of their stay, had a tremendous impact on the way the government envisaged 

1  in Dutch: “de maakbare stad”.
2  in Dutch: “aankoopacties”.
3  Among others, see: Jan NIEUWENHUIS, Mensen maken een stad. Uit de geschiedenis van de dienst van gemeen-
tewerken te Rotterdam. 1855-1955 (Rotterdam: Dienst van Gemeentewerken,1955); Paul VAN DE LAAR and M. VAN 
JAARSVELD, Historische atlas van Rotterdam. De groei van de stad in beeld (Rotterdam: SUN, 2004); L. J. C. J. VAN 
RAVESTEYN, “Stadsontwikkeling van Rotterdam in het begin van deze eeuw. IV De linkeroever vóór de groote uitbreiding” 
in Rotterdams Jaarboekje (1936), 115-142.
4  Setha M. LOW, On the plaza. The Politics of Public Space and Culture (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000).
5  María BRUQUETAS-CALLEJO, Blanca GARCÉS-MASCAREÑAS, Rinus PENNINX and Peter SCHOLTEN, Policymak-
ing related to immigration and integration. The Dutch Case (IMISCOE Working Paper: Country Report, 2007).
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the Spaniards’ “spatial rights”6 or the extent to which they were allowed to access the urban 
infrastructure (housing, public facilities, etc.).

This paper is largely based on archival research.7 In line with the conceptualisation of urban 
development as a multifaceted process, and in order to grasp the different perspectives of the 
various involved actors, I consulted a wide variety of sources. I looked at national and local 
policy documents, the archives of two local resident organisations8 and a large collection of 
newspaper articles9. The section on “camp Waalhaven”, a municipal collective housing project 
that catered for about 600 Spanish migrants, is detailed through documents from the “camp 
Waalhaven” collection.10 This was supplemented by the very rich collection of the Spanish 
parish in Rotterdam, “Sagrada Familia” (established at the beginning of the 1960s for the 
Spanish guestworkers) which included detailed census data (recorded by the priest of the 
Spanish parish).11 The latter allowed me to support my research with quantitative data and 
to make a series of maps (of which two are included in this paper). To date, I have conducted 
a limited number of interviews. More interviews with Spanish migrants and key fi gures (e.g. 
policymakers, activists, former staff from camp Waalhaven, personnel managers, social housing 
corporations, etc.) are planned in the near future.

The structure of this paper is twofold. In the fi rst part, I will focus on governmental policies, and 
more particularly on the way they contributed to the production of the space for Spanish migrants 
in the city of Rotterdam. These policies will be investigated over a time span of more than twenty 
years (1962-1986), from the moment of the Spanish migrant’s arrival until their (voluntary) return 
to Spain. The studied period will not only show remarkable fl uctuations in the objectives of the 
government, but will also uncover the different roles that the government attributed to itself.  In 
the case of the Spanish migrants, this resulted in quite contrasting spatial outcomes: from the 
production of an enclosed camp-like environment that was completely controlled by the state, 
over the unplanned development of an informal, grey housing circuit due to an almost absent or 
blind government, to a sudden recovery of the government’s power by way of a territorial-spatial 
strategy that consisted of extensive municipal (house) “buying actions”. These different modes 
of space (re)production processes, resulting from the presence of the Spanish migrants, will be 
framed against the background of Rotterdam’s urban redevelopment plans during this period.

Whereas to fi rst part of the paper focuses on the place that was assigned to the Spanish 
immigrants, the second part concentrates on the space that was constructed by the Spaniards 
themselves.12 The paper aims to incorporate and valorise the agency of Spanish migrants in 
space-making processes and argues that both (space-production and construction) processes 
are inextricably bound up with and highly dependent upon each other. Hence, the second part 
will discuss the dialectical relationships between the formal and the informal, the centre and the 
periphery, the dominant and the marginal, the fi rst and the second order13. By adopting a micro-
level perspective towards the socio-spatial strategies developed within the Spanish community, 
this paper seeks to bring to the surface how the boundaries of these produced spaces were 
continuously (re)negotiated, contested and (re)shaped in daily life by various practices of 
appropriation (both at the symbolic and the concrete, material level).

The Ultimate Spatial Control | Camp Waalhaven (1962-1968)14 
In comparison to other West-European countries such as Germany and France, the active 
recruitment of “guestworkers” in the Netherlands had a slow start and was quite modest in 
size.15 The fi rst recruitment of Spanish migrants dates back to 1961, and at the peak (in 1974) 

6  Stephen CARR, Mark FRANCIS, Leanne G. RIVLIN and Andrew M. STONE, Public
Space (Cambridge University Press,1992). They defi ne fi ve kinds of “spatial rights” that determine the “publicness of 
spaces”: (1) access: the right to enter and remain in space; (2) freedom of action: the ability to carry on activities in space; 
(3) claim: the ability to take over the space and recourses in it; (4) change: the ability to modify the environment; (5) owner-
ship and disposition: the ultimate form of control.
7  The archival research was conducted in the Municipal Archive of Rotterdam (GAR) and the National Archive in Den 
Haag (NA).
8  More in particular, those of Feyenoord and Crooswijk, which were both involved in protests in response to the large 
infl ow of migrants during the 1960s and 1970s.
9  The arrival of the Spanish migrants, more particularly the related problems with housing, was extensively covered by 
the media.
10  In GAR.
11  In GAR.
12  The research for this part of the paper is still in progress.
13  Jean REMY et Liliane VOYÉ, Ville, ordre et violence. Formes spatiales et transaction sociale (Paris: Presses Univer-
sitaires de France,1981).
14  This section is condensed from a more detailed (unpublished) paper with the title “Housing as an Instrument for Con-
fi nement. The Camps for the Spanish ‘Guestworkers’ in Rotterdam”.  
15  By way of comparison, in 1972, an estimated number of 120.000 foreign labourers lived in the Netherlands, which 
equalled 2,4% of the total number of Dutch employed workers. In other European countries, this percentage was consid-
erably higher: France 5%, Belgium 7%, Germany 7%, and Switzerland 30%. In: Daan VAN HEERE and Han HIDALGO, 
Buitenlandse arbeiders in Rotterdam (Protestantse Stichting tot Bevordering van het bibliotheekwezen en de Lektuurvoor-
ziening in Nederland,1972). The main reasons for this were the relatively late industrialisation and the demographic growth 
due to a growing population and the post-colonial immigration from Indonesia.
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roughly 30.00016 Spaniards were living in the Netherlands. During the same year, Rotterdam 
housed about 5.00017 offi cially recruited and another estimated 10.00018 “spontaneous”19 
Spanish immigrants. In Spain, the emigration movement started in the 1950s, and continued 
uninterruptedly until the mid 1970s. It originated all over the country, both in the countryside and 
cities, but Andalusia and Galicia were the main sources. Besides to West-European countries 
(Germany, France, Switzerland, Belgium and the Netherlands), their destinations included 
the more economically developed provinces of Spain (Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Basque 
provinces).20 The Spanish emigration was motivated by economical (lack of employment, 
economic and social deprivation) or political reasons (anti-Franco). 21 Initially, it involved mainly 
young men, but from the 1970s onwards, many women would join their husbands. The Spanish 
migration differed from other “guestworker” migration in its high degree of return.22 

During the fi rst years, when the number of migrants was still rather modest, Rotterdam initiated 
“camp Waalhaven”: a collective housing project that provided room for about six hundred 
Spaniards. The camp was in fact a reconversion of a former German submarine basis (built 
during WOII), situated in the periphery of the Rotterdam Docklands, near the massive dock 
of Waalhaven, hence its name “camp Waalhaven”. After WOII, the Dutch submarine took 
possession of the military infrastructure and sold it to the Rotterdam municipality in the 1960s in 
order to allow them to reorganise it as a “reception centre” for foreign labourers. The following 
newspaper article offers an insightful view into the high hopes and expectations raised by the 
arrival of foreign labourers in Rotterdam and their housing in Waalhaven.

“The train from Paris, pulling in to the station yesterday evening at eight o’clock, 
was bringing Rotterdam the fi rst contingent of Spanish construction workers. […] 
After a brief registration, the bus brought the men to the nursing home in the camp 
of the former submarine basis at the Waalhaven […]. The big camp canteen 
[…] is decorated that cosy, that it must have made a pleasant impression upon 
the men. The fi rst meal, prepared in the own kitchen with brand new material, 
was a thick and well spiced soup, dry rice with a kind of goulash and fruit and 
coffee for desert. […] The fi rst inhabitants of the nursing centre were heartily 
welcomed in their national language by a representative of the municipality […]. 
It was thoughtful of the Employment Department to provide a reading table in the 
canteen with Spanish readings […]. A collection of Spanish records was bought 
for the gramophone. In the building, two large rooms are in readiness, one as 
a conversation room, the other as television room. Furthermore, the canteen is 
provided with a couple of billiard tables as well.”23

For the Rotterdam municipality, camp Waalhaven functioned as an instrument to stimulate the 
local economy. In the beginning of the 1960s, the municipality was one of the main initiators 
with regards to the recruitment of labourers from abroad. Both their public companies R.E.T. 
and G.E.B. (respectively an electric tramway and energy company) were confronted with a 
shortage of labour, resulting from growing feelings of dissatisfaction with the conditions of 
employment among their personnel. As a solution, the city council decided to recruit about 250 

16  Flip LINDO, Zuideuropeanen in Nederland: Portugezen, Spanjaarden, Italianen, Grieken en Joegoslaven: een verk-
enning van hun positie en een inventarisatie van onderzoek (Rijswijk: Ministerie van Welzijn, Volksgezondheid en Cul-
tuur,1988), p. 20. Source: CBS, Afdeling bevolkingsstatistieken (offi cial numbers).
17  Source: Gemeentelijk Bureau voor Statistiek.
18  Janneke JANSEN, Bepaalde huisvesting : een geschiedenis van opvang en huisvesting van immigranten in Nederland, 
1945-1995 (Aksant, Research School CNWS, Department of History, Faculty of Arts: Leiden University, 2006), p. 104. The 
number of “spontaneous” migrants has been estimated at two third of the total migrant population during the 1960s.
19  Spaniards that came to the Netherlands without an offi cial work contract, with a tourist visa.
20  Vicente RODRÍGUEZ, Carmen EGEA, and José A. NIETO, “Return Migration in Andalusia, Spain” in International 
Journal of Population Geography, 8(2002): 233-254.
21  Sjoerd K. OLFERS, Arbeidsmigrant of vluchteling? Achtergronden van de Spaanse migratie
naar Nederland, 1960-1980 (Amsterdam: 2004).
22  Starting from 1975, there was a negative migration balance: the number of Spaniards that left the Netherlands ex-
ceeded the number of newcomers. In comparison with other groups of labour migrants this negative migration balance was 
remarkable. The numbers of Italians, Portuguese and Greeks were also decreasing after 1971. However, the remigration 
numbers were considerably lower when compared to those of the Spaniards, and also the total size of these groups was 
increasing. Source: Sjoerd K. OLFERS, Arbeidsmigrant of vluchteling? Achtergronden van de Spaanse migratie naar 
Nederland, 1960-1980 (Amsterdam: 2004).
23  Municipal Archive Rotterdam, in Dutch: Gemeentearchief Rotterdam (GAR), Collectie Kranten en Tijdschriften, On-
bekend auteur, “Eerste Spaanse bouwvakarbeiders in Rotterdam gearriveerd. Geriefl ijk gehuisvest in gerestaureerd kamp 
aan de Waalhaven”, Rotterdamsch Nieuwsblad, 3 Februari, 1962. Original Dutch text: “De trein uit Parijs, die gister-
avond om 8 uur het station binnenrolde, bracht Rotterdam het eerste contingent Spaanse bouwvakarbeiders. […] Na een 
vluchtige registratie werden de mannen per autobus naar het verzorgingscentrum in het kamp van de voormalig onderzee-
bootbasis aan de Waalhaven gebracht […]. De grote kantine van het kamp […] is zo gezellig ingericht, dat die bepaald 
een prettige indruk op de mannen gemaakt moet hebben. Die eerste maaltijd bereid in de eigen keuken met gloednieuw 
materiaal bestond uit een dikke en goed gekruide tomatensoep en droge rijst met een soort goulash met fruit en koffi e toe. 
[…] De eerste bewoners van het verzorgingscentrum werden in hun landstaal hartelijk verwelkomd door de vertegenwoor-
diger van de gemeente […]. Attent was het van de dienst Arbeidsvoorziening de leestafel in de kantine reeds te voorzien 
van lectuur in het Spaans […]. Voor de grammofoon was een verzameling Spaanse grammofoonplaatjes aangeschaft. Er 
zullen in dit gebouw nog twee grote ruimten in gereedheid worden gebracht, een als conversatiezaal en een als televisie-
zaal. De kantine is trouwens nog uitgerust met een paar biljards.”
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foreign labourers which would be housed in camp Waalhaven.24 In the same period, also the 
(private) building industry encountered similar diffi culties, which was highly problematic since 
the city was still recovering from the huge housing shortage since WOII. In order to overcome 
these problems, the municipality offered the building contractors25 one year of free housing in 
camp Waalhaven as a kind of incentive to hire Spanish labourers.26 

Camp Waalhaven was set up to accommodate the needs of single men by way of an enclosed, 
“disciplinary”27 environment, a space under continuous supervision and control. Every daily 
activity was organized, all within the delimited boundaries of the camp. Their food was 
collectively prepared by a cook, their drinks were served in the “camp canteen”, their bed 
linen was cleaned by the “camp servants”, movies were shown in the camp’s television room, 
sick foreigners had to go to the “camp doctor” in the “camp infi rmary”, the available Spanish 
readings were censored28, and so on. As a result, Spaniards that were put into camp Waalhaven 
were restricted in their personal freedom. The camp epitomizes a pure, exclusive model: its 
extreme rationality isolated the Spaniards from the rest of society and excluded them from 
any kind of normal everyday interactions, such as going to the shop to do groceries, cooking a 
meal, inviting friends, going to the post offi ce or bank, having a drink in a café, and so on. This 
was further reinforced by the isolated, peripheral location in a closed, camp-like environment, 
only accessible to outsiders and under strict conditions. Evidently, these extensive facilities 
necessitated a large camp staff: apart from administrative personnel, about thirty people 
were working full-time in the camp, among them were the camp manager and his assistant, 
a (Spanish) cook, a canteen manager, a doctor, a few porters and several (Dutch but mainly 
Spanish) “camp servants” and female workers.29 

The spatial and organizational arrangement of the camp closely mirrored the common ideas 
towards “guestworkers” at the time. It is the spatial translation of a production rationality carried 
to the extreme. The commodifi cation of labour and the creation of temporal labour reserves 
went hand in hand with the construction of a highly stereotypical image of “the guestworker”, 
which had to further justify the “special measures”. Comparative calculations of the different 
housing options showed that this camp-like accommodation offered the most effi cient and 
economic solution to accommodate the needs of single, unattached young men who were 
expected to go back to their home countries within a few years.30 However, when putting it to 
the test, this image did not correspond with reality. Of all Spaniards that were housed in camp 
Waalhaven, more than 60% was married when arriving in the Netherlands; the age varied 
between 18 and 56 years old: the majority was in their beginning thirties, still 40% was older 
than 35. In contrast to Moroccan and Turkish guestworkers, the large majority of the Spaniards 
fi nally went back to Spain, however, about 25% of stayed in the Netherlands for more than fi ve 
years, and approximately 10% even more than ten years31.  

In daily practice, the disciplinary character of camp Waalhaven manifested itself in an ambivalent 
way: on the one hand, it imposed supervision and control, on the other it provided an (often 
welcome) safety net and bridging function. From the thousands of (offi cial and “spontaneous”) 
Spaniards that would enter Rotterdam in the coming years, roughly one out seven entered the city 
via camp Waalhaven.32 The majority of them would exchange their place in the camp for the city 
centre in less than one or two years after their arrival. Even Spaniards who came to the Netherlands 
without a labour contract could enter the camp. For example, after the Christmas holidays of 1965 

24  Knowledge Centre Administrative Department Rotterdam, in Dutch: Kenniscentrum Bestuursdienst Rotterdam (KBR): 
Reports from the council meetings, March 14, 1963, p. 214.
25  Later on, these building contractors would unite themselves under the name S.A.B.B.A. (Stichting Aantrekking Buiten-
landse BouwvakArbeiders).
26  One could argue that, in the case of camp Waalhaven, the organisation of migrant’s space was part of a labour policy, 
and housing served as an instrument “to fi x” this, in both senses of the word. The arrival of the guestworkers coincided with 
the decommodifi cation of labour (resulting in the creation of costly social safety nets) which, at its turn, was compensated 
by the importation of foreign labour (which was still highly commodifi ed).
27  Michel FOUCAULT, Discipline and Punish. The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books,1977).
28  Sjoerd K. OLFERS, Arbeidsmigrant of vluchteling? Achtergronden van de Spaanse migratie naar Nederland, 1960-
1980 (Amsterdam: 2004).
29  The previous paragraph is based on material found in: GAR, Verzorgingscentrum Waalhaven 806, box 1.
30  Dutch National Archive (NA), 2.27.02 Inventaris van het archief van het Ministerie van Maatschappelijk Werk 1952-
1965, Onderdeel 1144 Stukken betreffende de huisvesting, tewerkstelling en naturalisatie van buitenlandse arbeidsk-
rachten en toepassing van de Woonruimtewet 1947 ten aanzien van vreemdelingen 1953-1965.
31  GAR, Toegangsnummer: 978, Archieftitel: Mision Catolica Espanola (Spaanse Kerk) / Parroquia La Sagrada Familia 
te Rotterdam (Spaanssprekende parochie). A total of 867 personal data fi les, deriving from the card system of the Spanish 
parish, were digitized by the author. The detailed census data include date and place of birth, date of arrival in the Neth-
erlands, profession, employer(s), marital status, date of marriage, date arrival of wife and children, date of birth wife and 
children, different addresses, dates of moving for each address, date of return to Spain, special remarks. The selection was 
limited to the Spanish immigrants which entered Rotterdam via Camp Waalhaven and all (fi rst) surnames that started with 
every fourth letter of the alphabet (e.g. A, D, G, etc.). Statistical analysis carried out by Rianne van Os (VU Amsterdam, 
Nederlands Studiecentrum Criminaliteit en Rechtshandhaving) and the author. 
32  Based on counting the fi les in the card system of the Spanish parish. GAR, Toegangsnummer: 978, Archieftitel: Mision 
Catolica Espanola (Spaanse Kerk) / Parroquia La Sagrada Familia te Rotterdam (Spaanssprekende parochie). As far as 
known, there are no exact fi gures of the number of Spaniards in Rotterdam (only for the whole of the Netherlands).
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a lot of Spaniards had brought their friends. Fifty of them were accepted in the camp and were 
simultaneously employed as workmen for the municipality or the building industry.33 

Over the years, camp Waalhaven gradually lost its function and slowly faded away. Probably 
the main reason was that it had made itself redundant. Initially, camp Waalhaven was intended 
as a subsidised housing project, which main contribution was that it catered for cheaper labour 
forces for the municipality and the building sector. However, already after the fi rst year, it seems 
that this initial rational logic was met with an ambivalent attitude, and several members of the 
city council started to question the “large fi nancial losses”, resulting from the camp’s exploitation. 
Mister Mayer (P.v.d.A., the Dutch Labour Party): “Although we do not have admiration for this 
fi nancing that looks like a subsidy for the construction employers, we will stick to the agreements 
that were made last year by the city council. All the more, because that way it will be possible 
to face up to the danger, caused by the shortage on the labour market for the construction (sic.) 
of Rotterdam’s anticipated building capacity.”34 In the coming years, the criticism about the high 
exploitation costs grew, and by 1968, the whole operation was considered as “not profi table”, 
since the boarding money could not cover the large investments in infrastructure and staff. The 
fact that the camp had contributed to control the wage claims of the labourers was no longer 
taken into account.35 

However, rather than the high exploitation costs, the most decisive reason for the failure of 
the municipal experiment camp Waalhaven was the “exodus” by the Spanish workers [fi g. 1].36 
In 1968, only 80 of the roughly 600 available places were occupied by Spaniards. Almost all 
the Spanish workers placed by S.A.B.B.A. left, leaving behind just a few small groups that 
worked for the municipal companies R.E.T. en G.E.B.37 In order to know the exact reasons for 
their massive departure, a research was conducted and reported by J. Haverman, working on 
the Rotterdam Housing Department and member of the ‘Contact Committee Reception Centre 
Waalhaven’ on February the 22nd, 1968. The following conclusions were drawn:

“For the cause of the departure [of Spanish workers] from the camp can be 
accepted:

a) the many second jobs of Spaniards in Rotterdam, because of which many 
workers cannot consume their warm meals on time and only eat them when the 
meal is already cold and then has to be warmed up again. This also explains the 
recurrent complaints about the food.

b) The low interest of most employers with regard to the housing of Spaniards. 
Only in the opinion of the municipal companies R.E.T. and G.E.B. there is no 
difference with regard to the housing in Waalhaven, but here, it [the housing in 
camp Waalhaven] is made compulsory for Spanish workers.

c)The great willingness wish [strikethrough in original document] of Spaniards 
to take care of their meals themselves, what matters is that they have a bed to 
sleep in. As a result, at the present cost price, a fi nancial advantage for the divers 
employers because the contribution is reduced.”38

33  Information based on a newspaper article: Onbekend auteur, “Spaanse arbeiders worden op kamers bijeen gepropt”, 
de Havenloods, 18 maart, 1965, p. 1.
34  Knowledge Centre Administrative Department Rotterdam, in Dutch: Kenniscentrum Bestuursdienst Rotterdam (KBR): 
Reports from the council meetings, March 14, 1963, p. 214. Original Dutch text: “Hoewel wij geen bewondering hebben 
voor deze op een subsidie aan de bouwvakpatroons lijkende fi nanciering, zullen wij ons houden aan de afspraken, die 
het vorige jaar door de gemeenteraad werden aanvaard. Dit des te gereder, omdat daardoor op zekere hoogte het hoofd 
kan worden geboden aan het gevaar, dat tengevolge van de krappe arbeidsmarkt was ontstaan voor het aan Rotterdam 
toegewezen bouwvolume.”
35  The exploitation losses were (in general) exponentially growing: 1962: f. 21.505,80 (about 9600 euro); 1963: f. 
10.328,77; 1964: f. 129.587,61; 1965: f. 158.157,64; 1966: f. 256.184,96; 1967: f. 402.582,21 (about 183.000 Euros). 
Source: GAR, Verzorgingscentrum Waalhaven 806, box 1. Note entitled “Verzorgingscentrum Waalhaven”, unknown au-
thor, undated. GAR, Verzorgingscentrum Waalhaven 806, box 1. Meeting minute entitled “Huisvesting buitenlandse gas-
tarbeiders in kamp Waalhaven, Rotterdam”, unknown author, meeting dates: September 30th and October 21st, 1968.
36  Figure, made by the author, based on (a sample of 867) second addresses of Spanish migrants after they left camp 
Waalhaven, as registered in the card system of the Spanish parish: GAR, Toegangsnummer: 978, Archieftitel: Mision 
Catolica Espanola (Spaanse Kerk) / Parroquia La Sagrada Familia te Rotterdam (Spaanssprekende parochie). After digi-
tizing, the addresses were located on an aerial photo by using Batchgeocode and Transcad software.
37  GAR, Verzorgingscentrum Waalhaven 806, box 1.
38  GAR, Verzorgingscentrum Waalhaven 806, box 1. Original Dutch text: “Als oorzaak van de leegloop [door Spaanse 
werknemers] van het woonoord kan worden aangenomen: a) de vele bijbaantjes van de Spanjaarden in Rotterdam, 
waardoor velen niet op tijd de warme maaltijden kunnen gebruiken en deze eerst nuttigen als deze maaltijd reeds koud is 
geworden en dan moet worden opgewarmd. Dit verklaart ook de steeds terugkerende klachten over het eten; b) de weinig 
geinteresseerde houding van de meeste werkgevers ten aanzien van de huisvesting van hun Spanjaarden. Alleen bij de 
gemeentelijke bedrijven RET en GEB bestaat er geen verschil van mening tav de huisvesting in Waalhaven, maar is deze 
verplicht gesteld voor hun Spaanse werknemers; c) De grote bereidheid van de Spanjaarden om zelf voor hun maaltijden 
te zorgen, als ze maar een bed hebben om op te slapen. Hierdoor, bij de huidige kostprijs, een fi nancieel voordeel voor 
diverse werkgevers omdat de bijdrage veel minder wordt.”
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In retrospect, it can be argued that the main reasons behind the diaspora of the Spaniards 
to the city centre (and the related decline of camp Waalhaven) were less prosaic. By the end 
of the 1960s, the government’s initial objectives towards the “guestworker” migration, namely 
the temporary importation of cheap, male labour, had been surpassed by reality. Rotterdam 
witnessed an increasing number of family reunions.39 For these Spanish families, the model 
of camp Waalhaven as a space designed to accommodate the needs of single men, became 
outmoded. Furthermore, this period was marked by a steep rise of the number of (offi cial and 
spontaneous) migrants [fi g. 2].40 So, the initial objective of the camp, i.e. to foster additional 
“guestworker” migration became redundant; camp Waalhaven could only provide housing 
for a fraction of the actual number of Spaniards that settled themselves in Rotterdam. There 
was just one short revival at the end of the 1960s, when the Rotterdam Municipality had the 
opportunity to make a contract with Verolme United Shipyards N.V. and N.V. Wescon, to house 
their employees from (former) Yugoslavia. But also their stay would be short lived.41

 “A Silent Clearance” | Rotterdam’s Urban Redevelopment Plans (1960-1974)
During the 1960s and 1970s, the Spanish migrants were largely concentrated in Rotterdam’s 19th 
century inner-city neighbourhoods, or the so-called “old districts” (possibly via camp Waalhaven, 
which functioned as a kind of gateway) [fi g. 3].42 At the time, these neighbourhoods suffered 

39  Flip LINDO, Zuideuropeanen in Nederland: Portugezen, Spanjaarden, Italianen, Grieken en Joegoslaven: een verk-
enning van hun positie en een inventarisatie van onderzoek (Rijswijk: Ministerie van Welzijn, Volksgezondheid en Cul-
tuur,1988).
40  Flip LINDO, Zuideuropeanen in Nederland: Portugezen, Spanjaarden, Italianen, Grieken en Joegoslaven: een verk-
enning van hun positie en een inventarisatie van onderzoek (Rijswijk: Ministerie van Welzijn, Volksgezondheid en Cul-
tuur,1988), p. 21. The sudden fall of the number of Spanish migrants in 1968 is related to the introduction of the Temporary 
Resident Permit (in Dutch: Machtiging Voorlopig Verblijf, MVV), which was meant to restrict the number of incoming 
foreigners. From then onwards, “spontaneous migrants”  that came to the Netherlands with a tourist visa, were referred 
to as “illegal migrants”. For more information, see: Tesseltje DE LANGE, Staat, markt en migrant. De regulering van ar-
beidsmigratie naar Nederland 1945-2006 (Boom: Juridische wetgevers, 2007), pp. 123-124.
41  After the departure of the Yugoslavians, camp Waalhaven, again, had to seek a new destiny. In spite of previous pro-
tests against the housing of families in the camp, the Rotterdam Municipality launched the idea to reconvert the barracks 
again in order to make them fi t for forty Surinam “transit families” (in Dutch: “doorstroom-gezinnen”).
42  Montage made by the author. Red dots: (sample of) addresses of Spanish migrants (1962-1992), based on the fi le 
card system of the Spanish parish: GAR, Toegangsnummer: 978, Archieftitel: Mision Catolica Espanola (Spaanse Kerk) / 
Parroquia La Sagrada Familia te Rotterdam (Spaanssprekende parochie), placed on historical map (1972) representing 

[fi g. 1] Camp Waalhaven as 
gateway to the city; the exodus to 

the old districts in Rotterdam.

[fi g. 2] Graphic that shows 
the steep rise of the number 

of Spanish migrants in the 
Netherlands during the 1960s.
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from spiralling disinvestment and dilapidation, as a kind of side-effect of the (unexecuted) post-
war plans in which large parts of Rotterdam’s 19th century inner-city neighbourhoods would 
be demolished.43 Rotterdam’s ambitious plans to redevelop the city centre date back to the 
bombing of the historical city triangle during WOII. But, whereas the initial reconstruction plan 
(designed by W.G. Witteveen in 1940) was restricted to the boundaries of the (bombed) city 
triangle, the revised Basic Plan of his successor van Traa (1946) would be far more ambitious 
and radical. Following the principles of modernist functionalism, it no longer limited itself to 
the city triangle but implied large-scale demolitions, revised land-use planning and further 
reconstruction of the city centre and its adjacent neighbourhoods. That way, Rotterdam became 
one of the forerunners in the Dutch national urban planning policies of the 1960s.

At the time, the Dutch policy of urban redevelopment was largely based on the idea of the “city-
region”44. This boiled down to a spatial hierarchical system of satellite towns located around a 
central core city. The urban design of these “city-regions” was modelled to modern, functionalist 
ideas of city planning, such as the separation of functions. According to these ideas, the city 
was conceived to function mainly as an economic and cultural centre, whereas the satellite 
towns were attributed an exclusive residential function. The part of the urban dwelling stock that 
would be lost in the city centre in order to provide suffi cient space for offi ces, public facilities, 
etc. would be compensated by the mono-functional residential satellite towns. 

In line with this national policy, Rotterdam started with the displacement and demolition of 
their “old housing stock”, to make place for the offi ce districts and infrastructural interventions 
required for the newly built modern city centre, from 1965 onwards. In preparation, it was 
decided that all construction activities in the “old districts”45 adjacent to Rotterdam’s city centre 
would be frozen until the 1970s. In practice, this measure nurtured a “silent clearance” of the 
area: house owners no longer invested in their buildings and the municipality relieved itself 
from investing in public space, such as play spaces or greenery46. The resulting dilapidation of 
Rotterdam’s city centre resulted in a massive fl ight from the city by the original inhabitants, a 
process which coincided with an increasing number of (Spanish and other) immigrants making 
their entry into these neighbourhoods. 

percentages of houses with more than six defects per neighbourhood, the darker, the more houses with defects in that 
area, in: Paul DREWE, Bert VAN DER KNAAP and Ger MIK, Segregatie in Rotterdam: een vooronderzoek naar theorie, 
gegevens en beleid (Rotterdam: Nederlands Economisch Instituut, 1972).
43 After the bombing of Rotterdam’s historic city triangle in 1940, during WOII, the then city architect W.G. Witteveen 
made the plans for the urban reconstruction in that very same year. The stricken areas were expropriated by the city in 
order to start from a “tabula rasa” and to rebuild a completely new city, based on a more modern street layout. During the 
war, only small parts of this plan have been realised due to a shortage of building materials. Witteveen’s plan received a 
lot of criticism for being too conservative and after his departure, his successor Cornelis van Traa revised it and designed 
the so-called Basic Plan, which was accepted by the city council in 1946. This plan, based on the principles of modernist 
functionalism, was much more radical. It exceeded the boundaries of the old city triangle, and paid a lot of attention to the 
increasing traffi c.  It included large infrastructure works which had to guide the traffi c through Rotterdam as fast as pos-
sible, for example by planning a six-lane motorway straight across the “old districts” of the city centre (which has never 
been realised). The Basic plan played a decisive role in the development of Rotterdam’s city centre until the beginning of 
the 1970s.  From then onwards more and more protests would successfully halt further plans for large-scale demolition 
of the old city districts. For more information, see: Paul VAN DE LAAR and M. VAN JAARSVELD, Historische atlas van 
Rotterdam. De groei van de stad in beeld (Rotterdam: SUN, 2004).
44  The following paragraph is based on Ben VERMEIJDEN, “Dutch urban renewal, transformation of the policy discourse 
1960-2000” in Journal of Housing and the Built Environment, 16(2001): 203-232.
45  The “old districts” refer to the neighbourhoods adjacent to Rotterdam’s city centre, mainly built during the 19th century.
46  Wiebe DE JONG, Inter-etnische verhoudingen in een oude stadswijk (Delft: Eburon,1986), p. 135.

[fi g. 3] The concentration 
of Spanish immigrants in 
Rotterdam’s old districts.
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Apparently, the Spaniards, as a weakly integrated group in Dutch society, could be found in 
those areas of the city that, at the time of their arrival, could be aptly described as “zones à 
faible légitimité”47, or “weakly integrated areas”. Awaiting the demolition works for the realization 
of the ambitious functionalist plans to modernise the city, the future of these areas was largely 
restrained. However, the striking overlap between the settlement areas of the Spaniards and 
the pre-war “old districts” is not that surprising, since these neighbourhoods display similar 
characteristics as those of many nineteenth century districts in other European cities, which also 
attracted large numbers of immigrants. Several scholars have tried to explain this phenomenon. 
For example, in the Dutch context, Frank Bovenkerk et al.48 defi ne these areas as “places of 
minimal resistance”49 hereby referring to “the quality of housing as well as the attitude of the 
local Dutch population”50. Remy et al.51 argue that such areas are attractive to newcomers 
exactly because of the fact, that they no longer attract the attention or interest of the dominant 
regime of development. In their view, such areas in the capacity of their off-centre or “second 
order”52 position, display a weakly established spatial identity and structure, which lowers the 
threshold for outsiders. In the following section, we will keep these theories in the back of our 
mind and dive more deeply into the driving mechanisms behind the settlement of the Spanish 
migrants in these “old districts”.

 “The City as a Place of Non-Choice” | The Exclusiveness of Rotterdam’s 
Protected Housing Market

“[…] the city, a place of choice, can act as a place of non-choice and scarcity, where, 
for a lot [of people], it is a matter of accepting any house or simply register a long time 
in advance, or accepting long waiting queues to use equipment or get a seat at a show 
... When such a situation affects large sections of the population, the entire spatial 
distribution of populations and activities are involved.”53

Offi cially54, the employers who applied for the recruitment of foreign employees, were obliged 
to “take care of appropriate housing and food for the employee” 55. However, the rule that 
the amount due was deducted from the employee’s wage56  and could be “refunded” 57 when 
the foreign worker decided to look for better and/or cheaper accommodation himself did not 
stimulate the employers to offer qualitative housing. So, in practice, the employer’s housing 
functioned as a kind of transit place for newcomers, who moved on to another location as soon 
as possible.58 Furthermore, the large number of so-called “spontaneous” 59 labour migrants 
– estimated at two third of the total foreign population60 – could not make use of these facilities 
whatsoever: they relied on the available housing supply from the start.

With regard to their access to the housing market, the Spanish immigrants were highly 
disadvantaged. The majority of the housing stock was allocated by municipal housing authorities 
who adopted a rather exclusive attitude towards immigrants. This created a serious barrier 
to a large part of the regular (public and private) rental housing market. The most important 

47  Jean REMY et Liliane VOYÉ, Ville, ordre et violence. Formes spatiales et transaction
sociale (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,1981).
48  F. BOVENKERK, K. BRUIN, L. BRUNT en H. WOUTERS, Vreemd volk, gemengde gevoelens : etnische verhoudingen 
in een grote stad (Amsterdam: Boom,1985), p. 61.
49  in Dutch: “plaatsen van de minste weerstand”.
50  F. BOVENKERK, K. BRUIN, L. BRUNT en H. WOUTERS, Vreemd volk, gemengde gevoelens : etnische verhoudingen 
in een grote stad (Amsterdam: Boom,1985), p. 61.
51  Jean REMY et Liliane VOYÉ, Ville, ordre et violence. Formes spatiales et transaction sociale (Paris: Presses Univer-
sitaires de France,1981).
52  Ibid.
53  Ibid., p. 49. Original French text: “[…] la ville, lieu de choix, peut s’ affi rmer comme lieu de non-choix et de rareté ou il s’ 
agit pour beaucoup d’accepter n’importe quel logement ou simplement de s’ inscrire longtemps à l’avance ou de consentir 
à faire de longues fi les d’ attente pour user d’un équipement ou obtenir une place à un spectacle… Lorsqu’ une telle situ-
ation affecte des catégories importante de la population, c’est toute la distribution spatiale des populations et des activités 
qui est en cause.”
54  According to the terms of the bilateral agreements between the Netherlands and the recruitment countries.
55  GAR, Handboek Buitenlandse Werknemers (1973), voorbeeld van een Arbeidsovereenkomst (Spanje). 
56  Ibid.
57  NA, 3.02.43 Inventaris van het archief van de Provinciale Planologische Dienst in Zuid-Holland, (1938) 1945-1986: 
onderdeel 827 Interne notities inzake buitenlandse werknemers, specifi ek ten aanzien van de aspecten volkshuisvesting 
en bevolkingsgroei, 1971-1972. Report entitled Opmerkingen betreffende buitenlandse werknemers. 
58  Based on the fi le card system of the Spanish parish (1962-1992), available in (GAR), Toegangsnummer: 978, Archiefti-
tel: Mision Catolica Espanola (Spaanse Kerk) / Parroquia La Sagrada Familia te Rotterdam (Spaanssprekende parochie); 
oral history research: Erhan TUSKAN en Jaap VOGEL, Lied uit den vreemde - Gurbet Türküsü. Brieven en foto’s van 
Turkse migranten 1964-1975 (Amsterdam: Aksant, 2004); Günay USLU, Vrienden van het lot. Ervaringen van Turkse 
gastarbeiders met hun migratie naar Nederland (1964-1974) (Amsterdam: Universiteit van Amsterdam, Algemene Cultu-
urwetenschappen, 2001); and two semi-structured interview with former Spanish workers (more interviews are planned 
in the near future).
59  The term “spontaneous migrants” is used until 1968. After this date, the introduction of the “Temporary Resident Permit” 
(in Dutch: “Machtiging Voorlopig Verblijf” or “MVV”) was meant to restrict the number of incoming foreigners. Since then, 
this group is referred to as “illegal migrants”. For more information, see: Tesseltje DE LANGE, Staat, markt en migrant. De 
regulering van arbeidsmigratie naar Nederland 1945-2006 (Boom: Juridische wetgevers, 2007).

60  Janneke JANSEN, Bepaalde huisvesting : een geschiedenis van opvang en huisvesting van immigranten in Nederland, 
1945-1995 (Aksant, Research School CNWS, Department of History, Faculty of Arts: Leiden University, 2006), p. 104.
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alternative were the lodging and boarding houses, “houses under the rent level”61 or spare 
rooms offered by Dutch households. Yet, since the latter fell outside of the (strictly) regulated 
housing market, they had the disadvantage that there was virtually no control on their quality or 
rent levels. In order to better understand the role of the municipal housing authorities in shaping 
this apparent housing inequality, I will discuss the various housing options in more detail.

The main ingredients of the Dutch post-war housing policy consisted of rent control and a 
system of controlled allocation of new homes and vacant dwellings. Each household was 
required to obtain a “residence permit” from the local housing authorities in order to use any 
dwelling – even (offi cially) if the household owned it – and in order to receive such a permit one 
had to meet certain criteria. “This system was meant to protect local people from competition 
from outsiders. At least one member of a household had to have local economic or social ties 
to be able to obtain a ‘residence permit’.” 62 In Rotterdam the above criteria were – until well 
into the 1970s – supplemented with the criterion of “good behaviour”63. This was supervised by 
appointed social workers who screened the candidates during consultation hours. In a recent 
interview by Janneke Jansen, one of these former social workers working for the Rotterdam 
housing authorities, remembered that she and her colleagues looked at what, in their view, 
the collective entrance hall of a fl at building64 could cope with: “not two divorced women in 
one entrance hall, and preferably not more than one, and maximum two foreign families. So 
you looked into your fi le box to see who was living in the fl at at that moment, and adapted the 
allocation decision to the circumstances.”65 In this kind of atmosphere it must have been diffi cult 
for Spanish migrants to obtain a place in Rotterdam’s regular housing market.

The fi rst alternative with a considerably lower threshold, were the lodging houses, yet on average, 
they were of inferior quality. In contrast to the regular housing market, which was marked by a 
sophisticated system of supervision, control and correction, the municipal “Lodging House Law” 
contained several loopholes. These were explicitly listed by the “Co-ordinating committee for 
foreign employee’s of Rotterdam” (in their proposal for a revised law): “The committee regards it 
as lacuna in this law that when the occasion arises, they cannot act against establishments with 
less than eight guests. Several times, owners of bad lodging houses, that were recommend for 
closure, have withdrawn their establishment from municipal supervision by reducing the number 
of beds to seven or less, and the compulsory closure had to be recalled.” Furthermore, the 
committee remarked that “apparently, just a small number [of lodging-keepers] had subscribed 
to the horeca register”. 66 In other words, the large majority of the lodging houses remained 
invisible to the municipal authorities. 

The problematic situation of the lodging houses provoked the foundation of the “Aktiekomitee 
Pro Gastarbeiders”, a local action group of Dutch volunteers, that aimed to defend the interests 
of the Spanish (and later on other) immigrants. They functioned as a kind of mediators between 
migrants and the local government: they acted as a central registration point for all complaints 
about housing issues, compiled a so-called “black list” of inferior lodging houses (based on local 
inquiry), brought such housing matters to court67, and last but not least, organised sensibilization 
campaigns in the media68. Their actions were only partially successful: occasionally they 
managed to illicit policymakers to make (small) revisions in the housing regulations. All too 
often, it was largely confi ned to good intentions, such as those of the chief inspector of the 
Labour Inspection who stated that the “sanctions will be tightened and as a result we will be 
able to act against fraudulent managers. At the moment, it is not well possible, partly due to the 
fact that we can not provide good alternative housing.”69 The announced “clean break with the 

61  Just after WOII, the Dutch government introduced a system of rent control (to avert wage demands). Exceptions to 
this policy were the so-called “houses under the rent level”. It refers to houses of which the rent is lower than the minimum 
fi xed price, determined by the local government.
62  Jan VAN WEESEP and Ronald VAN KEMPEN, “Low income and housing in the Dutch welfare state” in Graham HAL-
LET (ed.), The new housing shortage: housing affordability in Europe and the USA (London, New York: Routledge, 1993), 
179-206, p. 187.
63  For more detailed literature on the topic of residential civilisation in the Netherlands, see: Deben, L. (1989). Residential 
civilization in The Netherlands 1850–1969: The rules and regulations stipulated in leases. Journal of Housing and the Built 
Environment, 4, 289-302.
64  in Dutch: “portiek”
65  Janneke JANSEN, Bepaalde huisvesting : een geschiedenis van opvang en huisvesting van immigranten in Nederland, 
1945-1995 (Aksant, Research School CNWS, Department of History, Faculty of Arts: Leiden University, 2006), p. 195.
66  See “Proposed replacement of the Lodging House Law 1970”, in a report of the “Coordinatiecommissie buitenlandse 
werknemers Rotterdam”, nr. 9, 16/1972, in: GAR, toegangsnummer 891, archieftitel: Wijkorgaan Crooswijk, onderdeel: 
Werkgroep Gastarbeiders, ca. 1970-1972.
67  One of these lawsuits has been covered in “de Havenloods”, a local newspaper: “AKPG ontsteld over uitspraak 
kantonrechter”, Havenloods, 13-4-1972, in: Daan VAN HEERE and Han HIDALGO, Buitenlandse arbeiders in Rotterdam 
(Protestantse Stichting tot Bevordering van het bibliotheekwezen en de Lektuurvoorziening in Nederland, 1972), p. 42.
68  See: GAR, toegangsnummer 893.01, archieftitel: Bewonersorganisatie Feijenoord-Noordereiland (BOF), onderdeel: 
4. Wijkorgaan Feijenoord Noordereiland, sectie Gastarbeiders, Bulletins 1 t.e.m. 5, April 1970-Maart 1971, berichtgeving 
van “Aktie Komite Pro Gastarbeiders”. 

69  National Archive, 2.17.03 Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieubeheer: Centrale Sector, 
(1938) 1940-1981 (1987). Brief van de Hoofdinspecteur-Directeur van de Arbeid, Hoofd van het 3e district der Arbeidsin-
spectie aan de Directeur-Generaal van de Arbeid, gedateerd op 4 augustus 1970 met als onderwerp “huisvesting buiten-
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past” never took place, during their reign.

The introduction of a special policy for “houses under the rent level” was intended as a 
concession to the otherwise strict municipal housing regulations. In Rotterdam (as well as in 
other major Dutch cities), the local housing department decided to allow more freedom with 
regards to houses with a rent level under a certain limit in order to “improve the chances of 
the fi nancially weak”.70 In these cases a “residence permit” was no longer required, a written 
approval by the Mayor and Aldermen would do. Despite the maybe well-meant intentions of the 
municipality, in practice, this exceptional provision gave rise to practices of “house milking”, or 
“the deliberate under maintenance of a rental property for the purpose of maximising short-run 
monopoly profi ts in a market situation in which a normal rate of return could be earned if a policy 
of adequate maintenance were pursued”.71 The high number of houses that qualifi ed for this 
regulation in Rotterdam’s “old districts” (whether or not subjected to milking) can be seen as 
one of the causes for the higher concentration of immigrants in these areas.

Another housing option were the rooms offered by Dutch households (and later on by their 
compatriots). Without generalising, evidence found in a newspaper article shows that these 
practices of subletting were especially benefi cial for the landlords: “In most cases, it starts with 
[a Dutch landlord or lady] taking one Spaniard in a room. Sometimes, the man himself wanted 
to cohabit with a friend […]. For board and lodging each Spaniard pays 45 guilders each week. 
After some time, the men or women that is letting the room, discovers that this money is a 
welcome supplement to their weekly income, a supplement which is easy to raise. So, one 
takes a third lodger and a fourth one. And if it is possibly to add an extra bed, a fi fth one too.”72 
A Spaniard testifi es: “Very often we notice the fi nancial progress of the family where we live 
[…]. First, these people just had the bare essentials. Afterwards, there comes a television, a 
washing machine, and very often also a second car. And in the meantime, we are sitting there 
with the whole bunch in one room, without any comfort.”73

Furthermore, practices of overt discrimination in the private housing market were not exceptional 
at the time. For example, it was common among private landlords and ladies, to advertise a 
room or apartment in local newspapers, mentioning “not for foreigners”. Also interviews carried 
out among Dutch employees working for the municipal R.E.T. company in 1973 seem to confi rm 
this discriminative behaviour towards Spaniards on the housing market: “The respondent 
knows a Spaniard, who lives in Rotterdam for more than fi ve years and who wants to leave the 
neighbourhood, but does not see a possibility to do so: ‘The landlord says: o, Spaniard? No. 
And certainly if he’s told from what kind of neighbourhood the man is coming.’ […] ‘But some 
landlords, they do not want any Spaniards. It is the same as with car insurances: I tried to call 
once and they said: a Spaniard: no!’ […] ‘I’ve tried to get a residence permit once, because at 
Sophiakade there was an available property. But they tolerate no Spaniards. No, I don’t know 
why.[…]”.74

The case of the Spanish immigrants demonstrates that the development of an extensive grey 
housing circuit was instigated by governmental policies which were highly protective against 
outsiders and the creation of exceptional policies such as the Lodging House Law and the 
special regulation for “houses under the rent level”. This argument differs from earlier viewpoints 
from scholars, specialised in the fi eld of migration, segregation, social deprivation and urban 
decline, which, inspired by the “Chicago School of sociology”75 and their theory of an “urban 
ecology”, tend to envisage urban decline and the relatively high concentrations of immigrants 
and other newcomers in such neighbourhoods as natural processes.76 They argue that the 

landse werknemers”.
70  In: Statement of the regional committee of the Labour Party (P.v.d.A.) in a meeting on August, 11 (no year), in: Daan 
VAN HEERE and Han HIDALGO, Buitenlandse arbeiders in Rotterdam (Protestantse Stichting tot Bevordering van het 
bibliotheekwezen en de Lektuurvoorziening in Nederland, 1972), p. 49.
71  William GRIGSBY, Morton BARATZ, George GALSTER, and Duncan MACLENNAN, “The Dynamics of Neighbour-
hood Change and Decline” in Progress in Planning, 28-1 (1987): 1-76.
72  In: “Spaanse arbeiders worden op kamers bijeen gepropt”, in: de Havenloods, 18 maart 1965, p. 1.
73  Ibid.
74  A. M. COENEN and P. J. A. TER HOEVEN, Samenwerken met Spanjaarden: een verkennend onderzoek naar bee-
ldvorming bij Nederlandse werknemers van de R.E.T. (Rotterdam: Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam,1973). Original Dutch 
text: “Respondent kent een Spanjaard, die meer dan vijf jaar in Rotterdam woont en die buurt wil verlaten, maar er geen 
kans toe ziet: ‘De huisbaas zegt: o, Spanjaard? Nee. En helemaal niet als hij hoort uit wat voor buurt die man komt’.[…] 
‘Maar sommige huisbazen willen geen Spanjaarden. Da’s net als met autoverzekeringen: ik heb es ebeld en toen zeiden 
ze: een Spanjaard nee!’.[…] ‘Ik ben er steeds op uit geweest voor een huurmachtiging, want op de Sophiakade komt een 
pand vrij. Maar zij dulden geen Spanjaarden. Nee, ik weet niet waarom.’”
75  “The Chicago School of Urban Sociology refers to work of faculty and graduate students at the University of Chicago 
during the period 1915–35. This small group of scholars (the full-time faculty in the department of sociology never num-
bered more than 6 persons) developed a new sociological theory and research methodology in a conscious effort to create 
a science of society using the city of Chicago as a social laboratory. The Chicago School continues to defi ne the contours 
of urban sociology, most clearly in the contributions of urban ecology and applied research within the urban environment.” 
Ray HUTSCHISON, “Chicago School”, Blackwell Encyclopedia of Sociology, 2007, < http://www.blackwellreference.com/
public/tocnode?id=g9781405124331_chunk_g97814051243319_ss1-24 [accessed September 1, 2009].
76  For example: Gideon BOLT, Pieter HOOIMEIJER, and Ronald VAN KEMPEN, “Ethnic segregation in the Netherlands: 
New patterns, new policies?” in Tijdschrift voor Economische en Sociale Geografi e, 93-2 (2002): 214-220.
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longer immigrants stay in the receiving society, the more segregation should decline, hereby 
linking segregation to group characteristics such as income, education level, ethnicity and so 
on. The danger of such a perspective is that it may discard the agency of migrants77 as well as 
the social construction and production of space. 

The grey housing circuit could nestle itself with a “minimal resistance”78 into the “old districts”, 
which were at that time awaiting Rotterdam’s demolition plans. As Aalbers79 rightly argues, it 
is theoretically and empirically wrong to state “that neighbourhood decline happens because 
landlords can no longer fi nd tenants able to afford rents high enough to secure maintenance”. 
A process such as milking “shows that it is possible to raise the rents while cutting back on 
expenses for maintenance”. Despite the fact that Rotterdam’s housing market of the 1960s 
was highly competitive (due to housing shortage); it was still possible for a grey housing market 
to blossom. This can only be explained by the fact that the Rotterdam authorities turned a 
blind eye to these practices and nurtured (purposely or not) the accelerated decline of the “old 
districts”. For a long time, the government authorities had assumed that the “guestworkers” 
migration would be of temporary nature, hence one believed that the migrant’s housing problem 
would solve itself after their return to their home countries).80 Only when the fast-growing grey 
housing circuit started to push aside the regular housing market, the government decided to 
take action. However, rather than to improve the quality of the widespread inferior grey housing 
circuit, the resulting policy measures mainly aimed at preventing (and eventually reversing) 
further absorption of the regular housing supply in the grey housing circuit. In the following 
section, we will discuss how this fi nally resulted in the introduction of a new set of exclusive 
measures that would further enlarge the gap between the formal and the informal housing 
market, and between those that have or do not have access. 

A Clean Slate, a New Start?| Urban Renewal and the Municipal “Buying Actions” 
(1974-1986)
In 1974, the growing discomfort on the housing market and the apparent powerlessness of 
the sitting municipal authorities paved the way for a radical new change in 1974. After years 
of mounting frustration, the situation reached its boiling point with the so-called “race riots” in 
Afrikaanderwijk. In reaction to this situation, the former alderman for urban development and 
social housing, H.W. Jettinghoff, provoked the end of the radical, modernist urban redevelopment 
era, stating that he was powerless to do anything about the situation: “A foreigner has just as 
much rights to a house than a Dutchman. If you want to powerfully act against this situation, 
new legal regulations that exceed the Lodging House Law will be necessary. Also the present 
boarding houses can not be closed down by us, we simply don’t have the power to do that.”81 
In other words, the alderman argued that he could not do anything about the growth of the grey 
housing market since it was not part of or included in the regulated housing market.

After the elections of 1974, a new generation of young and ambitious social democratic 
politicians took over, with an van der Ploeg as the new alderman for urban renewal. With 
regards to urban development, the policy of van der Ploeg meant a clear break with the past: 
from a modern, functionalist city to “building for the neighbourhood”; from large-scale demolition 
to small-scale renovation and renewal; from a top-down to a participatory project organisation; 
from the conception of Rotterdam as a regional economic and cultural hub to a priority of 
the residential function. Under the motto “Rotterdam voor de Rotterdammers”  – notice the 
exclusive connotations – the city centre (including the old districts) had to be made attractive 
again for its (former) residents. In order to realise this, van der Ploeg came up with a radical 
plan: the municipality would simply buy the inferior houses in the deprived areas and resell 
them to the social housing corporations. The policy actions of van der Ploeg have been very 
effective and, until today, have a tremendous impact on the city. One of the milestones of the 
“buying actions” was when the municipality succeeded in buying all the houses of Fennis, also 
known as “the king of the slums”.

This urban renewal policy has been subjected to various forms of criticism. A commonly 
expressed criticism is that it resulted in the creation of low-quality living environments in the city 
77  For more information, see for example: Alejandro PORTES and Julia SESENBRENNER, “Embeddedness and Immi-
gration: Notes on the Social Determinants of Economic Action” in American Journal of Sociology, 98-6 (1993): 1320-1350; 
Roger WALDINGER, Howard ALDRICH, and Robin WARD, “Opportunities, Group Characteristics, and Strategies” in 
Roger WALDINGER, Howard ALDRICH, and Robin WARD (ed.), Ethnic Entrepreneurs. Immigrant Business in Industrial 
Societies (London: Sage Publications, 1990), 13-48.
78  F. BOVENKERK, K. BRUIN, L. BRUNT en H. WOUTERS, Vreemd volk, gemengde gevoelens : etnische verhoudingen 
in een grote stad (Amsterdam: Boom,1985), p. 61.
79  Manuel AALBERS, “’When the Banks Withdraw, Slum Landlords Take Over’: The Structuration of Neighbourhood 
Decline through Redlining, Drug Dealing, Speculation and Immigrant Exploitation” in Urban Studies, 43-7 (2006): 1061-
1086, p. 1081.
80  In this regard, the parallel between migrants’ and students’ housing is striking. The housing of both groups was con-
ceived as temporary housing, and fell outside of the offi cially regulated housing market.
81  Onbekend auteur, “Jettinghoff: ‘Ik sta machteloos’”, Rotterdams Nieuwsblad, 11 augustus, 1971. In: Daan VAN HEERE 
and Han HIDALGO, Buitenlandse arbeiders in Rotterdam (Protestantse Stichting tot Bevordering van het bibliotheek-
wezen en de Lektuurvoorziening in Nederland, 1972), p. 26.
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centres, which are unsuitable to accommodate the needs of the well-to-do population.82

Another, more early formulated criticism, comes from Han Meyer et al.83, who designated the 
“compact city concept” of the Rotterdam urban renewal program as a “beheersingsconcept” 
(translation: beheersing = control, command). Meyer et al. argue that the typical participatory 
project organisation of urban renewal had an important political component as well. They 
state that the new organisational structure was meant to (1) channel the action groups and 
(2) anticipate on potential social problems in the city. However, with regard to the residential 
and ethnic segregation in the formal urban renewal areas, the “buying actions” of van der 
Ploeg have proved to be a far more effective strategy to control (“beheers”) the composition 
of the population. At least, that can be concluded from the research on the issue of housing 
discrimination in the Netherlands.84 Among others, Aalbers85 has shown that many social 
housing corporations – since the urban renewal, the major players on the Dutch housing market 
– had adopted selective / discriminative allocation practices during the 1970s and 1980s: either 
they rejected immigrants or they only rented their least popular units to immigrants. Indeed, 
with the urban renewal program and the buying actions, Rotterdam succeeded in re-inventing 
itself again and regained the control over its lost territories. By that time, the return migration of 
the Spaniards gradually started to increase. However, the large majority of those that stayed 
behind, would never leave Rotterdam’s “old districts” for years to come.86

The Appropriation of Space | Counterstrategies, Social Imaginaries and Spatial 
Use-Rights87

At the time the Spanish immigrants made their entry into the “old districts” of Rotterdam, these 
neighbourhoods were, despite their “weakly legitimatised”88 status, to a large extent “defi ned, 
in use, and functioning”. 89 Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate how – in the margin 
of the planned urban reconstruction process – this particular group of immigrants was able 
to establish “spatial claims”90 in these condemned areas, e.g. by way of developing survival 
strategies, constructing social and economic networks, (re)using urban facilities, and so on. My 
aim is to adopt an inclusive approach towards these space-making processes, taking into account 
the various (and interrelated) aspects of “social spatialisation”, a term coined by Rob Shields, 
by which he refers to “the ongoing social construction of the spatial at the level of the social 
imaginary (collective mythologies, presuppositions) as well as interventions in the landscape. 
[It] encompasses both the cultural logic of the spatial and its expression and elaboration in 
language and more concrete actions, constructions and institutional arrangements.”91 

Moving Up the Housing Ladder? | The Pitfalls of the Real Estate market
The geographical analysis of (a sample92 of) the moving patterns of the Spanish immigrants for 
the period 1962-1992, reveals that their movements were virtually completely restricted to the 
areas within the “old districts”; in the South: in Feyenoord, Katendrecht and Afrikaanderwijk; 
in the West: in Oude Westen and Cool; in the North: in Oud Crooswijk. So, in contrast to the 
Chicago School theories, there is no evidence for any “moving-up and outward” development. 
Apparently, the Spaniards moved randomly between the various listed districts. When searching 

82  Janneke JANSEN, Bepaalde huisvesting : een geschiedenis van opvang en huisvesting van immigranten in Nederland, 
1945-1995 (Aksant, Research School CNWS, Department of History, Faculty of Arts: Leiden University, 2006), p. 264.
83  H. MEYER, R. KOUPRIE and J. R. SIKKENS, De beheerste stad. Ontstaan en intenties van
een sociaal-demokratische stadspolitiek (Rotterdam: Futile,1980).
84  Among others: Manuel B. AALBERS, “The neglected evidence of housing market discrimination in the Netherlands” 
in Radical Statistics, 79-80 (2002); Janneke JANSEN, Bepaalde huisvesting : een geschiedenis van opvang en huisvest-
ing van immigranten in Nederland, 1945-1995 (Aksant, Research School CNWS, Department of History, Faculty of Arts: 
Leiden University, 2006).
85  Manuel B. AALBERS, “The neglected evidence of housing market discrimination in the Netherlands” in Radical Sta-
tistics, 79-80 (2002); Janneke JANSEN, Bepaalde huisvesting : een geschiedenis van opvang en huisvesting van im-
migranten in Nederland, 1945-1995 (Aksant, Research School CNWS, Department of History, Faculty of Arts: Leiden 
University, 2006).
86  Based on (a sample from) the fi le card system of the Spanish parish: GAR, Toegangsnummer: 978, Archieftitel: Mi-
sion Catolica Espanola (Spaanse Kerk) / Parroquia La Sagrada Familia te Rotterdam (Spaanssprekende parochie). The 
covered period ranged from 1962-1992.
87  The research for this part of the paper is not fi nished yet. The following paragraphs are based on preliminary research 
fi ndings, and suggest further research potentials. To be expected: interviews with Spanish migrants and further geographi-
cal analysis of the settlement patterns based on the fi le card system of the Spanish Parish.
88  Jean REMY and Liliane VOYÉ, Ville, ordre et violence. Formes spatiales et transaction sociale (Paris: Presses Uni-
versitaires de France,1981).
89  Bruno De Meulder and Michael Ryckewaert  argue the same way in their investigation of the nineteenth century belts 
in the Belgian context. Bruno DE MEULDER en Michael RYCKEWAERT, De alledaagse ruimte van armoede en uitsluiting 
in het stadslandschap. Onderzoek naar de ruimtelijke dimensie van armoede en architectonische invulling van minimum-
grenzen voor een kwaliteitsvol leven (2002), p. 40.
90  Stephen CARR, Mark FRANCIS, Leanne G. RIVLIN and Andrew M. STONE, Public Space (Cambridge University 
Press, 1992).
91  Rob SHIELDS, Places on the Margin: Alternative Geographies of Modernity (London / New York: 1991), p. 31.

92  GAR, Toegangsnummer: 978, Archieftitel: Mision Catolica Espanola (Spaanse Kerk) / Parroquia La Sagrada Familia 
te Rotterdam (Spaanssprekende parochie). The selection was limited to the Spanish immigrants which entered Rotterdam 
via Camp Waalhaven and all (fi rst) surnames that started with every fourth letter of the alphabet (e.g. A, D, G, etc.). 
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for potential clusters among the Spaniards, based on region, language, age, households versus 
single persons, date of arrival, etc. none of such concentrations were found. 

Obviously, these results do not necessarily imply that the Spaniards did not attempt to improve 
their housing situation over the years. As demonstrated in the previous part, it was a real 
struggle for immigrants to obtain a place in the highly protective, competitive and at times even 
openly discriminative (rental) housing market in Rotterdam. On top of that, the access to the 
private housing stock was largely blocked off, since migrants were not allowed any mortgages. 
One way to circumvent these barriers was the introduction of a new “rentsale” system93, which 
became highly popular by the beginning of the 1970s. Actually, this system boiled down to the 
elimination of the bank as third party in a sales contract. The “buyer” had to pay the purchase 
price in instalments directly to the “owner” (e.g. over a period of thirty year), and the latter 
remained the juridical owner until the full price was paid. As a consequence, it was not possible 
for the “buyer” to sell the property after some years (e.g. in case of return to Spain), and in case 
he would want to end the contract early or was not able to pay the instalments, the invested 
money would be lost.

Still, for many Spanish (and other immigrants) this dubious “rentsale” system seemed to be 
attractive. A bank mortgage was no longer needed and, more importantly, in Rotterdam a 
“rentsale” transaction was defi ned as “sale” and thus rewarded with an automatic “residence 
permit”.94 Most likely, family reunions instigated attempts to climb the housing ladder.  Indeed, 
the admission of family members of foreign labourers was (among other things) linked to the 
presence of “a suitable living space for him and his family members”, that was defi ned as: “a 
living space which the responsible local authorities consider as acceptable for a Dutch family 
in similar circumstances. This implies that one must have an independent living space at his 
disposal. […] The housing of families in lodging houses, boarding schools, rented rooms, 
houseboats, caravans etc. can as a rule not be included in the term of ‘suitable living space’.”95 
So, in turn for a guaranteed admission of their family members, the Spaniards were prepared/
forced to take considerable risks and generate high profi ts for clever speculators. A common 
way to recover the costs of their investments was to (temporarily) offer rooms to compatriots. 

Not surprisingly, these exploitation practices entailed speculative excesses in the housing market. 
In 1972, action groups, community associations and real estate agents joined forces and rang 
the alarm bell by publicly accusing some of the suspected speculators (based on research in 
the land register). By that time, a small number of speculators, operating in the housing market 
via straw men, had managed to buy large parts of the housing stock in the “old districts” to be 
offered for “rentsale”.96 The resulting heightened tensions on the housing market culminated in 
the notorious “race riots” in Afrikaanderwijk97, where local residents and their foreign neighbours 
started fi ghting with each other. In the aftermath of this highly mediatised resident’s revolt, there 
were, remarkably, no legal or other actions taken against these speculators at the time98. Yet, 
rather than aiming at the speculators, the Rotterdam municipality imposed a whole new set of 
rules, which were meant to confi ne the former “privileges” to migrants on the housing market 
thereby discouraging future “abuses”.99 For example, the conditions to obtain a “residence 
permit” were tightened again; and the municipality introduced the contested “fi ve percent rule”, 
which stipulated that a maximum of fi ve percent Mediterranean, Surinamese and Antilleans 
could reside in each district.100 As such, the escapades of the Spanish (and other) migrants 
to the Rotterdam real estate market were brought abruptly to an end. Simultaneously, the fi rst 
stone was laid for heated debates on the concentration, segregation and dispersal of migrants 
for years to come.

93  in Dutch: “huurkoop”.
94  GAR, toegangsnummer 891, archieftitel: Wijkorgaan Crooswijk, onderdeel: Werkgroep Gastarbeiders, ca. 1970-1972, 
“Motie van de Gemeenteraad in vergadering bijeen op 17 augustus 1972 ter bespreking van de problemen rond de buiten-
landse werknemers”. This motion discusses (among other things) the abolition of the automatic supply of a “residence 
permit” in case of the purchase of a house.
95  NA, 2.17.03 Inventaris van het archief van de Centrale Sector van het Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Or-
dening en Milieubeheer, (1938) 1940-1981 (1987); onderdeel 4917: Stukken betreffende de huisvesting van buitenlandse 
werknemers 1962-1974; Mededeling van het Ministerie van Justitie, Hoofdafdeling Vreemdelingenzaken en Grensbewak-
ing aan de Procureurs-Generaal, fgd. Directeuren van Politie te Amsterdam, ‘s Gravenhage, ‘s Hertogenbosch, Arnhem 
en Leeuwarden, betreft toelating van gezinsleden van buitenlandse arbeidskrachten, opgesteld op 2 november 1962. 
(Underlining in original document.)
96  Ben HERBERGS, “Speuren naar de wortels van een woekerplant. Naam van Caransa uit lucht gegrepen”, Het Vrije 
Volk, 30 September, 1972; Len EDZES-VAN LOON, De vermeende rassenrellen in Rotterdam (undated). In: GAR, toe-
gangsnummer 891, archieftitel: Wijkorgaan Crooswijk, onderdeel: Werkgroep Gastarbeiders, ca. 1970-1972.
97  On August 10, 1972.
98  This would only change with the election of a new city council in 1974.
99  In: Statement of the regional committee of the Labour Party (P.v.d.A.) in a meeting on August, 11 (no year), in: Daan 
VAN HEERE and Han HIDALGO, Buitenlandse arbeiders in Rotterdam (Protestantse Stichting tot Bevordering van het 
bibliotheekwezen en de Lektuurvoorziening in Nederland, 1972), p. 49.
100  For the latter, the Council of State blew the whistle on the Rotterdam municipality, which had to recall the decree. 
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“Spaces of Intercomprehension”101 | The Accommodation of Difference 

Already before the arrival of large numbers of immigrants, the “old districts”, commonly referred 
to as “reconstruction districts”102, were plagued by a negative perception. This was an indirect 
effect of the strict municipal “allocation policies” based on “good behaviour” and other indicators 
of civilisation103: if you lived in these neighbourhoods, one often assumed that there had to be 
something wrong with you. The rising number of immigrants produced a range of new labels, 
such as “guestworkers’ districts”104, “concentration districts”, etc. Manual Aalbers expresses 
the accompanying sentiments as follows: “For many, concentration and segregation have a 
negative ring to them. People associate concentration areas with deterioration and decay, 
and segregation with social isolation and a dearth of social opportunities.”105 These kinds of 
representations show a univocal perspective. In order to show a more nuanced image of these 
“old districts” it would be interesting to investigate the various meanings Spanish immigrants 
attributed to this place.

In line with a growing body of scientifi c literature on the phenomenological and symbolic 
experience of space106, Annemarie Bodaar and Jan Rath have argued that: “in an attempt to 
foster the accessibility and liveability of public spaces, city dwellers create smaller, controllable 
social worlds by appropriating, for instance, particular public spaces and displaying their own 
symbols. These processes, which affect the design, legibility, assessment and use of public 
space, may be ethnic-specifi c”107.  In a similar way, several examples indicate that the Spaniards 
created a kind of mini-society within the city of Rotterdam, which did not manifest itself that 
much in an explicit Spanish presence in the public domain, but rather in the establishment of a 
fairly complete set of institutions and other kinds of social-civil initiatives.108 

Over the years, the Spanish immigrants in Rotterdam developed a wide variety of urban facilities 
“of their own”, exclusively meant for Spaniards (including Dutch wives): an extensive Spanish 
club life (from football clubs, over folk dance to chess clubs); Spanish movies; Spanish banks 
(Banco Pastor); Spanish language lessons; Spanish parishes; Spanish labour movements, 
etc. But in spite of their manifest “Spanishness” or “otherness”, it seems as if these facilities 
were rather easily integrated in the existing urban infrastructure. This can be illustrated by 
the Spanish church. As a consequence of the exodus from the Catholic churches, caused 
by out migration of the Dutch population and decreasing church attendance due to rising 
secularisation, Rotterdam saw itself confronted with “empty” churches. As far is known, at least 
one Spanish parish has reached an agreement with the local authorities to use one of these 
churches. As such, the church in the Eendrachtstraat was given a second life. Another example 
were the Spanish lessons in the elementary schools. Whereas the Spanish children went to 
regular Dutch schools, they got extra lessons in the Spanish language and culture in order to 
prepare for their return. Apart from some minor discussions about the fact that the Spanish 
teachers were not directly appointed by the school board (since their salaries were paid by the 
Spanish government), these lessons just took place in the same classrooms as during the day. 
The same goes for Spanish movie performances that were held in existing cinema theatres and 
the establishment of as much as 12 Spanish football clubs that held their weekly trainings and 
games in the available sport fi elds.

The listed examples just provide a few hints on the appropriation of space by the Spaniards. 
Further investigation (by way of interviews) will be needed to fully understand how these spaces 
were used, who was using them, on what kind of occasions, to what extent they gave rise to 
social networks, etc. 

Rotterdam as Safe Haven | The Production of Spaces of Resistance

“This group of Spaniards is striving for the things that are prohibited at home: 
reading the newspapers they want to read, saying the things they want to say, 

101  Original French term : “Des Espaces d’ Intercompréhension”, in: Jean REMY, “Préface” in Rabia BEKKAR (ed.), 
Ethnicité et lien social. Politiques publiqueset stratégies résidentielles (Paris: l’Harmattan, 2005), p. 8.
102  In Dutch: “saneringswijken”.
103  Deben, L. (1989). Residential civilization in The Netherlands 1850–1969: The rules and regulations stipulated in 
leases. Journal of Housing and the Built Environment, 4, 289-302.
104  Onbekend auteur, “Woningbouwcorporaties werken mee aan spreiden buitenlanders”, undated and unnamed news-
paper article, in: GAR, toegangsnummer 891, archieftitel: Wijkorgaan Crooswijk, onderdeel: Werkgroep Gastarbeiders, 
ca. 1970-1972.
105  Manuel B. AALBERS, “The neglected evidence of housing market discrimination in the
Netherlands” in Radical Statistics, 79-80 (2002), p. 79.
106  E.g. Setha M. LOW, On the plaza. The Politics of Public Space and Culture (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000); 
Peter NAS, Urban symbolism (Leiden, New York, Köln: Brill, 1993); Rob SHIELDS, Places on the Margin: Alternative Ge-
ographies of Modernity (London / New York: 1991).
107  Annemarie BODAAR and Jan RATH, “Cities, Diversity and Public Space” in Metropolis World Bulletin, 4-5 (2005), p. 4.
108  This part of the research is still under construction. By way of interviews I hope to fi nd out more about the actual mean-
ing and importance of these institutions and organisations in the Spanish community. In addition, more research is needed 
in order to investigate whether there were several different communities among the Spaniards, and if so: what were the 
main differences, overlaps, etc. between these communities.
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being a member of a trade union which is truly a trade union. The Spaniards 
that have united themselves in “La Union” have realised from the beginning that 
they were taking risks. Risks from all kind, of which the worst possible was to be 
arrested during one of their holidays in the motherland. But even these risks did 
not compensate for the boredom brought by superfi ciality and political taboos 
in the offi cial meeting centres. […] But can one truly speak of freedom? Is it 
possible for the foreigner to be “free” in this country, as free as the people that he 
is living and working with, and have the Dutch nationality?”109

The above newspaper article aimed to denounce the meddlesomeness and “long arm” of the 
Spanish government and episcopate. As indicated before, not only economical reasons, but 
also political motivations played a role in the Spanish migration to Rotterdam. For a particular 
group of Spaniards, the Netherlands was fi rst and foremost perceived as a liberal space, with 
freedom of speech and the right to form and join trade unions. Outside the offi cial centres, that 
were subsidised (but also supervised and controlled) by the Spanish authorities, other centres 
such as “La Union” managed to fi nd a place in Rotterdam’s city centre. They occupied a small 
building offered by the “Dutch Association for Trade Unions” (NVV), a former bathhouse, which 
they decorated with symbolic items such as a republican fl ag and a portrait of the poet Miguel 
Hernández.110 Their activities were mainly oriented at the sensibilisation of their compatriots in 
Spain and the Netherlands, e.g. by publishing magazines that propagated democratic ideas. 
For these and other reasons, they met quite a lot of resistance from Don Pedro (pastor of 
the Spanish parish) and the local social worker. Likewise, the offi cial local foundations (which 
were responsible for the distribution of the subsidies deriving from both the Spanish and Dutch 
government) refused to grant subsidies. However, after “La Union” complained to the Dutch 
Ministry of Culture, Recreation and Social Service about the fact “that they had no confi dence in 
the paternalism of their own social workers and shepherds”, the Ministry decided that subsidies 
had to be granted “irrespective to the political persuasion of the group”.111  As such, it can be 
argued that the Spaniards of “La Union” managed to escape from the dominant inclusion of Don 
Pedro’s “offi cial” space.

Another, less visible expression of these “spaces of resistance”, produced within the Rotterdam 
urban environment, manifested itself by way of cultural traditions such as the fl amenco, and the 
accompanying “cantautores”112. This musical tradition, which used social-political lyrics (often 
deriving from political poets such as Miguel Hernández) to protest against situations of injustice, 
reached its peak in the 1970’s as a kind of counter-culture against Franco. Highly popular 
among (particularly the intellectuals between) Spanish migrants, the “cantautores” were part of 
a transnational movement, which used songs as collective acts of resistance and oppression. 
Besides a political component, the popularity of the fl amenco tradition was also strongly related 
to a nostalgic desire to their home country. Again, these phenomenons have potential for further 
research: at what kind of level can we situate these “spaces of resistance” (or is it more correct 
to speak of “spatial resistance”?): did they only have a symbolic meaning, or did such practices 
inform, constitute or reshape the existing urban landscape (and vice versa); What kind of role 
did these “counterspaces” play in the Rotterdam context?; What were the preconditions for the 
development of such spaces?; etc.

Conclusions [under Construction]
The case of the Spanish migrants showed that urban space-making processes cannot 
be regarded as one-way traffi c. In the fi rst part of the paper, it is demonstrated that the 
(re)production of space is part of a complex interplay between national and local policies, and 
other, more informal modes of space-production that often fall outside the reach of established 
practices of government-led spatial planning. In the case of the Spaniards, we identifi ed a mix 
of labour, housing, urban redevelopment and segregation policies as the main ingredients of 

109  Ruud VAN DER WEYDE, “Voor Spanjaarden die Franco niet pruimen: De Lange arm van ’t regime reikt tot Rotter-
dam”, Het Vrije Volk, 22 april, 1970. Original Dutch text: “Deze groep Spanjaarden wil nastreven wat thuis verboden is. Dat 
betekent: de kranten lezen die ze willen lezen, de dingen zeggen die ze willen zeggen, lid zijn van een vakbond die werkelijk 
vakbond is. De Spanjaarden die zich aldus in “La Union” hebben verenigd hebben van het begin geweten dat ze risico na-
men. Risico van allerlei aard, waarvan wel het ergste is: het worden opgepakt tijdens een van de vakanties in het vaderland. 
Maar zelfs het risico woog bij deze democraten niet op tegen de verveling die oppervlakkigheid en politieke taboes in de 
offi ciele ontmoetingscentra wisten te brengen. […] Maar is er werkelijk sprake van vrijheid? Kan de buitenlander in dit land 
“vrij” zijn, zoals de mensen met wie hij leeft en werkt, maar die toevallig de Nederlandse nationaliteit bezitten?”
110  “Spanish poet and dramatist who combined traditional lyric forms with 20th-century subjectivity. A goatherd in his 
youth, Hernández joined the Spanish Communist Party in 1936 and fought in the Civil War (1936–39). Condemned to 
death by the Nationalists after the war, his sentence was commuted to life imprisonment after international protests. He 
died in prison soon afterward, at the age of 31. Hernández’s predominant themes are love – particularly of a sorrowful 
nature – war, death, and social injustice.” “Miguel Hernández”, Encyclopædia Britannica, 2009, < http://www.britannica.
com/EBchecked/topic/263353/Miguel-Hernandez [accessed September 21, 2009].
111  Ruud VAN DER WEYDE, “Voor Spanjaarden die Franco niet pruimen: De Lange arm van ’t regime reikt tot Rotter-
dam”, Het Vrije Volk, 22 april, 1970.
112  Politically engaged Spanish singers. For more information, see: José COLMEIRO, “Canciones con historia: Cultural 
identity, historical memory, and popular songs” in Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies, 4-1 (2003): 31-45. 
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space production at the government’s side, each of them guided by their own objectives and 
rationales. During the fi rst phase of the “guestworker” migration, the establishment of camp 
Waalhaven by the municipality was closely linked to a national labour policy, in which housing 
served as an instrument to accommodate imported foreign labour. In a later phase, the “city 
regions” policy together with a protective housing policy – which was exclusively directed at the 
Dutch population and did not cater for Spanish (and other) migrants – instigated the production 
of a parallel grey housing market. And lastly, it appeared that the “buying actions” of van der 
Ploeg served as a (hidden) tool to control the composition of the population again and formed 
the basis for planned segregation.

Besides the fact that a broad spectrum of policy domains intersects with urban production 
processes, the case of the Spanish migrants demonstrated that space-making processes 
often take place outside the dominant regime of development, in the margin of top-down 
planned interventions, sometimes skirting, contesting or even redefi ning the boundaries of 
formal development. In line with Remy et al., we referred to such areas, which despite their 
weakly integrated status, offered ample opportunities for newcomers, as spaces of the “second 
order”.113 With the increase in the number of Spanish migrants, family reunions, and the quest 
for more personal freedom, the municipality abandoned the idea of the camp-like model which 
envisaged a rationalised system of total control. This resulted in an uncontrolled diaspora to 
Rotterdam’s old city districts. In the absence of any alternatives, the local government would 
tolerate the development of a grey housing market for these groups until the beginning of the 
1970s. From then onwards, the growing disfunctioning of the informal housing market – which 
induced the accumulation of a series of incidents and protests of local resident’s groups – 
provoked a radical new housing policy. In other words, the space of the Spanish migrants in 
Rotterdam was as much the result of bottom-up processes, based on various survival strategies 
(e.g. the practice of “rentsale”, the subletting to compatriots), then that it was planned from the 
top down.

Related to the previous, this case started to reveal the importance of the agency of migrants 
in city (re)production processes. By simultaneously adopting a top-down and bottom-up 
perspective, it was possible to uncover various practices of in- and exclusion. In this regard, 
the case of the Spaniards showed two extremes. In camp Waalhaven, the Spanish migrants 
were excluded from the rest of society; as a result their agency was reduced to an absolute 
minimum. In contrast, the life, and more in particular the housing of the Spaniards in the “old 
districts” was left under regulated. As such these areas functioned as a kind of “refuge”114: they 
did not only nurture alternative housing possibilities parallel to the regular housing market, 
but provoked also the establishment of a wide variety of institutions and organisations which 
facilitated a Spanish mini-society within Rotterdam, with its own parish, football clubs, shops, 
meeting centres, etc.

* This research is part of a NWO-funded project. Many thanks to my TU/e colleagues Michiel 
Dehaene, Cathelijne Pool and Lianne Verstrate for there very helpful comments on the fi rst 
draft version of this paper. Also thanks to Bruno De Meulder, my promoter, for his advice during 
the research process.

113  Jean REMY et Liliane VOYÉ, Ville, ordre et violence. Formes spatiales et transaction sociale (Paris: Presses Univer-
sitaires de France,1981).
114  In Dutch: vrijplaats.
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Cultural Resistance in Urban Environment
An analytic study of the physical identity transformations

(Case study: A Part in City of Mosul)

Faris Shoukri Hameed
Koya University/Iraq

Abstract
When the cultural view appears - focusing on the special living and conceptual systems for 
different human societies – attention has shifted to similarities and differences in architectural 
begin. This derives from new physical concepts, which are classifi ed according to “cultural” 
bases - which means a mix of traditional, regional and sociological - like Islamic city concept. 
Besides creating many physical theories relating to the cultural identity problem, leading to 
studying the new physical environment and understanding its history through the cultural 
medium.

The main axis of the research focus on the sociological side of physical planning within the 
duality of culture and history, through understanding nature of urban environment as cultural 
– sociological product besides it is a functional – formal production.

Research problem is determined as (Ignoring cultural fi eld with its social set during development 
of planning solutions or dealing with urban environment, so it creates a large contrast between its 
physical forming and real society culture, and causes physical identity criticism as an important 
case which should be solved in the new Arabic city).

The research aims to get planners’ attention about how to take a decision about physical 
environment by attachment between the cultural and physical identity through guiding of cultural 
elements, so it helps to making identity, creates a new planning realizing escort era and make 
the cultural resistant more intelligent in urban environment.

The study depends on the following basic hypotheses:

The physical environment of Arabic city is ruled by principles, traditions and old experiences 
create a tool for cultural resistance in peoples mind. It pushes them to choose the appropriator 
from coming new forms, and dealing with them to be suitable for those principles.

1. Identity -in different styles- is not a rigid idea, but it is in a continuous transformation and 
development condition, without limited end or completeness trying to reach it. It is a continuous 
phenomena, in every time there is identity levels which differ from its previous or subsequent 
one.

2. Cultural structure of the physical environment is always constant or less changeable, while 
expressed formal set of this structure is changeable.

The Conclusions and recommendations emphasize on the importance of historical choice 
concept as a future situation to insure the special physical and cultural identity for Arabic cities 
especially in Mosul City.

Keywords: Cultural resistance, Physical identity, Transformation.

Cultural resistance, and their causes:
The resistance doesn’t mean the absolute rejection but it means, in many cases, (absorption), 
after dismantling and installation, and it indicates the reaction. To the cultural resistance 
corresponds the term doctrine of the challenge and response by the intellectual historian 
Twinby to study the factors of cultural resistance in the Islamic civilization. Our defi nition of 
such an act as a collective cultural resistance is not because it is the absolute rejection of 
the new but because it is similar in many characteristics to what Kenneth Frampton called 
(Critical Self-Consciousness), which is characterized by individuals and groups having to 
dismantle and understand the new and adopt it or adopting themselves to it according to the 
perception of their common values when they loan from other cultures (Frampton, 1983, p.28). 
In our research, we adopt the following concept of the term (Cultural Resistance): 
(The reaction exerted by the man during the past decades, when dealing with 
developments in the Arab city when individuals and groups tried to deal with the new 
nominations and fi ltering them through the approximation of the models known to 
them in order to ensure continuity and cultural communication of the cultural identity). 
The large development of the iron industry  and its uses as a basic construction material has 
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resulted in the most important developments in the planning of European cities, and increased 
the speed of the impact of the industrial revolution and technology since the end of World War 
I, which resulted in architectural planning directions and trends in the Western world, and then 
poured into the Arab world, and invaded it, which, on the other hand, gave rise to an increase 
of the calls requesting the return to the past and the search for local self-identity asserting 
that science and technology are means to help us meet our life needs  in a way that suits 
the philosophy and ideology of our society, because the most important characteristic of the 
phenomenon of modern information technology is the ability to transfer the amount of information 
immediately, regardless of location and distance between the sender and the receiver, and  the 
wire and wireless telecommunications enable people to communicate between each other. 
(Aziz, 1997, p. 46). 

It is natural that nations and peoples overlap with each other so that one takes from the other 
its cultural and physical contributions. This is the habits of life and the rule of development, but 
the dubious thing in this invasion of scientifi c, is that the receiving people, as a result of this 
great outpouring, is not able to analyze the incoming data and to glance out carefully in order 
to select useful from them as these effects often fi nd mental vacuum in the minds of the coming 

generations. 

Mechanism of cultural resistance in the urban environment:

The difference in the views of the critics, planners and designers is due to the fact that the 
construction is already a personal matter which varies from person to person and how to accept 
it, as well as the important reason represented by a multiplicity of different physical movements 
which human being has witnessed, and because (the container is a refl ection of the content); the 
physical parameters of any society at any time is a physical portrait of the true nature and level 
of development of nations and peoples, if its urbanism was of a high value then its values and 
constituents will be so, and if it was of a low grade then its other aspects of life will also deteriorate. 
Kevin Lynch mentions in his book (A theory of good city form) that the most important feature 
of the construction activities from the rest of the activities of humanity is its possession of an 
independent personality and a continuous life of their own. Their actual values are not restricted 
to their direct relationship to the social or technical conditions which was brought forth in the fi rst 
place, but its infl uence continues and extends even after changing the features of the original 
environment, or after the complete disappearance of those causes that led to their emergence, 
see the Image (1).

Mark Bloch asserts that “men are the sons of their time, rather than the children of their parents” 
(Maalouf, 1999, p. 91).  Some of the old experiences must fi nd a place in one way or another 
in the lived life to give life its vital symbolic appearance. That is what makes us opposing 
Wilson (Barie Wilson) (1), who believes that society can not be modern and traditional at the 
same time, but we are in favor of the idea that “some strong traditional values, or (Strands of 
Traditions) can continue in the modern societies, even if the societies in which these values 
have evolved tend to vanish “(Fu, 1990, p.15).

Image (1) The Urban fabric of 
Baghdad City, (Source: The 

researcher)

Image (2) The Urban and 
traditional fabric of Damascus 

City, (Source: Syrian Ministry of 
Tourism, 1990)
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Since “the phenomenon of ancient and modern societies both characterizes the developing societies 
more than the advanced societies” (Al-Adily, 1982, p.7), then this raises the hypothesis representing 
a cultural and optical hybrid and combines the traditional and the modern in contemporary Arabic 
City and also raises the question: Does this hybrid represent a real crisis to the physical identity? 
The physical changes in the Arabic City do not mean at all that the core of values have faded 
away or even have experienced a big change, but that many of the studies confi rm that the 
contemporary Arab society, despite the physical manifestations of modernity, is traditional to a 
large extent (the theory of cultural lag, by Aojbirn). One of the gulf studies sees that, despite 
the fi nancial aspects that arose from the discovery of oil and weakened social ties, the concept 
of tribe has declined to be replaced by the concept of family, especially in the large cities, and 
the values of education have become essential values and the individual sense has infl ated 
as a result of personal stand which was created by the economic independence and a high 
level of per capita income, but “the Gulf individual is still of Bedouin in his nature, despite the 
contemporary developments to which he is trying to adapt himself” (Fahmy, 1980, pp9-34). 
Yousef Al-Saigh says that “the neglect of heritage is a loss but the transfer of heritage is the 
greatest loss” (Abdel-Fattah, 1990, p. 35). The lack of clarity of the architectural heritage is due 
to the absence of the actual criticism in the area of urban planning.

The term “heritage exploitation” which was proposed by Al-Saigh as a compromise refl ects 
the surface contact of the urban heritage, which is still practiced by the urban planners in the 
region.

But, is the physical identity regarded as a component of the defense of cultural identity? Could 
the visual language adopted by the Physical planners in the region refl ect the cultural concerns 
that began sweeping the Arab region, especially concerns about the physical identity after the 
Arabic and the major changes that accompanied the economic boom in the seventies of the 
twentieth century? To discuss these questions we may need to borrow the concept developed 
by (Wolffl in) which is (exterior / implicit content). From this concept we can consider the shapes 
as receivers in which the cultural and moral contents which symbolize specifi c meanings can 
be put. (Razuki, 1998, p.8).

Transformations of Identity in the construction environment:

These represent a continuous cultural-historical phenomenon. S. Giedion paid a great attention 
to the consistency of a number of elements over time despite the great changes that have 
occurred to the techniques and ideas, and emphasized that the consistency means not only 
continue, but it refers to the ability of the human mind to bring life to things that were dormant 
for a long period (Benswessi, 1987, p.78).

The concept of non-persistent does not mean changing the meaning of immobilization 
but, on the contrary it means that the relations be repeated in the same way as part of 
transformations(Hirsch, 1982, p.78). Three classes of transformation can be observed: 
The Shift from non-existence into existence, which is so-called occurrence.
The shift from existence to non- existence, which is called annihilation. 
The shift from presence to presence, which is called movement. 

The fi rst and  second shifts are different from the third shift in that , the fi rst and the second 
are transformation of the substance affecting the situation, while the third affects the 
symptoms (Dovey, 1985, p.33).It can be believed that the physical identity transformation is 
the transformation of the physical presence to the state of existence, which means that it is 
only a shift in symptoms whether these symptoms were methodic or quantitative or spatial or 
temporal, whereby the transformation has to be linked to the concept of Structure, which means 
a system of Established relationships in the context of some of the shifts, and the structure is 
characterized by the test, but they “take care of the transformations that form their weft and 
identity, which is distinguished from the non-structural and random transformations” (Mol, 1978, 
p.12). and became a hybrid of features of the West”(Al-Gabbani, 1984, p.275), the Image(3).

  

Image (3) Jumeirah Beach 
Residence,  (Source: http: \ \ 
www.Emi.Co.Ae).
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This borrowing is therefore a part of the cultural resistance that led to the consideration of the 
look to all the old things as dreamy look, where we see the positives and overlook the negative 
aspects, and that has encouraged the selection of traditional elements which have a feature of 
fast connectivity, although that pure and simple past and that romance never existed except  in 
our imagination. 

Determination of Items of Theoretical framework:
It was possible to determine the conceptual framework from four main axes, each one of them 
was identifi ed by sub-vocabulary associated with the light of knowledge connected with it in the 
previous planning and architectural studies, to be built upon in our practical study.

In the following table (2-2) we present the four axes, and sub-items for each one of them, and 
the most important studies that touched upon each of them:

Subsidiary (secondary) Vocabularies Main Axis

Physical & cultural hybridization

Cultural Resistance

Communication and cultural continuity

The objectives of cultural resistance

Cultural factors affecting physical environment

Determinants of cultural resistance

The architectural fi eld

Resources invested   Belonging to 
invested resources in

The tempora/Spatial belonging

Multiple invested resources

Cultural resistance & nostalgic phenomenon   

Adopted formal & substantive Transformation Mechanisms & 
procedures proceedings          Adopted transformation mechanisms   

to the invested resources
of the community

The axis of proposals
Taking into account the wishesAdopted post-modern movement’s orientations.    

The use of expressive symbols

 

Field study (part of the city of Mosul). 

History:

The city of Mosul is regarded as the centre of Nineveh province, situated north of Iraq, (396) 
kilometers north of Baghdad, see the map (1). It is a historic city on the ruins of the ancient Assyrian 
city of Nineveh. Its location represents an important mountainous node in the far north of the country 
“at the intersection of longitude (43.8) east, and latitude (36.12) north” (Sammak, 1985, p. 14). 
Yaqout Hamwi related its name as Al-hadba’a due to the presence of curvature in River Tigris and 
its fl owing course.  The famous traveler Ibn Battuta attributed that name to the castle humpback, 
but the Author of Manhal Al-Awlia’a says that the reason for the name “ Al-Hadba’a “ is due to 
the anticlinal shape of its ground surface, whereby its houses and shops  were not located 
at the same level, some fall at the elevated parts whereas some others fall in the low valley. 
Its record dates back to (1080) BC when the Assyrians took the city of Nineveh as their capital, 
building castles around it, including the castle, which was on the western side of the Tigris 
facing the city of Nineveh. It is located above ( Kulaiat Hill), which oversees the West Plains of 
the City of Nineveh, and also oversees the plains lying between Nineveh and Mosul.

Image (4) The Urban fabric of 
Baghdad City, (Source: The 

researcher)

Table (1)  Items of the conceptual 
framework, and performed 

studies.
Source: Researcher.
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After the end of World War I Mosul was put under the French occupation and remained so 
until Iraq gained independence, and it is now one of the most important cities that have high 
prestige, and regarded as the third largest city. It enjoys a vital position being regarded as the 
Northern Region capital of Iraq, as confi rmed by Zarmba in his planning proposals of 1974.

The physical environment of the study:

Mosul is replete with buildings and facilities at different levels of location, design and features 
according to their functions and the various factors. The planning of Mosul today - like other 
cities in Iraq – is characterized by the emergence of dozens of localities and residential 
neighborhoods outside the old position. The residents began to leave the old city at the beginning 
of thirties , and that has been especially signifi cant in the early fi fties, and extended during the 
period between (1957 - 1977 ). The localities on both sides of the city increased, including: 
(19) localities on the left side and (9) localities on the right side, and thus the proportion of the 
population of the West Bank to the city’s total population has increased to about (33%), while 
the former proportion at the beginning of the fi fties was about (12%), mainly due to planning 
and economic and social reasons.

The agricultural district has emerged recently on the left coast of the Tigris and is distinguished 
by the fact that the residential use is predominant, with a distinct religious character (the Grand 
Mosque). The year 2000 saw the distribution of residential plots in the region to many of the 
military who took the praise of their residential plots but they have fallen under the infl uence of 
foreign architectural trends directly or indirectly, which led to dropping out of the rich heritage of 
the ancient city of Nineveh and the old Mosul. It is simple to note the pattern of perpendicular 
network planning to prevail today.

Mosul City Community between the local culture, and the effects of globalization:

Mosuli community, as a result of a combination of diverse factors was subjected to the 
disintegration of the extended family to nuclear (small) families which were distributed spatially 
to the new neighborhoods of the city, and this led to a relative weakness in the strength of social 
bound of the mosuli  social community  (Sammak, 1985, p. 312 ), which resulted in the creation 
of new patterns of behavior leading to changes in social relations and the family system and the 
relationship of individuals to each other.

Map (1) Site the city of Mosul, 
relative to Iraq.Source: http: \ \ 
www.map.com. 
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What happened in the mosuli community can be regarded as a weakness in the links and a 
relative change in the pattern of relations, with the big family maintaining its central role in the 
society (Mahmoud and Hassan, 1994, p. 223), and the blood relation became an important 
focus in many life activities, despite the adoption of community organizations increasingly in 
areas of non-relativity Industry which are connected with Trade and Crafts (Noori, 1990, p. 301). 
There are still  strong mutual relationships between the mosuli families with exchanged visits 
and assistance from relatives and neighbors (Darwish, 2000, p. 35). This is what prolonged 
friendly relations between the families, relatives and neighbors, but it is not in the same degree 
they were on between the traditional mosuli families ( Ali, 2001, p. 93). The divergence of the 
nuclear (small) family members from their families of origin and their relatives has brought 
them together with other families in the study area so that the whole community of multiple 
nationalities, religions and sects, live in understanding and harmony, without any confl ict or 
crowdedness.

Field study:

The limits of the study:

 The Agricultural residential district on the left side of the northern city of Mosul, bounded in the 
east by the Culture Street, in the south by the agricultural street, in the west by the highway and 
in the north by the engineers district.

Methodology of the study, and its tools:

The descriptive-analytic approach was used for the reality of cultural 
resistance and the gradation attitudes extent of urban modernity in the region 
through the physical identity transformations, using the following methods: 
First: Interview, Second: Observation, Third: Survey.

Survey:
Survey Sample:

The survey sample Consisted of (50) individuals who were selected from among the research 
community which is represented by planners (architects and sociology experts) in the northern 
city of Mosul, according to the method of intentional sample (targeted) because they are 
distinguished by characters which qualify them to answer the questions of the questionnaire’s 
form. The limited individuals who possess these characters is the basic reason for the adoption 
of this number, and as follows:

 A. The scientifi c standard of members of the questionnaire’s sample:

Scientifi c Level                Number Percentage%
B.Sc. 30 60
M.Sc.           14 28
Ph.D. 6 12
Total 50 100

Image(5) Basic Plan of Mosul 
City,

Source: Urban Planning 
Department of Nineveh 

Governorate, 2001

Table (2)  Educational levels of 
members of the questionnaire’s 

sample. 
Source: the researcher.
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B. Discipline:

Discipline Number Percentage%

Construction 35 70

Sociology 15 30

Total 50 100

70% of the sample was selected from (construction planners and urban designers), while 30% 
of the sample were social planning specialists (professors of social planning at the University 
of Mosul).

C. Number of years of residence in Mosul:

In selecting the questionnaire’s sample we were keen to choose those who have lived in the 
city and its community for long years and have knowledge of the study area so that they can 
answer the questions carefully, so we fi nd that (64%) of the sample have lived in the city since 
their birth, whereas nine of them (18%) have lived in the city for more than 30 years and six of 
them have lived for more than 20 years and three of them for more than ten years.

Analysis of the results:

The form included (12) questions in four main axes which comply with what was introduced in 
the preceding paragraphs.

55 forms were distributed, and after downloading the collected data from the questionnaire 
forms, the following statistical tools were used with the investment the computer’s capabilities 
in the analysis process: 

First: Percentage (%). 
Second: Signifi cance test (Chi-Square Test (X2)). 
Third: Simple correlation coeffi cient. 
Fourth: Factor analysis.

First: Percentage (%):

The simplest statistical measure which gives a preliminary indication of the importance of a 
certain phenomenon or a variable representing the percentage contribution of each part from 
the total, whereby the bigger percentage is the better. The percentage was used in the analysis 
of all the questions contained in the questionnaire’s form in order to give an initial indication of 
the data collected, as the follows: 

Table (3): Disciplines of the 
questionnaire’s sample. 
Source: the researcher.

Image (6) The ancient city of 
Mosul, on the right coast of 
the Tigris. 
Source: (the researcher). 

Image (7) The southern gate 
of the city of Mosul. 
Source: (the researcher).
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The questionnaire’s results are summarized in the following unifi ed table:

The main Axes and 
vocabularies.                     

Detailed vocabularies.               Number      
% 

First “: the axis of cultural resistance in the physical environment:
The negative impact of the physical and 
cultural hybridizatio

Clear 42 84
Not Clear 8 16

Urban landscape of the current study. Culturally Continuous                           9 18
Culturally interrupted                         41 82

Goals of cultural resistance Continuous & Culturally unbroken    26 52
Highlighting certain identity of a 
certain epoch  

20 40

Achieving originality 4 8
Cultural factors affecting urban environment Creed (religion)                         32 64

Privacy 14 28
Simplicity 4 8

Determinants of Cultural Resistance Desires of mosuli Community 26 52
The jobs 20 40
The general cultural context 4 8

Second: The invested resources in cultural resistance
Belonging of invested resources to the 
construction fi eld

Within construction fi eld 44 88
Outside the construction fi eld 6 12

The momentary/spatial belonging of 
invested resources

Belongs to Mosul moment./spatially  43 86
Doesn’t belong 7 14

Multiplicity of invested resources in 
transformation

One reference 32 64
Two or more references                        18 36

The cultural resistance and nostalgic 
phenomenon

They have correlation 43 86
They don’t have correlation 7 14

Third: Transformation mechanisms and its procedures
The natures of procedures adopted in the 
transformations

Nominal transformation procedures 41 82
Substantial transformation procedures  9 18

The adopted transformation mechanisms   Disintegration 20 40
Borrowing 18 36
Contradiction 6 12
Repetition                                                      5 10
Other mechanisms                                        1 2

Fourth: Recommendations of members of the questionnaire’s sample
The recommendations Fulfi lling community desires 34 68

Adopting trends of post modernization 12 24
Using expressive symbols 4 8

Conclusions and Recommendations:

Conclusions:
1- The mechanism of cultural resistance assures the continuity of old meanings in the urban 

environment which were formed in a certain period, or creates meanings which comply with 
the new changes but in more local manners.

2- There are four levels through which the constructional forms transform from one identity 
level to another till they reach the top level , i.e. these forms express the collective moral 
identity, and will have a value amongst people.

3- The intellectual trends which dealt with the conventional construction forms can be divided 
into two main trends: the fi rst is “the conventional historical trend “which tried to deal with 
it in details from the point of view of formal rather than functional. The second is “the 
historical selective trend” which concentrates on developing lessons from the conventional 
constructional environment and using them in the contemporary city.

Image (8) The grand mosque 
in the study area, Reference: 

(the researcher)

Table (4)  The outcome of 
questionnaire according to the 

main axes and the detailed 
vocabularies:
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4- We noticed from our practical study of Agricultural District in Mosul city that the task of 
preserving the core of values took different aspects, and the cultural resistance reached its 
limit when the inhabitants of the district insisted on satisfying the core of their continuous 
values in extremely selective way. All what complies with their values has found a collective 
response and became one of the elements of collective memory and all what doesn’t comply 
with the core of values entered into a transformation battlefi eld and was seized by changes 
and modifi cations till it became, in one way or another, one of local elements which comply 
with the core of values of Mosul’s community. 

5- The constructional thinking of the study area as a translation to the community concepts 
and its desires which contradict any strange constructional thinking.

6- The strength of mosuli heritages is contained in its self support. It doesn’t need any strength 
to preserve them as long as their basis is the Islamic doctrine which – mostly- performs the 
role of identity preservation. 

Recommendations:
1. Satisfying the collective values and interacting with them visually and spatially in order to 

obtain a resistant constructional environment which is capable of refl ecting the two cultural 
and constructional identities.

2. Studying the mechanisms with which the inhabitants of the Arabian city tried to settle the 
new forms and approximate them to the visual pictures in their minds in order to discover 
constructional elements which carry a degree of fl exibility and have the ability of adaptation 
to the new forms.

3. Dealing with the other necessitates its criticism and putting it in a questioning position 
recognizing that some of what we want to deal with is historically specifi c to his society and 
it can not necessarily be generalized, taking in consideration the importance of creating 
a studied balance between self consciousness and getting on with the heritage and its 
modernization on one hand, and dealing with the modernization of other communities on 
another hand.

4. The spiritual importance created by the mosuli customs calls on us to enhance the historic 
feeling for the planners and to look at it as a source of creative instinct,because what 
correlates the old and the new constructional products not a direct relationship, but it is 
a relationship requiring  a mediator and this mediator is (the human consciousness)which 
leads the creative process to achieve the constructional identity, indication the relation 
between the old and the new.

5. It is necessary to do more epistemic studies (sensuality, formal, meaningful and symbolic) 
about the study area in specifi c and about Mosul city in general to provide a data bank and 
local planning standards which the planners can depend on in the future to develop the 
planning of a city which is culturally resistant and which is distinguished in its constructional 

identity.
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Abstract:
Amman; the Capital of Jordan is a relatively young city. It transformed drastically in area and 
population in the last half century from a small town to a strategic center in the region. This 
growth has always been subject to dramatic events enforced upon it by regional economic 
and political conditions; beginning from receiving enormous refugee waves caused by regional 
political instability, passing through the outcomes of economical oil boom in the Gulf during the 
70’s, to entering global markets of today. Urbanization in Amman can thus be described as a 
combination of instant shock and wave urbanization caused by external events and a subtle 
continuous growth in between instilled by the centralized position Amman has in Jordan and 
the region.

All these economic and political circumstances, entangled with a cultural base, geographical 
conditions and a regulatory and administrative framework, shaped and are still shaping a specifi c 
and unique spatial morphology in the city. In this process of urbanization land is produced as 
commodity; to be used, and speculated. Paradoxically, a large percentage of land inside the 
city and on its periphery is still un-built and undeveloped, giving Amman an eternally unfi nished 
character.

Trying to analyze this peculiar situation in which building development seems to go hand in hand 
with the production of vacant land, issues of heritance, multiple ownership, immigration, safe 
investment, housing problems, zoning, land regulations, and sentiments of fear and belonging, 
come to the surface. These issues, albeit seemingly individual and personal, are very much 
related to the bigger realities that the city is passing through.

The proposed paper will study and analyze the process of the production of vacancy in Amman 
– a growing city – by trying to unfold its relationship with the multifaceted realities of history, 
politics, culture, economy, legislation, and planning. 

As Jordan is entering global market economy coupled with an infl ux of Iraqi investment and 
population into Amman (as the closest center to Baghdad linking Iraq to the rest of the world), 
the pressure has risen again for the consumption of land. Strategies to incorporate this growth 
are currently being devised. Among these strategies, one that directly targets vacant spaces 
– a strategy of “intensifi cation” (that is of encouraging the development of currently vacant land 
inside the city). It is important, in my view for any new strategy to be well devised, to understand 
how these vacant lands are shaped, and how they are affected by the external processes 
mentioned before.

Introduction - Vacancy in Amman
In 2008, the “Amman Plan” commission of the Greater Municipality of Amman (GAM) did a 
simple survey of 19 different residential “neighborhoods” distributed within the municipality’s 
borders. The selection of neighborhoods varied from historic neighborhoods at the city center 
to “stable” established neighborhoods, to relatively recent ones, and it even looked at some 
rural/peripheral neighborhoods. In this study an interesting fi gure showed the percentage of 
vacant land in relation to total net area (area of land less roads). The percentages of vacant 
land in these neighborhoods ranged from 5% in one of the densest neighborhoods in Amman, 
to 64% in a rural relatively recent neighborhood.1 – see fi g. 1

The survey was inspired by a pressing need to direct the growth of the city, which has gone 
wild in the past few years. The argument of the commission was to limit the spread of the city 
and fi ght increasing sprawl. While that survey tried to emphasize the need to fi nd strategies of 
intensifi cation within the already established built areas in Amman, this amount of vacancy is, 
non the less, an interesting phenomena to research in itself.

These amounts of vacant land in the city have grown along with the growth of Amman. This 
paper will try to analyze this peculiar situation in which building development seems to go hand 
in hand with the production of vacant land. To many extents, it will become possible to trace the 
process in which vacancy became part of Amman by understanding the development of the city 

1  Greater Amman Municipality, The Amman Plan: Metropolitan Growth, GAM, 2008, annex 12
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and the many different forces be it demographical, cultural, economical, or political that affected 
its growth. Amman’s young age provides a unique opportunity to do such a task, since most 
of its development belongs to the last sixty years. Yet, unfolding the infl uence of the different 
forces affecting the production of vacancy is rather diffi cult, considering how interconnected 
these forces are especially in an economically dependent country and a politically unstable 
region. This paper will divide these infl uences into three categories; the fi rst category I called 
the agents of growth, which will list the different forces, which - in my opinion - have encouraged 
the sprawl of Amman even though a large percentage of land in the city was vacant. The second 
category – vacancy incubators – will go through the set of laws and regulations that intentionally 
or unintentionally permits the existence and persistence of this state. And the third category 
– drivers for vacancy – will explain the economic and cultural factors that help maintain the state 
of vacancy for so many land plots in the city.

Vacant Land within the City

Agents of Growth

The Search for Vacancy
For any resident in Amman, vacancy is part of the overall city experience; it has come to be 
the norm. A fully built neighborhood or residential street is not only rare but also undesired by 
residents. One obvious reason is the fact that, generally, people are more inclined towards 
less density and more openness. With the evolution process by which Amman has grown, 
the vacant plots have come to represent the breathing space in the city; Amman’s expansion 
fast superseded any attempt to planning, and the provision of public green and open spaces 
was never a priority. Previously the lack of public spaces was offset by the availability of the 
private garden that surrounded the basic housing typology of the ‘Dar’. However this typology 
could no longer be maintained with the increasing density in the city and the appearance of 
the apartment block typology2. Moreover, privacy inside the Dar type was guaranteed by the 
fenced garden. However, as more fl oors were allowed to be added, the situation of two four 
storey buildings neighboring each other, with windows facing each other, rendered that privacy 
no more possible.  In this process, not only privacy was sacrifi ced, but also open views, where 
windows now open unto a blank wall only 3 or 4 meters away.

All those situations made residents welcome vacancy in their neighborhood. However, this is 
never without a fl ip side; as no one knows when this vacancy will cease to exist, when will the 
owner decide to fi nally use it, and in what shape it will be used. This vague future also implies 
the vague future for the neighborhood as a whole. It is a deceitful openness, for so many is the 
time when residents chose a certain location for their home based on this openness, and when 
the years pass by, possibly regulations change, and one fi nds him/herself living in a place he 
would never voluntarily chose to live in. 

2  The ‘Dar’ typology basically implies a one storey single house surrounded from all sides by a fenced garden. This 
typology provided access to private green space. It was encouraged by zoning ordinances that were infl uenced by 
modernist agendas of guaranteeing a healthy building typology with suffi cient fresh air and sunlight to the house. However, 
as more density became inevitable, the ordinances allowed the addition of housing units above the ‘Dar’ type, paving the 
way for the apartment building to dominate the scene in Amman. Along with this development access to a private garden 
was deprived from residents of upper fl oors.

Fig. 1 Map showing location of 
surveyed neighborhoods and 

their corresponding percentage 
of vacant land plots. 
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Faced with such a circumstance, many of those who could afford it move out. They look for 
some new place, a hopeful more vacant place. In fact, this is how many of the bourgeoisie 
residential neighborhoods were - and continue to be - established from ‘Rabiyeh’ and ‘Umm 
Uthaynah’ to ‘Sweifi yeh’, ‘Abdoun’, and latest ‘Deir al-Ghbar’.  The bourgeoisie mostly complain 
about the change in the quality of the area they live in (basically, the lower classes of the people 
that start to live in it). Once a neighborhood starts to fi ll up, a new rich neighborhood adjacent 
to it appears; it becomes the new fashionable place to live in, and the older neighborhood 
starts to ‘decline’ and becomes occupied by the middle classes. The search for vacancy by 
the bourgeoisie is not aspired in itself; it is, in my view, rather an unconscious search for a 
homogeneous, less dense neighborhood, and when that is not available, a new empty place is 
the best solution. The fact that these new fashionable neighborhoods appear adjacent to the 
previous neighborhoods and not far away in the periphery of the city reveal that this process is 
not a process of abandoning the city, although such fl eeing processes can be found else where 
in areas like al-Hommar, Airport road, etc. – see fi g. 2

This brings us to the fi rst two driving forces for the production of vacancy in the city; the fi rst 
force being the wealthy bourgeoisie’s push towards establishing new neighborhoods, combined 
with their power and money to convince the municipality to zone, regulate, and, provide services 
for the new areas. Once the fi rst set of services are provided the market price for the whole area 
rises, and construction begins. It is important here to note that the land in and around Amman 
belongs in the fi rst place to a handful of these bourgeoisie families and head tribesmen. So the 
force by the bourgeoisie to create new suitable neighborhoods was combined with a speculative 
force by the owners who sought the regularization of their land to increase its market value. 
This is really clear if one tries to analyze the reason why west Amman (which is known as the 
wealthy more affl uent side of the city) grew in area much faster than east Amman (the poorer 
side of Amman), and in a more sporadic and fragmented fashion, whereas east Amman growth 
tended to be in higher density and increasing building heights3. 

And the other driving force is actually the main reason that the bourgeoisie look for new 
neighborhoods in the fi rst place; that is, the fi lling up of older neighborhoods by lower classes 
of residents. This fi lling is usually sparked by enormous infl ux of population into Amman as a 
direct response to an event of political instability in neighboring countries. Many of those new 
comers are wealthy enough to fi nd settlement in the most fashionable neighborhoods.

Stability of Amman and the Fluidity of its Inhabitants
Since its formation, Jordan has received a series of infl ux of refugees and immigrants from surrounding 
countries. Naturally, Amman as the political capital and center of services and businesses accommodated 
most of those. Amman itself was established by Circassian immigrants in 1878 when they were settled 
there by the Ottoman state. In the beginnings of the twenties of the last century, supporters of the Arab 
revolt against the Ottomans, gathered in the city – and formed the country’s base political arena. Later on, 

3  SHAMI Seteney, ““Amman Is Not a City”: Middle Eastern Cities in Question”, in CINAR Alev and BENDER Thomas 
(eds.), Urban Imaginaries: Locating the Modern City, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2007, pg. 217.

Fig. 2 Map of West Amman 
showing residential 
neighborhoods and the 
direction of expansion and 
establishment of new bourgeoisie 
neighborhoods
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the city collected merchant families fl eeing the turbulent political situation from all over the region. This 
merchant group collected wealth from establishing trade relations with Bedouins especially that Amman 
was a station for the Ottoman Hijaz Railway built around the end of the 19th century. Merchant families were 
the fi rst to inhabit the higher mountain slopes overlooking the town. 

“Although the war affected many people, it presented an opportunity for some people to 
become rich through monopolies, and it changed behavior and interactions…Such wealth 
was expressed in ways that could not be hidden and were often highly provocative… Houses 
that were more like palaces in their architecture and the gardens around them were also 
built...Previously Amman had been scared of straying away from the river and the souk 
(the market), and houses had been built near them. But during that period that followed the 
war [WWII], the city spread and grew. A group of houses as built on the mountain slopes 
especially Jabal Amman and Jabal el-Luweibdeh. Some of those houses were large and 
luxurious, and their architecture and the colour of their stones had unfamiliar grandeur.”4 
–See fi g. 3

In 1948, Jordan received the fi rst massive Palestinian refugee wave followed by another 
one in 1967, drastically increasing the city’s population and size. The small town then had to 
incorporate a population reaching almost 40% of its inhabitants5. Refugee camps expanded in 
size, and spilled around, linking them to the city.

The dominant 1 storey dars were now turned into three and four storey buildings, the slopes 
around the downtown were becoming increasingly crowded, the streets that were very suitable 
for the few cars of the wealthy Ammani merchants are now no longer suitable to hold the 
increasing need for bigger infrastructure. The bourgeoisie merchants started to move further 
and further from the center and some abandon their old neighborhoods.

During the Lebanese civil war, Jordan saw another infl ux of population, but this time it was 
accompanied with many international businesses also fl eeing the situation in Lebanon. Amman 
then still a small city, found challenges trying to accommodate them in the already crowded 
downtown business district, as well as other services that were too small to incorporate all this 
fl ow of investment such as the old British airport at Marka. This put a lot of pressure on the 
government, who invested a lot to provide a new business district and a new airport, and other 
new services. The new business district – Shmeisani – located on the periphery of the city 
collected businesses and residents around it, leaving the area between the old center and the 
new center open for slower pace sprawl directed mainly near connecting streets6. Vacancy is 
now part of Amman.

This method of directing sudden growth has been the practiced method in Amman in several 
occasions. When the city is suddenly pressured by investment and population growth, the 
municipality expands it boundary to relief the pressure, sometimes creating new centers when 
the old center cannot accommodate the new businesses. This was repeated in the 1990’s 
where a new business and commercial center was planned in Sweifi yeh sparked by Jordan’s 
receipt of almost 300,000 Jordanian and Palestinian returnees expulsed from the gulf in the 
aftermath of the 1991 second gulf war. These expats came with their lifetime savings collected 
from their work in the gulf during the oil boom, and were ready to re-invest in the commercial 
sector to support a much stronger consumer lifestyle, which they were accustomed to in the 
gulf. – see fi g. 4

4  MOUNIF Abd al-Rahman, Story of a City: a Childhood in Amman, (translated from Arabic by KAWAR Samira), Quartet 
Books, UK, 1998, pg. 234-236
5  GREATER AMMAN MUNICIPALITY, Amman Tārīkh wa Hadārah [Amman: History and Civilization], Amman Greater 
Municipality Publishings, Jordan, 2000 and 2002 (2 editions), pg. 53
6  Zoning and land use laws in Amman usually assign commercial activities along main roads and residential activities in 
between. So sprawl usually happens near main roads but not along them. (This point will be discussed further later on in 
the paper).

Fig. 3 Villa architecture in Amman 
after WWII
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The infl ux of the Lebanese created a boom in the construction sector, and construction began 
to appear everywhere in Amman. However, the lack of proper service compared to that of Beirut 
forced many of those businesses and people to look for other places in the region, and soon 
most left to Athens or Cyprus. This created a deep depression leaving many of the constructed 
buildings empty or incomplete. However the depression was alleviated by the oil boom the 70’s 
and 80’s, when the number of Jordanian -and Palestinian- expatriates to the Arabian Peninsula 
reached about 227,000 in 19877.  This led to an increase in the annual income of Jordanian 
Families allowing them to build individual houses; which resulted in a great boom in housing 
sector in Amman and the city was uncontrollably expanding. 

It was in this period where sprawl in Amman was escalating. The new riches found by middle 
classes allowed them to afford living in fashionable areas of the bourgeoisie. The expats 
were also responsible for the establishment of new residential areas as well. Yet, these areas 
differed from the ones established by the elite in the sense that they are more scattered and not 
necessarily adjacent to previous areas. As many families in the city depended on remittances 
received from members working in the Gulf or Saudi Arabia, many households chose to build 
in areas around the Amman where land was cheaper and with access to infrastructure such as 
water and electricity networks, rather than accessibility to places of work. This explains sprawl 
in Amman having little confi gurations related to the productive base in the city center8. Several 
researchers studying urban transformations where such a case of expats and returnees exists 
have explained this situation of detachment from the city9. In many cases, collected savings 
found their way in land accumulation, sometimes until an opportunity to build was found and in 
others as a means of speculation.

Many of these developments took place around nearby towns such as Sweileh and Wadi –es-
Sir as well as around the main streets connecting them10. In the late 80’s sprawl reached a 
place where it was seen as crucial to deal with all these towns together as a whole unit, and an 

amalgamation between the municipalities was formed in 1986 creating the metropolitan area 
of Amman run by the Greater Amman Municipality (GAM)11. Accordingly, the offi cial area of 
Amman grew from 91 sq. km. to 532 sq. km. –See also fi g. 4

After the infl ux of the returnees in the early 1990’s, the pressure on housing was exacerbated. 
This coupled with the already escalating land prices gave way to the apartment block to 
dominate the Ammani landscape. The housing strategy of 1987 called for the encouragement 
of the private sector to provide housing in order to alleviate the pressure over the state. As a 
result, several housing companies rose developing an almost standard and identical typology 
of four-storey (8 apartments) apartment blocks everywhere in the city with very little variety 
and innovation. They grew to be the norm in a few years that no pause was taken to question 
their social and functional fi tness. Until recently, there was no attempt to create housing 
compounds that includes infrastructure design and application (except for a few initiatives 
by the Housing and Urban Development Corporation to provide low-income housing). The 
7  BIEGEL Reiner, “Urban Development and the Role of the Service and Banking Sector in a Rentier-State”, in HAN-
NOYER Jean and SHAMI Seteney (eds.), Amman: The City and its Society, CERMOC, Beirut, 1996, Pg. 385
8  FINDLAY Allan, “Amman: urbanization in a charity state”, In Bulletin de la Société Languedocienne de Géographie, no. 
2-3, vol. 20, 1986, pg. 216
9  LOECKX Andre, “Kabylia, the House and the Road: Games of Reversal and Displacement”, in Journal of Architectural 
Education, Nov. 1998, no. 2, vol. 52, pg. 87-99
10  RIFAI Taleb, “Amman City Center; Typologies of Architecture and Urban Space”, in HANNOYER, Jean, SHAMI, 
Seteney, (eds.), Amman. - The City and its Society, CERMOC, Beirut, 1996, Pg. 136
11  BIEGEL Reiner, “Urban Development and the Role of the Service and Banking Sector in a Rentier-State”, in HANNOYER 
Jean and SHAMI Seteney (eds.), Amman:  The City and its Society, CERMOC, Beirut, 1996, Pg. 385

Fig. 4 Graph showing 
demographic and spatial growth 
of Amman 
Source: Numbers are fi gures are 
collected from GAM, 2008 and 
AL-Mousa, 2002
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private housing companies would collect as much land as possible in existing residential areas 
where services already exist and build the apartment block based on needs demand. Such 
apartment buildings allowed a much easier access for the middle classes to live in elite areas. 
The level of standardization in the construction of these apartments and the mass numbers of 
the constructed apartments provided - and is still providing - cheaper housing for most of the 
middle classes; leaving the role for the state to provide housing for the lower income groups by 
means of sporadic housing projects from time to time.

For the last two decades, Jordan has been also receiving numbers of Iraqis escaping the 
unsettled situations in their country. The number has especially escalated after the American 
invasion in 2003 to fl uctuate between 3 and 5 hundred thousand people. Especially after the 
invasion, the Iraqi investor/entrepreneurs were most attracted to come to Amman to establish 
a safe base for their thriving business linking Iraq’s economy to the rest of the world. Soon 
Iraqis fi lled the city and distributed themselves in the existing demography of the city; while 
low income Iraqis located themselves in East Amman around Palestinian refugee camps, 
the higher income groups habituated elite neighborhoods. Once again, pressure was put on 
the consumption of land and a construction boom started where whole apartment buildings 
constructed by and especially for Iraqis. 

For most of these immigrant/refugee groups Amman was not a destination itself. It was rather a 
stepping stone from which groups tried to move elsewhere (to the Gulf, to the United States, to 
Europe, or even return to their own countries) regardless whether they succeeded in doing so 
or not. The turbulent and unpredictable character of the political situation of the region around 
Jordan is refl ected in the unstable population of Amman who themselves do not belong –or 
admit to belong- to it12. However, through the years, Amman has gained the reputation of being 
the safe stepping stone, a stable middle ground. For those who do not see where their future 
lies, this meant the Amman became their ‘plan B’ in case their ‘plan A’ didn’t work. The dynamics 
between the (political) stability of Amman and the fl uidity of its inhabitants strongly affects its 
spatial morphology and the production of vacancy. Not only did these dynamics translate in 
physical detachment from the city as mentioned above, but also in the land accumulation 
mentality for assurance and security. This can now be especially seen with Iraqi groups who 
before stepping out of Jordan secure a real-estate in Amman.  It could be seen in a way, that 
Amman has spatially adapted itself as a sponge that can either be fi lled with or squeezed-out 
of inhabitants.  

This infl ux of money and people that had always nourished Amman’s economy and caused its 
growth throughout its age becomes a sought-after issue in the age of globalization. As Jordan 
entered the global market economy highlighted by joining the WTO in 2000, and entering 
into Free Trade Agreements with the USA in 2001 and EU in 200213 the doors to global and 
multinational investment has opened up. Political and institutional reform strategies were set to 
advance the country’s competitiveness in the global market. Spatially, this has been translated 
in Amman in three ways -which also characterizes the strategies adopted in most global-
competing cities in the world- : First, increasing effi ciency and speed by means of advancing 
road networks – changing streets into highways, creating tunnels and bridges at intersections 
bypassing most traffi c congested nodes, Second, beautifi cation - very superfi cially applied some 
times as thick as a layer of paint but also including regeneration projects, and Third, provision of 
investment friendly environment such as QIZ’s, development corridors, and specialized areas 
(Parker, 2009). As Amman’s’ hilly geography is not easily adaptable to effi ciency and speed, 
especially in relation to infrastructure and specialized investment zones, the National Assembly 
passed a decision in 2006 to merge several lower-tier municipalities to the south of the city 
within the Amman municipality. As a result of this amalgamation the area of Amman’s grew in a 
beat from 680 to 1662 sq.km., and an additional 190,000 residents were absorbed by the city.  
Many of the QIZ’s and specialized areas planned in Amman were located in the fl at arid areas 
in the south in and around the new additions of the city14. – See fi g. 5

The issue of Amman’s political stability has been the starting point for marketing the city globally15. 
The infl ux of money into Jordan has been in the shape of unprecedented large scale projects 
especially in real-estate. Even previously mentioned housing companies were transformed into 
real-estate companies dealing with large land plots, infrastructure, and even management. 
At the beginning such projects where directed to higher income groups in the shape of gated 

12  SHAMI Seteney, ““Amman Is Not a City”: Middle Eastern Cities in Question”, in CINAR Alev and BENDER Thomas 
(eds.), Urban Imaginaries: Locating the Modern City, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2007, pg. 208-235
13  PARKER Christopher, “Tunnel-Bypasses and Minarets of Capitalism: Amman as Neoliberal Assemblage”, in Political 
Geography 1-11, 2009, doi:10.1016/j.polgeo.2008.12.004
14  Greater Amman Municipality, The Amman Plan: Metropolitan Growth, GAM, 2008
15  It was specifi cally initiated by al-Hariri Family who chose to invest in Jordan as a direct reaction to the assassination 
of the former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafi q al-Hariri in 2004.
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communities mostly located around the remaining greener areas in the city most of which 
located along the airport highway. After the high-end housing market has been saturated these 
companies started directing the emphasis towards low (actually middle) income real-estate 
projects, encouraged by public institutions offer for private-public partnerships for the provision 
of low-income housing. These institutions would sell the developer public land in return for a 
share in the project, sometimes the share would be translated into a percentage of housing 
units to be provided. In these cases public land available for such large housing projects is 
usually located on the periphery of the city. Consequently, both types of these housing real-
estate projects resulted in dispersed independent housing projects connected to the city only by 
highways – a typical contemporary type of sprawled development. – See also fi g. 5

Amman…The Nation’s Capital

Like many other countries recently gaining independence, building a Capital also meant building 
a nation. With very little resources at hand, priority was given to the Capital for development 
as a center for the new state. As such Amman was the receptor of national projects such as 
Jordan’s fi rst university in the 60’s, the new expanded airport in the 70’s, the offi cial Grand 
Mosque built by each ascending king, the house of parliament, ministries, etc. 

However, with the increase of property prices with the infl ux of various groups, land does not only 
become an accumulated and speculated asset, it also becomes too expensive for governmental 
institutions to expropriate for such national projects16. Shiber compared the situation regarding 
this issue at different Arab countries in the 1960’s:

“The uncontrolled commercial traffi c in land has become the endemic disease 
in most Arab metropolises, and shows signs of let-up and control only in these 
countries as the UAR17 and Iraq where socialist principles of land control are 
not practiced. In Kuwait, where the government can afford to pay fantastic 
expropriation compensation, and in Beirut and Amman where the governments 
cannot, traffi c in land is not only the main industry and mover of capital, but the 
pastime of the able and the frustration of the unable.”18 

In a situation such as Amman’s, governmental institutions found themselves forced to fi nd 
cheaper peripheral land to construct their national projects, which also called to provide proper 
infrastructure linking these projects to the capital.

This was not only true during fi rst decades of independence, it is still valid today. For example, 
as many ministries and governmental institutions face expansion or renewal they are relocated 
somewhere on the edge of the cities, the King Abdullah II’s new grand mosque is also located 
in a peripheral area to the city, and even the previously mentioned low-income housing projects 
locate prospectus sites as far as the newly added areas to the city. – See fi g. 6

16  SHIBER Saba G., Recent Arab City Growth; Being Primarily an Arranged Selection of the Writer’s Articles Appearing 
in the Kuwaiti and Lebanese Press during 1959-1967, Kuwait Government Print Press, 1968
17  UAR: United Arab Republic which was the result of the union between what is now Egypt and Syria in the 60’s
18  SHIBER Saba G., Recent Arab City Growth; Being Primarily an Arranged Selection of the Writer’s Articles Appearing 
in the Kuwaiti and Lebanese Press during 1959-1967, Kuwait Government Print Press, 1968, pg. 170

Fig. 5 Map of Amman showing 
current recently annexed 
areas, new developments, and 
development and intensifi cation 
areas suggested by the Amman 
Plan
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Vacancy Incubator 

Land Policy in Jordan
Jordan upon its independence adopted a liberal approach to property ownership. Unlike Egypt, 
Syria and Iraq where most properties were nationalized after independence following socialist 
principles, property in Jordan maintained its previous ownership status going back to the late 
Ottoman period. This was a strategic attempt by the Hashemite rule and the British mandate to 
avoid provoking any uproar and gain support for their new state. In fact, until this moment the 
Ottoman Land Law is still being applied in Jordan with a few updates. 

The Ottoman state treated the whole South-Syrian with peripheral neglect, until it started to lose 
some of its territories in the western parts of the empire to Russia. This is the time when the 
state started to take more interest in its peripheral areas. In the second half of the 19th century 
this interest took form in the redistribution of its provincial administrative system (referred to 
as the ‘Tanzimat’ (regulation) era) in an effort to gain more control over the land. One of the 
main purposes of this action was the need to employ the fertile lands to make produce, and the 
imposition of a taxation system. However, in Jordanian territories this proved to be insuffi cient; 
the lack of security for villagers caused by continuous raids by Bedouin tribes has prevented 
these territories from being settled extensively, and those villages which existed had suffered 
from levies imposed on them by these tribes. The imposition of taxes on villagers had caused 
an increase in the burden carried by peasant villagers having to pay taxes and levies at the 
same time which caused several riots and a general attitude towards alluding registration and 
paying taxes to the Ottoman state. 

Hence, increasing security and control in Jordan became a priority, fi rst to secure villages and 
Ottoman administrative points, and second to secure trade routes to be used for the export of 
produce as well as pilgrimage routes. To achieve this goal the Ottoman administration embarked 
on improving the road and communication system tying Istanbul to the Hijaz and Yemen, and also 
by creating new villages along these routes. Eugene Rogan differentiates between three waves 
of new settlements established in this period; the fi rst was a result of the imposition of the new 
land law which encouraged local peasants to radiate from their villages for reasons of economic 
gain or fl eeing from village problems, they and register land in their names and created their own 
villages. The second wave started in 1878 where Ottomans granted titles of lands to refugee 
communities of Circassians, Chechens, and Turkmen. Of these settlements, Amman, Swieleh, 
Wadi el-Sir, and Na’ur are part of Greater Amman today. The placement of these communities in 
Jordan was of strategic importance to Ottomans; since these refugees from Russian wars were 
grateful subjects and very loyal to the sultan. They fought Bedouin claims and defended their 
villages when put under attack and paid their taxes regularly. Alarmed by this settlement strategy 
adopted by the Ottomans who sometimes expropriated some of their tribal domains the Bedouin 
tribes sought to reassert their right to land by initiating the third wave of settlements by settling 
sharecroppers on their land and creating what was called ‘plantation villages’. Several of these 
villages can also be found within the boundary of modern Greater Amman.19

19  ROGAN Eugene, “Bringing the State Back: Limits of Ottoman Rule in Jordan, 1840-1910” in ROGAN Eugene and 

Fig. 6 Map of Amman showing 
location of public and national 

institutions located or re-located 
at peripheral sites
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The new land registration law was introduced by the Ottomans in 1858. The law was a hybrid 
between modern Western regulation and Islamic concepts. In this law, land was divided into 
fi ve categories; 

1. owned land as in private property, 
2. State (emiri) land as in land that is owned by the treasury of the state, 
3. Waqf land, land ‘stopped’ for charity purposes, 
4. Public ‘left’ land including public streets and plazas as well as land assigned for a certain 
shared purpose such as land for grazing, 

5. and fi nally ‘dead’ land which is land located at uninhabited areas faraway from villages 
and living and farming areas20. Traditionally, land, which was neither cultivated nor urbanized, 
belonged to no one. In Islam, grabbing of this ‘dead’ land by anyone who could enliven it 
(cultivate or build) was encouraged. However, the law labeled the tribal domains of Bedouins 
(called dira) within which a tribe moved between seasons looking for water and grazing land 
as ‘dead’. Thus the Ottoman state had the authority to grant titles to land within this category 
to whoever can use it and cultivate it. Consequently these tribes were put into a corner; either 
register the dira in their names which would mean pay taxes for it, or risk loosing it. 

The land registration in Jordan took different shapes, and was interpreted differently in different 
contexts; Martha Mundy for example differentiates between the ways registration took place 
in villages located in the plains compared to those in the mountains. In some cases, land in 
the village was registered as plots each having an individual or a small group of owners, in 
others land was registered as one piece and was divided internally between villagers in shares 
according to the ability of each family to cultivate21, some cases also show that land in the 
village was registered under the name of the tribal leader or a wealthy merchant who were able 
to manipulate the peasants’ inability to pay taxes for their own profi t, in these cases the villagers 
were turned into sharecroppers rather than land owners.22

As mentioned before Jordan during the mandate period and afterwards maintained the right 
for private ownership of land. The British mandate administration improved the surveying and 
taxation systems of the land but did little intervention to the existing registration system.  This 
improvement allowed for an equitable taxation system and encouraged land registration by 
the villagers. The Mandate administration also promoted the division of the musha’ lands into 
private plots, yet, their efforts were mostly poured towards fertile areas and did little effort 
to divide musha’ land in desert areas for Bedouin tribes. The land surveys divided land into 
sectors of similar fertility and soil quality, this way it became possible to assess its productivity 
and therefore its value and consequently the imposed tax requirement, which amounted to one 
twelfth of the expected annual produce. In addition to this, during the land survey, all land which 
was not cultivated was registered as state land including grazing and wood land and forests23. 
Thus land beyond the village (outside its boundaries) became for the state, whereas inside the 
villages and towns themselves land remained private24. 

Today, taxes for land are relatively low, and there are no special overheads to undeveloped 
lands. On the contrary; the land and building tax posed on built land equals to a total of 15% 
of the estimated yearly rent price. However, a vacant land tax would amount to only 2%25. This 
tax would only be applied to lands that fall within municipal boundaries. Consequently, property 
accumulation is considered a safe and easy investment with very little management cost. Lately, 
the Amman Plan Commission suggested the imposition of land taxes that amount up to 30% of 
the land’s price on the plots that fall under the plan’s suggested special development zones for 
each year the land is kept vacant.  

Spatial Planning and Zoning Laws
Although there have been several attempts to create a master plan Amman between the 
years 1955 to 1988 (as well as most recently the 2008 Amman Plan), very little of these plans 
were actually implemented, with the exception of a road network scheme based on ring and 
radial roads. However, the plans that made the actual infl uence on the formation of Amman’s 
morphology were the zoning and land-use plans that are produced by “planning commissions” 
formed by the “The Cities and Villages Buildings and Planning Law – no. 79 for the year 1966”. 

TELL Tareq (eds.), Village, Steppe, and State: The Social Origins of Modern Jordan, British Academic Press, London, 
1994, pg. 32-57.
20   Dept. of Land and Surveys website, “Ottoman Land Law”, http://www.dls.gov.jo 
21  Land in this case is called “musha’”, where it became very hard for shareowners to manipulate their shares by selling 
or dividing. This situation will be further elaborated under “Drivers for Vacancy” pg. 23
22  MUNDY Martha, “Village Land and Individual Title: Musha’ and Ottoman Land Registration in the ‘Ajlun District”, 
in ROGAN Eugene and TELL Tareq (eds.), Village, Steppe, and State: The Social Origins of Modern Jordan, British 
Academic Press, London, 1994, pg. 58-79.
23  FISCHBACH Michael R., “British Land Policy in Transjordan”, in ROGAN Eugene and TELL Tareq (eds.), Village, 
Steppe, and State: The Social Origins of Modern Jordan, British Academic Press, London, 1994, pg. 58-79.
24  This further explains why the government uses peripheral land for its projects.
25  GAM website; www.ammancity.gov.jo, visited August 14, 2009
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This law was applied in Amman through a by-law called the “Buildings and Planning By-Law 
for the City of Amman no. 67 for the year 1979”26. Planning commissions are formed for each 
“planning area” or district in the city with representatives from the municipality, the Ministry of 
health, the Ministry of Public Works and Housing and others. In Amman, because of the fast 
growth situation it faced especially during the seventies, zoning plans appeared by area, rather 
than for the city as a whole. However, they all shared the same zoning guidelines and building 
regulations set in the by-law. The produced zoning plans show the location for the following 
land-use categories:

1. Residential zone
2. ‘Green’ residential zone (only suburban villa types are allowed)
3. ‘Popular’ residential zone (very dense areas for low income housing)
4. Rural residential zone (residential areas in villages)
5. Agricultural residential zone (residences within farmlands – farmhouses)
6. Central commercial zone (a city scale commercial zone)
7. Commercial Zone
8. Local commercial zone (a neighborhood scale commercial zone)
9. Industrial zone
10. Light industrial zone
11. Offi ce (business) zone

These zones are usually categorized into a qualitative division each accompanied by a set of 
building regulations that defi ned minimum plot area, building area, height, building footprint-plot 
area ratio, setbacks, etc.. For example; residential zones are then divided into four categories 
(residential A, B, C, and D) depending on their quality by setting different minimum requirements. 
The table below compares the minimum requirement between categories A and D.

Minimum plot 
size

Minimum setbacks Building Footprint 
to Plot Area Ratio

Building Height
Front Side Back

Residential A 1000 sq.m. 5 m 5 m 7 m 39% 15 m
Residential D 300 sq.m. 3 m 2.5 m 2.5 m 55% 15 m

Since the higher the rank of the land meant higher registration and building fees, the aim of 
the city districts administrations and their planning omissions was to collect as much land and 
property fees as possible. This - combined with the pressures land owners put to increase the 
rank of their land plots – can explain why a majority of the zoned land was dedicated for the 
higher categories A and B27. After the amalgamation and the creation of Greater Amman most 
newly zoned areas especially west of Amman were zoned for A and B housing, while there were 
little new C and D housing zones which created a demand over these areas, and caused the 
densifi cation of these zones and resulted in the exclusion of poorer income groups into east 
Amman.28 – See fi g. 7

Mas’ood studied the percentages of each zone within the boundaries of Amman in the mid 
1990’s, as well as the percentages of vacant land within these areas shown in the table 
below.29

26  GAM website; www.ammancity.gov.jo, visited August 14, 2009
27  BIEGEL Reiner, “Urban Development and the Role of the Service and Banking Sector in a Rentier-State”, in HANNOYER 
Jean and SHAMI Seteney (eds.), Amman: The City and its Society, CERMOC, Beirut, 1996, Pg. 387
28  AL-ADHAMI Munther B., “Land for Housing in Amman: A Critical Review”, in HANNOYER Jean and SHAMI Seteney 
(eds.), Amman: The City and its Society, CERMOC, Beirut, 1996, Pg. 477-497
29  MAS’OOD Fairooz, “[Urban Planning of the City of Amman]”, in AL-DABBAS Hamid, and HOURANI Hani, Amman 
Waqe’ wa Tomoh [Amman: Realities and Expectations] Conference Papers, al-Urdun al-Jadid Research Center Language, 
Amman, 1996, pg. 152

Fig. 7 Map showing distribution 
of housing zones in Amman after 

the creation of Greater Amman 
(1987) – Source: AL-ADHAMI, 

1996
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Housing 
category

% of zoned land 
for housing

% of zoned 
land vacant

A 32.21% 85%
B 23.25% 79.5%
C 22.67% 83.2%
D 35.5% 44%
other 5.67%

The abundant land for housing in A and B zones especially during the oil-boom years allowed for 
a free competitive speculation  in these areas; the more appealing the areas are for housing the 
more the price for land was. This created another layer of segregation between neighborhoods 
of the same zone. However the lack of suffi cient land for housing in zones C and D created 
demand which also raised land prices in these zones. This resulted in a preference for housing 
in A and B zones where apartment building typology was able to distribute the infl ation in land 
prices on several owners of the different apartments in the building30.

The guidelines stipulated by the Buildings and Planning by-law created a framework for private 
development to happen easily, and without much delay. In my view, it helped Amman to cope 
with the large amounts of population pouring into it at the different occasions of its history. As 
pressures for housing for example grew at a certain amount of time, the private market was 
able to provide for the market at fast rate. Yet, the outcome of 30 years of following such a 
detailed framework produced a very monotonous city fabric. This is rather a consequence of 
the private market dominance over the building sector; for once the most profi table formula of 
following the minimum requirements, along with the market demand, is found, such formula 
then becomes mass produced and replicated all over the city. 

The rigid character of land-use plans and universally imposed regulations produced somewhat 
unbalanced distribution of uses not only to residential areas. Because they did not cater for the 
local needs or the lack of these needs. One example of that is the zoning of commercial land 
within each neighborhood and along the main streets, for which demand did not grow in the 
same rate as residences, thus many of these lands in certain areas remain vacant.

Drivers for Vacancy 

Economic and Sentimental Value of Land

As explained before, the stability of Amman in the middle of a turbulent surrounding countries have 
encouraged the land accumulation habit that its people have. With time, property accumulation 
became a safe investment, because land was never out of demand, and had speculative prices 
continuously increasing. Many people bought land within and outside the city as a means 
of saving, left untaken care off until the money has been needed. Many bought land in bulk 
outside the city in very cheap prices for speculation. once the city expands its prices increases 
exponentially. That is one way of gaining wealth with very little time and effort in the country.

This mentality of collecting properties was inherited from the aftermaths of the Ottoman land 
law, in which those who registered land profi ted and those who tried to avoid it, ended up 
landless and penniless. Thus culturally speaking land for Bedouins and peasants became 
a very dear possession which was not to be dissipated. Land ownership to those became 
part of their patrimony and belonging, not to be traded and used as capital. Thus while at the 
beginning, while people avoided registering land beyond their capacity to farm and use, it later 
became a source of greed regardless of their capacity or ability31. Today, large areas of land 
that belong especially to the village tribes that settled around Amman since the beginning of the 
century and the areas around are still in their hands. They are still being farmed and planted or 
grazed, sometimes by sharecroppers, even though the expansion of amman totally encircled 
them. Examples of these land areas can be found in Jubeiha and Tla’ al-‘Ali belonging to the 
Lawzi and ‘Assaf tribes.

The value of land became more than just its materiality, but also a matter of security against the 
economic and political instability of the country and the region. For Palestinian (as well as Iraqi) 
refugees – being deprived of their homeland - owning land in Amman is the closest possible way 
for them to secure their relationship to their homeland. Regardless where they end-up in the 
world, securing a property in Amman is a safe back up plan against the unknowns of the future.

Seeing the skyrocketing prices of land also encourages people to think in the future. Many 
of those who could afford to buy a piece of land would buy it, for they know that soon it could 
increase in price. This land is thought of as a piece of security for the future, if not for themselves 
for their children –mostly sons- who someday would need to fi nd their own place of residence. 

30  AL-ADHAMI Munther B., “Land for Housing in Amman: A Critical Review”, in HANNOYER Jean and SHAMI Seteney 
(eds.), Amman: The City and its Society, CERMOC, Beirut, 1996, Pg. 477-497
31  AL-ADHAMI Munther B., “Land for Housing in Amman: A Critical Review”, in HANNOYER Jean and SHAMI Seteney 
(eds.), Amman: The City and its Society, CERMOC, Beirut, 1996, Pg. 494
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Many of those aspires that his son would live close to his parents thus prefer to secure land 
close by their own residence before it becomes lost to a total stranger.

Musha’ and Land Confl icts
Another one of the majorly recognized drivers in which vacancy appeared and was sustained 
in the city is the situation where land title is given to a large number of share owners that it 
would be impossible to divide between them. The land in this situation is called “musha’”, the 
word was fi rst used to describe lands which where registered under the Ottoman land law in 
one piece and was divided internally between villagers in shares depending on each family’s 
capacity to cultivate32. Musha’ became very restricting in terms of land develop-ability; it could 
not be sold (unless every one agrees to), and it could not be divided. 

As mentioned before, the British mandate tried to solve many of the musha’ instances, but it 
was only interested in land that could be cultivated, in order to increase taxes. This meant that 
musha’ plots in less fertile areas maintained their multi-ownership. In Amman, there are more 
instances of musha’ land in the eastern parts of the city, since - geographically speaking – these 
parts are less fertile than the west. 

The British mandate also put under the state ownership all land that did not fall within village 
boundaries, including grazing land that belonged to tribal domains.  These tribal domains 
considered as common (shared) land for the benefi t of the members of the tribe. However, 
offi cially they were registered as state land. This caused little confl icts since there were common 
understanding between the state and the tribe. However, once urbanization and sprawl reach 
such areas confl icts appear both within the tribe and between the tribe and the state. Omar 
Razzaz described how such confl icts in East Amman affected the spatial segregation in Amman 
between east and west. For his paper Razzaz took an area called Yajouz (north-east of Amman) 
as case study. Yajouz falls under the tribal domains of Bani Hassan (as well as D’aja). The 
ambiguous property rights within this area raised a confl ict between the state and members of 
the Bani Hassan tribe in the 1970’s. 33

Today, the name “musha’” is given to any case where land is too small to divide it among its 
numerous shareholders. Musha’ appears with inheritance. The Islamic inheritance law entails 
that a deceased’s solid or liquid money should be divided onto his family based on a particular 
share system defi ned by the structure of his own family. With time, a piece of land could become 
owned by so many people that it would be very hard to agree on its fate. A situation, which 
could even be, exacerbated when one of the owners has immigrated for example, or where the 
owners are fi ghting with others about shares. Another form of musha’ that has appeared with 
time – but where its consequences have not been felt yet – is apartment buildings. Under the 
law, a person can own an apartment within an apartment building. In this case, land ownership 
is divided between the owners of the apartments. As long as the building exists ownership is 
clear, however, there is a great ambiguity towards property rights once the building can no 
longer serve its purpose.

Trying to tackle such situations the Amman Plan Committee suggested that a land’s fate in the 
areas within the suggested developments could be settled if two thirds of the owners agree on 
one decision34.

Impediments of Development
The last driver for vacancy in my opinion is when the land is for some reason hard or unfeasible 
to develop. This happens when a piece of land for example is too far away from surrounding 
development like the sites in the periphery of Amman or when a land is situated on a site with 
steep terrain or unsuitable soils. Many such sites are located in the city center.

Amman was created in the valley between seven hills. The eastern side of this valley is 
considerably steep while the western slopes vary in height and inclination. (– See fi g. 8-10) As 
Amman grew, it expanded from the valley to the slopes, gradually reaching the top of the hills 
and from then on along that top. Further away from the center to the east, the hills slowly fl atten 
into dry desert plains. To the north and west, the rugged mountainous scapes continue with 
dispersed small forests until they change into either fertile plains or drop into the rift valley. For 
reasons of infrastructure distribution and accessibility, engineering followed the natural valley 
system to create main road networks. Thus it is common in Amman to fi nd that streets are 
always surrounded with mountains on both sides. Hence steepness of the slopes can limit the 
feasibility of the site to be developed. 

32  MUNDY Martha, “Village Land and Individual Title: Musha’ and Ottoman Land Registration in the ‘Ajlun District”, 
in ROGAN Eugene and TELL Tareq (eds.), Village, Steppe, and State: The Social Origins of Modern Jordan, British 
Academic Press, London, 1994, pg. 58-79
33  RAZZAZ Omar M., “ Land Confl icts, Property Rights and Urbanization East of Amman”, in HANNOYER Jean and 
SHAMI Seteney (eds.), Amman: The City and its Society, CERMOC, Beirut, 1996, Pg. 499-526
34  Interview with Gerry POST, Project Director of the Amman Master Plan Project of the Greater Amman Municipality, 
Amman, March 30, 2008
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The land’s zoning and regulations can have a major impact on this, as they directly affect the 
feasibility of development. The rigid and monotonous character of the zoning regulations in 
Amman had restricted development in many areas in Amman. For example, the zoning of 
street sides of main streets into commercial buildings has impeded the development as the 
streets moved further away from the center especially with streets that have sloped edges. 
The residential sprawl fast superseded commercial activities thus street sides are rather more 
vacant than you would fi nd residential neighborhoods. – See fi g. 11

The Amman Plan Commission also tackled this issue in its second phase plan which 
concentrated on an intensifi cation strategy for some of the main ‘corridors’ or streets in Amman, 
where it gave each road its special regulation with incentives based on its context in a way to 
encourage their development35.

Conclusion

The study of the production of vacancy as a process would be possible only when looking at 
vacancy as a layer of the city’s morphology, and not as a set of individual cases - as considered 
so far. The study of individual case would only lead to singular specifi c reasons that kept a land 
plot vacant. However, studying vacancy as a phenomenon allowed the revealing of a system of 
forces that participated in the production of vacancy in Amman.

Showing how this variety of forces ranging from political and economic to social, cultural, 
and even psychological interacted to produce vacancy within the morphology of Amman, this 
paper showed how complicated and interconnected the forces that shape and form a city’s 
morphology. Studying these forces from a single perspective or in a linear manner will clearly 
be incomplete. 

35  See Amman Plan – Phase II Corridor Intensifi cation Strategy, 2007, available at: http://www.ammanplan.gov.jo/english/
phase2.asp

Fig. 8, 9, & 10 [top, left, right] 

Pictures showing the steep 
hills on the eastern sided of the 
Amman valley at the city center

Fig. 11 Residential sprawl 
fast superseded commercial 
activities, leaving street sides 
(usually zoned as commercial) 
more vacant
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However, the cycle of production is not limited to the forces mentioned above; for once vacancy 
becomes part of the city and grows with it, it becomes also a space of the city to be appropriated 
and adapted by its people. This process of adaptation creates yet another layer of forces, 
which has yet to affect the production of vacancy.  For example, as mentioned before vacancy 
is a preferred aspect in a residential neighborhood, in several cases to the degree where this 
vacancy is created. Having no trust in city regulations, residents prefer to purchase land plots 
around their residences in an effort to control the future of their neighborhood and secure 
vacancy, privacy and views in it. The effect of this process where vacancy is incorporated in the 
city’s everyday has yet to be studied.

Another issue that needs further understanding is the one connected to the future of vacancy 
especially in a fast growing city. Land is a non-renewable resource, and it is destined to be 
used up. The paper tried to explain how vacancy kept producing in the city regardless of its 
growth, but the question remains: will it continue to be produced? In my view, vacancy is being 
re-produced but in different form that the one it used to be; the increased land prices has made 
land accumulation very diffi cult (although still existing), however, it has been substituted with 
‘apartment’ accumulation. Many apartment buildings today are vacant, at least throughout the 
year except during the summer months during which expatriates return for visits. The effects of 
this “privatized, enclosed, and rigid vacancy” also have to be – in my opinion - thought out and 
weighed against open and fl exible vacancy.
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Living on edge. 
Urbanism and the local population, in and around Paris during 
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In a 1972 interview, French philosopher and sociologist Henri Lefebvre declared that urbanism 
of the 1960s was a ‘complete, total and absolute failure.’1 He believed unlimited hope had 
too quickly been placed in urbanism as a new science whose results would be immediately 
effective. Lefebvre certainly did not oppose a ‘science of social space’ per se, but was appalled 
by the outcome of urbanism, especially in and around large French cities. He saw state urban 
planning as a ‘compromise between decisions of power and private interests.’ Rather than 
trying to understand notions of time and space, the ‘science’ of urbanism was mostly a process 
of fi nancial administration, which excluded consultation with local inhabitants. Lefebvre saw 
1960s French urbanism as undemocratic: state planning repressed publics who were marginal 
to the ambitions of fi nanciers, especially the working classes, immigrant labourers, farmers and 
rural inhabitants. 

Between the 1950s and 1970s, Paris and its region experienced administrative reorganisation 
and large-scale building construction, infrastructure and urbanism projects, including high-rise 
housing estates, schools, sports facilities, and new roads. During the 1960s especially, rural 
villages to the northeast of Paris such as Roissy-en-France experienced changes unprecedented 
in France due to the construction of a new airport,2 and farmers in the Paris region faced the 
loss of agricultural land to make way for motorways and fi ve ‘New Towns’. Such urban planning 
schemes, as well as redevelopment programmes in Paris, such as the demolition of dense 
housing in Belleville, sought to efface the existence of prominent but socially or democratically 
excluded publics. (Sub)urban redevelopment often ignored existing communities: intense 
urbanization activity led to an increase in expropriation, and hundreds of people were evicted to 
make way for new roads and other projects deemed to be in the ‘public interest’. 

Many rural or suburban residents would have agreed with Lefebvre’s assertions: one resident 
living near to Orly airport attacked the inhumanity of its rapid expansion: ‘progress may be 
beautiful, but human life whose health is being ruined is not taken in to account.’3 Tales abound 
of how urbanism projects had impacts on existing populations long before the work began, and 
yet few remember this part of the urbanization process, with complaints long forgotten, and old 
rural villages completely remodelled under concrete. And yet examining this stage of urbanism 
project highlights how so many of the failures of these schemes began by ignoring their social 
impact from the planning stage, and by failing to incorporate existing populations within the 
urbanization schemes.

Urban developers did, however, face resistance from local people. Some residents in Belleville 
refused to leave their homes, despite demolition of all surrounding buildings. Expropriated 
neighbours of construction sites were not always quietly moved on – many resisted the 
ambitions of planners and fi nanciers by strike action, land occupation and engagement with the 
media. In their efforts to be heard by the planners, existing marginalised communities asserted 
themselves as, what Nancy Fraser calls, ‘strong publics.’ They tried to participate in urbanism 
and political life free from repressive authority. 

This paper is a socio-historical enquiry into the efforts by marginal publics to participate in 
urbanism in and around Paris in the 1960s. After a brief introduction to some of the characteristics 
of French urbanism of this era, I analyse the notion of the ‘public’ and ‘public interest,’ situating 
urbanism as a political and social activity. Drawing on a number of case studies of large-scale 
urbanization projects in the Paris region, this paper also looks at the relationship between local 
authorities and state urbanism, and explores how local residents attempted to make their voice 

1  Henri LEFEBVRE, interview with a Canadian journalist in Montreal in 1972. Transcript of radio recording, as rebroadcast 
on “Metropolitains” radio programme on France Culture, 16 July 2008.
2  Pierre GRAFF, “Préface” in Jean-Claude CORVISIER, Roissy - Tome II: Aéroport Charles de Gaulle (Saint-Cyr-sur-
Loire: Alan Sutton, 2005): 7.
3  Anonymous letter, “Le courier des riverains” in Entre voisins: bulletin d’information de l’aéroport de Paris destiné aux 
habitants des communes riverains, 8 (1961): 8.
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heard in response to urban policies that excluded them, through protest, negotiation and planning 
proposals. Throughout, examining how locals tried to become active participants in urbanism is 
an attempt to transform the ‘scientifi c’ discourse of urbanism to one of social experience. 

Dominant urbanism

The chronology of the planning, offi cial announcement, public enquiry and authorisation to construct 
the new Roissy airport in the 1960s suggests airport planners largely ignored the interests of 
local residents. Even a local mayor felt he was kept in the dark and only learnt of the project by 
reading the press.4 After seven years planning, on 13 January 1964, the Comité Interministeriel 
de la Région Parisienne offi cially announced the construction of a new airport at Roissy-en-
France. The airport, originally known as Paris-Nord, would be built on land of seven communes 
in two departments: Epiais-les-Louvres, Roissy-en-France, and Tremblay-les-Gonesse in Seine-
et-Oise; and Mauregard, Le Mesnil-Amelot, Mitry-Mory, and Compans in Seine-et-Marne. After its 
blessing from the Ministère des travaux publics on 24 April 1964, the Aéroport de Paris company 
was authorised to build Paris-Nord. On 18 June 1964, an inter-departmental order opened a 
public inquiry into classifying land of these towns as being needed for ‘utilité publique’ (public 
utility), which conveniently ran in the quiet holiday season between 10 July and 10 Aug 1964. On 
30 October 1964, the investigating party declared the overall result of the inquiry to be in favour 
of the airport, and the prefects of Seine-et-Oise and Seine-et-Marne also gave their approval. 
On 22 June 1965, the government accorded the airport status of utilité publique and the two 
departments were ordered to begin investigations into the landowners affected.5 

As the commentator of the fi lm Demain…Roissy en France declares, life of the locals would 
be ‘overwhelmed’ by the changes the construction of Paris-Nord would bring.6 Built on half the 
territory of Roissy, this project would destroy high-quality agricultural land, resulting in a loss of up 
to 18,000 tonnes of annual wheat crops, and would also turn the village of Le Mesnil-Amelot into 
a dead end, cut off from the new motorway link.7 The area around Roissy-en-France – known as 
La Plaine de France or La Vieille France – was extremely fertile land with intensive agricultural 
activity – wheat, potatoes and beetroot – which dominated the local economy.8 The area was also 
well known for hunting sports, but locals feared the new motorway would bring this traditional 
activity to an end.9 Marking the fi rst major change to the rural landscape, a 100m high antenna 
for a meteorological station was constructed in October 1964 between Le Mesnil-Amelot and 
Mauregard.10

The local residents of the new airport had good reason for concern judging by the ambitions of 
the airport authority in the previous decade. One of the largest expropriation operations ever 
carried out in France, when the western extension of Orly was approved in 1954 and declared a 
project of public utility, the Aéroport de Paris acquired 410 hectares of the 605 hectare village of 
Paray Vieille Poste, including most of the agricultural land and 650 individual houses.11 With state 
backing from the government to the departments, and with the pressures of a hugely expanding 
airline industry, nothing could stop the juggernaut of the Paris-Nord airport.

The effi ciency of state urbanism of the 1960s functioned as a dominant machine, which ignored the 
interests of existing locals. Residents of suburban towns around Paris and their mostly communist 
political representatives received the state planners responsible for the ‘New Towns’ of the Paris 
region coldly. Michel Mottez, one of the collaborators of the Schéma directeur d’aménagement et 
d’urbanisme de la région de Paris (1965), recalls how mayors were generally hostile towards the 
urban planning team, who they identifi ed as state technocrats; and despite the ambitious planning 
proposals, the planners never met with ordinary locals whose lives were about to be overwhelmed 
by intensive and rapid urbanization. Before the 1965 planning document was published, Evry, 
for example, was a small town of 7000 inhabitants, which was suddenly faced with plans to 
transform it into a ‘new town’ of 300,000 people.12 The locals were simply kept in the dark, as it 
seems were hundreds of people whose livelihoods were directly related to the land that would 
be lost to the urbanization process. The publication of the Schéma directeur d’aménagement et 
d’urbanisme angered agricultural producers and associations, with offi cial protests lodged by 
farming representatives from the departments of the Seine, Seine-et-Oise, Seine-et-Marne, Oise 
and Eure-et-Loir.13 Similarly, a decade earlier, inhabitants of villages near to sites of the fi rst nuclear 

4  Interview with M. BOISSEAU, mayor of old Mauregard in Le Parisien libéré (15 January 1964): 2.
5  “Déroulement de l’opération Paris-Nord” in Entre Voisins, 17 (1966): 2.
6  ‘La vie des hommes se trouvera bouleversé’, commentary in fi lm Demain…Roissy en France (dir. Jacques DUPONT, 
1967, watched 26 November 2008, Pavillon de l’Arsenal, collection Forum des Images).
7  Le Parisien libéré, (15 January 1964): 2.
8  CORVISIER, Roissy, p.11.
9  Interview with postman in Demain…Roissy en France.
10  “Les stations métérologiques automatiques de Paris-Nord” in Entre Voisins, 17 (1966): 3.
11  “Les riverains parlent aux riverains: Paray Vieille Poste” in Entre voisins, 7 (1961): 11.
12  Michel MOTTEZ, Carnets de campagne: Evry 1965-2007 (Paris: l’Harmattan, 2003), p.30.
13  “Vives protestations contre l’urbanisme de la region parisienne” in Le Parisien libéré, (30 June 1965): 5.
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power stations in France were not informed of the projects by the site developers or departmental 
offi cials, but rather through newspaper reports. When small town councils registered opposition to 
these underhand schemes, they were met with little attention by a programme shrouded in military 
secrecy, and enjoying complete state support.14 

‘Public interest’ 

French dominant urbanism upheld a defi nition of ‘public’ interest as the ambitions of the state 
taking precedence over the concerns of local populations. Such a situation contradicts Nancy 
Fraser’s ideal framework for democracy, which she formulates in response to Habermas’s 
notion of the ‘public sphere.’ Fraser writes: 

Any conception of the public sphere that requires a sharp separation between 
(associational) civil society and the state will be unable to imagine the forms of 
self-management, interpublic coordination, and political accountability that are 
essential to a democratic and egalitarian society.15

The existence of families forced to moved out of their homes, or farmers who are about to lose 
their livelihoods under a sea of concrete due to an order of utilité publique declared by a state 
raises the question who is the public and what are its interests. During a time of economic 
growth and widespread urbanism, the state could only drive through its ambitious projects 
under a dominant regime that excluded groups that were not looking along the same lines.

A number of administrative and legal procedures established this climate of dominant urbanism 
in France, tools which characterise what Lefebvre and Fraser would see as its undemocratic 
nature. First, state urbanism enjoyed such dominance because of the legal designation of 
areas as a zone à urbaniser en priorité (ZUP, or zone with priority for urbanisation). According 
to the powers accorded by article 73 of the Code de l’urbanisme et de l’habitation, all property 
that falls within a ZUP or other approved urbanism plans are required for the public interest and 
can be expropriated.16 The declaration of land as a zone d’aménagement différé (ZAD, or zone 
for differed development) meant all property transactions had to go through a central public 
administration authority, which would acquire all properties to prevent the transfer of property 
to private individuals or companies. Here, public authorities could take control of the market to 
discourage speculation and infl ation of prices.17 For major development projects such as the 
reconstruction of Les Halles, the state held the reins of the project. In 1966, the state, in the 
form of the prefect of the Seine, Maurice Doublet urged the Conseil municipal de Paris (the city 
council, whose political support Doublet enjoyed) to declare the designation of the zone around 
Les Halles the status of utilité publique or ‘public interest.’18 

Second, then, dominant urbanism relies on this notion of utilité publique. Expropriation can only 
take place if it is deemed to be in the ‘general interest’, and if buildings or land concerned are 
legally declared necessary for public use. However, in French law there is no legal defi nition 
of ‘public interest’, leaving it solely up to the expropriating party to defi ne it as such.19 With the 
departmental Prefects often being the contracting authority (maître d’ouvrage) for urbanism 
and infrastructure projects both in the city of Paris and the surrounding departments, the state 
was a juggernaut in its power as a ‘public’ authority over the public it served. ‘Public interest’ 
often simply seemed to stand for ‘required for use by public authorities’. The 14 December 
1966 law on bidonville clearance (revised 12 July 1966) states land where bidonvilles stand 
can only be expropriated to make way specifi cally for social housing projects, or other urbanism 
operations with an intérêt collectif (collective interest).20 In the case of the demolition of the La 
Folie bidonville in Nanterre – a shantytown housing thousands of immigrant workers and their 
families – the ‘interest’ was the construction of administrative and court buildings for the newly 
invented Hauts-de-Seine department.

Third, the legal system itself upheld the dominant relationship of anonymous state administration 
over its citizens, as the terms of expropriation law eliminates the human element of the procedure: 
it is the property not the people who live inside that is expropriated, despite the obvious effective 

14  Gabriel HECHT, The Radiance of France: Nuclear Power and National Identity after World War II (Cambridge, Mass.; 
London: MIT Press, 1998), p.251.
15  Nancy FRASER, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: a Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy” in C. 
CALHOUN (ed.), Habermas and the Public Sphere, (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992), p.136.
16  Daniel CHAMPIGNY, Guide pratique des expropriations, (Paris: Europa, 1967), p.75.
17  Pierre TREY, “Le conseil municipal de Paris autorise le préfet à procéder à des expropriations dans le quartier des 
Halles” in Le Monde (25 December 1966): 10.
18  P.T., “Le Conseil municipal est appelé à donner son autorisation pour les expropriations” in Le Monde (23 December 
1966): 16.
19  CHAMPIGNY, Guide pratique des expropriations, p.5.
20  CHAMPIGNY, Guide pratique des expropriations, p.227.
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result that it is the people that have to go.21 Almost effaced from the very fi rst lines of legal 
jargon, the people become an obstacle to the projects to remodel the town. Furthermore, the 
complexity of the rules, tight deadlines and inevitable costs of defending against expropriation 
made it almost impossible for most people to appeal against eviction orders, especially low 
income tenants and agricultural workers.

Further still, matters of public interest were not exclusively connected to state urbanism 
proposals. Even private property speculation tried to sneak itself through the administrative back 
door by trying to show itself as being in the public interest. The main concern of the Association 
des Locataires du 2 quai de la Rapée was not to attack redevelopment plans of Paris, but to 
defend against property speculators that had bought a residential building, and who simply 
wanted to make money by reselling it.22 An attempt to profi t from homeowners threatened with 
the prospect of losing their property, property developers hawked in areas that fell under future 
expropriation plans. Hoping to make a quick sell, residents were tempted by these dealers, 
but the consequence of selling to private companies – beyond contributing to their investment 
portfolio – was that the original owners would lose all the rights of the expropriation laws.23

Legal-administrative regulations almost guaranteed state urbanism projects to be carried out, 
and along with the powerful lobby of private property developers, they characterise one of 
the ways society is conceived as an imbalance of authoritative power ruling over what Fraser 
calls ‘weak’ publics.24 Such a ‘stratifi ed society’, underpinned by a bureaucracy and jurisdiction 
almost impenetrable by ordinary citizens, inevitably results in low-income families and tenants 
being overlooked by state and ambitious private urbanism schemes. A resident living near 
to Orly airport who wrote to his giant noisy neighbour sums up the situation: ‘For us, who, 
alas, moved here long before you did, we’re obliged to be subjected to your “neighbourliness”, 
imposed on us by the fl ippancy of the Public Powers.’25

And yet, despite the existence of marginalised publics who bear the brunt of the state’s powers, 
evidence of a growing resistance by local populations to urbanism projects during the sixties 
reveals how minority voices in a ‘stratifi ed society’ cannot ever truly be silenced. In what could be 
a contrast to the inequalities that characterised the Gaullist urbanism regime, Fraser proposes 
a notion of ‘public’ as being an assembly of many different views, creating a conception of 
society where ‘weak’ publics are no longer marginalised but engage fully in democracy.26 
Taking into consideration every party affected by a decision, rather than rely on the state’s 
notion of ‘public interest’ would be an important framework for a ‘strong’ society. While avoiding 
popular revolution, evidence of how a more egalitarian conception of the ‘public’ might emerge 
is offered in examples how individuals and groups began to resist dominant urbanism. Before 
I consider how participation by local associations in the urbanism process can begin to bring 
some equilibrium between strong and weak publics, I fi rst examine the relationship between 
local authorities and state and private urbanism schemes. The pressures town councils faced 
by projects deemed to be in a public interest might suggest why non-elected residents were 
forced to take matters into their own hands.

Municipal temptation

A fi lm commissioned by the Paris Airports authority chronicling the construction of the new 
Paris-Nord airport during the second half of the 1960s includes an intriguing shot. During a 
sequence showing the construction work of foundations for new access roads and the motorway 
to the new airport, cutting through the vast fi elds of the Plaine de France, an elderly farming 
couple stands by the fence of their fi eld in the middle of the untouched countryside. Looking 
out at the construction of the access road, the woman mimes a gun with her hand and shoots 
at a massive digger that roars past in the fi eld.27 This call to arms shows that locals were 
often not willing to stand helpless and let dominant urbanism bulldoze away their surroundings. 
Urbanization projects and expropriation orders faced a number of obstacles – from elected and 
non-elected people – as an increasingly resistant population began to defend their rights and 
assert themselves as something stronger than a marginal and weak public that was secondary 
to offi cial ‘public’ interest.

21  CHAMPIGNY, Guide pratique des expropriations, p.6.
22  Jean-Louis BERGER, “L’echo d’une résistance” in Le Quotidien de Paris (4 December 1974) as reproduced in L’écho 
du Viaduc, 2 (1974): 10.
23  “L’Expropriation est trop souvent un drame!” in Le Parisien libéré (7 September 1963): 3.
24  FRASER, “Rethinking the Public Sphere’, p.122.
25  Letter from M.L., Entre Voisins, 2 (1958): 10. 
26  FRASER, “Rethinking the Public Sphere”, p.135.
27  Les Chantiers de Roissy en France (1971, 18 minutes, colour fi lm, watched 13 June 2008, Pavillon de l’Arsenal, 
collection Forum des Images).
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Sometimes, history stood in the way of the developers – the village of Le Mesnil-Amelot on 
the very edge of the perimeter of Paris-Nord was saved from total demolition thanks to its 
church of Saint-Martin, listed as an historic monument28 – but in most cases, only the town 
council planning committees could block urbanization projects. Communist local councillors of 
the southern suburbs of Paris opposed the proposed transfer of Les Halles market to Rungis. 
At a meeting, M. Dupy, deputy mayor of Choisy-le-Roi noted none of the towns affected by 
the project had been consulted and he called for local towns to unite to defend local interests 
against the scheme.29 Despite municipal opposition, the state backing of the project for a 
national wholesale market meant it was rapidly approved.

Aware of the strong political clout of town authorities, developers realised the need to appease 
local mayors whose support they relied upon. One tactic was to fi nance facilities for local towns: 
when Orly airport extended west engulfi ng the village of Paray Vieille Poste in 1954, the airport 
authorities undertook the construction of replacement housing for 73 expropriated families, and 
provided a new school and town hall.30 Similarly, some measures were taken in the construction 
of the New Towns not to upset the existing population. Boundary limits were careful established 
to distinguish between areas already urbanized, and those awaiting urbanization. The existing 
population of areas already urbanized would not face tax charges for further urban development, 
however those living in rural zones would be liable for taxation on urban development.31

In order to sweeten up the local offi cials of both towns already surrounded by Orly airport, 
and the towns about to be overwhelmed by Paris-Nord, airport authorities regularly organised 
social events and visits to the airport for elected mayors and councillors. Trips for mayors 
of neighbouring towns to Orly, Le Bourget and Paris-Nord even included away days to the 
Champagne town of Reims, and Jersey, all expenses paid by the airport authorities.32 Another 
way of getting the local population on its side, the airport developers tried to give the impression 
it was a generous benefactor. Long before it had to pay local taxes, the airport provided a new 
bus stop shelter for the village of Le Mesnil-Amelot.33  It also installed information stands at local 
summer fairs, promoting the airport as a good neighbour that would provide many jobs for the 
area. The airport also published a quarterly magazine called Entre Voisins destined for local 
inhabitants. The publication promised to keen neighbours informed and promote a dialogue, 
but inevitably, much of its content between 1958 and 1968 reads as pure propaganda for the 
airport’s expansion projects, dismissing any problems they may cause as a nuisance worth 
dealing with in comparison to the benefi ts airports provide to the local economy.34

The Paris Airport authority was keen to point out that construction work at Roissy was carefully 
organised around the interests of the local population, insisting local roads would remain open 
before the new ones were completed. Initial land surveys, for example, begun in 1959, and then 
continuing between 1964-67, were carried out in full accord with landowners and farmers who 
agreed on suitable times between harvests for the scientifi c surveys to be undertaken so that 
they would not ruin crops. Two worlds coexisted momentarily as deep shafts were dug in fi elds 
between potato gathering, haymaking and beetroot collection.35

Local protest

One wonders what locals neighbouring Paris-Nord thought of their elected representatives 
enjoying privileged days out by the airport. With this effective bribery, one questions the airport’s 
claims it was in dialogue with the local authorities: ‘Anxious to hear your opinions, we will make 
sure we maintain this dialogue as before.’36 Which mayors were going to say no to a ‘neighbour’ 
as formidable as the airport now, especially with the pressure of the state on their backs? As 
municipal dialogue was gently muffl ed in the airport project, and other urbanism schemes, it 
would be up to groups other than town councils to oppose the fl ow of concrete.

During the 1960s there was a growing tendency for non-elected local residents to protest 
against approved planning schemes that would have a big impact on their daily urban lives. In 
Stains, for example, locals protested against the closure of railway level crossing located in an 

28  CORVISIER, Roissy, p.17.
29  “Pour la défense des locataires expropriés à la suite de la construction du marché-gare de Rungis” in Le Monde (23 
February 1965): 9.

30  “Les riverains parlent aux riverains: Paray Vieille Poste” in Entre voisins, 7 (1961): 12.
31  MOTTEZ, Carnets de campagne, p.37.
32  Entre Voisins, 12 (1965) and “Les secretaries généraux de mairies riverains en promenade à Jersey” in Entre Voisins, 
17 (1966): 10.
33  “Une realisation de l’aéroport de Paris en faveur de ses riverains du Mesnil-Amelot” in Entre Voisins, 17 (1966): 24.
34   See for example the promise of thousands of jobs at all levels that will be made available for people living in Roissy-
en-France, in “L’aéroport chez ses voisins” in Entre Voisins, 3 (second series) (1968): 5.
35  CORVISIER, Roissy, p.90.
36  “Paris-Nord: une realisation en marche” in Entre Voisins, 17 (1966): 2.
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area with much housing, a children’s home and a workers’ hostel. A result of the construction 
of a new road bridge, the closure forced pedestrians to make a 1700 metre detour to cross 
the line, so locals began to fi ght for a new underground passage. Clearly, the approved road 
bridge project was designed only to benefi t car drivers, and excluded the particularly needy 
local population.37

Farmers and agricultural workers formed a signifi cant group that fought to defend against urban 
and infrastructure development projects. During the construction of the A15 motorway near 
Pontoise, 150 farmers occupied land on the Plateau de Cergy. Assembled by their trade union 
to protest against expropriation of the land, twenty protestors camped day and night on the land 
before fi nally liberating it on 10 January 1967. They were angry that the project administration 
had authorised the use of land to extract sand before compensation for the land had been 
agreed. The farmers ended the occupation once they had secured a delay in the expropriation 
timetable, enabling them to harvest their crops – originally eviction was imminent, with the 
need for land declared as urgent. While the farmers still lost their land, they won a small victory 
against the administration as they received a greatly increased offer of compensation from the 
Prefecture, who also promised an increased price of sand to be paid to the landowners.38

This was not the last of the local farmers of the association ‘Domaines des agriculteurs et 
propriétaires de Cergy (Val-d’Oise)’, as its members continued active protests in the area. In 
April 1967, farmers intensifi ed occupation of ten acres of farming land, owned by eight farmers, 
which was threatened with expropriation to make way for the new prefecture that would be built 
at the heart of the new town of Cergy-Pontoise. The group began its protest three months earlier 
when it blocked bulldozers from digging up their fi elds. Demanding more money than the 2 - 6 
Francs per square metre compensation they had been offered for their land, and desperate to 
hold out, the farmers eventually resorted to protecting their land day and night.39

Aware of the value of its agricultural land, the landowners and farmers of Roissy-en-France 
continually refused to sell cultivated land since 1945. Such was their obstinacy against urbanism, 
the complete lack of land meant only 25 houses and 3 small apartment blocks had been built in 
the town in twenty years up to 1965.40 Unsurprisingly then, the cost to acquire land for the new 
Paris-Nord airport was: 44.5 million francs in 1966, 65 million francs in 1967 (the year when 
perimeter fence was established and drainage work and foundations began), and 5 million in 
1968 (the year when visible major construction work began).41

One of the increasingly common reasons for protest against redevelopment plans was to defend 
against property speculation that would not only alter the character of the area, but increase 
prices for locals. When the Conseil municipal de Paris debated the expropriation of 32 hectares 
of land around Les Halles in December 1966, a number of associations – including Protection 
des villes d’art, Clubs du Marais et des Champeaux, and several defence committees for Les 
Halles and local tenants – wrote to town councillors to urge them not to approve the status 
of ‘public interest’ for the site that would open the way for expropriations.42 They feared that 
the order for expropriations would close the door on the possibility of closely involving the 
existing population in the planning project. Rather than incorporating them in the heart of the 
scheme, they saw the locals to be immediately dismissed and given legal authority to be driven 
away from the sector in question.43 In the end, the pressure of the associations was not strong 
enough to sway the Conseil against the Prefect’s plans. Evoking the enormous transformation 
of Paris this vote would eventually lead to, one centrist councillor Mme Alexandre-Debray 
declared this to be probably one of the most serious decisions the council had taken since 
Baron Haussmann.44

New expropriation laws adopted in June 1965 seem to be a response to the growing resistance 
of landowners to eviction of their property, who held out against a sale forcing an increasing 
in the price of land. The minister of information Alain Peyrefi tte claimed that this increasingly 
prevalent tendency risked causing an increase in the cost of construction to an ‘explosive’ level. 

37  “A Stains, les riverains s’opposent à la fermeture du portillon” in Le Parisien libéré (14 October 1963): 2.
38  “Cent cinquante agriculteurs de la région de Pontoise ont manifesté contre les expropriations” in Le Monde (11 January 
1967): 13.
39  “Les agriculteurs expropriés de Cergy-Pontoise monte la garde sur leurs terres” in Le Monde (18 April 1967): 24.
40  M. FUCTUS, “Les Riverains Parlent aux Riverains: Roissy-en-France” in Entre Voisins, 15 (1965): 22.
41  “Roissy en France: plus de 200 millions de francs de travaux engages en 1969” in Entre Voisins, 4 (second series) 
(1969): 16. See a similar tendency among landowners expropriated by the French nuclear programme in HECHT, The 
Radiance of France, pp.249-250.
42  Pierre TREY, “Un chèque blanc pour le quartier des Halles?” in Le Monde (27 December 1966): 10.
43  P.T., “Le Conseil municipal est appelé à donner son autorisation pour les expropriations” in Le Monde (23 December 
1966): 16.
44  Pierre TREY, “Le conseil municipal de Paris autorise le préfet à procéder à des expropriations dans le quartier des 
Halles” in Le Monde (25 December 1966): 1.
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He noted the steep rise in cost of land would lead to a reduction in the amount of housing built 
each year, and would provide an argument for land to be made common (municipalisation). The 
minister said that if landowners were not reasonable with their demands for compensation, and 
paralysed construction, the government would be willing to take draconian measures. The new 
law would fi x in place land values based on the use of the land as it was one year before the 
date of the sale. For example, wheat fi elds would be sold as such and not as land for building 
because they would remain wheat fi elds until the state transformed them into land for building 
by creating infrastructure such as roads, gas, electricity, water supplies and drainage. In other 
words, farmers who were forced to sell their land – well aware it would be used for urbanization 
– usually wanted to sell the land at values for land for construction, rather than selling on as 
land for agricultural use.45

Although the newspaper Le Parisien libéré claims people did not want to profi t from their 
expropriation, and that they really just wanted to defend against the loss of their property,46 might 
there be other reasons to resist development projects beyond concerns of individual property? 
Did farmers really push up prices just to ‘manipulate’ – to use the term of Gabriel Hecht – public 
powers?47 Although money seems to be the main focus of many expropriation stories, there is 
also evidence that interested parties attempted to defend against the loss of a familiar way of 
life, be it rural or urban, and to preserve the identity of places faced with development. 

For many, physical changes to the rural and built environment brought about by urbanism was 
accompanied by a loss of daily habits and traditional activities. Marking the end of an era of an 
ancient summer fair, 1964 was the last year of the original Fête à Neu-Neu, which was displaced 
from its traditional site of the Rond Point de la Défense due to major building work on the site, 
and risked not fi nding a replacement location.48 On its doorstep, before the construction of the 
towers, submerged roads, railway stations and concrete deck of La Défense, land between 
pont de Neuilly and Rond Point de la Défense, mostly within the old district of Puteaux, was 
a quiet suburb of workshops, small businesses and individual houses with gardens, housing 
5000 families.49 

Although the Paris town authorities were aware of the desperate need for new housing, by the 
late 1950s some councillors, mostly Communist, began to question unchecked redevelopment of 
working-class districts such as Belleville, and called on the city to defend tenants whose homes 
were being demolished, and who were being driven out to live in suburban housing estates, 
far from family, friends, work and their familiar life in Paris.50 Bernard Monton and his family, to 
name just one example of the large numbers of the Parisian population forced moved out of 
the capital to the suburbs, was expropriated from Paris in 1958 to make way for the boulevard 
périphérique, and was rehoused in Les Courtillières in Pantin.51 As the demolition teams begin 
work in old Belleville, the narrator of television documentary ‘Ménilmontant-Belleville’ compares 
the departure of locals caused by large-scale expropriation as an ‘exodus’ – many of those who 
remained were uncertain of where they would move.52 

In the same programme, a woman explains the need to stay in Belleville, because after 22 
years in the area she has formed habits, and that she would fi nd it impossible to become a 
local somewhere else, away from family and friends. She says that if she really had to move 
to the suburbs she would not be happy at all.53 The problem, then, seems less to be nostalgia 
for old rundown buildings with poor sanitation, but distress at the dispersal of a community.54 It 
is the loss of a familiar place that has been home for generations, with streets full of memories 
of times past. In ‘Ménilmontant-Belleville’, full of nostalgia for the place, an old man regrets the 
loss of community life, saying people used to sing and dance in the road, but nothing like that 
happens anymore: ‘it was ten times better than now (…) it was like the countryside’. Another 
man says to stay in the area he grew up in is ‘something sacred.’55 Summing up the violence of 
tearing apart communities, an unnamed resident facing expropriation from 2 quai de la Rapée 

45  A.-J. BRAUD, “S.O.S. Expropriations” in Le Parisien libéré (3 June 1965): 3.
46  “L’Expropriation est trop souvent un drame!” in Le Parisien libéré (7 September 1963): 3.
47  HECHT, The Radiance of France, p.250.
48  Le Parisien libéré (8 June 1964): 5.
49  “Défense an 2000, dès 1970” in Paris Tel – édition spéciale de Puteaux (March 1967): 4-5. 
50  Louis CHEVALIER. The Assassination of Paris, trans. by David P. JORDAN (Chicago; London: University of Chicago 
Press, 1994), p.197.
51  Interview with resident in Geneviève MICHEL and Pierre-Jacques DERAINNE, Aux Courtillières: Histoires singulières 
et exemplaires (Paris: Créaphis, 2005).
52  “Ménilmontant-Belleville”, episode of French television documentary series Mémoires d’un vieux quartier, broadcast 
7 June 1965.
53  Interview with woman in ‘Ménilmontant-Belleville’.
54  Similar sentiments are expressed in Christopher BOOKER and Candida Lycett GREEN, Goodbye London. (Fontana, 
1973), p.7.
55  Interviews in “Ménilmontant-Belleville”.
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in the 12th arrondissement of Paris told a newspaper that even if the residents were rehoused 
and paid compensation, nothing could truly compensate for the ‘deportation’ from the area that 
they would be ‘victim’ to.56

Local participation 

In March 1962, the local paper Paris Tel questioned why it was taking so long to get under way 
with the project to create grands ensembles in the 17th arrondissement – a collection of a dozen 
fourteen storey tower blocks and major urbanism project in the porte de Champerret district, on 
the border of Neuilly and Levallois, known as sector no.9. The project had been fi rst announced 
in 1955, but was perpetually delayed, and the paper thought this was not a good thing for the 
area. In October 1962, the paper held its tail between its legs as it announced that a local group 
of residents had written to them to say this delay was actually a good thing. The Association de 
défense des propriétaires, commerçants, industriels, artisans, occupants et de participation des 
propriétaires du secteur no.9 opposed the offi cial project claiming it would harm the interests 
of the local population concerned by the project. The group had also proposed an alternative 
project, which the paper agreed to print. The association declared it only had interests for the 
17th arrondissement, and that people who actually knew the area had designed the plan; people 
who wanted to assure ‘a worthy future’ for the area.57

The association claimed the original project would have cut off the area from Paris, and seemed 
to deny the existence of an existing population in the fi rst place. In contrast to the offi cial plan 
that sought to raze the whole area and start from scratch, the residents’ proposals kept the 
maximum possible number of existing buildings, while allotting space for parks and car parks, 
as well as a number of new buildings. They claimed the plan responded to the needs of the 
local population in terms of new ‘rational’ services. The residents’ planning proposals included 
a youth centre, a crèche, social centre, health centre and clinic; two new schools and a primary 
school; a sports centre, Olympic swimming pool and sports ground. The plan maximised green 
space, reduced need to cross main roads, increased car parks, removed some roads, and 
widened others. Not wanting to appear opposed to the increase in new housing in the area, 
the residents’ plan still included two 30 storey towers, fourteen 12 storey towers, four 16 storey 
towers, four 4 storey blocks, and individual houses. Each building would have shops on the 
ground fl oor.58 Despite its ambitiousness, the biggest difference between the offi cial proposals 
is that in the residents’ plan the existing community remains at the heart of the new district. 
In January 1965, however, things still had not got underway in this project, which very much 
remained in the hands – or debates – of the local councils and the departmental prefect.59

This urbanization project, along with the demolition of Belleville and the subsequent move 
of the population to suburban housing estates, and the near contemporary suburbanisation 
of the villages around Paris-Nord, can be seen as an attempt to remove the space in which 
established communities met, and are further examples of how state led urbanism leads to a 
‘stratifi ed society’ of ‘weak publics’. However, if the preservation of a community was one of 
the most important factors for defending against dominant urbanism projects, the protest of 
individuals and associations marked an attempt by marginal publics to ‘assert their presence 
and infl uence in public life’.60 Both the planners’ blocking of the local population out of the 
New Towns programme by refusing to consult with them, and the Paris airport authority’s 
discussion-cum-bribery limited the opportunity for negotiation with locals. Living on the edge 
of the urbanists’ interests, the neighbours’ struggle for fair participation in decisions that would 
affect their lives is an example of ‘subaltern, excluded and marginalised citizens’ raising their 
voice. For Ash Amin, marginal groups ultimately need to assert themselves to preserve their 
identity as citizens rather than consumers.61 After all, with economic growth being the state’s 
primary ‘public interest’ in the sixties, opposing any form of consumerism would become a 
‘marginal’ activity.

In a handbook to the laws of expropriation, Daniel Champigny, a legal adviser specialising in 
expropriation and property cases, dismissed residents’ associations as agitators that do little 
good for their members, and indeed that may harm the interests of expropriated individuals.62 
Inevitably defending the legal professions, Champigny effectively discourages any resort to 

56  Jean-Louis BERGER, “L’echo d’une résistance” in Le Quotidien de Paris (4 December 1974) as reproduced in L’écho 
du Viaduc, 2 (1974): 10.
57  “Vingt ans de travaux pour révolutionner le secteur no.9” in Paris Tel, 8 (1962): 1.
58  “Un nouveau projet présenté par les habitants eux-mêmes” in Paris Tel, 8 (1962): 10-11.
59  “Ou en est le secteur zonier numero 9?” in Paris Tel (January 1965):.5.
60  Susana TORRE, ‘Claiming the Public Sphere: the Mothers of Plaza de Mayo’, in Jane RENDELL, Barbara PENNER 
& Iain BORDEN (eds.), Gender Space Architecture, (London: Routledge, 1999), p.145.
61  Ash AMIN, ‘Squares’, in Steven PILE & N. THRIFT, (eds.), City A-Z, (London: Routledge, 2000), p.232
62  CHAMPIGNY, Guide pratique des expropriations, p.75.
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interventions from independent associations such as land occupation. Champigny’s warning 
against residents’ associations seems out of touch with the growing tendency to create defence 
groups, which although existed long before, fl ourished after the strikes of May and June 1968. 
Similarly, while the Le Parisien libéré claims to be outraged by the dominance and power of 
state bureaucracy and insists it cares for the rights of homeowners, landowners and retired 
people with a small income, the newspaper gives very little coverage to the activities of defence 
groups. In Belleville, efforts by a residents’ association enabled some people to stay in the area 
and move to a new fl at just down the road from their demolished homes. Convinced it would be 
possible to stay in the area, the members were delighted to move to a bright new fl at after the 
rundown housing, but for many other local tenants, moving to a new fl at nearby would prove 
too expensive.63

Tenants’ associations had offi cial legal status under the 1901 law, and were offi cially registered 
with the Police. Some, such as The Association des Locataires du 2 quai de la Rapée, Paris 
12éme, had strong organisation committees and produced monthly bulletins to inform residents 
of progress. With the creation of the quai de la Rapée group, that represented tenants of two 
buildings threatened with demolition to make way for an enormous redevelopment programme, 
residents noted a marked change in the daily life of the building, with people now bothering 
to stop and talk to their neighbours.64 The new good relations encouraged by the association 
culminated in an end of year party organised after a general meeting in December 1974, where 
the residents all got together to dance, with sangria, cakes and music all generously donated 
by residents.65 The group even organised weekly Sunday morning communal bike rides to the 
Bois de Vincennes.66 The association also forged links for a common strategy with tenants of 
other buildings in a similar risky situation, such as in rue Custine, where a defence association 
had also been established.67

By the mid-1970s, Père Buanic, head of the Justice and Peace Association in the Marais tried 
to unite defence committees, and the quai Rapée association felt encouraged by the growing 
numbers of Parisians wanting to fi ght against property speculation. Growing awareness of 
problem of speculation resulted in a street demonstration in the Marais on 5 March 1975. 
Meanwhile, in Bercy Village in the 12th arrondissement, an association was set up to defend 
against speculation in the Bercy depots. Under the motto was: ‘Bercy for all, all for Bercy’,68 
it called for all parties affected by the redevelopment to be free to decide the future of the 
area for themselves – depot workers, developers and local residents. Not wanting to block the 
redevelopment of an increasingly economically redundant area, the association instead insisted 
any project should fully take into account the needs and aspirations of the local population.69 

The visible presence of minority interest groups contradicts Champigny’s view on partisan 
behaviour within associations, but more importantly, the activity of tenants’ defence groups 
is just the sort of community union required to make a ‘transformative presence’ in society.70 
Participating in the urbanism process, even through protest, begins to transform marginalised 
groups into active members of a stronger public.

Conclusion

In summer 1968, the Paris airport authority dropped the provisional name ‘Paris-Nord’ for its 
state-of-the-art showpiece north east of the capital. Calling it a symbolic decision, the airport 
would now be known as l’Aéroport de Roissy-en-France. One can only muse whether this 
was a post-May-68 gesture of goodwill to the local population, fi nally acknowledged as being 
neighbours to the future international hub of aviation. But the airport never really cared about the 
interests of the locals. Alongside the announcement of the new name, the airport’s information 
bulletin published a photograph of Roissy’s new perimeter fence with the caption: ‘The wire 
fence: eternal symbol of property.’ Ironically, as it took the local name, the airport defi nitively 
acquired the last parcels of land from the farmers.71

In many urbanism projects of the 1960s in and around Paris, developers ignored the ‘social 
consequences of repressive urban planning ideologies’,72 and under pressure to build as quickly 
as possible, dismissed examining how existing communities might form a central role in the 

63  Interviews in ‘Ménilmontant-Belleville’.
64  “Vie des escaliers” in L’écho du Viaduc, 1 (1974): 3.
65  “Compte-rendu de l’assemblée” in L’écho du Viaduc, 3 (1975): 3.
66  “Petits annonces gratuites” in L’écho du Viaduc, 3 (1975): 9.
67  “Y’a pas q’chez nous…” in L’écho du Viaduc, 3 (1975): 5.
68  ‘Bercy à tous, pour tous, par tous’.
69  G. CLOSIER, “Y’a pas q’chez nous…” in L’écho du Viaduc, 4 (1975): 2.
70  TORRE, “Claiming the Public Sphere”, p.141.
71  “Paris-Nord devient Roissy-en-France” in Entre Voisins, 3 (second series) (1968): 20.
72  TORRE, “Claiming the Public Sphere”, p.141.
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planning of the city. Dominant urbanism of the 1960s did not take into account interests beyond 
economic growth. But the urbanism of anonymous state administration did not go unchecked, 
and a growing protest rose from the grass roots to defend the interests of locals, eager to 
participate in urbanism, urban life, and democracy. It remains to be seem whether the steps 
forged by residents’ defence associations in the sixties has changed the nature of urbanism to a 
social process that engages with the surrounding community, rather than attempt to efface it. 

Examining the consequences of urbanism on the neighbours serves, in part, as a challenge for 
architecture and urbanism to break disciplinary boundaries in order to fi nd an urban counterpart 
for ‘egalitarian multicultural societies’ composed of many participating publics.73 The example 
of Paris of the sixties shows the often-uncomfortable relationship between urbanism and the 
social, but also suggest directions minority groups can take to become active participants in 
urbanism. In and around the Paris of today, with the launch of an ambitious thirty year urbanism 
programme, le Grand Paris, the presence of visible but marginal minorities in cities can and 
should be a resistant force against dominant authority, and must not be left to live on edge.

73  FRASER, “Rethinking the Public Sphere”, p.122.
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Permanence and Evolution in the Hidden City: 
Reasons for the deceptive interventions towards the ‘ilhas’ in 

Porto until 1939. 

Luís Miguel Soares Guimarães
ETSA, Madrid

Abstract
This paper aims to clarify the reasons for the deceptive interventions towards the ‘ilhas’ in Porto 
until 1939 – a specifi c type of nucleus of proletarian houses placed at the back of the plots, 
in the inner city, without dignifying conditions to its inhabitants, which was the main housing 
solution for the working class in Porto in a period going from 1899 until 1939. 

The long lasting permanence of the ‘’ilhas’, results from the continuous lack of effective 
alternatives, along with the inertia derived from the legal frame and the state laissez-faire attitude. 
Without alternatives under private promotion, the public housing initiatives mostly missed either 
the place or the benefi ciaries, if not both, and the few positive solutions to the residents’ interests 
were soon discontinued. We characterize them all while referring to their origins, models of 
intervention, application in Porto reality and causes of the later discontinuity.

An initial brief description of Porto urban evolution clarifi es the origin and success of the ‘ilhas’ 
model in the city based in its adjustment to the physical support and social stratifi cation. 

Introduction
The most peculiar working class neighbourhoods of Porto – the ’ilhas’ – have their origin in 
the industrialization breakthrough of Porto, in the second half of the nineteenth century1 and 
suppose a remarkable permanence in the city, with a signifi cant contribution to its identity, 
despite all the interventions and transformation processes they have felt. 

The ’ilhas’ (See fi gure 1), in its basic form, are nucleus located, in general, among the expansion 
areas of the nineteenth century’s city, in the typical gothic plot of Porto with twenty fi ve palms 
(5,5m) large and till 100m long. Normally they are occupied by eight to ten working class houses, 
of sixteen square meters each and with a single facade. Initially erected in the backyard of the 
bourgeois houses, or later occupying the whole plot, they were served by a single access and 
had at most a collective toilette2. 

The city’s eighteenth century expansion plan implementation would later allow the arising and 
proliferation of the ‘ilhas’ type at the physical support level. Under an extensive lay-out, the 
subsequent urbanisation with a gothic plot type, privileged a street/plan-of-facade relation 
favouring the public space composition rather than expressing the house individuality, allowing 
by absence any construction inside the plot.

1  Phenomenon derived from the effects of the second industrial revolution in Porto.
2  For a deep analysis on the subject consult Teixeira (2001).

Figure 1: Most common types of 
‘ilhas’ and example of bourgeois 
house facade and ground fl oor 
plan with passage way
Adapted by the author from 
Teixeira (1996) (in yellow 
circulation areas; in red 
bourgeois houses)
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Economically, they provided a source of rent to the low bourgeoisie whilst responded to the 
enormous demand of housing produced by the massive fl ux of immigrants to the city, along 
with the low wages policies, during the second industrial revolution. This housing solution 
expressed, at the urban level, the fi rst clear confi guration of social spatial segregation in Porto, 
continuously reaffi rmed in the following decades. 

Until the beginning of the twentieth century the ‘ilhas’ had a continuous, at times exponential, 
growth (See table 1). According to the existing available data, in the period of analysis3, the 
absolute number of islands in Porto remained steadily above one thousand4. Until the thirties, 
despite the legal procedures developed in the meanwhile, the promotion of ‘ilhas’ continued 
side to side with the low wages policies, and the extensive development of the city, avoiding 
the arise of tenement buildings or other improved models of working class housing solutions 
directed to these same layers of the population. 

The implemented housing solutions during the fi rst half of the twentieth century, more than 
actually attempting to solve the problem, represented the possible experimentation and 
adaptation of international models to Porto reality under the initiative of single fi gures, public 
institutions or even the Municipal Administration pressed by the public alarm related with moral 
and sanitary conditions. 

After a bubonic epidemic in 1899, The Commercio do Porto Newspaper held a public subscription 
out of which would result the fi rst three neighbourhoods under philanthropic initiative, directed 
for the improvement of the working class living conditions on public soil, and in 1915, already 
under a republican regime5, the fi rst four working class colonies were erected via municipal 
administration initiative. Several municipal regulations, considering the safety, sanitary and 
legal procedures also took place in the following years.

ILHAS HOUSES
INHABITANTS 
ILHAS

INHABITANTS 
PORTO

1864 - - - 89 349 
1885
1890

531 - 19 460 146 739
1899
1900

1048 11 129 50 000 167 955
1909
1911

1200 12 000 50 000 191 890

1920 - - - 202 310
1929
1930

1301 - 50 000 232 280
1939
1940

1153 13 000 45 243 258 548

The ’Economic Houses Program’, following garden city principles and promoted by central 
government initiative in 19336, arose as the only action applied with reasonable extent, in the 
period of analysis, though clearly directed to privileged layers of the population pursuing political 
and speculative interests, that the authoritarian fascist government upheld7. 

Until the beginning of World War Two, a single experiment of collective housing was built, the 
Duque de Saldanha bloc, in 1939, referring to central Europe’ social democrat models, despite 
the fascist government opposition to such solutions. It contemplates several singularities, such 
as the right to the place of its residents. The supposed failure of this experiment would later be 
used to reaffi rm the state position and the promotion of a Housing Plan in the suburbs by the 
municipal administration under a distorted application of the Athens Charts principles. Still, the 
qualities of the Duque de Saldanha bloc, which remained till present day, allow us to refer to it 
as a case study amongst other posterior interventions8.

3  And through the following period till present day, considering the ultimate purpose of our research.
4  The inquiry of 1899 by Ricardo Jorge referred 1048 islands with over 50 000 inhabitants, the inquiry to the islands 
in 1939 referred the existence of 1.152 islands with a total of 45 243 inhabitants and the 2001 inquiry by the town hall 
(Câmara Municipal do Porto) identifi ed 1030 islands with almost 20 000 inhabitants.
5  The Republic was implemented in Portugal in 1910.
6  Law-decree 23035 of 1935. Single family houses by resoluble property.
7  The Portuguese fascist government was implemented in 1929 following the military dictatorship 1926-1929 and 
remained till the military coup d’Etat of 25th of April of 1974, known as ‘the cloves revolution’.
8  Such as the SAAL program. For a deeper analysis over it, see Bandeirinha J. A., O processo SAAL e a arquitectura 
no 25 de Abril de 74. Imprensa da Universidade. Coimbra. 2007
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Table 1: Comparative evolution 
of Porto and ilhas population until 

1940
Elaboration by the author over 

CMP inquiries and INE data

Figure 2: São Vítor area, one of 
the fi rst and most dense nucleus 

of ‘ilhas’ 
1 - Conventional urban fabric 

of ‘ilhas’; 2 – ‘ilhas’ adapted to 
extremely steep area; 3 – Bairro 

Herculano – ‘ilha’ promoted by 
‘capitalist’, almost occupying the 
whole interior of block; 4 – Bloco 

Duque de Saldanha
Elaboration by the author
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In face of such facts and without alternatives under private promotion this work aims to 
demonstrate that, in the period of analysis:

- the developed housing initiatives mostly missed either the place or the 
benefi ciaries, if not both, and the few positive solutions to the residents’ interests 
were soon discontinued.

In order to accomplish this aim, we will analyse the urban development of Porto and the evolution 
of its spatial structure and social change process, under the singularity of the Portuguese 
political evolution. This particular care lays over the ‘ilhas’ crucial relations with its physical 
support, clearly determined by Porto’s urban evolution, in our judgement, decisive to a full 
comprehension of its origin and permanence. Throughout this analysis, we will expose the 
evidences that support the continuous veracity of our referred arguments. 

The structure of the work develops under chronological order, following the urban evolution of 
Porto, focusing on the elements related to the residential patterns, and the ‘ilhas’, particularly 
after the city’s expansion plan during the enlightenment, in the second half of the eighteenth 
century, until Porto situation at the beginning of World War II. Simultaneously we carry out a 
national and international contextualization of the diverse main factors of reference to these 
same residential spatial patterns, and particularly the housing solutions for the lower classes, 
such as: the existing legal frame, the social-economical outline, the political situation and the 
most relevant public and private initiatives. 

What we are interested in bringing to evidence is how a particular context and socio-political 
situation continuously denied the possibility to develop alternative models of housing, even 
those which, at a certain moment, presented specifi c opportunities for the evolution of this 
context, as to the city in general.  This promoted, in the end, the permanence of the ‘ilhas’ as 
the almost single alternative to the exclusion – a housing model that despite its inherent defects 
and limitations also possesses qualities that, under certain limits, allow us to look at them with 
the expectation of future improvement and an opportunity to fi x and attract population into the 
inner city.

Porto’s urban evolution background
Porto territory is located at the end of the river Douro standing at its right margin while facing the 
Atlantic Ocean, in the Northwest of the Iberian Peninsula. The topography of this territory gently 
descends to the sea in its west side, while faces an abrupt irregular profi le, steadily carved 
on the granite of Porto soil by the Douro River, at its south side, producing a highly dramatic 
landscape. 

During the Late Middle Ages and over the sixteenth century the spatial pattern of Porto 
expressed a concentrated city without signifi cant spatial segregation9. Out of walls, specifi c 
activities with fl uvial or maritime character such as fi shing and naval construction also promoted 
the development of riverside settlements. Without water contact, small settlements, eventually 
developing some suburban activities10, would arise, linked to the pre-existing rural pathways 
that structured the territory and can still be perceived in signifi cant extent at present day. Among 
them in the immediate surroundings of Porto, four roadways, had particular importance fi xing 
these suburbs agglomerations:

- The road to Valongo and Penafi el, extending to east, through Santo Ildefonso; 
- The road to Guimarães, extending to north-east through the Bonjardim area; 
- The road to Braga, pulling off from Porta dos Olivais, with North direction; 
- The road to Póvoa, pulling off from the same Door in northwest direction through 

the present street of Cedofeita; both these two streets began in Campo do 
Olival;

The bourgeoisie house would have a fundamental contribution to the urban fabric of the 
sixteenth hundred: the narrow front house, now totally erected in stone with two, three or rarely 
four fl oors, inserted in a narrow plot with a row association along the road – as it would later 
happen to the ‘ilhas’ plots. This solution allowed a good adaptation to the hard topography, 
even if placed in steep ground. The façade to the street would be individually identifi ed, having 
a continuous balcony with doors opening to it usually located at the laterals. The ground fl oor, 
which generally had three openings, was systematically destined to a shop or store. One of the 
lateral doors would give access to a stair serving the upper fl oors. The central staircase with 
a spiral stair was lightened through a skylight, and articulated with the fi rst stair, around the 
staircase two alcoves, benefi ting of its natural light, before the main rooms facing the front and 
back façade11.

9  PEREIRA DE OLIVEIRA, O Espaço Urbano do Porto. Condições Naturais e Desenvolvimento. Coimbra. 1973; 
10  PEREIRA DE OLIVEIRA. O Espaço Urbano do Porto. Condições Naturais e Desenvolvimento. Coimbra. 1973; 
11  FERRÃO,Projecto e transformação urbana do Porto na época dos Almadas, 1758-1813:. U. Porto. Porto. 1985; pp. 
152,153
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According to the geographer D. Luis Caetano de Lima quoted by Ricardo Jorge12, the population 
of Porto shows a remarkable growth, and from the beginning of the century till 1732 almost 
doubles it population from 18.800 to 30.024 souls. A process related by then, with the arrival 
of new foreign people, mainly British, and immigrants from rural areas, attracted mostly by 
the growth of the port activities. The bourgeoisie, at that time mostly composed by traders, 
started to build their houses outside the wall, normally in one of the referred four main axis of 
connection with the surrounding territory.

The fi rst half of the eighteenth century coincides with the main fl ux of gold coming from Brazil 
as with the signature of the Treaty of Methuen (1703) which would promote a major growth of 
Port wine exportation to the British islands.

Expansion under the enlightened despotism
In 1758, the Marquees of Pombal13 created the Junta das Obras Públicas of Porto, a 
management council, successively directed by the Almadas governors from 1758 until 180414.. 
This new organ appears related with two different causes: if in one hand it represents the local 
consequence of a new state type of organisation, lead by Pombal; on the other hand it occurs 
in the sequence of the response to Lisbon’s 1755 earthquake, which completely destroyed the 
Capital of the Empire and signifi cantly affected its economy. 

Under João de Almada e Melo city management and expansion plan of Porto a new urban 
conception was developed, with a rational approach aiming ‘order and property’. The city’s 
traditional autonomy punctuated by frequent riots that the archaic medieval urban fabric 
favoured, were not admissible for the new state model of organization, aside with the more 
relevant promotion of the future commercial city. Its major transformations of the old burgh, 
without Lisbon’s obvious justifi cation, would have a clear ideological basis and stylistic option15 
that the progressive elite encouraged and the enlightened view of the Junta de Obras Publicas 
supported. The fact that the urban works tended to promote the city’s future development, 
rather than respond to its actual needs, holds this argument.

The outsized ambition of such ideal plan, without the pragmatic requirements of the capital, 
would confront enormous opposition and diffi culties when facing practical obstacles, such as 
expropriation measures and fi nancial resources16. Nevertheless from 1769 on, the use of the 
strengthened legislation, produced to reconstruct Lisbon’s downtown in 1758, became permitted 
to apply in Porto, giving a defi nitive pullout to the plan17 (See fi gure 3). 

In the fi rst phase, launched in 1761, an extension area would be structured by an exterior radial 
axis, defi ned by the new Almada’ Street running between the street to Braga and the Street to 
Guimarães while absorbing in its pullout a pre-existing urban assembly around Praça Nova das 
Hortas.

A second phase, under a plan approved two years later would demand a superior effort once it 
reinforced the same axis connecting, to the city’s trade centre at the riverside. The opening of 

12  JORGE, Demografi a e Higiene na Cidade do Porto. CMP. Porto. 1899. 
13  Pombal by then Secretary of State as an enlightened despotic ruler (1750-1777) had previously served the country 
has ambassador in the United Kingdom (1738-45) and Vienna (1745-49). He looked at the fi rst as model of progress to be 
followed, according to his will to modernize and bring Portugal closer to the more developed northern European countries.
14  João de Almada was nominated by Pombal to be the head offi ce of the Junta de Obras Públicas do Porto in 1760. 
His son Francisco de Almada e Mendonça later occupied the same position from 1784 untill 1804. 
15  FERRÃO,Projecto e transformação urbana do Porto na época dos Almadas, 1758-1813:. U. Porto. Porto. 1985; pp. 188
16  Most of the land out of walls belonged to ecclesiastic proprietors that had given its exploitation rights by emphyteusis 
contracts, whose benefi ciaries claimed extraordinary compensations for its lost. FERRÃO, 1985, p. 190
17  FERRÃO, Projecto e transformação urbana do Porto na época dos Almadas, 1758-1813:. U. Porto. Porto. 1985, p. 191.

Figure 3: Almada’s extension 
plan over George Balck’s Plan 

1803

Source: Ferrão (1985) 
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the new street of São João18 through the medieval urban fabric to Largo de São Domingos, half 
the way up, allowed an easy connection to Largo de Lóios and Rua do Almada, through the Rua 
das Flores, by then the city’s most fl ourishing commercial street.

After 1774, three new axes, with a new and the adjustment of two pre-existing streets, would 
defi nitively implement a radial type of urban structure into the plan.

Finally a fourth phase, uphold a unifying idea of the city, promoting the wall demolishing in the 
last twenty years of the century. Two new streets arose over its northern limit unifying the four 
previously referred axes as the inner city with the new extension under the same language 
while in the riverfront a new contact became also possible.

In opposition to the static ideal plan of Lisbon’s Downtown, this pre-existence attending 
plan, considered both the city’s peculiar topography, as its ancient and more recent urban 
developments, even if, according to the same enlightened policies, socio-political premises and 
planning and execution methodologies used in the Capital19. As Ferrão claims, we consider that 
its urban morphological and typological conception, based in sectorial and technical positioning 
expressed a clear enlightened praxis20. Such facts allowed the erection of a modern commercial 
city, under the implementation of rational ideals that would be the basis for its late 19th century 

development during the city industrialization breakthrough.

The public space defi nition received particular attention, by erecting large, rectilinear streets 
with soft sloping, normally having associated carefully drawn plans of the façades (See fi gure 
4), composed as a unifying element, rather than evidencing the isolated building. These areas 
have remained until present day as a paradigm of coherence and equilibrium in the relation 
street-erected building – while also attended aspects such as light, hygiene and sanitary 
conditions. That principle, ensuring a signifi cant importance to the building façade and a minor 
to its plant, would remain in the municipal procedures leading to a perverse consequence in 
the late nineteenth century bourgeois houses, whilst contributed to the city hall’s neglect of the 
‘ilhas’’ dissemination by not surveying its construction.

The radial structure of this plan, scarcely completed with transversal crosses, except in its pullout, 
implied the left over of large open areas between its centripetal axes, while these had their urban 
vitality ensured due to their connection role with surrounding settlements or urban nuclei. 

During this period, Porto still kept its trade centred in S. Nicolau, heart of a wealthy merchant 
city21, based in the trade of Port wine and colonial products, namely Brazilian sugar, that had no 
special locative differentiation in its spatial patterns. 

While in Lisbon reconstruction or Vila Real de Santo António22 erection were developed new 
housing typologies, such has tenement buildings and working class houses, in Porto, as 
previously referred, despite the new formal language, articulating the dwelling to the public 
space scale and order confi guration, the interior organization remained the same. The most 
common houses were based in the traditional types usually having commerce or services in 
the ground fl oor with the rest destined to single-family housing23. Considering the construction 
elements and technologies, standardization followed Lisbon’s procedure, granting a desired 
uniformity to the architectural elements.

Whilst the household proportionally diminished with the growth of a proprietor class living off the 
rents, the population continuous increase, particularly felt in the extension areas, also led to the 
vertical growth of the houses, in the inner walls areas, and its later over occupation. 

The fi rst signs of a suburbanization process, continuously reaffi rmed in the following centuries, 
were now observable by the settlement of new upper class houses, mainly in the west area 
towards the seaside, usually fenced, with good air, water and shadow, and magnifi cent views 
over the river or the ocean. The British community headed this process followed by some 
wealthy Portuguese merchants or well-succeeded immigrants returning from Brazil24.

18  Despite the necessary effort to erect it, it was concluded in 1768, four years after the Rua do Almada. Besides these 
two streets with a major role in the plan, by 1775-80 most of the referred works were still undergoing or being concluded.
19 FERRÃO,Projecto e transformação urbana do Porto na época dos Almadas, 1758-1813:. U. Porto. Porto. 1985, p. 
204, 205. 
20  This urban action under a precise socio-economic context favouring trade under enlightened principles of order and 
collective needs rather than individual interests, became understandably known as the Port Wine urbanism
21  Despite the fact that Porto would be the Portuguese major industrial city in the break of the nineteenth century, its 
industrial development was rather weak.
22  A new town erected in Algarve under Pombal initiative, in 1775, following the creation of the Companhia Geral das 
Reais Pescarias do Algarve aiming to strengthen the fi shing industry. 
23  FERRÃO.Projecto e transformação urbana do Porto na época dos Almadas, 1758-1813:. FAUP. Porto. 1985. p. 219
24  PEREIRA DE OLIVEIRA, O Espaço Urbano do Porto. Condições Naturais e Desenvolvimento. IAC. Coimbra.1973

Figure 4: Façade of Rua dos 
Clérigos 
Source: Ferrão (1985) 
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Liberalism and the Industrialization outset
After an extended period of stagnation that the city faced with the French invasions (1807-1813) 
and the Civil war (1932-34), resulting inclusively in a lost of population, it would face during the 
second half of the nineteenth century a fl ourish era of growth and expansion.

With the “Regeneração”25 a new arising bourgeoisie, enriched with church possessions of 
the extinguish religious orders, and benefi ting from the city wealth, related with the Port wine 
trade, would assume a central role in its urban and industrial development. In this process the 
formation of different layers of the bourgeois class, between traders, industrial entrepreneurs, 
proprietors, and small commercial managers led to the lost of its traditional egalitarianism.

The period reproduces the general industrial growth process and agriculture decline of other 
European nations, attracting numerous rural populations to the city in search of work. From 
1838 until 1864 the city’s population faces a growth of 46%, reaching 86.761 inhabitants that 
year. Number that by the turn of the century would already been doubled up to 167.95526. 

With the inclusion of rural parishes into the urban area of Porto, for fi scal reasons, and even 
without them, just by the peripheral areas of the existing ones, Porto had, nevertheless, a very low 
density in contrast with other European cities. Fact easily understandable if one acknowledges 
that those cities only start demolishing their walls in the third quarter of the nineteenth century. 
The British cities constituted an exception, being located in an island had no need for them. 
Porto did so by the end of the eighteenth century with the result of the necessary available 
territory for an extensive expansion that the Almada’s plan had previously structured.

After the old town over occupation, which laid to a medium class movement towards a 
urbanization ring around the centre, the ‘ilhas’ rapidly emerged as the general housing solution 
to solve the residential problem of this people (see Figure 5). 

In half a century, Porto completely changed from a concentrated spatial growth with reduced 
social and functional differentiation of the space to an expansion area with an extended growth 
with distinct levels of social and functional differentiation: The inside outside of the blocks, 
and the east/west distribution concerning the social distribution of the residential space. A new 
centre arose around the Praça Nova area, later attracting the fi nancial district to it. The upper 
cross of the new bridge Luís I, and the arrival of S. Bento Train Station, reinforced this new 
centrality. The medium and large industries, self disposed in a second ring, around this area 
with better connection to the new rail connections, and lower soil prices. 

As previously referred, the Almadas’s intervention left vast areas to urbanize between its main 
axes of expansion, which were now being occupied. The industry presence in such areas 
produced a second downgrade process that expelled the upper classes to new urbanized 
areas, particularly at the west side and even at the seaside for the British community, which 
represented the fi rst clear segregated community in Porto. Rich emigrants returning from Brazil 
and wealthy bourgeois families also participated in this centrifugal movement of the upper 
class. The low medium class occupied these houses, producing a secession process similar to 

the one described by E. Burgess in Chicago27. 

The success of the ‘ilhas’ model28 results, fi rst of all, from an extreme economy of means, 
applied by its promoters, the low medium class, to develop a minimum house solution with a 
reduced investment. The adjustment to a particular type of allotment29 that in the fi rst phase 
would usually be in their own backyard, having the minimum cost on construction effort, land 
and taxes, permitted to offer a low cost housing solution that could easily fi nance its own 
reproduction30. 

25  Name given to the period of Constitutional Monarchy following the military insurrection of the 1st of May, 1951, which 
aimed to defi nitely institute the Liberal principles, established in the Constitutional Chart of 1826. It promoted the country’s 
economic development and modernization having heavy fi scal measures associated.
26  A.A.V.V. A Cidade do Porto Súmula Estatística 1864-1968. INE. Lisbon.  1971 
27  Of course in Porto it consisted in half circles, undulating according with the extension plan’s axes
28  That was described in the introduction of this work.
29  The typical gothic plot, used in the Almada´s allotment processes, remained has the standard option for the nine-
teenth urbanizations, developed under private initiative usually occupying pre-existing rural properties.
30  It was common to construct a fi rst group of houses, adding new ones later. This reduced even more the initial investment 

Figure 5. Main areas of ‘ilhas’ 
over the plan of 1892

Source: Adapted from Teixeira 
(1996)
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Being such context typical of the industrial capitalist cities, one could expect to fi nd similar 
solutions in other western industrialized cities. Nevertheless, a deeper analysis to its particular 
typology and morphology has only lead us to the most basic models of ‘back-to-back’ houses in 
England, that might even have infl uenced Porto promoters, due to their well known contact with 
the British reality, although there are not any evidences that prove it; or on the other end, the 
well documented direct transmission of the ‘ilhas’ model to the ‘cortiços’ in Rio de Janeiro31.

What is singular in Porto reality is that, this became the most common and almost single 
housing solution in the inner city to the lower classes and has remained so, till present day. The 
tenement buildings, reproducing under worse conditions medium class models in most western 
European countries, or even in Lisbon, were completely out of the range to this population. 
Later, the slums of ‘barracas’32, that became a large extended phenomenon in Lisbon, did not 
proliferate, and as a clandestine precarious house solution, were generally extinguished during 
the nineties of the last century while the ‘ilhas’ have manage to prevail. In areas like Lapa, S. 
Vitor, or Fontainhas one can still today fi nd nuclei of ‘ilhas’ with densities with up to 150 houses 
by hectare mostly having a single ground fl oor with a common room, a kitchenette and an 
alcove on 16sqm.

The sanitary and construction regulations, which until 1899 only required a drawing of the façade, 
show a clear laissez-faire behavior by the municipal administration. The fact that the industrial 
and commercial bourgeoisie were commonly well represented in the municipal administration 
organs, safeguarding their own speculative purposes is therefore not surprising.

Genesis of the housing issue: from the private towards the public intervention
The problem of providing adequate housing solutions, at reduced prices, to the working classes 
as a mean to overcome the safety and sanitary problems of the industrialized cities, was largely 
discussed throughout the whole nineteenth century, but it started to receive, more consistently, 
concrete answers during its second half, in the most developed countries.

It was naturally in the United kingdom that this problems initially arised and so the place were 
the fi rst refl ection about it was developed, to which later French and Belgium participations are 
added, as the fi rst countries in continental Europe to meet the industrialization process, soon 
followed by the surrounding central and northern European countries.

As we will see the emphasis was centred at the moral and sanitary levels, issue in fact directly 
related with the birth of modern urbanism, and not in the right to a dignifying house solution 
by the workers. Alternative ideological currents to the liberalism, such as the utopian socialism 
would be the ones getting to that level of discussion. In France, the policy of the second Empire 
clearly defended the liberal interests, favouring the practice of a free market and avoiding any 
kind of public assistance to citizens or workers. Therefore, besides exceptional actions that we 
will refer, this country resisted to such thoughts, assuming them only when they were already 
current practice in the surrounding neighbours. 

In a fi rst phase, resulting from individual action, companies, philanthropists of diverse origins, 
cooperative leaders and speculators, tried to promote low cost dignifying housing solutions to 
serve this population, according to their own agenda. In face of their declared incapacity to face 
the real dimension of the problem, in the frame of the liberal system, continuous claims arose 
defending the state direct intervention in the subject, through its diverse levels of action and 
administrative ranks.

The following legislative production, fi nally favouring the promotion by the state itself, opened 
way for a new generation of urban projects, endeavouring healthy, safe and pleasurable cities for 
all, mainly under garden city or collectivist models, at the outbreak of the twentieth century.

In England, as in the other countries industrialized under a capitalist model, the fi rst laws relate 
with hygienic issues. They dealt mostly with the action over the public space, sewers systems 
implementation, streets and defi nition of minimum standards for the construction of new houses in 
terms of light, airing, dimensioning and hygiene, which by their own did not mean its fulfi lment. 

“There was no clearly defi ned housing policy c. 1850 – 1880 and piecemeal legislation aimed 
to supplement rather supplant the moral reform” 33. We underline the Artisans and Labourers 
Dwellings Act (1868), known as Torrens Act, which was the fi rst law actually dedicated to the 
clearance of slum areas and the Housing of the Working Classes Branch, London City Council 
(1890). The construction of hygienic houses for workers over the plots of expropriated and 
demolished slums was a practice by which the Housing of the Working Classes Branch became 
internationally renowned. It was created by the London County Council having in the Boundary 
Street Estate and Milbank Estate, its fi rst two interventions of clearance and reconstruction. 

in Teixeira. Habitação Popular na Cidade Oitocentista. – As ilhas do Porto. FCG-JNICT. Lisboa. 1996
31  TEIXEIRA, Manuel. A habitação popular no século XIX – características morfológicas, a transmissão de modelos: as 
ilhas do Porto e os cortiços do Rio de Janeiro. Análise Social, vol. XXIX (127), 1994 (3º), pp. 555-579.
32  Slum housing solution, similar to the’ bidonville’ in France or ‘chabolas’ in Spain.
33  Rodger, Richard. Housing in Urban Britain 1780-1914. MacMillan. London. 1989. p.49
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They inaugurated in practice the right to the place policy in the reallocation actions. The 
Boundary Street Estate (Arnold Circus) occupied the place of the famous London’ ‘slum’ Old 
Nichol (Benthal Green) – it was approved in 1890 and design around 1893. The Milbank Estate, 
also developed under the formula of horizontal propriety is an analogous case though posterior 
(1900-03) located in West London34.

As previously referred the will to assure general sanitary conditions, together with the moral 
disquiet, were the major stimulus to guarantee minimum housing conditions for the working 
class. The cholera epidemic in 1848 had a foremost effect enforcing the Public Health Act 
of 1848, which congregated efforts to frame the national building regulations. These became 
generally available by the end of the 1860’s though with “defi nitional problems, erratic local 
versions, courts challenging municipal regulatory authority, and the continuing problem of 
enforcement, issues clarifi ed only by a Royal Commission Report in 1871”35.  

In France, the Loi Melun, from April 13, 1850, referring to the provision of sanitary conditions to 
the insalubrious houses quickly felled in disuse leaving the problem abandoned to the private 
initiative.36 During decades both the ruling classes, the proprietor bourgeoisie as the lower 
classes symmetrically opposed to the state intervention in the housing issue. The fi rst for the 
maintenance of the sacred right of propriety and free initiative, the latest because from a state in 
the hands of the bourgeoisie could not come anything but more exploitation and oppression37.

It is the Loi Siegfried, promulgated in 1894, complemented and extended by the Strauss project, 
from April 12, 1906, that established the fi rst main reference of this country in legislative matter, 
giving a legal frame to a continuous discussion without practical resolution. Siegfried predicted 
the comités de patronage, related to a superior council of the economic houses that became 
mandatory in 1896. This structure had incumbencies at the social assistance level (economy, 
mutuality, insurances, retirement, working class gardens, economic houses, baths, etc.) at the 
sanitary certifi cation of the houses and in the report about the statuary corps of societies for 
economic houses promotion that wanted to be constituted (previously approved by the minister 
of Commerce) and the limitation of its profi ts to a maximum annual amount.

The fi rst housing solutions for the working class result from private action with speculative 
purposes, both in England as in the European mainland. As we have referred the Liberalism 
was the ruling economic policy in the two powers of that era, as all over Europe in general terms, 
imposing its laissez-faire, laissez aller principle. In face of the general unconsciousness, the 
slum areas expanded, initially in the British cities and soon in the European, as an unbreakable 
phenomenon of the industrialization process. Under this set, some promoters, tried to develop 
low cost housing solutions that, performing the necessary sanitary and comfort conditions, 
permitted a lucrative payback to the investment.  

Sir Titus Salt, created Saltaire, in 1851, developing one of the fi rst housing planning system 
for the working class. He introduced equipments such as a park and recreation fi elds at the 
margins of the Eire River and the channel, washrooms, and public lunchrooms for the elderly.  
Bournville. (1879) and Port Sunlight (1888) are other examples of similar initiatives by industrial 
entrepreneurs who promoted solutions that eventually had a positive infl uence in the houses 
destined to the working class.

Having an ideal vision of the city, and unable to reform the industrial city, some philantropists 
developed small residential communities connected with the factory units. Octavia Hill, a 
London philanthropists became renown for her work related with the welfare of city workers, 
giving particular concern to the moral issue. The philanthropists action had a small impact 
thought they contributed to point out possible models of action.

In France the utopian infl uence of Charles Fourier, resulted in the construction of a phalanstère 
by Godin, in Guise38 (1859). The phalanstère is an organized building designed to integrate 
urban and rural features living under an autarchic economy.

The English Building Societies, acting in the second half of the century would also become a 
reference for the co-operative movements.

 “The Cités ouvrières of Mulhouse constituted one of the most remarkable housing standards 
of the French social economy. The support of Napoleon III in 1853, the compliment of Jules 
Simon in L’ouvrière, its presence in the Universal exhibitions of 1867, 1878 and 1889, and the 
numerous intents of emulation out of the Alsatian township are some of the testimonies of its 
emblematic condition”39.

34  Castrillo, Maria. Infl uencias Europeas sobre “La Ley de Casas Baratas” de 1911: el referente de la “Loi des Habitations 
à Bon Marché” de 1894. Instituto Juan de Herrera . Madrid. 2003, p.19

35  Rodger, Richard. Housing in Urban Britain 1780-1914. MacMillan. London. 1989. p.49
36  MATTA. A habitação Popular. 1909. 
37   Flamand. Loger le peuple. Paris. 1989. p.10 
38  Lewis Mumford. Mumford, Lewis. The City in History. Its Origins, Its Transformations, and Its Prospects. Harcourt, 
Brace and World. New York. 1961.
39  Penot, 1865; Muller, 1879 quoted by Castrillo, Maria. Infl uencias Europeas sobre “La Ley de Casas Baratas” de 1911: 
el referente de la “Loi des Habitations à Bon Marché” de 1894. Instituto Juan de Herrera . Madrid. 2003
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The Système Mulhouse consisted in the rent of the house with commitment of sell at a certain 
pre-determined number of years. This mechanism of household time acquisition was popularised 
by the Société Mulhousienne des Cités ouvrières and widespread with enthusiasm by the 
French reformists, which saw in it the certain possibility to convert the workman in proprietor of 
his house with the single competition of private initiative40.

In architectural terms the main characteristics of the Mulhouse model settled in its cross 
plan, aggregating four houses in a single quadrangular volume, exteriorly resembling a larger 
single family house laterally attached to its neighbours in a row assembly by means of a small 
bathroom, placed in the exterior for common use of two or four households. Each house had 
kitchen and living room in the ground fl oor and probably two rooms in the upper fl oor.  

 Later the Garden city model, developed by Ebenezer Howard became a reference for the 
suburbs conquer endeavouring both the advantages of the town and country living quality 
without its disadvantages. Hampstead Garden Suburb (1907), by Barry Parker and Sir Raymond 
Unwin’s design, learning from Howard’s Letchworth (1903), developed a coherent scheme with 
large variety of architectural sets, with generous private gardens and large areas of useful public 
space. This suburb took forward innovations introduced by Olmsted in  Riverside, Illinois and 
Roland Park, Maryland: the superblock, the cul-de-sac, the parkway, and the interior common 
block, opening way for other innovations.

Porto Working Class Housing Solutions in the late 19th century
The ‘ilhas’ model adjusted relation between offer and demand in Porto reality, became 
even clearer by the failure of the few speculative attempts to produce better working class 
neighbourhoods, such as Bairro Herculano (See fi gure 2).  or Bairro do Vilar. Despite the offer of 
better conditions, such as larger areas, and the inclusion of equipments in the neighbourhood, 
the necessarily higher rent price associated with it led to a shorter demand of the houses, once 
the wages of the working class did not allow such improvements. As the small bourgeoisie did 
not want to be mixed with the working class people, and aimed other housing conditions, this 
conducted to the bankruptcy of its promoters and subsequent subdivision of the areas and 
transformations of the equipments to meet the required price conditions41. 

The solutions developed with other purposes than purely speculative consisted in two basic 
types, once In Porto there was not any cooperative intervention during this period42: fi rstly, the 
ones promoted by industrial companies, namely the textile companies, for their workers. Only 
a few did so, offering low rent prices43 although they usually consisted in a slight upgrade of the 
‘ilhas’ model, having similar areas in row houses solutions also served by a single access: the 
neighbourhoods related with Cia. Industrial de Salgueiros, the Fábrica Social da Fontinha, which 
built the neighbourhood with the same name in 1852; and the Fábrica de Fiacção e Tecidos 
do Jacinto that built Bairro da Torrinha in 184844. Later another neighbourhood was promoted 
by Azevedo, Soares & Cia, built in 1921, having 42 houses nearby its factory in Areosa, at the 
extreme northeast side of Porto45. These represent the most signifi cant attempts. As in other 
countries the same problem of double dependence of the worker towards the employer was 
felt.

The second type consisted in the philanthropic initiatives. At the transition to the twentieth 
century, the urban problems were looked in Portugal, as in the main European countries, and 
particularly in England, mostly at the light of the sanitary and of the moral issues46. However, in 
Portugal little had been done or experimented to solve such problems.

As we have stated, referring to the English case, the epidemics promoted the best propaganda 
for the providences of measures against the poor living conditions of the working class. In 
Portugal, still living under the liberal laissez-faire market principles, the scarce developed housing 
solutions for the least privileged had no representation in Porto and the residual legislation, 
and most important, the surveillance over its respect was irrelevant. In 1899, the city faced a 
devastating strike of a bubonic epidemic that lead to a sanitary string around it. At the face of 
such facts and according with the continuous health reports advising towards the imperative 
need to act over the problem, the newspaper ‘O Commercio do Porto’ took the initiative, to 
promote the fi rst philanthropic housing experiments. Together with its sanitary purposes, it 
intended to demonstrate that it was not impossible to profi t with the housing solutions for the 

40  Castrillo, Maria. Infl uencias Europeas sobre “La Ley de Casas Baratas” de 1911: el referente de la “Loi des Habitations 
à Bon Marché” de 1894. Instituto Juan de Herrera . Madrid. 2003
41  Teixeira. Habitação Popular na Cidade Oitocentista. – As ilhas do Porto. FCG-JNICT. Lisboa. 1996
42  The fi rst cooperative created in Porto was ‘A Nacional Edifi cadora’ in 1908. MATTA. A habitação Popular. 1909. p. 141. 
The fi rst known Cooperative building constructed in the city was developed by the cooperative ‘ O Problema da Habitação’ 
created in 1927. From that year until 1960, it built 438 houses. Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. 
FLUP. Porto. 2001.
43  Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. FLUP. Porto. 2001. 
44  Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. FLUP. Porto. 2001.  
45  Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 99
46  As the produced legislation, without practical consequence easily shows.
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least protected and ultimately to moralize the working class and look after the social order47. The 
promoter of the initiative clarifi ed that the neighbourhoods aimed to receive the best-qualifi ed 
workers, as a prize for their merit rather than as a help for their living conditions48. 

A public subscription, together with the release of municipal soil for the effect, and its support for 
the construction development, allowed these three neighbourhoods construction49. 

Monte Pedral (See fi gures 6 and 7) constituted the initial experiment, having the construction 
works of the fi rst fourteen houses started still in 1899. They composed a small block, as a row 
alignment facing Rua de Serpa Pinto while its smaller front faced Rua da Constituição, a new 
axis, still under construction, running in the east-west direction and structuring the northern 
area of the consolidated city, with large areas of ‘ilhas’ and industrial companies around (See 
fi gure 8). Marques da Silva, the most acclaimed architect in Porto by then, drew the project and 
a plan predicting other 62 houses. The developed proposal is clearly inspired in the famous 
Mulhouse typology50, settled in its cross plan, aggregating groups of either four or two houses 
in a single quadrangular volume, exteriorly resembling a larger single family house, whilst 
laterally attached to its neighbours in a row assembly. Each house had two storeys with kitchen, 
working-room and a bedroom in the ground fl oor, another two rooms in the upper fl oor with 
an attic under the roof and a bathroom in the basement51. The rent was 1$500reis a month. A 
similar extension would be developed for another twelve houses52. In 1906, its exploitation was 
given to the municipality. Most of the houses still exist today with several changes to the initial 
design, such as the general inclusion of garage, and also has new occupants benefi ting of its 
privileged location, for instance a café and the Associação de Farmácias de Portugal53.

The Lordelo do Ouro neighbourhood was concluded in 1901, being implanted in the district that 
gave the name to it. An area out of the consolidate city, aside to an ancient urban fabric, due 
to its proximity to the riverside, now also holding several industrial companies. If on one side, it 

47  Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 99
48  Quotation of several newspaper articles (1901-1903) in MATTA.. A habitação Popular. 1909. p. 117
49  Idem. Ibidem. p.100
50  Marques da Silva, who had already signed several of the most representative buildings in Porto, had done his 
formational years in the École de Beaux Arts de Paris, keeping a regular contact with some of its main fi gures, being 
therefore familiarized with the up-to-date models of intervention.
51  MATTA. A habitação Popular. 1909. p. 117
52  Though the houses were developed under municipal initiative in Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. 
FLUP. Porto. 2001
53  The National Association of Pharmacies.

Figures 6 and 7: Plan and 
Façade of the fi rst twelve houses 
of Monte Pedral Neighbourhood  

Author: Marques da Silva
Source: Cardoso (1997)

Figure 8: location of the analysed 
neighbourhoods 

Elaboration by the author
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was placed in an area without the dignity that the other new axes endorsed, on the other it was 
aside to a consolidated settlement of working class neighbourhoods. Besides its urban set, the 
architectural solution also followed a completely different typology, consisting in a single line of 
29 terrace row houses, with a rather simpler internal organization and language, clearly a more 
modest solution despite having a front courtyard as large as the house ground fl oor. Designed 
by Manuel Fortunato de Oliveira Motta, a constructor manager, it had a single fl oor a living 
room with 10,2sqm, an alcove of 2,90sqm and a kitchen with the same dimension54.  The rent 
was 1$500reis a month. The Municipality took care of its exploitation after 1936. Later, some 
houses were sold to private proprietors. The modifi cations and extension of several houses, 
under tenants or proprietors initiative, promoted the assemblage lost of unity. As other similar 
neighbourhoods it is presently under a signifi cant demand by young couples, as a fi rst house 
solution, both as proprietors and as tenants, resulting in a gentrifi cation process at the scale of 
the neighbourhood. Its privileged location, close to the riverside with magnifi cent view over the 
river mouth, and low price, related with the present social level of the neighbourhood and the 
refurbishing cost associated with the typological solution and dimension, combine for such fact. 
Most of them extended to the basement and the attic.

The Bonfi m neighbourhood was the third to be concluded, in 1904, placed at Monte das Antas, 
above an area of dense consolidated presence of ‘ilhas’ disposed in row assembly along Rua 
das Antas and Travessa das Antas. Together with Manuel Fortunato de Oliveira Motta, Joaquim 
Gaudêncio Rodrigues Pacheco was the engineer responsible for its design that includes 40 
houses, assembled in groups of four55 under diverse variations around the Monte Pedral theme. 
With a small backyard, they had a family room, kitchen, dinning room, two bedrooms and an 
exterior toilet. The rent was 1$200reis a month. 

These fi rst three neighbourhoods had internal regulation also inspired in the Mulhouse model 
and other similar philanthropic initiatives56. They both previewed future property as assisted 
rent regimes. Worth principles according to the workers’ labourer and social behaviour defi ned 
the access to its limited number of houses. The cost associated with its acquisition, or even 
rent, were clearly above the working class average income resulting in a selection directed 
to privileged functionaries with higher incomes rather than those who actually needed it the 
most57. Nonetheless, this initiative had the merit to point out: the need to act over the problem; 
models of intervention related to it; and their own limitations. They were all located aside to 
traditional working class living areas, while clearly and proudly exposed to the city perception 
in opposition to the ‘ilhas’ condition.

Despite the economy of cost that was associated with collective housing solutions, both in the 
land as in the construction expenditure, the single family house with a small private garden 
associated to it, aiming future property of the resident, even if adapted through the explained 
aggregation formulas, remained as the reference for the philanthropic and later public promoters. 
This was justifi ed as being the best way to assure the moral values and sanitary safety that the 
collective housing ‘promiscuity’ endangered.

A particular aspect, that is suggested in several interventions, laid in the bourgeois intention 
of providing a single family house to the workers with a small garden associated (that would 
became an extra source of rent for the promoter). That was the capacity of increasing the 
workers reproduction of the labour force by means of self-suffi ciency production of agricultural 
goods (mainly vegetables and chickens). This would permit the maintenance and even reduction 
of the wages. The same goal the Industrial bourgeois had when promoting housing solutions 
close to their factories. Has the industrial inquiries revealed, the workers’ choice of housing 
location followed other criteria, namely related with cost58. The common daily requirement of 
workforce, at the time, easily sustains this argument. 

During this period, several regulations were implemented aiming sanitary purposes. The Código 
de Posturas Municipais of 1899 demanded for the fi rst time the licensing of any construction 
distancing up to fi ve meters to the street59. The Regulamento Geral de Saúde, in 1901; the 
Regulamento de Salubridade das Edifi cações Urbanas, in 1903; and in Porto, in 1905 a new 
Código de Posturas Municipais was implemented, which fi nally required a complete project for 
any construction or reconstruction executed in the city, that should have a previous positive 
report  by the Delegação Distrital do Conselho de Melhoramentos Sanitários60.  

54  Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 100
55  Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. FLUP. Porto. 2001
56  To consult the regulation of Bonfi m neighbourhood see MATTA. A habitação Popular. 1909. pp. 118-126
57  According to the opinion expressed by several working class associations in the Boletim do trabalho industrial nº49, 
1910. Nevertheless the same publication referred the average rent of a house occupied by such workers as being around 
1$400 reis and 1$800 reis. Quoted in Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. pp. 65-66
58  As previously referred the ‘ilhas’ proximity to the industrial areas was related with the downgrade and consequent lower rent 
price of the houses rather than with proximity to the place of work that interested to the companies for bigger productivity.
59  Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. FLUP. Porto. 2001
60  Referring to health, sanitary and municipal order regulations in Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. 
FLUP. Porto. 2001
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After this new rules either the ‘ilhas’ were constructed according with them, or illegally, which 
ultimately happen, once as we will see no alternatives housing solutions were created for the 
working class in the following years61. 

The Republic
The Republic was implemented in 1910, and the housing issue became even more critical, 
after a period of strong contestation around it. With the urban medium class in the power a new 
rent law62 introduced the mensal payment of the rents, the froze of the rent price, allowing a 
actualization up to 10% every ten years only, and the conditioning of the removal, satisfying this 
way the expectations of the medium and low urban classes, its social base of support63.

Despite the maintenance of regular recommendation by technicians and even local politics to 
extinguish the ‘ilhas’ and serve the working class with dignifying housing conditions, little was 
done with such purpose. Finally, after 1914, the fi rst public housing initiatives were developed in 
Porto. A group of four Working Class Colonies, promoted by the Municipal Administration.

The Colónia Antero de Quental followed an implantation principle, scale and relative hierarchical 
position in the urban structure, similar to Monte Pedral neighbourhood, while facing Avenida 
Fernão Magalhães, a new axis under construction, running in the south-north direction in the 
east part of the city. The Bonfi m neighbourhood was just 100m away from it. It was built from 
1914 untill 1917 and most of the houses still exist today without signifi cant changes to the initial 
solution. It initially had 28 houses composed in groups of four, again under the same typology 
of Monte Pedral, though only with a ground fl oor and basement. The houses facing the Avenue 
have been replaced while the rest present no major changes in a relatively well maintained 
neighbourhood, denoting a long permanence and social upward movement of its residents.

With the same date of construction, the Colónia Estevão Vasconcelos had 90 houses distributed 
in several variations of the usual groups of four, also under row assembly. It is located in the 
north-western area of Porto, next to Carvalhido, another traditional vicinity of ‘ilhas’. It was also 
located in an area under urbanization, adapting a grid scheme to the existing urban design. 

Two other neighbourhoods would be constructed from 1916 till 1917: The Colónia Dr. Manuel 
Laranjeira, with 130 houses, in Salgueiros at the northern limit of the consolidated city, and the 
Colónia Viterbo Campos with 64 houses in the area of Campo Alegre. They both followed similar 
agrupation logics, and would have later part of the houses demolished due to infrastructural 
road works64. 

A fi fth neighbourhood would also be constructed, according with the Law Decree 4137 from 
24/04/1918 and 4163 from 22/06/1918. These two law-decrees express a signifi cant attention 
to this subject at this phase. The fi rst predicted over 100 houses to be constructed under private 
initiative but only 35 were actually developed by municipal enterprise, under the authoritarian 
rule of the President of the Republic Sidonio Pais that gave the name to it. It is placed aside to 
Colónia Viterbo Campos, and is presently in a state of bad maintenance, with several abandoned 
houses under municipal propriety, despite its demand by the private market65. These two law 
decrees will not have a large impact in terms of a national housing policy but will lay the basis 
for an administrative machine regulating the housing production trigging a systematic public 
intervention in the housing issue66. 

Despite the over-all quality, above the average urban and architectural standards of the time, 
even if attending to the lack of associated equipments, of these initiatives, they naturally had 
a much-reduced impact in the city housing needs. In 1899 an inquiry estimated 50.000 people 
were living in ‘ilhas’, has it later happened in 1909 and in 1939 the Town Hall inquiry identifi es 
a slight diminishing to 45 243 people. 

At this time, the land proprietors, obstructing the opening of new streets and its subsequent 
edifi cation, exercised a strong control over the transformation of the property67. A large 
speculative practice was created together with a social segregation in the new residential 
areas accentuating the housing defi cit of low-cost housing solutions, which would contribute 
to a residential centrifugation to the peripheral municipalities68, by then also increasing their 
endogenous productive activity.

In Porto the fi rst sanitary works, constructing public water and sewer systems were started in 
1907 but, in 1925 only 25 private buildings were connected to that sewer system, and still in 

61  Teixeira. 
62  Decree of 12th November, 1910.
63  Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. FLUP. Porto. 2001
64  The access to the Arrabida bridge, constructed in 1960 a  providing a support for a motorway cross in the west side of 
Porto, articulated with the future highway connection to Lisbon; and the VCI, an internal ring with highway profi le, departing 
precisely from the same bridge to the northeaster side, concluded in 1995.
65  Its privileged location, aside to a central university campus, explains the fact that several of the houses transferred to 
private property are now occupied by offi ces of architects and psychologists among others.
66  Baptista. Cidade e Habitação Social. Celta. Oeiras. 1999. pp. 25, 26.
67  Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. FLUP. Porto. 2001
68  Idem, Ibidem. (Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. FLUP. Porto. 2001)
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1933, only 2178 against 25000 not connected69. Only when the town hall took the process in 
hands imposing its costs to the proprietors, during the thirties, things improved though under a 
strict social and spatial segregation70.

Estado Novo
In 1926 after the implementation of the Estado Novo, the housing issue received a new attention 
that intended to establish a clear difference with the republican practice. The Law-decree 23052 
of 1933, predicts a clear intervention by the state in the construction of economic houses after 
the once more, failure attempt, in 1928, to promote its construction under private initiative71.

The ‘Casas Económicas’ initiative predicted the government promotion with the City Hall, the 
administrative corporations and the Corporative organisms’ collaboration, under a fi nancing 
given by the same public entities, which envisaged a capital return up to 5% a year, to be 
amortized in a 20-year period under mensal payments to the Sate Bank72. This reveals the state 
as looking at itself as the necessary promoter, albeit not as performing a charitable action, but 
a necessarily lucrative one, even if with limited extent.

By the name itself the new regime underlined the opposition it wanted to express, has having 
a rigorous management of the fi nancial resources, differing to the claimed careless of the 
republicans73.

This housing policy was held by three main vectors: the election of the single family house for 
the conservation of the social and moral order, as expressed in the 1933 Constitution (art.14) 
based in the British “garden city” model; the defence of the family institution allied to a nativity 
policy as required by the colonial objectives; and, the establishment of several categories of 
houses that could allow a clear social hierarchy well noticeable in the urban structure74. 

In 1933, the lowest category (A), in its simplest form (type 1), consisted in a row house solution 
with a common room that supported the entrance (9,28sqm), a kitchen (8sqm), a bathroom 
(2,63sqm) and a bedroom (10sqm)75. The house had 30sqm. Another two, slightly smaller, 
bedrooms could be added to obtain larger solutions. 

In Porto twelve neighbourhoods of Casas Económicas were built from 1935 until 1965 (see 
table 2). They all used the resoluble rent system that conceded the access to the property of 
the house usually after a 25-year period. 

Neighbourhood District Date attributed Nb houses Min. & max rent values

Ilhéu Campanhã 1935 54 85$00 – 110$00

Condominhas Lordelo do Ouro 1937 102 90$00 – 110$00

Amial (1st phase) Paranhos 1938 304 71$00 – 222$00

Azenha Paranhos 1939 114 69$00 – 246$00

Paranhos Paranhos 1939 180 85$00 – 318$00

Ramalde Ramalde 1939 148 85$00 – 277$00

Costa Cabral Campanhã 1940 240 105$00 – 291$00

S. Roque da Lameira Campanhã 1942 234 102$00 – 289$00

Gomes da Costa Lordelo do Ouro 1950 186 390$00 – 811$00

António Aroso Aldoar 1958 226 310$00 – 1480$00

Vilarinha Ramalde 1958 202 310$00 – 1480$00

Amial (2nd phase) Paranhos 1958 94 310$00 – 1330$00

Viso1 Ramalde 1965 294 220$0 – 1520$00

Total _ 1935-1965 2378 --

Two main phases of promotion are discernible. The initial one is inscribed in our period of 
analysis, dating from 1933 until 1942, that laid to the construction of eight neighbourhoods with 
1376 houses mostly erected in the northeast area of the city developing the lowest categories 
of houses. The second phase, already after the Second World War, lead to 1002 new houses, 
mostly in the western districts and clearly directed for upper categories of benefi ciaries, as the 
rent values show (See Table 3). They all visibly attended to the enounced social stratifi cation 
principles according to its location (See Figure 4), which was for the whole group of interventions 
clearly peripheral to the consolidated city, occupying rural areas of fi ve outer peripheral districts 
surrounding the inner periphery districts while supporting the future urbanization around it, with 
the clear promotion of a social-spatial segregation process.

69  Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 11.
70  Idem, Ibidem. (Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 11.)
71  Casas Económicas. Edição do Secretariado da Propaganda Nacional, 1943 in Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O 
Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 109, 110.
72  Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 110.
73  Baptista. Cidade e Habitação Social. Celta. Oeiras. 1999. p.27.
74  Matos. A Habitação no Grande Porto. PhD dissertation. FLUP. Porto. 2001
75  According to fi gure presented in Baptista. Cidade e Habitação Social. Celta. Oeiras. 1999. p189.

Table 2: Casas Económicas built 
in Porto
Source: adapted from Gross. 
O Alojamento Social Sob O 
Fascismo. pp. 163, 178-182
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Another procedure, took place. Two neighbourhoods, those closer to the inner city, were 
positioned aside to the two existing most peripheral housing neighbourhoods. The Condominhas, 
aside to the Lordelo neighbourhood, and Paranhos aside to the Colónia Dr. Manuel Laranjeira. 
Certainly, the availability of public soil, and the economy of infrastructures contributed to it, 
but it helped establishing a second spatial segregation process, under development at this 
time and deeply explored in the next phases of social housing76, namely through the Plano de 
Melhoramentos, from 1956 until 1966.

Privileged public or private functionaries coming from the regime’ social base of support 
became the main benefi ciaries of these houses. They were nevertheless, submitted to a strong 
surveillance system easily incurring in the full lost of right to the house use in case of delay of 
the mensal payment or ‘improper’ behaviour77. 

Percentage Min. & max rent values
5,8% 0$00

34,7% 0$00 – 30$00

27,1% 31$00 – 50$00

19,8% 51$00 – 70$00

10,7% 71$00 – 90$00

3,1% 91$00 – 120$00

0,8% 121$00 – 201$00

In 1939 a new inquiry to the housing conditions of the ‘ilhas’ was developed by municipal 
services. The spatial distribution of the ‘ilhas’ is confi rmed to be mainly located in the inner-
periphery of Porto, particularly in its northern and eastern sides, the traditional area of the 
industry location. 

The inquiry also reveals that in 1939, the rent price of 85.4% of the houses in ‘ilhas’ was below 
the minimum price of a house with a single room, category A (the lowest), available that same 
year in Bairro da Azenha. Fact that suggests the impossibility of these layers of the population 
to acceded to these house solutions, which would also imply the transference to a peripheral 
area of the city loosing their, by then well, rooted neighbourhood relations in a central location 
while increasing their motion effort.

Besides the confi rmation of the outrageous dimension of the problem, the inquiry confi rms 
that little and been done to deal with it. Out of 13597 houses, only 857 were connected to 
the sewer system78. The Municipality estimated that 3700 could have sanitary improvements 
while the remain should be demolished. A sanitary plan was developed79 predicting radical 
action with complete demolishing, or only demolish of the third, sixth and ninth house of each 
‘ilha’, leaving the remaining as two-front houses, improving their air and light exposure, whilst 
diminishing the density and augmenting the open spaces80.  The idea hardly left the paper81 with 
counterproductive effects on the intervened houses due to worse thermal conditions caused by 
the area increase of external walls. 

The plan also predicted new housing for the affected residents, which also did not proceed. 
Nevertheless, in 1939, a surprising new solution is developed against all the previous 
experiments and all principles defended by the fascist regime. For the fi rst time a collective 
block is developed as social housing solution, and instead of the continuous tendency to build 
in peripheral areas it is erected aside to the old Town in São Vítor, considered the worst area 
of ‘ilhas’ in the city. In the beginning it was presented, as a temporary housing solution for the 
families of demolished ‘ilhas’ while expecting for the defi nitive reallocation, this fact might have 
justify its construction.

  
76  Each of the twelve neighbourhoods would later anchor one or more future social housing interventions, leading to the 
defi nitive establishment of the referred segregation principles, besides suffering the same peripheral location and lack of 
services and equipments.
77  Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 110.
78  Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 185.
79  ‘Plano de Salubrização das Ilhas’
80  Gross. O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 185.
81  The Plan predicted that the proprietors should be responsible for the demolishing but only if they agreed with then, avoiding 
any type of direct confront with them. Gross.O Alojamento Social Sob O Fascismo. Porto. Afrontamento. 1978. p. 186.

Table 3 – distribution of houses in 
‘ilhas’ according to rent price by 

the 1939 inquiry
Source: adapted from Gross. 

O Alojamento Social Sob O 
Fascismo. pp. 185

Figure 9 and 10: Bloco Duque de 
Saldanha

Photographs by the author 
(2008)
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The Bloco Duque de Saldanha (see fi gures 2, 9 and 10) followed ideas suggested in the diverse 
studies developed by the municipal technicians and even supported by some local politicians. 
Its design expresses solutions tested in relatively recent international models, applied by the 
regime as promiscuous and dangerous for the social and moral order, namely the by then renown 
Red Vienna experiments82. Typologically and morphologically it also recalls the Spangen Block 
of Brinkman in Rotterdam from 1918. It has a fi rst block maintaining the traditional ‘rue corridor’ 
formula of the street, whereas having a large central tunnelled entrance bellow that provides 
the entrance to an interior square defi ned by second block in ‘U’ form around it. Placed at the 
back of each of the blocks a gallery circulation system provides the access for the houses, 
added with exterior staircases projected out of the volumes. The gallery scale was larger then 
the necessary for merely circulation use inviting to the same communitarian type of life that the 
people were used in the ‘ilhas’.

District Nb of ‘ilhas’ Nb houses
Bonfi m 350 3939

Campanhã 108 1162

Cedofeita 236 2588

Foz do Douro 14 112

Lordelo do Ouro 28 325

Massarelos 32 703

Miragaia 17 236

Nevogilde 1 11

Paranhos 132 1228

Ramalde 35 299

São Nicolau 3 36

Santo Ildefonso 148 1900

Sé 45 1029

Vitória 4 26

Total 1153 13597

The block would be pointed as a promiscuous ineffective model by the regime and any future 
reproduction was avoided. In 2001, the existing 117 dwellings (of diverse typologies) housed 
109 families, with 263 people. It was recovered in 2006.

Conclusion
During a crucial period of Western Europe history of housing developments, from 1899 until 
1939, the city of Porto did not cope to offer clear alternatives to the ‘ilhas’ as the main working 
class housing solution or promote its upgrade. This incapacity runs since the turn of the century, 
when the fi rst philanthropic interventions were erected in Porto, still under a monarchic liberal 
regime, passing by the Republican experiments, until the Second World War with the fascist 
regime assuming a strengthen position, still convinced of its purpose to promote a stratifi ed 
proprietors’ society of single-family houses.

Despite the large extension and persistence of the problem, laying in extreme low living 
conditions, clearly identifi ed and characterized in several reports, the state continuously denied 
any type of intervention that could recognize the peoples’ right to a dignifying housing solution, 
or for that matter, any solution that could question the bourgeois proprietors’ class interests. 

We have showed the lack of alternatives offered either by the private sector, expecting further 
speculative opportunities, as by the public sector that continuously declared its interventions 
as having profi t expectations, even if with limited extension, directing its efforts in practical 
terms to specifi c layers of the low medium class rather then to the least favoured. We have 
also enounced a serious of evolving patterns of both the public and private interventions that 
supported a clear social-spatial segregation principle.

The developed public solutions had in all circumstances a reduced quantitative impact on the 
overall reality due to its disproportion to the effective needs. The ‘Casas Económicas’ that had 
the largest impact in the analysed period clearly implied, by its location, a centrifugal movement 
for its residents. They promoted a single family house model, related with the moral virtues of 
the rural life, even if directed to the proletariat; working and having its main needs served in the 
city centre, where by now rooted relations had been established. 

82  A radical program of city reforms developed by the Social Democratic city Council of Vienna that had its core in the 
erection of 400 communal housing blocks the Wiener Gemeindebauten. “It provided Vienna with not only a large amount of 
living spaces –  64,000 units in which one tenth of the city’s population was rehoused – but also a vast new infrastructure 
of social services and cultural institutions” in Blau, Eve. The architecture of red Vienna 1919-1934. MIT Press. Cambridge. 
1998. 

Table 4: Number of ‘ilhas’ and 
houses in ‘ilhas’ accounted in 
1939
Source: CÂMARA MUNICIPAL 
DO PORTO – Plano de 
Salubrização das Ilhas. Porto, 
1956, p. 6.in Matos 2001
(No reference to Aldoar district)
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The exceptional solution of the Bloco Duque de Saldanha, offered effective solutions for 
the problem but was condemned to remain as a single example, pointed as a promiscuous 
ineffective model by head fi gures of the regime.

Further research on the subject shall demonstrate that these procedures persisted till present 
day, only exceptionally interrupted after the end of the dictatorship83, and palliated by an overall 
up-grade of the Portuguese society’s living conditions since then, contributing to Porto inner city 
overall lost of population, both to its own periphery as to the neighbour municipalities.
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Abstract
In the last thirty years a variety of theoretical approaches and various frameworks in a number 
of disciplines (including Geography, Philosophy, Architecture, Environmental Psychology and 
Politics) have been utilised to understand the process of place-making, or in other words, how 
places become meaningful. Most frameworks share the notion that place is a complex and 
multi-faceted concept, and all agree on the importance of place in our life.

This paper, as part of an ongoing doctoral study, explores how people give meanings to physical 
settings in various ways; the process of selection of a public place among other places and the 
extent of place attachment and place identity in this process. Data has been collected from 
8 Iranian cities (Isfahan, Tabriz, Saary, Mashhad, Kerman, Shiraz, Hamadan and Bandar-e-
Abbas) which are diverse and distinct in terms of location, culture and ethnicity. More than 8000 
questionnaires in two stages have been used to interrogate concepts of place-making and to 
scrutinise the connection between people and place. In order to facilitate the understanding of 
these concepts three primary themes of “movement (journey), rest (settlement) and encounter 
(observation and attention)” are used to develop the theoretical framework, and also to 
determine the importance of key places to the respondents.

Introduction
Man is surrounded with and bound to the physical environment. Today, more than half of the 
Worlds’ population lives in large settlements (UN-HABITAT, 2008), which are usually separated 
from nature. Therefore the most important physical environment which human are exposed to 
and effected by is the built environment of an urban setting.

In urban setting among different urban stimuli, how the interaction between inhabitants and 
place is understood and the meaning of the physical environment, has been researched in 
different ways. Several disciplines address this relationship and how this physical environment 
effects man’s behavioural as well as emotional intellectual life, and how it could be improved 
and every one of them have been interested in this from different perspectives. Places are an 
integral part of human experience (Relph, 1976; Canter, 1977; Tuan, 1977), however different 
groups of people have different ideas about how to use place, and their different ideas will 
translate in different normative geographical and symbolic behaviour, and this is enough to 
demonstrate the importance of the study of place.

 The purpose of this study is to focus on the dynamics, and the mutual interchanges that are to 
work between people and place. The focus is not on the differences, but on their commonalities, 
and how the dynamic of transformation of environment into a meaningful place amongst people 
with different cultural values takes place. This research thus focuses on the process that people 
choose and make places through their ongoing experience and realisation of place. Developing 
this generic approach will provide a rich source of evidence and assist urban designers, 
planners and decision makers in the public domain, to identify and create places in an urban 
environment, encouraging public participation, community well-being and social cohesion in a 
multicultural society.

Outline of key arguments and contribution
Different group of people have different ideas about how to use a place, and their different 
ideas will translate in different normative geographical behaviour. The purpose of this study 
is to focus on the dynamics, and the mutual interchanges that are work between people and 
place. The focus is not on their differences, but on their commonalities, and how the dynamic 
of transformation of environment into a meaningful place amongst people with different cultural 
values take place. This research thus focuses on the process that people choose and make 
places through their ongoing experience and realisation of place.

Understanding this generic approach will provide a rich source of evidence and assist urban 
designers, planners and decision makers in the public domain, to identify and create places in 
urban environment, encouraging public participation, community well-being and social cohesion 
in a multicultural society. This research is also a response to a number of previous researchers 
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call for the needs of more study about the relationship of people and place (Creswell, 2004, 
Thrift, 2006). Different people may experience different places which are dissimilar to the 
place where they come from, the question is not how these places might be alike and why 
those similarities and differences might matter for the activity people are doing; what matters is 
how people experience the social, spatial and symbolic environment by movement through it, 
encounter with others, objects and environment, and by having rest and respite in the place.

Research aims and objectives
This research is trying to provide a deeper insight into, and to develop a better understanding 
of, the qualitative aspects of the design of public places in urban settings and the quality of 
built environment and life. This research believes that to achieve a long term improvement, 
recognising the public imagination and experience of place, is as important as physical changes 
in the built environment, therefore the aim of the research is:

To develop and produce a generic conceptual framework of place-making in the context of the 
public arena in urban setting, in order to provide a comprehensive tool to identify successful 
place; and key objectives are:

• How do people choose, understand and experience a place in the public realm?
• How do people communicate with, defi ne, and subconsciously evaluate a place?
• Do structures (social and physical) of place determine how an individual behave in place 

or does human agency?
• How do cultural and symbolic values affect this process?
• What are the main characteristics of public places in urban settings?

Contribution to Knowledge
The prime contribution will be the generation of a conceptual framework, for place which is 
culturally and locale independent. It is anticipated that this framework will provide an instrument 
for the better understanding of places, and ultimately assist in creating better places. At 
present, there is not enough focused academic knowledge about place and placemaking in 
interdisciplinary studies, this study will provide extensive information and valuable insights for 
future research.

Developing this generic approach will provide a rich source of evidence and assist architects, 
urban designers, planners and policy makers in the public domain, to identify and create places 
in urban environment, to encourage public participation, community well-being and social 
cohesion in a multicultural society. This research is also a response to a number of previous 
researchers’ calls more studies about the relationship of people and place (Carmona et al., 
2001; Cresswell, 2004).

After developing the research aims and objectives, a four-stage methodology was adopted:

Stage 1: literature and research review
In order to understand the current state of knowledge, this review included the literature and 
research on the place, place-making and the infl uences of place in related fi elds (architecture, 
urban design, human geography, psychology, philosophy, etc.). As well as examining the nature 
of place and its theoretical perspective, this review enabled the development of a series of 
research tools for the study:

A working integrated concept of place and place-making; to refl ect the scope of the research 
discipline and its boundaries

Theories of: Structuration (Giddens, 1979), socio-spatial dialectic (Soja, 1989; Lefebvre, 1991), 
phenomenology and environmental experience (Heidegger, 1971; Norberg-Schulz, 1971; 
Relph, 1976; Tuan, 1977; Seamon, 1979)

A socio-spatial-symbolic structure to reveal elements and patterning of interaction (three 
dimensional space)

An experiential dimension of place: movement-rest-encounter; as a relation between community 
and elements (three dimensional place)

A theoretical framework for the process of place-making

An analytical framework to structure the survey studies and research settings

Stage 2: A multi method, multiple setting survey studies
This part formed the empirical core of the research; the work encompassed:

A Mixed-method approach of qualitative and quantitative research methods with the 
phenomenological foundation to demonstrate the richness and complexity of human behaviour 
in place

Survey study selected as a research strategy; to measure people’s attitudes and behaviour

The questionnaire utilised as research technique for collecting primary data in two stages
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Stage 3: Synthesis and generation of theoretical framework
This research stage will continue with the analysis of data and generation of the (multilayer and 
three dimensional) theoretical framework. A triangulation data analysis with both qualitative and 
quantitative techniques will be utilised. 

Stage 4: Conclusion; testing and fi nalising the framework
The fi nal stage of the research will conclude the process of synthesis by testing the framework 
in three British cities. After any necessary adjustments to the framework, the research will be 
fi nalised by adding the result to the literature and research review.

Literature and research review

Current state of knowledge
The notion of ‘place’ has seen interest amongst various disciplines in the last thirty years. Many 
academic writers and researchers have identifi ed the importance of ‘places’ in day to day life 
and recognized ‘place’ as a main element of public life (Relph, 1976; Tuan, 1977; Gehl, 1987; 
Tibbalds, 1992; Gehl & L, 1996; Arefi , 1999; Madanipour, 2003; 2007). The importance of places 
and their diversity of meanings for people have been explored by philosophers, geographers, 
psychologists, sociologists, architects, urban designers, among others (Relph, 1976; Tuan, 
1977; Norberg-Schoulz, 1984; Lefebvre, 1991; Altman & Low, 1992; Tibbalds, 1992; Casey, 
1993; 1999; Rykwert, 2000; Madanipour, 2007).

Place theories in placemaking
While this body of literature explores the relationship between physical setting and human 
subject, the focus here is on the physical world and human ability to create and design place. 
Research about place studies has been both empirical (based on observation and experiment) 
and phenomenological with the support of philosophical theories however both strands have 
been largely incorporate observational and environmental behaviour methods. Researchers in 
these traditions utilize resources from diverse modes of theories in order to defi ne the notions 
of place (Relph, 1976; Alexander, 1977; Bohl & Schwanke, 2002).

Ontology of place
Related Concept School of Thought/
Theory

Major Proponents

Place as a set of 
visual attributes

Image, townscape, picturesque, 
syntax, visual excitement, 
contradiction/ complexity, iconography, 
visual layering, chaos

Lynch, Cullen, Jacobs, Issacs, 
Nasar, Hillier,  Arnheim, Thiis- 
Evensen Venturi, Stern, Jerde, 
Boyer, Moughtin 

Place as product
Architectural typology and archetypes, 
new urbanism, morphology, experience 
economy, staged sets, theme parks

Rossi, Krier, Duany, Plater- Zyberk, 
Caniggia, Maffei,Conzen, Castells, 
Banerjee/ Sideris, Jerde, Pine/
Gilmore,Hillier, Boyer, Sorkin

Place as process

“Place still matters,” “being and 
becoming,” uneven development, 
political economy of place, social and 
cultural production of place

Dreier et al., Heidegger, Harvey, 
Soja, Lefebvre, Mayo, Pred, Hayden, 
Zukin, Castells, Koolhaas

Place as meaning

Sense of place, sacred and 
the profane, mythical and real 
place, “betweenness of place,” 
phenomenology, territoriality, liveability

Norberg-Shulz, Appleyard, Tuan, 
Relph, Arefi , ntrikin, Cox, Rapoport, 
Clay, Jackson, Day, Brassi, Hayden, 
Cosgrove, Whyte

The concept of place
The concept of place plays a signifi cant role in placemaking. People live and work in place, 
their choice of housing refl ect their place-base understanding and references, government 
development programmes are pre-dominantly place oriented global, regional and local fi nancial 
decisions are fi lled with different aspect of place (Agnew & Duncan, 1989). Even less tangible 
concepts of such as justice and social capital (Gruenewald, 2003) have lots spatial implications 
and consequences (Arefi  & Triantafi llou, 2005).

Place is not, however, restricted only to spatial, physical, and visual characteristic. Through 
everyday experience, we transform geographical space into lived space (Tuan, 1977; Seamon, 
1979; Buttimer & Seamon, 1980) by adding values, social and cultural meaning. Place is 
at times unpredictable and can only be understood through engagement and activities, not 
through detached observation (Canter, 1977; 1985; Relph, 1985; Seamon & Mugerauer, 2000). 
In short, practitioners and academics still work and research about diverse infl uence and the 
notion of place. No single self-evident theory of place exist that inform built environmental 
studies, although most scholars in the fi eld of place study would agree that understanding the 
notion of place is key to understanding the nature of human relationship with the world and with 
each other (Casey, 1993; 1999). 

[Table 1] Initial approach to 
place, adapted from (Arefi  & 
Triantafi llou, 2005)
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It is argued that the idea of place remains largely obscure only because people’s experience 
of place fall into habits and the commonplace (Foucault, 1986; Casey, 1993). Through the 
review of literature, it became evident that in the past history of geography, philosophy and 
architecture;

• place has been undermined by and, in many ways, subordinated to space and time,
• place has been substituted by location and therefore has disappeared from view,
• although place can be experienced everywhere, it easily fades away from realization as 

space and time occupy people’s everyday life.

When Casey (1993, 1999), Foucault (1986), Bachelard ((Bachelard & Jolas, 1964)) and other 
philosopher speak about the dominance of space and time over the notion of place, they want 
to raise the attention to distinguish the meaning of place and the importance of the needs for 
further research on this important notion.

The language of place among variety of disciplines, has become complex while theorists from a 
range of traditions have different goals. It is suggested to emphasise the diversity of perspective 
on place by classifying place into four dimensions [table 2], rather than to try to defi ne space and 
place in a strict structure among the large number of meanings that academics attribute to them 
(Casey, 1993; Massey, 1994; Abram et al., 1996; Basso, 1996; Soja, 1996; Casey, 1999). 

Dimensions of 
place

Related Concept/ School of Thought/Theory Main Proponent

Perceptual 
Phenomenology: The theory of place that is concerned 
with quality of human-world relationship,

Merleau-Ponty, 
Abram, Husserl,   
Bowers, Tuan, Relph, 
Seamon,

Sociological 
Place is where the world manifests itself to human.
As the centre of experience place can hold our culture 
and even identity,

Bachelard, 
Heidegger, Basso,  
Casey, Nash

Ideological 

Culture “is the production of space”
Is concerned with examining how spatial relationship 
shape culture, identity and social relationships.
Space and place are expressive of ideologies and 
relationships of power.
How space/place functions as a technology of power with 
consequences that benefi ts some or even harm others

Foucault,  Harvey,  
Lefebvre, Massey, 
Soja, Castells

Political 

Investigating the relation and geographical distribution of 
capital and power as well as politics and identity, and the 
multiculturalism and the spaces that difference makes. 
Ethnic space, marginality, territoriality, movement, 
distribution, displacement, segregation are among other 
subjects of this strand of this dimension of place.

Hooper, Haymes, 
Hooks,  McLaren 

Approach to place
It is possible to identify (at least) four levels of approaches to place: 1- Descriptive approach 
to place; this approach studies the distinctive quality of place as a set of place which can be 
studied as geographical distinctiveness (Cresswell, 2004) like the geography of ‘North East of 
England’. 2- A social constructionist approach to place; this involves explaining the unique 
social attributes of a place. 3- A phenomenological approach of place. This approach looks 
for the ways to defi ne the essence of human existence in place. As Cresswell (2004) describes; 
this approach is less concerned with ‘places’ and more interested in ‘Place’ (Relph, 1976; Tuan, 
1977; Sack, 1980; 1997; Casey, 1999; Malpas, 1999). 4- A Socio-Spatial approach to study of 
place. The separation of different fi elds of knowledge or theories trying to explain the reality of 
place in urban context, does not offer a full explanation of what the urban reality is (Madanipour, 
1996);(Lefebvre, 1991).

The issues and infl uence of place
The importance of place in human life has long been recognised, but it was (Proshansky) (1978) 
who introduced the theory of place-identity. This theory acknowledges the role of place which 
is experienced by individuals in shaping their personal identities and as an integrated part of 
self. (Proshansky, Fabian & Kaminoff, 1983) explored this idea further, explaining it as “a sub-
structure of the self-identity of the person consisting of, broadly conceived, cognition about the 
physical world in which the individual lives. This cognition represents memory, ideas, feelings, 
attitudes, values, preferences, meanings and conceptions of behaviour and experience which 
relate to the variety and complexity of physical settings that defi ne the day-to-day existence of 
every human being”.

This defi nition has been very useful in understanding the importance of place experience of 
a people and explaining many issues, but it needs more clarifi cation. Not only would different 

[Table 2] Dimension of place 
adapted from (Gruenewald, 

2003)
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places affect each individual differently, but also Proshansky does not distinguish between 
‘place identity’ and ‘identity of a place’.

This defi nition has been very useful in understanding the importance of place experience of a 
person and explaining many issues, but it needs more clarifi cation. Not only different places 
would affect each individual differently, but also Proshansky does not distinct between ‘place 
identity’ and ‘identity of a place’. As Lalli (1992) defi nes the term ‘place identity’ is used in the 
sense of ‘the identity of a person and identifi cation of that person with a particular place: it refers 
to the relationship of the individual with a place and not to the identity of a location itself’.

Identifi cation with place
There are two stages involved in the process of Identity development. The fi rst stage is 
identifi cation: of the perception, categorization and experience of similarity between objects, 
individual, group or environment. With the respect to an urban environment, this means 
the subjective reconstruction of the urban spaces. This step does not necessarily imply the 
development of place identity as a direct consequence, but it constitutes the necessary basis for 
it. Identifi cation with a place is possible through the symbolic function of object and environment. 
Graumann (1983) explains the relationship between identity and identifi cation. “The unity of 
a person is not naturally given but has to be attained psychologically (by identifi cation) and 
maintained (as identity) in an continuous and often confl ictive process of socialisation” (p.315).

In a previous study Lalli (1992) found relationship between positive evaluation of urban quality 
and degree of identifi cation with the town. He explains that individuals who strongly identify with 
their places also view it in more positive terms (Lalli, 1992; 290). Therefore positive evaluation 
of the place enhances the identifi cation process.

A manifestation of place identity
An example of manifestation of place-identity within many countries and culture is established 
in abundant use of place related family names. This indicates the importance of place-identity 
and especially urban-related identity in the social life of people, in other words in the way they 
wish to be introduced to and to be known by others. This shows how people would like to relate 
themselves to places, creating a unique place-identity, or symbolic-positive-identity. Also there 
are some examples of places names associated with the name of people or other places, like 
Ahmad-Abad meaning a place that Ahmad has built, shows how people wants to extend their 
self-identity to place.

Identity of place
It must be noted that the identity of a place is a signifi cant concept from the place-identity of 
a person. The identity of a place is a more objective characteristic while the place-identity of 
a person is more subjective. Some researchers explain identity of a place encompasses the 
special or symbolic character of the location and its unmistakable uniqueness (Lalli, 1992; 
Basso, 1996). However it must be noted that many of the characteristics attribute to a public 
space in urban arena exist in the perception of residents. Relph (1976) relates the identity of 
place to the way we experience a space, which he also refers to as ‘the image of place’. Thus 
places have their own identity or image, which gives people a certain personality giving them 
their place identity.

The decline of place Identity
At the same time that the importance of places in an individual’s life has been appreciated, the 
‘urban decline’ and ‘crisis of place identity’ has been recognised as a growing problem (Jacobs 
& Appleyard, 1987; Oldenburg, 1989; Jacobs, 1993). The decline of place involves the lack of 
identity of places, which involves symbolism and uniqueness. This problem has received attention 
from many scholars in recent years and the announcement of the lack of character of places and 
attention to the importance of the sense of place has appeared in several works especially during 
the early 1970s (Tuan, 1974; Relph, 1976; Appleyard, 1979; Norberg-Schulz, 1980).

Relph (1967, p.6) introduces the problem as placelessness and defi nes it as “the weakening of 
distinct and diverse experiences and identities of places”. Tuan (1980) argues that “there is a 
knowing that is the result of familiarity through long residence; and a knowing that is the result 
of conscious effort.” He calls the former ‘rootedness’ and the latter explicit knowledge or ‘sense 
of place’. 

Place Attachment
The issue of people’s bond with their surroundings is found in a number of disciplines, including 
geographers, psychologists and sociologists.  Altman et al. (1992) see place attachment as 
more than emotional and cognitive experience; they fi nd “symbolic relationship formed by 
people giving culturally shared emotional/affective meaning to a particular space or piece of 
land”. Different mechanisms are involved in this bonding with places. Pellow (1992) shows 
that “learning in space leads to identifi cation with and attachment to place”. Proshansky (1983) 
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explains that the length of residence and the role of parents in bringing up their children are 
some of the infl uential factors in the bonding mechanism.

Culture and place
The relation between people and environments is the result of complex interactions among 
cultural, environmental (physical) and perceptual variables (Rapoport, 1991). Culture plays a 
signifi cant role in the way environments are defi ned, transformed and owned, as argued by 
Amos Rapoport, who in numerous writings defi nes culture as a “way of doing things” (Rapoport, 
1991; Moore, 2000). For Rapoport the activities that occur in any setting itself are a function 
of culture, primarily of a set of rules that are part of the culture in question (Rapoport, 1991).  
He argues that all the defi nitions of culture can be classifi ed into three classes: i) culture can 
be defi ned as a way of life typical of a group, a particular way of doing things; ii) a system of 
symbols, meanings, and cognitive schemata; and iii) a set of adaptive strategies of survival 
related to the ecological setting and its resources (Rapoport, 1991; Elsheshtawy, 2000).

Moreover, Rapoport argues that culture is ultimately translated into form through what people 
do as a result of what is in their heads and with the constraints of the situation and resources 
(Rapoport, 2000). Therefore a close relationship between culture and the way people make 
places, personalisation and appropriation is evident. These concepts will help us to explore how 
the place-making is a refl ection of the culture of the actors involved in the different processes. 
Therefore appropriation and transformation of the place are shown by the signs and symbols, 
and values and knowledge of the individuals and groups creating culture and   translating it into 
the built environment. Culture might have a symbolic manifestation into the built environment; 
however it is not a prominent factor in the process of production of the built environment and 
place-making (Stea & Turan, 1993).  Stea and Turan (1993, p.2) suggest that a “much larger 
culture, environment and historical context had to be taken into account to provide a coherent 
and comprehensive” picture of the relationship between people and place.

Theoretical perspective; towards a conceptual framework 

A Socio-spatial-symbolic theoretical framework for research
Integration rather than fi eld separation is often claimed to be necessary to achieve a better 
understanding of the process of place-making. As already mentioned the separation of different 
fi elds of knowledge or theories trying to explain urban experience does not offer a full explanation 
of what the real place is.

In an overview of the different disciplines that tackle the study of the place phenomena, there 
are clear trends in the different approaches to the understanding of place. The fi rst perspective 
sees place as a collection of artefacts: buildings, roads, trees, and other material objects. Most 
architectural and some urban geographical writings fall into this perspective. This approach 
is more interested in the environment than in people. The second perspective sees the 
phenomenon as mass of people. The traditions of urban ecology, politics and economics are the 
main trends in social sciences, particularly in human geography and urban sociology. Towards 
an integration of these disjointed views of the urban studies, many scholars ((Appleyard, 1979; 
Harvey, 1996; Madanipour, 1996) argue in different ways that the picture of place will only 
make sense when an integrated perspective emerges to replace these disjointed views. This 
third perspective comes from a phenomenological viewpoint and takes into account the way 
fi rst person perspective develops and how this is central to the way people understand and 
experience places (Relph, 1976; Tuan, 1977; Seamon, 1979). This perspective embraces the 
unconstrained behaviour of everyday life. Moreover to a socio-spatial structure it is necessary 
to include the symbolic dimension, as this face of place in place-making and in the study of the 
urban environments has been often neglected (Appleyard, 1979).

Placemaking modes; consumption and production of place
People in general prefer place-consumption to place-making, or in other words, participation 
in consumption over production (Stea & Turan, 1993). Most of the recent researchers have 
focused on the process of production of place. Place-making therefore in the context of this 
research goes beyond the products of the place, and questions whether cultural determinism 
is an effective replacement for environmental determinism, historical determinism or other 
enforced formalities into the  conceptualisation of the process of place-making or place-making  
is the result of a combination of forces, acting together.

A social-spatial-symbolic conceptual structure
• The social process involves what happens in the arena of the place-making process 

where people interact, negotiate, and achieve their objectives. 
• The spatial process involves what happens in the physical setting. It takes place in 

parallel with the social process. Apart from social interaction, there is a man-environment 
interaction producing and consuming place. 

• These processes of place-making represent different meanings to those involved. This 
leads to transform space into places with meanings and symbolism.
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A behavioural approach
As has been mentioned, urban environments are created with the signifi cant engagement of 
people and their environment. Urban environments are considered to be the result of a man-
environment interaction defi ned by the way people engage with their physical surroundings, by 
means of appropriation, territoriality, personalisation and participation. People create, become 
involved and establish relations with places to promote their needs, culture, development, 
improvement and transformation through different activities. 

Phenomenological approaches to place analysis
Further to develop the framework to study place, it is important to explore the underlying 
experiential structure of everyday environmental experiences. As this framework is trying to 
examine the relationship between people with their social, spatial and symbolic dimensions of 
the world, it is vital that the framework employs a strategy to scrutinise the person’s fi rst hand 
involvement with the environment. 

To study place-making in social, spatial and symbolic dimensions and in addition to analyse 
people-place relationship in the real-world situation, the use of phenomenology is suggested. A 
way of study which works to uncover and describe experiences (Seamon, 1979, p.16; Buttimer 
& Seamon, 1980, p.150; Relph, 1985). In this study Phenomenological approach will be utilised 
with the wider conceptual and integrated methodological approach of the urban study, which 
seeks the essential structure of human experience in the environment (Wild, 1963, p.20; Buttimer 
& Seamon, 1980). Other authors (Heidegger, 1962; Merleau-Ponty & Smith, 1962; Relph, 
1976; Seamon, 1979; Seamon & Mugerauer, 2000) suggested that in order to understand place 
researcher should consider the day to day environmental experience of people with fi rst hand 
involvement with the place, which they typically live. They suggest that the human experiential 
involvement with their everyday environment should be analysed in a thematic way.

Movement, Rest and Encounter
Seamon (1979) and Buttimer (1980) developed and suggested a three primary theme of:  
Movement, Rest and Encounter for their study of place. David Seamon (1979, 1999, 2002, 
2006, 2008) in his seminal studies of everyday life describes the different mode of experiences. 
Through phenomenological methods that appeared from Seamon’s extensive research (1979), 
he proposed three overarching thematic structures: movement, rest and encounter, themes 
that can show the essential core of people’s behaviour in place and experiential involvement 
with their everyday environmental experience. ‘Movement’ explores activity in the physical 
setting, the role of body, habit and routine in people day to day environment, ‘Rest’ examines 
human attachment and the way they stay in a place, ‘Encounter’ considers the ways that people 
observe and notice and interact with the world in which they live in. 

[Figure1] Socio-spatial-symbolic 
conceptual structure of place-
making
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[Table 3] Dimensions of place

Integrating concepts to develop a coherent theoretical framework for place-
making
The conceptual structure of socio-spatial-symbolic examined earlier seeks to give a 
comprehensive account of this complex process. This framework a synthesis of various 
approaches, has been developed to assist research in a variety of contexts, and is based 
on different theoretical underpinnings. As Gore and Nicholson (1991, p. 728) point out, “the 
different types of model do offer different levels of understanding, there is no reason to dismiss 
any of them out of hand”. However, as the review of the conceptual framework of place-making 
process revealed, there is still a need for additional analysis to cover the experiential structure 
of everyday environmental experience. Figure 3, illustrates an integrated approach to place-
making. This framework is trying to examine the relationships between people and their social, 
spatial and symbolic structure of the world, by employing another dimension of movement-
rest-encounter to scrutinise the person’s fi rst hand involvement with the environment which is 
beyond particular person, place and time.

Dimensions 
of place

Possible indicator
Method of 
assessment

Spatial

pattern, permeability, boundary defi nition, centre and edge,  size, 
accessibility, natural, open and defi ned, order, balance, harmony, 
integration, similarity, proximity, orientation, continuity, organic and 
planned place, landscape , microclimate, sun and shade, wind, lighting

quantitative:

qualitative:

Social

diversity, vitality, street life, events, local traditions, affective, 
interpretative, evaluative, inside and outside, personalisation, 
community,  type of activity (necessary, optional and social), passive 
and active engagement, identity, civic pride

quantitative:

qualitative:

Symbolic
Iconic signs, indexical sign, symbolic sign, Intended (producer, 
designer) and received (user) message, meaning, legibility, sense of 
place inherited in place, genius loci, distinction spatial Identity

quantitative:

qualitative:

Movement
pedestrian network, pattern,  boundary, directionality, motion  
opportunity, start and end, body movement, connectivity, accessibility

quantitative:

qualitative:

Rest
acquaintance , attachment, memory, sitting opportunity, edge, repose, 
relaxation

quantitative:

qualitative:

Encounter
attention, watching, seeing, to be seen, interaction, knowing, 
awareness, obliviousness, noticing, permeability, vision, hearing, smell, 
touch, affective

quantitative:

qualitative:

[Figure 2] Canter (1977), Punter 
(1991) and Seamon (1979)

[Figure 3] Integrated conceptual 
framework for place-making
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A multi method, multiple setting survey studies 
During the literature and research review various approaches were examined to measure and 
analyse the process of place-making. Many researchers have employed qualitative assessment 
to measure the infl uence and value of place.  In order to provide adequate information, and to 
be feasible in terms of sensitivities in the setting and available resources, it was concluded 
that the best way of assessing place-making was to employ a mixed method of qualitative and 
quantitative approaches. Mixed methods will provide more comprehensive evidence for study 
by using more tools and techniques of data collection and analysis rather than being restricted 
to one type (Groat & Wang, 2002; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003)Denzin and Lincoln, 2003; Grey, 
2003; Groat and Wang, 2002; (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Creswell, 2009)

Choosing the survey study strategy
Previous studies in similar fi eld, recommended the use of quantitative study of large samples in 
a variety of regions (Carmona et al., 2001), therefore a survey study approach was chosen as 
the best feasible means of gathering the necessary qualitative and quantitative primary data, 
within the limitations and time scale.

Selection of the multiple-settings
The selection of the survey study areas formed an important part of the research. To allow the 
inclusion of the widest cultural and geographical diversity, (with the support of Iranian Ministry 
of Housing and Urban Development) 8 cities of Iran were selected; Isfahan, Tabriz, Mashhad, 
Kerman, Shiraz, Bandar Abbas, Hamadan and Saari. Each city is located in a different province 
and represents different cultures, ethnicities and geographical characteristics (Figure 5). The 
city of Qazvin was used for the pilot study.

Iranian Ethnic Groups
Iran is the country of large number of ethnic groups, each with their own specifi c history, culture, 
customs and language. Although Iran is known as the country of Persians (Fars), but only about 
half of this 70 million people are Persians. The most populated of those ethnic groups are: Azeri 
(Turks), Kurds, Arabs, Balouchis, Lors, Turkmans with more than 30 million populations in total. 
Other ethnics are; Qashgai, Bakhtyari, Mazandarani, Talysh, Lari and Gilaki. Historically ethnic 
minorities in Iran have experienced a number of uprisings against the central government, but 
each time harshly suppressed by the government. This resulted in a share sense of discrimination 
and deprivation toward the central government in Tehran and some other Persian cities (UN 
development indicators by province 1999, 2008).

Primary and secondary data
Primary data was collected during a three month fi eldwork trip (Dec 2008-March 09) to Iran; this 
data included 8200 questionnaires [table 4] conducted in two stages questionnaire 1: semi open 
and questionnaire 2: Likert scale. This was supplemented with direct observation of the events 
and circumstances of the settings and an on-site place analysis. The fi rst questionnaire asked 
people to identify two places they like and go frequently, with two reasons for their selection; this 
provides a qualitative response towards place selection and place-making. Secondary sources 
used included descriptive and quantitative as well as analytical and qualitative materials, 
published by the Government, the national census, the consultants of the private institutions, in 
Persian and in English languages, and published and unpublished thesis. In the empirical work, 
the secondary documents were used to supplement the primary sources of evidence.

Sampling: Table 4, illustrates the population size and number of completed questionnaire in 
each city. Considering all the limitation of time and resources, a systematic random sampling 
was utilised, as it is one of the most common selection procedure, in which individual in the 
population has equal probability of being selected, and those representatives sample from a 
population provides the ability to generalize to the whole population (Babbie, 1990). As a result 
respondent selected from sampling with a skip of 10 (every 9 people passed the 10th one was 
selected to answer the questions).

[Figure 4] Major ethnics and 
location of the survey study 
cities: The boundaries are not 
accurate and just indicative. 
The above table and map are 
taken from a variety of sources, 
including: (Aghajanian, 1983; 
Hassanpour, 1992; Daniel & 
Mahdi, 2006; Asgharzadeh, 
2007; Ethnologue, 2009)
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Sample Distribution: For the fi rst stage in order to cover every parts of the city, depends on the 
number of assistance (Vary from 12 to 25) city was divided into segments and questions were 
asked in three time a day, 10-12 am, 3-5 pm and 8-10 pm. In order to have an equal effect over 
the data collection process, all the controlled variables held constant, and in all cities questions 
were asked at the same time and days of the week, include the weekend (Friday).

Once the top two places were identifi es, then the second questionnaire were completed in 
those only in those two places. In this stage all the visitors presented at the time of questioning 
were part of the sample population.

Methods of Data collection and Analysis
Semi-Open and structured questionnaire with residents, were used as primary techniques of 
data collection. This technique selected as an inexpensive method of inquiry to capture the 
concerns, preferences, and desires of residents regarding to urban places. This type of research 
tool has been used in similar type of research, and suggested that being low-technology and 
unsophisticated, it is easier to grasp and be accepted by the type of populations using the 
outdoor environment. Other authors also state that these types of questionnaire can adapt to 
diffi cult circumstances that other more sophisticated investigation procedures cannot; such as 
time constraints, lack of equipment and need for improvisation. This also allows interviewees to 
set the fl ow and mood of conversation. 

To get the information about peoples’ behaviour and attitude, a social questionnaire/survey 
carried out in two stages. In stage one a semi-open questionnaire (appendix 1.A), designed to 
ask each individual in person. The questionnaire was semi-open, using the method of qualitative 
research, which asked people to name two places that they like most in their city and to give two 
reasons for their response, in order to have their opinion in-depth. The aim of this questionnaire 
is to fi nd out how people feel about their public places and to understand the people attitudes 
towards places, fi rst hand from them, introduces the list of people attitude towards place. It is 
important to point out that there were no indication of preferences over the selections and the 
reasons, people were given chance to unreservedly select two public places within the city 
boundary, which they like more than other places in their city.

Among the large number of selections, which in some cases were more than 50 places in one 
city, top two places, that were selected most, used for the next stage. Questionnaires in stage 
two (Appendix 1.B) employed ‘Likert scale’ and people who at the time of survey were visiting the 
places were in the sample population. This questionnaire designed in the way that understand 
and identify the people-place relationship, based on the theoretical framework. Information 
collected from stage two is the basis for a quantitative/qualitative analysis. Research could 
successfully complete more than 8200 questionnaires in both stages. The process of collating 
and sorting the data fi nished and all data from 8 cities, including ethnographic (age, education, 
gender) were input into SPSS (version 16). Initial result from early analysis will come in follow.

Data analysis; Method of analysis:
To get the information about peoples’ feeling and attitude towards their desired places in the 
public arena, a social survey was carried out. The main process involved in analysing people’s 
attitudes towards the topic raised in the questionnaires is to categorise and give order to 
information gathered. This allows the research to extract information from a large number of 
responses. After that it can be possible to examine people’s opinion in greater detail 

[Table4] Survey study cities and 
sample population *Statistical 

centre of Iran, the 2006 census 
result ** (Bryman, 2006; 

Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 
2006)
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The general formulation of categories in conceptual framework
In order to analyse the process of place-making, this research will consider the communication 
between conceptual structure (socio-spatial-symbolic) and people experimental explanation 
(movement-rest-encounter).

Thus, in the ‘Socio-Spatial-Symbolic’ dimensions it is trying to reveal: the patterning of interaction, 
between the dimensions; and the frequency of interaction in different places and time. This 
indicates that the conceptual framework is concerned with the ordered relation of parts as a 
whole, with the arrangement in which elements are linked together. This comprises not only 
coherent functional socio-spatial structure, involving transmission of formative idea into physical 
order and form, but also provides symbolic assumptions involving transmission of meaningful 
information carried by material and intellectual arrangements, into meaningful environment as 
‘place’. Therefore the analysis of correlation (cross-connection and inter-connection) between 
the categories of conceptual dimensions (socio-spatial-symbolic) and experimental explanation 
(movement-rest-encounter) is necessary. Table 3 demonstrates the formulation of categories.

All responses will be divided into a category of six different social, spatial, socio-spatial, socio-
symbolic, spatial-symbolic and socio-spatial-symbolic categories to fi nd out the frequencies of 
the repetitions throughout the answers in stage 1. They are also divided into ‘movement, rest 
and encounter’ to fi nd out the correlation between dimensions and the layers of experimental 
explanations, and to study the infl uence of each category on each. This is because of the 
principal issue with which the research is concerned; connection of human experience and 
action with the structural explanation of socio-spatial-symbolic.

Movement Rest Encounter
Social
Spatial
Symbolic
Socio-spatial
Socio-symbolic
Spatial-symbolic
Socio-spatial-symbolic

Because the research should be sensitive to the emerging general categories and other milieu 
in which the categories may be relevant (Turner, 1981), the correlation between the different 
groups of categories will be examined, the steps in data analysis will include:

• Inter-group correlation study (between categories)
• Inter-item correlation study (between the variables)
• Exploring pattern, infl uences, relationship and differences among variable and 

categories
• Interpretation into the framework

Testing the framework
In order to include the western culture into the framework, the generated framework will be 
tested in three cities in Britain. The selection criteria of the cities will be:

• Three cities is the minimum number to provide enough data for triangulation 
• Selected cities must be diverse in terms of geographical location, and culture ( Scotland, 

England, Wales)
• Largely globalised cities are excluded from the selection process (e.g. London, 

Birmingham)
• Cities with diverse numbers of public places

After the selection of cities a public place in each city will be identifi ed, based on the proposed 
framework.

In order to examine the validity of the proposed framework, a survey study with questionnaire 
will be utilised. Survey will be conducted in the selected cities; this will provide additional 
information, to compare with the fi ndings from Iranian cities and to ultimately complete the 
proposed framework.

Conclusion
This paper provided an overview of the literature on place, discussed its theoretical roots, 
and illustrated ways for suitable theoretical and methodological developments for the empirical 
study. The present discussion started from the account that notion of place study is viewed as 
an interdisciplinary research area and it has been studied in a variety of disciplines.  However, 
much of it lacks generic applicability, and is based on the notion that all places are different 
and can therefore only be assessed as individual case studies. Despite there is quite a good 
literature on place-making and place study but has not received much empirical attention.  An 
alternative perspective is that the individual approach has actually impeded analysis of place-
making; as it prevents the construction of a framework that can be used in a variety of places.  

[Table 5] Formulation of 
categories
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The approach employed by this research is based on developing a cross-culturally analytical 
framework.  This framework could assist in the design of places; a reasonable hypothesis would 
be that it could help in the recognition of the qualities of places.

The primary data collection has now been completed and large quantities of information 
have been collected and assimilated.  The next step will be full analysis.  The data is very 
interesting as it includes some fascinating public perceptions towards place.  It is intended 
that the framework will be developed, following the data analysis. If it is a provable hypothesis 
that a culturally independent framework can be generated – then testing in a country that has 
contrasts to the sources of the data – should be feasible.  The obvious candidate country for 
testing is the UK; with one city from each of England, Scotland and Wales. The choice of three 
cities provides again a wider cultural diversity and creates triangulation potential.
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Dear respondent 

Thank you very much for the time taken to 
complete this survey.  

This study aims to find the factors involved in 
the process of place-making in public arena in 
cities and ultimately to propose a framework 
as a tool for designers, planners and decision 
makers in order to understand and create 
meaningful and quality places in cities in 
favour of people as the ultimate users of those 
cities.  
We hope that you will be as sincere as 
possible in responding to our queries. All 
information will be kept private and we will be 
presenting our findings as a PhD theses and 
series of publication in collaborating with 
Iranian Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Development and Northumbria University 

(UK). If you are interested to have more 
information and the results of this study, 
please email me to: 
mohammad.radfar@northumbria.ac.uk 
Thank you
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1) Please name two places (a,b) you most like in your city. Please give two reasons(1,2) why 
you like them 

a. ………………………………. 

1.  …………………………………………….............................................................................. 

	

2. ……………………………………………….............................................................................. 

	

b. ………………………………. 

1. …………………………………………….............................................................................. 

	

2. ……………………………………………….............................................................................. 
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Northumbria University |                                   Please remember this questionnaire is for the 

research purposes only and any information provided will remain confidential

��������	�	
��������		
�����+�

Dear respondent 

Thank you very much for the time taken to complete 
this survey. This survey will only take about 10 
minutes of your time. 
This study aims to find the factors involved in the 
process of place-making in public arena in cities
and ultimately to propose a framework as a tool for 
designers, planners and decision makers in order to 
understand and create meaningful and quality 
places in cities in favour of people as the ultimate 
users of those cities.  
We hope that you will be as sincere as possible in 
responding to our queries. All information will be 
kept private and we will be presenting our findings 
as a PhD theses and series of publication in 
collaborating with Iranian Ministry of Housing and 
Urban Development and Northumbria University 
(UK). If you are interested to have more information 
and the results of this study, please email me to: 

mohammad.radfar@northumbria.ac.uk 
Thank you
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Please describe this place by rating the following statements; 
I like this place because �	 �	 �	 �	 	

1.  
I like the image of this place 

     

2. 
It has room for movement and walking 

     

3. 
I can see others 

     

4. 
I can be seen by others 

     

5. 
It has good view 

     

6. 
I can be around other people 

     

7. 
I can be alone by myself without disturbance 

     

8. 
I feel relaxed  

     

9. 
I feel comfortable 

     

10. 
I feel relax in all part of this place 

     

11. 
I feel relax only in one part of this place, Which part? 

     

12. 
There are good places to sit 

     

13. 
There is places for family picnic 

     

14. 
There are places for activities (play, exercise etc.) 

     

15. 
It is easy to access 

     

16. 
I like this place because it is close to where I live 

     

Northumbria University |                                   Please remember this questionnaire is for the 

research purposes only and any information provided will remain confidential
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Please describe this place by rating the following statements; 
I like this place because �	 �	 �	 �	 �	

17. 
I like this place because it is far from where I live 

     

18. 
I feel safe during day light 

     

19. 
I feel safe during night time 

     

20. 
I feel protected from wind, cold, rain … 

     

21. 
I come here everyday 

     

22. 
I like here because I am close to nature 

     

23. 
since I remember, I have seen this place 

     

24. 
I like this place because I feel different here 

     

25. 
I feel happy in here 

     

26. 
I have good memories from this place 

     

27. 
This place remind me other places from past 

     

28. 
Repeats  good memories from my childhood 

     

29. 
It has a special meaning to me 

     

30. 
This is one of the important places to me 

     

31. 
It is part of the local history 

     

32. 
I can stay as long as I want 

     

33. 
It is clean and tidy 

     

34. 
It is generally beautiful (design and landscape) 

     

35. 
I like the surrounding shops and streets 

     

36. 
I can easily walk and linger around without being lost 

     

37. 
There is a place to meet new friends 

     

38. 
Every time I find new things in this place 

     

39. 
I feel this place is mine place 

     

40. 
I like this place because it is busy and noisy

     

41. 
I like this place because it is quiet 

     

42. 
I like this place because of its location in the city 

     

43. 
I like this place because of its old furniture 

     

44. 
I like this place because of its modern furniture 

     

45. 
I wish I could make my own place 

     

46. 
I wish I could name my place 

     

47. 
Do you consider this place as a landmark of your city 
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ISFAHAN   ISFAHAN  

1) Maidan-e Naghshe Jahan (Naghshe Jahan Square) 2) Pol-e Khajoo (Khajoo Bridge) 

Respondents’ attributes votes: 
198 %

Respondents’ attributes votes: 
101 %

1
History, national pride, national identity, originality 

91 23.0  1 
Grandeur, Great architecture and lighting (colourful 
tile work) 32 15.8

2
Grandeur, Great architecture and lighting (colourful 
tile work) 68 17.2  2 

Water (features and fountain) 
24 11.9

3 Proximity to other important places; bazaar, etc 23 5.8  3 calmness 22 10.9

4 window Shopping and shopping 20 5.1  4 Natural environment 18 8.9

5
Because of its order, design and maintenance, clean 
and tidy 19 4.8  5 

Remind me good memories from past 
12 5.9

6 calmness 16 4.0  6 It is not the same as other place, its different 11 5.4

7 Natural environment 14 3.5  7 History, national pride, national identity, originality 9 4.5

8 Remind me good memories from past 14 3.5  8 Vitality, place for happiness  9 4.5

9
great vista, openness, feeling of freedom 

13 3.3  9 
Because of its order, design and maintenance, clean 
and tidy 8 4.0

10 Vitality, place for happiness  11 2.8  10 great vista, openness, feeling of freedom 7 3.5

11 Serenity, good mood 11 2.8  11 nice in night 7 3.5

12 To see handicrafts and traditional shops 11 2.8  12 Walking, jogging, play and recreation 6 3.0

13 Water (features and fountain) 10 2.5  13 Cultural heritage, cultural environment 6 3.0

14 Walking, jogging, play and recreation 9 2.3  14 Proximity to other important places; bazaar, etc 5 2.5

15 Cultural heritage, cultural environment 7 1.8  15 Music (listen, sing) 5 2.5

16 It is not the same as other place, its different 7 1.8  16 Serenity, good mood 4 2.0

17 Accessibility and proximity 6 1.5  17 Meeting the opposite sex 4 2.0

18 nice in night 6 1.5  18 Spiritual atmosphere 3 1.5

19
Spiritual atmosphere 

5 1.3  19
Its high, Highest place in the city, overview (over the 
city) 3 1.5

20 My knowledge about the place, my native place 4 1.0  20 My knowledge about the place, my native place 2 1.0

Appendix 2: Top two places in Isfahan 

Top ten respondents attitude towards place selection 

Maidane Naghshe Jahan (Naghshe Jahan Square) 

Pol-e Kahjoo (Khajoo Bridge) 
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Abstract
With the rapid urbanization, many former rural settlements are engulfed by urban development 
and are undergoing themselves a very specifi c form of transformation and development. This 
specifi c phenomenon is conventionally labeled “village in the city” (ViC). Today surrounded 
by skyscrapers of regular and formal development urban areas, the ViCs of Guangzhou are 
characterized by anomalous irregular and informal dense urban fabrics. As part of their survival 
strategy (and given the impossibility to continue farming) original villagers become “builders”. 
They “illegally” construct houses and let them to the mass rural migrants attracted by the 
employment opportunities of the city. The ViCs became migrant enclaves, largely exploited by 
the ex-villagers. As a result, these collages in the city look like “islands in an ocean”. It is clear 
that the unplanned, uncontrolled and highly speculative development of the ViC’s has lead to 
the urgent need to improve and drastically correct the ViC’s (congestion, etc.). 

The proposed paper will critically evaluate three different types of project approaches for the 
(re)development of the ViCs. In general urban projects are usually co-produced by three types 
of actors: market, state and (civil) society. These 3 actors operate usually as the agencies of 
three modes of economic integration (market exchange, redistribution and reciprocity)). Firstly, 
the paper will evaluate the large-scale, top-down and tabula rasa projects that are conceived 
and implemented by different kinds of alliances – between real estate interests and politicians 
of different government levels. Secondly, the collective companies of the ViCs play key roles 
in the collective projects. Thirdly, it will discuss some small actions, which are embedded in 
civil society and daily reshape the space of the ViCs. The main fi ndings are based on two 
fi eldwork sessions in the spring of 2007 and 2008, and literature study. The paper will unfold 
the development potentials of and specifi c qualities linked to the ViCs. At the same time this 
will, in combination with the critical evaluation of the mentioned 3 project types, allow to make a 
substantiated plea for new project approaches that organize a more constructive and productive 
interplay between market exchange, redistribution and reciprocity  and that lead to a more 
optimal balance between equity and effi ciency. 

Introduction 

“Village in the city” (chengzhongcun) found their original in the Pearl River Delta, especially 
in Guangzhou city. Due to its unique position as the provincial capital and its designation as 
one of the 14 coastal open cities back in 1984, Guangzhou has attracted a considerable share 
of foreign investment and generated mass migration for the newly established labor-dense 
industry. The urban area has expanded amazingly in the past 30 years. Consequently, a great 
number of villages at urban fringes have been swallowed by urban developments. The city 
government often requisites farmlands while leaving existing residential areas of villages, 
because they would require higher compensation than farmlands. In this way, many villages 
fi nally don’t become full urban areas, but they nevertheless are swallowed up by urbanization. 
They form the ViCs and are characterized by their dual urban-rural structure. Deprived from their 
traditional agricultural resources, villagers, out of necessity, become “builders”. These “illegal” 
constructions serve as housing for mass migrants, who are institutionally and economically 
excluded by the urban system. It looks like it that the ViCs, as territorial entities left out of the 
regular urban administration become the natural habitat for those that are neither ‘regular’ 
urban citizens (migrants don’t acquire ‘urban’ citizenship by defi nition). Consequently the ViCs 
become migrant enclaves. Although the total areas of 138 ViCs in Guangzhou mount up to more 
or less 20% of urban area, they house about 70% of the migrants (what is about 40% of the 
total urban population). It is thus not surprising that ViCs are characterized by high density and 
overcrowding [fi g.1]. However, they supply affordable housing, job opportunities, and education 
(Jie and Taubmann 2002; Zhang 2005; Yu, 2008). The reality of ViCs thus should be viewed in a 
more positive light. It represents an inexpensive and practical solution to the problem of migrant 
demand. However, many ViCs in Guangzhou are under the redevelopment pressure.  
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Scholars both inside China and abroad made considerable achievements on the research 
of ViCs in the past 20 years. There were many researches on the defi nition, characteristics, 
transformation mechanisms and renewal strategies (Li, 2001; Li, 2004; Uehara, 2004). Lan 
(2005) also made a special contribution in discussing the social-cultural and social-political 
dynamics of the ViCs. Furthermore, the ViCs as migrant enclaves in Chinese cities that 
supply affordable houses, job opportunities and education for migrants are studied by Jie and 
Taubmann (2002), Zhou (2005), Zhang (2005); Wu (2005). However, there is a lack of in-depth 
analysis and interpretation concerning the roles and interrelations of three types of key actors 
(market, state and civil society) in the current urban project approaches of the (re)development 
of the ViCs. This is not by accidence also key concerns in the contemporary international theory 
on urban study (Healy P. (2006), De Meulder B., Loeckx A., Shannon, K. (2004), Masboungie A. 
(2002); Loeckx A. & De Meulder B. (2006)). Besides the conventional actors (market and state) 
that are usually in the focus of theories on urban development and planning), civil society is 
more and more rediscovered an important (new type of) actor in shaping urban space. 

In order to counter the complex relationship of three types of actors in the project approaches, 
the paper also uses a specifi c frame of analysis: three modes of economic integration, including 
market exchange, redistribution and reciprocity mechanism (state, market and civil society 
respectively as their conventional agencies), through which households and communities 
may or may not gain access to resource for a decent living and for the reproduction of the 
households (Polyanyi 1944; Harvey 1973; Mingione 1991; Kesteloot and Meert 1999; Meert, 
2000). These three modes are based on respectively clientship, citizenship and membership. 
Both in China and the West, individuals and households must develop a social utility for market 
exchange. In other words, they must produce goods or services which are required by others 
and are therefore marketable. This provides an income, which allows the purchase of the goods 
and services the household needs but can’t produce for itself. However, the ‘free’ market does 
not by itself generate equal access to resources. Households whose labor is not needed don’t 
have access to resources and those whose skills command a low price receive low wages.  

Redistribution is another mode of economic integration, compensating the inequalities 
generated through market exchange. From a household’s point of view, redistribution means 
that everyone contributes to a common stock of resources that are then redistributed according 
to agreed rules. Thus, redistribution implies a collection system and a hierarchic organization. 
In most western countries, the slow but steady development of the welfare state from the end of 
19th century resulted in a massive redistribution system. City governments provide public goods 
and services as well as to alleviate to some degree the worst impacts of the wage system on 
the poorest groups in society through the regulation of work conditions, housing conditions, etc. 
Public and quasi-public projects, such as urban renewal schemes, have also served to transform 
the chaotic individualism of the early industrial city into a welfare city in which a number of 
services are collective or publicly organized and equally distributed public transport, education, 
health services, sometimes housing, etc.  Redistribution is in essence a public affair. The State 
or one of its subsidiaries organizes it. Access to redistribution is consequently regulated through 
citizenship (which is the modality ruling the belonging to the state)1. In China, redistribution is 
modulated by the dual hukou system, which registers people by their birthplace with an urban 
or a rural hukou status. Citizenship/villagership is the condition for accessing public/collective 

[Fig.1]: The high density of the 
ViC
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facilities in cities/villages. Access to housing, medical care, pensions, insurance, education and 
more qualifi ed and stable job opportunities is linked to the hukou status. Urban facilities are for 
citizens not for ‘villagers’. It is without saying that the massive labor migration of ‘villagers’ to 
the ‘urban’ centers is distorting the rationale of the hukou system and in reality leading to the 
exclusion of a very substantial, fragile, unskilled and uneducated part of the population (rural 
migrants) from public services that in theory are conceived as compensation for the ‘inequalities’ 
generated by the ‘free’ market. It seems at fi rst sight quit paradoxical that the fraction of the 
population that is most vulnerable for the inequalities of the market (rural migrants in the city 
with lowest wages, least secure jobs, etc.) is excluded from these services.

Furthermore, reciprocity helps people obtain resources through mutual exchange. It implies a 
capacity for each of the participants to produce resources and a social network with symmetric 
links between members. Goods and services brought into the system by one participant are 
reciprocated by the other members, usually in the form of different goods and services. This 
type of relations to network is referred to by the term affi liation. Civil society as an agency of 
reciprocity is the formal and informal institutions that mediate between the individual and the 
state (White 1994). It includes organizations but also the activities of any individuals and social 
groups acting independently or contrary to state directives and policies, including organizations 
based on kinship, culture and region, formal and informal social networks. Many researches 
refl ect that civil society functions as a collective actor in the construction of cities, in search of 
the good life (UN-Habitat, 2003; De Meulder and Loecx, Shannon, 2004; Friedmann, 1998). 
However, in contemporary China, it is diffi cult to fi nd ideal-type ‘civil society’ organizations 
that fully embody the principles of voluntary participation and self-regulation, autonomy and 
separation from the state (White, Howell and Shang 1996, 29). The main organizations of 
villagers (e.g. the collective companies) are actually participated by both state and society, 
but they function as the collective actors and the mediators between the state and the society. 
The social association and economic connection of mass migrants (e.g. the informal property 
companies) embody the basic characteristics of “civil society’.

Three types of project approaches

First of all, we would like to give a brief introduction of the land policy, which is essential for the 
project approaches of the ViCs. In China, the rural land is collective-owned, while urban land is 
owned by the state and managed by the municipality. The collective (the village) can possess, 
use, and benefi t from the ownership of land, but does not have the right to dispose of the land. 
Each household can acquire a piece of house-base land (zhaijidi) form the collective unit for 
self-housing, but the household can not sell or rent it out. However, the state can requisition 
the collective land for new developments (including infrastructure, real estate project, work-unit 
project, high-tech industrial park, etc.). The land value of the state-owned land is much higher 
than the collective land. In Guangzhou, there is a special “reserved land policy” (liuyongdi 
zhengce) that prescribes the reservation of 8% to 12% of the total requisitioned land for 
collective organizations for the self-development of secondary and tertiary industries. During 
the rapid urbanization since 1980s, many ViCs in Guangzhou acquired a considerable amount 
of reserved lands for the self-development. 

Today, many ViCs are under the process of (re)development interacted by three dimensions: 
market, state and civil society. The complex relationship of them results in different outputs 
of urban projects. There are three typologies of project approaches. Firstly, many large-scale 
projects are made for redeveloping the ViCs. They are designed and implemented by different 
kinds of alliances—between real estate interests and politicians of different government levels. 
In those projects, they not only provide no home for migrants and often face confl ict with 
indigenous villagers but also destroy the proximity. The proximity of employment, urban services 
and amenities are also destroyed. In a second type of approach, the collective companies 
which are participated by both state and society play key roles in the collective projects, which 
have an effect on the redistribution of income to indigenous villagers. Thirdly, small actions 
daily restructure and reshape the space of the ViCs. These small actions are embedded in civil 
society and informal economic activities. In the following paragraphs, we will use two key terms 
“effi ciency” and “equity”, which are embedded in three modes of economic integration (market 
exchange, state redistribution and reciprocity), to evaluate these approaches. 

Large-scale redevelopment project 

Urban project is a marketing tool at the local level for the purpose of attracting investment and 
achieving “better performance” by the leadership. Leaf and Hou (2006, p566) mentions that 
local offi cials are appointed by higher-level governments and not elected locally. Consequently, 
their primary responsibility is to their superiors rather than citizens. In order to achieve the best 
performance (the main criteria are the increase of GDP and revenue) within a limited tenure 
of four to fi ve years, there are upward pressures on the scale of activities, within increasing 
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focus on urban megaprojects. Furthermore, with the problematic fi gures of overcrowding, 
defi cient spatial structures, and high crimes rates, the ViCs are criticized to have negative 
impacts on the modern city image (Zhao, 2008). In addition, it is As a result, many ViCs in good 
locations have been scheduled for demolition and rebuilding. However, today those projects 
engender confl ict with three types of actors: city governments (represented by policy-makers 
and professional planners), ViC’s organizations and private sectors. City governments are keen 
to redevelop the ViCs, but they are unwilling and incapable to foresee the necessary public 
investment that urban development requires. They prefer that the ViCs invest in the project 
themselves, and they can afford some favorable policies, e.g. allowing the change of collective 
land with low land value to urban land with high land value, the assistance for bank loading etc. 
On the other hand, indigenous villagers worry that the redevelopment will cause them to lose 
their main resources of incomes, which are from collective properties and house rents. Thus, 
they resist to be replaced or negotiate with urban government for more profi t. The collective 
company, which is participated by both the state and the ViC, plays an important role during this 
process. In addition, since 2007 the private developer has been allowed to be involved in the 
redevelopment process, as it seems impossible for the ViCs to redevelop the whole territories 
themselves with high fi nancial and project risk. 

Although many ViC’s redevelopment projects are produced in recent years, a majority of 
them are only on the study stage, with less effective realization. My interview with an offi cer 
in Guangzhou Planning Bureau shows that there are four redevelopment issues. Firstly, the 
redevelopment project actually shows the unbalance power of various stakeholders.  In some 
cases, the interest of the ViCs is ignored so that villagers confl ict with city government during the 
demolition process and the land requisition process. In other cases, the project gives dominant 
attention to the interest of the ViCs, especially those in the city center, with strong collective 
economies and high capacity of negotiation with city government and planner. For example, 
the redevelopment project of Shipai village is designed with an average FAR of 5.8 in order 
to balance interests of different parties, although the planner thinks it is too high. Secondly, 
there is less trust between the city and the ViC. The interview with the chief planner of Shipai 
village project also confi rms this argument. With a high FAR 6.8 of the startup land (mainly 
for commercial land use), the profi t of which can promote the further redevelopment of other 
lands, the municipal planning bureau hasn’t approved the project. The municipal government 
doubts that Shipai village will redevelop the other land, which is not so profi table in comparison 
with the startup land. Thirdly, the confl icts of interest among different sectors and levels of 
governments may jeopardize implementation. There is no legal agreement of the fi nal project. 
Although some projects are approved by the planning bureau, many sectors may not cooperate 
and implement in the future due to different interests. Finally, the physical approaches based 
on narrow technical performance criteria may be limited in the rapid changing and increasingly 
fragmented society. 

Until now, the redevelopment project of Liede village [fi g.2] [fi g.3], which relies on market force, 
is the only project in implementation. The demolition and rebuilding process started in 2007 
and will fi nish in 2010. Located in the heart of the new CBD, the project is initiated by city 
government with strong political will to complete the road network and promote the land value 
of the CBD. Without any subsidy from city government, how to balance the cost and the earning 
is the key issue in the redevelopment projects. The breakthrough is the change of land property 
right dealing with the surplus value of land (the gap between the value of collective land and the 
value of urban land) and the special location. A part of the collective land is allowed to become 
the state land, which can be exchanged in the market with much higher land value. This land 
is leased to the private real estate companies for commercial development, the profi t of which 
will compensate the cost of replacing villagers and reconstructing collective assets. A part of 
the collective land is also allowed to be used for the self-development of secondary and tertiary 
industries while the remaining land is for the replacement of villagers. It seems that all the key 
actors are benefi t from this project. The city government can acquire more revenues, while 
each household of villagers will have one or more apartment about 200 sqm2 in the CBD and 
acquire more dividends from the collective properties in the future. 

[Fig.2] The existing  spatial layout 
of Liede village

Source: based on Guangzhou 
Planning Bureau (2006)
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However, Prof. Yuan claims that public investment might temporarily not be required, but for the 
next term of offi ce a great deal of money should be spend in providing public infrastructure due 
to the high FAR of 5.2 (Rijing 2007). It is also criticized that the commercial redevelopment will 
undoubtedly damage the historical place as well as social networks (Chen 2007). Furthermore, 
Socialist Lan argues that the commercial redevelopment of the ViCs may lead the appearance 
of qunzhufang, a type of overcrowded apartments (30 people may live in a small apartment with 
a fl oor area of 60 sqm2) (Ru 2008). Qunzhufang is well-known in Beijing and Shaihai, where 
a majority of ViCs are demolished in the city center. They have serious hygiene and fi re safety 
problem, similar to “the Boarding House” (Bouman and Bouman, 1955) for rural migrants in the 
Netherlands at the beginning of the 20th century. Lan points out that the demolition of the ViCs 
may enforce migrants to live in qunzufang near their working place in order to reduce the cost of 
daily travelling. By studying the demolition of Zhejiang village in Beijing, Zhang (2005) confi rms 
that the demolition and redevelopment of ViCs not only generate a wide range of confl icts 
among stakeholders but also make city government run into problem as they pay little attention 
to the basic house need of migrants. 

These market-led redevelopment projects represent the neoliberal ideological credo. They rely 
on so called effi ciency (e.g. land value, GDP, political will) rather than social equity. The migrants 
as the main inhabitants in the ViCs are the most powerless social group, while the voices of 
villagers are concerned by city government in different degree in term of how much economic 
power and social cohesion they have. The project will demolish the existing spatial layout 
containing social network, small-scale shopping streets, and opportunities for small migrant 
entrepreneurs. It also will destroy the proximity of employment, entitlement and amenities, 
and education, which has a redistributive income for migrants and is crucial for urban system.  
The current market effi ciency may cause the long-tern ineffi ciency due to the increasing costs 
of movement, the loss of cheap land and labor as well as social inequality. The experience 
of American and many western countries in the middle of 19s showed that the commercial 
redevelopment of low-income neighborhoods resulted in high waves of community protest and 
new social problems (Jacobs 1961; Hall 1988). Consequently, the role of public authorities 
is criticized. They don’t compensate the inequalities generated through market exchange by 
redistribution. Instead, further social inequity will be exasperated by these project approaches. 
It also leads to the question of the role of planner. It is obvious that the planner has limited 
power or infl uence on these projects. Then, how planners promote the “public interest” or 
maintain their neutrality in an increasingly fragmented urban society, characterized by confl ict 
between various stakeholders? 

The collective projects 

During the urbanization process, the geography of the village is changes, from a remote position 
to a central position in the functioning of the city. As a result, the land value of ViCs skyrocket has 
greatly enhanced. The villagers actually obtain indirectly benefi t, by the “externalities” (Harvey, 
1973), e.g. the state fi nanced investment in public facilities, which increases the land value and 
has an effect on the indirect redistribution of income. With the increasing land value, villagers 
have invested in the reserved lands and other collective lands in both “legal” and “illegal” ways. 
As we mentioned before, the ViCs acquire a considerable amount of reserved lands for the self-
development of secondary and tertiary industries during the land requisition process. However, 
the ViCs failed dramatically in many cases to develop these secondary and tertiary industries 
due to a lack of fi nancial means and management experience. Thus, they have shifted to 
cooperate with domestic and foreign investors and participate in development projects as 
partners in the reserved lands and the farmlands. The quantity and quality of the cooperated 
projects vary greatly, mainly in terms of location, which determines the amount of reserved 
lands, the land value and the economic power of the ViCs. There are two main typologies. On 
the one hand, the collective rents land for enterprises, which invest in constructing factories, 
warehouses and shopping malls. In this case, the village has less risk but less income. It is 

[Fig. 3] The redevelopment 
project of Liede village
Source: based on Guangzhou 
Planning Bureau (2007)
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a common model for the ViCs at the urban fringe, which lack capital and depend on external 
investment (Li 2004). On the other hand, the ViCs with strong collective economy in good 
locations self-construct various buildings on the reserved land, and then rent them out. Many 
of the constructions are used for commercial purposes (hotel, offi ce, shopping mall, etc), with 
very good spatial quality. These projects generate more than 50% of the total collective income 
for those ViCs (Li 2004). 

The collective projects are managed by the collective organizations. The income of them 
compensates and provides collective goods to indigenous villagers, who have lost their land 
during the urbanization process. Every year villagers can acquire a considerable amount of 
dividend form collective properties. The collective companies and the economic unions also 
invest in constructing and renewing collective facilities (library, hospital, primary school, sport 
center, etc.), infrastructures and collective space (activities center for elders, gardens, etc.). In 
addition, they co-fi nance with individual villagers in the villagers’ apartments on the fragmented 
collective lands. These projects are successful to provide high-quality modern dwelling for 
villagers at very low costs, as the construction on the collective land isn’t required to pay all kind 
of construction fees for city governments. Often near city main roads, many villagers’ apartment 
buildings are combined with commercial and residential uses. In short, the collective projects 
have an effect on redistributing income to indigenous villagers. However, migrants can’t enter 
the picture. Although they contribute to the income of villagers, they are excluded by a majority 
of collective facilities and spaces.

The new alley movement 
There are some small actions which daily restructure and reshape the space in some ViCs by 
individual and informal organizations. Some informal private property management companies 
(comprised by a group of kin migrants), which have been already mentioned before, fi rstly 
rent a cluster of houses from villagers. Then they improve the physical environment (paying 
tiles on the inside alleys, planting on both sides of alleys and roofs, improving and redesigning 
the interior, fencing the community, etc.) and the “soft” environment (adding close circuit 
television, gate guarders, service, internet, etc.). As a result, the house rent can double twice 
in the new community, whereas it is still lower than that of urban areas. Nevertheless, the 
new communities meet the demand of new migrants (white-collar). They favor those places 
due to the nice environment, the safety and the proximity to their working places. These small 
communities scatter in the outskirt of the ViCs, where the houses are newer and bigger with 
better infrastructure. Due to the limited market demand, the amount of houses improved in 
these projects is about 10-20% of the total houses in the ViCs. The companies call this action 
xinlinong yundong (the new alley movement), which they want to add a positive aspect for the 
ViC, because the name of ViC is defamed by medias, politicians, and professionals, signing 
one-skyline housing, dense population, dirty and unsafe environment.

These projects are often planned and constructed by self-organized construction teams, which 
are comprised by migrants. Nevertheless, a manager of one company attempted to cooperate 
with the street offi ce (an important urban administrative branch connected with district 
government and the organizations of ViCs, responsible for local affairs) and the universities 
for a project in Tangxia village. Getting the pressure from villagers who complain that there 
was a lack of public facilities and poor infrastructures in the ViCs, as well as political will to 
make a successful example of renewing the ViC in Guangzhou, the street offi ce would like to 
co-fi nance the improvement of the infrastructure in the project. This action is also concerned 
by students and professors in the universities. A master student Chen was interesting to do 
research on this project. However, he gave up it due to the limited fi nance of the project and the 
speculative purpose of the manager. He mentioned that the company might “illegally” construct 
the houses in order to make a balance between expenditure and interest. He worried that 
some old buildings in poor condition could not support the new added fl oors. He also argued 
that enclosing the new community by fences and gates are good for the inside but bad for the 
outside, because several lanes would be blocked by fences on both sides and people can’t go 
through them anymore. Therefore, the new communities are tightly knit within inside but largely 
segmented from others. But according to the manager, the segregation of those communities 
is not only motivated by security reasons (like many gated communities in the urban territory), 
but also due to the lack of effi cient and legal planning regulations on the ViC level that they can 
follow. 

It seems that this approach is the upgrading and the improvement of the ViCs. The proximity 
of job, education, and living place as well as the density of the ViCs are actually not changed. 
The contracts between villagers and the companies, between employee and employer, and the 
fi nance of the projects are informal, based on trust and reciprocity. It provides some fl exible 
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methods to renewing the ViCs, e.g. the way of fi nance, the co-production, and the improvement 
of physical environment. Therefore, this approach is better understood as the collective action 
of certain groups of villagers and migrants beyond the state sphere rooting in market and social 
demand, although we don’t deny the speculative purpose of the project. The large sense of 
social equity among different social groups hasn’t occurred in the projects, as the large amount 
of low-income migrants are still out of the door of these improved communities due to the rising 
prices. 

Conclusion
It seems that three types of project approaches pay little attention to the demand of mass low-
income migrants. The state is also absent in providing public services and facilities for those 
marginalize people. The large-scale commercial redevelopment projects not only provide no 
home for migrants but also destroy the proximity to job opportunities, facilities and opportunities 
of the city in general. This proximity –in other words the chance to exploit the opportunities of 
the city- is probably one of the main qualities that partially compensate the unquestionable 
unacceptable conditions of overcrowding and overexploitation. It gives, until now, the ViC the 
benefi t of the doubt when it comes to evaluating them or not as segregated ghettos, in the sense 
that what makes them different from ghetto’s is exactly the prospect of development, social 
improvement and economical development that they hold as close-by gates to the opportunities 
of the city. The collective projects mainly have an effect on redistributing indigenous villagers. 
Large amount of low-income migrants are also less benefi t from the new alley movement, 
which is market oriented. This is unfair for mass migrants, who afford cheap labors for cities, 
but receive few public services and facilities. The current effi ciency may cause the long-term 
ineffi ciency due to the social inequality. 

The above project approaches show that there is missing vision formulation and consolidation 
that groups three dimensions and combines the instrumentalities. The formation of a coalition 
able to build up an inclusive consensus on a strategic vision (capable of gaining support 
from multi-sector, multi-level, multi-actor, multi-stakeholder environment) for city is required. 
The co-production and communication are also necessary. New approaches, embracing 
market exchange, redistribution and reciprocity at the same time, in order to come to a more 
sustainable in economic, political, social, cultural, and spatial terms (re)development of the 
ViCs are needed.
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Abstract
Over the last 50 years the Majorcan coastline has experienced a major transformation as a 
result of tourist activity, and this has generated a complex system of settlements.  In the light of 
visitors’ ever-changing needs, the questions of what to do with obsolete structures, along with 
what form new tourist areas should take, are currently being considered.

A decoding methodology spanning multiple scale levels is put forward for the way in which 
the tourist region of the island has been developed, from the standpoint of the processes and 
dynamics generated.  A comprehensive understanding of how this has manifested at a regional 
level is put forward via a morphological recognition of tourist settlements and their interaction 
with the landscape.

Key words: tourism, landscape, the morphology of tourist settlements, Majorca.

Introduction
In the late 1950s, a feature in the magazine Paris Match brought our attention to the important 
transformation which tourism was bringing about in Majorca, a process it termed “balearization”.  
The largest of the Balearic Islands was now one of Europe’s primary sun and sea destinations1 
and was turning into the laboratory of experimentation in coastal tourism2. In recent years it has 
been necessary to respond to more qualitative tourist requirements and to pose two questions: 
fi rstly, how should new tourist products be developed according to the new patterns in tourism?  
And secondly, which model should be applied to areas that have been previously developed 
according to the model of standardised mass tourism?

In order to provide an initial response to these questions it is proposed that the transformational 
processes which tourism has generated on the Majorcan coastline should be decoded, and that 
we should identify those patterns which will allow us to evaluate the tourist settlements.  The 
following hypothesis will therefore be tested:

The transformation of coastal tourism in Majorca was brought about by three principal factors:

- The socio-economic dynamics associated with the construction of a collective imaginary, 
determining the characteristics of the space in which we spend our leisure time.

- The reinvention of the urban form into a settlement which responds to the needs of tourism.
- The Regulation of the coast tourist space by means of planning instruments.

Three methodological approaches, connected by a transversal understanding of tourist 
spaces, are employed in order to explain these factors.  Firstly, by means of a bibliographical 
investigation, the state of the art is considered, as is the historical evolution of tourism from 
the perspectives of the different disciplines which have studied the socio-economic dynamics 
generated by tourism.  Secondly, the form taken by coastal tourism is identifi ed.  This is carried 
out fi rstly via its defi nition and then by a categorization of settlement-units specifi cally related to 
tourism, whose value is provided by the landscape and by the complementary tourist resources 
they offer.  Finally, on a regional scale, the way in which the said settlement-units shape 
regional systems of tourism through self-imposed guidelines is considered.  In each of these 
sections, a parallel appraisal is made of the way in which planning instruments regulate the 
tourist settlement, and of the relationship of the settlement with the region.

The construction of Majorca’s tourist coastline.

The birth of mass tourism
Unlike the South of France, in which large-scale tourist projects were carried out by means of 
the comprehensive planning of holiday areas, the successful expansion of mass-tourism in 
Majorca was based on different principles:

The role of the tour operator and the implementation of the Majorcan hotel model:

1  Spain is still the number one world destination for sun and sea tourism, and the Balearic Islands is the fi rst autonomous 
region offering this type of tourism to have hosted more than 50 million over-night stays (INE, 2007).
2  We can understand coastal tourism to include different types of tourism tied to the characteristics of this geographical 
space.
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The appearance of the tour operator in the mid-1950s was a key factor in the reactivation of the 
European market.  The tour operator was able to channel foreign demand and to locate tourists 
in hotels which they were associated with.  Majorca had become a favourite destination for tour 
operators3 thanks to the entrepreneurial initiative of local hotel owners, amongst other factors.

A tradition of tourism on the island:

The fact that during the interwar period there was already a certain custom of taking summer 
vacations in Majorca, and that there was already a determined level of tourist infrastructure, 
meant that Majorca would convert into an important destination from the inception of Fordist 
tourism4.  The tourist structure which had developed prior to the 1930s was characterised 
by a system of small settlements dotted along the island’s coast.  These were comprised of 
fi shing settlement, agricultural communities, holiday resorts and up to 25 garden city projects.  
A system of hotel facilities had also been developed, which were located within the above 
settlements as well as in remote areas.  The Hotel Formentor, which was constructed with the 
aim of attracting intellectuals from all over the world, is one such example.  On the other hand, 
during this early stage, the collective imaginary was being fed with new ideas regarding the 
way in which vacations should be spent.  This meant that upon the democratisation of tourism, 
the masses would immediately seek to enjoy the leisure spaces which at the beginning of the 
century had been reserved for the elites.

The diffusion of mass transport:

After the Second World War, due to the socio-labour improvements made in industrialized 
countries, a great demand for vacations emerged from the working classes.  However, 
international tourism did not turn into mass tourism in Majorca until travel became cheaper and 
faster.  The transport revolution was marked by the appearance of the “jet”, an aeroplane with 
a reaction engine5.  New charter companies offered highly economical tourist packages and 
also fi nanced the construction of new tourist facilities in order to ensure accommodation for 
their clients. 

The international opening up stimulated by tourism:

Tourism’s process of internationalization in Spain was produced by a series of political reforms 
carried out by the Francoist state, which saw the tourist economy as its only route out of post-
war poverty.  Fraga6 himself recognized that “tourism was our Marshall Plan (…) it was the huge 
reinforcement which the Spanish economy received from the developed nations (…) the most 
important factor in the development of the Spanish economy”7.  Initially, the regime could see 
that, despite tourism’s incredible take-off, there were some factors which were preventing its 
even more effective expansion.  At this point they launched a packet of liberalizing measures 
which aimed to favour foreign companies making real-estate deals, such as the 1958 Economic 
Stabilization Plan which abolished the requirements for foreigners to gain previous authorization 
for land purchases.

These four dynamics were decisive for development of the product and the initial tourist 
offering.  At this stage, the hotel was the predominant type of accommodation.  From the 1950s 
until the mid-1960s the authorities did not provide suffi cient investment for the development of 
new services and infrastructure.  Because of this, hotels were generally located within existing 
tourist settlements.  This led to the densifi cation of traditional settlements and of some existing 
garden cities, as well as the placing of tourist developments along beach-front roads.

From 1967 the implementation of the charter fl ight consolidated the formula for the optimization 
of the tourist product.  This consisted of creating a relationship between accommodation 
capacity and means of transport, meaning that every two fl ights would fi ll one hotel.  This led 
to a certain homogenisation of hotel typology.  The way in which mass tourism was organised 
ended up manifesting itself on the region in a very specifi c way.  Accommodation was mainly in 
the form of high-rise hotels, which were concentrated next to their most important resource, the 
beach.  Building development responded to the demand that all accommodation developments 
should have sea views, and a linear system of high-rise settlements was developed along 
Majorca’s coast.  Unlike Spain’s Levante or the Costa Brava, which could be accessed by road, 
the rise of the second home in Majorca was limited by its insularity and the irregular arrivals of 
chartered fl ights.

3  In a sociological study carried out by Mario Gaviria’s team in the 1970s, the requisites of a Tourist Centre according to 
tour operators and tourists were demonstrated.  According to the results of an interview carried out by Which (Consumer’s 
Association) in 1972, half of Spain’s 30 most popular tourist centres were in the Balearic Islands, and, of these, 10 were 
in Majorca.
4  The age of mass tourism which runs from the 1950s until the 1970s is also known as the Fordist era, because it implied 
an economic and social development which was similar to the Fordist pattern of industrialisation.
5  If a fl ight from Palma to London previously carried 40 passengers and took seven hours with a stopover in Lyon, after the 
development of the reactor engine it could carry 100 passengers and make three return-fl ights daily (Gaviria, 1974).
6  Manuel Fraga Iribarne was Minister of Information and Tourism between 1962 and 1969.
7  In SÁNCHEZ SÁNCHEZ, Esther M (2004).  Turismo, desarrollo e integración internacional de la España franquista.   
EBHA Annual Conference. Barcelona, 16-18 September 2004.
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At the end of the Fordist period an important amplifi cation of Majorca’s roads and highways 
was carried out, along with an increase in housing developments and the divisions of large lots.  
Although the majority of these projects were never brought to fruition, they provided a base 
which encouraged the development of a new type of tourism: residential tourism.

Tourist-residential dispersion
By the mid-1970s, sun and sea tourism had become an activity accessible to most citizens.  It 
was at this point that tourists began to develop new inclinations, seeking to separate themselves 
from the masses and to fi nd higher-quality tourist spaces.

A new mobility:

The implementation of the hire car produced important changes by offering tourists greater 
fl exibility of movement.  Until that time, excursions around the island had been by coach and 
had followed well-defi ned routes.  As a reaction to the mass tourism phenomenon, the hire 
car enabled tourists to make use of routes which would provide them with the possibility of 
discovering new landscapes, as opposed to those imposed on them by tour operators.  Tourists 
now began to visit the whole region, which was now susceptible to being converted into a tourist 
zone in its entirety.

The redefi nition of tourist accommodation:

After the economic crises of 1973 and 1979, and in light of growing competition from other 
tourist destinations, it began to be recognised that the Balearic Islands were progressively 
losing their appeal in the international market.  In large part this was due to problems related to 
infrastructure, services and the environment.  It was therefore a propitious moment to launch 
new initiatives, outstanding amongst which was a reduction in costs in tourist facilities.  Until 
1981 there was a readjustment and stagnation in the hotel sector, and it was decided that supply 
should be reduced by closing the smallest hotels, as well as by holding off the construction 
of new hotels.  From then on, the tourist offering’s growth was through apartments, either 
new constructions or the many hotel conversions.  Apartments allowed for a reduction in the 
work force, whilst continuing to boost the construction industry.  Apartments also adapted to 
tourists’ new inclinations, meaning a greater fl exibility in types of accommodation offered.  The 
new generation hotels which were built after that point counted on much larger plots of land 
and incorporated new services for tourists, such as products connected to the resort or broad 
recreational programs.

The mass acquisition of second homes:

The mass boom in second homes gained momentum after the 1992 Maastricht Treaty, when 
Majorca established itself as European (Rullan, 2002).  The new arrangement of the working year 
tied to labour fl exibility in tourists’ countries of origin clearly had important consequences for the 
tourism market.  The frequency of tourists’ visits was affected by the redistribution of vacations 
throughout the year and by Europeans’ new behavioural norms concerning vacations.  Visitors 
were no longer satisfi ed by staying in hotels and apartments; they now aspired to own a property 
on the island.  The rise in incomes allowed for new typologies in the form of second homes in 
less densely-populated areas, and with the much-coveted private garden.  The predominant 
solutions were chalets and terraced holiday homes.  This model was favoured due to the crisis 
in the high-rise model of town planning which had developed during Franco’s regime.  In the 
1980s, town planning culture tended towards unintensive designs (Terán, 2003). 

The second home phenomenon became so important that by the end of the 20th century 50% 
of land belonged to non-local owners.  The fl exible regulation of a large part of Majorca’s rural 
inland terrains, together with the new demand for second homes, generated a tendency towards 
the occupation of the rural environment.  The dispersion of homes across rural land is nothing 
more than urban expansion which goes beyond formal limits.  If the geographer Quintana 
claimed in the 1970s that the whole of Majorca was urban, today we can say that the whole 
region is tourist-orientated (Rullan, 2002).  

Nonetheless, the boom in second homes would not have been possible if it were not for the 
improvements in accessibility which occurred from the 1990s onwards.  These improvements 
consisted of year-round frequent air transport, as well as a fast road network.  With the 
liberalisation of air space in the 1990s, many charter companies became regular airlines and 
low-cost airlines also appeared.  An airline “hub” was developed by Air Berlin in the Son Sant 
Joan Airport, with daily fl ights to central Europe and the Iberian Peninsula, and Majorca became 
less insular from this point.  Majorca was more open to Europe than ever before and it had more 
frequent fl ights to Germany than to any Spanish destination.

Tourist settlement units
In view of the regional changes caused by the rise of coastal tourism in Majorca, a complex 
system of settlements has taken shape.  With the aim of decoding the way in which tourism 
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has transformed Majorca’s coast, it is proposed that this system should be broken down into 
the units which form it, in order to next consider the way in which these relate to each other to 
generate regional systems of tourism.

During the 1990s various studies were carried out which asserted the necessity of understanding 
the tourist sphere by looking at the elements which shape it.  Different approaches have provided 
precedents for the current reinterpretation of the tourist sphere: the investigation entitled “Piezas 
mínimas del turismo” (Barba, 1992), “Plan Insular de Ordenación deTenerife” (Sabaté, 1992), 
as well as “Les formes urbanes del litoral català” (Busquets, 2003).

Tourist settlement units originated from the reinvention of forms of urban growth (Solà Morales, 
1993).  These systems, which are inherent to conventional cities, have transformed themselves 
in order to adapt to the tourist resources which led to their development, be it those related to 
leisure activities or to the landscape.  Therefore, an endeavour will be made to demonstrate 
the characteristics which distinguish tourist from urban settlements. The landscape and its 
complementary tourist resources are the causative factors for the reinvention of the forms of 
urban growth.

The complex system of tourist settlements on the Majorcan coast can be broken down into four 
categories of systems: suburban holiday settlements, tourist grid systems, tourist garden cities 
and autonomous centres.  Each of these has its own subcategories as a product of its historical 
evolution, according to the demands of tourism in every era.

Suburban holiday settlements
Suburban strips of housing initially took on the same structure as Majorcan inland towns. These 
tended to minimise infrastructural costs by taking advantage of existing roads and thoroughfares, 
presenting the criteria of direct access as a system of land subdivision.

From the 19th century the fi rst coastal holiday settlements were developed according to these 
rationales of location.  Some were developed from scratch, such as the Colonia de Sant Jordi or 
the Colonia de Sant Pere, whilst others were developed from fi shing villages, such as in “Puerto 
de Pollença” or in “Puerto de Alcudia”. In both cases they were positioned on the island’s coast, 
their regional location depending on the positioning of the inland towns, which was linked via a 
road to the closest point on the coast on which a landing point could be created.

Amongst these tourist settlements’ different characteristics, the evolution of the accommodation 
unit should be highlighted.  Initially, single-family houses followed the same patterns as 
traditional housing seen in inland towns.  With time, the holiday home began to acquire a 
new space in which to enjoy one’s free time: a porch on the side of the house facing the sea.  
This semi-private space created a viewpoint over the sea and it evolved into a space which 
holiday-makers used for socialising.  Houses which didn’t look directly over the sea also began 
to incorporate porches, capitalising on the new social advantages they offered.  In this way, 
streets’ dimensions changed, as they invested themselves with a new physiognomy which 
distinguished them from traditional inland towns.

Public spaces also made some contributions, as demonstrated by Alain Corbain in his study of 
the progressive shift in the direction of the beach.  Firstly, the beach starts to be used as a place 
to take a stroll, and eventually it becomes both a bathing space and coastal tourism’s most 
valued resource.  Some ports and associated spaces were also reinvented as leisure spaces, 
their character being affected by the arrival of holiday-makers.   

With the arrival of mass tourism, a new type of suburban holiday settlements evolved.  The 
accommodation unit changed from the single-family house to the detached building, often high-
rise.  Private open spaces grew progressively according to the type of new tourist facility (the 
hotel, the apartment or the chalet), the regional position, and the type of demand experienced 
at the time.  The rationales for the location of these settlements tended to place them along the 
length of coastal roads, taking advantage of existing routes.

Later, with the arrival of the democratic period, when it was no longer really possible to colonise 
the sea front, development was via dispersed settlements.  These were established along 
rural roads close to the coast, or in high-up places with sea views.  These systems took their 
structure from the pre-existing system of land-division, and they were often densifi ed by the 
further subdivision of plots.  The resulting form made way for detached single-family houses with 
a private open space which incorporated the characteristic Majorcan surroundings.  It was at this 
stage that the rural landscape began to serve as a direct resource for the accommodation unit.

Tourist grid systems
When new productive dynamics appeared on Majorca’s coastline at the end of the 19th century, 
various projects were developed which combined holiday usage with other economic activities.  
In many cases their regional locations could be accounted for by a pre-existing quay or small 
fi shing settlements.  These settlements were developed by extending the grid tissue, taking the 
expansion operations which the modern city used as forms of growth as a reference.
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Initially, the single-family house was the primary accommodation unit, utilising a typology 
which had already been tried and tested by suburban holiday villages.  The addition of back 
gardens shaped the block’s internal open space, which fl owed towards the street through the 
unbuilt spaces between the buildings.  Again, it was the development of the front porch which 
differentiated the spatial characteristics of these settlements from those which had developed 
in traditional inland towns of Majorca or Palma.

One of this tourist settlement’s main contributions, like that of many of the traditional settlements, 
was to form the primary foundations for the system of mass tourism.  In its role as an experiment 
in coastal tourism, Majorca would go through a learning process, part of which would concern 
the new spatial requirements necessary for the formation of the new tourist settlements.  The 
implementation of high-rise buildings was progressively replaced by spatial values relating to 
the unit and to the type of aggregation previously described.  Therefore these settlements 
adapted to tourism’s new demands for sun and sea, developing high-capacity accommodation 
of up to ten stories, which the possibility of offering rooms with sea views.  However, this 
mechanism did not always provide good results, not for the tourist facilities or for the overall 
complex.  Thus tourist grid began to evolve. 

From the 1970s new settlements were developed specifi cally for tourism.  The initial extensions 
to the grid tissues during the Fordist period were generally located in relation to the beach and 
to the road which connected the beach to pre-existing vacation settlements.  From the mid-
1970s, after the Law for Zones and Centres of Interest to National Tourism was passed, tourist 
interventions took on a new scale.  In the face of a public awareness that the seafront was not 
a limitless resource, new developments began to be constructed between the seafront and 
regional highways, one or two kilometres inland.  This meant that, as well as enjoying coastal 
resources, guests would now have easier access to the airport.  The new large-scale grid 
systems didn’t require access to traditional tourist settlements because they could generate 
their own services.

This demonstrates that tourist settlements did not need to generate an urban system surrounded 
by existing settlements.  It was only the early Fordist settlements who took advantage of the 
services and routes of access provided by existing settlements for reasons of economy.  The 
development of large blocks was generally carried out by different operators who used joint 
planning.  In this way block-size began to increase, particularly due to the typological evolution 
of tourist accommodation.  The single-family house was replaced by the detached building 
due to the need to incorporate larger private open spaces.  Large geometrically diverse grid 
systems were formed, with blocks of up to 300m and 500m in width.

The tourist garden city.
At the beginning of the 20th century Mediterranean tourist garden cities began to be established, 
according to theories developed by R. Urwin.  An evolution of the original morphology began 
to take place in the Côte d’Azur (France) with the development of new residential tourist areas.  
Later, in s’Agaró, on the Costa Brava, the fi rst state-owned garden city tied to tourism was 
developed.  During these fi rst trials, the original model was transformed due to the need to 
convert it into a base for tourist activity and to adapt it to the new context of the Mediterranean.  
In this way, up to 25 tourist garden city projects appeared in Majorca in the fi rst half of the 
1930s.  A good proportion of these projects followed mutually agreed guidelines relating to 
location and layout.

The planning of these operations commenced with the selection of a location.  Generally, new 
settlements were formed in isolation from existing holiday settlements.  They were located in 
the coastal areas offering the best aspect, generally south by southwest.  They were usually 
placed on rocky ledged coastline, close to a cove or beach, and on somewhat hilly terrain, 
so that most plots would have a direct or indirect relationship to the sea.  They were normally 
tangent to the hydrographic area.  A good part of this rationale for location was taken from 
traditional coastal settlements.

The system of public spaces came from the duality of the existing system of public spaces: 
urban spaces, and spaces more related to the sea.  Generally, urban spaces were imported 
in the form of an axis or traditional plaza, and were transformed in order to incorporate leisure 
activities, as in the case of the Aucanada project (Nicolau Rubió i Tudurí, 1933).  In the case 
of Ses Marines in Cala d’Or (Felipe Bellini, 1932) a series of urban parks were incorporated, 
raising the quality of its public open spaces.  A relationship with the sea was generally developed 
via various mechanisms along the rocky coast.  One of these was the coastal path, which 
offered a linear relationship with the sea and a new way to enjoy the surroundings, for example 
the Canayamel project (Heinz Moritz, 1933 – Gabriel Alomar, 1959).  Another example is the 
viewpoint.  These were dotted around the coast creating an element of surprise, an example 
being the series of viewpoints on the Ses Marines project.
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From the 1950s, with the development of larger garden cities, public open spaces generally 
took on the shape of corridors perpendicular to the craggy coastline.  In some cases they 
followed hillside gullies, and in other cases they merely provided access to different points 
along the coast.  These were probably the fi rst tourist settlements to integrate the hydrographic 
area into their layout, for example on the Costa dels Pins (Miguel Fisac, 1957).  Despite being 
adjacent to the beach, garden cities did not usually provide intentional direct access.  We can 
see that garden cities valued the rugged landscape over and above the beach.

Therefore, we can see that there was a disposition for tourist settlements to take on spatially 
attractive characteristics, be it by making the most of the pre-existing landscapes or by creating 
new ones.  In this way, public spaces have generated a great diversity of conditions and these 
have indirectly affected the qualities of private spaces.

In terms of private spaces, Mediterranean tourist garden cities have generally occupied larger 
plots of land than the original garden cities, with even the most modest tourist settlements 
boasting an average area of between 900 and 1,700m2.  In addition, the rate of building 
occupation has generally been very low, around 20%.  This has allowed for the joining together 
of private open spaces, and large wooded and landscaped areas have been generated.  This 
is an example of the way in which a resolution to invest the complex with values related to 
landscape has also been demonstrated in private spaces.

Density has been another factor which has differentiated urban-style garden cities.  For example, 
in La Costa dels Pins, there are only fi ve dwellings per hectare, which are offset by the centrality 
of a hotel offering a concentration of 206 rooms and a series of complementary services.  
Nonetheless, this is a long way from the 25 dwellings per hectare which were generally seen 
in Anglo-Saxon garden cities8 and in many of the urban garden cities which were developed in 
Majorca since the 1950s.

Sporting facilities do not generally demonstrate a disposition to integrate themselves into the 
tourist settlement, preferring to seek a certain level of exclusivity.  For example, in the marina in 
Costa dels Pins access is to all intentents and purposes restricted for tourists who are staying in 
the unit.  Similarly, the 40 hectare golf course is practically external to the garden city, adjacent 
to the “Torrent de Son Jordi”.

Autonomous centres
This tourist settlement unit consists of an autonomous complex of a certain dimension with 
functions obviously geared towards tourism.  Both the project itself and its management are 
collective in nature, and planning is normally a joint process.

From the 1960s, these centres developed as an alternative to Fordist sun and sea hotels and 
were known at that time as holiday cities.  They borrowed many mechanisms from the housing 
policies which had been applied to cities or industrial regions.  Nonetheless, on Majorca there 
were some tourist industry forerunners who were already following some of the guidelines 
characteristic to these mechanisms.  The fi rst case would be the Hotel Formentor, which was 
conceived as an autonomous unit in the 1920s.  There was also the French Club Mediterranée, 
whose model was developed from the fi rst ‘holiday city’ built in Alcudia, Majorca in 1951. 

Autonomous centres tended to choose isolated locations in landscapes of high environmental 
value, where possible on the seafront, such as the Club Pollentia in s’Albufereta. 

Open spaces could account for up to 80% of land use, and the majority of these were joint-
run, accommodating leisure activity programs, initially on a medium-scale.  Despite presenting 
an apparently low occupancy-rate, some autonomous centres had very high accommodation 
capacities, undoubtedly due to the low percentage of land dedicated to road use.  As well as 
adding to the complementary package available to tourists as part of the differentiated product 
which was being offered, leisure facilities began to incorporate all the services a tourist might 
need.

In time, few locations with valuable landscapes and a direct relationship with the sea were left 
available.  Therefore new developments began to be located in relation to existing settlements.  
The autonomous centres of the previous generation began to integrate into their planning 
processes different leisure activities that offered unique landscapes, in order to compensate for 
the characteristics of their natural setting.  The most outstanding among these are the marina 
and the golf course.  A golf course gains kudos from the size of the private open space it offers, 
which is usually large, as well as from the added value provided by its greenery.  The building 
development usually consists of second homes and the occasional hotel, and plots are of a 
certain dimension with low occupancy rates.  Both the hotel and the facilities tend to take a 
central position in the complex, giving access to the golf course.

8  If we look at Unwin and B.Parkers’ plans, we can see that Letchworth (1904-1920) had a density of 25 dwellings per 
hectare and that Hampstead had almost 20 dwellings per hectare.
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Conclusions regarding tourist settlement units
The rationales behind choice of location, like those of layout, have been defi ned by the need 
to take maximum advantage of tourist resources.  Initially, when there is a greater availability 
of plots, the characteristics of the landscape is the main deciding factor.  When it is no longer 
possible to acquire an “attractive” location, new criteria are used, which will be demonstrated 
in the following points.

Topography as a resource for tourism:

Historically, low-density typographies, such as garden cities or some autonomous centres, 
have tended to be situated in somewhat sloped areas, because:
- The buildings are on a small enough scale that they can offer adapt to the topography.
- Their terraced position means that all buildings can enjoy sea views.
- The location of buildings in sloped areas means that fl atter areas can be used for other 

programs which are part of the complementary product: public or communal open spaces, 
leisure facilities, etc.

- The spaced-out layout of buildings allows run-offs from the hillside to fl ow between them.

Comparative chart of tourist 
tissues. Source: own elaboration.
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Developments on large plots of land tend to generate more complex accommodation units, 
and therefore these types of developments are generally situated on more level sites.  To 
compensate for the lack of elevation, these facilities have needed to apply new mechanisms, 
such as the reinvention of the topology and the landscape.  The reinvention of the topology 
occurred when Fordist hotels compensated for the lack of high-ground on beaches by means 
of the high-rise building, responding to the demand for mass accommodation and generating 
a new artifi cial topography which guaranteed a sea view to all visitors.  The reinvention and 
importation of landscapes would later be generated from the regulation and reduction of the 
maximum building height permitted in tourist areas.  Additionally, we can use the topographical 
conditions to defi ne which settlement and unit typologies are optimal for the planning of tourist 
accommodation, avoiding previously-seen abuses of resources, such as:

- The occupation of areas which are at environmental or geographical risk, such as very steep 
slopes or gullies.

- The introduction of accommodation typologies which are not suitable for the topographical conditions 
or for the settlement itself, such as the placing of high-rise buildings in very steep areas.

- The replication of high-rise buildings along the seafront, producing a screening effect, 
privatising views and access.

The reinvention of existing landscape resources:

These mechanisms have almost always been based on the introduction of new uses, which 
usually form part of the complementary product.  This is achieved by the adaptation or reinvention 
of existing landscapes in order to optimise tourists’ enjoyment, as we can see in the following 
examples of the way in which spaces have evolved:

- The sea and three of the ways in which it can be enjoyed: by bathing, by enjoying the views, 
and by visiting it on outings.

- The transformation of the dune system into the beach/promenade combination.
- From the torrent mouth as a natural wharf to the leisure harbour.
- From coastal lagoons to marinas.
- From cliffs to coastal paths and viewpoints.
- From the torrent bed to the environmental corridor.

However, this process of mutation has always been a point of confl ict when it comes to evaluating 
the impact which tourist activity has had on the existing landscape.

Imported landscapes:

Different landscapes have been imported in each of tourism’s eras.  In the early years of tourist 
development, the ages of elite and Fordist tourism, there was a tendency to import spaces which 
had been experienced in the city.  In the post-Fordist age, faced with the continual changes 
which the coastal landscape had been subjected to, there was a tendency to develop spaces 
related to very concrete activities, for example the different types of leisure spaces.

The growing tendency to incorporate landscape within private plots:

Initially, whilst there was still available land on the seafront, tourist settlements tended to 
possess small private open spaces, because their surroundings generally provided them with 
an excellent-quality environment and landscape.  The main open space which was developed 
along the seafront was the promenade or coastal path.  Since it has no longer been possible to 
occupy the seafront, both for its protection as well as on account of the lack of available land, 
tourist settlements have demonstrated that they are unable to generate new public spaces of 
suffi cient substance.  For this reason, private initiatives have lost faith in public open spaces 
and have started to incorporate ever-larger landscapes within lots.  Tourist settlements have 
therefore had to alter their planning rationales for open spaces away from those developed in 
cities, which have had to increase the percentage of public open spaces.  Nonetheless, one of 
the most interesting contributions made by public open spaces has been different ways in which 
neighbouring plots have been adjoined.   

Regional-tourist settlement systems

As an extension of the phenomenon, tourist settlements follow their own self-imposed guidelines, 
which have shaped a specifi c system of settlements that we shall call regional-tourism systems.  
The vacation typologies demonstrate some location selection instruments which are motivated 
more by tourism resources than by a relationship with existing settlements which are part of an 
urban structure.  Therefore it is important to recognise the location rationales which are specifi c 
to these systems on a regional scale, in order to evaluate their disposition in relation to their 
resources and to means of access.
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Introduction to the tourist space: “Playa de Palma”.
The construction norms which apply to a large part of the Majorcan coastline are demonstrated 
in this highly representative case study.  This area is located in the Palma conurbation, next to 
the airport, the entrance to the island, meaning that it generates considerable regional dynamics.  
The area consists of 13 kilometres of coastline, of which 6km are beach.  Its tourist facilities 
can accommodate up to 40,000 visitors, and there are 20,000 permanent residents.  With the 
objective of gaining a deliberate understanding of this tourist settlement, two approaches are 
presented: from the system’s origin, and from an understanding of the complex’s deportment.

The historical evolution.
The birth of tourism, the age of elite tourism (until the beginning of the Civil War in 1936):

During the 19th century small settlements were created based on the different productive 
activities carried out in the region.  Amongst them, two settlements appeared on Playa de 
Palma: Can Pastilla and s’Arenal.  The most characteristic design was that of de s’Arenal, 
which is situated between two torrent beds, the seafront and the railway line from Palma to 
Santanyí.  Its planning rationale was provided by the structure of two existing roads along which 

the fi rst suburban settlements began to develop.

Towards the 1920s, an amplifi cation of Playa de Palma’s main settlement, s’Arenal de Llucmajor, 
extended the grid system, exploiting easy access to the railway line and the development of a 
major port.

The mass tourism boom, the Fordist era (1950-1973):
At the beginning of the 1950s a number of tourist garden cities were developed.  In some cases 
they were used by existing traditional settlements as models for growth, such as in the case 
of “San Antonio de la Playa” in Can Pastilla.  In other cases they were located in isolation, 
occupying the sand dune system on the beach.  They were strategically placed with relation to 
roads which connected them to the railway system and to inland agricultural settlements, such 
as   Sometimes and Ca n’Alegria, or along the coastal roads, such as the settlements which 
appeared between Ses Fontanelles and Can Pastilla.

Mass tourism arrived with the inauguration of Son Sant Joan Airport in 1959.  The area 
experienced a special type of development owning to its proximity to the island’s point of entry.  
This fresh form of tourism had new spatial requirements and made more intensive use of the 
landscape.  Due to the lack of new urban infrastructures, hotel facilities developed along the 
seafront, generating a continuous façade.  They took full advantage of their principle landscape 

Developments produced before 
the beginning of the 20th century. 
Source: own elaboration

Developments established at the 
beginning of the 20th century. 
Source: own elaboration

Developments established in the 
1930s and 1950s. Source: own 
elaboration
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resource, the beach, as well as of the only existing road providing access which ran along 
the seafront.  Since the beginning of mass tourism, hotels had been attracted to pre-existing 
settlements, whether it was for their morphology or for the services they could offer.  When 
new typologies of high-rise accommodation began to be offered, suburban holiday settlements 
suffered a considerable transformation.

Tourist-residential dispersion, the era of new forms of tourism (1974-2008):

The principal symbol of post-Fordist tourism was the construction of the expressway.  This 
brought Playa de Palma closer to both Palma town and to the rest of the island.  Up to this point 
the primary reason to travel to the area had been to enjoy the beach and its surroundings, but 
with the arrival of the expressway, the whole region was converted into a tourist product.  It is 
therefore no surprise that the new tourist developments were located in the new entrance to 
Playa de Palma, the roads leading to the expressway. Two new types of settlements appeared: 
Post-Fordist extensions to the grid system were used as a mechanism to sew-up any spaces 
between existing settlements, whilst other gridded areas of a more informal nature were located 
between existing settlements and the expressway, making use of the services of the fi rst as well 
as the accessibility offered by the new road.

Other settlements, such as the Son Verí Nou and the Es Carnatge garden cities, were placed 
on the last remaining coastal land available for development on the Bay of Palma.  In response 
to the sun and sea tourism mono-product, new resources were developed in an attempt to 
diversify the offer.  In this way large tourist facilities were established in relation to the new 
routes, such as an entertainment centre (Es Fogueró), a water park (Aquacity) or an aquarium, 
which was attached to what would become a sizeable retail and leisure centre (Aqua Magica).  
New landscapes were also introduced to the seafront via the transformation of old fi shing ports 
into large marinas.

Conclusions regarding regional tourism systems

The evolution of lot-size in relation to the decline in quality of the surrounding landscape:

In the early years of mass tourism, despite the densifi cation of traditional settlements, the 
reduced size of private green spaces was compensated for by the natural surroundings.  Later, 
the settlements which were located amongst the sand dune systems on the beach, like the grid 

Developments established in the 
1960s and the 1970s. Source: 

own elaboration.

Developments established in the 
1980s and the 1990s. Source: 

own elaboration

Developments produced over 
the last 15 years. Source: own 

elaboration
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tissues, had to offer ever-larger block sizes in order to allow the tourist facility to internalise new 
landscapes in its open spaces and therefore compensate for the distance from the seafront. 

The lack of spatial structuring between settlements, due to their own planning rationale:

This is the result of the way in which some open spaces were conceived autonomously for each 
settlement, meaning that currently the promenade is the only factor which unites them.  The 
regional tourism system has developed as a body of settlements which are located in relation to 
the resources which motivated their existence, but which have not demonstrated a disposition 
to generate an urban structure. 

New rationales for the location of tourist settlements based on a relationship with the landscape 
resources which were most highly-valued in each era:

However, this relationship has not always been a positive one, and in many cases it has been 
detrimental to the landscape.  Until the 1950s tourist settlements tended to place themselves 
at a respectful distance from the elements which structure the region.  Later, with the arrival of 
mass tourism, tourist establishments sought a direct relationship with the beach, developing 
high-rise buildings as a mechanism to offer sea views to the maximum number of guests.  
Progressively, these new settlements would blur the boundaries of the hydrographical system 
and occupy the coastal sand dune and marsh systems, moving backwards from the seafront.

Inadequacies in landscape management.:

The principle part of the landscape which has been transformed in order to put it to use as a 
tourist resource has been the promenade.  This has been detrimental to the terrain which is 
slightly inland from the coast.  According to the new motivations of tourists, the visitor seeks 
a better choice of leisure products (Vera, 1997), tending to pursue new resources in as-yet 
unexploited regions, aided by good accessibility.  Therefore the rest of the island has been 
exposed to the tourism phenomenon in the place of making use of the other resources which 
are implicit to the coast thanks to its history and its very nature.  Consequently, there has 
been a tendency towards the degradation of the rural surroundings in tourist areas, as well 
as a tendency to colonise these areas for diverse peri-urban uses.  Old quarries have been 
converted into gravel pits, waste tips or outlets for the construction industry.  Wetlands and 
torrent mouths have had to be channelled or occupied by new tourist facilities or infrastructures.  
And the agricultural landscape has been peppered with various confl icting uses, leading to 
its gradual colonisation.  In short, having exploited the tourist resources of the sun and the 
beach, this region hasn’t been capable of reinventing its product, generating diseconomies of 
urbanisation (Cals, 1993) towards the natural or cultural value of the coast landscape.
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Introduction
Google Earth and airplanes give access to map-scale top-down views of cities.  As a result, 
observers have a perspective allowing them to view the city as a whole in a towering position as 
if they controlled it from outside.  This ‘geography from above’ empowers policy-makers and city 
users giving them a sense of control over the visualized object thereby making it submissive to 
their desires.  In this paper, the meaning and agency of aerial vision is fi rst investigated.  Then, 
the systematic fractalization of Dubai’s shoreline is analyzed as the case-study of a cityscape 
that underwent sudden transformation by the agency of aerial vision.

Part 1: Meaning and Agency of Aerial Vision

Meaning of Vision

Ocular and Imaginative Vision
First, the word ‘vision’ encapsulates essentially two connotations: the act of registering 
information (which is a visual function), and the act of imagining realities (which relates to the 
sense of anticipation and is a pro-active response).  These two nuances are diffi cult to dissociate 
in practice; they are in a dialectical relationship.  The process of vision is thus a dynamic that 
encompasses visualizing (seeing things), understanding (asking why things are that way), and 
fi nally recombining the visualized elements (asking why not, i.e. a process of re-vision).

Roland Barthes explains that photographs “for all their abstraction, have an oddly constitutive 
power in the shaping of reality and the perceiving of place and time.” 1  The photographic 
image of a place has the ability to reconfi gure the features of that place.  As an example, the 
emergence of the photographic theme of the ‘nocturne‘ at the end of the 19th century has 
popularized a certain type of lighting and atmosphere and led to the emergence of a new spatial 
aesthetic out of  ‘clair-obscures‘ and neon lightings in the streets of New York.

Totality and Fragment of Vision
Second, vision implies a vantage point, an observer, and an object of vision.  There is an 
infi nite stream of vantage points and perspectives for any given object.  Seeing the totality 
of one thing is impossible.  Vision implies a choice of viewing angle.  It is therefore always 
partial.  The act of viewing, through the choice of a given vantage point, implies the exclusion 
of other possible perspectives.  The choice of a viewing angle is thus a decision to discard all 
others.  Thus viewing an object is really viewing some of its features while overlooking, ignoring 
or obfuscating some other features of the whole object.  (For example, the features of the 
chandelier that I see from where I am sitting are different from the ones you see from where 
you are sitting and yet the object is the same.  These two viewing angles are only two among 
an infi nite number of possible angles).

Cultural Meaning of Vision
Third, the process of vision is part of a social and cultural context.  It belongs to a visual 
language, it is a cultural construct.  There are various ways of seeing the same thing from the 
same perspective.  Vision implies the act of registering and anticipating between a subject and 
an object.  It is part of subjective codes of vision.  In fact, Denis Cosgrove reminds us that “how 
a particular people view, value, and act upon the land is in large part structured through their 
codes, conventions, and schemata of representation – their cultural images.” 2  A single and 
same image has numerous possible interpretations for different subjects.  An image exists for a 
specifi c public through a number of conditions of production, circulation, and reception.

According to Denis Cosgrove: “there are ‘ways of seeing’ that vary with individuals, genders, 
cultures, and so on; and there are histories and historical geographies of seeing” 3  Human 
cognitive and emotional relationships to the world operate, but not exclusively, through the 
sense of sight.  The relationship between vision and knowledge varies according to cultures and 
civilizations.  In the western tradition, the visual object has been strongly related to knowledge.  
1  Roland BARTHES, Camera lucida: refl ections on photography (London: Vintage, 1993), p.16.
2  James CORNER, Taking measure across the American landscape (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1996), 
pp.xi-xii.
3  Denis COSGROVE, Geography and vision: seeing, imagining and representing the world (New York, NY: Macmillan, 
2008), p.5.
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Hence Saint Thomas’ assertion: “One has to see in order to believe” became a creed.  The 
epistemology of vision in western tradition was related to particular forms of power in capitalism 
or in imperialism.4

The distrust of vision at the end of the 20th century is rooted in a number of theoretical 
disagreements.  “Second-wave feminism and post-colonial theory in the 1980s and 1990s 
argued that the dominant ways of seeing that had emerged with cognitive theories in the West 
since Enlightenment and their relationship with representation in painting, photography, and 
moving pictures (as well as with cartography), were phallocentric, colonialist and had ulterior 
motivations.  ‘The gaze’, as this mode of seeing and its related forms of representation were 
termed, was described as inescapably voyeuristic, domineering and exploitative.” 5

Vision in non-western cultures such as Sufi  tradition has been associated with incompleteness.  
For Sufi  thinkers, the world is mainly invisible (batin), and the visible part of it (dhahir) is only 
a small fragment of it.  This is at the origin of Islam’s iconoclasm, where the unseen and the 
unthought lie at the center of the vision of the world.

Parameters of Vision
Fourth, vision can become parametric.  A computer can translate objectively into a 1/0 
language a photographic image, the bias of the observer lying in the selection of the angle of 
the said image.  This is part of computational vision.  Scientifi c imagery works on parametric/
computational vision.  For example, photogrammetry is a technology to get information of an 
object by photon media, which is recorded on a fi lm or electronic sensor. The information will be 
registered after digital interpretation of the object.

Specifi cities of Aerial Vision

Aerial Vision among other Forms of Representation 
The writer Louis Marin who describes the different modes of representation of the city since 
the 16th century draws a distinction between “the utopic representation and two other types 
of images: the panorama and the map.  The panorama is an elevation, a frontal view: the 
viewer is fi xed to one spot on the ground, the city is seen as a horizon in the distance, but only 
the buildings in the foreground can be seen, the others remain hidden.  In the fl at plan, the 
whole city is ‘given as a whole simultaneously’, but purely as a surface structure, a geometric 
diagram.”  6  The map’s fl at image shows a vertical view of the city, but there is no living eye that 
could see this “view” (except birds).  Strictly speaking, there is no “view,” and there is no “city.”  
The fact that everything is visible gives away the fact that in truth the so-called “city” is purely a 
drawn space.  One cannot live in a city and truly see it.  One can only see a map thereof. 

The utopic representation lies between the map and the panorama.  The bird’s eye view shows 
a complete image of the city but from a single viewpoint.  It is a positioned view, from which 
point the city seems completely displayed, hiding nothing.  A possible view in one sense, and 
yet also an impossible one, for no one would be able to occupy this total viewpoint for a long 
time to come: “One can see all.  But the eye placed at this point occupies a place that is an 
‘other’ point of view: it is in fact impossible to occupy this space.  It is a point of space where no 
man can see: a no-place not outside space but nowhere, utopic.” 7  The aerial view image has 
emerged fi rst as a utopic vision.

James Corner explains that the power of the aerial image lies less in its descriptive than in its 
conditioning capacity (how one sees and acts within the built-up environment).  He says “like 
other instruments and methods of representation, the aerial view refl ects and constructs the 
world; it has enormous landscape agency, in real and imaginary ways.” 8  Over time, different 
people see the same world in radically different ways; this development originates more from 
the ways and means of seeing and acting than from the inherent evolution of the world.  The 
process of description and projection imply taking a particular viewpoint – both spatial and 
rhetorical – that not only refl ects a given reality but is also productive of one.  Furthermore, the 
adoption of a viewpoint in representation is never neutral or without agency and effect.  Rather, 
representations are “projections, renderings of reality that are drawn from and thrown onto, the 
world.  Moreover, the history of painting, literature, and cartography has shown us that a mirror 
copy of the world, or a description that is so precise and truthful as to be  identical to the object 
it describes is simply an impossible illusion and that the ontological presence of representation 
itself is unavoidable.” 9  Thus, new instruments of vision have characteristics and specifi cities 
(scale, position, and type of observation), and these views are codifi ed as any new language.

4  Denis COSGROVE, Geographical imagination and the authority of images: Hettner-Lecture (Stuttgart: Steiner, 2006), p.86.
5  Denis COSGROVE, Geography and vision: seeing, imagining and representing the world (New York, NY: Macmillan, 
2008), p.4.
6  Jean-Marc BESSE, “Aerial View” in Alex S. MACLEAN (ed.), Designs on the land: Exploring America from the air (New 
York, NY: Thames and Hudson, 2003), p.342.
7  Ibid., p.342.
8  James CORNER and Alex S. MACLEAN, Taking measure across the American landscape (New Haven, CT: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1996), p.16.
9   James CORNER and Alex S. MACLEAN, Taking measure across the American landscape (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1996), p.16.
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Synthetic Vision: Abstract, Diagrammatic and Dimensional
Ernest Hemingway describes his impression inside an airplane: “We headed almost straight 
east of Paris and the ground began to fl atten out beneath us.  It looked cut into brown squares, 
yellow squares, green squares, and big fl at blotches of green where there was a forest.  I began 
to understand cubist painting.” 10  

The views from above show geometric shapes put in relation with each other.  They express 
a functional relation between things. Everything is there, but oddly is unrecognizable.  The 
view has hidden what we usually perceive from things, their frontal appearance.  The view 
has abstracted the objects to retain their dimensions and relationships.   “Gutkind believed 
that such a view encourages synthetic rather than analytic thought: everything falls into a true 
perspective, even man himself, as an integral part of the whole.” 11  

James Corner notes that “from above the various relationships amongst physical dimensions, 
human activities, natural forces, and cultural values can be seen to be as orderly, productive, 
and sophisticated as they are brutal and errant.” 12

Metric Vision
The introduction of measurement into the landscape has radically changed our relation to our 
environment, as explained in Charles Waldheim’s The Recovery of the Landscape: 13 the metric 
replaces the scenic.  James Corner and Alex McNeal explain their aerial journey into America: 
“our attention fi nally settled upon the topic of measure, particularly the relationship between 
how measures employed in seeing the world affect actions taken within it and how particular 
kinds of reality are then constructed.  The photographs alone soon proved to be insuffi cient 
representations with regard to this new focus.  Instead the map, with its reference to scale and 
synoptic mode of representation, increasingly assumed new levels of signifi cance for us.” 14

The interrelationship of numerical, instrumental, and ethical dimensions of measures taken across 
a landscape, forms the basis of metric vision.  “The American landscape is herein presented as 
a densely measured construction site made up of survey lines, clearings, highways, railroads, 
hedgerows, fi elds, canals, levees, dams, buildings, towns, and other spacing’s, constructs and 
marks that secure settlement and enable human occupation of land.  Consequently, the way 
a particular landscape looks is considered inseparable from, and integral to, the day-to-day 
activities and values of its occupants.” 15  Thus the quantitative measures of land have a threefold 
nature: they are the guide, the outcome, and the gauge of cultural activity and meaning.

Agency of Aerial Vision
Aerial Reconnaissance and Survey
There is no innocent eye.  As James Corner comes to realize, reality is always read and 
written with prejudice, and maps are therefore susceptible to ideology and the abuse of 
power. 16  Powerfully effective symbolic and semantic effects of representation are found in the 
propaganda maps of irredentist regimes which present national territories in ways that were 
topographically incorrect in order to promote and control the imagination of the populace.  Also, 
in the area of tourism, maps of national parks, tourist areas, and commercial districts precipitate 
forms of perception that serve the interests of those who commission the map.  Likewise, aerial 
representations have enabled a new awareness of regional and global ecologies, instigated the 
planning and large scale settlement of land, and affected the imaginations of millions of people 
who now live in, and act upon, the Planet. 

Aerial Vision and Design
Introductions of new modes of representation have profound impacts on the way space is 
designed.  James Corner explains: “The development of pictorial perspective during the 16th 
century, for example, profoundly infl uenced the depiction of space as well as its subsequent 
design and construction. The gardens at Versailles exemplify perspectival practice, embodying 
a shift in spatial and aesthetic sensibility and at the same time symbolizing the new regal power 
of 17th-century France together with the development of Enlightenment science.” 17

Similarly, Adnan Morshed highlights the infl uence of the aerial view on the design of cities in 
Le Corbusier’s projects.  “The early 20th-century invention of the airplane brought on a cultural 
euphoria that infl uenced the works and writings of urbanists, architects, artists, and science-

10  Ernest HEMINGWAY, “Vision and painting” in Rupert MARTIN (ed.), The view from above: 125 years of aerial photog-
raphy (London: Photographer’s Gallery, 1983), p.2.
11  Denis COSGROVE, “Aerial vision” in James CORNER (ed.), Taking measure across the American landscape (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1996), p.4.
12  James CORNER and Alex S. MACLEAN, Taking measure across the American landscape (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1996), p.xix.
13  Charles WALDHEIM, “Aerial representation and the recovery of the landscape” in James CORNER (ed.), Recovering 
landscape (New York, NY: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), p.78.
14  James CORNER and Alex S. MACLEAN, Taking measure across the American landscape (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1996), p.xvi.
15  Ibid., p.xviii.
16  Ibid., p.18.
17  James CORNER and Alex S. MACLEAN, Taking measure across the American landscape (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1996), p.16.
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fi ction writers during the 1920s and 1930s.  Le Corbusier’s urban design for Rio de Janeiro 
– which he sketched, so he claimed, from an airplane – offers a visual basis to study how the 
aesthetic experience of fl ight was translated spatially, visually, and politically into his design 
of the future city.” 18  Through the aerial ‘discovery’ of the geography of South America, Le 
Corbusier understood that there was a new empowerment in the act of looking from above, 
which profoundly infl uenced his design interventions.

The advent of fl ight ushered in new kinds of visual and spatial perceptions that went beyond the 
traditional bird’s-eye views of the post-Renaissance era.  “It posed a set of theoretical questions 
for urban designers: What is the implication of an aerial viewpoint on our perception of an object?  
How does our mental image of cities and geographies change when we look at them from 
above?  How does the particular mode of looking from above affect design strategies?” 18.  Le 
Corbusier sketched his design when he had “gone up in a plane for observation and glided like a 
bird over all the bays.” 19 But he did more than just observe: “In the plane, I had my sketchbook, 
and as everything became clear to me, I sketched . . . the ideas of modern planning.” 19 

Le Corbusier’s fi rst fl ight was in 1928, only a year after Lindbergh’s fl ight across the Atlantic, 
but it was his fl ying over South America in 1929 that provided him with the opportunity of 
truly internalizing the aerial experience in his thinking.  Upon arrival in Buenos Aires, Le 
Corbusier met Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, the famous writer, pilot, and operations manager of 
the pioneering French Compagnie Génerale Aéropostale that had established a number of 
aerial routes within the continent.  Aéropostale invited Le Corbusier to participate in a number of 
inaugural passenger fl ights over the delta of the Paraná, the estuary of the Rio de la Plata, the 
Pampas, Buenos Aires, Asuncion, Montevideo, São Paulo, and Rio de Janeiro. Saint-Exupéry 
described the exploration of a “new geography from above” in his important literary works of the 
time: Vol de Nuit (Night Flight, 1931) and Terre des Hommes (Wind, Sand and Stars, 1939). 20

In Aircraft, Le Corbusier described his own reactions to fl ight: “The airplane, in the sky, carries 
our hearts above mediocre things. The airplane has given us the bird’s-eye view. When 
the eye sees clearly, the mind makes a clear decision.” 21  Although the airplane has today 
become commonplace, in the early twentieth-century fl ight had a profound impact on popular 
imagination, as well as on intellectuals and artists. Filippo Thomaso Marinetti, Robert Delaunay, 
Guillaume Apollinaire, Kasimir Malevich, and László Moholy-Nagy, internalized aerial themes 
into their search for new spatial dynamics.  Le Corbusier’s Aircraft belonged to this evolving 
“genre” of aerial discourse.  For Le Corbusier, the airplane fi lled two modernist ambitions: fi rstly, 
to promote the idea of a new age based on machine aesthetics, and secondly, to view a hitherto 
unseen world from a high point as through the eyes of the dieu voyeur.  Le Corbusier was 
elated by the idea of fl ying and seeing the world from above.  In a chapter in Towards a New 
Architecture (1925), entitled “Airplanes,” Le Corbusier shows his doubly operative gaze: looking 
at the airplane, but also looking from it. 22  In the fi rst image in the book, he looks at the airplane 
as a modern aesthetic object; in the second, he gazes down from the airplane’s cockpit at an 
otherwise unseen geography.

A new ‘scale of greatness’ is revealed with aerial view extending the relations between the city 
and the landscape.  In South America, Le Corbusier developed urban design ideas not only for 
Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo, São Paulo, and Buenos Aires.  The Cartesian perception of space 
of his earlier work was now replaced by the linear distribution of the viaduct that would appear 
again in his 1931 project, the “Plan Obus” for Algiers.  In Algeria, Le Corbusier also took part in 
a number of aerial expeditions, his pilot friend Durafour fl ying him to the country’s desert cities 
of the M’Zab region.  “From the airplane, I was able to discover the principle of the towns of the 
M’Zab.  The airplane had revealed everything to us, and what it had revealed provided a great 
lesson.  For one day soon, the implication of the bird’s eye view, that nobility, grandeur and style 
should be brought into the plan of our cities, will be a fact.  A new scale of greatness will impel 
the architecture of the city and the scope of its undertakings.” 23

Le Corbusier’s designs for South America and Algeria showed how the symbolism and 
experience of fl ight were translated spatially, visually, and politically into the city of the future.  
“Rather than simply proposing the trajectory of future urban planning, the Corbusian projects 
combined the very nature of seeing, and eventually of spatial organization, with a complex 
amalgam of geographical, technological, and moral questions stemming from aerial themes.”24

18  Adnan MORSHED, “the cultural politics of aerial vision: Le Corbusier in Brazil” in Journal of Architectural Education, 
55 (May 2002): p.201.
19  LE CORBUSIER, Précisions: On the present state of architecture and city planning, Edith SCHREIBER AUJAME, 
trans. (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1991), p. 235-236.
20  Ben DALEY, “Writing from Above: Representations of Landscapes, Places and People in the Works of Antoine de 
Saint-Exupéry,” Journal of Cultural Geography 26 (June 2009), pp.127-147.
21  LE CORBUSIER, Aircraft (New York: Universe Books, 1988), p.13.
22  Adnan MORSHED, “the cultural politics of aerial vision: Le Corbusier in Brazil” in Journal of Architectural Education, 
55 (May 2002): p.202.
23  LE CORBUSIER, Aircraft (New York: Universe Books, 1988), p.12-13.
24  Adnan MORSHED, “the cultural politics of aerial vision: Le Corbusier in Brazil” in Journal of Architectural Education, 
55 (May 2002): p.207.
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“Le Corbusier’s aerial discovery of the law of the meander created a broad framework for the 
representation of, and intervention in, the territory. The curving line that he drew from the airplane, 
ironically, became a 100-meter-high megastructure – suggesting a tentative assimilation of 
Brazil’s impoverished sertaõ – a hovering megastructure that negated the backlanders’ very 
concept of rootedness in their own soil.” 24

View from Outer Space 
With the fi rst images of the Earth from the Apollo missions, it appears that humanity has reached 
a perspective enabling it to act on Earth and its nature as if it controlled it from ‘outside.’  “The 
ability to see the world from above culminated in the Apollo photograph of the spherical Earth, 
whole and un-shadowed taken in 1972.  Responses to that image have stressed the unity of the 
global vision coupled with the need for local sensitivity in a globalized world.” 25  Today, satellite 
technologies which offer “zooming” and “panning” navigation capabilities, reinforce the concept 
of Earth as the “object.”  In fact, the interface of Google Earth at log-on resembles the image of 
Earth taken by the Apollo 17 mission. 26 

The aerial view has this interesting zooming quality, it spans from the macro to the micro scale.  
Mark Dorrian makes an analogy between the aerial view and the microscope view.  He explains: 
“in contrast with the telescope, the microscope requires that one gazes down in aerial fashion into 
the eye-piece.  Rather than being directed toward a constellation of objects at variable distances 
from the eye, the microscope is instead directed toward a surface or screen, the fl at slide within 
which the prepared object of study is held.  With the microscope, the light that permits scrutiny 
does not radiate from the object but rather (at least historically) from above (the position of the 
observer) albeit redirected to illuminate the slide from behind by a mirror. This set-up reproduces 
the basic structure of the aerial view and it comes as no surprise to fi nd early aviators analogizing 
the view from an aeroplane to that through a microscope.” 27  Similarly, of his experiences as a 
war pilot, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry wrote: “All I can see on the vertical are curios from another 
age, beneath clear, untrembling glass.  I lean over crystal frames in a museum; I tower above a 
great sparkling pane, the great pane of my cockpit.  Below are men – protozoa on a microscope 
slide – I am a scientist, and for me their war is a laboratory experiment.” 28

This ‘geography from above’ empowers policy-makers and city planners through a feeling of 
control putting the subject of vision under their spell and making it submissive to their whims.  
Dubai has embraced a re-vision of itself.  Through this daring process, it has materialized and 
experimented with an aerial vision-based model of urbanism.  Rem Koolhaas even noted that 
“Dubai is a laboratory where one makes discoveries.” 29  Dubai’s (re)vision of itself is simultaneously 
ocular and imaginative, as it belongs to the sense of sight and the sense of anticipation.  

25  James CORNER and Alex S. MACLEAN, Taking measure across the American landscape (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1996), p.4.
26  Stacy BOLDRICK, “Reviewing the Aerial View: A Tool of Explanation, Wonder and Domination. Miniaturizing Ourselves, 
Amplifying the Miniature,” Arq 11(1) (2007): pp.11-14.
27  Mark DORRIAN, “The aerial view: Notes for a cultural history” in Strates, ed. Frédéric POUSIN and Hélène JANNIÈRE 
(Paris: CNRS, 2007).
28  Antoine de SAINT-EXUPÉRY, Pilote de guerre, (Paris, Gallimard, 1942).
29  Rem KOOLHAAS, “Dubai est un laboratoire où l’on fait des découvertes,” UlysseMag, Jan. 2009.  
http://www.ulyssemag.com/article/2009/01/01/dubai-est-un-laboratoire-ou-l-on-fait-des-decouvertes-0

[fi g. 1] Aerial view of the 
shoreline with the iconic Burj Al 
Arab, Dubai’s fi rst artifi cial island 
experiment.
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Dubai archipelago projects exemplify the three steps of vision, as presented in the fi rst part of 
this development: visualizing (seeing things), understanding (asking why things are that way), 
and fi nally recombining (asking why not).  As a result, the ‘Dubai model’ envisioned iconographic 
artifi cial island projects (Burj Al Arab, Palm Jumeirah, Palm Jebel Ali, Palm Deira) to freshen 
up the city aerial looks through new tentacles and appendices in the hope of putting the city on 
the tourist map [fi g. 1].  

Part 2: The Construction of Land and Representation through the Satellite 
View

Strongly bound to cities, images are the instruments through which subjects make sense of their 
environment and transform it. Since 1999, Dubai has been engaged in planning and building 
three artifi cial island formations off its coast. Promoted as the “largest man-made islands visible 
from space” and self-declared as “the eighth wonder of the world,” the Palm islands are shaped 
as date palms in their outline adding more than 520 kilometers of reclaimed coastline to existing 
shores of approximately 72 kilometers. The developer, Nakheel, had engaged the palm motif 
not only because Nakheel means “palm” in Arabic but also because such a shape for the 
reclaimed land naturally extends coastline without expanding land area.

Both the construction on the ground and representation of these new island developments 
are made possible through high-resolution satellite imagery technology, whether through a 
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) for precisely dropping sand and rock from the 
dredging boats, or through virtual globe software such as Google Earth for the visualization and 
global circulation of Dubai’s promotional images.

The creation of the Palms is presented as the vision of the ruler Cheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid 
Al- Maktoum for the future of the city. As it appears in the developers’ presentations, the builder 
is the ruler himself who is intent on articulating an Arabic poem “written in stone” on water. But 
the gigantic iconic interventions are made possible mainly through the technology of satellite 
imaging. The GPS guides both the ships that spray sand dredged from the bottom of the Gulf 
as well as the cranes that lay the breakwater rocks on the outer edge of the Palm’s encircling 
crescent. When the government-owned company, Nakheel Properties, was considering land 
reclamation in the 1990s, the dredging contractor Van Oord was invited to tender. As it realized 
that the situation demanded something more than the usual landfi ll project for a harbor, Van 
Oord demonstrated to Nakheel that land reclamation could generate terrifi c revenues with a 
calculated result of 15 millions beach visitors per year.

Combining images of sand, waterfronts and exotic travel destinations as well as tax free 
bonanzas, the iconic form of the Dubai Palm places the city on the global tourist network and 
real estate market.  Being too vast and stretched too far out into the sea, the Palm islands 
can hardly be encompassed from a single viewpoint on the ground and its iconic form is best 
appreciated via aerial or satellite views by a subject fl ying above the city or surfi ng its web 
pages. Thus, the image of the Palms takes primacy over its physical appearance. The Palms, 
having been widely circulated via the web are more visited and marketed in the virtual than 
in the physical space. For the virtual subject, the web-based Palm sales offi ces enable the 
potential investor to visit the showcased properties throughout the various island layouts. In the 
global tourist industry, the Palm as logo brands the city as an inviting destination.   blending the 
real and virtual, the Palms portray a paradoxical relationship between a material infrastructure, 
a virtual presence, and physical repercussions of such an image on the fi nancial investments 
and tourism industry of the city.

The image and land of Dubai are constantly changing with the planning and implementation 
of the different Palm projects: Palm Jumeirah [fi g. 2], Palm Jebel Ali and Palm Deira. Between 
an existing condition and a projected vision, the city is reproducing its fi rst Palm Jumeirah 
island to attract more investments and visitors. The creation of the Palm islands began with 
Palm Jumeirah (25 square kilometers) in June 2001. Shortly thereafter, the Palm Jebel Ali (37 

[fi g. 2] Aerial view of the artifi cial 
island of Palm Jumeirah, March 
8, 2008 (Courtesy of Nakheel).
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square kilometers) was announced and reclamation work began. The Palm Deira development 
(46 square kilometers) began in 2003 and its reclamation phase will presumably be completed 
in 2015. Today, the fi rst Palm is occupied by 3,000 families, the second is starting the urban 
development phase, while the third is still at the reclamation phase. Although the three islands 
are similar in shape, they present signifi cant differences as they operate at different scales, 
programs, and contextual conditions in relation to the existing Dubai hinterland.

It is interesting to examine the relationship between these three developments and their 
corresponding city districts: Palm Jumeirah is linked to the very dense residential area of Dubai 
Marina [fi g. 3], Palm Jebel Ali to the mixed zone with many large scale infrastructural projects 
such as the Jebel Ali Port Harbor.  Palm Deira for its part is connected to the oldest part of the 
city and to an array of traditional markets. 

Stressing how subjects mentally organize their sensory experiences, Kevin Lynch has highlighted 
reciprocity between the production of urban images and a frontal perception of the modern 
city. As urban imagery is tightly linked to modes of visualization, new media developments 
and particularly satellite mapping are changing our image of the city and how we perceive, 
experience and design it. As contrasted with cities such as Boston described by Lynch for their 
readability from the ground, Dubai lacks orientation elements seen from such a perspective. 
Nabyl Chenaf, a local architect and professor at the American University of Dubai, explains that 
while Dubai has four times more landmarks than Boston, fi nding one’s way for all but the street 
smart users.   GPS and mapping software are not providing solutions to the problem because 
of the speed of the construction process. In fact, streets are continuously created, modifi ed, 
extended preventing any reliable mapping revision. 

Using mobile communication technology, people have developed alternative strategies to 
navigate the city. While mobile telecommunication today is still more effi cient than visualizing 
media like satellite images or mapping software, this situation is likely to change as the monopoly 
of real-time visualizing media by the military is progressively ending. Given the deep penetration 
of the mobile telecommunication technologies, one can imagine how real-time satellite viewing 
can create a revolution in our perception and navigation of the city.

Both as image and new land, I argue that the emergence of Dubai on the map is related to 
satellite technology [fi g. 4], to the construction of artifi cial islands and to a new urban strategy 
or model.  The Gulf is now the locus of a new regional rivalry on the most iconic artifi cial islands 
where palms, world maps, pearls, sea horses, crescents compete to get media attention.  Less 
than 20 years after the fi rst Palm project was discussed, a few countries outside the Gulf region 
are also following the trend.  For its 2014 Winter Olympics, Russia is constructing the Sochi 
artifi cial islands in the Black Sea, a micro replica of the map of Russia on 330 hectares. The 
project was presented in 2007 by the fi rm Erick Van Egeraat to President Vladimir Putin. Also in 
2007, Prime Minister Balkenende exposed to the Dutch parliament the possibility of building a 
Tulip Island of 60,000 hectares to showcase its engineering technology, and protect its shores 
against storms. In the same year, China expressed its desire to have an artifi cial island of 2,800 
hectares in the form of a dragon in Kumming.

[fi g. 3] Aerial view of the fronds of 
Palm Jumeirah from a helicopter, 
November 1, 2008.

[fi g. 4] Satellite view of Dubai 
within the United Arab Emirates, 
June 29, 2009 (Courtesy of 
NASA).
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What makes the Palm islands signifi cant is their ability to create a new world, and particularly to 
extend the city onto the water. The sea as a frontier in the Gulf region is starting to be invested 
and a whole new urbanity is in the offi ng. The Palms bank on their simultaneous proximity and 
distance, connectedness and detachment from Dubai, on context and absence thereof. While 
these islands are anchored to the mainland, close to shores, and on shallow water, they present 
a critical distance with the rest of the city [fi g. 5]. The Palm islands take advantage of the tension 
between the virtual and the real, between their cyber-presence and the tons of rocks and sand 
that form their foundation into the sea.

Environmental scientists at Nakheel explain that they have discovered many new species such 
as seagrass meadows in the channels between the fronds and along the crescent of Palm 
Jumeirah. According to them, the richness of fl ora and fauna taking advantage of the habitat 
offered by the new projects exceeds the diversity previously found on the site. However, looking 
at the scale of the new projects relative to the Gulf, this shift in species composition is rather 
minor and localized and is unlikely to have an effect on the broader marine environment. The 
ecological question facing any megaproject using land reclamation technologies has to be 
addressed in a systematic way wherever it is applied in the Middle East, Asia or Europe.  

Dubai is undoubtedly feeling the global economic downturn, and a number of projects have 
been postponed or slowed down. This is naturally affecting the Palm projects. Today, the Palm 
Jumeirah artifi cial island is painfully nearing its full completion. The Palm Jebel Ali and Palm 
Deira projects are put on hold. But for the dredging engineers of Van Oord, the Middle East and 
the Gulf in particular will remain an important market for a long time, and the long-term world 
market prospects in the land reclamation sector are enormous because there is a growing 
demand for new coastal lands.

Conclusion
Dubai is the archetype of a city that was transformed by and through aerial vision. But, a 
legitimate question might be: whose aerial vision is it? Some people have interpreted the 
fractalization of Dubai’s coastline as a physical outcome of an enduring orientalist image [fi g.6]. 
Is it the representation of an idealized Orient seen by and built for Westerners in a rapidly 
globalizing world?  Or, is it a boldly-reinvented model of urbanism based on contemporary 
visualizing technologies? Today, the challenge for cities of Middle East and North Africa is 
to ride on the new wave of information and communication technologies to develop, with the 
pioneering spirit of Dubai, contemporary and innovative models of urbanization. These will have 
to break with a slavish repetition of the past to invent new projections of identity of which new 
generations of nationals can readily sense ownership and which visitors will also appreciate. The 
‘Dubai model’ will have to go through a series of revisions to take on board other technologies 
addressing global challenges such as, the reduction of the carbon footprint and the greenhouse 
gas emissions. Is Dubai able to adapt its original vision to achieve sustainable growth and 
development and, at the same time, tackle issues such as global warming? This is where the 
‘why not’ vision becomes crucial.

[fi g. 5] Satellite view of Dubai and 
its artifi cial islands, November 17, 

2009 (Courtesy of NASA).

[fi g. 6] Map of the Dubai 
archipelago (Courtesy of Belhane 

Mapping, Germany).
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In 2000, Modern Green Development Co. Ltd (MGD) commenced development of the land of 
the First Paper Mill of Beijing (FPMB) work-unit. Historically, a river and a railway ran through 
the site’s industrial area, separating the factory into two parts, the southern and northern zones. 
The train tracks provided the path for the new airport highway connection, which bisects the 
project into two parts, thus positioning the site as a prominent gateway to the city, especially 
for the Olympic period. The southern zone of the factory was developed as early as 2000 and 
became Phases 1 through 3 of the project. The northern zone was developed in 2003 as the 
4th phase of the project, which is one of the most advanced and high-profi le housing projects 
in China. The project was designed by U.S. architect Steven Holl and is known as the Beijing 
Linked Hybrid (BLH), or Dangdai MOMA in Chinese. [fi g.1] 

The project is a prominent architectural piece in the world, but beyond the architecture, 
the negotiation process refl ects the very important criticism of the development model and 
community-building process in China. Throughout the entire construction process, FPMB’s 
housing management offi ce was busy mediating the confl icts between their own community 
and the newly constructed community on the other side of their south wall. The brick wall 
between the two communities used to separate the manufacturing and residential zones of the 
paper mill’s work-unit compound during the 1980s, but now it has become the demarcation of 
two very distinctive social groups. 

This paper tries not to focus on the architecture itself, but attempts to present the voices of 
the social agents from both communities and the spatial operators in the process of turning 
the architectural design into reality. The objective of the paper is to redefi ne the conception of 
urbanism by understanding the actors’ perceptions and expectations of space. In this case study, 
the interacting agents include the developer, the U.S. architect and his Chinese partner, and 
residents from the workers’ community and the new community. The paper will fi rstly explain the 
formation of superblock perceptions and questions its value. Secondly, it will illustrate how this 
perception operates to infl uence sociospatial development. Thirdly, an alternative superblock 
operation model will be introduced that builds on the proposals of various architects, Steven 
Holl and Hu Li. Lastly, this paper will show how the refl exive practises of these architects have 
transformed China’s perception of a superblock.

Superblock Urbanism?
Abramson recognises Chinese urbanism as superblock urbanism in many ways. 1 Firstly, the 
Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) compartmentalised the land of the inner city into different Banners for 
the purposes of control and management, which resulted in a series of wards and superblocks. 
Secondly, after liberation in 1949, the danwei (work unit) as well as the xiaoqu (micro district), 
which developed based on danwei urbanism, formed superblocks in a utilitarian and collective 
way. Lastly, the Corbusian superblock strategy is commonly used by Chinese planners for urban 
redevelopment projects.   Chinese planners claim that this strategy helps improve housing 
conditions, offers a quick and cost-effective way to redesign infrastructure, creates a more 

1  For the detail discussion about Corbusian superblock concept, Haussmannian design and Chinese urbanism please 
see Abramson, Daniel Benjamin. Haussmann and Le Corbusier in China: Land Control and the Design of Streets in Urban 
Redevelopment, in Journal of Urban Design, Vol. 13. No. 2, 2008.

[fi g. 1] Beijing Linked Hybrid
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modern order to neighbourhoods, and helps to consolidate large landholdings. Contemporary 
superblock urbanism can also be recognised as a type of land transaction to facilitate the rapid 
real estate development in China. 2 

Walls and gates are common architectural elements used to enclose contemporary superblocks 
in China. Chinese enclosed superblock urbanism is generally perceived as a type of ‘gated 
community’, such as the villa garden case study by Giroir.3 In his case study, a luxury villa 
garden community in Beijing was described as creating an extreme form of segregation in that 
it was completely disproportionate to the living standard in the city. Blakely’s classic Western 
defi nition of a gated community is that it physically restricts access so that normally public 
spaces are privatised.4 With this defi nition, because of the procession of walls, gates, or a 
control system, the majority of Chinese superblocks can be categorised as gated communities, 
including the BFPM workers’ community and the new private community. However, Chinese 
superblock urbanism cannot be simply explained as a gated community, as this would neglect 
the complexity of its transformation throughout a long history in China.

Bjorklund argues that enclosed superblock urbanism is closely related to the ancient tradition of 
demarcating habitations by enclosure, the ideology of creating proper and secure buildings, the 
enhancement of conducive and effective social interactions, and the organization of activities 
within it.5 It has been argued that, historically, the structure of the enclosed small community 
was generated by peasants in ancient China to protect their grains and to be able to meet 
the demands of the taxation system set up by their rulers. So eventually, a cellular structure 
of society consisting of numerous enclosed small communities within the rural farmland was 
formed.6 One consequence of this enclosed morphology was the generation of a particular 
set of spatial perceptions in ancient China. Zhu described the walled layout of the Forbidden 
City as the material and constitutive element in defi ning the concentric and hierarchical spatial 
organization of the city: Spaces closer to the city centre were considered more sacred and 
politically dominating.7 The planning ideas of modernist superblock (dajiefang8 micro district 
or microrayon and xiaoqu9) were imported to China in the 1950s and further pushed Chinese 
urbanism closer to what it is today. Enclosures were still the common elements of the communities. 
In the socialist age of China (1949-1978), due to the need for security and the lack of a property 
rights system, walls were everywhere in the city to enclose work-unit superblocks.10 At that 
time, building walls was the fi rst step in the construction process.11 In the postreform age (1978 
– present), the central government advocated for opening up the walled work-unit superblock. 
This action was taken to solve the problem of the lack of social infrastructure for the sudden 
rapid expansion of the city after the relaxation of the rural-urban binary household registration 
system. However, work units refused to open up their superblocks due to the increase of 
crime and social instability caused by the reforms.12 The enclosed superblock urbanism in the 
socialist age symbolised the independence of the work-unit from work units13,  facilitated the 
governance and control of the people14, and provided a close and intimate social circle within 
the neighbourhood.

Monson described the process of constructing superblocks as ‘by-the-book’ development: 
Superblocks are established by providing major infrastructure and land use to newly developed 
land. Then they become basic structural and transactional units in the market.15 Generally, this 
process does not consider the surrounding context of the land. Under this urban development 
model, land has been parcelled out to private developers to construct an independent mini-city. 

2  Monson, Kjersti. String Block Vs Superblock: Patterns of Dispersal in China, in Architectural Design, Volume 81, issue 
1. 2008.
3  Giroir, Guillaume. The Purple Jade Villas (Beijing): A Golden Ghetto in Red China, in Glasze, Georg et al (eds.) Private 
cities: global and local perspectives. New York and London: Routledge, 2006. 
4  Blakely E.J. and Snyder, M.G. Putting up gates. Shelterforce Online, NHI. 1997, online article can be found at http://www.
nhi.org/online/issues/93/gates.html
5   Bjorklund, E. M.  The Danwei: Socio-Spatial Characteristics of Work Units in China’s Urban Society, in Economic Ge-
ography, Vol. 62, No. 1, 1986.
6  Trewartha, Glenn T. Chinese Cities: Origins and Functions, in Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 
Volume 42, issue 1, 1952.
7  Zhu, Jianfei, Chinese Spatial Strategies: Imperial Beijing, 1420-1911, New York & London: Routledge, 2003. pp49 and  97
8  Lu, Duanfang. Travelling Urban Form: The Neighbourhood Units in China, in Planning Prepectives, Volume 21, Issue 
4. 2006.
9  Miao, Pu. Deserted Streets in a Jammed Town: The Gated Community in Chinese Cities and Its Solution, in Journal of 
Urban Design, Volume 8, No. 1, 2003.
10   Lu Duanfang, Remaking Chinese Urban Form: Modernity, Scarcity and Space, 1949-2005, New York & London: Routledge. 
pp135-137
11 Wu, Fulong. Rediscovering the ‘Gate’ Under Market Transition: From Work-unit Compounds to Commodity Housing 
Enclaves, in Housing Studies, Volume 20, Issue 2, 2005.
12   Lu, Remaking Chinese Urban Form, pp 139
13  Bray, David. Social Space and Governance in Urban China: The Danwei System from Origins to Reform. CA: Stanford Univer-
sity Press, 2005. pp 200
14  Yan, Miucheng and Gao, Jianguo. Social engineering of community building: Examination of policy process and char-
acteristics of community construction in China, in Community Development Journal, Volume 42, Issue 2, 2007.
15  Monson, 2008.
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In this case, the MGD purchased the entire paper mill danwei superblock for development. The 
two communities they created, the southern zone and the northern zone, were isolated from the 
surrounding areas in order to separate them from the lower class communities. The physical 
limits of the community have been very clearly defi ned by the ‘red line’ planning system, which 
is usually manifested by actual walls. This kind of spatial practise model creates a disconnect in 
the urban fabric, but it has become the de facto perception of urban development in China. 

The consequence of this perception eventually extends from the spatial to the social level. The 
superblock and the red line planning strategy tend to emphasise the intra-community planning 
and design process but cannot fully respond to the desire for interaction between communities. 
Indeed, problems have surfaced given that the social structure of urban China is no longer as 
monolithic as it was in the danwei period. On the one hand, it has been found that the social 
structure in Beijing has become more heterogeneous from the 1980s to the millennium due to 
the new systems of commodities and land leasing, a more relaxed registration system, greater 
residential mobility, and more migrants.16 On the other hand, communities have become more 
homogenised, while cities have become more segregated.17 The FPMB redevelopment project 
exemplifi es these fi ndings, as the workers’ community belongs to the lower social class and the 
residents in the new development belong to the upper class.18

We have such a big confl ict. Their towers blocked our sunlight. . . . After they 
fi nished their towers, due to the loss of sunlight, some apartments in our towers 
immediately depreciated. Our people could not recognise it from the very 
beginning, but once someone wanted to sell their apartment, they found their 
apartments were worth less money. . . . They are just too close to us.  (Housing 
manager of the workers’ community)

The 22-story towers of the BLH community are located on the south side of the workers’ 
community. [fi g. 2] The transformation of the building density, from an average of 2- to 3-story 
factory buildings to 22-story towers, infl uences the built environment not only within their sites, 
but also their surroundings. During the majority of the daytime, especially in the winter period, 
the lower fl oors of three towers in the workers’ community lose their sunlight because they are 
blocked by Towers 7, 8, 9, and 10 in the BLH community. Around 200 households were involved 
in this confl ict, and the housing management offi ce helped to negotiate with the developer 
about possible solutions. The most updated outcome of the negotiation was that the developer 
proposed compensating each person in the infl uenced units with fi ve thousand yuan.19 However, 
the residents refused to accept the offer. 

This case demonstrates three consequences of the current superblock urbanism of China. 
First of all, the developer economised within their site to maximise the return to the market 
of a limited and sacred resource: land. The scope of the development project is limited by 
the superblock planning system. So the combination of the two results  market-oriented 
development projects within privatised territories. Secondly, residents from the FPMB workers’ 
community also perceived space within their superblock limit. This perception was generated 
by the history of being a closed danwei community. The residents have their own expectations 
of the living environment within their spatial territory. In the above case, the shadow not only 
surpassed the spatial limitations of the workers’ community but also the perceptual limitations. 
The changes in their built environment by another community were considered problematic. 
Therefore, as a social consequence, superblock perception tends to polarise members from 
different communities. Finally, the current failure of the negotiations refl ects the lack of policy 

16  Feng, Jian et al. From Homogenous to Heterogeneous: The Transformation of Beijing’s Socio-Spatial Structure, in Built 
Environment, Volume 34, No. 4, 2008.
17  Wu, Fulong. Rediscovering the ‘Gate’ Under Market Transition: From Work-unit Compounds to Commodity Housing 
Enclaves, in Housing Studies, Volume 20, Issue 2, 2005.
18  The propaganda department director provided the number that the monthly salary for a common worker who is still 
working at the factory’s new site is around 3000 yuen. A two bedroom apartment at the new development cost 3 million 
yuan in the market, which is almost 84 years of the worker’s salary.
19  5000 yuan = 460 GBP = 730 USD

[fi g. 2] Towers from workers’ 
community involved in the 
sunlight confl ict
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to solve disputes in inter-superblock systems. The residents of the FPMB workers’ community 
complained that the compensation was insuffi cient to cover the losses they suffered from the 
depreciation of their property, and the development offi ce argued that it could only afford fi ve 
thousand yuan per apartment unit, as too many units were involved in this confl ict. In the end, 
the BFPM housing management offi ce needed to bridge the two communities and acted as 
the mediator for the negotiation process. The effi cient and harmonious superblock strategy is 
based on an oversimplifi ed understanding of urban space. It is impossible to respond to the 
complex sociopolitical negotiation process about spatial practise in contemporary China.

Perceptions of Superblock Space

Because of the lack of interactive systems and transparency, superblocks are separated not 
only by walls but also by perceptions of space. On the one hand, people try to defi ne their 
space by introducing security systems to increase the level of privacy. Usually, the wealthier 
the community, the tighter the security and the higher the level of privacy. On the other hand, 
because of the high level of privacy, other people can only understand those private spaces 
through their imagination. 

Ziji ren and guiding de: Constraining urban space
The vice president of the MGD development offi ce, Chen Yin, explained that the architectural 
purpose of having bridges instead of walls is to show openness instead of defensiveness. 
However, this design introduced a number of unprecedented problems, particularly that of 
managing an open community. A community with good management is a representation of 
luxury, social prestige, and higher status in China.20 A strict system of control is essential for 
managing a community. The BLH community is closed by a security guard system. The reason 
they gave for not letting strangers into the BLH community was that there were still many 
construction projects going on in the community, so the management offi ce ordered (guiding 
de) the closure of the community.  On another occasion, the authors were introduced as ziji ren, 
or people of our own, by the MGD staff, so access to the community was allowed by the guard. 
In other words, the security system is a totally regulated and selectively exclusive system. 

Although the architect set up an unprecedented community model, an open community, the 
superblock perception of the management offi ce returned it to a closed superblock. The design 
of eliminating the walls and providing public spaces in the BLH compound had paradoxical 
consequences. Firstly, the sales person of the apartment on the one hand mentioned the 
community would be eventually completely open to public, but on the other hand, she also 
emphasised the tightness of the security system. 21 The in-house architect, Mr Ke, also raised 
his concerns about labeling the community as open, as it is very unusual in the market to do so. 
This means it may be riskier for a developer to sell a completely accessible community. Secondly, 
the developer eventually cannot resist the pressure from the clients and the management offi ce 
to close the community. Some facilities on the public bridges, three towers, some stores and 
the theatre on the ground fl oor are planned to be purchased by hotels, foreign companies, and 
a cinema company from Hong Kong. These clients requested the addition of a wall around the 
open community, and eventually a traditional Chinese-style wall was added in July 2009. [fi g. 3] 
Thirdly, a membership system was introduced to make sure the users of ‘public’ spaces, such 
as the theatres at the centre of the complex, are all high-end customers. The development 
criterion of this system is simply that whoever can afford to buy property from the development 
offi ce may do so.22 With this system in place, a luxury service or retail store can be located in the 
public space. The perceptions of the superblock from the developer, the management offi ce, 
and the residents have essentially re-appropriated the physical space designed by Holl. 

20  Wu, Fulong. Rediscovering the ‘Gate’ Under Market Transition, 2005
21  Fieldwork on March, 2009
22  More information about this membership system can be found on the MOMA club website, http://www.momaclub.com.cn/

[fi g. 3] Ming Dynasty style wall 
constructing to enclose the BLH 

community
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Jicengfang and gongyu: Imagining urban space

A resident of the FPMB workers’ community recognised the difference between their own 
community and the new community as the difference between jicengfang (common housing) 
and gongyu (communal residential). His perspective was based on his daily observations in 
the restaurant where he works; specifi cally, he has noticed that many residents living in the 
new community are westerners, especially Russian. The only person he knows from the new 
community is his boss in the restaurant. He also described that the new community has some 
private elevators for particular luxury apartments, and the neighbours seem to be more distant 
from each other. He said, ‘even when they meet, they seem to not know each other, and they 
do not even nod their heads.’

The housing manager described the two communities as belonging to two different dangci, or 
social classes. He speculated that in the future, there will not be any connection between these 
communities due to the difference in dangci. The developer will not open the new community 
to the working class community, but they may open it to the south, where they have other 
development projects. The clubhouse and the theatres will never be open to the residents of 
the working class community. For business reasons, the housing manager was invited to have 
dinner in the new community’s clubhouse, and it was the only time he attempted to access 
the new community. During this meeting he recognised that the price in the restaurant was 
out of reach for the residents from his own community. In other words, he perceived that (1) 
the developer does not want to mix their middle-class community with the poorer community, 
and (2) residents from the workers’ community cannot afford the consumption level of the new 
community. Due to the tight security system of the new communities, the residents from the 
FPMB workers’ community can only speculate and imagine the urban space through indirect 
social networks. The superblock perception stopped the residents from the workers’ community 
from trying to interact with the people from the new community. 

The superblock is not only a de facto governing, planning, or land-transfer strategy; it has 
also become a de facto perception of urban space in China. This perception facilitated the 
rapid urban development in previous decades. Besides that, it has also provided limitations of 
urban development in China. It constrains urban space and development and polarises social 
classes to make public space and social and natural resources inaccessible. The superblock 
also generates a lack of transparency, such that the daily interaction of communities can only 
be achieved through the imagination. There is a desire to open up the closed superblock, and 
this can only be done with institutional guidance, a more mature planning system and facilitating 
interactions between superblock residents and their neighbours.

Alternative Superblock Model

The in-house designer for MGD developer Ke Jin recognised the project was unusual for China. 
The developer tried to attract more people to the community, especially those from the upper 
social class. He also thought it was a challenge for the developer, as it opened up a totally new 
model of management and development. It forced the developer to think ‘how to operate and 
use the public space 20 fl oors above ground level on the bridges, who can be the possible 
operators, how to make it economically feasible, and how to establish new interactive platforms 
for residents and retails’.23 Architects in this case played a very important role in challenging and 
expending the limitations of the developer’s perceptions. The well-known American architect, 
Steven Holl, and his Beijing design team, led by the Chinese partner of his fi rm, Hu Li, made use 
of the architectural design to provide an alternative superblock model for Chinese urbanism.

In terms of scale, LHC was the biggest project for his offi ce at that time.24 The design tries to 
hybridise one of the recent transformations in Chinese urbanism--horizontal before the 1980s 
and vertical after the 1980s--as well as rearrange the public and private confi guration in a 
common gated community of China within a three-dimensional architectural framework. This 
idea has appeared in Holl’s hypothetical projects, “Edge of a City,” from 1988 to 1991. 25 The 
hybrid nature and richness of the architectural program in the suburban context has been 
developing in his mind for more than a decade. [fi g. 4]

23  Interview with Ke Jin, 18 December 2008
24  Ho, Cathy Lang. Steven Holl Architects, in Blueprint, June, 2007, pp48.
25  Holl, Steven. Edge of a City, in Design Quarterly, No. 152, 1991
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Holl explained the BLH project in a Chinese architectural magazine interview as follows:

When I designed Dangdai MOMA (BLH), I tried to create an open space and a 
pedestrian-friendly atmosphere. On the ground fl oor of the community, all daily 
life necessities, including laundry service centres, banks, and supermarkets, 
can be found. Residents do not need to rely on cars, but they can walk to 
their destinations. . . . In a typical suburban environment, residential areas are 
scattered and far away from commercial areas, so people need to spend a lot of 
time in traffi c. This is what we need to reconsider and transform. In many of my 
designs, I tried to introduce residents to live collectively and reduce the vehicular 
traffi c. This idea tries to connect different parts of the city on a macro level and 
connect everyday life and architecture on a micro level.26

In another interview, Holl directly correlated luxury housing in China with the suburban gated 
communities in the US.27 In particular, he compared the contemporary mega-development 
urbanism in Beijing with the suburban landscape in the US because they share the similarity of 
heavy dependence on vehicular transportation and a separation of mega-zones with different 
programs. As a response to that, he tried to integrate massive urban development as part of 
the city, instead of being separated from it. Architectural critic Pearson described this project 
as a reaction to the isolated high-rise housing projects in Beijing, emphasizing the connections 
between the various buildings and the city around them.28 Therefore, the architectural design 
on the one hand criticised the closed superblock urbanism in contemporary Beijing, and on the 
other hand attempted to provide an alternative and a challenge to the superblock perceptions 
of the developer and the residents. BLH is an open superblock with hybrid programs, which is 
able to become one of the functional cells in a city to serve other superblocks, instead of only 
functioning for itself. The model also attempts to establish inter-superblock connectivity and 
continuous social networking. 

Holl’s Chinese partner, Hu Li, who has been working on the BLH project at Beijing for half a 
decade, has a similar but somewhat different attitude towards the superblock perception of 
Chinese urbanism. Instead of approaching the criticism from suburban urbanism and gated 
communities, his criticism focuses on how the recent, rapid urban development has destroyed 
the public realm of society. He is concerned that without immediate action, overprivatization 
will erase the vital urban public space for social interaction, and the very meaning of the city 
for collective living will be rendered obsolete. He has called for new communal spaces to 
bring relevance back to the city and has suggested that the future of public space will be 

26  Gu, Qing. Duozhong Jianzhu Tiyan Dazao Bieyan Dushishenghuo: Guoji Jianzhu Dashi Sitifen Huoer Dan Dangdai 
MOMA (Multiple architectural experience to create an exceptional urban life: International Architectural Master Steven Holl 
on Dangdai MOMA), in Jianshe Keji (Construction Technology), Volume 16, 2006. (Interview transcript in the article is in 
Chinese, the authors translated it into English.)
27  Ho, Cathy Lang. Steven Holl Architects, 2007, pp48.
28  Pearson, Clifford A. Linked Hybrid: Steven Holl Architects makes connections in the sky, in Architectural Record, July 
2008.

 [fi g. 4] Steven Holl, Parallex 
skscrapers, in Design Quarterly, 
No. 152, Architecture Tomorrow 

(1991), pp. 44
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parasitic within existing structures and boundaries of the private domain. Therefore, Chinese 
architects should act and react more courageously and ‘lead the movement’ to ‘artfully and 
forcefully fold/inject/carve/merge public space’ into private developments.29 His revolutionary 
idea also contributes to the creation of public space in development projects. He described the 
process as always having to go through political obstacles put up by the developer, government 
offi cials, and the various consultants involved in a development project.30 His thought presents 
an alternative method to break through the superblock perception. 

Li demonstrated how we can take action to transform the superblock perception with his Red 
Line Park project, a project conducted by his own practise at OPEN Architecture. [fi g. 5] In a 
presentation he said, 

Gated community walls that once cut up the urban fabric are to be transformed 
into a system of public parks. A zero footprint park that is everywhere. So this 
is what we see as a gated community wall. This is a system of grassroots, self-
initiated transformation that we call red line park building to gradually displace 
existing walls.

The project used the context at one of the newly developed superblock areas of Beijing, 
Wangjing, to demonstrate how he could transform very limited public space into an unlimited 
amount of linear parks generated by community participation by turning walls into parks. Li 
further explained that he used to be very radical about removing all of the walls. But now, he 
tries to work in a more humorous and soft way: transforming the wall to blur the boundaries of 
space. He also tried to balance the benefi ts of investors and the end users and designed with 
reality in mind. Eventually, the architect can make use of developers to do something for the 
public to create a win-win situation. He is attempting to convince developers from the biggest 
development company of China, Vanke, to take on this project, and they were very interested 
in this idea, which was new for them. 

Within the fi eld of urban development in China and within the superblock planning strategy that 
is currently in place, developers are playing a dominating role as the main operators. Residents’ 
desires usually determine the decision-making process of the developer. The architect usually 
only acts as a service provider in the interaction system. Holl and Li’s refl exive practise model 
attempts to enlarge the professional role of architects from service provider to moderator. 

Transforming Superblock Urbanism
The discussion of the walls, gates, and superblock urbanism in China needs to be raised from 
the formal level to the ideological level. The superblock perception of the spatial developers 
and the residents goes beyond Chinese urbanism. This perception has developed through the 
routine of everyday life of people living in Chinese cities. The negotiations about sunlight became 
an unintended consequence of transforming the inter-superblock relationship, as the housing 
management offi ce had to handle an issue that affected people outside of their community. 
Architects, in this case, also provided an alternative superblock model and designed and built 
them with the community developer. Although a new wall was built to enclose the BLH open 
community, the architects have made a gigantic impact, and through them the new superblock 
model has been disseminated.

Holl was retained by MGD after a competition garnered conventional and unsatisfactory 
results in the call for ‘green architecture’.31 Notably, the architect’s schematic design remained 
effectively unchanged throughout the design and construction processes. Five different types 
of sustainable technologies are employed in the BLH: constant interior humidity and a slab-
embedded, temperature-controlled system; air exchangers; exterior walls with thermal mass; 
geothermal wells; and a greywater treatment system. The fi rst two building technologies had 
already appeared in the previous phases of the development, but the last three systems were 

29  Li Hu, speech at Megablock Urbanism Symposium, 23 March, 2009
30  Interview with Li Hu, 17 December, 2009
31  Chen Yin, speech at the Megablock Symposium, 15 March 2009

[fi g. 5] Hu Li, Redline park 
project
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introduced by the architects.  Through this process, the MGD’s perception of green architecture 
was transformed from simple energy-saving techniques to more holistic sustainable systems. 
This transformation of insight also changed the fi rm’s image and differentiated it from conventional 
developers; in 2005, the company even reformed its internal structure and changed its name 
from Modern Development Co. Ltd. to Modern Green Development Co. Ltd. This process has 
been recognised by Ke Jin, the in-house architect at MGD:  

If you look at our projects, there are changes from Phase 1 to the present.  The 
changes are about the transformation of our products.  And we also changed from 
a general developer to the leader of sustainable development and architectural 
design.32

The branding of the project as green has also changed the company’s image from an international 
artistic community to an artistic endeavour heralding sustainability.33 ‘Technology builds a 
wonderful life’ became the slogan of the developer’s latest internal publication, ‘Modern People’.34 
While the development concepts at MGD have been transforming, the architects’ ideas have 
also been disseminated through and impacted the developer’s production process. Speaking 
from one of BLH’s bridges during a conference, the director of the technological research 
department, Wang Zhengyu, introduced the fi rm’s ten production lines.35  The primary line comes 
from Dangdai MOMA (Linked Hybrid), an experiment in mega-scale housing developments, new 
ecological technologies, and new communities and lifestyles.  The hybrid community model of 
the last line of production has also been taken up as a unique line of research for the developer. 
Thus, the architects within this process have introduced new ideas to challenge the perceptions 
of the developer. Some of these ideas ultimately have been passed over by both developers and 
residents in favour of conventional design, but some of them have generated a major impact on 
the future projects and even the strategic direction of the developer. Architects are now not only 
service providers but also moderators in the urban development process. Their professional 
role should be recognised, not only by society but also by themselves, to develop an alternative 
practise model to transform the superblock perception in China.

Conclusion
This paper makes use of a case study to demonstrate the dynamics between two adjacent 
housing superblocks in Beijing: the Beijing Linked Hybrid designed by Steven Holl and the 
existing paper mill workers’ housing. The perception of superblock urbanism in China goes 
beyond the phenomenon of gated community. Chinese superblocks are transformed from an 
ancient urban morphology, mixed with western urban theories, operated within an institutional 
system of land parcelisation, and currently constructed by private developers and consumed 
by general public. Chinese social members, including spatial constructor and users, take it 
as the only model for urban development. This paper attempts to question this superblock 
perception with an inter-community confl ict between the existing workers’ community and the 
BLH community. Due to such perception, residents from the BLH community re-appropriated 
the ‘open’ community design by requiring establishing a new wall and a control system to further 
constrain the urban space, and the residents from the workers’ community can only perceive 
the BLH space by imagination.  In this particular case, the two major architects involving in 
this project react refl exively to the superblock urbanism. Holl correlated the superblock 
urbanism in Beijing with American suburban condition and proposed hybridized programs 
and open community as a critical design. His Chinese partner, Li, suggested an alternative 
architect-developer relationship to generate more public space in the superblock development 
environment. Finally, the refl exive practice of the architects challenged and even started to 
transform the default perception of housing superblock development of the developer. ‘Good 
fences make good neighbours’ is not only an individual belief of the residents from the BLH 
community, but it also infl uences the general social development in China. There is a desire 
to redefi ne the superblock urbanism in China as a more holistic and open system to keep it 
more socially and economically sustainable. This redefi nition requires a set of trans-disciplinary 
knowledge and research methods to handle challenges from not only from architectural design 
and urban planning, but also from the fi elds of politics, economics, society and etc. The last 
question to rise is how the agency of architectural practice can be enlarged to create impacts 
on the above disciplines. 

32  Interview with Ke Jin, 18 December 2008
33  China MOMA, No.8., 2006
34  Modern People Magazine (Dangdairen Zazhi), Volume 40, 2/2009, p. 4
35  Speech at conference, “Dangdai MOMA Jiazhilian Dahui”, 16 May 2009, http://bj.house.sina.com.cn/company/2009-
05-16/1911312085.html
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Abstract:
This paper aims to present the initial methodological stances vis-à-vis a research trajectory 
investigating the epistemological contribution of Third World technical assistance to the 
“undisciplined disicipline of urbanism” (Pinson, 2006) in the post-war decades. It focuses on the 
crucial role played by universities as catalysts for the multi-directional processes of knowledge 
exchange in the post-independence period, becoming one of the signifi cant platforms where 
concepts and models for the ‘periphery’ and how to design, plan and implement them were 
produced within the ambition to construct effective approaches to the “international urgency of 
the uncontrolled crescendo of urbanization” (United Nations, 1960). As one of the key players 
involved in the debate on the multifaceted condition of non-Western urbanity, the efforts of 
research and training centres to direct rapid growth within newly independent nations unveils the 
dialectic relationship between studying/ surveying/ interpreting environments and intervening 
upon them, an interplay which has had extensive “return effects” on the initial urbanistic 
‘knowledge package’ itself - ultimately culminating in renewed and expanded professional 
and academic approaches. The investigation assumes that the focus on the role of research 
and training centres will allow to underscore the innovative aspects of city-making practices 
elaborated for (and in) the developing context, deriving largely from the particularity of the 
universities’ conditions - on the threshold of both knowledge-production (necessity to develop a 
research base) and its practice-oriented application (donation of expertise). 

Within this broad scenario the contribution will explore the particular role of the MIT-Harvard 
Joint Centre for Urban Studies, which in 1961 was given the unique opportunity to combine the 
functions of adviser and scholar by planning the city of Ciudad Guayana in Venezuela. More 
specifi cally, as part of the experiment, the constellation of people involved (including Lloyd 
Rodwin, Kevin Lynch and Donald Appleyard) made the case for an alternative approach to 
Brasilia, involving principles such as an “outside-in” land development strategy, incremental 
self-help housing and indigenous growth, which would rapidly be embedded in the institutional 
wisdom of leading international agencies providing technical assistance abroad.

On the fi eld however, planning and design principles were substantially revised on the basis 
of surveying activities and the diffi culties encountered in mastering urbanisation processes 
through the pacing of settlement strategies and residential patterns. Moreover, planning tools 
such as the land-use map and the site plan were questioned and countered by sets of large-
scale interviews relating to environmental perceptions which could allow city designers to 
develop a more dynamic and meaningful vocabulary of forms, functions and social groups to 
use in designing the future development. This shift in attitude, recounted by Donald Appleyard 
as the quest for designing for a pluralistic city, reveals not only the struggle for elaborating 
formulas countering unplanned settlements, rapid urbanisation and urban poverty, but also 
underscores the claim for a descriptive attitude to the site, whose structuring elements required 
what was considered as a fundamental design-based orientation (Appleyard,1969).

If Josep Lluis Sert’s and Paul Lester Wiener’s design of Puerto Ordaz - successively selected 
as the location for the development of Ciudad Guayana - testifi es the emergence of what 
Eric Mumford has called “CIAM’s fi fth function” within urban design’s pre-history (Mumford, 
2009), the second layer of intervention by the Joint Centre for Urban Studies marks the move 
away from the Town Planning Associates’ amended funtionalism. Through their plea for a 
‘weak urbanism’ - proposing simple and straightforward skeletal sturctures supported by more 
complex alternative systems - the city-makers of Ciudad Guayana contributed to the debate 
on the capacity of architecture and urban design to generate urbanity through form while the 
emphasis was gradually shifted away from the land-use-, physical-, and practitioner-oriented 
approaches (Rodwin,1981). 
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Developing Urbanism[s] in Development: the case of Ciudad Guayana, 
Venezuela
According to the 1964 Report of the United Nations Symposium on the Planning and 
Development of New Towns, the realization of novel settlements world-wide should result 
from the effective integration of physical planning concepts and processes. A multi-disciplinary 
approach incorporating the social sciences, architecture, engineering, city and regional 
planning and other related disciplines was considered a necessary requirement, particularly in 
the case of developing countries, where a more comprehensive approach to national planning 
was deemed to be especially important. Moreover, the document stated that backward regions 
in less developed countries should be given priority seen the shortage of funds and supplies, 
the urgent need for developing space-bound resources and for promoting overall economic 
development. According to the experts involved in the symposium, during implementation 
the programming of new towns should include industrial and recreation areas, residential 
neighborhoods equipped with community centers and a town centre. The latter’s realization 
was considered of crucial importance for the initial development of social consciousness and 
pride in the new town as well as for the community’s future economic growth [1].

By such standards, planning for the new town development of Santo Tomé de Guayana, 
better known as simply Ciudad Guayana, was – as a ‘forerunner’ - impeccably in line with 
such recommendations. The Guayana Region Economic Development Plan, devoted to a 
remote area with high potential due to its richness of resources, had been given priority within 
Venezuela’s National Plan [Fig. 1]. A specifi c public authority, the Corporación Venezolana 
de Guayana (CVG), had been established for supervising the novel settlement’s planning 
and management process, and for this purpose was provided with extensive powers and 
responsibilities. Last but not least, a prestigious team of experts from various fi elds was called 
upon to act as consultant to the CVG from the outset of the project in 1961 through to1966. In 
practical terms this was translated into the involvement of a group of well-established planners 
and designers from the MIT-Harvard Joint Centre for Urban Studies (JCUS) – including Lloyd 
Rodwin, John Friedmann, Charles Abrams, Willo von Moltke, Edmund Bacon, Kevin Lynch 
and Donald Appleyard – supported by an inter-disciplinary group counting anthropologist Lisa 
Peattie and transport expert Anthony H. Penfold [2].

Such scenario had broad implications on more than one front. First and foremost, Ciudad 
Guayana had the potential to demonstrate how the formal enlistment of universities, considering 
the particularity of their condition - on the threshold of both knowledge-production (necessity to 
develop a research base) and its practice-oriented application (donation of expertise) - could 
considerably contribute to planning initiatives devised by political leaders and governmental 
institutions. Secondly, the co-existence of diverse disciplines and professional fi gures appeared 
as a viable antidote to the design-biased approach embodied by the fi rst round of new town 
experiences in the developing context and, more specifi cally, in Latin America. Last but not 
least, pioneering economic development theories of the time – which would soon lead to the 
formulation of what Richard Morse described as the ‘Harvard-MIT recipe’ [3], robustly validated 
the new town venture whilst measuring its potential for reiteration throughout the continent. 
Indeed, 1960 marked the beginning of the United Nations’ Development Decade and was also 
the year of publication of William Rostow’s trend-setting Stages of Economic Growth. According 
to such terms of reference, Ciudad Guayana held the keys for a more balanced growth which 
would consequently allow Venezuela to move ahead the linear path of progress and bridge the 
gap between developing and developed worlds.

The ideological positions which provided the circumstances for the new town’s conception and 
implementation will however not be discussed in detail here, as neither will the well-established 
demonstration that industrial growth poles and import substitution approaches did not live up 
to their expectations. Rather, the objective of this investigation is to position the venture of 
the Venezuelan new town in an interpretative framework  elaborated for positioning Ciudad 
Guayana within the more specifi c genealogy of the ‘undisciplined discipline’ of urbanism [4] 
1  Department of Economic and Social Affairs, “Planning for New Towns” in Planning of Metropolitan Areas and New 
Towns, New York: United Nations, 1969, 39-45. Adapted from the Report of the United Nations Symposium on the Plan-
ning and Development of New Towns, Moscow, 24 August-7 September, 1964. The Symposium included Lloyd Rodwin, 
Susumu Kobe, Ernest Weissmann and Jacqueline Tyrwhitt amongst its participants.
2  The MIT-Harvard Joint Centre for Urban Studies was co-founded in 1959 by Martin Meyerson and Lloyd Rodwin. The 
Centre was formed to address the intellectual and policy issues confronting nations experiencing widespread demo-
graphic, economic and social change. Its research was based on the premise that the resolution of these issues called for 
imaginative interdisciplinary approaches to the study of urban problems and questions, and required cooperation among 
universities, government and industry. In terms of its involvement in the Guayana project, the JCUS signed and agreement 
in 1961 with CVG for research and technical assistance in regional development and in planning the city. The contract 
provided for professional services over three years, and in 1964 a two-year extension was signed.
3  See Richard M. MORSE (1971) “Trends and Issues in Latin American Urban Research, 1965-1970,” Parts 1 and 2. Latin 
American Researc Rview 6, nos. 1 and 2 (Spring, Summer).
4  Daniel PINSON (2003) “L’Urbanisme: une discipline indisciplinée?” available at http://pagesperso-orange.fr/d.pinson.
urb/repgen/ArtFuturespdf.pdf . [English version: “Urban Planning: an ‘undisciplined discipline?” in Futures 36 (2004) pp. 
503–513].
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– that is, by investigating its contribution to the more general paradigmatic shift emerging in 
reaction to CIAM-related projects and interventions. The bearings adopted in this exploration 
aim therefore to take note and refl ect upon the ruptures and continuities in the discourses 
around development, modern architecture and urbanism, with an eye for the emergence of 
urban design and for premonitions of what has been called ‘post-modernism’ when referring to 
the Western context. 

Indeed, William Rostow’s work was not the only book to see the light at the turn of the decade 
and which would have a considerable impact on the making of the Venezuelan new town: the 
same year Kevin Lynch’s The Image of the City would be published, and Ciudad Guayana 
would be one of the environments where the MIT-affi liate could test his ideas on environmental 
perception in collaboration with colleague Donald Appleyard. The investigation thus assumes 
that the so-called developing world holds crucial clues for locating the emergence of a ‘critical 
modernity’ as it not only was a laboratory for the re-conception of modernism all together, but 
was also the primary site for accommodating modern architecture and planning’s growing bond 
with international development strategies. Moreover, considering the involvement of a research 
centre such as the JCUS as main consultants to the national development agency, the urban 
design and planning venture of Ciudad Guayana can shed further light on the ways in which 
post-war urbanism was increasingly experienced both as a practice and as the questioning of 
its action upon the urban environment. In fact, the construction and elaboration of the Ciudad 
Guayana experiment unveils the dialectic relationship between studying/ surveying/ interpreting 
environments and intervening upon them, an interplay which would have extensive “return 
effects” on the initial urbanistic ‘knowledge package’ itself.

From experiment to model and back again: the vicissitudes of [n]on-site 
practice
A developmentalist discourse of experimentation fl ourished in the reports and writings of those 
involved in setting up the Guayana initiative. Whilst dealing with their task, practitioners and 
academics explicitly referred to the exceptionally experimental nature of the endeavor on more 
than one occasion. The experiment was qualifi ed further in terms of the planners’ and designers’ 
position vis-à-vis the initiative: Lloyd Rodwin, Chief Director of the Project [5], underscored the 
unique chance of combining the functions of adviser and scholar; Charles Abrams, world-known 
‘houser’ in both developed and developing worlds, described the opportunity as a laboratory 
for witnessing the interplay of a host of related disciplines in a comprehensive and oscillating 
context; John Friedmann, in charge of the regional development framework, depicted his role 
as one of both ‘active participant’ and ‘student’[6].

However, because of its position as ‘pilot project”, and the eagerness within international aid 
systems to identify replicable development models, the case of Ciudad Guayana rapidly became 
an exemplary technical assistance project, showcased at more than one international event [7]. 
US AID’s Department of Housing and Urban Development chose to devote an entire issue of 
the journal Ideas and Methods Exchange to the planning and design venture. Entitled “Urban 
Planning in Developing Countries”, the publication used the case history of the new town’s 
planning as a point of departure for examining problems and techniques considered relevant 
for providing technical assistance to other areas of the developing world [Fig. 2]. Ciudad 
Guayana therefore, quickly emerged as more than an experiment: it was also to be a model 
for regions sharing similar conditions. As Lloyd Rodwin himself would affi rm in his opening text 
of the abovementioned issue, the countries for which these measures could be relevant were 
those which, like Venezuela, had reached the “take off” stage of economic development, and 
were experiencing formidable “growing pains” in their giant metropolitan areas.  Venezuela’s 
capital city was a faultless illustration of the sort, as it had become a ‘burgeoning metropolis 
of the Third World’ in the space of a mere decade [8]. Extreme measures had been taken, but 

5  Lloyd Rodwin began his career by following a course on housing with Charles Abrams at the New School for Social 
Research, then becoming Abrams’ research assistant. In 1949 he became a Littauer fellow at Harvard University and 
completed his Ph.D. there in regional planning, Involved from 1956 onwards in new town policy and regional development, 
Rodwin developed an extensive experience as an adviser to the United Nations and other international organizations and 
was also active participant in the Urban Design conferences held at Harvard. After the Guayana development endeavour, 
and while he was chair of the MIT Department of Urban Studies and Planning (DUSP) from 1969-1973, Rodwin’s view that 
social science should complement physical planning helped to change the institution’s planning education. He transformed 
the DUSP by introducing new social science faculty and course work (including history, economics, sociology, anthropology) 
as well as a focus on international comparative studies, housing policy, environmental policy and economic development.
6  See Lloyd RODWIN (1969) Planning Urban Growth and Regional Development: the Experience of the Guayana Pro-
gram in Venezuela, Cambridge: MIT Press; Charles ABRAMS (1962) “Report on the Development of Ciudad Guayana in 
Venezuela” and John FRIEDMANN (1966) Regional Development Policy: A Case Study of Venezuela respectively.
7  This was the case even after several years had gone by from the new town’s initial conception. Indeed, one of the most 
meaningful examples of Ciudad Guayana’s dissemination is Willo von Moltke’s contribution to Habitat, the 1976 UN Con-
ference on Human Settlements. On this occasion the designer discussed three case studies: Philadelphia in the 1950s, 
Ciudad Guayana in the 1960s, Istanbul in the 1970s.
8  For a comparative analysis of Latin American capital city growth, see Walter D. HARRIS Jr., (1971) The Growth of Latin 
American Cities”, Athens: Ohio University Press. 
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Caracas’ new-towns-in-town, namely the notorious superbloque developments, had fallen short 
of the ambition to extinguish the city’s brisk urbanization and ‘eradicate’ all informal settlements 
from the country’s capital [9].

At that point expertise from abroad, but knowledgeable of the region, appeared as a logical 
solution for Venezuela’s national housing agency under extreme pressure and whose major 
efforts had ironically become the emblem of Perez Jimenez’ disturbing dictatorship. Prior to the 
JCUS’ involvement in the Guayana project therefore, Charles Abrams and his former research 
assistant Lloyd Rodwin, two of the venture’s key fi gures, were engaged in the assessment 
of Caracas’ housing problems, with Rodwin actually involved as part of the high-rise ‘crash 
program’s’ core evaluation team [10]. The assessment produced by the experts would already 
contain a number of recommendations signifi cant for the implementation of the Guayana region’s 
development plan: the requirement of a defi ned housing policy in relation to the economic and 
social development of the country within a process of national planning and coordination; and 
the endorsement of a general governmental policy encouraging a more decentralized pattern 
of development. Romulo Betancourt’s freshly-elected government would not wait long before 
supporting such suggestions: the creation of CORDIPLAN and the CENDES, in addition to the 
re-structuring of the Banco Obrero, Venezuela’s national housing agency, would be the logical 
follow-up to the consultants’ recommendations.

The emergence of the Guayana development was therefore largely coherent within such a 
framework, and the initiative was warranted one step further as development ideology benefi tted 
from both Perroux’s “growth poles” and the rising resonance of U.S. regional planning. 
Indeed, John Friedmann’s regional economic development plan, oscillating between notions 
of ‘controlled imbalance’ and ‘concentrated decentralization’, rested on the argument that the 
remoteness typical of frontier regions as was Ciudad Guayana, should be compensated by a 
“focus on the city as the main civilizing agent that transforms wilderness into an environment 
suitable for long-term inhabitation [11]”. If no substantial doubts seemed to manifest themselves 
when considering the overall regional planning formula, urban design strategies were on the 
other hand laboriously debated within the ambition to escape monumentality and accommodate 
fl exibility and change. Experimentalism at this scale resolved to ‘designing in a fl uid situation’ 
without losing the city’s ‘visual coherence’ [12], and doing so by trying to incorporate the views 
and needs of several social categories residing on the site where Ciudad Guayana was taking 
shape. But as Lloyd Rodwin would himself point out as the JCUS’ consultancy period was 
coming to an end, it proved harder to experiment than it had appeared, and ‘planners cannot 
often tailor their programs to suit the requirements of experimental design’ [13]. 

Consequently, rather than in Ciudad Guayana’s resulting built environment, the academics’ 
and practitioners’ claims of the venture’s uniqueness would become apparent in an attitude 
that would only later emerge in the abundance of self-assessing literature each disciplinary 
domain would produce. Bound together by an apologetic attitude, the writings of planners and 
urban designers would agree on the contradictory development of the city engendered by 
confl icts with the CVG, but also on their excessive subordination to quantitative and computer-
generated data, in addition to the reliance on abstract urban models, generally produced 
‘off-site’. The latter defi ciency would most particularly be underscored by Ciudad Guayana’s 
harshest critic, anthropologist Lisa Peattie, whose ‘life in the barrio’ would contribute to voicing 
the interests of the urban poor and unremittingly denounce those approaches engendering 
social exclusion. Based principally on her many writings refl ecting upon the planning and 
design processes during the new town’s implementation, scholars dealing with Third World 
planning and development have successively dismissed the Ciudad Guayana endeavor as 
a failed example of a technocratic, hardcore modernist intervention. Building further on the 
assumption that a strong link exists between [neo-]colonialism, anti-colonialism, modernity and 
post-modernity, the investigation frames the initiative from the point of view of urban design’s 
disciplinary formation. It aims to nuance the critical tone of such assessments by retracing some 
of the more signifi cant urban design experiments tested out during the project’s elaboration, 
revealing a growing consideration for community-based interventions. Indeed, Lisa Peattie was 

9  For a detailed account of Perez Jimenez’ ‘battle against the rancho’ and of the related superbloque endeavour see M. 
LÓPEZ (1986). “La arquitectura del 2 de Diciembre”. Boletín del Centro de Investigaciones Históricas y Estéticas (CIHE), 
n°27, December.
10  Stricken by mismanagement, the Banco Obrero, Venezuela’s national housing agency, requested special assistance 
from the CINVA for evaluating the high-rise housing developments. See Eric CARLSON (1959) “Evaluation of Housing 
Projects and Programmes: a Case Report from Venezuela” in Town Planning Review, 31 (3), October 1959, pp.187-209; 
Charles ABRAMS (1960) “Draft of Memorandum on Housing Finance in Venezuela” ; Charles ABRAMS (1964) Man’s 
struggle for shelter in an urbanizing world, Cambridge & London: The M.I.T Press.
11  John Friedmann(1966) Regional Development Policy, op. cit., p. 78 (original emphasis)
12  Kevin LYNCH (1964) “Some Notes on the Design of Ciudad Guayana” Reprinted in BANERJEE, Tridib and Michael 
SOUTHWORTH (eds.) (1999) City Sense and City Design. Writings and Projects of Kevin Lynch, Cambridge: MIT Press, 
p.637
13  Lloyd RODWIN (1965) Urban Planning in Developing Countries, Ideas and Methods Exchange n°61/ 301 Urban and 
Regional Planning, Washington D.C.: Department of Housing and Urban Development, p.43
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not alone in attempting to cater for all social categories in Ciudad Guayana, as some of the 
urban designers’ quest for a pluralist city would reveal, however unfulfi lled such pursuit would 
remain.

Post-Brasilia dilemmas: core, city centre and linear development
By 1960 the exploitation of the River Caroní’s hydroelectric potential, of the Orinoco’s deep 
water channel and the related settlement foundation was not a novel idea, as the Orinoco 
Mining Company had initiated construction in 1951 of the two company towns of Ciudad Piar and 
Puerto Ordaz for which the Town Planning Associates had provided their expertise [14] [Fig. 3]. 
As part of Venezuela’s ‘resource frontier’, the small industrial settlements were picked up once 
again and injected with renewed verve by the CVG/JCUS joint commitment. Consequently, the 
overall assignment to respond to in the specifi c terms of urban design and planning was one of 
integration, since the confl uence of the two rivers Orinoco and Caroní, the low-density industrial 
towns and the sparse informal settlements formed a disparate collection of landscape features 
and pre-existing built form. Sert and Wiener’s 1951 “open city” plan for Puerto Ordaz had taken 
into account the Orinoco Mining Company’s agenda of avoiding the town to be designed as 
a ‘mere camp’ and supply it instead with complete services and space for accommodating 
other activities [15], but during his 1962 mission Charles Abrams was already forecasting the 
diffi culties awaiting the MIT-Harvard team in providing coherence to the sparsely inhabited 
strip of terrain. Physical planning and urban design were thus caught between structuring the 
existing settlement fi lament – already socially polarized - and avoiding the ‘grand gestures’ 
preceding Ciudad Guayana by only a few years.

Indeed, by the turn of the decade, the impact of Brasilia’s realization had begun to divide 
critics - and development experts - with respect to the application and appropriation of modern 
architecture and urbanism by the periphery [16]. Ciudad Guayana offered the chance to adjust the 
defi ciencies of the Brazilian enterprise and introduce a sophisticated type of technical assistance 
through the engagement of a renowned university. The urban design team, lead by Wihlem von 
Moltke [17], appeared to struggle between at least two potentially complementary approaches: the 
design of structural urban components, such as a new and prestigious city centre and a unifying 
infrastructural spine, and the setting up of fl exible systems responding to the incremental growth 
of dwellings and neighborhoods. Both urban design strategies, as successively remembered by 
the professionals involved, were imagined as a means for amending the kind of planning Lucio 
Costa and Oscar Niemeyer’s efforts were taken to stand for.

If there was one city, therefore, that Ciudad Guayana was not going to be[come], that city was 
Brasilia. Had it been closer to it, Donald Appleyard stated in Planning for a Pluralist City, there 
would have been less doubt amongst the JCUS team about the role of symbolism, and the 
planners and designers could then have allowed themselves to never interfere as the blueprint 
was being translated into reality. Qualifying his claim further, the author highlighted more than 
once the contrast with Lucio Costa’s strategy to never visit Brasilia during its development, 
consequently leaving him “free all of temptation to make changes which could have vitiated 
the design [18]”. On the other hand urban design under von Moltke  - and even more so after 
the involvement of Appleyard and Lynch - practiced intensive on-site analysis to respond to the 
respective goals of overcoming the unfamiliar context composed of somewhat unsettling pre-
existing settlements, and of using surveys as a means to give voice to all sectors of society, 
including the poorest.

Nonetheless, for the fi rst two years design proposals were exploratory but timid. The subordination 
to economic data, particularly in terms of population forecasts, seemed in accordance with the 
general feeling of the time, namely that town planning in the past had “often been limited to the 

14   The TPA was founded in the late 1940s in New York by Josep Lluis-Sert and Paul Lester Wiener. Their principal focus 
of activity were a number of master plans for Latin American cities such as Lima (Peru), Havana (Cuba) and Bogotà (Co-
lombiaa), in addition to new town proposals such as Chimbote (Peru) and Cidade dos Motores (Brazil). Their designs were 
largely unrealised with a few exceptions such as the Pomona neighbouthood unit, and the Puerto Ordaz and Ciudad Piar 
company towns, all located in Venezuela.
15  Charles ABRAMS (1962) “Report on the Development of Ciudad Guayana in Venezuela”, op. cit.
16  For an inspiring account of the contradictory North American and European reactions to Brasilia and Latin American 
modern architecture more generally, see Valerie FRASER (2000) “Aftermath: from Rejection to Oblivion” in Building the New 
World. Studies in the Modern Architecture of Latin America 1930-1960, Verso: London & New York, pp.245-255. For an idea 
of the then emerging reactions to Brasillia and its implementation, see “Critique of Brazilia”, Advanced Seminar at the Gradu-
ate School of Design, Harvard University, March 1958;“Crisis in Brasilia” in Ekistics, XIV:83, October 1962; Daniel Patrick 
Moynihan, “Better Cities for Whom?”, 9th Harvard Urban Design Conference on Education and the Environment, 1965.
17  Willo von Moltke received his architectural degree from the Technische Höchschule Berlin, and an M.A. in Architecture 
from Harvard. Professionally tied to Edmund Bacon, with whom he worked in Philadelphia during the 1950s, von Moltke 
was also associated with Alvar Aalto; Marcel Breuer; Skidmore, Owings and Merrill; and Eero Saarinen and Associates. 
From 1961 he became Director of Urban Design Program at the Harvard Graduate School of Design where he was al-
ready involved as Professor of Urban Design. The same year his involvement as Director of the Urban Design for Ciudad 
Guayana also began.
18  Donald APPLEYARD (1976) Planning a Pluralist City: Confl icting Realities in Ciudad Guayana, Cambridge: MIT Press, 
p.17
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spatial or architectural aspects of city growth, and had thus suffered from a certain artifi ciality 
and impracticality [19]”.Under the shifting economic projections, physical planning and design 
strategies wavered, entailing the metamorphosis of urban form from a series of settlements 
to a linear development. The overall development strategy for achieving consistency through 
city form was therefore laboriously selected amongst a series of alternatives which included 
the plan for three separate communities or concentration on waterfront development along 
both sides of both rivers in order to develop a ‘twin city’ structure. Willo von Moltke described 
reasons for the rejection of such proposals: the ultimate result in the former case would have 
been ‘one town and two camps’, whereas in the latter case, the ensuing structure would have 
been too dispersed for attaining the necessary and envisaged vibrancy. At last, the planners 
and designers settled for the most commonsensical solution, namely that of a linear city, “the 
only form that will tie together the existing settlements which are scattered over a distance of 
thirty kilometers [20]”.

Within such a framework, the design of large-scale urban components capable of coalescing 
around them suffi cient ‘urbanity’ characterized the successive round of efforts by von Moltke 
and his urban design team. The integrating element within the urban model chosen for 
implementation would be an infrastructural backbone, Avenida Guayana [Fig. 4]. Its design 
responded to what according to Lloyd Rodwin and Kevin Lynch was the most diffi cult feature of 
the city, that of infl uencing the way it would appear to people within it. Once having established 
the ‘visual coherence’ and ‘meaningfulness’ of the new city, the major linear highway would 
link its disconnected areas; facilitate movement between all of its parts; serve other urban 
roads, thus permitting easy access from all residential areas [21]. According to the proposal, 
the city’s three major visual units – San Félix, the central valley and the western plateau 
– would be joined into a series of intervisible nodes providing continuity for all the activities and 
experiences along the spine [22] [Fig. 5]. 

The conception of the main artery was however in antithesis with one of the designers’ other 
main preoccupations, namely that of determining the position of the city centre. Both core 
and avenue were considered key to strengthening the image of the city, but as the Director 
of the Urban Design section himself would underline later on, a linear urban structure was 
incompatible with a single-centered settlement. In spite of this acknowledgement, the strategy 
endorsed was then to counter such discrepancy by providing a powerful core to the city. 
Indeed, both Avenida Guayana and the Alta Vista central area would be confi rmed in the 1964 
Comprehensive Physical Plan. How the fi rst of these structural urban components could be 
spatially manipulated in order to connect the two opposite sides of the emerging city without 
weakening the centre’s layout, would be the designers’ following task. The problem was tackled 
by imagining a two-phased development, at fi rst by splitting the avenue into a pair of one-way 
streets separated by a publicly owned land, secondly by constructing a depressed six-lane 
highway in the place of the central strip[23]. Ultimately, the attempt to solve the inherent confl ict 
between linear development and city centre would be overshadowed by the incompleteness 
of the initiative. The struggle for building visual coherence through a spinal avenue and 
incorporating techniques of land reservation and planned redevelopment is however highly 
indicative of the team’s ambition to cope with indeterminacy.

Flexible Urban Design

For Willo von Moltke the beginning of the Ciudad Guayana initiative was one of the 1961 events 
which contributed to advance the “urban design movement” begun under Josep Lluis Sert 
[24]. The focus on the new town’s Centro, in effect, appeared to directly derive from both von 
Moltke’s own work in Philadelphia and from Sert’s attention towards what Eric Mumford has 
named CIAM’s “fi fth function”, a crucial component of most of TPA’s Latin American projects 
[25]. In both cases the humanized city was one whose civic core was traffi c-free and where 
commercialism was carefully controlled as to stimulate the free association of people. In Ciudad 
Guayana, on the other hand, the fi rst element of the core to see the light would be the avenue 
traversing it as one of the essential nodes the urban structure was being based on [Fig. 6]. 
Creating the ‘heart of the city’ from scratch therefore, required a solid strategy confronting 
the initial lack of highly visible modern urban amenities and which would create a sense of 

19  UNITED NATIONS (1964) Planning of Metropoitan Areas and New Towns, New York: United Nations.
20  Willo VON MOLTKE, (1967) “The Visual Development of Ciudad Guayana” in Wentworth H. ELDREDGE (ed.) Taming 
Megalopolis. What Is and What Could Be (Vol. I), New York: Anchor Books,, p.280.
21  Lloyd RODWIN (1965) Urban Planning in Developing Countries, op. cit. p.21.
22  Willo VON MOLTKE (1969) “The Evolution of the Linear Form” in Lloyd RODWIN (ed.) Planning Urban Growth and 
Regional Development: the Experience of the Guayana Program in Venezuela, Cambridge: MIT Press p.139.
23  Willo VON MOLTKE, ibid., p.136
24  Willo VON MOLTKE (1983) Urban Design Intent, quoted by Eric MUMFORD (2009), Defi ning Urban Design: CIAM 
Architects and the emergence of a discipline 1937-1969, New Haven: Yale University Press.
25  For a detailed description of both Sert’s and Bacon’s contribution to the emergence of Urban Design, see Eric MUM-
FORD (2009), Defi ning Urban Design, op.cit.
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vibrancy by the integrated design of infrastructure, landscape and built environment. On the 
basis of Kevin Lynch’s suggestion of following a ‘natural’ sequence of center development, an 
‘outside-in’ approach was put in place where activities would be concentrated and mixed before 
a gradual buildup of density and value could occur [26]. 

Analogous efforts of tackling the uncertain growth and size of the settlement were tested in 
the development of aided housing projects where the assistance of experts such as Charles 
Abrams and John F.C. Turner was summoned [27]. By the early 1960s awareness of the gap 
between formal planning and self-regulated city-making practices was becoming increasingly 
present, especially amongst those professionals who had been operating for some time within 
the UN system and were devoting their efforts to Third World housing issues.  Charles Abrams 
statements from the 1962 mission report are telling in this respect:

“Any expectation that the ultimate appearance of the city will be like the planning 
team’s initial blueprint will be doomed to disappointment. […] The planning of 
Ciudad Guayana cannot be compared to the spawning of England’s new towns, 
where industrial settlement was controlled throughout the country, investment was 
seasoned and property rights acknowledged both in tradition and practice. Nor 
can the city’s development be compared to the United States, where investment 
in building is predominantly private, squatting almost non-existent, fi nancial 
mechanisms matured and ample funds for building available at conscionable rates. 
One of the main factors that will control the city’s future pattern will not be what is put 
into the blueprint as much as what will be imposed by rancho movements [28]”.

The attention and tolerance towards absorbing in-coming squatters within the city led to the 
conception of the UMUPs, the Unidades de Mejoramiento Urbano Progresivo [Fig. 7]. These 
were based on the basic concept of creating specifi c reception pockets where squatting and 
successive self-improvement would be allowed without the creation of special retaining areas, 
as had instead been set up in the case of Brasilia [29].  Rather, sites were designated on 
which settlement was either permitted or proscribed, in line with the preoccupation of keeping 
rancheros from building in strategic areas instead of impeding them – most likely in vain - from 
building at all. The pilot projects launched for lower income migrants combined clusters of 
basic dwelling units with a robust network of open spaces characterized by densely planted 
cul-de-sacs. If this care revealed the ambition to “foster social structure and community spirit” 
in all residential neighborhoods evenly, it was also indicative of the designers’ idealism. Not 
surprisingly, seen the slowness of implementation vis-à-vis the landscaping of the open and 
public space system structuring the cul-de-sac urbanizations, Kevin Lynch more realistically 
proposed a ‘self-help’ tree-planting system which could contemporaneously extend ownership 
from the privacy of dwelling spaces to the shared communal ones [30].

A fi nal and most complex challenge for the urban designers of the Venezuelan new town was 
that of retroactively modifying the social polarization the JCUS planners and designers had 
found once confronted with Ciudad Guayana’s future site. Of all ambitions to cope with, the one 
of achieving socially mixed neighborhoods would be the hardest to attain, especially since it 
meant openly defying the CVG’s policy. Kevin Lynch’s 1964 recommendations for the planning, 
staging and mapping of social variation in residential areas included suggestions for typological 
differentiation and considered provisions for individual expression and modifi cation [31]. 
Ultimately however, the compromise between JCUS and CVG led to the realization of socially 
homogeneous urbanizations combined to form a more variegated overall environment, with 
the exception of squatter reception areas, whose place was confi ned to the east of the Caroní 
River. Only in the Dalla Costa area was the ambition to maximize coexistence of different 
income groups carried out in full, albeit hindered by slow implementation. In the envisaged 
schemes for the site, growth was to take place at the edges of the area and in its interstices 
by fi lling vacant lots and by opening new streets. The larger lots along the new network would 
provide more space for larger homes and businesses, and some spaces in the development 
pattern were to be kept open – some permanently, others until their use was decided on later 
by the area’s inhabitants.

26  Kevin LYNCH (1964) “Some Notes on the Design of Ciudad Guayana”, op. cit., p.639.
27  See Roberto CHAVEZ, “Interview of John F.C. Turner, Washington D.C.: World Bank, 11 September 2000.
28  Charles ABRAMS (1962), “Report on the Development of Ciudad Guayana in Venezuela” op.cit., p.26. Also quoted in 
“Dwelling Resources in Latin America”, Architectural Design, 1963, p.388.
29  On the basis of contacts established by Lloyd Rodwin with John F.C.Turner – via Charles Abrams, the UMUPs were 
developed as a way to encourage gradual shelter improvement from self-help all the way to a substantial dwelling. John 
F.C. Turner would be then invited by the JCUS Director to join the MIT-Harvard team, which he did in 1965. Progressive 
developments, it was believed, would avoid situations of informal takeover of strategically located central areas and reduce 
the mismatch between housing provision and demand provoked by the construction of inadequate housing units for the 
low-income sectors. After his contact with Lloyd Rodwin, For a detailed description and assessment of the UMUPs see 
Carlos REIMERS (1995) After Sites and Services: Planned Progressive Development Strategies in Low Income Housing 
during the 1990s, McGill University MSc Thesis.
30  Kevin LYNCH (1964) “Some Notes on the Design of Ciudad Guayana”, op. cit., p.639
31  Kevin LYNCH (1964) ibid., pp.638-639.
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The complex undertaking of constructing pluralism therefore, appeared to have been  handed 
over in full to the spinal avenue. To the urban designers, its linearity must have seemed a 
compensatory quality when confronted with the coarse grain of Ciudad Guayana in-the-making, 
characterized as it was by ruptures between the existing socially coherent settlements and the 
newly built areas craving for inhabitation. In his 1964 analyses of the views from the main road, 
Donald Appleyard revealed how at that stage of the city’s development, practically no planned 
part of the settlement could be seen [32]. Avenida Guayana was the element which would link 
all urban nodes together visually and logistically; which would trigger development in the Alta 
Vista and Punta Vista commercial and civic centers respectively; and was the means through 
which the city could appear as one entity to all of the infrastructure’s users. Ultimately, the 
avenue would also be the component allowing the concrete and particular view of Ciudad 
Guayana’s inhabitants to extend and reach out to grasp the entire elongated district they might 
begin to call ‘Ciudad Guayana’, if not stretch beyond it, encompassing the city’s surrounding 
natural features.  Along the Avenida, the “fi gure” exalted by the designers could meet the 
“ground” view privileged by the barrio and settlement dwellers. 

[Dis]locating the paradigm?
By re-tracing urban design struggles conceived as part of the Venezuelan venture the exploration 
hopes to have contributed to the archeology of ‘development’, the word being taken as a regime 
of practices of intervention and knowledge whose objects were the urbanizing societies of the 
Third World. It hopes to have shown how faith in large, integrated planned projects began to 
incorporate a vocabulary of indeterminacy and pluralization of planning and design processes 
which would eventually lead to the demise of “growth poles” and new towns more generally 
as ways to counter rapid urbanization and capital city primacy. Some of the issues tackled 
during Ciudad Guayana’s development, including the increasing consideration of all categories’ 
‘right to the city’ would become apparent in the successive designs for late 1960s Venezuelan 
novel settlements such as El Tablazo and El Tuy. In both cases the proposals worked out by 
Llewelyn-Davies, Weeks-Forestier and Bor took stock of the JCUS’ fi ndings, and manifested 
consideration for accommodating spontaneous settlements into the city’s evolving layout from 
the outset. Detached from the super-grid of infrastructural bundles which constituted the spine 
for urban growth, the self-help low-income sectors were imagined to result in the gradual and 
‘ordered’ densifi cation of each sub-unit’s core area [33].

Vis-à-vis the relationship between global aspirations, foreign expertise and local knowledge, 
the JCUS/CVG joint venture also represents a turning point in technical assistance discourses 
within the country and the Latin American region. Desarollismo would come under attack 
shortly after the endeavour, with the newly developed dependency theory severely questioning 
and condemning projects such as Ciudad Guayana, interpreted as a continuation of imperialist 
exploitation and underdevelopment. Indeed, as the only polo de desarollo to be – however 
incompletely – realized, the new town came to embody the site par excellence for setting up 
neo-colonial abusive systems. More recent and balanced accounts placing the endeavour into 
a regional and historical perspective have on the other hand confi rmed the crucial part played 
by Ciudad Guayana as the progressive attempt to create an alternative to the impoverished, 
dependent metropolis then common in Latin America, and whose planning approach engendered 
constructive revisions leading to the positive participatory planning experience of today [34].

A missing link in the accounts to date is a perspective taken by looking into the interconnective 
discourses of architecture, development and [de-/ post-/ neo-] colonization. 

In describing the theoretical development in urban design by the ‘Anglo-American Axis’, Nan 
Ellin mentions the role of Kevin Lynch’s surveys in Ciudad Guayana in the consolidation of 
community participation strategies contributing to the shift from modern to post-modern urbanism 
[35]. Though it impossible to reconstruct a history of “infl uence” and just as unfeasible to identify 
for each JCUS specialist the importance of the Venezuelan venture for the evolution of each 
fi gure’s intellectual and personal trajectory, some considerations can be made. In effect, for 
most of the professionals engaged in the challenge, the development of economic, social and 
physical plans for Ciudad Guayana was the fi rst large-scale operation within which to test some 
of their strategies and do so in a collaborative environment. Kevin Lynch’s own post-Ciudad 

32  Donald APPLEYARD “City Designers and the Pluralistic City” in Lloyd RODWIN (ed.) Planning Urban Growth and 
Regional Development: the Experience of the Guayana Program in Venezuela, Cambridge: MIT Press, p.424-423.
33  For a more elaborate account of the work of Llewelyn-Davis, Weeks-Forestier and Bor in Venezuela, see Walter BOR and 
Jonathan SMULIAN, (1970) “Planning in Venezuela-with special reference to the recent development of three new cities”. 
Paper to the Regional Studies Association Conference on Urbanisation and Regional Change, Oxford, April, 1970 (mimeo).
34  See Thomas ANGOTTI (1996) “Latin American Urbanization and Planning: Inequality and Unsustainability in North 
and South” in Latin American Perspectives, Vol. 23, No. 4, The “Urban Question” in Latin America. (Autumn, 1996), pp. 
12-34; (2001) “Ciudad Guayana: From Growth Pole to Metropolis, Central Planning to Participation” in Journal of Planning 
Education and Research, Vol.20, No.3, pp.330.
35  See Nan ELLIN (1996) “Advocacy planning, community participation, environmentalism and feminism” in Post-modern 
Urbanism, Princeton University Press, p.65.
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Guayana production is revealing in this respect, with a series of articles published from 1966 
onwards on the distinction between ‘urban’ and ‘city’ design. Arguing for the latter, he critiqued 
the former’s obsession for essentially architectural projects based on a limited set of formal 
typologies, Lynch advocated for a more expansive discipline attuned to the city’s layered sites 
and complex ecologies. Ciudad Guayana was therefore an initiative which allowed the different 
attitudes to urban design under von Moltke and Lynch to consolidate and call into question the 
form the new discipline would take as well as what urban ideology it would defend [36]. 

Last but not least, Ciudad Guayana presented the occasion for a large number of professionals 
from diverse cultural and disciplinary backgrounds to collaborate, supported by the intertwining 
and congruent agendas of international aid strategies, nation-building processes and the post-
war fervor of social reformers engaged in the diffusion of the democratic ideal. In this perspective, 
the new town experiment holds crucial clues for understanding how new power relationships 
and new knowledge of environments and societies were co-produced in a particular phase 
of the developmentalist state. If the purpose of planning Guayana was that of reorganizing 
the region to serve, at least in part, the interests of globalizing investors, this process was 
profoundly linked with its complementary one, namely the growing relevance of grassroots 
initiatives and piecemeal improvement. As Donald Appleyard would summarize the endeavor, 
Ciudad Guayana was the attempt to design a pluralist urban environment without abandoning 
the idea that urbanity could also be generated by form [Fig. 8]. 

A decade after the conclusion of the JCUS’ involvement in Venezuela, whilst Ciudad Guayana 
was still largely under construction, Donald Appleyard’s premonition is sadly revealing of the 
team’s frustrated expectations:

“New cities almost always enter the gauntlet of criticism as soon as they begin 
to emerge from the ground. Things always go wrong. No one can anticipate all 
the problems, confl icts, and discoveries that can occur in the development of 
anything as complex as a city. Visitors are disappointed, inhabitants complain, 
and the critics sharpen their pencils. […] Ciudad Guayana was planned in a 
different way from most new cities. It was not planned by any single personality, 
or even by one profession, although we shall refer to the group as planners. It 
was probably the fi rst attempt to bring a multidisciplinary team of economists, 
social scientists, lawyers, planners, architects, engineers, and others together 
in the planning of a new city. It was also one of the fi rst attempts, albeit in a too 
limited a way, to incorporate the attitudes and viewpoints of a city’s population 
into the plan. Yet, it will no doubt receive as much criticism as its fellows [37].”

Appleyard’s refl ections are echoed by Lloyd Rodwin’s analysis on the illusions of city planners, 
as well as the general acknowledgement by professionals involved that synergies between 
disciplines had not produced the anticipated results. The new town planning experiment 
tentatively tried to hold together non-designers such as Lloyd Rodwin and Charles Abrams 
- voicing the claims of the intricate social city – and those urban designers preoccupied with 
maintaining at least some of CIAM’s urbanistic legacy, a relationship which would in the 
successive years be exacerbated, but that underscores the new town venture’s relevance for 
understanding further the epistemological contribution of development projects to urbanism 
and their role in the troubled trajectory of urban design.
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Development, planning and urbanization
In 1960, between May and October, a technical mission organized by Siap1 visited ten latin 
american countries in order to realize a survey about the teaching of planning. The report, 
published the following year, began stating that “one of the most remarkable characteristics 
of the actual situation of Latin America is a general anxiety in relation to economic and social 
development”2. 

Starting a report about planning with issues related to development was something not so 
strange at the time. Development was a major concern of many different Governments and 
probably the primary goal of the so-called developing countries3 and planning was seen as 
one of the principal instrument to achieve it. In fact, development and planning were strictly 
connected and, as the previous was slightly enlarging its meaning from a strict economical 
sense to a broader idea concerning society and spatial organization, also planning started to be 
widely applied to different issues. Among them, spatial concerns were not a minor point. During 
the 50s and especially in the 60s, the researches about urbanization increased exponentially, 
while urban and regional planning fl ourished in all the countries of the continent. 

In this regard, one of the major concerns about development process was urbanization, 
not only for the related problems, such as migrants integrations, public housing or marginal 
settlements, but also for the chances that cities were offering to development. The process 
of industrialization, which was almost a synonym of development in those years, were mainly 
taking place in cities and, moreover, urban environments offered the best conditions to develop 
a modern society4. During the 60s, cities were regarded as an “agent of change”5.

Beside the most famous cases, such as Brasilia or Ciudad Guayana, many latin american 
countries assigned to the city an important role in the process of development. Taking as a 
case study Chile during the Frei administration (1964 – 70)6, we will try to show how this role 
was intended.

Revolución en libertad
In Chile, during the presidential campaign of 1964, the Christian Democratic Party (PDC) was 
supporting the candidacy of Eduardo Frei Montalva with the slogan revolución en libertad 
(revolution with freedom). The other candidate was Salvador Allende, supported by a coalition 
of the socialist and communist parties, called FRAP (Frente de Acción Popular).

The slogan of Frei was not only referring to the international situation, with the confrontation 
between the communist revolution of Cuba, supported by Moscow, and the kennedyan 
“peaceful revolution”. It also refl ected a deep conviction that in Chile it was possible to induce 
an accelerated change, without recurring to the violence7. A change that would have been 
characterized neither by the marxist ideology or the liberal one. Instead, a reformist agenda 

1   The Sociedad InterAmericana de Planifi cación (SIAP) was constituted during a seminar on technical training for urban 
and rural planning, which took place in Puerto Rico during 1956.
2   “Una de la más notable características de la situación por la cual atraviesa actualmente la América Latina es la geneal-
izada inquietud que se manifi esta en relación con el desarrollo económico y social en la inmensa mayoría de las naciones 
que integran el continente” Siap (1961) La enseñanza de la planifi cación en la America Latina, San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
p.13. The mission, sponsored by the Ford Foundation, was composed by César Garcés V., José Vera L., Humberto J. 
Espinosa.
3   In January 1961, the United Nations resolved that the decade of the 1960s would be the Decade of Development. In 
the same year Kennedy promoted the Alliance for Progress, a wide aid program for the development of Latin American 
countries.
4  Almandoz has pointed out the relation between planning and the functionalist equation of urbanization – industrializa-
tion – modernization. Arturo Almandoz (2006) “Urban planning and histography in Latin America” in Progress in Planning, 
vol.65 part 2, pp.81-103, especially the third chapter, “Developmentalism, modernism an planning”. See also: Arturo Al-
mandoz (2008, august) “Despegues si madurez. Urbanización, industrialización y desarrollo en la Latinoamérica del siglo 
XX”, in Eure, n.102, pp.61-76.
5   John Friedmann (1967) Una estrategia de urbanización deliberada, Cidu, Santiago de Chile, p.1
6   The Frei administration, considered by the United States as the example to oppose to the Cuba revolution, was one of 
the major latin american reformist experiences of the 60s, together with Betancourt in Venezuela, Belaúnde Terry in Perú 
or Lleras Camargo in Colombia.
7  Sergio Molina (1972) El proceso de cambio en Chile. La experiencia 1965-1970, Editorial Universitaria – Siglo XXI, 
Santiago de Chile and Mexico, p.6. The slogan is also referring to the catholic idea of freedom and to the necessity of deep 
social reforms supported from a part of the latin american catholicism. In this regard, see the catholic magazine Mensaje, 
which dedicated a special issue (n.115) to the revolution in Latin America in december 1962.
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was proposed, in which the state would have had a fundamental role in fostering the popular 
participation in the social and economical development.

The need for a radical change sprang from the conviction that the country was passing through a 
full  crisis (crisis integral): a crisis involving the politics, the economy, the society and the culture8. 
Jorge Ahumada, a chilean economist who had an important role in orienting the program of the 
christian-democrats9, identifi ed in the changes occurred after the great depression the main 
cause of the actual problems: the radical reforms that would have been necessary to face those 
transformations didn’t took place, or they were implemented just partially. For instance, the 
quick urbanization begun in the 40s didn’t create a civic consciousness, necessary to pass from 
a rural to an urban society, due to the lacks of the education and legal systems. In the same 
way, the state could not profi t from the industrialization occurred in the same years to create a 
dynamic economy: the differences in the incomes were still huge, the infl ation was a chronic 
problem, the agriculture was still traditional and with a very low productivity10.

The perception of a full crisis, although probably was overemphasizing the real situation, was 
largely accepted in the country, both from the public opinion and the political parties. Apart from 
the right wing, which in those years had a little consensus, the two main presidential candidates 
were rendering a country in a critical situation. This vision, supported by various reports and 
researches11, was used to justify a wide program of structural reforms12.

Frei won, gathering the 56% of the votes. The inauguration of the new Government, at the end 
of 1964, established the conditions for an acceleration of the process of change. Since the fi rst 
days the Government worked to implement the program presented during the campaign13.

A major reform was the agrarian one, which would have increased and modernized the production 
and improved the standard of life of the farmers, also through a partial land redistribution. 
Another important point of the program was the acquisition of the majority of the copper mines 
by the State, which were the main source of foreign currency. Moreover, in respect to the 
economy, the main goals were augmenting the growth to 5-6% a year, reducing the infl ation and 
decreasing the huge differences in the pro-capita incomes of the population.

The Christian Democrats gave a great emphasis to the education and to the so-called popular 
promotion. In regard to the fi rst one, the public system was changed and conspicuous resources 
was assigned to it; for the second one, the government promoted the union trades and the 
formation of basic organizations. Last, it was promised to set up a program in order to reduce 
the housing defi cit, building 60.000 dwelling a year14.

Universities
The chilean intelligentsia was strongly involved in defi ning the program of Frei and, afterward, 
in implementing the proposed reforms. For the program, we already mentioned the prominence 
of persons such as Jorge Ahumada, and the importance of international institutions and 
research centers such as Cepal or Desal15. An even larger role was assigned to intellectuals 
and technicians when Frei inaugurated the new Government. Of course the main charges was 
given to people belonging to the party, but many prestigious economists, engineers and lawyers 
were incorporated into the public institutions at top positions. The architects played a role in the 
institutions too: many of them were young and shared the enthusiasm for the project of change 
proposed by the new Government. In this chapter we will briefl y review the role played by the 
faculties of architecture in the public institutions related to urban planning16.

8   Jorge Ahumada (1966) La crisis integral de Chile, Editorial Universitario, Santiago de Chile. Many ascribed to Ahumada 
also the slogan “revolución en libertad”.
9   Already from the 1955 a group of Frei’s friends, including Ahumada, worked to prepare the campaign for the presiden-
tial elections of 1958, in which Frei collected a good share of votes, although not enough to win. Cristían Gazmuri (2000) 
Eduardo Frei Montalva y su época, Aguilar, Santiago de Chile, p.415. In several occasions Gazmuri remarks the constant 
contribution of intellectuals and technicians to the PDC. In this regard see also Patricio Silva (2009) In the name of reason: 
technocrats and politics in Chile, Penn State Press, University Park, PA, cap.4 “the age of global planning”
10   Those arguments are stated by Ahumada in a book which become very infl uential: Jorge Ahumada (1958) En vez de 
la miseria, Editorial del Pacifi co, Santiago de Chile. The analysis proposed by Ahumada shared the approach elaborated 
during the 50s in the Cepal (the UN Economic Commission for Latin America, based in Santiago de Chile), where Ahu-
mada worked severals years. The Cepal had a great infl uence on the economical and political thinking of those years in 
the whole Latin America.
11   For instance, the group gathered around Desal (centro para el Desarrollo Económico y Social de América Latina) was 
supporting the need for radical reforms too. This center was a think-tank guided by the belgian jesuit Roger Vekemans, 
which had an important role in orienting the social program of the christian democrats. Desal (1965) America Latina y 
Desarrollo Social, Santiago de Chile.
12   Bernardo Secchi pinpointed the planners’ habit of building a negative perception of the reality in order to justify their 
proposals. Secchi, Bernardo (1984) Il racconto urbanistico. La politica della casa e del territorio in Italia. Torino, Einaudi. 
In a similar way, the analysis proposed by Ahumada and by the Christian Democrats had the main goal to form a public 
consensus about the reforms.
13   In fact, the fi rst 2 – 3 years were the most frenetic ones in implementing the reforms. Around the 1968 the Government 
started to encounter serious diffi culties, due a worsening of economic growth, an increasing polarization in society and 
internal confl icts inside the PDC.
14   Molina 1972, op.cit. Simon Collier, William E. Sater, (1996) History of Chile, 1808-1994, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge.
15   See notes 9, 10 and 11.
16   It must be noted that in spanish it was initially employed the word Urbanismo and only afterward Planeamiento o 
Planifi cación entered in the common dictionary. Almandoz, in regard to the latin american context, linked the shift from one 
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Universidad de Chile
The University of Chile (UdC) had a primary role in the developing of urban planning in Chile, 
since the arrival of Karl Brunner in 1929. The austrian planner was invited in Santiago to take 
charge of the town plan and, meanwhile, he was hired by the university to start a seminar in 
urbanism. Generally, this event is considered the beginning of professional planning in Chile. 
When Brunner came back in Austria, some of his students and assistants kept on teaching in 
the school and they developed the discipline also through the professional activity17. Luis Muñoz 
Maluschka was maybe the most outstanding one. During the 40s, as director of the planning 
department in the Ministry of Public Works (Mop), developed more than a hundred town plans18. 
Guillermo Ulriksen was in charge of the La Serena plan, maybe the fi rst experience of regional 
planning in Chile, which was strongly promoted from the president Videla between 40s and 
50s19. Juan Honold and Juan Parrochia were the main directors of the Santiago metropolitan 
plan, approved in the 1960.
Nevertheless, during the 60s the UdC gradually lost his infl uence and had a minor role 
during the Frei administration. The only exception was Juan Parrochia, who kept on having a 
preeminent position into the Ministry of Public Works for many years, constructing ones of the 
most important transport infrastructures of Santiago, including the fi rst line of the subway20.

Universidad Católica de Valparaíso
The development of the faculty of architecture in the Catholic University of Valparaíso (UCV) 
is strongly linked to the group guided by the chilean architect Alberto Cruz and the argentinian 
poet Godofredo Iommi, which were invited to teach in the school in 1952. The group, integrated 
by some young architects and by a sculptor, developed a very peculiar approach to architecture, 
closely related to poetry, which in few years oriented the whole school21. 
On the contrary of the others two faculties of architecture, the UCV never had links with politics, 
preferring a more “intimate” vision of architecture. Nevertheless, two of the group founders 
played an important role into the Cormu, an agency depending from the Ministry of Housing 
(Minvu), which was created at the beginning of the Frei administration. With them some others 
young architects who studied in Valparaíso arrived into the agency22. Moreover, few other UCV 
graduates worked in other departments of the same Ministry.

Universidad Católica
Between the 50s and 60s some of the main architects of the modern movement in Chile 
were teaching in the Catholic University of Santiago (UC). Among the others: Sergio Larrain, 
Mario Perez de Arce, Emilio Duhart, Hector Valdés and Fernando Castillo. Most of them were 
principals of well established professional practices and designed some of the most important 
buildings of the time, such as the Portales neighborhood unit or the Cepal headquarter. In their 
thinking the city had a primary position, but it was approached always from an architectural 
point of view, more close to the urban design. In fact, people from the UC rarely got involved 
in urban planning before the mid of 60s, but during the Frei administration, the school gained 
a preponderant role in the fi eld. The main charges of the Minvu were mostly committed to 
some professors of the UC and to many young architects graduated in the same school, who 
often had followed a master in urban planning abroad. Juan Astica was in charge of the urban 
development department, Nicolais Garcias and Patricio Gross had important positions in the 
Cormu, Hector Valdés became the president of Corvi and Eduardo San Martin of Corhabit23.

Cidu and Urdapic
The UC had a major role in those years also for another experience which took place inside 
the university: the creation of the Comité Interdisciplinario de Desarrollo Urbano (Cidu)24. In 
establishing the center, a primary part was played by some international advisors, mainly from 
United States, that were in Chile at the time. 

word to the other with the reorientation from european to north american infl uence, which occurred after the second world 
war. Almandoz 2006, op.cit. pp.98-99.
17   Maria Isabel Pavez (1994) La Institución del Urbanismo en la Facultad de Arquitectura y Urbanismo de la Universidad 
de Chile 1928-1988, Facultad de Arquitectura y Urbanismo, Universidad de Chile, Santiago. In the 1929, moreover, the 
fi rst law of construction and urbanization was approved in Chile, as a reaction to the earthquake of Talca, which made 
compulsory the approval of a town plan for every city with more than 20.000 inhabitants. As many cities did not have the 
necessary resources, most of the plans were prepared by the Ministry of Public Works (Mop) in the following years.
18   Maria Isabel Pavez (2002, january) “Luis Muñoz Maluschka: un miembro de la “Akadamie für Raumforschung und 
Landesplanung” en el M.O.P. De Chile”, in Revista de Urbanismo, n.5.
19   Horacio Torrent (2006) Ciudad tematica: urbanismo y arquitectura del plan Serena, tesis de doctorado, facultad de 
arquitectura planeamiento y diseño, universidad nacional de Rosario. The fi rst chapter, in particular, is dedicated to the 
institutionalization of the urbanism and to the regional concerns that emerged during the 40s.
20   Maria Isabel Pavez (2003) En la ruta de Juan Parrochia Beguin, Facultad de Arquitectura y Urbanismo, Universidad 
de Chile, Santiago.
21   Fernando Pérez Oyarzun (1993) “The Valparaíso school” in The Harvard Architecture Review, volume 9, pp.82-101. 
Fernando Pérez Oyarzun and Rodrigo Pérez de Arce (2003) Escuela de Valparaíso: grupo ciudad abierta, Contrapunto, 
Santiago de Chile
22   Rodrigo Pérez de Arce (1994) El Jardín de los Senderos Entrecruzados. La Remodelación San Borja y las Escuela 
de Arquitectura, in Wren Strabucchi Chambers (ed) Cien Años de Arquitectura en la Universidad Católica, Ediciones ARQ, 
Santiago de Chile
23   Cormu, Corvi and Corhabit were agencies depending to the Minvu. See the next chapter.
24   Afterward the name was changed in Centro de Desarrollo Urbano y Regional, maintaining the same abbreviation.
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In early 1964, this group of advisors settled in the Ministry of Public Works in order to start a 
program of community facilities planning, called Precco (programa de equipamiento comunitario). 
The idea of the program had originated several months earlier when the AID25 had urged on the 
Ford Foundation the need to incorporate social facilities into the urban housing projects. The 
small advisory group26 had the main goal to design and build some experimental community 
centers in various cities of the country, but one of the task was also to implement training 
courses, in order to create chilean professionals that could have took charge of the program. 
An agreement was made with Rice Universities27, but Precco had diffi culties almost from the 
start: the march of the program went on slowly and this affected also the implementation of the 
training program. 

After Frei won the elections and took charge of the presidency, the Ford Foundation 
reassessed the purposes and the structure of the mission, along with the orientations of the 
new government28. The community facilities were placed in the context of urban and social 
development. Moreover, regional planning was added as a main concern, in order to guide 
the locations of the investments. The program became much more ambitious and its name 
was changed in “Urban and Regional Development Advisory Program in Chile” (Urdapic). 
The purpouse switched from the construction of some community centers to a wide technical 
support in building administrative institutions for urban and regional planning. 

A new coordinator, John Friedmann, arrived in june 1965 and the advisors of the program spread 
among several institutions, especially the new ones: Marié moved to Promoción Popular, Stöhr 
to Odeplan, in order to implement regional planning, Miller was sent in Concepción to assist the 
establishment of Orplan, Mann settled in Minvu and Eyheralde went to Corvi, for a program of 
rural housing29. High on the agenda were also the negotiations which had already been started 
with the UC to establish an education institution for urban and regional planning, which lead to 
the creation of Cidu at the end of 196530. The center was directed mainly by Ricardo Jordan and 
Guillermo Geisse, with the contribution of the Ford Fondation advisors31. 

The Cidu had three main tasks. The fi rst and maybe more important one was the teaching 
program, which was divided in two lines: some small and intense training courses, oriented 
mostly to the employees of the local institutions, and a one-year master, mainly for the personal 
of the national administrations. The other tasks were to develop researches related to urban 
and regional problems and to start a program of technical assistance32. The center, therefore, 
started with a close relationship with the reforms in the administration system implemented by 
the christian democrats, but soon it acquired international prestige and became one of the most 
important center for urban and regional studies in Latin America33.

Institutions
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the new government introduced some innovations in 
the public administration, in order to accomplish the program. Among the fi rst decisions token, 
there was the creation of two new agencies, depending directly to the presidency: the planning 
agency (Odeplan, Ofi cina de Planifi cación Nacional) and the agency for popular promotion 
(Consejeria Nacional de Promoción Popular). During the fi rst year it was also implemented the 
structure of a  Ministry for housing and urbanism (Minvu), which was formalized with a law at 
the end of 1965, becoming fully operative in the the mid of next year.

Odeplan
Odeplan, established at the beginning of 1965 and formalized with a law in the middle of 1967, 
was the planning agency and had a strongly economic orientation34. Nevertheless, one of the 

25   The United States Agency for International Development (US AID) was created in 1961 reorganizing the US foreign 
assistance programs.
26   The group was composed by Dan Steward, Lawrence Mann, Walter Stöhr, Michel Marié, Paul Kennon and was backed 
by the architectural fi rm Caudill, Rowlet & Scott (CRS) of Houston, Texas. The coordinator of the program for the Ford 
Foundation was René Eyhéralde. Waldo Lopez (1969) Evaluación de centros pilotos de equipamiento comunitario en 
Chile, Minvu, dirección de planifi cación de equipamiento comunitario.
27   René Eyhéralde (1965) Community facilities planning and action advisory program in Chile: annual report of the coor-
dinator: 1964-1965, Ford Fondation, Santiago de Chile.
28   In a report written at the end of the experince, Friedmann remarked that “..whenever the results were positive and 
the amplifi er effect was strong, they sprang from a unique symbiosis between the ideas or Urdapic advisors and the will 
and capacity of Chilean counterpart institutions. Where they were negative, however, or the amplifi er effect was weak, 
the cause was typically a different ordering of priorities between Foundation advisors and the Chilean Government”. John 
Friedmann (1969) Urban and regional development in Chile. A case study of innovative planning, Ford Foundation, San-
tiago de Chile, p.49.
29   Promoción popular was an agency to foster social partecipation, Odeplan and Orplan were agency for planning, Minvu 
was the ministry for housing and urbanism and Corvi was one of its agencies. See the next chapter.
30   A detailed report of the whole Urdapic experience is in Friedmann 1969, op.cit.
31   Along with recruiting some chilean professors, in the fi rst years professors such as José Luis Coraggio, Manuel Cas-
tells and Jordi Borja were invited to teach in the Cidu.
32   Cidu (1968) “El Cidu, teoría y practica de un programa de docencia e investigación en el campo de la urbanización”, 
in Cuadernos de Desarrollo Urbano y Regional n.7, Santiago de Chile.
33   In 1967 the Cidu established a network with other centers for urban studies: the Colegio de Mexico, the IEP in Lima, 
the Cendes in Caracas and the Ceur in Buenos Aires, that later on widen to other institutions. 
34  Pilar Hernandez and Cecilia Lopez (1986) Institucionalización de la planifi cación en Chile, 1939 -1985, tesis, Pontifi cia 
Universidad Católica de Chile, Facultad de Derecho, cap. 3, “La planifi cación durante el gobierno de don Eduardo Frei M.”
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two departments of the agency was specifi cally devoted to regional planning and the personal 
was composed not only by economists, but also by engineers and some architects. The main 
function of the department was to implement a program of regionalization of the country, which, 
at the moment, was divided in 25 provinces and was characterized by a strongly centralized 
political system35.
The fi rst task was to propose a system of regions, more suitable for a process of decentralization, 
apt to regional planning and intended as a tool for the development policy36. Keeping as the 
main goal the economic growth, the regions were designed grouping the existing provinces, 
in order to form units with a certain degree of socio-economic autonomy. This was a basic 
condition for allowing a self-sustained process of development. Moreover, every region should 
have had a development pole, i.e. an urban dynamic center with easy access from the whole 
region, which would have fostered the growth and expanded it to the rest of the areas. The 
regional poles would eventually had formed a system of urban settlements, in order to facilitate 
the national integration37. 
In the defi nition of the regions not much attention was paid to cultural or ethnical aspects. The 
primary criteria was an economical one and the main goals were the economical growth and 
the integration of the national economic space. The defi nition of the regions did not tried to set 
homogeneous spaces with similar geographic and cultural characteristics and, in this sense, 
the regions were not intended to describe an actual situation. Instead, they were trying to 
picture a future hypothesis of national space, projecting an ideal structure of the country, which 
would have supported the development38.
The regions proposed by Odeplan were non formalized, but they were immediately adopted from 
the national and local administrations39. The next step was to implement a system of regional 
development agencies, called Orplan (Ofi cinas de Planifi cación Regional). Due to the shortage 
of trained personal, the implementation was pretty slow. In the fi rst years just three Orplan were 
created, while some other kind of regional secretariats were established in few other regions. 
The main task of the Orplan was to study the regional economy, in order to elaborate regional 
strategy of development, consistent with the national plan. The fi rst full-fi nished strategy was 
that one of the Bio-Bio region (the region of Concepción, the second largest city in Chile) in 
1966, followed by that ones for Maule region in 1968 and for Magallanes region in 1969.

Promoción Popular
This institution ranked very high among the Frei Government’s initial objectives. As the name 
suggest, the Consejeria Nacional de Promoción Popular (agency for popular promotion) had 
the task to prompt the participation of those sectors of the society which did not get involved in 
the process of development, namely the marginals. Marginality was intended as the opposite of 
integration and was associated to the lack of participation. This could be a passive participation, 
i.e. the accessibility to basic social services, such as education or health care, or an active one, 
i.e. the involvement in the decision-making process40. While both aspects were considered very 
important, the main task of the Consejeria was more related to the second one.
According to Desal41, the marginal groups lacked internal organization, which was the main 
barrier to the capacity of taking part into the national society. In order to achieve the integration, 
it was necessary to form “intermediate corps”, which would have mediated between the 
individuals and the State. Following this idea, Promoción Popular was mainly engaged in 
fostering the organization of marginal group, providing coordination with other institutions, skills 
and technical assistance.
The government succeeded in approving a law that gave legal recognition to some basic 
organizations, such as neighborhood boards, sport clubs, centers for mothers and youths, but 
the right wing and especially the left coalition opposed a strong resistance to the institution. 
They feared it was a way to widen the support of the PDC to the urban poor and the syndicates, 
which traditionally were voters of the communist and socialist parties. Moreover, despite the 

35  Odeplan (1968?) Antecedentes generales sobre planifi cación regional, departamento de planifi cación regional, San-
tiago de Chile.
36   While the main person in charge of designing the system was Walter Stöhr, the theoretical frame was probably pro-
vided by John Friedmann. See John Friedmann (1964) “The concept of a planning region – The evolution of an idea in 
the United States”, in John Friedmann and William Alonso (eds), Regional development and planning: a reader, The MIT 
press, Cambridge, Mass. This book is a collection of essays which might well represent the reference token for the defi ni-
tion of the chilean regions.
37   Walter Stöhr (1967, dicembre) “La defi nición de regiones en relación con el desarrollo nacional y regional en América 
Latina” in Revista de la Siap n.4, pp.21-27 and pp.36-40. Odeplan (1968) Política de desarrollo nacional. Directivas nacio-
nales y regionales, Editorial Universitaria, Santiago de Chile, cap. V, “La política de desarrollo regional”.
38   “El carácter de estas regiones es normativo y con una orientación hacia el futuro.” “Institucionalizar tales regiones ex 
post, ofrece la gran ventaja de poder adaptar su tamaño y estructura a los requeriementos actuales, así como orientarlas 
hacia un criterio nacional y darles la necesaria fl exibilidad para que se transformen en un instrumento constructivo dentro 
del proceso de desarrollo.” Stöhr, op.cit. p.27.
39   Hernandez and Lopez 1986, op.cit. pp. 161-2. The regions were institutionalized only in 1976 by the military govern-
ment, which adopted the system originally proposed by Odeplan with just some modifi cations. Sergio Boisier (1996) Chile: 
la vocacion regionalista del gobierno militar, mimeograph.
40   Armand Mattelart, Manuel A. Garretón (1965) Integración nacional y marginalidad. Un ensayo de Regionalización 
Social de Chile, Editorial del Pacifi co, Santiago de Chile, cap.1. Both authors at the time were collaborating with Desal.
41   See note 12.
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strong support given by the Government, from the very beginning Promoción Popular lacked 
determined and practical leadership and it had long hesitations on what to do42. With such 
adverse conditions, the Government was fi nally unable to obtain a law that would permanently 
establish the agency with the right to a budget on its own and this seriously affected the work 
of Promoción Popular.

Minvu
The Government was much more successful in implementing programs related to passive 
participation. Those involved basically the objective to build 360.000 dwellings in 6 years, a plan 
which had a pretty wide consensus, as Chile had a long tradition in social housing plans43. Frei 
promised to speed up the rhythm of construction, in order to solve the defi cit that was quickly 
getting bigger. Moreover, it was placed a strong emphasis on the problem of equipments, both 
for new projects and already existing neighborhood, in order to boost the social integration of 
marginals groups.
Since 1953, the main institution in charge of public housing was Corvi (Corporación de la 
Vivienda), a semi-autonomous agency depending to the Ministry of Public Works (Mop), which 
needed authorizations and permits from many different institutions. The Government believed 
that much more effi ciency could be achieved by centralizing all the functions related to the 
housing sector in one organism. The initial idea was breaking the Mop up to form two new 
ministries: one dedicated to transports and the other one to housing and urban planning. The 
project found a strong opposition and eventually the Mop survived mostly like it was. Just the 
Corvi passed to a new Ministry of housing, called Minvu (Ministerio de Vivienda y Urbanismo), 
which was formally established at the end of 196544.
The two main functions of the Minvu – planning and execution of housing plan – were divided in 
two different structures. The Minvu itself had the planning one, through a department specifi cally 
devoted to it45. Into the department there were three main divisions: urban development, 
community facilities and housing planning46. The other function, the executive one, was 
committed to semi-autonomous agencies depending to the Ministry. In the original idea Cormu 
should have bought the building land, Cou should have urbanized the plots, paving streets and 
constructing sewage and water systems, Corvi should have built the housing and Corhabit 
should have token charge of the dwelling allocation47. The general plan, which the agencies 
were in charge to implement, should have been formulated by the department of planning. In 
this regard, the Ministry had basically the role of guiding and coordinating the agencies, which 
was responding to two main ideas: a) planning, through coordination and project evaluations, 
was the proper instrument to meet effi ciency in the use of resources; b) in order to create social 
participation it was necessary to consider together dwelling and equipments and, even most 
important, to place the housing problem in a more wide contest, considering primarily the whole 
urban development.
In fact, the coordination between the planning department and the agencies did not work so 
well. Every agencies followed an internal trajectory, paying not so many attention to the other 
ones. Cormu started an ambitious program of urban renewal, focused in Santiago, while its 
land department was buying plots according more to opportunity and cost, rather than following 
the indications of the planning department. Corvi kept on building housing, according to the 
methods developed in several years of activities. Corhabit ended up focusing on the so called 
operación sitio, a program of self-construction housing48.
Although the program implemented by the Frei Government encountered several problems, 
it marked a radical change in the approach to urban issues. First of all from a methodological 
point of view: the pretension to institutionalize the planning practice at all the level, although 
had pushed toward a system too much abstract and idealized, succeeded in creating modern 
institutions and trained personal. Secondly, the role assigned to the cities in the national context 
assumed a much wider dimension. We will discuss this point in the last chapter.

42   The program of social participation were strongly infl uenced by the catholic ideas of solidarity and community, which 
implied a certain utopian character of the proposals. This might explain the diffi culties in defi ning and implementing a 
concrete program.
43   Rodrigo Hidalgo (2005) La vivienda social en Chile y la construcion del espacio urbano en el Santiago del siglo XX, 
ediciones de la dirección de Bibliotecas, Archivios y Museos, Santiago de Chile.
44   Lois Athey (1973) La reforma administrativa del sector vivienda: creación y funcionamiento del Ministerio de Vivienda 
y Urbanismo, MINVU, CIDU, work paper n.70, pp. 4 sgg.
45   DGPP, Dirección General de Planifi cación y Presupuesto (planning and budget)
46   DPDU, Dirección de Planifi cación del Desarrollo Urbano (urban development); DPEC, Dirección de Planifi cación de 
Equipamiento Comunitario (community facilities); DPH, Dirección de Planifi cación Habitacional (housing planning).
47  In this way Juan Astica, chief of urban development, summarized the functions of the agencies, even if he pointed out 
that every ones had multiples tasks. Juan Astica (1966, gennaio-febbario) “El ministerio de vivienda y urbanismo de Chile. 
Antecedentes y estructura”, in Plandes. Bolentin informativo, n.16 pp.5-10. In an initial stage urban utilities such as sewage 
and water was committed to a specifi c department inside the Ministry, but in 1969 this was closed and its functions passed 
to a new agency, the Cou. In this way the agencies, called Corporaciones, were: Cormu, Corporación de Mejoramento 
Urbano (agency for urban renewal), Corvi, Corporación de la Vivienda (agency for housing), Cou, Corporación de Obras 
Urbanas (agency for urban work), and Corhabit, Corporación de Servicios Habitacionales (agency for housing services). 
See also Guillermo Geisse (1968, march-june) “El caso de Chile”, in Revista de la Siap, n.5-6, issue dedicated to urban 
development.
48   Athey 1973, op.cit. pp.24 sgg.
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Tools
Although with not as much coordination as it was intended, every of those institutions started 
innovative policies of regional and urban planning.

Desarrollo Regional  
Odeplan tried to get a comprehensive system of planning off the ground, integrating national 
economic development with the regional planning. In charge of Odeplan, at least in the original 
plan, there was also the task to orient the work of the Ministries, including Minvu, in order to 
concentrate all the national efforts toward the same goals and objectives. While this point was 
the most diffi cult to achieve, especially because the agency never got the status of a Ministry, the 
most successful work of Odeplan was related to regional planning: it achieved the regionalization 
of the country and started a faint process of decentralization49. The regional agencies elaborated 
“strategies of regional development”, grounded on exhaustive analysis, which detected barriers 
and potentialities to economic and social growth, in order to propose a better spatial structure 
of the region. The proposals included distribution of population, allocation of industries and 
investments, new infrastructures and social equipments, creation of poles of development50.

Desarrollo Urbano
Minvu tried to work out an innovative approach to urban planning which would have gone over 
the old idea of town plan (Plan Regulador Comunal). It was felt that town plans, which were 
dealing mainly with street alignments and soil control, were not apt to face the on-going process 
of urbanization. In order to cope with the accelerated urban growth, it was necessary to put 
forward proposals and not just restrictions51.
The objective, therefore, was pretty ambitious: linking urban policies to the economic and social 
development at the national level. The key concept became “Urban development”, intended as 
an agreement of the various actors in regard to the general goals and the means to achieve 
them. In practice, this was basically an effort to rationalize the public investments, which had 
at its base a very simple evidence: the resources allocated by the State for public housing was 
nearly half of the total amount of urban investments. Therefore, by coordinating the housing 
plans with urban regulations, land use and other urban policies, it was possible to build up a very 
powerful tool to orient and foster social and economic development, achieving redistribution of 
the pro-capita incomes, increasing of saving, upgrading in the standards of life and accessibility 
to social services.52

The DPDU, which was in charge of implementing this idea, promoted a series of surveys 
called Estudios Pre Inversionales (EPI, pre-investment studies). Actually, the EPIs were 
initially elaborated in the budget department of the Ministry of fi nance, whose director, Edgardo 
Boeninger53, obtained fund from the AID to develop surveys in order to identify investments 
projects in various sectors. The Ministry would have elaborated the main frame, while the surveys, 
fi nanced by the AID, would have been carried on by private fi rms, under the supervision of the 
Ministry. When few moths later the Minvu was created, those surveys passed to the department 
of urban development of the new Ministry, that was elaborating a very similar approach. 
The main idea of the EPIs was that, in order to identify housing projects, it was not only necessary 
to analyze the demand and the construction market, but it was also essential to consider the 
whole city, in its physical, social and economical aspects54. In this regard, the EPIs were fi rst 
of all a detailed analysis of the city, about its evolution, its structure and its infl uence over the 
surrounding area, called micro-region. Then, they were an evaluation of housing, equipments 
and urban facilities needs, elaborated through interviews and demographic projections. The 
housing demand was analyzed in relation to the saving capacity, in order to defi ne proper 
solutions for every groups, which spanned from full housing, to minimum expandable units, until 
self-construction programs55. 

49   Manuel Achurra Larraín (1972) La política de desarollo regional chilena durante la administración de Frei, in Jorge 
Enrique Hardoy and Guillermo Geisse (eds) Políticas de desarrollo urbano y regional en América Latina, Buenos Aires, 
Ediciones de la SIAP, pp.203-223.
50  Orplan Bío-Bío (1966) Región Bío-Bío: estrategia para el desarrollo económico, Concepción. Odeplan (1968) Diag-
nóstico y estrategia para el desarrollo de la Región del Maule, Santiago de Chile.
51   Juan Astica (1966, 22-24 junio) La dirección de desarrollo urbano y la planifi cación metropolitana, conferencia sobre 
mejoramiento y desarrollo urbano de las areas metropolitanas, Santiago de Chile. The idea that town plan was an obsolete 
instrument was widely shared in the period: it was mentioned in two different interviews also by Gastón Maturana and 
Guillermo Geisse.
52   Geisse 1968, op.cit, p.26
53   Boeninger studied civil engineering in the Catholic University and taught statics in the faculty of architecture of the 
same university. Afterward, he studied economy in the University of Chile and, during the Frei administration, became a 
prominent person in the Ministry of Finance.
54   The person in charge of developing the frame was Gastón Maturana, a young architect graduated in the UCV. While 
Maturana said that he did not remember any kind of reference in designing the frame of the studies, Marco Lopez marked 
the contribution of the AID, who was strictly supervising the program, especially in the fi rst phase. It must be pointed out 
that, at this time (1965), the Ford Foundation advisors had relations with the Budget offi ce in the Ministry of Finance, 
especially with its director Edgardo Boeninger. During the time the frame was modifi ed, but without major changes to the 
general approach. Mann, Lawrence (1967) Equipamiento comunitario y desarrollo urbano. Un enfoque hacia la Program-
ación Nacional de la Infraestructura Local (Basado en la Experiencia Chilena, 1964 -1967), mimeograph, cap. VIII. Marco 
Lopez (1968) “Los estudios pre-inversionales y la localización de inversiones a nivel regional y local”, in Plandes. Boletin 
informativo, n.26, pp. 86-99.
55   Self construction programs were fi rst implemented in Costa Rica and in Perù. Especially the experience of Lima, 
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The elaboration of the EPIs went on pretty quickly and in few years studies for almost all the 
majors cities of the country, about 30, were made. Most of them were medium size cities, 
while the metropolitan areas, although included in the list, was approached only toward the 
end of 60s, as they needed a different methodology and a more complex survey56. At the base 
of the city selection, there wasn’t any consideration regarding a national urban structure or a 
hierarchy of poles. In fact, respect the synthetical image proposed by Odeplan in the same 
years, the body of the EPIs rendered a country where cities had more complex relations with 
the surrounding region and one with each other. They gave a detailed and vivid picture, result 
of a bottom-up vision, that partly contradict the hierarchical structure projected by Odeplan.

Mejoramiento Urbano
Beside buying plots for Corvi in order to implement the housing plan, Cormu had also the function 
to implement policies of urban renewal, which ended up being the main focus of the agency. 

Cormu developed various projects in several cities of the country, such as industrial park or 
central areas renovation, but the main concern was Santiago, where the Corporación started a 
wide program of urban design, which transformed important sectors of the city. The projects were 
mainly located in central areas and had typifi ed characteristics: residential towers combined with 
equipments located in horizontal platforms. Through an extensive use of medium-rise buildings, 
the interventions aimed to increase density and, at the same time, release wide green areas 
to the city57. In this way, rather than just renovating single sectors, the projects had a much 
more wide repercussion: the equipments and the green spaces would have improved the living 
conditions of the surroundings neighborhoods, the increasing in density would have rationalized 
the employment of infrastructures and stopped the horizontal spread of the city, the tower 
typology would have pushed and supported the innovation of the construction technology58. 

The ambition was clearly to reform the whole city59. In this regard, there is no wonder that the 
main effort of Cormu was concentrated in Santiago. As it was the capital, Santiago should 
have been an example for the whole country, in the same ways that the Cormu projects in 
Santiago would have been examples for the rest of the city. Moreover, Santiago was the only 
metropolis in the country60, that is, the only urban condition which was fully expressing the 
modern society. The will to change the structure of the city was dictated by the proposition to 
improve its performances, in order to adapt to modernity. The reform of the city had a direct 
relation with the social reforms.

Integration
The full crisis pictured by Ahumada and the Christian Democrats, was also described as a 
crisis of integration. Therefore, whatever the context in which it was employed, it was always 
indicated as a primary objective to achieve61. 

Social integration
First of all, integration was referring to a social problem. Unemployment, low standards of 
living and low levels of education were often epitomized with the word “marginality”. The notion 
was a theme of debate, but generally it was described as a lack of participation to the public 
welfare, to the economy, to the decision-making process and to the national culture, i.e. a lack 
of integration to the society.

Nevertheless, the same conditions of poverty were not identifi ed as marginal if they were found 
in the countryside. When referred to a rural context, illiteracy or low living standards were 
associated with terms like “traditional society” or “feudal structures”, but rarely with “marginality”. 
Marginality, even if described similar conditions, was referred mainly to urban contexts because 
it was related to integration, which was something concerning specifi cally the city. In fact, the 
problem of marginality was strictly related to the rural-urban migration and to the migrants’ 
problems of integrating into the urban society62. Beside concrete necessities like fi nding a job or 

directed by the british architect John Turner, became widely known. On the contrary, in Chile it was always privileged the 
constructions of traditional public housing.
56   Most of them were province capitals and were not exceeding the 100.000 inhabitants. Avoiding metropolitan areas and 
starting with medium-size cities had also a practical reason.
57   Perez de Arce 1994, op.cit.
58   At the time the skyline of Santiago was mainly horizontal, with only few middle-rise buildings. Cormu evaluated in 20 
fl oors the maximum high reachable by chilean construction enterprises. Within this limit, Cormu developed the 20-20-20 
typology: a tower 20 by 20 meters, 20 fl oors high.
59   Even if it was not its task, during the fi rst years Cormu designed a plan of Santiago. Minvu (1968) Cormu.
60   Valparaíso-Viña and Concepción were considered metropolitan areas too, but they were far to reach the million of 
inhabitants and they very considerably smaller than Santiago.
61   Mattelart and Garreton, for instance, wrote: “..el proceso de desarrollo de las naciones latinoamericanas puede ser vis-
to como un proceso de cresciente participación y podemos considerar a estas naciones como «en vías de integración»..” 
“..entre desarrollo e integración debe verse una interrelación réciproca en que parece difícil señalar cuál aspectos es 
causa del otro..” Mattelart and Garreton, 1965, op.cit. p.15.
62   Although Friedmann extended the concept of marginality to the rural areas, he marked its urban character and the 
relation with migration: “There have always been the poor, of course. But recognition of the phenomenon of marginality 
is something new. It was triggered by the massive importation of poverty from the countryside to the city via migration. 
For in the city, not only did the poor become visible to the ruling sectors, they also began to claim their right to participate 
in society as full-fl edged members. [...] And once marginality was perceived in the cities, it was recognized to exist in the 
rural areas as well. Paradoxically, the very moment of rural people to the city may be interpreted as an effort on the part of 
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a house, the integration was regarded as a more wide issue: the assimilation of different values 
and habits typical of the city, which were described as modern, in opposition to the traditional 
ones typical of the countryside. Therefore, passing from a rural to an urban situation meant 
passing from a traditional to a modern society. In this regard, more than a condition of poverty, 
marginality was essentially a problem of integration into the modern society, which was fully 
expressed into the city. From this point of view, the process of integration could be described 
also as a process of urbanization.

This duality between city and countryside, although questioned by many scholars, was a 
persistent concept in latin american culture63. The Frei administration, even if it was conscious 
of the strict relations between the rural situation and the urbanization, always addressed the 
two issues with different institutions and different policies. All the reforms concerning the 
countryside was mainly in charge of the Cora, the agency for agrarian reform depending to 
the Ministry of agriculture, while everything related to the city was committed to the Minvu. The 
main concern of Cora, as the primary problem of the countryside was the “traditional structure”, 
was to change this structure. Its focus was on land redistribution and modernization of the 
production, while improving living conditions of the farmers, by building new rural settlements 
and providing prefabricated rural houses, was a minor issue and had few resources64. On the 
contrary, for Minvu housing and equipments were a major problem, as it was necessary to 
foster integration into the city and into the modern society. Also Promoción Popular, as it was 
concerned mainly with marginality, from the very beginning focused its activity only toward 
“certain urban sectors of the country, called since few years as «marginal settlements», typifi ed, 
from an ecological point of view, by the lack of urban equipments and by housing conditions 
under the standard”65. 

The concern toward equipments and integration marked a change in the approach to housing. 
At the end of 50s Frei, who at the time was senator, proposed the creation of a Ministry of 
housing. The proposal, after describing the shortage of housing, was evaluating the capacity 
to support a massive housing plan by the construction industry and the fi nancial system66. The 
main problem pointed out by Frei was the infl uence of bad living environments over health, 
education and moral, and, along with it, the impediments to a faster economic growth and the 
social disorders which could have caused67. Few years after, when Frei became president, the 
Ministry was fi nally created, but to the original function was added that one of urban planning. 
In respect to the previous approach, the idea that housing could not be separated from social 
facilities and urban development had strongly established68. Together with the dwellings, also 
schools must be provided, as well as community centers, hospitals, sewage and water system, 
paved streets and public transports, both for the new projects and for the existing settlements 
which lacked any kind of services. The primary concern had, indeed, shift from the housing 
problem to the urban issue. According to an equation between physical conditions and social 
structure, the main problem became integrating the marginal settlements into the city, in order 
to integrate the marginal populations into the modern society.

National integration
According to Friedmann, Chile had a fairly homogeneous population, but with a weak territorial 
attachment. The unity of the country was more a result of the national government than a real 
integration of the different regions, which were “an agglomerations of urban settlements and 
regional economies”69 depending mostly by central power. Moreover, as the rapid and continuous 
urbanization was faster than industrialization and economic development, a growing proportion 
of the population in the city was unable to properly integrate into urban economy and society70. 
a pre-marginal population to acquire marginal status and, from this precarious base outside the prevailing social system, 
to gain a foothold within it.” John Friedmann (1973) Urbanization, planning and national development, Sage publication, 
Beverly Hills and London, pp. 105. The chapter is an adaptation of: John Friedmann and Thomas Lackington (1967) La 
hiperurbanizatión y el desarollo nacional en Chile: algunas hipotesis, Cidu, Santiago de Chile.
63   In regard to the duality, a concept typical of functionalist sociology, see: Adrián Gorelik (2008 october) “La aldea en la 
ciudad. Ecos urbanos de un debate antropológico” en Revista de Antropología Nº 1, Museo de Antropología, FFyH-UNC, 
Córdoba
64   An example is the attempt by René Eyhéralde to establish a rural housing program inside the Corvi, which was 
frustrated by the institution, as it was considered a problem concerning Cora. Friedmann 1969, op.cit, pp.45-7. For the 
program of rural housing: Maria Isabel Videla (1970) Evaluación de las actuales políticas de vivienda de la Corporación de 
la Reforma Agraria, Tesis, Facultad de Arquitectura, Universidad Católica de Santiago, Chile.
65   Consejera Nacional de Promoción Popular, División de estudios (1970) Hacia un diagnostico de la marginalidad 
urbana.The italic is mine.
66   Some experts, during 1957-8 elaborated a proposal to solve the housing problem, including the creation of a specifi c 
Ministry. The proposal is exposed in Raúl Sáez (1959) Casas para Chile: plan Frei, Editorial del Pacifi co, Santiago de Chile
67   “Sería absolutamente inútil insistir sobre la gravedad que reviste [el problema habitacional] y sus implicaciones en 
la educación, salud y vida del pueblo y también sobre las posibilidades de una activación de toda nuestra economía. Su 
solución está vinculada a la supervivencia de nuestra democracia y a las bases de un orden social justo.” Eduardo Frei, 
prolougue a Saez 1959, op.cit. p.5. The same approach is adopted also in the rest of the book, in which there are not any 
references to marginality and integration or any concerns in regard of urban problems.
68   A report by United Nations dated 1963, that became widely known, clearly stated this idea. Naciones Unidas, De-
partamaneto de Asuntos Económicos y Sociales (1963) Informe del grupo especial de expertos en vivienda y desarrollo 
urbano, E/CN.5/367/Rev.1, New York.
69   “In their extreme dependency on the national government, Chilean cities seems more like temporary settlements than 
permanent communities with a full political expression of their own.” Friedmann 1969, op.cit. p.20. 
70   Friedmann 1969, op.cit. pp.22-26
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Therefore, Chile was facing a double problem of integration: a social one, concerning the 
marginals groups, and a territorial one, concerning the distance between the central metropolis 
and the provinces71. In order to cope with this crisis of inclusion72, the reforms and the advocated 
dramatic changes urged by the Cristian Democrats needed a broad consensus, which was not 
“likely to materialize so long as the country is internally divided, with rural areas set off against the 
city and, within their own communities, the urban sub-proletariat against the organized working 
and middle class group. A unifying framework for policy and program was therefore sought that 
would establish the basis for both consensus and mobilization in the society, be more responsive 
to the new demands, and permit the linkage of local energies to national power. This unifying 
framework we may call the urban-regional frame for national development”73.

Establishing this framework was one of the major task of Odeplan, specifi cally of its regional 
department. According to Odeplan, Chile could be described as a disintegrated country, in a 
physical, economical and socio-politics sense74. With regard to the physical aspect, the main 
parameters used to measure integration, was the concept of “inhabitancy”, determined by the 
the density of population and the accessibility. This pointed to the necessity to consolidate 
the urban structure and to increase transport and communication. Industrial concentration, 
allocation of investments and fl ows of immigration were considered in order to measure 
economic integration. The main intention was to incorporate the whole population and the 
physical resources of the country into one single economic market, independently from their 
location. At last, for the socio-politics integration the main goal was to establish the same 
cultural values along the whole country, improving the access to education and employment 
and fostering the participation of the people in the process of decision-making75.

The regional development, therefore, was intended as a tool to improve the conditions of 
integration. In this regard, one of the fi rst effort of Odeplan was to implement a system of 
regions, which was not a mere reorganization of the administrative subdivision of the country. As 
territorial attachment and regional cultural identities were lacking76, the regions must have been 
truly created, shaping an implicit situation which did not have clear characters and borders. In 
this regard, cities were of fundamental importance: population would be rooted to the territory 
strengthening the provincial cities and establishing a fi rm urban structure. The existing cities 
and towns, through a process of reinforcement and consolidation, should have become poles 
and focus of development of different magnitudes, structured together according to a precise 
national hierarchy77. Through its infl uence to the surrounding, the poles would have expanded 
the economical, cultural and socio-political innovations to its regions, inducing a change also 
in its spatial structure and organization. Following a simple scheme of diffusion, according to 
the hierarch level, the innovation would have passed from the major international poles, to the 
national ones, until the areas of infl uence of the smallest poles78. In this regard, the proposal of 
Odeplan would have widen the urban – and therefore modern – culture to the whole country. 

71   “Chile came thus to be characterized by a double condition of internal dependency that extended to large numbers of 
the population living in both cities and rural areas “los marginados”, but also to cities and regions conceived as a spatial 
subsystems of the national economy.” Friedmann 1969, op.cit. p.26. Mattelart and Garreton supported a similar statement: 
“Una segunda barrera que está inhibiendo el proceso de integración la constituyen las discontinuidades o desequilibrios 
– proprios de la transición latinoamericana – entre los distintos sectores de una nación que refl eja nuevamente una es-
tructura dualista: un primer aspecto de esta discontinuidad es el desequilibrio de todo tipo entre el mundo rural y urbano: 
desequilibrio de oportunidades, de vida, de valores. Un segundo aspecto lo constituye la oposición entre la capital y las 
otras regiones del país.” Mattelart and Garreton 1965, op.cit. p.22.
72   The expression is used in Friedmann 1973 (1967), op.cit. In this essay, written with Lackington, Friedmann developed 
an analysis of Chile which, although through a different approach, recall the Ahumada’s arguments.
73   Friedmann 1969, op.cit. pp.31-2. Boisier related that Friedmann stated similar arguments in a report, when he was 
invited to Chile to evaluate the Pracco program, sponsored by the Ford Foundation. This report could have been the major 
reason of the reorganization of the program in early 1965, which, under the new name Urdapic, would have been coordi-
nated by Friedmann. Sergio Boisier (2007) Territorio, estado y sociedad en Chile. La dialéctica de la descentralización: 
entre la geografía y la gobernalidad, tesis doctoral, Universidad de Alcalá, España, p.24.
74   Odeplan (1968) Politica de desarollo nacional. Directivas nacionales y regionales, Editorial Universitario, Santiago 
de Chile, p.35
75   Odeplan 1968, op.cit. Cap IV, los factores de integración nacional.
76   Friedmann 1969, op.cit. p.20. “The country’s regions are therefore economic artifacts more than organic historico-
cultural entities and have no political expression at all. Provinces, which are the units out of which they are composed, are 
but ordinary administrative subdivisions patterned after the model of the French prefectorial system”.
77  “Los centros urbanos se constituyen así en polos y focos de desarrollo donde se complementan factores multisectoria-
les que ejercen una doble función: integrar el territorio nacional a través de las interrelaciones entre centros y satisfacer las 
necesidades para el espacio económico que gravita sobre ellos. De este modo, por la correlación entre política regional y 
el desarrollo de los polos de desarrollo, interesa que se defi na la estructuración del sistema de centros urbanos, conside-
rando tanto el tamaño actual y futuro de algunas variables (población, actividades económicas, niveles de vida, etc.) como 
la distribución espacial de los mismos. [...] Como un paso en este sentido, se ha defi nido una jerarquía de centros urbanos 
que deben constituirse polos de desarrollo, ayudando a estructurar la regionalización del país y generando un sistema 
más complejo de interrelaciones funcionales lo que redundará en mejorar la integración física, económica y socio-cultural 
de la población nacional” Odeplan 1968, op.cit. p.47.
78   John Friedmann (1966) La estrategia de los polos de crecimiento como instrumento de la política de desarrolo, Ford 
Foundation, Santiago de Chile. The theory of development poles was very infl uential at the time and was based on a wide 
bibliography, mainly composed of french and north american contributions.
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Introduction 
Subject
This research refl ects on the urban residential projects in the city of São Paulo, based on the 
production of public housing. It tries to understand the idea of the city behind the proposals that 
have sought to tackle this double challenge: housing quantity and urban quality. Three of these 
projects (that represent different stages of public housing production) will guide this study about 
the role of these interventions in the construction of the city. 

Object of study
The São Paulo metropolitan region has an area of approximately 2.139 km2 and concentrates 
10.5% of Brazil’s population in just 0.5% of the national territory.1 The city reaches 20 million 
inhabitants; half of this population lives in the municipality. The metropolitan region of São 
Paulo raises 18% of the Brazilian GDP, which does not prevent it having rates of unemployment 
around 17.6% and a residential defi cit of around 12%. This data is useful to illustrate the paulista 
context quickly. The urban dynamics that is established in this context, results in a constructed 
environment highly specialized and simultaneously precarious that represents the enormous 
socio-territorial inequality that characterizes the city.
The accelerated urban growth that is established in the metropolitan region of São Paulo, 
has consolidated an extensive and disarticulated urban area. According to this statement the 
investment is coherent in large urban projects, with a metropolitan scale and able to restructure 
the territory with a wider logic. But, considering that the use of urban land is predominantly 
residential, a question arises: Is it possible to build the city through an urban residential project?
In the fi rst approach to the problems mentioned, this research defi nes the object of study of 
urban residential projects of public promotion. That means that these projects are related to 
policies or programmes of public housing construction. The focus on public projects is framed 
by the scale of interventions, the importance as a reference for the private popular housing and 
the specifi city of its promoter, the government, the main control agent of good construction and 
physical and social management of the city.

1  MARTINS, Maria Lucia Refi netti. São Paulo além do Plano Director. Article presented to the Advanced Training Center 
FAU-USP. 2003.

[fi g. 1] Location of the three case 
studies in São Paulo.
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Based on an initial approach, we identifi ed three major stages along the production of public 
housing in São Paulo, of which three were selected case studies [fi g.1]. The decisive factors 
in the selection of these projects are not only their representativeness and relevance of each 
stage identifi ed, but the fact that each of them shares the same city idea.

“To construct the city”

In the case of São Paulo, the public housing policies have played a key role in urban growth, 
which was based on a residential extension. The problem occurs when the housing is separated 
from other attributes such as urban infrastructure, services, public facilities, shops and mobility, 
resulting in the creation of a peripheral, insecure and diffused territory. However, when both 
actions on the territory are put together, the process of urban expansion is a way “to construct 
the city”. In this way, new urban areas will be included, new districts will be confi gured and 
urban fabrics will be complemented. Encouraging a proper urban, social and environmental 
balance to the city.

Objectives

The three main objectives of this research are: First of all, distinguish different stages of the public 
housing production and their scope of action in the city. Secondly identify urban elements which 
differentiate projects allowing them “to construct the city” from those who confi gure anonymous 
territories. Thirdly, recognize what kind of relations exists between these elements.

Methodology

Defi ned from these objectives are three methodological strategies: A chronological perspective, 
starting from a historical interpretation of the formation process and development of public 
policies on housing. An analytical strategy based on the study of concrete projects. And a 
comparative point of view between the projects previously studied.

Within the methodology adopted, it is also important to emphasize that the analysis is based on 
the original plans, due to the partial construction of the selected projects.

Hypothesis 

The research aims to demonstrate that the qualitative value of residential urban projects 
allowing it “to construct the city” is determinate to the existence of certain urban elements. 
Moreover, the work seeks to verify that this differential value lies mainly in the relationships that 
these elements maintain for each other.

It is also intends to demonstrate that only through the identifi cation of these relationships it is 
possible to reinforce the concept: “project culture”2. This is meant by “project culture” a way of 
doing things, which is not reinvented every day, but transmitted knowledge that is taken as a 
design reference.

Theoretical framework3

The development of residential urban projects involved in a new form of design, in which was 
previously mentioned: the “volumetric defi nition of the  buildings”, as a integral form of spatial 
planning of the housing development and the “urban standard” as a form of relationships 
forecast that would be among the different urban uses. The content of each project varies 
according to which elements are used and the type of relationship which arises among them.

Therefore, we have defi ned the project’s elements: the internal road network, the free spaces, 
collective facilities and the building type (the building and housing unit).  And also, we have 
identifi ed relations, we assume in advance that they would be: composition relationships, 
on what makes reference to the formal and typological structure of the residential complex; 
functional relationships, on what makes reference to the functional organization (which does 
not mean the zoning); and fi nally scale relations, that associate different design levels.

At the same time, the application of these elements and relationships is infl uenced by the 
existence of some factors which have to be solved, but which often become project tools. These 
factors could be: social (based on information of the existing population or based on social 
relations that are intended to promote), place (inherent in the urban environment, the plot or 
geographical features) and technical (in relation to constructive and infrastructural techniques 
or design).

2  We develop this concept based on a previous investigation carried out by Maria Lizet Rubano in her doctoral thesis 
submitted to the University of São Paulo in 2001.
3  The theoretical framework of this article is based on two dissertations developed in the Department of urbanism of the 
Polytechnic University of Catalonia. 
• Amador FERRER, Els polígons de Barcelona (Barcelona, Col•lecció d ‘ architecture, number 3. Edicions UPC, 1996)
• Julián GALINDO, Cornelis van Eesteren. La experiencia de Amsterdam 1929-1958 (Barcelona,Colección Arquíthesis, 
number 14, Edition Fundación Caja de architects, 2003)
These theses are developed based on residential urban projects in Barcelona and Amsterdam, respectively.
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The emergence of social housing in São Paulo: the incorporation of modern ideas

The period from 30’s and 40’s is crucial in the city’s expansion. The facts, in national and local 
levels, that characterize this period as crucial to the city’s future organization are: the rapid 
population growth associated with the growing housing shortage, the existence of a national 
developmental policy, the creation of a national policy in social housing, and the publication of 
Plano de Grandes Avenidas (Great Avenues Plan) of Prestes Maia.

From the coffee culture to industrialization: 
the rapid population growth and the increasing housing shortage. 

In the early twentieth century the housing crisis started in São Paulo, between 1886 and 1900, the 
city’s population increased from 44 thousand to almost 240 thousand inhabitants and in 1930, the 
city had a population that reached 1 million.4 Until now, the popular dwelling had been resolved 
by private initiative, with a highly speculative rental system. Subsequently from the 40’s, the self-
construction in the periphery of the city was the solution widely adopted by the poorest population. 
Obviously, this demographic explosion also resulted in problems of health and mobility.

The origins of modernization: 
the national development policy and the emergence of social housing. 

Despite being a conservative government, the national policy adopted by Getulio Vargas (1930-
1945)5 marked a crucial turning point on the theme of the popular dwelling, which was considered 
a key role for the realization of the industrial development strategy that the government planned 
for the country. This involved the recognition that the housing provision could not be resolved 
from the private market. Therefore, it became the government’s responsibility and should be 
understood as a public service. This led to the appearance of a wide social housing policy 
through which the government in addition to fi nance and produce new housing, was also 
responsible for price rental regulation in the private market and the incorporation of urban 
infrastructure in public and private plots.6 Another interesting fact of this policy is linked to the 
formation of the national housing estate, once it had an access system based on the rent.

The administration encouraged that these projects followed the principles of modern architecture 
and urbanism, although it hardly recognized them as an aesthetic value capable of transmitting 
an idea of modernity that they wanted to relate with the country.

Thus, a manual about how new projects, should be develop reaffi rming the urban character of 
these interventions was published in 1938. Among the defended principles were guidelines, for 
example: the new buildings should be blocks on pilotis, with a limited height (recommended to 
be up to 4 fl oors), the housing development should be designed independently of the existing 
urban fabric and ought to be autonomous within parts of the city, although they articulate with 
each other as a general development plan.7

Architects soon took this opportunity. Infl uenced by the passage of Le Corbusier by Brazil, in 
1929, and for the arguments of Frankfurt’s CIAM, new hypotheses on housing, its relationship 
with urban space and complementary services were raised from the architecture. Contributions 
were from new typologies of housing, new opportunities for groups and constructive 
techniques, experimentation in changing urban implantations and programmes. The residential 
project exceeded the scale of architecture and stood at urbanism, pointing to the possibility of 
transformation of Brazilian cities built environment.8

At this stage, projects were developed throughout all the national territory. Especially in the Rio 
de Janeiro - São Paulo axis, where the most emblematic interventions were located, such as 
Pedregulho9 or Varzea do Carmo10. These projects claimed a new refl ection on the inhabiting 
concept, because until the end of 1930, to think in popular housing in Brazil meant thinking 
about the row of houses distributed on the plot.

4  This population explosion was due to the thriving economy resulting from activities related to coffee and then the devel-
opment of strong industrial activity.
5  The period from 1930 to 1945 was known as “The Vargas Era”, in which Brazil was ruled by Getulio Vargas for 15 years. 
It was a crucial period in Brazilian history because political, social and economic changes occurred in the country.
6  The set of events that contributed to the consolidation of this policy are the creation of federal and regional institutions 
responsible for the development of housing projects: 
• IAPs, Institutos Aposentadorias e Pensões (Retirement and Pensions Institutes), in 1938, with national representa-

tion;
• FCP, Fundação da Casa Popular (Popular House Foundation), in 1946, with national representation; 
• DHP, Departamento de Habitação Popular do Distrito Federal (Popular Dwelling Department of the Federal District)  in 

1946, serving specifi cally in Rio de Janeiro, then capital of the country. 
As well in 1938, the state regulated the sale of land through mortgage and since 1942, passed to regulate the rental 
market.
7  Also encouraged duplex dwellings, rational construction processes and delivery of housing furnished. Bonduki Nabil 
(1998).
8  It is worth mentioning that most of the architects that develop projects in this period made part of their training in Europe 
while, also strongly infl uenced by the proposals made by the social European democracies.
9  Pedregulho housing development, Affonso E. Reidy, 1946, Rio de Janeiro.
10  Várzea do Carmo housing development, Atílio Correa Lima, 1942, São Paulo.
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The modern urban planning in São Paulo: Great Avenues Plan, Prestes Maia.11 
Once it is understood what would be the role of social housing within the broad national policy 
and of the architects to implement the new principles, we need to clarify the role housing projects 
will play forming the point of view of urban planning. From this aspect, the fi rst publication of the 
city of São Paulo’s Urban Plan, Prestes Maia’s Great Avenues Plan in 1930, proved decisive.

The Plan determines two fi elds of action: the renovation of the existing city and its extension. 
In the Plan, the new residential urban projects are part of the process of extending the city. 
A hierarchical road network associated with a transport network is proposed. With these two 
elements of connection, a road network and public transport, it would be possible to continue 
the growth of the city. So, this process of expansion was guided, by the construction of the main 
roads and implementing a system of public transport only composed of buses.

Although the plan did not infl uence a determinate way the location of the housing developments 
that were built by the government in 40s, its infl uence on future public housing policies, 
which would almost only be developed in the peripheral of the city, would be unquestionable. 
Furthermore, the plan enables the construction on the periphery of several private real estate 
developments12. Characterizing a parallel model of housing production based on the trinomial: 
house, self construction and peripheral urbanization.

But what is interesting from these facts is that though they have not been completely done in an 
associated way all converged in the same city growth strategy: the development of residential 
urban projects.

VÁRZEA DO CARMO · ATÍLIO CORREA LIMA · 1942
Project area: 18.5 ha
Number of housing units: 4.038 (built 480 units)
Projected population: approximately 22.000 people
Density: 219 unit / ha 
Developer: Institutos de Aposentadorias e Pensões (IAP)

Várzea do Carmo, the fi rst of three projects that will be studied in this article is located two 
kilometres from the centre of the city of São Paulo. The centrality of the plot determined some 
basic premises for profi tability and implementations of the project, characterized as one of the 
most ambitious operations of this period. 

“Collective housing will be, not a transformation of habits, but just an adaptation to higher living 
standards.”13 

11  The Great Avenues Plan considered the origin of modern urbanism in São Paulo, with clear Haussmanian  roots, the 
plan defi ned what it is today much of the road layout of the city. Although the plan has not become law, Prestes Maia, urban 
planner and author of the plan (1938 -1945) is appointed mayor of São Paulo in 1961. This fact allowed him to implement 
the ideas that he had developed for the city.
12  These settlements are formed from parts of the population that for various reasons did not have access to public 
housing.
13  Atílio Correa Lima, Arquitetura 14, 1963, Page 5

[fi g. 1] Várzea do Carmo Housing 
Complex, Perspective.

[fi g. 2] Site Plan and perspective, 
Várzea do Carmo Housing 

Complex · Atílio Correa Lima · 
1942
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We will deal with subjects such as: collective housing, the incorporation of high rise buildings on 
the downtown and the substantial change in relation to the urban morphology.14 Main project tools 
will be density, neighbourhood units, and the new social relations that one wanted to promote. 
The need to use high density had a direct infl uence on the size of housing units. Instead, 
the use of linear building is more related to the will of free large surfaces on the ground fl oor, 
aimed at parks and gardens, what would imply the use of a new form of an urban layout. These 
two objectives will guide the typological research in their two scales, related to the variety of 
housing units and the experimentation of new forms of housing cell aggregation.
In this way a total of 10 different housing typologies ranging from 41m² to 85m² were designed. 
This would allow different groupings of family types and at the same time promote a social mix.

Concerning the urban pattern, the residential complex projected by Atilio Correa Lima, is 
highlighted by a rigid rationalist composition of parallel blocks, of medium and great height 
(respectively 4 and 12 fl oors), placed facing an Eastern-Western direction. The site plan 
allows us to identify the still incipient use of the neighbourhood unit as a project tool. This 
“neighbourhood unit” set up by four low blocks and a high block, is formed from compositional 
and scale relationships, not coming to confi gure a functional organizational unit.
Although you can identify the existence of a repeatable module, adapted to the units that are 
located on the edges of the plot [fi g.3], the formal reading of the project is done mainly through 
differentiated bands according to a scale relation. This sense could also identify the use of the 
axis, as a project instrument. But, as in the neighbourhood unit, in the axis compositional and 
scale relations predominate. The axis assumes a symbolic character rather than functional. 
The collective housing acquires an almost monumental character and the new scale of public 
spaces, new programmes and the dissolution of the closed urban block, as a way of planning 
the city, characterized a new form to inhabit.

The large proportion of parks and public spaces (more than 50 % of the area of the residential 
complex) vs. high proposed density responded not only to the levels of safety and comfort 
needed for housing, but also ensured collective living space. Free space becomes an aim and 
not a consequence. Different scales of open spaces are organized according to the typology 
of buildings [fi g.4]. The spacious central stripes with buildings of 12 fl oors on pilotis, confi gured 
large public axes. While the small squares surrounded by 4 storey blocks, where access to all 
dwellings are, assumed a more domestic character.
But it is in the perimeter of the plot where functional relations are present. It is here where 
you will fi nd the public facilities that serve as a hinge between the project and the existing 
city. And both mark the entry points, strengthening the innovative capacity of the intervention. 
However, 12-fl oored housing buildings make sense as an urban benchmark, while the facilities 
and housing blocks of 4 fl oors make a scale transition between the higher blocks and the 
volume of the built context.

14  It should be noted that while in Europe collective housing and the change of urban morphology had already been widely 
dealt with in various countries, in Brazil this project constitutes a pioneering experience.

[fi g. 3] Interpretation scheme: 
composition.

[fi g. 4] Interpretation scheme: 
collective spaces.
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The internal road network has a secondary role in the project’s layout and its organized based 
on the formal composition of the complex [fi g.5]. The only street that stands out is the one that 
crosses the complex vertically. This street manifested the characteristics of the traditional road 
axis as the organizer of different urban activities.

In this way we can draw the conclusion that in this project the adopted urban design is based on 
compositional and scale relationships. These determine the form of the complex and introduce 
new design levels, specially linked to the collective sphere and public spaces. Meanwhile, at the 
time of confronting the existing city, set mainly functional relations, becoming the perimeter of 
the urban project a permeable and intermediate space which guarantees the transition between 
so different morphological orders in spite of the physical discontinuity.

The modern city: a valid urban model.  

In the following decades until the mid-80s, the main facts affecting the policy and the content 
of public housing programmes are: the military coup in 1964, the replacement of national 
housing policy, the reaffi rmation from urban planning of the peripheral nature that assume the 
public housing developments and the theoretical ideas that remained after the construction of 
Brasilia15.

The military coup of 1964: the impoverishment of the social housing discussion

If on the one hand the government was unable to solve the increasing housing shortage, on 
the other it closed their eyes to land speculation and allowed the expansion of the periphery 
through irregular plots with low levels of urbanization, as we have already discussed above. 
Thus, during the sixties in the large Brazilian cities increased mobilization to access land and 
housing.

A new administrative and executive institution linked to the social housing was established 
in the same year, managed by the fi nancial institution: Banco Nacional de Habitação – BNH 
(National Housing Bank). This new system dismantled the previous governmental programmes 
and the housing public stock was privatized, initially intended for rental.

15  The competition for the new capital was done in 1956. Lucio Costa won this national design competition and Brasilia 
began to be built this year and was offi cially opened in 1960.

[fi g. 5] Interpretation scheme: 
internal road network.

[fi g. 6]. Várzea do Carmo 
Housing Complex, recent aerial 

view.
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Extra-large projects and urban sprawl
The housing policy, promoted by the Government between 1964 and 1985 and adopted by the 
BNH, chose projects that contemplated the repetition of the housing typologies, constructive 
standardization, peripheral locations and the purchase of housing as the only alternative.

The large housing developments of the two decades that followed1964 had a spatial concept 
that refers to the Athens Charter, but without any of the possible qualities presented by modern 
urbanism: there is housing on ground fl oor, the free spaces are residual resulting from the 
spaces between blocks, the mono- functionality imposes long distances for daily activities and 
generates an urban life impoverishment.

In São Paulo, this policy marks the territory so overwhelmingly, especially considering the size 
of interventions. If in the previous stage the size of the projects varied from medium to large16, 
in this period the urban developments were characterized by extra-large projects and built up to 
15,000 units in a single residential development. Obviously the size of these interventions has 
a direct impact on their location in the city. In this context, architecture and urbanism are treated 
as subtopics vs. the numeric priority and forms of production17.

Although there are alternative programmes18, the vast majority of public housing built in Brazil 
after the creation of the BNH will be guided by the same logic. In order to enrich the discussion 
we will concentrate on studying these exceptional projects with a different vision to the usual 
construction of massive housing.

São Paulo: the massive housing and the search of the urban quality 
At this time the São Paulo’s government developed, parallel to national policy, a specifi c housing 
policy, that would facilitate the production of massive housing, according to national guidelines 
but with urban quality.  This policy is characterized by the research of a pilot project with a 
strong urban and social emphasis. Since, a range of housing projects will be developed that 
would be undertaken in the province. The team responsible for the pilot project was coordinated 
by the architects João Vilanova Artigas, Paulo Mendes da Rocha and Fabio Penteado and 
highlighted by its multidisciplinary character of construction technicians, sociologists, educators 
and supply experts.

Urban planning: the zoning of 1972
This law was a regulation update of all municipal land in São Paulo, when the Metropolitan 
growth and the consolidation of the periphery became evident, with an urban sprawl which 
overlaps with neighbouring municipalities. The law consolidated existing uses in different parts 
of the territory, but did not propose a new organisation of the urban uses in the city. Taking this 
into consideration, the regions which concentrated on the irregular settlements and slums, 
already known for its dimensions were characterized as undefi ned areas, characterized by 
predominantly residential use and low density. Meanwhile the areas aimed at social housing, 
mainly concentrated on peripheral zones or boundaries with other municipalities of the 
metropolitan region. That meant low-cost plot reserves.

Brasilia: an urban model which continues to thrive
Although ten years have passed since the design competition for the new capital of the country, 
the theoretical framework that underlies Brasilia continued valid in Brazil. And it is extensively 
applied as a conceptual urban layout, especially on projects whose dimension exceeds the 
architecture and reaches the town planning projects. The team of architects responsible for the 
Zezinho Magalhães urban development project was looking for a path that corresponded to the 
Brazilian ideology around urbanism. Considering this, there is a clear reference to the “super 
blocks” project developed for the residential part of Brasilia.

ZEZINHO MAGALHÃES PRADO COMPLEX · JOÃO VILANOVA ARTIGAS +
PAULO MENDES DA ROCHA + FABIO PENTEADO · 1967
Project area: 130 ha
Number of housing units: 10.560 (built 4.680 units)
Projected population: approximately 55.000 people
Density: 81 unit / ha 
Developer: Caixa Estatal de Casas para o povo (CECAP)

16  The majority of the fi rst period interventions are operations ranging from approximately 300 to 600 homes, not meaning 
that they had not more ambitious projects.
17  The Social housing will be the subject in which converges the solution of two problems: the need to reactivate the 
market of civil construction and the absorption of non specialized labour, which compromises the quality of projects and 
construction.
18  Those alternative programmes are more experimental and do not represent the numerical majority of the interventions 
of public housing.
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If in the past the location of social housing projects in São Paulo followed an occupation logic 
with a more urban scale, the current stage will be characterized by territorial occupation logic, 
which is linked to growth in the metropolitan area of the city. Following this logic, the Zezinho 
Magalhães Complex is located twenty kilometres from São Paulo’s downtown, on the border 
with the municipality of Guarulhos - one of the main metropolitan regions.

Based on the explained context, the project was developed based on three main themes: 
urbanism, technology (prefabrication) and the dwelling unit. In turn these topics sought to 
respond to two objectives: increasing the quality of the “urban standard” that was being applied 
to public housing projects and facilitate large-scale housing construction.

Once again, the project emphasizes the rigid rationalist composition, defi ned by the proportion 
relationships responsible for the formal unity of the complex. In a different way than in the Atilio 
Correa Lima’s project, the neighbourhood unit, in addition to the compositional relationships 
established by the symmetry axis, is defi ned from functional relationships. These relationships 
determine the sizing of the different facilities and their location in the complex. The aggregation 
unit is evident as an urban reference unit [fi g.8].

In the project, each neighbourhood unit corresponds to four groups of eight blocks with H 
shape, with an approximate population of 9600 inhabitants. Each freguesia19 is organized into 
a radius of 150 m, where public facilities and complementary services to housing are installed, 
needed for everyday life. As in the previous example, the repeatable module suffers variations 
adapting to the limits of the plot. The freguesia density is the result of sociological research and 
corresponded to the average size of other worker settlements, the height of the blocks and its 
continuity relationship with the public space. It also tried to reinterpret a trend identifi ed in the 
popular settlements but with the introduction of new elements.

19  Artigas defended the use of a typically Brazilian vocabulary. He called the neighbourhood unit as freguesia. In Portuguese, 
freguesia refers to the usual clients in a particular store, conveying to the population the idea of neighbourhood.

[fi g.7] Site Plan, Zezinho 
Magalhães Prado Complex · 

João Vilanova Artigas + Paulo 
Mendes da Rocha + Fabio 

Penteado · 1967.

[fi g. 8] Interpretation scheme: 
composition.
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“These aspects need to be measured, so we can offer what the population want and at the 
same time promote a change of habits. This is inevitable under the current conditions within the 
constraints imposed by certain aspects of mass culture …”20

The freguesia, as urban reference unit, uses all the project’s elements and the possible 
relationships between them. In this sense arise intermediate design scales. Public spaces, for 
example, are worked in three scales [fi g.9]: domestic (between blocks, where the accesses to 
dwellings are), collective (in the centre of the freguesias, where the shopping centre and school 
is) and fi nally the public (where the larger facilities are, and for the whole city). The public area 
is structured around two perpendicular axes, open to the existing city and branched into other 
scales of public spaces.

The road system is developed in the same way, forming a clear and hierarchical layout that 
structures the entire complex [fi g.10]. A simple and geometric mesh grid is established, which 
supports a system of composition relationships, functions and of scale.

Although the planned programme is as complete as in the previous example, the type of 
relationships between elements increases its quality, resulting in a project in which all urban 
elements are placed in a same level of importance.

Regarding the building type, the determination on the prefabrication of the complex, designed 
from the structure until the furniture, justifi ed the rationalization and repetition of the housing 
unit and consequently of the block. In this way the 10.560 housing units are equal, with an area 
of approximately 57m², resulting from an almost square fl oor plan of 8 m x 7.19 m. The buildings 
are a result of the addition of the housing units in a line, two linear buildings form the “H block” 
[fi g.11]. Subsequently this solution was used extensively due to optimization of the circulation, 
with four apartments per landing. 

20  Vilanova Artigas’ debate conducted in the University of São Paulo, 1970

[fi g. 9] Interpretation scheme: 
collective spaces.

[fi g. 10] Interpretation scheme: 
internal road network.
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The small area of the housing unit makes the interior design look for the maximum utilization 
of space. This is accomplished through the possibilities of integration of the rooms and the 
absence of corridors. The external enclosures were also designed to contribute to maximum 
performance of space: were developed a system of void panels that harbour the closets, 
allowing the saving of square metres in the storage space. 

In all levels of the project, the team of architects confronted the economic conditions through the 
design quality, from the dwelling unit to urban design, including the optimization of infrastructure.

The Zezinho Magalhães Complex stands out at a moment that the modern ideology remained 
valid but severely depleted in other public residential developments. In relation to the peripheral 
location of the complex, the architects defended this as acceptable, according to the plot 
relationship with the road system of the city, permitting a direct connection with public transport 
that would go inside each freguesia. 

If in recent years the social housing interventions shaped commuter towns, the project of 
Artigas, Mendes da Rocha and Penteado, took on again the refl ection of urban quality in public 
residential projects.

Fragile “project culture”: the anachronistic reproduction of a model

In São Paulo the intense process of “metropolisation”, the contemporary city’s new dynamics 
and the population impoverishment are facts that are part of a complex reality with countless 
urban and social problems. One of them is undoubtedly housing, a sector in which about 70% 
of production occurs outside the formal market. Today, the housing shortage in Brazil is 7.2 
million, although there are 4.6 million vacant homes, especially in downtown of some of Brazil’s 
largest cities21. Undoubtedly, the existing situation focuses on the need for a strategy change 
to face the problems. 

So, from the mid-80s the facts that we consider most important for the continuity of refl ection 
that we have raised are: the diversity of policies and programmes of social housing and the 
emergence of new urban planning instruments.

21  Lizete RUBANO, Habitação social: temas da produção contemporânea, Portal Vitruvius, Arquitextos, nº 95, Abril, 
2008. <http://www.vitruvius.com.br/arquitextos/arq000/esp469.asp> [accessed April 2008].

[fi g. 11]. Floor plan. Zezinho 
Magalhães Prado Complex, the 

“H block”.

[fi g. 12]. Zezinho Magalhães 
Prado Housing Complex, recent 

aerial view.
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New urban planning instruments 
A legislative milestone indicating this process of change was, in 1988, the drafting of the new 
Constitution. It defi nes the obligation to all municipalities, of more than 20,000 inhabitants, to 
develop a master plan, aiming at the responsibility of urban growth to the Government and 
not to the liberal market. In addition in 2001 the “Estatuto das Cidades” (Statute of cities) was 
approved. “The Statute is a kind of comparative experience research, not only a new regulation, 
a “State of art” in the fi eld of urban planning and regulation, because it incorporates many of 
the tools and new practices, which had been tested in many Brazilian cities”22. Therefore, the 
Statute systematizes in the nationwide these different urban and tax instruments in order to 
curb the speculative process and the territorial exclusion. Two years later in São Paulo the new 
“Plano Director Estratégico” (Director Strategic Plan) was adopted, which incorporates the new 
tools legalized by the Statute.

But, the most relevant instrument about social housing was the defi nition of the ZEIS, Zonas 
de Especial Ineteresse Social (Areas of Special Social Interest). These zones are territory plots 
reserved exclusively for social housing. This usage may be given: from the urban regularization 
of informal settlements, from the construction of new popular housing or from the recovery of 
degraded buildings also providing for the provision of urban facilities, public spaces and local 
trade23. In these plots of the territory, the new zoning allows occupations differentiated from 
the rest of the city and guarantees the construction of social housing. This happens in different 
urban situations where before it could not intervene.

So, from new guidelines (political, economical, social, architectural and urban planning), it will 
aim to open new paths for different solutions in the fi eld of social housing: 

• Multiple interventions of small and medium scale on empty plots in the downtown 
(with underutilized infrastructure)

• Rehabilitation of empty buildings
• Rehabilitation of old housing complexes 
• Slum urbanization 
• Resettlement of inhabitants of risky areas and environmental protection areas. 

The locations of these projects extend throughout the city, in addition it has proposed alternative 
ways of production (with training programmes of self-construction) and access to housing 
(social rental is an option to those families who could not obtain a mortgage).

Diversity: the recognition of the existing city. 
The production of social housing has been very irregular, especially between different policies 
developed by national, provincial or municipal authorities.  We can say from the late 1980s, in 
São Paulo some actions began to exist based on the recognition of the existing city and the 
conditions of the population most affected by the housing crisis. 

After the collapse of the BNH in 1985, the change was to break with a single format for building 
new social housing and favour the diversity of programmes and actions.

Programa Morar no Centro (Programme: to live in downtown). 
This experience was the most important and interesting public housing programme in São 
Paulo (2001-2004). Mainly by the change caused within the existing paradigm about public 
housing. The Programme reversed the conditions and opened the possibility to the social 
rental of downtown. Before the interventions were exclusively developed in the suburbs and 
the dwellings were only accessible through purchasing.

The programme proposals were: rehabilitation of the highly degraded central area and the 
recovery of its symbolic and strategic meaning, including its architectural heritage. The various 
interventions were conducted in three major fronts: projects in empty plots, the rehabilitation of 
buildings and the development of special projects. The fi rst two involved a specifi c intervention 
developed on the plot, while the special projects included the rehabilitation of a much larger 
area of downtown.

PARQUE DO GATO · TERESA HERLING + WAGNER GERMANO · 2004
Project area: 5 ha
Plot area: 18 ha
Number of housing units: 486 (all built)
Projected population: approximately 2.000people
Density: 97 unit / ha 
Developer: Companhia Metropolitana de Habitação (COHAB) 

22 Interview by Raquel Rolnik to a virtual magazine Café de las Ciudades: La misión del urbanismo es redistribuir riqueza y 
enfrentar la exclusión. <http://www.cafedelasciudades.com.ar/numero_uno.htm#entrevista> [accessed November 2006].
23  Plano Director Estratégico, chapter II - IV. According to the plan, the ZEIS may be of four types: 01. areas occupied by 
people in low-income, aimed at comprehensive urban recovery; 02. empty urban suitable to urbanization; 03. areas with 
underutilization of existing infrastructure; 04. areas located in regions of environmental protection.
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Parque do Gato Complex stands out as one of the main operations of the Program Morar no 
Centro. Considered one of the special projects of the programme, Parque do Gato initiates a 
conversion of use of a plot of 18 hectares located four kilometres from the city centre. Until now, 
this area’s occupation has been characterized as a plot of public property with private use, as 
consequence of the invasions, promoted by its strategic position in the city. In the middle of 
these invasions were 350 families that make up a settlement known as favela do Gato. From 
this data, the project raised the establishment of an urban park with social housing, which would 
take into account the ancient inhabitants of the favela24.
The site is characterized as a unique and irregular plot. These types of plots are commonly 
used in public housing interventions for economic reasons. The aggravation in this specifi c 
case is the strong residual character of the plot, delimited by two urban motorways and the 
confl uence of the Tamanduateí and Tietê rivers, becoming an island completely segregated 
from the rest of the urban fabric [fi g. 13]. The great diffi culty of the project was in managing 
the social conditions in relation to the population that is already installed in site and physical 
conditions imposed by the plot. 

Depending on these factors, the fi rst decision was to concentrate all the housing units onto one 
side of the plot, between the river and one of motorways. The road structure of the complex 
is characterized by a single point of access that connected the dwellings to the city. This 
transversal axis crosses the complex and branched into a T shape that ends in “cul-de-sac”, 
which allows access to parking areas. Perpendicular to the vehicular axis a second pedestrian 
axis branches out allowing access to the dwellings [fi g. 14]. This hierarchical mesh, structures 
the project into two perpendicular axes, a central space and a system of small squares defi ned 
from the same repeatable module.

This module consists of four articulated residential blocks grouped in pairs, which are structured 
only from composition relations, not reaching to shape an urban reference unit. The open spaces 
within this module are by the two blocks of the endpoints with dwellings on the ground fl oor and 
delimited under the two central blocks raised on pilotis. It is through these open spaces, where 
the accesses to the housing units are [fi g. 15 and fi g.16].

24  Agreements were also developed so that other activities that already engaged in the plot are also incorporated into 
the new project.

[fi g. 13]. Parque do Gato 
Housing Complex, site plan.

[fi g. 14] Interpretation scheme: 
internal road network.

[fi g. 15]. Perspective: repeatable 
module.
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The public facilities appear in a completely secondary form. These elements are located in a 
pedestrian axis, and apparently marked a transition between the residential area and the park. 
Meanwhile they are just pieces arranged on the plot, which do not confi gure spaces and do not 
have representative value. Ultimately they fail to establish any relationship with the rest of the 
complex or the park.

Despite using the same project tools as in the previous examples, such as the axis or the 
neighbourhood unit, in the organization of the elements there is a substantial loss in terms of 
the established relationships. On the Parque do Gato Project one can identify composition and 
scale relationships.

The composition relationships are the most interesting in the project, but do not go beyond the 
building type at the defi nition of the repeatable module. But when it comes to the repetition of 
this module the defi nition of the whole complex fails to introduce any other type of relationship, 
resulting in a simple process of addition.The scale relationships, defi ned mainly through public 
spaces and the layout of the roads, are very fragile. In spite of a hierarchical order, it does not 
reach a confi guration of an urban axis, which organizes different activities. Relating to the public 
spaces, the central square fails to have a representative value, without other uses and is hardly 
confi gured by the buildings. It is almost a consequence and not an end.

The second largest open space, located between residential blocks and the motorway, has a 
similar area to the central square. Completely residual, an urban front is not defi ned to the city 
in this space; access to the complex is not marked and the sports area has not been shaped 
either [fi g. 17].

Even though the intention is to recognize the work of the project’s different scales, the fi nal site 
plan shows a lack of resources in the defi nition of urban design.The functional relationships are 
non-existent. The connection to the park through a path between the baseballs fi elds has no 
urban attribute and the facilities are punctual buildings without any relationship with other urban 
elements. Thus even the incorporation of landscape components, the river25 and the park, 
remain subject to the drawing on the ground, because the urban layout itself is not able to mark 
relations between the different urban activities.In this case the constraints of the project are 
not converted into specifi c additional tools for the proposal’s development. Social constraints, 
just identifi ed the quantity and size of the housing units, but do not serve as a reference for 
the urban project. The small informal trade or the recycling of waste material was not thought 
about, which are activities that generate income within the slums. And the physical constraints 
that continue are more important than the new urban layout proposal.

25  Even though the argument, in São Paulo, of the rivers that cut city far more complex due to the high level of pollution 
of waters and the occupation of the margins for the main urban motorways.

[fi g. 16]. Interpretation scheme: 
composition.

[fi g. 17]. Interpretation scheme: 
collective spaces.
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Final considerations
During the history of social housing in São Paulo, we identifi ed three major periods characterized 
mainly by a type of production and with a certain location in the city26. The fi rst period that goes 
from 1937 to 1964: was characterized by small and medium interventions within the urban 
perimeter, the second, which goes from 1964 to 1985: was marked by the implementation of 
extra-large projects inside the metropolitan region; and the last period goes from 1985 to 2004: 
was characterized by the diversity of interventions located through the whole city.

The brief description of these periods shows a clear administrative discontinuity between them, 
which characterizes the policy and public programmes in São Paulo. The result of this process 
on the city is a succession of unfi nished projects, including the three presented in this article.

Nevertheless the three case studies are appropriate for the refl ection proposed by this research. 
Due to this, one can identify into these three projects the same elements and similar tools. These 
similarities have supplied us with the comparative analysis and have allowed us to emphasize 
the important value of the relationships.

But taking these unfi nished projects into account, it is possible to continue an interpretation of 
the city’s idea that underlies the original proposals?

Yes and no. On the one hand, while carrying out the partial construction of these elements 
(usually the building type) there are still some apparent composition and scale relationships 
evident among the pieces in the open spaces and the road structure. These indications enable 
us to recognize these fragments as part of an unfi nished totality which is different from the 
suburbs formed by the addition of houses on the plot. Although without all the elements, the set 
of relationships are lost and the city’s interpretation is too compromised.

So, through the original proposals of the selected projects, we seek to identify the existence 
of certain urban elements and their relationships. Which indicate where the quality of the 
residential urban project is and simultaneously allows us to identify the existence or absence 
of a “project culture”.

On one hand, we confi rmed the hypothesis of this research. On the other, we identifi ed a fragile 
“project culture”. As we saw in the last example, this can lead to anachronistic reproductions 
of a formal model. As for this the model encloses a static knowledge and therefore becomes 
anachronistic. While a “project culture”, urban and architectural, involves a dynamic and deeper 
understanding allowing the continuity between ways of doing.
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Abstract
Cities are constituted by different forms of mobility (of knowledge, of people and of capital) and 
these mobilities can be located within specifi c sites and actions. The paper aims to analyse 
the mobility of urban models and the mechanics of the translation of neo-traditional ideas. As 
the result of a public-private partnership, Val d’Europe is a place where the urban knowledge 
of the French government merges with The Walt Disney Company. The neo-traditional model 
applied there seeks to provide attractive solutions by promoting polycentric towns made up of 
neighbourhoods structured in terms of streets and public spaces. Through the study of the town 
centre, the paper outlines that the proponents of neo-traditional urbanism, although considered 
as marginal by the mainstream profession, have nevertheless succeeded in being considered 
as valuable actors: fi rstly, through the creation of an international network, and secondly, through 
the construction of Val d’Europe thanks to the engagement of particular actors. Val d’Europe 
appears thus as a manifesto for the realm of neo-traditional urban development.

“The Parisian region is a real mess; put some order in all this!”
Exasperated by the chaotic expansion of the Parisian periphery, it is said that the President 
Charles de Gaulle addressed this injunction to the planning administrator Paul Delouvrier who 
proposed subsequently the idea of new towns (villes nouvelles) shaped on a plan called the 
Schéma Directeur d’Aménagement et d’Urbanisme de la Région de Paris (SDAURP). Formally 
adopted in 1971, the SDAURP suggested that the sprawl of the capital should be reconfi gured 
into two major axes along the Seine and the Marne valleys where fi ve new towns would focus 
on growth and activity (Ward, 2002:230). Among these new towns there is Marne-la-Vallée to 
the east of Paris. This linear development along a highway and a line of the RER (regional 
express metro system) is divided into four districts. The fi rst three districts, Portes de Paris, Val 
Maubuée, Val de Bussy, have been planned and developed by the French State since 1972. 
The last district, Val d’Europe, is the result of an unprecedented public-private partnership 
signed in 1987 between the French government and The Walt Disney Company (TWDC). 
Planned and developed for thirty years over 1943 hectares, this urban development has led to 
a rapid urbanisation of small villages between green fi elds. In 1990, Val d’Europe counted less 
than 5000 inhabitants, today there are 224551. Val d’Europe aims that hosting 40000 residents 
and as many jobs in 2017. 

Through the study of the town centre of Val d’Europe, this paper aims to analyse where its 
constituent urban ideas come from, how they merge with one another and how they are 
translated into built forms2. It outlines that the proponents of neo-traditional urbanism, although 
considered as marginal by the mainstream profession, have nevertheless succeeded in being 
considered as valuable actors: fi rstly, through the creation of an international network which 
allows neo-traditional ideas to circulate, and secondly, through the translation of these ideas 
into Val d’Europe thanks to the engagement of particular actors implied in its construction. 
Although excluded from state-ordered projects, universities, architectural contests or journals, 
the proponents of neo-traditional urbanism have found the largest urban development in 
Europe where their ideas can be recognized. Val d’Europe appears thus as a manifesto for the 
realm of neo-traditional urban development. As applied to the ultimate development of the new 
town of Marne-la-Vallée, the principles of polycentric towns, compact neighbourhoods and neo-
classical architecture appear to be as an effective response, albeit not a perfect one, to the De 
Gaulle’s desire of forty years ago.

With the notable exception of Chabard (2008), no analyses have provided insights into the 
network of actors and ideas behind the conception of Val d’Europe. Demonized by the media 
and professional corporations as a “Mickey Mouse town”, this project is often considered as an 
urban replica of the theme park present on the site – that is, a built-up oasis under the control 

1  Census of the INSEE, National Institut of Statistics and Economic Studies, 2009.
2  This paper is based on interviews with architects and planners, a review of documents, and on site observations. It’s part 
of a thesis in progress supervised by Prof. Ola Söderström about the logics of production and circulation of neo-traditional 
urban models between the United-States and Europe.
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of TWDC (Wild and Vautier, 2007) or a middle-class gated community without public spaces 
(Belemessous, 2009) – but it is hardly ever considered as a unique arrangement of public and 
private actors in which translocal fl ows of urban models are translated into different mingling 
aesthetics and typological solutions. Behind the clichés, this paper aims to demonstrate that 
ideas of architects who are marginalised by different institutions are nevertheless effective in Val 
d’Europe.

Cities are constituted by different forms of mobility (of knowledge, of people and of capital) 
and these mobilities can be located within specifi c sites and actions. This paper explores thus 
how ideas about urban forms circulate to fi nally land in a specifi c place and how these ideas 
are translated into the creation of actual urban and architectural forms3. It will fi rst discuss the 
mobility of urban models and the mechanics of their translation. The paper will then attach itself 
to the neo-traditional network, its emergence and the convergent ideas between American and 
European models. Finally, it will focus on the genealogy of Val d’Europe and the engagement 
of its particular actors implied in the production of newly built traditional forms. To conclude, the 
paper will consider the effectiveness of neo-traditional ideas in Val d’Europe and the ability of its 
actors to deal with this particular situation. 

The mobility of urban models
The mobility of urban models is not a recent phenomenon of course: from antiquity to colonialism, 
architects and later urbanists travelled across cities and national borders leading to an “import-
export” activity of valuable ideas and best practices (Nasr and Volait, 2003). Among others, the 
lay-out of Hellenistic new towns, the Alberti’s treaty and the work of its successor during the 
Renaissance or the monumental thoroughfares of Haussman travelled across space and left 
their imprint in different places. Two main models (the garden-city and the functional city) were 
exported all over the world during the 20h century, thus showing an unprecedented movement 
towards cities (Choay, 1979)4. However, the functional city model, elaborated by the Congrés 
Internationaux d’Achitecture Moderne (CIAM), has had a wider success among professional 
corporations and deeper consequences over the urban form.

Nowadays there is an intensifi cation of the circulation of urban models which is related to four 
phenomena as pointed out by Guggenheim and Söderström (2009): the development of an 
entrepreneurial logic in urban politics, the increase in the mobility of persons, the rise of urban 
marketing and, fi nally, the internationalisation of architectural offi ces and journals. This current 
situation is leading to builtscapes “produced by the common adoption of ideas, techniques, 
standards, design ideologies and worldwide diffusion of information, images, professional cultures 
and subcultures (of architecture, city planning, urban design, conservation), and supported by 
international capital fl ows” (King, 2004: 32). Globalisation is the driving force behind this process. 
However, globalisation does not only develop an increasing homogeneity of places. It also 
emphasizes the differences between places: “this allows both global ideas and local practices to 
co-exist, and serves to highlight the diffi culties of importing ideas and concepts wholescale into 
diverse places” (Tait and Jensen, 2007:110). Consequently, the global meaning of a built form is “de-
coded and re-coded, invested with a myriad of different interpretations” which consists in imagined 
discourses about modernity, community vitality, triumph of the market, etc. (King, 2004:42).

Mobility studies have become an established fi eld in social science (Cresswell, 2006; Urry, 2007), 
but there is no long-standing tradition of research on how mobility shapes built forms. Most 
existing research regards colonial and post-colonial situations in the British, French or Dutch 
Empire (Nasr and Volait, 2003). Central to this fi eld of research, King (2004) has studied the 
transnational circulations of architectural types in the past. Other periods, related in particular 
to the globalization of the Modernist movement in architecture (McNeill, 2009) or other fi elds 
of activity such as planning (Ward, 2002) have also been studied transnationally. But all in all 
there is little literature on contemporary circulations of concepts and ideas within planning, urban 
design and urban management. Concerning the neo-traditional models, only a few academics 
have adopted a transnational perspective on the conception of forms and their circulation. They 
have mainly concentrated on the implementation of theories underlying the revival of organic 
architecture (Thompson-Fawcett, 1998), of the urban village (Franklin and Tait, 2002) or of garden 
cities (Miller, 2002), and on the social networks harboured by the connection between different 
new urbanist projects (Thomspon-Fawcett, 2003; Grant 2006). The contribution of this paper 
is thus to analyse the translation of neo-traditional ideas in a particular context, as well as the 
synergies and relationships among various actors and institutions. In order to understand the 

3  These issues are related to the hypothesis developed by Söderström (2009): the “cosmopolitan city-building regime”. This 
regime generates new urban forms as an arrangement of public and private actors in which translocal fl ows play a crucial role. 
It shows that “urban change today is related to resources that are geographically widely distributed and to local capacities of 
adapting and combining them” (Söderström, 2009). For case studies about how mobility shapes architecture and urban form, 
see Guggenheim and Söderström (2009).
4  Choay (1979) suggests that urbanism should be considered as structured by a series of historically sedimented models. 
She particularly distinguishes the “culturalist” model (which focus on tradition and sense of community such as Howard’s 
garden-city) and the “progressist” one (which focus on modernity and technology such as Le Corbusier’s functional city).
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diversity and contingency of links between ideas, actors and materialities, this paper propose 
an analytical framework based on the sociology of translation developed by Akrich, Callon and 
Latour (2006).

Ideas, actor-network and the mechanics of translation
Some authors (Ward, 2002; Thompson-Fawcett, 2003) have applied the theory of diffusion of 
innovations in urban planning in order to explain why some ideas were adapted and through 
what means diffusion occurred5. The notion of diffusion (transfer without distortion) implies a 
central broadcast point and wide reception with rather passive receivers whereas the notion 
of translation (transport with deformation), as conceptualized by actor-network theory (ANT), 
offers the advantage to consider the spread of ideas as the result of distinct relationships and 
contingent actions: ideas follow various routes and networks, and may be edited in the process of 
travel (Czarniawska and Sevón, 2005). According to Latour (1994), translation always involves 
the creation of a link that did not exist before and that, to some degree, modifi es two “actants” 
that were previously different. An actant is “any entity that acts in a plot until the attribution of 
a fi gurative or non-fi gurative role” (Latour, 1994:33): it can be human (a person or a group) 
or non-human (objects, techniques, books, etc.). Actants ensure their durability through the 
relations they have to other things. In order to stabilize this network of links connecting actants, 
a certain degree of management is necessary.

How ideas are stabilized can be understood through ANT. Networks are here a “metaphor 
for changeable associations and connections between actors and objects” (Tait and Jensen, 
2007: 111). ANT understands “science as the production of very elaborate networks of actants 
that stabilize specifi c facts and thus render them true. […] Scientists “enrol” a plethora of such 
semiotic-material actants into networks to achieve their goals. The stabilization of a network 
by enrolment is called black-boxing, a process whereby actants are stabilized in their use and 
meanings. At the same time, enrolment and black-boxing change the actants that are enrolled.” 
(Guggenheim, 2009:41). This way to conceive the (re)production of knowledge relates to the 
mechanics of translation developed by Callon (1986) and also applied by Tait and Jensen 
(2007) in urban planning.

Four stages are identifi ed as necessary checkpoints to produce a stable form of knowledge: 
problematization, interessement, enrolment and mobilization (Callon, 1986). “Problematization” 
is the ability of an idea to connect with a problem faced by different actors. For example, “models 
of urban development often redescribe problems and situations, not in a neutral manner, but 
in a manner that refl ects the priorities of those proposing the model and the relations of power 
in which they are embedded” (Tait and Jensen, 2007: 112). “Interessement” requires that 
actors share their identities in order to be part of the network. “Enrolment” relates to activities 
which inscribed the actors in relationships with one another and ensures that diverse actions 
occur in particular directions. Ultimately, “mobilization”, indicates that the actor-network has 
cohered. Thus, a spokesperson can speak on the behalf of the others which allows actions to 
be translated across space. 

The sociology of translation offers the advantage of understanding urbanism as a complex 
assemblage of heterogeneous elements which demands continual maintenance to be 
stabilized and translated elsewhere. It focuses on how social, technical, conceptual, and textual 
elements are juxtaposed (and simplifi ed) into a black-box thanks to actors, organisations and 
intermediaries. Intermediaries carry sets of relations from one place to another. As immutable 
mobiles, in ANT’s terms, they remain stable through space and time: for instance, documents, 
plans, books and professionalized practices serve to disseminate urban models. The mechanics 
of translation understand that “ideas do not form in a vacuum, instead they arise from a particular 
context and a particular problem or issue at hand. Indeed, for them to become materialized -
or turned into objects- requires some collective action” (Tait and Jensen, 2007:113). In the 
following section, the new relationships formed between actors and the creation of particular 
organisations are explained in regards to the mechanics of translation which have stabilized the 
neo-traditional model as an actor-network.

Black-boxing the neo-traditional model: convergent ideas across the Atlantic
The ambition of a few architects has led to an international network that is still being developed. 
Professional relationships, the establishment of various institutions, specialist publications, 
websites, electronic associations, and mass media have expanded the neo-traditional model. In 
Europe, sources can be located in Belgium, France, Italy and Great-Britain. In the United-States, 
the New Urbanism (NU) movement was originally inspired by the ideal of the pre-industrial 
European city. All these movements share knowledge and experience about the urban form. 
Ideas are convergent about the restoration of early “traditional” forms through a pattern language 

5  Innovation is a process where new ideas are adapted, packaged and applied in practical way. The quantitative theory 
of the diffusion of innovation was formalized by Rogers (1962) through the examples of agricultural methods and medical 
practices.
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and new organisations permit to stabilize the actor-network and gain in value. However, their 
practice has not become universalized over time and space; variations exist according to 
distinct urban politics and diverse cultural references in Europe. Indeed, a proselyte and infl uent 
movement such as the NU in the United-States didn’t appear in Europe yet. 

The Reconstruction of the European City
The neo-traditional model of urban planning and design was elaborated in Brussels with the 
foundation of the ARAU (Atelier de Recherche et d’Action Urbaine) in 1969. Among the co-
founders there was Maurice Culot, an architect and a teacher at the La Cambre School, who 
set up a year before the AAM (Archives d’Architecture Moderne). This association aims to give 
value to architecture and urbanism based on historical and typological analysis. At that time, the 
Modernism movement was the leading force behind the transformation of Brussels. The ARAU 
and AAM were struggling for a right to the city (droit à la ville) by promoting the traditional urban 
morphology and qualities: streets, neighbourhoods (quartiers) and the continuity of the built 
form and public spaces. The students of La Cambre and the ARAU proposed counter-projects 
to convince the politicians and inhabitants of the quality of the urban heritage. During the 1970s, 
this “pragmatic work anchored in the region” was part of a wider emulation in the architectural 
profession linking together the AA School in London, La Cambre and the architectural schools 
of Paris-Belleville, Milano and Bologna (Culot, 2009, interview). Journals such as Architectural 
Design, Lotus or Architecture d’Aujourd’hui were also important vectors for the circulation of 
these ideas. According to the architect Nada Breitman who studied at La Cambre, it was “a 
European movement which asked the same questions at the same time in regard to a very 
destructive and proliferating modernist architecture” (2009, interview). 

The contribution of Léon Krier, an architect native of Luxembourg who was teaching during the 
1970s at London’s AA, was decisive. He gave the theoretical background to this neo-rationalist 
movement: the concept of the polycentric European city where the dimension of the neighbourhood 
is defi ned by a walking distance (10-15 minutes on foot) (Culot, 2009, interview). According to 
Krier (1998), a city must be limited in size and should synthesize all daily and less frequent 
urban activities. Krier’s conception and others actors’ testimonies in favour of a new rationalist 
architecture were further elaborated in the Déclaration de Bruxelles for the Reconstruction of the 
European City published in 1980. These concepts spread quite successfully at the end of 1980s 
in Italy - particularly supported by the architect Gabrielle Tagliaventi - and in Great-Britain. Prince 
Charles was a fervent exponent of the movement and applies its principles in Poundbury. This 
emblematic urban village was planned by Krier, built on land owned by the Duchy of Cornwall, 
and today still in construction as a twenty years and more project. The term “urban village” was 
promoted by Prince Charles in his book A Vision of Britain (1989) and by his Foundation for the 
Built Environment. As the ambassador of an “Urban Renaissance”, he believes that traditional 
architecture refl ects “an ordered cosmos, harmony, a seamless integration of past and present 
and the use of timeless, Platonic forms” (Jenks, 2006:5). 

The New Urbanism as an alternative to sprawl
The NU emerged in response to the suburban development that has dominated American life 
and builtscapes over the past fi fty years. This movement addresses the spatial separation of 
land use and the constraints to the reliance on automobile (Talen, 2000). The NU emerged in 
the 1980s with the works of architects Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk (DPZ) and Peter 
Calthrope who were at the origin of the two main models associated with towns of the NU: 
respectively, the TND (Traditional Neighbourhood Design) with Seaside, Florida, and the TOD 
(Transit-Oriented Development) with Laguna West, California.

As an urban reform movement, the NU pleads for “the restructuring of public policy and 
development practices” by promoting “architecture and landscape design that celebrate local 
history, climate, ecology, and building practice” in order to achieve mixed-used development, 
pedestrian orientation, accessible public spaces and liveable communities6. It operates as an 
umbrella structure that includes “a coherent theory of urbanism, a solid conceptual framework, 
and a new, revised set of tools and techniques” (Haas, 2008:9). A range of tools (such as 
the Form-based code) and media such as New Urban News or The Town Paper allows the 
adepts of the NU to share practices. This knowledge reaches back to a variety of sources such 
as the City-Beautiful tradition, the Garden-City movement or the realm of urban communities 
through public spaces. What is “new” is that the NU “involves reinterpreting the old patterns, 
buildings and places so that they will suit modern living requirements” (Steuteville, 2003:I-2). 
This proclaimed novelty was also a strategy to convince American citizens of the legitimacy 
of urbanism to reform cities and suburbs: “new” was added to “urbanism” because the idea of 
urbanism as the antithesis of nature was pejoratively associated with fear and danger inside 
cities (Norquist, 2008, interview).

6  www.cnu.org/charter [accessed 22nd August 09].
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The Congress for the New Urbanism (CNU) was founded in 1993 by a group of architects, 
town planners and developers in order “to concentrate on the broader objectives they held in 
common, especially relating to town-making at its various scales rather than matters of styles 
and architectural details” (Thompson-Fawcett, 2003:257). Krier had a signifi cant infl uence on 
this early development (Thompson-Fawcett, 1998: 179): considered as an important mentor by 
Andres Duany, one of the co-founders of the CNU, Krier wanted to create a new and antithetical 
group to the modernist CIAM. Today, the CNU has more than 3300 members and federates, a 
lot of non-profi t organisations, public authorities, professionals and academics. It counts more 
than 500 projects at a neighbourhood scale, planned or under construction, particularly in the 
United-States, but also over the world. Two documents crystallize its principles: the Charter 
of the New Urbanism, ratifi ed in 1996 and translated in six languages, and more recently 
completed by the Canons of Sustainable Architecture and Urbanism in 2008. 

Stabilizing ideas, managing the actor-network
With the concomitant founding of the American CNU and the Prince Charles’ Foundation in 
the early 1990s, communications across the Atlantic were further reinforced: “the two groups 
were quick to recognize their shared agenda, despite contextual differences, and proponents, 
delegates, and speakers moved recurrently between their various meetings and symposia, 
learning from each other effective mechanisms for implementing their vision.” (Thompson-
Fawcett, 2003:258-260). Two institutions are now recognized as an important result of 
European-American strategies: the INTBAU (International Network for Traditional Building, 
Architecture & Urbanism7) founded in 2002 and the CEU (Council for European Urbanism8). 
The INTBAU has several locations over the world and is supported by the CNU, the Prince’s 
Foundation, the Katarxis Webzine and a few schools of traditional architecture. It was followed, 
a year later, by the fi rst Euro-American New Urban Council meeting where the key outcome 
was the creation of the CEU. The aims of the Council are to customize the principles of the NU 
to meet European circumstances (especially through the shared Déclaration de Bruges which 
points out the same problems as the Charter for the New Urbanism, that is: waste of land, social 
segregation, zoning, loss of local and regional, cohesion) and to assess European-American 
synergies through knowledge and technique sharing (Thompson-Fawcett, 2003:261).

Other important organisations are La Foundation pour l’Architecture founded by Philippe 
Rotthier and “A Vision of Europe” (AVOE). Since its establishment in 1982, the foundation 
has rewarded works that respect European traditions of town planning. In 1992, AVOE was 
inaugurated by Prince Charles at the University of Bologna. As an outcome of the exhibition, the 
book Building Classical: A Vision of Europe and America (1993) was published in association 
with the symposium organised the same year by the American Classical Architectural League 
which regroup infl uent schools such as the Yale School of Architecture or the Catholic University 
of Notre-Dame (Chabard, 2008:64). Following the wide reception in 2008 of the Rotthier’s 
prize, the Foundation and AVOE launched the Eco-Compact Cities Network in 20099. This 
organisation regroups Tagliaventi, Culot and Duany, frequent names in the European-American 
connection, and is presided by the ambitious mayor of Plessis-Robinson Philippe Pemezec10. 
These institutions are central in the circulation of ideas, as they constitute intermediaries 
in the neo-traditional actor-network. They represent a symbolic power where expertise and 
professional legitimacies are constructed. Marginalised by the architectural corporation in 
Europe aand the United-States, actors had nevertheless built an international network: “the 
power of ideas depends on the relational confi gurations of capacities embedded partly within its 
networking infrastructure and partly as a refl ection of contingent decisions and actions made by 
agents” (Tait and Jensen, 2007:125). After the enrolement of diverse actants, the actor-network 
gained coherence through mobiization when spokesperons such as Culot, Krier, Tagliaventi 
and Prince Charles and Duany translate neo-traditioal ideas across space.

What unifi es all actors and institutions is the idea that urbanism (with its qualities of scale and 
public spaces) prevails over architecture. This credo is achieved through the production of an 
urban code that organizes streets, public spaces and neighbourhoods into a hierarchy, a pattern 
language in Alexander et al. terms (1977). It defi nes how public and private spaces relate within 
the geographic area through the study of the historically dominant urban and landscape design. 
The urban morphology, its context and heritage are common semiotic-material elements shared 
by the proponents of neo-traditional urbanism, all passionate by the history of architecture and 
infl uenced by authors such as Jane Jacobs (The Death and Life of Great American Cities, 
1961), Aldo Rossi (The Architecture of City, 1966), Christopher Alexander (1977) and Léon 
Krier (1998).

7  www.intbau.org [accessed 22nd August 09].
8  www.ceunet.org [accessed 22nd August 09].
9  www.ecocompactcity.org [accessed 22nd August 09].
10  Plessis-Robinson is a neo-traditional town originally designed by François Spoerry who was also the architect of well-
known reference of the NU: Port-Grimaud on the French Riviera.
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These common ideas are expressed in Val d’Europe. Three awards given by the institutions 
of the network are a testimony of the connections of Val d’Europe to neo-traditional urbanism. 
In 2006, a “Charter Award” of the CNU, which pays attention to projects that live up to the 
principles of the Charter, awarded Val d’Europe for its master-plan. In 2008, Val d’Europe 
received the “Rotthier’s prize for the best new town” because of its compactness, human scale 
and open spaces. It also received the “Urban Land Institute Award for Excellence” for its real 
estate development. Although some members of these juries are also actors at the conception 
of Val d’Europe, the attribution of prizes has contributed to the expansion of the network thanks 
to the recognition of new members. Culot, president of the Rotthier’s jury, confesses that: “The 
Rothier’s prize is a prize that has enormously contributed to create this network: obviously, 
if we give a prize, architects will become friends and then network expands” (Culot, 2009, 
interview). Architects from France, Belgium, Great Britain, Italy and the United-States found 
in Val d’Europe a unique opportunity to be considered as valuable actors in regards to the 
mainstream architecural production. Through the (almost) free expression of their ideas into built 
forms, they stabilize the neo-traditional network: “Val d’Europe is a place where we can build 
(perhaps not always as we would do) programs (which are often less complex than we would 
wish). At least, we can make some experiences there and see also if we are mistaken, and then 
test” (Culot, 2009, interview). Because of its scale of 1943 hectares and of its particular actors, 
Val d’Europe represents the largest place in Europe where the ideas of the neo-traditional 
network are expressed.

Val d’Europe as a neo-traditional manifesto: genealogy, actors and forms
The urban development of Val d’Europe has benefi ted from an unprecedented public-private 
partnership which inscribes a resort, Disneyland Paris (born Euro Disney in 1992) into the state-
planned new town of Marne-la-Vallée. According to d’Hauteserre (1999:97), TWDC found a site 
that had a central location relative to the European market, the required hectares to build a 
resort, a transport network that could support bringing millions of visitors, and an administrative 
organisation and institutional governance that could adapt to the Company’s needs. 

The Convention of 1987
The agreement, or Convention, was signed on March 22th 1987 between the French 
Government, the Ile-de-France Regional Council, the Seine-et-Marne Departmental Council, 
the RATP (the Suburban Paris Transportation Authority) and TWDC. It determines the time 
and order in which each party fulfi ls its obligations. When TWDC wishes to buy more land, 
it has to present detailed development plans. Such plans can only be shaped with the local 
planning and development authority, EPA France (Établissement Public d’Aménagement)11, 
created by decree to plan the fourth district of Marne-la-Vallée. According to the calendar set in 
the Convention, the lands will be developed until 2017, at the rate of one-third of the land per 
decade12. TWDC also had “to follow French urban and architectural directives, including mixed 
residential areas, job opportunities located close to housing developments, and diversity in 
architectural styles” (d’Hauteserre, 1999:97). This convention was translated into a Project of 
General Interest (Projet d’Intérêt Général, PIG) in order to precise the planning strategies fi xed 
in the agreement, that is the land use and urban programmes. The PIG and the Convention 
were approved in a decree by the Prime Minister on 24th of March 1987, which demonstrates 
the will of the French State to link urban planning and the leisure industry. The interest of the 
State has obviously been economical since the fi rst phase of the project. Between 1987 and 
2008, the public authorities and fi rms invested 0.64 billion € while the privates investors funded 
a total of 6.7 billion €, that is a tremendous leverage of 10. Disneyland has generated close to 
50 000 direct, indirect and spinoff jobs, and furthermore the State and local authorities have 
made 3.58 billion € of fi scal benefi ts of all sorts during the same period (Santel et al., 2008:5).

The project concerns a ground coverage of 1943 hectares (1945 ha in 1987) over the territory 
of fi ve communes but it avoids their town centre [fi g. 2]. The fi ve earlier rural communes (Bailly-
Romainvilliers, Magny-le-Hongre, Coupvray, Chessy and Serris) which compose the district of 
Val d’Europe (3215 hectares) form the Syndicate of the New Agglomeration of Val d’Europe 
(Syndicat d’Agglomération Nouvelle, SAN). The planning department of the SAN is in charge 
of prospective visions with the EPA France and Euro Disney S.C.A (ED)13. It is also responsible 
for the coordination with the different political partners of the region. The SAN defi nes itself as 
the manager of the agglomeration at the scale of its public equipments, and green and public 
spaces (Bernex, 2009, interview). 

11  The director of this state offi ce is designated by the government, but EPA Marne and EPA France have a fi nancial 
autonomy in terms of planning: they take out a loan to develop its districts.
12  Three phases can be schematicaly defi ned up to 2010: phase 1 (1989-1997), the building of the Disneyland Paris 
Resort, phase 2 (1997-2002) the creation of the town centre, the international shopping mall and the second theme park 
and phase 3 (2003-2010) the extension of the Resort and the urbanisation of the communes.
13  This joint-stock company operates for the TWDC in Val d’Europe.
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ED is the priority developer. The Company can take advantage of a general call option to buy 
assignable land in order to realise the programs arranged by the Convention. The assignment of 
the pieces of land to ED is done gradually, as the programs proceed, at cost price. The planner 
EPA France is in charge of buying the lands from farmers at a price of 1.69 €/m2, it builds the 
necessary infrastructures for building purposes, and then it sells them to ED with an added-value 
equal to the expenses engaged (Santel et al., 2008:9). Later on, ED proceeds, following the lay-
out developed with the EPA France and the SAN, either to operations in line with its core abilities 
(theme parks, hotels), or to a transfer of its rights to development companies which will realise 
real estate programs (housing, offi ces or other activities) (EPA Marne/EPA France, 2008:19).

The selection of architects: the constraints of referenced architecture

According to Chabard (2008:42), what distinguishes Val d’Europe is not so much related to the 
speculative margin of which ED takes advantage (about 20 %, which is usual in real-estate 
business), as the importance given by the Company to the design of the urban form, that is 
its morphology, architecture, and landscape. In charge of the overall visual coherence of the 
project, the Imagineering group14 blends creative imagination with technical know-how in the 
building of places, inside theme parks or around them. Its local staff in Val d’Europe called 
“Architecture & Urbanisme” defi nes the surroundings in terms of aesthetics and design of the 
“resort” (entertainment, hotels or theme parks) and the so-called “community” (that is all the 
elements of a town: offi ces, housings, etc.) (Durand-Rival, 2009, interview). Only selected 
architects, carefully chosen by the chief architect of TWDC, can work with developers according 
to specifi c requirements (or patterns). In Val d’Europe, this selection encompasses architects 
from France, Belgium, Great-Britain, Italy and the United-States15. All of them are part, actively 
or not, of the neo-traditional network and participate in the building of a “true town” with a 
“referenced architecture” [fi g.3] as the architect Bernard Durand-Rival, Senior Manager of 
“Architecture & Urbanisme”, likes to say (Durand-Rival, 2009, interview). 

14  The term designates a myriad of professions (lawyers, real-estate developers, designers, architects, managers, etc.) 
which conceive and build the projects of the TWDC. Imagineering is a contraction of “imagination” and “engineering” cre-
ated by Walt Disney in 1952 when he built the fi rst theme park near Los Angeles.
15  Culot, Krier, Marc and Nada Breitman, Sefi k Birkye, Pierre Diener, Pierre Guirard, Dominique Hertenberger, Christophe 
Chaplain, Demetri Porphyrios, Gabrielle Tagliaventi, Pier Carlo Bontempi, Robert A.M. Stern, Jacquelin Robertson, etc.

[fi g. 2] Ground coverage of the 
Convention (black line) and of 
the fi ve communes (gray line) in 
1990 (Chabard, 2008:41)
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Infl uenced by the typo-morphological analyses of Castex and Panerai (2004), who signed 
the Déclaration de Bruxelles in 1980, Durand-Rival avoid speaking about this architecture as 
“themed” because of its amalgam with the nearby theme parks16. Obviously, the architecture in 
the theme parks is totally eclectic and pastiche, and at the beginning of the project, there was 
a risk to make the architecture of Val d’Europe the same, as pointed out by Bertrand Ousset, 
planning director of EPA France. In Ousset’s opinion, the Imagineers have played a decisive role 
in the choice of referenced architecture, but under the strict control of the EPA France which has 
progressively refi ned their doctrine: “in my view, the “neo” architecture which has been applied 
there, that is neo-classical and neo-Haussmannian, has nothing to do with a pastiche. We have 
an architectural reference, and we strictly stick to it. At each place, we have references which 
are coherent in a neighbourhood, but we won’t juxtapose them. Their juxtaposition is the end 
of our concept that is linked to our applied urban model, which is a street of terraced houses” 
(Ousset, 2009, interview).

The Imagineers have defi ned the aesthetic of buildings and their alignment through directives 
inspired by the neo-classical script [fi g. 4]. The buildings are low-rise and organised in three 
parts: a usually raised base, the piano nobile on the second fl oor and fi nally the attic with 
its roof which is often set back. Depending on the constraints, the aesthetics of the façades 
can be designed with moulding, cornices, architraves, pediments, window framings, etc. The 
volumetry of the buildings and their continuity with each other give an overall coherence to the 
streetscapes. Of course, there are neither cut stones nor old glazings, but it seems to be a 
challenge for architects to match both with these directives and the current rules of building: “It 
make us think about the correlation between the architecture that we do and the expression that 
we can give to it. According to us, Val d’Europe is one of the rare fi elds to experiment our ideas 
with the reality of fi re rules, disabled people, etc.” (Culot, 2009, interview). 

16  Nevertheless, Dunlop (2006) makes it clear that architecture has always been themed or referenced, even the Mod-
ernist one. The translation of an idea (as creating convergences and homologies betweenthings that were previously 
different) into a building can refer to the history of architecture, to abstract concepts, to industry or objects, or to animals 
or vegetals.

[fi g. 4] Terraced housings with 
neo-classical script (Photograph 

by B.Dupuis, 2009)

[fi g.3] Referenced architectures 
in the town centre of Val 

d’Europe: offi ces Antarès and 
Galilée (Stern, Breitman), 

housings Imperial Park 
(Porphyrios) and hotel l’Elysée 

(Chaplain) (Photography by 
B.Dupuis, 2009)
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In Val d’Europe, the lands’ values depend on design control: “The developers of a land are not 
on the “free” market. The value will depend on the urban and architectural directives of Disney 
that controls completely the process of designing and building. It is obviously unimaginable 
elsewhere” (Diener, 2009, interview). At least, “each architect will give its character to a building. 
It will then create diversity into a large coherence of the whole town” (Durand-Rival, 2009, 
interview). To maintain over time these high standards, it implies that the SAN, in charge of the 
public spaces in Val d’Europe, control everything that concerns the limit between public and 
private spaces: “When hedges establish the limit of the street, their maintenance is recovered 
by the public authorities in order to make sure that they are maintained properly. It’s not about 
uniformity, but about the unity of management” (Bernex, 2009, interview). The control of built 
forms in terms of design, planning and development is assured by strong rules and patterns, 
but also by day-to-day attention paid by the actors, in order to assure the cohrence of the 
neighbourhoods 

The experiences of the two main partners 
The engagement of the Imagineers and EPA France to produce such coherent streetscapes 
and neighbourhoods is related to their former experience. At the beginning, both were driven by 
a leading personality (Disney and Delouvrier) and thereafter both have had a whole structure 
which controls urban planning, development and design (Imagineers and EPAs). They also 
have urban models, produced earlier, to which they can refer.

TWDC’s urban ideas reach back to Walter Elias Disney’s ideal town called the Experimental 
Prototype of Community of Tomorrow (EPCOT). He wanted to implement it in order to control 
both what he built (of course, theme parks) and what would be built in its surroundings (that 
is, hotels, housings, retail spaces). He bought lands southwest of Orlando, but died before his 
second theme park, Disneyworld, opened its doors in 1971. Most of his land remained green 
fi elds until Michael Eisner became the CEO of TWDC in 1984. Three years later, he created 
a real-estate department and hired Robert A.M. Stern who served as a matchmaker with 
postmodernist architects such as Michael Graves, Robert Venturi, Charles Moore, Jacquelin 
Robertson or Aldo Rossi (Chabard, 2008: 59). This connection found in Disney’s Floridian lands 
a place to express the revival of old architectural styles through a master plan of Stern and 
Robertson and a pattern book which refers to the architecture of thirty Southern towns and 
villages. Finally, the private town of Celebration opened in 1996. A subsidiary of TWDC, The 
Celebration Company, designed, developed and marketed this community17 which is labelled 
by the NU as a TND (a main street which structures public amenities and neighbourhoods and 
specifi c streetscapes with front porches and coded architectural styles). 

EPA France has learned from the EPA Marne which has been in charge of the fi rst three districts 
of Marne-la-Vallée since 1972. The personality of Delouvrier, the founding father of the French 
new towns, has strongly infl uenced the architects and urbanists employed in the EPA. The 
planning of Portes de Paris district had been based on a slab urbanism, as in La Défense. 
Val Maubuée is also modernist but with an inspiration of British garden-cities. Its conceptors 
went to Great-Britain, Netherlands, Sweden and Finland in order to create these polycentric 
neighbourhoods structured by public transport and environmental management (Ousset, 2009, 
interview). Another model, infl uenced by Krier and different from the earlier models, was applied 
in Val de Bussy: “a concept of traditional, classical town with blocks, streets, lateral parking 
and squares” (Ousset, 2009, interview). Instead of giving architectural references as in Val 
d’Europe, the EPA gave an imposed vocabulary “so strict that it led us, and as for myself I 
regret it, to feel that only one architect had been worked on it, even though more than hundred 
architects had been busy on the project. On this scale, this homogeneity is a problem” (Ousset, 
2009, interview). Homogeneity is also rejected by the Imagineers of Val d’Europe who refuse 
to conceive another Port-Grimaud, designed by only one architect (Durand-Rival, 2009, 
interview).

In 1971, it was already planned that the fourth district would be the town centre of Marne-
la-Vallée When EPA Marne heard that TWDC prospected fi elds in the Parisian region, the 
EPA contacted the Company with the idea that a theme park could handle the creation of 
a town centre for the fourth district18 (Ousset, 2009, interview). At this time, the State was 
particularly cautious about the ambition of a town centre that could sink the theme park project. 
Nonetheless, the EPA contacted TWDC, through the CEO of that time, Ray Watson. On the 
basis of his experience19, he totally agreed about the idea of a partnership that could lead both 
to an international resort and to an ambitious urban project. It was thus the personal initiative of 
the EPA that led to the sharing of knowledge between local authorities and a private company. 

17  In 2004, TWDC sold the development of the town centre to Lexin Capital.
18  This idea reaches back to the end of the 1970s when the EPA Marne worked on a theme park project for another 
American company. In this context, their staff went to the United-States and visited Disney’s park to acquire knowledge 
about it.
19  He was the planner of the Irvine new town, one of the largest private American towns
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EPA Marne experienced many urban principles in the former district but was unsatisfi ed about 
the resulting buildings. EPA found TWDC as a knowledgeable and powerful partner. However, 
EPA achieved to convince the Company not to build another Celebration. EPA knows this 
private town and insisted on having a different type of development in terms of scale, density 
and accesibility. The example of the design of the town centre illustrates the ability of the EPA 
to impose its own urban conception.

Designing the town centre: hybrid forms and cultural references

The town centre is located on the territory of the two most populated communes of Val d’Europe 
(among fi ve): Chessy to the northwest (3096 inhabitants) and Serris to the southeast (6097 
inhabitants). It is structured by the TGV and the RER line, the famous circular boulevard and 
the shopping mall [fi g. 5]. Jacquelin Robertson (the architect of the master-plan of Celebration) 
drew the master-plan in 1996 and the town centre started to be built in 1997. After the opening 
of Disneyland Paris Resort in 1992, ED was in fi nancial diffi culties20 when the EPA France told 
them that they had to build the town centre according to the schedule fi xed by the Convention. 
EPA France hired an architectural staff (with Portzamparc and Macary among others) in order to 
think about the concept of a town centre on the basis of the directives established in 1990 (EPA 
Marne-EPA France, 1990). They immediately proposed to build a shopping mall, considered 
“as the embryo of the town centre”, in order to attract regional customers, but also the future 
inhabitants of the town centre (Ousset, 2009, interview). ED wanted to build the shopping mall 
beside the highway to the south of the town centre. But, it was the idea of the EPA, inspired by 
its former experiences, to build it over the TGV line that leads to the Resort. The shopping mall 
(called Centre Commercial International) opened in 2001 and was designed by the architect 
Graham Gund (also designer of the High School of Celebration, Florida, in 2003). This linear 
structure of 90000 square meters is inspired on the design of Victor Baltard who built, in the 
middle of the 19th century, the Halles de Paris.  

This mall connects the two main squares of the town centre: the Place d’Ariane to the west and 
the Place de Toscane to the east [fi g.6]. The fi rst one is situated at the exit of the RER, and 
was conceived as a “pre-show” of the overall urban project. The conception of space (form and 
scale) was hotly contested by Macary and the EPA France on one side, and Robertson and 
the Imagineers on the other side. It took the intervention of an interdepartmental representative 
to reach a compromise. A curvilinear form based on the circular boulevard nearby was fi nally 
adopted, but in a scale which did not match the idea of the Imagineers (Durand-Rival, 2009, 
interview). An emblematic café was built in front of the station. Designed by Krier, the Agape 
Café stands alone and attracts the attention to this “guest entry sequence” (Durand-Rival, 2009, 
interview).

20  Getting into the stock-exchange in 1989, ED quickly suffered important fi nancial losses that led to a fi nancial reorgani-
sation of the Company in 1994. A second one was necessary in 2005 (Santel et al., 2008:6-7).

[fi g. 5] Build-out of the town 
centre of Val d’Europe 

(Imagineering, Disneland Resort 
Paris, 2009)
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In contrast to the slightly oversized public Place d’Ariane, the Place de Toscane is a privately 
owned square designed by the architect Pier Carlo Bontempi associated to Dominique 
Hertenberger. Because it is exclusively private, the Imagineers could fulfi ll their ideas without 
constraints. Finished in 2006, its elliptic form is modeled after the piazza of the amphitheatre 
in Lucca (Italy). The focal point is an out of axes tall fountain that has the shape of an obelisk. 
The Place de Toscane won the “Palladio Award 2008” for its particular form which is laid out in 
buildings of irregular shape. Match smaller than the Place d’Ariane, this pedestrian space was 
conceived according to the idea that the urban walk must be organized through the succession 
of diaphragms and expansions (Durand-Rival, 2009, interview). 

This way of conceiving streets and open spaces is borrowed from “culturalist” theorist, Camillo 
Sitte (1843-1903), who is still a reference for the neo-traditional network. The sinuosity of the 
streets inside neighbourhoods and the recesses of the buildings create an effective way to 
lead step-by-step one toward a place. This urban staging shapes the three neighbourhoods of 
the town centre: Downtown (Quartier de la Gare), Parkside (Quartier du Parc) and Lakeside 
(Quartier du Lac). In Parkside, the references come from Great-Britain, the architect John Nash, 
the built forms of terraced houses and of the mews, and the importance given to green spaces. 
In Lakeside and Downtown, mingling forms of Parisian passages, porches, and courtyards 
suggest the aesthetics of Haussmmanian buildings as well as of French or Italian villas.

This ability to move between different cultural references is borrowed from the principle of 
“storytelling”, that both Disney and neo-traditionalist architect, concerned by the sense of place, 
like so much. There were only agricultural fi elds before the foundation of the town centre, but 
the architects tried to create a feeling of urbanity through the evocation of imaginary earlier 
buildings. This way “to tell a fi ctive but plausible story” called “a mythogenesis” is a “practice 
as old as the world” (Culot, 2009, interview). Employed fi rst by Breitman to sell a project 
during an architectural contest, the Imagineers found the concept attractive and imposed it to 
further architects of Val d’Europe (Breitman, 2009, interview). The “Villa Medici” project by the 
architects Tagliaventi and Culot [fi g. 8] comes to mind as a good example of this principle. The 
story is the following: at the time of the Medicis, a cardinal who went with Marie de Medicis 
to Paris fell in love with a site in Val d’Europe and built an Italian villa with courtyard gardens. 
The property was plundered during the French Revolution. At the end of the 19th century, the 
site was restored progressively. “We built this story, and this story became the story of the 
surrounding block. We know that is fi ctive, there is a parking underground, but it is plausible” 

(Culot, 2009, interview). 

The examples of the shopping mall that connects the two emblematic squares, of the 
neighbourhoods and of the “Villa Medici” project illustrate the ability of the partners to build a 
controlled and ordered town centre through old architectural designs and theater language. 
Hybrid forms with diverse cultural references are fi nally coherent, albeit not homogene, because 
of their former experience and knowledge.

[fi g.6] The Place de Toscane 
with its fountains (behind, the 
peristyle of the mall) and the 
Place d’Ariane with the Agape 
Café (behind, the Imagineers’ 
offi ce designed by Robertson) 
(Photography by B.Dupuis, 
2009)

[fi g.8] Numeric picture of the 
“Villa Medici” project, now in 
construction (Culot, Tagliaventi 
and Arcas, 2005)
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The effectiveness of ideas: Val d’Europe as fl agship for the neo-traditional 
network

As a place with an admission charge, Disneyland Paris Resort is the most visited one in Europe 
with 15,3 millions visitors in 2008 and over 200 millions since its opening. Lying to thirty-fi ve 
kilometres from Paris, Val d’Europe is a business and leisure cluster, with its theme parks, 
hotels, conference centres and industrial parks. But it is also an ambitious urban project which 
encompasses a town centre and urbanized villages which keep their own identity, with clear 
spaces of transition in between (Bernex, 2009, interview). The toponym “Val d’Europe” does 
not formally indicate a new town, as TWDC or neo-traditional architects usually say (yet Marne-
la-Vallée is), but an agglomeration of fi ve communes (Bailly-Romainvilliers, Chessy, Coupvray, 
Magny-le-Hongre and Serris) which implement a new way of building based on a coded and 
controled urbanism.

Through the sociology of translation, the paper outline that the assemblage neo-traditional ideas 
has produced stable forms of knowledge. The issues that the actors face (the “problematization” 
stage in ANT) are urban sprawl, anonymous surburbs and the destruction of urban heritage. 
Adopting this position about urban problems allows them to present a common strategy to 
position themselves in contrast with modernist ideas. At least, “they know what they don’t 
want”, as many of them say. They share a common interest for the history of architecture, 
ancestral ways of urban designing and the conservation of heritage (the “interessement” 
stage). The “enrolement” of diverses semiotic-material elements permits to stabilize the actor-
network. “Intermediaries” include common organisations (Eco-compact city network among 
others), different books (of Krier or Alexander for instance), techniques (pattern book and typo-
morphological analysis) or drawings (architectural references and master-plans). The actor-
network has stabilized through the work of transnational architects as Krier, Culot, Robertson 
or Tagliaventi (the “mobilization” stage).

The ability of the actors of Val d’Europe to move between different cultural references (and 
thus to make neo-traditional ideas circulate) was illustrated through an overview of built forms. 
However, hybrid forms need further examination to track the circulation of their ideas (especially 
the role of the developers who gravitated around TWDC and the neo-traditional network). The 
other spaces of Val d’Europe (i.e. urban villages around the town centre) also need deeper 
examination. Nevertheless, this paper has outlined some insights for further studies which will 
associate urbanism with the sociology of translation. 

The forms of Val d’Europe and its town centre borrowed some principles of the NU. The 
Transit-Oriented Development frames the different nodes that allow to commute between 
the urban villages of Val d’Europe. However, it is not perfect today: the inhabitants still need 
a car. The Traditional Neighbourhood Design (the From-based code or the pattern book for 
instance) shapes the aestetic of the streets and the overall coherence of the neighbourhoods. 
However, ED refuses to be amalgamated with the NU (Durand-Rival, 2009, interview). It is still 
misunderstood in Europe as a reactionary movement albeit the effort of its actors to create links 
through common declarations and organisations. Furthermore, Culot dissociates the NU from 
the European context in terms of content and often declares that: “The Anglo-Saxon world thinks 
of urbanism in terms of communities, that is, in terms of homogeneous social or ethnic groups, 
whereas the European urban tradition places the city, that is, all citizens without distinction, 
at the centre of its refl ection” (2008:7-8). In Val d’Europe, the directives of the State, which 
impose to build 20% of social housing inside an urban project, has led to a social mixity. But the 
strategy of the planner and the developer is mostly focused on the attraction of middle and high 
social classes: “we have to fi gure out a way to construct according to architectural references 
that can attract them. It is not shameful: social mixity is a top-down process!” (Ousset, 2009, 
interview).

Neither a gated-community (no wall protects the site and 20 % of social housing is requested 
anyway by the State), nor a private town (local authorities preserve their power in the process 
of building and in the management of the district), Val d’Europe appears to be the largest 
blueprint in Europe based on an urbanism of neighbourhood. Its coherent and ordered 
townscape is the result of diverse relationships in the neo-traditional network. Proponents of 
neo-traditional urbanism always complain about the little legitimacy they have in professional 
corporations, universities or in state-ordered projects. Nevertheless, they have succeeded in 
being considered as valuable actors; fi rstly, through the creation of a wide network that allows 
their ideas to circulate and, secondly, through the construction of Val d’Europe thanks to the 
urban knowledge and fi nancial abilities of the EPA and TWDC. Thus, the built forms of Val 
d’Europe appear as a manifesto of the neo-traditional network.

The Convention of 1987 is currently renegotiated because the denser urban development left 
more free spaces than expected. More housing and public transports are needed, and the 
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State would like to reshuffl e the role of each partner. The sustainable development (through 
a “Village Nature” project) appears to be another model in order to continue the construction 
of an exemplar agglomeration (Santel et al. 2008). “Forms and fl ows coalesce under local 
circumstances according to historically situated power struggles” as pointed out by Söderström 
(2009). The planner (EPA France), the developer (Euro Disney S.C.A.) and the manager of the 
city (SAN of Val d’Europe) have always worked together under tension, but this governance 
“leads to a mutual improvement and permits to gain the quality of the conception” (Bernex, 
2009, interview). As an architect mentions, “the experience shows that we cannot create a 
quality urbanism if we don’t have this very constraining framework and this voluntarism of the 
planner and the developer. Today, this model is too strong to be transgressed. Financial crisis 
or not, they won’t loose the standard, because they are not going to shoot themselves in the 
foot” (Diener, 2009, interview).
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